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CATECHISM OF PERSEVERANCE.

LESSON I.

STATE OP THE WORLD AT THE COMING OF THE MESSIAS.

Political and Religious state of the Gentiles. Roman Domination. Idolatry.

Political and Religious stnto of the Jews: Division of their Territory ;

Dependence on the Romans. Sects : Pharisees, Essence, Sadducees,

Herodians.

¥i have left the old world : to-day we set foot on the new, in

which are to be accomplished, verified, and completed the

promises, the figures, the prophecies, the teachings, whose history

has for so long a time occupied our minds and made our hearts

throb. Before going further, let us pause a moment to learn a

little of this new world, the scene of so many wonders.

The Roman Empire, which, according to the prophecy of

Daniel, should overthrow and absorb all other empires, was come

to its highest degree of glory : it embraced in its vast bosom nearly

all the known nations of the world. After a long and bloody war

fare against his numerous rivals, Augustus, victorious by land and

sea, was tranquilly seated on the throne of the Caesars. The whole

earth rested in peace : if we may be allowed to speak of peace in

reference to the momentary calm of a brutaliscd and manacled

slave.

In effect, all the nations, having become tributaries of the

Romans, were groaning under the most cruel despotism that ever

weighed upon the world. Three-fourths of the human race were

slaves, that is, little more than beasts. With the exception of the

Jewish people, all mankind were plunged in the durkness of

voi. n. 2
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idolatry. The universe was only an immense dungeon, a vast

temple of idols; never was corruption deeper or more general. To

say everything in a word, it was the reign of the devil, present

under a thousand obscene and senseless forms.

Here, the wicked spirit was adored in the elements, the sun, the

moon, the earth, water, fire; there, in animals; and man prostrated

himself before oxen, cats, crocodiles, serpents, and even before the

vegetables of the kitchen-garden. It was not enough to change

beasts into gods, but gods should also be changed into beasts, since

the most beustly passions were attributed to them. Olympus was

peopled with inhabitants so detestable that among us they would

be treated as the vilest ruffians. Their example, far from leading

to virtue, only offered, as the sum of human happiness, crimes to

be committed and inclinations to be indulged. By what oere-

raonies the different peoples were accustomed to honour the

immortal gods, we shall not say : every modest soul knows the

reason. .

Roman gravity did not treat religion more seriously. On the

one hand, it consecrated to the honour of the gods the impurities of

the theatre and the bloody combats of the gladiators, that is, what

ever can be imagined most corrupt and barbarous ; on the other, it

adopted all the divinities of the nations that its generals had

chained to their chariots. No idol so infamous, no worship so

absurd, as not to find au asylum with the queen of the world ; so

that she ended by counting eighty colleges of priests and

priestesses, and thirty thousand gods. Sages and philosophers were

powerless to withdraw the peoples from this profound abyss ; they

were more frequently the accomplices in their errors and disorders.

Not ono of those men, so highly lauded, that did not profess

maxims which it would be impossible to repeat without a blush !

The human race, says ltossuet, was come to that point when it

could no longer endure the least idea of the true God. If any one

dared to teach that statues were not gods, as the common people

understood it, he was obliged to make a recantation of his doctrine ;

then, after so much amends, he was banished as an impious wretch.

The whole earth was possessed by the same error; truth durst not

nppear. The Creator of the world had no temple or worship but

in Jerusalem.

Such was the state of the nations at the moment when God

was about to accomplish the oft-repeated promise of a Restorer,

appointed to deliver men from their darkness and their vices.

As for the Jewish people, the only one that had preserved the

knowledge and worship of the true God, it also had great need of

the IfosMas. For a long time it had begun, not to Oraet the God
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of its fathers, but to blend with its Religion superstitions un

worthy of Him. Four principal sects were formed in Israel : the

Pharisees, the Sadducees, the Essenes, and the Herodians. As

there is frequent reference to them in the life of Our Lord, we

shall give a short account of them. Without this knowledge, it is

difficult to understand the Gospel.

Under the reign of the Machabees—from the time of Jonathan,

son of Mathathias—the sect of the Pharisees appeared among the

Jews. The Pharisees pretended that God had added to the law,

given on Mount Sinai, a great many rites and dogmas, which

Moses had transmitted to posterity without any written record.

They therefore joined to the text of the law the traditions of the

ancients which were preserved unwritten. Thus, with much good

doctrine, they mingled a heap of superstitions, for which their con

duct gained belief among the people.

Closely united among themselves, they led in the midst of the

world a life that seemed at once simple and severe; yet the ma

jority of them were deeply attached to their own interests,

ambitious, proud, and avaricious. They gloried in the extreme

exactness with which they attended to the external observance of the

law. They give tithes, not only of the larger fruits, but of the

least herbs—of cummin and mint and anise.

They observed the Sabbath so scrupulously that they pro

nounced it a crime in Our Lord to have moistened a little clay on

the end of His finger, to cure a blind man ; and, in His disciples,

to have plucked a few ears of wheat, to eat the grains. They all

fasted frequently : many of them even twice a week, on Mondays

and Thursdays. They gave alms in public, so as to be seen ; they

discoloured their faces, so as to appear great fasters ; they seduced,

by their fine discourses, the ignorant and the simple, whose

contributions went to enrich them. They persuaded the Jews that

to be descended from Abraham according to the flesh was a

distinction which naturally placed them above all other peoples.

Hence, their disdain and contempt for Greeks, for Romans, for

foreigners in general. As they only thought of distinguishing

themselves from other men, they multiplied external practices

beyond all bounds; but they neglected what is most essential

in Religion, and uttered all their fancies, however ridiculous or

contrary to the law of God, as authentic traditions.

We find these pretended traditions, which the Pharisees

surrounded with so much mystery, in the books of the Jews that

were written about a hundred years after Our Lord's resurrection.

It is impossible to conceive any questions more frivolous than those

with which these books abound. Let us give a few of th'.'in :—Is
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it permitted on the Sabbath Day to ride an ass to drink, or should

it not be led along with a halter ? Is it permitted on the Sabbath

Day to walk through freshly-sown land, since one runs the risk of

carrying off some grains with his feet, and consequently of sowing

them ? Is it permitted on the Sabbath Day to write as many letters

of the alphabet as would form sense ? Is it permitted to eat en

egg laid on the Sabbath Day ? Is it necessary—referring to the

purification of the old leaven before the Pasch—to immediately

purify a house wheu a mouse has been seen running through it

with some crumbs of bread ?

We might give a thousand other cases of conscience like these :

the Talmud and its commentaries are full of them.1 Such were the

Pharisees. Our Lord, who, on every occasion, unmasked their

hypocrisy, had no more bitter enemies.

The second sect was that of the Sadducees. To all appearance,

they rejected the traditions of the ancients and attached themselves

only to the Written Word, or Scripture, which they interpreted

after their own manner. They admitted that God had created the

world by His power, and that He governs it by His wisdom ; that

He had wrought a countless number of prodigies in favour of His

people, and, to govern them, had established rewards and punish

ments : but they believed that these rewards and punishments were

purely temporal. Accordingly, they denied the future resurrection

and the immortality of the soul, served God only in consideration of

the good things of this world, and gave themselves much to the

pleasures of the senses.

They had little union among themselves and little authority over

the people : their number was not great, but they stood in the front

rank of the nation, and some of them were even sacrificators. Our

Lord, by putting to them a question which they could not answer,

confounded them. This is the meaning of His words :—You

believe in Scripture, and yet you deny the immortality of the

soul ; how, then, does it come to pass that God is called in Scripture

the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, long after the death of

these patriarchs ? God is not the God of nothingness, the God of

that which no longer exists. Conclude, therefore, that these

patriarchs are not quite dead; for God is not the God of the dead,

but of the living.

The third sect was that of the Essenes. Honouring Moses as

the firat of legislators, they regarded those who spoke ill of him as

so many blasphemers, and condemned them to death. They were

opposed to the Pharisees, inasmuch as they rejected traditions, and

See Fleury, Manneri of the Iiraelitet.
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to the Sadducees, inasmuch as they believed in the immortality of

the soul. They principally erred in denying the resurrectiou of the

body, and in regarding the soul as an extremely subtile matter,

which, having been attracted into the body by some natural charm,

was shut up there as in a prison.

The Sadducees lived only for the body. The Essenes, on the con

trary, judging that whatever nattered the body only more and more

enslaved the soul, professed an extremely severe morality. They

avoided large cities; their property was held in common; their

food was most simple. They devoted much time to meditation on

the law and to prayer. Their manner of life bore some resemblance

to that of the Prophets. There were even some among them who

observed continence, and led a life wholly contemplative.

The fourth sect was that of the Herodians. Their name shows

that they had made their appearance in the reign of Herod. The

Jews knew that the coming of the Hessias was at hand, and Herod

was not ignorant of it. To put the nation out of its course in

reference to the traditions of the Messias, Herod caused the

genealogical books of the Jews to be burnt. He was not content

with this. In order that he might himself pass for the Messias, he

caused the temple of Solomon to be, nt least in part, rebuilt. The

work being finished, his flatterers exclaimed that Herod, the in

comparable prince, must be the Messias.

Gross as this flattery was, it met with the happiest success. It

gave birth to the sect of the Herodians, the followers or adorers of

Herod the Messias. In the same manner do we see, a little later on,

a Jewish priest apply to Vespasian and Titus the prophecies that

relate to the Desired of Nations. The greater number of the

Herodians wero ambitious courtiers, members of the prince's suite,

his officers and soldiers. They were associated with the Pharisees,

for we always meet them together in the Gospel. It is needless to

add that they taught very dangerous errors, since Our Lord con

sidered it necessary to warn His disciples against their leaven.1

The Pharisees, the Sadducees, the Essenes, and the Herodians

were then the four sects that existed among the Jews on the arrival

of the Messias. They falsified Religion, whose true spirit was

almost extinct. On the other side, the expiring truth would un

doubtedly have succumbed among the nations, if God had not

hastened to its relief. Never had the world stood more in need of

a new revelation : it was not long delayed. At this supreme

moment, the Desired of Nations came down, beaming with light,

from the summit of the eternal hills.

'See Pluquet, Vict, da Kcrd., disc, prelim.
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Among the Jews there was yet another class of men, to whom

there is frequent allusion in the Gospel : I mean the Scribes. Such

was the name given to those clever men, the doctors of the law,

whose ministry it was to copy and explain the holy books. By

some, the origin of their profession is attributed to the time of

Moses ; by others, to that of David ; and, by others again,

to that of Esdras, after the Captivity. These doctors were

very much esteemed among the Jews : they held the same

rank as priests and sacrificators, although their functions were

different.

There were three sorts of them—the Scribes of the Law, whose

decisions were received with the utmost respect ; the Scribes of the

People, who were magistrates ; and the Common Scribes, who were

notaries public or the secretaries of the Sanhedrim.1

To a knowledge of the men in the midst of whom the Son of

God should pass His life, let us add a few details on the country

which He was about to sanctify by His presence.

At the time when the Messias was born, the territory of

Palestine was divided into three provinces—Samaria, Galilee, and

Judea properly so called. We have seen that the nation of the

Hebrews, composed of twelve tribes, was divided into two kingdoms

under Roboam, the son of Solomon. The ten schismatical tribes

took the name of the Kingdom of Israel, of which Samaria became

the capital. In punishment for its idolatry, this kingdom was

ravaged by the kings of Assyria, and changed into a solitude. To

fill up the places of the ancient inhabitants, led away captive to

Ninive, Salmanasar sent some foreign colonies into the country.

For having brought their idols into the Holy Land, these new

arrivals were almost entirely destroyed by lions.

On the news of this catastrophe, Asarhaddon, Zing of Ninive,

sent a Jewish priest, with a fresh colony, to restore the worship of

the Samaritans. This colony embraced the Jewish Religion, and

the new Samaritans were called the Proselytes of the Lions, because

the fear of these animals had determined them to follow the

Religion of the Jews, from which, however, they wandered in three

vital points : (a) of all the Holy Scripture, they received only the

' The Sanhedrim was the Great Council or Senate of the Jews. It was com

posed of three chambers, almost on the same plan ns our courts of justice: that

of the scribes or doctors of the law ; that of the priests ; and that of the

ancients. Each chamber was usually composed of twenty three members, who,

with the Pontiff and the Nasi—or President of the whole Sanhedrim—mnde

altogether seventy-one persons, as God had ordained by Moses. The Great

Council, thus composed, was the supreme tribunal of the Jews, even of those

who were scattered among the Gentiles.
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five Books of Moses ; (i) they rejected the traditions of the Jewish

doctors, and held to the written word alone ; (c) they maintained

that it was necessary to render worship to God on Mount Garizim,

where the patriarchs had adored, while the Jews desired, and justly

too, that no sacrifices should be offered except at the temple of

Jerusalem.

The Jews, therefore, regarded them as schismatics, and carried

their hatred so far against them that they imagined themselves

defiled by intercourse with them. In their language, to call a

person a Samaritan was an exceedingly gross insult. Such were

the Samaritans, the inhabitants of a portion of the ancient kingdom

The second province of Palestine, in the time of the Messias,

was Galilee. About the half of the ten tribes, led away captive to

Ninive, profited of various circumstances to return successively and

in large companies to a portion of the lands of the kingdom of

Israel, their ancient abode. They rebuilt a sufficiency of cities,

and the country which they occupied was termed Upper and Lower

Galilee : here was situated the little city of Nazareth.

As for the part of Galilee adjoining Decapolis or Syria, it also

bore the name of Galilee of the Nations, because the Israelites

there were confounded with the Gentiles as far as civil society was

concerned, though there was no communication between them in

Beligion.

The third province of Palestine was Judea, properly so called.

Formed of the territory of the tribes of Juda and Benjamin, it was

occupied by such remains of these tribes as had returned from tho

captivity of Babylon. The Hebrews, who dwelt in this part of

Palestine, and who owned tho city and the temple of Jerusalem,

were properly called Jews. The high-priests bore one after another

the title of Chief of the Holy Nation, until the Romans, possessing

themselves of Palestine, obliged the Jews to receive a master from

the hands of their conquerors.

Now that Judea was reduced to a province for the benefit of

Augustus and his successors, the Jews themselves had no alternative

hut to recognise the Ccesars as their sovereigns. They could no

longer execute the criminals whom they had condemned, without

first obtaining permission from the emperor, or from the president

who commanded in his name. Nothing shows better that the

sceptre had passed from their hands. The children of Jacob, in

structed by the celebrated prediction of their father on his death-bed,

was not far distant. We shall see in the next lesson that their ex

pectations were well founded.

of Israel.

might then promise themselves
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Prayer.

O my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having Thyself

come in person to the relief of truth, about to perish on the earth,

and for having drawn us from the darkness of paganism into the

admirable light of the Gospel. Grant, O Divine Repairer of the

world ! that we may never follow any other master than Thee.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I will

take the greatest care to study this second part of l/ie Catechism.

LESSON II.

RIRTH OF THE MESSUS.

General Expectation : among the Jews ; among the Gentiles ; in the East ; in

the West. Edict of the Emperor Augustus. Journey to Bethlehem.

Birth of the Messina. Circumcision. Adoration of the Magi.

Since the time of Alexander's visit to the East, the Jews had been

subject to various princes, although their high-priests retained the

title and authority of chiefs of the nation. These foreign rulers

had shown themselves in turn avaricious, cruel, impious, and tyran

nical. They had plundered the treasures of the temple, ravaged the

country, encouraged the worship of idols, and put to death the holy

old man Eleazar, and the mother of the Machabees, with her seven

sons. In fine, the Romans, not content with requiring a tribute

from the Jews, who believed themselves free by nature, had de

prived them of the sovereign power.

The Pharisees, and the multitude who gave ear to their senti

ments, endured this state of affairs with impatience. The heavier

they felt the yoke of the Gentiles, the greater were their disdain and

hatred for their oppressors. They no longer desired any other

Messias than a warrior, who should be terrible to the powers that were

the objects of their aversion. Forgetting the numerous prophecies

which spoke so expressly of the humiliations of the Redeemer, they

had neither eyes nor ears for any but those in which His triumphs

were mentioned. Besides, they mistook the nature of these triumphs,

which were very different from those that they desired—a fatal

error i which eventually led them to deioide.

Let us not forget that this blindness is an additional proof in

favour of lue prophecies. As a matter of fact, it had been predicted
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that the chosen Jewish people would be indocile, ungrateful, incre

dulous ; that they would deny the Christ, and put Him to death ;

and that, in consequence, they would be rejected by God, and would

become wanderers, without a king, without a sacrifice, without an

altar, without a prophet, expecting salvation and not finding it.1

Nevertheless, instructed by the prophecy of Jacob, which marks

the coming of the Great Liberator at the moment when the sceptre

of Juda shall be borne by a foreigner, they are in expectation of His

approaching arrival. Their ears are open to every impostor who,

calling himself the Messias, promises to deliver them from the yoke

of nations : they attach themselves to him. with unexampled facility.«

History attests that the principal motive of the astonishing-war

which they maintained at this time against the Romans, was an

oracle of the Sacred Scripture, announcing that about this period

there would arise in their country a man who should rule over the

whole earth.*

This expectation of the appro .ching arrival of the Messias was

not confined to the Jews : all the nations of the world shared in it.

And very properly so; for, otherwise, how could the Prophets have

called the Messias the Desired of all Nations? The Gentiles were

indebted for this knowledge of the future Redeemer either to the

primitive tradition, or to their intercourse with the Jews, scattered

during several centuries over a great portion of the world. A

general impression prevailed, says Tacitus, that the old books of

the priests announced that, at this period, the East would prevail,

and that from Judea should come forth the masters of the world.*

All Asia was moved. A grave and celebrated historian of the Roman

Empire, Suetonius, who lived in these ancient times, positively

attests it. All the East, he says, resounded with an old and constant

rumour, that the fates had decreed to send forth from Judea at this

period the masters of the world.*

In the West, Virgil, the interpreter of the general expectation,

sang the approaching arrival of the Son of God, who, descending

from Heaven, was about to bring back the golden age on earth, to

efface crime, and to destroy the serpent. In a word, this lively

expectation of the Messias was to be found among all peoples,

i Dan., ix. 26 ; ()«•, iii. » Act., v. 36, 37, &c.

> Josepbus, De Bella Judaico, I. vi, c. v, n. 4.

*Pluribus persuasio inerat, antiquis sacerdotum litteris contineri, eo ipso

tempore fore, ut valesceret oriens, profectique Judnxk rerum potirentur. (Hi*L,

lib. r, n. 13.)

• Fercrebuerat Orients toto velus et constans opinio, esse in fatis, ut eo tem

pore Jndiea profecti renira potirentur. (7» Vespat., n. 4.)
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however disfigured the primitive religion had become among them.'

Immemorial traditions, says a learned Englishman, derived from the

patriarchs and scattered throughout every part of the East, in

reference to the fall of man and the promise of a future Mediator,

had taught the whole pagan world to expect, about the time of the

arrival of the Messias, the appearance of an illustrious and sacred

personage.*

The greatest enemies of religion have been unable to deny this

universal expectation of a Liberator. Sacred and mythological

traditions of the times prior to the destruction of Jerusalem, says a

celebrated unbeliever, had spread through all Asia a dogma perfectly

analogous to that of the Jews regarding the Messias : there was

nothing spoken of but a great Mediator, an absolute Judge, a future

Saviour, who, as King, God, Conqueror, and Legislator, would

bring back the golden age to earth, deliver it from the empire of

evil, and restore to men the reign of peace and happiness.* This

belief was so strong that, according to a tradition of the Jews, given

in the Talmud and many other ancient works, a considerable number

of Gentiles made their way to Jerusalem about the period of the

birth of Jesus Christ, in order to see the Saviour of the world,

when He should come to redeem the house of Jacob.'

It is therefore a fact, as certain as the existence of the sun, that

before the coming of Our Lord, not only the Jews, but all the other

peoples of the world, were anxiously expecting a liberator; it is

equally certain that, since the coming of Our Lord, this general

expectation has ceased. What is the conclusion to be drawn ?

Either that all mankind, instructed by primitive traditions and by

prophecies, were deceived, both in expecting a Messias and in re-

1 Virgil, in his fourth eclogue, has only invested with the charms of poetry

the brncle of the Sibyl of Cumae. Is it not very remarkable that this Sibyl

describes the reign of the Hesaias almost in the same terms as the prophet

Isaias ? It is to her oracles that St- Justin the martyr sends the pagans, in

order to be prepared for the mysteries of Christianity. In proportion as the

time for the arrival of the Desired of Nations drew nigh, an extraordinary light

arose throughout the world. It seemed like the first rays of the Star of Jacob,

which was about to appear. Cicero announces the speedy establishment of an

eternal universal law, the law of all nations and all times: under one only

master, who should be God Himself. Kec crit alia lex Soma, he says, alia

Athenis, alia nunc, alia posthac ; ted omnes gentes, el omni tempore una lex et

sempilerna et immortalit contincbit, tinuegue exit communis quasi maoisler ct im-

pcraior omnium Deus. (Cicero, De Repub., 1. iii ; apud Lactant., Divin. Inst.,

1. vi., c. viii. See Redemption of the Human Sace, by Schmidt ; Le Christ devant

le ei(cle, <f-c.

>Mr. Maurice, » Volney, let Ruines, eh. xxii, n. 13. * Talmud, cap. xi.
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cognising Jesus Christ as such; or that Jesus Christ is truly the

Desired of Nations. There is no middle course.

The world was rapt in this religious expectation : its looks were

turned towards Judea. There was a great silence. For about foui

hundred years the voice of a prophet had not been heard in Israel.

Suddenly, a prince of the celestial court, the archangel Gabriel, is

sent by God to a little city of Galilee, called Nazareth : he comes

to a virgin, who is espoused to a man named Joseph, of the house

of David, and the Virgin's name is Mary. The angel, entering the

house, says to her: " Hail, thou who art full of grace! the Lord

is with thee ; blessed art thou among women."

At these words of the angel, Mary is troubled, and, in her

humility, endeavours to discover the reason for this respectful salu

tation. " Fear not, Mary," says the angel to her, *' for thou hast

found grace with God. Thou shalt bring forth a Son into the world,

and thou shalt give Him the name of Jesus. The Holy Ghost shall

come upon thee, and the power of the Most High shall overshadow

thee. Wherefore, the Holy One who shall be born of thee shall

be called the Son of God. The Lord shall place Him on the throne

of David, His father : He shall reign for ever in the house of Jacob,

and His kingdom shall have no end." The humble Virgin answers :

"Behold the handmaid of the Lord; be it done unto me according

to thy word." At this moment the angel leaves her, and the Man-

God is formed by the Holy Ghost in the chaste womb of Mary.

Such is the sublime simplicity with which the Gospel relates the

greatest of mysteries. The supreme object of forty centuries of the

ancient world, the Incarnation of the Word, is the starting-point of

sll succeeding centuries, even to eternity. In this culminating

event may be found the explanation of all other events, the reason

for the rise and fall of empires in the East and the West, the last

word of God's action in regard to the human race.

"We have said that the Blessed Virgin and St. Joseph dwelt at

Nazareth. Yet it was written that the Messias should be bora at

Bethlehem : His birth in the city of David was a sign by which He

should be recognised. God, who makes even the passions of men

'wncur to the accomplishment of His designs, avails Himself of the

vainty or the avarice of the emperor Augustus to bring Joseph and

Mary to Bethlehem; and the haughty emperor becomes, without

knowing it, the humble minister of the Great King, who, from the

summit of Heaven, rules the world.

Just at this time, in effect, appeared an edict of Caesar Augustus,

ordering a general census to be made. All the subjects of the

Roman Empire went accordingly to be enrolled, every one in the city
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to which he originally belonged. As Joseph belonged to the house

and family of David, he went from Galilee to Judea, from the city

of Nazareth to that of David, otherwise called Bethlehem, to be

enrolled there with Mary his wife. Arrived on the soil of their

ancestors, they travel through all the streets in search of a lodging.

You imagine, perhaps, that in a city full of their relatives they

shall soon meet with a generous hospitality. Alas ! no. It was

thus that the Saviour began to suffer, even before His entrance into

the world.

Joseph and Mary were therefore obliged to leave the city, and

to seek an asylum in the country. They found a grotto, which

served as a refuge for cattle, and there they resolved to spend the

night. It was, according to the vulgar era, the year of the world

4004 ;—1,000 years after the dedication of the temple of Solomon,

752 years after the foundation of Rome, the 25th day of December,

about midnight. The times being accomplished, the hour of the

Redemption of the human race struck, and the Eternal Word,

incarnate in the womb of the purest of Virgins, made His entrance

into the world.1

Scarcely was He born when Mary, His mother, wrapped Him

in swaddling-clothes and laid Him in the manger. Meanwhile, the

Son of God did not desire that His birth should remain a secret to

men, for whom He had descended from Heaven ; but it was to the

poor and simple, rather than to the rich and learned, that He chose

to manifest Himself.

There were in the neighbourhood some shepherds, keeping

watch over their flocks. Suddenly an angel of the Lord appeared

to them : a great light shone round about them, and they were very-

much afraid. But the angel said to them: "Fear not, for I bring

you tidings that will be a subject of great joy to all the people—

to-day a Saviour is born to you in the city of David—He is Christ

the Lord—and this is a sign by which you shall know Him : you

shall find the Infant wrapped in swaddling-clothes, and laid in a

i Heaven and earth were in harmony to announce, each in its language, the

fulness of time, and the most solemn hour of the general Redemption. To the

voice of prophets and traditions was joined the voire of the stars. In his

St/mboliqtte des Songes, M. Schuberr, professor at Munich, establishes by a mul

titude of astronomical calculations that the stars predicted in their manner the

coming of Our Lord Jesus Christ; that it was according to their revolutions

that the Sabbatical year, or year of pardon and renovation was reckoned ; and

that they renewed their course as often as the earth was renewed by penance.

He shows that all the peoples of antiquity understood this language of the

stars, and were acquainted with the great event, the great reconciliation, which

t >ey announced. See also Vie it Kottc-Seigrunr Jesus Christ, by Dr. Sepp.
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manger." Immediately a multitude of the heavenly army joined

with the angel in praising God, and saying: "Glory he to God in

the highest heavens, and peace on earth to men of good will ! " Oh,

yes ! to God, glory ; to men, peace : this is the reason why the

Divine Infant has just beeu born, this is the grand object of Chris

tianity. To attain it, what must be done on our part ? Wealth and

learning are unnecessary: it suffices to have a good will.

When the angels had left the shepherds, the latter said to one

another : " Let us go over to Bethlehem, and see that which has

come to pass." They went thither in all hast. , and found Mary

and Joseph, together with the Infant, which lay in the manger.

The first apostles of the new-born Saviour—they published the

wonders which they had seen. All who heard of them were filled

with admiration, while the Holy Virgin forgot none of these

things, but meditated on their every circumstance in her heart.

Thus passed this ever-memorable night.

At the end of eight days the Child was circumcised ; for circum

cision took place eight days after birth. On this occasion the

Messias, shedding the first drops of His divine blood, received the

name of Jesus, which means Saviour. A mysterious name ! which had

been given Him by the angel even before He was conceived in His

Mother's womb ; an adorable name ! at which every knee in Heaven,

on earth, and in hell, should bend ; an incommunicable name !

which no other than the Messias has verified in all its extent.

It had been borne, indeed, by two men, who were celebrated in

sacred history.: Josue, the successor of Moses, and Jesus, the son of

Josedech. But what an immense distance between these two

figurative saviours and Him whom they represented ! As the

Promised Land, into which Josue led the Israelites, was only an

imperfect image of Heaven, and the re-establishment of legal

observances by the son of Josedech, on the return from captivity, a

shadow of evangelical perfection, of adoration in spirit and in

truth, so the name of Jesus, given to these two great men, was a

mere symbol of the omnipotent namo by which we should be

reconciled with God and restored to the inheritance of the saints.

Joseph and Mary were still at Bethlehem, when God, wishing

to show that His Son was really, according to the predictions of the

prophets, the Desired of Nations and the Saviour of mankind,

caused an extraordinary star to appear in the heavens. This

miraculous star had been announced to the Gentiles, more than

twelve centuries previously, under the name of the Star of Jacob.

It appeared in the East: the Magi recognised it, and understood

that the Messias, so long desired, had entered the world. A con

stant tradition teaches us that the Magi were kings, and three in
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number : the name Magi means great and learned. Scarcely had

they seen the star, when, docile to grace, they began their journey

to Judea.

Led along by this heavenly guide, they at length reached

Jerusalem. It was in the time of King Herod. "Where is the

King of the Jews, who has just been born ?" they asked; "for we

have seen His star in tho East, and we are come to adore Him." On

hearing this news Herod was troubled, and all Jerusalem with him;

and, having assembled the Chief Priests and the Scribes of the

nation, he inquired of them where the Christ should be born. In

structed by the prophecies, they had not a moment's hesitation,

but immediately answered him: "At Bethlehem of Juda ; for so

it is written by the prophet : And thou, Bethlehem of Juda, thou art

not the hast among tho principal cities of Juda, since from thee shall

come forth the Leader of my people, Israel."1

Then Herod, in whom the cruelty of a tiger was blended with

the craftiness of a fox, resolved to rid himself of this new King.

He called the Magi privately to him, learned from them the exact

time at which they had seen the star, and, sending them to

Bethlehem, said: " Go and inquire diligently concerning the Child,

and, when you have found Him, bring me word of it, that I also

may come and adore Him."

Herod reasoned thus : If the inquiry be made in my name and

by my officers, suspicion will cause the Child to be concealed, while

every one will hasten to show Him to these good Easterns, in whom

no person can diffide. This was to reason cunningly ; but Herod

did not reason when he ordered the massacre of the children. As

a matter of fact, this massacre was useless, if the Messias was not

born ; and if He was born, God, who had promised Him to the

world, would not allow Him to be included in the general slaughter.

Accordingly, when Herod was cunning, God sported with his

cunningness; and when he raved, God allowed him to commit,

without deriving any benefit therefrom, a crime, which rendered

him the execration of all succeeding ages. Ye sage and powerful

of the world, what fools ye are, when ye dare to oppose the designs

of the Lord !

Meanwhile, the Magi, having heard what Herod said to them,

went away without suspicion and with the intention of satisfying

him. The star, which they had seen in the East, now re-appeared,

and continued its course before them, until it stopped over the

place where the Child reposed. On beholding the star, they were

filled with a great joy ; and, entering the house, they found the

< Matt., ii. 6.
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Child with Mary, His Mother, and, prostrating, they adored Him.

Then, having opened their treasures, they offered Him a present of

gold, frankincense, and myrrh. And thus the predictions of the

prophets regarding the Messias were verified in the Babe of

Bethlehem. The Kings of Tharsis and Saba, they said, shall offer

Him presents, shall briny Him the gold of Arabia.1

These gifts were mysterious : by the gold the Magi recognised

the royalty of Jesus Christ ; by the frankincense, His divinity ; and

by the myrrh, which was used to embalm bodies, His humanity, in

mortal and passible flesh. We imitate them, says one of the

Fathers of the Church, by offering to God the gold of charity, the

frankincense of prayer, and the myrrh of mortification. The Magi

were the first fruits of the Gentiles, and our vocation began with

them. Hence proceeds that more than ordinary joy with which

we celebrate the Feast of the Epiphany. We are not astonished

that the Wise Men of the East, enlightened by faith, should have

recognised, without difficulty, in the little Babe of Bethlehem, the

Redeemer of the World. His sufferings, His humiliations, His

absolute want, were glorious proofs of His divinity. " I require,''

soys Bossuet, " a Saviour who, by His example, shall trample

under foot the pomps and vanities that deceive the children of

Adam : this is the mark by which I shall recognise Him."

In effect, to comprehend the state of wouderful abasement in

which the Messias presents Himself to our eyes, it suffices to

recollect the object of His coming on earth. The Saviour came to

take away the sins of the world, that is, to reconcile man with

God, to satisfy the justice of His Father, and to deliver the human

race from the evils that had been the consequence of sin. To

expiate, it was necessary that the Messias should suffer, for there

can be no expiation without suffering, without the effusion of blood.

This is the reason why Jesus Christ suffers from His entrance into

the world ; why His life is only one long pain ; why, in fine, He is

bom in a crib and dies on a cross.

The consequences of sin in regard to man, are, ignorance of that

which he ought to love, and concupiscence, or a blind, irregular,

tyrannical love of creatures. To deliver him from these evils, the

Hessias should teach him to despise all earthly things, and to direct

his love towards God. Behold the reason why the Messias tramps

on honours, riches, and pleasures—why He is born, why He lives,

why He dies in poverty and humiliation. Hereby He shows Him

self the true Physician of fallen man ; and this is the cost at which

He shall be our Saviour.
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Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having sent us

(he Saviour, so often promised and so ardently desired : do not

permit that we should despise Him, as the Jews ; grant us rather

the docility of the Shepherds and the faith of the Magi, to enable us

to understand, like them, that it is to take away the sins of the

world that He lives and dies in poverty, suffering, and humiliation.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

ns myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of his love, / will

imitate the meekness and humility displayed by Jesus in His birth.

LESSON III.

HIDDEN LIFE OF THE MESSIAS.

Purification. Simeon. Might into Egypt. Massacre of the Innocents.

Return to Nazareth. Jesus in the Temple.

Hekod was expecting the return of the Magi ; and, as he relied on

them, did not seek any further information regarding the new King

of the Jews. But the Magi, being warned in a dream not to visit

this perfidioUb prince again, returned into their own country by a

different way. Joseph and Mary profited of the quiet which they

enjoyed, to comply with two new articles in the law of Moses. One

commanded that all women who had brought forth children

should be purified at the Temple after a certain number of days ; the

other, that every first-born son should be offered to the Lord.

Mary, who had not been rendered less pure or virginal by her

divine child-beuring, went nevertheless to the Temple, to associate

herself with the generality of women. A grand example of

humility and obedience ! which teaches us to follow in every point

the order established by God, without seeking for a dispensation

from it. Jesus Christ, on His side, being God, was far above the

reach of the Mosaic Law, by which it was necessary to offer all first

born sons to the Lord. Nevertheless, He submitted to this law, and

was carried to Jerusalem forty days after His birth. By tho hands

of his parents, He offered Himself to His Father, presenting, for the

first time, in the Temple, a Victim worthy of Him. God did not

permit this sublime offering to take place unobserved.

There was in Jerusalem, at this time, a holy old man, named

Simeon. He was a just man, who looked with eagerness for the
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Consoler of Israel. It bad even been revealed to him that he should

not die before seeing the Christ of the Lord. Guided by a divine

inspiration, he came to the Temple when the father and mother of

the Infant Jesus were bringing Him to fulfil in His regard that

which was the custom according to the law, namely, to offer Him

to the Lord, and afterwards to redeem Him by the payment of five

sides of silver, as is laid down in the Book of Numbers:1 the

offering of a lamb or of turtles being intended only for the purifi

cation of the mother.

Not only had the holy old man the happiness of seeing the Re

deemer of the World, but he was even allowed to hold Him in his

arms. Then, transported with a pious joy, and animated by the

Spirit of the Prophets, he returned thanks to God, and foretold the

future victories of this Divine Infant. " It is now, O Lord 1" he

exclaimed, "that, according to Thy word, Thou dost allow Thy

servant to die in peace, because my eyes have seen the Salvation

which comes from Thee, and which Thou hast manifested to all

nations, to be the light of the Gentiles and the glory of Thy people,

Israel."

"While the Holy Virgin and St. Joseph admired the words of

the good old roan, as he entertained them on the future destiny of

the Infant-God and on the sorrow with which Mary's heart should

be pierced, a holy widow, named Anna, came also into the Temple.

A true daughter of Jacob, she earnestly longed for the coming of

the Hessias. A widow after seven years of marriage, she had

reached the age of eighty in fasting and prayer : the Temple seemed

to be her home. Scarcely had she known the Saviour whon she

united her voice with that of Simeon, and gave expression to her

gratitude and joy in canticles of praise.

How delightful it is to see these two venerable old persons—

the only confidants of Joseph and Mary regarding the birth of the

Redeemer—render testimony to His divinity, and die without

regret, because they have seen Him who is the Resurrection and the

Life ! Worthy children of Abraham, happier than your father,

yon have contemplated with your eyes Him, whose day, foreseen

in the distance of ages, rejoiced your illustrious ancestor ! After

this you desire to see no more, and you are right. When one has

seen Jesus Christ, what more remains to be seen ? And as for us,

Christians, what further have we to desire, when, happier than

Anna or Simeon, we receive, not into our arms, but into our hearts,

the Desired of Nations and the Glory of Israel ? What canticle

can then resound through the sanctuary of our souls, if not that of

vol. ir.

J Num., xviii.

3
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the hoij' old man: "Now, O Lord 1 Thou dost dismiss thy servant

in peaoe ; I have lived long enough, my desires are satisfied 1"

Forty days at least had rolled away since the birth of the

Messias. Herod, seeing that the Magi did not return, fell into a

violent rage. Ho resolved to free himself at any cost from the

presence of an Infant whose birth had occasioned him so many

apprehensions, and, for this purpose, to plunge His cradle into a

river of blood. But how vain are the counsels of men against

God! The Angel of the Lord appeared in a dream to Joseph, and

said to him: "Arise, take the Child and His Mother, flee

into Egypt, and do not return until I tell thee ; for Herod will

speedily seek the Child to put Him to death."

Joseph arose, and that very night, taking the Child and the

Mother, set out for Egypt.

Tho conduct of St. Joseph on this occasion has ever been

regarded as the model of a perfect obedience.1 His obedience was

simple and blind. He did not allege that God, in order to preserve

His Son from the fury of Herod, had an infinity of means much

less painful for the Child, for the Mother, and for himself. His

obedience was prompt. Warned during the night, he did not await

the break of day to depart. It was generous—full of confidence in

Providence. He set out without preparations or provisions. He

was poor—everything was wanting to him; but, possessing Jesus

and Mary, how rich he was! The Holy Family arrived safe in

Egypt, where it remained as long as it pleased God to leave His

Son in this kind of exile.'

Herod, who believed Him to be still in Bethlehem or its neigh

bourhood, had not forgotten that, by the account of the time when

the star was first seen by the Magi, tho Child whom it announced

might be about two years of age. On this calculation, he assembled

a sufficient number of soldiers, and despatched them to kill in

Bethlehem and its neighbourhood all the male children of two years

old and under.

The command of the new Pharao was executed, and the territory

of Bethlehem ran with innocent blood. Nothing was to be heard

but the lamentations of afflicted mothers on the death of their poor

little children. Their tears did not restore to them the dear victims

1 See St. Chrysostoin on St. Matthew, c. ii.

J The Gospel gives us no details regarding the sojourn of the Holy Family

in Egypt. A tradition sLiton that, at the moment when the Son of God set

foot on this idolatrous land, all its idols were overthrown. St. Brigit, whose

revelations wo may, on the authority of Sovereign l'ontiffs, piously believe,

assures us that the Holy Family often stood in need of bread. Oh, how

touching is this thought !
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whom a barbarous king had sacrificed to his jealousy, and they were

inconsolable.

Then were fulfilled these words, which God had spoken by the

mouth of the prophet Jeremias : "A voice was heard in llama,

great lamentation and weeping; it was Rachel bewailing her

children, and refusing to be comforted, because they were not."1

Meanwhile, Herod had gained nothing by pouring out streams

of blood, unless to awake against himself the wrath of Heaven, and

to merit for his name the execration of earth. A short time after

this barbarous execution, he lost, together with his life, the throne

which he had endeavoured to secure at such vast expense.

Scarcely was he laid in the tomb when the Angel of the Lord

appeared in a dream to Joseph, and said to him : " Take with you

the Child and the Mother, and return into the Land of Israel, for

they who sought the Child's life are dead." Joseph at once

disposed himself for obedience. Taking Jesus and Mary with him,

he left Eljypt for the land of his fathers, thus verifying the word of

the Lord, spoken by the prophet Osee, in reference to the Messias :

"Out of Egypt I have called My Son." But, having learned that

Archelaus reigned in Judea, as the successor of his father Herod, he

iid not venture to appear there. Under a new command from

Heaven he withdrew to Galilee, and settled at Nazareth, in order

to accomplish the oracle of the prophet according to which the Son

of God should be called a Nazurean. This is a word which at once

expresses the perfect sanctity and consecration of the Saviour, and

the place where He should spend the greater portion of His life.

Jesus should one day leave the city of Nazareth, to make Him

self known throughout the extent of His mission, and to lay, by

His labours, the foundations of the Church. In the meanwhile,

He should remain there unknown, or at least undistinguished by

anything but the gentleness, submission, and docility which

reudered Him a more amiable Child than others, but did not dis

cover him to be a Man-God.

What an admirable arrangement of Providence, which makes

the very inaction of the Messias a truly divine spectacle ! The

humble house that contained all the treasures of Heaven and all

the hopes of earth was only, in the eyes of men, the retreat of a

virtuous artisan, in which peace, simplicity, and the love of labour

i Herod carried bia 'barbarous suspicions so far that he put to death

several of his near relations. Among them was one of his own sons, still young.

'' It was on account of this occurrence," says JIacrobius, a pagan author, " that

the Emperor Augustus jocosely remarked that it was better to be Herod's

pie than his son, alluding to the law of the Jews, which prohibited the use

of swine's flesh." {Saturaal., chap, iv.)
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dwelt. None of those brilliant traits that enrich the history of

profane heroes were to be found there. But it was thus that the

Kingdom of the Messias should be prepared. It was thus that the

Son of God continued the lessons of humility and poverty which He

had begun in the manger. It was thus that He showed Himself

truly the Saviour of the world, expiating, by His voluntary

humiliations, the guilt of the outrage which the rebellious pride of

sin had committed against His Father, and healing, by a solemn

contempt of riches and dignities, the wounds of man, smitten with

the love of vanity.

It is probable that Joseph and Mary did not, during the reign

of Archelaus, the son of Herod, conduct the Son of God to the

Temple, to celebrate the great feast of the Pasch. There was

reason to fear that their presence—especially that of the Child, who

might be recognised in the capital, as the fame of His presentation

had already spread somewhat abroad—would arouse the suspicions

and awake the jealousies of the King of Judea.

But, after a reign of about ten years, Archelaus was deprived of

his crown by the Romans, and the Emperor Augustus reserved to

himself the immediate sovereignty of Judea. From this period,

the government of the province was confided by the Ca:sars to a

president of their own choice. Galilee remained under the sway of

Herod Antipas, the brother of Archelaus. This is the Herod

who put St. John the Baptist to death and to whom the Saviour

was sent during His passion by Pilate.1

A change of masters brought some moderation to the restraint

in which the Holy Family of Nazareth lived. Joseph profited of

the tranquil condition of Judea, to conduct Jesus, with Mary, His

Mother, to Jerusalem every year, in order to celebrate at the House

of God the feast of the Pasch. During one of these journeys, the

Divine Child was pleased to begin, in a manner proportioned to His

age, the exercise of His mission. He had attained His twelfth

year, and had accompanied Mary and Joseph to the capital for the

Pasch of this year.

The solemnity, which lasted seven days, during which time

only unleavened bread was used, being ended, Joseph and Mary

took the road again for Nazareth. They did not doubt that Jesus,

who had never abandoned them, followed close at hand : persons

travelled iu troops and companies. Although they did not see the

1 God avenged on this wicked prince the death of John the Baptist, and

the derision shown to Our Lord. Being accused of an attempt to excite

some rebellions in Judea, and unable to justify himself before Caligula, he

was banished with Herodias to Lyons. According to tradition, Herod died

miserably in this city, and Herodias still more miserably in Spain.
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Child near them, they felt no uneasiness about Him, imagining

that He had taken an interest in the society of some of their

relatives or friends.

It may appear surprising that they made a whole day's jouraey

without showing any extraordinary concern regarding the absence

of their dear Son, or rather, nothing can show better how much

they relied on His wisdom and on His compliance with their

wishes. Towards evening, however, they sought for Him among

their kinsfolk and acquaintances. It was in vain : no one had any

news about Him, and the excess of their affliction may be imagined.

Finding no consolation anywhere, they decided on returning next

morning to Jerusalem, where they supposed the Child must have

remained.

"What place had Jesus chosen for His retreat, what means had

He found for His subsistence, during the two days that He was

separated from Joseph and Mary ? This is what no one knows.

If it is true that He then honoured with His presence some of the

inhabitants of Jerusalem, happy was the faithful Israelite who re

ceived the Divine Child into the same house with himself during

this brief interval ! The Son of God was not without wants,

because, of His own choice, He had subjected Himself to ours ;

but He had the power to dispense with the succours that are

necessary to us, and, from His most tender age, He was assured

that whatever miracles He should ask of God His Father would

infallibly be granted to the infinite dignity of His person. It was

only on the third day after the solemnity of the Pasch that the

Holy Virgin and St. Joseph, having entered the Temple, discovered

there the well-beloved Son whose absence had caused them so much

grief.

In virtue of a very ancient custom, the Masters in Israel, the

Serines and the Doctors of the Law, met on certain days in some

of the outer porches of the Temple. There, on elevated seats, they

formed a kind of semicircle, in front of which were placed the

auditors, to hear their discourses and to learn from their lips

the explanation of the Sicred Scriptures.

Jesus chose this religious assembly-day, and was pleased to be

found, among the multitude, at the ordinary instruction. He was

then only twelve years of age; but all the treasures of grace,

wisdom, and knowledge were hidden in Him from the first moment

of His conception : though He only allowed that to appear which

became His age. If sometimes he went a little further, it was only

inasmuch as it was necessary to attract the attention of the Jews to

His person, and to prepare them for the fruits of His Gospel. He

acted thus on the important occasion of which we now speak.
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The Master and Teacher of all men, He listened with modesty

to those disdainful masters whose hypocrisy and ignorance He

should, after a few years, unmask and confound.- In the mean

while, that He might teach with an authority very different from that

with which the Scribes and Pharisees appeared, He profited of the

liberty which was granted to every one to interrogate the masters.

A divine wisdom shone in His questions, as well as in His

answers. Never had there been seen, at an age so tender, so much

maturity and such extensive knowledge. This was what all pre

sent thought and said. No one could grow weary of admiring the

wondrous Child of Nazareth. The Blessed Virgin and St. Joseph,

who had themselves come into the Temple, shared in the general

admiration.

The instruction being ended, Mary considered that it was her

right to complain lovingly to the Saviour of the mysteriousness

which He had observed in His designs, and of the uneasiness into

which His absence had plunged them. " My Son," she said to

Him, with a respectful tenderness, " why hast Thou done so to us ?

Behold -how, sorrowing, thy father and I have sought Thee."1

" Why did you seek Me ?" answered Jesus; "did you not know

that I must be employed about My Father's business?" Admirable

answer 1 which teaches us all, you and me, that the will of Our

Heavenly Father must be preferred to every human consideration,

to all the tenderness of flesh and blood. The apparent rigour

which the Saviour here manifests, might be intended to give

strength for the fulfilment of this great lesson.

Then, departing with them, He returned to Nazareth, and was

subject to them.

These four words contain the history of thirty years of Our

Saviour's life. To be subject to two of His creatures—was this,

then, the whole employment of the Son of God, the Saviour of the

world ? And subject in what ? In the meanest occupations, in

the practice of a mechanical art.* Where are those who say that

their employments do not suit their capacities, or, to speak more

1 Why " thy father ?" Joseph was not tho father, according to the flesh, of

Jesus, who hnd no other father than God ; but God had transferred His rights

to Joseph. He occupied the place of a father in regard to Jesus Christ ; ho

wns charged with tho care of maintaining His childhood, and bringing Hun

up. As the husband of Mary, ho had also the right to be called the fathei of

this well-beloved Son : he shared authority and care with her.

Filius hotninis non venit ministrari, sed ministraro. (Matt., xx, 28.)

Nemo ambient Dominum Jesuin, cum adhuc in puerili esset a;tate, obscquia

praatitisse Maria; ipsique Joscpho. (S. Laur. Justin., Dc Ohcd.,c. viii.) Sa;pe

locum, crebroque cibum parat officiosus, vasa lavat, bajulat undum dc fonte,

nuncque domum scopit. (Gel's., In Jovph.. lib. iii.)
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accurately, their pride ? "Where are the children, the inferior?, the

subjects, who murmur against' obedience? Let them come to

Nazareth, to the house of Joseph and Mary, and there behold Jesus

Christ. " Pride 1" exclaims Bossuet, "come, and be crushed nt

this sight."

" But," you say, " having only thirty-three years to pass on the

earth, to instruct the human race, to found a religion, and spending

thirty of them in silence and obscurity : 'where is the divine wisdom

in this?" I answer you that the divine wisdom shines with as

much splendour in the hidden as in the public life of the Redeemer,

and that in both He instructs with the same eloquence. Let us

fathom the mystery. Let us recollect, once for all, that pride is the

source of every evil, that there is no other passion so difficult to

uproot, and we shall acknowledge that thirty years of continual

obedience and humility, on the part of a God, were not too much to

remedy it.

And do you not see that this dependence, this poverty, this '

obscure and fatiguing labour, prepared the way for the astonishing

revolution which has changed the ideas and the sentiments of the

world ; which has given to dignities the name of burdens, an£

taught superiors that they are only the chief servants of their sub

jects; which has sanctified labour, and ennobled the minds of tho

working classes, that is to say, three-fourths of the human race, by

showing them a God, their companion, earning His bread in the

sweat of His brow, and bearing without complaint the burdens of

the heat and the day ?

Do you not also remark with what precision the Babe of

Bethlehem, the Artisan of Nazareth, gradually realises in His

person the oracles of the Prophets regarding the Messias ? Couhi

He better prove His divinity, gain the confidence of the world, and

establish His religion? Finally, do you not see that at Nazareth,

as on Calvary, He fulfilled His mission of Victim ? His labours

and sweat have the same weight in the scales of justice as His

sufferings and blood: the value of the one and the other is infinite.

Let us reflect on these things, and, penetrated with gratitude, wo

shall admire how Jesus Christ shows Himself, in His hidden as wcl!

as in His public life, the Saviour of the human race.

Prayer.

0 my God! who art nil love, I thank Thee for having given

ns, in thy Son, so perfect a Model of the virtues of our nge.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my ncighboui

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, 1 will

imitate the obedience of the Child Jesus.
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LESSON IV.

PUBLIC LIFE OP THE MESSIAS. FIRST TEAB.

Preaching of St. John the Baptist. Baptism of Our Lord. Retreat in the

Desert: Temptations. Marriage-Feast of Cuua. Buyers driven out of

the Temple.

Oob Lord, who had come on earth to atone for the sins of the

world and to apply a remedy to their consequences, struggled for

thirty years with the passions of man, by practising, for the in

struction of all ages, the most perfect humility, obedience, and

poverty : such was His occupation in the obscure abode of

Nazareth. At length, the period arrived when God should mani

fest Him to the world : let us follow Him to the new scene of His

apostleship.

John the Baptist, His precursor, had dwelt since he was a child

in the desert, whither he had been conducted by inspiration.

Destined for the most sublime ministry with which a mortal could

be honoured, he prepared himself for it by the retirement and

austerity of his life. He was clothed with camels' hair ; he had a

leathern girdle around his loins : and his food consisted of locusts

and wild fruits.1 He thus awaited, and, doubtless, hastened by his

desires, the day of his manifestation, which should resemble the

aurora of that great light that was to illumine the world. The

desired moment came.

During the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius, the successor

of Augustus in the Roman Empire, of which Judea formed a part—

when the affairs of this province were administered, in the name of

Ctesar, by a Roman president, named Pontius Pilate—Herod being

tetrarch of Galilee—under the pontificate of the two high-priests

Annas and Caiphas'—Jesus having attained his thirtieth year : the

voice of God came to John, the son of Zachary, in the desert, and

commanded him to leave his retreat, and to prepare the people for

the Gospel, by exhorting them to do penance. This was to fulfil

the word of the prophet Isaias, announcing that the Messias should

have a Precursor: "Behold, I send My angel before thy face, to

prepare the way before Thee." Full of the Spirit of God, the new

Elias advanced to the banks of the Jordan, where he began his

1 Pliny and other ancient writers mention a kind of locust used as food by

the poorer classes in the East. It was about four inches long, and as thick an

one's linger.

* Remark how carefully the Evangelist specifies the date : such, assuredly

is not the style of impostors.
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preaching. He spoke of nothing but conversion and penance ; for

it was by a reformation of hearts that the door should be opened to

a belief in the Gospel.

As the fame of his preaching spread abroad, sinners flocked to

him in crowds, and, confessing their sins, were baptised by him in

the River Jordan. The people, struck by the splendour of his

virtues, persuaded themselves that John might very possibly be the

Christ, and every one was occupied with this thought.

To draw them from an error which might prove dangerous, the

humble Precursor spoke to them in these terms : " Truly, I give

yen a baptism of water, that you may do penance ; but He who

shall come after me is mightier than I. I am not worthy to cast

myself at His feet to loose the latchet of His shoe : He shall

give you a baptism of the Holy Ghost and fire."

This baptism is the sacrament of regeneration, which should be

instituted later on by the Saviour. This fire is that which on

Pentecost descended on the Apostles, the same by which the Holy

Ghost continues to purify the hearts of the true Faithful. The

great humility of John the Baptist did not prevent him from sighing

after the Messias, whom he announced so magnificently, but whose

countenance he had never yet beheld. His hopes were not long

deferred.

Jesus set out from Nazareth, about sixty miles distant from

the 'deserta of Judea, where John still preached and baptised. This

Divine Saviour, who did not know sin, but who had been made sin

for ns, having taken all its debt upon Himself, was pleased to

mingle among the crowd of sinners, and to enter with them on the

career of penance. He camo therefore to John, to be baptised by

him in the Jordan. But John excused himself, saying: "It is I

who ought to be baptised by Thee, and yet Thou comest to me !"

Jesus answered him : " Let it be so now, for so it becometh us to

fulfil all justice." Oh, yes, it was proper that, to heal mau and to

expiate sin, the Saviour should continuo to give an example of the

most profound humility, and that, by a solemn act, He should

declare Himself the Greatest Penitent in the world. Then John

opposed no further the desire of his Divine Master, and Jesus was

baptised by him in the Jordan.

Jesus came forth immediately, and, while He prayed,

the heavens were opened above Him, and He saw the Holy

Ghost, under the form of a dove, descend and rest upon Him. At

the same time, a voice was heard from heaven, saying : " This is My

beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased." John the Baptist, and

til the others who were present, saw the Holy Ghost descend, and

heard the heavenly voice; for everything occurred only for them.
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The mystery of the Trinity began to be declared more distinctly,

and minds were prepared for the great truths which Jesus Christ

should in a little while reveal to the world.

The baptism which Jesus had just received, was a mere cere

mony in His regard. Yet it was a public profession of penance.

He desired, by the severities which He exercised towards Himself,

to show to His Church beforehand that penance which she should

prescribe to His children in all ages to come.

Full of the Holy Ghost, the Saviour left the Jordan, and, under

the impulse of this Divine Spirit, retired into the desert. There

for forty days and forty nights His occupation was one continual

prayer, and a fast so rigorous that He did not tuke the least

nourishment. Without a miracle of God's omnipotence, He would

have died of exhaustion. But there was no reason to fear

that what the Sovereign Master had, out of His pure mercy, done

more than once before for His servants would be refused to the

dignity of the person, and to the merit of the obedience, of His

Son.

At the end of the forty days prescribed for His solitude, the

Saviour chose to experience hunger, and resolved to grant to nature

the succours which He had so long withheld from it : but He had

not yet reached the term of His trials. After having vanquished

hunger he should encounter the devil. The Model of all men, Our

Saviour was pleased to experience all our miseries and temptations,

that He might teach us how to endure the one and to overcome the

other. Now, our temptations may be reduced to three kinds, just

as all our passions may be reduced to three kinds, namely,

sensuulity, pride, and ambition. It was on these three sides that

the devil attacked Our Lord.

First, sensuality. The tempter, approaching, said : " If Thou

art the Son of God, command that these stones be changed into

bread." Jesus contented Himself with answering the seducer : " It

is written, Not on bread alone doth man live, hut on every word that

proceedeth from the mouth of God"—that is, on whatever it pleases

God to give him for his nourishment. By which we should under

stand that, far from sacrificing our souls to the pleasures or even

the wants of our bodies, we must have confidence in the providence

of God, and expect everything from His goodness.

Second, pride. Satan, although beaten, did not desist. After

assailing Our Saviour on what he imagined the weakest point,

namely, hunger, he should also assail Him on the strongest,

namely, confidence in God. He endeavoured to drag Him into a

proud presumption. Having for this purpose carried Him to the

holy city, he placed Him on a pinnacle of the Temple, and said to
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Him : " If Thou art the Son of God, cast Thyself down, for it is

written, He hath given His angels charge over Thee, and in their

hand» they shall bear Thee up, lest perhaps Thou dash thy foot against

a stone." " It is also -written," said Jesus, " Thou shalt not tempt

(he Lord thy God."

Third, ambition. After this answer, Satan concluded that

delicate measures would any longer be useless. He carried Jesus

to a very high mountain, and showed Him in an instant all the

kingdoms of the world, and the glory of them. Then he saids- "I

nill give Thee all these things, if, falling down, Thou wilt

adore me." The blasphemy was horrible, and the proposal worthy

of the prince of devils. Accordingly the Saviour, in that tone of

roice with which it was becoming to reject the proposal of a crime,

answered : " Begone, Satan ! for it is written, The Lord thy God

thou shalt adore, and Him only shalt thou serve." Then the devil,

having ended all his temptations, left Him.1 Immediately Angels

came to the Saviour, and gave Him to eat.

It was for our instruction that the Saviour was pleased to be

tempted. Now, He prepared Himself to endure temptations by

prayer, fasting, and retirement ; and He resisted them by faith and

a prompt recourse to God. What success can we expect, if we only

present to the most cruel and crafty enemy that ever existed, a dis

sipated mind, an unmortified flesh, an indulged conceitedness, strong

passions forgetlulness of the truths of salvation ? In fine, by this

mysterious repast, which the hands of Angels serve, He shows us

the joy that temptation procures for the soul which is able to

overcome it, and for the heavenly court, which witnesses the

victory.

The time was come when, according to the will of His Father,

Jesus should consecrate Himself wholly to the preaching of the

Gospel, and abandon Himself without reserve to the contradictions

inseparable from it. The work with which He saw Himself

charged was great and difficult; Judca, Galilee, Samaria, all the

cantoris of Palestine, awaited His care and invited His culture.

This was the field which the Father of the Family had destined

1 Cum dicitur Deus homo, vel in excelsum montem, vel in sanctum civitatein

% diabolo assumptus, mens refugit, huinnnns hoc audirc aures einavescunt.

Qui tamen non esse incredibilia ista cognoscimus, si in illo et alia fncta

pensamus. Certe iniquomm omnium caput diabolus est, et hujus capitis

membra sunt omnes iniqui. An non diaboli membrum fuit Pilatus ? An non

diaboli membra Judxi persequentes et milites crucifigentes Christum fuefunt?

Quid ergo tuirum, si ab illo pcrinisit in montem duci, qui s; pertulit etiam a

membris illius crucifigi ? Jfon est ergo indignum Redemptorc nostro quod

tratari voluit qui vencrot oecidi. Justimi quippe erat, utsic tentationes nostras

•nis tentationibus vinceret, sicut mortem nostram venerat sua morto superare.

(Greg.. HomV. in Ma'th.)
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for Him: an ungrateful soil, which should scarcely yield anything

to His sweats but thorns and briers—where it would be necessary

to sow much and gather little, to prepare for the harvest by excessive

fatigues and not to have the happiness of seeing it ripen. The

time was short: to complete a laborious career, whose end

should be a shameful cross, He was allowed only about three

years; -

Pains did not terrify Him, and the bitter fruits that should be

their reward became the object of His desires. In the vista of ages,

He saw God His Father honoured, man saved, the world

Christianised. His life, hitherto so obscure and peaceful, should

henceforth be only a series of labours, journeys, and sufferings,

until the day when it should be terminated by the horrors of

Calvary.

On leaving the desert, He advanced towards the Jordan, where

John the Baptist continued to preach penance and the approaching

manifestation of the Messias. When the holy Precursor saw the

Saviour coming, he exclaimed in presence of all the multitude :

" Behold the Lamb of God, behold Him who taketh away the sins of

the world."

It was on this memorable occasion that the Saviour drew to

Himself His first disciples : Andrew, Simon Peter, the brother of

Andrew, and Philip, all three belonging to the cit)i of Bethsaida.

Apostles as soon as proselytes, they entered the suite of the Messias

and accompanied Him to Cana of Galilee.

Shortly after their arrival in this city, a marriage took place : the

Blessed Virgin was present at it.- Her manner of life, humble,

simple, and modest, without ever being inconsistent, was never

singular. She had been asked to assist at the celebration of this

marriage, and she was pleased to comply with the request. Jesus

was also invited to the feast, with His disciples. It was especially

for them, and to sanctify the nuptials by His presence, that He

vouchsafed to appear at this banquet, in which, moreover, there was

nothing in the slightest degree reprehensible. Religion does not

condemn any pleasures of this kind, if they are confined within just

bounds. But the misfortune is that men do not know how to

observe moderation, and that it is necessary to limit blameless

customs in order to prevent abuses.

They were not to be apprehended at a feast where Jesus and

Mary were present. But the joy of the occasion happened to be

disturbed by a very humiliating accident: towards the close of the

repast, the wine began to fail. Mary perceived it, and. without

waiting for any one to have recourso to her mediation, turned und

said to Jesus: "They have no more wine." "Woman," answered
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the Saviour, " what is there in common between thee and Me ? My

hour is not yet come.1

In reading this short answer which Jesus makes to His Holy

Mother, we are perhaps struck by the apparent severity which it

breathes. But, in point of fact, the Saviour could, by His air and

the tone of His voice, sweeten that which appears to us hard in

these words ; and the most tender of sons would not afflict the

most beloved of mothers. He wished, however, to teach, not Mary,

who was already aware of it, but His disciples and other friends,

that He ought not to perform miracles out of considerations of flesh

and blood. Mary knew well that her Son would grant her petition,

and she said to those who served : " Do all that He shall tell you."

2fow, there were there, according to the manner of the purifica

tions of the Jews, six stone pitchers, which held two or three

measures each. Jesus said to the waiters : " Fill the pitchers with

water;'' and they filled them to the brim. Jesus added: "Draw

out now, and carry to the chief steward of the feast ;" and they did

so. When this man had tasted the water changed into wine, he

called the bridegroom, and, not knowing whence it came, said tc-

him : " Every one gives good wine in the beginning, and when the

guests have drunk well, then that which is not so good ; but thou

hast kept the good wine until now." Jesus wrought this first

miracle at Cana in Galilee. Hereby He manifested His power, and

the confidence of His disciples in Him was confirmed.

He went next, with His Mother and disciples, to Capharnauin,

where He remained only a few days. This opulent and populous

city was afterwards the place where Our Saviour usually dwelt,

and, as it were, the centre of His missions. It was situated on the

confines of the tribes of Zabulon and Nephtali, at the opening of

the Jordan into the Sea of Galilee or Tiberias.

It was while walking along the shore of this sea, or rather this

large lake, that Jesus attracted to Himself two new disciples,

namely, James and John, the sons of Zebedee. Like Peter and

Andrew, they were fishermen by profession. " Come and follow

i Following the G reck, these words of the Saviour present another sense,

* hicb appears to us preferable : Woman, what is it to thee and to Me 1 0

thou, woman by excellence! thou, who art a Mother without ceasing to be

s Virgin, of what importance can it be to thee or to Me that they have

nn more wine? Thou knowest that this stimulant of the passions is not

needed for the only generation that is worthy of God, worthy of thee,

worthy of Me. ily honr is not yet come : although the hour of performing

miracles is not yet come for Me, still as thou hast spoken the word, it is

enough—I will perform one beforehand for the sake of My Mother. Thus,

in the first part of His answer, the Saviour reveals the sublime dignity of

Mary, while, in the second, He renders homage to His own omnipotence.
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Me," said the Saviour to them ; and, immediately leaving their

nets and their father, they joined His suite. What an example of

fidelity to Grace !

Accompanied hy His disciples, He set out from Capharnaum for

Jerusalem, where He arrived a few days before the feast of the

Pasch, intending to celebrate it with the Jews and thereby to give

us an example of obedience to law and to legitimate authority.

He first caused Himself to be remarked by an action that drew

upon Him the looks of every one. Having come to the Temple,

He was struck by an abuse already old, or rather by a scandalous

profanation, which awakened all His zeal. A number of avaricious

Jews were holding a kind of market within the enclosure of the

Temple, and here they were not afraid to sell oxen, sheep, and

doves for the sacrifices.

The Saviour could not endure such a scandal. The holy place

which they profaned so unconcernedly was the abode of His Father.

It was for Him to avenge this contempt. Armed with a scourge of

little cords, and, still better with that air of authority which an in

dignant master assumes against insolent slaves. He approached tho

profaners, drove them shamefully from the Temple, scattered the

oxen and sheep, overthrew the tables of the changers, and cast

away the money.1 " Take all these things hence," He said to those

who sold doves, " and make not the House of My Father a house

of traftic."

The great miracle of this action is that it was performed with

out being preceded by any miracle. The Jews did not know Our

Lord, and yet among so many persons interested in opposing Him

there was not found a single one to utter a word of defence:

evidently the influence of the Divinity was felt by the profaners.

With what terror, indeed, ought they not to be seized, when they

heard this unknown Man, who treated them with so much autho

rity, call the House of God the House of His Father.

This splendid action not only teaches us the respect that we

ought to have for our churches, much holier than the Temple of

Jerusalem, but it also shows us the Saviour's charity in the midst

of His greatest zeal. He tells the sellers of doves to take them

away : if He had treated them like the rest, the doves would have

1 Why changers in the porches of the Temple? The law obliged the Jews,

dispersed throughout the world, to pay the Temple Tax. This was an annual

sum of half-a-crown a head, destined to defray the expenses of the Temple and

the Priests. When coming to Jerusalem, the Jews used to bring the money

that circulated in the countries in which they dwelt. It was necessary to

change this money for Jewish money, otherwise it would not be received,

llence, the changers. The Temple Tax was the Fettr't Fence of the Jews.
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flown off and been lost to their owners. Jesus, who wished to terrify

ail, did not wish to injure any ; and, in an action so impetuous, He

desired us to learn that zeal ought to be regulated by prudence and

moderated by charity.

Our Lord remained for some time at Jerusalem and in Judea.

He converted, too, a learned doctor of the synagogue, named

Nicodemus, to whom He explained, in a private interview, tho

whole harmony of Christianity. The splendour of His works soon

obliged Him to retire from the capital. He took the way back

again with His disciples to Galilee, passing through Samaria. The

next lesson will contain an account of this journey.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having gent us

a Saviour so compassionate that He was pleased to experience all

onr temptations, in order to teach us how to overcome them ; grant

us the grace to resist them promptly, to pursue like the apostles

our vocation, and to manifest towards the Church that respect

which thy House deserves.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, /

tcill retitt temptation* promptly.

LESSON V.

r-TTBLIC LIFE OF THE MESSIAS. FIEST TEAB (continued).

The Samaritan Woman. Condescension of tho Saviour; The Water of Grace.

Announcement of a New Law. Cure of one Han possessed, and of

another paralysed. The Tower to forgive Sins. Choice of Twelve

Apostles.

It was a very warm season of the year when the Saviour left

Jerusalem. He had travelled all the morning on foot, and about

noon arrived in the neighbourhood of a city of Samaria, called

Sichar. Weary with the journey, He sat down by the side of a

well that was named the Well of Jacob. His disciples left Him,

and went away together to purchase some provisions ia the city.

During their absence, a woman of the district came to draw

water, and Jesus said to her: "Give Me to drink." "How,"

answered the woman, who recognised Him as a man from Judea,
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"dost Thou, being a Jew, and knowing me to be a Samaritan

woman, ask of me to drink?" For the Jews held the Samaritans

in horror, regarding them as corrupters of the Law of Moses.

The Good Shepherd, who had drawn near him this poor wander

ing sheep, and proposed to Himself to gain it, was not willing to

enter into any contest. " If thou didst know," He said, "the gift

of God, if thou didst know who He is that saith to thee, Give Me

to drink ; thou perhaps wouldst have asked of Him, and He would

not have refused thee a living and life-giving water." The Saviour

was pleased to speak of the water of Grace and the light of the

Gospel. . .

The woman of Sichar did not understand, or pretended not to

understand, what this water was. " Sir," she said to Him, " Thou

hast nothing wherein to draw, and the well is deep : whence then

hast thou living water ? Is it that Thou art greater than our father

Jacob, who gave us the well, and drank thereof Himself, and his

children, and his cattle?"

Jesus, who wished to lead this poor stranger gradually to a

knowledge of the Gospel, observed towards her the utmost conde

scension, and, without raising any objection to the remark which

she had just made about the superiority of Jacob, said to her :

"Is it not true that whosoever drinketh of the water of this well

shall thirst again ? On the contrary, the water of which I speak to

thee is such that he to whom I shall give it, and who will drink of

it, shall never thirst again."

The woman appeared to give credit to this information ; it was

the first step towards her conversion. But, not yet understanding

the nature of this wonderful water, she said : " Sir, give me of this

water, that I may thirst no more and come hither no more to draw.''

" Before I satisfy thee," said the Saviour to her, " go to Sichar,

and call thy husband, and bring him hither with thee." " I have

no husband," she replied. This was the acknowledgment for which

Jesus waited ; mercy, if we may so speak, had caught her in the

snare. " Thou hast spoken the truth," He answered, " thou hast

no husband, for thou hast already had iive husbands, and he with

whom thou now livest is not thy lawful husband. Never didst thou

say anything more true than that thou hast no husband."

If this woman was not naturally good, she at least had the

honesty not to dispute the matter. Instead of giving Jesus the

lie, as many others would have done, with so much the more

assurance as the reproach would have been better deserved, she said

to Him with earnestness and shame: "Sir, I perceive that Thou

art a Prophet."

The simplicity of this acknowledgment disposed her for pardon ;
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nevertheless, tbe sheep still straggled under the hands of the Good

Shepherd. She endeavoured to turn the conversation from a sub

ject which naturally ought not to please Him, and to introduce

again the topic of the controversy which divided the Jews and

Samaritans. "Oar fathers," she said to the Saviour, "adored on

Mount Garizim, and all of you say that the Temple of Jerusalem

is the place where men must adore."

"Whatever was the Samaritan woman's motive in it, this question

drew her into a new snare of the divine mercy. The Saviour took

occasion from her answer to instruct her on the perfect worship

which He was come to establish on the ruins of all ancient wor

ships, not excepting even the Jewish, which, although true, was

only a preparation for the evangelical worship.

" Woman," He said to her,. " believe Me, the hour draws near

when you shall no longer adore the Father either on this moun

tain or in Jerusalem. The time comes, and even now is, when the

true adorers shall adore the Father in spirit and in truth." Pene

trated with the belief, then universal, that the times were accom

plished, the woman answered Him : " I know that the Messias is

abont to come ; when, therefore, He comes He will instruct us re

garding all tilings." "This Messias," said Jesus to her, "whom

the two peoples expect, who will instruct you regarding all things,

and whom yon accept as the Judge of your differences, is He who

is speaking to thee."

Thus, by a marvellous art, the Saviour had led this woman so

far as to say that she was resigned to the decision of the Messias.

There was only one word more required to complete the work of

her conversion ! And this word the Saviour let fall so appro

priately that when it was ended His disciples came and interrupted

the conversation, as if to take away from the Samaritan woman,

shaken a little previously, the temptation of disputing again, and

to allow her time to make her reflections in silence.

In effect, when Jesus was just ceasing to inform the woman that

He was the Messias, the four disciples whom we saw leave their

Master at the Well of Jacob, to go to the city for provisions, re

turned with their supplies. They were surprised that Jesus, con

trary to His custom, should converse with a woman. Yet such was

their respect for their Divine Master that none of them durst say to

Him: " What dost Thou ask of this woman of Samaria, or why

dost Thou allow her the liberty of talking with Thee f

On her side, the Samaritan woman, animated by that divine fire

which the conversation of Jesus enkindles in well-disposed souls,

went to communicate it to the inhabitants of the city. " Come and

see," she said to them, "a Man who has told me all things what

voL IL 4
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soever I have done : is not He the Christ ?" The Samaritans of

Sichar were so deeply convinced that the times of the Messias were

at hand that on the mere word of a woman of their country they

went forth in a crowd from the city, and, on finding Jesus, besought

Him to remain with them. He allowed Himself to be conducted

into Sichar, where He spent two days in instructing and strengthen

ing them in the Faith.

The Saviour then pursued His journey towards Galilee, whose

inhabitants received Him eagerly, because they had seen what He

had done at Jerusalem during the feast. He began to be spoken of

throughout the whole country, and crowds flocked to the syna

gogues in which He taught. While every one published His

praises, He continued without respite the work for which He had

come on earth.

Wherever there was a misery to relieve, there one was sure to see

Him. It was not man's mind alone, but also his heart and

his body, that had been affected by the wound of sin. Now,

all the discourses, all the journeys, all the miracles of Our Lord

had for their object the cure of these three parts of our being. This

was not all : man was the slave of the devil as well as of sin. He

had voluntarily chosen him as his master, by obeying him rather

than God. It was also the object of the Messias in coming on

earth to deliver man from the humiliating yoke of this cruel

tyrant. It would even seem that, in the days of the preaching of

Jesus Christ, God gave a more extensive power to the enemy of the

human race, in order to furnish more abundant matter for the

victories of His Son.

One Sabbath day He entered the synagogue in which the

doctors and people were assembled, when suddenly the devil cried

out, with a loud and terrible voice, by the mouth of one possessed :

" Let me alone, Jesus of Nazareth ! do not disturb me in my pos

session ; what hast Thou to do with us ? Art Thou not come into

the world only to declare war against us, and to make the power

which we exercise over men cease ? I know who Thou art, the

Holy One of God." It was not from the father of lies that Jesus

looked for the truth. In a menacing tone He replied to the wicked

spirit: " Be silent, and quit this man's body."

It was a matter of importance for the glory of God that no

doubt could be entertained of the possession. To render the miracle

incontestable, Jesus permitted the devil to manifest his rage and

despair for a few moments on the unfortunate wretch whom he was

obliged to abandon. The infernal spirit, departing from him with

loud cries, caused him violent pains and terrible convulsions. H*

cast him down fiercely in the midst of the assembly. But he only
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showed the impotence of his wrath; for the possessed man soon

found himself without ache or wound, as sound in body as free in

mind.

The miracle was public, but Our Lord had performed it with

so calm an air, like one who was certain of success, that the manner

in which the prodigy was wrought seemed quite as astonishing as

the prodigy itself. Without elation after the event, as He had been

without agitation before it. He left the spectators in a surprise so

much the greater as He testified none Himself.

Accordingly, when the Galileans saw that miracles accompanied

the discourses of the Saviour, and that nothing whatever cost Him

the least trouble, they were seized with a respectful fear. " What

it the meaning of that which we see ?" they said one to another.

" What is this new doctrine? Who is this new Doctor, that com

mands unclean spirits, and in a moment they obey Him ?"

The fame of the deliverance of the possessed man, and admira

tion for his Deliverer, passed quickly from the synagogue to the

whole city of Capharnaum, and even to tho smallest cantons ot

Galilee. This was not calculated to procure much rest for the

Saviour, and He would in a little while have been surrounded by a

multitude ofthe afflicted, if the circumstance of the Sabbath had not

restrained the more eager in a state of inaction which they thought

commanded.

The Sabbath began in the evening and ended the following

evening. When it was over, a great commotion was visible among

the different families that contained sick, infirm, or possessed. Such

afflicted persons as were able to walk were led in all haste to Jesus,

others were borne to His feet. Their number was so great that

the whole city assembled at the door of the house : the Saviour

cured all without exception. The sufferers blessed Him as their

Deliverer, and the devils, banished from souls and bodies, cried

out as they departed : " Thou art the Son of God."

It was thus that the Saviour fulfilled the words of Tsaias.

Speaking of the Messias, the prophet says: "He bore our infirmi

ties, and took upon Himself our diseases." Which means : The

Metsias received power, not only to purify our souls from the stains

of sin, but also to heal the infirmities of our bodies, because He

undertook to make satisfaction to God His Father, by the effusion

of His blood, for all the punishments, whether eternal or temporal,

doe to sin—among which must be numbered the infirmities of life,

the necessity of death, and the attacks of Satan.

Jesus was not content to heal bodies by driving thence devils

and diseases; He also laboured for the cure of souls, by freeing

them from the darkness of error and ignorance, which are the con
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sequences of sin. To gain credit for His words, He established TTU

divinity by a multitude of the most splendid miracles, and prepared

the privileged people to believe in the vocation of all peoples, and

to enter a religion which, instead of being confined to the little

region of Palestine, should have no other bounds than those of the

world. Seating Himself therefore one day, He began to instruct

the immense crowd that followed Him.

Now, there were in the assembly Pharisees, Scribes, Doctors of

the Law, come from all parts of Galilee and from Judea, with the

design, perhaps, of examining His words and criticising His actions.

The reputation which He had already acquired, offended them a

good deal. They thenceforth sought every occasion of decrying or

destroying Him, and their present journey may be regarded as the

beginning of that cruel war which they never ceased to wage

against His person, His doctrine, and His disciples until it termi

nated in the overthrow of their nation. These wicked men were

soated by His side, and listening to His words with a malicious

attention, when the silence was interrupted by a very singular

occurrence, which attracted the eyes of all the spectators.

Four men, who carried a paralytic, stretched on a bed, to present

him to the Saviour, not being able to make their way through the

crowd, decided on bringing the sick man up to the roof of the house,

which, according to the custom of the country, was a kind of open

platform. They made a large hole in the roof, by which they

lowered the paralytic, as he lay in his bed, to the feet of Jesus, in

the midst of the assembly. Jesus could not behold the lively faith

of the sick man who implored His aid, and the active charity of

those who presented him, without being moved thereby. It was

an admirable occasion to comfort the miserable, to confound the in

credulous, to promote the glory of His Father, and to prove His

mission : He availed Himself of it. " My son," He said to the

paralytic, " have confidence ; thy sins are forgiven thee."

Mysterious words ! which remind us that the infirmities of the

body are often the effect of the maladies of the soul.

On hearing these words, the Scribes and Pharisees began to

reason and to say within themselves: " How can this Man use such

language? He blasphemes. He arrogates to Himself a power

which He does not possess. Who can forgive sins but God alone ?"

Jesus, having read these thoughts in their hearts, said to them :

" Why do you form within yourselves these evil suspicions against

Me? Whether is it easier to say to a paralytic, 'Thy sins are

forgiven thee,' or, ' Arise, take up thy bed, and walk ?' Now,

in order that you may know that the Son of Man has power on

earth to forgive sius, hear what 1 am about to say, and observe the
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efficacy of My words." Then, looking on the paralytic, He said :

" Arise, it is I who command thee, take up thy hed and return

home." At that moment the man arose, lifted up his bed on his

shoulders, and departed for his house, publishing the praises of

God.

The applause of those present was joined to the thanksgiving of

the paralytic. " Never," they said, " has the Lord wrought such

great wonders in the midst of His people." All together glorified

God for having communicated to Man a power so divine as that of

forgiving sins. Indeed, the power of forgiving sins, much more

than that of curing diseases, was the object of the Incarnation of

the Son of God, the most necessary as well as the most precious

benefit which He should procure for human nature. Hence, the

surprise, the admiration, the joy of the people, on seeing that God

had really been pleased to communicate to mankind a right which

of all the rights of the Divinity seemed to be the most incom

municable.

After this miracle, Jesus went out. All the people followed

Him, and He instructed them again according to His custom. It

was not without a special design that the Saviour had undertaken

this little journey. He was meditating a conquest so much the

more glorious to grace as the person concerned might appear less

disposed to be influenced by its impressions.

Passing before the custom-house, where payment was received

of the taxes levied on the nation, He saw a man named Matthew,

seated at the office, and said to him : " Follow Me." Matthew

arose, and, leaving all, followed Jesus. It is Matthew himself—first

a disciple, then an apostle, and then again an historian of his

Master—who acquaints us with the details of this occurrence. The

8on of God, in order to honour human nature, to which He did not

disdain to unite Himself, constantly chooses men of all conditions

to make them His co-operators in the work of the redemption of the

world.

He had already a pretty large number of disciples ; but hereto

fore they had been all nearly equal, and He wished to select from

them those who should hold the first rank and be the fathers and

leaders of the new people whom He was about to create on the

earth. The moment was come when He should make this ever-

memorable choice. Before proceeding to it, the Saviour retired to a

mountain, and there spent the night in prayer. He had no need of

these preparations; but it was proper that He should give an

example to His Church, which has made it a law to imitate Him

religiously, as we see in the fasts and prayers with which it always

approaches the consecration of its ministers.
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When day was come, He called His disciples, and chose from

them twelve who might accompany Him, and whom He might

send to preach. He honoured them with the name of Apostles,

which means persont sent, granting them the power to heal the sick

and to cast out devils.

The following are the names of the twelve Apostles: Simon (to

whom Jesus gave the name of Peter) ; James and John (the sons of

Zebedee) ; Andrew, Philip, Bartholomew, Matthew (the Publican),

and Thomas; James (the son of Alpheus) and (his brother) Judas

(named Thaddeus); Simon (the Chanaanean, surnamed the

Zealot) ; and Judas Iscariot, who also betrayed Our Saviour.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having sent us

a Saviour who at the same time heals our mind by enlightening it,

our heart by purifying it, and our body by comforting it : grant us

the grace to understand and to practise His lessons.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I will

to-day pray for sinners and sufferers.

LESSON VI.

PURLIC LIFE OF THE MESSIAS. FIRST YEAS (continbeH).

Sermon on the Mount: divided into two parts. Foundations of the New

Society : the Eight Beatitudes. Duties of Apostles and Priests. Duties

common to the Pastors and the Flock: purity of intention, prayer,

fasting, alms, unbounded confidence in Providence. Leper Cured.

Centurion's Servant Cured.

The Saviour, having chosen His Apostles, came down from the

mountain with them and His other disciples. On the plain there

stood awaiting Him a countless multitude of people from Judea,

from Jerusalem, and from the maritime country of Tyre andSidon,

who had come to hear Him and to be cured of their diseases. The

Saviour relieved them all. After healing their bodies, He judged

that it was a favourable time to labour for the salvation of their

souls. Having gone up again to a height, He seated Himself in

the midst of His disciples and pronounced, in a tone of voice

sufficiently loud to be heard by all the people, that admirable dis

course which ia termed the Sermon on the Mount. Let us draw
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nigh, Bo as to gather up the words of light and salvation which fall

from the divine mouth : it is also for us that they are spoken.

The discourse of the Son of God may be divided into two parts.

The first chiefly regards the Apostles and their successors in the

evangelical ministry ; the second is addressed to all the people pre

sent, and to all Christian people till the end of ages. The

Founder of a new society, or rather the Restorer of human society,

degraded by sin, Jesus Christ lays the foundations of the new order

of things which He is come to establish ; He next traces out tho

duties of the clergy and the faithful in general.

1. He lays the foundations of the new order of things which

He is come to establish. The Prince of Peace, He wishes that peace

should, reign in the heart of man, so that it may reign everywhere

throughout society, of which He is the Founder. But the heart

of man is like a troubled sea, because, being made for peace or hap

piness, it does not seek peace where alone peace is to be found. The

Saviour came to teach this to man, and at the same time to over

throw all the ideas that had been formed by degenerate reason, by

philosophy, and even by Judaism, which hardly imagined any

other beatitude possible than the enjoyment of riches, honours, and

pleasures.

" Blessed," says the Divine Preceptor of the human race, " are

the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven." By tho

poor in spirit are meant those who have left all to follow Jesus

Christ ; those who, in the midst of riches, have their hearts de

tached from the goods of earth ; and those who are born and who

live in poverty, without murmur or complaint. Under the

majestic title of a kingdom, eternal felicity belongs to them.

" Blessed are the meek, for they shall possess the land.

" Blessed are they that mourn, for they shall be comforted.

" Blessed are they that hunger and thirst after justice, for they

shall have their fill.

" Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy.

" Blessed are the clean of heart, for they shall see God.

" Blessed are the peace-makers, for they shall be called the

children of God.

" Blessed are they that suffer persecution for justice' sake, for

theirs is the kingdom of Heaven. You shall be blessed, when, on

My account, men load you with opprobriums, persecute you, and

speak all that is evil against you untruly. Rejoice, and let your

joy appear; for the reward that awaits you in Heaven is very

great. For so they persecuted tho prophets that were before you. "

A contempt and even a fear of riches, honours, and pleasures ; a

love of poverty, humiliations, and sufferings l an ardent, sincere,
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and efficacious desire of all virtues : behold then the foundations of

Christianity and the conditions of happiness ! Let all men practise

these divine lessons, and society ceases to be a bloody arena in

which the unchained passions contend for fleeting enjoyments ;

Heaven comes down on earth ; and the world is regenerated. Such

was the design of the Saviour.

2. He traces out the duties of the pastors and the flock. All these

truths, so high and so difficult to fallen man, the Son of God Him

self preached in Judea, and He gave an example of the virtues

which they inculcate. After Him, these same truths should be

announced to the whole world. What fidelity in those who shall

be charged with this august ministry, that they may not retrench

a single iota from the regenerating code ! But, above all, what

sanctity, since the example of preachers is the Gospel of the people

and the sanction of doctrine ! The Divine Master hastens to re

commend it to the Apostles, and through them to their successors.

" You are the light of the world," He says ; "you are the salt

of the earth ; you are like a city built on a mountain, exposed to

the view of heaven and earth." Shine with so much sanctity that

all who see you may glorify your Father who is in Heaven. The

Religion of which you are the ministers and the preservers is not

new—it is the perfection of the old. Now, if sanctity was required

in the ministers of the Mosaic Law, with much more reason is it

necessary in the ministers of the Gospel ; and the Saviour hastens

to show the superiority of the law of grace over the law of fear, as

well as its extent and obligation.

After explaining the duties peculiar to the leaders of the new

society which lie establishes, Our Lord next treats of the duties

common to all Christians, to the faithful in general, to the shepherds

and the sheep. He insists especially on one essential point, which

is the abridgment of the Gospel and the heroism of virtue:' the

love of the neighbour, whether a friend or an enemy.

"Thjs is what you have been taught," says the Divine Legis

lator : " You shall love your neighbour and hate your enemy. But

I say to you : Love your enemies, do good to them who hate you,

bless them who curse you, and pray for them who persecute and

calumniate you, that you may be the children of your Heavenly

Father, who maketh His sun to rise upon the good and the bad,

and raineth upon the just and the unjust. For if you only love

them who love you, what reward do you deservo ? Do not the

Publicans this ?1 And if you only salute your brethren, is there

1 Among the Jews, those who collected the taxes were called Publicans.

They were a most odious class to the Jews, who, believing themselves free,

because descended from Abraham, looked upon them as little better than

public robbers. Perhaps they really were so in secret.
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anything extraordinary in it ? Do not even the Heathens this ?

Be ye therefore perfect, as your Heaveniy Father is perfect."

Such is the perfection to which we are called by Christianity.

It is set before us as a model, not that we may equal it—for who

can be as perfect as God?—but that we may labour to approach to

it, and continually make new progress, for the very reason that we

shall never be able to equal it. That we may derive benefit from

everything that can lead us towards this sublime perfection, the

Divine Master especially recommends purity of intention, which

gives an infinite value to the least actions.

Bui how is this purity of intention, the necessary basis of true

virtue, as well as this divine perfection, to which we are bound, to

be attained ? Is not the task evidently beyond our strength ? The

Saviour, who foresaw the objection, took care to answer it. With

that tender goodness which characterises Him, He places in our own

hands an infallible means of arriving at the sublime end to which

He calls us : it is prayer.

" Be not afraid,'' He says: "ask, and you shall receive ; seek

and you shall find ; knock, and it shall be opened to you. For

which of you, if his son ask for bread, will give him a stone ? or,

if he ask for a fish, reach him a serpent ? If then you—foolish,

imperfect, wicked as you are—know how to give good things to your

children, how much more will your Father who is in Heaven give

good things to those who ask Him ? Now, this is the manner in

which you shall pray. You shall say: Our Father, who art in

Heaven, hallowed," &c.

To prayer, the Divine Legislator wishes fasting and alms to be

joined. He thence takes occasion to condemn avarice, and, accord

ing to His custom, attacks this passion at its very root, that is, in

the human heart. "Beware,'' He says, " of anxiety to accumu

late riches on earth—gold, silver, costly garments. Rust consumes

metals ; moths destroy garments ; robbers, accustomed to break

through everywhere, carry off both. Place your treasures in

Heaven, even in the bosom of your Heavenly Father. The good

works which you deposit there, will be secure ; your treasures will

not there be exposed to the covetousness of robbers, the waste of

rust, or the hunger of worms. Having nothing valuable anywhere

but in Heaven you shall become heavenly men, for every one is

attracted to and, as it were, possessed by that which he possesses :

where a man's treasure is, there is his heart also.

" Do not flatter yourselves that you can make a division

on this point any more than on the others, or that you can at the

eame time servo two masters, God and Mammon. It is on this ac

count that I forbid you to think with anxiety on the means of
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procuring the food with which to nourish and the garments with

which to clothe yourselves. Is not the life more precious than the

meat ? Is not the body more precious than the raiment ? How,

then, shall He who gives you the life and the body fail to give

you nourishment and clothing ?

"Behold the birds of the air: they do not sow, they do not

reap, they do not gather into barns ; yet your Father who is in

Heaven, who is their Creator and not their Father, takes care to

nourish them Are not you of much more value than they ?

Moreover, what good is there in disquieting yourselves ? Which

of you can add a single inch to his height? That which I say to

you regarding nourishment, applies also to clothing.

"Consider the lilies of the field; see how they grow and

flourish ; they labour not, neither do they spin. Yet I only speak

the truth when I say that Solomon, in all the splendour of his

majesty, was not so magnificently arrayed as one of these lilies.

Now, if a lily, which after all is only a common flower that one

day is seen in the field and the next is cast into the fire, God doth

so adorn, how much more care will He not have of you, O men of

little faith?

" Beware, then, of allowing yourselves to be tormented by

anxieties of this kind, and of saying to yourselves with fear and

distrust : ' Where shall we find what we require to eat and drink ?

"Who will supply us with clothing?' These are heathen solicitudes.

Your Heavenly Father knows well that you have need of all these

things: He can and will supply them. Seek ye therefore first

the kingdom of heaven, and the virtues which it requires. Every

thing else will then be added to you."

Let us not, however, run into extremes with the words of our

Divine Master. He who forbids us to be solicitous commands us

to labour ; He who prohibits any fear regarding the wants of life

orders us to be attentive enough to represent them every day to

God ; He who is so indignant at our concern about the necessities

of the body as to consider worthy only of pagans the extent of our

forebodings regarding days that may perhaps never shine on us, has

at the same time in the hands of His disciples a supply for days to

come. The words of God cannot be belied by His actions.

What, then, did He mean by this kind of excess, which we seem

to discover in the letter of His instructions ? To make us perceive

the monstrous excess of our attachment to the things of earth ; the

excess of the forgetfulness in which we live regarding the cares of

Providence ; the excess of the preference which we give to our tem

poral over our spiritual wants ; the excess of the discouragement

which, on account of the inadequacy of our own labours, prevents us
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from discovering a resource in the Sovereign Master whom we so

many times every day call Our Father.

He wishes, indeed, that we should endeavour to maintain our

selves in the state in which He has placed us, hut without making

ourselves the adorers of the god of riches. He consents that we

should have foresight for the wants of ourselves and our families,

but without giving to this care an attention that would exclude

the care of our salvation or lead us to neglect the relief of the poor.

He permits that we should reserve something for the morrow, hut

with so little attachment that in conjunctures where the glory of

His name, the good of the neighbour, and the progress of the

Gospel require great sacrifices from us, we should know how

to forget ourselves, and, if necessary, even to lay down our

lives.

Contempt of earthly and love of heavenly things: such is the

divine basis on which Our Lord establishes His Religion. Behold

how, with one stroke, He cuts off in the heart of man the irregular

love of riches, honours, and pleasures—revenge—hatred—all

wicked passions, the sad fruits of sin and the causes of the in

numerable evils that deluge the world ! Behold how, recalling man

to his primitive perfection, He secures his happiness even in this

life, and shows Himself truly the Saviour !

Accordingly, the Son of God concludes this admirable discourse

with these admirable words: "Every one that hears these My

words and leads a life in conformity with them, shall be likened

to a wise man who built his house upon a rock. The rains fell,

the floods came, the winds blew: all united in a mighty effort to

overturn the building ; but it did not fall, because it was founded

on a rock. Every one, on the contrary, that hears these My words

and does not profit of them or put them in practice, shall be likened

to a foolish man who built his house upon sand. The rains came,

the floods rolled, the winds blew; and the house fell. And

its scattered ruins announced to travellers the folly of its

master."

After this discourse, the mostbeautiful that the ear of man had ever

heard, the listeners, filled with admiration, cried out more earnestly

than they had done before : " No ! our Doctors and our Scribes are

nothing in comparison with the Master whom we have just

heard."

On His side, the Saviour, who, for the consolation of those who

heard Him, usually accompanied His discourses with some extraor

dinary act, which served as a confirmation of His doctrine, had so

disposed of things that, at the close of His preaching, He had

brought about the occasion of a miracle. When He was come down
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from the mountain, He found Himself surrounded by an innu

merable multitude that had been waiting for Him.'

A leper now came, and adoring, prostrate on the ground, said

to Him : " Lord, if Thou wilt, Thou canst heal me." Jesus had

pity on him, and, stretching forth His hand, touched him, saying:

" I will; be thou healed." When he had spoken, the leprosy dis

appeared. Jesus made the man withdraw immediately, and said

to him : " Beware of telling this to any person."

You ask, perhaps, why the Saviour from time to time required

secrecy regarding the miracles which He wrought. Of the many

reasons that are given for it, the only one that has any probability

is that he wished to teach His disciples and all those to whom He

should communicate the gift of miracles to conceal them as much

as possible, in order to protect themselves from the applause of men

and the assaults of vanity. For the rest, let us be content to know

that He had reasons most worthy of His wisdom, suited to circum

stances of time, place, and person.

" But go, show thyself to the Pniests," continued Jesus, address

ing the leper, ' ' and offer them the gifts required by the Law of

Moses, as a proof of thy cure." It was out of deference to the

Law that the Saviour obliged him to make this journey ; for He

Himself observed the Law in every point.

It was a difficult task for a poor sick man, suddenly delivered

from pain and confusion, not to make known the kindness of his

Benefactor. The leper was so transported with joy that either he

did not understand the command of Jesus Christ or he did not

suppose himself bound to obey it. In truth, he withdrew from the

Saviour ; but he published the affair everywhere. This imprudence

or gratitude drew on Our Lord an increase of trouble. The multi

tude of those who besieged Him, as if in spite of Him, interfered

with Him so much that, unable to show Himself in the city,

He was compelled to hide Himself in desert places, where He

might be at liberty to devote Himself to prayer. His tender charity

soon obliged Him to come forth again, and to return to the places

which He had avoided with so much care. He came, therefore, to

Capharnaum, where He found that which His preventing goodness

brought Him thither to seek.

A centurion, that is, an officer in command of a hundred

soldiers, came to implore His aid. He acted as military men, when

they are religious, always act, in that simple and open manner

' We have seen the Saviour pray before instructing, and, after Instructing,

confirm His doctrine by miraculous deeds. At every step of His public life

we meet the same economy. Oh, what an example for masters and superiors I
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which gains all hearts, and which obtains from God a favourable

reply to their petitions. " Lord," he said to Jesus, " I have a

servant at home who is sick of the palsy, and he endures bitter

pains." " Well," said the Saviour, "I will go and cure him."

" Ah ! Lord," answered the centurion, " I am not worthy that

Thou shouldst come into my house. Without leaving the place

where Thou art, only say one word,' and my servant shall be cured.

I know that the most obstinate eviis obey Thee, just as soldiers do

their commander. Now, I am only an inferior officer, subject to

the authority of another : I have only a hundred men at my orders.

Yet my soldiers are so dependent on my will that I have only to

say a word to set them in motion. "When I say to one, Go to such

a place, he goes ; to another, Come, he comes ; and to my servant,

Do this, he does it. How much more, then, canst Thou, whose

power is supreme and independent, secure the obedience of all

creatures by one of Thy commands ?"

This profession of faith, nobly and simply expressed under a

military figure of speech, was doubtless very affecting from the mouth

of a Gentile. The Saviour, without being surprised at it, because He

could not he surprised at anything, did not fail to show the admira

tion which it afforded Him. He profited of it to give the Jews a

very useful lesson.

" I assure you," He said to them, " that since I began to preach

among you, I have not found so great faith in Israel. Thus shall a

multitude of Gentiles come from the East and the West, and be

admitted into the kingdom of Heaven. There they shall be seated

at the eternal banquet with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, as legiti

mate children of those holy patriarchs, whose faith they will have

imitated. As for the children of the kingdom, that is, the Israelites,

children of the patriarchs according to the flesh, and destined to be

the first subjects of the Church, they shall be abandoned to the

darkness of their unbelief, from which they shall pass into

eternal darkness: there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth."

Then the Saviour said to the centurion : " Go, and be it done unto

thee according to thy faith." At the very moment when Jesus

spoke these words, the servant was healed.

' The literal translation of the words Vic tantttm verbmn, S;c. presents

an admirable meaning, altogether in harmony with the words that the cen

turion will soon utter, Die iantum verbo, Speak only by Tby word, command

only by Tby word, and, like a faithful and healthy messenger, it will go, it will

execute Tby commission, it will heal my servant ; for Thou art almighty, and

He who can do everything does whatever He desires by a word, notwithstand

ing distance or difficulty. Ai'Ai/ enim, says St. Augustine, medium est inter

oyut Dei atqua praceptum, quia in pracepto est opus . , . quia Voluntas Dei

fotestas est. {Homil. in Luc., lib. TY, n. i.)
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Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having sent us

a Saviour to instruct us, and to deliver us from all the consequences

of sin. Grant us the grace to love, as He recommended, poverty,

humiliations, and sufferings. Grant us also the spirit of prayer,

that we may arrive at the perfection which Thou dost require

of us.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, 1 will

pray for those who injure me.

LESSON VII.

TTTBLIC tIFE OF THE MESSIAS. SECOND YEAB.

The Widow of Naira's Son is restored to Life. Disciples of John the Baptist.

Multiplication of Loaves. Peter walks on the Sea. Promise of the

Eucharist. Peter chosen Head of the Church. Transfiguration.

After the cure of the centurion's servant, the Saviour performedmany

other miracles. He restored health to a woman that had suffered

from loss of blood for twelve years, and He raised a young girl to life.

He gave the people many instructions. His Apostles were sent to

the places which He could not visit, in order to preach the king

dom of God, to restore health to the sick, and to cast out devils.

During their absence, He was pleased Himself to make a mission.

He associated to Himself a certain number of disciples destined

for an inferior ministry and to labour under the direction of the

first ministers. It was thus the Saviour laid the foundations of the

ecclesiastical hierarchy. With a view to train them to their em

ployments. He wished at that time to have them as co-operators in

His works and witnesses of His miracles.

One day, as He travelled in their company, surrounded by a

countless multitude of people, He took the way towards a city

called Naim. As He drew near the gate of the city, He found, by

one of those arrangements apparently accidental but never such

to the Saviour, that a dead man was being carried out to the place

of burial.

The deceased was a young man, the only son of a widow. The

mother followed, and there along with her a great number of
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persons from the city. She wept bitterly. When the Saviour saw

her, He "was moved with compassion, and said to her : " Weep not."

Then, coming near, He touched the bier. The few words which

the Man-God had spoken meant much : they announced a miracle

which would speedily be wrought. Those who carried the bier

stood still. The Saviour, assuming that absolute tone which

became the Supreme Arbiter of life and death, said : " Arise, young

man, it is I who command thee." The dead man heard, sat up,

and began to speak ; and Jesus restored him to his mother.

The spectators were seized with fear. But their admiration

suddenly broke forth into thanksgiving. With one voice they ex

claimed, blessing the Lord : " The Great Prophet has appeared

among us, and God has visited His people." These words indicated

the Measias and the happy time of His coming.

The fame of this miracle spread through Judea and all the sur

rounding districts. It reached the ears of John the Baptist, who

was at that time in prison, by the command of the guilty Herod.

The holy Precursor, therefore, sent two of his disciples to Jesus, to

pat this question to Him : " Art Thou He who is to come, or are

we to expect another V

It was not difficult to penetrate his design. John, who had

made Jesus known to others, could not possibly be ignorant re-

ipecting Him ; nor could he who had recognised Him as the

llessias before the performance of any of His miracles doubt of

this fact when miracles were a matter of daily occurrence with

Him. But the disciples of John, always too much prejudiced in

favour of their master, still doubted whether Jesus was his superior.

To complete the work of their conviction, John wished that they

should see Jesus with their own eyes.

The two deputies, who seemed the most incredulous, having

come therefore to Jesus, they said : "John the Baptist has sent us

to Thee to inquire, Art Thou He who is to come, or are we to

expect another." Before answering them, Jesus did that which

John had foreseen. On the spot He called around Him the infirm,

the sick, the blind, the lame, the possessed, that were in the

crowd : He restored health and freedom to all. Then, turning to

the two envoys, He said : " Go and relate to John what you have

heard and seen : the blind see, the lame walk, the lepers are

cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead rise again, to the poor the Gospel

is preached: and happy is he who shall not be scandalised on My

account 1"

This answer was addressed to John, because the inquiry had

been made in his name ; but it was really intended for the disciples,

by whom the inquiry had been made. Now, the answer of the
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Saviour left no further room for doubt ; for the prophet Isaias pre

dicted that, in the time of the Messias, the eyes of the blind should

be opened and the ears of the deaf unstopped, the lame should leap

as the hart and the tongue of the dumb should be set free. It is

plain that Our Lord alluded to these -words : so that the disciples of

John had a double proof, that which was miraculous and that which

was prophetical.

When they had gone away, Jesus took occasion from their mes

sage to deliver a splendid eulogy on the Precursor. He said that

the time of promises had lasted till the coming of John the Baptist ;

that, after his preaching, realities should follow promises, the sub

stance should succeed to figures; that if the Jews knew John the

liaptist well, they would recognise in him the last ambassador of

the law, and understand that the kingdom of the Messias was

come.

"But," adds the Saviour, "you no more know him than you

know Me: you profit no more of his discourses and example than

of Mine. John the Baptist came among you austere and mortified,

and you said, you Pharisees : ' He is possessed by the devil.' The

Son of Man, on the other hand, comes among you eating and drink

ing, leading a common and ordinary life, and you say : ' This is a

man of good cheer, a friend of publicans and sinners.' "

Accordingly, under whatever form wisdom presented itself to

the Jews, they found reasons to dispense themselves from attend

ing to it. Alas, how many Jews there are among Christians ! The

Saviour concludes with these touching words : " Come therefore to

Me all of you that groan under the weight of your miseries, that

resist with difficulty the enticements of concupiscence, I will

deliver you from your frailty, I will raise you up from your falls.

Take my yoke upon your shoulders, and learn of Me, because I am

meek and humble of heart, and you shall find rest to your souls ;

for My yoke is sweet and My burden light."

A little while after, John the Baptist was put to death by the

order of Herod. The Saviour, on His side, returned to Caphar-

naum, where He remained only a few days. Followed by His

Apostles, He passed over the Sea of Tiberias, and entered a vast

solitude; but the people, watchful of all His movements, found

means to join Him there, in order to hear His discourses and to

obtain the cure of their diseases. It was to reward them for their

fidelity, by ministering to their wants, that He miraculously mul

tiplied five loaves and two fishes, bo that they fed five thousand men,

not to count women and children.

Struck by an act of such extraordinary power and goodness, the

people wished to make Him King. " for," they ?aid, " He is
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oertainly the Christ, the Great Prophet, so long expected in the

world." But as they were falsely persuaded that the Christ should

bear the temporal crown of Israel, Jesus, to undeceive them,

escaped and fled to a mountain, where alone He spent the whole

night in prayer.

During this time the Apostles were sailing with much trouble

across the Sea of Tiberias : a great storm threatened to sink them.

Moved by their distress, Our Lord descended, towards break of day,

and came to them, walking on the waves. This sight filled them

with such consternation that they raised a shout of alarm. Jesus

reassured them, saying: "Have confidence, it is I, fear not."

Peter, according to his custom, more easily excited and inflamed

than the other Apostles, here gave a signal proof of his love for his

Divine Master. " Lord," he cried out, " if it is Thou, bid me come

to Thee on the water." The Saviour said : "Come." And Peter

went, walking on the water.

AH these miracles, and especially that of the multiplication of

the loaves, were only the prelude to and the foreshadowing of another

much more admirable. By this wondrous multiplication, the Son

of God had been pleased to prepare minds for the great prodigy of

the Eucharist. In effect, on that very evening, having returned

to Capharnaum, He announced to the people who came, more

numerously than the preceding evening, to hear Him, that He

would give them a Bread more excellent than that with which He

had fed them, a Bread more heavenly than the manna with which

their fathers had been fed in the desert.

"I Myself," He said to them, "am the Living Bread that

came down from heaven. Your fathers did eat manna in the

desert and are dead. But as for this Bread from heaven of which

I speak to you, it is such that whosoever eats of it shall never die.

It is I Myself, I repeat to you, who, come down from heaven, am

this Living Bread. Whosoever shall eat of this Bread shall re

ceive a germ of immortality and a pledge of an eternally happy

life. This Bread, which I will give you when the time for it

comes, is My Flesh, which shall be immolated for the salvation of

the world."

The Jews, on other occasions so dull, understood per

fectly that the Saviour was promising His Flesh to be really and

truly eaten. If there was any division among them it was not in

reference to the manner of understanding the promise, but to the

manner in which the promise should be fulfilled. They therefore

disputed with one another, saying : " How can this Man give us

His Flesh to eat?"

Far from correcting them of any error, the Saviour only dis-

voi u. 5
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poses of their embarrassments with a new confirmation of His

doctrine. " Verily, verily, I say unto you," He replies, " unless

you cat the Flesh of the Son of Man, and drink His Blood, you

shall not have life in you. On the other hand, he who eats My

Flesh and drinks My Blood has everlasting life. He carries a

pledge of it within himself, and I will raise him up on the last day,

to give him possession of a happiness that will never end ; for My

Flesh is meat indeed, and My Blood is drink indeed. He who eats

My Flesh and drinks My Blood abides in Me, and I in him. And

as My Father, who is the Living God, sent Me on earth, and I live

only for My Father, so he who eats Me shall live for Me. Not as

it was with your fathers, who ate manna and are dead : he who

eats this Bread shall live for ever."

Such was the announcement of the great mystery of our altars,

a mystery which holds so high a place in the plan of the Re

demption. What, in effect, was the object of the Incarnation,

unless to bring man close to God, from whom he had been

separated by sin, and to make God and man friends again in a per

manent and intimate union ? Now, behold the admirable manner

in which this deific union is accomplished !

Life resides in God as in its source : thence it flows out over the

humanity of Jesus Christ, which is united to the divinity. In its

turn, the humanity of Jesus Christ is united to men by communion,

and imparts to them the life with which it abounds. This life is

to be understood in the widest and most excellent sense. It is at

once a life of grace, a life of glory, and even a natural life, which

consists in the eternal union of soul and body.

Seeing the Saviour insist so earnestly on the manducation of

His Flesh, there were some of His disciples who began to say

among themselves: "This discourse is hard, and how can it be

believed?" They made their remarks in a low tone of voice; but

Jesus, knowing within Himself that they murmured, said : " This

scandalises you ! What, then, will it be when you see the Son of

Man ascend to the place from which He came, and it will be

necessary to believe that this Flesh, even while in heaven, is given

away as food on earth ?" Thus the Saviour did not change in the

least the meaning of His words. He promised to give His Flesh

to eat and his Blood to drink; He re-asserts it. He declares that

it shall be so, even after His ascension into heaven. How is it

possible to doubt when a God speaks ?

After this discourse the Saviour left Capharnaum and travelled

through various cantons of Galilee. It was during this journey

that He confounded the Pharisees, by showing forth the hypocrisy

of their conduct and the absurdity of their superstitious traditions.
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He also healed the daughter of a woman of Chanaan, performed

many other miracles, and, in particular, announced formally the

great miracle of His resurrection.

The Scribes and Pharisees came to ask Him for some extraordi

nary sign from heaven and in the air. But Jesus, from whom miracles

escaped in crowds, if we may be allowed so to speak, when they

were solicited with a humble confidence, took care not to lavish

them on a proud curiosity. " This perverse race," He says, "asks

a miracle from heaven, and what it desires shall not be granted to

it. It shall have no other miracle than that of the prophet Jonas. For

as Jonas was three days and three nights in the belly of a whale, so

shall the Son of Man be three days and three nights in the heart of

the earth. Jonas coming forth from the fish was so great a miracle

in the eyes of the Ninivites, that they believed his words and did

penance ; in like manner, the Son of Man coming forth from the

tomb, three days after His death, shall be the great miracle re

served for this generation, that it may believe My words."

In the course of the same journey, Jesus made St. Peter the

magnificent promise of establishing him prince of His Church.

They had arrived near one of the towns of Ceesarea Philippi, when

Our Lord asked His Apostles : " What do men say of the Son of

Man ?" His disciples answered : " Some say that He is John the

Baptist ; others, Elias ; others, Jeremias ; and others again, one of

the ancient prophets come back to life." " And you," He con

tinued, "what do you say?" Simon Peter, leading the way,

answered without hesitation : " Thou art Christ, the Son of the

living God." Jesus replied: "Blessed art thou, Simon, son of

John ; for flesh and blood have not revealed this to thee, but My

Father, who is in Heaven."

Then, rendering testimony as it were for testimony, and

wishing to teach Peter what he was and what he should always be,

the Saviour added: "And I say that thou art Peter, which means

a Bock, and upon this Rock I will build My Church, and the gates,'

that is the powers, of hell shall not prevail against it. I will give

to thee the keys of the kingdom of Heaven : whatsoever thou

shalt bind upon earth shall be bound also in Heaven, and whatso

ever thou shalt loose upon earth shall be loosed also in Heaven."

He next announced to His Apostles His passion, with its fearful

insults and outrages, and the death which He should soon surfer.

The promise of immortality made to the Church, in spite of all the

1 In the Scripture, the word gala often means powers. This is the reason :

it was at the gates of cities that the magistrates and other authorities, in a word,

the powers used anciently to assemble to dispense justice. The terms became

synonymous in the course of time.
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efforts of hell and human passion leagued together against it,

joined with the visible fulfilment of this promise during the last

eighteen centuries, suffices doubtless to prove to us the divinity of

the Saviour, and to remove from our eyes the scandal of the cross ;

but the Apostles were not to be the witnesses of this miracle. To

confirm their faith against the scandal of His humiliations, the

Saviour brought about a new prodigy, whose object was to prove,

with irresistible evidence, that He was really the Son of God, that

He was God Himself, and that if He suffered it was because He

chose to do so.

In effect, six days afterwards, the Divine Master found Himself

at the foot of a high mountain in company with His disciples. He

was also surrounded by an immense multitude of people, to whom

He explained, according to His custom, the truths of salvation.

The instruction being ended, He retired to the mountain to pray,

taking with Him Peter, and the two brothers James and John,

the sons of Zebedee. He wished that the three disciples whom He

had chosen beforehand to be the only witnesses of the weariness

fear, and sadness of His most bitter agony in the Garden of Olives,

on the eve of His passion, should also be the only witnesses of His

glory on the part of the mountain whither He was leading them.

It was a high and lonely mountain. When they had completed

their ascent, Jesus began to pray : Peter and his two companions,

overpowered with fatigue, fell asleep. While the Saviour watched

and the disciples slept, the figure of the Master appeared quite

different. His face suddenly shone like the sun and His gar

ments became all radiant and as white as snow ; so that the

ablest fuller in the world could never attain to the splendour of

such a beautiful colour. There also appeared two men conversing

with Him of what He should suffer at Jerusalem.

Meanwhile, the disciples awoke and saw the glory of Jesus

and the two personages who were in company with Him. Moses

and Elias were about to leave Him, when Peter, charmed with the

glory of Hib Master, and tasting a little of that joy which the

saints experience in Heaven, said to Jesus : " Master, it is good

tor us to be here. If Thou wilt, we shall make three tents; one

for Thee, one for Moses, and one for Elias."

The Saviour did not answer ; but while Peter was still speak

ing a bright cloud overshadowed them : Moses and Elias disap

peared in the oloud. This sight alarmed the Apostles, when a voice

was heard coming forth from the midst of the cloud. It said :

" This is My beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased ; hear ye Him."

At the same moment there was no one to be seen but only Jesus, in

order to show beyond all doubt that to Him alone there was reference.
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On hearing the voice, the Apostles, who previously had been

somewhat courageous, fell trembling with their faces to the ground ;

hut Jesus, drawing nigh, touched them, and said : " Arise, and fear

not." Then, lifting their eyes, and casting them around on all

sides, they could not see anyone but Jesus, who had returned to

His ordinary state; that is, the Saviour had arrested those torrents

of light which continually endeavoured to burst forth from His

divinity on His ho)y humanity. The glorious state in which He

had just shown Himself was His natfiral state ; and the miracle

was not that He had appeared for a few moments in the glory

proper to the only Son of the Father, but that, by an effect of His

omnipotence, He should conceal it within Himself and prevent it

from dazzling all eyes.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having sent us

a Saviour who, not content with applying a remedy to our miseries,

was pleased to communicate to us a divine life, by giving us

His Flesh and Blood as food.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I will

neglect nothing to dispose myselfproperly for Holy Communion.

LESSON VIII.

PURLIC LIFE OF THE MESSIAS. SECOND YEAH (continued) .

Deliverance of One Possessed. Parable of the Debtor. Example of Gentle

ness and Charity. One Thing necessary. Sight bestowed on the Man

born blind.

Thb Saviour, while coming down from the mountain on which He

had been transfigured, discoursed with His three Apostles of the

circumstances of His passion. Arrived on the plain, He found the

nine others surrounded by an immense crowd, who, perceiving Him

from afar, hastened to meet Him, and to testify to Him the joy

which they felt at His return.

No person desired Him more ardently than an afflicted father,

whose son, possessed by the devil, could not be delivered by the

nine Apostles. The eagerness of the father was great, but the

liveliness of his faith did not seem to correspond with the ardour

of his desires. " Belicvest thou," said the Saviour to him, " that
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I have the power to do that which thou askest? Nothing is im

possible to him who believes." " Yes, Lord !" the man answered,

" I believe ; but, I implore Thee, strengthen my little faith,"

" Unclean spirit !" the Saviour then said, " go out of the body of

this child, and never again enter into him." At these words, the

child was delivered.

Jesus then departed with His twelve disciples, and travelled

through a portion of Upper Galilee, directing His steps towards

Jerusalem. It was in the course of this journey that he paid

tribute to Caesar and gave His apostles some admirable instruc

tions on humility, scandal, and charity.

To make them understand how unworthy is the conduct of him

who refuses to pardon, He related to them the following parable.

"The dealings of God with man may be likened to those of an

earthly king, who would take an account from such of his servants

as he had intrusted with money. The examination of the accounts

began. A servant who owed ten thousand talents was presented

to the king : he had not wherewith to discharge his debt. ' Let

him be seized ;' said the prince, ' let him be sold, himself, his wife,

his children, his property, and let the proceeds be applied to the

liquidation of the debt.' ' Ah, lord !' answered the unfortunate

man, falling at his master's feet, ' have patience, and I will pay

thee all that is due to thee.' The king, moved with compassion,

graciously acquitted him of the whole debt, and dismissed him

free.

" On leaving the king's presence, this servant met one of his

companions who owed him a hundred pence—a very trifling sum

in comparison with that of which he had just obtained the remission.

Nevertheless, he fell upon him, and, catching him by the throat,

almost choked him, saying: ' Pay me what thou owest.' This poor

debtor fell on his knees, and cried out : ' Have patience, and I will

pay thee all that I owe thee.' The other would not, but had him

immediately conveyed to prison, where he ordered him to be

detained till payment should be made.

" Several other servants, witnesses of this inhumanity, were

deeply grieved at it, and, running, they told their master of what

had just happened. Then the prince sent for this servant, of whom

he had heard such atrocious things. ' Thou wicked servant,' he

said, ' at thy mere petition I forgave thee thy whole debt, and

thou rememberest the sum which thou didst owe me. Oughtest

thou not then, for so very small a sum, to have taken pity on one

of thy companions as I took pity on thee ?' The prince, indignant,

immediately ordered that he should be delivered to the officers of

justice till he should have paid his whole debt.
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"So," concluded the Saviour, "shall My Heavenly Father

treat yon, if yon, whom He pardons so many sins, do not pardon

with a good heart the offences that your brethren commit against

yon."

During the course of this instruction, only one out of many

delivered at the same period, the Saviour continued His journey

towards Jerusalem. Arrived in the neighbourhood of Samaria,

He sent a few of His disciples on beforehand to announce His

coming at the place where He should stop. The envoys found, on

reaching the Samaritan city, that the inhabitants would not give

Him hospitality because He was going to Jerusalem. Re

turning highly displeased to their Master, they said to Him :

"Lord, wilt Thou that we bring down fire from heaven upon

them?"

The good Master, turning towards them with a severe counte

nance, and assuming a tone of reproach, replied: "You know not

with what spirit you ought to be animated. The Son of Man ia

not come on earth to destroy but to save BouIs." Our Lord endured

the affront without complaints and sought an asylum elsewhere.

We cannot doubt that, however inattentive to His own wants, He

was most sensitive to the wants of His disciples, over whom He

watched with the tenderness of a mother.

St. Clement the Pope, a disciple of St. Peter, relates that this

Apostle often took pleasure in mentioning to those with whom he

conversed some touching incidents that exemplified the goodness of

the Divine Master during His mortal life. He used to tell with

special affection how the Saviour, travelling with His disciples

through the villages and towns of Judea, would often visit them

during the night, to see whether they were well covered, whether

they were not exposed to the cold. And, when this kind Master

found them suffering, He would, with the most tender solicitude,

spare nothing to comfort them, depriving Himself of rest and

spending the whole night in attendance upon them.

It was during the journey of which we speak that He sent His

seventy-two disciples to preach in Galilee. He Himself was not

withont occupation. One day He had to confound the malignity of

a Scribe or Doctor of the Law, who took it into his head to ascer

tain what was the exact capacity of this Man whose reputation was

so great in every part of Palestine. The Scribe camo and said :

"Master, what must I do to obtain eternal life?" The question

was very vague, and under its vagueness concealed a snare. But it

was a snare in which he who laid it was caught. " Hast thou not

read the law ?" answered the Saviour. " What does it teach thee

regarding the things necessary for salvation ?"
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"The whole law may be reduced," replied the Doctor, "to

two great precepts, which are the foundation of the others, and, as

it were, the summary of them all : Thou (halt love the Lord thy

God with thy whole heart, with thy whole soul, with all thy strength,

and thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself." " Thou hast answered

well," said Our Lord : " do this, and thou shalt have eternal life."

On hearing these words, the Scribe was silent. Accordingly, to

love God and the neighbour is the sum of Religion. Who will dare

to pay that this duty is impracticable ?

After this great lesson, the Saviour continued His journey

towards Jerusalem, and in the evening He arrived at Bethania, a

town near the capital. Here He received hospitality from a family

always sincerely attached to Him. It was the family of Lazarus

and his two sisters, Martha and Mary.

Mary, the younger of the two sisters, sat down at the Saviourt

feet to hear His divine lessons. Martha, on the contrary, busied

herself very much in preparing the repast which Jesus was pleased

to take with this holy family. Not being able for all the work, she

came to the Saviour, and said to Him : " Tell my sister, Lord, I

beg of thee, to help me." The Divine Master, who never failed to

turn the most ordinary discourses towards heavenly things, profitei

if the occasion to give us all, in the person of Martha, an instruct

tfon so much the more useful as it ought to be a matter of daily

tonsideration, even for the most virtuous and zealous souls.

" Martha, Martha," He said to her, "thou art troubled; thy niind

is occupied with a hundred different things: think, while doing

them, that only one thing is necessary. Mary, thy sister, has

chosen the better part, which shall not be taken from her." .Jesus

alluded to the affair of salvation, and this is what He calls the one

thing necessary. The labours and cares of Martha were good in

themselves, but they did not tend so directly to salvation as the

employment of Mary, who was attentive to the word of God : ac

cordingly, the latter is said to have chosen the better part.

Next day the Saviour set out for Jerusalem. He had scarcely

arrived there when a multitude of people surrounded Him to

hear Him discourse. The chief priests, jealous of His fame, re

solved to arrest Him; but the enterprise failed. The hour of the

Son of Man was not yet come. He even preached several times in

Ihe Temple. His enemies hoped to surprise Him in His words, but

they were forced to say, like the people : " Never has any one

spoken like this Man." Alas ! this grand homage remained

sterile : they were not converted. The Saviour did not neglect to

announce to them the frightful punishments which their incredulity

was drawing down on their heads: it was all useless. Hence,
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when the Feast of Tabernacles was over, the Divine Master

hastened to quit this hardened city, which thirsted for His blood.

What a striking resemblance between. the savant! of Jerusalem

and those of our days ! How many men among us that have the

praises of Christianity continually on their lips—admire its

morality, its instructions, its arts—and yet give themselves very

little trouble to regulate their conduct according to its laws ! If

we venture to tell them that this fruitless testimony will not defend

them from the chastisements with which God threatens the violators

of His holy precepts, they laugh at our words. What remains

but to pray for these wilfully senseless men, who have eyes not to

see and ears not to hear ?

Jesus had just left the Temple, and was retiring with His

Apostles, without being followed by His enemies, when He met on

the way a man who had been born blind. " Master," said the

Apostles to Him, " was it in punishment for a fault that this man

should commit, or rather in punishment for the sins of his parents,

that he was born blind?" "No," answered Jesus, "it was

neither for the sins of this man nor for those of his parents that

God permitted him to be born blind."

It is true that diseases, misfortunes, and death entered

into the world only in consequence of sin; but God, who em

ploys them when He pleases for the punishment of sinners, employs

them often for the perfection of the just and the manifestation of

His glory. " It was His own glory alone," added the Saviour,

"that God proposed to Himself in this man's infirmity : He re

solved to display in him the wonders of His power." Having said

these words, He spat on the ground, and, mixing some clay with

the spittle, rubbed the eyes of the blind man therewith. " Go,"

He said to him, "and wash in the pool of Siloe." The blind man

went, washed his eyes, recovered his sight, and returned home full

of joy.

Never was a miracle examined with more care : and this was no

harm. When the blind man arrived back, the news of his cure

spread like wild-fire, and people rushed to him from all parts of

the city to assure themselves of it. The neighbours, as well as

those who had seen him a hundred times asking alms, said to one

another : " Is not this the blind man that used to sit at the

corners begging ?" " It is," declared some. " No," said others,

" it is a man like him." " Not at all," said the blind man, " I am

the very man." All doubts regarding the individual immediately

ceased.

Regarding the cure, it might be judged of by his eyes : the

question wn« how it had been wrought. " How," said the
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bystanders to him, "were thy eyes opened?" The blind man

answered : " That Man who is called Jesus moistened some clay

with His spittle, rubbed it on my eyes, and said to me, ' Go to the

pool of Siloe and wash.' I went, 1 washed, and I see." " But

what is become," said they, "of the Man who gave thee this

order ?" " I know nothing about that," answered the blind man.

These first inquiries being ended, it was still considered neces

sary to seek further assurances on the matter, and to consult with

some persons of experience as to what should be thought of the

miracle and what should be concluded from it. The man, previously

blind, was therefore led to the Pharisees. They subjected him to

a new interrogation, and, granting on the public testimony that he

had been born blind, asked him how he had recovered his sight.

Innocence and simplicity fear no questions. " He to whom I owe

my sight," he answered, "put some wet clay on my eyes; I

washed in the pool of Siloe by His orders ; and I see." The pre

cision of this declaration raised a division among the judges. All

wished to escape from the consequences of this miracle, which so

well proved the divine power of Him who had wrought it; but they

could not agree on the means of doing so. Here is the pitiful

artifice to which they were reduced.

It was on the Sabbath that Jesus had made the little mixture

of clay and spittle ; it was on this day that He had sent to the pool

of Siloe the blind man whom He wished to cure. There was not

the least thing in the world contrary to the Law in either of these

actions. Nevertheless, some said : " Though He may restore sight

to the blind, the man who does not keep the Sabbath cannot be

sent by God." Others said : " Since this man is a sinner, a

violator of the Sabbath, He cannot have wrought such an extraordi

nary wonder." All these reasonings ended in nothing, and the

minds of unprejudiced Israelites were still unsatisfied.

The Pharisees, disconcerted, then put to the blind man a second

question, quite as proper as their division to manifest their em

barrassment. " And thou," they asked, " what dost thou say of

this Man who opened thy eyes ?" " I say that He is a Prophet,"

answered the blind man. Driven to extremities, the Pharisees

began to deny that the man had ever been blind, and to assert that

the cure was a complete imposture. They called, therefore, his

father and mother. "Is this," they said, "your son? Was he

born blind ? If so, how is it that he now sees with both eyes?"

" We know," the parents answered, " that this is our son ; we also

know that he was blind from his birth ; but how it is that he now

sees we do not know ; neither do we know who it was that gave

him sight. Ask our son ; he is of an ago to answer you."
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The parents of the blind man knew well in what manner the

miracle had been wrought, but they had not tbe courage to say so;

for the Jews of Jerusalem, that is, the Pharisees and other leaders

of the people, had already agreed to banish from the Synagogue, as

excommunicated persons, all those who should make profession of

believing that Jesus was the Christ. It was on this account that

the father and mother of the blind man cast on him the danger of

the answer, by saying to the Pharisees that he was of an age to

satisfy them.

The Pharisees therefore called him to them again, and, assuming

a very religious air, said: " Beware of what thou art about to do ;

fear the presence of the Sovereign Judge who hears thee, and

render glory to God : we know that this Man is a sinner."

" Whether Jesus is a sinner or not," answered the blind man, with

great spirit, " I do not know ; all that I know is that I was blind

and now I see." " How then did He give thee the use of thy eyes ?"

they asked. "I have already told you," replied the blind man;

" why do you ask me a second time ? Is it that you also intend to

become His disciples? As for me, there is no doubt but I am one."

" Be thou His disciple, if thou choosest," said the Pharisees to him,

with angry looks and curses : " as for us, we are the disciples of

Moses. We know that God spoke to Moses, whilst, with regard to

this Man, who is called Jesus, We know not whence He is, whether

He comes on the part of God or of the devil."

" Why, this is a very singular thing," answered the blind man,

"that you, who pride yourselves on being so learned, do not know

whence this Man is, who has had the power to open my eyes. As

for us, poor ignorant people, we know that public sinners have not

the power to perform such miracles : those who have this power are

the friends of God. And of what miracle is there question here ?

Of a miracle without an example since the beginning of the

world—the cure of a man born blind. If He who gave me the use

of my eyes were not sent by God, how could He do such a

On hearing these words, which were unanswerable, the anger of

the Pharisees knew no bounds. " Thou art a wretch," they said

to the blind man ; " thou art all covered over with crimes. It well

becomes thee to give a lesson to thy masters." And they drovs

him along to the door. The Saviour learned that the poor blind

man on whom He had had pity had just been shamefully treated

by the Pharisees. He hastened to find him, and, on meeting him,

said : " Dost thou believe in the Son of God?" " Who is He ?"

asked the blind man, " that I may make my profession of belief in

Him ?" " I who cured thee, I who speak to thee," said the
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Saviour. "Yes, Lord," answered the blind man, "I believe."

And, falling at the Saviour's feet, he adored Him.

And we, too, born blind and cured by Jesus, let us know how to

thank Him for having called us into the admirable ligfit of His

Gospel. Let us imitate the blind man whose history we have just

studied : let his simplicity, courage, and gratitude serve as a model

to us.

Prayer

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having sent us

a Saviour whose whole life was only one continual benefit : grant

us the faith of the man born blind, and the tender love of Martha

and Mary for this Divine Saviour.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I will

pardon with a good heart those who offend me.

LESSON IX.

PURLIC LIFE OB THE MRSSIAS. THIRD YEAR.

The Lost Sheep. The Prodigal Son. Little Children Blessed. Announce

ment of the Passion. Zaccheus Converted.

Evert word, every miracle, every step of the Messias had the

same object, the redemption of man. By His discourses He

dispelled the darkness of error and ignorance ; by His miracles He

proved His divinity ; and by His journeys He showed His tender

compassion for our miseries. In a word. His whole lifo tended to

draw the human race from the deplorable state into which sin had

plunged it. By His kindness and familiarity He wished to banish

that servile fear which everywhere prevailed among men towards

God. All His movements seemed to say : Do not tremble—God is

appeased; whatever your crimes may be, have confidence—My

Father holds out His arms to receive you. It was to show this

consoling truth directly, that He related the parables of the Good

Shepherd and the Prodigal Son. Let us recollect ourselves and

hear them.

" A shepherd," He said, " had a flock of a hundred sheep. He

loved them all, and guarded them with care. Notwithstanding his

watchfulness, one of his sheep wandered astray. Is it not true that

as soon as he perceived this, he left the ninety-nine others amid the
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rich pasturages of the desert, and ran with speed after the one that

had left its shepherd ? He searched for it on all sides ; he gave

himself no rest until he had found it ; and, whenhe had attained this

happiness, he made it no reproaches, he did not strike it, hut he laid

it on his shoulders and bore it back to the fold, so as to spare it the

fatigue of the journey. Having arrived home, he gathered together

his friends and neighbours. 'Congratulate me,' he said to them,

• and take part in my joy, for I have found the sheep that I had

lost.'

" This is a portrait," concluded the Saviour, " of your Heavenly

Father. I say to you, the conversion of one sinner causes a greater

and livelier joy in Heaven than the perseverance of ninety-nine just,

who, never having gone astray, huve no need of penance."

And now, what sinner will fear to return to God ? But are we

to understand that the sheep returned to the fold is more amiable

on account of having been a long time a wanderer ? Is the sinner

more deserving of favours on account of having deserved severe

chastisements ? No, without doubt; but the joy of recovering is

always proportioned to the sorrow of losing. A just man who per

severes attracts to himself a uniform esteem and enjoys the maxi

mum of earthly happiness. A sinner who is converted wipes away

tears, banishes regrets, imparts consolation, rekindles a fire that

seemed to have been extinguished for ever.

To the parable of the Lost Sheep, the Saviour added another

still more consoling, and specially intended to make the just humble

and the penitent hopeful

Addressing Himself to the Pharisees, who reproached Him with

lavishing on sinners the cares of His tenderness, He said :

" A man had two sons. The younger said to his father : ' Give

me the portion of substance that comes to me.' And the father,

dividing his substance into two portions, gave to each of his sons

the part that belonged to him.

" A young man, with much property and liberty, always runs a

great risk : as the younger of the two brothers soon found. A little

while after the division, he gathered together all his patrimony ;

and, that he might never again see his father or the paternal roof,

went off into a distant country.

" Par from all inspection, free from all restraint, the young man

speedily wastes his property in every kind of luxury and debauchery.

To complete his misfortunes, he has no sooner spent the last

farthing than a dreadful famine begins to desolate the country to

which he has retired. He is in want of the necessaries of life.

"What must he do to procure bread ? He sells himself. He left

his father—he must now give himself to a master! And he enters
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the service of an inhabitant of the conntry, who sends him into his

farm to feed swine. That liberty for which he cast off the

amiable yoke of paternal authority is therefore lost. Behold, the

child of an honoured house is a keeper of swine ! Noble youth,

into what an abyss art thou fallen !

" All his sacrifices could not procure him a sufficiency of food.

He envied the swine the vile husks which he saw them eat, and which

he would not be permitted to touch. Reduced to the last extremity,

the Prodigal enters into himself. ' How many servants,' he says,

sighing, ' are there at this moment in my father's house who have

an abundance of bread, and I here perish with hunger. I will set

out, I will go to my father, and I will say to him : * Father, I have

sinned against Heaven and against thee ; I am no longer worthy

to be called thy child: receive me among the number of thy ser

vants.'

" But how will he dare appear in the presence of a father

whom he so ungratefully abandoned ? What will his brother and

the rest of the household say when they behold his wretched attire ?'

Will not the sight of him in such a state be apt to increase the

anger of all against him ? Will he not even run the risk of being

disowned ?

" Nothing deters him. He takes the road to his father's house.

He is yet a great distance from it when his father sees him.

Tatters and misery cannot prevent a son from being known. This

good father's heart is moved : he runs to meet his son, and most

tenderly embraces him. 'Father,' says the Prodigal, with grief

and confusion, ' I have sinned against Heaven and against thee :

I am no longer worthy to be called thy son.'

" Intoxicated with joy, the good father, without answering his

son, without addressing him a single word of reproach, without

even allowing him time to finish what he is saying, calls his ser

vants. 'Make haste,' he says, 'and bring the first robe, and put it

on him. Put a ring also on his hand, and shoes on his feet. And

let the fatted calf be killed, that we may have a great feast. Let

us all rejoice, for my son was dead and he is come to life again, he

was lost and he is found !' Forthwith, they sit down to table, the

musicians are called, and the festivities begin.

" Meanwhile, the elder son was walking in the fields. As he

was returning home, he heard the sounds of extraordinary re

joicings. He calls a servant, and asks the meaning of this unex-

1 " I represent him to myself." says a pious author, " as one of our poor

beggars, whom hunger has disfigured and poverty stripped, who have only a

few rags half-covering them and falling to pieces, who are hardly able to live

on the trifiiug ahus that they snatch by their entreaties from the passers-by.*
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pected display. ' It is,' answers the servant, ' because thy brother

is come ; and thy father, happy in finding the son whom he never

expected to see again, ordered the fatted calf to be killed.' On

hearing this news, the elder son is indignant, and determines not to

enter the house. The tender father, being informed of what is

passing, comes ont, and begs him to come in, and, by taking part

in the feast, to crown his joy. ' What !' says he to his father in a

reproachful tone, ' for so many years have I served thee, without

ever violating a single one of thy commands, and thou hast never

offered me a kid to make merry with my friends ; but wben this

other son, after squandering his fortune in debaucheries, returns

beggared and ruined, thou orderest the fatted calf to be killed, and

knowest not what entertainment is too rich for him.'

•'The good father replied lovingly: ' My son, thou art always

with me ; all my property is thine, thou hast every liberty to dis

pose of it. In comparison with a friendship so constant and liberal,

what is a passing feast that the occasion required ? It was very

becoming to have an extraordinary repast, and to let my whole house

share in the joy. Thy brother was dead, and he is come to life

again ; he was lost to thee and to me, and he is found.' "

"Where could we find a parable more affecting, or more fruitful

in motives of consolation for sinners who repent, and in useful re

flections for the just who would presume? The Saviour gives

eourage to the first by showing them the merciful goodness of the

Father who expects them, and assuring them that, whatever may

be their condition, they can recover themselves by repentance ; for

repentance is the brother of innocence. To the second the Divine

Master teaches charity, humility, and the excellence of the favours

which they continually enjoy in His service, and for which they

do not always show themselves sufficiently grateful.

After this discourse, so worthy of Him who had come to save

that which was lost, the Saviour performed an action which reveals

all the gentleness and amiability of His divine Heart.

One day as He instructed His disciples, and they were listening

to Him with extraordinary attention, a great number of fathers and

mothers came to present their little children to Him, beseeching Him

to lay His hands upon them and to bless them. The Apostles, who

were very much absorbed in the lessons which their Divine Master

was giving them, and whose hearts were not yet softened to a

tenderness like His, endeavoured to drive these parents and children

away. The Saviour perceived it, and, calling them around Him,

said : " Suffer the little children to come to Me, and never prevent

them : for it is to these and to such as resemble them in candour,

sincerity, and innocence that the kingdom of heaven belongs.
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Verily, I say unto you, whosoever will not submit to the Gospel

with the simplicity of a child shall not enter into the kingdom of

God.".

This amiable virtue must be very pleasing to Jesus Christ, since

He loses no occasion of praising it, and recommends it to us as a

virtue peculiar to the Gospel. Our misfortune is that we every

day wander more and more from the spirit of the Divine Master :

the Christian world is filled, not with children, but with philoso

phers. An evangelical childlike ingenuousness is decried. We no

longer desire obscurity or mystery in our faith. "We lay aside

practices of piety and the external marks of an ordinary devotion.

We cease to be simple; that is, in flattering ourselves that we are

wise, we cease to be truly reasonable and sensible.

The Saviour, therefore, brought close to Him all these little

children : He embraced them one after another, imposed hands on

them, and sent them away laden with blessings. To place their

innocence for ever beyond the reach of scandal, He declared, with

that air of majesty which became a God, that it would be better

for a man to be cast into the sea, with a mill-stone about his neck,

than to scandalise one of these little children. Finally, to ensure

for them the protection, respect, and care which their age demands,

He added : " Verily, I say unto you, whatsoever you do to the

least of these My brethren, you do to Myself." Thus the Great

Restorer reinstates the child, which He renders sacred, in its proper

position—the child which, among pagans, was abandoned to cor

ruption or death, or sacrificed without remorse to infamous

deities.

The mortal life of the Son of God was now drawing near ita

close. The will of His Father called Him to Jerusalem, and He set

out with His Apostles, scattering along the way His salutary lessons

and splendid miracles. To count from the day of His departure,

there only remained to Him fifteen days of life—fifteen days till

the consummation of His sacrifice. " We go to Jerusalem," He

said to His Apostles ; " there shall be accomplished the oracles pro

nounced by the Prophets in reference to the Son of Man. He shall

be delivered to the Chief Priests, the Scribes, and the Ancients.

They will condemn Him to death, they will abandon Him to the

Gentiles, they will load Him with insults, they will spit in His

face, they will scourge Him, they will fasten Him to a cross—on

which He shall die, and the third day He shall rise again." While

saying these things, He was calm and joyous. Travelling along,

He cured the pride of the sons of Zebedee, who were' ambitious to

obtain the first places in Hi™ kitii»dom, and He restored sight to a

blind man.
.. < j ' • .
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At evening they reached the neighbourhood of Jericho : the

Saviour remained here for three days. It was at this place that

He received a message from Martha and Mary, informing IJim of

the sickness of their brother Lazarus and begging Him to come to

them. " Go," said Jesus to the messenger, " and say to them from

Me that this sickness of their brother's is not unto death, but to

manifest the glory of God and to prove the divinity of His

8on."

Meanwhile, Lazarus died a few hours after the departure

of the messenger. The Divine Master was not unaware of it, and,

when postponing His visit to the sisters, knew well the trial to

which He was putting their faith. But it is for dearly-beloved

souls that the Saviour reserves the greatest afflictions, because it is

for them that He prepares the greatest favours. On the other

hand, resolved to perform, in the resurrection of Lazarus at the

very gates of Jerusalem (for Bethania was only two or three miles

from the city), such a splendid miracle that the incredulity of the

synagogue would be at least confounded if it would not let itself

be convinced, He remained where He was a couple of days longer,

visiting with His Apostles, as tranquilly as previously, the country

of Jericho.

Before departing hence for ever, He was pleased to bring about

one of those singular conversions whose record the Evangelists

were so much the more careful to preserve as they judged it more

proper to be at once an inducement to and a model of penance in

a condition wherein opulence makes many sinners.

As Jesus was walking through Jericho, followed by a great

multitude of people, a man, who for a long time had been desirous

to see the Great Prophet, was informed of His coming. Not to

lose the opportunity, he ran to meet Him on the way. This man

was called Zacheus : he was the chief publican of the country,

and enjoyed a large fortune. But he was of very low stature. The

crowd prevented him from seeing Jesus. He left it and ran on a

short distance before. Then, perceiving a sycamore-tree by the

side of the way, he hastened to climb it.

Meanwhile, the Saviour continued to advance. Having reached

the tree, He stops, raises His eyes to him who is fixed among its

branches, and says: "Zacheus, come down immediately, for I

desire to abide in thy house this day." Zacheus, who did not aspire

to so much honour, came down in all haste. He led the Saviour

to his house, overjoyed to have at his table the Christ sent by God

for the salvation of Israel. Nothing could be more edifying than

this sight. But the aversion of the Jews for publicans was so great

that even in the presence of the Saviour they murmured aloud at

vol. n. 6
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His becoming the truest of a publican or sinner ; for these two

words were usi d indifferently in the country, one for the other.

Jesus made no answer to the reproaches that were hurled against

Sim by the Scribes and Pharisees ; but Zacheus, without an effort,

confounded tneir authors. He let them see that a humble and

well-disposed publican could merit from God a kindlier greeting

than proud doctors and haughty critics. He draws near the

Saviour, and, standing before Him in presence of all, says : " Now

that I have the happiness to see and to hear Thee, I am no longer

attached to my riches. From this moment I give half of my goods

to the poor. Moreover, I will examine whether that which remains

belongs to me lawfully ; and if I have wronged any man I will at

once restore him four-fold."

As you see, Zacheus does not speak of abandoning his situation :

when one is determined to act like Zacheus, he can retain his em

ployments. Content with the uprightness of this good publican,

the Saviour turned towards him with much affection, and, showing

him to those who had just heard the expression of his sentiments,

said : " To-day the master of this house and all belonging to it

have found the way of salvation. Zacheus is a true child of

Abraham. In this manner has the Son of Man come to seek and

to save that which was lost."

It is supposed that about three o'clock in the afternoon the

Saviour left the house of Zacheus, and took the road .to Bethania

with His Disciples. " Let us go forward," He said to them ; " let

us lose no time : our friend Lazarus sleepeth, but I go to awake

him from his sleep." " Lord," answered the Apostles, " if Lazarus

sleepeth, without doubt he shall soon be well." Jesus spoke,

under the name of sleep, of the death of Lazarus. The Apostles

did not understand this. He therefore said to them plainly :

" Lazarus is dead ; and on your account I am glad that I was not

there, that you may be strengthened in your faith: but let us go to

him."

On the journey the Saviour cured two blind men ; for the

miserable asked Him for miracles as they would ask others for a

slight alms. About nine o'clock in the morning they arrived

near Bethania. Lazarus was now four days dead. A considerable

number of Jews were come to console Martha and Mary. The

house was full of these comforters, often troublesome, always

powerless for hearts deeply affected, when the Divine Master was

announced.

Martha had no sooner heard the name of Jesus uttered than

she ran to meet Him. " Lord," she said to Him, "if Thou hadst

been here, my brother should not have died. But I know
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that -even now whatsoever Thou shalt ask of God He will give it

to Thee." This was to solicit the greatest of prodigies in a manner

no less earnest than respectful.

The Saviour answered her with a general truth, which gave her

a glimpse of His good intentions, without unveiling them altogether.

"Thy brother shall rise again," Ho said to Martha. " I know,"

she replied, " that my brother shall rise again on the last day, at

the general resurrection of all the dead." " Thou also knowept,"

continued the Saviour, " that I am the resurrection and the life.

He who believeth in Me, although he may experience a passing

death on earth, shall live eternally in heaven. Dost thou not

believe this ?" " Yes, Lord," Martha answered, " for I make pro

fession of believing that Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living

God, who art come into the world." Martha, full of hope, ran to

the house. She drew her sister aside from the midst of their friends

and whispered to her : " The Muster is come ; He calls for

thee."

The fervent Mary did not require the announcement to he

repeated : she instantly stole away, tied to Jesus, and found Him

at the place where her sister had left Him. The Saviour had not

made another step towards the house ; He was still with His

disciples at the entrance of the town. It was outside the walls in

this direction that Lazarus was buried. He did not wish to enter

until the prodigy had been accomplished. The hasty flight ot

ilary surprised all the Jews that were engaged in consoling her.

Imagining, when they saw her disappear, that in a sudden fit of

grief she was running to her brother's tomb to bedew it with her

tears, they went out alter her and followed her.

It was not to the tomb of a dead man, but to the Consoler of all

faithful souls, that Mary ran with so much eagerness. She had

arrived before the Jews, and, falling at the feet of her Divine

Master, she said : " Ah, Lord, if Thou hadst been here, my brother

?hould not have died." Saying these words she began to weep,

and the Jews themselves, who were come with her, could not re

train from tears.

This sight touched the Saviour: He groaned inwardly and

appeared deeply affected. Then He said to those present : "Where

have you laid him?" "Come, Lord," they said, "and see.'' As '

they drew near the tomb, Jesus allowed His divine tears to flow.

He wished to teach us that if, at the death of a friend, resignation

is commanded, yet tears are not forbidden. The Jews remarked

these tears, so worthy of their attention. " Behold," said some,

'• how He loved him !" " Could not this Mau of miracles," suid

others, " He who opened the eyes of one born blind, have
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prevented His friend from dying ?'' Jesus groaned a second time

and came to the tomb.

It was a cave closed with a large stone. " Take away the

stone," He said. "Ah, Lord," exclaimed Martha, "my brother is

now four days dead: his body must already stink." "Martha,"

the Saviour answered, " did I not tell thee that if thou hadst faith

thou shouldst see God glorified?" The stone that closed the

entrance of the sepulchre was taken away. Then Jesus, raising His

eyes to heaven, said : " O My Father, I give Thee thanks for

granting me that which I have been secretly asking of Thee in the

depths of My heart. As for Me, I know well that Thou hearest

Me always; but I say this for the people who surround Me,

that they may believe that Thou hast sent Me." Meanwhile, the

tomb was laid open : from the top of the opening the body of the

nan four days dead might be seen extended below. The corpse

exhaled through the shrouds in which it was wrapped a sepulchral

smell.

The Saviour raised His voice, and pronounced these few words

distinctly: "Lazarus, arise and come forth from the tomb."

Lazarus immediately arises, having his hands and feet bound with

winding-bands, his face covered with a napkin, and his whole

body wrapped in linen. "Loose him," says Jesus, "and set him

at liberty." Jesus is obeyed; and Lazarus joins the assembled

crowd to conduct his Saviour to his house in Bethania. Who can

express the sentiments of the dead man restored to life ? Who can

tell the joy of the two sisters, the liveliness of their faith, the depth

of their gratitude ? With regard to the Jews from Jerusalem, the

consolers of Martha and Mary, it was a most precious grace for

many of them to be chosen as the witnesses of such a prodigy.

They thenceforth believed in Jesus Christ as the Son of God fore

told by the prophets. Some of them even, thinking that they had

at hand a means of overcoming the most obstinate incredulity, went

to inform the Pharisees of the miracle which Jesus had just wrought.

They would have convinced honest unbelievers. But they only

irritated jealous sectaries, who were determined, by interest as well

as passion, to admit no proof, however conclusive, in favour of a

Man whom they wished to destroy. Astonished at the miracle and

effrighted at its consequences, the PontiiFs and the Pharisees held a

great council, in which the death of Jesus Christ was fully decided

on. " What are wc doing," they said, " and ofwhat are we thinking ?

This Man performs innumerable miracles, and the whole world is be

coming subject to Him." They ought to have concluded : "There

fore, we should believe in Him." But passion always reasons amiss.

"If we allow Him to continue thus," they said, "all will soon
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believe in Him : the people will choose Him to be their King, and

the indignant Romans will come in arms and destroy our city and

our nation."

"Wicked men ! they were much less concerned about the public

interest than their own discredit, which they saw increasing with

the fame of the Saviour's miracles. But, as they durst not avow

any personal motive, they sought to hide it under the veil of the

public good : they were mistaken in their reckoning. It was not

for having acknowledged their true King, but for having obstinately

refused to acknowledge Him, that they were overwhelmed with all

the evils that they pretended to apprehend. To crown their false

reasoning, one of the leaders of the council, Caiphas, the hi^h-

priest of that year,' delivered his opinion in these terms : "You

are right : is it not evidently expedient that one man should die for

the people and that the whole nation perish not ?"

Thus, Caiphas only confirmed what had just been insinuated.

His advice merited the applause of all, and it was unanimously

resolved to put Jesus of Nazareth to death. When remarking that

to save the people it was better lor one man to perish, Caiphas gave

expression, without knowing it, to a prophecy by which it was

announced that the Son of God made Man should be immolated for

the rest of men. The sentence pronounced by the members of the

council was not, however, less unjust: and in their blind fury

they thought of nothing but its immediate execution.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having sent us

a Saviour whose goodness extended to every want and to every

age ; preserve in me the innocence and sincerity of childhood, or, if

I have had the misfortune to lose them, receive back, O tender

Shepherd, Thy wandering sheep.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I

will avoid everything that might scandalise children.

1 To understand the words of the sacred writer, because he was the high-

priest of thai year, we must recollect tbnt Annas and Caiphns were both high-

priests, and that they were such for their whole lires ; but they only acted in

this capacity alternately. He who entered the Holy of Holies on the Feast of

Expiation was the pontiff for the current year. Neither of thera ever lost

the dignity of pontiff, though they exercised the functions of their office in

tarn.
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LESSON X.

TtTBLIC XIFE OF THE MRSSIAS. THIRD YEAlt (continued).

Fulfilment of the Prophccies. The Perfumed Ointment. Murmurs of Juda*.

Entrance into Jerusalem. Jealousy of the Pharisees. Tears of the

Saviour. Prediction regarding Jerusalem. The Widow's Mite. Purity

of Intention. Hypocrisy and Treachery of Judas.

The council which had just condemned Jesus of Nazareth to death

was composed of such men as were celebrated in Jerusalem for their

learning and wisdom. They were deeply guilty, but the nation

itself was not excusable when it allowed itself to be dragged along

blindly by the high-priests according to the rage and infatuation

of its dying synagogue. Far above its authority there had arisen

nnother much more imposing, which it could not disown : this was

the authority of the works of Jesus. They carried with them a

divine testimony, which ought instantly to have gained the sub

mission of all minds. Moreover, according to the oracles of the

prophets themselves it was necessary to believe that the Christ

should be disowned by the princes of His people, and condemned

to death by the senate of His nation. The violent proceedings of

the synagogue against its true King, foreseen and foretold as one of

the marks by which He should be known, did not therefore justify

any prejudice against the mission of Jesus Christ.

Besides, God had neglected nothing to render the divinity of

His Son so evidently credible that men of an upright mind and

good will could no longer doubt or suspect it. In point of fact,

Jesus had come into the world at the precise time when the Messias

was expected. He was born at Bethlehem, of the race of David,

and of an ever Virgin Mother, according to the prediction of the

prophets. For more than thirty-two years He had done nothing

else than every day perfect in His person the portrait of the Christ,

by His doctrine, by His sanctity, by His miracles, by the literal

accomplishment of the prophecies which concerned Him. All, how

ever, was not yet complete. It remains for us to see Him consum

mating the proof of that which the resurrection of a man four days

dead bad just brought to such a high degree of evidence.

The decisive trait of the divinity of Christ was His death on a

cross, decreed by the synagogue, suffered at the hands of foreigners,

accompanied by a number of well-known circumstances, followed

after three days by His glorious resurrection, and crowned by His

ascension to the right hand of His Father. This was the sign of

Jonas the prophet, to which the Saviour always referred the un

believers of His nation. For, in fine, if after a birth like that of
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Jesus, followed by a mission so miraculous—if after a life of

thirty-three years so holy and so consistent, Jesus dies on a cross

precisely as He has often foretold, in confirmation of the ancient

oracles; and if after His death, He rises again on the day which

He has publicly announced, it must necessarily follow, let in

credulity rave as it may, that He is what He says He is, the Chiist,

the Son of God.

Things were rapidly hastening forward to this unanswerable

demonstration. After the resurrection of Lazarus, the Saviour left

Bethania and retired to the City of Ephrem, distant about eight

honrs' journey from Jerusalem. The Feast of the Pusch was draw*

ing nigh : from all parts of Judea crowds flocked to Jerusalem for

the solemnity. Jesus now directed His steps also towards this

eity, which should so soon be stained with the blood of its

King, its Christ, its God. He passed again through Bethania ou

His way and stopped at the house of Lazarus : His arrival was

quickly known.

A great number of Jews came from Jerusalem to see not only

Jesus but also Lazarus, raised to life after being four days dead.

A supper was given Him here, at which Mary, the sister of

Lazarus, signalised her tender love for the Saviour. While Jesus

was at table, she drew near Him, poured out on His feet an oint

ment of exquisite perfume, and wiped them with her hair: in a

moment the whole house was filled with the perfume.

Judas Iscuriot,1 the traitor who in a few days should deliver the

Man-God to His enemies, and who was still among the number of

His apostles, found fault with this pious generosity. " Why," he

said, " was not such a precious ointment sold ? It would have

brought three hundred pence, and this money might have been

given to the poor."

Remonstrances of this kind, which are renewed among

Christians in our own days, in reference to the liberality with which

some pious persons act in their zeal for the magnificence of public

worship, are much more frequently the result of a secret irreligion

than a sincere charity. No one reproaches himself, in favour of

the poor, with the splendour of his house or the eleuance of 1ns

dress, and yet it is said that sympathy for the miserable cannot

permit one to behold without regret the enrichment of the altar.

Now, Judas spoke in this manner, not because he cared for the

poor, but because ho was a thief, and curried the alms which the

Saviour received for the support of Himself and His disciples

• He was called Isoariol, from the villagi' of leearioth, in tbe tribe of

Ephrmim, not for from Snmaria, where he was bora.
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Jesus knew well the motive which gave rise to the murmurs of

His covetous disciple; nevertheless, He did not, to justify the

innocence of Mary, reveal the hidden crime of Judas. " Allow

her," He said, " to bedew My feet with this sweet ointment; do

not take it ill that she has kept it for My burial ;' because the poor

you have always with you, but Me you have not always."

Meanwhile, very many Jews, having learned that Jesus was at

the house of Lazarus, ran thither in crowds, and believed in Him.

The Chief Priests, exasperated at the progress of the faith, deter

mined to cut away every root of it with one stroke. Lazarus,

restored to life and showing himself to all that desired to see him,

even at the gates of Jerusalem, appeared too convincing a witness :

already determined to put Jesus to death, they now decided to rid

themselves also of Lazarus.

Such violent resolutions foreshadowed an important event : no

moderate measures were any longer respected. The powerful cabal

of Scribes, Pharisees, Doctors of the Law, Pontiffs, and Chief

Priests, which ruled at Jerusalem, could not fail to arrive speedily

at the end of its designs unless Jesus Christ resolved to disconcert

it by a miracle. He might easily perform a miracle ; but it was

far from his intention to do so. He only wished to prove to them

that if He one day delivered Himself into their hands it was simply

a matter of His own free choice.

The morning after His arrival at Bethania, and having only

five days more to pass on the earth, He resolved to go and show

Himself publicly in the capital. He even wished to enter it in

triumph—with a splendour as proper to arouse the courage of His

disciples as to put His enemies to the blush. Accordingly, the

most remarkable, though perhaps the least remarked, of the miracles

which He then performed was to preserve, in the midst of so many

conspiracies, His liberty, His independence, His authority, in

acting, in speaking, in commanding ; to arrest the storm ready to

burst over His head, and to hold it there until the precise moment

when His Father should abandon Him to the powers of dark

ness.

On the first day of the week, corresponding to our Sunday, He

set out from Bethania, accompanied by all His Apostles. He ad

vanced with them towards a town named Bethphage, situated on

the side of Mount Olivet, very near Jerusalem. Arrived at the

i The death of Jesus was near. Mary, in pouring this perfume on Him,

Acquitted herself of a duty which piety and custom always desired to bare

Wiled towards the dead before their burial, as if she foresaw that she should

be hi idored from doing so after the Saviour's death.
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outskirts of this place, He called two of His Apostles and said to

them: " Go into the town that you see before you. On entering it

you shall find an ass and her colt on which no one has ever sat :

loose them and bring them to Me. If any person shall find fault

with you, you have only to answer: 'The Master has need of

them,' and you shall no longer be hindered."

Thus, in the least occurrences, the Saviour showed Himself the

Son of God, able to dispose of hearts and acquainted with their

future resolutions. The two Apostles went to the little town and

found the ass and the colt as Jesus had announced to them. They

began to loose them without saying a word to any person. Such

an extraordinary action, performed by men who appeared in their

right senses, and who behaved with all possible coolness, created

much surprise. " Why do you loose the colt ?" asked the

owners. " Because," answered the Apostles simply, " the Master

has need of it." Thereupon they were allowed to act as they

chose. They accordingly led the ass and the colt to the Saviour

without understanding what all this meant.

But their Divine Master did nothing without important reasons.

As the Messias, He should fulfil all things that were written of Him

in the Scriptures. He therefore acted thus to accomplish that

which had been foretold of Him by the prophet Zacharias: " Say

to the daughter of Sion, Behold thy King cometh to thee in the

spirit of meekness, seated on an ass's colt." The Apostles laid their

garments on the colt and Jesus mounted it.

In a country where beasts of this kind were used indifferently

by little and great there was nothing either mean or superb about

the Saviour's equipage. He wished to be this day recognised by

His people as their peaceful -King, and to enter His capital after

the manner of the ancient Judges or Guides of Israel.

Scarcely had He made a few steps towards Jerusalem when a

great multitude who were waiting, some in the city, some in the

suburbs, for the Feast of the Pasch, came forth to meet Jesus, It

was at the descent of the Mountain of Olives that the triumph, so

to speak, of the procession began. Some took off their garments

and spread them on the ground as a carpet for their Master. Others

cut down the branches of trees and strewed them along the way.

All joined together in praising God, and the air re-echoed with

acclamations : " Glory, honour, and praise to the Son of David !

Praise, honour, and glory to the Most High !"

At the sight of this general enthusiasm, the Pharisees said to

one another: "Seel wo are making no progress; the whole world

is running after Him !" Their disappointment was painful, but the

occasion was by no means favourable to violence. They therefore
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engaged some of their party to mix 'with the crowd; and these

agents had the boldness to address the Saviour Himself. " Master,"

they said to Him, " command Thy disciples to restrain themselves."

"If they were silent," Jesus answered, "the very stones would

speak." In effect, five days afterwards His disciples were silent,

when, at the death of the Saviour, they totally abandoned Him;

but at this time the rocks spoke, and, by bursting asunder, pro

claimed in their language the divinity of the Son of Man. For the

moment the acclamations only increased, and whoever was jealous

at them had to endure the mortification of hearing them.

In the midst of so much joy, what did Our Lord do '/ He wept.

Yes, this Divine Conqueror mingled His sighs with the public re

joicings, aud watered with his tears the green houghs that were

strewn beneath His feet. Arrived close to Jerusalem, and casting

His eyes on the great city which He loved so well, as the principal

portion of the field which His Father had confided to Him, Ho

wept over it. He knew that in a few days it would put the

finishing stroke to its crimes by the greatest of offences—the death

of its Messias. Looking a little further into the future, He saw the

calamities that would burst upon it, and leave the queen of cities

a heap of ashes, red with the blood of its citizens.

Moved by the consideration of so many evils, He said with a

sigh : " Ah, if at least on this day, which is still for thee a day of

grace, thou didst know the things that are capable of giving thee peace,

the salvation which thy Saviour brings thee ! But no, they are all

hidden from thy eyes! And therefore the days shall come upon

thee when thy enemies shall make a trench around thy walls; they

shall press thee on every side ; they shall cast thee to the

ground, thee and thy children. They shall not leave in thee a

stone upon a stone, because thou hast not known the time of tho

visitation.'' A terrible prediction, accompanied by the tears of a

God, and only too literally verified in less than forty years after

wards I

The Saviour ceased to speak when He set foot in Jerusalem.

He had no sooner entered than the whole city appeared in motion.

Some asked : " Who is this ?" The people answered : "Jesus tho

Prophet, of Nazareth in Galilee." The Saviour advanced as far

as the Temple, where He cured the blind and the lame that pre

sented themselves to Him.

While He was instructing the multitude, and beseeching His

Father to accept the glory of His humiliations and sorrows, a voice

was heard from heaven, saying: "I have already glorified My

name, and I will glorify it again." That is: "I have been

honoured in Thee, 0 My Son ! by the obedience which Thou hast
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rendered to Me ; I shall be yet more so by that which Thou art

about to render to Me." The voice of God coming with so much

majesty spread terror among: those who heard it. Some said

that it was the rolling of thunder, others that it was an angel who

had spoken to Jesus. " It was not for My sake," observed the

Saviour, "that this voice came from Heaven, but for yours. Learn

that the judgment of the world draws nigh : the prince of this

world shall now be cast out." Mighty words I which announce the

overthrow of idolatry.

Evening being come, the Saviour left Jerusalem to spend the

night at Bethania. Hext morning He returned to the capital;

put a stop to the abuses which reigned in the Temple ; reproached

the Pharisees for their crimes and incredulity; and announced anew

the destruction of Jerusalem. Then, seating Himself opposite the

treasury, He beheld how persons cast in money there. Now,

several rich men cast in a great deal. After them came a poor

widow, whose trembling hand dropped in only two little pieces of

brass, of the value of a farthing. This slight action served as an

occasion for the Saviour to give one of the most sublime instructions

that are contained in the Gospel. Having called His disciples

around Him, He said : "i I assure you this poor widow has cast

more than all the others into the treasury." What then, 0 my

God ! is the value of a pure intention and a sincere charity ?

He again addressed to the Jews the most pressing discourses,

illustrated with the most tender and the most terrible parables,

exhorting them to be converted and to avoid the evils that

threatened them. It was all useless, at least as regarded the Scribes .

and Pharisees, so hard does the abuse of graces and talents render

the heart! Having come out with His disciples from Jerusalem,

He sat down on the side of Mount Olivet, from which place the

city and the temple might be seen. It was here that He foretold

the complete destruction of both, as well as the circumstances of

the end of the world and the last judgment. He then encouraged

His hearers to bear up against the persecutions which they should

have to endure.

The Saviour concluded all these lessons by saying to His dis

ciples : " You know that the Feast of the Pasch shall take place

in two days, and that the Son of Man shall be delivered into the

hands of the Gentiles to be crucified." Next day He was iu-

▼ited to eat by an inhabitant of Bethania, named Simon, and sur-

named the Leper. While He was at table, a woman came near

Him : she bore in her hand an alabaster box of spikenard ointment

of great price and exquisite perfume. This she poured on the

Saviour's head.
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Judas on a similar occasion had recently given an evil example,

which was now followed by some other Apostles. " Why," they

said, "waste such precious things thus?" The Saviour returned

the same answer. Only He added this prophetical announcement:

" Verily I say unto you, wheresoever My Gospel shall be preached,

and that shall be throughout the whole world, this action of hers

shall be spoken of with praise." The prediction is fulfilled. No

person in the world reads the history of the Passion of Jesus with

out admiring the religious prodigality of the woman of Bethania

in the house of Simon the Leper.

Judas Iscariot was at the repast as well as the other disciples.

He heard, like them, what Jesus said. Consumed by avarice, he

was not content : he beheld with pain the escape of any occasion

on which a sordid gain might be realised. As he knew with what

eagerness the pontiffs, the priests, and the princes of the people

desired to have Jesus at their disposal, he imagined that he should

never find a surer or shorter way to enrich himself than by minis

tering to the passions of these wicked men.

Such a base greed opened the door of his heart to the devil :

the infernal spirit entered it. Judas went straight to Jerusalem.

He presented himself to the chief priests and the magistrates, to

arrange with them regarding the means of delivering his Master

into their hands. " How much will you give me," he said, " and I

will deliver Him to you?" The proposal of Judas was hardly

credible, so frightful did it appear from a man of his character.

But those who were interested in it risked nothing by countenancing

it They received it with every demonstration of joy. "We will

give thee," they answered, " thirty pieces of silver." The sum was

very small : it was just the price fixed by law for a slave. Judas

accepted it. Possessed by his devil, he returned to Bethania, as

calm in his appearance as if he had nothing to reproach himself

with. Meanwhile, his only thought was the consummation of his

treachery; and, to ensure success, he watched for the moment when

Jesus, separated from the people, who honoured Him as the Envoy

of God, could be most easily apprehended.

The Master and the disciples passed together the greater part

of the day without the Saviour appearing to have the least sus

picion of the horrible intrigue which the wretched man who

stood by His side had formed with the synagogue against Him,

or the traitor seeming embarrassed in the company of a Leader

whom he had sold for a vile price, whose penetrating glance he

understood, and whose terrible justice he should have feared. But,

alas! when one commits enormous crimes with an audacity like

this, what place is left for repentance ?
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Prayer.

O my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having gent us

a Saviour whose tender compassion for sinners made Him shed

tears over ungrateful Jerusalem, which should soon put Him

to death. Grant me the grace to weep over my sins.

I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I will

iet with great purity of intention.

LESSON XI.

PUBLIC LIFE OF THE MESSIAS. FOURTH YEAR.

Feast of the Pasch. Jesus ents of the Paschal Lamb, and foretells Hit

betrayal by Judas. Instruction on Humility. Washing of the Feet.

Instruction on the Eucharist. Departure of Judas. Farewell Words of

the Sariour : He goes to the Garden of Olives.

Whatever debt the Saviour owed the children of Jacob, as a

Teacher sent specially to prepare them for the kingdom of God, He

fully acquitted Himself of it during the three years of His

evangelical journeying throughout Judea, Samaria, Galilee, every

part of the ancient territory of the chosen people. His public

addresses were terminated. The end of the world was the sub

ject of His last prophecy ; charity, that of His last instruction.

But if Jesus was only for a time the Pastor of the wandering

sheep of the House of Israel, or the Apostle of Palestine, He

was for all times the Messias of every people, the Victim of the

world, the Saviour of mankind. On this account, He should die

for all, to merit for all the graces of salvation and the glory of

adoption. Two days more and the great work should be accom

plished.

Judas, who had sold his Master during the night, was next

morning in company with Him again, seeking an occasion to

deliver Him. At three o'clock in the afternoon, the Feast of the

Pasch began at Jerusalem; for all the people, this was the first day

of the azymes. The priests were busy during the evening until

sunset in killing and stripping, within the enclosure o'f the

temple, the lambs that every family should come and take, to eat

at the time appointed by the law. The disciples, therefore,

coming to the Saviour, said to Him: "Where dost Thou wish
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that we should make our preparations to eat the Pasch ?" " Go,"

said He to Peter and John, " and prepare the Pasch for us, that

we may eat it."

"•But, Lord!" they answered, " where shall we prepare it?"

He said to them: " Go into the city. As you enter it, you shall

meet a man carrying a pitcher of water. Follow him into the

house which he shall enter, and say to the good man of the house :

' The Master says, My time draws nigh ; I have chosen thy house in

which to eat the Pasch with My disciples; show Me the place where

I may do so.' And he will show you a large dining-room furnished:

there you shall make your preparations." To teach us detachment

and humility, the Son of God was pleased to be "born in a stable.

But when He wishes to accomplish the great mystery of the

Eucharist, He asks for a large and ornamented place. A lesson for

those who wonder at the richness of our churches !

It was only the Man-God, the Master of hearts, the Searcher

of the future as well as the present, who could give such com

mands and support them with such assurances. The disciples

went accordingly to the city, and found even-thing to happen just

as the Saviour had foretold. Provided with an apartment, the

two envoys thought of nothing more but the completion of their

preparations. They had to procure a Paschal Lamb, lettuces,

unleavened bread, and wine, and to roast the Lamb. All things

were ready when the Saviour arrived with the rest of His apostles.

It might be about seven o'clock in the evening; for it was at

an hour after sunset that the law had appointed the beginning of

the ceremony. The Saviour took His place at table, and the legal

supper, during which the Lamb should be eaten, was celebrated

with all the usual rites. We know that, from His entrance into

the world, Jesus had solemnly engaged Himself to observe the law

with the utmost exactitude. Addressing His apostles, therefore,

He said: " I have an extreme desire to eat this Pasch with you

before I suifer; for, I say to you, I will no more eat it until its

fulfilment in the kingdom of God." By these words He gave them

to understand that figures were about to cease, and that the eating

of the lamb, commanded by Moses, should soon be replaced by that

of the true Lamb of God, immolated for the salvation of the world.

Then the Saviour took a chalice of wine, returned thanks to His

Father, and, presenting it to His disciples, said to them : " Take

and drink ye all of this; fori say to you again, I will no more,

drink with you the fruit of the vino until the coming of the

kingdom of God." So fur, there was only the consumption of the

Paschal Lamb; and the wine of which the Saviour speaks here

was not that which He changed into Hia blood.
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The moment of working the great prodigy drew nigh. The

iight of the perfidious man who should soon deliver Him to His

enemies now sensibly touched the Divine Redeemer. Casting a

tad look on His Apostles, He said : " Verily, verily, I say unto you,

one of you will betray Me." At these words the Apostles were

astounded ; and one after another they inquired of Him : " Lord !

is it I ?" The Saviour did not choose to name the culprit. He

contented Himself with this reply : " He who will deliver Me is

now at table with Me. He dips his hand into the same dish. The

Son of Man shall go hence, as the Scriptures announce ; but woe to

him by whom He shall be betrayed ! It were better fir that man

that he had never been born."

On hearing these words, the anxiety and uneasiness of the

Apostles increased. They asked one another who could commit

such a monstrous crime. Judas bore this trial with the utmost

effrontery. He even dared to turn towards the Saviour and to in

quire in a low tone: "Lord! is it I?" "Yes," replied Jesus

softly, s0 as not to be heard by the others.

A very deplorable thing it was that the eleven disciples, who

were untainted by infidelity, were not free from ambition. They

had just heard the Saviour say that the kingdom of God was about

to be established. Imagining that their Master should soon ascend

a throne, they began to dispute in His presence as to which among

them should occupy the first places in the new kingdom. The

Saviour was not indignant at their weakness. He knew that in a

short time they should bo wholly purified by a divine fire, which

would consume in their hearts the very roots of all human

pretensions; but, until He merited it for them by His death

on the cross, and sent the apostolic spirit upon them from

the throne of His glory, He treated them as children, to

whom must be given, along with useful lessons, many a salutary

example.

" The kings of the nations," He said, "command as masters,

and take the name of benefactors, and other pompous titles; you

shall not act thus. Let him who will be the greatest among you

comport himself as the least. Let him who will occupy the first

rank become the servant of the others, that he may be the first of

all to perceive and to relieve all wants."

Such is the admirable idea of power which the Divine Restorer

gives us. In it is contained the overthrow of despotism and

slavery; in it is found the source of all the heroic deeds with

which the histories of Christian peoples shine. " For, I ask you,"

continues the Son of God, " who is greater and more distinguished,

he who sits at table or he who serves ? Undoubtedly, he who sits
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to be served. And yet I, who am your Lord and Master, am I

not among you as one who serves?"

After this lesson on humility, the Saviour spoke to them of the

divine dignities which they should enjoy in Heaven : the only

dignities worthy of our ambition, but to which we shall never attain

except by modesty and abasement. These were the maxims which

Our Lord wished to engrave indelibly on the minds of His Apostles

and His children.

To make the impression deeper, He added to the strength of

His words a force which is always preferable, that of a noble

example. The repast was about to terminate. Suddenly, the

Saviour arose from table, laid aside His garments, and took a towel,

with which He girded Himself. He poured water into a basin

and began to wash the feet of His disciples and to wipe them with

the towel. The Son of God at the feet of His disciples—at the

feet of Judas ! What an example of humility !

He comes, therefore, to Simon Peter. Amazed at this profound

humiliation, Peter says: "What! Lord, Thou to wash my feet!"

Jesus answers: " That which I do thou dost not understand now ;

but thou shalt understand it hereafter." " Thou shalt never wash

my feet," says Peter to Him. " If I wash thee not," replies the

Saviour, " thou shalt have no part with Me, that is, thou shalt

be eternally separated from Me, for disobeying the command which

I impose on thee." "Ah, Lord," exclaims the fervent Apostle, in

flamed with the desire of being for ever united to his good Master,

" wash not only my feet, but also my hands and my head." Jesus

says to him : " He who is washed needs but to wash his feet, and

he is quite clean. It is so with you: you are clean, but not all."

For He knew who it was that should deliver Him.

The expression, He who is washed needs hut to wash his feet,

was a lesson which the Saviour gave His apostles on a purity more

perfect than that of a mere exemption from gross faults. Nowhere

could it find a better place. It is especially when we prepare our

selves to receive the Holy Eucharist that we must not neglect to

remove the least stains received in the wear of human life. This is

what is signified to us by the washing of the feet.

The ceremony being ended, the Saviour laid the towel aside,

put on His garments again, and resumed His place at table with

His disciples. Then He said to them : " You see what I have just

done to you. When speaking to Me, you say Master and Lord,

and you say well, for so I am. Now, if I, your Master and Lord,

have washed your feet,'you ought also to wash one another's feet;

or I have given you an example that you may do as I have done.

If you understand this, you shall be happy in doing it." To
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encourage them in the practice of this humility, He added that, far

from degrading themselves in the eyes of men by thus humbling

themselves to one another, the honour which they should have in

being His Apostles would cause them to be respected as Himself.

" Amen, amen, I say to you, he that receives whomsoever I shall

send receives Me ; and he that receives Me receives Him who sent

Me."

These divine lessons on the importance of a profound humility,

* perfect purity of heart, and a respectful charity for the neigh

bour, admirably disposed the Apostles for the heavenly banquet

which the Saviour was desirous to institute. He was about to

leave us, in the Sacrament of His Body and Blood, the greatest of

His gifts, and to substitute for the ancient sacrifices one perfect

sacrifice, which should far excel them all.

It was night. -This very night, so sad for the Man- God—this

very hoar, when one of His associates hastened to deliver Him to

His enemies, the Saviour honoured with the institution of His great

Sacrament. In the excess of His love, He wished to render this

night more beneficial to the world than the brightest of His days.

The matter came to pass thus :

Supper was not yet over when the Saviour took some bread,

such as was used at the time, namely, azymous or unleavened

bread, and, holding it in His adorable hands, He returned thanks to

God His I'ather for the power which He had received from Him

over all nature, to change the laws of the universe at His

pleasure—a power of which He had no need, if He only purposed

to leave His Church some empty symbols. He blessed this bread,

broke it, and gave it to His disciples, saying: "Take and eat;

this is My body—the body which is about to be delivered for you

to death." Adorable wordsl all-powerful words! in virtue of

which there remained nothing of the bread but its appearance, and

His own body, taking the place thereof, passed into the hands of

His disciples to be eaten by them. In regard to God, to speak

and to act are the same thing ; for Ho who can do all things does

whatever He wishes by a word. Thus at the beginning of the world

God had no sooner uttered the words, Let light be, than light

was.

Heretofore it was only imperfect victims, figurative sacrifices,

that bad been offered to God. Henceforth it shall bo the body of

the Saviour aloue : for this new sacrifice must- last as long as the

world. Ou this account the Saviour hastened to communicate to

His Apostles, and in them to all Priests, the power of working the

prodigy which He had just wrought Himself.. ''As often," He

said to them, " as you immolate this Victim, in virtue of the power

VOL. II. 7
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which I confer on you, you shall do so in commemoration of Me :

you shall remember the death which I am about to suffer for love

of you."

That which Jesus had just done to change the substance of

bread into His Body He did again to change the substance of wine

into His Blood. He took a chalice of wine, returned thanks,

blessed it, and presented it to His Apostles, saying : " Drink ye all

of this, for this is My Blood, the Blood of the new covenant, which

shall be shed for you and for many unto the remission of sins." The

Saviour added: "That which you have now seen Me do, do for a

commemoration of Me." In other words, " Do as I have done, do

what I have done." Such is the greatness of His love that He

leaves us in perpetuity His Body to eat and His Blood to drink.

Magnificent inheritance from a dying God ! He bequeaths to all,

by His last will, His body and blood, that we may become one with

and in Him.

According to the opinion most generally received, Judas com

municated like the rest. So black a crime excited in the Divine

Master's soul an emotion which appeared outwardly. "Amen,

amen," He said to His disciples, "one of you shall betray Me."

On hearing these words the Apostles looked at one another again

and endeavoured to discover by their eyes of whom He spoke.

Peter was weary of this distressing uncertainty. It was well known

how much he loved his Master; but he had not the hardihood to

inquire directly on this matter. He made a sign to John, the

beloved disciple, whose place was at the very side of the Saviour,

to ask about it. John, leaning on the Saviour's bosom, said in a

low tone : " Who is it, Lord ?" Jesus answered : "He to whom

I shall reach bread dipped." And dipping the bread, He gave it

to Judas Iscariot, the son of Simon.

With the fatal morsel the devil entrenched himself in the

wretched man's soul. Judas would not be what he considered in

consistent : this was the height of his misfortune. Yet if he had

not been the most shameless of all criminals he would not, perhaps,

have been the most obdurate. Meanwhile, the Saviour said to

him : " That which thou hast determined to do, do without delay."

He declared by these courageous words that He read in the depth

of Judas's heart his dark designs, and that He feared neither the

treachery nor the traitor. Judas was insensible to this last warning.

He went out without any of the other disciples suspecting whither

he went. Alas! whither might a sacrilegious, treacherous,

avaricious man go? He went to put the finishing stroke to his

frightful crime by making the final arrangements for its execu

tion.
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When Judas was gone out, the Saviour gave free course to the

tender effusions of His charity. He delivered to His Apostles that

admirable discourse in which His beautiful soul is perfectly

mirrored and in which the immense love of a God is really felt.

This sweet farewell seems a compendium of His last wishes. He,

begins by speaking of His Passion with transports of joy, viewing'

it at the moment only in regard to the infinite glory which it

should procure for His Father and Himself. " Now," He said,

"is the Son of Man glorified, and God is glorified in Him. My

little children, I have only a few hours to remain with you : you

cannot follow Me whither I go. Love one another. Tlie world

shall know that you are My disciples, if you love one another."

Peter could not without grief hear his good Master speaking

of separation and departure. " Whither then dost Thou go, Lord?"

he said. The Saviour answered him : " Thou canst not now

follow Me whither I go ; but thou shalt follow Me one day."

"Why, Lord," asked Peter, " can I not follow Thee now? 1 am

ready to die for Thee." Jesus answered: "Thou art ready to die

for Me ! Verily, I say to thee, the cock shall not this day crow

twice till thou deny Me thrice."

Peter should have died of sorrow; but he undoubtedly regarded

the words of his Master as a precaution intended to put him on his

guard : he relied no less on his supposed intrepidity. The

Baviour had sufficiently warned him : He returned to His discourse.

He told His Apostles that they ought not to fear anything ; that

He was going to prepare places for them in the kingdom of His

Father; that He would come again to them; that in the mean

time He would grant them whatever they should ask of Him;

that He would send the Holy Spirit to console them for His

absence ; that He would not leave them orphans. Above all, He

recommended them to remain closely united to Him, and to love

one another tenderly. He announced to them that the world would

persecute them, but that they should fear nothing ; for, one day,

their sadness would be turned into joy and their sufferings into

immortal crowns. "Fear not," He added once more: "I have

overcome the world."

At these words, the Saviour raises His eyes to Heaven ; He

is about to speak to God for His disciples and for us. These are

the last petitions of a Father and a Friend. It is impossible to find

anything in the world more beautiful, more affecting, more sub

lime. He enters into a kind of ecstasy : His every motion breathes

respect, and confidence, and love. Addressing Himself to His

Father, the Witness of His submission and the Rewarder of His

merit, He asks that all nations may know Him w their Saviour,
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"Father," He says, "the hour is come; glorify Thy Son, tJiat

Thy Son may glorify Thee. Thou hast placed all men under His

power, that He may give eternal life to all whom Thou hast given

Him. Now, eternal life is to know Thee, the only true God, and

Jesus Christ, whom Thou hast sent. As for Me, I have glorified

Thee on earth : I have finished the work which Thou gavest Me to

do. Glorify Me now, therefore, 0 My Father !"

After praying for Himself, the Saviour prays for His Apostles.

He asks charity, sanctity, for them. " I have manifested Thy

glory to the disciples whom Thou hast given Me out of the world.

They have helieved Thy word and remained faithful to Me. And

now I leave the world, but they remain in it. Holy Father! keep

for Thy name's snke those whom Thou hast given Me, that they

may be one as we also are one. While I was with them, I kept

them ; but now I go to Thee. I ask not that Thou shouldst take

them out of the world, but that Thou shouldst keep them from evil.

Sanctify them in truth."

The Saviour does not rest here. His tenderness cannot permit

Him to forget any of His children. Alter praying for His

Apostles, He prays tor us. He asks Charity for us, and Heaven,

the object of all His labours, the end of all His sufferings. " Not

for them only," He says, ",doI pray, but also for those who,

through their preaching, shall believe in Me, that they may all be

one, as Thou, Father, art in Me, and I am in Thee. Father, I

desire that those whom Thou hast given Me should be where I

Myself shall be, that they may be witnesses of the glory which

belongs to Me, and which I have received from Thee, because Thou

hast loved Me before the creation of the world. Just Father, the

world has not known Thee ; but I have known Thee, and these

My followers have known that Thou hast sent Me. I have made

known Thy name to them, and I will make it known to them, that

the love wherewith Thou hast loved Me may be in them, and that

I also may be in them."

Alter this divine adieu, the Saviour, who had nothing else to do

in the world but to suffer and to die, recited the thanksgiving with

which the children of Israel were wont to terminate their repasts.'

He then quittea the hall, passed over the brook Cedron, and retired t.o

the Mountain of Olives to pray. His disciples followed Him.

Here God the Father awaited the first-truits of His sacrifice, and

here His enemies found Him.

1 On tbe universal practice of prayer before and after meaU, see our

Traite du signc dc la croix. To dispense oneself from this duty is to violate

a law of humainty
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Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having sent

us a Saviour who gave us so many admirable examples of humility

and charity : grant us the grace to imitate Him.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

is myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love,

Iwillprepare myselffar Communion with the yrealest cart.

LESSON XII.

PASSION OF THE MESSIAS.

Reflections on the Passion. Prayer and Agony in the Garden, The Apostles

sleep. Arrival of Judas. Fulfilment of the Prophecies. Jesus is be

trayed and delivered. Led to Annas, and then to Caiphns. First

Examination. Outrages during the Night. St. Peter's Denial.

Hmcetofoue we have seen the Messias fill town and country with

the splendour of His miracles, the edification of His virtues, and

the fruit of His lessons. In a word, we have seen Him ant from

His birth as a Man-God. It remains for us to see Him suffer and

die as a Man-God, proving His divinity more evidently by His

death than by His life. That which we have related of Hi

entrance into the world and the exercise of His ministry aslonishe

incredulity ; that which we are about to say of His final humilia

tions confounds and maddens it.

It is, therefore, in the arena of His passion and on the altar of

His sacrifice that we must now study the conduct of this Man

who is called the Son and the Envoy of God. Hither we invite

both the believer and the unbeliever—the one to sympathise, th

other to be convinced. We shall present before them a Victim

who suffers and dies, but who suffers and dies in the midst of so

many divine prodigies and other striking circumstances that the

Christian, who adores Him, finds in this scene the strongest sup

port of his faith, and the infidel, who blasphemes Him, if possessed

of a spnrk of rectitude, the most urgent inducement to return to

the truth.

Only let one remember, before considering the sufferings and

death of the Saviour, that it was predicted in all the Scriptures

that the Christ should be immolated for the glory of God—for the

salvation of men—for the establishment of a new worship, founded
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on the divinity of His person and the merit of His sacrifice. Let

it also be borne in mind that, up to the moment of His death,

Jesus had, so far, verified all the oracles of the ancient

Prophets.

Everything seemed to prepare the way for their full accomplish

ment : on the side of the Eternal Father, who for more than four

thousand years sought a Victim worthy of Him ; on the side of

the Only Son, who, entering the world, offered Himself as a Sub

stitute for the imperfect holocausts of the Law of Moses; on the

side of the humun race, which longed for its Redeemer, whose

blood should reconcile Heaven with earth ; finally, on the side, if

we may venture so to speak, of hell itself, which had unloosed all

its powers against the Christ.

The solemn moment was come.

The Saviour, accompanied by His eleven Apostles, had entered

the Garden of Gethsemani. This lonely Garden was situated on

the Mountain of Olives, separated from Jerusalem by the Valley oi

Josaphat, through which ran the brook Cedron. The distance from

the city to the mountain was scarcely a thousand steps, bo that

on Sabbaths and Feasts this little journey might be performed

without any violation of the law. From the village of Gethsemani,

to which the Garden was convenient, the city and the temple were

plainly visible.

Now, Judas, who betrayed the Saviour, knew that it was to

this place He was accustomed to retire duriug the night to pray.

Accordingly, the Son of God, far from shunning the traitor,

actually went to meet him. As the moment of conflict approached,

He said to His disciples: " Remain here, while I go yonder to

pray ; pray also yourselves, that you enter not into temptation.'*

Then, leaving the rest, He took with Him Peter, James, and

John. When He found Himself alone with them, and allowed

Himself to be struck by the horrors of His passion, fear, disgust,

weariness, dejection, and sadness took possession of Him. " My soul,"

He said to His Apostles, " is sorrowful even unto death; stay you.

here and watch with Me." Then, going forward about a stone's

throw from them, He fell on His knees and uttered this prayer:

"Father! remove this chalice, if possible, from Me; yet not My

will but Thine be done."

A great struggle begins, as we perceive, in this great soul. To

be Innocence itself, the Only Son of God, the Ruler of the Universe,

and to die, after enduring a thousand outrages, on an infamous

cross—what shame ! what ignominy ! But to save men, His

brethren, and to satisfy the justice of God—what joy! what

glory 1
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After His prayer He arose, returned to His three disciples,

and found them asleep. He said to Peter : " Simon, why sleepest

thou ? Couldst thou not watch one hour with Me ? Watch and

pray, that you enter not into temptation. The spirit is willing, but

the flesh is weak." He withdrew a second time and made the '

same prayer : " Father ! if I must drink this chalice, Thy will be

done." He returned a second time to His disciples and found

tbem again asleep. Rely now upon men to console you—you suffer

and they sleep ! He went away again and made for the third time

the self-same prayer.

The mortal sadness, fear, and weariness which the Saviour

feels make Him fall into a violent agony : to such a degree that a

Woody sweat issues from all parts of His body and rolls in large

drops to the ground, which is soon wet with it. An Angel now

comes from Heaven to strengthen Him. Jesus accepts the cross :

and the world is saved. Such are the consolations of Heaven:

they do not break our crosses, but they free us from the temptation

of desiring to come down from them. Henceforth, there is nothing

to be seen in the Son of God but courage and intrepidity—yet a

modest courage and a calm intrepidity.

He comes, therefore, to His disciples and says to them : " Sleep

now and rest : this is the hour in which the Son of Man shall be

delivered into the hands of sinners. Arise, he who is about to

betray Me draws near ; let us go to meet him."

He was still speaking, when the noise of an approaching crowd,

led by Judas, could be heard in the distance. The wretch had

asked the High-priests, the Ancients, the Scribes, and tho

Pharisees, for a detachment of soldiers and an officer to command

them. The heads of the sacerdotal families, the princes of the

people, the magistrates of the temple, did not blush to join this

troop. It was also accompanied by a disorderly multitude of ser

vants, some of whom bore lanterns or torches, others clubs. Now

all this was done to fulfil the oracle of the prophet, which had said

that the Messias should be treated as ruffians and robbers are

treated-

The traitor had given them a sign, saying: "Whomsoever I

shall kiss, that is He, arrest Him and lead Him away cautiounly."

The sign and the advice were worthy of Judas. When he was

come near, he advanced towards Jesus, and, saying "Hail,

Master !'' kissed Him. The Lamb of God did not refuse this kiss,

more bitter to His heart than all the other torments of His

Passion. Instead of being disposed to treat the wretched man

according to his merits, He was move affected at his ruin than at

his crime, and, seeking rather to save than to confo«ud him, He
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said to him kindly: " My friend, for what purpose art thou come?

It is with a kiss, Judas, that thou dost betray the Son of Man ?"

These sweet words would have appeased a tiger and converted

an ordinary sinner ; but a perverted and sacrilegious apostle should

be the most wicked and hardened of criminals. Meanwhile, the

Saviour was not yet arrested : it was not becoming that He should

seem to be taken by surprise, since the matter was altogether one of

His own choice. He advanced, therefore, towards the troop, and

said to them : " "Whom seek ye ?" " Jesus of Nazareth," they

answered. "I am He," said Jesus. Now, the moment the

Saviour said these words, I am He, the officers and the soldiers,

the masters and the servants, the leader of the conspiracy and his

supporters, fell suddenly backward to the ground, one on the top of

another.

After such a sensible proof of the power of Jesus, they should

only have risen to implore pardon on their knees for their base

design; but there comes a time of punishment when sinners no

longer reason. He who had cast them to the ground permitted

them to rise again, add said to them a second time : " Whom seek

ye ?" "Jesus of Nazareth," they said. By a single word He had

made His enemies feel that, alone and unarmed, He was stronger

than a whole troop of armed men. After this evidence of omnipo

tence, He permitted them to do against His person that which could

never have been possible without His permission. They rushed

upon Him, and made Him their prisoner.

Meanwhile, tho Apostles, seeing plainly what was about to

occur, said to their Master : " Lord, shall we strike with the

sword ?" Without waiting for any answer, Simon Peter, who had

a sword, drew it, and, striking the servant of the High-Priest, cut

off his right ear : the name of this servant was Malchus. But Jesus

said to him, "Cease;" and, touching the servant's ear, He healed

it. " Put thy sword into its scabbard,'* He added, addressing

Peter; "dost thou not think that I could ask My Father, and

presently He would give Me more than twelve legions of Angels ?

But if I exercise My power, how then shall that which the Scrip

tures say be fulfilled, that all things must be done in this manner ?"

The Jews then seized and bound the Saviour : the Apostles had

fled. The multitude led Him first to Annas, the father-in-law of

Caiphas, who was the High- Priest of that year. Annas, satisfied

with this deference, sent Jesus, without interrogating Him, to the

tribunal of Caiphas. To complete a great injustice and consum

mate a great crime, he could without anxiety rely on his kinsman.

They led the Saviour, therefore, to Caiphas, at whose house all the

Priests, Scribes, and Ancients were assembled.
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Now, Simon Peter, ashamed of his flight and somewhat re

covered from his alarm, was following Jesus afar off in company

with another disciple. This disciple, who was known to the

High-Priest, entered the house while his Master was being led into

the council-hall. Peter stood outside at the door. The other

disciple, coming out, spoke to the portress, and brought in Peter

to the court of the High- Priest. A. tumultuous crowd of soldiers,

attendants, and officers were there assembled around a fire ; for it

was cold aud they wanted to warm themselves. To his misfortune,

Peter drew near, sat down, and began to warm himself with the

rest, waiting to see what should happen.

The Saviour had entered the hall, in which all His enemies

were assembled to be His judges. His fate was decided on ; but

so action of His life could furnish matter for His condemnation.

The High-Priest, therefore, questioned Him regarding His dis

ciples and His doctrine. " I have spoken openly to the world,"

answered Jesus : " I have always taught in the synagogue, and in

the Temple, to which the Jews resort, and I have said nothing- in

secret.1 Why askest thou Me ? Ask those who have heard Me ;

there are persons here who know what I have said."

This answer, full of sweetness and modesty, was worthy of that

Wisdom which uttered it. An accused man is not permitted to

give evidence in his own favour, and if the crime with which he is

charged is public, it can easily be proved by witnesses ; but no one,

opposing judges who are actuated by passion, can ever be right

witl' a fety. Accordingly, when Jesus had answered in this manner,

a se T .nt, who stood by His side, gave Him a blow, saying : " Is

it thus Thou answerest the High-Priest?" " If I have spoken

evil," answered the Man-God, calmly, "show what I have said ;

but if I have spoken well, why strikest thou Me ?" In this manner

does innocence defend itself: humility does not abate its firm

ness, and, without ceasing to be respectful, it is noble and

intrepid.

The servant of the High-Priest deserved to be well punished,

because it is a matter of paramount importance for the public weal

that accused persons should bo granted all the liberty necessary to

secure, if possible, their full justification. Nevertheless, the judges

approved, if not by their commendation, at least by their silence,

of this brutal act. What the Saviour had said was so reasonable,

1 The Saviour hnd often taught His disciples in private. Yot lie could

say with truth that He had said nothing in secret, since Uio doctrine which Ho

laueht in private was the same as that which He taught in public. We easily

understand that it was substantially tho same, and that Ho onlv developed it

more fully in Ilis familiar conversations with His Apostles.
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that they felt themselves obliged to proceed in order against Him

as He had just pointed out. The Chief Priests and the whole

council sought, therefore, some false testimonies against Jesus, that

they might put Him to death ; but they could not find any that

carried with them the least semblance of truth, although many

false witnesses came forward. At length there came two false

witnesses, who said : " We ourselves heard Him say : ' I will destroy

the temple of God, and in three days rebuild it.' "

The deposition was false: it added to the words of the

Saviour, and it took away from them their natural sense. On no

account should it militate against the Accused. He had said, in

speaking of His Body and announcing His death and resurrection :

"1 can destroy this temple, and in three days rebuild it." If it

was supposed that He had spoken of the temple of Jerusalem,

one could, at most, for want of knowing Him well, accuse Him of

presumption.

The resource of witnesses was becoming either exhausted or

dangerous. By the fact of listening to false ones, there was a

possibility of meeting with sincere ones: the High-Priest saw

through it. This is the reason why, rising in the midst of the

assembly, he questioned Jesus himself. He said : " Thou hast

heard all the charges that have been laid against Thee, and

unswerest Thou nothing?" Jesus made no reply. "Well,"

added the High-Priest, " I command Thee, in the name of the

living God, whose place I hold, to tell us whether Thou art the

Christ, the Son of God—blessed be His name !"

This time the question was precise and peremptory. The

Divine Messias awaited this occasion to boldly confess the truth.

He knew that it would cost Him His life ; but He should be the

Protomartyr of His religion and give an example to millions of

His followers. He answered, therefore, without hesitation : "Yes,

I am the Christ, the Only Son of God ; and I inform you, more

over, that you shall hereafter see the Son of Man sitting at the

right hand of Almighty God, and coming on the clouds of

Heaven."

Then the High-Priest, concealing his joy under the mask of a

hypocritical sorrow, and assuming the air of a man zealous for

the interests of God, rent his garments, saying : " He has

blasphemed. What further need have we of witnesses? You

have just heard the blasphemy ; what think you ?" All answered :

" He is worthy of death." The Saviour heard this sentence with

as much calmness as He displayed courage afterwards when He

underwent it.

The High-Priest was a wicked man ; but his act always reminds
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ns that the Jews, when they heard a hlasphemy, rent their garments,

while we behold Christians nowadays who listen without emotion

to the blasphemies of the impious. I will not say that they

applaud them ; for can those who applaud them be still called

Christians?

The synagogue was so eager for the blood of its Messias that

it would willingly have passed straight from the declaration to the

execution of the sentence. But God was not pleased that the event

should be so. To verify some prophecies that yet remained unful

filled, He permitted the leading men of Jerusalem to call to mind

that, being reduced to a state of dependence on the Roman

Governor, they could not dispense themselves from the necessity of

obtaining his consent in a case of capital punishment. They should,

moreover, enlist the people on their side, and embitter them

against Jesus, by representing Him to them as an impious blas

phemer. These preparations required time. But as they were

resolved to anticipate the great Paschal solemnity, there was not a

moment to lose. They decided to take only a few hours' rest,

and accordingly fixed the return of the assembly at break of day.

Each one withdrew from the council-hall, and Jesus was left to the

eare of the servants and attendants.

These degraded creatures imagined that they would ill serve

the designs of their masters if they contented themselves with

simply guarding their quiet Prisoner. Judging that it was their

duty to outrage Him, they made Him suffer everything most

atrocious that could be conceived by men without education or

honour against a person so unfortunate as to be abandoned to

tbem. There were some who began to spit in His face; others

mocked and struck Him. Others, again, more wickedly sacrilegious,

bandaged His eyes, and slapped Him on the face; then, turning

into derision His august prerogatives of Prophet and King, they

said to Him : " O Christ, prophesy to us ; who was it that struck

Thee ?" Jesus might well have told them, and at the same time

have crushed them to atoms; but Ho suffered more from their

blindness than from His own humiliation. This horrible scene con-

tinned all the night : did ever a disciple of the Saviour pass through

such a night ?

"What seemed to crown all the sufferings of the Man-God

was that, at the very time when He was left to the good-pleasure of

His most cruel enemies, the first and most favoured of His

disciples, the chief of the Apostles, Peter, denied him.

He was seated below in the court warming himself with the

soldiers and the officers of the palace. One of the High-Priest's

servant-maids came hither, and, seeing Peter, she said, after
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considering him : " Thou also wast with Jesus of Nazareth." But

he denied it before all present, saying : " Woman, I never knew

Him ; I know not what thou meanest." What ! is this thy lan

guage, Peter ? Then, wishing to avoid a second inquiry, he retired

to the porch, and the cock crew. Another servant-maid perceived

him now. and she said to those near : " This man was also with

Jesus of Nazareth." A little while afterwards a third, seeing him,

said : " Art nftt thou also one of these people ?"

His fear increased with his danger, and his crime grew worse

with his fear. His first renunciation had been a lie ; to the second

he added perjury. The second time Peter declared with an oath :

" I know not the Man." He seemed to be believed on his oath,

and about an hour's rest was given him. He should have profited

of it to leave the place; but Peter still loved Him whom he had

denied, and could not resolve to separate from Him. Meanwhile,

one of the High-Priest's domestics, a kinsman to him whose ear

Peter had cut off, said: "Did I not see thee with Him in the

Garden ?" Soon tho others in the court drew near, and said to

Peter: "Surely thou art one of them, for thou art a Galilean:

thy speech betrays thee." Assailed on all sides, Peter lost his

presence of mind, and denied his Master for the third time, de

claring with oaths and curses that he knew not the Man.

Ye who are slaves of human respect, behold a striking picture

of your conduct !

Peter was still speaking when the cock again crew, and the

Saviour, who was being led back to the vestibule, turning, looked

on him. Peter then remembered the words which Jesus had

spoken: " Before the cock crows twice, thoushalt deny Me thrice;"

and, going out, he wept bitterly. His tears ceased only with his

life, and St. Jerome tells us that his cheeks were furrowed with them.

It was little for the authorities of Jerusalem to have tortured an

innocent Man by the hands of a vile rabble, whose fury they had

let loose. When day appeared, they returned to the completion in

cold blood of the work of darkness which they had begun. In

order to give themselves in the eyes of the people an air of calm

and mature deliberation, they repeated to the assumed Culprit His

acknowledgments of the previous night.

They said to Him : " If thou art the Christ, tell us." He

answered them : " If I tell you, you will not believe Me ; if I ask

you in turn by what signs, according to the Scriptures, the Christ

should be known, you will not answer Me, nor let Me go. For the

rest, the Son of Man shall hereafter be seated at the right hand of

Almighty God in Heaven." " Art Thou, then, the Son of God?"

they asked. He answered : " I am." Immediately they all cried
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•nit, like Caiphas : "What need have we of any other testimony,

since we have heard it ourselves from His own mouth ?"

The sentence of death was pronounced; the only anxiety

remaining was to hasten its execution. The judges had condemned

the Saviour as a sacrilegious impostor, who had usurped the title

of the Messias. This accusation, so grave in the eyes of a deceived

multitude, was not of a nature to make a deep impression on the

mind of a pagan magistrate. They resolved, therefore, to give

quite a different turn to -their charge on appearing before Pilate.

Since Jesus called Himself the Son of God and. the Messias, He

thereby claimed to be the King of the Jewe and a Competitor with

C«esar. Such was the odious light in which it was resolved to re

present the pretended blasphemies of Jesus. No time was to be

lost : the whole assembly, rising, led Jesus bound, and delivered

Him into the hands of the emperor's minister.

It was now that, seeing Him condemned, Judas began to ex

perience remorse. Unfortunately, he did not feel that, in the eyes

of a God, dying for the salvation of sinners, the greatest of all crimes

was, not to have betrayed Him, but to despair in His mercies.

Driven on by sorrow, he brought back the thirty pieces of silver to

the Chief Priests and the Ancients. "I have sinned," he said,

" in delivering the blood of the Just to you." He was received

with that cruel indifference which the wicked always reserve for

evil-doers whose crimes are useful to them. " What matter is it

to us," they said; "it is thy own affair." This dry and con

temptuous answer finished the work of plunging him into despair.

He threw down the silver in the temple, and, going out, hanged him

self.

It remained to be considered what should be done with this

silver : the worst characters arc sometimes scrupulous on matters of

decorum. They to whom the pieces of silver seemed to belong,

taking them up, said : " It is not lawful for us to put them in the

treasury, since they are the price of blood." They accordingly

bought with them the field of a potter, to be a burial-place for

strangers. This field afterwards bore the name of Haceldama,

that is, the field of blood, as if the Jews had sought to perpetuute

the remembrance of their deicide. But God had other views. He

witshed to fulfil these words of a Prophet: "They received thirty

of silver, the sum for which He on whom the children of

set a price was delivered, as the Lord showed me in my vision."1

' The prophecy is fulfilled even at the present day. The Empress St.

Helen caused tbe clay of the Field of liln.nl to be removed to Rome. It serves.

aa a cemetery for pilgrims : you may see it close to St. Peter's, behind the

buildings of the Holy Office.
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Prayer.

O my God ! who art all love, I now see how much Thou hast

loved me. Iam resolved to love Thte with my whole heart, 0 my

God, suffering for me,

LESSON XIII.

fission of the MEssiAs (continued.)

Jesus before Pilate ; declared innocent ; led to Herod ; brought back to Pilate ;

scourged ; condemned to death ; led out to Calvary ; crucified. He

prays for His executioners. The soldiers cast lots for His robe. The

Jews insult Him. He fulfils the prophecies; converts the Good Thief;

dies in the midst of prodigies.

We have seen the Priests, and the Scribes, and all the rest of the

multitude assembled at the house of Caiphas, rising up to lead

Jesus to the prstorium, that is, the house of the Roman Governor.

The name of this Governor or President, who exercised over the Jews

the authority of Tiberias, was Pontius Pilate. It was yet very

early in the morning when they arrived in front of the palace : a

scruple stayed them at tho door. The law, which forbade the

murder of the innocent, did not forbid entrance into the house of

"\ Gentile; but these men, religious beyond what was pre

scribed, would not enter the prsetorium, that they might not be

defiled, but might eat the Pasch.

Pilate came out, therefore, to them, and said : " Of what do you

accuse this Man ?" They answered : " If He were not a Mule-

factor, we would not have delivered Him to thee." It was hatred

that spoke : as Pilate understood quite well. He said, therefore, to

them : " Take Him yourselves, and judge Him according to your

law." But the Jews replied : " It is not permitted us to put any

one to death." They had been deprived of this right by the

Romans; and, by the acknowledgment which they made of their

loss, they admitted that the sceptre had passed from Juda. They

ought to have recognised as a consequence thereof that He who

should be sent, the Desired of Nations, was come ; but, blinded by

passion, they could not allow themselves to see that which became,

by their own avowal, more visible than ever.

Yielding to their clamour, Pilate at length determined to judge

the Saviour. God permitted this, in order that the Messias should

die on a cross, as had been foretold by Him ; for, according to the

law, the Jews could only condemn a person to be stoned, and they
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wuned Him to be crucified. They began, therefore, to aeonse Him,

saying: "We have found this Man perverting our nation, for

bidding the payment of tribute to Caesar, and giving Himself the

names of Christ and King."

Pilate, hearing mention of royalty, returned into the prsetorium,

where the Saviour was guarded, and called Him. Jesus appeared

before the Governor, who inquired : "Art Thou the King of the

Jews?" Jesus answered: "Dost thou say this of thyself, or have

others suggested the question to thee ?" " Am I a Jew ?" asked

Pilate, " to concern myself so much about the Christ and the King

of the Jews ? Thy own nation, Thy own Pontiffs, have delivered

Thee to me : what hast Thou done ?" The Saviour told him that

He was a King, but that His kingdom was not a political one,

Eke the kingdoms of the earth. "If My kingdom were of this

description," He added, " My troops and officers would certainly

strive that I should not be delivered to the Jews ; but My king

dom ia not hence."

Pilate said to -Him: "Art Thou then a King?" Jesus

answered : " Yes, I am a King. It was to reign that I came into

the world, and to render testimony to the truth. Whosoever loves

the truth, hears My voice." " What is truth ?" asked Pilate ; and,

without waiting for a reply, he went out again to the Jews, and

said to them : " I find no reason for condemning Him." Would it

not rather appear that he should announce to them that he had

found Him guilty ? Jesus had just admitted that He was a King :

this was the crime of which He was accused. But Pilate under

stood that His royalty was not of a nature to give umbrage to the

powers of the earth.

The Jews, after the manner of calumniators, being furious at

the thought that their prey might escape them, began to cry out :

" He stirs up the people." The Saviour kept silence. It was not

His duty, but Pilate's, to say : " It is not enough to accuse ;

it ia necessary to prove.*' However, not to remain quite dumb on

an occasion when he ought to take the leading part, Pilate ques

tioned Jesus a second time. " Dost Thou not hear," he said,

" how many crimes they lay to Thy charge ?" But Jesus did not

utter a word in reply, so that the Governor wondered exceedingly.

Pilate had recognised the innocence of the Accused. It was

his duty to impose silence on the accusers, and to send them away

covered with the confusion which they deserved : he did not do Bo.

The enemies of the Saviour perceived the weakness of such con

duct ; they profited of it to obtain by uproar that which conscience

did not permit the judge to grant them. Therefore, without

adducing any new crimes, they began to cry out louder and louder,
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saying: "He stirs up the people, spreading His doctrine through

all Judea, from Galilee to this place." Pilate, hearing the name ot

Galilee, asked whether Jesus was a Galilean. He imagined himselt

freed from his embarrassments on learning that Jesus really came

within the jurisdiction of Herod, who had lately arrived in

Jerusalem, and to whom he hastened to send Him.

Hi-rod had not changed his character since the time when he

sacrified the life of John the Baptist to the undisturbed enjoyment

of his pleasures. Cunning, wicked, corrupt, inquisitive, he was

delighted on seeing Jesus ; because, having heard much of Him, he

was for a long time very desirous to see Him, and hoped to witness

some miracle wrought by Him. Accordingly, he put many ques

tions to Him; but Jesus returned no answer. Meanwhile, the

Chief Priests and the Scribes, who saw that, if Jesus complied with

the desires of Herod, He should probably escape out of their hands,

began to renew their nccusations with much earnestness. Jesus

took no more notice of their calumnies than He had done of the in

quiries made by Herod.

The Divine Master, who communicates Himself to pure and

humble souls, holds lasciviousness and pride in abhorrence. On

this account, there was little likelihood of Herod's obtaining a miracle

from Him from whom he was not worthy to hear a word. Herod,

therefore, despised Jesus, and all his court did the same. The

vexation of finding his curiosity disappointed induced him to add

ridicule and insult to contempt. He caused the Saviour to be

clothed with a white garment, and iu this dress, which denoted a

blockhead, or a \isionary, or perhaps a mock king, sent Him back

to Pilate.

Pilate strove to take advantage of the conduct of Herod, to

appease somewhat the fury of the Jews. He said to them : " You

have presented this Man to me as stirring up the people, and 1,

having examined Him in your presence, find no cause of con

demnation in Him. Hor Herod either. I will therefore release

Him, after having chastised Him." The chastisement which he

had in store for the Saviour was scourging : an infamous and pain

ful chastisement, which no man of honour could survive. The

hope that the enemies of the Saviour would hereby be satisfied,

had led Pilate to the discovery of this admirable expedient. Such

was the protection which this lax diplomatist afforded the innocence

which he wished to defend.

Meanwhile, whether he perceived that this plan would g t yet

satisfy those sanguinary men, or that, from some remaining instinct

of humanity, he did not wish to have recourse to it except in the

last extremity, he bethought himself of another, the success of
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which appeared certain, but whose only result was to draw npon

Jesus the greatest affront and the deepest confusion that ever any

man was obliged to endure.

It was a custom that, on the Feast of the Panch, the Roman

Governor should grant the people the release of one prisoner, whom

soever they might ask. Established in memory of the deliverance

from Egypt, this practice had been maintained by the Romans, and

Pilate should necessarily conform to it. This is the manner in

which he endeavoured to reap benefit from it. There was then

lying in prison a famous criminal, called Barabbas. Now, Barabbas

was a robber, a conspirator, a murderer. Pilate, therefore, address-

ing the people, said : " It is a custom among you that, at the Feast

of the Pasch, I should release one criminal to you : whom do you

wish me to deliver—Barabbas, or Jesus, who is called the Christ?"

The Son of God put in comparison with an assassin ! How

horrible I And yet how many Christians have repeated this con

duct ! And you, who read these lines, have you never been guilty

of it ? But the more odious the proposal was, the more suitable did

Pilate consider it for his design. He was awaiting the answer of

the people, when an unexpected message delayed it for a few

moments. His wife sent to him, as he sat in his tribunal, to say :

" Have nothing to do with that Just Man, for I have suffered much

this night in a dream because of Him."

In giving this dream to Pilate's wife, God intended to raise up

an additional witness to the innocence of the Saviour, and to give

Pilate a new grace that might support him on the brink of the in

justice into which he seemed ready to fall. He had also in view

this woman's salvation, more dear to Jesus Christ than His own

life; for it is believed that Pilate's wife was saved. Very ancient

authors name her Claudia Procula : and this is the name which the

Greeks give her in their menology, where she is enrolled among the

taints.

While Pilate listened to his wife's messenger, the Chief Priests

and the Ancients excited the people, persuading them to ask the

liberation of Barabbas and the death of Jesus. When, therefore,

Pilate said to them : " Which of the two do you wish me to

deliver to you ?" they all cried out together : " We do not wish for

Jesus; we choose Barabbas." Pilate, astonished, and still desirous

to save Jesus, said to them a second time : " What then do you

wish me to do with Jesus, the Christ, the King of the Jews ?"

They all began again to cry out, with redoubled fury: " Let Him

be crucified !" He said to them a third time : " But what evil has

fie done? I find nothing in Him that deserves deuth. I will

have Him scourged, and will set Him at liberty.". At these word*

vol. II. a
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the fire of rage was rekindled ; the cries hurst forth anew: nothing

was to be heard but the dreadful shout : " Let Him be crucified !"

The aspect of affairs was threatening, and the feeble Governor

did not consider himself secure. Seeing, therefore, that every

effort was useless, and that the tumult went on increasing, Pilate

ordered water to be brought to him, and, washing his hands before

the people, he said to them : "I am innocent of the blood of this

Just Man; look you to it." But all the people answered: "His

blood be upon us and upon our children I" The Eternal heard the

imprecation and ratified it. For more than eighteen hundred

years this blood has fallen, and still falls, in presence of the whole

world, as a curse upon this unfortunate people.

After the vain ceremony of washing his hands, or rather after

rendering this brilliant testimony to the injustice which he was

about to commit, Pilate, wishing to satisfy the Jews, decreed that

what they had asked should be granted to them. Hereupon,

Barabbas was released. As for Jesus, Pilate ordered Him to be

acourged, either in the hope that this cruel punishment might

appease the rage of the people, or because it was directed in the

ltomau laws that victims should be scourged before being fastened

to the cross. This atrocious torture, which was carried to the

utmost limits, was immediately followed by another, suggested by

the hatred of the Jews, or invented by the brutality of the

soldiers : the account of it ought to be read only with a flood of tears.

The soldiers appointed to crucify the Saviour, having led Him

into the court of the praetorium, gathered around Him the whole

cohort. After having stripped Him of His garments, they covered

Him with a purple cloak, in imitation of a royal mantle, and bound

Him to a pillar. Then, twining thorns together, they made thereof

a crown, which they placed on His head; they also put a reed iu

His right hand, to serve Him as a sceptre. Then, drawing near,

and bending the knee before Him, they said : " Hail, King of the

Jews !" Having uttered this salutation, they drove the thorns

into His head with heavy strokes of the reed, spat in His face, and

buffeted Him.

The Saviour suffered all these things without complaint, to

expiate those sins in particular which are committed against

humility and modesty. It was in his bitter flagellation that He

became, according to the predictions of the prophets, a Man of

Sorrows, whose body, from head to foot, was only one great

wound.

After so man) ' pains and insults, the Jews ought at length to

have been content. Pilate, thinking so, came forth again, and said

to them: "x am bringing back this Man to you, that you may
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know that I find no cause of condemnation in Him." Pilate was

still speaking when Jesus appeared, having His reed in His hand,

His crown of thorns on His head, His purple cloak on His

shoulders, and on His countenance a look of modest, patient,

generous sorrow. Pilate said to them : " Behold the Man !"

Yes, behold Him such as our sins have made Him I Behold,

in all its misery, that human nature of which Jesus was only the

Representative; that human nature such as it came from Adam,

and such as it should still be if the Redeemer had not laden Him

self with its crimes and its punishments, to deliver it from them !

At this sight the people were silent, and perhaps compassion

began to gain upon them ; but the Chief Priests and their servants

cried out : " Crucify Him, crucify Him !" Pilate, disappointed

once more, said to them rather sharply: " Take Him yourselves and

crucify Him; as for me, I find nothing in Him to condemn."

The Jews answered : " We have a law, and according to that

law He deserves death, because He called Himself the Son of

God."

At the name of the Son of God, Pilate was seized with amaze

ment. Everything appeared so grand and noble in his Prisoner

that he was afraid to draw upon himself, by abandoning Him, the

anger of Heaven. He returned quickly into the hall and said to

Jesus : "Whence art Thou?" But Jesus made no reply. " Wilt

Thou not speak to me ?" added Pilate; " knowest Thou not that

I have power to crucify Thee or to release Thee ?" " Thou couldst

do nothing against Me," said the Saviour, "if this power were not

given thee from above; therefore, he who has delivered Me to thee

is the more guilty." He alluded in this remark to Judas and the

Jews, eager for His life.

The mildness and the firmness of this answer cast the soul of the

governor into trouble. He had learned that Jesus was announcing

Himself to the nation as the Son of God ; and Jesus, far from

wishing to clear Himself of this charge, said nothing but what

helped to confirm its truth. From this moment Pilate redoubled

bis efforts to deliver Jesus ; but the Jews began to cry out with

increased vehemence : " If thou release Him, thou art no friend of

Casar's; for whosoever makes himself a king declares himself an

enemy to Caesar."

Alarmed at the name of Caesar, and seeing the Chief Priests

disposed to make his indulgence a state offence, Pilate took his seat

on his tribunal, elevated on a pavement of beautiful stones, called

in Greek Lithottroto* and in Hebrew Gabbatha. Having brought

Jesus forth, he said to the Jews : " Behold your King I" But they

cried out: " Away with Him! away with Him! crucify Him!'"'
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" What ! crudify your Zing !" said Pilate. This wast he last sigh '

of expiring justice. " Our King indeed !" replied the Chief Priests

insolently: "we have no king but Caesar." Then he abandoned

Jesus to them, to do with Him what they wished, that is, he

delivered Him to them to be crucified. This is the end at which

Pilate arrives, after having so many times declared Jesus innocent.1

This is also the end at which the Christian arrives, who, allowing

himself to be overcome by temptation, consents to mortal sin.

It was about nine o'clock in the morning. Jesus was no sooner

condemned than He was seized by the soldiers appointed for His

execution, and treated by them as they desired. They took off Him

the wretched mantle with which they had just insulted His

royalty ; they put on Him His own garments, and led Him forth to

crucifixion. Jesus, carrying His cross, proceeded to the place called

Calvary—in Hebrew, Golgotha. It was a small mountain near

Jerusalem ; to reach it, it was necessary to pass through the city.

Accordingly the Jews, who since the-preceding night had been pur-

suingthe Saviour as furious wolves pursue aninnocent lamb, had again

the satisfaction of seeing Him on His way to the most excruciating

pains. But Jesus, exhuusted with loss of blood, soon fell under the

weight of His burden, and the True Isaac seemed unable to bear to

the summit of the mountain the wood of His sacrifice.

As His weakness might release Him from the necessity of exe

cution, or at least delay the moment which His enemies so much

iesired, they laid hold of a traveller—an Israelite by religion,

originally from Cyrene in Libya, and named Simon—who was

coming from the country. They compelled him to carry, after

Jesus, the heavy cross which the Son of God could not drag along.

Christians ! ye who read these lines, is it not true that ye envy the

Jewish stranger his honourable commission ? Console yourselves :

it continues even in our own days. There is no person that has

not more than once in the course of his life an opportunity of

carrying the cross of his Master and accompanying Him to Calvary.

The Saviour, assisted by Simon, found Himself in a condition

i Pilate gained little by sacrificing the Innocent to his ambition. About s>

year after the Saviour's death he took a quantity of money from the treasury

of the Temple to construct an aqueduct. The people were stirred up against

liiin, and Pilate employed extreme measures to quell the sedition. He had re

course to slill more horrible cruelties against the inhabitants of Samaria, who

complained of them to Tiberius. On these complaints he was ordered to Rouu,

where he arrived in the year 37 of the Christian era, in the beginning of the

reign of Caligula, Exiled to Pavia, or, according to another tradition, to the

neighbourhood of Vienne in Dauphin6, he killed himaelf, two years afterwards,

in despair. Thus, Judas who betrayed, and Pilate who condemned, the

Saviour, perished by suicide.
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to continue His sorrowful journey to the summit of the hill. Ha

was followed by a countless multitude of people, among whom

were many women, who struck their breasts, and wept with loud

lamentations. But Jesus, turning towards them, said: "Daughters

of Jerusalem! weep not for Me, but for yourselves and your

children; because the time draws near when it shall be said,

'Blessed are the barren, blessed are the wombs that have not

borne !' Then shall they say to the mountains, ' Fall upon us,'

and to the hills, ' Cover us ;' for if the green wood is treated thus,

what shall be done with the dry wood?—that is, if you treat the

Innocent and the Holy thus, what must His murderers expect ?"

Forgetful of His fate, and bewailing the misfortunes of His people,

Jesus, having reached the summit of Calvary, delivered Himself

into the hands of His executioners and presented Himself to the

cross.

He was accompanied by two criminals, who were to be crucified,

one on each side of Him. Providence had so arranged it, that the

prophecies might be fulfilled, and that there should not be wanting

to the Passion of the Saviour any circumstance capable of increas

ing its ignominy.

On His arrival He was offered wine, mingled with myrrh and

gall to drink. It was the custom to act in this manner, that the

draught might deaden a little in the sufferer the sense of his pains.

The Saviour, who endured His pains for the glory of His Father

and the salvation of the world, reserved to Himself all their

anguish. After tasting this wine, so es to feel its bitterness, He

refused to drink it, so as to deprive Himself of the relief which He

might hope to obtain from it.

The Lamb of God, a willing Victim, now extends Himself on

the cross. Four soldiers drive nails into His hands and feet. They

raise the cross, and allow it to fall heavily into the hole prepared

for it. The blood of the Sacred Victim flows in large drops from

His wounds. At the same time they crucify with Him two thieves,

one on His right hand, the other on His left.

The deicide was consummated ; nothing remained but to avenge

it. For this purpose Jesus had only to speak : it even seemed thut

He had only to be silent, and the fiery bolts of Heaven would crush

the authors and accomplices of such a monstrous crime. A person

would almost say that He feared this occurrence, so quickly did He

hasten to avert the stroke. Scarcely was He raised on the cross

when He pronounced this tender prayer: "Father, forgive them,

for they know not what they do." Such was the first of the seven

memorable words which He uttered on the cross.

The soldiers had no sooner finished their barbarous work than
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they began to think of gathering their spoils. They divided the

Saviour's inner garments into four parts: each soldier took a part.

All that remained of His property was His outer tunic : it was

seamless, woven from the top throughout. " It would be an injury

to cut it," said the soldiers ; " better let us cast lots for it, whose it

shall be." Such, in effect, was the resolution taken by them. Thus

was the oracle of David literally fulfilled : They have divided My

garments among them, and upon My vesture they have cast lots.

During the course of this amusement, so worthy of four pagan

soldiers, the proud Jews were occupied with a matter quite con

formable to their genius. Pilate had drawn out the inscription

which was placed on the upper part of the cross. The cause of the

condemnation of Jesus was there indicated in these terms: Jesus

of Nazabeth, Kino op the Jews. The Chief Priests were

offended at it. They said therefore to Pilate : " Write not King of

the Jews, but that He called Himself King of the Jews." Pilate

answered : " What I have written I have written," and with this

brief reply sent them off.

God had dictated that which Pilate had written, and held his

hand that it might not afterwards be effaced. It was by the wood

that the Man-God should reign: by the act of fastening Him to

the cross He had been placed on His throne, the seat of His royalty.

It was also necessary that He should be proclaimed King, and

Pilate did so juridically, notwithstanding the opposition and in

dignation of the Jewish people : an admirable figure of that which

happened soon afterwards, when, these homicides growing more and

more obstinate in the determination that Jesus should not reign over

them, all the Gentile peoples might be seen acknowledging Him,

not only as their King, but as their Saviour and their God.

The Jews, repelled by Pilate, avenged themselves on Jesus,

making Him pay dearly for the title of King which they were

obliged to leave Him. From this moment the crucified God heard

scarcely any other sounds around His cross than those of atrocious

railleries and impious blasphemies. His enemies continually passed

and repassed under His eyes : it was with the joy of barbarians,

brought up in forests, or rather with the ferocity induced by brutal

and gratified passions, which render men more savage than the

beasts, that they beheld Him.

Some loaded Him with curses, shaking their head, and saying :

" Thou, who destroyest the temple of God, and in three days re-

buildest it, save Thyself; if Thou art the Son of God, come down

from the cross." And what surpasses all imagination, the Chief

Priests, the Doctors of the Law, the old white-haired men, drew

near Him with a satisfied look, and regarded Him with delight in

i
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the midst of His torments. Blending their insults with those of

the populace, they said : *' He saved others; Ho cannot save Him

self. If He is the King of Israel, let Him now come down from

the cross, and we will believe Him. He trusted in God ; if God

loves Him, it is now in His power to deliver Him."

The unfortunate men—how grossly they deceived themselves 1

It was on the cross that a faithful and instructed Israelite ought to

recognise his Messias, provided this adorable Messias should remain

constant there until death. If Jesus were to descend from the

cross, He would render it impossible to recognise Him ; the pro

phecies would not be fulfilled in His person, and this last miracle

which they were asking of Him would destroy the effect of all the

others. . ..

In the absence of this unseasonable miracle, He wrought another

before their eyes, sufficient of itself alone to prove the divinity of

Our Lord ; and how astonishing ! they themselves were the instru

ment* of it. Their blasphemies, their insults, their shakings of the

head, had been predicted by David, and they lent their services to

the literal fulfilment *£ the prediction in regard to Jesus of

Nazareth.

" On seeing Me," said the holy King, speaking as the future

Messias, " they mocked Me and wagged their heads at Me, saying :

He put His confidence in the Lord. Let the Lord, therefore, come

to His aid, if it is true that He is interested in Him, and save Him

from the hands ofHis enemies." Who would not suppose, on hearing

the vile language of the Jews, that they had expressly copied the

words of the prophecy, in order to fulfil it in all its extent ? Or

rather, who could fail to recognise therein the divinity of a predic

tion so exactly realised ?

To this miracle was soon added another, quito as well calculated

to prove the divine power of Him whom they so unworthily out

raged. The thieves crucified by His side were joining with the

soldiers and the Jews in insulting Him. Now, suddenly, while one

of these thieves was uttering his blasphemies against Jesus, the

other reprimanded him, saying : " Dost thou not fear God, thou

who art so near death '/ As for us, it is not without reason that we

suffer, for we receive the punishment due to our crimes ; but He—

He has done no evil." Then, turning towards the Saviour, he

added : " Lord, remember me when Thou shalt come into thy

Kingdom."1

This profession of faith was most affecting and courageous : the

* Tradition gives the name of Dimas to the Good Thief, and many chapels

have been dedicated under his invocation. See our Hittoirt du bon Larron.
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salvation of the thief was its reward, and he was assured thereof on

the spot. " Verily, I say to thee," answered the Saviour, " this

day shalt thou he with Me in paradise."1

An object still more interesting to Jesus attracted His attention,

and gave Him an opportunity of fulfilling one of the first duties

prescribed by nature, in order to teach us that He did not come to

destroy but tc perfect nature. Mary, whom the most dreadful

affliction that ever was known did not hinder from following Him,

even to the last torments—Mary, the Queen of Martyrs, accom

panied by her sister-in-law, the wife of Cleophas, and Mary

Magdalen, was standing at the foot of the cross. Jesus, therefore,

seeing His Mother, and near her the disciple whom lie loved,

said to Mary : " Woman, behold thy son," and to the disciple :

" Behold thy Mother."

The only reply to such adieus is obedience and tears. Mary

adopted John as her son, and in his person all Christians as her

children; John adopted Mary and honoured her as his Mother.

Thus was executed the last will, the dying testament, of the

Saviour.

It was about the sixth hour of the day, that is, noon, when

thick darkness fell on the whole earth, and covered it bntil the'

ninth hour. The sun veiled his face. All nature mourned for the

sufferings of its Author.

At the ninth hour Jesus cried out with a loud and strong voice :

Eloi, Elox, lamma nabacthani : which means, " My God, My God,

why hast Thou forsaken Me?" It had heen foretold that the

Messias would pronounce these words. Some of those who were

present and who heard them, said : " Behold, He calls Elias." Then

the Saviour, knowing that all the oracles which referred to the

sufferings of the Messias were accomplished in Him, excepting one

little circumstance, which His infinite penetration was about to

extricate from the multitude of prophecies relative to His person,

in order that the Scripture might be fulfilled without the failure of

a single iota, said : " I thirst." Now there was a vessel there full

of vinegar. Immediately one of the bystanders ran for a sponge,

steeped it in the vinegar, and, fastening it with hyssop to the end

of a long reed, reached it to Him to drink. Thus was fulfilled

that saying of David, who spoke as the future Messias : " In My

thirst they gave Me vinegar to drink."

Jesus, having taken this vinegar to drink, and assured Himself

i The paradise of which the Saviour here speaks was the Bosom of

Abraham, or Limbo, which was a place of rest for the just whollv purified,

and might be regarded as a place of felicity begun. Our Lord, descending

thither, jllled it with essential beatitude.
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by a last look that nothing was wanting to His sacrifice, or to the

fulfilment of the prophecies, or to His love for mankind, said, "All

is consummated !" Then raising His voice like a man full of health

and strength, at liberty eitherto retain or to surrender life, He cried

out aloud : " Father, into Thy hands I commend my soul." With

these words, He bowed His head and expired.

He is dead ! He is dead ! And He is our God, our Saviour

our Father, our Friend, our Brother. He is dead : and for whom ?

He is dead : and for what ?

Prayer.

O my God! who art all love, it is in tears at the foot of Thy

cross that I renew with all my heart the resolution which I have

taken, of loving Thee above all things, and my neighbour as myself

for the love of Thee.

LESSON XIV.

BURIAL AND RESURRECTION OF THE MESSIAS.

Universal Darkness. The Veil of the Temple ia rent. The Dead rise again.

Conversion of the Centurion. Fulfilment of Prophecies. Joseph and

Nicodemus. Limbo. The Holy Women. Apparition to Mary Magdalen.

Conduct of the Guards and the Leaders of the Synagogue. Proofs of the

Resurrection.

The last sigh of Jesus expiring on the cross had just filled up the

measure of the glory which God was pleased to draw from the

sufferings and humiliations of the Redeemer. But this last sigh,

heaved in the exercise of the most exact obedience, ought also to

be, according to the engagements of the Eternal Father, the begin

ning of the divine honours reserved for this dear Son, so much

abased.

With the realisation of the conditions followed that of the

promises. At the moment when Jesus expired, and, at the cost of

His blood, purchased the title of Saviour, Judge, and Ruler of the

whole human family, all nature was moved, in recognition of its

King, either to lament His death or to prepare the way for His

triumph.

The darkness, spread for three hours over the face of the earth,

rolled away.1 The veil of the Temple, that is, the veil which

i The most general opinion is that this darkness really extended over the

whole earth. We shall cite a few testimonies on the matter. The first is tha

of St. Denis the Areopagite. We avail ourselves with pleasure of the presen

. , .. ... . /
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separated the part of the Temple called the Holy from the part

called the Holy of Holies, was rent through its whole length; the

earth trembled :l and this last prodigy prepared the way for

another, which happened on the third day following. Many saints

who were dead rose again ; and, leaving their tombs, after the re

surrection of the Saviour, came into the holy city and appeared in

public.

occasion both to defend and to recommend, as far as lies in us, the writings of

this great saint. Dom Calmet pretended that they were the productions of

some unknown Greek, about the fifth or the sixth century, desirous to pass off

his works under an illustrious name, so as to gain credit and celebrity for them.

"He succeeded in doing so," continues Dom Calmet, " until the seventeenth

century, since he was read, known, and quoted, by Greeks and Latins, as St.

Denis the Areopagite."*

A considerable number of modern writers take the assertion of the master

on his word. Unfortunately for Dom Calmet and his copiers, Origen, who

lived in the second century, cites the works of St. Denis the Areopagite. Here

are his words: "It is in God, as a divine mouth declares, that we hare

life, motion, and being : the Being of all Beings is the Superessenee or

Divinity, according to the saying of the great Denis the Areopagite."t

We shall remark, moreover :—

(I.) That it would be a most surprising thing if a forger could have suc

ceeded during more than a thousand years in passing off his own writings

under the name of a personage so renowned in the Church without the fraud

being discovered by any of the men of erudition, the men of genius, who

flourished during this long interval. Yet they were acquainted with these

works, and referred to them with praise. Among the Latins, St. Thomas, St.

Bonaventure, Hugh of St. Victor, and Scotus Erigena were inspired by the

meditation of these books.

(II.) That these works have enjoyed in the Latin as well as in the Greek

Church before and after the Schism an unquestioned esteem. For their

author is, in the judgment of Anastasius the Sinaite, a most celebrated inter

preter of divine mysteries. St. Gregory gives him the name of an ancient and

venerable Father. St. John Damascene proclaims him the divine, the most

holy, the most eloquent Denis, rich ana profound on things divine. The

Second Council of Nice, that is, the Seventh General Council, decrees to him

the title of most great. All the authors that have just been named make use

of his writings to confirm t he dogmas of the Faith.J

Now, let us show how St. Denis the Areopagite expresses himself in regard

to the miraculous darkness which appeared at the death of the Saviour. He

writes to St. Polycarp in reply to the reproaches made against him by bis old

friend Apollophanes, who says that he has been employing, in a manner not

i In the centre of the space before the cathedral of Fuzzuoli we have seen

the celebrated white marble pedestal, adorned with fourteen figures, which re

present the fourteen cities of Asia Minor, overthrown by the earthquake that

took place at the time of Our Lord's death, and rebuilt by Tiberius. Thus,

^he profane monument of Fuzzuoli is a palpable proof of the truth of thi

Gospel narrative.

* JHttertaticn <ur let Unibret, Bible de Vcnce, t. xx., p. 16S.
+ Bomil it, t ii., p. 277. Edit de Paris, 1604.

t Yoyei la traduction das osuvres de saint Denys, par monsetgntur Daiboy, Ia-t.
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The example of inanimate nature produced its effect First,

the Centurion or Roman officer, who presided at the crucifixion,

who saw what passed, who beheld Jesus expiring with a loud cry,

rendered glory to God, saying: " Indeed this Man was just; He

was truly the Son of God." In point of fact, to die on a cross

meant to die from loss of strength, from loss of blood : the cry of

the Saviour was therefore preternatural. It was at once a miracle

▼err sincere, the testimonies of pagan authors to destroy paganism.
'• Apollophanes," he remarks, " ought to remember what passed when we were

together in Ejrypt. As we were one day near the city of Heliopolis, we

suddenly saw the moon coming to meet the sun—although it was not the time

of the conjunction—and causing a great eclipse ; and afterwards, about the

ninth hour of the day, we saw it leave the place which it occupied before the

win, and go to a place directly opposite in the heavens This is what

you can remind him of. And you, Apollophanes, contradict me if you dare—

me, who accompanied you on the occasion, and who saw and admired the

wondrous sight with you. Finally, at that moment Apollophanes, like a man

beside himself, exclaimed, addressing me, as it' he had really discovered the

meaning of what was occurring : " My dear Denis, there are changes in divine

On the other hand, St. Denis exclaimed: "Either the Author of nature is

suffering or the machine of the universe is about to be destroyed." It is not

surprising that St. Denis, though then a pagan, should have thought that the

Author of nature was suffering. To have this idea in his mind it sufficed fo>

him to have read what Plato says of the sufferings of the God whom th.

world expected.

If the darkness was the effect of an eclipse, it was not less miraculous ; for

the Jewish Pascb, at the time of which Jesus Christ suffered death, was cele

brated only at full moon. Now, every one knows that an eclipse of the sun

never happens when the moon is at the full. May it not have been owing to

a vajrue but traditional knowledge of the darkness which should take place

at the Saviour's death, that pagan peoples were always seized with such alarm

at the sight of eclipses ?

In another letter, addressed to Apollophanes himself, at this time con

verted to Christianity, St. Denis speaks in these terms :—" I am about to re

mind you of what occurred when we were together at Heliopolis in Egypt. I

wa» then twenty-five years of age, and you were probably about the same. One

Friday, about the hour of sext, or noon, .we saw t he moon coming suddenly and

placing itself in front of the sun, and causing an eclipse which filled us with

terror. I asked you at the time what you thought of this prodigy, and you

made use in reply of an expression which shall never be effaced from my mind.

. . .You said:—'There are changes, my dear Denis, in divine things.' I took

an exact note of the year and the period of the year at which this prodigy oc

curred ; and, comparing what I hod seen with what Paul afterwards

taught me regarding the matter, I surrendered to that truth to which you also

Let us now give the testimonv of Phlegon, who wasemancipnted by the Emperor

Adrian. This author was a pagan ; he wrote, in sixteen books, a history of the

 

have so happily surrendered.'^

• Dimy: Artopag., lib. ii., p. 7, ep. xoi.

♦ In vita Dionys. apud Corder., t. ii., p. 271.
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and the fulfilment of a prophecy. A miracle of strength in the

last degree of weakness! The literal fulfilment of the Saviour's

own words : I lay down My life ofMyself.1

Then the soldiers who guarded Jesus, seeing the earthquake and

the other things which occurred, were seized with terror, and cried

out: "This Man was truly the Son of God." So many miracles

also gained those among the spectators whose hearts were not

wholly contaminated by false principles. The witnesses of all

things, and alarmed at the sight of the vengeance of God, the near

approach of which they feared, they went away striking their breasts.

Calvary became gradually free from the crowd that had occupied

it since noon : everyone departed either more hardened or most

happily undeceived. Is it not thus that every day still we leave

the august sacrifice of our altars ? There remained, however, in the

neighbourhood of the cross some other persons more afflicted, but

not repining, who could not resolve to quit an Object so dear to

them. These were the acquaintances of Jesus, and several Women

who had kept aside, beholding from afar all that passed. Among

these women were to be seen Mary Magdalen, Mary the mother

of James the Less and of Joseph, and Salome the mother of the

sons of Zebedee : who were all accustomed to follow Him when He

was in Galilee, and to take care of Him. Let us imitate their

example : let us remain, at least in spirit, at the foot of the altar

when we have assisted at the adorable sacrifice, the renewal of

that of Calvary.

In all that the Jews had attempted against the Saviour, they had

only succeeded so far as to fulfil the decrees of the power of God :

they could never make a step beyond these limits. Now, as God

Olympiads from their origin until about the year of Jesus Christ 140. Now,

he says that in the fourth year of the hundred and second Olympiad, which

should end about the middle of the year 33 of the vulgar era, or the year of the

death of Jesus Christ, there was an eclipse of the sun, the greatest that had

ever been seen : the obscuration being such that at the hour of noon one

might see the stars in Heaven. He adds that at the same time there was a very

great earthquake in Bithynia, which overthrew nearly the whole city of Nice.*

Thallus, a Greek historian, speaks to the same effect as Phlegon. The time

at which this Thallus lived is not precisely known; but, St. Justin and

Tertullian having quoted him, it is supposed that he must have been a contem

porary of Phlegon's, if not more ancient.

The books of the two last-mentioned authors would seem to be the sources

to which Tertullian and the martyr St. Luciau of Antioch were accustomed to

refer the pagans in order to And therein a proof of the miraculous darkness

which occurred at the death of the Saviour.

» Joanna, z.

• Apud W—m, Chronic, p. 188. edit. Bealig
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did not wish that Jesus should suffer another kind of torment

which they intended for Him, the idea of it did not come into

their minds until after His death It was again zeal for the law

that seemed impelling them to act. The law commanded that the

bodies of those who died on a gibbet should be taken down before

the close of the day. It was necessary to make haste, because the

time when a work of this kind was allowed would soon expire.

The Jews came, therefore, to ask Pilate's leave to break the legs of

the three crucified men and to remove their bodies.

The soldiers, being sent by Pilate, broke the legs of the two

thieves. Then, coming to Jesus, and finding that He was already

dead, they did not break His legs, but one of them opened

His side with a spear, and immediately there came forth from it

some blood and water. In each of these occurrences everything was

divine. The soldiers had received no command to make any dis

tinction between Jesus and the two companions of His torments.

Although He was already dead they might with propriety have

broken His bones ; but it was necessary that the Scripture should

be fulfilled.

Moses had said, in speaking of the Paschal Lamb : You shall not

break a bone of it.' God had so ordained because the figure should

be realised in Christ, the true Lamb of God, who would conceal the

incorruptible divinity under the frail covering of human nature,

just as in the body the bones, which are the hardest part of it, are

concealed under the flesh. In the same manner it was either con-

trary to, or in excess of, the command of the officers that one

of the soldiers should open the side of Jesus with a spear. But it

was again necessary that a prophecy should be fulfilled: They shall

look upon Him whom they have pierced.

Meanwhile, it was time to think of the burial of the Saviour,

now about an hour dead. At this moment there arrived a rich'

man, named Joseph, of the city of Arimathea. He was an officer

•f importance, remarkable for his justice and virtue. Himself a

disciple of Jesus, but secretly for fear of the Jews, he had taken

no part in their conspiracy or their evil doings, and he looked for

the kingdom of God. He went boldly to Pilate and asked him for

the body of Jesus. Pilate, astonished that Jesus should be already

dead, sent for the centurion, and inquired of him whether it was

true that Jesus was dead.

The centurion having assured him of the fact, Pilate gave over

the body to Joseph, who came and took it away. But Joseph had not

the glory of burying it to himself alone. It would seem that the

1 Exod. xii., 46.
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death of the Man-God gathered around Him those who durst

scarcely approach Him during His life. Powerful virtue of the

cross, and immediate fulfilment of the saying of the Saviour Him

self : When I shall he lifted up from the earth I will draw all thing»

to Myself7 Nicodemus, previously a hidden disciple, the same

that had gone to consult Him during the night, came also with a

mixture, about a hundred pounds weight of myrrh and aloes.

Joseph bought a shroud, in which he placed the adorable body of

Jesus, after taking it down from the cross. They then wrapped it

in linen with perfumes,1 according to the custom which the Jews

observed. in burying.

It only remained to select a tomb. Now, quite near the place

where Our Lord had been crucified there was a garden, and in this

garden a newly hewed-out sepulchre, in which no person had yet

been laid. This sepulchre belonged to Joseph. Pressed for time,

for the Sabbath was about to begin, and invited by the proximity of

the place, Joseph, aided by Nicodemus, laid the body of the Saviour

in the new sepulchre which he had cut out of a rock for himself;

and, having rolled a great stone to the entrance, he went his way.

All that here appeared the effect of chance was arranged by an

all-wise Providence. It was necessary that the sepulchre should

be near Calvary, so that there might be time to carry the body of

Jesus thither before the repose of the Sabbath would begin. It was

also necessary that the sepulchre should be new, and that no one

should have been laid in it, that it might represent in its manner

the purity of the womb of Mary, and that there should be no ques

tion as to whether He who afterwards arose from it was any other

person than Jesus. In fine, it was necessary that it should be

hollowed out of a rock, that no one could suspect it to have been

pierced, and the body taken off by stealth.

Meanwhile, Mary Magdalen, and Mary the mother of James

and Joseph, who had come from Galilee with Jesus, were there

sitting near the tomb. The burial being ended, they returned from

the place in order to prepare spices and ointments ; but they re

mained at rest on the Sabbath-day, according to the precept of the

law. The enemies of the Saviour did not do so. These strict

observers of holy repose, who had so often accused the Saviour of

violating it by working miraculous cures, now violated it in their

own turn, with the intention of burying His religion in the same

tomb with Himself.

' The shroud was also of linen. Hence the practice at the holy sacrifice of

the Mass, of laying the Body of Our Lord on a linen cloth, to the exclusion of

erery other material. This is a remark mude by St. Jerome nearly fourteen

hundred years ago.
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The Chief Priests and the Pharisees came, therefore, to Pilate,

tnd said : " Sir, we have remembered that this Seducer, while yet

dire, said : ' After three days I will rise again.' Command, there

fore, the sepulchre to be guarded until the third day, lest His

disciples come and take Him away, and say to the people : ' He is

risen from the dead.' This last error would be worse than the first."

Pilate answered: " You have a guard ; go, guard it as you know."

They went, therefore, to the sepulchre, closed it fast, sealed the

stone, and appointed guards. All these precautions were necessary

to render the miracle of the resurrection incontestable, and never

did human passions render more assistance to Divine Providence;

for if, notwithstanding all these things, the' body of the Saviour

disappeared, the power of saying that His disciples had taken him

away was at once destroyed.

Yet He who was dead and who was guarded with so much

care was free among the dead. In truth, the body of the Saviour

rested in the tomb, where, according to the prediction of the

prophet, the flesh of the Holy One of God should not be subject , to

corruption : but His soul descended into Limbo, where all the

dtparted Just of ages gone by awaited in peace the coming of the

Messias. He allowed Himself to be seen by these BouIs whom He

loved, and who had reaped beforehand the merits of His blood. He

announced the Gospel to them, that is, His life, His death, His

approaching resurrection, the speedy accomplishment of all their

desires, the consummation of their glory in Heaven, of which, as

Chief of all the Saints, He had made the conquest for His members.

Now, the Saviour had been laid in the tomb about six o'clock

in the evening, a lew moments before the beginning of the solemn

Sabbath of the Pasch. His body remained here until the mid

night of this day, which was counted the first of His buriaL It

remained here during the whole of the Sabbath : this was the

-*-cond day. It remained here from the midnight which ended the

Sabbath until the dawn of the first week-day, or the day corre

sponding to our Sunday : this was the third day. Ever memorable

day ! on which, for the fulfilment of promises, figures, and

prophecies, the Messias should arise victorious from the grave.

It has not pleased God to reveal to us the precise moment at

which this great event took place. Everything leads us to believe

that it was between the dawn and the sunrise. The Saviour arose

by His own power, leaving on the floor of His sepulchre the shrouds

in which He had been wrapped, to be, as it were, the witnesses both

of His death and His resurrection. He arose without noise, with-

out.display, and came forth from the tomb as He had come forth

from the womb of His Blessed Mother; in other words, He did not
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remove the stone, but passed through it with His glorious body.

The guards did not observe Him.'

Meanwhile, Mary Magdalen, Mary the mother of James, and

Salome, having bought aromatics to embalm the Saviour, came out

very early in the morning with their sweet burdens, and arrived at

the sepulchre a little after sunrise : they were not aware that guards

had been placed there. It was on this account that, foreseeing no

other obstacle, they said to one another : " Who shall roll away

for us the stone that is before the sepulchre ?" For this stone was

very large. They were thus considering their situation, when the

Lord removed all their difficulties in a moment.

Suddenly there was a great earthquake. An Angel descended

from Heaven, and, rolling back the stone, sat upon it. His coun

tenance was as lightning and his raiment as snow. The guards

were s0 terrified that they fell to the ground half dead. As for the

holy women, they entered the sepulchre, but did not find there the

body of the Lord. Magdalen immediately ran in search of Peter

and the disciple whom Jesus loved, and said to them : " They have

taken away the Lord out of the sepulchre, and we know not where

they have laid Him." Hereupon, Peter and John ran to the

sepulchre; but they only saw there the linens and the napkin that

had been on Jesus's head. They then returned.

Magdalen, detained by her love, could not resolve on following

them : she remained at the entrance of the tomb weeping. As she

wept, she stooped and looked into the sepulchre. There she beheld

two Angels, clothed in white, sitting where the body of Jesus had

been laid, one at the head, the other at the foot. " Woman,'* they

said to her, " why weepest thou ?" " Because," she replied, " they

have taken away my Lord, and I know not where they have laid

Him." After these words, turning back, she saw Jesus standing

near; but she did not recognise Him. "Woman," He said

to her, "why weepest thou? whom seekest thou?" She,

supposing that it was the gardener, said : " Sir, if thou

hast taken him hence tell me where thou hast laid Him, and I will

carry Him away." Jesus said to her: "Mary." She, turning,

said to Him : " Rabboni," that is, " Master," and fell at His

feet, to embrace them. " Do not touch Me," said the Saviour, " for

I am not yet ascended to My Father ; but go to my brethren,

and say to them : I ascend to My Father and your Father, to My

God and your God." He did not charge her merely to announce

His resurrection to His disciples : He wished her also to teach

them that He was risen never to die again, and that He had only a

little time to sojourn on earth. Magdalen, overjoyed, set out im

mediately.
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Scarcely was she gone when the other holy women came to the

sepulchre. One of the Angels said to them: "Fear not, for I

know that you seek Jesus of Nazareth, who was crucified. Why

do you seek among the dead Him who is alive ? He is not here,

for He is risen, as He said. Remember that, when He was yet in

Galilee, He said to you : ' The Son of Man must he delivered into'

the hands of sinners ; He must be crucified ; and on the third da;

He shall rise again.' Come and see the place where the Lord was

laid. Go quickly and tell His disciples and Peter that He is risen,

and that He goes before you into Galilee. There you shall see

Him, as He told you." They then recollected what Jesus had

said. 1 '

Seized with fear and filled with joy, they left the sepulchre, and

ran to communicate the good news to the disciples. They said

nothing to anyone, so much afraid were they ; but their fear soon

subsided,. and their joy was perfected. Suddenly Jesus ap

peared to them, and said : " All hail." They came near, and,

embracing His feet, adored Him. " Fear not," added the

Saviour ; "go, tell My brethren to go into Galilee—there they

shall see Me." They announced these things to the eleven

Apostles and all the other disciples, who looked on what they said

as a dream, and gave no credit to their words. Mary Magdalen

had no better success.1

1 Yet the Apostles obeyed and went into Galilee, to the mountain on which

Jesus expressly directed them to meet Him. Undecim auttm discipuli

ibiervnt in Galilaam in monlem ttbi constituerat Wis Jeius. (Matt., xxviii, 16.)

A difficulty arises here. It was not in the province that bears the name of

Galilee that Jesus showed Himself to His Apostles, either on the day of Hia

resurrection or eight days afterwards. Far from going at this time into a

province whose frontier was nearly forty miles distant, the Apostles did not

quit the neighbourhood of the capital during the solemnity. They were here

on the evening of the resurrection, and they saw Jesus here, as He had

promised them. They were also here eight days afterwards, and it was here

that Jesus showed Himself to them for the second time before they set out for

Galilee.

The difficulty would appear great, and one could hardly reconcile the letter

c)f the text with the course of events. Yet the happy discovery of an ancient

commentator, a Bishop of Coimbra, appears to us to clear the matter up ir

a satisfactory manner. He had visited the places. He had examined every

thing. He had studied the difficulties of the text, and he solves them thus* :—

" It is not necessary to beliove that the Galilee to which Jesus Christ conr

mantled His Apostles to go, and to which He should precede them in order tc

show Himself to them, was the province of Galilee. The Galilee of which

there is question here was a mountain near the Mountain of Olives. For, on

• Soar**!, tpue. Conimb., apud Saradium, cap. vi, de Apparitione Chriiti t» monU

Oalilam, Lugi, 1622, P- 449.

VOL. n. d
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The incredulity of the Apostles did not proceed from an evil

disposition. Tbey all ardently desired that their Divine Master

should rise again ; but they feared too much that it should not be

so to believe easily that it was really so. They had not met with

proofs sufficiently strong, because they longed to be convinced and

were afraid lest they should only flatter themselves with a vain

hope, The case was quite different with the members of the

synagogue : they did not doubt the resurrection of the Saviour.

But these hardened men only sought to stifle proofs, and to pre

vent, as far as lay in them, the world from believing that which

they were obliged to believe. God, who wished to more and

more convince them, because He wished to save them, sent

them witnesses whom they could not suspect. After the holy

women were gone, some of the guards went down to the city and

related to the chief priests all that had occurred.1 Forthwith the

leaving Jerusalem by the Valley of Josaphat, one meets with three high moun

tains. That of Olives is in the middle, and is the loftiest of the three. To

say nothing of the one which is seen on the right, there lies on the left a third,

which bears the name of the Mountain of Galilee. On this mountain the

Galileans had built themselves an ample habitation, in which to reside when

their affairs called them to Jerusalem ; and thus it received the name of the

Mountain of Galilee, which it preserves to this day. Hither did Jesus pro

ceed to meet His Apostles, and to render them witnesses of the truth of Hit

resurrection." (See Mimoira dt Trtvoux, art. 95, Oct., 1729.)

1 The proof of the resurrection may be formulised thus:—

Jesus Christ is truly the Son of God, if He rose from the dead as He fore

told ; and He truly rose from the dead, if the Apostles, in believing and preach

ing His resurrection, were not deceived or did not deceive. Now, they were

not deceived and did not deceive.

They were not deceived. The resurrection of the Saviour was a palpable

fact, a fact which fell under the senses. It was not once only that the Saviour

appeared to the Apostles, but many times ; it was not in a dream nor in a

passing manner that He showed Himself to them, but in broad daylight,

during forty consecutive days. They speak to Him. They see Him with their

eyes. They touch Him with their hands. They eat with Him. They are

assembled in full numbers when He appears. They at first refuse to believe it,

and it is only on the evidence, or, so to speak, on the palpability of the fact

that they yield. They doclare throughout the whole world that they have

seen Him risen ; they maintain it without ever contradicting themselves, and

they lay down their lives to confirm their testimony- The Apostles, therefore,

were not deceived.

They did not deceive, (a.) They had nothing to gain by an imposition.

On man s side, they had everything to fear—hatred, contempt, the vengeance of

the laws ; on God's side, the punishments reserved for impostors and blas

phemers. (A.) Even though they should have had some interest to serve by

an imposition, they could notsucceed, because they would have had no solid proof

to give of the resurrection of their Master. The Jews, the pagans, the whole

world, would refuse to beHevetbejn. Yet the Jews, the pagans, tie whole world,
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council was assembled to deliberate on what should be done. Th»

leaders of the synagogue at once perceived the consequences that

would follow in Jerusalem and throughout all Palestine from the

testimony of the guards, if liberty were granted them to speak

according to their conscience. The following is the scheme to

which they had recourse.

Taking the soldiers aside, they gave them a large sum of money

and taught them their lesson thus : " You shall say : ' His disciples

came by night and took Him away while we were asleep.' If the

thing should come to the ears of the governor, and he should wish

to investigate your carelessness in keeping guard, we wili manage

the matter so well that he will believe us, and you shall not be

disturbed." The soldiers, having received the money, did as they

were told ; and this report is spread among the Jews to the present

day. It was worthy of those who had purchased for money the

blood of Jesus Christ to procure also for money this gross imposi

tion, which they opposed to the certainty of His resurrection !

Thus, to pay for having it rumoured abroad among the people

that the disciples of the Saviour took Him away under the cover

of night and while the guards were sleeping—such was the

last resource of a blind hatred : a pitiful resource, which ended only

in covering with confusion those who availed themselves of it, and

the weakness of which is apparent to all eyes.

1. It has never been known that a number of soldiers, keeping

watch in a company on something entrusted to them, for which

they should answer on their honour and their life, have all fallen

asleep at the same time. Such a fact cannot be found in the mili

tary annals of any people.

2. Let us suppose, however, that the soldiers did fall asleep ;

how could a stone of enormous size be removed, the sepulchre

entered, and the body brought out and carried off? It was neces

sary that all this should be done in a groping way, the time being

believed and still believe in the resurrection. This great miracle, this evident

proof of the divinity of Jesus Christ, awakened the admiration of men,

and led them to renounce idolatry, and to embrace and defend, even at the

risk of their lives, a religion which enters into contest with all the passions.

Therefore, the Apostles did not deceive.

On the other hand, they were not deceived. Therefore, the Saviour truly

rote from the dead ; therefore, He is truly the Son of God ; therefore, His

Religion is divine; therefore, under pain of damnation, it is necessary to

believe what it teaches and to practise what it commands.

See, on the proofs of the resurrection, Duvoisin, DtmoMtr. tvang, ; Bergier,

art. Rlturreetum ; Bourdaloue, M. Frayssinous, lie.

In the Sibliothiqve da Pira, by M. Guillon, Origene, t. ii, p. 64, S7, 93 ;

8. Ohrysostome, t. XIV, p. 463, 461, 4S3—t. XV, p. 40, 67, 86,
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night, and also that several men should take part in it How, I

say, could it be done without a single one of the soldiers, placed at

the distance of a couple of steps, awaking ? A fact so devoid of

probability would require, as St. Augustine observes respecting it,

some better evidence in its favour than that of sleeping witnesses.

3. If the guards were asleep, how did they know that the body

was taken away, and how did they know the persons who took it

away ? If they were not asleep, why did they allow it to be taken

away?

4. "Who, then, might have taken it away ? Undoubtedly, the

disciples. But they had no interest in doing so. In point of fact,

either the disciples expected to see their Master rise again from the

dead, as He had foretold, or they did not expect it. If they

expected it, they ought to have left to their Master the

care of verifying His prediction. They had no need to involve

themselves in an attempt equally dangerous and criminal. If they

did not expect it, no motive, no interest, no hope could engage them

to take Him away and to make up the story of His resurrection.

On the side of the world they had everything to fear—the hatred,

the contempt, all the punishments reserved for forgers, for violators

of tombs, for daring breakers of the seal of public authority. On

the side of Heaven, they could look for nothing but the punish

ments reserved for impostors and blasphemers, since they would

have endeavoured to pass off as a God a man who was not God, a

man who had grossly deceived them.

5. An unanswerable proof that the Jews themselves, that is,

the chief priests and the leaders of the synagogue, did not believe

that the Apostles had taken away the body of the Saviour, is that

they never dared to reproach them with this pretended crime.

When they imprisoned and scourged St. Peter, St. John, and the

other disciples ; when they put to death the two Sts. James and

St. Simeon, did they accuse them of having taken away the body

of the Saviour and falsely proclaimed His resurrection ? Not they.

They only accused them of having preached in spite of a prohibi

tion given them.

It is, therefore, proved boyond question that this pretended

stealing away of the Saviour by His disciples is only a gross fable

invented by the synagogue to deceive the people, and to justify as

far as possible its own incredulity and deicide—a fable so absurd

that the synagogue itself made no account of it.1

1 Let us conclude the history of the mortal life of Our Lord with the

portraits of His person and divinity traced by two very different hands, by

two men not to be suspected of much partiality—Rousseau and Napoleon.

" I acknowledge," says the Philosopherof tteneva, " that the majesty of the



O my God! who art all love, I thank Thee for having sent us

a Saviour who was pleased, not only to die in atonement for the

sins of the world, but also to die as a God, and to rise again in order to

Scriptures astonishes me. The sanctity of the Gospel speaks to my heart.

How insignificant are the books of the philosophers, with all their pomp, when

pat in comparison with this ! Can it be that a book at once so simple and in

sublime is the work of men ? Does it breathe the tone of an enthusiastic or an

smbitious sectary ? What gentleness ! What purity of manners ! What a

touching grace in its instructions ! What an elevation in its inaxiina ! What

profound wisdom in its discourses! What presence of mind ! What elegance

toe man, where is the wise man, who knows how to act, to suffer, and to die,

without weakness, without ostentation ? When Plato painted his imaginary

just man, overwhelmed with all the opprobriums of crime, and worthy of all

the rewards of virtue, he painted Jesus Christ to perfection. The resemblance

is so striking that all the Fathers of the Church have perceived it, and no one

can mistake it. . . .

"How prejudiced and blind must one be to dare compare the son of

Sophroniscus with the son of Mary ! What a distance between these two !

Socrates, dying without ignominy, had little trouble in maintaining his dignity

to tbecnd ; and if tbis easy death did not render honour to his life, it would

be doubted whether Socrates, with all his spirit, was anything else than a

•ophist. But where did Jesus find among: His acquaintances that pure and

elevated morality of which He alone could give a lesson and an example ?

From the midst of the most furious fanaticism is heard the loftiest wisdom,

and from a people wholly materialised comes forth the simplicity of the most

heroic virtues. The death of Socrates, calmly philosophising with his friends,

is the sweetest that can be desired. The dentil of Jesus, in a sea cf torments,

outraged, mocked, cursed by a whole people, is the most horrible that can be

feared. Socrates, taking the poisoned cup, blesses him who, weeping, presents

it, Jesus, iu the height of His moat dreadful sufferings, prays for His cruel

executioners.

" Yes, if the life and death of Socrates are those of a sage, the life and

death of Jesus are those of a God. Shall we say that the history of the

Gospel was invented for amusement ? No, it was not thus invented : the facts

concerning Socrates, of which no one doubts, are less firmly supported than

those conceraing Jesus Christ. This, in the main, would only be to elude the

difficulty, not to remove it. How far more unreasonable to imagine a number

of persons combining to make up this book, than that one should furnish in

His life its subject ! Never did Jewish authors possess either its tone or its

morality. The Gospel has characteristics of truth so great, so striking, so

perfectly inimitable, that the inventor, if such an individual could have existed,

would be a more wonderful man than the hero."

Let us now hear the illustrious captive of St. Helena. As a general was one

day discussing with him the divinity of Our Lord, Napoleon replied :—

** I have a Enowledge of men, General, and I tell you that Jesus is not a mere

man. Shallow minds imagine that they perceive a resemblance between

Christ and the founders, conquerors, and gods of empires. This resemblance

 

Where is
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confirm our faith ; grant us the grace to die as Christians, that we

may one day rise glorious with Him.

I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

does not exist : between Christianity and every other religion the distance is

infinite.

" The first comer will decide the question as I do, if he has a proper

knowledge of things, and has had some experience of men. Who is there

among us, General, that, beholding the different worships of nations, cannot

tell their authors to the face : 'No, you are neither gods yourselves nor agents

of the divinity. You have no mission from Heaven. You are formed of tbe>

same slime as the rest of mortals ; you are made with all the passions, and with

nil the vices that are their inseparable companions, so that it has been neces

sary to deify them with you. Your temples and priests themselves proclaim

your origin. Are fables, and abominations, and rotten wood, the religions and

the gods that are to be put in comparison with Christianity?

" For my part, I say—no.

" In Lycurgus, Numa, Confucius, Mahomet, and the rest, I behold legisla

tors, but nothing that reveals the divinity : even they themselves did not carry

their pretensions so high. They excelled in their time, as I myself have done

but in no respect did they appear divine beings. So far from it, I observs

m my affinities between them and me—I discover in them weaknesses and

errors and other resemblances that bring them near to me and to humanity is

general.

" It is not so with Christ. Everything about Him astonishes me : His

mind exceeds and His will confounds my feeble understanding. Between Him

and anyone else in the world there is no comparison. He is a Being apart.

His birth—His life—His death—the depth of His doctrine, which touches the

greatest difficulties and is the most admirable solution of them—His mysterious

singularity—Hisempire—His onward march through centuries and kingdoms-

all is a mystery, which plunges me into a reverie from which I cannot recover ;

a prodigy, whose existence I cannot deny and cannot explain.

"Hen I see nothing that speaks of man.

" You refer to Ciesar and Alexander, their conquests, and the enthusiasm

which they could enkindle in the heart of the soldier to draw him with them

into daring expeditions ; but in all this we need only behold the reward of

the soldier's love, the ascendancy of genius, the glory of victory, the natural

result of military discipline, the work of an experienced commander. But

how many years did the empire of Caesar last ? How long did the enthu

siasm of the soldiers of Alexander continue? The fame of these great

leaders rose and fell with the chances of war. If victory had left them, do

you doubt that admiration for them would have ceased ? I ask you, did the

military influence of Oa;sar and Alexander end with their lives—yes

or no ?

"Can you conceive a departed hero making conquests with an army

wholly devoted to his memory ? Can you conceive a phantom having soldiers

without pay or prospects in thia world, and inspiring them to the endurance

of all kinds of privations ? The body of Turenne was yet warm when his

army fled before Montecuculli ; and I—my armies forget me who am yet

alive, as the Carthaginian army forgot Hannibal ! Such is the power that

falls to us great men .' A single battle lost hurls us to the ground and robs us

of our friends ! How many a Judas have I seen near met
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as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I

urill assist at Mass as I should have assisted at the death of Our

Lord on Calvary.

" And now for my last argument : there is no God in Heaven if a man

has been able to conceive and execute with full success the design of usurping

the divine worship by taking the name of God. Jesus is the only one who has

attempted it. He alone has said clearly, has affirmed calmly: / am God—

an expression very different from this one : I am a God. There is no mention

in history of any other individual who gave himself the title of God in an

absolute sense. . . . How, then, has a Jew—whose existence is more certain

than that of any other man who flourished in his time—a carpenter's son,

been able, alone, to announce Himself as God, the Being of Beings, the

Creator of all things?

"He claims for Himself all kinds of adoration. He builds His worship

with His hands, not making use of stones, but men. . . . And how, by a

prodigy surpassing all other prodigies, does He seek the love of men, that is,

the thing in the world most dilticult to obtain, and all at once succeed ? . . I

hence conclude His divinity. Alexander, Caesar, and Hannibal failed.

They conquered the world ; tbey have not gained a friend. I am, perhaps,

tbe only person in our days who has any love for Hannibal, Caesar, or

Alexander. ... It is true we love our children ; but how many ungrateful

children I Do your children, General, love you ? You love them, but you are

not eureof their love in return.

" Christ speaks, and henceforth the generations of men belong to Him by

closer and stronger bonds than those of blood, by a union more sacred and

necessary than any other whatsoever. . . . All those who sincerely believe in

Him feel that superior love of which the great destroyer, time, can neither

waste the strength nor limit the duration. This is what I, Napoleon, admin;

most, because I have thought of it much : it proves absolutely to me the

divinity of Christ. . . .

" I enamoured the multitudes who died for me. Would to God that I

could form any comparison between the enthusiasm of my eoldiers and the

ardour of Christian charity, which are as different as their causes! But there

was a necessity for my presence, for a word of mine, for my accent, for the

electric flash of my look ; then the sacred fire was kindled in hearts. With

out a doubt I possess tbe secret of that magic power which rouses the mind ;

but I am not able to communicate it to anyone : none of my generals have

learned it of me. Neither am I able to eternise my name and my love in

hearts.

" Now that I am in St. Helena, . . . now that I am chained alone on this

rode, who wages war and conquers empires for me ? Where are the partners

of my misfortunes? Does anyone think of me? Who in Europe troubles

himself with my concerns ? Who remains faithful tome? Where are my

friends ? Yes, two or three of you, whoso fidelity will immortalise you, share

my exile."

Here the voice of the emperor assumed a tone of melancholy irony and

touching sadness, as he continued :—"Yes, my existence shone with all the

brilliancy of the diadem, with all the brilliancy of sovereignty ; and yours,

General, reflected that brilliancy, as the dome of the Invalided reflects the rays

of the sun. . . . But changes have come. The gilding has little by little dis

appeared : the rain of misfortune, with which I am every day drenched, and
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LESSON XV.

OLOMOUS LIFE OF THE MESsIA8.

The Saviour appears alone to certain 'Witnesses : and why. He appears to

Simon Peter ; to James the Less ; to the two Disciples of Emmaus ; to

the assembled Apostles ; to Thomas. He gives them an understanding

of the Scriptures. Explanation on Miracles.

Br -withdrawing His body from the Jews, the Saviour had proved

to them His resurrection. This proof was unanswerable ; for, since

they had made themselves masters of His body, they should eithef

reproduce it after the third day or acknowledge that it wus risen.

They did not escape from this alternative by bribing sleeping wit

nesses to say that it had been taken away. Its removal should

have been juridically proved and the authors and accomplices of

so daring an outrage severely punished. But there was not the

slightest desire in the world to enter on such a procedure, the re

sult of which would inevitably have turned to the confusion of the

really guilty.

Here you ask, perhaps, why the Saviour did not after Hia

resurrection show Himself to the Jews, to the synagogue, to the

whole city of Jerusalem, in order to confound their incredulity. We

answer that He was under no obligation to do so. To whom, indeed,

is it pretended that He was obliged to manifest Himself so evidently ?

To the lax governor, who had condemned Him against his con

science? To the voluptuous Herod, who had mocked Him? To

the storm of insults, which every day sweeps over me, have removed the last

particles of it. . . . We are only lead, General, and in a little while I shall be

clay.

" Such is the destiny of great men, the C,esars and the Alexanders! We

are forgotten ; and the name of a conqueror, like that of an emperor, is useful

only for a college theme! Our exploits fall under the rod of a pedant, who

magnifies or annihilates us ! . . . Yet a moment, and this shall be my lot

.... Assassinated by the English oligarchy, I die before my time, and my

corpse shall soon be laid in the earth to become the food of worms. . . This

is the approaching fate of the great Napoleon. . . . What an abyss between

my misery and the glory of Christ, who, still living everywhere throughout

t he world, is preached, incensed, loved, and adored by men ! . . . Is this to

dief Such was the death of Christ, the death of God!"

The emperor was silent, and the general was silent too. At length the

former added: " If you do not understand thit Jesus Christ is God—well.

General, I cannot help you !*

• Sratim. d' Xa/iolion mr It Chritt, ch. iv.—This noble plea is composed of varlona

remarks that (ell from the Emperor in several conversations.



the Priests, the Doctors, the Pharisees, who had never ceased to

pursue Him with their calumnies and intrigues, until they led Him

to Calvary ? To those furious Jews who, after being laden with

His benefits, had asked His death with wild shouts, and prayed

that His blood might fall on them and their children ?

By what had all these criminals merited the favour of an appa

rition from Him ? Had He not, then, done enough for their salva

tion ? Is it reasonable to suppose that God ought to pour out His

graces more abundantly in proportion as they are abused,

;tnd multiply the proofs of the Faith in proportion as they are

despised ?

Unreflecting men would wish that He had in some manner

forced His enemies to silence by the irresistible splendour of His

glorious presence : this is precisely what He did not wish. If He

wishes that Faith should be justified in order to be reasonable, He

also wishes that it should be free in order to be meritorious. He

owes sufficient proofs to all; but the man who receives fewer has

no right to complain, or to imagine that there is an injustice done

him, because another receives more. You ask why the Saviour,

risen again, did not appear to the whole city of Jerusalem, to the

synagogue, to all His enemies. And I—I will ask you why He

did not appear at Rome, at Corinth, at Ephesus, at every place

where His resurrection was preached as the foundation of His re

ligion. In this manner our questions would have no end.1

1 But cannot a person say with J. J. Rousseau :—" I only know this

miracle, like the rest, through men. Who witnessed this miracle? Men.

Who have related it to me? Men. Always men between God and me.'

Would it not be more simple that God should xpeak to myself ?"

It well became this haughty sophist to adopt an insulting tone against the

God who had given him not only existence but the talents which he abused in

the most revolting blasphemies! How did Rousseau kno* the existence,

the conquests, the tragic end of Cxsar, unless by the testimony of the

generations appearing during the last eighteen centuries? Between thes

events and him there were many men : did he on this account consider himselfe

dispensed from the necessity of believing them, or rather would he not have

been regarded as a madman if he did not believe them? He would desire

that God should speak to himself ; and why to him rather than to aayone

else ?

Did he suppose that the fire of bis imagination was a title of preference in

the eye* of Him who esteems virtue and innocence in the highest degree ? It

would, therefore, be necessary that God should manifest Himself by special

revelations to every individual of the human species, that He should con

tinually interfere with the natural order of things, and that He should multiply

miracles beyond number, rendering them so common that they would lose all

the splendour and force of miracles, and consequently be useless. For here would

terminate the pretensions of a proud and foolish wisdom. (M. Frayssinous,

Conference s«r la Retumtiion.1
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We will add with St. Chrysostom that His manifestation would

hare been useless to the Jews, and that, if it would hare converted

them, it would not have been denied them : but that which had

followed the resurrection of Lazarus clearly proved the contrary.

In point of fact, so striking a miracle as that of bringing forth from

the tomb a man four days dead—with all the marks of corruption—

and showing him alive before all the people—with his fetters still

on him—so far from converting them, only rendered them more

furious, since it was for this very thing that they determined to put

the Saviour to death. They had not pardoned the resurrection of

another : would they have pardoned His own ?

Assuredly they could no longer injure His person, but their

implacable hatred would not have failed to prompt them to a new

deicide. Their conduct towards the Apostles is a proof of it :

they scourged them and put them to death whenever they could.

If they treated in this manner the disciples, would they have spared

the Master ? Accordingly, where was the good of exposing Himself

to a new attack ? The chastisements which they had already

merited were heavy enough: it was a mercy of the Saviour to hide

Himself from their gaze.1

We will also add that He sufficiently manifested His resurrec

tion by His disciples. In point of fact, the testimony of the

Apostles, supported by astounding miracles, furnished an un

answerable proof of it. The Apostles, by their miracles, made

public the resurrection of their Master, and in a manner placed it

before the eyes of the whole nation. Did not the risen Saviour

show Himself in the midst of the Jews as often as the Apostles

wrought, by His power and in His name, some of the miracles of

which we read the interesting account in their history ? It was

by them that He wished to manifest Himself to the Jews. It was

by them that He manifested Himself to the world. It was by them

that He converted the nations. It is still by their testimony, con

tinued throughout the course of ages, that He addresses Himself to

us. What could the Jews require more than all others?

Conclusion : The Saviour manifested His resurrection to unex

ceptionable witnesses ; the testimony of these witnesses is known ;

this testimony has convinced the world : what more is needed to

prove that we are wise in our belief, inexcusable in our unbelief ?

Meanwhile, the Saviour, whose design it was that the Apostles

should preach His resurrection throughout the whole world, and

confirm it by their death, was pleased to convince them of it fully

1 Chrys. : Car in Penteeist. Acta leguntur. (See M. Guillon, t. XIV, iz,

p. 464 ; and Origen, t. II, p. SS, S9.)
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by appearing to them, and, so to speak, delivering Himself into

their hands, since He even permitted them to touch His sacred

members. But it was only by degrees He led them from the state of

incredulity in which they at first languished to that immovable faith

which they afterwards communicated to the whole world, and

which they ultimately sealed with their blood.

The first proof that He gave them was the announcement of

the holy women and the sight of His open tomb, with the circum

stance of the linens thrown aside and the napkin wrapped up, which

at once destroyed the idea of a stolen removal. He next appeared

to some of them in particular, afterwards to the assembled eleven :

it was then that He permitted them to touch Him, and that He

ate with them. Finally, He showed Himself to more than five

hundred brethren at the same time. We shall now speak of some

of these apparitions, beginning with the special ones.'

Before all the others, Simon Peter had the happiness of contem

plating his risen Master.* It was on the very Sunday of the

resurrection ; but we do not know the moment, the place, or the

circumstances. His penance caused his fault to be forgotten, and,

far from being rejected, he was not less favoured on account of it,

since he was the first of the Apostles to whom the Lord showed

Himself. God pardons as a God, that is, He pardons fully : He

loves and caresses the penitent sinner as if He had never received

any insult from him. We do not lose all the fruit of this

apparition, whose details are unrecorded, if we gather from it so

consoling a truth.

There was also a special apparition to James the Less, called

the brother of the Lord, to whom he was closely related according

to the flesh.

That which follows was accompanied with circumstances very

remarkable. In vain shall we look for anything more simple or

touching than the account of this new apparition. Towards the

close of the day of the resurrection, two of the disciples were going

to a town called Emmaus, distant from Jerusalem some sixty

furlongs, about seven miles: they conversed with each other on all

that had lately happened. While they spoke and reasoned

together, a Traveller joined their company. It was the Savioui

Himself; but thtir eyes were held that they might not know Him.

He said to them : " What is this discourse that you hold with

each other as you walk, and why are you sad ?" One of them,

whose name was Cleophas, answered: "What! art Thou only a

» Cm. iv., 6.

5 U is held as certain that the Blessed Virgin was the first visited by Our

Lord* (See Canisius, lie Maria Dcipar.)
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Stranger in Jerusalem, and knowest Thou not the things that have

come to pass there in these days ?" " What things ?" said He.

They answered: "Concerning Jesus of Nazareth, who was a

.Vrophet, mighty in work and word before God and all the people.

The chief priests and the magistrates delivered Him to the Gen

tiles to be condemned to death, and crucified Him. His death

surprised and alarmed us; for we hoped that it was He who

should rescue Israel from the yoke of foreigners. What fills up

the measure of our sadness is that it is now the third day since

these things were done. Yea, and some women of those who, like

ourselves, had embraced His doctrine, have greatly astonished us.

They were at His tomb before day, and not finding His body, re

turned, declaring that they had seen Angels, who say that He is

alive. They saw the sepulchre open, and the linens in which the

body had been wrapped ; but the body itself they found not."

Thus, the two disciples did not yet know what they ought to

believe : they wavered between hope and fear. The Saviour, who

had listened to them so far without any interruption, then replied

in a tone which might well have amazed them : "O men of little

sense ! O men slow to believe the oracles of the prophets ! Was it

not necessary that the Christ should suffer in this manner, and so

enter into His glory?" Then, beginning with Moses, and passing

through the rest of the prophets in succession, He explained to

them what was written of Him in all the Scriptures. His repri

mand and His teaching ought to have revealed Him to them : He

did not permit it.

Meanwhile, they found themselves near the town of Emmaus,

to which they were going, and He made as though He would pass

farther ; but they prevailed on Him to stay with them, saying :

"Remain with us, for it is growing late, and the day is far spent."

He therefore entered, and, while He was at table with them, He

took bread and blessed it, and, having broken it, presented it to

them ; that is, He communicated them with His own hand.1

Then their eyes were opened, and they recognised Him; but He

disappeared—leaving on their minds the full and entire conviction

that this was He, and that He was truly risen from the dead.

On which they began to say to each other: *' Was not our heart

burning within us while He spoke to us along the way, and ex

pounded the Scriptures to us V

Replenished with this sacred fire, they arose the same hour and

returned to Jerusalem. Here they found the Apostles gathered

together with a number of the disciples, who said : " The Lord is

1 This is the opinion of St. Jerome, St. Augmtine, Theopbvlactus, Ac
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troly risen ; He has appeared to Simon." They, on their side, re

counted what had happened to them during the journey, and how

they had recognised Him in the breaking of bread. Oh yes, in

deed, it is in the breaking of bread, it is at the holy table that we

recognise the Saviour!

They were still conversing on the subject when Jesus ap

peared. The doors were all firmly closed for fear of the Jews, and

the Saviour, to make His disciples understand that He was truly

risen from the dead to die no more, as well as that His body

enjoyed all the qualities of a glorified body, passed through the

doors without opening them, and was present suddenly in their

midst. He saluted them with these tender words : " Peace be to

you ; it is I, fear not." He reproached them for not having

believed those who had seen Him risen ; but in their trouble and

alarm they imagined that they sow a spirit. He then said tc

them: "Why this fear? Why do these thoughts come into

yonr minds ? See My hands and My feet : it is Myself. Touch

and see : a spirit has neither flesh nor bone, as you sec Me to have."

After saying this, He showed them His hands and His feet and

His side.

The disciples, seeing the Lord, were filled with joy ; but as in

the midst of their joy they had not yet arrived at a fully settled

belief, and were wholly astonished, He said to them: "Have you

anything here to eat ?" They presented to him a piece of broiled

fish and a honeycomb. He ate thereof, and, taking the remainder,

kindly distributed it among His disciples, as a Father and Master

would. It was thus that He used to act during His mortal life,

when He ate and drank with them.

There still remained one unbeliever to convince : this was

Thomas, also called Didymus, one of the twelves Apostles.

He was not with the others when Jesus came. They said, there

fore, to him afterwards : " We have seen the Lord." He answered

tbem : " Unless I see in His hands the print of the nails, and put

my finger into the place of the nails, and my hand into the wound

of His side, I will not believe." This was to make a law for his

Master, and no one was less worthy of such a favour than he who

dared to require it. But this amiable Master did not wish at the

time to listen to anything but His own goodness, that He might

show us the extent of His adorable condescension.

Accordingly, after eight days, as the disciples were again in the

house, and Thomas with them, Jesus came, the doors being closed,

and stood in the midst, addressing the company in His usual

manner: " Peace be to you." Then He said to Thomas: " Place thy

finger here, and see My hands ; and bring hither thy hand, and put
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it into My side : and be not faithless, but believing." Thomas

exclaimed: "My Lord and my God!" Jesus said to Him:

"Because thou hast seen Me, Thomas, thou hast believed : blessed

are they who have not seen and have believed !"'

This would seem an excessive condescension ; but the Saviour

did not think that He could do too much to impregnably establish

the belief of His resurrection in the minds of those whom He was

preparing to be its preachers and martyrs, and to render unques

tionable the truth of a mystery without which, as one of His

Apostles remarks, our faith would be vain and our hope ground

less. To more and more demonstrate the certainty of this miracle,

which is the very foundation of Christianity, the Saviour multi

plied His apparitions during the forty days that He yet remained

on the earth. His two occupations at this time were to prove to

His Apostles that He was truly risen and to instruct them

thoroughly in His doctrine.

Until the day of His ascension He did not cease to appear to

them—now on the shore of the Sea of Tiberias, where He blesses

them with a miraculous draught of fishes, and eats with them;

again, on a mountain of Galilee ; at another time, in Jerusalem ;

finally, on Mount Olivet, from which He ascends into Heaven

before their eyes. The Apostles did not fail on their side either to

raise difficulties or to desire proofs. They yielded only to the

most conclusive evidence : God permitting their incredulity for the

maintenance of the Faith in all succeeding ages.*

"Besides these apparitions," says St. John, "the Saviour

wrought many other miracles, which are not written in this book.

But these are written that you may believe that Jesus Christ is the

Son of God, and that, believing, you may have life in His

name."

When, therefore, the Saviour saw His disciples and Apostles

fully convinced of the truth of His resurrection, He justly re

proached them with their long incredulity. " Js not this," He

1 To see and to believe are very different things ; we believe that which we

do not see, we do not believe that which we see. Hence, St Thomas, who

saw and touched Jesus Christ risen, had not, properly speaking, any faith in

the resurrection, while we have this faith, we who believe in the resurrection

of Jesus Christ without having seen Hiin. Herein we are declared by Jeeui

Christ to bo more blessed than Thomas, and even than all the other Apostles,

who only gave their assent to the dogma of the resurrection on the testimony of

their eyes and their hands. Still Thomas made a most noble act of faith in con

fessing the divinity of his Master, because he did not see it, and it was only by

the rovelation of the Heavenly Father that he could, like Peter, kuow it

* Dubitatum est ab illis, ne dubitaretur a nobis. (Leo Serm. LXXJ, gui tit

i* jKtnticmi Domini, I, c i.)
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said, "what I told you while I was yet with you before My

passion : that everything written of Me in the Law of Moses, in

the Prophets, and in the Psalms, should be accomplished to the

letter? Is it not written that the Christ should suffer in this

manner, that He should rise from the dead on the third day, and

that He should enter thus into His glory ? Is it not also written

that, after His resurrection, the remission of sins should be

preached in His name throughout the whole world, beginning at

Jerusalem? Now, it is you—who have been the witnesses of My

life, My death, and My resurrection—that are appointed for this

enterprise." At the same time He opened the minds of His

Apostles to the understanding of the Scriptures.

From all that precedes, we observe that the life of the Saviour

after His resurrection was very different from that before His

death. He was free from the various necessities of the body. He

no longer showed Himself to the wicked men who had put Him to

death. The Model of man in all conditions, He wished to teach us

what our life ought to be after our resurrection to grace. Like His

resurrection, ours ought to be perfect, public, and permanent ; if it

is eo, our life, like His, shall be crowned with a glorious ascension

into Heaven.

Since the resurreotion of the Saviour, of which we have just

related the history, is the greatest of miracles, and serves not only

as a confirmation of all other miracles but as the chief foundation

of Beligion, it seems to us fit to say a few words here on miracles

in general. Impiety having done everything possible to confuse

this matter, so essentially important, it will be our duty to reduce

it to its simplest form. Two or three questions will suffice for this

purpose.

1 . What is a miracle ? A miracle is something that is con

trary to the laws of nature, and that can only be wrought by the

power of God. Thus, to stop the sun in its course; to feed

thousands of persons with five loaves and five little fishes; to

restore by a word, or merely by a touch, life to the dead, sight to

the blind, hearing to the deaf, speech to the dumb, strength to the

paralysed; to walk on the sea; to calm the storm and still the

waves : tbese are miracles, for they are things contrary to nature,

and only capable of being brought about by God Himself, or by

those on whom He confers the requisite power.

2. Can God work miracles? This is to ask whether God can

depart from the laws which He has established. " This question,"

replies a celebrated unbeliever, " would be impious, if it were not

absurd. It would be doing too much honour to him who should

answer it in the negative to punish him ; it would suffice to leave
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him alone. But what man ever denied that God could work

miracles?"'

8. Has God wrought miracles to prove the truth of the Christian

Religion? Yes, and many, by the ministry of the Saviour and the

Apostles, and we are much more certain of them than of the most

remarkable events of antiquity. On the one hand, they are

attested by a greater number of ordinary witnesses. The whole

world has believed them, since it was by reason of these miracles

that the world was converted. On the other, they are attested by

witnesses still more deserving of belief : more than eleven millions

of martyrs have died in defence of their truth. Now, who are

more worthy of confidence than witnesses that lay down their

lives as an evidence of their sincerity? Accordingly, the un

believer to whom we have just referred could not prevent himself

from declaring : " The facts that concerns Socrates, of which no one

doubts, are not near so well attested as those that concern Jesus

Christ. The Gospel has characteristics of truth so great, so striking,

so perfectly inimitable, that the inventor thereof would be a more

wonderful man than the hero."

4. Do miracles prove the truth of the Religion in whose favour

they are wrought? They do, and in the most unanswerable

manner. In point of fact, God alone can work miracles, and God

is Truth itself; therefore, He cannot work miracles to authorise

deceit. Now, God has wrought an immense number of miracles

to prove the truth of the Christian Religion; therefore, the

Christian Religion is true, and is alone true, since it alone can

bring forward miracles in its support. Therefore, the only means

to be saved is to believe what the Christian Religion teaches and to

practise what it commands.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having sent us

a Saviour, who, to confirm our Faith, was pleased to remain forty

days on earth with His Apostles after His resurrection : grant

that our resurrection to Grace may be perfect, public, and perma

nent, so that we may deserve to ascend to Heaven with Him.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I

will avoid evil companion*.

1 3. J. Eousseau, Lettre de la Montague.
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LESSON XVI

THE SfP.SSTAS IS THE BRSTORER OF THE WOTU.l).

H» took away Sin in regard to God, in regard to man, in regard t<! creatures

in general. Infinite humiliations, infinite sufferings, infinite obedience,

Necessity of Union with Jesus Christ, the New Adam.

Fobs thousand years of promises, figures, prophecies, and prepara

tions, culminating in Our Lord, are the magnificent demonstration

that the Babe of Bethlehem is truly the Messias, announced to the

human race and expected by all nations since the beginning of

time. This is what we have seen in the preceding lessons.

To this unanswerable proof must be added a fact as incontestable

as it is decisive, namely, that since the coming of Jesus Christ the

universal expectation of a Restorer has ceased among mankind, for

the simple reason that they have recognised in Jesus Christ the

object of their hopes and their desires. Whence it must be con-

eluded either that mankind, instructed by ancient prophecies and

traditions, have been deceived, or that Jesus Christ is really the

Messias expected by the human race. The Jews are the only ex

ception to a full unanimity on the point; but their very incredu

lity is an argument in our favour. It was written that they would

disown the Messias, so that if they hud recognised Our Lord Jesus

Christ as such, He would not have been the Messias promised to

their forefathers.

The life, death, and resurrection of Jesus have already shown

us with what plenitude, and, so to speak, superabundance, He ful

filled the great mission of the Messias. It is useful, however, to

explain this fundamental matter in greater detail. A more en

lightened judgment on Religion, and, above all, a stronger love

and a deeper gratitude towards the Saviour will be the fruit of this

new study.

What, then, was the mission of this Great Liberator, so often

announced, so magnificently described, so impatiently awaited?

Reason, the Prophets, John the Baptist (more than a prophet), come

together to inform us that the work of the Messias was to take away

the sin of the world. All peoples preserved the remembrance

of the primitive fault. God is provoked against us: this was the

terrible dogma proclaimed by the expiations of all kinds, even to

the inclusion of human sacrifices, which were employed throughout

vol. n. 10
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the world. When men desired the Distinguished Personage, the

Just Man by excellence, the Legislator, the Sott of God and of the

Virgin, who should bring back the golden age, what did they

expect from Him if not the re-establishment of order, the recon

ciliation of Heaven with earth, the reign of justice—in a word,

a deliverance from evil, that is, an atonement for sin, which is

the real evil, the cause of all other evils?'

The prophets, divinely inspired, picture to us the future

Messias bearing the iniquities of the human race, atoning for them

by His sufferings, and creating a new world in which justice shall

reign.* John the Baptist, commissioned to point out the Messias

conversing among men, clearly acquaints us with His mission.

Behold, he exclaims, in a transport of joy, behold the Lamb of God,

behold Him who taketh away the sin of the world. *

Finally, Jesus Himself, summing up His various teachings,

reveals, by the mouth of the beloved disciple, the nature of His

work : The Son of Man came to destroy the works of the devil.*

Now, what are the works of the devil ? Sin, and the evils that

are its consequence. To take away the sin of the world is there

fore the mission of the Messias—a grand mission, worthy of God

alone. Now that we know the purpose for which the Messias shall

come on earth, let us call to mind what has been proved, that Jesus

Christ is a Man-God, and see this amiable Saviour at work.

First, what is the meaning of taking away the sin of the

world ? It is to atone for sin, to efface and destroy sin and its

consequences, and to give to men the means of avoiding sin,

so that those who avail themselves of these means shall be for ever

free from sin and its consequences.

In regard to God, sin was an outrage done His sovereign ma

jesty; and its consequences the anger of God and His punish

ments.

In regard to man, sin was a disobedience to God ; and its con

sequences all the evils that afflict man : in his mind—ignorance ; in

his will—concupiscence ; in his body—diseases, afflictions, and

death, and-, after death, everlasting damnation.

In regard to God and man, the consequences of sin were their

everlasting separation.

In regard to creatures in general, their ministration to the

iniquities of man.

These are the evils which the Messias should repair, the dis

orders which He should rectify. Let us examine whether Our Lord

Jesus Christ has done so.

1 See Ectairciiremcntt «Hr let Sacrifices, by M. de Maistre.

* Isa., passim 3 Joan., i, 29. 4 1 Joan., iii, S.
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The Messias should take away sin in regard to God, that is,

make amends for the outrage done His sovereign majesty, and so

appease His anger. How effect this ? By offering to God infinite

humiliations, and a victim worthy of His wrath ; for, since sin is

an outrage committed by a rebellious creature against God, there is

no reparation possible without humiliations, as there is no remission

without shedding of blood.'

And, accordingly, Our Lord humbles Himself even to perfect ab

negation. He, says the Apostle St. Paul, who is equal to God, who has

a right to the same adoration as His Father, humbled Himself so far as

to take theform ofa servant, as to become man,' as to be made sin,» that is

a sin-offering. A God to be made a sin-offering ! The highest degree of

majesty and the lowest degree ofabasement ! Follow the Saviour from

the crib to the cross: is not His whole life the most wonderful abase-

mentthateverwasheardof? Disowned, rejected, despised, confounded

w ith the poor and the sinful. He appeared even in the midst of His

disciples as a servant,4 as the last of men ; or, to use His own

expressions, as a worm of the earth and the outcast of the people.'' Do

His abasements leave anything to be desired ? No : He could not

descend lower.6 Thus does Our Lord repair the outrage done to the

supreme majesty of His Father.

Let us see how He appeases His Father's wrath. He suffers,

By reason of the infinite dignity of His person, one of His tears, a

single drop of His blood, would have sufficed to calm the anger of the

Most High, and to efface the iniquities of a thousand worlds;' but

this was too little for His love. Because He loved men He wished

to inspire them with a great fear of sin, a just esteem for their

souls, an ardent love for Himself, a profound respect for His

Father, and an unchangeable resignation under the pains of life.

For all these reasons Jesus chose the cross, that is, everything

that would be most bitter to Him, most meritorious for us, and

most proper to repair the outrage offered to the Divine Majesty. If

• Sine sanguinis effiaione non fit remusio (Heb., ix, 22.)

3 Qui cum in forms Dei esaet, non rapinam arbitratus est esse se (equalem

Deo, sed semetipsum exinanivit, formaiu servi accipiens, in similitudinem

bominum factus et habitu inventus ut homo. (Philip., ii, 6, &c.)

3 Jit Terbum enro factum est (Joan., l, 14.) Eum, qui non noverat

peceatum, pro nobis peccatum fecit, ut nos efueeremur justitia Dei in ipso.

(2 Cot., v. 21.)

* Ego autem in medio vestrum sum, sicut qui ministrat. (Luc., xxii, 27.)

5 Psal. xxi.
c Ipse se tantum butniliavit, ut ultra non posset; propter quod Deus

fcintum eialtavit, ut ultra non posset. (S. Auselm.)

~ Quxlibet satisfactiu Christi sulTecisset ad redcinptionom, propter infloitam

dignitatem persons. (D. Th., quodlibet ii, art. 11.)
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you wish to form some idea of the wondrous extent and infinite

perfection of His sufferings, consider the answers to the following

questions:—"What did He suffer? From whom did He suffer?

How did He suffer ? In what character did He suffer ?

What did He suffer ? The Royal Prophet informs us, when he

calls Him a man of sorroicg : ' this expression includes all that can be

said ; for it means that all sorrows, all sufferings found their

resting-place in the Saviour Jesus. External pains—poverty,

rebuffs, hunger, thirst, calumny, blows, mockery, death on an in

famous gibbet between two criminals and amid the insults and out

rages of His people ; internal pains—heart-pangs, sadnes?, fear,

shame, the agony that should be produced in the most loving of

souls by the treachery of Judas, the denial of St. Peter, the flight

of disciples, the presence of a tender Mother at the foot of the

cross, the loss of so many sinners redeemed at so high a price: all

these pains vied with one another in tormenting their innocent

Victim, even from the first moment of His incarnation.*

From whom did He suffer? He suffered from those whose

abandonment, persecution, and ingratitude were so much the more

sensible to Him as He had greater reason to expect from them the

warmest love and the most profound reverence. From the Jews,

His brethren according to the flesh, the people whose sick He had

cured and dead He had restored to life ; from His disciples, whom, by

an unexampled favour, He had chosen in preference to all other men ;

from His Divine Father, who condemned Him to drink the bitter

chalice of sorrows to the last drop and to suffer all that the sinners

of all ages deserved to suffer.

How did He suffer? He suffered with the meekness of a

lamb, without a word of complaint, without demanding any com

pensation for the injuries done Him. He suffered all that persons

desired to make Him suffer. See 1—one wishes to kiss Him, Ho

yields His lips; another wishes to bind Him, He presents His

hands ; another wishes to strike Him, He offers His cheeks. They

determine to scourge Him inhumanly, He resigns Himself even to

this ; they accuse Him before Caiphas and Pilate, He is everywhere

equally resigned. He is mocked as a fool by the court of ^Herod,

and He is silent ; He is abandoned to servants and soldiers, and He

abandons Himself still more to them. This face, previously so

majestic, so beautiful in the eyes of Heaven and earth. He exposes

without a murmur to the spittle of the mob. His hair is torn, His

beard is plucked, He utters not a word, He heaves not a sigh. It i?

the poor sheep that allows itself to be shorn.

1 Virum dolorum. Isai., liii.)

! Assumpsit dulorem in suuimo, vituporationem in summo. (D. Th.)
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In what character did He suffer ? He suffered as the New Adam,

representing the whole human race, and as the Man-God, taking

an immaculate humanity, to which He was personally united, and

sacrificing it in adoration, atonement, thanksgiving;, and impetra-

tion. All His sufferings heing of an infinite value, He fully satisfied

the eternal justice, and took away sin in regard to God.

The Messkis should also take away sin in regard to man. Now,

sin in regard to man means man's disobedience to God ; and its

consequences all the evils thatafflict'man : in his mind, ignorance;

in his will, concupiscence; in his body, diseases, afflictions,

death.

Our Lord repaired all these things.

He took away man's disobedience to God : for in His person

He rendered man obedient to God, obedient unto death, even the

death of the cross. This is the reason, adds the Great Apostle, why

God, proportioning the glory of Ilis Son to the extent of the sufferings

endured by Him, has raited Him to such a degree of majesty and

power that at the name of Jesus every knee bends in heaven, on earth,

and in hell.' Our Lord, therefore, took away sin in regard to man.

He repaired the consequences of sin :—

The first consequence of sin in man is ignorance. In the stato

of innocence, man knew God and himself ; by sinning, he withdrew

himself from God, who is the Truth. His mind was immediately

involved in darkness, as the world is involved in darkness by the

setting of the sun. He gradually fell into the grossest errors with

regard to the Creator and himself.

With regard to the Creator. You know how much the idea of

the Godhead was disfigured among pagans, and how much the

Jews themselves were inclined towards idolatry. You know how

the most infamous passions were attributed to the Divine Being,

how His adorable name was bestowed on the vilest creatures, and

how, in fine, men came to such a degree of blindness that it was

thought necessary to offer Him human victims in order to appease

Him.

With regard to himself. Whence do we come? Whither do

we go ? Why are we on the earth ? Have we any duties towards

God, and if so, what are they ? Have we a soul, and if so, is it

spiritual or material, imperishable or perishable? On all these

questions, so clear to man before his fall, you soon find nothing but

monstrous errors and endless contradictions. Our Lord fully

1 Propter quod et Deus exaltavit ilium et donavit illi nomen quod est

super omne nomen : ut in nomine Jesu omne genu flectatur cceleetium,

terrettrium, et inferaoruru. (Philip., ii, 9.) • »
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repaired this ignorance. In His sacred person, man knew God and

himself perfectly.

The Eecond consequence of sin in man is concupiscence, that is,

a violent inclination to evil, an irregular love of ourselves and other

creatures. Before sinning, man was wholly attracted towards God ;

he loved God above all things, and himself in God and for God :

everything coming from God returned to God through the medium

of the human heart. Sin disturbed this admirable order. Man desired

to become the centre of the universe : he referred everything to him

self, nothing to God. Honours, riches, and pleasures were tho

only objects of his affections. He loved them passionately, as if

to indemnify himself for the God whom he had lost. Hence, all

kinds of crimes and disorders. Now, Our Lord fully repaired this

concupiscence.' In His sacred person, man anew loved God per

fectly, and loved himself and all other creatures in God and for God.

The third consequence of sin in man is temporal evils, that is,

that afflicts the physical man—as slavery, injustice, violence, poverty,

disease, death. Before sin, man was exempt from all these things ;

but after sin, death entered the world, accompanied by a long and

disma 1 train of scourges, trials, and sufferings. These evils had

come to their height when the Messias descended on the earth.

Our Lord fully repaired temporal evils. In His sacred person,

man triumphed over slavery, wrongs, pains, death, all that

could affect his corporal existence, and became impassible, glorious,

immortal, triumphant in Heaven for eternity. Our Lord, therefore,

took away all the consequences of sin in regard to man.

The Messias should take away sin in regard to God and man

together. Now, sin, considered in regard to God and man together,

had produced their separation, an infinite eternal separation, which

deprived God of glory and man of happiness—what do I say ? which

condemned man to everlasting torments.

Our Lord put an end to this separation. In the person of the

New Adam, God and man were united in the closest manner that

it is possible to conceive, since in Our Lord the divine nature

and the human nature form only one and the same person. In Him,

God and man were perfectly reconciled ; for in Him God was per

fectly satisfied, known, praised, adored, and loved b)' man, and

man perfectly re-established in his true relations with God.'

' The plenitude of grace and truth that inundated Our Lord by reason of

the hypostatic union did not permit Hiin to be subject to ignorance or con

cupiscence.

'Omnia autem ex Deo qui nos reconciliavit sibi per Christum: et dedit

nobis ministerium reconciliations. Quonium quidrm Dene erat in Cbristo,

mundum reconcilians sibi .... (2 Cor., v, 1S, 10.)
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The Messias should take away sin in regard to creatures in

general. Now, sin, considered in regard to creatures in general,

means their subservience to the iniquities of man. In the state of

innocence, man turned all creatures to the glory of their Author.

The consideration of their beauty and their utility served him as a

ladder on which to rise towards God in sentiments of praise and

thanksgiving; so that all creatures, descended from God, returned

again to God through man, their pontiff and their king. Man

linned, and transformed creatures into so many instruments of his

sia He carried his folly so far as to make them serve him as

deities : he adored them all, one after another. Hence, the groan-

ings, lamentations, and tears of creatures, according to the energetic

expression of St. Paul,' to see themselves compelled in spite of

themselves to outrage their Creator. Hence, their sighs for a Re

deemer to set them free from the slavery of guilty man.

Our Lord put an end to this disorder. In His adorable person,

man used all creatures in accordance with the design of their

Antbor. Our Lord, therefore, took away sin in their re

gard.

We have already seen that He took away sin in regard to God

and in regard to man. It is, therefore, a matter of Faith that Our

Lord took away the sin of the world in the widest acceptation of

the term. Accordingly, the Babe of Bethlehem fulfilled the sub

lime mission which reason, the prophets, the Jews, and the Gen

tiles assigned to the Great Liberator of the universe. He is, there

fore, the Desired of Nations, the Envoy of God, the Saviour, the

Object of the hopes of all ages that preceded His coming, as He is

the Object of the faith, the love, and the adoration of ell succeeding

ages to the end of the world.

But was it for Himself alone that Our Lord did all these things ?

Did He only wish to deliver from sin and its consequences, to

sanctify, and to glorify one body and one soul, that is, the individual

man united to Himself? To think so would be to understand

nothing of His mission, or of the end of Christianity. It was for

us, it was for the whole human race, that He was sent. It was

mankind in general that He came to deliver from sin and its con

sequences, to sanctify, and to glorify.

The question therefore is, how can we become participators in

the fruit of the Redemption ? This is a fundamental question, con-

1 Jiam expectatio ereaturae revelationem Cliomra Dei expectat ; vanitati

fniin creature subjecta est. non Tolens, sed propter euro qui subjecit eam in ape,

4»ia et ipsa creatura liberatur a serTitute corruption!?, in libertateiu florin

filiorum Dei. Scimus enim quod omnia ciestura ingemiscit. et parturit usquo

adorn-. (Rom., riii, 19.)
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taining in itself the whole economy of our salvation. He who does

not understand it understands nothing of the work of human Re

demption. "The whole science of Religion," says St. Augustine,

" the whole Christian Faith, properly consists in a knowledge of

the two Adams. That which wc have inherited from the first, that

which we have gratuitously received from the second—nature

fallen in Adam, nature repaired in Jesus Christ : this is the sum of

Religion.'"

Now, the way to profit of the mission and the merits of the

Saviour is to unite ourselves with Him. During the course of Hia

public life the New Adam had been careful in His discourses to

refer again and again to this important mystery ; but it was in

taking leave of His Apostles that he endeavoured to render most

evident the indispensable necessity of this salutary union between

Him and all men. I am the vine, He said to them, you the branches.

The branch cannot bear fruit of itself token separated from the stock.

So with you : you can do nothing towards your salvation unless you

are united to Me. But he who abides in Me, and in whom I abide,

will bear abundant fruits. If he abide not thus he shall become a

useless shoot, he shall be cut off as a worthless branch, he shall wither,

he shall be gathered up for the fire, in which he shall burn without

being consumed.'

Accordingly, Our Lord occupies a place in the midst of the

world like that of the tree of life in the terrestrial paradise. To

live by His divine strength, to participate in His merits and His

glory, it is necessary that we should bo united to Him, as it is

necessary that the branch should be united to the tree, in order to

bo nourished with its sap and to bear its fruits. St. Paul the Apostle

admirably develops the doctrine of the Saviour on this fundamental

point. He sees only two men in the world : the First Adam and

the Second Adam. The first represents the human race degraded ;

the second, the human race regenerated. It is the union of the

whole human race with its primitive root that renders it guilty and

miserable; it is a union with its second root that must render it

iust and happy.3 Confirming the doctrine of the Apostle, the holy

Council of Trent tells us distinctly : " As men, if they were not

born by propagation from the blood of Adam, would not be unjust,

since it is on account of this propagation that they contract in-

iustice by the very fact of their conception, so, unless they are born

again in Jesus Christ, they shall never be justified, since it is in

virtue of this new birth that the grace which justifies them is

• De peccat origin., p. 215. 5 Joan., xx. et seq.

Bom., v. i ; 1 Co,:, iv ; Epues., it.
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bestowed on them through the merits of the Passion of tho

Saviour.'"

It is, therefore, fully established both that Our Lord requires

each or.e of us to be united to Him and that this union explains

the whole economy of Christianity. Will you now ask what is the

object of this union between the New Adam and men ? The object

is the same as that of the incarnation, namely, the abolition of sin—

consequently, the regeneration of the human race and the glory of

God. The next lesson will offer you a few details on the ineffable

mystery of this union, which we shall develop further afterwards.

From all the preceding explanations let us at present conclude,

in accordance with the teachings of the Catholic Faith : (a), that,

in the person of Jesus Christ, man has been and continues per

fectly restored ; (A), that it is necessary for each one of us to share

in this restoration—otherwise Christ will profit us nothing ;' and (c),

that the way to share in this restoration is to unite ourselves with

Him, for, says the Apostle St. Peter, there is no other name under

Beaten whereby men can be saved.'

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having sent us a

8aviour who truly took away the sin of the world ; grant us the grace

to unite ourselves with Him, in order to share in His redemption.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, 1 will

perform all my actions in union with Our Lord.

LESSON XVII.

THE MESSIAS IS THE NEW ADAM.

End of our Union with the New Adam : its Nature ; iU Means. Connection

of the Christian Doctrine : Faith, Hope, and Charity. Union by Faith.

Definition, Necessity, Qualities, and Advantages of Faith. Means to

obtain and preserve Faith. Sins opposed to Faith. History.

To transform all men into so many reproductions, as it were, of

Himself, by communicating to them His divine life, a life of grace,

' Sicut revera homines nisi ex semine Ada; propugati nascerentur, non

nascerentur injusti, cum ea propagatione per ipsuin duin concipiuntur pro-

priam injustitiam contrahunt: ita, nisi in Chnsto rcnascerentur, nunquam

lustificarentur, cuin cx renascentiu per meritum passionis ejus, gratia qua

justi Sunt, illis tribuatur. (Sen. iv, cap. in.)

» Galat.. T, 2. '> Act., iv, 12.
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a life of truth, of sanctity in time, of glory and happiness in eternity :

such is the first end of the union which the New Adam desires that

we should have with Him. To this union is due the wondrous

change which, since the coming of the Messias, has been wrought

in the ideas, the manners, the actions, and the sentiments of all the

peoples that have become Christian. To it is also due the regeneration

which has taken place in each one of us, and which is daily repeated

before our eyes in every man who comes into this world. Let us

make plain by incontestable facts a truth so consoling, yet so little

considered.

Descendants of the Old Adam, we are born degraded. Every

part of our being has its share in the inheritance of paternal

misery. In the mind, ignorance; in the will, concupisceuce ; in

the body, disease and death : in the whole man, the absence of

sanctifying grace or the supernatural life. Our union with the

New Adam heals all these evils.

I. Ignorance. This is so true that the Christian child who

knows his catechism, that simple abridgment of the New Adam's

doctrine, has far clearer ideas regarding God and the perfections of

God, man and the duties of man, the world and the uses of the

world, than the greatest philosophers of paganism. The more

simple and lively our faith in Jesus Christ becomes, that is, the

more perfect our union with Him becomes, the more fully shall we

be freed from ignorance, the first consequence of sin. Do you wish

to see this truth in all the splendour of its evidence ? Examine it

on a vaster scale, and answer the following questions :—What

was the mind of man before it had faith in Jesus Christ? What is

it still among those peoples who have not faith in Jesus Christ ?

What does it become among those peoples who lose their faith in

Jesus Christ ?

II. Concupiscence. This is so true that the Christian who loves

Jesus Christ and what Jesus Christ commands loves all that man

ought to love, more perfectly than the most lauded sages of

paganism. The more simple and lively our love for Jesus Christ

becomes, that is, the more perfect our union with Him becomes,

the more fully shall we be freed from concupiscence, the second

consequence of sin. Hence, those sublime virtues, that heroic

devotedness to the relief and welfare of humanity, unknown in

pagan ages, and almost incredible to men who do not live by the

love of the New Adam. Here, again, it is easy for you to see this

truth in all the splendour of its evidence. Merely weigh the fol

lowing questions, like those above :—What was the heart of man

before it had the charity of Jesus Christ? What is it still among

those peoples who have not the charity of Jesus Christ? What does
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it become among those peoples who lose tbo charity of Jesus

Christ?

III. Death and all other corporal miseries. This is so true that

the Christian who is truly united to Jesus Christ shows a resigna

tion, a courage in the pains of life, which astonishes pagans, and

amazes men who have become strangers to the life of the New

Adam. It is easy for you to acquire evidence of this fact by

studying it on a vaster scale, and considering the answers to the

following questions, which resemble the previous ones :—What

Ttre the calmness, the meekness, the dignity, the—I will not say

the joy, but the resignation of man, in the pains of life, before the

coming of Jesus Christ ? What are they still among the nations

to whom Jesus Christ is unknown ? What do they become among

men for whom Jesus Christ is no longer worthy of a thought?

What more shall I say ? For the true Christian, death itself

becomes sweet and desirable. In the maternal language of Religion,

a language which is spoken, too, by docile children, death has

changed its name. It is called a sleep, and the place where the re

mains of man are laid, a cemetery, that is, a dormitory. This last

word is like a perpetual witness to the prodigious change which

Christianity has effected in ideas ; for its origin is wholly Christian.'

On this point, as on the preceding ones, if you wish to open an

immense field for your meditations, and to see in all the splendoui

of its evidence the truth with which we are at present concerned,

examine these few questions :—What was death in the eyes of the

ancient pagans ? What is it still in the eyes of those peoples who

are strangers to the grace of Jesus Christ? What does it become

in the eyes of those peoples who break the tie that holds them to

Jesus Christ ?

On all the foregoing remarks, and, in general, on all the effects

of our union with Jesus Christ, there is an essential explanation to

be given. The work of the Redemption will be completed only in

eternity. There alone it shall bear all its fruits for us, as it bore

them for the New Adam, who did not enjoy His glory until after

His resurrection.1 Such is the reason why all the consequences of

sin in man—ignorance, concupiscence, temporal evils—did not

entirely disappear after the Incarnation.

Do you ask why we do not/«% enjoy on earth the fruits of the

Bedemption ? The answer is easy. Even in the state of innocence,

the present life was a trial. Since the time of the original fall, the

' Chrysoat., Serm de Parascev.

3 Et nos ipsi primitins spiritus habente-', et ipsi intra nos gemiui lis ndoptionem

flliorum Dei expeetantes, redemptionem corporis nostri. Spe euim sulvi fact

mmus. (Rom., viii, 23.)
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trial has become more severe. Time is a delay granted in con

federation of the merits of the Incarnate Word to the guilty human

race for the performance of penance and the regaining of Heaven.1

Since the life of man on earth is a trial, it ought to be meri

torious—consequently laborious. This is the reason why the

Saviour was not pleased that the consequences of sin should entirely

disappear.

IV. Our union with Jesus Christ gives us sanctifying grace and the

supernatural life, of which the fault of the First Adam deprived us.

This is a matter of faith, and alone sufficient to make us appreciate

the excellence of this dcific union, whose end is to render us par

ticipators in the divine nature. Here, again, the effect of this

union appears by incontestable facts. To what, do you think, are

due the prodigies of meekness, constancy, purity, charity, forgive

ness, devotedness, atonement, sanctity, that are the exclusive glory

of Christianity ? And that you may not doubt the reality of so

t Yet tbe Saviour, who, by offering Himself to His Father nt the very

moment of original sin, had obtained lor us the grace of this trial, was pleased

in His infinite goodness to render it by coining into the world much less pain

ful, much less hazardous than it was before His incarnation. This is one of

the great advantages of the New Law over the Old.

A word regarding this touching mystery. By His coming, Our Lord

wonderfully diminished the consequences of sin. We have seen what He did

to remedy ignorance and concupiscence. Since the time of His coming, a fuller

and richer light has shone upon the world. The thick darkness of idolatry

has disappeared. Virtues of the noblest character, little . understood by

heathens—chastity, humility, charity under all its forms—have been practised

in all their perfection by million! of the human family in every age, rank, and

country. Consider, also, that the most abundant graces continually flow to the

world by the seven channels that run from Heaven to earth, the seven Sacra

mento of the law of charity.

In regard to temporal evils, He proportionally ameliorated the con

dition of the physical man :—(a), for the law of universal hatred which reigned

before His coming He substituted the law of universal charity ; (A), He

abolished slavery—the sale, abandonment, and murder of children—the com

bats of gladiators, authorised by law among pagnn peoples; (c), He proscribed

polygamy and divorce, which, making woman the vilest of creatures, con

demned naif the human race todegradation and tears; (d). He made the poor,

the sick, the imprisoned, sacred beings ; (e), Ho inspired the most tender com

passion for all kinds of human miseries ; (/), He attacked those irregular

passions which are the source of a multitude of diseases—a fundamental but

neglected truth, which He proclaimed repeatedly, when Ho said to the sick

whom He had healed: "Go, you are now cured, but sin no more, lest some

worse thing happen you :" (y), Ho rendered sufferings amiable by making

known their true value ; (//), He surrounded death with hopes and consola

tions ; (f), He communicated to our bodies, by the august sacrament of the

Eucharist, the tangible germ of a glorious resurrection. Were we to ask

for anything more, would it not be to wish fur eternity in time, Heaven on

earth, home in exile ?
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many virtues, there are numerous authentic miracles to confirm

them hefore the eyes of every one—in other words, to prove the

influence of sanctifying grace and the supernatural life in those

pious Christians who practised them while they were on earth,

and their still more intimate union with God in the glory of

eternity.

Oh, no ! whatever you may say, man, abandoned to his own

strength—man, deprived of the supernatural aid of grace, which

makes us share the strength of God Himself—is incapable of so

many heroic virtues. Do you wish to have the evidence of this

truth ? Answer the following questions :—What were the virtues

of man, in their motive, ia their object, before the grace of Jesus

Christ ? What are they still among those peoples who have not

the grace of Jesus Christ? "What do they become among those

peoples who cast away the grace of Jesus Christ ?

Such, in regard to man, are a lew of the fruits of that salutary

union which the New Adam desires to have with us.

As for irrational creatures, it was our union with the Old Adam

that subjected them to iniquity ; it is our union with the New

Adam that sets them free. The more perfect our union with the

New Adam becomes, the more free also do creatures become. They

are no longer placed—by the Christian—in the rank of gods; they

no longer serve debauchery, pride, the indulgence of corrupt in

clinations. Far from it, they are in his hands so many instruments

of charity, mortification, and every other virtue—means to rise

towards God—at most, objects of legitimate enjoyment. If it were

necessary to relate the noble use which Christians, faithfully

united to the New Adam, make of creatures, we should be obliged

to write the history of all the saints and all the religious orders—

those glorious contemners of riches, honours, and pleasures—those

diligent stewards under the Father of the Family—those generous

distributors of the gifts of Providence.

The deliverance of creatures, like that of man, is doubtless not

yet accomplished ; but it is begun. There was a time when all

creatures—heaven, earth, water, fire, wheat, oil, wine, &c.—were

enslaved to idolatry, and thereby even to Satan. Hut since it was

said by the Saviour: I will draw all things to Myself, creatures have

begun to bo delivered from the slavery of vain superstitions.

Heaven no longer belongs to Jupiter, the earth to Vesta, the water

to Neptune, the wheat to Ceres, the oil to Minerva, the wine to

Bacchus : all have recovered the titles of their nobility. The

world, become Christian, knows that these things are the works

of the Supreme God. They are consecrated to His worship. They

are made channels of His grace : water, in Baptism ; wheat, ia
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the most adorable sacrifice ; oil, in the sacraments of Confirmation,

Extreme Unction, and Holy Orders.

If, already in time, creatures are so magnificently honoured by

grace, what will it be during eternity in glory ?' Thus, says the

Apostle St. Paul, have all things that are in Heaven and that are

on earth been re-established in Jesus Christ; for God was pleased

to reconcile all things by Him and for Him, pacifying by the blood

of His cross both the things that are in Heaven and the things

that are on earth.' To take away sin from man and creatures—

consequently to restore all things : such, you see, is the first end of

the union which Our Lord desires to have with us.

The second is the glory of God.

The source of all truth, of all justice, of all perfections, of all

virtues, and as such, the only Adorer worthy of God, the New

Adam wishes to unite Himself with men, as the Head with its

members, in order to communicate to them His divine life, and to

net in them as often as by their actions they glorify their Heavenly

Father. It was not enough for the Son of God to take a body iu

the womb of the Blessed Virgin, and to unite Himself with one

soul there : He wishes to unite Himself mystically with all men,

in order to make use of them as so many instruments by which

He may Himself glorify His Heavenly Father.

Thus, in virtue of this union, the New Adam is an Apostle in

the apostles, a Martyr in the martyrs, a Confessor in the confessors,

a Virgin in the virgins. He preaches in a thousand places. He

sheds His blood in a thousand manners. He endures macerations

in the penitent, calumnies in the persecuted. He is poor in

the poor, sick in the sick. He is everything that we are. He is

wherever we are. He does all that we do. He suffers all that we

suffer. And all for the honour and glory of His Father !

This is so true that He regards as done to Himself whatever is

done to His members. He does not say to Saul " Why do you

persecute the Christians?" but "Why do you persecute Me?"

He does not say " The poor were hungry, &c.," but "I was

hungry, and you gave Me to eat, &c." It is so true, indeed, that,

identifying Himself with us, He says in regard to superiors " He

who hears you hears Me; and he who despises you despises Me ;"

and in regard to the little and the weak " Verily, verily, I declare

that whatsoever is done unto the least of these little ones is done

unto Me."

In a word, the end which the New Adam proposes to Himself

1 De la Grace rt de la Nature, by Rohrbachor, p. 39.

8 Ephes., i, 10-23 ; Cdoss., i, 10-20.
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in this union is to make the whole human race a kind of second

Jesus Christ, a single adorer, of whom the Eternal Fsthor, contem

plating him from Heaven, may be able to say: "This is My

beloved son, in whom I am well pleased." See how admirably

this sublime union corresponds with the mission of the Messias,

by procuring for God the greatest external glory that can be

desired.

The end, therefore, of the mysterious union which Our Lord

desires we that should have with Him is the happiness of man and

the glory of God in time and eternity. Let us make this union

known in its nature and its means.

1. The union which the New Adam contracts with us is a

supernatural and divine union, founded on a participation in His

merits, and maintained by the influence of a Head that is glorified

in all the members of its mystic body.

2. A powerful and effectual union, in virtue of which men,

adopted into Jesus and living by His spirit, become morally one

and the same person with Him, are recognised by the Father as

members of the only Son, and acquire, by the title of justice, a right

to share in the heavenly inheritance.

3. A necessary and indispensable union, out of which the

Eternal Father, who places all His delights in His beloved Son,

sees nothing on earth that is worthy of a reward in Heaven.

4. An intimate, though moral, union, and hence as terrible to

the wicked as it is advantageous to the just. In point of fact, if

the virtues and good works of the adopted just man become, in con

sequence of the union of the members with their Head, the glory

and triumph of Jesus Christ, the vices and shameful actions of a

Christian sinner become, for a contrary reason, and in a sense that

horrifies us, the confusion of Jesus Christ. This confusion in one of

Si* members deserves a new hell.

5. A union which, once contracted, without any preceding merit

of ours, rests as firmly on the Son of God as it rests weakly on

us, because it is either broken or maintained, enfeebled or restored,

according as the adopted believer makes a good or an evil use more

or less frequently of the means with which it supplies him and of

the liberty which it leaves him. 0 my God, how great is man in

Jesus Christ!

The nature of our union with the New Adam being fully

explained, we come to the means by which it is realised. Let us

recollect that the First Adam, representing the whole human race,

subjected his mind, his heart, his body, to sin, and so became a

man of sin. It is by inheriting his life, his blood, his flesh of sin,

that we become sharers in his fault and in the consequences of his
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fault. The Second Adam subjected His mind, His heart, His

body, to God : He was a Man-God. It is by participating in His

life, His blood, His flesh, so divinely holy, that we become heirs

to His divinity and His sanctity.

The union of the human race with the First Adam was a com

plete union, for the whole human race was contained in Adam.

This is the reason why we are degraded in all parts of our being—

in our mind, in our heart, and in our body.

The union of the human race with the Second Adam has been

and must ever be a complete union—a union of mind, of heart,

and of body. This union took place most excellently in the person

of Our Lord. Hence, in the adorable person of Jesus Christ, man

was perfect in all parts of his being—in his mind, in his heart, and

in his body.

After these great principles, what must we ourselves do to be

regenerated individually? We mud, answers the Great Apostle,

bear the image of the Heavenly Man, as tee have borne the image of

the earthly man.' We must become the children of the New Adam

by the communication of a heavenly life, as we are born children

of the Old Adam by the communication of an earthly life.* "As

the Old Adam," says St. Bernard, "is diffused through all parts of

man, and has deranged them all, so it is necessary that the New

Adam should now take full possession of man—of man, whom He

wholly created, whom He wholly redeemed, and whom He shall

wholly glorify."<

But how shall we become the children of the New Adam ? To

attain this most desirable end we must unite ourselves with Him

by the three mysterious bonds of FAITH, HOPE, and CHARITY—

that is, by our mind, our heart, and our body.

These three great virtues arc, as we have shown in accordance

with the teaching of St. Augustine and St. Thomas, and as we

shall further show in the course of these explanations, the three

conditions on which we enter into the life of Jesus Christ, the three

• great bases of Christianity, the three sources whence flows and

' whither returns all Religion ; for they constitute the three essential

acts of our co-operation with grace.'

The moment is come to explain the economy of this system, at

once so grand, so simple, and so conducive to our deliverance and

i 1 Cor., iv, 49 ; 2 Cor., iii, 1S ; Heb., ii, 14.

i See note, taken from St. Thomas, in Introduction, p. 22.

» Sicut fuit vetus Adam effusus per totum hominem el Mum occuparit, ita

modo totum obtineat Christua qui totum creavit, totum redemit, totum et glori-

iicabit. (Scrm. iv, de Adv., n. 2 et 3.)

* See Introduction, Union of Man with the Aire' Adam, p, 22,
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our happiness. We are therefore about to place here a complete

exposition of the Christian Doctrine, which we attach in its entirety

to the virtues ot Faith, Hope, and Charity. Herein we

follow the advice of the great doctors whom we have just named,

and the example of Our Divine Master Himself, who chose the in

terval between His resurrection and His ascension in which to

thoroughly instruct His Apostles regarding the mysteries of the

kingdom of God, that is, the truths of Christianity. On Faith, we

have to answer several most important questions.

1. What is Faith ? Faith is a gift of God, a supernatural virtue

bIf which ice firmly believe all that the Church teaches, because God

hat revealed it, and lie is truth itself. Let us explain every word

of this definition.

Faith is a gift of God : that is, we cannot have it of ourselves

by the resources of our own minds or the efforts of our own wills.

Faith is an alms, a benefit, that can proceed only from the liberality

of our Heavenly Father.'

Faith is a supernatural virtue: that is, a disposition, a habit, of

the soul, which perfects our nature, or which leads us to good, and

this good consists in believing firmly, without a shadow of hesita

tion or doubt : a supernatural virtue, that is, a virtue which makes

us believe truths that we cannot understand by the mere light of

reason, and that are intended to conduct us to an everlasting happi

ness, not our due.

All that the Church teaches : the authority which instructs us on

the truths of Religion being infallible, good sense points out that

we should receive all those truths alike, without its being permitted

us to select some and to reject others. We say " all that the

Church teaches," because it belongs to the Church alone to propose

a truth as an article of Faith.

We add: because God has revealed it. In point of fact, the

Church invents nothing; she is content with manifesting to us the

truths which God has confided for guardianship and explanation to

her.

We end by saying : because He is truth itself. Thus, the foun

dation of our Faith is the veracity of God, who can neithet

deceive us nor be deceived Himself. It follows hence that we are

a thousand times more certain in regard to the truths of Faith than

in regard to things that we see with our eyes, or touch with our

hands, or believe on the testimony of men.

2. Is Faith necessary ? To answer this question clearly, it is

necessary to know that there are several kinds of Faith.

i Cone. Trid., sew. vi, c. iii.

TOL. II. 11
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Habitual infused Faith. This is the gift and habit of Faith

which God pours into the soul at Baptism. It does not suffice for

adults : who are bound to make express and formal acts on the

mysteries of Religion. He who believes not, says St. John, is already

judged.' He does not say, " he who has not Faith," but, " he who

believes not :" which denotes a formal act.

Habitual acquired Faith. By corresponding with the graces

that are granted us after Baptism, and frequently repeating our acta

of Faith, we acquire a new facility in believing, and this disposi

tion is called an habitual acquired Faith. Blessed habit ! which,

distinguishing the Christian from all others, makes him live in a

superior world, to which the pagan, the Mahometan, and the heretio

are strangers. This precious treasure he preserves as long as he

does not commit a positive act of infidelity. Yet this kind of

Faith no more suffices than the preceding one for the salvation of

adults : who are bound to make formal acts.

Actual Faith consists in formally eliciting an act of Faith on

any truth of Religion. Theologians teach that we are bound to

make formal acts of Faith, implicit or explicit: (a) on coming to

the use of reason ; (6) once a month afterwards, at least ; and (c) at

the close of life. But it is necessary to remark that the sign of the

cross, a Mass well heard, the recital of the Lord's Prayer, the

acceptance of afflictions, are so many implicit acts of Faith, which

suffice for the fulfilment of the precept.*

Implicit Faith consists in believing the truths of Religion con

fusedly and generally ; saying, for example, "I believe all that the

Church believes." It does not suffice for salvation.

Explicit Faith consists in knowing and believing distinctly

and in detail the truths of Religion : we are not bound to know and

believe them all with an explicit Faith, but only a few, which we

shall mention hereafter.

Interior Faith is that which we hide within ourselves, without

showing by any sign that we believe. It does not suffice. For we

are bound to show our Faith by our words and our works.5 To do

so is to have an Exterior Faith.

Bead Faith is that which is not joined to Sanctifying Grace.

We meet with sinners who are deprived of Charity without having

lost Faith : the possession of the latter will not suffice for salva

tion. Though I should have Faith strong enough to remove mountains,

says the Apostle St. Paul, if I have not Charity, I am nothing.*

i Joan., iii, 1S.

1 S. Alph., Jlomo aposi., t. i; Tract, iv, n. 13-

a Rom., x, 10. « 1 Cor., xiii, 2.



Living Faith is that which is animated by Charity, and joined

to the practice of good works.

The foregoing explanations clearly answer the question pro

posed, and teach us two things. The first is that Faith is indis

pensable to our salvation, that is, to our supernatural union with

God in time and eternity. Our Lord Himself has said : He who

believes not, shall be condemned.' And the Apostle St. Paul : With

out Faith it it impossible to please God. Accordingly, the first thing

that he should do who wishes to be united to the Second Adam, is to

believe in Hini.' He who has Faith, becomes the child of God and the

heir of Heaven? As a matter of fact, he who believes submits his

reason to the word of Jesus Christ. He receives and holds the

truths which the Saviour teaches : they become the foundation of

his knowledge. The darkness and ignorance which he inherits

from the First Adam vanish : light beams on his soul. His thoughts,

from being human, natural, imperfect, false, become true, perfect,

supernatural, divine. In the same manner, his reason participates

in the reason of God Himself, and his mind is transformed into the

mind of the Second Adam. Thus, slowly and gradually the child

takes up the ideas of its Master, by attending to His lessons and

believing His words.4 On the contrary, he who refuses to believe,

refuses thereby to submit his mind to the word of the Saviour. He

does our Lord the most cruel of injuries, since He looks upon Him

as either deceiving or deceived,5 and he remains in the darkness and

ignorance of the Old Adam. The reason is plain. The truths oi

Beligion, being supernatural, are too elevated for us to know them

well by the mere lights ofour degraded mind. He therefore condemns

himself to be for ever ignorant of them, whorefuses to believe in the

Son of God, who came down from Heaven expressly to teach us.

His refusal is a crime, since he has all the motives that ought to

induce him to believe, and no legitimate reason to excuse him for

not believing. The second thing that results from the foregoing

explanations is, that it does not, in order to be saved, suffice for an

adult to have human faith, habitual faith, implicit faith, interior

faith, dead faith: he must have divine Faith—actual, explicit,

exterior, living Faith.

3. Is Faith reasonable ? This is to ask whether it is com-

formable to reason to believe in the word of God, who can neither

i Marc., xvi, 16^ » Heb., TO, 6.

> Dedit eis potestatem Alios Dei fieri, his qui credunt in nomine ejus.

(Joan. i. 12.)

* Ut credatis quia Jesus est films Dei : et ut, credentes, vitam habeatis in

aomine ejus. (Joan., sx, 31.)

i Censures Divinitatis bjeretici. (Tertull., lib ii, Contra Marcion.)
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deceive nor be deceived, since He is Truth by essence. But if it

is not reasonable to believe in God, in whom, then, will it be reason

able to believe ? It will be necessary to doubt of everything. Yet

unbelievers believe without hesitation in the most remote events of

antiquity, on the word of a few historians, on the faith of some in

scription or monument. They would treat as a man of weak and

shallow mind him who shouldcall into doubt such facts. Well, is it

unreasonable of a Christian to believe, on the testimony of God

Himself, in events and truths attested by all the sacred writers,

unquestioned during so many ages, and confirmed by the blood

of so many millions of martyrs, by the miraculous cure of so many

diseases, by the conversion of the whole world, and by a thousand

other prodigies ?'

Our Faith is therefore reasonable, since it rests on the strongest

grounds. It is also reasonable in this sense, that reason can render

an account of it with marvellous facility, and, in a few steps,

ascend to God. But this is the exclusive privilege of the Catholic.

His Faith alone is reasonable ; that of the schismatic or the heretic

is not so. There is nothing easier than to show this. Let us take,

for example, a Catholic child, or a grown Catholic, who is simple

and ignorant, but who knows his catechism. Here is the analysis

of his Faith.

This child is a Catholic, and he knows it. He sees his pastor,

who teaches him the catechism : this is tho first part of his

analysis. He knows that the teaching of his pastor is the same as

that of his bishop, since it is his bishop who has prepared his

catechism : this is the second part of his analysis. He knows by

his catechism that the Pope is the Head of the Church and the

Vicar of Jesus Christ on earth ; hereby, he comes to understand

that his bishop is in communion with the Pope, and with every

other bishop subject to the Pope, to whom all the faithful owe

respect and obedience: this is the third part of his analysis. Thus,

in his pastor the Catholic child beholds his bishop—beholds the

Pope—beholds eveiy bishop throughout the world who is united

to the Pope—beholds Jesus Christ Himself, true God and true Man,

teaching by the ministry which He has established, and teaching

with a supreme and an infallible authority.

But is it reasonable to say that the sight of his pastor can

i Nonne cum omni fiducia de I)eo dicero poterimus : Domine, si error est,

a Te ipso accepimus ; nam ista in nobis tnntis signis et prodigiis confirinata

sunt, et talibus, qure nonniti per Te fieri possunt. (Iiicard. a H. Vict., lib. de

'J'rinit., I, c. i.) Quisquis nduuc prodigia, tit credat, requirit, magnum est

iri»" nrudigium, qui mundo rredenti non credit. (S. Aug., de Ver. Rclig^

c. xxv.)



assure the Catholic of the infallible authority of the whole

Church ; for the pastor is not the whole Church, and no one

attributes to him an infallibility which he certainly does not

possess ? This is quite true ; yet the Catholic child strikes the nail

on the head, that is, he arrives at tho most just conclusions.

A familiar comparison will illustrate my idea. In France, there are

collectors of taxes in every district. When the peasant sees the

collector coming for the amount that is put down against him in

the schedule, does he not behold in his person the comptroller of

the taxes in the province, the minister of finance, the sovereign

himself, though in reality he has never seen, and in all probability

will never see, any of these authorities ? This is an analysis of

another kind, and the peasant is right, though the collector is not

the comptroller of the taxes, nor the minister of finance, nor the

sovereign himself. A single glance enables him to perceive in the

collector the various degrees of dignity, until he arrives at the

snpreme degree. So with the analysis of the Faith of the Catholic

child or the uneducated adult. It is simple and uncircuitous ; but

how wise it is! how enlightened it is! how demonstrative it is !

This arrangement came from the tenderness of our Heavenly

Father, that all—the ignorant as well as the learned, fools as well

as sages—might easily be able to unite themselves with the Second

Adam by Faith.

The schismatic and the heretic have not such an advantage.

The schismatic, indeed, sees his pastor and his bishop, but no more.

He sees branches, but branches separated from the trunk ; he sees

a body, but a body without a head; he sees several rings of the

chain, but there is one wanting—'the one that should attach all the

others to Jesus Christ. The heretic is in a still worse condition.

The Protestant child, for example, sees the minister, just as the

Catholic child sees the pastor, but no more. I mistake : his

minister sends him to the Scripture, to the pure word of God.

But the Scripture is a sealed book to tho poor child. He cannot

read, and, since he cannot read, who will set him right if he should

understand the Scripture amiss ? Besides, who will say that the

Scripture in question is the word of God, and not the word of man ?

Hence, the Catholic can render an account of his Faith ; tho

schismatic and the heretic cannot do so.

4. What are the characteristics of Faith ? Faith should havo

three great characteristics : firmness, universality, and sim

plicity.

Firmness consists in believing the truths of Religion so un

hesitatingly and positively that nothing in the world—the objec

tions of the impious, the waverings of our own minds, or the
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temptations of the devil—may be able to shake it; It ought to be

as immutable as God Himself, whose word is its foundation.

Universality embraces all the truths revealed by God and

taught by His Church, without a single exception. This is the

place to say : " All or nothing." Since, in fact, there is only one

authority that teaches us, we have the same motive for believing

all the truths that it proposes to us—those which we do not under

stand, as well as those which we understand ; those which appear

less important, as well as those which appear more important, to

us ; those whose practice is very easy, as well as those whose prac

tice is not so easy.

The simplicity of Faith consists in believing without argument,

without discussion, because God has spoken. And what is there

to examine when God speaks ? To give us an idea of this admirable

simplicity, the Saviour, taking a little child one day, placed it in

the midst of His disciples, and said to them : Amen I say to you,

unless you become converted and become as little children, you shall not

enter the kingdom of Heaven /' This saying expresses all that

can be said. But does it not condemn a great number of persons

who take the liberty of criticising and censuring that which, in

Religion, does not agree with their weak reason, and who aim rather

at being philosophers than Christians ?

5. What are the advantages of Faith ? The first advantage of

Faith is that it makes us acquainted with the truths of the super

natural order—of an order which, raising us above the senses and

simple reason, makes us live in time the life of grace, to live in

eternity the life of glory. Faith rescues our mind from the

ignorance into which sin plunged it. It dissipates the clouds

of error which the passions continually endeavour to raise around

us. It places us beyond the reach of all those cruel doubts and

hapless wanderings into which man's reason invariably falls when

abandoned to itself. We should require whole books to narrate the

contradictions and absurdities of those who, extinguishing the

torch of Faith, follow only the uncertain glimmer of their weak

reason. Interrogate them on any of those subjects that interest us

most deeply : the existence or the providence of God—the nature

of our soul—the duties that we owe to God, to ourselves, and to

our neighbour. The only answers you may, for the most part

expect will be doubts, contradictions, and errors.*

Faith is, therefore, a torch, placed by the Saviour in the

hands of erring man, to enable him to find and follow again the

i Matt., xviii, 3.

3 For proofs hereof, see Hermias, Dc Irrieionephttosophorum, ; and Barruei

Lcs Hch'icinies.
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way to Heaven. It is a double wall, raised along the road of life

to prevent us from wandering either to the right or to the left,

and from falling into the abysses that lie on each side of us. What

more shall we say ? Faith is to reason that which the telescope is

to the eye : where the naked eye can behold nothing, the telescope

discovers worlds. What would the astronomer say if he were told

that his lens is contrary to the sight ? His answer is ours. Faith,

far from being contrary to reason, is its light and its joy.

Another advantage of Faith is that it applies a remedy to our

pride. By imposing on us the obligation to believe, Jesus Christ

showed Himself in an admirable manner the Saviour of the human

race. Man had been ruined by pride. To cure this dreadful

passion, and to render it unable to injure, He captivated the mind

of man under the yoke of Faith, by obliging it to believe truths

which it could not comprehend. Making us thereby feel at every

moment our extreme weakness, He placed us on the road of

humility, which is the proper road for reason. Here God awaits us,

to communicate Himself to us, and to renew the ancient covenant,

broken by original pride.

6. What are the means to obtain and to preserve Faith ? Persons

may every day be heard saying: "I wish I could believe, but I

cannot." You may answer them thus: "You cannot believe!

You have not Faith ! What a misfortune !

" You have not Faith. Your mind is therefore unacquainted

with the world of lights and truths in which the Patriarchs, the

Prophets, the Apostles, the Martyrs, the greatest geniuses of all

ages have- lived, and in which all the civilised nations of the globe

still live ! What a misfortune !

" You have not Faith. There remains, therefore, nothing

certain in your mind! Your soul is inundated with desolating

doubts on your duty here and your fate hereafter ! What a mis

fortune !

" You have not Faith. There are no real consolations, there

fore, for you in the trials of life, in the loss of friends and relatives !

What a misfortune !

" You have not Faith ! You have, therefore, lost it ! What a

misfortune !

"What have you done with the grace of Baptism, the lessons

of your mother, the engagements of your First Communion ? You

have despised them. What a crime !

" When did you lose Faith ? Was it when you were chaste, \

modest, far from evil company? Was it not when you ceased to

observe this conduct ? What a crime !

" To recover Faith it is not argument for the mind, but con-
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version for the heart, that you require. A good confession would

be to the eye of your soul that which the operation for the cataract

in to the eve of the body : it would in a moment restore to you the

light of Faith."

Then add : " You desire to believe, you say. He who desires

the end desires the means. Now, have you adopted, do you

seriously adopt, the means to arrive at Faith ? These means are

known and infallible. They are : (a) Prayer. Faith is a gift of

God. From Him, and Him alone, it must be asked. He has

promised to grant it to humble and persevering prayer: 'Ask and

you shall receive.' (b) Study. No one can believe that which he

does nOt know. It is, therefore, necessary to read works proper

to instruct you on the truths of Religion, or to make inquiry of

enlightened persons regarding them, just as on a point of equity or

medicine we consult lawyers or physicians, (c) Fidelity to the

duties pointed out by reaton. Before practising all the precepts of

the Gospel, begin by abstaining from the acts which reason con

demns, and by performing the other acts which it recommends ;

above all, earnestly wish to know and do all that God wishes you

should know and do to please Him. Be faithful to these means,

and success will crown your enbrts."

As for the manner of preserving Faith, it is necessary, on the

one hand, to carefully avoid the occasions of losing it, such as the

reading of bad books, the society of wicked and irreligious men, &o.,

and, on the other, to make acts of Faith, while carefully practising

nil that it directs and shunning all that it prohibits. Let us not

forget the saying of Rousseau : Keep your soul in a state to desire

that there should be a God, and you will never doubt that there is one.

7. What are the sins opposed to Faith ? The sins opposed to

Faith are : (a) Infidelity ; this is the sin of pagans and Jews, who

refuse to believo Religion; (i) Apostasy, or the outward denial of

Religion : this is the sin of those who publicly renounce Religion,

or who pretend not to be Christians ; (c) Heresy : this is the sin

of those who refuse, on grounds that appear good, and with

obstinacy, to believe some of the truths of Faith ; (d) Doubt : this

is the sin of those who wilfully and deliberately waver as to the

certainty of any article revealed by God and defined by His Church ;

(e) Ignorance : this is the bin of those who, through negligence,

do not know those truths of Religion which they are bound to

know.'

Such, therefore, is Faith, considered in itself. It is so precious

1 The large Traile dc !a Itcliyion, by Bergier, t. iii, iv, and ix, and Pere

Ciaeeet.on La Foi Vivtoricusc, may be consulted in regard to (be Wvsteries.
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treasure, so great a consolation amid the evils of life, that we

ought to hold it fast with all our might, and sedulously guard against

every danger of losing it. Above all, let us flee from those books

ind persons that disseminate pernicious doctrines. Let the conduct

of our forefathers serve us as an example.

During the violent persecution raised by Hunneric, an Arian

prince, against Catholics, the steadfastness in the Faith displayed

by persons of all ages and conditions was most remarkable. But

none afforded greater matter of edification than. twelve choir

children, who were distinguished above the others by the sweet

ness of their voices, and who followed the confessors whom Hunneric

had banished from Africa. Their talent caused them to be re

gretted by the enemies of Religion, who pursued them in order to

bring them back. Vain efforts! These noble-minded children

would not leave their holy masters, on whose garments they laid

hold ; they allowed themselves to be beaten heavily with sticks ;

they despised the torments that were threatened against them.

At length, however, they were carried off by force, and brought

back to Carthage; but not one of them could ever be seduced,

either by kindness or severity, which were alternately employed

for this purpose.

A long time after the persecution, they were still the consola

tion and glory of the Church in Africa, living together at Carthage,

eating together, and singing together the praises of God. The

whole province revered these twelve children as so many apostles,

who, by the example of their immovable constancy, taught all the

Faithful that the true Christian ought to sacrifice everything and

to suffer everything rather than betray his Faith and abandon his

true pastors.

These young confessors were not alone in giving a brilliant proof

of their attachment to the Faith and to its ministers. " The

people," says an historian, " followed the exiled bishops and priests

with lighted tapers. Mothers bore their children in their arms, and,

their eyes filled with tears, laid them at the feet of the confessors,

saying : ' To whom do you leave us as you go to martyrdom ?

Who will baptise our children ? Who will give us the Sacrament

of Penance? Who will bury us after our death? Who will offer

the Divine Sacrifice for us ? Would that it were permitted us to

go with you !' "'

It is not surprising that the people of Carthage should have

manifested such deep regret on seeing their bishops and priests

depart. Those who have any religion, any zeal for the public

i Histoire ecclesiastique.
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welfare, are not aware of anything that is more to be dreaded than

the extinction of Faith and the less of the salutary helps which

it affords. Are we fully convinced of the justness of their views ?

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having sent us

a Saviour who vouchsafed to teach us how to reap the fruits of

His redemption : it is by uniting ourselves with this New Adam

that we shall become His children, and the heirs of His virtue and

His glory.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I will

frequently make an Act of Faith.

LESSON XVIII.

OUR UNIOH WITH THE NEW ADAM BT FAITH.

Objects of Faith. Mysteries in general. Three Principal Mysteries. Sign

of the Cross. Particular Truths to be believed. General Remarks on

the Creed. Advantages and Sublimity of the Creed. History. Detailed

Explanation of the Creed : the first and second Articles.

After making known Faith in itself, it remains for us to show

what are its objects—in other words, what are the truths that we

must believe.

Faith is called a theological virtue, because it has God Himself

for its Object : it is the first of its class. Hence, God, and all

the truths revealed by God and defined by the Church, are the

objects of our Faith. Among these truths there are some above

reason, some that we cannot understand: they are called

mytteries.

Is it reasonable, you may ask, to believe mysteries that cannot

be understood? This is to ask (a) whether God knows more than

man, and whether He can oblige us to believe truths that exceed

the limits of our understanding. To any one who knows how to

link two ideas together the answer to this double question is not

doubtfuL Besides, when we believe mysteries on the word of God,

we do not, to speak properly, submit our reason : we only submit

our ignorance. We trust to the most ordinary good sense, which

tells us that the positive and incontestable proofs of revelation

ought to prevail over our ignorance. So astronomy trusts to the

telescope for an acquaintance with worlds which the naked eyo

cannot behold.



It is to ask (i) whether we ought to believe anything whatso

ever. In point of fact, everything above, below, around, within

us, is a mystery : we do not understand the whole of anything.

For example, do you know how and why fire burns, air enables us

to live, light shines upon us ? Do you know how the grain of

wheat, cast into the earth, multiplies, or how the wondrous instinct

of animals is produced ? Yet it has never occurred to any man to

entertain the least doubt on these matters. And you believe them,

though you do not, however learned you may be, understand them

any better than I.

After this, thou weak and proud man ! who dost not understand

thyself, who dost not understand the grain of dust that thou

treadest under thy feet, thou canst with a good grace pretend to

admit only that which thou understandest ! There are mysteries

everywhere in nature, and let us add that, if there were none in

Religion, Religion would be false. Religion is true only because

it comes from God. Now, when God vouchsafes to reveal to us

what He is in Himself, and what He has done and will do for us,

it is impossible that these truths should not be mysteries. An

infinite Being cannot, in His nature, in His decrees, or in His con

duct, be comprehensible to a finite being.

The mysteries of Christianity, which are the legitimate objects

of every reasonable man's Faith, deserve our utmost gratitude.

Their benefits are innumerable and continual, to society as well as

to the individual.

1. They put a rein on the eager curiosity of our minds, and

place beyond the reach of investigations and sophisms those truths

which serve as a foundation for thought, no less than for conduct.

By obliging us to believe certain dogmas, God says to the human

mind, as formerly to the mighty ocean : So far shalt thou come, but

here thou must break thy pride.' Will anyone say that it was

wrong of God to raise barriers against the ocean ? Thus, by reveal

ing to us the mystery of one only God—infinite and incompre

hensible—the Creator and Ruler of the universe, and by obliging

ns to believe it, Christianity banished from the imagination of men

all further regard for those hosts of strange divinities which were

supposed to exist everywhere throughout nature. Now, by pro

scribing idolatry, an end was put to those fears, superstitions, and

crimes which were inseparable from it, which still accompany it

wherever it is practised, and which are ever ready to break forth

in shallow minds.

2. The mysteries of Christianity serve as a foundation for all

1 Job., xxxviii, 11.
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virtues. In the most false religions there arc, indeed, mytteriet;

but, far from leading men to virtue, they are only incentives to

vice. Those of Christianity, on the contrary, promote virtue and

support morality. They suggest motives of love and gratitude

towards God, of charity towards our neighbour, of watchfulness

over ourselves. Let us render palpable a truth unfortunately so

little known.

The august mystery of the Trinity, for example, is the first

object of Catholic Faith. Now, there is nothing in the world

better calculated to elevate our minds than the knowledge of this

fundamental dogma, nothing in the world better calculated to in

flame our hearts than the lessons of high morality which proceed

from it. There is one God ; there is only one : He is infinite,

eternal, omnipotent. He created and He governs all that exists.

There are three Persons in God, namely, the Father, the Son, and

the Holy Ghost. Each of them is God ; yet they are not three

Gods : they are only one God, having but one and the same

nature, one and the same divinity. The Father, eternal, almighty,

'.he Creator and Ruler of the world, does not proceed from anyone.

The Son, the eternal wisdom, the splendour of His Father, pro

ceeds from the Father alone. He is the Son of God, the second

Person of the Blessed Trinity, and the only Person who became

incarnate. There are in the Son of God made man, whom we

name Jesus Christ, two natures—divine nature and human nature;

consequently two wills—a divine will and a human will. Hut there

is only one Person in Him—the Person of the Son of God : as in

every human being, the body and soul make but one person, so in

the Son of God, the divine and human natures make but one

Person. Jesus Christ suffered in His body and in His soul—that

is, in His human nature : He died on a cross to redeem us. His

body was enshrouded and buried. He arose on the third day by

His own power. He ascended triumphantly into Heaven, where He

enjoys the same majesty as the Father and the Holy Ghost, and

whence He will come at the end of the world to judge the living

and the dead.

The Holy Ghost, the third Person of the Blessed Trinity, the

substantial love of the Father and the Son, proceeds from them.

The Holy Ghost was not made, nor created, nor begotten : Faith

tells us only that He proceeds from the Father and the Son. He is

the Sanctifier. He is the life of our souls, which, without Him,

are in a state of death—that is, can do nothing meritorious of sal

vation. He never ceases to assist the Church.

Such is the teaching of Faith on the adorable mystery of the

Trinity. Let us learn to appreciate the happy influences of this
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fundamental dogma* Take away the mystery of the Trinity from

the Catholic Creed, and the whole edifice of the Christian lleligion

falls to the ground. But there is no Religion outside of Christianity.

If, therefore, lleligion is the basis of society, we must conclude

that the mystery of the Adorable Trinity, which is the basis of

Religion, is the pivot of the universe.

Then, again, this fundamental mystery is not presented to us

as a purely speculative article of Faith, but as au object of love

and gratitude, as a sublime model of that sublime charity which

should reign among us, and which should lead us to unity. Such

was the desire of the Redeemer : that they may be one. He says, us

the three Divine Persons are one.' Now, the mystery of the Trinity

shows us God always at peace with Himself, always happy in His

own happiness, yet always concerned with the happiness of man,

which He made the only aim of all His designs and works.

The Father created the world lor His glory and our happiness :

not one of His innumerable creatures that He did not submit to our

empire, and destine for our service or our pleasure. After creating

all things for us, He preserves and rules them by the laws of His

sweet providence-

The Son, consubstanlial with the Father, was pleased to make

atonement for guilty man, in order to rescue him from the just

punishment which he had deserved, and to restore him the happi

ness which he had lost. For this purpose Our Lord vouchsafed to

clothe Himself with our flesh, with our weakness, and to dwell

among us, so as to serve us as a Master and a Model. He gave His

life for us. 0 prodigy of goodness I He still gives Himself every

day under the form of ordinary food, to unite Himself more closely

with His brethren.

The Divine Spirit, the essential love of the Father and the Son,

after speaking to us by the Prophets, was sent personally to us

to enlighten and to instruct us. Communicated by the Sacraments,

He works in us by His Grace, and presides over the teaching of

the Church.

These ideas are not only great and sublime, they are affecting

and consoling. They elevate and soften the soul. God, great as

He is, has occupied Himself with me from all eternity : His whole

Being has been, so to speak, appropriated to my service. Man,

however weak and sinful, is therefore precious in the eyes of God

He is not only my Creator and Master, my Benefactor and Father,

in the order of nature; He is also, in the order of grace, my

Saviour, my Consoler under afflictions, the intimate Friend of my

i Joan., zrii.
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soul, and my Everlasting Reward. He demands virtue of me, but

He assists me to practise it : He gives me an example of it, and

shows me the reward that awaits me in the distance.

Is it surprising that this doctrine should have made saints ? Is

it surprising that it should have given birth to the purest senti

ments of humanity, of charity, towards our brethren 1 Notwith

standing the fury of the passions, these sentiments still shine in

Christianity; they have brought forth a multitude of useful in

stitutions, such as have scarcely been dreamt of in other religions.

The impious man,' who could ask of what use to the world or to

civil society are the dogma of the Trinity and the other truths of

Christianity, would give a conclusive proof of his little reflection and

narrow judgment.'

You have now heard the explanation, notonly ofthe mystery ofthe

Holy Trinity, but also of the mysteries of the Incarnation and the Re

demption, the triple foundation of Christianity. These mysteries it is

indispensable to know distinctly and to believe steadfastly in order to

be saved. Lest any of His children should ever come to forget them,

Our Lord established a sign of easy and ordinary use, which is

repeated every day by learned and ignorant, old and young. It is

the Sign of the Cross, called with reason the Sign of the Christian,

since it distinguishes us from Jews, Mahometans, and idolators.

Now, every one knows that there are two modes of making the

Sign of the Cross. The first, by tracing with the thumb a little

cross on the forehead, another on the mouth, and another on the

heart. The priest and the faithful make it thus at the reading

of the Gospel during the holy Sacrifice of the Mass. We impress

the Sign of the Cross on the forehead, to show that we do not

blush to be Christians or to perform the works of Christians ; on

the mouth, to show that we are ready to confess our Religion ; and

on the heart, to show that we sincerely believe and truly love that

of which we make profession with the mouth.

The second mode of making the Sign of the Cross consists in

putting the hand first to the forehead, then to the breast, after

wards to the left shoulder, and finally to the right shoulder, pro

nouncing the words : In the Name of the Father, and of the Son,

and of the Holy Ghost. Amen. Hereby, we make it understood

that we believe in, and adore, the three Persons of the Holy

Trinity, in oneness of nature. The figure of the Cross, which we

form on ourselves as we pronounce these words, is a mark of our

belief that the Son of God was made Man; that He died on a cross

I Rousseau, Leitres de la Montagnt, p. 31.

Bergier, t. ix, p. 9.
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to redeem us; that we are His disciples, and that we renew our

baptismal contract to serve Him with love and fidelity.

Hence, this Sign must always be accompanied with great

respect and recollection, as well as confidence.

In point of fact, the Sign of the Cross is all-powerful to banish

the devil, our chief enemy, and to draw upon us the protection of

God. The devil was vanquished by the Cross. At the sight of

this Sign, he flees terrified. This rebellious angel corrupted

creatures, and transformed them into so many snares for fallen

man. This is the reason why the Church makes the Sign of the

Cross over everything that she wishes to purify and to employ in

her service. The devil, like a roaring lion, roams continually

around us. It was to guard themselves against his attacks that

the Early Christians used so frequently to make the Sign of the Cross.

"In action or in rest," says Tertullian, ,r coming in or going out,

patting on our clothes and our shoes, taking our meals, day and

night, we make on our forehead the Sign of the Cross.'" Nothing

is more profoundly philosophical than this practice. Taught by

the example of our ancestors, let us therefore often make the Sign

of the Cross, especially when rising and going to rest, before our

principal actions, and in dangers and temptations.

To make thil holy sign with piety on ourselves is to become in

accessible to the attacks of the wicked one, or to repair the

breaches which he has effected in our souls, by renewing there the

image of the Holy Trinity, to whose likeness we were created. To

form it on creatures is to banish from them the evil influences of

the devil. These influences, equally dangerous to the health of

soul and body, we have particularly to dread, when we enter into

intimate communication with creatures. Hence a fact, otherwise

inexplicable : namely, that all peoples, even pagans, instructed by

tradition, have never failed to recite prayers over creatures at the

moment of coming into immediate relation with them by mandu-

cation. Accordingly, not only gratitude towards God who gives us

food, but even an intimate acquaintance with the state of fallen

nature, should teach us that the Sign of the Cross before and after

meals is a duty.

All that we have said is so true that there are only two kinds of

beings in nature who take food without praying, namely, sots and

beasts. Ignorant contemners of the wisdom of nations, these sots

are a truly pitiful sight to the sensible mau. Beasts sometimes

excite the innocent astonishment of children. One day a little girl

of three years, whom we knew well, entered the kitchen of the

i De Corcn. Mil., c. iii.
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convent in which she was being brought up. There she began tc

play with the cat, which soon left her to go and take some food.

Suddenly the child cried out : " Mother, mother! the cat is eating

without saying any Benedicite."

The Sign of the Cross was taught us by the Apostles. It was

taught the Apostles by Jesus Christ Himself, as we are assured by

a constant tradition. This Sign has been in use since the first

ages, in all the churches of the world.' No one will be surprised at

this when he knows the marvellous power which the Saviour was

pleased to attach to it. There is not the least doubt that the

Sign of the Cross, made with faith and piety, has the power

to banish devils and to work miracles. The writings of the Fathers

of the Church render the matter certain. Let us give a few of

their testimonies.

Lactantius relates that the Emperor Maximian, while in the

East, desired to know the future. For this purpose he caused

victims to be immolated, and searched among their entrails for some

token of events to come. One day, as he indulged in this diabolical

superstition, a few Christian soldiers, who were present, made on

their foreheads the immortal Sign of the Cross. Instantly the

devils took to flight, and the sacrifice was deprived of its results.

The priests of the idols trembled, but could discover in the bowels

of the victims none of the usual signs. They sacrificed new ones,

but without any better success.

St. Gregory of Nazianzen, in his discourse against Julian the

Apostate, relates the following fact. Julian went down one day

into a subterranean sanctuary, inaccessible to the multitude : it was

a fearful place to enter. He was accompanied by a famous

magician. Scarcely had the emperor entered, when he was struck

with terror. Frightful unearthly cries were heard, a black smoke

filled the sanctuary, and fiery spectres flitted before his eyes.

Shuddering at a sight so new to him, for he was already pretty

ripe in years when he embraced idolatry, he had recourse to the

Sign of the Cross. This all-powerful weapon, which he would have

wished to destroy, he employed as a safeguard in his danger. The

Sign of the Cross showed its might : the devils fled, the alarms of

Julian subsided. But a new miracle follows. He wishes to con

tinue his sacrilegious superstitions : his terrors return, the infernal

i See Tertullian, quoted above ; Lactantius, Institut. div., b. IV, c. xxvi ;

Basil, Of the Holy Ghost, c. xxv ; Gregory of Nyssa, Life of S. Gregory

Thaumaturqus, y. II, p. SlfiO; Chrys , Hom. fi5 on N.liatt. ; S. Aug., City of

God. b. II. c. viii ; S. Jgnnt ius, innrtyr, Kj>. to Phil. ; our Treatisecm the Sign

of the Cross, &c.
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monsters reappear. Ho again makes the Sign of the Cross, and

the devils, overpowered and confounded, hasten to take flight a

Kcond time.

It is not only to banish devils, but also to cure diseases and to

remove dangers which threaten injury to our bodies, that the

venerable Sign of our Redemption has an omnipotent virtue. The

Fathers of the Church supply us with the most authentic proofs on

this point.

A man whom no one will suspect of credulousness or weak-

mindedness—St. Augustine—relates that a woman of Carthage,

named Innocent, was afflicted with a cancer, which the physicians

had declared incurable. -I learned it, says the holy doctor, from a

physician who attended her, and who was an intimate friend of my

family. Despairing of the efforts of men, this woman had put

all her confidence in God : the Lord vouchsafed to recompense her

prayers and her faith. He told her in a dream to present herself at

the church on Easter Eve, and, after going to the women's

baptistery, to ask the first of the newly-baptised to make the Sign

of the Cross on her cancer. She did so, and was immediately

cured. The physician, on coming to visit her, found her in perfect

health. Astonished beyond anything that can be expressed, he

besought her to tell him what remedy she had employed. She re

lated the occurrence to him with the utmost candour. ' ' I suspected,"

said the physician, "that you would have something extraordinary

to tell me." Then, in a moment, he added : " Is it surprising that

Christ should cure a cancer when He raised to life a man four days

dead?'"

We read in the life of St. Benedict that some wicked men,

whose pride and malice could not endure the holy firmness of the

laint, resolved to rid themselves of him. With this view, they put

poison in a glass of wine, and gave it him to drink. Faithful to

the practice of all true Christians, who never partake of nourish

ment without blessing it and returning thanks,' Benedict made the

Sign of the Cross over the glass, which instantly fell in pieces.

St. Antony, though retired into the most remote parts of the

desert, often experienced the fiercest attacks of the devils. These

malevolent spirits would appear to him under a thousand frightful

forms. The saint laughed at their impotence, and, to put them to

flight, contented himself with making the Sign of tho Cross. In

structing his disciples on the most effectual means of repelling the

temptations of the devil, he said to them: "Believe me, Satan

t City of God, b. XXIII, c: viii.

»Porro, cum in mensa eederis, cceperisque frangere panem, ipso ter con»

ngnato signo Cruris. . , gratiaa age. (Athan., De Virginitatc. . ., n. 13.)

voi. n. 12
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fears prayers, fasts, voluntary poverty, mercy, and humility, but

above all an ardent love of Jesus Christ. The mere Sign of the

Cross suffices to disarm and banish him."

Nothing would be easier than to multiply examples of the

power of the Sign of the Cross. Those which we have just given

will suffice to arouse our Faith and to inspire us with the deepest

respect for the august Sign of our Salvation. "Woe to the Christian

who makes it negligently ! Shame on the Christian who blushes

to make it !'

In a very numerous assembly there was a person who would

not dare to make the Sign of the Cross hefore a stranger at the

beginning of an action when he was accustomed to make it. A

zealous priest, observing him, made him blush for his laxity and

tepidity. "What!" he says, "Jesus Christ was not ashamed to

die on the Cross to redeem you, and you are ashamed to form on

yourself the sacred Sign of your Redemption 1 Take care : if you

are ashamed of Jesus Christ before men, He will be ashamed of

you before His Father."

Besides the three great mysteries of tho Trinity, the In

carnation, and the Redemption, there are other truths regarding

which we must have a particular knowledge and an explicit belief :

such as the immortality of the soul, and the eternity of rewards

and punishments. Faith embraces all the truths revealed by God

and defined by the Church, though a clear and distinct knowledge

of the other dogmas is not so strictly necessary as it is of those

which we have just mentioned; All these articles of Faith,

explicit or implicit, are contained, at least substantially, in the

Apostles' Creed, which we are now about to explain.

During the forty days which Our Lord spent on earth with His

Apostles after His resurrection, He instructed them thoroughly re

garding the means by which all men should unite themselves with

i No ergo Christi crucem crubcscamus, sed si quia alius abscondat, tu

palom ad frontem obsignate, ut dremones regium signum intuentcs, tremuli

procul aufugiant. Signo autctu isto utere, tum edens ac bibens, tum sedens

ac cubans, de lecto surgens, loquens, arabulans, et, ut semel dicam, in omni

negotio. . . Non pudeat igitur nos crucifixiun conliteri, sed in fronte con-

fidenter eignaculuru cruris digitis imprimatur, et in aliis omnibus crux fiat :

in panibus comedendis, et in poculis bibendis, et in egressu et ingressu, ante

somnum, recumbendo et surgendo, eundo et quiescendo. Magna hojc custodia,

qua; propter pauperes gratis datur : aine labore propter infirmos, cum a- Deo

ait hose gratia signum iidelium, et timor dtcmonum : triumphavit enim deilli»

in hoc signo : Ostenta illud audacter, quando enim viderint crucem recordantur

Crucinii. Metuunt enim qui contrivit capita draconis. Kequo propterea

quod est gratuitum condeinnas hoe signav'ulum ; sed ideo mugis venerare

benefsctorem. (Cyrill., Hitros. catech., iv. a. 10 et 1S.)
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Him, to share in the fruits of His redemption. He was not content

with saying to them in general : " He who helieves, shall be saved."

He taught them in detail whatever was necessary to be believed, and

charged them to announce it to the nations. Obedient to the orders

of their Divine Master, the Apostles composed an abridgment of

His doctrine—termed on this account the Apostles' Creed. They

committed it to writing before they separated, and each one bore

a copy of it with him on his particular mission, so that all

Christians might have only one and the same belief, and might in

the first place learn the fundamental truths of Religion.'

Hence, there is really in the Church but one Creed—the Creed

of the Apostles. Yet we distinguish four :—

1. The Creed of the Apostles, which we are about to explain.

2. The Creed of Nice. It owes its name to a General Council

held in this city, in the year 325. This Creed is the same as that

of the Apostles, save a few explanations inserted by the Council,

to confound the Arians, who denied the divinity of Our Lord. For

example, in the second article, the Council says : " We believe in

one only Lord Jesus Christ—the only Son of God—begotten of the

Father—God of God—Light of Light—true God of true God—

begotten and not made—consubstantial with the Father—by whom

all things were made."

3. The Creed of Constantinople, so called from the General

Council held in this city, in the year 381. This Creed is also that

t Bufinus, in his Explanation of the Creed or Symbol—found among the

worts of St. Cyprian—says: "Symbolum dici potest et indicium et collatio,

hoc est quod plures in unum conferuut. Id enim Apostoli fecerunt in his

sermonibus, in unum conferendo quod unusquisque aenserit : indicium autem

per quod agnosceretur ille qui Christum vere secundum apostolicas regulas

praedicaret. Proinde discessuri ad proedicandum, istud unanimitatis et fldei suae

indicium posuerunt, ut si quis occurreret forte de quo dubitaretur, interrogate

Symbolum agnosceretur an esset host is an socius : quemadmodum aymbola

qujedam vel secreta verborum signa militibus ad eos dignoscendos traduntur."

Similia apud Maximum Taurinensem in Homil. De iraditimie ac expositions

Symboli.

On the necessity of the Symbol, St. Thomas apeaks thus : " Necessnrinm

fuit fidei veritatem in unum colligi, ut facilius posset omnibus proponi, ne

iliquie per ignorantium fidei a veritate deficereL Et ab hujusmodi senten-

tiarum fldei collectione nouien Symboli est acceptum. . . Veritas fidei in sacra

Scriptura diffuse continotur et variis modis et in quibusdam obscure ; ita quod

ad eliciendum fidei veritatem ex sacra Scriptura requiritur longum studium et

exercitium, ad quod non possunt pervenire omnes illi quibus necessarium est

rogooscere fidei veritatem, quorum plerique aliis negotiis occupati studio

Tatare non possunt, et ideo necessariuin fuit ut ex sententiis sacrro Scripturie

aliquid uinniftetum summarie colligeretur, quod quidem non est additum

sacne Scriptura, scd potius ex sacra Scriptura sumptum. (2» 2», Quatt. i,

De Fide, art 9.)
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of the Apostles, developed against the Macedonians, who denied

the divinity of the Holy Ghost. Accordingly, it is said in the

ninth article : " We also believe in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and

Life-giver, who is adored and glorified with the Father and the

Son." The words, " Who proceedeth from the Father and the Son,"

were inserted by the Church against the errors of the Greeks,

relative to the procession of the Holy Ghost. So, too, with the

following: " Creator of all things visible and invisible," against the

errors of the Manichees. But in all these changes there is nothing

additional introduced : it is only an explanation that is given.

4. The Creed of St. Athanasius, a summary of the doctrine of

this great defender of the Church, which affords an admirable

explanation of the great mysteries of the Trinity and the Incarna

tion.

Composed of twelve articles, the Creed may, according to some

theologians, be divided into three parts: the first contains that

which we ought to believe of the Father ; the second, that which

we ought to believe of the Son ; the third, that which we ought to

believe of the Holy Ghost. The work of Creation is attributed to

the Father: I believe in God, the Fatlier Almighty; Creator of heaven

and earth. Tho work of Redemption is attributed to the Son :

And in Jesus Christ, His only Son, our Lord, Sfc. The work of

Sanctification is attributed to the Holy Ghost : I believe in the Holy

Ghost, the holy Catholic Church, fyc. Although we attribute different

works to the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, these works are,

nevertheless, common to the three Divine Persons.

According to others, the Creed is divisible only into two parts :

the first, composed of eight articles, teaches us to know God our

Father ; the second, composed of the last four articles, teaches us to

know the Church our Mother.

The Symbol not only gives us that sublime knowledge of God

and the Church which raises the intellect of Christian peoples

so high, but it also instructs us in reference to man and the

world with a precision which the authors of other systems must

ever despair of attaining. As a matter of fact, the Symbol teaches

us, in reference to man, that he has been created by God ; that he

is free in his actions—consequently, that he has a spiritual soul ;

that he has sinned ; that he has been redeemed by God ; that, at

the end of ages, he must render to the Supreme Judge a strict

account of the means given him to reap the fruits of his Redemp

tion ; that the sacred bonds of charity unite us, and make all

Christians members of one body; that we have every help and

facility necessary to preserve our union with the Second Adam and

with our brethren, and to restore it in case of its being destroyed by
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sin ; that we shall all rise again from the dead, to live in eternal

happiness or misery, according to our works.

In reference to the world, the Symhol teaches us that it has heen

created, by God, that it is governed by a Universal Providence,

whose laws are sweet and infallible, and that it shall come to an end.

To appreciate what is sublime in the Oatholic Creed,

observe the bold strokes with which it sketches the history of man

and the world. Observe also how thoroughly each of its articles

pulverises a whole heap of absurd systems, raved into existence by

pagan philosophers, in reference to God, man, and the world, and

so shamelessly put forward again in our own days by impious

iacants. Observe, in fine, how every word is a ray of light, which

dissipates some portion of the darkness in which the reason of man

has been enveloped since the time of original sin, and that the

union of all these rays forms the sun of truth, before which all

errors disappear, as the shadows of night before the day-star.

True: in regard to questions on which poor human reason has, in

all ages and countries, uttered nothing but miserable rhapsodies and

fooleries, the Catholic Symbol leaves no liberty. It is right : this

would be the liberty of suicide. What would the human race gain

by allowing one senseless man to say freely that there is no God ;

another, that God and nature are only one being ; another, that God

exists, but does not concern Himself with our affairs ; another, that

the soul is mortal ; another, that there may be a life hereafter, but

that the thing is very questionable? No one knows. The human

race, on the contrary, gains much from a divine Religion, which

tells it precisely the why and the wherefore of its existence—which

gives it certain, sublime, and consoling views of God and the

soul.

Now, these views the Catholic Creed communicates to all tho

members of the Church. In this manner, it places minds on the

same level, treats them with the same consideration, establishes

them in the same principles and the same belief. Society no longer

travels in divergent lines, in opposite directions. All men act

under the impulse of one Faith, and, as there is an end to doubt, to

hesitation, to resistance, progress is continual.

Thanks to the Creed, tho truths of the political order have a

Solid basis. The forms of government may change ; but the

change will take place without shock o- revolution. It will always

gravitate towards justice and charity. As for the truths of the

scientific order and the literary order, they meet with no

obstacle in Catholic teaching. So far from it, they find therein

ideas that render them more and more prolific, ideas that give them

a safe and glorious development.
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Thus, the Creed is the holy ark which gathers humanity around

it during the journey of life. Is it so great a misfortune that no

one attempts to destroy it, at the risk of heing lost in the desert

and buried in the sand ? During sixteen centuries Europe has

followed it, and during these sixteen centuries has not the Creed

produced the most admirable civilisation that ever existed ? Has it

not had the signal honour of seeing assembled around it the greatest

geniuses, the most wonderful inventions, the noblest monuments ?

The Son of God, in giving it to the world, became, as He said Him

self, the Corner Stone of the edifice; His name, a name of universal

salvation. "Whatever does not rest on this Stone has neither

grandeur nor durability. There is no other name that can save the

individual or society, even temporally.

The peoples may write other names in their records, at the head

of their laws, and over the doors of their temples. They may oik;

day celebrate a hero of the sword or of the tongue ; another, attach

themselves to personages who will be able to excite their enthusiasm

by a display of genius, or crime, or folly ; but never shall they be

able to make a long journey under such guides or to attain to their

destiny. They shall always find themselves in the midst of wars

and catastrophes ; for the only name that carries with it peace,

order, harmony, virtue, and prosperity, is the name of Jesus.

The truth of the Catholic Symbol makes itself felt so sensibly

that, when our forefathers in the Faith opposed it to pagan errors,

the confounded judges did not attempt to answer it: they con

tented themselves with the logic of tyrants, that is, they pro

nounced sentence of death. A child of seven years was led before

the prefect Asclepiades, a persecutor of the Christians. "Who are

you ?" asked the judge. "I am a Catholic Christian." And the

child repeated the Creed and other things which had been taught to

him from the catechism. This simple profession of Faith irritated

the tyrant. Moderating his fury, however, he sent for the virtuous

mother of the young hero, and, in her presence, had the little child

most cruelly scourged. The streams of the youthful martyr's

blood filled the eyes of all the spectators with tears.

While his body was being torn, this child of benediction con

fessed Jesus Christ, to whom his worthy mother offered the sacrifice

of her son. Looking tenderly towards his mother, he said: "I

thirst." She answered him : "My son, yet a little patience; you

shall soon reach the Fountain of Life, and Jesus Christ will give

you to drink a water that will quench your thirst for ever." Oat

of himself with rage on witnessing the heroic firmness of the son

and the mother, Asclepiades ordered that the head should be cut off

the young athlete, whom he could not otherwise overcome. The
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mother took the child in her arms, and gave him a last kiss, as

religions as it was tender ; then, delivering him to the executioner,

she uttered these words of the prophet : Precious in the sight of tin

Lord it the death of His Saints.

It is not enough to admire the Symhol; we must also understand

it. We proceed, therefore, to explain its different articles. And,

first, the truths contained in the Symbol are called articles, after a

comparison often used by the Fathers. As the members of the body

are separated and distinguished by articulations or joints, so the

name of articles has, with much reason and propriety, been given to

truths which we must believe specially and distinctly in our con

fession of Faith.

I believe in God, the Father Almighty, Creator of heaven and

earth. What we have said on the work of the Creation in the

first part of the Catechism, dispenses us from the necessity of making

any lengthened observations here. The sense is this :—

I believe. To believe is not the same thing as to think, to

imagine, to suppose. To believe means, in this place, I hold for

certain—I am so sure that what is contained in the Symbol is true

that I am ready to lay down my life for it. The word believe, which

is expressed before the first, is understood before every other

article of the Creed.

In God: not in Gods. This brief declaration, by which we

profess the unity of God, has overthrown idolatry, and changed the

face of the world. In God: to believe God is to believe what

He teaches, but to believe in God is moreover to confide fully in

Him, without examination or doubt, and to tend towards Him as

the Sovereign Good, with all the power of one's soul.' This begin

ning of the Creed teaches us the excellence of Christian philosophy,

which raises us, at the outset, to the highest of all truths, in order

that we may thence contemplate the others. It is very different

from worldly philosophy, which, depending on natural light alone,

raises us only by the help of sensible effects, and comes but very

slowly to recognise the Author of all things that exist. And yet

the knowledge which Faith gives us is much purer and more

positive than that which comes from the reasonings of human

i De apostolus possuinus dicere : Credimus F.iulo, aed non credimus in

pBulum ; credimus Petro, aed non credimus in Petrum. . . Quid eat ergo

credere in Deinn ? Credendo amare, credendo diligere, credendo in eum ire,

ct ejus membria incorporari. (S. Aug., In. Joan., tract, sxix, n. 6.)

* Necessarium est nomini accipcre per modum fldei non eolum ea qute aunt

aupra rationem, aed etiam ea qua; per rationem cognoaci poasunt : et hoc

orooter tria. Pnmo, quidem, ut citius homo ad veritatis diving: cognitionem
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Tlie Father. We give the name of Father to God for three

reasons. The first is because He is the Father of all creatures, not

by nature, not by adoption, but by creation, and His admirable:

power and providence extend to all. Is not the Lord your Father,

says the Scripture—Be who is your Master, who drew you forth

from nothingness ? Is not He alone your Father ?' The second is

because He is the Father of all the just, not by nature, but by

adoption. We have not received the spirit of bondage, says the

Apostle, to live in fear like slaves, but the spirit of adoption of children

of God, whereby we cry : Father, Father.1' As a matter of fact, God

has, says St. John, shown such a love for us, that toe are called and

really are the children of God. And if we are children, we are heirs

also : heirs of God and co-heirs of Jesus Christ, who is the First-Bom

of many brethren, and who is not ashamed to call us His brethren.'

The third is because He is the beginning without beginning, and,

from all eternity, begets His Son, by whom all things have been

made.

At the same time, when we say that the Father is the first

Person, it is not to be believed that we recognise in the Trinity

anything first or last, greater or less. God forbid that such an

impious thought should enter the minds of the Faithful ! The

Christian Religion teaches that the same eternity, power, and

majesty belong to the three Divine Persons; that there is no

inequality amongst them. The only distinctions of which we are

aware, in their regard, are these : the Father is not begotten, the Son

is begotten of the Father, the Holy Ghost proceeds from both the

Father and the Son. Thus we confess and adore unity in the

Divine Essence, a distinction in the Persons, and equality in the

Trinity.

Almighty. By this word we understand that there is nothing,

perveniat ; scienta eniin ad quam pertinet probareDeum esse, et alia hujusmodi

de Deo, ultimo hominibus addiscenda proponitur, praesuppoeitig lnultis alii*

acientiis. Et sic nonnisi post inultum tempus vitae sua; homo ad Dei cog-

nitionera perveniret. Sccundo, ut cognitio Dei sit communior : multi enim in

studio scientiae proficere non possunt; vel propter hebetudinem ingenii, vel

propter alias occupationes et necessitates temporalis vitro ; vol etiam propter

torporem addiscendi—qui onmino Dei cognitione fraudarentur, nisi pro-

ponerentur eis divina per modum fldei. Tertio, propter certitudinem. Ratio

enim bumana in rebus divinis est multum deficiens, cujus signum est quia

pbilosophi, de rebus humanie naturali investigatione perscrutantes, in raultis

erraverunt et sibi ipsis contraria senscrunt. I't ergo esset indubitata et ccrta

cognitio npud homines do Deo, oportuit quod divina eis per modum ildei

traderenliu-, quasi a Deo dicta qui mentiri non potest. (S. The, 2» 2", q. 2,

urt, 4., cor.)

• Dad., xxsii, t! ; RfalacK., ii, 10. > Rom., viii, 15.

» 1 Joan., iii, 1 ; Horn., viii, 17; Heb., ii, 11.
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that it is impossible to imagine anything, beyond the power of God.

Not only can He do everything that we find it most difficult to

imagine—as, for example, to annihilate the universe, or, in an in

stant, to create far more beautiful worlds than this, but His power

extends to things infinitely more exalted, of which our human

reason cannot even suspect the possibility. Nevertheless, although

He is almighty, God cannot utter a lie, nor cease to be, nor deceive,

nor be deceived, nor commit sin, nor be ignorant ofanything : these are

things that appertain only to imperfect beings. Thus, while

acknowledging the omnipotence of God, wo believe that He is

totally exempt from all that is not in harmony with His infinitely

perfect nature.

Let us here make an important remark. It is not without the

wisest reasons that the Symbol begins by proposing to us the omni

potence of God as an object of our Faith. Hereby, the Apostles

desired that we should have no trouble in believing either the

wonders of nature or the wonders of grace, of which the following

articles contain an abridged account. In fact, when we believe that

God is almighty, we at the same time acknowledge that He knows

all things, and that all things are subject to His will. Henceforth,

whatever is proposed, no matter how extraordinary, for our belief,

our reason will yield its assent without difficulty. Is there question

of hoping ? Never shall the grandeur of the prospect shake the

confidence of the mind ; so far from it, we shall find our hopes and

desires strengthened by the thought, which we must often recall,

that nothing is impossible to an omnipotent God. Let us, therefore,

be careful to fortify our faith in the omnipotence of our Father

when we have anything difficult to do for the benefit of our

neighbour, or anything important to ask in prayer for our

selves.

The Saviour Himself, to animate our courage, uses these

admirable words: If you have faith as a grain of mustard-teed, you

shall tell this mountain to pass from one place to another« and it shall

pats, and nothing shall be impossible to you.' And, to excite our

confidence in prayer, He says to us by the mouth of the Apostle St.

James : Ask with faith, not wavering ; for he that wavers is like a

wa& of the sea, which is dashed about by the wind on all sides : there

fore let not that man imagine thai he shall receive anything from the

Lord.'

The other advantages of this faith in the omnipotence of God

are :—(a.) To crush our pride, to lead us to humility, by making us

sensible of our weakness. Thus everything, to the least word in

Beligion, tends to repair in man the consequences of sin, and to

i Matt., xvii, 19. ' Jae., i, 6-7.
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render him conformable to the Second Adam. (5.) To make us

fear God. I will show you whom you shallfear, says the Saviour to

us ; fear Him who, after having killed the body, can east you into hell;

verily, I say to you, it is He who should he feared.' (c.) To re

mind us of the Lord's immense benefits towards us. Whoever

reflects on the omnipotence of God would be very ungrateful

if he did not often exclaim : He who is mighty has done great things

for me.'

Creator. This word signifies that God mado all things from

nothing, and that it is in His power to annihilate them again.

Angels, men, devils themselves, can indeed make and unmake

certain things; but they cannot make them without some pre

existing matter, nor unmake them unless inasmuch as they may

reduce them to something else. Thus, the builder cannot make a

house from nothing : he requires stones, mortar, and wood. Nor

can he destroy it, so as to annihilate it : he may simply reduce it to

stones and dust. God alone is called the Creator, and He is really

such, because He alone has no need of matter in the construction of

His works.

The word Creator does not refer to the Father alone ; for the

work of the Creation is common to the three Persons of the holy and

indivisible Trinity. As a matter of fact, if we learn in the Creed

that the Father created Heaven and earth, we read, in the Scripture,

of the Son : All things were made by Him ;» and of the Holy

Ghost : The Spirit of the Lord moved over the waters.* The heavens

were established by the word of the Lord, says tho Psalmist, and all

their beauty is the effect of the breath ofHis mouth.''

Of Heaven and earth. By these words we understand not only

Heaven and earth, but all that they contain : minerals, vegetables,

and animals— men and angels—all creatures visible and invisible.

It is enough to say Creator ofHeaven and earth, because Heaven and

earth are the two chief parts of the universe : the one above, where

Angels dwell ; the other below, where men dwell. Now, Angels

and men are the noblest of creatures, whom all others serve, as

Angels and men are themselves obliged to serve God.

Such is the simple and literal explanation of the first article of

our Faith. You may not, perhaps, suspect how profound is all

that it contains. "Well, this luminous line: One only God, the

Creator and Preserver of the whole universe, which appears at the

head of the Catholic Creed, is, in the world of spirits, that which

the sun is in this world of bodies.

' Luc., xii, 6. * Id., i, 49 • Joan., i. 3. 1

* Gen., i, 2. » Ps. ixxii.
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Nations of Europe ! know that it is to this first dogma that you

arc indebted for your enlightenment and your superiority I Who,

tell me, scattered that host of absurd deities which received the

incense of degraded pagans on the thirty thousand altars of the

Rome of the Caesars? Who delivered you from the barbarous

dogma of fate, which, bowing down the philosophers of Greece

and Italy under the iron sceptre of a blind destiny, stifled within

them the sentiments of moral liberty, and condemned them either

to a Stoic insensibility or to the horrors of despair ?

And you, modern savants ! so proud of your discoveries, tell me,

in your turn, who delivered natural science from the endless

cosmogonies of ancient Greece and India ? Who put an end to

those everlasting surmises about the origin of things, in which the

sacred fire of genius was so long and so vainly consumed 1 With

history at hand, run along the chain of centuries, and you will find

that science was emancipated on the day when, for the first time,

the Catholic Symbol resounded throughout the world. Its first

expression is the basis of natural, as well as of divine, science. And

that you may never forget it, often call to mind that the last century

fell into those errors which excite our pity only from having wished

to destroy this necessary basis, the starting-point of all investiga

tions.

And you, men ! whosoever you are, who suffer, who groan

under the burden of life, what shall I say to you ? To what source

are you indebted for the consoling dogma of a tender Providence,

attentive to all your desires and sensible of all your misfortunes ?

How has the sweet word hope been restored to human speech for

you ? Ah ! it is again the first article of the Catholic Creed. If

you doubt the matter, call to mind the pagan peoples of antiquity,

and behold the idolatrous tribes of our own day. Let a glorious

concert of praise, therefore, rise from the midst of Christian nations

towards God the Creator and Father, who, revealing Himself to

them, has vouchsafed to lavish so many favours on them. Honour

to the heart that is faithful to the Catholic Symbol ! Shame on the

man who is ashamed of it ! "Woe to the man who despises it I

Anathema to the man who assails it !

The second article of the Creed is expressed thus : And in Jesus

Christ, His only Son, our Lord. We say, I believe in Jesus Christ,

as we say, I believe in God the Father ; because the Son of God-

Jesus Christ—is God as well as the Father. Thus, it is not enough

for us to hold as certain what Faith teaches regarding Jesus Christ :

wc must accompany this conviction with sentiments of piety. Our

heart must attach itself to Jesus Christ, must find its delight in

Him, must return Him love for love. In this manner, Faith,
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animated by Charity, will unite our mind with the mind of the

Second Adam, will make us live by His life and participate in the

fruits of His Redemption.

In Jesus Christ. The word Jesus means Saviour. It was not

by chance, nor by the judgment or will of men, that it was given to

the Word Made Flesh, but by the command and arrangement of

God Himself ; for the Angel, when announcing to Mary that she

should be the Mother of God, used these words : Behold, thou shall

conceive in thy tcomb, and shalt bring forth a Son ; and thou shalt call

His name Jesus.'

Without a doubt, several other persons, mentioned in Scripture,

bore this name, because they were figures of the true Saviour ; but

Our Lord alone verified it in its full extent. He, and He alone,

saved the world from sin, from the devil, from eternal death. The

name of Jesus, pronounced with a lively faith, has the power of

rendering abortive all the efforts of the enemies of our salvation.

It should be often on our lips and always in our hearts.

The name Christ, added to Jesus, means anointed or consecrated.

Among the Hebrews it was a law and a custom to consecrate kings,

priests, and prophets with holy oil. On this account they were

called Christs, or the Anointed of the Lord. This consecration was

a sign of the particular grace which God communicated to them, to

exercise their functions worthily. Now, it is the function of

priests to recommend the people to God by assiduous prayers, to

offer sacrifices, and to become mediators between God and men.

Kings are appointed to govern peoples ; to see that good laws are

made, and, as far as possible, observed; to protect the rights of the

innocent, and to punish the crimes of the guilty.

As these two ministries seemed to represent on earth something

of the majesty of God, those who were chosen for royalty and the

priesthood should be anointed and consecrated with holy oil.* It was

also the custom to give the unction to prophets, because they were

the interpreters and ambassadors of the immortal God, appointed

to correct morals and to announce the future. Now, no one

deserved the name of Christ better than Our Lord. For He was

at once a King, a Priest, and a Prophet ; and the unction with

which He was consecrated was not a mere participation in divine

grace—the Divinity itself dwelt within Him.

In the first place, He is a King, not only as God, but even as

Man. So His Father announced Him to the world : He shall be a

i Lite., i, 31. On the respect due to the Name of Jesus, see Feast of tht

Circumcision, Vol. IV.

* Lev., viii, 30 ; 1 Reg., x, 1.
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King in the house of Jacob for ever, and of His Kingdom there shall be

no end.' The Saviour received from His Father all power in

Heaven and on earth. He destroyed the empire of the devil, which

was idolatry, saved the elect, and made a conquest of the human

race, by redeeming all men with His precious blood. Whether they

wish it or not, whether they know it or not, it is He who reigns

over the nations. His kingdom is spiritual and eternal : begun on

earth, it shall be perfected in Heaven.

In the second place, He is a Priest. He offered a sacrifice with

which no other can be compared—a sacrifice of which all those of

the Old Law were only figures—and He continues to ofiier this sacri

fice daily on the altars of the whole world. Strictly speaking, Our

Lord is the only Priest in existence : all others are merely His

ministers and representatives. Moreover, He is a Priest according

to the order of Melchisedech, as the prophets had foretold, since He

offered Himself once, under the appearances of bread and wine, by

His own hands, at the Last Supper, to God His Father, and He

still offers Himself daily on the altar, by the hands of His priests,

in the same manner.

In the third place, He is a Prophet. He received from His

Father the knowledge of all thiDjrs. Everyone else, honoured with

the name of prophet, was only His disciple—a messenger sent to

announce Him who should give to men the true knowledge of the

mysteries of God. Moreover, He proved Himself a Prophet. He

showed in many circumstances that He was perfectly acquainted

with the most secret thoughts of the mind and the most hidden

feelings of the heart. He foretold with certainty events that were

afterwards verified to the letter : the principal circumstances of His

passion and death, the destruction of the city and temple of

Jerusalem. So many predictions, exactly fulfilled, are the pledge

of the verification of those which are yet unfulfilled : such as

His return to earth at the end of time, to judge mankind, and to

render to every one according to his works.

His only Son. These words teach us that the Almighty Father,

of whom we have spoken in the first article of the Creed, has truly

a Son by nature—who is called Jesus Christ—true God as well as

His Father, by whom He is begotten from all eternity. Now,

when we say that Jesus is the Son of God, let us beware of repre

senting His birth to ourselves in a material and terrestrial manner.

If we wish to form any idea of it, let us have recourse to the follow

ing comparison. When a person looks into a mirror, he immediately

produces there an image so perfectly like himself that it is almost

- Inc., i,33.
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impossible to distinguish between the two. This image resembles

him, not only in outline and colour, but also in attitude and motion.

And it is produced without labour, without lapse of time.

Thus you may imagine that God, contemplating Himself,

beholds the " splendour of His glory," the figure of His Sub-

itance—this is the Word; His only Son.

We see hereby how the Son of God is God as well as the Father,

and one and the same God with the Father. We also see that the

Son of God is not younger than the Father, but has always existed

as well as the Father, since He is begotten by the very contem

plation which God makes of Himself—a contemplation which is as

eternal as God.'

Let us believe, therefore, with a firm faith, and honour with a

profound piety, the mystery by which God the Father begets His

Son from all eternity: a mystery Which, in spite of all comparisons,

remains above reason, and should ever fill us with admiration like

that of the Prophet. Who, he exclaims, shall declare His generation ?*

Let us believe with joy, and on the testimony of God Himself, that

the Son has the same nature, the same power, the same wisdom,

the same eternity, as the Father, according to the more extended

explanation of the Council of Trent: And in Jesus Christ—His

only Son—born of the Father before all ages—God of God—Light of

Light—true God of true God—begotten and not created—consubstan-

tial wtth the Father—by whom all things were made.

Jesus Christ is called the only Son of God, because He is the

only true Son of God by nature. We are the sons of God : but it

is only by adoption, that is, by the election and grace of God, while

Jesus Christ is the true Son of God by nature, and is the only One

who can be such.

Our Lord. Jesus Christ is our Lord or Master : (a) as God,

because He created and preserves us ; (i) as Man, because He re

deemed us at a great price, and His Father gave Him all power in

Heaven and on earth ; (c) as the Man-God. The admirable union

of divine with human nature in one Person rendered Him our

Master, even though He should not have died for us, since by it He

is the Supreme Master of all creatures in general, and especially of

the Faithful, who are united to Him as members to their head, as

children to their father, as disciples to their master; for it is from

Jesus Christ that we have taken our name of Christians. We ranged

ourselves under the banner of His laws on the day of our Baptism,

and swore an everlasting fidelity to Him.

Thus, we belong to Jesus Christ much more than a servant or a

1 Bellar., Dottr. crist. p. 22. » Isa., liii, S.
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slave belongs to his master, than a child belongs to its father. Yet

this powerful Lord treats us with so much charity that He vouch

safes to give us, not the name of slaves, but the sweet names of

brethren and friends. This is one of the justest reasons, and I

know not whether there is any more fitting, to engage us to recognise

and honour Him as our Lord.

The first two articles of the Creed teach us that wo come from

God and that we specially belong to God. To what a high degree

of virtue are not these few words, well understood, capable of

raising us ! A Roman emperor had a magnificent stag, which was

gradually tamed. The object of its master's tender affection, this

beautiful animal was fed in the palace, to which it every day re

turned after visiting the neighbouring forests. Fearing lest in its

travels any one should chase or hurt it, the emperor caused the

following inscription to be engraved on a collar of gold, which was

hung round its neck : Do not touch me—/ belong to Ctetar.

"We come from God. We belong to God. He has marked us

with His seal. Our soul and its faculties, our body and its organs,

bear the impress of the Divinity. In a word, on our brow shines

this sacred inscription : Do not touch me—/ belong to God. Let us

know how to respect others. Let us know how to make ourselves

respected, by not allowing ourselves to bo seduced by evil example,

nor ensnared by wicked passions, nor brought into bondage by the

spirit of malice, who is our enemy and the enemy of God.

How can we now tell the advantages for which the world is

indebted to the second article of the Creed? Considering them

merely from an intellectual point of view, it would require whole

volumes to recount them. It is to faith in this second article, that

is, in the revelation of Jesus Christ which God has made to us, that

Christian nations owe their just ideas regarding God, regarding

man, regarding the world, regarding the relations of superiors and

inferiors. As a matter of fact, Jesus Christ is the key-stone of the

science of God, of the science of man, of the science of society, of

the science of the world. These words, Jesus Christ (or the Son of

God made Man to redeem the human race), teach us more regarding

the infinite justice, mercy, and wisdom of God, the dignity of the

human soul, the enormity of sin, the degradation and restoration of

creatures, than all the utterances of prophets, all the traditions of

peoples, all the volumes of philosophers.

Jesus Christ ! This is the sublime summary of the world's

history. The forty centuries that precede His coming lead to Him,

and all the centuries that succeed it refer to Him, that is, to the

formation of His mystical body, which is the Church. To this

grand design are subordinated all occurrences. The peoples, with
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their revolutions, gravitato towards this centre, as the planets

towards the sun. Whoever is not acquainted with this truth, need

never expect to understand anything of history: I speak of profane

history. But it being given, so simple and so exalted, everything

is explained, genius expands, and every people, every event, ii

exhibited in the clear light of its destiny, and is classed according

to the importance which it claims in the general plan.

Let us no longer be surprised to hear the Great Apostle, so

deeply versed in all things, exclaim with a holy enthusiasm : As

for me, Iglory in knowing nothing but Jesus, and Jesus crucified.'

I am no longer surprised to hear one of the most admirable geniuses,

and perhaps the strongest-minded man that ever appeared on the

earth—St. Thomas—declare boldly that he found all his know

ledge at thefoot of his crucifix.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having sent us

a Saviour who has enlightened our minds with the clear and safe

lights of Faith. From how many errors and disorders has He

delivered us by teaching us to know Thee, to know ourselves, to

know all creatures ! Grant us the grace to take advantage of so

many lights ; for much will be required of him to whom much is

given.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, / will

listen attentively to the instructions of the catechism.

LESSON XIX.

0TTR TOJIOH WITH THE NEW ADAM BT FAITH (continued).

Third Article of the Creed ; Mystery of the Incarnation ; Divinity and

Humanity of Our Lord : Social Advantages of this Article. Fourth

Article of the Creed ; Mystery of Our Lord's Passion and Death ; Acta

of Pilate ; Testimony of St. Justin, Tertullian, Eusebius of Ciesarea :

Social Advantages of this Article. Fifth Article of the Creed ; Resurrec

tion : Social Advantages of this Article. Historical Incident.

The third article of the Creed is expressed in these words : Who

was conceived by the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary. It

teaches us three great truths.

' 1 Cor., ii, 2.
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The first, that the "Word, the Second Person of the Blessed

Trinity, the only Son of God from all eternity, was made in time

the Son of Mary: so that the same Divine Person, remaining God,

as He was from all eternity, became Man, which He had not been

previously. So the Apostle St. John explains this profound

mystery, of which he derived the knowledge from the very heart of

the Saviour Himself. After declaring the nature of the Word in

these words : In the beginning was tlie Word,, and the Word teas with

God, and the Word was God, he concludes thus : And the Word

was made Flesh and dwelt amongst us.' Hence the name Incarna

tion, so perfectly appropriate, which is given to this mystery by

the Doctors of the Church, and notably by the Fathers of the

First Council of Nice, in their Creed : Et incarnatu* est de Spiritu

Sancto ex Maria Virgine. Let us add that it was congruous in

the Son to become incarnate, that all things, in Heaven and on

earth, might be restored by Him through whom they had in the

beginning been made.

Who was conceived by the Holy Ghost. These words express the

new and miraculous manner in which the Incarnation was accom

plished. The Holy Ghost, who is the Third Person of the Blessed

Trinity, and the same God as the Father and the Son, formed by

His infinite power, in the womb of Mary, of her most pure blood,

the admirably perfect body of a little child. At the same moment

He created a most noble soul, which He united to the body of this

little child. The Divine Word united His divinity with both, so

that in the twinkling of an eye Jesus Christ was perfect God and

perfect Man ; and the Most Holy Virgin was truly and properly the

Mother of a God-Man, since at the same moment she conceived a

God-Man, whose body was formed of her own substance.

As for the Holy Ghost, He cannot be called the Father of Our

Lord, because to be father it does not suffice to make—it is neces

sary to make of one's own substance. Thus, we do not say that the

mason is father of the house which he builds, because he makes it

of wood, stone, &c, and not of his own flesh. Now, the Holy Ghost

made, it is true, the body of the Son of God ; but He made it of

the flesh and blood of Mary, and not of His own substance. This

is the reason why Our Lord is not the Son of the Holy Ghost. As

He is God, He is the Son of God the Father, from whom He holds

His divinity, and as He is Man, He is the Son of Mary, from whom

He holds His flesh.

"When we say that the Son of God was conceived by the power

and operation of the Holy Ghost, we do not mean that this was the

voi. n.

Joan., i, 24.

19
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only Person of the Blessed Trinity who concurred to the Incarna

tion. Although the Son alone took human nature, yet the three

Divine Persons had a share in this mystery. As a matter of fact,

it is laid down in the Christian Faith that everything is common to

the three Divine Persons in whatever works God performs outside

of Himself, so that one neither does more than the others nor acts

without the others. Now, the mystery of the Incarnation is of this

description.

Yet it is a usage in Scripture to attribute specially to one

Person things that are alike common to the three. To the Father,

for example, a sovereign dominion over all things ; to the Son,

wisdom ; to the Holy Ghost, love. If, therefore, the Scripture

attributes the work of the Incarnation specially to the Holy Ghost,

it is because this supreme mystery is a singular manifestation' of

God's infinite love towards mankind. It is also because the least

shadow of defilement or corruption is banished from this mystery,

in which all parties are holy—the Holy Ghost, who operates it ;

Mary, who remains inviolate ; and the Infant, who is free from

every stain.*

But if the three Divine Persons concurred to the Incarnation,

how does it happen that the Son alone became incarnate ? The fol

lowing comparison, which is used by theologians, will give an idea

of this mystery. When a prince clothes himself with his purple

lobes, and two others assist him to do so, three persons concur to

the act of robing, and yet only one is robed. In the same manner,

the three Divine Persons contributed to the Incarnation, and the Son

alone was robed with human nature.»

The second truth which is taught us by the third article of the

Creed is that the Eternal Word, in taking human nature, united it

with the divine nature in one and the same Person. Whence it

follows (a) that in this admirable union the two natures pre

served every one of their operations and peculiarities, without the

glory of the divinity, says St. Leo, destroying the humanity, or the

elevation of the humanity abasing the divinity. (ft) That Our Lord

Jesus Christ is perfect God, since the whole divinity is in Him ;

and, at the same time, perfect Man, since He has a body and a soul

like ours, and He resembles us in every respect, except that He is

sinless, (c) That since there are two natures in Jesus Christ, there

are also two wills in Him: a divine will and a human will; but

between these two wills there is never any opposition. The human

t Catechism of the Council of Trent, v. I, and our Traiti du Saint-Esprit,

I Nut. Alexand., De Si/mb., cliv.

Bellar., Jjottr. crist., xxix ; Nat. Alexand., De Symb., cliii
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will being perfect in the New Adam, it always wishes, though

most freely, that which the divine will wishes. Nevertheless, as

we have already said, there is only one Person in Jesus Christ—a

Divine Person. The divine and human natures form only one

Person in Jesus Christ, almost similarly as the body and soul in us

form only one man.'

Born of the Virgin Mary. The third truth which this article

teaches us is the divine Maternity and the perpetual Virginity of

The divine Maternity of Mary. To conceive and bring forth

constitutes maternity. Now, Mary conceived in her chaste womb

Our Lord, the only Son of God, true God and true Man, uniting

divine with human nature in the Person of the Word, Like all

mothers, she formed His body of her own substance, of her virginal

blood; she bore Him nine months; she gave Him birth. Mary

is therefore truly, and in all propriety of expression, the Mother of

God. Mother of God, not as though she gave birth to the divinity,

an idea which is too absurd ever to enter the mind of any Christian,

nor yet as though she were only the Mother of the flesh of the

Man-God; for we do not say that other mothers are only the

mothers of the bodies of their children, because they do not beget

souls : they conceive and bring forth a human being, composed of

a body and a soul.'

Thus the Blessed Virgin is truly the Mother of God, because

she conceived and brought forth a Man-God, that is, a real Man

formed of her substance and Personally united to the Divinity.

Such is the formal teaching of the Scripture. Thou shall conceive

in thy womb, says the Archangel to Mary, and shall briny forth a

Son , and thou shalt call Mis name Jesus. He shall be great, and

shall be called the Son of the Most High. This is the reason why lie

who shall be born of thee shall be the Saint of saints, the Son of God.»

Instructed by the Holy Ghost, regarding the mystery of the Incar

nation, St. Elizabeth exclaims on beholding Mary : Wlience is this

happiness to' me that the Mother ofmy Lord should visit me ?* Sum

ming up these and other testimonies, St. Paul says in his own

energetic language : The Son of God was made of the substance of the

Woman.''

' Sicut anima rationalis et caro unus est homo : ita Deua et homo unut eat

Christus. Symbol. S. Athan.

3 Jfec sofius carols mater est, scd hominis Dei, sicut alias inatres soliuj

corporis genitrices nemo recte dixcrit, qunmvis aniinum non pariant : con-

cipiunt enim et pariunt hominem anima corporeuue constantein. (S. Cyrill.,

 

ist. a'l mtmaeh.)

a Luc., i, 31. *Id.,i,43. » Ad Galat.
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Such has always been, such is still the Faith of the Catholic

world—solemnly denned in the Council of Ephesus, which was held

in the year 431, against the impious Nestorius. "If any one,"

says the august assembly, " shall dare to deny that Our Lord is true

God and true Man, and consequently that the Holy Virgin is the

Mother of God, let him be anathema."' Never would an anathema

be better deserved. To deny the divine Maternity of Mary is to

deny the unity of Person in Our Lord Jesus Christ. It is to sap

the foundations of Christianity; for it is to destroy the work of

human redemption.

In regard to the reasons for which the Son of God was pleased

to be born of a woman, the fathers and theologians of the Church

assign two principal ones: the first, in order to re-establish both

sexes, and to show that He was come for the salvation of both ;

the second, because it was becoming that woman, who had been

the author of evil, should be the author of good.*

The perpetual Virginity of Mary. It is the teaching of the

Catholic and Apostolic Faith that the august Mother of God is the

Virgin of virgins; that she has ever been a Virgin—before,

during, and after her divine child-bearing. The Scripture and the

Fathers are unanimous on this point.

That a virgin should conceive without losing her virginity is

doubtless a mystery above the laws of reason and nature; but

cannot God, therefore, do anything above these laws, which He has

Himself established ? Do we not say at the beginning of the Creed:

/ believe in God Almighty t The creation of the world furnishes an

example which makes the belief of this mystery easy.

According to the ordinary laws of nature, the earth does not

produce wheat unless it is first tilled and sown, watered by the

clouds, and warmed by the sun. Nevertheless, at the beginning of

time, when wheat was first produced, there was no need whatever

that the earth should be first prepared by tilling, sowing, rain, and

heat—it was completely virginal in its way. At the mere

command of an omnipotent God, the great Creator of all things, it

suddenly produced wheat and every other description of grain. In

the same manner, the virginal womb of Mary, without any regard to

ordinary laws, produced, at the command of God and by the opera-

' Si quis non confitetur Emmanuelem verum Deum esse, et ob id sanctum

Virginera Deipnram, genuit enim ilia incarnatum Dei Verbum secundum

carnem, anathema sit. See Conieius, De Maria DUp., lib. iii, c. xiz ; Nat.

Alexand., De Symb., p. 162; and all theologians.

» S. Aug., De divert quast., ii ; S. Tho., P. 3, q. xxxi, art. 4, corp.

) Nat. Alexand., Symb.
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tion of the Holy Ghost, the precious wheat of the animated body of

the Son of God.'

That a virgin should bring forth without losing her virginity

is another mystery, no less easy to the omnipotence of God. In

connection with this matter, nature itself offers us some ex

amples, which move our reason to bow to the teachings of

Faith. Do we not every day see the rays of the sun pass

through the solid substance of glass without breaking or in

juring it?

Thus, but in a far more sublime manner, was Our Lord born of

His Divine Mother without any injury whatever to her virginity.

Why refuse the power of working this miracle to Him who, later on,

came forth from the tomb without breaking its seal, and entered,

the doors being closed, the place in which His disciples were

assembled? To dispute the omnipotence of God, to deny that which

we do not comprehend, is the lowest condition of reason, for it is the

plainest evidence of extreme weakness.'

It is therefore with the greatest truth that we proclaim, with

the most perfect certainty that we believe, the perpetual virginity

of Mary, and her absolute integrity in tho conception and bearing

of her Divine Son. Such has been the constant Faith of the

world, expressed, before the event, among the Jews, by the Prophet

Isaias, announcing that the Divine Emmanuel, the God-Man, should

be born of an ever Virgin Mother—among the pagans themselves,

by their deep and general respect for virginity, and by a tradition

which found utterance in the following words engraved on a

Druidical stone recently discovered : The Druids to the Virgin who

shall bring forth a Child (Virgini pariturae Druides); and, after the

event, proclaimed by all doctors and councils, both of which

authorities have not failed to remark, moreover, that perpetual

virginity was necessary in the Mother of the Son of God.J

As for the name of Mary, which means Lady, Queen, Enlightencr,

it ought, like the prerogatives of the Sacred Virgin, to excite in us

the deepest sentiments of respect, joined with a filial confidence. It

is for us that she is Mary, our mother and our model. In fact, as

Our Lord is the Second Adam, so Mary is the Second Eve. It had

1 Bellar., Dottr. erist., xxvi.

• We speak elsewhere of the time, place, and circumstances of Mary's divine.

child-bearing.

» Nora nativilatc genitus est, conceptus a virgine, natus ex virgine, line

paternsc carnis concupiscentia, sine maternx integritutis injuria; quia futurum

nominum Salvatorem talis ortus decebat, qui et in se haberet humanx sub

stantia naturnm, et humaua.' carnis inquinainenta nesciret. (S. Leo, Scrm. ii.

DeNativ.; Sat. Aleiand., De Symb.)
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been said to Eve : In sorrow thalt thou bring forth children.' Mary,

freed from this law, brought forth the Incarnate Word without grief

or pain.

As the Second Adam united Himself with human nature and

was born in a wholly supernatural manner, so we, to be

united to Him and to share in His redemption, must be born,

not of flesh and blood, but of God : that we may live, in conse

quence as new creatures, animated by a new spirit.* 15y this means

we shall trace in ourselves some image of the spotless virginity of

Mary and the most pure birth of the Son of God.

This thought leads us to speak of the social advantages pertain

ing to the third article of the Creed. A holy conception, an Infant

God. a Virgin Mother : in these three dogmas, proposed during the

last eighteen centuries for the belief of the world, is found the

fruitful germ of the reformation of the family, and thereby of society.

A holy conception. In which carnal and sensual man had no

part: This is the model idea which changed all the old ideas

on the relations and duties of married persons. To it must be

attributed the sanctity of Christian marriage, the angelic manners

and heavenly happiness of families, during the long course of the

Ages of Faith. Would you desire a proof of this? Read the

history of ancient peoples. What was marriage among them ?

What respect, what sanctity, what religious fear, presided at the

fulfilment of the sacred obligations of the married ? Behold next

what passes at the present day among thosC peoples who are still

seated in the shadow of death ; and, even under your eyes, among

those communities and families in which the influence of Christian

truth is diminished. It is therefore true that the dogma of a wholly

spiritual conception of a God made Man, the Model of Men, pro

posed for the belief of the world, has wonderfully ennobled, because

it has greatly sanctified, the family.

An Infant God. Tell us : what was the child among the pagan

nations of antiquity ; what is it still among the idolatrous peoples

of our own time ; and what is it even among communities and

families in which the Christian dogmas lose their influence ? Tell

us, and you will see what the world owes to the second part

of the third article of our Creed. Oh, yes ! a God becoming an

Infant; a God saying " Woe to him who raises his hand against

the life, the innocence, the freedom of the least of these little ones,

who are My brethren :" this God was the Saviour of infancy. It

was He, and He alone, who banished the brutal right to kill,

abandon, sell, or sacrifice the child.

' Gen., iii, 16. > Joan., i, 13 ; Horn., vi, 4.
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A Virgin Mother. To these three words woman owes her en

franchisement. Become a dogma of Faith, they have totally

changed her condition : history is again our witness. What was

woman among the ancient pagans ? What is she still among modem

pagans ? Who delivered her from her ahjection ? Who preserves

her from relapsing into it ? This Catholic dogma. For you see

what she hecomes in communities and families which lose their

Christianity.

When, therefore, the words Born of the Virgin Mary were

heard throughout the world eighteen hundred years ago, astonished

man changed all his ideas and sentiments regarding woman. To

the First Eve, the source of all evil, succeeded the Second Eve, the

source of all good. Seeing now how much God honoured woman

in Mary, how holy was woman in Mary, how useful to the human

race was woman in Mary, man began to respect woman. She

ceased to be a slave, a beast of burden, in order to become the noble

companion of man, surrounded with affection and consideration.

Emancipated by Christianity, woman found again her moral dignity,

and at once she turned all the tender sensibilities of her heart and all

the activity and ingenuity of her mind to the welfare of man and of

society : and the world was transformed.

Behold now the miracle produced by these few words of the

Catholic Creed: Was conceived by the Holy Ghost; horn of the

Virgin Mary ! O men ! how long will you be without a heart to

love, without a mind to understand ?

The fourth article of the Creed is expressed thus : Suffered

under Pontius Pilate ; was crucified, dead, and buried. It teaches u?.

that the Son of God, Our Lord Jesus Christ, after having conversed

among men for about thirty-three years, was unjustly condemned to

death by Pontius Pilate, at the desire of the Jews, and nailed to a

cross, on which He died ; also that, being dead, He was honourably

interred by some of His disciples. There is nothing moie

necessary than the knowledge of these truths. They are the

basis of our salvation ; the end of all figures, prophecies, and

sacrifices; the term of the wisdom, the mercy, and the omnipotence

of God.

Let us penetrate with mingled feelings of respect and fear into

the depths of this mystery.

1. Who suffered? It was the Son of God Himself, made Man

for love of us. The Apostles mention the sufferings of Our Lord

immediately after speaking of His birth, because Our Lord was born

o suffer, and He always suffered. Not only had He a deep sense

of the pains, fatigues, and privations of His hidden and His public

life, but the dolours of His Passion were continually before His
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mind.' He suffered all kinds of sorrows, and in the highest degree.

He did not suffer in His divine nature, because God, being in

finitely perfect, cannot suffer; but as He was Our Lord, His

divinity gave to the sufferings of His humanity an infinite value.

2. How did He suffer? He suffered voluntarily. For God

might, without injury to any of His perfections, have left man in

the state of sin.* He might also have redeemed man by a thousand

other means: such as the Incarnation alone, or one tear, one

prayer, one drop of the adorable blood of His Son, since any of

these things, being of infinite value, would have sufSced and more

than sufficed to satisfy the divine justice. Finally, Our Lord

suffered voluntarily in this sense, that He Himself gave His enemies

the power to make Him suffer : otherwise they could have attempted

nothing against Him.

Hence, all these sayings of the Scripture: "it is necessary that

the Son of Man should be crucified," " it is necessary that the Son

of Man should suffer many things," " it was necessary that Christ

should suffer before entering into His glory," merely express a

moral necessity. They mean that, taking into consideration the

decrees of God, who had chosen the sufferings of Our Lord as the

most suitable remedy for our evils and the most proper mode of

effecting our salvation, it was necessary that Our Lord should

suffer the torments of His passion and death as He did suffer them.

8. He suffered through love. In carrying His sorrows and

ignominies to excess, He was pleased to show us the enormity of

sin, the terrible rigour of the divine justice, the value of a soul, and

consequently the immensity of His love, whose object was to obtain

ours and to render us happy in time and eternity.3

4. Why did He suffer ? Our Lord suffered to repair the glory

of His Father, to atone for sin, and to be a Redeemer and a Model

for men. Charity, meekness, patience, humility, love of enemies,

filial piety, obedience : there is not a virtue of which He did not

give us an example in His Passion; there is not a title to our

gratitude left unacquired by Him.

6. For whom did He suffer? He suffered for all mankind

without exception. For all, without exception, He merited the

graces necessary to work out their salvation. But if Our Lord

satisfied for all, if He merited salvation for all, whence does it

happen that so great a number are lost, and that every one is

obliged to do penance ? Without doubt, Our Lord satisfied for all^

obtained for all the means to be saved; but it is necessary that His

' Dolor meus in conspoctu meo semper. (Ps. xxxvii, 12.)

iQuistibi imputabit si perierintomnes irationes terrae? (Sap., xii, 12A

» S. Tho., p. iii q. 46, art. 6, corp
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merits should be applied to each one of us.' They can only be

applied by Faith, by the Sacraments, by good works, and especially

by penance. It is therefore absolutely necessary to do penance and

to perform good works. The reason why so many are damned is

because they do not comply with this condition.

In point of fact, they do not wish to have Faith, as the Jews,

Mahometans, and heretics ; or they do not wish to receive the

Sacraments—to confess, to communicate—as the indifferent; or

they do not wish to make up their minds to live conformably to

the Law of God and perform some penance for their sins, as bad

Christians. A comparison will illustrate this truth.

A man took great pains, and, by unheard-of fatigues, raised a

sufficiency of money to discharge all the debts of the inhabitants of

a city. He lodged his treasures in a bank, with an order to transfer

them to all such persons as should present cheques from him.

This man would undoubtedly, on his side, have paid all the debts

of the inhabitants. Still it might happen that many would remain

oppressed with their burdens, because through pride, sloth, or some

other vicious propensity, they would not choose to take the trouble

of asking a cheque and presenting it at the bank.'

6. Under whom did He suffer? He suffered under Pontius

Pilate. It was not without good reason that the Apostles gave, in

this article, the name of the Roman Governor who had condemned the

Saviour to death. On the one hand, they proved that Our Lord

was truly the Messias, since He died at the time when, according

to the prophecy of Jacob, the sceptre should have left the tribe of

Juda ; on the other, they proved their own sincerity and the

certainty of this memorable event.

If they had been acting the hypocrite, they themselves would

have supplied the surest means of bringing to light their imposture.

For this purpose it would have sufficed to prove that Pontius

Pilate, the Governor of Judea, had never put to death a man named

Jesus of Nazareth. The thing would have been quite easy, since

in the archives of the Senate, at Rome, was preserved a record of all

the events that took place throughout the various provinces of

the Empire. It was to this record of Pilate that the first Apologists

of Religion used to refer the pagans, to be enlightened and con

vinced.

The death of the Saviour under Pontius Pilate is accordingly a

' Etsi Christus pro omnibus mortuuR sit, non omnes tamen mortis ejus

beneficium recipiunt ; sed ii duntaxat quibua meritum Patsioins ejus rouununi-

catur. (Cone. Trid., sens, vi, c. Hi.)

* Bellur., DUtr., erist., xxxr.
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fact bo certain that Tacitus, when speaking of the burning of Home

under Nero, positively asserts that this emperor attributed it to the

Christians, so called from Christ, who had been put to death during

the reign of Tiberius, while Pontius Pilate was governing Judea.'

The early enemies of the Christian Religion never called this matter

into question : an evident proof that they looked upon it as incon

testable, since, if it were not, they could easily, with their data of

time and place at hand, have demonstrated its falsity.

But we have other proofs of the death of Our Lord under

Pontius Pilate. It was a usage in the Roman Empire, as it is at

present in all the kingdoms of the world, that the governors of

provinces should send to the chief authority an account of anything

remarkable that occurred in their districts, in order that the prince

and the senate should be well informed of the course of events.*

Now, Pilate, obedient to the law of the Empire, despatched to

Tiberius a full account of all that had taken place in reference to

Jesus of Nazareth. His letter was deposited in the archives of the

Roman Senate, as is proved by the testimonies which we shall now

adduce.

1 . St. Justin the Martyr, who lived a hundred years after the death

of Our Lord, quotes the following words from the acts forwarded by

Pilate to Tiberius: "Jesus was fastened to the cross with nails

through His hands and feet, and those who had crucified Him

afterwards cast losts for His garments, which they divided amongst

them." He adds : " This is what you can easily know by reference

to the acts written under Pontius Pilnte. . . . The Prophets stated

distinctly that Christ should heal all sorts of diseases, and even

raist the dead to life, and you may convince yourselves that Jesus

did so, by reading the acts which were Written regarding Him

under Pontius Pilate."< .

2. Tertullian, who lived fifty years after St. Justin, gives an

abridgment of the virtues, miracles, sufferings, condemnation, death,

and resurrection of Our Lord, and concludes thus : " Pilate, some

what a Christian in his conscience, wrote a full account of all these

things regarding Christ to Tiberius, then Emperor. Henceforth,

the Emperors would have believed in Jesus Christ if the Caesars

had not been the slaves of the world or if Christians could have

been Ceesars. Be that as it may, when Tiberiu?, under whoso

reign the Christian name was spread throughout the world, had

' Annal., lib. xv.

1 This is the remark of Eu?ebius of Oivsarea in his Hist. e-rcl., lib. ii, c. il.

It 19 justified by facts. Thus, we we that Pliny the Younger wroto to Trajan

ubout what he had done in Asia against the Christians, &c.

: Just., Apol. ii, pro Christian., p. 76, 84.
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.earned from Palestine all the facts that proved the divinity of

Christ, he urged the Senate to place Him in the rank of the gods,

and gave his own vote for this purpose. The Senate, not admiring

the proposal, rejected it. The Emperor persisted in his views, and

threatened with his anger any one who should accuse the

Christians."' Then, speaking of the miracles that occurred at the

death of Our Lord, he says : " You have the account thereof in

your archives."*

3. Eusebius of Coesarea, a celebrated historian of the Church,

who lived in the third century, speaks thus: "The miraculous

resurrection and ascension of Jesus Christ having become famous,

and it being an ancient custom that the governors of provinces

should send to the Emperor an account of anything new that turned

up under their administration, so that he might be fully informed

of everything that came to pass, Pontius Pilate acquainted Tiberius

with the resurrection of the Saviour, which was known to every

one in Palestine. He also remarked that he had learned that Jesus

had performed many miracles, and had, since His resurrection, been

recognised by many persons as a God. Tiberius, having heard

these things, mentioned them to the Senate, and proposed that Jesus

Christ should be placed in the rank of the gods. The Senate

opposed the project under the pretext that there was an ancient

law which forbade any person to be admitted into the rank of the

gods except by a decree of the Senate ; but the real reason of the

refusal was that the Christian Religion, being divine, should not be

established by the authority of men. The Senate having therefore

rejected the proposal, the Emperor did not cease to maintain his

opinion, and attempted nothing against the doctrine of Jesus

Christ."'

This is what these great Apologists of Religion used to say to

the pagans. If they had forged this testimony of Pilate, would

they have dared to offer it as a proof to pagan philosophers ? Would

they have dared, as St. Justin the Martyr did, to defy the pagans to

discuss the Christian Religion publicly, in presence even of the

Roman Senate, taking as their only basis the acts of Pilate? Or

wonld the pagans have refused to accept the challenge, if they

could have triumphed by displaying the falsity of these acts ? But

we have said enough on a matter that no one can dispute : it is

time for us to return to our explanations.

Was crucified. Our Lord was fastened to the cross by four large

' Apol., c. xxi ; c. v. On the latter important fact, some very interesting

details will be found in our work Lea Trois Rome.

3 lb., c. xxi. » Eusebius, Mist cccl., 1. ii, c. ii.
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nails, 'which pierced His hands and His feet.' He chose the punish

ment of the cross for several reasons, worthy alike of His wisdom

and His love. Here are a few of them : to fulfil the figures and

prophecies regarding the death of the Messias—the Brazen Serpent,

for example ; that death, which had entered the world by the fruit

of the forbidden tree, should be banished therefrom by Our Lord,

the divine fruit of the tree of the cross ; that His death should be

a notedly incontestable fact, and consequently His resurrection

the basis of our Faith ; that the satisfaction offered to Qod should

be more abundant and our gratitude more lively, in proportion as the

punishment of the cross would be more cruel and ignominious.

Dead. We all understand the meaning of this word. It

denotes the separation of the soul from the body, not the separation

of the divinity from the humanity. For, even after death, the

divine nature continued ever united to the body and the soul of

Our Lord. The death of the Saviour took place to fulfil the

prophecies and to consummate the work of our redemption.

And buried. Our Lord was wrapped in a winding-sheet, with

spices, according to the custom of the Jews, religiously observed by

the Early Christians, especially in regard to martyrs.* He was

laid in a new sepulchre, hewn out of a rock, and wherein no person

had ever been buried, that the truth of His resurrection might be

made more and more apparent. For the rest, the body of Our Lord

knew no stain of corruption.

Let us now admire the wondrous influence of the fourth article

of the Creed on the whole world. Would that our gratitude were

proportioned to its benefits ! A God suffering and dying on a cross

for all men, and, in the supreme hour of His desolation, pardoning

His executioners and praying for them: this is the eternally bene

ficent dogma which has changed all the relations of men with God

and among themselves.

Here we find confidence in God, hope of pardon, peace of

conscience, joy in misery, not only during the course of life, but

more especially amid the deepening gloom of death. Here we find

the grand charter of Christian nations—the great law of universal

charity, a law written in the blood of a God, confirmed by His

death, and made practicable by the unction of His cross. Man

believed in a God dead for love of all men; and the laws of

peoples were changed. The stranger was no longer an enemy, nor

the prisoner a victim consigned to slavery or death. The atrocious

motto Woe to Ike vanquished ! ceased to terrify nations; for war is

no loDgcr made to acquire slaves and booty : it is humanised.

1 See Sandini, Hist, families sacra, c. xv.

» See our Bistoire des Catacombcs, p. 20-100
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A God dead for man : and kings had a sublime example of zeal

for the welfare of their peoples ; and peoples, a sublime example of

obedience to kings ; and Christian societies, founded on the spirit of

mutual sacrifice, produced miracles of devotedness, as they showed

themselves miracles of strength by their duration !

A God dead for man: and hatred, and revenge, and the

wicked machinations of rancour became crimes—from being

virtues, as they were among the pagans of antiquity, and from being

honourable acts, as they are still among the idolatrous nations of

our own day, as well as among men who have lost their Catholic

instincts !

The fifth article of the Creed is expressed thus : He descended

into hell ; the third day He arose againfrom the dead.

The Saviour did not for a moment interrupt the work of the

Eedemption, for which He had come on earth. Scarcely had He

breathed His last, that is, scarcely had His blessed soul quitted

His body, when, in the region of death, He rendered perceptible the

salutary influences of His precious blood.

He descended. By these words we make profession of believing

that, Our Lord Jesus Christ being dead, His holy soul went to visit

the souls of the just who had lived before His coming, and His body

was laid in the tomb. Although, during this time, the soul of the

Saviour was really separated from His body, yet His divinity, as

we have already said, was not separated either from His body or

His soul.

Into hell. The word Hell has four distinct meanings. It

denotes (a) that dark and dismal prison in which the souls of

the reprobate are tormented in company with the devils, by

a fire which is never extinguished: this place, which is Hell

proper, is also called Gehenna and The Bottomless Pit ; (b) the place

in which the souls of the just suffer for some time, in order to be

entirely purified, before admission can be granted them into the

heavenly country, where nothing defiled can enter : this place is

called Purgatory ; {c) the place in which are found the souls of

little children who die without baptism, and who do not suffer

the pain of fire, but only the loss of eternal felicity;' (d) the

place in which were received the souls of the Patriarchs,

Prophets, and other Saints, who died before the coming of Our Lord :

this place is commonly called Limbo, and in Scripture it is named

the Bosom of Abraham.

To this last-mentioned place went the souls of the just, on

leaving this world, if they were free from every stain ; otherwise,

' Bellar., Dottr. crist., xxvi.
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they went to be purified in the fire of Purgatory, as is done to-day

by those who have still some debt to pay on account of their sins.

They were not admitted into Heaven, because Heaven had been

closed against the human race since the time of the First Adam's

sin, and the Second Adam should be the first to re-open its gates.

The just souls in Limbo were free from pain. They enjoyed a

tranquil rest, consoled and supported by the hope of their redemp

tion ; but they were deprived of the sovereign felicity, the intuitive

vision of God.

It was to these predestined souls that the Saviour descended, in

order to announce the Gospel to them, that is, their redemption and

the redemption of the whole world.' This was their prison, whose

1 Deug conditor ac redemptor noster claustra inferni penetrans, electorum

exinde aniinas eduzit; nos illo ire non patitur, unde jam alios descendendo

liberavit. Hi vero qui ante ejus adventum in bunc raundum venerunt, quan-

tamlibet justitiae virtutem baberent, e corporibus educti in sinu ccelestis

patriae statim recipi nullo modo poterant ; quia nondum illo venerat qui inferni

claustra sua descensione solveret et jtistorum animas in perpetua jam sede

collooarct. (Greg, Magn., lib. xiii, Moral in Job, e. xliii.)

Omnia eteniin traxit qui de electis suis apud inferos nullum reliquit.

Omnia abstulit, utique electa; neque enim infldeles quosque et pro suis

orimimbus jeternis suppliciisdeditos, ad veniam Dominus resurgendo reparavit ;

sed illos ex inferni claustris rapuit, quos buos in fide et actibus recognovit.

Unde etiam recte per Osee dicit : Firo mors tua, O mora; ero morsus tuus,

in/erne! (Id., Homxl. xii, in Evang.)

In ultimo per novissimum omnes, qui ab initio Discipuli, emundati et abluti

quae sunt mortis, in vitam venient Dei. . . . Sicut Jeremias dicit; Rememoratus

cat Dominus sancttts Israel mortuormn suorum, qui prcedormierunt in terra

defossionis, et descendit ad eos, uti evangelizaret eis salutare suum ad salrandum

eos. • • • Passio ejus expergefactio est dormientium Discipulorum, propter

quos et descendit in inferiora terrae. (Iren. lib. iv, adv. Haer, c. xxii.)

Praedicavit Dominus iis quoque qui erant apud inferos. . . si qui sunt

collocati apud inferos, ipsi sunt qui divinam audierunt virtutem et vocem ;

nam quis san:e mentis, et justorum et peccatorum animas esse exiatimaverit in

una condemnatione injustitiae, maculem inurens Providentite ? Quid vero?

an non significant Dominum annuntiasse Evangelium, et iis (1 Petr., iii, 19-20),

qui perierant in diluvio, vel potius vincti fuerant, et iis qui in prteaidio con-

tinebantur et custodia ? . . . . Dominus nulla alia de causa descendit ad

inferos, quain ut annuntiaret Evangelium. . . . Anima ergo Cbristi animabus

prtedicavit Evangelium. (Clem. Alex., Strom., lib. vi, p. 637.)

Ob id porro deificata anima ad inferos descendit, ut quemadmodum his

qui in terraversabantur, Jmtitiee Sol ortus erat, ita etiam illis qui subtus terram

in tenebris et umbra mortis sedebant, illuccret. Ac sicut iis qui in terra erant,

pacem, captivis remissionem, cscsis visum cvangelizaverat, atque illis quidein

qui crediderant salutis auctor exstiterut ; incredulos aulem infidelitatis

irguerat ; sic etiam iis qui in inferno erant : ut ipsi omne genu fieetcreUir,

calestium, terresirium, ft inlentonim. (Phil., ii, 10.) Hoc pacto, solutis illis

^ ui ab omni tevo tenebantur. ipse rursus u morte ad vitam rediit, vinm nobis

ad resurrectionem stcrnens. (Joan. Damns., lib. iii, dc Fide orthod.. c. xxix ;

Mi Aug., lib, xx, de Civ. J)ei, Id., Xcrtull., dc Anima, c. lv; Id., Justimis,
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bars and gates He broke. From the moment of His arrival, Limbo

ceased to exist; for, Heaven having been opened to us by Our Lord,

it is a matter of Faith that perfectly purified souls are admitted to

its bliss without delay. The presence of the Saviour diffused an

infinite joy among these holy souls, and they tasted that essential

beatitude which is found in the vision of God. Then was verified

the promise made to the Good Thief: This day shall thou be with

Me in Paradise.' On the day of His ascension, the Saviour led

with Him to Heaven this multitude of souls, glorious first-fruits of

the human race, noble trophies snatched from death. Thus, not

only the just who have appeared in the world since the coming of

Jesus Christ, but those who preceded Him from the time of Adam,

and those who shall enter the arena of life till the end of ages—all

are saved by the merits of Our Lord's Passion. This is the reason

why, before His death and resurrection, Heaven was not opened to

any person.

Throughout the other parts of the infernal regions, the Saviour

also showed Himself: as a Conqueror, terrifying the devils; as a

Supreme Judge, threatening the reprobate; as a Liberator, con

soling the souls in Purgatory. So a monarch sometimes visits

prisons to cheer and pardon whom he pleases.' Such were the

motives of Our Lord's descent into hell. And now, who will not

admire the infinite goodness of God towards mankind and the vast

plenitude of our Redemption ? Who will not be astonished to see

the Son of God, after suffering a most sorrowful death for us,

penetrate even to the lowest parts of the earth, in order to rescue

the souls that were dear to Him and to conduct them with Him lu

Heaven ?

The third day He arose again from the dead. As Our Lord had

spent thirty-three years and some months among the living, He was

pleased to spend at least thirty-three hours among the dead : an

hour for a year. In effect, the Saviour died on Friday, and He arose

on Sunday morning : which gives an interval of from thirty-three

to thirty-five hours. Again, He wished to remain three days in the

tomb so as to verify the figure of Jonas and to fulfil a prophecy

which He had Himself made.3 He did not, however, remain three

whole days in the tomb.

To say with truth that He was three days in the sepulchre and

that He arose again the third day from the dead, it sufficed that

t» dial, cum Tryphone Judao; Id., Atbanas. in illud: Omnia mihi tradita

tunt, p. 105 ; Id., Cyril. Hieros., Catech., iv ; Id., Greg. Nysionus, orat. i, in

Christi resvrrectionc; Id,, Ambros., de Incaraat. JDomini, e. v, n. 40 ; et omnes

•ancti Patres.)

1 Luc., xxiii, 43. * Bellar., Dottr. crist. » Joan., U.
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He should have been there during one whole day, a portion of the

preceding day, and a portion of the succeeding day. Finally, to

prove that He was God, the Saviour did not choose to defer His

resurrection till the end of ages. Just as to show that He was

Man, and that He had really died, He did not return to life imme

diately after expiring, but on the third day afterwards: this

interval of time being sufficient to prove that He had truly died.

He arose againfrom the dead. Coming forth victorious from the

tomb, Our Lord enjoyed all the qualities that we ourselves shall

share if we hove the happiness of dying a holy death. His body

was impassible, agile, subtile, luminous. Nevertheless, He chose

to preserve the scars of His wounds, as we see in the history of the

Apostle St. Thomas. He wished this that He might eternally

retain the emblems of His triumph ; that He might prove to His

disciples the truth of His resurrection; that He might more effec

tually obtain from His Father whatever He should ask, by re

minding Him of the cruel death which He had endured ; that He

might show men at what a price He had redeemed them ; in fine,

that He might let the reprobate understand, on the Day of Judg

ment, both the greatness of their ingratitude and the justice of their

condemnation.

He arose again. We have alsewhere proved His resurrection.

As for the causes that rendered it necessary, here are a few ofthem:

that His body, which had undergone so many sufferings, might be

admitted to eternal happiness and glory ; and that, His divinity

being clearly established, our faith might be for ever immovable,

and our hope of rising again too might acquire a strength capable of

consoling us in all our trials, of making us accept every sacrifice and

practise every virtue, even those most costly to nature.

He arose again from the dead. When we say that Our Lord

returned to life, we do not merely understand that He came forth

from the dead, as has happened with several others: we mean that

He did so by His own power, which no one else could da In

point of fact, the divinity not having been separated either from

the body of Jesus Christ in the tomb or from His soul in Limbo,

there was a divine virtue present both in His body and His soul.

It follows hence that the body could rejoin the soul, that the soul

could rejoin the body, that Jesus Christ could return to life and

arise from the dead by His own power.

In arising thus the Saviour fulfilled, even from the tomb, n,

prophecy which related to the Messias. David had said : It was

His right hand, His holy arm—that is, His omnipotence—that

wed Htm.' If we sometimes attribute the resuscitation of Jesus

i Ps. xcrii. 1
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Christ to His Father, we refer to His humanity, as we refer to His

divinity when we attribute His resuscitation to Himself.'

Here several remarks of great importance present themselves.

The first, that the resurrection of Our Lord was a perfect resurrec

tion, which took away all necessity of dying again, by giving an

immortal life. . . . Our Lord was the first who should rise again

in this manner. Whence it comes that the Scripture calls Him the

First-Born among the dead.' Whence, also, the saying of the

Apostle : Christ, riling again from the dead, dieth now no more ; death

shall no more have dominion over Him.'

The second, that the resurrection of the Saviour is the prin

ciple of the resurrection of all men, whereby it is a resurrection

quite peculiar. By a man came death, says the Apostle, and by a

man the resurrection of the dead. And as in Adam all die, to in

Jesus Christ shall all live again.*

The third, that the resurrection of the Second Adam wonder

fully advances the work of our Redemption. By dying, the

Saviour had delivered us from our sins ; but, by rising again, He

restored to us all the goods of which sin had deprived us. That

nothing might be wanting to the salvation of mankind, it was

necessary that Christ should rise again, as it had been necessary

that He should die. Ho we desire to share in His resurrection ?

Let us unite ourselves with the .New Adam as we were united to

the old ; let us believe in Him, love Him, serve Him here on earth,

that we may hereafter reign glorious with Him in Heaven.

To the explanation of the fifth article of the Creed let us add a

few reflections on the lights and advantages which it procures for

society. The descent of Jesus Christ into hell—in other words,

the universality of His redemption—and His resurrection from the

dead shortly afterwards, are the two fundamental truths with

which the fifth article of the Creed has enriched the world.

The first tells us that all men, from the origin to the consum

mation of time, are the children of God ; that by this title they

are dear to His heart ; and that the divine blood was poured out

to efface their sins and to open for them the gates of the city of the

elect. Is not this a magnificent proclamation of the law of

universal brotherhood ? Is it not effectually to say to every people :

" In whatever clime you dwell, to whatever race you belong,

love one another, since God has so much loved you ?" To publish

' Quamria autem in Scripturis interdum legamus Christum Dominum a

Patre auscitatum esse ; hoc ad eum ut ad hominem referendum est ; quemad-

modum ilia rursus ad eumdem ut Deum spectant quibus signiflcatur eum sua

virtute resurrexisse. (Cattch. Concil. Trid., i.) j Apoo., i.

» Rom., vi, 9. * 1 or., xt, 20.

VOL. H. U
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thus the great law of charity, to show our llaster and Model first

fulfilling it in all its extentr—is not this a bright ray of light, an

unanswerable reply to the objections of selfishness, an immense

social benefit ?

And do not the words He descended into hell prove, by reveal

ing to us the universality of the redemption of Jesus Christ, that

this Divine Saviour is really the Desired and Expected of Nations,

the Liberator of all the enslaved ? Now, does not this strengthen

our faith in Him ? And is it not on faith in Jesus Christ that,

among modern peoples, the whole social fabric rests ?

The second truth, contained in the fifth article of the Creed, H»

arose again the third day, also confirms, by an evidence as certain as

the existence of the sun, the faith of the world in the divinity of

Our Lord. This article shows us that Jesus Christ is truly the

Messias promised to the human race, since He bore all the charac

teristics and performed all the works foretold of the Messias. Thus,

to broaden Charity and to deepen Faith are the principal advan

tages which the fifth article of the Creed procures for society.

To understand the extent of these advantages it sufiBces to ask

on what do nations and communities live, if not on Faith and

Charity. Kings and peoples, rich and poor ! fall therefore on your

knees before the truths of the Catholic Creed, the source of all

Faith and Charity, and, consequently, the principle of all noble,

generous, and truly social actions. To suffer, to die, to liberate

the souls of the ancient just, to arise again in order to strengthen

our Faith : these were some of the labours to which the Son of

God devoted Himself, that He might show His Charity for

us. Is it possible that there should be men who do not love Him—

what do I say ?—who blush at His name ? The following

incident will enable us to perceive all the baseness of their conduct.

A celebrated poet of the last century was the son of an honest

artisan. The tender father, at the cost of many severe privations

gave his child a liberal education. For so much kindness the

youth made a return of persevering diligence. Brilliant success

came at length to crown his efforts and to reveal his talents : a piece

of verse especially drew upon him a universal burst of applause.

Anxious to be acquainted with its author, one of the court noble

men begged the young poet to come and recite his lines in an

assembly composed of all the most distinguished persons in the

capital. The proposal was too flattering to be refused. Without

the knowledge of the son, the father asked and obtained the favour

of admission.

The young poet begins his recitation with great confidence:

uppluuse soon interrupts him. He continues : and crowns fall upon
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his head. He ends : and the nobleman who invited him comes

forward and, overjoyed, embraces him in presence of all the

illustrious assembly. At the same moment an old white-haired

man, clad in the garments of honest poverty, is seen approaching

from the end of the hall : his eyes moistened with tears, and his

arms extended, he also wishes to embrace the young laureate. The

latter turns away his head, and refuses to recognise him, and yet

the old man is—his father ! ! ! Shouts of indignation break forth

from every part of the hall, and nothing is heard but Ungrateful

eon! unnatural son !

Ungratefid son, unnatural son: these, you say, are the only

names that befit a son who is ashamed of his father ; what name,

then, does he deserve who is ashamed of his God ?

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having sent us

a Saviour who acquainted us with all the means of uniting our

selves with Him, in order to share in the merits of His Redemp

tion. I believe in Him. I love Him. I will imitate Him on

earth, in order to become like Him in Heaven.

1 am resolved, to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, / will

never be ashamed of my Religion,

LESSON XX.

OTO TOION WITH THE NEW ADAM aY JAITH (continued.)

PcEGAToar.

Exposition of Catholic Belief. Proofs of this Belief: Old Testament; New

Testament ; Tradition of the Church ; Tradition of Sects ; Tradition of

Pagans ; Reason. Social Advantages of this Dogma. Motives to induce

us to pray for the Dead : the Glory of God ; Charity Justice ; our own

Interest.

Is the preceding lesson we have seen that Purgatory is a place

where the souls of the just that depart out of this world wiihout

having sufficiently satisfied the divine justice for their tranlgres-

sions complete the work of their atonement before being admitted

to the enjoyment of eternal happiness; for it is the teaching of

Faith that nothing defiled can enter Heaven. The dogma of

Purgatory is one of tho most consoling truths of Religion. To be
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united to the Second Adam our mind must believe this as well as

all the other truths which He has revealed. We are naturally in

clined to accept it. It is so sweet to think that death does not

break the bonds which attach us to our friends, and that we can

be useful to them even after they have quitted life ! Hence the

proofs that we are about to offer are not intended to remove any

repugnance of ours to assent to this truth, but to strengthen and

console our belief by showing that it is well founded.

Let us begin by showing what we are to believe regarding

Purgatory.

The Catholic Church, assembled in the Council of Trent,

teaches us four truths in reference to this subject. The first, that

after the remission of the guilt of sin and the eternal punishment

due to it, obtained from God in the Sacrament of Penance, there

still, ordinarily speaking, remains some temporal punishment to be

endured for it. The second, that when one has not made due

satisfaction in this world, he can and must make it after death in

Purgatory. The third, that the prayers and good works of the

living can be useful to the dead, can soothe and shorten their suffer

ings. The fourth, that the sacrifice of the Mass is propitiatory,

and consequently has the effect of effacing sins and of satisfying

the divine justice for the living and the dead.'

1 Si quis post acceptam justiflcationis gratiam, ntilibet peccatori pa-nitenti

ita culpam remitti et reatum aeternae poena; deleri dixerit, ut nullus remaneat

reatus poena temporalis exsolvendae vel in hoc gaeculo, vel in futuro in

Purgatorio, antcquam ad regna coelorum aditua patere possit, anathema sit.

(Seas, vi, can. xxx.)

Si quis dixerit totam poenam simul cum culpa remitti temper a Deo, satis-

factionemque pcenitentium non esae aliam quain fidem, qua apprehend unt

Christum pro eo satisfecisse, anathema sit. (Sets, xiv, can. xii.)

Si quis dixerit missae aacrificium tantum ease laudis, et gratiarum actionis,

uut nudaiu coinmeinorationem sacrificii in cruce peracti, non autein pro-

pitiatorium ; vel soli prodesse sumenti ; neque pro vivis et defunctis, pro

peccatis. pecnis, satisfnetionibus, et oliis necessitatibus offeri debere, anathema

ait. (Spss. xxii, can. iii.)

Nothing wiser than these decrees. The Council did not decide whether or not

Purgatory is a particular prison in which souls are confined ; in what manner

they are purified—whether bv fire or otherwise ; what is the severity or

the duration of their punishment ; to what extent they are relieved by the

prayers and good works of the living and by the holy sacrifice of the Mass ;

whether this sacrifice effects their deliverance ex cpere operato or otherwise,

and whether it benefits all in general or only those for whom it is specially

offered. Every theologian may hold bis own views on these different ques

tions ; but, as they are not dogmas of Faith, matters of absolute certainty, no

one is obliged to follow him. (Holdeu, de Rcsol. fid., lib. II, c. vi, § 1 et 2 ;

Veron, h'tyul.fid. Cathol., c. ii, § 3, n. 5, «t J 5; Boasuet, Exposit. de la Foi,

art. S; Bergier, art. Purgatoire.)
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It is therefore an article of Faith that there is a Purgatory, and

that we can, by our prayers, by our good works, by the holy

sacrifice of the Mass, assuage the sorrows of the souls that are

undergoing their purification there. Now, in professing this

tender truth, we associate our belief with the belief of all ages—an

invariable belief, because founded on the word of God, who does

not change.

First Proof of Purgatory: The Old Testament. A few soldiers

belonging to the army of Judas Machabeus had, contrary to the com

mand of God, carried away from the temples of Jamnia some objects

consecrated to idols, and hidden them under their coats during the

course of a battle, in which they all afterwards lost their lives. Their

fault, whichwaslookedupon asthecause of their death, was discovered

when they were about to be buried. Judas Machabeus, believing

that there were grounds for supposing either that they were not

sufficiently acquainted with the law to understand the grievousness

of their transgression or that they had repented of it in the sight

of God before breathing their last, ordered a collection to be made

and the silver to be forwarded to Jerusalem, that sacrifices might

be offered for their sins. Me considered, says the Scripture, that

a great mercy is in store for those who die in piety. It is therefore a

holy and wholesome thought to pray for the dead, that they may be

loosedfrom their sins.'

Thus, among the Jews, it was believed a pious and salutary

practice to offer sacrifices for the dead, that they might be freed

from their sins. The historian Josephus indicates plainly enough

that this belief existed in his time, when he testifies that the Jews

did not pray for those who had taken away their own lives.* Now,

they certainly did not pray for those who were already in

Abraham's Bosom, where no one had any need of prayers, nor for

those in Hell, where prayers could render no service. They there

fore balieved in a middle state between the two : and this middle

state we name Purgatory.

Second Proof: The New Testament. If the custom of offering

prayers and sacrifices for the dead, which supposes a belief in

Purgatory, was only, as Calvin pretends, an invention of Satan,

how does it happen that Our Lord, finding it established, never

said a word against it to the Jews? How is it that He did not

warn His disciples against such a false, illusory, and superstitious

tradition? Still more: He knew that all Christians would

religiously receive this tradition during the ages that were to

• 2 Mack., xii.

i War of the Jews, c. ici ; M. Drach, De la Prilre pour I»s morts chn let

Jwtfs.
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follow ; that, when renewing every day the sacrifice of His body

and blood, they would earnestly ask the application of His merits

to the suffering souls of their deceased brethren—and yet He took

no measures to prevent them !

What do I say ? He Himself recommended this practice to

His disciples, and with His infallible word confirmed their belief

in Purgatory. One day He said to them : If any one blaspheme

against the Son of Man, he may obtain pardon for his offence ; but

if lie blaspheme against the Holy Ghost, his sin shall not be forgiven

him either in this world or in the world to come.' Therefore there

are sins which are forgiven in the world to come ; otherwise, the

Saviour's expression would be meaningless. Now, as sin cannot

be forgiven in the world to come, as regards its guilt and eternal

punishment, it can therefore be forgiven as regards its temporal

punishment. But this forgiveness does not take place in Heaven,

into which nothing defiled can enter, nor in Hell, out of which

there is no redemption. There is therefore a middle place between.

Heaven and Hell. This place we call Purgatory.

Third Proof: The Tradition of the Catholic Church. Not only

did Our Lord confirm the belief of the Apostles in Purgatory, and

approve and recommend the practice of praying for the dead, but

He ordered them to preach the same truth and to spread the same

usage. The necessity of the matter will be evident if it can be

shown that the Apostles taught the Church to pray for the dead.

Now, the case is really so. It is a fact, as certain as the existence

of the sun, that, since the time of the Apostles, the Church has

never ceased to offer prayers and sacrifices for her departed

children. It would be a long task to relate here all the testimonies

of the Fathers and of ecclesiastical writers, which establish the

perpetuity of this touching observance. We shall confine our

selves to a few. " Assemble," say the Apostolic Constitutions, " in

cemeteries, read the sacred books there, chant the psalms in honour

of the martyrs and of all the saints, and for your brethren who

have died in the Lord, and next offer the Eucharist.'"

Tertullian, who lived so near the time of the Apostles, speaks

frequently of prayer for the dead, and says that this usage was

founded on Tradition.3 St. Cyprian, alluding to prayers for the

dead, writes these remarkable words : " The bishops, our prede

cessors, had already ordered that none of our brethren should, in

his will, name an ecclesiastic as tutor or guardian, and if he did so,

that no one should pray for him or celebrate the sacrifice for the

repose of his soul."4 The decision of the bishops prior to the time

• Matt., xii, 81. » Lib. VI, c. xxx.

* He Coron., iii. « EpUt., iz.
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of 8t. Cyprian supposes the practice of praying for the dead

established, and thereby points out to us the apostolicity of its

origin.

Here it appears in the clearest terms from St. Chrysostom : *' It

was not without reason that the Apostles ordained that, in the cele

bration of the terrible mysteries, a commemoration should be made

of the deceased, for they well knew how useful and profitable it

would be to the dead.'" St. Augustine, who composed a treatise on

our duties to the dead, in which prayers for their repose continually

occur, expresses himself thus: "Funereal pomp and a gorgeous

mausoleum, without being of the least service to the dead, may in

deed offer some kind of consolation to the living. But that which

cannot he doubted is that the prayers of the Church, the holy

sacrifice, alms, bring them relief, and obtain for them a more

merciful treatment than they deserved. The whole Church,

instructed by the tradition of its Fathers, takes care that, at the

part of the sacrifice in which the dead are mentioned, a prayer and

an oblation are made for all those who have departed this life in

the communion of the body of Jesus Christ."*

In his work against heresies,3 the same Father ranks Arius

among the heretics, as St. Epiphanius did before him, because

he denied, in opposition to the doctrine and tradition of all

times, the usefulness of prayers for tho dead. Both of them also

testify to us that tliis was one of the revealed truths, known by

apostolic tradition.

St. Isidore teaches us the same: " Because the oblation of the

sacrifice and prayer for the repose of the faithful departed are

made in the Church throughout the world, we believe that this

custom has come from the Apostles. The Church observes it in

every place. If the Church did not believe that the faithful

might thus obtain pardon for their sins, it would not distribute

alms for the relief of their souls, or offer the sacrifice to God for

them."4

Finally, St. Cyril of Jerusalem, explaining to the faithful the

custom of praying for the dead, says : " We pray for our parents and

our bishops, and in general for the souls of all our departed ones,

in the firm hope that they receive great consolation from the

prayers that are offered for them in the holy and awful sacrifice.1

It would be useless to multiply testimonies, since the leaders of

the pretended Reformation acknowledged the existence of Purga

tory and the olden practice of praying for the dead. " For more

than thirteen hundred years," said Calvin, " the practice of

■ Bomil. hi, ad popnl. Anlioch. 1 Serm. clrrii. ' Havei. liii, lxrr

* Book ofthe Divine Offices, c. ccexv. » Cattish., r
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praying for the dead has existed.'" " As for me, who believe

firmly—I even venture to say, as for me who know—that Purga

tory exists, I am easily convinced that Scripture makes mention of

it. All that I know of Purgatory is that souls suffer there and

can be relieved by our works and our prayers.'"

Fourth Proof: Tradition of Sects separatedfrom the Church.

The liturgies of many of the Sects, from which we are about to

quote, though not written till the fourth century, date their origin

nevertheless from the time of the Apostles.3 The liturgy4 of the

Nestorians of Malabar expresses itself thus : " Let us remember

our forefathers, our brethren, the faithful wbo have departed out

of this world in the orthodox Faith ; let us beseech the Lord to

absolve them, to forgive them their sins, their prevarications, and

to make them worthy of a share in eternal felicity with the just

who are conformed to the divine will."

The liturgy of the Nestorians of Chaldea :—" Receive this

oblation, 0 my God I ... for all those who mourn, who are sick,

who suffer from persecutions, calamities, and afflictions, and for all

the deceased whom death has taken from us. . . Pardon the sins

and offences of those who are dead ; we ask it of Thee through Thy

grace and Thy eternal mercies."

The liturgy of the Armenians presents some most beautiful

prayers for the living and the dead in general. The Deacon,

addressing all the Faithful, exclaims : " We ask that mention

should be made, in this sacrifice, of all the Faithful in general,

men and women, old and young, who have died with Faith in Jesus

Christ." " Remember them, 0 Lord, and have pity on them,"

answers the choir. Then the priest alone : " Give them rest,

light, and a place among Thy saints in Thy heavenly kingdom,

and let them be worthy of Thy eternal mercy."

The liturgy of the Greeks contains this petition for the dead:

" We make our offering to Thee also for the repose and the

deliverance of the soul of thy servant, N., that it may be admitted

into that bright place where there is no weeping or mourning; and

that Thon mayest grant it rest, 0 Lord our God ! in that place

where shines the light of Thy countenance."

The liturgy of Alexandria, or of the Jacobite Copts, makes

commemoration of the dead in these terms : " Remember, O Lord !

those who have fallen asleep and ended their days in the priesthood,

as also every order among the laity. Vouchsafe, 0 Lord ! to grant

» Inst., I. Ill, c. v, § 70.

2 Dispute at Leipsic, July 6, 1519. > See Bergier, art, Liturgit.

_ 4 The liturgy in the collection of prayers, rites, and ceremonies which per

tain to the diTiue worship.
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rest to their souls in the bosom of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob ; lead

them into the Paradise of Delights, into that abode from which

sadness, grief, and lamentation are banished, and in which shines

the light of Thy saints." The same sentiments and supplications

are found in the liturgies of other Sects separated from the Church,

as those of the Abyssinians, Syrians, &c.'

It is therefore an evident fact, and all the liturgies of the world

bear testimony to it, that, since the Apostolic times, not only

Christians of the Catholic Church, but also those of separated com

munions, have recited and still recite prayers for the dead in the

celebration of the holy mysteries. Now, this unanimous concur

rence of all Christians, this perfect uniformity of all liturgies,

necessarily supposes a common origin, recognised alike by friends

and enemies, by Catholics and dissenters—an authority more

sacred, in the eyes of heretics, than that of the Church to which

they refuse to submit—an authority, in fine, which it is impossible

to find anywhere else than in the teaching of the Apostles. It is

therefore to their teaching and to that of their Divine Master that

we mast refer the universal practice of praying for the dead, and

the belief in the utility thereof, as well as in the existence of

Purgatory, which is inseparable from this belief.

Fifth Proof: The Tradition of Pagans. The dogma of Purga

tory is one of those essential truths which belong to primitive

revelation, and which the tradition of our first parents transmitted

to all the peoples of the earth. Plato* distinguishes, among the

dead, the just who enjoy eternal happiness, the wicked who undergo

eternal torments, and the unfortunate whose sins are remediable

and who are punished only that they may become better : which is

conformable to the belief of Jews and Catholics. We find the

same doctrine in Virgil.3

According to St. Justin* and Tertullian,5 the ancient pagans

offered sacrifices for the dead, and made use of certain expiatory

rites to restore them to their first innocence. As the lot of each

one departing this life was unknown, all were prayed for in

general In the letters that were sent to announce the decease of

any person, care was taken to transmit his eulogy, so as to engage

the recipients to pray for him.6 Besides a liturgy, there were

formulas of prayers for the dead. The Saints were invoked in

their favour, as is proved by various inscriptions found engraven on

tombs. Here are some specimens:—"0 celestial souls I come to

' PerpituiU de la Foi, t. V, p. 610 ; Discussion amicale, t. II, p. 257

Morin, Priere pour let morts ; Histoire de VAcad. des inscrip., t II, p. 121.

* In Gorgiat. > JEneid., b. VI, v. 33. « Apol., II.

'De Sped., c. zii. 6 Hist de VAcad. des inscript,, t. II
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his aid; may the gods be propitious to thee!" ,rO ye holy

departed ! I recommend my husband to your care ; vouchsafe to be in

dulgent to him !"'. All pagans in East and West have had these usages.

Thus, pagans, Jews, and Christians agree in recognising the

dogma of Purgatory. All nations and all times repeat together in

their manner : " It is a holy and wholesome thought to pray for

the dead, that they may be loosed from their sins."' Now, we ask

the Protestant and the infidel : Who are you to reject a belief so

general and so constant ? What can you oppose to the faith of the

whole world ?

Sixth Proof: Reason. If, after so many authorities, it would

not be superfluous to add a new proof, we might draw

it from the idea which the Scripture gives us of the justice of

God, saying that God will render to every one according to his

works. We ask whether it is just that a sinner, who lived in

disorders during his whole life, but was converted at the hour of

death and restored to the state of grace by sincere repentance,

should be as amply rewarded and as speedily admitted to the

enjoyment of eternal happiness as a just man, who persevered all

his life in the practice of virtue and died in the most perfect senti

ments of the love of God ? Never did it occur to a sound mind to

think thus of the divine justice."

Let us add that, whether or not error is ever useful, the dogma

of Purgatory is certainly a great truth. As a matter of fact, the

Saviour, by confirming, and the Church, by preserving with so

much care this precious dogma and pious usage of praying for the

dead, have contributed more than may at first be supposed to

maintain Charity among the living—that Charity which is the

root of every other virtue and the basis of public peace. It is well

worthy of remark that Charity, which is the vory soul of

Christianity, diminishes among the living in proportion as it is

extinguished in regard to the dead.

The custom of praying for the dead brings back to our minds a

tender recollection of our parents and benefactors. It inspires us

with respect for their last wishes. It contributes to the union of

families : it gathers the scattered members of a household around

the grave of their ancestors ; it recalls a thousand sayings and

doings that affect their happiness. Many a time it reconciles

them, for we are not far from loving when we weep. In fine, it

deadens within us the fever of the passions, by reminding us of

the nothingness of everything but God. To resist the most sacred

' Hist, de FAcad. des intcript., 1. 1, p. 270, et t. II, p. 124.

* 2 Maclu. xi, 46. » Bergier, art. Purgatoirt.
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inclination of nature, to despise the spirit of Christianity, to

trample underfoot the most general and venerable tradition: this

is the aim of heretics and infidels when they endeavour to abolish

this holy usage.

Motives to pray for the Dead. 1. The Glory of God. Are we

at all sensitive about the glory of our Heavenly Father ? Are we

moved by the outrages, the ingratitude, of which He is the object,

on the part of so many men, even of so many Christians ? Let us

comfort the souls in Purgatory, let us hasten the day of their

deliverance, let us send to Heaven as many as possible of these

adorers, of whom the least perfect surpasses in perfection all the

saints on earth. They will compensate the Lord for the loss of

those innumerable souls that every day dishonour Him and ruin

themselves. For us, and in our name, they will restore to Him that

glory of which we have too often deprived Him. They will

console the New Adam, by uniting themselves with Him, as mem

bers with their Head. He Himself only chastises with regret.

He looks for some one to disarm His justice. He desires it. Can

we doubt of the matter after His complaining in the Divine Scrip

tures that there is no one to interpose between His wrath and

sinners, who are His enemies ?

2. Charity. These departed ones belong not only to the Lord,

but also to us. They are our brethren in the Faith. The same

vocation separated them from unbelievers. The same seal ot

adoption was impressed upon them. They were washed in the

same blood, nourished with the same bread, sanctified by the same

word and the same sacraments. Though they are gone before us

into the house of eternity they have not ceased to form a portion of

the same Church. The sacred bond of Christian Charity still

continues to unite us with them. This is the reason why every

day the tender Mother whose children we are recommends them

to the Lord in the adorable sacrifice, and makes an application to

them of our prayers and good works.

They are our brethren according to the flesh, our parents, our

brothers, our sisters, our friends—perhaps our pastors, those

spiritual fathers who formed our childhood to piety, who so often

broke for us the bread of life, and who, it may be, shortened their

days by the activity of their zeal and their solicitude for our welfare.

These are the persons who suffer, who suffer much, who perhaps

suffer only for having loved us too much, who suffer while we

enjoy the life which they gave us, the goods which they left us.

These are the persons who, from the midst of flames, raise their

suppliant hands towards us, and cry out : " Have pity on us I have

pity on us ! at least you who were our relatives and our friends."
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3. Justice. Let us descend into the depths of our conscience

and seriously ask ourselves : " Among this multitude of souls is

there not one in Purgatory through my fault ? By my misdeeds

did I never give occasion to the impatience that was not

justifiable, to the words that were not blameless, to the proceedings

that were not irreprehensible—faults that are now being so cruelly

expiated by my father, my mother, my brother, my sister, my

friend ?" Let us think on all the levities, all the scandals more or

less grave of our life, and, if we have the courage, let us say :

" No, there is no one in Purgatory on my account."

4. Our own Interest. These souls have merely preceded us :

what need is there of further warning that we shall follow them ?

We shall follow them ; and is our piety solid enough, is our

charity ardent enough, is our life pure enough, will our death be

precious enough in the sight of God, to permit us to hope that

nothing will delay our admission into the realms of eternal bliss ?

Alas ! a long and rigorous term in Purgatory is perhaps the most

favourable lot that most of us can expect. Let us then have com

passion on ourselves, and hasten to make of the souls in Purgatory

so many protectors around the throne of God.

Delivered by our tender care, these blessed souls will keep our

places faithfully in Heaven, and, by the power of their intercession,

bring near the day of our reception into the eternal tabernacles.

Let us have no fear of ingratitude or forgetfulness on their part :

such vices are excluded from Heaven, the home of Charity. Do

we wish therefore that, after our death, these happy souls should

come to meet us, and to offer us a friendly welcome ? Let us now

stretch out to them a helping hand in their extreme distress. Let

us remember the saying of our Divine Master: " It shall be done

to you as you have done to others."

But these souls will not wait till after our death to show their

gratitude to us. During life—in our temptations, under our

trials, at our last hour—they will obtain for us assistance pro

portioned to our wants. What consolation shall we not, from this

moment, experience ! Ah, if the effect of the prayers and sacrifices

of the Church were perceptible to the senses, what joy would be

ours on witnessing every day the departure of some of these blessed

souls from their fiery prison ! And what a consolation it would be

if God were to reveal to us that it was to our piety, to our good

works, that they were indebted for their deliverance !

Prayer for the dead and Confession are two of those things

whose loss Protestants most regret. " I knew a Lutheran whom

our belief in Purgatory changed to a Catholic. He had lost a dear

brother during a feast; and, as he continually pondered over this

sudden step from a joyous hall to a dismal coffin, his heart was
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tormented. His soul required comfort. He knew all the purity

that was needed for Heaven, and, in his species of worship, he

found no intermediate place between the courts of Paradise and the

depths of the Abyss.

" His fears became agonising. He lost his rest. His days were

without light, his nights without sleep, his thoughts without hope.

He was visibly failing, and stooping towards the tomb, towards

the tomb of his brother, which he should share as a family bed. He

was ordered to travel. But he said : ' I shall not have time to go

far—I shall die in some hotel, waited on by hireling strangers. . .

and, when I have closed my eyes, they will be obliged to search

among my papers, in order to know the name of the traveller who

came to rest among them for ever, and who had need of nothing

else than a lodging in a cemetery.'

" His friends joined with the doctor, and the young Scotchman

came to the Continent. I found myself on board the same vessel

with him, and soon we were engaged in deep conversation, for

many points of resemblance attracted us to each other.

"When we had disembarked, we stayed at the same hotel.

After a few days he revealed to me the cause of all the sadness

that had fallen on his young years—the death of his brother, and

his anxiety regarding the eternal fate of a being whom he so much

loved! . . . 4 Ah !' he said to me on All Souls' Bay, ' I wish, for

love of my brother, to adopt your rite 1 Oh ! when I can pray for

my brother, I shall breathe, I shall live to ask every day some

happiness in Heaven for him whom I so much loved on earth ! . .

Your worship enables us to help one another after death. Your

prayers take away from the grave its horrible silence. You

hold converse still with those who have quitted life. You

understand the nature of human weakness, that weakness which

is not a crime, but which is not purity. And, between tho

limits of Heaven and earth, a place of expiation has been revealed

to you by God. Perhaps my brother may be there. I become a

Catholic to deliver him, and to console myself, to relieve myself

from that weight which oppresses me, that weight which I shall no

longer feel when I can pray.' And he became a Catholic.'

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having revealed

to us the consoling dogma of Purgatory : grant me a great com

passion for the souls whom Thy justice purities there.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, /

mill every day say a prayerJor the souls in Purgatory.

• Fitts chrit.
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LESSON XXI.

oxm uition with the new adam ar faith {continued.)

Sixth Article of the Creed : the Ascension. Its Causes : the New Adam

ascends to Heaven, to open it and to take possession of it in our name—

to send the Holy Ghost—to be our Advocate—to enjoy His glory.

Social Advantages of this Article. Seventh Articlo of the Creed : the

Particular Judgment—its necessity ; the General Judgment—its necessity

—its preceding signs. Social Advantages of this Article.

After accompanying the Saviour to the lowest parts of the earth,

we are now about to follow Him to the highest heavens, and every

where we shall behold Him accomplishing the great work of the

Redemption. This is the touching truth which is contained in the

sixth article of the Creed : He ascended into Heaven, and titteth at

the right hand of God, the Father Almighty. Reserving the full

history of the Ascension for a later period, we shall content our

selves with explaining here the dogmatic part of the article.

Now, Faith teaches us that after His glorious resurrection

from the tomb Our Lord remained forty days on earth. In

doing so He had a twofold object—to instruct the Apostles perfectly

in the truths of Religion, and by repeated apparitions to confirm

their minds fully in the belief of His resurrection. The least re

flection enables us to perceive the wisdom of this conduct. On

the one hand, the Apostles should he the first martyrs for their

preaching; on the other, the mystery of the resurrection is the

foundation of Christianity, and, as it were, the mighty ring to

which all other rings are fastened : for to him who admits it, Faith

no longer presents any difficulties. As a matter of fact, if I believe

that Our Lord returned to life, I am forced to admit that He died

and that He was born. Moreover, as the earth is not the abode

of glorified bodies, if I believe the resurrection of Our Lord, I

must also believe His ascension' into Heaven.

He ascended into Heaven. We ought therefore to believe firmly

and unhesitatingly that Our Lord, after completing the work of our

Redemption on earth, ascended into Heaven as Man—body and

soul. As God, He had never ceased to be there, since by His

divinity He is everywhere. He ascended by His own power : not

by any extrinsic force, as was the case with Elias, who was carried

up to heaven in a fiery chariot ; the prophet Habacuc and the

deacon Philip, borne by a divine agency a considerable distance

through the air; and the Blessed Virgin, raised to the Celestial

Jerusalem by the omnipotence of her Divine Son.
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It was not only as God that Jesus Christ ascended into Heaven

by His own power : it was also as Man. It is true that this did

not take place by the strength natural to man ; but the supernatural

might with which His blessed soul was filled could transport His

body whithersoever He desired it : for His hody, already in posses

sion of glory, obeyed without difficulty the orders and movements

of the soul. This is reason why we say and believe that Jesus

Christ ascended into Heaven hoth as God and Man.'

The expression He Ascended requires a new explanation. In

speaking of the Eternal Word we say that to become incarnate

He descended from Heaven to earth. This is true in the sense that

He lowered Himself so far as to unite Himself with human nature ;

but it would he false if we meant that hy descending He left one

place to occupy another, inasmuch as God is everywhere. In the

same manner, when Our Lord, as God, ascended into Heaven, He

did not therefore cease to remain as God in this world.* But on

the day when, as Man, He ascended into Heaven, He ceased to

manifest Himself in this world by a visible presence, to remain

with us only by an invisible presence in the august Sacrament of

the Altar.

We say He ascended into Heaven not, He ascended to Heaven,

to indicate that Our Lord passed through all the inferior heavens,

all the lower regions of the air, to go and take His place in the

highest heavens, at the summit of glory, in the dwelling-place of

the Adorable Trinity. During this glorious journey He took

possession of the air and all the celestial regions on His way, thus

sanctifying the upper parts of the universe as He had sanctified

the lower: like a monarch, who, by his solemn entry into his

dominions and his cities, fills them all with his fame and his

glory.*

lit silteth at the right hand of God, the Father Almighty. These

• words mean that Our Lord is in Heaven as the place of His rest;

that He is there as a King on His throne, to receive the homuge

and to be the delight of Angels and Saints. To be seated does not

refer here to position of body, but means the certain and immutable

possession of that royal power and infinite glory which Jesus

' Sic igitnr Christus ascendit in Codum propria virtute, primo quidem

virtute divina, secundo virtuto unima; gloritlcahe, moventis corpus prout vult.

t(S. Thorn., p. Ill, q. lrii, art. 3.) » Id., art. 2.

> Quam mirifico mysterio noater Jesus Christus vel tactu corporis *ui, vel

transitu gloria; sua;, omnem ad momentum creaturam sanctificat, vivificat et

illustrat: aquas enim consecrat dum baptizatur; terrain sanctificat dum

. sepelitur ; inortuos suscitat dum resurgit ; ccelestia glorificat dum ascendit ad

Ctelum, et sedet ad dextcram Patris. (Aug., Scrm. xvii, de Temp.; Suarez,

t. Ill, p. Ill, disU v, sect, ii.)
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Christ received from His Father. It was His Father, says the

Apostle St. Paul, who raised Him up from the dead, wlio gave Him

a seat beside Himself in Heaven, above all Principalities, Powers,

Virtues, Dominations, and other dignities that can be named in the

world to come, as well as in this world, and who put all things

under His power.'

At the right hand of the Father Almighty. The Eternal

Father, being a pure Spirit, has neither a right nor a left hand ;

but, to accommodate itself to our language, the Scripture makes

use of this expression to show that Jesus Christ, as God, holds the

same rank in glory and majesty as His Father. As Man, Our Lord

is also present at the right hand of His Father, not in the same

degree of power, because Our Lord as Man is inferior to God, but

in the same degree of exaltation, on the same throne, beoause in

Him the human nature is inseparably united to the divine.

A comparison will illustrate this truth. When a king, clad

in his purple robes, is seated on his throne, and all the princes of

his court occupy inferior seats, the purple robes of the king shino

out above all the princes. Not that they equal the king in dignity,

but because they are attached to the king as his garments. In the

same manner, the humanity of Our Lord Jesus Christ is placed

above the Cherubim and the Seraphim, at the very side of God

Himself, not by the dignity of its nature, but because it is

attached to God—not merely as the purple robes to the monarch,

but far and away more strictly, that is to say, by a personal

union.'

It is a well-known usage among men to give the right-hand

place to him whom they wish tohonour. The ideahasbeen transferred

to spiritual things ; and, to explain the glory which Jesus Christ

has acquired, and by which He is raised as Man above everything

created, we say that He sits at the right hand of His Father. We

see hereby that there is allusion to a singular and peculiar glory,

which belongs to Our Lord alone.''

Let us sincerely congratulate the Saviour on His glorious

triumph. And nothing is more proper to make our own hearts

beat with gratitude and joy. It was for us that He ascended into

Heaven. It was we who, in His person, took possession of this

admirable kingdom. It is our regenerated flesh and blood that

occupy a place at the right hand of the Father Almighty.

If we wish to examine further into the causes of the Saviour's

' Ephes., i. 20. » Bellar., Dottr. crist., xIt.

> Ad dexteram Dei dicitur honoris et felicitatis inenarrabilis celiitudo.

(S. Aug., Serm. cciiv.)
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ascension, Faith shows us that the Second Adam ascended into

Heaven for the following reasons :—

1. To open its gates, closed since the sin of the First Adam,

and to take possession of it in the name of the human race.

That where I am you also may be, He said to His Apostles

at the Last Supper.1 It was to manifest still more clearly

the certainty of His promises that He brought with Him into the

abode of eternal beatitude the souls of the Saints whom He had

delivered. What more proper to strengthen hope in our hearts ?

We see the Second Adam, our Father, our Leader, ascend into

Heaven as Man, and place human nature at the right hand of His

Father. What more powerful motive to hope that we, who are

His members, shall also ascend thither, and be reunited to our

Head? The Saviour ascended into Heaven therefore in order

to prepare places for us there.

2. He ascended—0 admirable goodness !—to defend us. The

Apostle St. Paul represents Him to us as standing before the

throne of Hia Father, interceding on our behalf, pleading our

cause, and obtaining for us by His all-powerful mediation the graces

which we require, whether that we may not wander from the road

to Heaven or that we may return to it when we have had the

misfortune to leave it. Hence these touching words of the

Beloved Disciple : My little children, I write you this that you

may not sin ; but if any one sin, we have an Advocate with the

Father : I mean Jesus Christ, who is justice itself, and who is the

victim of propitiation for our sins, and not for ours only, but for

those of the whole world.'

3. He ascended thither to excite in us a desire of following

Him. In consequence of the sin of the First Adam, the human

race had forgotten its true country. That land was looked upon

with indifference and disgust. By ascending thither the New

Adam changed our indifference into love and our disgust into

desire. It is so natural that high-born children should sigh after

the happiness of meeting again a dearly-beloved Father! To

maintain this supernatural desire within us He sent us the Holy

Ghost, who continually detaches our affections from earth and

elevates them towards Heaven.

4. The Saviour ascended into Heaven to put the seal to all the

prophecies that concerned His sacred person, His life, and His

actions. He was raised above all the heavens, says the Apostle, that

Me nightfulfil and accomplish all things.' This is the reason why

1 Joan., ziv, 3. «1 Joan., ii, 1.

s Ascecdit super omnes Coelos, ut Impleret omnia. (EpA., iv, 10.)

VOL. XL 16
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the Fathers of the Church call the Ascension the happy end of

Our Lord Jesus Christ's pilgrimage.'

5. He ascended into Heaven because His body, become glorious

and immortal by His resurrection, required some other abode than

this mean and obscure earth '. He should dwell in future only on

the bright summits of the eternal hills. Still it was not only to

enjoy the glory of the kingdom which He had conquered that He

ascended, but also to teach us that our bodies, restored on the

model of His, should one day share the same happiness. Can

we ever forget that the indispensable condition of our being united

to Him in eternity is to live and suffer like Him in time?

And, now, what need is there of many words to show the social

influence of this new article of the Creed ? Jesus Christ ascended

into Heaven ; He ascended thither for me : I shall one day ascend

thither. Assuredly, this is the consecration of the noblest and

strongest incentive to all public and private virtues—hope.

Take away the hope of Heaven, and virtue is only a vain word

employed by dupes for the benefit of knaves. The goods of the

present life are everything to man ; and you let loose ambition,

cupidity, voluptuousness, all those furious wild beasts that trans

form society into a bloody arena. No more speak of devotedncss,

of the spirit of sacrifice: selfishness alone reigns everywhere—

hard, pitiless selfishness. Suicide is then a logical act. Society

has no other basis than a scaffold, no other protectors than jailers

and hangmen.

Bring back, on the contrary, the hope of Heaven, and you see

a multitude of generous souls exchange the goods of time for those

of eternity. A thousand devoted acts 'break forth on all sides.

Every species of human misery is relieved, and society rests in

peace : for virtue has a motive—it expects a reward. Among the

innumerable prodigies attributable to the hope of Heaven, and

shining in the annals of the Church as stars in the azure vault

above us, we shall select only one, whose date is recent, and at

which all Germany was moved.

In 1824, the illustrious Countess Welsersheim quitted the

society of which she was the ornament, the family of which she

was the idol, and an immense fortune, to become a poor and

humble religious in a Convent of the Most Holy Redeemer. To

the many disapprovers of her conduct, she gaily made reply: "I

' Solemnitaa hue, consiunmatio et adimpletio est reliquarum solemnitatum,

•t fclix clausula totius itinerarii Pilii Dei. (S. Bern., Serm. II. de Ascens.)

Dominicarum festivitatum omnium complementum. (S. Epiph., Orat., de

Chriiti Auumpt.)
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cannot understand you. Why are you surprised at what I

am about to gain by the magnificent promises of Him who gives

a hundredfold to those who leave all things to follow Him?

Would it be surprising if a poor man should leave his own fireside

for a time that he might go to a distant country for a rich inheri

tance awaiting him there f

She did not remain long absent from her true home ; for on

March 24th, 1841, Our Lord came in search of His spouse, to lead

her to the eternal nuptials.' A moment's reflection suffices to

develop the meaning of these hasty remarks, and to show what an

important place is held in the world by the sixth article of the

Catholic Creed.

We have said in the preceding lessons* that, since the time of

original sin, life has been a delay granted to man, that he might

have an opportunity of doing penance, and that he might be

regenerated by uniting himself with the New Adam. We have seen

that the New Adam omitted nothing to establish this salutary

union between Him and us, and to render it permanent. With

this view, He became our Redeemer and He continues our Advo

cate in Heaven. When, therefore, the period of trial ends, lie will

come to distinguish those who have profited of it, that is, those

who are united to Him, from those who are still united to the Old

Adam : and He will render to everyone according to his works.

Such is the solemn truth contained in the seventh article of the

Creed : From thence He will come to judge the living and the dead.

Before explaining the principal truth expressed by these words,

we ought to speak of the Particular Judgment. We must therefore

know that there are two Judgments, the Particular and the

General.

The Particular Judgment is that which takes place in regard to

each one of us the moment that we leave this life. At the very in

stant that the soul is separated from the body, it stands before the

face of God, who, suddenly enlightening its understanding, shows

it, as in a mirror, all its works, whether good or evil, and the re

ward or the punishment which they have deserved. We are judged

in the place where we die, for the Judge is everywhere. At this

Judgment, God appears as the Judge, the soul as the culprit, the

Guardian Angel as the witness, and the devil as the accuser.

We are judged there, as we have said, on all the thoughts,

words, and actions of our lives: on all the evil that was done by

ui, on all the good that should have been and was not done by us,

t Mtmoiru sur saint Alphonu d* Liguori, t. Ill, p. 723,

' Lesions iv, I.
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and on all the good that waa ill done by us.' As for the sentence,

it is executed on the spot. Hell, Purgatory, or Heaven imme

diately becomes the abode of the soul, according to its state ; and, the

Judge being infallible, the sentence is irrevocable. It is evident, even

to the eyes of reason, that the Particular Judgment is necessary.

As a matter of fact, God would not be just, God would not be

God, if He treated in the same manner those who offend Him and

those who serve Him. It is therefore necessary that the good and

the wicked should render an account of their lives, that He may

deal with all according to their works. Moreover, this Judgment

must take place immediately after death, because time, that is, the

delay granted to every man for the purpose of gaining Heaven, is

then at an end. Eternity begins ; and eternity is the reward or

the punishment that follows life.

Let us now proceed to the literal explanation of the seventh

article of the Creed, and speak of the Last Judgment

1. The Certainty of the Last Judgment. When speaking of the

end of the world, Our Lord declared that there would be a General

Judgment.* All the occurrences, foretold by the Divine Master,

have been so far literally verified : therefore this shall follow in the

same path. The words From thence He will come teach us that,

according to the Scriptures, Our Lord will at the end of the world

leave the right hand of His Father and come again on earth, that

He may receive of all mankind a public and rigorous account of

their works, and pronounce in regard to the good and the wicked

the sentence that will fix their lot for all eternity. They also warn

us not to believe in Antichrist, who will come from the earth, and

who will endeavour to persuade men that he is Our Lord ; for Our

Lord will not come from the earth, but from Heaven.

He will come, body and soul, with great power and majesty—

seated on the clouds, preceded by His cross, and accompanied by

the Angels and the Saints. Put because Our Lord, as Man, will

be the only Judge visible to the eyes of the body, we say of Him

alone that He will come to judge. The Judgment will take place

on the earth, and not in Heaven. On the one hand, it is on the

earth that men earn reward or punishment, it is on the earth

• In cogitationibus enim impii interrogatio erit. (Sap., i, 9,) Perversa

enim rogitationes separant a Deo. (Id., i, 3 ; Matt., zr, 19.) Omne verbum

otiosum quod locuti fuerint homines, reddent rat.ionem de eo in die judical.

Ex verbis enim tuis juatiiicaberis, et ex verbis tuis condemnaberis. (Matt.,

xii, 30,37.) Esurivi enim et non dedistis mibi manducare, &c. (Id., xxt, 42.)

Maledictua qui facit opus Dei negligenter. (Jercm., xlriii, 10.) Omnes enim

noa manifestari oportet ante tribunal Christ!, ut referet unusquisque propria

corporis, prout gessit, sive bonum, sire malum. (2 Cor., r, 10.)

» Matt., xxv, 31,
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that Our Lord and His faithful servants are persecuted and

outraged ; on the other, the Judgment is for hoth the good and the

wicked. Now, neither wicked men nor wicked angels can set foot

in Heaven, where nothing defiled can enter. According to the

opinion of many doctors, founded on the prophecy of Joel, the Last

Judgment will take place in the Valley of Josaphat, situated near

Jerusalem, between Mounts Olivet and Calvary, that the sight of

these holy places may increase the joy of the good and the anguish

of the wicked.'

From thence He will come to judge. It is Our Lord who will

be the Judge : it is meet and just that He should be. Since there

is question of judging mankind, is it not becoming, and even

necessary, that they should see their Judge with the eyes of the

body, hear with their ears the sentence pronounced upon them—in

a word, know their judgment through the channels of their

ordinary senses ? It is also but justice to Jesus Christ. He was,

while on earth, unjustly condemned by the wicked: is it not just

that, in His turn, He should appear, seated on His throne, to judge

all men ? Now, He will judge, not only as God, but as Man. He

tells us so Himself. The Father, He says, has given the Son power

to do judgment, became He it the Son of Man.' The Prince of the

Apostles teaches the same truth : He commanded us to preach to the

people, and to testify that it is He who has been appointed by God

the Judge of the living and the dead.'

2. Necessity of the Last Judgment. If the Particular Judgment

is necessary, the General is no less so. In point of fact, it is

newssary that justice should be done :—

I. In regard to the Son of Man. Disowned by the Jews,

crucified by pagans, blasphemed by heretics, insulted by infidels,

dishonoured by Christians, it is necessary that a solemn and

splendid act of reparation should be made to Him. It is necessary

that all mankind should for once fall on their knees before Him,

who, for love of them, chose to die upon a cross.

II. In regard to the saint. Treated now as his Divine Master,

despised, persecuted, mocked, it is necessary that, one day, in the

eyes of the world, his crown of thorns should be changed into a

crown of glory. It is necessary that all men should see which

side was right, and that order, publicly violated in regard to hiui,

III. In regard to the sinner. While on earth, crowned with

flowers, intoxicated with pleasures, insolently scorning the laws of

God, it is necessary that he should one day recognise, with his

 

i Jot'.., iii. ' Joan., v, 27 > Acts., i, 42.
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brow in the dust, the sovereign dominion of Him whose com

mands, and promises, and threats he had the audacity to despise.

It is necessary that, in the sight of men and Angels, vice should

one day be covered with that ignominy and contempt with which

it so long endeavoured to brand virtue.

IV. In regard to the whole man. The soul jlone had experience

of the Particular Judgment ; it is necessary that the body, in its

turn, should also be judged : and that man should receive publicly,

in his soul and body, the reward or the punishment of the works

which his soul and body accomplished together during their mortal

union.

V. In regard to all mankind. When dying, men leave children,

or disciples, or friends, who imitate their example or follow

their advice. This must necessarily increase their reward or

punishment for a long time after their death. But this deplorable

or beneficial influence, which they exercise over so many persons,

can only end with the world. That justice may be perfectly done,

it is necessary that there should be a strict and accurate in vestiga-

tion into all the good or evil caused by example till the end of

time : this can only be accomplished by the General Judgment of

all men at the consummation of the world.'

VI. In regard to Providence. Calumniated by blind mortals,

it is necessary that the whole world should one day render homage

to the wisdom of its counsels, to the sweetness of its ways, to the

deep economy of its designs : in a word, it is necessary that all

things should return to that order which sin had disturbed. This

is not enough. It is necessary that all things should return in a

i The thought that the iniquity of scandal-givers does not end with their

lives, and that they are really responsible for the consequences of their

scandal till the end of the world, is one of the best calculated to inspire the

faithful with a lively horror of this diabolical sin. The Catechism of the

Council of Trent, having the approbation of the Church, tells us positively

that the torments of those who are condemned on account of scandal will go

on increasing daily till the end of ages, in proportion as new crimes, occa

sioned by their peraicious example, will be committed in the world. It is only

at the list Judgment, therefore, that, the measure of their crimes being filled

up, the sentence of their condemnation and punishment can be finally pro

nounced .

You may conclude henco how miserable must be the fate of the author*

and abettors of heresies and schisms, of those who inundate society with

abominable books, and of scandal-givers in general.

On the other hand, good example will every day bring forth new fruits of

morit and reward for those who have given it, and the Last Judgment alone

will determine the decree of their happiness and glory in Heaven. So we are

tauglit by the Catechism of the Council of Trent. Can any tiling be more

consoling ? (Note de monseigneur I'iveque de Monlauban, trad, du L'cUtch. du

Cono. de Trente.)
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solemn and glorious manner, so as to make due reparation for

scandals. Now, a public general Judgment of all the nations of

the world, assembled together, is the only means of publicly

repairing order publicly violated. For this reason, says the Lord,

Iwill gather together all the peoples, and I will bring them down into

the Valley of Josaphat, and I will enter into judgment with them.'

3. Circumstances of the Last Judgment. In His infinite good

ness, the Saviour was not content with announcing the Last Judg

ment: He also pointed out the signs which should precede it. His

intention was, first, to keep all men in a state of salutary fear ; for

we shall all appear at this dreadful Judgment—in one sense as

near to us as the day of our death.* And next, to make known

to Christians of the last times the approach of the end of the world

and the necessity of their being always in readiness. Now, the

signs that will precede this Judgment are of two kinds : remote

and immediate. The following are, according to Scripture and

Tradition, the remote signs of the Judgment, and of the end of the

world.

I. The preaching of the Gospel throughout the whole earth.

The Gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in the whole world, says

the Saviour, for a testimony to all nations, and then shall the con

summation come.» The word then is well worthy of notice: it

seems to indicate that the Gospel will no sooner have completed

the circuit of the globe than the end of time shall come.

II. Apostasy. The Judgment will not come, says St. Paul, till a

revolt precedes it.* Hereby we are to understand the revolt of

peoples against kings, especially against the Sovereign Pontiff, and

finally against Jesus Christ and His Gospel.5 Since apostasy is one

of the signs that are to precede the Last Judgment, it shall therefore

be public, amazing, general. Not only individuals, but even the

majority of nations as nations, will rebel simultaneously against

their princes—against the Sovereign Pontiff—and against Uur Lord,

both as God and King.

' Joel, iii, 2.

' Tune veniet unicuique dies ills, cum venorit Hie dies, ut talis hinc exeat,

qualis judicandus est illo die. Ac per hoc vigilare debet omnia Cbristianus, ne

imparatum eum inveniat Domiin adventuu : imparatum invenerit dies illo

quern imparatum invenerit vitjs hujus ultimua dies. (S. Aug., Scrm. xlix,

de Temp., et xvi, de Verb. Dom.)

' Et praedicabitur hoc Evangelium regni in universo orbe, in testimonium

omnibus gentibus ; et tunc veniet consummatio. (Matt., xxiv, 14.)

* Ne quia voa deducat ullo modo : quoniam nisi venerit discessio primum.

(2 These., ii, 3.)

* Discessio scilicet populorum a suis principibus et praesertim a romano

imperio eta romano Pontifice. . . Tunc deuique a fide et a Christo. (Menoch.,

Corn, a Lnpid., S. Amb., etc., etc.)
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III. Antichrist. The Last Judgment, continues the Apostle, will

not come until the man of sin ha* first appeared—the son ofperdition,

who raises himself above all that is called God.' Antichristian

doctrines having perverted the nations, by everywhere diffusing a

spirit of impiety and revolt, there will come a man who shall be at

once their impersonation and their punishment, and this mac

shall be in consequence the most frightful tyrant ever known to

the world. This man will be Antichrist. He will reign, accord

ing to the interpreters, for about three years and a half, and be

put to death by Our Lord on His arrival. The persecutions that

he will wage against the elect will be the last and the most terrible

trial of the Church.

IV. The Conversion of the Jews. This sign is pointed out by

a constant tradition, founded on several texts of Scripture, and

especially on St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans.' Before being con

verted, the Jews will begin to quit that immobility in which they

have dwelt since the destruction of Jerusalem : they will be

emancipated, and will enter into the stream of Christian ideas, until

at length they publicly recognise Our Lord as the Messias.

. V. The Fall ot the Roman Empire. By the Roman Empire

we understand the Empire perpetuated, in the West, in Charle

magne and the Emperors of Germany, who, till the year 1S06,

always bore the title of Emperor of the Romans, while their Empire

was called the Holy Roman Empire, and, in the East, in the Emperors

of Constantinople, whose power was overthrown in the year 1453

by Mahomet II. ; also, the temporal and spiritual Empire of the

Sovereign Pontiff Now, it is a universal, and we may say an

apostolical tradition, that the fall of the Roman Empire will be

one of the foregoing signs of the Last Judgment.5

As for the immediate signs that shall precede the Last Judg

ment, the following are the terms in which the Saviour Himself

announces them to His Apostles. When the end of the world and

the Day of Judgment are at hand, there shall be signs in the sun,

and in the moon, and in the stars. And on the earth the nations

shall be troubled by reason of the roaring of the sea and the waves.

Men shall wither away with fear in expectation of that which

shall come upon the whole world. The sun shall be darkened,

the moon shall not give her light, the stars shall fall from heaven,

and the celestial dome shall be shaken. Then shall the sign of the

. . . Et revelatus fuorit homo peccati, filiusperditionis, qui adversatur,

et extollitur supra omne quod dicitur Ileus. (2 Thees., ii, 4.)
• Horn., xi, 23-32.

5 See the development and proof of this matter in our Introduction a

I'Hittoire de la Famille, pp. 149-190.



Son of Man appear in heaven. At this sight all the nations of

the earth shall manifest their sorrow, and they shall see the Son

of Man coming on the clouds with great power and majesty. At

the same time He shall send his Angels with a trumpet, and a

loud voice, and they shall say: "Arise, ye dead, and come to

Judgment!" And the graves shall open, and all those who

sleep in the dust of the earth shall hear the voice of the Son of

God. And they shall come forth, some to eternal glory, some to

eternal misery. And the Angels shall gather together the elect of

God from the four corners of the earth, from one end of heaven to

the other.'

At the recollection of His heloved ones, whom He has just

named, the Saviour suddenly softens the tone of this terrible

picture. He wishes that whatsoever should make the wicked pine

away with grief and terror should be for the elect an occasion of

joy and a motive of confidence. In point of fact, the signs which

shall announce to the first the unexpected arrival of the Avenger of

their crimes shall be to the second an infallible presage of tin-

coming of the Rewarder of their virtues. This is the reason why

He addresses to them, in the persons of the Apostles, these con

soling words : Now, when these things begin to come to pass, raise

your eyes and lift up your heads, because your deliverance is at hand.

When all these preparations for the Judgment are completed,

the Son of Man, in all the splendour of His majesty, accompanied

by His Angels,' seated on a bright cloud as on a tribunal, and

having by His side His twelve Apostles as assessors, with all the

nations of the earth assembled before Him, shall open the great

book of consciences, that is, shall manifest all the secrets of

consciences, shall publish the private sentences delivered at the

Particular Judgment, making them known to Angels and to men,

and the hope of the hypocrite shall perish.3

The suit being prepared from documents so convincing that the

wicked themselves shall be obliged to acknowledge the justice of

their condemnation, He shall command His Angels to proceed to

the final and most heartrending separation of all the members of

the human family from one another, as a shepherd separates the

sheep from the goats. He shall place the sheep at His right hand

and the goats at His left. Then shall come the eternal

' Matt., xxif, 3. On the space necessary to contain all men, even sup

posing them to rise from the dead with the same dimensions as they bore

during life, tee Catich. philosoph., by Feller, p. 563. This space is smaller

than might at first be imagined.

3 Clothed, it is believed, with aerial bodies, so aa to be risible to all eyes.

> Uluminabit abscondita tenebrarum, et manifestabit cousilia cordium

(1 Car., ir, 5.) Spee bypocritie peribit. (Job Tin, 13.)
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sentence, which the King will pronounce in these terms. " Come,

ye blessed of My Father," He will say to the just, " possess the

kingdom prepared for you from the creation of the world : for I

was hungry, and you gave Me to eat ; I was thirsty, and you gave

Me drink ; I was a stranger, and you gave Me lodging ; I was

naked, and you clothed Me; I was sick, and you visited Me; I

was in prison, and you came to see Me."

The just will answer : " Lord, when did we see Thee hungry,

and give Thee to eat; or thirsty, and give Thee to drink? When

did we see Thee a stranger, and give Thee lodging ? When did we

see Thee naked, and clothe Thee; or know of Thy being sick or in

prison, and go to Thee ?" The King will make reply: "Verily

I say to you, as often as you did any of these things to one of the

least of My brethren, you did it to Myself."

Then, turning to the reprobate, He will say in an angry and

terrible voice : " Depart from Me, ye cursed ! Go to that ever

lasting fire which was prepared for the devil and his angels : for I

was hungry, and you gave Me not to eat ; I was thirsty, and you

gave Me not to drink ; I was a stranger, and you did not lodge

Me ; I was naked, and you did not clothe Me ; I was sick and in

prison, and you did not come to inquire about Me."

They also will answer : " Lord, when did we see Thee hungry,

or thirsty, or a stranger, or naked, or sick, or in prison, and not

assist Thee ?" Then will He make reply : " Verily I say to you,

as often as you failed to do any of these things to the least of these

little ones, you failed to do it to Myself. And you shall go into

everlasting punishment ; but the just into life everlasting.'"

At these words, the elect shall rise triumphant towards Heaven,

singing their eternal hymn of gratitude and love ; and the reprobate

shall sink into the depths of hell with the devils. An Angel shall

close the gates of the horrible abyss, and place thereon the seal of

God, which shall never, never be broken. Henceforth, eternity

shall reign everywhere.

4. The Existence of Hell. As clearly as that there is a God, the

last words of the Supreme Judge teach us that there is a Hell, and

an eternal Hell, that is, a place where the divine justice punishes

and shall for ever punish those who die in the state of mortal sin.

The belief of a future life, in which the good are rewarded and the

wicked punished eternally, is as old as the world and as wide

spread as the human race. We find it among savages, who show

hardly any other sign of religion. "We all know how Virgil, like

' Et ibunt hi in Bupplicium aternum, iusti autem in vitain aternam.

(Matt., «v, 35-40.)
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an echo of ancient traditions, professed the eternity of Hell, how
he recognised its justice, how he celebrated its full •victory over

crime : The unfortunate Theseus is fixed immovably in Hell, and shall

be so for ever.' Before him Plato had said in express terms : " The

wicked are plunged into Tartarus, from which they shall never

depart."* " I am aware," he says in another place, " that little

account is likely to be made of what I say ; but, after careful

examination and mature reflection, I am convinced that nothing is

more in accordance with reason, wisdom, and truth."»

Whence has come this belief, so contrary to all the passions, if

not from a primitive revelation ? Yet this dogma, so steadily pro

fessed among the Jews, the Sadducees endeavoured to obscure. In

like manner, pagan philosophers strove, by their false reasonings, to

shake it among other peoples. It was therefore most necessary that

Our Lord should come to confirm it by His lessons. On this account,

He declared in express terms that the wicked should go into ever-

lotting fire preparedfor the devil and his angels ; that the fire which

should burn them should never be extinguished ; and that the worm

which should gnaw them should never die.*

Let it no longer be said : "No one has seen Hell—we speak

of what we know not." Our Lord has seen it—He knows

what it is, and He has made it known to us. Among all the men

that are alive to-day there is not one who has seen Charlemagne,

there are very few amongst us who have seen Pekin ; and yet, on the

words of those who have atsome time or other seen them, we no longer

entertain the least doubt of their existence. So the existence of

Hell, an eternal Hell, is a truth which, founded on the words of

Our Lord, the Catholic Church has always taught, condemning as

heretics all those who have chosen to deny it. It is a truth which

we cannot, under pain of damnation, call in question.

In point of fact, when Our Lord said that the just should go

into life everlasting, no one can deny that He referred to a life

which should never end. Therefore, when saying in the same

passage that the wicked should go into everlasting fire, He referred

to a fire which should never end. Otherwise the Son of God

would have led us into error by giving in the same place, and

'... Scilit aiternumque aedobit

Infelix Theseus.—(JEneid., 1, VI, v. 315.)
• In Phmdo,

» In Gorgias. It would bo as easy as possible to multiply texts on this

subject from profane authors. (See all the Uemonat. Cvangll.) It is necessary,

however, to observe that the dogma of eternal punishiueut has been altered

both in Plato and Virgil: the latter has merely arranped iu verse the errors of

the former on pantheism and metempsychosis.

4 Matt., xxv. 41 : Marc., ix, 43.
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without any warning thereof, a double meaning to a particular

term.

At the thought of an everlasting Hell, confounded reason is

tempted to rebel ; but when it returns to itself, it renders homage

to the justice of this punishment.

It says, firstly, that at the tribunal of God, which is justice

itself, it is indispensably necessary that there should be a due pro

portion between the crime and the punishment. Now, sin is

both finite and infinite. Finite, because it is the work of a finite

creature ; infinite, because it is an outrage against infinite majesty.

It is therefore necessary that the punishment of sin should, in

order to be just, be both finite and infinite. But it cannot be

infinite in its rigour, since it is to be undergone by a finite creature :

it must therefore be infinite in its duration. Thus does reason,

when impartial, demonstrate to itself the indispensable necessity

of an everlasting Hell.

Moreover, what is a reprobate ? He is a man who did not

profit of the delay which God granted him, that is, the trial of

time, or the time of trial. What do I say ? He is a man who

came out of it more defiled than he entered it, who quitted life

with the will of outraging God by sin. Death surprised him in

this disposition of mind : it fixed him therein. In this state he

fell into the hands of God : time was no more for him. Therefore,

as long as he shall have the will of sinning he must undergo its

punishment. But he shall always have this will. Therefore, he

must always be punished. This is the unanswerable reasoning of St.

Gregory the Great.' Let us add, with Catholic philosophy, that the

damned themselves, remaining as they are, do not desire to leave

Hell, so conscious are they of being in their right place and of the

necessity of order.

It says, secondly, that if Hell did not exist or were not eternal

man would be God's master, society would be an impossibility, and

the earth would become a slaughter-house. The dogma of an

eternal Hell is, by every title, a social benefit. What ! Notwith

standing this dreadful belief, supported by the twofold testimony

1 Iniqui voluissent utiquo, si potuissent, sine fine vivere, ut potuissent aine

fine peccare. Ostendunt enim quia in peccato semper vivere cupiunt, qui

nunquam desinunt peccare dum vivunt. Ad magnam ergo justitiam judicantis

perti net ut nunquam careant supplicio, qui in bac vita nunquam voluissent

carere peccato. . . . Omnipotens Deus quia pius est, miserorum cruciatus non

pascitur ; quiavero justus est, ab iniquorum ultione in perpetuum non sedatur.

(Lib. IV, Dialog., c. xliv.) Angeli mali in nihil moventur, nisi in ordine ad

flnem peccati superbias ipsorum; et ideo in omnibus peccant mortaliter,

quascumque propria voluntate agunt. (S. Thom., 1» 2", q. lxxxix, art. 4.) Th«

same must be said of the reprobate.
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of divine revelation and human tradition, the earth is deluged with

iniquities 1 Day and night the wicked threaten order, property,

honour, innocence, peace, the very existence of the family and

society ! What would it be, O my God! if Thou wert completely

to remove from them the salutary fear of an everlasting Hell ?

What would it be if Thou wert to say to all men in general that

Hell should only continue for a limited period, and that annihila

tion or felicity should succeed to the torments of a few years, or even

of a few centuries ? Do we wish to know what would then become

of society ? See what becomes of it, see what is done to it,

through the agency of those who say—without, however, believing

what they say—" There is no Hell."

This is the cry of the brothel-house ; it is the motto of assassins,

of robbers, of poisoners, of corrupters, of tyrants, of all sorts of

criminals. Let this antisocial blasphemy be regarded as a truth,

and, man being what he is, the world shall in future be only a den

of wild beasts, a gory field of battle.

Is it necessary to remind you of what occurred in France

towards the close of the eighteenth century ? Was it not amid shouts

of "Away with Hell!" and "Hell for ever!" that all those

monsters with human faces, whose name is the name of every crime

and the eternal disgrace of humanity, marched to pillage, to

murder, to destruction ? Even in our own days, what other motto

is borne on their cheerless banner by those unhappy men who

threaten to bring back the world to barbarism ? For the rest, let

us beware of accepting the change. The furious declamations of

the wicked against Hell prove quite the contrary of that at which

they aim. They prove that Hell annoys them. We do not hate

that which we do not fear, and we do not fear that in which we do

not believe. But enough 1 Instead of losing time in arguing

on Hell, we shall do much better to think of living in a Christian

manner, that we may not fall into it.

5. The Paint of Hell. Faith not only teaches us that there is

a Hell, an everlasting Hell, but it also reveals to us the torments that

are endured there. These torments are of two kinds : the pain of

lou, or the regret caused by the loss of God and eternal happiness ;

and the pain of tense, or the sorrow caused by the heat of a fire

that shall never be extinguished. These two kinds of torments

are clearly pointed out in the words of the Saviour. The worm

that thall never die designates the pain of loss ; and the fire that

thatt never be extinguished, the pain of sense. The gnawing worm

here alluded to is conscience.' By the conscience ofthe unfortunate

' Tennis qui in damnatis ponitur non debet intelligi eme corporalis, aed

ipiritualis, qui en conscientia rttnorstw, qui dicitur vermis, in quantum oritur
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reprobate, we understand his thoughts of the past, which

are most sad. They may be summed up in a few words : " I have

lost God ! I have lost Him through my own fault ! I have lost

Him for a trifle ! I have lost Him beyond recovery !" This pain

is the most bitter that a rational creature can endure.

Nothing can be juster than these two kinds of torments ; for

they correspond with the two kinds of disorders that are to be

found in sin. The one is an insolent contempt of the Creator; the

other, an irregular love of the creature. All the damned endure

this twofold pain, and their sufferings shall be the same in nature

and duration, but the severity of them shall be proportioned to the

number and enormity of their offences. Hence, other things being

equal, the Hell of the Christian shall be far more terrible than

that of the pagan.

Moreover, Faith teaches' us that the wicked shall suffer day and

night for all eternity. In fine, it is certain that the fire which

shall burn without consuming them is a material fire—but an in

telligent fire, says Tertullian, which shall increase or diminish its

heat according to the guilt of each of the reprobate. These few

words suffice to freeze our blood, and to make us fear, and fear above

all things, and fear all the days of our lives, Him who has the

power at any moment to hurl us into Hell. " Oh, yes," says the

Saviour, "we should fear Him, and Him alone." Remember well,

therefore, that to fear God and to live as a Christian is the only

means to avoid Hell.

The terms in which Our Lord shall pronounce His eternal

sentence give occasion to another remark, which bears very

seriously on our conduct. Although, in bringing forward the

motives of His twofold decree, the Saviour does not speak of the

practice or the omission of all the duties which Religion imposes

on us, it is no less certain that they shall all be, as we have seen in

speaking of the Particular Judgment, the subject of His public

examination. If He attaches eternal happiness or misery to the

practice or the omission of one virtue only—charity—it is to teach

us, on the one hand, that charity is the abridgment of all the

commandments, and a short way towards the attainment of all the

virtues necessary for our salvation; on the other, it is to put us on

our guard against the severity of His judgments, for, if eternal

torments are prepared for those who neglect to do good, what must

they expect who do evil ?

The seventh article of the Creed ends with the words : th»

ex putredine peccati, et anim*m offligit, noat eorporalia vermis ex putredine

ortus affligit pungendo. (S. Thorn., Suppl, q. 97, art. 2.)
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living and the dead. These words have several meanings. Taken

generally, they refer to all mankind without exception : those who

shall have died at various periods of time, more or less considerable,

before the end of the world, and those who shall die immediately

before the Last Judgment. By the living, we understand the just

who shall have lived on earth the true life, which is the life of

grace, and who shall live eternally in Heaven the life of glory ; by

the dead, those who shall have spent and ended their days on

earth in the state of mortal sin. The true death consists in the

separation of the soul from God, and the wicked shall rise again

from the dead only to continue this separation or this eternal

death in the flames of Hell.

We can also include among the living and the dead all the

Angels, good and bad, who shall be similarly judged on this great

day ; for the Angels form a part of the Church, of which Our Lord

is the Head, They shall be judged by Our Lord, the Apostles,

and the principal Saints : such is the excess of honour and power

which God reserves for His friends. On the Day of Judgment,

says the Saviour to His Apostles, you shall sit on twelve thrones,

tojudge the twelve tribes of Israel, that is, all nations.' Do you not

know, says St. Paul, that we shall judge the Angels ?' This judg

ment will be a true act of judicial power, a judgment properly so

called—a judgment of approval, praise, and glorification in regard

to the good Angels; a judgment of reproach, shame, and con

demnation in regard to the bad Angels.<

What shall we now say of the influence of the seventh article

of the Creed ? The dogma of God's Judgment of every man at

the moment of death, and of all men together at the end of time,

followed by an eternity of torments for the wicked, is of a character

so social that, on whatever day we should efface this fundamental

truth from the tablet of human belief, society must perish. What

rein would be left for the passions, continually excited against

order, against property, against the authority of superiors, against

the honour of families, against the lives and the rights of the weak

and the helpless, if you should take away the belief of a God who

knows all things, who will judge all things with absolute inde

pendence aud perfect equity, and who will punish all things

deserving of punishment with inexorable rigour?

They are therefore most guilty and most blind who dare to say

that God does not concern Himself with the actions of men.

Guilty, for they encourage all sorts of crimes, by liberating the

> See the Text» of the Fathers in Cornel. « Lapid. (Matt., xix, 2S;

qpist. had Cor., vi, 3.)

' Matt., xix, 28.
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sinner from the only fear that can restrain him in bis deplorable

projects, or inspire him with a salutary remorse for them after

their execution. Blind, for they do not see that their senseless

doctrines must return in calamities on their own heads. If I have

nothing to fear from God's Judgment, if Hell is a mere chimera,

why should I hesitate to benefit myself at your expense, when I

am able to do so without any apprehension of being visited by

human justice ? This is the principle of every villain. Ye kings,

peoples, and individuals who attack the dogma which is the protection

of all your interests 1 never shall you be fully aware of all that you

owe to the belief of a Judgment of God, at which everyone shall

be dealt with according to his works. As for us, let us allow this

great truth to act with all its weight on our conduct, and wa shall

live not only as good Christians but also as good citizens.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having fore

warned me of Thy terrible judgments ; penetrate my soul with a

filial fear and a tender love towards Thee, that, keeping myself

united to the New Adam during life, I may deserve to be united to

Him during eternity.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I will

respect and assist the poor as much as lean.

LESSON XXII.

OITH T7EION WITH THE NEW ADAM RT FAITH (continued.)

Eighth Article of the Creed. The Holy Ghost : His Divinity ; His A pparitiom ;

His Works ; His Seven Gifts ; His Twelve Fruits ; the Beatitudes.

Social Advantages of this Article.

Sik had separated man from God. Now, in God there are three

Persons. The New Adam should, therefore, to repair the conse

quences of sin, unite us again with these three Persons. We have

already seen what we should believe of the first and the second, to

unite ourselves with them by Faith. It remains to be explained

what we should believe to unite ourselves with the third. The

eighth article of the Creed contains the object of our Faith on this

point. It is conceived in these terms : I believe in the Holy Ghost.

By these words we make profession of believing in the Holy

Ghost as we believe in the Father and in the Son. We confess
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that He is equal to each of them in all things ; that He has tho

same power, the same eternity, the same divinity; in a word, tha

He is God as well as the Father and the Son, and that Ho has a

right to the same homage and the same adoration.

The divinity of tho Holy Ghost is clearly revealed to us in

many passages of Scripture : it will suffice to quote a few of them.

Onr Lord, sending His Apostles to preach the Gospel, said to them :

Go, teach all nations, baptising them in tlie name of the Father, and

of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. He evidently recognised in

the Holy Ghost the same power as in the other two Persons of the

Holy Trinity. He puts them all on the same level. He therefore

proclaims that the Holy Ghost is God as well as the Father and

the Son. St. Peter, having said to Ananias : Why has Satan

tempted your heart, and moved you to lie to the Holy Ghost ? adds

immediately : You have not lied to men, but to God.' In the same

breath, we may say, the Vicar of Our Lord, the infallible oracle of

truth, gives the incommunicable name of God to Him whom he has

just styled the Holy Ghost. Can the divinity of the Holy Ghost

be more clearly indicated ? St. John, on his side, tells us : There

are three who render testimony in Heaven to the divinity of Our

Lord : the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost ; and these three

are one.'

Thus, the same abode, the same attributes, the same natural

unity, belong, St. John assures us, to the Holy Ghost as to the

Father and the Son. What clearer proof of the divinity of the

Holy Ghost can be desired ? The same truth is expressed with

equal certainty in the formula which, since the time of the

Apostles, has so often passed from mouth to mouth, which is

repeated millions of times a day, as if to render unceasing the

profession of the Faith of the Catholic world in the divinity of the

Holy Ghost : Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the

Holy Ghost, as it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be,

world without end. But what need is there of further remark,

when we have the Apostles' Creed, and the Creeds of Nice and

Constantinople, which all teach us the same dogma ?

"We not only believe that the Holy Ghost is God, but we also

believe that He proceeds from the Father and the Son. To pro

ceed means to receive one's being. Not that the Holy Ghost was

made, or created, or begotten ; but that He necessarily and eternally

proceeds from the Father and the Son, by way of spiration, to use

the language of theology. The Father eternally contemplates Him-

1 Act., v, 4.

* 1 Joan., v, 7. On all that regards tho Holy Ghost, see our TraiK 'iu

Saint-Etprit, 2 vols., oct.

vol.. II. 16
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self, and, in contemplating Himself, eternally produces His 'Word.

The Father and the Son eternally love each other, and eternally

produce the Holy Ghost, who is their consubstantial love, and who

is, like each of them, a Divine Person.' The Catholic Faith on

this point is clearly expressed by the Fathers and the Councils of

the East and the West. Take, for example, the words of the

General Council of Lyons : Wefaithfully and piously confess that

(he Holy Ghost proceeds eternally from the Father and the Son, not

as from two principles, but as from one principle; not by two

spirations, but by one spiralion.'

We give to the third Person of the Adorable Trinity the name

of the Holy Spirit, although the Father and the Son may receive

the same name. All the Angels of Heaven and all blessed souls

may, in like manner, be called holy spirits. How is this ? How

does it come to pass that a name common to several should be

specially applied to one ? Here is the answer. It is true that the

Trinity, in its nature, and in its Persons, is a Holy Spirit. Never

theless, as the first Person has the proper name of Father, and the

second that of Son, we leave to the third the common name of

Holy Spirit, to distinguish Him from the others, and to make His

operations understood. It is also true that the Angels and blessed

souls are holy spirits. But, being simple creatures, they are holy

only by grace; whereas, the Holy Spirit is holy by nature, and

the very Source of holiness. It is therefore with the utmost reason

that we name Him the Holy Spirit, or the Holy Ghost, the

meaning of which is the same.

The name of the Holy Spirit, like the names of the Father and

the Son, comes, not from men, but from God. We owe our knowledge

of it to the Scripture, which repeats it more than three hundred

times, as well in the Old as in the New Testament. Moreover,

this name, as we have just pointed out, serves admirably to express

the operations of the Holy Spirit. Faith teaches us that all the

outward operations of God, with the exception of the Incarnation,

are common to the three Person? of the Blessed Trinity. Hence,

the Father, the Son, and the Hoiy Ghost are equally the Creators

and Preservers of the world, the Sanctifiers and ltewarders of men.

Yet to the Father we specially attribute works of power ; to the

Son, those of wisdom ; to the Holy Ghost, those of love.

Now, as the sanctification of souls, and the Church—which is

the visible instrument thereof—are the most splendid works of the

love of God towards us, we attribute them to the Holy Ghost, the

eternal love of the Father and the Son. In point of fact, if you

i See St. Thomas, p. 1. q. uxvi, art. 1, 2, 3, 4 ; Hist, de PEgliso, Concile dt

Florenot, p. 547-
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search the Scripture, you will see that in the Old and in the New

Covenant, the Holy Ghost presides over every work of sanetifica-

tion, as well as over the formation and the government of the

Church. To confine ourselves to the Law of Grace, it is the Holy

Ghost who forms the Church, who changes the Apostles into new

men, who bestows on the Faithful a variety of supernatural gifts.

He directs the Apostles in their travels. He presides over the

Councils. He strengthens the Martyrs, and inspires them with

those amazing answers that close the mouths of tyrants. It is He

who vivifies souls by the Sacraments, and sanctifies them by a

communication of His interior graces. This is the reason why the

Church, and, in the Church, all Christian nations and associations,

never fail to invoke the Holy Ghost on important occasions, when

there is question of dissipating the darkness that has been thrown

like a pall over our souls by the devil and sin, or of removing the

difficulties that interfere with the work of our sanctification.

The Holy Ghost has appeared several times on earth—under

different symbols, according to the nature of the mystery in con

nection with which Ho descended. At the Baptism of Our Lord,

He showed Himself under the form of a dove, to make known to

us the infinite purity and gentleness of the Divine Master ; at the

Transfiguration, under the form of a cloud, to make known to us

that the Saviour, though like us, was really the Son of God, and

that His divinity was hidden under the veil of His humanity ; in

fine, on the Day of Pentecost, under the form of tongues of fire,

to make known to us the unity of love, of belief, and of language

which should afterwards distinguish the Church, and which should

splendidly repair some of the most glaring consequences of sin—

division of hearts, confusion of ideas, and diversity of languages.'

The views which we have just given, and those which are

about to follow, are of the highest importance. In point of fact,

there is nothing that concerns each one of us more than to know

the Holy Ghost well, so that we may love Him ardently and invoke

Him frequently. First, He is God, like the Father and the Son ;

next, He is in a particular manner the Author of our sanctifica

tion—a work which we of ourselves could not accomplish in the

least degree, for we cannot even pronounce the name of Jesus to

any advantage without the aid of the Holy Ghost ;* finally, it is

most strictly necessary that we should avoid sinning against the

Holy Ghost—an offence so grave that Our Lord declared that sins

i It is forbidden, as ia well known, to represent the Holy Ghost otherwise

than under the form of a dove or a tongue of fire. (See Ferraris, verb.

Spirit, tanctus.)

3 Nemo potest dioero Dominus Jesus, nisi in Spiritu sancto. (1 Cor., xii, 3.)
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committed against the Son of Man might he forgiven, hut that sins

committed against the Holy Ghost would not he forgiven either in

this world or in the world to come.'

What can he more terrible than the vengeance which God has

taken, and which He still takes, even in this world, on sins against

the Holy Ghost ? Out of a multitude of examples we shall cite

hut one : that of the Greeks. From the origin of the Church the

Greeks, driven on hy the evil spirit, were continually attacking the

Third Person of the Blessed Trinity. Macedonius, Patriarch of

Constantinople, had the audacity to deny His divinity. At a later

period this heresy, though condemned by the Church, reappeared

under various forms, and attacked the procession of the Holy Ghost

The Latin Church left no means untried to bring back the Greeks

to the true Faith. After many fruitless endeavours, she at length

succeeded in inducing them to accept and sign at Florence the

Catholic Creed. But scarcely had they returned to their own

country, when they made a retraction of their act, and resumed

their old blasphemies against the Holy Spirit.

This last crime fills up the measure of their offences, and the

new deicide shall be punished like the first. Here begins, between

the destruction of Jerusalem and the overthrow of Constantinople,

a terrible resemblance, which has not escaped the attention of

Christian observers.* The Jews blaspheme during three years

against Our Lord ; the Greeks, from the close of the Council of

Florence, blaspheme during thirteen years against the Holy Ghost.

Alarming predictions announce to Jerusalem the chastisements that

must soon burst upon it ; predictions no less alarming announce to

Constantinople the same fate. The Greeks, like the Jews, remain

obstinate. Titus, a stranger in race and religion, comes at the

head of hia victorious legions to besiege Jerusalem ; Mahomet II.,

a stranger in race and religion, appears at the head of a formidable

army under the walls of Constantinople.

The Jews, shut up in Jerusalem, are a prey to mutual enmities,

and slay one another ; the Greeks, shut up in Constantinople,

abandon themselves to the same divisions and the same excesses.

Jerusalem, fallen into the hands of Titus, is wholly ruined—the

empire of the Jews is destroyed, and they themselves are led away

into slavery; Constantinople, taken by Mahomet, is surrendered to

1 Omnia qui dicit verbum in Filium hominis, remittetur illi ; ci autem qui in

Spiritum sanctum blasphemaverit, non remittetur. (Luc., xii, 10 ; Matt.,

xii, 32; Marc., iii, 29.) Wben explaining sin in general, we speak of sin

against the Holy Ghost, and what must bo understood by the impossibility of

obtaining pardon for it.

• Sec St. Anton., In Chrun., p. 3, tit. 2, c. xiii Bellar., lib. II, De Christ
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horrors and profanations greater than those of which Jerusalem

has been the scene ; the empire of the Greeks is destroyed, and they

themselves, sold like vile cattle, are reduced to the most painful

slavery. That nothing might be wanting to the resemblance, Titus

surrounded Jerusalem about the days of the Pasch, the anniversary

of the deicide ; Mahomet surrounded Constantinople about the same

period, and took the city, May 29, 1453, at one o'clock in the

morning, on the second day of the Feast of Pentecost.

Thus, while the Latin Church, religiously assembled in its

temples, was celebrating the solemn anniversary of the Descent of

the Holy Ghost, and boldly proclaiming His divinity, the Eastern

Church, which blasphemously denied His divinity, was falling

under the yoke of the barbarian. What conclusion are we to draw

hence, unless that the two most frightful catastrophes of which

history makes mention—the ruin of Jerusalem and the sack of

Constantinople—are, one, a splendid punishment of crime com

mitted against the Second Person, and the other, a no less splendid

punishment of a similar crime committed against the Third Person

of the ever Adorable Trinity ?'

Having explained that which concerns the Personality of

the Holy Ghost, it remains for us to speak of His Gift* and

His Fiuitt, that is, some of His favours to and operations in

souls.

We distinguish seven Gifts and twelve Fruits of the Holy

Ghost. The former, mentioned by the Prophet Isaias, are Wisdom,

Understanding, Counsel, Fortitude, Knowledge, Piety, and the

Fear of the Lord.* To be familiar with the order which we are

about to follow in the explanation of the Gifts of the Holy Ghost,

and to appreciate the value of these most excellent Gifts, there are

four essential things to be remarked.

The first, that the Prophet Isaias, in enumerating the Gifts

of the Holy Ghost, begins with the most noble and descends

to the least noble. So that the Gifts of the Holy Ghost are

like the steps of a ladder, of which the lowest is the Fear

of God. Beginning there, we ascend to the highest, which is

Wisdom.3

The second, that all the Gifts of the Holy Ghost are necessary

to salvation, that they are inseparable, that they are lost by mortal

sin, and that they are recoverable by penance. This, by the way,

1 Hut h nil', de VEglite, qninzieme s&cle ; Traitt da Saint-Esprit, ii, ad fin.

1 Spiritus rapientias ct intellectus, Spiritus consilii et fort it udinis, Spiritui

scient ix et pietntis Spiritus timoris Domini. (/sa.t xi, 2, 3. )

5 S. Cyp., de Laptiti S. Aug., Scrm. de Tim. Domini; 8. Greg., Homil.

xix, t» Such.

'
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is the reason why the number seven is so often repeated in canonical

penances and in indulgences granted by the Church.'

The third, that the Gifts of the Holy Ghost are not passing

amotions, but supernatural habits, which render us docile to the

'nspirations of grace, and advance us to perfection. " Our soul,"

ays St. Thomas, " is only guided by the Holy Ghost inasmuch as

it is in some manner united to Him. Just as an instrument is only

set in motion by the workman inasmuch as it is, by contact, in

some manner united to him. The first union of man with God is

i ffected by Faith, Hope, and Charity ; so that these virtues are

like the roots of the Gifts of the Holy Ghost. This is the reason

why all the Gifts pertain to these three virtues, from which they

seem to take their rise."*

' Quantum ad secundum, scilicet quod dona ista aint necessaria ad salutera,

probatur, quia supremum donorum et infimum sunt necessaria, ergo et inter

media. Nam dicitur de sapientia : Ncminem diligit Dctts, nisi qui cum

sapientia ha!. Hat vel graditur (Sap., vii) ; et de timore dicitur : Sine limore

Domini nemo poterit juslificari (Eccles., i, 2S). Ergo et alia necefsaria. (Id.,

ubi supra.) St. Thomas develops this argument admirably. Here are the

words with which he concludes: In ordine ad finem ultimum supernaturaJem,

ad quem ratio movet, secundum quod est aliqualiter et imperfecte inl'ormuta

per virtutes theologicae, non sufBcit ipsa motio rationis, nisi semper adsit

instinct us et motio Spiritus sancti, secundum illud (Rom., viii, 14) : Qui

Spiritu Dei oguntur, hi filii Dei sunt. . . . et heercdes, et in Ps. cxlii, 10,

dicitur: Spiritus ttius bonus deducet me in terram rcciam; quia scilicet in

htereditatem illius terra; beatorum nullus potest pervenire, nisi moveatur et

deducatur a Spiritu sancto, et ideo ad ilium 6nem consequendum necessarium

est homini habere donum Spiritus sancti. (1» 2", q. lxviii, art. 2 de Drmis.)

Sunt autem ipsa septeni dona connexa ad invicem, ut umira non possit

haberi sine altero. (S. Ant., id., id., § 6.) Sicut vires appetitivae disponuntur

per virtutes morales in comparatione ad regimen rationis, ita omnes vires

animae disponuntur per dona in comparatione ad Spiritum sanctum moventem.

Spiritus autem sanctus habitat in nobis per charitatem, secundum illud (Rom.,

v, 5) : Charitas Dei diffusa est in cordious nostris per Spiritum sanctum, qut

datus est nobis ; aicut et ratio nostra perficitur per prudentiam. Undo sicut

virtutes morales connectuntur sibi invicem in prudentia, ita dona Spiritus

sancti connectuntur sibi invicem in charitate ; ita scilicet quod qui charitatem

hubet, omnia dona Spiritus sancti habet, quorum nullum sine charitate

haberi potest. (1* 2», q. lxviii, art, 5.)

Gratia ista septiformis, id est septem donorum, amittitur per quodlibet

mortale peccatinn. Et ideo statutum fuit antiquitus, ut pro quodiibet

mortali imponeretur pocnitentia septennis ut patet. (2" 2", q. i.) Praedican-

dinn est scilicet, sicut per peccatum abjicit a se septiformem gratiam Spiritus

snncti, ita per septennem pcenitentiam satisfaciat et recuperet earn, (is. Ant.

tit. x, c. i.)

> Dona sunt quidam habitus perficiontes homincm ad hoe quod prompte

sequatur instinctum Spiritus sancti. . . . Animus hominis non movetur a

Spiritu sancto, nisi ei secundum aliquem modum uniatur : sicut instrumentum

non movetur ab artifico nisi per contactum aut per aliquam unionem. Prima

a utcm unio hominis est per fidem, spem et charitatem. Unde ista; virtutes
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The fourth, that the Seven Gifts of the Holy Ghost are opposed

to the Seven Capital or Deadly Sins. "The Seven Gifts of She

Holy Ghost," says St. Antoninus, " are the seven spirits sent into

the world against the seven evil spirits of which the Gospel

speaks. The Gift of Fear is opposed to Pride ; the Gift of Counsel

to Covetousness ; the Gift of Wisdom to Lust ; the Gift of Under

standing to Gluttony; the Gift of Piety to Envy; the Gift of

Knowledge to Anger ; and the Gift of Fortitude to Sloth.'"

This luminous view of the great doctor acquaints us at once

with the deep need that existed for the Seven Gifts of the Holy

Ghost, and the important place that they occupy in the general

plan of human redemption- Listen ! Since the primitive fall, two

Spirits have heen flitting over the world, and over every man

coming into the world.* These two Spirits are the Holy Spirit

and the Wicked Spirit, the Spirit of God and the Spirit of Evil,

God and the Devil. Willingly or unwillingly, we must of necessity

live under the influence of the one or the other. According as we

are guided by the Holy Ghost or by Satan, we shall become saints

or reprobates.

Our Lord reveals to us that the Wicked Spirit is accompanied

by seven other Spirits more wicked than himself. These Spirits

are known to us by their names and their works. By their names,

they pass in human language as the Spirit of Pride, the Spirit of

Covetousness, the Spirit of Lust, the Spirit of Gluttony, the Spirit

of Envy, the Spirit of Anger, and the Spirit of Sloth. By their

works, they are the inspirers and abettors of all public and private

sins and disorders—consequently, the cause of all the evils of the

world. Which of us has not been the object of their temptations ?

Which of us has not more than once had experience of

pmsupponuntur ad dona, eicut radices quaedam donorum. TJnde omnia dona

pertinent ad has trcs virtutes, sicut qutedam derivationes pnedictarum

virtutum. (1» 2a, q. lxviii, art. 4.)

1 Haee dona sunt septem Spiritus missi in omnera terram contra septein

Spiritus nequam de quibus dicitur (Matt., xii) : " Vadit Spiritus immundus et

usaumit septem Spiritus nequiorcs so et ingressi habitant ibi." Punum timnris

expellit superbiam. . . . Donum pietatis expellit Spiritum invidue

Spiritus scientis repellit Spiritum irae. . . . Spiritus consilii fugut Spiritum

avaritue Spiritus fortitudinis illuminnt Spiritum tristcm inertias qua;

propter tedium laboris subterfugit viriliter bona operari. . . Spiritus intfll-

leetus removet Spiritum gula; Spiritus sapientire obruit Spiritum,

luxurue. . . . (Sum. tbeol., tit, x, cap. i, § 4 ; de Donis Spir. aanct., edit. Venet.

1081.) See St. Bernard also, t. I, p. 23, 43, edit. Paris, 1S43.

* Not that these two Spirits are equal. Far from it: there is an infinite

distance between them. One is the Holy Ghost—God. The other is simply

a creature—the devil, to whom God, in His adorable wisdom, has left a great

deal of power.
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their malign influence ? What crime is there that cannot, that

should not, be referred to some one of these seven Spirits, whose

continual aim is to corrupt the human race ? We now behold the

Spirit of Evil who hovers over the world and over every one of

us. It is evident that man, left to himself, is too weak to resist this

Spirit : witness the conduct of individuals and peoples that with

draw themse'ves from the influence of the Holy Spirit.

Hence, revelation shows us the Holy Spirit coming to the aid

of man, with seven Powers opposed to the seven Powers of tho

Evil Spirit. These seven helping Spirits are, in like manner,

known to us by their names and their works. By their names,

they pass in Catholic language as the Spirit of the Fear of God,

the Spirit of Counsel, the Spirit of Wisdom, the Spirit of Under

standing, the Spirit of Piety, the Spirit of Knowledge, and the

Spirit of Fortitude. By their works, they are the inspirers and

promoters of all public and private virtues, the source of every

thing good in the world, so that there is nothing of any worth

which we must not attribute to them.' We now behold the Holy

Spirit who hovers over the world and over every one of us.

To reduce the whole matter to a few words : fallen man is an

invalid suffering from seven mortal ulcers, or a wounded soldier

surrounded by seven furious enemies. The Spirit with the Seven

Gifts becomes the Great Physician of the unfortunate invalid, the

Powerful Helper of the overpowered soldier. How can we convey

a clearer knowledge of the Seven Gifts of the Holy Ghost, inspire

a higher esteem for them, and excite in every breast a stronger

desire of possessing them and a livelier fear of losing them ?

Let us now explain these seven wondrous Gifts, and show their

opposition to the seven principal Sins.

Fear is a Gift of the Holy Ghost which impresses on our souls

a great respect for God, a great dread of His judgments, and a

great horror of sin. It is easy to see that this salutary Fear is

opposed to Pride, for which it is the remedy. What are the effects

of Pride ? It puffs us up, it leads us to the worship of ourselves,

it makes us arrogant and presumptuous, and, by diminishing within

us the Fear of God, it lays us open to every other kind of fear.

The Gift of Fear, on the contrary, moves us to act as little

children under the hand of God—to be humble, and modest, and

kind to all.

The Fear of God, by permitting no other fear to dwell in our

souls, delivers us from worldly fear, which often induces us to offend

God rather than lose our rank, our employment, our money ;

i Neque enim est ullum omnino donum absque Spiritu sancto ad creaturam

porvonieni (S. Basil., Dc Spirit, sand, oper., t. Ill, p. 06.)
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from carnal fear, which draws us into sin, to avoid inconveniences,

pains, death ; from servile fear, which gives us the spirit of the

miserable slaves of Sinai instead of that of the joyous children of

Calvary. In fine, it regulates natural fear, that is, timidity,

pusillanimity, cowardice, shame, and inspires the Christian with

that grand independence of character which makes him the lord

of the world, enabling him to say with the utmost truth : " I fear

God, and I have no other fear."

Counsel ia a Gift of the Holy Ghost which enables us to see

the way to Heaven and to adopt the safest means of travelling

therein. Counsel is opposed to Covetousness, for which it is the

remedy. What are the effects of Covetousness? It spoils the

mind, by making us prefer less to more. It blinds us. It

enchants us to such a degree as to make us sacrifice eternal for

temporal goods, look upon gold as our God, ecek our happiness on

earth, and waste ourselves in building castles in the air.

The Gift of Counsel, on the contrary, rectifies the mind, by

making us prefer more to less. It shows us, with special evidence,

that the goods of time are unworthy of an immortal soul ; that,

instead of being a means, they are often an obstacle, to our salva

tion; and that we must always, in our calculations, prefer the

goods of eternity—never seeking our God on earth or our happi

ness in riches. By disengaging the soul from all material

possessions, it gives us a great firmness and soundness of judgment,

to settle doubts for ourselves and others. In fine, it ennobles the

heart, by delivering the affections from the tyranny of avarice,

which the language of every nation pronounces base and sordid.

Wisdom is a Gift of the Holy Ghost which makes us reliah

the things of God ; that is to say, God Himself, and everything

that leads us to the possession of Him. The Gift of "Wisdom is

opposed to Lust, for which it is the remedy. What are the effects

of Lust ? It spreads a deceitful charm over the pleasures of the

senses, towards which it allures us, aud in which it teaches us to

seek our happiness. It makes the soul the slave of the body. It

darkens the understanding, hardens the heart, and reduces man to

the level of the beast.

The Gift of Wisdom, on the contrary, disgusts us with the

pleasures of the senses, and, spreading an indescribable charm over

goods of a superior order, draws us sweetly towards all that is

worthy of an immortal soul. It emancipates the heart from the

sway of the senses, and raises us to a level with the Angels, in

whose inclinations and joys it makes us sharers. It not only

delivers us from animal wisdom, but regulates our natural wisdom,

that is, it lets us taste the pleasures of earth within their just limits.
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UnderBlanding is a Gift of the Holy Ghost which enables na

to grasp with ease, and to comprehend as far as a fiuite mind is

capable of comprehending, the truths of Religion. The Gift of

Understanding is opposed to Gluttony, for which it is the remedy.

What are the effects of Gluttony ? It endeavours to make the

physical life predominate over the moral : it wishes to have the

soul the slave of the body. It makes us stupid, and unfit for study.

It blunts the edge of the mind, and renders us indifferent to every

thing that deserves our attention. The more we eat, the less

we think; the more daintily we eat, the less sensibly we think.'

But, above all, Gluttony separates man from the true light, and

prevents him from understanding things of a spiritual order.* Is

not this what we see every day on an immense scale? When a

relish for material things, or the love of the comfortable, as it is

called, governs society, the understanding of truths of a superior

order disappears. Man loses his faculty of drawing ideas from

facts. In a little while he will only see, even in the natural

order, the immediate cause, or, what the irrational animal sees, the

plastic manifestation.

The Gift of Understanding, on the contrary, makes the soul

predominate over the body. It leads to sobriety, a necessary virtue

for men of study. It enables us to penetrate deeply into the sense

of Holy Scripture, sermons, and explanations of the truths of Re

ligion, showing us all the weakness of the errors and objections of

the impious. Hereby, it strengthens our Faith, the most precious

treasure in the world.

Piely is a Gift of the Holy Ghost which teaches us to render

a filial worship to God. The Gift of Piety is opposed to Envy, for

which it is the remedy. What are the effects of Envy ? It withers,

degrades, hardens the heart. It makes us unjust, fills us with the

bitterness of Cain and the jealousy of the devil, and leads us to all

the iniquities of selfishness, which is only another name for the

hatred of our neighbour.

The Gift of Piety, on the contrary, communicates to the heart

a delightful sentiment of affection, which ennobles it, which refines

it, which dilates it, which renders it respectfully filial towards

God and towards everything belonging to God—His Church, His

word, His temples, His priests, His suffering members—and

which makes it lavish on all mankind the generous love of a

brother and the tender compassion of a friend.

Knowledge is a Gift of the Holy Ghost which imparts to us an

' Sapientia non habitabit in terra suaviter virentium. (Job, xxviii, 18.)

1 Anitualis autern homo not: percipit ea qua; Dei sunt. (1 Cor., ii, 14.)
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acquaintance with the truths of Religion, and teaches us to make a

holy use of human information. The Gift of Knowledge is opposed

to Anger, for which it is the remedy. What are the effects of

Anger? Anger blinds us. This is so true, that the term blind

is applied to it in all languages. It hinders man from reasoning,

from seeing the light of truth, from distinguishing that which is

true from that which is false, and that which is seriously evil from

that which is only slightly or apparently so, and spreads over the

countenance the furious look of a lunatic or a wild beast. The

light of reason vanishes from the angry man, to give place to brute

force : death is ready to issue from his hands and feet.

The Gift of Knowledge, on the contrary, enlightens the soul,

and, adjusting our views to a true appreciation of all things, pre

vents us from being irritated at evils which do not deserve

punishment, or stays us before the right of vengeance which God

reserves to Himself. It gives us the simplicity of the dove and the

wisdom of the serpent. It puts us on our guard against purely

human science, and establishes in our souls that steadiness of glance,

that rectitude of judgment, that practical good sense, at once so

precious and so rare.

Fortitude is a Gift of the Holy Ghost which, raising us above

our natural weakness, makes us do great things for God and our

neighbour, and overcome the obstacles that oppose us in the ac

complishment of our duties. The Gift of Fortitude is opposed to

Sloth, for which it is the remedy. What are the effects of Sloth ?

Sloth enervates the soul, binds it with the chains of the passions,

and lulls it asleep in the abominations of sin. Sloth makes us in

capable of attempting anything good, and capable of attempting

everything evil ; for idleness is the mother of all vices.'

The Gift of Fortitude, on the contrary, gives elasticity to all

the powers of the soul. It makes us undertake with courage and

continue with earnestness things of importance for God, our

neighbour, and ourselves, as. we see in the examples of Our

Lord, the Apostles, the Saints, the Martyrs, and missionaries. It

makes us reject indignantly the solicitations of the flesh and the

devil, and the scandals and maxims of the world ; trample human

respect under our feet ; and endure with sweet and peaceful resig

nation all sorts of trials in body and soul, contradictions, reverses

of fortune, abandonment of friends, and death itself.

Such are the seven great remedies which the Holy Ghost

applies to our souls, to heal the seven great wounds which sin has

inflicted on them. Or, rather, such are the seven friendly powers

' Prov., xrri, 14 ; Eccl., xxxiii, 29.
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with which the Holy Ghost comes to our aid, to combat the seven

inimical powers that attack us.

When the soul, assisted by the Seven Gifts of the Holy Ghost,

or, more correctly, by the Septiform Spirit, has fought victoriously,

it is only proper that it should reap the benefits of its victory. The

first of these is Order. Order La the parent of peace : peace with

God, peace with the neighbour, peace with oneself. Hence come

the Beatitudes. They, as far as the trial of life permits it, banish

from the soul those interior and exterior pains which torment the

majority of men.'

The second is the Enjoyment of the Fruits of the Holy Ghost.

Glorious is the fruit of good labours, according to the saying of

Scripture.* Now, as there are no better labours than those which

take plaoe in the vast field of a spiritual life, to these labours corres

pond the Fruits of the Holy Ghost. We call them so, because

they bring to the heart of man the same sweetness and pleasure

which the fruit of a good tree brings to the mouth. The Fruits of

the Holy Ghost are twelve in number, and are pointed out to us

by the Apostle St. Paul : Charity, Joy, Peace, Patience, Benignity,

Goodness, Longanimity, Mildness, Faith, Modesty, Continence,

Chastity.'

These delicious Fruits give the soul which nourishes itself with

them a foretaste of that which contains them all, the Fruit of

eternal life. Let the end of life come, and the Christian, deified

by the Holy Spirit, enters into the possession of this incomparable

Fruit, the sight, taste, and enjoyment of which will inundate his

faculties with ineffable delights; for this Fruit shall be God Him

self, seen, tasted, and possessed, without a shadow of fear, and

with a boundless lore. Such is the marvellous intertwinement of

1 We explained them in the Public Life of the Messias, when treating of

the Sermon on the Mount. Beatitudo est ultimus finis humame vitae. . . .

Ad fineui autem beatitudinis moretur aliquis, et appropinquat. per operationes

virtutum, et pra)cipue per operationes donorum, si loquamur de beatitudine

aeterna, ad quam ratio non suflicit, sed in eam inducit Spiritus sanctua, ad

cujus obedientiam et sequelam per dona perficiuntur. Et ideo beatitudines

distinguuntur quidem a virtutibus et donie, non sicut habitus ab eis distinct],

sed sicut actus distinguuntur ab habilibus. (S. Tho., 1» 2", q. 69, art 1, corp.)

Plus requiritur ad rationem beatitudinis quam ad rationera fructus. Nam ad

rationem fructus suflicit quod sit aliquid habens rationem ultimi et delectabiUs.

Sed ad rationem beatitudinis ulterius requiritur quod si aliquid perfectum et

cxcellens. Unde omnes beatitudines possunt dici fructus, sed non convertit ur.

Sunt enim fructus quxcumquo virtuosa opera in quibus homo delectatur ; sed

beatitudines dicuntur solum perfecta opera, quae etiam ration? sum perfectiouil

magis attribuuntur donis quam virtutibus. (Id., 1* 2*, q. 10, art. 2, corp.)

* Bonorum enim laborum gloriosus est fructus. (Sap., ui, 15.)

' Ad Galat., 22, 23.
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Virtues, Gifts, Beatitudes, and Fruits, whose end is the deification

of man.

Are the perfection and the happiness of a soul, a nation, a

society, in which the Holy Ghost dwells and works, now understood ?

Do we perceive how important it is for individuals and peoples to

know the Holy Ghost, to love Him, to place themselves under His

influence, to yield themselves to His action, and never to contristrate

Him?

The necessity and the importance of these duties will be still

more apparent if we reflect on the effects produced in souls, in

nations, in societies, by the Evil Spirit, which flits over the world,

and which assumes the sway of it oB soon as it ceases to live under

the influence of the Holy Spirit? When a soul, a family, a

society allows itself to be overcome by the seven powers of the

Wicked Spirit, it is not slow to reap the fruits of its laxity and

defeat. These Fruits of Death, called by St. Paul " the works of

the flesh," are very different indeed from the Fruits of the Holy

Ghost. Let us give, in the words of this Apostle, their frightful

enumeration: Fornication, Uncleanness, Immodesty, Luxury,

Idolatry, Witchcrafts, Enmities, Contentions, Emulations, Wraths,

Quarrels, Dissensions, Sects, Envies, Murders, Drunkenness, Revel

ling*, and other like things.'

What can become of the soul in which all these ferocious beasts

meet, as in their lair? What must become of the nations on

which they are let loose ? That which we know, because we see it

with our eyes, is that the habit of these iniquitous works leads

souls, families, societies, to various stages of an indescribable rest

lessness, the source of monstrous outrages and revolutions, in which

the passions find their bloody and ignoble joy. Now, Infernal

Beatitudes of this kind constitute the misery of this world, and

prepare the way for the supreme misery of the next. Such are the

lines in which men walk, according as they live under the in

fluence of the Holy or the Evil Spirit.

To sum up the whole doctrine of our sanctification by the

Holy Ghost, and to show its perfect harmony with the plan of the

Catechism, we shall avail ourselves of the thoughts of St. Thomas,

and say : Far from destroying nature, Grace perfects it, by com

municating to it Faith, Hope, and Charity. This divine sap is set

in motion by the action of the Gifts of the Holy Ghost, like tho

sap of a tree by the heat of the rays of the sun. Tho result of

this supernatural action is the Fruits of the Holy Ghost. The

possession of the Fruits of the Holy Ghost leads to the Beatitudes,

• Ad Galat., v, 19-21. See St. Thomas (1» 2" q- Ixx, art 4, corp.).
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the foretaste of a blessed eternity, in which deified man becomes

happy with the happiness, and perfect with the perfection, of God

Himself : just as in a tree, lhe motion of the sap is directed

towards the fruit, or, if I may to speik, towards the happiness of

the tree, since it attains the end for which it was created.' How

lovely is this divine vegetation ! But what deep thoughts does it

inspire ! What sort of trees are we ? What kind of sap circulates

in our souls ? What are the fruits we bear ? What are we to

think of society in general ?

If, after considering the various Gifts of the Holy Ghost, we

reflect on what contains them all—Grace : that divine thing

which renders us just, which marks us with the seal of adoption,

which is the pledge of our inheritance, which unites us so closely

with God in the bonds of love, which excites within us the purest

sentiments of piety, which makes us embrace a new life, which

transforms us into children of God, how can we fail to see that it

is with the utmost justice we attribute to the Holy Ghost the work

of our sanctification ?*

What shall we now say of the salutary influence of this dogma ?

The preceding articles of the Creed made known to us a God the

Creator and Preserver of the world—a God the llepairer of His

work, dying to restore to man, with lost innocence, a new title to

eternal glory. To complete these teachings, which would have

ravished with admiration all the philosophers of antiquity, the

Creed introduces you, in its closing articles, to a God the Sanctifier

and Glorifier of man.

Take away the eighth article, I believe in the Holy Ghoat, and

the Catholic doctrine regarding God—that doctrine which is the

principle of the civilisation of modern peoples, because it is the

source of their lights and the rule of their actions—is mutilated,

incomplete, and, so to speak, lifeless. It is the Holy Ghost who,

by His salutary influence, makes us see, relish, and practise the

truths that emanate from the Father and that are taught by the

Son. A Holy Spirit, God like each of the other two Persons of

the Adorable Trinity, the Father of our souls, the Light of our

minds, the Strength of our hearts, the Soother of our sorrows—oh !

there is in this Faith an inexhaustible fund of courage and devoted-

ness.

In effect, the Holy Ghost, the Great Sanctifier, is an express

Model, as well as the Father and the Son, for every one of us. We

ought then to be, in regard to our brethren, so many sanctifiers.

' S. Thom., 1» 2» Ixix, lxx.

« 2 Pet., i, 4: Joan., iii, 1 ; Epha., i, 13.
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And from this thought how many holy souls, a thousand timet

more useful to society than all our legislators and academicians,

have drawn and still draw the principle and the rule of that life of

sacrifice and good example which the world so much admires, hut

of which it does not understand the secret ! Let all men believe

this article of our Creed, and, in accordance with their Faith,

allow themselves to be guided by the Holy Spirit ; and tho world,

and society, and families shall be saved. For right reason, sound

ness of judgment, purity of morals, shall then succeed to the

contrary disorders, and the Spirit of Goodness shall everywhere

take the place of the Spirit of Wickedness.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having sanctified

me by the Holy Ghost ; grant me the grace to be ever docile to

the inspirations of this Spirit of light and love.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, 1 will

neter eontristate the Holy Ghost.

LESSON XXIII.

OTO TTNION WITH THE EEW ADAM RY FAITH {continued.)

Hiath Article of the Creed. Definition of the Church. Extent of the

Church : the Church triumphant, suffering, and militant. Supreme

Authority of the Roman Pontiff. Who are they that are not Member*

of the Church ? Various Modes of belonging to the Church. Out of the

Church, no Salvation: Truth of this Maxim; Charity of making it

known.

We have just seen that all sanctity proceeds from the Holy Ghost,

as water from a fountain. Hence the Church, which, in our

regard, is a mother, a dispensatrix of sanctity, can proceed only

from the Holy Ghost. This is the reason why the Creed, after

speaking of the Holy Ghost, immediately adds : I believe the holy

Catholic Church, the Communion of Saints. These words express

the ninth article of the Creed.

Here begins, according to the division of Bellarmin and St.

Augustine, the second part of the Creed. The first, composed of

eight articles, made known to us God our Father; the second.,
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composed of four articles, makes known to us the Church our

Mother.'

We say : I believe the Church. Not : I believe in the Church;

as we say when speaking of the three Persons of the Blessed

Trinity. The reason for this difference is that God is our Last

End and the fundamental Object of our Faith, while the Church is

not. On hearing us say : / believe the Church, some one may ask

how the existence of the Church can be an article of Faith, since

we do not believe that which we do not see, and we do not see the

Church with our eyes.

It is easy to answer that there is in the Church something

that we see, and something that we do not see. That which we

see is the body of the Church—I mean the congregation of all the

Faithful subject to the Holy Father. That which we believe,

without perceiving anything with our eyes, is the divine origin of

the Church ; the soul of the Church, which is the Holy Ghost ;

the gifts, the powers, the prerogatives, the sacraments of the

Church ; the graces which it communicates to its children ;

its stability, its immortality, its sanctity, its supernatural

end.

All these things, not being -visible to the eyes of the body, ara

the objects of Faith. It was thus that the Apostles beheld the

humanity in Our Lord ; but what they believed, though they did

not see it, was that the divinity resided in Him.' We also say, I

believe the Church, not the Churches; because as there is only

one God, so there is only one Church, spread over the whole

earth.3

According to the definition of Fathers and Doctors, the Church

is the congregation of all those who are baptised, and who make pro

fession of the Faith and Law of Jesus Christ, under obedience to the

Supreme Roman Pontiff; or, again, the Church is the congregation of

i Qui comincia la seconds parte del Credo : perche la prima parte appartiene

a Bio, la seconda alia Chicsa, sposa di Dio. (Dottr. crist., p. 53.) Rcctus

confcssionis ordo poscebat, ut Trinitati subjungoretur Ecclesia, tanquam

habitatori domus sua, et Deo templum suum, et conditori civitaa sua. (S. Aug.,

In Encfiirid, e. lvi.)

> Nat. Alex., de Symb., p. 310.

» Erunt duo in earno una, non in duobus, noc in tribus. Propterea relinquet

homo patrem et matrem suain et adhicrebit uxori sure, certe non uxoribus.

Quod testimonium Faulus cdisserens refert ad Christum et Ecclesiam, ut

primus Adam in oarne, secundus in Spiritu monogamus sit. Et una Eva

mater cunctorum virentium, et una Ecclesia parens omnium Chriatianormn ;

iicut ilium maledictus Lamech in duas dirisit uiores, sic hanc bxretiri et plures

lacerant Ecclesias, qua, juxta Apocalvpsim Joannis, Synagoga magis diaboli

nppel lands sunt, quaiu Christi conciliabula. (S. Hier, Ep. ii, «3 Gtnmc.,

c. ir.)
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all the Faithful, ruled by our Holy Father the Pope;' or, in other

terms, the Church is the society of all the Faithful, joined together by

the profession of one Faith, by participation in the same Sacraments,

and by submission to our Holy Fatlur the Pope.

The word Church means Convocation, because we are not born

Christians, as we are born Europeans, Asiatics, &o.; but we are

called by God to the Church in Baptism. It also means Assembly,

because it refers to the believing people, scattered over the earth,

and bound together by the sacred bonds of one and the same Faith

and obedience. The Church is also called the House of God, the

Pillar and the Ground of Truth,' because it is the abode of Our

Lord, who is its Architect and Builder ; or because it is like a great

household, ruled by one father, and having all things in common ;

or because it is established in the truth by the aid of the Holy

Spirit, like a magnificent column on a pedestal, and confirms the

Faithful in the truth by its teaching.3

It also bears the august name of the Spouse of Jesus Christ*

because Our Lord made an immutable alliance with it, and washed

and purified it in His own blood ; because He loves it as a most

dear spouse, governs it, protects it, leads it to Heaven ; and

because it loves Him as a Divine Spouse, always remains faithful

to Him, and gives to Him alone the true children of God. In

fine, the Church is called the Body of Jesus Christ,* because it is,

though not physically and naturally, yet really and properly, the

Body of Our Lord, in a mysterious and supernatural manner.

In saying, therefore, that the Church is the Body of Jesus

Christ, oar language is not mere metaphor, like that of calling a

republic or an army a body, because of the unity of its govern

ment, spirit, or aim : the Church is really and properly the Body

of Jesus Christ.6 Ho is its Head. All the Faithful are His

> Congregazione d'uomini, i quali si battezzano, e fanno professione della

fede e legge di Christo, sotto l'ubbidienza del soramo Poutefice Rouiano.

(Bellar., JDottr. crist., liv.) With this definition agree the following ones,

taken from the Fathers and theologians : Ecclesia plcbs saccrdoti adunata ;

potiori suv grex adherens. (S. Cjp., Epist. lxix, ad Florent. Ptipian.)

EccUsia est populus Dei toto orbe terrarum diffusm. (S. Aug., de Catech.

rod., c. iii.) Eeclcsia est catholicortim congregatio. (Nicol., i, Vint, iv, de Con-

secrat.) Ecclesia est congregatio lidelium. (S. Thoui., passim.)

1 Ut scias quomodo oporteat te in dotno Dei couversari, qux est Ecclesia

Dei viri, columna et firmamentum veritatis. (1 ad Tim., iii, 15.)

a Corn, a Lapid., In hunc loo. 4 2 Cor., xi. 5 Ephcs., i ; Calais., I.

* Ecclesia enim non inetaphorice duntaxat Cbristi corpus est, quomodo

terrena oivitas, respublica, aut exercitus corpus unum dicuntur, propter

unitatem regiminis, consiliorumque in eumdem finem conspirantium com-

muniouem ; vere namque, realiter et proprie Cbristi corpus est, ut colligitur

ex Apostolo, 1 ad Cor., xii. . "Sicut enim," inquit, "corpus unum est, et

VOL. II. 17
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members : they are animated by His spirit, they live by His life,

they obey His will.

We say, of all the Faithful. Understood in its widest sense,

the word Faithful includes all those who compose the Church.

Now, the Church, considered in the full majesty of its dimensions,

embraces all times and all places—Heaven, Purgatory, and Earth.

Its duration is divided into two grand epochs : from the sin of

Adam to Jesus Christ, and from Jesus Christ to the end of

ages.'

Scarcely had original sin been committed, when God showed

mercy to our first parents, by promising them a Redeemer.

Through the future merits of this Redeemer men were able, after

the primitive fall, to recover the friendship of God, and to regain

eternal happiness, on the condition of piously entertaining the

hope of this Divine Messias. Thus, before Jesus Christ, all those

who made profession of living according to the precepts of the

natural law, and who looked forward with a lively faith to the

redemption of the human race, were truly a portion of the Faithful,

and consequently belonged to the Church of Jesus Christ.* The

first Catholic was Adam.

From the time of Moses, the Israelites were obliged to practise

everything prescribed by the Law. The Church was then com

posed of two kinds of persons: the Jews, who made profession of

membra habet multa, unum tamen corpus sunt : ita et Christus." Qus verba

S. Augustinus exponens, lib. i. de Pcccalor. merit., c. xxxi, ait : " Non dixit,

'ita et Cbristi,' sed 'ita est Christus:' unum Christum appellans caput et

corpus.'" Quod quidem incredibile videri non debet : " Si enim divina sub

stantia longe distantior atque incomparabili diversitate sublimior, potuit

propter nos ita suscipere humanam substantiam, ut una persona fieret, quanto

credibilius alii homines sancti et fideles ejus fiunt cum homine Christo unus

Christus!" Quod principium centiesjepetit Augustinus, prxsertim in Enarrat,

in Psal: "Totus Christus caput et corpus est. Caput et membra unus

Christus." (Nat. Alex., de Symo.)

i Abbraccia tutti i fedeli, cbe sono sparsi per tutto il mondo, e non

solamente quclli che ora vivono, ma ancora quelli ehe furono dal principio del

mondo, e quelli che earanno sin alia fine del mondo. (Bellar., Dottr. crist, lri.)

3 Per varia tempora, per varias states, quasi per septem dies magna

hebdomads totius temporis in proesenti militat (Ecclesia). Ita ut primus dies

■it actus ab Adam usque ad Noe ; secundus a Noe usque ad Abraham ; tertiua

ab Abraham usque ad David ; quartus a David usque ad transmigrationem

Dabylonis ; quintus a transmigration!: usque ad Christum ; sextus a Christo

usque ad Antichristum ; Septimus ab Antichristo usque ad finem mundi. H*M

Ecclesia per vineam designata est in parabola a Christo dicta. (Matt., xx.)

Ab Abel justo usque od ultimum electum qui nasciturus est in fine mundi,

quot sanetos protulit tot quasi palmites raisit, inquit. (S. Greg., in homil. ;

H. Ant., Sum. theoloj. prolog., iii, p. 4. See also S. Aug., Epist. cii, qua'st. iii ;

S. Thomas ; Nat. Alex., de Symb.)
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living according to the Law of Moses, and who alone formed the

Judaic Church, which is called the Synagogue ; and the Gentilea,

who expected a Redeemer, and lived according to the principles oi

the Law of Nature. When any of the latter embraced Judaism,

they were obliged to keep the whole Law of Moses, and became

members of the Judaic Church. But those who did not make pro

fession of the Law of Moses did not cease to be numbered among

the true Faithful, and to belong to the Universal Church. It was

on this account that, in the temple of Jerusalem, there was a special

place for the Gentiles who came thither to offer up their prayers,

and this place was separated by a wall from that in which the Jews

assembled. Such was the state of the Church Militant before the

coming of the Saviour.

From this happy epoch, there is no longer any difference before

God between Jews and Gentiles. These two peoples were re

united in Jesus Christ, who took away, as St. Paul says, the wall

of separation, and formed of them a single people, named the

Christian people. Thus, the Church embraces all ages. It is from

her ever-fruitful womb that all the elect derive their origin ; it is

with her virginal milk that they are all nourished. When, there

fore, we date the foundation of the Church from the Day of Pente

cost, we mean that to this memorable occasion we trace, not its

origin, but its wonderful development throughout the whole earth,

its explicit belief in truths that had been hidden under the veil of

the Old Covenant, and a more abundant effusion of divine graces in

the hearts of its members.'

It reaches to Heaven, Purgatory, and Earth. Hence, there are

three Churches—no, three branches of one tree. The first is the

Church in Heaven, called the Church Triumphant, because the

Angels and Saints who compose it triumph there with the Saviour,

after having, by His grace, won a glorious victory over all their

enemies. Freed from every kind of danger and misery, they

enjoy eternal beatitude. The second is the Church in Purgatory,

called the Church Suffering, because souls that are defiled with any

slight stains go to efface them there by sufferings, whose duration

is fixed by the sovereign justice. Their work of expiation bc-iug

ended, they take their place among the Blessed, to share in the

felicity of Paradise. The third is the Church on Earth , called the

' Dicitur etiam Ecclesia incboasge aliquando ab adventu Spiritus sancti in

discipuloa in die Pentecoetes ; et hoc non simpliciter, sed quantum ad ploin -

tudincm in diacipulorum person is et gratiia et quantum ad dilatationem ejul

per orbeiu et tidera explicitani articulortmi qua in Veteri Testamento fuerat

implicita, eadem tamer, substantia, ut ait Aug. (S. Anton., Sum. theol., p. jit

vroloy., p. i.)
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Churoh Militant, because it is always at war with its implacable

enemies—the world, the flesh, and the devil.

These three Churches are only one and the same Church, con

sisting of three parts, and existing in different places and condi

tions. The first precedes the second and third in the celestial

country, while the others tend thither every day, until the happy

moment when the three, embracing one another in Heaven, shall

form but one Church eternally triumphant.

In the narrowest sense, the word Faithful is applied only to the

living members of the Church. It means all those who have been

baptised ; for, since the time of Our Lord, Baptism has been neces

sary in order to become a member of the Church.

We shall merely mention here what we shall fully explain else

where, that there are three kinds of Baptism : Baptism by water,

Baptism by fire, and Baptism by blood. The first is the Sacrament

of Baptism ; the others hold the place of the Sacrament.

Joined together by the profession of one Faith. That is, they

believe in the same manner and for the same reasons all the truths

taught by Jesus Christ.

By participation in the same Sacraments. That is, the Faithful

are hereby incorporated with Jesus Christ ; they are united among

themselves; they form one visible body.

By submission to our Holy Father the Pope- There is no society

without authority on one side and obedience on the other. The

Church, being the most perfect society, may boast of its possession

of these two conditions in the highest degree. As a celebrated

Protestant of our day calls it, it is the grandest school of respect that

ever existed. We say to our Holy Father the Pope, because he is

the Supreme Head of the Church. The Church ha6 two Heads :

one invisible, Our Lord Jesus Christ, who dwells in Heaven ; the

other visible, our Holy Father the Pope, who dwells in Rome. As

the Supreme Pontiff dwells in Rome, and is the successor of St.

Peter, the first Bishop of Rome, the Catholic Church is called

Roman. St. Peter being Our Lord's Vicar on earth, it first follows

that the Church of Rome, as all ages have admitted, is the mother

and the mistress- of all other Churches; it next follows that the

Roman Pontiffs, the successors of St. Peter, have received, like

him, full and entire authority to govern, teach, and rule the Universal

Church. Such, too, is the unanimous teaching of all Christian ages.

1. Full authority to govern. All other pastors, that is, all

other Bishops, and all the Faithful in general, owe respect and

obedience to the Roman Pontiff.' The supreme power with which

1 Cone, ilor., 1438; Cone Tricl., vi, de Reform., c i— soss. xv, de Panit.,

o. vif.
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he is invested has been conferred on him by the Saviour Him-

self. fit. Peter having confessed the divinity of his Master, Jesus

Christ answered him: And I say to thee that thou art Peter, and

upon thin rock I will build My Church, and the gates of hell shall not

prevail against it. I will give thee the keys of the kingdom of

Heaven : wltalsoever thou shall bind or leose on earth shall be bound

i>r loosed in Heavm.'

By the gates of hell we understand the i.w"ernal powers, schisms,

heresies, scandals. The keys arc the symbol of authority and

government. The power of binding and loosing is the characteristic

of magistracy. The authority here mentioned is granted without

restriction to St. Peter—consequently to the Roman Pontiffs, his

successors ; for it is necessary to secure the unity, the solidity, and

the perpetuity of the Churcli to the end of time.

2. Full authority to teach. St. Peter received from Our Lord

Himself full authority to teach both the shepherds and the sheep.

Appointed to confirm his brethren, his Faith shall never fail, his

word shall ever be the oracle of truth. This magnificent preroga

tive is also founded on these other words of the Saviour to Peter :

Feed My lambs, feed My sheep.'

Again, speaking to His Apostles of the Kingdom which Ho

leaves them, and in which they should be established to judge the

Faithful, He addresses Himself particularly to Peter, and says :

Simon, Simon! Satan hath desired to sift yon all as wheat; but I

hate prayed for thee that thy faith fail not ; so, one day, turned

towards thy brethren, be careful to strengthen and to confirm them.''

How could he confirm them, if he were himself fallible in his

Faith ? Full authority, that is to say, infallibility, in teaching,

has therefore been given to St. Peter—consequently to the Roman

Pontiffs, his .successors ; for it is necessary to secure the unity, the

solidity, and the perpetuity of the Church to the end of time.

3. Full authority to rule the Church. St. Peter received from

Jesus Christ Himself full authority to rule the Church, that is, to

bind and to loose—to make all the laws necessary for the govern

ment of the Church. This power is expressed in the words already

quoted : Feed My lambs, feed My sheep ; whatsoever thou shalt

bind or loose on earth shall be bound or loosed also in Heaven.

The right of supreme jurisdiction, like his other rights, is exercised

by Peter without opposition. After Our Lord's Ascension, what

do we see ? Peter appears first on every occasion. It is he who,

at the head of the Apostolic College, proposes and conducts the

election of an Apostle in the place of Judas. It is he who is the

t Matt., xvi, 18, 19. • Joan., xxi, 13. 3 Luc., xxii, 29
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first to preach and announce to the Jews the Resurrection of Jesns

Christ.

If he is the first to convert the Jews, he is also the first to re

ceive the Gentiles. It is he who is sent by the order of Heaven to

baptise Cornelius the Centurion. It is he who first confirms the

truth of the Faith by a miracle. It is he who, at the Council of

Jerusalem, first declares judgment. Full authority to rule the

Church has therefore been given to St. Peter—consequently to

the Roman Pontiffs, his successors ; for it is necessary to secure

the unity, the solidity, and the perpetuity of the Church to the end

of time.

These powers have been recognised in the successors of Peter

by all Christian ages. All the Fathers of the Church vie with one

another in exalting the dignity of the Roman Pontiff, calling him

the Head of the Episcopate, the centre from which tie government of

the Church radiates; and his see—that is, the see of Rome—the

principality of the apostolic chair, the chiefprincipality, the source of

unity, the only chair, the place where all meet in unity. In these

words you hear the voice of St. Optatus, of St. Augustine, of St.

Cyprian, of St. Irenaeus, of St. Prosper, of St. Avitus, of Theodoret,

of Councils, of Nations, of East and West.'

It is in virtue of their sovereign right to govern, teach, and

rule the Church of God that Popes preside in General Councils,

and confirm them. Hence no council can be regarded as oecume

nical or infallible unless it is presided over by the Supreme Pontiff

in person or by his deputies, approved or confirmed by him. No

other bishop in the world enjoys, like the successor of St. Peter,

the privilege of being represented by legates. From the time of

the first General Council down to our own day, there is not one in

which we do not find marks of the primacy and the universal

jurisdiction of the Holy See.

It is on account of the same right that great questions on morals

and discipline have always, from the first ages, been referred to the

tribunal of the Sovereign Pontiffs. Also, that they have appointed

bishops, confirmed their election, determined their jurisdiction,

assigning to them the portion of the fold to be cared for by them:

so that bishops are true pastors only because the Universal Pastor

numbers them among the members of his communion.

Having established the Supreme Head of His Church, the New

Adam associates co-operators with him. Approaching His Apostles,

He says to them with a majesty becoming the dignity of the occa

sion: Allpower is given to Me in Heaven and on earth. The mean

ing of these divine words is this : The great monarchy of the

' Bossuet, Serin, sur I'uhite de FEglise.
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universe, which belongs to lie as God and Man together, belongs to

Me still more by right of conquest ; for it is the price of My

sufferings and death. Go therefore, teach all nations, baptising

them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy

Ohost. Teach them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded

you ; and behold I am with you all days, even to the consummation of

the world.' A divine promise, which assures us that Our Lord, the

Son of God, Truth itself, speaks, and always speaks, by the organ

of His Church ! What rest for the mind of the Christian ! What

security for his Faith ! What nobility in his submission 1 What

facility in his obedience !

The Son of God gave to all the other Apostles, as well as to

Peter, the same mission to preach the Gospel, and to found and

govern Churches throughout the whole earth ; but it does not follow

hence that all the episcopal chairs which they founded should be the

centre of Catholic unity, like the chair of St. Peter. They were

not, like him, established the corner-stone of the Church. The

power of Bishops—successors of the Apostles, and selected by the

Holy Ghost Himself to rule the Church of God—has its limits,

while that of the Sovereign Pontiff reaches even to those who have

authority over others of their body. He has the right, for a legi

timate cause, to depose a Bishop from his see.

After the definition which we have just given of the Church,

it is easy to distinguish those who belong to it from those who do

not belong to it To be a member of the Church, it is necessary

(«) to be baptised. Hence, infidels and Jews do not belong to the

Church, for they are not baptised. It is necessary (b) to believo

all that the Church teaches. Hence, heretics, that is, those who

remain obstinately attached to any error condemned by the Church,

and who refuse to believe that which has been declared an article

of Faith, do not belong to the Church, for they have not Faith.

It is necessary (c) to obey the Sovereign Pontiff and lawful pastors.

Hence, schismatics, that is, those who withdraw from or refuse to

submit to the supreme authority of our Holy Father the Pope over

the Universal Church, do not belong to the Church, for they deny

lawful authority. It is necessary (d) to remain in the Church.

Hence, apostates, that is, those who, having made profession of the

Catholic Faith, outwardly renounce it, to embrace infidelity—

Mahometanism, for example—do not belong to the Church, for

they do not remain in the bosom of the Church. It is necessary («)

not to be excluded from the Church. Hence, excommunicated

persons, that is, those whom the Church cuts off from its body, cease

Matt., sxxriii, 10, 'JtO.
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to belong to it as long as they remain. in the state of excommuni

cation, for they are castaway members.

Does it follow from what has been said . that all the members

of the Church are just and holy, so that one cannot be at the same

time a sinner, and a child of the Church ? Not at all. According

to the comparison of the Saviour Himself, the Church on earth is

a barn-floor, where the chaff is mixed with the wheat ; a net,

which encloses fishes good and bad, to be separated from ono

another only on the Day of Judgment. Thus, however great a

sinner a Catholic may be, he belongs to the body of the Church as

long as he is not excommunicated. But, alas ! he is like a rotten

branch, which, still hanging on to the tree, derives no nourishment

from it, is no longer a sharer in the sap communicated by the root

to the living branches.

There is, however, a very considerable difference, which leaves

a consoling resource for the greatest criminals. A dead branch

cannot revive, while a member of the Church, dead by sin, can

revive, and receive anew the influences of that divine virtue which

Jesus Christ imparts to the Just, as a head to its members.' How

much, therefore, we ought to fear those sins which entail excom

munication ! How much we ought to pity those unfortunate

persons who do not belong to the Church ! How much we ought

to pray and labour for them, that they may return to its bosom

They are more to be pitied than those who, at the time of the

deluge, could not enter the ark. In effect, out of the Church, no

salvation. Nothing is truer than this maxim; nothing is more

charitable than to profess it.

Nothing is truer. Our Lord compares the kingdom of Heaven,

which is the Church, to a king who celebrates the marriage-feast

of his son, and who, seeing the invited guests refuse to come, is

angry, and swears that not one of those whom he has invited shall

tasU the meats of his table.' Therefore those who reject the grace

offered by the Saviour, can have no pretensions to reign with Him

in Heaven. Therefore those who do not enter the Church, to

which they are called, remain strangers to Jesus Christ.' Besides,

the Son of God says to the Apostles: Preach the Gospel to evert/

creature; he that believelh and is baptised, shall be saved; he that

believeth not, shall be condemned.* Our Lord therefore wished, with

a most formal wish, that all men should believe the Gospel, and

should "believe it in the Church, of which they become members by

Baptism. In effect, if all men are bound, as no one can doubt, to

embrace the Christian Religion, they arc also bound to enter the

1 See Filassicr, p. 501.

s C. xvi.

s Matt., xxii.

' Mure, ivi.
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Church of Jesus Christ. The reason for this consequence is that

the Church has heen estahlished only with a view to Religion.

Now, he who desires the end desires the means. Therefore

(a) Our Lord, who wishes that hy Religion all men should arrive

at salvation, must necessarily have wished that they should indi

vidually form a portion of that society which He Himself founded

to preserve and teach this Religion. Therefore (i) all men. heing

hound to embrace the Religion of Jesus Christ, are likewise bound

to adopt the means which Our Lord established to arrive at a true

knowledge of Religion and to render to God a lawful and proper

worship. Therefore (c) the Church is a necessary society, of which

all men are bound, by virtue of a natural and a divine right, to

form a portion.

As a consequence, he who knowingly and willingly remains out

of the pale of the Church cannot expect salvation. T7ie gates of

tUrnal life, says the Saviour, are open only to those who keep the

commandments ; he therefore who knows a commandment and refuses

to comply with it, shall be condemned.'

Inheritors of the doctrine of the Saviour and the Apostles, the

Fathers boldly profess the same truth. " No one can have God for

his Father," says St. Cyprian, " who has not the Church for his

Mother. If any one could escape the waters of the deluge without

being in the ark, he who lives out of the Church may escape

eternal damnation."' " No one arrives at salvation," says St.

Augustine, " unless he has Jesus Christ for his Head ; but no one

has Jesus Christ for his Head unless he belongs to the Body of

Jesus Christ, which is the Church."3

A remarkable thing !—Protestants themselves profess the very

same maxim. What do I say ? This maxim is the very cause of

their pretended Reformation. Why did they separate from the

Roman Church unless because they did not consider it the true

Church, that is, the society to which one ought to belong in order

to be saved? Why did they form new Churches unless to belong

to societies in which it might be possible for them to be saved ?

Why did these Churches anathematise one another unless becauso

each one said : I am the true Church ; out of my bosom there is

no salvation ? They thought it therefore one and the same thing

to be in the true Church and in the way of salvation. Now, the

meaning of this, in Catholic terms, is: Out of the Church, no

saltation.

Not only Protestants, but the followers of every other religion,

admit the same principle ; and the most ordinary common sense tells

i l.uc., xii, 4, 7. i l>c I'nit. Kcelei.

» See the texts in Nat. Alex., ,le SymJi., p. 320.
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us that they are right. In effect, if you suppress the maxim, Out

of the Church, no salvation, you must admit the contrary maxim,

Out of the Church, salvation is possible. Henceforth, there is no

longer any difference between truth and error: the heretic, the

schismatic, the Turk, the infidel, the Jew, the deist, the atheist, all

stand upon the same level, and may be saved with equal facility

by professing the most contradictory and outrageous doctrines.'

Nothing is more charitable on the part of Catholics than to

profess this maxim. Convinced, on the one hand, so deeply as to

be willing to shed their blood for it, that there exists a true Re-

ligion, obligatory on all men, as well as a society charged with the

duty of preserving and explaining it; convinced, on the other,

that this Religion is the Catholic Religion, and this society the

Roman Church, can they perform a greater act of charity than to

say to men : " Join this society, that you may know and practise that

Religion which alone can make you happy in this world and the

next. Beware : what we tell you to do is indispensable ; out of the

Church, no salvation !"

Is it then to show cruelty towards men, to repeat and publish

this maxim everywhere ? Is it not, on the contrary, to render

them the greatest of services ? Was it cruel of Noe, when building

his ark, to say to sinners, in order to convert them : Out of the

ark, no salvation ? Did Our Lord Jesus Christ fail in charity when

He said that whosoever would not enter the Church by Faith and

Baptism should be condemned ? Is the physician cruel when he

says to a sick patient : Unless you take this medicine, there is no

remedy for you ? I am acquainted with a design that has been

formed to set fire to your house, and burn you and your family; I

know the only means of averting the calamity, and I say to you :

" Beware ! Unless you adopt the means which I point out to you,

you shall perish !" Am I guilty of cruelty in giving you this

advice ? Do I not, on the contrary, render you the most signal

service ?

Well, we Catholics know with a certain knowledge, and all

other men may know it as well as we, because the Son of God,

Truth itself, the Supreme Judge of the living and the dead, has

said it, that out of the society which He has established there is

no salvation. We repeat to you what He said ; we warn you of

' In the social order, the same inaiiui is also the raison d'etre of all

political parties. TiVho profess it more btldly, who sanction it more terribly,

than Socialists and Communists? Decs not every clique endeavour to cry

jut louder than the others : " I alone possess the truth. Out of my teaching,

my philosophy, my policy, that is to say, out of my bosom, there is no salva

tion for society ?"
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what awaits you ; we beg you to do what He commands you. We

do what Apostles, Martyrs, Missionaries, all the Saints did, sacri

ficing themselves to say again and again to the nations : " Become

Christians. Enter the fold of Jesus Christ. Out of the Church,

no salvation." Their zeal had but a single motive : was it a cruel￼

Nothing, therefore, is truer than this maxim ; nothing is more

charitable than to publish it : provided, however, that we under

stand it aright. We must therefore know that there are several

manners of belonging to the Church.

1 . A person belongs to the body of the Church, when he lives

in the visible Society of the Faithful, outwardly submissive to its

Head and doctrine, and, at the same time, chooses to remain in the

guilt of mortal sin ; but, in this state, he is a dead member, a

withered branch.

2. A person belongs to the body and the soul of the Church,

when to the outward profession of the Catholic Religion he joins

sanctifying grace.

8. A person belongs to the soul, without belonging to the body,

of the Church, when, by good faith or invincible ignorance, he is

excused before God for being and persevering in a society foreign

to the Church. In this state, one can arrive at salvation by a true

charity, by a sincere desire to know the will of God, and by the

faithful practice of all the duties that one knows, or that one could

and should know.'

Hence, among heretics and schismatics, all the children that

have been baptised and have not yet attained the use of reason, as

well as many simple persons who live in good faith, and whose

number is known to God alone, do not share in heresy or schism.

They are excused by their invincible ignorance from the state of

things around them, and should not be regarded as not belonging

to the Church, out of which there is no salvation.

First, the children : not having yet lost the grace which they

received in Baptism, they undoubtedly belong to the soul of the

Church, that is, they are united to it by habitual Faith, Hope, and

Charity.

Next, simple and ignorant people : they may have preserved the

same grace. They may, in several of these sects, be instructed in

certain truths of Faith which are not in the least adulterated, and

which absolutely suffice for salvation; they may believe them

sincerely, and, with the help of grace, lead a pure and innocent

life. God does not impute to them the errors to which they are

attached by an invincible ignorance. While in the eyes of men

 

one?

Catechism of the Council of Trent.
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they are members of a sect, they may therefore belong to the *ou.

of the Church, ami have Faith, Hope, and Charity.

For the rest, all these children and persons of good faith ewe

their silvation to the Catholic Church, which they do not know.

From it come the salutary truths, as well as Baptism, which the

sects have preserved in their separation. They, indeed, received

them immediately from these sects ; but these sects obtained them

from the Church to which the Sou of God confided the administra

tion of the Sacraments and the deposit of Faith.' Hence, salvation

is possible though one belongs outwardly to a strange religion, net

because one belongs to it, these two things being very different.

This then is the precise meaning of the maxim so perfectly

irreprehcnsible and yet so often made a subject of reproach to

Catholics : Out of the Cliurch, tw> salvation. No salvation for any

man who, knowing or being able to know the true Church, refuses

to enter it. No salvation for any man who, being in the true Church,

leaves it to join a sect. All these people put themselves evidently

out of the way of salvation ; for they render themselves guilty of

an inexcusable obstinacy. Jesus Christ only promises eternal life

to the sheep that hear His voice. Those that flee from his fold, or

refuse to enter it, become the prey of ravenous wolves.

As for us, the children of the Church, let us often awake within

us such sentiments of gratitude towards God our Father and the

Church our Mother as may correspond in some manner with the

immense benefits for which we are indebted to them. Whence did

it happen that we were not born, like so many others, in the

bosom of heresy, infidelity, or idolatry ? Whence did it happen

that we were nursed and reared, with maternal tenderness, in the

arms of the true Church ? Let Us therefore love this Church, so

good, and unfortunately so little loved, nay, so much persecuted.

Let us testify our love for her by receiving her decisions with

a filial respect, by observing her laws with a scrupulous fidelity,

by sharing her sorrows and her joys, by interesting ourselves in all

that concerns her ; by ever showing ourselves ready to sacrifice our

liberty, our repose, our goods, our honour in the sight of men, our

very lives, for the maintenance of her faith, her unity, her dis

cipline, her authority ; and by neglecting no means to make her

known by those who do not know her, and loved by those who do

not love her. In this manner, we shall be the true imitators of

Our Lord Jesus Christ, who Himself loved the Church so much

that He delivered Himself to death for her.'

I See the censure of Emile by the Sorbonne.

'Chrintus dilexit Ecclesiam et seipsum tradidit pro en. (Eph. ,T, 2, 5.

fee Nat. Alex., dc Symb., ccexxix.)
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Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee with my whole heart

for having established Thy Church to perpetuate Thy holy Re

ligion and our union with Thee ; grant that I may ever be one of

the docile sheep of Thy fold.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love,

/ will often j/ray for the Church.

LESSON XXIV.

0T7R UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY PAITH (continued.)

Sinth Article of the Creed (continued). Necessity of the Church. Visibility

and Infallibilitv of the Church. Murks of the Church : Unity, Sanctity,

Apostolicity, Catholicity. Truth of the Roinnn Church. First Advan

tage of the Church : the Communion of Saints. Excommunication.

God wishes that all men should come to salvation. They cannot

come to it except by Jesus Chriet, that is to say, by the knowledge

and the practice of the true Religion, of which Jesus Christ is the

Soul and the Founder.' Jesus Christ and the true Religion are

only to be met with in the true Church. There alone does Jesus

Christ teach, dispense His graces, and communicate His spirit.

Henceforth, it is evident that there necessarily exists a true Church,

as demonstrated by Faith and reason.

1 . Neceuity of the Church. Our Lord solemnly promised to

establish a Church with which He should remain all days, even to

the consummation of the world. He ordered that those who would

refuse to hear the Church should be regarded as heathens and

publicans. He died to form this Church, and to communicate to it

that sanctity of which it should be the only channel to the end of

time. Unless we choose to maintain the frightful blasphemy that

the Son of God deceived us, either by not establishing at all or by

only establishing for a time the Church which He promised to

establish for ever, threatening us with hell if we should refuse to

hear it, we must admit the existence, the perpetual existence, of

one only true Church.

1 Omnes homines vult salvos fieri et ad agnitionem veritatis venire.

( Tim., ii, 4.) Non est in alio ahquo aulas. Nee enim nliud noinen est sub

co*Lo datum uomizubus, in quo oporteat nos salvos fieri. (Act., iv, 12.)
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Confirming the lessons of Faith, reason teaches us that Our

Lord, not intending to remain visibly on earth forever, should pro

vide in some manner for the perpetuity of His Religion. Now, it

would not suffice for this purpose to leave His law in writing. A

book, and a code of laws especially, requires to be interpreted.

Evidently, therefore, Our Lord should establish an authority, that

is to say, a Church, charged with the duty of explaining unequivo

cally His Religion and causing it to be practised. Thus, unless we

attribute less good sense to the Son of God than to the most ordi

nary man of business, we must admit that He established a

Church, an infallible Church, to preserve intact the deposit of His

doctrine.

2. Visibility of the Church. This Church should be always

visible. First, for the reason which we have just mentioned, that

God wishes the salvation of all men, and salvation is possible only

in the Church. It was therefore strictly necessary that the Church

should always be visible, that all might be able to know it and to

become its members. Next, because God formally declared that it

should be visible to all peoples. By His Prophets, He compares it

to an immense city, built on the summit of a high mountain,

exposed to the view of all nations, resplendent with the rays of

truth, so that all the tribes of the earth may walk by its light as

they walk by the light of the sun.' Finally, because the Church

being a society of men bound together by the profession of the same

Faith, by participation in the same Sacraments and the same public

ceremonies, and by submission to the same leaders, it is impossible

that it should not be visible. So all the Fathers* have understood

the matter ; so the most ordinary common sense understands the

matter.

3. Infallibility of the Church. The true Church should be in

fallible. By infallibility we understand the privilege of being un

able to be deceived itself, or to deceive others when teaching them.

Nothing is easier than to prove that the true Church is infallible,

and ought to be so. Four questions only ! Was Our Lord (a)

infallible? No one doubts it. Could He (i) communicate His

infallibility to those whom He sent to teach mankind ? No one

i Mich., iv ; Isai., lx.

J In nullum quippe nomen religionis, seu veruin, seu falsum, coagulari

homines possunt, nisi aliquo aignaculorum vei eacramentorum visibiiium can-

sortio eolligantur. (S. Aug., lib. XIX, contra Faust., c. ii.) Nulla sscuritas

unitatis, niai ex promises Dei Ecclesia declarata, que super montem constitute,

nbscondi lion potest ; et ideo necesse est ut omnibus tarraruui partibus nota sit.

(Id., lib. Ill, contra epvil. I'armen., c. t.) Eoclesia vera neminem lateU (Id.,

lib. II, contra cpat. Petit., c xxxii.)
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communicate His infallibility to His Apostles and their successors ?

Yes ; for He said to them : " Go, teach. I will be with you all

days, even to the end of ages." Should He (d) communicate His

infallibility to His Apostles and their successors ? Yes, Ho should ;

otherwise we should have no means of knowing with certainty the

true Religion. Yet God wishes that we should know with certainty

the true Religion, since He wishes that, under pain of everlasting

damnation, we should practise it and be ready to die rather than call

in question any of the truths which it teaches. The true Church

is therefore infallible. It has always been so. It shall always be so.

If it were not, the following are the monstrous consequences

which we should admit, (a) There would no longer be any means

of knowing the true Religion ; we should all be blown about as

children by every wind of doctrine ; and in vain would the Son of

God have come on earth to teach mankind the way to Heaven.

Our separated brethren are a striking example in point. Among

them nothing is certain. The more heads, the more doctrines : a

manifest proof that the Bible alone is not enough. The Bible is a

book which requires to be explained, and explained by an infallible

authority, that it may become an obligatory rule of belief and con

duct, (i) Our Lord Himself—a most horrible thing to say—

would be inferior to any honest man, for He would have failed in

His word. He would have promised ever to speak by the instru

mentality of His Apostles and their successors, and He would havo

done nothing: He would have left them to disseminate lies,

(c) Jesus Christ—to use still worse language—would be the most

unjust and barbarous of tyrants. He would command us, under

pain of being cast into hell, to hear men who could teach us error

and lead us straight to the precipice. Behold how many blasphe

mies they ore forced to maintain, how many frightful consequences

they are obliged to admit, who dare to deny the infallibility of the

Church !

To say, as Protestants do, that the Church was infallible in the

early ages, but has ceased to be so, is to utter implicitly the same

blasphemies—is to pretend that Our Lord, contrary to His promises,

has withdrawn His assistance from the Church. It is to accuse

Him of lying, and, consequently, to deny nis divinity. But to

deny the divinity of Our Lord is atheism. This is the logical con

sequence of Protestant principles.

As for us, the docile sheep of the divine fold, let us faithfully

follow our pastors. To-day more than ever let us profess the most

perfect submission towards them. Let us believe what they

believe; let us approve what they approve; let us reject what
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they reject; let us condemn what they condemn. Let us, children

of the Church, say like our forefathers : " All that we know is

how to hear the Church, and even to die for its Faith ; we do not

know how to dispute."' It was by departing from this rule that

so many heretics made shipwreck in Faith—that so many pre

sumptuous men, imagining themselves capable of discussing the

truths of Religion, preferred their own judgment to the judgment

of the Chief Pastors of the Church, and, following their private

fancies, fell at length into the precipice which they had dug for

themselves.

4. Marks of the True Church. It now remains to know the

true Church. To distinguish it from false Churches, it is not

enough that it should be visible, since other religious bodies are

visible too. It is not enough that it should be infallible, since in

fallibility is a prerogative which the various sects also attribute to

themselves or to each of their members. What then is necessary ?

It is necessary that the true Church, the lawful Spouse of the Man-

God, should bear upon her brow such splendid signs, such

inimitable characteristics, that none of the sects should be able to

counterfeit them. Now, these marks cannot be any others than

those of truth itself. They are chiefly four: Unity, Sanctity,

Apostolicity, and Catholicity.

Unity. Unity is an essential characteristic of truth ; for God

is one, and truth is God revealed to man. Our Saviour asked that

His Church should be one. He represents it as a fold with only

one shepherd, as a house with only one master, as a body whose

members are all perfectly united.2 Hence, the true Church should

be one : one in its beliefs, one in its laws, one in its hopes, one in its

head.»

Sanctity. Sanctity is an essential characteristic, the perfection

of the perfections, of God. This sanctity in God excludes the very

shadow of evil or error. The true Church should therefore be

holy : holy in its maxims, holy in its dogmas, holy in its sacra

ments, holy in its precepts, holy in the end which it proposes to

attain, holy in its members, and with a holiness made visible by

miracles, which would enable all persons, learned and ignorant, to

know it. It was to obtain such a Church that Our Lord laid down

His life. He died, says St. Paul, that He might form to Himself

Church without spot or wrinkle.*

Apostolicity. To have come from the Apostles, to have been

preached by them : another characteristic of truth. It was to them

" Si quia autera videtur contentiosus esse : nos talem consuetudinem non

habemus, neque Ecclesia Dei. (] Cor., xi, 16.) j Joan., x.

» Id., xvii, 10, 11, 16. • Matt., xxviii, 10; Ephee., v. 26.
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that the Saviour confided all the truths which He had Himself

drawn from the bosom of His Father—truths which developed,

confirmed, and completed all those which God had revealed from

the beginning of the world. It was to them that He gave the

commission of announcing these truths to the whole world. The

true Church should therefore come from the Apostles, and be

traceable back to the Apostles.

Catholicity. Truth is one and the same in all times and in all

countries. Whatever is true in Europe cannot be false in Asia.

Whatever is true to-day cannot be false to-morrow. Moreover, all

men being made for the truth, truth ought to be accessible to all

men, ought to be found wherever there are men. Therefore the

true Church, in which alone the truth resides, should embrace all

times, and all places, and all the truths taught by Our Lord Jesus

Christ. Such are the marks or notes which necessarily belong to

the true Church. They are all necessary that we should be able

to recognise it ; and, with them, it is impossible that we should

fail to distinguish it from every other society.

5. Truth of the Roman Church. Let us now make a tour round

the world. Let us study all the religious associations that exist among

the different peoples, and discover which of them presents us with

these four characteristics : it, and it alone, is the true Church.

Now, this tourhas already been made, not once, but thousands of

times ; not by one man, but by millions of men; and it has always

given this result—the four characteristics of the true Church meet

in the Roman Church, and in no other.

1. Unity. The Roman Church is one in its Faith and in its

ministry. In its Faith. Suppose that, at this very hour, we could

call from the grave a Catholic belonging to each of the eighteen

centuries that have preceded us, and that we should ask these

children of the Church—one from the East, another from the

West, this man from Asia, and that man from Europe—who

lived without knowing or seeing one another, and who died a

hundred, a thousand, fifteen hundred, or eighteen hundred yeais

ago: " What is your Faith?" Each one in particular would recite

the Symbol, that Symbol which we recite every day, and which is

recited in the selfsame terms at the four ends of the earth.

This perfect harmony, this perpetual unity, filled even the

early Fathers of the Church with admiration, and furnished them

with an excellent proof to show heretics that they were in error.

" Though spread over the whole world,'' said St. Irenseus, " the

Church preserves the Apostolic Faith with the utmost zeal, as if

she dwelt in only one house. She believes it in the same manner,

a* having only one mind and one heart; and, with admirable

voi. u. 1S
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accord, she professes and teaches the same Faith, as if she had only

one mouth. For, although the languages of the world are different,

Faith is everywhere one and the same. The Churches of Germany,

of the Gauls, of the East, of Egypt, do not think or teach in

different manners."' How proud we ought to be to profess the

Faith of so many generations, the Faith of the Apostles and Martyrs,

the Faith of the flower of the human race, the Faith of the greatest

geniuses that the world has ever known! What consolation!

What security !

Not so with the societies that are separated from the Church :

there, new variations are unceasingly springing up, endless con

tradictions. Professions of faith succeed one another, private sects

multiply, like the falling leaves of Autumn. In the city and

environs of London alone there are at present a hundred and nine

different religions. The same discord is found in Germany, in

Switzerland, in America, in all those countries that are supposed

to be s0 highly evangelised. Matters have come to such a pass

that a Protestant minister declared lately that he would undertake

to write on the nail of his thumb all that was still an object of

common belief among the Reformed.' Protestantism, therefore, is

not the true Church, since it has not unity of doctrine.3 So with

Mahometanism, Judaism, and all the other religious associations

that are scattered over the globe.

The Catholic Church is one in its ministry. This means that

all its children, submissive to the same authority, are united in one

body by participation in the same Sacraments, in the same Sacrifice,

in the same prayers, in the same worship. Travel all the regions of

the earth, and question the Catholics that inhabit them : you shall

everywhere find the most perfect harmony. To maintain this

divine unity Our Lord instituted a ministry, spread over all parts

of His Church, the same everywhere, commissioned to preach aod

teach the Faith, to administer the Sacraments, to celebrate the

holy rites, in a word, to rule the fold. He divided this ministry

into various orders, which constitute a hierarchy.

He wished that in every town, village, and hamlet there should

be a minister of an inferior order, and in every large district a

minister of a superior order, called a bishop, to whom the inferior

pastors are subject, and who communicates with the bishops of other

regions. All these bishops are subject to the Sovereign Pontiff, the

Supreme Head of the Church. Invested with the primacy of

' Adv. hares., I, c. x, n. 2.

* This was said, in 1820, by Harms de Kiel.

* See Bossuet, Variations; Cobbett, Reformation ; Letters of P. Scheff-

macher, &c.
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honour, he is raised above them all, that he may be seen by all as

the centre of unity ; invested with the primacy of jurisdiction, he

can by his authority cut off the erring or bring back the strayed.

Thus, among all Catholics, spread over the earth, this ministry

forms a magnificent bond of union. Thus, being united to their

pastors, who are united to the Pastor of Pastors, they are necessarily

united to one another.

Nothing of the kind among separated sects. No general subor

dination among their ministers : no other centre of unity than the

temporal power, which holds them under its sway. Thus, the

hierarchy, which in the Catholic Church culminates in the Pope,

the Vicar of Our Lord Jesus Christ, culminates in Protestant

countries in a king, sometimes even in a queen, strangers to divine

science, and yet supreme rulers of the Church of God and of the

human conscience !

More divided among themselves than they are with the Church,

they decry, accuse, condemn it. Always at war, they are united

only by a common hatred of the true Church, because it strikes

them all with the same anathema. Hence, no unity of worship.

Some admit two sacraments—others, three ; these have a worship

with symbols—those, without : so that a Protestant, leaving the

corner of the world where the sect to which he belongs prevails,

finds himself a stranger among the rest of men.

2. Sanctity. The Roman Church is holy in its dogmas, in its

morality, in its sacraments, in its worship. We may defy the most

hostile adversary, provided only that he is impartial, to find in all

these things a single iota that is not eminently calculated to enlighten

the mind, to purify the heart, to raise man to God. No ancient or

modern sect in possession of this first kind of sanctity. All have

flattered, all still flatter, some one of the three great human

passions : pride, ambition, and sensuality.

The Roman Church is holy in its Head—Jesus Christ ; in its

founders—the Apostles. Not so with the founders of heresy. We

know what was the sanctity of Arius, Manes, and other heresiarchs

in the early ages. In modern times, who present themselves to us

as the leaders of Protestantism ? Luther, Calvin, and Zuinglius,

three apostate ecclesiastics, three of the most scandalously debauched

men of the sixteenth century : and do you think that God chose

such men to reform His Church ?

The Roman Church is holy in a great number of popes and

bishops; holy, also, in an immense number of its children. It

suffices to cast a glance over u martyrology or a calendar to see the

hosts of saints that have been formed in the Church, even within the

last few centuries. In addition to the wondrous multitude of saints
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that have excited universal admiration hy their heroic "virtnes, and

merited the solemn homage of the world, a still greater multitude

have been sanctified by virtues that were hidden from the eyea of

men.

The sanctity of the children of the Church is true, since God

has performed many miracles to make it known. Miracles

have been wrought by the saints in all ages. They take place

at the present day, and only in the Catholic Church. The

separated sects cannot offer the regular conduct of their members or

followers as a mark of the sanctity of their doctrines. God has

never confirmed their virtues, much less their doctrines, by any

miracles, while Protestants themselves admit the truth of miracles

wrought by saints of the Catholic Church—for example, by St.

Francis Xavier.'

That the Roman Church should be holy, the Mother of Saints,

and should have the right to present her sanctity as a mark of her

truth, it is not necessary that all her members should be holy. Our

Lord Himself compares His Church to a net in which there are

both good and bad fishes, to a barn-floor on which the chaff is mixed

with the wheat. It is enough that all the members of the Church

should have been holy, and they were so on the day of their

Baptism ; that a considerable number should have continued so,

and that God should have manifested their sanctity by miracles.

3. Catholicity. The Roman Church is Catholic in a triple sense.

First, in regard to doctrine. Inheriting a precious treasure of re

vealed truths, the Roman Church, conformably to the orders of the

Divine Master, teaches, without distinction, without exception,

without increase, without decrease, all those things in which Our

Lord was pleased to instruct her. She does not, after the manner

of heretics, permit a sacrilegious hand to be laid on the Scriptures,

and a choice made among the truths intrusted to her keeping, so

that some may be admitted and others rejected. She receives, pre

serves, and teaches with equal solicitude the dogmas and the pre

cepts of her Divine Spouse. Ancient and modern heretics, assisted

by philosophers and infidels, have never been able, in spite of all

their efforts, to show that the Catholic Church has changed, added

to, taken from, much less invented, one of the truths which she

proposes for the belief of the world. The Apostolic Fathers speak

as our priests of the present day.'

Next, in regard to time. Revealed to our First Parents—

transmitted by the Patriarchs, developed under the Law, completed

' See the account of the celebrated Protestant traveller, Tavernier.

> Bee the Development of Christian Doctrine, by the celebrated Dr. Newman,

an Anghcan minister recently converted.
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Tinder the Gospel, confided to the Apostles by the Man-God Him

self and by them propagated through all parts of the earth, con

veyed to us by a constant tradition : the truths taught by the

Roman Church reach back to the early days of the world, and

shall be announced by it to all future generations till the end of

ages. Its Creed is the Creed of the human race, inasmuch as what

ever truth we meet with among the various peoples belongs to it as

a branch belongs to a tree, a member to a body, a ray to the sun.

Finally, in regard to place. Travel the world, visit every

quarter of it, pass from the most remote extremity of Asia to the

most remote extremity of America, from the most southern parts

of Africa to the most northern parts of Europe : in all places you

will find Catholics. By an admirable disposition of His Providence,

God has been pleased that it should be so, in order that at every

hour of the day and night there should be some one reciting the

Catholic Creed.

This recital is as free from interruption as the Sacrifice of our

altars, in virtue of which the Divine Blood has never ceased for a

moment during the last eighteen centuries to flow on some point of

the globe. When, in one part of the world, it is night, and the

priest descends from the altar, and the Catholic ceases to repeat the

Symbol, day dawns on other places, and priests ascend the altar,

and Catholics recite their profession of Faith. So on in unvarying

succession to the end of time.' But in all places you. will not find

heretics or sectaries.

Catholicity in regard to place : the Roman Church, like the sun,

has made the circuit of the universe; its light has risen succes

sively on the different countries of the earth. Not so with

sectarianism. Catholicity in regard to place : of all societies or

churches taken singly, the Catholic is the most numerous.

Mabometanism, Idolatry, and Protestantism are divided into many

sects, of which none counts near so many followers as the Catholic

Church. Catholicity in regard to place : the Roman Church is

one as God is one, and, without ceasing to be one, is everywhere as

God is everywhere. Unity in universality is the grand charac

teristic which distinguishes it, and which obtains for it the title of

Catholic.

" As there is only one episcopate," said St. Cyprian, seventeen

centuries ago, " so there is only one Church, spread out through

the vast multitude of members that compose it. AB we see

innumerable rays come forth from the sun, though there is only

one centre of light; as from the body of a tree issue a crowd of

• 8«e Jauffret, p. 288.
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little branches, while the body itself is kept steady by a trunk

firmly fastened in the ground by the root ; as from one source flow

many streams, which may be traced back to their common origin,

notwithstanding the difference in the quantity of their waters : so

with the Church. The divine light which penetrates it illumines the

whole world, and, though shining in so many places at the same

time, loses nothing in unity ; its inexhaustible fecundity sends

forth branches over the whole earth, and still it is the same in its

principle ; it pours out its abundant waters to the most distant

regions, and yet remains unchanged in its origin."'

4. Apostolicity. The Roman Church is apostolical, that

is, it reaches back to the time of the Apostles : they were its

founders, its masters. We distinguish two kinds of apostolicity :

apostolicity of doctrine and apostolicity of ministry. The Roman

Church is apostolical in its doctrine, that is, it believes and teaches,

it has always believed and taught, the doctrine which it received

from the Apostles. Pass from age to age to the day when the Son

of God said to the twelve Evangelical Missionaries, Go, teach ail

nations, and you will find the same teaching, the same belief, the

same Symbol as you find to-day. You will hear our glorious Creed

resounding through the vast basilicas of Nice and Constantinople.

You will hear it reverberating along the galleries of the Catacombs.

The same Sacraments are administered there as among us. There,

one believes in the same God, in the same Jesus Christ His Son ;

one hopes for the same Heaven ; one fears the same Hell.*

This venerable antiquity, this uninterrupted continuity, is the

everlasting confusion of heretics. To convict them of error it suffices

to ask them : What was believed when you came ? There never was a

heresy which did not find the Church in actual possession of the

doctrine contrary to it : this has been the fact publicly and uni

versally. Hence, the decision is easy. It is only necessary to see

what was the Faith when heretics appeared, to see in what Faith

they themselves were brought up by the Church, and to pronounce

their condemnation on a fact that can neither be doubted nor con

cealed.»

' De Unit. Eccl.

> See the monumental proofs hereof in our Bistoire des Caiacombes.

' Bossuet, ftem. instr. past, sur lea promesses de VEglise, n. 35. " There

has always been," continues the same bishop, " one unfortunate fact against

them, which they have not been able to hide: I mean their novelty. No one

possession. The Catholic Church alone fills all preceding centuries by a suc

cession that cannot be denied. The Law comes before the Gospel ; Moses and

the Patriarchs are in a direct line with Jesus Christ To be expected, to come,

to be recognised by a posterity that should last at long as the world : these

 

them predecessors, or show them in
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0 my brethren, you who are separated from Catholic unity, you

have not then that essential mark of true doctrine—apostolicity !

What then is your antiquity? Three hundred years, perhaps?

You deceive yourselves : you have only the antiquity of your own

opinion. Yesterday you wrote it on paper; to-day, this morning,

you changed it. This is your antiquity.

The Roman Church is apostolical in its ministry. This is a fact

as evident as the existence of the sun, and the most palpable proof

that the Roman Church is the true Church. Our Lord said to

Peter : " Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build My

Church." To find the true Church, it suffices therefore to discovei

that which may be traced back to Our Lord, and of which St.

Peter was the foundation. Now, this glorious privilege cannot be

claimed by any sect ancient or modern. Not one ascends to Our

Lord, or has St. Peter for its founder. The Roman Church alone,

and the Churches that have come forth from its womb, can show

the order of succession of their bishops as far as the Apostles, or as

far as the apostolic men sent forth by the Apostles. Thus do the

Churches that are truly apostolical demonstrate that they are so.

Setting out from Our Holy Father the Pope, Pius IX.,' now

reigning, you ascend by an uninterrupted succession of 258 Popes,

till you reach St. Peter, the founder of the Church of Rome. So

with other portions of the Catholic Church. All alike show us at

their head an Apostle, or an envoy of the Apostles, who established

them and made a beginning of the chain of tradition. It was from

the primitive Churches that others borrowed the seed of doctrine, and

the same order is still observed as new Churches are daily found,*d.

Hence, we justly number them with the Catholic Church, to

which they are affiliated. All are apostolical, and all together are

only one and the same Church. The Sovereign Pontiff and tho

Bishops are thereforo the successors of tho Apostles. From these

they derive their origin, and the power to preach the doctrine of

Jesus Christ.

Not so with heretics. Though in the beginning the Gospel was

preached in their country by the Apostles, or by the representatives

of the Apostles, they cannot for all that call themselves apostolical.

By their act of separation they have broken the chain of succession.

No one sends them: they send themselves.

" Who are you ?" the Church can say to all these innovators—

to Protestants, for example. "When or whence did you come?

are the characteristics of the Messias in whom we believe. He was yesterday

He Is to-day, and He shall be for ever and ever." (Due. tur VHiat. univcr

telle, p, ii, towards the end.)

' The illustrious Pius IX. died on Feb. 7, 1878, and was succeeded by H's

present Holiness Leo XIII., elected on Feb. 20. (TV.)
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Where were you before the sixteenth century? For hundreds of

years no one spoko of you, no one knew so much as your name.

What are you doing in my house, not being mine ? By what title,

Luther, do you cut down my trees ? How does it happen, Calvin,

that you turn aside my streams? Who authorised you, Zuinglius,

to remove my fences ? How dare you think to have free quarters

in this place? This is my property. I have been a long time in

possession of it. I descend from the ancient possessors, and I prove

my descent by authentic documents. I am the heir of the Apostles,

and I enjoy my estate conformably to the terms of their will, and

to the oath which I took. As for you, they denounced and disin

herited you as strangers and enemies. But why are you strangers

and enemies to the Apostles ? Because they did not send you ;

because the doctrine which each of you has invented or adopted

according to his caprice is directly opposed to the doctrine of the

Apostles."'

Thus the Roman Church alone is one, holy, catholic, and

apostolical. It alone therefore bears the marks of the true Church :

it alone is the true Spouse of Jesus Christ ; it alone is the pillar

and the ground of truth.

There is yet another mark of the true Church, announced by

the Saviour Himself when He said, You shall be the continual object

of the hatred and persecution of men.' Seek therefore among all

religious societies that which is most an object of hatred to the

rest, most an object of hatred to the world, and you will find it to

be the true Church of God. It is by the crown of thorns pressed

on her head that we recognise the Bride of the Lamb. Now, this

crown no sect has ever worn, or even had the least ambition to

wear. It is the diadem that adorns the brow of the Roman Church

alone.

My Catholic brethren, you sometimes tremble at the roar and

the crash of this world's failing elements. Yet, far from being an

occasion of alarm, the storms that to-day assail the Church are

marvellously well calculated to confirm your Faith. What do these

new persecutions, coming in the train of so many others, prove,

unless that the Roman Church, your Mother, has not ceased to be

the faithful Spouse of the God of Calvary ? While the diadem of

sorrow encircles her venerable brow, you may be sure that she has

made no adulterous alliance with the world, or with vice, or with

error. The more fiercely persecution rages, the brighter shall be

the lustre of her inviolable fidelity, and the worthier shall she be

' Tertull., Prescript. See the texts of the Fathers on the Notes of the

Church in H»t. Alex., De Symb.

> Matt., x, 22 ; Marc., xiii, 13; Luc., xxi, 17.
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of your confidence and your love : JEcektia pretta, Ecohtia

victrizf

The ninth article of the Creed terminates thus : I believe the

Communion of Saints. An explanation of what precedes them,

these words do not form a special article. Yet they are of great

importance. On the one hand, they make known to us the Church

inner inner life; on the other, they express the first of the four

great advantages which the Church procures for us.

In uttering the words / believe the Communion, our lips reveal

the most magnificent, the most beautiful, the only real, the only

desirable kind of Communism ; for we make profession of

believing with the same confidence and delight as we believe the

existence and goodness of God :—

1. That all the members of the Church—those in Heaven,

those on earth, and those in Purgatory—are united among them

selves, and to the three Persons of the Blessed Trinity, in a close and

permanent manner.'

2. That this union consists not only in a community of Faith,

Hope, and Charity, but also in a participation in the same Sacra

ments, by which Our Lord, the Saint of Saints, conveys the merits

of His life and death to all the members of the Church who receive

them worthily; that this fraternal union begins in Baptism, by

which we are born children of God, and is specially main

tained by the Holy Eucharist, wherein the eating of the same

Bread and the drinking of the same Wine make us all one

body.*

S. That, in virtue of this union, all the spiritual goods of the

Church are common among the Faithful, as the goods of a family

among the children thereof ; so that the interior graces and exterior

gifU which every one receives, the good works which every one

performs, benefit the whole body and each individual member of the

Church.

4. That, in virtue of the union which all the Faithful on earth

have among themselves, the graces with which they are favoured,

the good works which they perform—as assisting at the holy sacri

fice of the Mass, confessions, communions, meditations, pious

readings, alms, mortifications, prayers—benefit, to a certain extent,

all those who are in the state of grace. We say " to a certain

extent," because the fruits of good works are not wholly commu

nicated.

To understand this truth, it is necessary to know that the good

' 1 Joan., c. i.

) Un us panis et unura corpus multi sumus, qui de uno pane et de uno c&lica

participamut. (1 Cor., x, 17.)
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works of the just have three effects : merit, satisfaction, and *»»-

petration.

Merit is the effect of a good work inasmuch as it produces an

increase of grace, and gives a right to a higher degree of glory in

Heaven. Merit is personal to him who performs the good work,

and cannot he communicated to others. It can only be acquired by

man a pilgrim, and in the state of grace. With him only who is

in the state of grace can it be increased. The inhabitant of Heaven

or Purgatory, not being a pilgrim, can no longer merit, though in

the state of grace.

Satisfaction is the effect of a good work inasmuch as it obtains

the remission of the temporal punishment due to sin. It is only

man on earth and in the state of grace that can satisfy. The Saints

have no more need of satisfaction. The souls in Purgatory do not,

to speak properly, satisfy: it would be more precise to say they

satissuffer. Men in the state of mortal sin cannot satisfy, inas

much as one cannot obtain the remission of the punishment due to

sin before having obtained the remission of sin itself. Satisfaction

therefore cannot be applied to them ; but it can be applied to the

just in the state of grace and to the souls in Purgatory. This is

done by offering the satisfaction or the satisfactory merit of good

works in payment for him whose debt one wishes to diminish.

Impetration is the effect of a good work inasmuch as it obtains

favours from God. Strictly speaking, the just alone can impetrate,

because they alone have some right to be heard, inasmuch as it is

becoming, it is grounded on reason that God should, according to

His promise, comply with the will of His servants, who, on their

part, endeavour to comply with that of their Master.' As for

sinners, though God has declared that He does not hear them,* yet

they can derive benefit from an impetration less strict. Thus,

by imperfect movements of Faith and Hope, they dispose them-

selves for grace, and the friendship of God, and ask Him for some

thing good. Their impetration has no other foundation than the

infinite mercy of God.

This third effect of good works, impetration, can be communi

cated not only to all the members of the Church, just and wicked,

but also to all those who are not members of the Church—as Jews,

heretics, schismatics, infidels, excommunicated persons. We can

ask their conversion, and do good works to obtain it.

What difference, therefore, you will perhaps say, is there on

' Voluntatem timentium se faciet et deprecationem eorum exaudiet.

(Pb. cxliv.)

3 Peccatores Deu» nonexaudit. (Joan, ix, 31. D, Thorn., 2» 2", q. Ixxxiii,

irt. 16.)
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this head between the Faithful and all others? There is this

difference, that the latter are deprived of the benefit of the public

prayers of the Church, except on Good Friday, and that they profit

of no private good works but such as are offered expressly for them.

Whereas, the Faithful enjoy the fruits of public prayers, and profit

naturally of the private good works of all the members of the

Church, even though no one thinks of offering them expressly for

this purpose : the reason of which is, that they are all living mem

bers of one body. As when the mouth eats and the stomach digests,

all the other members are benefited thereby ; so when one of the

just performs a good work, all the other just find themselves en

riched thereby.'

We have said a good work, for everything that has the

appearance of being such is not really such. In effect, we distin

guish three kinds of works. They are as follows :—Living works,

which are those of man in the state of grace, and which benefit all

the living members of the Church. Dead works, which are those

of man in the state of mortal sin, which neither merit nor satisfy,

but only move God to exercise His mercy and to convert him who

performs them. Finally, Amortised works, that is, those which

have been performed in the state of grace, but whose merit is

covered, and, as it were, extinguished, by subsequent sin: this

merit revives when he who performed the works returns to the

state of grace.'

To complete the preceding explanations, let us add that Our

Lord, as the source of every blessing, distributes the precious fruit

of good works among the different living members of His mystic

body in proportion to their wants and their merits. As for sinners,

they still hold fast to the Church by Faith and Hope ; but, not

having Charity, they are dead members, and do not participate in

its spiritual goods, except in this sense, that God, having regard to

the prayers of the Just, sometimes grants to sinners the grace of

conversion, or suspends the punishment which they deserve.-1

5. That, in virtue of the union which the Faithful on earth

have with the saints in heaven, the former obtain from God, through

the intermediation of the latter, many graces for themselves indi

vidually and generally, when they invoke, honour, and imitate

them.

6. That, in virtue of the union which the saints on earth and in

1 Montagne, Tract, de Gratia ; Ferraris, art. Merit, et Feccat ; D. Tho.,

2* 2», q. cxiii., etc.

» See the celebrated Spanish Catechism, by P. Cajet&n, of the Pious Schools.

* St. Aug., de Ver. Selig., c. v. et ri. ; Id., Tract, xxxii, in Joan.; S. Amb.,

Mb. if de offic,, c. xzix.
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heaven have with the saints in Purgatory, these suffering souls are

comforted and relieved by the prayers, alms, indulgences, and Masses

offered for their intention.'

An admirable comparison, employed by the Holy Ghost Him

self,' gives us a magnificent and touching idea of the union that

exists among all the members of the Church, so that even children

are able to understand this perfect communication of goods

among the Faithful : it is taken from the nature of the human

body.

In the human body there are various members, and yet they

all form only one body. All have not the same functions : each

has its own. The foot walks, the eye sees, the ear hears. No

function is referred directly to the benefit of the member that

exercises it, but to the general welfare of the whole body. Accord

ingly, it is for all the members that the foot walks, that the eye

sees, that the ear hears.

So in the body of the Church there are various members. The

Saints in Heaven, the souls in Purgatory, the Faithful on earth—

Catholics in all parts of the world, in Europe, in Asia, in Africa,

in America, in Oceanica—are members of the Church, and form

only one body. All have not the same functions. Some are

bishops, or priests, or religious. Others are doctors, or preachers,

or confessors. Others, again, are masters or servants. Every one

has his state of life, and its functions are referred to the general

welfare of all the members. Accordingly, it is for the whole

Church that the priest preaches and administers the sacraments,

that the doctor teaches, that the religious prays and makes vows,

that the simple faithful acquit themselves of the duties attached by

Providence to their particular conditions.

In the human body the members are so united that the moment

one of them, even the least, experiences a sensation of pain or plea

sure, the others immediately feel the effects of this pain or pleasure,

on account of the union and sympathy which nature has established

among them.

So in the body of the Church. Ab we are benefited by the

favours granted to each of our brethren, we ought to share the

sorrow that afflicts them : we ought to rejoice with those who re

joice and to weep with those who weep. How could it be that

the union, established among us by grace, should be less powerful

to make us sensible in regard to the sorrows and joys of our breth

ren than natural sympathy is to make us share with all the mem-

1 S. Aug., de Cur. gerend. pro mart.

1 1 Cot., xii. 2; Eph., iv, 7 ; Rom., xii, 6.
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bers of the body the pain or pleasure experienced by each one of

them?

In the human body there is one head, which rules all the other

members, -which influences each of them by its action. There is

one heart, from which the blood goes forth, and to which it returns,

that it may be purified, warmed, prepared to go forth again. There

is, moreover, one spirit, which animates the body, and gives beauty

and vigour to it.

So in the body of the Church. There is one Head, Our Lord

Jesus Christ, who rules the various members, who influences them

by His grace. There is one Heart, which is the Blessed Eucharist,

from which love goes forth, and to which it returns, to be purified,

warmed, prepared to go forth again. There is, lastly, one Spirit

—we mean the Holy Spirit—who, diffusing Himself through all

the parts of this admirable body, communicates to it beauty,

strength, and life, the life of grace in time and the life of glory in

eternity.

At the sight of this magnificent body, there are only three

sentiments that can find place in the soul : a sentiment of ineffable

gratitude for forming a part of it; a sentiment of exceeding fear of

being cut off from it, or of being numbered only among its dead

members; and a sentiment of tender and active compassion for in

fidels, heretics, schismatics, and all other strangers to it.

To conclude the explanation of the ninth article of the Creed,

it remains to give the meaning of the word Saints, when we say the

" Communion of Saints.''' All the members of the Church are called

Saints: first, because sanctity is the end of oar vocation to the

Faith and a strict obligation imposed on us by Baptism ;' next,

because the Just have a more abundant share in the admirable

Communion which we have just described ; again, because sinners

themselves find in this Communion a powerful means of sanctifica-

tion; and lastly, because this Communion of Saints on earth leads

us to the general and eternal Communion of Saints, Angels, and

God Himself in heaven.

Woe, therefore, to those who cause themselves to be cut off

from the Church, out of which there is no salvation! The Church

treats thrm thus only with regret ; but she can do so, invested as she

is with the power to excommunicate. Nothing is better established

than the legitimacy of this formidable power. The Apostles made

use of it. Councils, popes, and bishops followed their example, in

the course of ages, as often as they judged it necessary.' Has not

1 Hec et enim voluntas Dei eanctiflcntio vestra. 1 Then., iv, 13.

»1 Cor., v.: Baron., art. 55, 'JC8, etc.
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the father of a family a right to banish from his house a scandal-

giving and rebellious child ? Must not the shepherd separate from

his flock the infected and perverse sheep ? Do not our judges and

magistrates every day cut off from society a multitude of dangerous

and obstinate criminals ? Why then should not the Church, which

is the most perfect society, have the same right ?

There is nothing, except the sentence of Our Lord on the Last

Day, that ought to inspire us with more fear than excommunica

tion. Those who are struck with it are deprived of all the spiri

tual goods of the Church. They cannot return to her maternal

bosom until they have made their submission, given satisfaction to

those whom they have offended or injured, and obtained absolution

from a superior empowered to grant it to them. If they die with

out being reconciled to the Church, they are deprived of ecclesi

astical burial, and of all share in the suffrages of the Church for

the departed. Excommunication has often produced visible effects on

the guilty. Hence, in the Ages of Faith, powers and peoples never

feared anything so much as this spiritual thunderbolt.

Napoleon himself, who pretended to despise the one that had

fallen on him, was visibly tormented by it: sometimes his exaspera

tion knew no bounds. In his rage, he exclaimed : And does the

Tope imagine that his excommunication will make the arms fall from

the hands of my soldiers ? Now, all the world knows that it was

just after the excommunication that the star of Napoleon grew dim,

and that his life became one series of disasters. Moreover, all the

historians of the Russian campaign, in relating the particulars of

that frightful catastrophe, say expressly : The arms fell from the

hands of the soldiers.'

Philosophers will not fail to say that it was the cold, and not

the excommunication, that made the arms fall from the hands of

the soldiers I How very fine I But the cold—who sent it? Who

lowered the thermometer to such a perishing degree ? Was it

you? Was it not He who commands the elements with greater

authority than Napoleon commanded the " Grand Army ?" Now,

He who thus commands the elements is He who said to the Church

and to the Pope : Whosoever despises you, despises Me ; I will crush

as a worm him who dares to resist you. There is no revolution, no

civilisation, no skill, no might, that can induce Him to limit or to

abdicate His power.'

We shall speak of the social advantages of the ninth article of

the Creed when explaining the Commandments of the Church.

' De Se'gur ; De la Baume, etc.

> St nunc, reges, intelligite, erudimini, qui judicata terrain. PB. II.
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Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having made

me a sharer in all the spiritual goods of Thy Holy Church ; do not

permit that I should ever deserve to be deprived of them.

1 am'resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, 1 will

love the Church as a child loves its mother.

LESSON XXV.

OUR TOIOH WITH THE HEW ADAM aT FAITH {continued.)

Tenth Article of the Creed : the Forgiveness of Sins. A Power certain, perma

nent, unlimited. Sacraments. Sacramentals. Good Works. Second

Advantage of the Church.

To put us in communion with Our Lord—the Saint of Saints,

with the Angels and the other blessed inhabitants of Heaven, with

the souls in Purgatory, and with all the just scattered over the four

divisions of the globe ; to make us participate in their merits, in

their prayers, in their spiritual life, as all the members of the

human body participate singly in the life, in the health, in the

beauty of the whole body : this, as we have seen, is the first of the

four great advantages which we find in the Church.

The second is no less precious. The tenth article of the Creed

is expressed in these terms : I believe the Forgiveness of Sins. By

these words we proclaim that in the Catholic Church is found

forgiveness of sins, that it is found here alone, and that it is so

found in virtue of the power which Our Lord gave His Church to

unbind consciences. Is this power certain ? Is it permanent? Is

it limited ? By whom is it exercised ? now is it exercised ? By

what means can the faithful derive benefit from it ? Such are the

questions whose development will serve as an explanation of the

tenth article of the Creed.

1. Is the power of forgiving sins, which we attribute to the

Catholic Church, certain ? To answer this question, I put three

others. I ask first : Can God forgive sins ? Every one recognises

in princes the right to show mercy to criminals ; in a father, the

right to forgive his guilty child ; in a creditor, the right to abandon

his claim on a debtor ; in the vilest of men, the right to pardon an

injury which has been received.
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To refuse to God the power of forgiving the offences committed

against Him would therefore he to refuse to Him a right analogous to

that which all the world attributes to the prince in his kingdom, to

the father in his family, to the creditor with his debtor, and to the

vilest of men with those who have injured them. Evidently, there

fore, God has the power to forgive sins. He Himself lays claim to

this sublime prerogative. It is 7, it is I, He says, who blot out iniqui-

tits.' This is the reason why He wishes that we should say to Him

every day : Forgive us our trespasses.

I ask next : Can God confide to men the power of forgiving sins

in His name ? Every one recognises in the kings of the earth the

power of causing justice to be administered in their name, that is,

of confiding to magistrates the right to pardon or to condemn the

guilty. For what reason should we deny the same right to God ?

Is the Sovereign Master less powerful than His creatures ? , Evi

dently, again, God can confide to men the power of forgiving sins in

His name.

I ask finally : Has God really confided this power to certain

men? The power of forgiving sins, that is, of transforming a guilty

into an innocent man, of restoring life to a soul dead by sin, is as

great as the power of creating the world, of raising the dead. Hence,

during four thousand years, God reserved it to Himself alone : no

creature was admitted to a share of it. At length, the fulness of

the time of grace and mercy came, and Our Lord, as Man, was the

first to receive from His Father this glorious prerogative.'

We know the splendid miracle which He wrought to prove that

He had this power, not merely as God, since it is inherent to the

divine nature, but even as Man. The Pharisees, being scandalised

at hearing Him attribute to Himself the power of forgiving sins,

said : Me blanphemeth ; God alone can forgive sins. " Which of the

two is easier," replied th6 Saviour, " to heal a paralytic or to forgive

sins ? Both alike surpass the power of man. Well, that you may

know that this double supernatural power, of healing the sick and

remitting sins, has been given to the Son of Man, listen to Me."

Then, addressing the paralytic, He said : Arise, take up thy bed, and

1 Ego sum, ego sum ipse qui deleo iniquitates tuns, (ha., t.)

Non minor potestas necessaria est ad hominem ex impio justum reddendum,

et animam a morte peecati siiscitandnm, qunm ad mundi creationem, et corpora

a morte suscitanda ; ad luce autem infinitum et immenaain Dei vim requiri

certum est ; potestas dimittendi peccata, antequam Deus homo fieret, nulli

create natures a Deo conressa est. Primus omnium Cliristus Salvator noster,

ut homo, cum idem verus Deus esset, hoc inunue a Putre accepit. (Nat. Alex.

it Symb., p. 339.)
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go into thy home.' And the paralytic was healed at the same hour.

Our Lord, as Man, had evidently, therefore, the power of forgiving

sins.

Now, this power He confided to His Church, represented hy the

Apostles and their successors, in these words, which leave nothing

to be desired : Receive ye the Holy Ghost ; as My Father sent me, so I

send you : whose sins you shall forgive, they are forgiven ; whose sins

you shall retain, they are retained.* It is therefore with good reason

that we recognise, and that all by-gone ages have recognised, in the

Church the power of forgiving sins. We are no less safe in attri

buting this glorious prerogative to the Church alone. " It alone,

indeed," says St. Augustine, " received the Holy Ghost, without

whom no sin can be forgiven, so as to open the gates of eternal life,

for it alone was represented in the apostles, and in Peter, its head

and type, when the Son of God gave to man the power of loosing the

fetters of consciences."3

2. Is the power of forgiving sins permanent in the Church ?

What end did Our Lord propose to Himself when giving the power

of the keys to the Church, unless to liberate men from the bonds of

sin, and to open the gates of Heaven for them ? Henceforth, it must

be evident that this power shall endure as long as there shall be

sins to forgive, as long as the Church itself shall endure.

Now, there shall always be sins to forgive. On the one hand, all

the members of the human family coming into the world until the

end of ages shall bring original sin with them ; on the other, all

shall contract, during their mortal career, some light or grievous

stains. The power of absolving men shall therefore be no less

necessary in the last century than it was in the first. Moreover,

the Church has promises which guarantee its existence to the con

summation of time. Hence, the power which it received of forgiv

ing sins is permanent, and shall end only with the world.*

3. Is this power limited? This power is unlimited and un

bounded, like the mercy of God, of which it is an emanation ; for it

1 TJt aciatie quia Filius hominis habet potestatem in terra dimittendi peccata,

ait paralytico : Surge, tolle grabatum tuum, et vade in domum tuain. {Matt.,

ix.6.)

'Joan., xx, 23.

a Ipsa proprie Spiritum sanctum pignus accepit, sine quo non remittuntur

ulla peccata, ita ut quibus remittuntur consequantur Titam teteraain. {Enchir.,

c. lxv.) In typo unitatis Petro dedit potestatem, ut id solvetur in ten-is quod

ille solvisset. Igitur pax Ecclesite dim u tit peccata, et in Ecclesia; pace alienatio

tenet peccata. Petra tenet, petra dimittit; columba tenet, columba dimittit;

unitas tenet, unitas dimittit. (De Baptis. contr. Donat., lib. iii., c. xvii.) Id.,

S. Fulgent., &c.

< S. Aug., Enchir., c. lxir.

vol. n. 19
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is intended to remove all the obstacles that ein can oppose to our

entrance into Heaven. No restriction arises from the gravity of the

faults : All, absolutely all, that you shall loose on earth, said the

Saviour, shall be loosed in Heaven.' Hence, it is a matter of Faith

that no sin, however enormous, is unpardonable—even the sin

against the Holy Ghost, the greatest of all sins. The merits of Our

Lord, which the Church received the power to apply to the healing

ofour souls, infinitely surpass the sins of this world and of a thousand

worlds.

"We except final impenitence, that is, death in the state of mortal

sin, without any desire to repent. But if it is not forgiven, the

fault does not come from the merits of Our Lord nor from the power

of the Church. We must attribute it to this, that in impenitence

the sin accompanies death, after which there is no more room

for repentance. No restriction arises from the number of the sins.

St. Peter, having asked Our Lord how siany times a penitent sinner

might be forgiven, received the following reply : Not only seven

times, but seventy times seven times—that is to say, always.*

4. By whom is the power of forgiving sins exercised in the

Church ? It is exercised by those alone whom Our Lord appointed

to do so, namely, Bishops, the successors of the Apostles, and Priests,

their fellow-labourers in the service of souls. No sinner, whatever

his rank, age, or condition, can obtain pardon for any mortal sin

without having recourse to the keys of the Church, that is, to the

power of the priest in a confession actually made when it is

possible to make it, or sincerely desired when it is impossible to

make it.

Let us hear St. Augustine summing up the Catholic Faith on

this matter, and answering, twelve centuries beforehand, the objec

tions of Protestants :—" Let no one say : ' I do penance in secret

and before God; God, who knows all things, knows what I do in

my heart.' It is in vain then that He said : ' Whatsoever you shall

loose on earth, shall be loosed in Heaven.' It is in vain then that the

keys were given to the Church. We thus render the Gospel illusory,

we render the words of Jesus Christ illusory : we promise what He

refused."'

? Quodcumque solveris super terrain, erit solutum et in Ccelis. (Matt.,

xvi, 19.)
• Nondico tibi usque septies, sed usque septuagies septies. (ifatth,, xviii,

22.) Corn, a Ladipe, In hunc loo. Id., St. Aug., Enchir., c. lxiv etlxxxiii.

3 Nemo sibi dicat : Occulte poenitentiam ago ; apud Deum ago ; novit Deus,

qui omnia agnoscit, quae in corde ago. Ergo sine causa dictum est: Quaa

tulveritis in terra, soluta erunt in Coelo. Ergo sine causa sunt claves daUe

tcclesiae Dei. Frustramus evangelium Dei, frustramus verba Cbxisti: promit-
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5. How is the power of forgiving sins exercised ? The powei

of forgiving sins is exercised by the administration ofthe Sacraments.

Baptism effaces original sin. Penance remits all actual sins, both

mortal and venial. All the Sacraments remit, by their own virtue,

ex opere operato, venial sins for which the penitent retains no

affection.

"Venial sin," says St. Thomas, "does not exclude habitual

grace, but impedes its action, because man attaches himself inordi

nately to the creature, without, however, casting away the love of

God. Hence, the remission of venial sin does not require a new

infusion of habitual grace, but, to effect it, some movement of grace

or charity suffices. It is thus that venial sins are remitted by the

Eucharist, by Extreme Unction, and by all the other Sacraments of

the New Law, in which grace is conferred.'"

The reason is, because all the Sacraments of the New Law were

instituted to sanctify our souls by their own virtue, ex opere operato,

and to perfectly dispose them to enter Heaven; consequently, to

remove all the obstacles that could, in any manner whatsoever,

hinder us from attaining eternal beatitude. Since venial sins deluy

in our regard the enjoyment of this glory, they should therefore be

remitted by Sacraments well received.*

6. By what means can the faithful derive benefit from the

power granted to the Church to forgive sins ? If the question

refers to mortal sin, we have seen that, to remit it, there is the

sacrament of Penance, which must be received actually when it

is possible to confess, or in desire when it is impossible to con

fess. As for venial sins, three means set us free from them:

the Sacraments in general, Sacramentals, and ordinary Good

"Works.

The first and most powerful means of obtaining the remission

of venial sins is the worthy reception of the Sacraments, which all

produce this effect by their own virtue, ex opere operato. On which

point it is necessary to remark that Baptism, administered to

timug quod ille negat. (HomU. xxiz, c. iii, lib. L. Eomil. ; Cone. Trid., sess.

xxiii, De Online, c, iv, de Keel, hierarch. et ordin.)

' Peccatum veniale non contrariatur habituali gratias vel charitati, sed

retardat actum ejus in quantum minis inbaeret homo bono creato, licet non

contra Denm. Kt ideo ad hoc quod peccatum veniale tollatur, non requiritur

quod infundatur aliqua habitualis gratia, aed sufficit aliquis motus gratia) vel

charitatis ad ejus remissionem . . . et hoc modo per Eucharistiam et Eitromam

Unctionem et uinTorsaliter per omnia sacramenta noTSe legis, in quibus con-

fertur gratia, peccata venialia reuiittuntur. (P. Ill, q. Lxxxtu, art. '1 et 3 ; Id .

Opusc. de Sifmb.)

* Ferraris, UMioth., art. Peecat., ccct, n. 51.
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adults, requires for the remission of actual sins a hearty re*

pentance; also, that no venial sin can be remitted as long as a

person perseveres in the state of mortal sin.'

The second means is the use of Sacramentali. We give this

name to certain ceremonies, certain prayers, certain things -which

are employed in the administration of the Sacraments and whose

virtue imitates in some degree that of the Sacraments themselves.*

The SacramentalS remit venial sins, partly by their own virtue,

and partly by the dispositions of him who makes use of them.

Hence their efficacy, though real, is neither direct nor infallible,

like that of the Sacraments.»

Let us hear the Angel of the Schools on this subject: "For

the remission of venial sins there is no need of a new infusion of

grace. All that is necessary is an act, proceeding from grace, by

which we detest venial sin explicitly, or at least implicitly—as,

for example, when we are borne with fervour to God. Hence,

there are three modes in which certain things effect the remission

of venial sins. The first, when they bring with them an infusion

of grace. Such are the Sacraments. The second, when they are

accompanied with some movement of detestation of sin. It is thus

that reciting the Confiteor, striking the breast, and using the words

Forgive us our trespasset, which occur in the Lord's Prayer,

remit venial sins. The third, when they are accompanied with

some movement of respect towards God and holy things. Thus,

the blessing of a Bishop, sprinkling oneself with holy water, every

' In pueria non est nisi peccatum originate, quod non consist) t in actuali

deordinatione voluntatis, sea in quadam habitual! deordinatione nature; et

ideo remittitur eis peccatum per infusionem gratia; et virtutum, non autem

cum actuali. Sed adulto, in quo sunt actualia peccata, qute consistunt in

deordinatione actuali voluntatis, non remittuntur peccata, etiam in Baptismo,

sine actuali immutatione voluntatis, quod fit per Pcenitentiam. (S. Thorn.,

P. Ill, q. lxxxvi, art. 2.) Licet ad remissionem peccati venialis non requiratur

nova infusio habitual ie gratia;, requiritur tamen aliquis gratia; actus, qui non

potest esse in eo qui subjacet peccato inortali. . . . Sed peccatum mortale

excludit totaliter babitum gratia;, sine quo nullum peccatum, mortale vel

veniale, remittitur. (Id., q. lxxxvii, art. 4.)

> Sacramentalia sic appcllantur, vel ex eo quod soleant adhiberi ad Sacra-

menta efiicienda, vel ministranda ; vel ex eo quod aliqualem sequantur et imi-

tentur virtutem Sacramentorum. (Ferraris, art. Peccatum, p. 306.)

3 Per sacramentalia remittuntur peccata veniaha ex opere operato, remote

tamen, et mediate, quatenus nempe per preces Ecclesuv junctas rebus sacra-

metitaiibus, dum iis pie utimur. movetur Deus (etai non infallibiliter), ut in

nobis excitet pios illos motus, quibus adnexa est remissio venialium, partim ex

opere operantis, quatenus homo iis sacramentalibus pie utitur in remedium ac

remissionem peccatorum suorum cum piis motibus displicentia» peccatorum,

conversipnis in Deuin, amoris, adorationis, et bujusmodi. (Id., id., occr.)
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kind of sacramental anointing, praying in a consecrated church,

and other such things, suffice for the remission of light faults."'

Conformably to the doctrine of St. Thomas, which is that of

theology, we count six Sacramentals, expressed in the following

line : Oram, tinctus, edens, confessut, dans, benedicens.

1. Prayer. It comprises the daily prayer of the faithful, and

especially the Lord's Prayer. In effect, the daily prayer of the

faithful satisfies for daily sins—sins that are light, momentary,

and inevitable in this life—for it is the faithful who are recom

mended to say : Our Father, who art in Heaven, &c. This prayer

totally effaces the little sins of each day. "It is," says St. Augustine,

" the baptism of each day." Since then we sin every day, let us be

baptised every day.'

2. Unction. It comprises the sprinkling with holy water, all

sacramental anointings, and the application of blessed ashes.*

3. Manducation. It indicates the pious eating of blessed bread

and other sanctified things, assisting at Mass, and hearing the word

of God with respect.

4. Confeteion. It refers to the Confiteor, which, for this pur

pose, is recited, according to the prescriptions of the Church, at the

beginning of Mass, and before receiving the sacrament of Penance.

5. Doixation. It includes alms, and all the works of mercy,

spiritual and corporal.

6. Benediction. It includes the blessing given by a Bishop, by

a consecrated Abbot, by a Priest at Mass—above all, with the Holy

Sacrament.4

It is well understood that all these things require, on the part

of him who avails himself of them, sentiments of contrition, of tha

love of God, of respect, and of piety. For the rest, any one of them

suffices, when we are well disposed, to effect the remission of venial

sins. The Sacraments and the Sacramentals are then two of the

most powerful means to obtain the remission of venial sins. It is

now enough to say that we should recur to them frequently and

with proper dispositions.

The third means is every other class of Good "Works to which

we are accustomed, but which only take effect by reason of the

dispositions of him who performs them. Such are acts of con-

trition, virtuous actions done with a view to God and to obtain

the remission of venial sins or at least of sins in general, and formal

acts of the love of God, by which we prefer God to everything

that displeases Him, be it great or little. If we had faith, how

i Part III, q. lxrxvii, art. 3. « Ferraris, p. 306 ; De Pamit., dist. iii.

» Id., id., * Id., id. bee, in reference to the Sacra

mentals, our Trai/e de P*an Unite,
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zealously would we employ these means, at once so easy and so

efficacious, to pay our debts to the divine justice and to deliver our

souls from the pains of purgatory ! Let us recollect what we

have said on the greatness of the torments endured by the poor

prisoners who are shut up in that place of expiations, and

cease at length to be insensible to our own interests.'

How is the forgiveness of sins an advantage of the Church ?

To appreciate the reality and the extent of this benefit, which we

find in the Church, there are three things to be considered.

The first, that all men are born sinners, enemies of God, and,

as they advance in life, become worse, so long as the grace of God

does not remove their sins and make them friends and children of

God.

The second, that there is no greater evil in the world than sin ;

not only because it produces all the other evils of this life and the

next, but also because it renders man the enemy of God and brings

death to the soul. Among corporal goods the most precious is life,

because it is the foundation of all other goods ; and the thing most

terrible is death, because it is contrary to life. Hence, as sin is the

spiritual death of the soul, and the forgiveness of sin is the life and

the resurrection of the soul, it is easy to understand what a happi

ness it is for us to be children of the Church, in which we find the

forgiveness of sin.'

The third, that this great grace is found exclusively in the Holy

Catholic Church, wherein are the Sacraments, especially Baptism

and Penance, which, like divine remedies, heal all the spiritual

maladies of mankind.

In effect, there is no forgiveness for original sin, or mortal sin,

or venial sin, outside the Church. As for original sin, the matter

is evident, since it is effaced only by Baptism. Now, Baptism is

found only in the Catholio Church, to which it does not cease to

' This is not the place to speak of the punishments imposed on the souls in

purgatory for venial faults. St. Augustine tells us that the sufferings of these

souls surpass all that can be endured in this world : Gravior erit Me ignis,

quam qutdquid homo potest pati in hoc vita. Let us only say a word of the

punishment of original sin in children who die without Bnptism. Among the

different opinions of theologians, we adopt that of St. Thomas, St. Bonarenture,

St. Gregory of Nyssa, St. Augustine, Vasqucz, Sunrez, Solas, De Lessius,

Ilecan, Anaga, &c. According to this opiniuu, children who dio without

Haptism do not suffer any pain of sense, and will not suffer any after the Last

Judgment ; they only sutler, and will only suffer, the pain of loss, that is, the

privation of the intuitive vision of God, but without any inward or outward

urief—in other terms, without any sorrow or sadness on account of the low of

beatitude. This does not prevent the fact of tiving without Baptism being a

great, an everlasting misfortune lor the child. (Ferraris, art. 2cccat., p. 807.)

> Bellar.. Dotlt. era*., p. 60.
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belong even when administered by heretics. It is no less evident

that mortal sin can be forgiven only in the Catholic Church. Our

Lord said that the Sacrament of Penance, received in reality or in

desire, according to the possibility or the impossibility of the case, is

the only means of obtaining pardon for it. Like the sacrament of

Baptism, that of Penance is found only in the Church.

The same must be said of venial sin as of original sin and

mortal sin. To obtain the remission of venial 6in, even the

slightest, we must be in the state of grace. No one can be in the

state of grace uuless he belongs to the Church ; for Faith teaches,

as we have learned from the ninth article of the Creed, that out of the

Church there is no salvation. This would be false if one could at

the same time be out of the Church and in the state of grace, since

the state of grace is the pledge of a blessed eternity. Only let us

not forget that one can belong to the Church in several manners.

Children of the Church ! have we ever thought of our happi

ness ? Have we ever deplored, as we should, the misfortune of so

many persous, strangers to this holy mother, who alone possesses

the remedies for the spirituul maladies of the hum;in nice?

Let us draw hence the following conclusions : (a) the tenth

article of the Creed ought to inspire us with a deep sense of grati

tude in regard to the infinite mercy of God, who was pleased that

in His Holy Church all sins, however great or numerous, might be

forgiven; (i) we ought to live in a manner worthy of the grace of

our vocation, by which we were received into the Church, wherein

exclusively are found the forgiveness of sins, sanctity, and justice;

(c) we ought to have a great respect for Priests, to whom Our

Lord confided the keys of Heaven, that they might open it for us

by the administration of the Sacraments; (d) we ought to enter

tain the highest esteem and affection for the Sacraments of the

Church, and dispose ourselves to receive them worthily and

frequently, since they apply to our souls all the merits of the

blood of Jesus Christ ; (e) we ought to manifest a great respect for,

and eagerly have recourse to, the Sacramentals ; (f) we ought to

perform our ordinary good works with greater perfection, and

if possible increase their number, so as every day to discharge the

debts which we every day contract.

We shall speak of the social advantages of the tenth article of

the Creed when treating of the sacrament of Penance.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having given to

Thy Church the power to forgive sins; grant me the grace always
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to have recourse to it with proper dispositions, in order to obtain the

pardon of my faults.

I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I will

often prayfor the enemies of the Church.

LESSON" XXVI.

OtJE UNION WITH THE EF.W ADAM aT FAITH (continued).

Eleventh Article of the Creed. Definition of the Resurrection. Certainty

of the Resurrection. Third Advantage of the Church. Qualities of

Risen Bodies. Social Advantages of the eleventh Article of the Creed.

The eleventh article of the Creed is admirably associated with

the tenth. What, in effect, is more natural than, after having

explained the forgiveness of sins, which is the resurrection of the

BouI, to speak of the resurrection of the body ? Could there be

any means better calculated to make us acquainted with the pleni

tude of Our Lord's redemption, and the contrast which exists

between the First and the Second Adam? The First Adam drew

upon us by his sin a double death, that of the soul and that of the

body. The Second Adam obtained for us by His grace the resur

rection of the soul, explained in the last lesson, and the resurrection

of the body, the subject of this lesson.

This article also manifests most clearly to us the immense good

ness of the Holy Ghost, the Author of this double resurrection,

according to the words of St. Paul : If the Spirit of Him that

raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in you, He that raised up Jesus

from the dead shall quicken also your mortal bodies, because of His

Spirit that dwellelh in you.'

Let us now explain the eleventh article of the Creed, and for

this purpose let us answer the six questions following :—What is

the Resurrection? Is the Resurrection certain ? "When and how

shall it come to pass ? Shall it be universal? In what sense is it

an advantage of the Church? What shall be the qualities of risen

bodies ?

1. "What is the Resurrection? The Resurrection is a miracle

of God's omnipotence, in virtue of which the souls and bodies

of men, separated by death, shall be reunited, never more to part

again. Hence, by the eleventh article of the Creed, Faith teaches us

that, on the day of the Resurrection, the soul which shall return to

our body shall be the same soul, our body shall be the same body,

1 Rom., viii, 11
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as we have here on earth, with this difference, that our body,

which is at present corruptible, shall no longer be so.1

The word of God is express on this point. Yes, I know it, says

the holy man Job, on the last day of the world I shall come forth

from the dust of the tomb, clothed with my skin, and in my own flesh

I shall see my God: I shall see Him with my own eyes, myself and

not another.' It is necessary, says St. Paul, that this body should

be clothed with immortality.3

Reason itself tells us that it ought to be so ; for, properly

speaking, there would be no resurrection if the same man, body

and soul, were not restored to life.4 Besides, why will the General

Resurrection take place unless that every man may receive in his

own body the reward or the punishment which he has deserved—a

thing which would be impossible if we did not receive back the

same bodies that we have in this life ?5

The Fathers and Doctors point out another difference. They

say that we shall all rise again in the perfection of human nature,

because God, having created it without defect, will re-establish it

in like manner without defect. Whence they conclude : (a) that

men shall rise again, not in childhood, when nature is not yet per

fect, nor in old age, when it ceases to be so, but in youth, when it

possesses all its beauty and (i) that every man shall rise without

corporal defect.

i Corpus resurgens erit idem numero, aed alio modo se habens, quia fuit

mortale, et surget in imraortalitate. (S. Thom., Supp., q. lxxix, art. 1.)

» Job., xix, 25, 26. a 1 Cor., xv, 63.

'» Son esset resurrectio propria, nisi idem homo repararetur. (S. Thom.,

id., id., art. 2.)

» The ablest philosophers, such as Leibnitz, Clarke, Niewentit, &c. , remark

with reason that, to secure the samenese of a resuscitated body, it is not neces

sary that it should exactly recover all the particles of matter of which it

was previously composed. The original mould (stamen originate), they say,

which, by nutrition, receives foreign matters, to which it gives a form, is,

properly speaking, the fundamental and essential element of the human body :

it does not change by losing or acquiring these accessory particles of matter.

Hence it follows : (a) that the figure and physiognomy of u man do not change

essentially in his growth or development ; (i) that the human body can never

exceed a certain size, whatever nourishment may be given it ; and (c) that it is

impossible to restore by nutrition one mutilated member. Accordingly, a man

is judged by common sense to have the same body at thirty as at fifteen, because

the original mould and organic conformation are not essentially changed : every

body has its peculiar east, which can belong to no other. (Bergier, art.

insurrection. See also St. Thomas, Supp., q. lxxxii, art. 1.)

6 Et ideo reducetur humana natura per resurrectionem ad statum ultnuie

perfection^, qui est in juvenili retate, ad quam teruiinatur motus augmenti,

et a qua incipit motus decrements (S. Thom., Supp., q. lxxxi, art. 1.)

Bationabilius est dicere quod auctor qui naturam condidit, in resurrectione

naturam corporis integre reparabit. Undo quidquid defectus vel turpitudinls
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"Nothing defective," says St. Augustine, " will then remain

in the body. Those who have been too stout will not take back all

their mass of flesh : whatever exceeds a just proportion will be

considered superfluous. On the other hand, whatever has been

destroyed by sickness or old age will be repaired by the virtue of

Jesus Christ. So, too, with bodies naturally lean and thin : the

Saviour will not only raise them from the dead, but restore to them

all things whatsoever of which they had been deprived by the evils

of life."'

We say, I believe the Resurrection of the body, and not simply,

the Resurrection. It may be asked why the Resurrection of the

dead is called, in the Creed, the Resurrection of the body. Hero

is the reason : worthy of the infinite wisdom that directed the

Apostles. They intended thereby to teach us the immortality of

the soul. As there was reason to fear that it might be supposed to

die with the body, and afterwards be recalled to life with the body,

our masters were careful only to mention in this article the Resur

rection of the body. Their object was to make us understand that

of the two parts which compose man—soul and body—the body

alone is subject to corruption, and must return to the dust from

which it was taken, while the soul is altogether incorruptible and

imperishable.

2. Is the Resurrection certain ? By the eleventh article of the

Creed we make profession of believing that, at the end of time, we

shall rise again from the dead. To show how well founded is this

consoling belief, we shall now proceed to answer the three following

questions: Has the Resurrection of the Dead been always believed ?

Can God raise us from the dead? Will God raise us from the

dead?

I. Has the Resurrection of the Bead been always bettered f Im

mediately after man had fallen into sin, and been condemned to

death, God, to console him, announced to him his future resurrec

tion, by promising him a Redeemer, who, crushing the serpent's

head, would remedy all the effects of sin, and restore to him all the

goods that be had lost—consequently, deliver him one day from

ex corruptione, vel debilitate naturffi, she principiorum naturalium in corpore

fuit, totum in reeurrectione removebitur; sicut febris, lippitudo et similis,:

defectus autem qui ex naturalibus principiis in humano corpore naturaliter

consequuntur, sicut ponderositae, patsibilitas et similia in corporibus

damnatorum erunt ; quos defectus ab electorum corporibus gloria resurrec-

tionis excludet. (S. 1 hom., Supp., q. lux.)

1 City of God, b. XXII, c. xiv-xx ; and St. Thomas, p. Ill, q. lxxxi, et teg.

St Augustine thinks that the martyrs 'will bear on their bodies the marks of

their wound.'. 'I bis will be no deformity. On the contrary, it will add to the

splendour and lustre of these glorious champions of the Faith. (Id., c. xiz.)



death. This consoling promise of the Resurrection, coming from

the mouth of God Himself, was preserved in the memory of men.

We have an illustrious witness hereof in the person of Job.

This just man, in the midst of Gentiles, consoled himself for

the unexampled calamities that had overwhelmed him hy reflecting

on his future resurrection. Here are the sublime words in which

he expresses his belief and confidence : / kno+j that my Redeemer

liveth, and that, at the end of the world, I shall come forth from the

dutt of the tomb ; I shall be clothed again with my body, and in my

flesh and with my own eyes I shall see my God.'

Five hundred years before Jesus Christ the prophet Daniel

announces the General Resurrection in these terms: Those who

sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake ; some to everlasting life,

othert to everlasting reproach.' This belief was perpetuated without

interruption among the Jews to the time of Our Lord. Is there

any other proof required than the answer of Martha, the sister of

Lazarus ? The Saviour having asked her whether she believed that

her brother should rise again, Yes, she answered, 1 know that he

shall rise again at the Last Day in the General Resurrection.'

Pagans themselves, at least in certain countries, preserved

a confused belief of this fundumental truth, as is shown by various

passages of their authors, and by the general care which they took

of the dead. On this subject we cannot resist the pleasure of

quoting from Zend-Avesta, that is, the Living Word, or the sacred

book of the Parsees. In reading it one would imagine that he was

listening to Job or Isaias.

" It is in the law, on the subject of the resurrection of the dead,

that in the last year of the world Sosiosch shall appear. . . . that

he shall revive the dead, as it is said :—Zoroaster consulted Ormuzd,

saying : The wind carries away the body, the water carries it

away ; how shall it be restored, how shall the resurrection be

accomplished ? Ormuzd answered : It is by me that the brilliant

heaven of stars is scattered over space, whose duty it is, by show

ing its face, to give light from afar. It is by me that the earth

exists, the earth on which walks the Master of the world. It is by

me that the sun, the moon, and the stars rise in the clouds with

their luminous bodies. It is I who give the grain, which, sinking

into the earth, grows anew and multiplies abundantly. It is I who

give veins and roots of various kinds to the trees. It is I who put

in all beings the fire that does not burn them. It is I who place

the young, according to its species, in her that bears it ; and give

to every being the skin, the nails, the blood, the eye, and the ear.

It is I who give man, whose eye sees, whose strength is in his

l Job., zix. , Dan,, 2. 3 Joan., xi, 24.
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breath: when he will rise np he cannot be overcome with the

arm. It i«l I who give every one of these beings.

" Let him who only does evil appear, and endeavour to work

the resurrection. In vain would he attempt it : he could not raise

these things to life. .But this resurrection shall certainly be. All

the dead shall be resuscitated. The soul shall recognise bodies, and

say : This is my father, this is my mother, this is my brother, this

is my sister, these are my friends and relations.

" Then shall appear on earth the assembly of all beings with

man. In this assembly every one shall see the good or the evil

which he has done. Then the just shall be separated from the

darvands. The just shall go to Gorotman ; the darvands shall be

anew precipitated into Douzakh. Then the father shall be

separated from the mother, the sister from the brother, the friend

from the friend: everyone shall be dealt with according to his works.

Those who are pure shall go into the excellent Gorotman. Ormuzd

himself shall raise them up on high : they shall walk under his

protection as long as they shall continue to be. The strength of

Ahriman shall be broken ; he shall be plunged anew into thick

darkness. This robber-snake shall be burned in flowing metal*."'

It would be easy to multiply testimonies which prove the

same belief, more or less varied, among the principal nations of

pagan antiquity.*

In the plenitude of time, when the divine light, destined to

illumine the whole world, descended beaming from the eternal

hills, Our Lord boldly proclaimed this truth, and dissipated all the

clouds that error had gathered round this capital point. One day,

having to confound the Sadducees, who denied the Resurrection,

He announced the Last Judgment, and said in express terms:

All the dead shall rise again.' The Apostles taught the same truth :*

the Catholic Church, Jews, and heretics make profession of believing

it. None deny it but certain degraded beings who would wish

that man should be only a beast, because their inclinations are all

beastly.

Now, this belief, which we see beginning with the world and

continuing throughout the course of ages, can come only from God;

and God, when giving it to sinful man, did not wish to sport with

him, but rather to console him.5 In effect, since God said that He

would resuscitate man, He shall do so : He has the power and the

will to do it.

1 Bmn-Dehesch, v. II, p. 411. According to the learaed, the book from

which this passage has been taken was written at least fire hundred years before

the Christian era.

I S. Aug., City of God, b. XXII, c. xxviii. > Joan., v, 26-28.

\ Cor., xt. 1 1 Thets., ir, 12.
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II. Can God raise us from the dead ? Here is the manner in

which Tertullian answers the question : " God can do all things ;

and if you are tempted to doubt that, at His voice, this flesh, re

duced to dust, devoured by beasts, swallowed up by the waves,

scattered by the winds, can become a body again, transport your

self to the moment of the creation, and you shall have no more

difficulty in believing. This world, which on the eve of the

creation did not exist—how was it produced ? . . . And yourselves,

O men ! what were you before being men ? Nothing.

"Why then cannot He, who called you from nothing into

existence, lead you back to it again when He chooses ? Will it be

anything new ? You were not, and you are ; you shall not be, and

you shall begin again to be. Explain to me, if you can, the

mystery of your creation, and I will explain to you that of your

resurrection. Will it be more difficult to become again that which

you were before than to be that which you had not yet been?

Certainly, it is something greater to produce than to repair ; to

give a being than to restore it ; to build a house than to remove

the ruins. To repair, you have materials; to produce, you have

nothing. God was pleased to begin with that which is more

difficult, that it might cost you nothing to believe that which is

less so."'

Thus, God can raise us again from the dead. The thing is

evident. But will He ? This is the third question, which we must

now answer.

III. Will God raise us from the dead 9 Yes. God will raise

us from the dead, and He is so resolved on it that He has promised

to do it. The hour shall come, says the Word Made Flesh, the

Word by whom all things were made, when all those that are in

their graves shall hear the voice of the Son of Man. And they that

hare done good works shall come forth to a blessed life ; and they that

hate done evil shall come forth to their condemnation.' Let us again

hear the Doctor of Nations, St. Paul, instructed immediately by

Our Lord. Behold, he says, / tell you a mystery : we shall all rise

again, but we shall not all be changed. In a moment, at the sound of

the last trumpet, for the trumpet shall sound, the dead shall rise again,

to die no more.3

We will go further and say that God owes it to His justice to

raise all men from the dead. This justice requires that man should

be judged—punished or rewarded—according to his works. But

what is man ? He is not a soul separated from a body, nor a body

i Apol., c. zlriii. See alio the admirable treatise by the game Father,

Ut Resurrect, eara.

* Joan., v, ?8. » 1 Cor., XT. 51,
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separated from a soul : he is the union of both. It is necessary

that man, in body and soul, should appear at the Judgment, inas

much as it is by the flesh, with the flesh, and in the flesh that the

soul does good or evil. It is therefore most just that the flesh—

the companion, the instrument of all his works—should share their

punishment or reward during eternity. But, for this purpose, it

must be reunited to the soul. In other terms, the body must rise

from the dead: this is rigorously demanded by justice. Therefore,

the Resurrection shall take place.'

To help us to believe this mystery, God has multiplied images

of the Resurrection before our eyes. See: every day the light dis

appears as if it were destroyed, and every day it comes back again

as if it were revived. The plants throw away their greenness, and

take it back again, as if they were restored to life. The seeds die

in corruption, and are resuscitated in new germs. Every day we

have within us a sensible image of our death and resurrection.

What is sleep but an image of death, and what is awaking but an

image of the resurrection ?

Hence, we shall rise again.' In vain does pride struggle : it

must, under, pain of falling into inconsistency and absurdity, admit

this mystery. " On the subject of the resurrection," said St.

Augustine to some pretended unbelievers of his time, " the Son of

God predicted two incredible things, namely, that bodies should

rise from the dead, and that the world should believe it ; and He

predicted both long before either should happen. Of these two

incredible things we have seen one already come to pass, namely,

that the world believes an incredible thing, the resurrection of

bodies. Therefore we shall see the other, since that which has

happened is no less difficult to believe. To these two incredible

things add, if you like, a third, which is quite on a par with them,

namely, that the world believed an incredible thing on the word of

a few rude and ignorant men.

"Here now are three things alike incredible, which neverthe

less have occurred : it is incredible that Jesus Christ should have

risen again in the flesh ; it is incredible that the world should have

Delieved such an incredible thing; and it is incredible that a small

number of unlettered and unknown men should have succeeded in

i Seo the development of this argument in Tertullian, De Resurrect, earn ;

S. Aug., Civ. Dei., 1. XXII, c. v.

a Matt., zxti, 13. Propria fides est Chriatianorum resurrectio mortuorum.

Hanc resurrectionem in seipso caput nostrum Chrietus ostendit, et exemplum

fldei nobis prasstitit, ut hoc sperent membra in se quod pnecessit in capite.

(Serm. ccxli, alias de Temp., cxliii. See the passages of the Fathers in Natal.

Alcxand., Ve Symbol.)
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persuading the world and the learned of the world to believe such

an incredible thing. Of these three incredible things our adversaries

will not believe the first ; they are obliged to witness the second ;

and they do not know what to make of the third. As for the first,

it is preached and believed from the land of the rising to that of

the setting sun. If it is not credible, how does it happen that it is

believed throughout the whole earth ? If it is credible, why do not

a handful of obstinates believe that which the whole world

believes?'"

3. When and how shall the Resurrection take place? The

Resurrection shall take place at the end of the world, immediately

before the Last Judgment. Our Lord tells us in express terms

that the dead shall pass from their graves to His tribunal.* It shall

be done in the twinkling of an eye. At the beginning of the world

God said, Let light be, and light was. This same voice, so powerful

as to draw in one moment the universe from nothingness, shall be

no less powerful to awake in one moment from their sleep all the

generations of men, buried in the silence of the tomb.

However widely the different parts of the same bodies may

have been separated, it matters little. He who every day makes

the light run in eight minutes a hundred millions of miles—what

do I say ?—He who sends the electric spark round the earth with

the quickness of thought : shall not He be able to transport in one

moment the elements of bodies from end to end of the world? For

the rest, let us hear the Apostle St. Paul : In a moment, in the

twinkling of an eye, at the sound of the last trumpet, the dead shall rise

again, to die no more.' Then, on all sides, the human race shall

rise, like an immense harvest ; and the Angels of God shall bear

these dead, resuscitated, to the place where the Sovereign Judge

shall await them to pronounce their sentence.4 Great God ! what

a sight! And we shall be there: both you who read these

lines, and I who write them !

4. Shall the Resurrection be universal ? Yes, it shall ; that is,

all mankind, without exception, shall rise again : and it should be

so. Let us hear the Supreme Lord: Verily, verily, I say unto you

that the hour cometh when all that are in their graves shall hear the

voice of the Son of God, and those who have done good shall come forth

to the resurrection of life, but those who have done evil, to the resur-

rection ofjudgment.* The Great Apostle, commenting on the words of

the Divine Master, says with much elegance : We shall all rise again,

all without exception; as in Adam all die, so in Jesus Christ all shall

l Civ. Dei., 1. XXVII, c. v. » Joan., v, 28. > 1 Cor., xt, 52.

* Maii.,TxiT, SI. (SeeCorn.aLapideinl Cor., xv, 52, and in 1 Thess.,% 15.;

5«/«h»,t,25-28.
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be made to live ; the reparation, lite the ruin, shall be universal.'

Moreover, it is necessary, as we have seen, that the just should

receive their reward, and the wicked their punishment. Now, this

cannot be but by the resurrection of both.

5. In what sense is the Resurrection an advantage of the

Church? Since all men, good and bad, must rise again, it seems

wrong to say that the Resurrection is an advantage of the Church.

At the first glance, it certainly does seem wrong ; but, in reality, it

is not so. All men shall doubtless rise again to the natural life.

But only the children of the Church, who have died after receiving

the forgiveness of their sins, shall rise to the enjoyment of eternal

happiness. The wicked, on the other hand, that is, those who

leave this world without having been purified from their sins, shall

rise to be eternally miserable. This is the reason why their life is

called a continual death rather than a true life. Accordingly, the

true, the only desirable resurrection shall be the exclusive portion

of those who die purified from their sins. Now, this purification

from sin, actual as well as original, is found only in the Church.

It is in this sense, and with the utmost reason, that the Resurrec

tion of the Body is numbered among the advantages of the

Church.'

6. What shall be the qualities of risen bodies? The first

quality of risen bodies shall be immortality. It is a matter of ,

Faith that our bodies, previously subject to death, shall become

really immortal after the Resurrection, without distinction of good

or bad. We are indebted for this glorious privilege to the victory

which Our Lord gained over death, as we see by the express

declarations of Scripture.

He shall east death down headlong for ever, says Isaias, speaking

of the Saviour.3 Osee makes Him say : 0 death, I will be thy

death I* On which point, St. Paul assures us that death was the last

enemy vanquished by Jesus Christ ;5 and St. John, that death shall

be no more.6 It ought to be so. On the one hand, it is becoming

that the merits of Jesus Christ, which destroyed the empire of

death, should be more powerful than the sin of Adam; on the

other, the justice of God demands that the good should rejoice

eternally in a blessed life, and that the wicked should - suffer

eternally in a most wretched life, seeking death without finding it,

and desiring it without being able to obtain it.

Accordingly, the first quality of risen bodies shall be immor

tality. This quality shall be common to the good and the bad.

There are others, which shall belong exclusively to the bodies of

• 1 Cor., iv 51 . » Bellar., Dottr, crist., 62. » JU., xxv, 8.

* Otte. xm, 14. » 1 Cor., xT, 26. 6 Apoc., zxi, 4.
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the Saints, and which shall render them incomparably more excel

lent than they were on earth. The Fathers of the Church, resting

on the words of the Apostle, enumerate four of these qualities as

the principal ones : impassibility, splendour, agility, and subtility.

Impassibility will prevent the bodies of the Saints from being

subject to any grief, pain, or inconvenience. No heat, no cold, no

accident can touch them. The body is sown cotruptible, says St.

Paul ; iif shall rite incorruptible.' Now, theologians have applied

to this gift the name of impassibility rather than incorruptibility, in

order to express that which is peculiar to the bodies of the

good. These alone shall be impassible, while the bodies of the

reprobate, incorruptible as they shall really be, shall nevertheless

be sensible to all the impressions of heat, cold, and other sufferings.

Splendour will render the bodies of the Saints as bright as the

sun. Thejust, says Our Lord in St. Matthew, shall shine as the sun

in the kingdom of My Father.' And to confirm this promise, Ho

wrought before the eyes of His Apostles the miracle of His Trans

figuration. St. Paul, to express this quality, sometimes calls it

brightness, sometimes glory. Jesus Christ, he says, shall reform

our vile and abject body, by rendering it like to His glorious body.'

This brightness will gush forth from the supreme felicity of the

soul, and diffuse itself like light over the whole body. Hence,

the body shall be happy with the happiness of the soul, which shall

be perfectly happy by its participation in the infinite happiness of

God Himself. This gift shall not, like that of impassibility, be

equally distributed to all. Among the Saints there shall be the

same difference of splendour and brilliancy as we remark among the

stars. One is the brightness of the sun, says St. Paul, another the

"brightness of the moon, and another the brightness of the stars. So

shall it be in the resurrection of bodies.*

Agility will deliver the body from the heaviness that now

oppresses it, and the soul will be able to pass whithersoever it

desires with as much ease as speed. So teach St. Augustine and

8t. Jerome most clearly.5

Subtility will render the body perfectly submissive to the soul,

which shall always find therein a fitting instrument for the execu

tion of its designs. Wondrous privilege ! which St. Paul reveals

to us in these words : That which teas laid in the earth a natural

body, shall rise again a spiritual body.6

i 1 Cor., xv, 42. * Mail., xiii, 43. * PhUip., Iii, 21. « 1 Cor., xv, 41.

» City of God, b. II, e. xviii, 20 ; b. XXII, e. ii ; on Isaias, Ix.

* 1 Cor., xt, 44. See St. Thomas, who enters into the most minute detail!

regarding the state of risen bodies, P. iii, q. lxxxii, art. 4, and the questions

following. Seealso the General Summary at the end of Vol. IT of the CatecLiim.

vol. n. 20
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Long developments would be superfluous to show the salutary

influence of the eleventh article of the Creed. It is evident that

nothing is more useful to society than the belief of a future resur

rection. What would become' of the world, O my God ! if the

present life were the end of all things, and nothingness the common

lot of just and unjust, oppressed and oppressors ? On the other

side, the dogma of the Resurrection is so consoling to the just, and

so terrible to sinners, that we ought, even in consideration of our

temporal interests, to thank God with our whole heart for having

vouchsafed to reveal this admirable truth to little ones, while He

has left the wise in ignorance of it.

If from society you descend to individuals, how can you fail to

see that the certainty of the Resurrection is the surest means of

consoling ourselves and others on the death of those who are dear

to us ? Weep for your dead, says the Apostle to us, but do not

weep like those who have no hope.' Is there anything more efficacious

than the thought of our resurrection to encourage us in all the

afflictions and miseries of life : and is not this the very lesson that

the example of the holy man Job teaches us ? How sweet it is for

the Christian, when stretched on the bed of sorrow, and beholding

himself expire little by little, to be able to say with the utmost

confidence : " These members, which this cruel sickness racks, and

these senses, which it weakens, shaR one day be restored to me im

passible and glorious !"

In fine, is there anything better calculated than the thought of

the Resurrection to induce Christians to lead a pure and sinless

life ? Is there anything, above all, more proper to inspire us with

a religious respect for our bodies ? If I make my body an instru

ment of sin, it shall reappear a vessel of ignominy. If I make it an

instrument of virtue, it shall reappear a vessel of honour, to the

knowledge of the whole world. How can we be so blind as not to

devote ourselves with earnestness to the practice of good works

when we seriously reflect on the glory that is to follow the Resur

rection and repay virtue? How can we be so foolish as not to

repress our passions and avoid sin if we call to mind the torments

and shame that are reserved for the wicked, when, on the Day of

the Resurrection, they shall make their appearance to be judged ? •

I am not surprised that this thought should have moved millions

of Christians, of every age and condition, to lead an angelic life in

mortal flesh. I am not surprised that, from the sole thought of the

Resurrection, the martyrs should have drawn that courage, that

joy even, which they displayed in the midst of their torments.'

Out of a thousand examples let us cite that of the Alachabeea.

' 1 Then., iv, 12 1 See Nat Ales., De Symb., eccliv et ieq.
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The cruel Antiochus, having become Master of Judea, issued an

edict obliging the Jews to renounce their religion. Those who

refused to obey it were treated with the utmost cruelty. Among

their number was a family—for ever celebrated in the history of

martyrs—the family of the Machabees, consisting of a mother and

seven sons. Threats, and promises, and all other measures

imaginable were employed to induce them to apostatise ; but it

was in vain. . •

Then the tyrant ordered them to be put to the most excruciating

tortures. They all endured them with an heroic courage, supported

by the thought of the Resurrection. The second of the seven

sons, being on the point of breathing his last, said to the king :

" Thou takest away the present life from us ; but the King of the

World, for whose glory we die, will one day raise us up again to

everlasting life." The third added, with admirable confidence : " I

received these members from Heaven ; but I now sacrifice them in

defence of the laws of God, because I have the hope that He will

one day restore them to me." The rest spoke in the same manner,

and showed the same constancy.

The most excellent mother of these pious children had exhorted

them to die with courage, saying: "The Creator of the world will

restore to you again, in His mercy, both breath and life." She her

self suffered death with a firmness that amazed the tyrant. Happy

mother of seven martyrs, it was most just that she should share

their crown ! The condition on which we shall attain to a glorious

resurrection is that we suffer in a Christian manner.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having com

municated to me, by Thy holy grace, the germ of a new life ; grant,

O my God ! that I may live and die piously, so as to rise again

gloriously.

I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I will

every day ask the grace of a happy death.
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LESSON XXVII.

MB TOOT WITH THE NEW ADAM BY FAITH (continued.)

Twelfth Article of the Creed. Certainty of Life Everlasting. Definition;

Nature. Essential Happiness of the Saints; Accidental Happiness.

Aureolas. Fourth AdTantage of the Church. Obligation of professing

the Faith,

The twelfth article of the Greed is the natural consequence of the

eleventh, and the glorious crowning of the Catholic Faith. After

speaking of the Resurrection of the true children of the Church,

it was necessary that the Apostles should make known to us what

is reserved for those who shall have the happiness of parti

cipating therein. They tell it to us by the immediate mention of

Life Everlasting.

This consoling truth is placed at the end of the Symbol to

remind man : (a) that Heaven is his end—that for it God the

Father created him, God the Son redeemed him, God the Holy

Ghost sanctified him, the Church nourishes and protects him as a

beloved child, so that all the works of the Holy Trinity, explained

in the preceding lessons, tend to this same end ; and (i) that Heaven

ought to be the object of all his thoughts and actions, the term of his

life, as it shall be the reward of his fidelity. May it be so for me,

and for all who are dear to me 1

We say I believe life everlasting to show that we hold beyond

all doubt that after the present life there shall be another without

end, which shall be filled with every desirable good for soul and

body, and which the just shall enjoy, each one according to his

merits. Like a miserable eternity, a blessed eternity has been the

object of the belief of all peoples from the beginning of the world.

We find the proofs of this in the historians, the poets, the monu

ments, the religious usages of antiquity.

But, like every other truth, this one had been obscured by the

passions. It was necessary that Our Lord should proclaim it anew

and place it beyond the reach of all human contradiction. He did

so by declaring in formal terms that the Jwt shall go into lift

everlasting.' The Apostles continued the teaching of their Master

by inserting His very words in the Symbol.

The words Life Everlasting designate not only the eternity of the

existence of the Saints, but also the eternity of their happiness. The

principal reason why the sovereign happiness was so called was to re-

' Et ibunt hi in supplicium sternum, justi autetn in ritam ssternam.

(Matt., xzt, 46.) Justorum animte in manu Dei sunt, et non tonget illos tor-

mantum mortis. (Sap., iii.)
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move altogether the idea that it should consist in the enjoyment of

frail, corporeal, perishable things. The name Life Everlasting tells as

also that felicity, once acquired, can never be lost. Now, felicity,

properly so called, comprises every good without any mixture of

evil. Since it ought to satisfy all the desires of man, it should be

eternal ; otherwise, fear and anxiety would bring inevitable tor

ments to the elect.

Lastly, the expression Lift Everlasting helps us to conceive how

great is the happiness of the Saints in Heaven. Life is the greatest

good that we can naturally desire. Happiness is presented to us

here under the name of Life Everlasting, life by excellence, the

true life.

"Wherever," says St. Augustine, "you hear the Scripture

speak of life, banish from your mind every idea of pain or torment.

For to be always in torments is an eternal death, and not a life.

The sacred books call it the second death, the death which shall

succeed that in which we live on earth. It is called the second

death, the real death, and yet no one dies therein. It would be

better to say that no one lives therein ; for, I repeat, to live always

in anguish is not to live. This is the reason why the Scripture

says : They that have done good shall come forth to the resurrection of

life. It does not say of a blessed life, but only of life ; for the mere

name of life implies beatitude."'

If then there is nothing more loved than this life, which is so

short, so full of miseries, and so worthy of being called a death,

with what zeal, with what ardour ought we to seek that everlast

ing life in which, exempt from every evil, we shall enjoy every good !

But how can we explain the nature of the heavenly life ? No

human tongue can describe it. St. Paul assures us that the eye

has not seen, nor the ear heard, nor the heart ever conceived any

thing like the happiness which God reserves for the Just in eternity.

Let us content ourselves with stammering over a few words in

regard to it, and say in general that the happiness of eternal life

comprises, on the one hand, an exemption from every evil, and, on

the other, an enjoyment of every good.

An exemption from every evil. It is said expressly in the

Apocalypse that the blessed shall no more hunger or thirst ; that

neither the sun nor burning winds shall any more inconvenience them ;

thai God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes ; that death shall

be no more; that sorrows shall be at an end.'

An enjoyment of every good. Our Lord reveals it to us in this

astonishing expression : Well done, good andfaithful servant ! enter

into the joy of thy Master ?' Accordingly, the joy of the blessed is

1 Lib. II, De Civ. Dei, c. xviii. Apoc., xxi, 4. > Matt, xzt, 21 .
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so great that it cannot enter into hearts, but hearts must enter into

it, must be surrounded by aDd penetrated with it. They shall be

lost in its abyss, as fishes in the depths of the ocean. In a word,

they shall be wholly satiated with joy. How shall this delightful

mystery be accomplished ? By participation in two kinds of goods,

which form eternal beatitude. These goods are essential and

accidental.

True beatitude, that which is called essential, consists in the

vision of God and the knowledge of His infinite beauty— the source

of all created beauty and amiability. We shall see God face to

face, such as He is; we shall possess Him ; we shall love Him,

without any fear of ever losing Him. We shall see the Father,

infinitely powerful, who created us ; the Son, infinitely wise, who

redeemed us; and the Holy Ghost, infinitely good, who sanctified us.'

We shall not only see God, but we shall love and possess Him,

without the slightest fear of ever losing Him.

Yet the happiness of the Saints shall not be equal : it shall be

regulated according to the merits of each one. But this inequality

shall not be productive of jealousy, nor diminish in the smallest

degree the happiness of a single individual. All shall be content,

for every Saint shall know in the clearest manner that God rewards

him proportionally to his merits. It shall be in the blessed house

of the Heavenly Father as it is among ourselves. When a father

provides for two of his sons a coat each of the same cloth, the

younger does cot envy that of the elder, though it requires more

cloth than his ; because he knows that it would not fit him. In

the same manner, again, the finger is not jealous of the head,

though the head wears a diadem ; nor is the head jealous of the

finger, though the finger wears a ring.

This is not all yet. We shall not only see God, the source of

all loveliness ; we shall not only possess God, the source of all

good ; we shall not only love God, the source of all delight : but we

shall become like to Him.* The Saints always preserve, it is true,

their own substance; yet they receive an admirable, and, as it

were, a divine strength, which makes them appear rather gods than

human creatures. Though the tongue of man is powerless to

explain so great a wonder, yet we see some image of it in sensible

things. The iron that is placed in the fire takes the appearance

of fire ; and though its substance is not changed, yet it seems

changed.

Thus the Saints, introduced into celestial glory, shall be so in

flamed with the love of God that, though their nature remains un-

• On the

ecclzx.

in which we shall see God, see Nat. Alex., Dt Symb.,

> 1 Joan., iii, 2.
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changed, they shall be as different from those on earth as a fire at

white heat from pieces of coal. To say all in a word, the sovereign

and absolute happiness, which we call essential, consists in the

possession of God. What can be wanting to the perfect happiness

of him who possesses the all-perfect God ?

As for the accidental goods, to enumerate them would be an

endless task. It is even impossible to know them all. We must

know, in general, that all kinds of pleasures which it is possible to

taste or to desire on earth, whether for the mind or for the body,

shall be superabundantly possessed by us in Heaven, but in a immnei

so exalted that, according to the words of the Apostle already

quoted, the eye has not seen, nor the ear heard, nor the heart ofman

ever conceived anything like it.'

To give some idea of it, let us say that the accidental happiness

of the Saints is a consequence of the essential happiness which

they enjoy, and this happiness consists in the complete satisfaction

of all the desires that man, become like the Angels, can have in

regard to his body and his soul. Let us add that the blessed soul

shall enjoy three gifts, raised to their highest perfection, namely,

vision, comprehension (or possession), and fruition—the magnificent

reward of the three theological virtues. Vision is the faculty ol

seeing God face to face: it shall be the reward of Faith. Compre

hension is the faculty of possessing God as the Sovereign Good : it

shall be the reward of Hope. Fruition is the facultyof delightfully

enjoying God, the Beginning and the End of all love: it shall be

the reward of Charity.' These three ineffable felicities shall be so

much the greater as we practise with greater perfection the three

virtues of which they are the reward.

Let us also add that the body shall enjoy four gifts, namely,

splendour, agility, subtility, and impassibility, as we explained in the

preceding article. Moreover, the body and soul of certain classes

of the blessed shall enjoy a particular glory, which is called an

aureola. "The aureola," says St. Thomas, "is the privileged

reward of a privileged victory. As there are three privileged

victories in the three great conflicts which man must sustain on

earth, there are also three aureolas. In the conflict with the flesh,

the privileged victory, that is, the most excellent victory, is

virginity. In the conflict with the world, the victory which may

well be called privileged, since it costs the conqueror his blood and

• 1 Cor., ii, 9. (See further particulars regarding our future state in tha

last lesson of the Catechism, vol. IV.)

« Et sic dotes tres respondent tribus virtutibus theologicie ; scilicet vitio

fldei; spei vero comprehensio; chantati vero fitritionl delectatio. (S. Thom..

Supp., q. xcv, art. 5.)
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his life, is martyrdom. In the conflict with the devil, the victory

which is truly privileged, since it banishes the spirit of darkness

and deceit, not only from our own hearts, but also from the hearts

of others, is preaching. Hence, three orders of Saints in Heaven

enjoy the aureola: virgins, martyrs, and doctors. Among the

last-mentioned we must include catechists—in a word, all those

who, by their words or their writings, teach the truths of salva

tion.'"

Now, what shall this aureola be, and what advantage shall it

procure the Saints who are favoured with it ? In itself, the aureola

shall be a more brilliant radiance of the essential glory of the

Saints. For the soul, it shall be a special felicity, in connexion

with the victory of which it shall be the reward ; for the body, it

shall be a peculiar splendour, which shall distinguish virgins,

martyrs, and doctors among all the blessed.'

Hence, the aureola of virgins shall be a light of fairest white

ness, which shall surround them as a diaphanous cloud, through

which shall be seen the spotless purity of their souls. It shall draw

upon them the admiration and respect of all the heavenly

Jerusalem, with the particular love of Our Lord, whose illustrious

suite they shall form, singing the eternal hymn of their double

victory, that is, their integrity of soul and body.'

The aureola of martyrs shall be a light of rosy purple, which,

surrounding them, shall make every cicatrix on their glorious

bodies shine with incomparable splendour, shall cause them to be

admired as the heroes of the Faith, and shall merit special favours

for them from the Adorable Trinity—above all, from Our Lord

Jesus Christ, the King of Martyrs.4

The aureola of doctors shall be a light like, according to

Scripture, by its brilliancy and colour, to that of the stars of the

firmament, which shall make them known from afar as

the beneficent luminaries whose rays dissipated the darkness of

ignorance and error, which the devil had spread around the Church

militant, and with which he had endeavoured to obscure the in

tellect of every man coming into the world.5

Let us also add, as well to show that admirable charity by

whose effect all the Saints shall have but one heart and one soul,

as to console us on the death of our friends, to excite within us a

desire of Heaven, and to make us rejoice at the approach of death,

that the accidental glory of the Saints shall continue every day,

' Aureola est quoddam privilegiatum premium privilegiate victoria

respondent etc. (Supp., q. xevi, art. 2.)

' Soto. (In iv diet, ilix.) 3 Apoc., xiv, Gloss, in huno he.

* 8. Aug., Serm. i, it Sanel. s Dan., xtii 3.
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every hour, to increase from the moment of their entrance into

Heaven till the end of the world. A simple comparison will

enable us better to appreciate this delightful thought.

Suppose that a man enters a pond in which the water comes up

to his waftt ; the greater the number of men that enter with him

the higher the water rises, without there being, for all this, any

more water in the pond. Thus, although in Heaven the essential

glory, that is, the happiness of seeing and possessing God, is always

the same, yet in proportion as new arrivals take place, the pleasure

of seeing new companions in their happiness really increases the

felicity of the Saints.

The consideration of the happiness of Heaven ought to excite

in our souls a gratitude so much the greater as Everlasting Life is

the fourth advantage of the Church whose children we are.

Heaven shall be only for the Just. The Just. are those who, before

dying, are purified from their sins. Now, the forgiveness of all

kinds of sins is found, as we have shown, only in the Catholic

Church.

The Symbol terminates with the word Amen—so be it! Placed

on our lips at the end of our profession of Faith, the word Amen

means : " Yes, it is so ; all that has been said is true ; I believe it

without a shadow of donbt or hesitation, and I am ready to seal it

with my blood." In effect, we are sometimes obliged to seal the

Faith with our blood, as happened to the martyrs of the Early

Church, and as still happens to the Christians of China.

As for us, it is commanded us not only to believe in the depths

of our hearts, but also on many occasions to manifest our Faith out

wardly.' This sacred duty was imposed on us by the Saviour

Himself, when He said : Whosoever shall confess Me be/ore men, 1

will also confess him before My Father who is in Heaven ; on the

contrary, whosoever shall deny Me before men, I will also deny him

before my Father who is in Heaven.*

There are three ways in which we make profession of our

Faith before men : (a) by our words and works; (i) by the recital

of the Creed, if such is necessary ; and (c) by the Sign of the

Cross, which is an abridgment of our whole belief. One is

obliged to profess his Faith when interrogated juridically con

cerning his belief ; when, without being interrogated juridically,

he knows that his silence would be construed into an act of

apostasy, and would scandalise the neighbour ; in fine, when he

has to fulfil any outward duty of Religion. In this last case, one

professes his Faith by his works. One denies it, on the contrary,

' Rom., x, 10. » Matt., x, 32, 33.
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in a manner, when through human respect he fails in the duty

imposed on him.'

The abridgment of what we ought to believe, in order to unite

ourselves by Faith with the New Adam, and to share in the fruits

of His Redemption, both for time and eternity, the Symbol is the

admirable means by which the Messias has delivered the human

mind from its old errors, and placed it beyond the reach of new

ones. Whoever believes the Symbol possesses the truth. Who

ever refuses to believe it condemns himself to the most humiliating

uncertainties.

Hail, Catholic Symbol ! source of wisdom, principle of virtue

for individuals, thou art no less necessary or useful for society !

Ungrateful society !—why should it despise thy benefits ? It was

thou, O Sun of truth 1 that, appearing eighteen centuries ago above

the horizon of the world, buried under the thick shades of

paganism, didst put to flight those hosts of ridiculous divinities

before which philosophers, peoples, and princes bowed their heads

to the ground. It w us thou that didst deliver the human race from

the gross superstitions that degraded it : it is thou that dost still

deliver it from the same evils ! It is thou that, shining on every

mind that cometh into the world, dost give it the most just ideas

of God and man—man in his origin, his duty, his destiny, and

the august society which unites him with the Father of all

creatures 1

Sublime summary of the doctrine of the Legislator who came

down from Heaven, it is to thee that modern society owes that

civilisation which is its glory ! From ideas and beliefs come the

morals, the laws, and the institutions of peoples. It was thou that,

substituting Catholic for Jewish and pagan ideas, didst change the

face of the earth, and give to Christian nations that brilliant

superiority which distinguishes them ! It was thou that didst

reform the ideas that were anciently entertained concerning the

slave, concerning woman, concerning the child, concerning the

prisoner, concerning the poor, concerning the powers of kings and

the duties of subjects !

Integral part of Christianity, thou art as necessary to society

as Christianity itself ! Thy twelve articles are like twelve pillars,

brighter than gold and stronger than adamant, which raise so high

and support so well the social edifice among Catholic nations : let

one of them be shaken, and the edifice falls to ruins ! Emanation

of the divine intelligence, it is thou that dojst give the human in

telligence that vigour, that elevation, that light which is the prin-

1 Coufitentur so uosso Doum, factis autem negant. ( Til., i, 16.)
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ciple of its noble success in all the sciences 1 It is thou that dost

supply the sciences with their starting-point, and furnish them with

the solution of their deepest problems !

O men ! O modern nations ! so wondrously exalted by the

Catholic Creed, why then do you not fall on your knees before this

salutary teaching ? Why, ye ungrateful ! do ye despise it ?

Search the creeds of non-catholic peoples, the systems of philoso

phers, the regenerating schemes of ancient and modern politicians,

what will you dare to compare with it, what will you dare to put

in its place ? Ah ! rather cast away those deplorable errors by

which you have been too long oppressed, and rally sincerely round

the Creed which has civilised the world, that is to say, which has

drawn you forth from barbarism and which prevents you from

relapsing into that dreadful state.

To love it with your whole hearts, only reflect on the following

questions :—"What were the most celebrated nations of the world

in religion, in politics, in true civilisation before the promulgation

of the Catholic Symbol? "What are those that are still unac

quainted with it ? What becomes of those that despise it? See :

the answer to all these questions is before your eyes. And this

answer, by showing you the important place which the Catholic

Symbol occupies in religion, in politics, in science, will fill

you with admiration for a benefit so much ignored, and with

gratitude towards the God who vouchsafed to grant it to you.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having given

me the Symbol to enlighten my mind, and to show me the way to

Heaven ; grant me the grace never to follow any other light.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love,

I will always show myself a Christian.

LESSON XXVIII.

OUR TJSIOir WITH THE NEW ADAM RY HOPE.

Hope : its Definition ; its Foundations ; its Necessity ; its Qualities. Sim

opposed to Hope. Objects of Hope : Grace and Glory. Necessity of

Grace. Co-operation with. Grace. Different kinds of Grace. Effects of

Grace.

Br Faith, uniting our mind with the mind of the New Adam, we

are healed of our errors and our ignorance : under this first head,

we participate in the fruits of the Redemption. Yet, important as
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this onion is, it does not suffice. Faith alone cannot save us. The

reason is simple : by Faith alone our union with the Saviour is

only begun. Our will must be united to Him. It was not merely

our understanding that was degraded by sin, and that should be

re-established in the supernatural order, but also our will. If,

then, Faith rehabilitates our understanding, by delivering it from

ignorance, and communicating to it the divine thoughts of the

New Adam, Hope rehabilitates our will, by the communication of

supernatural strength and divine inclinations.

This second manner of uniting ourselves with Jesus Christ will

now occupy our attention, and Hope will become the subject of our

lessons. Now, Hope holds a middle place between Faith and

Charity ; and Faith, Hope, and Charity are, as we have already

said, according to St. Augustine and St. Thomas, the three steps

that raise us to a union with the New Adam. Hope depends on

Faith, because it is supported thereby ; it depends on Charity,

because it finds its perfection therein. " Faith," says Origen, " is

the foundation of the edifice; Hope, its walls; Charity, its roof."'

It is easy to see by this that these three virtues, like three sisters,

assist one another, favour one another, perfect one another.

These essential observations clearly show the usefulness of our

plan, and the whole economy—at once so simple and so compre

hensive—of the work of the Redemption. Let us now study Hope

in itself, and for this purpose let us answer the following ques

tions :—What is Hope ? What are its foundations ? What is its

necessity ? What are its qualities ? What sins are opposed to it ?

What are its objects ? By what means is it obtained ?

1. What is Hope? Hope is a gift of God, and a supernatural

virtue, by which we expect with confidence all that God has

promised us. We say that Hope is a gift, that is, a favour

gratuitously bestowed—a virtue, that is, a strength, an aptitude,

which disposes the soul to expect with confidence—supernatural,

' Puto quod prima salutis initio, et ipsa fundamenta fides est ; profectus

' two et augments tedificii spes est ; peri'ectio autem et culraen totius opens

charitas est, et ideo major omnium dicitur ebaritas. (Orig., In epist. ad

Rom., e. iv.) Origen does not mean, any more than ire, to saj hereby that

Faith is the first grace : a condemned proposition.—Fides absolute praecedit

spem. . . . objectum cnim spei proponitur nobis per fidem, per quam nobis

innotescit quod ad vitam aeternam possumus pervenire, et quod ad hoc

paratum est nobis divinum auxilium. ... In via generations spes est prior

charitate. . . . Spes enim introducit charitatem in quantum aliquis sperens

remunerari a Deo, accenditur ad amandum Deum et servandum praeeepta ejus.

Sed, secundum ordinem perfections, charitas prior est natural iter, et ideos

adveniente charitate, spes perfectior redditur, quia de ainicis maxima speramu,,

(S. Thorn., 2a 2k, q. xvii, art. 7 et 8, corp.)
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because it conies from God and has for its object those good things

to which man cannot attain of himself, and to which he does not

possess any right by his nature.

But, as we explained in the first part of the Catechism, God

having gratuitously destined man for a supernatural end, He

promised him the means to arrive thereat. All that God has promised

us, then, signifies the possession of Himself in Heaven, and the means

to come to this possession ; in other terms, Grace in this world and

Glory in the next.

2. What are the foundations of Hope ? The foundations of our

Hope are the fidelity of God to His promises, and the merits of Our

Lord. The fidelity of God : nothing more solid than this founda

tion. God can no more deceive us than He can cease to be God.

Now, God would deceive us if He were to fail in His promises ;

for they are formal, repeated a thousand times, and accompanied

with oaths.

Let us add, fully to reassure ourselves, and to make our Hope

an immovable anchor, that in God these promises are united to all

the conditions necessary for their fulfilment, namely, infinite

power, wisdom, and goodness. He is infinitely powerful : nothing

can prevent Him from keeping His promises. He is infinitely

wise : nothing can make Him forget His promises, or ignore our

petitions, or despise our wants. He is infinitely good : He cannot

and will not sport with us. As a building on its foundations, so

Hope rests, in the first place, oa the fidelity of God—on the in

finite power, wisdom, and goodness of God : immutable perfections,

to which it renders a solemn homage.

It rests, in the second place, on the merits of Our Lord. On the

one hand, these merits are infinite; they suffice, consequently, to

obtain for us all that is necessary to our salvation. On the other

hand, these merits are ours ; we can, therefore, make use of them

with confidence. The price of all the graces that we solicit has

been paid in advance : God Himself has accepted it. He has engaged

to grant us all that we shall ask through the merits of His Son.

There is only one thing that can disturb our security; it is the

apprehension of our own unworthiness and inconstancy. Hence it

is that we cannot have, so long as we are in this world, an abso

lute certainty. "We can indeed have a moral certainty that we are

in the state of grace, and this assurance suffices to calm us. The

proof that we can have this moral assurance is that the Church

commands all her children to communicate. Now, she would

guard against imposing such a precept on them, if they could not

be assured, as far as it is possible in the actual order of Providence,

that they are in the friendship of God.
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3. "What is the necessity of Hope ? Hope is an absolute neces

sity for salvation. As a matter of fact, we cannot arrive at salva

tion without fulfilling the will of God. Now, the express will of

God is that we believe His fidelity to His promises, and that we

confidently expect everlasting beatitude, with all the means to

attain it. By not hoping in God, do we not offer Him the grossest

insult ? There is then a formal, a direct precept, which rigorously

imposes on all the duty of hoping, and of making acts of Hope.'

This is intimated to us in every page of the Scripture. Among

the transgressions with which Saul was reproached, God placed

the violatiou of this commandment. He did not hope in the Lord :

therefore he should die.' St. Paul, writing to Timothy, says :

Charge the faithful not to trust in uncertain riches, but in the living

God.s In his Epistle to the Hebrews he seems to express himself

in a still more positive manner : Every one coming to God must

believe that He is, and that He is a Rewardtr.* Must—behold the

precept! Rewarder—behold the obligation of expecting eternal

beatitude from God !

This duty of hoping is so imperative that it is an indispensable

condition of our salvation. It is by Hope that we are saved, adds the

Great Apostle.4 Not only are we obliged to preserve that habitual

Hope which we received in Baptism, but we are bound to make

formal acts of Hope. The circumstances in which we ought to

elicit them are : (a) when we come to the use of reason ; (i) when

we are assailed by any great temptation of despair; (c) frequently

during the course of life, as we explained in treating of faith ;

and (d) at the point of death.

4. What are the qualities of Hope ? Hope ought to be super

natural, firm, and universal. It ought to be supernatural: it is on

the goodness, wisdom, and power of God, and His fidelity to

His promises, as well as on the infinite merits of Our Lord, that

we ought to rely for the obtaining of everlasting bliss. He who

would rely for his salvation on his own good works or on the sup

port of any creature, excluding the supernatural and gratuitous

help which God gives us by His Grace, would not only be wanting

in true Hope, but would sin mortally against both Faith and

Hope.

Not that we ought not to do good works and rely upon them ; but

we ought only to regard them as a secondary means, whose value

is derived wholly from their connexion with Grace. In effect,

since eternal life is proposed to us as a crown, and no one is

i S. Thom., 2« 2*\ q. ixii, art. 1, corp. s 1 Parol., x. a l Timoth., vi.

• « Hcb., xi, 6. » Spe sal?i facti siunue. (Rom., viii.)
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crowned unless he fights well, it is evident that, to obtain this

crown, good works are required of us, not—to repeat it once more—

08 they are in themselves and apart from Grace, but as done with

the help of God.'

Hope ought to be firm. We ought to expect with immovable

confidence the good things which God has promised us, because

nothing can equal the fidelity of God to His promises, or the

merits of Our Lord accepted by Him, as the price of that Heaven

which is reserved for us, and of that Grace which, is necessary for

us to obtain it. But if, on God's side, our Hope ought to be

immovable, it ought not to be so on our own, because of our in

constancy. To give it this character, as far as is compatible with

human weakness, we must, as St. Peter says, endeavour, by our

good works and the faithful performance of our duties, to make our

vocation to eternal happiness more and more sure.

Hope ought to be universal, that is, ought to extend to all

those things which God has promised, without exception or

diminution. To expect the fulfilment of one promise, and not to

expect with as much confidence that of another, would be to

annihilate Hope, whose foundations are ever the same. Like Faith,

Hope cannot be divided. It is whole and entire, complete and

universal, or not at all.

5. What are the sins opposed to Hope ? Is it possible to sin

against a virtue which ought to be so sweet to us, poor exiles in

this valley of tears ? Alas, yes ! and we sin against it in two

manners, by excess and by defect, by presumption and by despair.

Those sin by presumption who flatter themselves with the idea

of being able to obtain pardon for their sins without renouncing

and detesting them ; to live virtuously without controlling their

passions, without often reflecting on the truths of salvation, with

out disposing themselves for a worthy frequentation of the Sacra

ments ; to die the death of the saints without living the life of the

just, without observing faithfully the commandments of God and

the Church.

The presumptuous expose themselves to the greatest danger of

losing their souls. Witness the sinner who lived for a long time

in forgetfulness of his duties, and who was accustomed to say : " I

have plenty of time to be converted ; at the end of my life I will

save myself by two or three words." One day, as he is out riding,

he wishes to cross a bridge, half broken down. His horse becomes

restive, and to make it advance he gives it the spur. But the

horse begins to prance and rear, and finally leaps into the water,

* Mayol., Praambul. ad Decal, q. ii, p. 836.
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where the unfortunate man is drowned, without heing able to utter

anything else than these two or three words of anger and despair :

May the devil talx us both !

To correct oneself of presumption, it is necessary to reflect on

this warning of the Wise Man : Say not : The mercy of God is

great, and He will pardon the multitude of my sins ; for mercy and

wrath come from Him, and His eyes are on the sinner.' It is neces

sary to remember that all the Saints made great efforts to be saved ;

that Our Lord said that no one would be crowned who had not

fought well ; that, to be glorified, we must be in a manner

crucified ; that the way to Heaven is strait, and the gate narrow ;

that the kingdom of Heaven suffers violence, and must be taken by

force.

One sins against Hope by defect when he neglects to make acts

of this virtue at proper times ; also, when he allows himself to fall

into despair—let the reason be because he looks upon his sins as too

enormous or too numerous to obtain forgiveness for them, or

because he considers his passions too violent, his evil habits too

deeply rooted, ever to be able to set himself free from them, or

because he is afflicted and disquieted beyond measure for the least

imperfection, after the manner of scrupulous persons, who seem to

imagine that God is always on the watch to surprise them, or, in

fine, because he does not trust sufficiently in Providence and

abandons himself to excessive anxieties regarding the wants

of life. The state of despair is a frightful state. " Sin," says one

of the Saints, " brings death to the soul, and despair places an

insuperable obstacle to its resurrection."*

The remedy for despair is to call before one's eyes the infinite

goodness with which God provides for the birds of the air and even

for the smallest insects, but especially His mercy, which nothing

can weary or exhaust. It must be borne in mind that He has

forgiven many great sinners ; that He never despises a contrite

heart; that there is no sin except final impenitence unpardonable.

We must consider the wonderful facility with which He forgave

David, Magdalen, St. Augustine, St. Peter, and the Good Thief.'

He would have forgiven Judas himself, if Judas had asked forgive

ness.

It will encourage one to read the parable of the Lost Sheep or

the Prodigal Son, or the history of Our Lord's Passion. In a word,

it is necessary to recollect that we have in God a most tender

i Eccl., v, 6.

* Perpetrare flagitium aliquod, mors animx est ; sed desptrare est descenders

in internum. (S. laid., Lib., de term. Son., c, xi.)

» See our HUtoire du bon Larron,, one vol., duod.
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Father, who sincerely desires that all His children should be con

verted and saved; in Jesus Christ a charitable Saviour, who loved

us so much as to die for us, and who loves us so much as to give

Himself to us; in Mary a Mother full of clemency, who is the

refuge of all sinners, even the most despairing; in the Angels and

Saints powerful intercessors.'

6. What are the objects of Hope ? The first and noblest object

of Hope is eternal beatitude—in other words, the possession of

God and the joys of which He is the source, for all eternity. Such

is the sublime degree to which Christian Hope elevates us.

Bounding through all space, leaving behind it all created goods,

however precious, however seducing, it pierces, according to the

expression of St. Paul, into the sanctuary where God unveils the

wonders of His being. There, attaching itself to the Being of

Beings, it wishes never more to be separated from Him, until it has

made Him its everlasting conquest and possession.'

The second object of Hope is Grace. Hereby we must under

stand all the means that are necessary to arrive at eternal beatitude.

2fow, it is during life, while our soul is united to our body, that we

must labour to obtain everlasting happiness. Whence it follows

that all that is necessary for the life of the soul and the life of the

body is the secondary object of Hope. God, who desires the end,

also desires the means. This is the reason why He commands us

to expect and every day to ask of Him the possession of His

kingdom ; afterwards, bread, that is to say, all that is spiritually

and corporally necessary for us to labour, during the days of our

mortal pilgrimage, for the attainment of the beatitude which He

has promised us.

It is therefore permitted us to ask of God all the goods that we

require for soul and body, but only with a view to our last end.

To ask them only to rest in them with complacency, without

making them serve as steps to raise us to Heaven, is a criminal

disturbance of order, is a degradation of the soul.3 In short,

Glory, that is, the possession of God for eternity, and, on earth,

Grace, which is the beginning of Glory : these are the objects of

Christian Hope.' "What are all other hopes in comparison with this ?

• See S. Aug., lit Ps. rnviii, n. 9.

, Spet incedit usque ad interiors velaminia. (Heb., vi, 19.)

* Proprium et principale objectum spei est beatitudo feternn: . .

Qiuecumque alia bona non debemus a Deo petere nisi in ordinu ad beatitudinem

xternam. (S. Thom., 2» 2", q. xvii, art. 2.)

« Quia et divina gratia Dei ait et largitio quodammodo ipsius divinitatia.

(Caasian., de Incara. Chr., lib. II., c. vi.) Sic igitur per hoc, quod dicitur

homo gratiam Dei habere, aignificatur quiddam superaaturale in homine a Deo

proveniens. (S. Tbom., p. I., q. et, art 1.)

vol.. IX. 21
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In the preceding lesson we spoke of Glory, and we will speak

of it again in the last part of the Catechism. It remains to speak

of Grace, which must conduct us to Glory. The answers to the

following questions suffice to teach us what we ought to know re

garding this inestimable gift of God : What is Grace ? Is Grace

necessary for us ? Does Grace alone save us ? Does Grace destroy

our liberty ? Which are the different kinds of Grace ? Is Grace

always at our disposal ? What are the effects of Grace ? What is

the excellence of Grace?

1, What is Grace ? Considered in its essence, Grace is a divine

principle or element which really makes us the children of God

and the heirs of His glory.' In its relations with us, Grace ia

defined a supernatural help or gift which God bestows gratuitously

on us, in consideration of the merits of Our Lord Jesus Christ, that

we may he enabled to work out our salvation.' Grace is a gift,

that is, a present which God makes us ; a light, a strength, which

He diffuses through our souls, and which adds to their perfection ;

a supernatural gift, that is, one which is above the strength of

nature, beyond the reach of every creature—which comes conse

quently from God alone and consists in a certain communication of

Himself, commenced on earth, to be consummated in Heaven.*

i See our Traitt du Saint-Esprit, t. II.

Donum supernaturale creature intellectual gratia a Deo coneessum

intuitu raeritorum Christi Domini, in ordine ad vitam eteraam. (Moutag.,

dt Grat., art. 2.)

s Donum gratia} excedit. omnem facultatem naturae, cum nihil aliud «it

quam quedam participatio divine nature, quo; excedit omnem aliam naturam ;

et ideo impossible est quod aliqua creatura gratiam causet. Sic enim neceese

est quod solus Deus doiflcet couimunicando consortium divine nature per

quamdam similitudinis participationem, sicut impossible est quod aliquid

igniat, nisi solus ignis. (S. Thom., 1» 2>, q. cxii, art. 1.) Gratia que est accidena

est quedam similitudo divinitatis participata in houiine. (Id., p. Ill, q. ii,

art. 10.) Assumptio que fit per gratiam adoptionis terminatur ad quamdam

participationem divine nature secundum assimilationem ad bonitatem illius,

secundum illud II Pet., I ; Divina consortes natura. (Id., id., q. iii, art. 4.)

Ex dictis hucusque, colliges ex S. Thoina aliisque post ipsum cuinmuniter

theologis, superaaturalitatem primario ct essentialiter consistere, tum in excel-

lentia supra ordinem , exigentiam, et vires activas, tum pbysicas tum intentionalea

cujuslibet nature tain create quam creabilis ; id est, quod supernaturale

dicitur, a nulla natura creata product, aut intuitione cognosci potest ; turn ia

mira Dei, ut in se est, communicatione, id est, in eximia quadam cum ipso

Deo, qualis in se est spectato, conjunotione et unione ; ant rcalis et phystca,

qnalis est hyposiatica unto; aut intentionali proxima, qualis est visio beatiflca,

uit inl ntiunaii mediata, et minus proxima, qualia sunt gratia sanctifirarts,

vii tutes tli nlogice, aliaque hujusmodi dona, que ad assequendam

*i *ut in se est, possessionem ex natura sua ordinantur, ac per se

! Montag., dr. Grat., art. 2.)
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Which God bestows on us, that is, on men and angels, who, being

the only, intelligent creatures in existence, are alone capable of re

ceiving Grace. Gratuitously, that is, without any personal merit

on our part, and without any exigency of our nature.

It follows hence that we cannot merit the first Grace : it is

necessary that God should give it to us in His preventing goodness.

The increase of Grace whioh we merit by our good works pro

ceeds from the grace granted gratuitously to us in the first place,

so that this increase can be called both a reward and a Grace : a

reward, since it is procured by merit ; a Grace, since this merit

flows from Grace, which, in its prinoiple, its root, its origin, is

absolutely gratuitous.'

In consideration of the merits of Our Lord Jesus Christ : thus,

God is the Author or efficient cause of Grace. Our Lord, immo

lated, satisfying, and interceding for us, is the meritorious cause of

Grace ; it is with the plenitude of His merits that we are enriched.*

On which, it is necessary to remark, in passing, how well the Grace

of Our Lord deserves to be called supernatural and gratuitous, since

it is granted, not to man a friend, but to man an enemy of God by

sin. That we may be enabled to work out our salvation ; these words

indicate the final cause of Grace—I mean the supreme end for

which God gives it to us. " In effect," says St. Augustine, "it is

by Grace that, being predestinated, we are called, we are justified,

we are glorified."3

Grace poured into our souls is therefore the principle of a new

being, of a new life which ennobles us, by communicating to us a

certain beginning of the substance of God, to conduct us to the

consummation of ourselves in Him, and to our perfect resemblance

with Him :* so that, if the expression may be permitted us, man

replenished with Grace on earth is a God commenced, and the saint

in Heaven is a finite God. What nobility ! But what gratitude

and what sanctity I

2. Is Grace necessary for us? To ask whether Grace is neces

sary for us to work out our salvation is to ask whether, by the mere

strength of nature, man can do anything above the strength of

nature ; whether a bird can fly without wings ; whether an

i Cum omne bonum meritum nostrum non in nobis faciat nisi gratia;

cum Deus coronat merita nostra, nihil aliud coronat quam munera sua.

, (S. Aug., Epist., clxixiv, alias cv, n. 19.)

* De plenitudine ejus omnes nos accepimus. (Joan., i.)

> Gratia enim est qua pradestinati voeamur, justificamur, glorificamur.

(S. Aug , Epist., exTii.)

* Participes enim Christi effecti sumus, si tamen initium substantias ejus

usque ad finem finnum retiueamus. (£fc4. iii, 14.)
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astronomer can without a telescope perceive the stars that are

invisible to the caked eye; in a word, it is to osk whether man, a

finite creature, can, by his own unaided resources, arrive at infinite

happiness : to place the question thus is to solve it. Here you see

the reason why, as God Himself struck Lucifer with the thunder

bolt of His anger, the Catholic Church strikes with her anathema

the man who is so proud as to say that, without the inspiration

and the assistance of the Holy Ghost first acting within us, we

can believe, hope, love, or repent, as we should, to obtain the grace

of justification.'

Hence, we cannot of ourselves have Faith or the beginning of

Faith, Hope or the beginning of Hope, Charity or the beginning

of Charity, Contrition or the beginning of Contrition ; we cannot

pray, nor prepare ourselves to receive Grace, nor keep the Com

mandments of God, nor do the least good work, nor even pro

nounce tho name of Jesus in a supernatural or meritorious manner,

without the help of Grace.' Let us add that we require, more

over, a special succour from God to persevere in a good course and

to die in the friendship of God.J Can there be any indigence

greater? Can there be any obligation stricter than to humble

ourselves and to pray ?4

3. Does Grace alone save us ? Grace is given us to act, that

is, to keep the Commandments which God has laid down for us :

it would fail in its object if we did not act. It is therefore evident

that Grace alone does not save us: it requires our co-operation.

Accordingly, the Apostle St. Paul, speaking of the great actions

which he had performed and the prodigies of mercy of which he

had been the object or the instrument, did not say, It was Grace

alone that did all these thing*, nor, It was I alone that did all these

things; but he said, It is by the Grace of God that I am what lam,

and Grace has not been void in me, but I have laboured more than all

they—yet not I, but the Grace of God with met In a word, with-

1 Si quit dixerit line prtovenientii Spiritus Sancti inspiratione atque

adjutorio, hominem credere, aperare, diligere, aut pamitere poise sicut oportet

ut ei justificationis gratia conferatur, anathema sit. (Cone. Trid., sess. ri,

can. iii.)

* Oratio est gratia: certiBcatio. (S. Aug., de Grat. dir., e. xzvi, n. 27.)

Deut enim est qui operatur in nobis et velle et perficere. {Philip., ii, 13.)

Nemo potest dicere, Domine Jesus, nisi in Spiritu sancto. (1 Cor., xii, 3.)

> Si quit dixerit justiflcatum sine speciali auxilio Dei in accepta justitir

persererure posse, anathema sit (Cone. Trid., sess. vi, can. xxii.)

* Cone. Trid., sen. vi, can. xiii.

* 1 Cor. xv, 10 ; Cone. Trid., sess. ti, cap. ri. Non ego autem, sed gratia

Dei mecum, id est, non solus, sed gratia Dei mecum, ac per hoc nec gratia Dei

sola, nee ipse solus, sed gratia Dei cum illo. (S, Aug., de Grat. et lib. Arb,

e. v, n. 12.)
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out Grace we can do nothing in the order of salvation ; with Grace,

everything. God commands nothing impossible, but, in com

manding, He warns us to do what we can, and He assists us to do

what we cannot do.'

Now, we co-operate with Grace when we act faithfully in

accordance with its inspirations, and not in accordance with the

foolish suggestions of our inclinations or the simple lights of out

minds, without referring what we do to our supernatural end.

Nothing is more necessary than to correspond with Grace. On out

fidelity to this fundamental duty depends our salvation, as well aa

the degree of glory which we shall enjoy in Heaven. Habitual

recollection, and the mortification of our interior and exterior

senses, are the means to make us alive to the inspirations of Grace,

as its inestimable value is the strongest motive to induce us tc

profit by it.

4. Does Grace destroy our liberty ? As happens to all those

who abandon the infallible compass of the Faith, to guide them

selves by the uncertain lights of their weak reason, heretics have

run into two opposite extremes regarding the article of Grace.

Some, like the Pelagians, have exalted man beyond measure, and

denied that he has any need of Grace ; others, like the Lutherans,

have degraded him into a mere automaton, and denied that he has

free-will. Between these two errors, which are equally fatal,

since one leads to pride and the other to despair, is found the

truth. It utters its anathema against those who deny the necessity

of Grace, and also against those who deny the liberty of man under

the influence of Grace.

By sin the free-will of man was weakened. Man has

therefore need of a remedy, which is Grace. Grace no more

destroys human liberty than a remedy destroys health, than a staff

in the feeble hands of an old man destroys his liberty. On the

contrary, it perfects our liberty, by giving us the light and

strength which we cannot have of ourselves.* Man, fortified by

Grace, remains free in his will. He can act, he can resist ; he can

do good, he can do evil : everyone knows it, everyone feels it. It

would be folly to think of proving a truth whose negation would

instantly justify all sorts of crimes, or rather annihilate every

distinction between vice and virtue.5

i Non quod sufficients! simus aliquid cogitare a nobia, quasi ex nobis ; sed

aufficientia nostra ex Deo est. (2 Cor., iii.) Deus impossibilia non jubet. seel

jubendo monet facere quod postis. . . et adjurat ut possis. (Cone. Trid.,

teas, ri, can. ii.)

» S. Thorn., 1» 2", q. cix, art. 3.

» Vos semper Spiritui sancto resistitif. (Act., vii ; Cone. Trid., seas, ir, v, v'u
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5. Which are the different kinds of Grace ? Grace is divided

into : —

Exterior Grace, which comprises all the exterior means that

God gives ns to work out our salvation. We explained it when

speaking of Religion.'

Interior Grace, which comprises the lights, the inspirations,

the facilities which God communicates to our souls, to make them

know and do good or resist evil.

Grace gratuitously given, that is, whose principal end is not the

personal sanctification of him who receives it, but the sanctification

of the neighbour. Under this head are included the gifts of science,

prudence, power to forgive sins, and other such favours.*

Grace which maket us pleasing to God, that is, whose principal

end is the sanctification of him who receives it. Now, Grace makes

us pleasing to God in two ways : either by making us, sinners as we

are, just, that is, by raising us from the state of mortal sin to the

happy state of the friendship of God ; or by making us still more

just, by an increase of the sanctity and charity which it communi

cates to our souls. We also speak of the wonders thus wrought as

the first and the second sanctifying Grace. This Grace is the most

precious of all treasures, since it is the pledge of eternal beatitude.

Sanctifying Grace is either ltdbitual or actual. Habitual

Sanctifying Grace is that which, remaining in us after its entrance,

whether it has entered by Baptism or Penance, renders us just

before God, by communicating to us a something divine, and

making us in a certain manner participators in the nature of God

Himself.' To Habitual Sanctifying Grace are referred the infused

virtues, that is, ones that we cannot have by the mere strength of

our nature, but which are poured into our souls by the goodness of

God alone, and of which we receive the first fruits in Baptism.

They are the three theological virtues (Faith, Hope, and Charity),

and the four cardinal virtues (Prudence, Justice, Fortitude, and

Temperance) ; also the seven Gifts of the Holy Ghost.

Actual Sanctifying Grace is a passing light which God imparts

to our mind, a passing motion which He communicates to our will

to make us know and do good.4 Actual Grace is necessary for u

to do good, because by it Habitual Grace is stirred up, as it were

' Vol. I, Lesson XIX.

* Unicuique datur manifestatio Spiritus ad utilitatcm. (1 Cor., ir, 10.)

' Gratia habitualis justificans ea est qua homo formaliter justus evadit,

Hum ei quoddam esse divinttm communicatur, et suo modo diviiue fit particeps

natures. (Montag., de Grat., p. 810.)

* Momentanea illustratio intellectua, et motio voluntatis, qua Deus in nobis

sine nobis efflcit. ut scilicet bene velimus et bene againus. (Id., id., p. 819.)
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and reduced to acts.' "As the eye," says St. Augustine, "how

ever sound it may he, cannot see, unless it is struck by a ray of

light, so man, however fully justified we may imagine him, cannot

live, that is, cannot act as he should, unless assisted by the Grace

of God."*

"As the head influences the members, and the vine nourishes

the branches, so," adds the Council of Trent, "Our Lord Jesus

Christ pours a sensible virtue into the just themselves, and

this virtue always precedes, accompanies, and follows their actions,

which otherwise cannot in any manner be agreeable to God or

meritorious to them."3

6. Is Grace always at our disposal ? On the one side, God

wishes that each of us should come to salvation. The way to arrive

at salvation is to keep the Commandments of God, who never com

mands anything impossible. On the other side, Faith teaches that

without Grace we cannot keep the Commandments of God. Faith

therefore teaches that Grace is always at our disposal. It is so in

two manners : either immediately, in the sense that we can, on the

spot and without a new help, overcome a temptation, or do a good

work, which presents itself ; or mediately, in the sense that we can

obtain the Grace necessary to overcome a temptation which assails

us, or do a good work which is commanded us. It is only neces

sary to remark that the ordinary just and unjust obtain most easily

the Grace ofwhich they have need, and that the difficulty is greater

for hardened sinners.

Let us say, in conclusion, that infidels themselves obtain in

time and place the graces sufficient to avoid evil, and thus to open

for them little by little the way of salvation, whatever may be the

nature of these graces, the secret of which is reserved to God's

infinite wisdom. We know that it is so ; because Our Lord Jesus

Christ died for all men so that the wicked perish, not because

they cannot be good, but because they will not.1 Let us add that,

besides Sanctifying Grace, we have need of a special succour to

persevere to the end.6

Hence, you easily conclude that Pelagians, Semi-Pelagians, Pro-

• S. Thom., I* 2", q. ex, art. 2. > Be Xatur. ef Grat., c. xiti, n. 29.

3 Christus tanquam caput in membra, et tanquam vitia in palmites, in

Ipsos justificatos jugitur virlutem influit, quo; virtus bona eorum opera semper

prxcedit, et comitatur, et subsequitur, et sine qua nullo pacto Deo grata et

meritoria esse possunt. (Sees, vi, can. xvi.) * 2 Cor., v.

• Malos non porire quia boni esse non potuerunt, sed quia boni esse

noluerunt. {Cone. Valent., iii, c. ii.)

• Si quia dixcrit justificatum, vel sine spociali auxilio Dei in accepta

justitia perseverare posse, vel cum eo non posse, anathema sit. (Cone. Did.,

sets, vi, can. xxii.)
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testants, and Jansenists were in error, and that the Catholio Church,

intrusted with the deposit of the Faith, was right in condemning

them : the first, because they denied the necessity of Grace; the

second, because they only admitted the necessity of Grace in certain

cases; the third, because they denied human liberty under the

influence of Grace ; and the fourth, because they renewed a portion

of the preceding errors, and pretended that it is impossible to keep

some of the Commandments of God, and that Grace is wanting to

us to render those Commandments possible.'

We see that all these errors, ignoring the true condition of man,

lead to consequences that are no less frightful than absurd : to

make man either a god or a machine, and to make God a tyrant.

7. What are the effects of Grace ? Grace produces two great

effects: justification and merit. Justification is that effect of

Grace which makes sinners just The sinner is he who, putting

his own will in the place of God's, takes it as the rule of his

thoughts, words, and actions. The just man, on the contrary, is he

who, putting God's will in the place of his own, takes it as the

rule of his thoughts, words, and actions. The sinner is in a state of

rebellion—consequently of crimeand disorder. The just man, on the

contrary, is in a state of submission—consequently of virtue and order.

Justification consists in bringing the sinner from his- state of

rebellion against God, of enmity with God, of crime, of slavery to

the devil, to the state of obedience to God, of friendship with God,

of sanctity, of the liberty of the children of God. It is a renova

tion and purification of the soul, a restoration of order, a passage

from injustice to justice. This mystery of mercy, more admirable

than the creation of the world, is wrought in a moment by the

infusion of Grace, which effaces sin, and remains in us as a

principle of sanctity and supernatural life. As conditions, it sup

poses, on the part of the sinner, Faith and a correspondence of will.*

' Libermann, Theol., t. IV, p. 33 et seq.

> Justitia importatrectitudinem quamdainordinisin ipsa interior! dispositions

hsminis, prout scilicet supremum hominis subditur Deo, et inferioree vires

aniens subduntur supremae, scilicet rationi. . . Hsm auteai justitia ... fit ir

horaine secundum rationem motus, qui est de contrarioin contrarium.et secun

dum hoc juetificatio importat transinutationem quamdam de statu injustitue ad

statum justitis predicts. (S. Thorn., 1» 2», q. cxiii, art. 1.) Kffectus

divinae dilectionis in nobis, qui per peccatum tollitur, est gratia, qua homo fit

dignus vita aeterna, a qua peccatum mortal* excludit, et ideo non posset in-

telligi remissio culpa;, si non adesset infusio gratiae. (Id., id., art. 2.) Si quis

diierit homines justificari vel sola imputation* justitia; Christi, vel sola pecca-

torum remissione, exclusa gratia et charitate, qute in cordibus eorum per

Spiritum sanctum diffundatur, atque illis iuhaereat, aut etiam gratiam, qua

jutificamur, esse tantum favorem Dei, anathema sit. (Cone. Trid , scss. vi,

can. xi, xii, xiii; Mantag., de Grai., p. 1066.) In eo qui habot mum -libori
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Merit is a reward which God owes to man for works done.' The

■inner, once justified, can perform good actions, which merit new

graces, by means of which he arrives at eternal beatitude. Now,

to acquire merit, properly so called, that is, something to which an

everlasting reward is due, in virtue of the laws of justice and the

promises of God, it is necessary (a) to be on earth, for the Saints

in Heaven can no longer merit ; (i) to be in the state of grace ;

(c) to do an action good of its own nature; (d) to do it with a good

motive; («) to do it with perfect liberty, inwardly and out

wardly.«

After the example of all the Saints, we should continually

endeavour to acquire merits ; but, though we may place a certain

confidence in them, it is much better, in order to avoid the

temptations of pride and vain-glory, to put all our trust in the

infinite goodness of God, from whom, after all, come whatever

merits we can acquire.

8. What is the excellence of Grace ? Though I should speak

the languages of Angels and men, though I should have a knowledge

of all the secrets of nature and an understanding of all the mysteries

of Faith, ifI have not charity, I am nothing ; the rest would be useless

to me. You are right, 0 Great Apostle ! In the eyes of any man

capable of linking two ideas together, it is as clear as day that the

least Grace, the smallest degree of Sanctifying Grace, is more

precious than all natural gifts—genius, talent, learning, health,

riches, dignities, thrones. Hence that admirable saying of the

Angelic Doctor, already quoted : " The supernatural good of a

single individual is moro important than the natural good of the

whole universe."3

In point of fact, all natural gifts together cannot, without

Grace, raise us to infinite supernatural happiness, while the least

degree of Grace, without any uncommon natural gifts whatever,

can lead us to it. The reason is simple : Grace is a supernatural

arbitrii non fit motio a Deo ad justitiam absque motu liberi arbitrii ; sed it

infundit donum gratia; justiflcantis quod etiam simul cum hoc movot liberum

arbitrium ad donum gratis acceptandum in his qui aunt hujus motionie

eapaces. (S. Thom., 1» 2», q. cxiii, art. 3.)

< Opus propter quod Deus homini pracmium rependere debet. (Montag.,

de Grot., p. HO.)

Meritum de condigno est opus liberum, bonum, ab homine viatore et jueto,

•z actu rel imperio charitatis factum, et ideo in Deitm ut summum bonum

rirtualiter saltera relatum, cui ex justitia (licet non rigorosa, ut aitint) et ex

gratuita Dei promissione vita rcteran a Ceo debetur. (Montag., de Grau,

p. 1115.)
* Bonum gratis) uniua majua eet quain bonum natur» totius univeril.

8. Tho., 1» 2», q. cxiii, art. 9.
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element or principle which communicates to us a something divine,

and authorises us to say with St. Paul : I live—yet not I, but Jesus

Christ Himself liveth in me.'

Accordingly, to comprehend the excellence of Grace, we must

know that its benefits are not limited to the briefperiod of our earthly

existence ; they embrace the endless ages of eternity : here the

foretaste, there the plenitude. It follows that Grace—consequently

Religion itself—is nothing else than a certain beginning of Glory

in us, and Glory nothing else than a consummation of Grace. Oh,

what esteem we ought to have for Grace ! what care to preserve

it ! what anxiety to recover it if we have had the misfortune to

lose it !

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having diffused

Hope through my heart; grant that I may strengthen it by faith.-

fully corresponding with Grace.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love cf God; and, in testimony of this love, I will

be most faithful to Grace in little things.

LESSON XXIX.

our union with the new adam Bv hope (continued.)

First Means to obtain Grace : Prayer. Necessity, Qualities, and Effects of

Prayer. Historical Incident. Mental Prayer: its Necessity, Facility,

and Practice. Vocal Prayer : Private and Public.

Grace is absolutely necessary for salvation, and we cannot have

Grace of ourselves. Such are the two truths contained in the

preceding lesson. In His infinite goodness God has given us two

great means to obtain Grace : Prayer and the Sacraments. "We

now proceed to speak of these immense benefits.

1 . What is Prayer ? In its widest sense, Prayer is taken to

represent every kind of good work. In its narrowest sense, it

signifies praise and thanksgiving to God. Finally, in its proper

sense, Prayer is a Petition made to God for the good things ichich

He has promised us ; or rather, an elevation of the soul to God, to

represent to Him our indigence and to offer Him our homage.'

Nothing more noble, nothing more useful, nothing more delightful

than this commerce of man with God.

i Galat., ii, 20, ' Ferraris, verb. Oral.
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2. Is Prayer necessary? Prayer is necessary by a natural

right, a divine right, and an ecclesiastical right. By a natural

right—that is to say, in the common order of Providence, we

cannot ohtain the Grace necessary to do good and to avoid evil,

consequently to work out our salvation, without Prayer. This

necessity is deduced most clearly from the words of St. Paul to the

Romans : Whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall he

saved; but how shall they call upon Him in whom they do not

believe ?' The Apostle places Faith and the invocation of the name

of God on the same level. If then Faith is necessary, as no one

can doubt, Prayer is equally necessary. The same truth is found

in the words of Our Lord when He says, Ask and you shall

receive*—as if He should say, Unless you ask you shall not

receive.

"Whence it must be concluded that, generally speaking, Prayer

is a necessary means to obtain Grace and to arrive at salvation.

Though the divine aid, to overcome temptations and observe the

Commandments, is sometimes given to those who do not ask it, yet

it is usually given only to those who ask it. You do not receive,

says the Apostle St. James, because you do not ask.' Moreover, if

we consider our weakness, our misery, our innumerable spiritual

and temporal wants—if we call to mind that we are like beggars,

burdened with a numerous family, without food or shelter, and

almost without clothes, we shall understand, no other proof being

required, that Prayer, and continual Prayer, is a most natural and

pressing duty on us.

The knowledge of this duty is so deeply rooted in human

nature that there is no nation, however barbarous, that does not

comply with it. Since the world began, Prayer has been continually

rising heavenward. The Jews prayed, Christians prayed,

Pagans prayed, Mahometans prayed, even savages prayed : they

still pray, and they pray much.

In the eyes of unbelievers, whoever dispenses himself from this

law takes his place among the brute creation. " You dog of a

Christian !" a Bedouin, not very long ago, used to repeat daily to

one of our French officers who had become his prisoner. One

morning the officer, enraged beyond measure to hear himself

saluted in this manner by a barbarian, said to him:—"Why do

you call me a dog ? I am your prisoner. I am a man like your

self, and a better man." " You a manl" replied the Arab, coldly;

" no, you are a dog. You have now been my prisoner for six

' Rom., x. * Lw., xl ; Matt., vii, 7.

a C. ir. See the authorities in Ferrari*, art. Orotic. 8. Thom., 2* 2",

q. lxxziii, art. 2.
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months, and I have never seen you pray ; and you wish me not to

call you a dog !" The barbarian was right. In all nature, it is

only the beasts that do not pray.

Prayer is necessary by a divine right. This means that God

makes it a formal precept. You ought always to pray, says Our

Lord Himself, and never to ceaie.' You ought : this is not a

counsel, but a command and a necessity. His faithful interpreter,

the Apostle St. Paul, adds : Persevere in prayer, be vigiUnt in

prayer ; pray without ceasing, pray at all times' The same com

mand reappears in every page of the Divine Scriptures. The

Fathers ana the Doctors of the Church, who so well understood the

Gospel, proclaim to us in one voice : Whoever does not pray

assiduously ts dead.' To corroborate their words, they show us

Our Lord, the Saint of Saints, praying and praying much ; the

Saints and true Christians of all times praying and praying much.

Finally, Prayer is necessary by an ecclesiastical right; but this

command refers only to public Prayer, of which we shall speak

later on.

3. When must we pray? It is difficult to determine with

precision when the natural and divine precept of Prayer obliges us

by itself. Yet all agree that it would be sinful to remain a notable

time without praying, and that the direct obligation of praying

arises as often as that of making acts of the theological virtues,

and that Prayer is necessary to maintain us in a Christian life.

Thus the precept is understood by the generality of the faithful,

who make it their duty never to let any day pass without praying,

and even several times/ Certain heretics once pretended that the

obligation of praying, in the proper sense of the word, was con

tinual. They founded their doctrine on the text of the Gospel :

We ought always to pray and not to faint.

But they mistook the meaning of Our Lord's words, which

signify, in the first place, that it is necessary to pray often, at

' Lac., xviii, 1. > Coloss.. ir ; 1 Thets., t, 17 ; Eph., vi.

> Quisquis non orat Deum assidue, nec divino ejus colloquio cupit assidue

frui, is inortuus eat. . . Animx mors est non provolvi coram Deo. (S. Cbrys.,

lib. I, De orando Deo.)

* Hie censeo habere locum doetrinatn quam de praecepto divino pecnitentiae

suo loco tradidi, et pro his divinis praeceptis affirmativis, ut charitatis, et

similibue censeo esse geueralem et necessariam, nimirum obligare haec praecepto,

ut actus eorum non multo tempore differantur, sed aliquoties in vita fiant,

quoties ridelicit ad rectain et honestam vitam instituendam prudenti arbitrio

judicatum fuerit. . . Credo tarn necessariam esse orationem ad rectitudinera

▼itae, ut non sit remittenda dilatio unius anni, nec fortasse unius menais.

Quod usus ipse fidelium satis confirmat, &c. (Montag., Tract, de Grat.,

t. XVII, x, S6.)
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convenient times, according as the outward duties imposed on us

by Providence permit it—above all with perseverance, without ever

being cast down or discouraged, no matter how long Our Lord

may appear to delay in complying with our desires.'

These words also signify that we ought to refer, with great

purity of intention, all our works to God, doing and suffering

everything for His glory. " To pray always," says St. Augus

tine, " is always to desire the accomplishment of the will of God

and the attainment of the blessed life which He has promised to

us. Let us therefore desire these things, and we shall always

pray." "To pray always," continues the Venerable Bede, "is to

act always in the presence of God." " He prays always," add the

commentators, " who always acts well."*

The precept of Prayer obliges us indirectly on many occasions,

inasmuch as it is bound up with the precept of Charity towards

ourselves and others. Here are a few of the occasions : (a) when

there is question of recovering Grace ; (i) when we are liable to

lose Grace ; (c) when we are in danger of death ; [d) when the

neighbour is exposed to a great necessity which we cannot remedy

by any other means than Prayer ; («) when the society, the com

munity, the family of which we are members, is threatened with

some great spiritual or temporal calamity. In all these and the

like cases there is an obligation to pray, under pain of sin, more

or less grievous, according to circumstances.3

By the side of the strict right of which we have just spoken

there exists a general custom of the Church, and on this account a

custom worthy of the utmost respect, in virtue of which all true

Christians find leisure several times a day for the great duty of

Prayer. This custom takes its origin in the night of time. A

thousand years before Our Lord, David observed it amid the

splendours of his court. Five hundred years later, Daniel showed

himself faithful to it amid the rigours of the Babylonian captivity.4

Our forefathers made it a law under the sword of persecution.

"What do I say ?—Mahometans themselves have inscribed it among

the articles of their religious code, and conform to it with scrupu

lous exactitude.

* Corn, a Lapide, c. xviii, i, in Luc.

> Sine intermiaaione orare quid est aliud quam beatam Titam qua) nulla

quain nisi aeteraa est ... ? Sine intermiaaione desiderate. Semper ergo

banc a, Domino Deo desideremus, et oramtia semper. (S. Aug., Eptst., claaa. iii,

t. II, 681.) Semper orat, qui aemper secundum Deum operatur. Semper

orat, qui semper bene agit. (Corael, a Lapide, in Luo., xviii, 2.)—S. Tuom.,

2* 2», q. lxxxiii, art. 14.)

3 Ferraria, art. Orat., n. 10. * Van., Ti ; Pa. Ht.
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Morn, noon, and eve are the three times of the day which

custom consecrates to Prayer, and of which the Church is careful

to remind us by the sound of the bell. At morn, to salute God

our Father, to thank Him for watching over us during the night,

and to ask His blessing on the new day for which we are indebted

to His goodness. At noon, to take breath, to purify our intention,

and to reanimate our courage. At eve, to offer to God with our

thanks our night's sleep, and to express to Him our regret for

faults committed and our resolution to avoid them on the morrow.

Do you know anything more rational or beautiful than this

triple Prayer, especialiy when it is made in common in families

by parents, children, and servants? According to the example of

every people, it is also necessary to pray before and after meals,

and this for reasons of which we shall speak elsewhere.

4. Where must we pray ? We must pray everywhere. Yet

we must seek in preference, according to the counsel of the Saviour,

a retired place, far removed from noise, where we can more con

veniently entertain ourselves with God, and give Him those out

ward marks of respect which are demanded by His holy presence,

or inspired by the liveliness of our affection, confidence, and

sorrow. The Church is the place which best suits Prayer. God

hears us there more easily, as He assures us in express terms.'

Besides, the very sanctity of the place, the memories which it

recalls, the sight of altars and statues and pictures, all are

admirably calculated to fix the attention of the mind, to excite the

devotion of the heart, and consequently to render our prayers more

efficacious.

5. To whom must we pray? We must pray to God and the

Saints. To God—as the absolute Master of all things—who alone

can grant our petitions. To the Saints—as God's friends and our

protectors—that, uniting their prayers with ours, we may more

easily obtain the graces of which we have need. Among the

Saints, the greatest—and those who during life occupied a position

like our own, in the same state, amid the same temptations—and

those whom the piety of peoples invokes for such or such a

necessity, ought to be the objects of our special devotion. More

over, as there are Saints on earth, we can also recommend ourselves

to their prayers. The Apostles taught this practice to the Early

Christians, as well by engaging them to pray for one another, as

by conjuring them not to forget before the Lord those who had

announced the Gospel to them.

' 3 Reg., c. viii : 2 Paralip., vi et vii ; S. Basil., t'» Pi. iXviii ; S. Chryi.,

Horn, xxxti, in I Cor. ; S. Aug., Tract. 1 in Joan,
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6. For whom must we pray ? "We must pray for the whole

Church. For the Church triumphant, to obtain an increase of its

outer glory, which consists in a wider manifestation of the power,

goodness, and other perfections of God, Our Lord Jesus Christ,

the Blessed Virgin, and the Saints.' For the Church suffering,

to obtain its consolation or a termination of its pains. For the

Church militant, to obtain its triumph over its enemies and the

salvation of its children.

As for the order in which we should pray, we shall give it in a

few words. We must pray before all (a) for our Holy Father the

Pope, the Supreme Head of the Church ; (J>) for prelates and others

charged with the care of souls ; (c) for Christian kings, princes,

and magistrates ; (d) for our parents, and those confided to our

care; («) for the just; (/) for ainners; (g) for those who do not

belong to the Church. Do not imagine that in praying for many

our prayers become less advantageous : quite the contrary. " If

you only pray for yourself," says St. Ambrose, " you alone will

pray for yourself; but if you pray for all, all will pray for you."'

7. Why must we pray ? We must pray in order to obtain all

that is useful for us, as well in the spiritual as in the material

order, to arrive at our last end. Hence, all that directly refers to

this supreme end, which is the possession and glory of God, ought

to hold the first rank in our prayers; So Our Lord Himself tells

us, as we shall show, when explaining the Lord's Prayer.

In the second rank are placed the graces, virtues, and other

spiritual goods which are the immediate means to come to God.

Corporal goods, such as health, character, fortune, being remote

means, occupy the third rank. We see hereby that these three

kinds of goods must be asked in very different manners. We ought

to ask in an absolute manner the sanctification of the name of God,

the coming of His kingdom, the accomplishment of His holy will,

the spiritual goods which may conduct us to the happiness of

eternity. As for temporal goods, we ought to solicit them, not as

the end of our desires, but as means to reach Heaven, either because

they maintain our corporal life or they enable us to practise virtue.3

8. How must we pray ? To answer this question, we must

speak of the postures of the body and the dispositions of the soul.

All peoples have taken, and still take, when praying, a particular

posture, corresponding to the sentiments of respect, love, and

sorrow which bring them before God. There are three different

postures in general use among Christians.

We pray on our knees, as criminals and suppliants, who acknow-

1 FerrarU, art. Oral., err, 13 ; Montag., Tract, de Grat., p. 1001, 1002.

* Ljb, I, of Cain and Abel. c. Ti. ' 8, Thom., 2* 2a, <j. Ixxxiii, art. 5 et 6.
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ledge in the presence of God their great unworthiness and misery,

but at the same time His infinite mercy. Thus Solomon prayed in

the Temple of Jerusalem, St. Peter when raising to life the good

widow Tabitha, St. Paul when quitting the priests of Ephesua,

and Our Lord Himself in the Garden of Olives.

We pray on our knees with our hand» extended, to show to God

and men that they are pure, and that we are the disciples of a

Crucified Lord, through whose merits we expect to be heard. Thug

Moses, a living figure of Our Lord, prayed when he besought for

Israel a victory over the Amalekites ; David, another figure of the

Saviour; the Early Christians ; and Our Lord Himself on the cross.

Thus, also, do priests pray at Mass.

We pray standing, particularly on Sundays and during tha

Paschal time, in memory of the Resurrection of Our Lord Jesus

Christ, and to put ourselves in mind of the wholly divine life which

we should lead in the midst of the world. Such was the ordinary

manner of praying in the first ages of the Church. Thus Our Lord

Himself often prayed, as we see in the Gospel. Yet these various

attitudes are not obligatory, so that he who does not conform to

them does not offend God. It suffices that his demeanour be

humble and respectful ; for the prayer of him who humbles him

self shall pierce the heavens.'

St. Paul wishes that men should pray in the church with the

head bare, because man is the glorious image of God, and thic

image shines particularly on his brow. This brow should be un

covered in prayer, to show the most glorious work of the Creator

humbled before Him. On the other hand, the Apostle wishes that

women should pray with the head covered. This for three reasons.

The first, because, being the glorious image of man, they ought to

veil this glory before God, inasmuch as man, when he prays, ought

to conceal whatever might be a subject of vanity for him. The

second, because, being inferior to man, they ought to acknowledge

their inferiority before God, by bearing on their head, in the dress

that covers it, the mark of their dependence. The third, because,

modesty being their most beautiful ornament, they ought, out of

respeect for the Angels and the ministers of the Lord, to avoid,

especially in the temple, everything that could tarnish it.*

As for the eyes, they ought either to be cast down to the

ground, through respect for the Divine Majesty and confusion for

our faults, or raised towards Heaven to implore the aid of Him

whose abode is there—according to the example of the Saviour

1 Nicol., Pap., Sespons. ad Bulgar.
• lCpr., xi, 5 ; Corn, a Lapide, in /tunc loo.
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Himself. If one prays in a church during the holy sacrifice of the

Mass, the looks ought to be directed towards the altar, and chiefly

towards the East. This usage rests on several reasons, held in

deep respect since the times of the primitive Church.

The first, because the terrestrial paradise, the first happy abode

of man, was situated in the East. Now, it is fitting that when we

pray we should turn our looks towards the place from which we

were banished, in order to ask with greater earnestness the Grace

to enter into the true Paradise, of which Prayer and Penance are

the double key. The second, because in the Scripture Our Lord

is called the Orient and the Sun of Justice, and nothing is more

natural than, when we invoke Him, to turn towards that point of

the heavens which reminds us of these august titles. The third,

because Our Lord was crucified with His face turned towards the

West, so that when, in praying, we look towards the East, we in

some manner contemplate Our Lord's countenance. The fourth,

in order to distinguish ourselves from the Jews, who pray with

the face turned towards the West ; for, in the Temple of Jerusalem,

the tabernacle was situated at this point.'

Nothing is unimportant in these various attitudes. On the

one side, all peoples have regarded it as a duty to conform to them ;

on the other, they are eminently calculated to manifest and foster

humility, confidence, sorrow, and all the other sentiments that are

proper for man in the presence of God.

Let us come to the dispositions of the soul. Faith, confidence,

devotion, perseverance : such ought to be the dispositions of the

soul that takes to heart the duty of Prayer—consequently, the

qualities that it ought to give to Prayer.

Faith. Faith is the principle and foundation of society. This is

the reason why nothing is promised to such prayer as does not

proceed from Faith. Hence it is that this virtue is so strongly

recommended to us when we pray. Whatsoever you shall ask in

Prayer with Faith, says the Saviour, you shall obtain.' Ask with

Faith, adds the Apostle St. James, and without doubting ; for hs

who doubts is like a wave of the sea, which comes and goes? Such a

person fails in steadiness and cannot calculate on success in

Prayer. "Without Faith," continues St. Augustine, "there is

no Prayer."4 The Faith of which there is question here, does not

consist merely in a general belief of the power, goodness, and fidelity

of God, but also in a special conviction that God will grant us what

soever we ask, if Hejudgo it expedient for our salvation.

' S Thora, 2, 2» q. Ijcixit, art. 3. » Matt., xxi, 22. » Jocob., i, 6.

* Si fides defl if oratio perit. (3. Aug, Serm. xxxvi, de Verb. Mom.)

VOL. ir. 22
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Confidence. It ought to be immovable, since it is founded on

the promises of God and the merits of Our Lord. It ought to be

lively, s0 as to banish all laxity and tepidity in Prayer. It ought

to be really present, so as to banish a certain vague uncertainty

which cannot be reconciled with simple habitual confidence—so as

to exclude every kind of fear arising from the greatness of the

favour asked or the unworthiness of the person who asks. " Be

assured," says Cassian, " that you shall never be heard, when you

doubt of being heard. It is a sign of future success, when one is

impelled by the Holy Ghost to ask with great confidence, and a

kind of certainty that he shall obtain what he asks."'

Devotion. It requires purity of intention in Prayer. We

ought not to ask anything that we do not intend to turn directly

or indirectly to the glory of God, our own sanctification, or the

sanctification of our neighbour. It is only for these purposes that

Our Lord has placed Kis power at our service. "How," says St.

Augustine, " is He called who promised to grant us whatsoever

we should ask in His name ? He is called Saviour. Consequently,

anything that is contrary to salvation we cannot ask in the name

of the 8aviour.'"

It requires humility, which renders Prayer omnipotent. The

prayer of him who humbles himself, says the Holy Spirit, shall

pierce the clouds, and shall not return to earth till it meets the kindly

glance of the Most High."»

It supposes a sincere disposition not to refuse God anything

that He asks of us : whether to quit sin, or to make greater pro

gress in virtue.

It supposes attention. " How can you expect God to hear

you," says St. Cyprian, "when you do not hear yourself?"* "To

pray with the mouth and mentally to wander about through

houses and public places, to babble over words and to be busied with

amusements and trifles: what else is it," asks the Council of

Treves, " than to deceive men and to mock God ?"5 As for the

means to have attention at Prayer, let us mention some of them :

a constant guard on the inward and outward senses ; mortification

' Pro certo non exaudiendmn ee supplicans quisque non dubitct, cum

dubitavorit ee exaudiri ; signum futurae impetrationis esse, quando Spiritui

sunctus movet ad petenduin cum magna tiducm, et quasi securitate impe-

trandi. (Caes., Coll. ix, c. xxxii.)

- Jesus significat Salvatorem . . . ac per hoc qundcumque petimui adversus

utilitatem ealutis, non petimua in nomine Salvatoris. (Scrm., zxxvi, de Verb.

Horn.) s Eccli. hit.

* Quomodo te audiri postulas, cum Uipsum non audias ? (De oral. Dom.)

' Quid est voce psallcre, mente autem domum nut forum circuire, nisi

nonvnes falleri ot Deiun irridcre ? (Cap. tie Jlor.f
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of the. passions; the sign of the cross made piously; care to place

one's self in the presence of God, considering to whom and of what

one iff about to speak ; a petition for Grace to pray well ; to re

nounce beforehand all distractions, and to drive them away gently,

but firmly, when they present themselves during Prayer.

Perseverance. Our Lord insists very much on the necessity

and efficacy of this condition of Prayer. We shall just give three

proofs hereof. The first is the history of the Chanaanite woman, who

was indebted to her perseverance for the cure of her daughter and for

Our Lord's eulogy of her faith. The second is the parable of the

man who, by obstinate begging, finally obtained the three loaves

which he wanted from his friend. The third is the formal precept :

We ought always to pray, and not to faint.'

God is the Master of His gifts. He knows the day and the

hour in which He will hear us : it is our duty to be resigned to

the arrangements of His tender Providence. These salutary delays

are a proof of His wisdom and His goodness. They make us

esteem what we have obtained with difficulty ; they make us

grateful for having received it and careful to preserve it. They

make us practise a multitude of virtuous' acts, on which perhaps we

should never have thought, but which we willingly employ in the

hope of success: for instance, those of humility, vigilance, mortifi

cation, and alms-giving.

To know how long one ought to persevere is a question not

easily solved. In the first place, we ought never to abandon

Prayer through diffidence or discouragement. If there is question

}f temporal iavours—a considerable delay, occurrences that sur

prise us, particular circumstances that arise, often become signs

more or less probable that it is not the good pleasure of God to hear

us. In this case, we may cease to make our petition, doing so

with a humble submission, a filial conformity to the will of God.

and an assurance that the refusal is for our greater good. If there

is question of spiritual favours, we should be slow to leave off

our petitions. In the first place, such a prayer is always useful by

itself. In the second, it often arrives at its effect without our

knowledge. Thus, you ask deliverance from a temptation, which

nevertheless continues to torment you ; but it is possible that your

prayers keep away others more serious. It is possible also that the

temptation will be removed from you after a little ; and, if not, why

you will be indebted for many victories to your fidelity. It is

possible that at the very moment when you are tempted, a soul has

need of a special Grace to prevent it from sinning, and that you, by

i lac.. xi iviii, ic
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virtue of the Communion of Saints, obtain for it this victorious

Grace. Finally, if Prayer has for its object the Grace of perse

verance, of course it should becontinued till death.'

Among the necessary conditions of Prayer we have not num

bered Charity. This seeming forgetfulness requires a word of

explanation. The prayer of a man in the state of Grace has a triple

effect : it is meritorious, satisfactory, and impetratory. That of a

sinner is only impetratory. It is certain that God willingly hears

the prayers of the just. Yet He also hears the prayers of sinners,'

because the impetratory efficacy of Prayer does not depend on

Charity, nor on the dignity of the person who prays, but on the

faith aod confidence of him who prays and the mercy and promises

of God.

Another difference distinguishes the prayer of the just man

from that of the sinner. The prayer of the just man, springing

from a heart that is vivified by Sanctifying Grace, is meritorious

for eternal life, while that of the sinner is not so.» All this shows

us' the infinite goodness of God, who continually verifies in the

fullest sense the saying of Our Lord, that He makes His sun to

rise on the good and the bad.

9. What are the effects of Prayer ? Prayer being an act of the

virtue of religion, it (a) ennobles us, raising us up to God, with

whom it brings us into close communication ; it (6) acquits us of

our debts, for it is a filial and solemn homage which we render to

the power, the wisdom, the goodness, the fidelity, and all the other

perfections of God ; and, being an acknowledgment of our abso

lute dependence, it (e) places us in our true relations with God,

who regards it as omnipotent.

Hence, the surprising word by which the Greeks designate

Prayer. In their language, to pray and to be well are expressed by

the same term. Hence, also, the celebrated saying of a Roman

poet: To have a sound soul in a sound body, it is necessary to pray*

Hence, in fine, the name given to Prayer by the Catholic Faith,

i Tract de Orat., c. C, t XVII, p. 1064.

* Luo. xi. Si peccatores non exnudiret Deus, frustra publicanus dixisset :

Domine, propitiusesto mihi peecatori. (S. Aug., Tract, xlv. in Joan.)

* Oratio principalitcr innititur fidei, non quantum ad eflicaciatn mermdi,

quia sic innititur principalitcr charitati ; sea quantum ad efllcaciam impt-

trandi, quia per (idem homo habet notitiam omnipotentis divine et miaeri-
cordiae, ex quibus oratio impetrat quod petit. (S. Thorn., 2» 2s, q. lxxxiii,

art. 15.) Oratio sine gratia gratum faciente meritoria non est ... et tamen

etiam oratio qua; impetrat gratiam gratum facientem procedit ex aliqua gratia,

quasi ex gratuito dono, quia ipstim orare et quoddam donum Dei, ut Augustiaus

dicit, in lib. dt Perseoer., c. xxiii. (Id., id., id.)

* Orandum est ut sit mens stum in corpora aano. (<7iir.)
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which calls it the queen of heaven and earth. In effect, Prayer con

trols God, and, through Him, all nature, as we see by a thousand

examples in the Holy Books, and in the histories of Martyrs,

Saints, and all peoples. It satisfies for our sins. It merits Grace

and Glory. It obtains all that it desires ; for the words of the

Gospel are most comprehensive: Whatsoever you shall ask with

faith, you shall obtain.

Such is the formal promise of Our Lord, which St. Thomas, in

harmony with the other great authorities of the Church, explains

thus: "The effect of Prayer is infallible as often as it is accom

panied with these four conditions : that one asks for himself ; that

be asks things necessary for salvation ; that he asks with piety ;

and that he asks with perseverance.' When these four conditions

are present, the success of the just man's prayer is infallible. If

success does not come, you may be assured that one or more of the

conditions are wanting. The prayer of the sinner," continues the

Angel of the Schools, "is also heard, not in virtue of the laws of

justice, but of those of mercy, when it proceeds from a good desire,

and is accompanied with the four conditions mentioned above."'

As for prayers well made, but which have not for their objeot

things necessary to salvation, they are also infallible in their effect;

only, the thing which we ask is not always that which is granted

us. Sometimes God hears us by giving us precisely that which we

solicit. At other times He hears us by positively refusing it,

because He sees, in His infinite wisdom, that what we are pleased

to call a good would be an evil for us. Nevertheless, He does not

leave our labour without a reward : He grants us something else.

For example, we ask health for a person : God refuses it, but

grants him the grace to endure the pains of his illness with great

merit. "We ask life, and God grants us the grace of a good death,

which puts us in possession of eternal life. We ask the conversion

of somebody : God delays it, but grants us the graces of perse-

t Ponuntur quatuor conditiones, quibus concurrentibus semper aliquis

impetrat quod petit: ut scilicet pro so petat, necessaria ad salutem, pie et

perseveranter. (2* 2", q. lxxxiii, art. 15.) Supradictis quatuor conditionibus,

oratio semper infallibiliter impetrat, et si non impetrat, provenit ex defectu

sJicujus ex dictis conditionibus, ut omnes ipsns eprregie complectens dicit 3.

Builius, Scrm. de orand. Dcum; ideo quando petis, et non accipis, est quia

perperam postulasti, vel infideliter, leviter, vel non conferentia tibi, vel

deatitisti. (Ferraris, art. Orat., n. 27.)

• Orationem vero peccatoris ex bono naturre deeiderio procedentem Deus

audit, non quasi ex justitia, quia peccator boe non meretur, sed ex pura

misericordia, observatis taruen quatuor praroissis conditionibus. ut scilicet

pro se petat, necessaria ad salutem, pie et perseveranter. (S. Thorn., 2» 2",

q. lxxxiii, art. 16.)
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verance, of 'which we have the greatest need, though we did not

think of asking them. It is therefore true that rlo prayer, well

made, is without its reward. In giving Prayer to man, God placed

in his hands the keys of Heaven and all its treasures. Whose fault

will it be if we languish in weakness ? But, above all, Whose fault

will it be if we have the misfortune to be lost ?'

It would be necessary to quote nearly every page of the Old

and the New Testament if we wished to relate all the occurrences

that prove the omnipotent efficacy of Prayer. Abraham obtaining

pardon for Sodom, if ten just men could be found in it ; Moses

snatching from the hands of God the sentence of death passed on

the people of Israel ; the Ninivites saving themselves from

destruction ; the leper, the centurion, the man born blind, the

woman of Chanaan obtaining health ; the Church of Jerusalem

bursting the gates of the prison in -which St. Peter was confined :

so on through the course of ages. Now, Prayer has lost none of

its efficacy. Out of a thousand examples we shall only cite two:

that of M. Ratisbonne, converted at Rome in 1 842—of which a

detailed account is given in our work, the Trois Rome, 21st

January ; the second happened a few years ago.

In a southern city there lived a pious young girl, as pure as an

angel, but so unfortunate as to have a father and mother without

religion. "What ! to be separated from papa and mamma for all

eternity I" would this tender child often say to herself; and this sad

thought broke her heart. Every day she would go to the church ; and

there, prostrate in a chapel of the Blessed Virgin, she would say,

raising her eyes, full of tears, to the statue of Mary: "0 Mary,

Mother of God and my Mother, convert my father and mother !"

A year passes, and she has not the consolation of seeing her

petitions heard. At length the day of her First Communion comes,

and she prepares for it with the utmost piety. She advances to

the foot of the altar. As she returns to her place, she begins to

weep : she has seen something, enough to cause her the bitterest

grief. Mass and thanksgiving over, she follows her father

nnd mother, who await her at the door of the church. They press

her fondly to their bosom, and load her with kisses. She is

brought back in triumph to the domestic hearth. A numerous

company, invited to celebrate the most beautiful day of her life,

assemble in the evening. The little child occupies the place of

i Fideliter supplicans Deo pro necessitatibus hujus vita;, et misericorditer

auditur, et miscricorditer non auditur. Quid eniui infirmo sit utile, magis

novit medicus quara sgrotus. (S. Aug., Lib. dc Sentent. prosper.) Non nos

bortaretur ut peteremus, nisi dare vellet ; nunquam oranti beneficia denegat,

qui ut orantes non deficient, sua pietate instigat. (Aug., Serm., T, de Ver't

Dam. : Chrysost. tn c. xviii, Luc. Sec also St. Eplirem, &c.)
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honour at the banquet. The repast begins: every countenance is

radiant with joy.

Suddenly deep sighs escape from the young girl's breast; large

tears fall from her eyes : she almost chokes. Her father rises

quickly, and hastens to ask the cause of her sorrow. The more he

inquires the more she sobs'. A long silence is the only reply she

makes to all the pressing questions of her father and mother. At

length the father, in a solemn voice, says to her : "My daughter,

have you had the misfortune to profane the Holy Sacrament, which

you received this morning ?" "O father, what do you ask me ? I

trust that, through the Grace of God, I have nothing to reproach

myself with. My Communion was good : I did the best I could

to prepare myself."

" My child, what then is the matter ? I command you to tell me."

" "Well, since you command me, I will tell you. It is this : Mary,

the daughter of our porter, is much happier than I." " How so ?

What has she that you have not ? Speak : your mother and I are

ready to grant you whatever you wish." " Yes, Mary is much

happier than I. This morning, as she was making her First Com

munion, she had the happiness of seeing by her side her father and

mother, while I was all alone like a poor orphan."

She can scarcely finish. Her sighs redouble. The emotion

spreads among the guests. The father and mother share in it. At

length the father, in a broken voice, says to her: "Console your

self, my daughter ; you will soon be as happy as Mary. Who

could resist the prayers and tears of such an angel as you t" In

effect, a month afterwards the child again approached the altar,

accompanied by her father and mother, and happier than a queen

at the moment of her coronation.

10. Are there different kinds of Prayer? Prayer, whose

necessity, conditions, and general effects we have just explained,

is divided into Mental and Vocal. Mental or Interior Prayer, to

which we properly give the name of Prayer, is that which is made

in the heart without the motion of the lips. It consists in affec

tionate meditation on the truths of salvation, in order to make

them the rule of our thoughts, words, and actions, and to move us

to the praise of God and the imitation of the virtues of Our Lord

aid the Saints.

Itt excellence. Mental is much more excellent than Vocal

Prayer. It renders us more like the Angels, with whom it is a

continual occupation. It can exist without Vocal Prayer, which

without it cannot be good, since attention of the heart is necessary

to pray well.

Itt neceetity. It is impossible to work out one's salvation

without thinking thereon. Under one form or another, Praver ia
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therefore an absolute necessity. Meditation, properly so called, is

hence morally necessary to all men, inasmuch as it is during Medi

tation alone, in ordinary practice, that we think seriously on onr

salvation. Accordingly, the Holy Spirit, and all the Saints formed

in His school, vie with one another in proclaiming the necessity of

Meditation. Why is the world covered with iniquities * asks the

Lord by the mouth of the prophet Jeremias. Why are souls lost hy

thousands f Why is the earth made desolate ? Because no one con

siders in his heart.'

All the Saints were and are apostles of Prayer. " Onr whole

spiritual progress," says Rufinus, " depends on Meditation."'

Father Suarez, the impersonation of theological science, used to

say : " I would give all my books for a quarter of an hour's

Prayer." "The soul that abandons Prayer," adds St. Teresa,

" has no need of the devil to take it to hell : it goes there itself."

She used also to say : " Promise me a quarter of an hour's Prayer

every day, and I, in the name of Jesus Christ, will promise you

Heaven." " Without the exercise of Meditation," continues

Gerson, " no one can live as a Christian, except by a miracle."'

All the holy founders of religious orders prescribed Mental

Prayer as an essential exercise. Indeed, experience proves that

those who make Mental Prayer rarely fall into mortal sin, and if un

happily they sometimes fall into it, they speedily rise again, thanks

to Mental Prayer, and return to God. One may recite vocal

prayers and remain in mortal sin ; one may assist at Mass—give

alms—alas ! even communicate, and remain in mortal sin : but

Mental Prayer and mortal sin are incompatible. Such is the

thought of St. Liguori : Many recite the rosary, the office of the

Blessed Virgin, and remain in mortal sin ; but it is impossible that k»

who makes meditation should remain in mortal sin : either he will

abandon meditation, or he will abandon sin.

Its facility. To meditate, it suffices to love; for we easily

think on what we love. The miser thinks willingly on his riches,

the merchant on his business, the mechanic on his trade, the mag

nate on his dignities : why ? Because they love them. Let us

love God, let us love our soul, and we shall think willingly on

God and our soul. To say that we cannot make meditation is

therefore to accuse ourselves of indifference in regard to God and

our soul

" But I cannot fix my mind, I am destroyed with aridities: this

is the reason why I do not attempt Mental Prayer." St. Francis

1 Jerem., 2.

' Omnia profectm spiritualis ex roeditatione procedit. (In Psal. xxxvl.)

* Absque meditationis exercitio, nullus, necluso miruculo Dei, ad Christiana

Beligionia normals attingit. (De Med. consid., vii.)
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de Sales answers that even though a person occupied himself

during the whole time of Mental Prayer in driving away distractions

and temptations, it would be nothing the worse thereof. The Lord

will be content with your good intentions, and will reward you

for what you endured against your will. An ounce of medi

tation made in the midst of disgust is worth more than a hundred

pounds in the midst of consolation. How many courtiers go a

hundred times a year to the chamber of their prince, without any

hope of speaking to him, but merely to be seen by him and to pay

him their respects! If God does not judge it fit to bring us into

His entertainments, let us remain in the ante-chamber, and offer

Him our reverence. Motionless statues, ranged along the galleries

ofprinces, do honour to their masters : if, therefore, the Lord wishes

that we should be like statues in His presence, let us be content to

honour Him as statues.'

" But I have not time." And yet you have time for everything

else—you have time to sleep, to indulge in idle talk, to stroll about,

to work; you even find time to commit sin, and you cannot find

time to save your soul ! Vacat vt philosopkus sis, non vacat ut

Christians sis, says St. Paulinus ! If a poor man saw you throwing

a number of golden pieces into a river, would it be unreasonable of

him to ask you for the half of one of them ? And does Our Lord

ask too much when He asks you for the half, the quarter of one of

those hours which every day you squander so recklessly ?

Will you have the goodness to tell me why time has been given

you ? Do you believe that Jesus Christ died to obtain it for you,

that you might not abandon yourself to the pleasures and follies of

life ? You are not more engaged than those bishops who govern

immense dioceses, than those rulers who are charged with the

administration of mighty kingdoms, and yet they find time to

meditate. If you absolutely cannot meditate in the silence of rest,

meditate during your labour. How many poor villagers make a

meditation thus every day ! A flower, a plant, the least thing,

Eunices to raise their minds to God : all because they love. Love,

therefore, like them, and you will always find time to meditate.

Its practice. The most favourable place for making Mental

Prayer is the Church ; but it can be made everywhere—in the

house or in the field. Still it is proper to retire to a solitary place,

away from noise. The most suitable time is the morning. Medi

tation is the soul's breakfast. There will b» a good deal to blame

in the actions of the day if one does not begin it by giving the

soul a proper supply of the strengthening food of virtue. Tho

Prayer of which we speak consists of three parts.

1 Introduction to a Devout Life, p. II, o. ix.
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The first part is the Preparation. In the Preparation, there are

three acts to be made: (a) to place one's self in the presence of God,

saying : My God, I believe that Thou art here present ; it is with

Thee that I am about to speak : I adore Thee from the depths of my

nothingness ; (b) to humble one's self, saying: Lord, Iought to be at

this moment in hell on account of the sins which I have committed;

I repent of having offended Thee : forgive me in Thy great mercy ;

(c) to ask the lights of the Holy Ghost, saying: Eternal Father,

grant me, for the love of Jesus and Mary, Thy lights during this

meditation, that I may profit by it. We next say a Hail Mary to

the Blessed Virgin, that she may obtain these lights for us, and a

Glory be to the Father in honour of St. Joseph, our Guardian Angel,

and our Holy Patron. We make these acts with attention, but in

a few words, and pass on to the Meditation.

The second part is the Actual Meditation. The subject of the

Meditation is a truth of salvation. "We must consider what Our

Lord and the Saints taught us regarding it, and the example that

they left us. We must compare their thoughts with our thoughts

and their conduct with our conduct, and draw hence practical

resolutions for the reformation of our lives. We may avail

ourselves with advantage of some books. St. Francis de Sales

says that we must imitate bees, which stay on one flower as long

as they find any honey in it, and then pass on to another. He

who cannot read should meditate on the four last things (Death,

Judgment, Hell, and Heaven), on the benefits of God, and chiefly

on Our Lord's Passion. The fruit of Meditation consists in the

resolution that is made during it. A person should never quit it

without having said to himself, In consequence of what I have

just meditated upon, I will do such a thing, or I will avoid such a

thing. This resolution should be frequently called to mind during

the course of the day.

The third part is the Conclusion. It consists of three acts :

(a) we thank God for the lights and graces which He has granted

us during our Meditation ; (b) we promise to keep faithfully the

resolution which we have made; (c) we ask of God, through the

intercession of Jesus and Mary, the grace to be faithful to this

promise. At the close we recommend to God the souls in Purga

tory and the wants of the Church, by saying for this purpose an

Our Father and a Hail Mary, which are the two most excellent

prayers that God and the Church have taught us.

Vocal Prayer is that which is made with the mouth—pro

nouncing the words. Like Meditation, it requires a modest and

religious demeanour, attention of mind, and devotion of heart.

Without these conditions no one prays properly : to neglect them
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is to merit the reproach addressed by the Lord to the carnal Jews:

This people honoureth Me with their lips, but their hearts art far

from Me.'

The attention which we ought to bring to Vocal Prayer differs

somewhat from that which is necessary for Mental Prayer. This

attention is of three kinds : (a) attention to the words, which con

sists in pronouncing the words Well, that is to say, fully, gravely,

and distinctly; (A) attention to the meaning, which consists in

•penetrating the sense of the words, so as to join to their pronun

ciation the affection of the heart ; and (c) attention to God, which

is the best of all, and which consists in occupying one's self interiorly

with God during the time of Prayer, adoring, thanking, and loving

Him, and asking Him for His graces. The first kind of attention

suffices to satisfy the precept of Prayer ; but, with it alone, Prayer

will be cold and will not produce any great fruits.*

Vocal Prayer is necessary as well as Mental, (a) Our Saviour

commanded it by prescribing for us the Lord's Prayer. The Church

gives us an example of obedience on this point, for in all her offices

she employs Vocal Prayer, (i) Being composed of body and soul,

it is necessary that our senses should concur in their manner to

praise and glorify God. (c) Our soul is so dependent on the senses,

especially since the commission of sin, that we generally have need

to pronounce words or to hear them pronounced, as a help to us in

forming good thoughts and in raising our minds to God. (d) Vocal

Prayer is necessary to edify the neighbour, and to maintain the

external worship of Religion.3

Vocal Prayer is divided into Public and Private. Public Prayer

is that which is made by the ministers of the Church, in the name

of all the Faithful. This Prayer must be vocal, that it may be

known by all those for whom it is made. Hence the Church directs

her ministers to pronounce it in a loud voice.4 The Holy Sacrifice

of the Mass and the Divine Office are the most excellent of all

Public Prayers. We will speak of them in the fourth pari of the

Catechism. ' •"'

1 Matt., xv, 8.

«Triplex est attentio quie oraliotri vocali potest adhiberi; una quidam

qua attenditur ad verba, ne aliquis in eis erret ; secunda, qua attenditur ad

.sensuin verboruin ; tertia, qua attenditur ad finera orationis, scilicet ad Deum

et ad rem pro qua oratur, qua; quidem est maxime necessaria, et hano etiam

possunt habere idiotsr. (S. Thom., 2* 2", q. lxxxiii, art. 18.) Prima est

attentio ad verba quibus petimus, deinde ad petitionem ipsam ; et quascumque

earum attentionum adsit, non est repetenda inattenta oratio. (Id., ir, DuU

xv, ix, i, Salut. t.) a 8.. Thora., 2» 2», q. lxxxiii, art. 12.

* Duplex est oratio, communis et singularis : communis quidem oratio est

qure per ministros Kcclesias in persona totius fldelis populi Deo offertur, etc.

(id., 2* 2», q. lxxxiii, art. 12.)
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Private Prayer is that which is made by each of the Faithful

individually or with others, for one or for many.' Among the

most useful Private Prayers, we must place ejaculatory prayers.

This name is given to those short and fervent prayers which shoot

forth from the heart of man, like burning arrows, and go to pierce

the heart of God. Being very short, they can be repeated every

moment, whether one is alone or in company, at rest or in the

midst of business. They are, besides, less subject to distractions

and tepidity than others. In fine, they maintain an habitual com

merce of the soul with God, form gradually the interior spirit within

us, and carry away our conversation to Heaven.

Hence all the Saints made great account and frequent use of

these ejaculations or aspirations. Most of the Saints even adopted

or composed one in particular, which served as a war-cry or motto

to encourage them in the battles of virtue, and to cheer them on in

their great undertakings for the glory of God. My God and my

All/ would St. Francis of Assisium repeat continually. / am

come to cast fire on the earth, and what will J but that it be kindled ?

said St. Dominic. O glorious Lady, raised above the stars ! used the

great Thaumaturgus of Italy, St. Antony of Padua, to repeat

almost as often as he breathed. All for the greater glory of God !

said St. Ignatius. What is this for eternity, and in comparison

with eternity t asked St. Aloysius Gonzagu. To suffer or to die!

cried out the angelic Teresa. 0 most holy IVinity ! exclaimed

every hour the Apostle of the Indies, St. • Francis Xavier.

Alleluia ! was the word of a holy soul, stretched for many years on

a bed of sorrow.

Such are a few of those excellent prayers, which we cannot do

better than take to ourselves. If we be faithful in repeating them

often and recollectedly, we shall not be slow to reap the happiest

fruits from them.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having taught me

the means of obtaining everything from Thee ; grant me the grace

to turn this knowledge to account frequently and well.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

sb myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, 1 will

every day make at least a quarter of an hour's meditation.

i Oratio vera singulars est qute offertur a singular: persona cujuscumque

sire pro w, live pro aliis orantis. (S. Thorn., 2» 2", q. lxxxiii, art. 12.)
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LESSON XXX.

avn vmon with the new asah By hope (continued.)

The Lord's Prayer. Historical Incident.

Though the Lord's Prayer becomes a Publio Prayer 'when it is

offered to God by a sacred minister of Religion in the name of all

the faithful people, yet we place it at the head of Private Prayers,

because Our Lord seems to have composed it chiefly for the private

use of each individual Christian in those continually recurring

cases which oblige us to have recourse to God. " When you are

about to pray," He says, " retire into your chamber, and close the

door ; then, addressing 3rourself to God, say : Our Father, &c.'

Regarded in its Author, in its form, or in the depth of its

meaning, the Lord's Prayer is evidently the most excellent of all

prayers.

1. In its Author. It was not a Saint, nor a Prophet, nor an

Angel, nor an Archangel, that composed it. It was Our Lord Jesus

Christ Himself, the Son and the Eternal Wisdom of God.

2. In its form. The Lord's Prayer is clear. The whole world

can understand it—the little child as well as the old man, the

peasant as well as the citizen. It is short. Any one can learn it

easily, remember it accurately, and repeat it frequently. Its brevity

makes it essentially popular—consequently, worthy of God who

came to save all mankind, and of Religion which should be preached

to the free and the enslaved, to civilised as well as savage peoples.

It is persuasive. Nothing can be more humble, more simple, more

filial, that is to say, more effectual, than the manner in which it

expresses our wants to God.

3. It is deep in its meaning. It is complete, for it includes all

that we can and should, as children of God, ask for time and

eternity, for body and soul, for ourselves and others. It is wise,

for it recalls to our minds and makes us put in practice the three

great virtues which are the foundations of Religion, society, and

salvation, namely, Faith, Hope, and.Charity. It is divinely logical,

for it regulates the desires of our heart, by teaching us to express

first themost noble and most necessary ; then, those which oreless so.*

1 Mail., y\.

i Tn oratione dominica non iohim petuntur omnia qua; recte desiderare

possumus, sed etiam eo ordine quo desidcranda sunt ; ut sic htte oratio non

nlum instruat postulare, sed etiam sit informativa totius noatri affectus,

(8. Tbom., 2», 2", q. lixxiii, urt. 9.)
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" In effect," says St. Thomas, " it is manifest that the first

object of our desires is our last end ; then, the means to arrive at

this end. Now, our end is God, to whom our affection tends in

two manners : the one consists in desiring the glory of God ; the

other in wishing to enjoy this divine glory. The first belongs to

Charity by which we love God in Himself; the second to Charity

by which we love ourselves in God. This is the reason why the

first petition, Hallowed be Thy name, asks the glory of God; and

the second, Thy kingdom come, asks that we may come to the enjoy

ment of the glory of God.

" Now, a thing can lead us to our last end either by itself or

by accident. By itself and directly, by making us merit eternal

beatitude through obedience to the Commandments of God. Hence,

our third petition, Thy will be done on earth as it is in Heaven. By

itself again, though in a less direct manner, by helping us to merit

eternal beatitude. Hence, our fourth petition, Give us this day

our daily bread. A thing leads us to our last end by accident

when it removes the obstacles that would hinder us from arriving

at it. There are three obstacles of this class. Sin, which directly

closes our way. Hence our fifth petition, Forgive us our trespasses^

Temptation, which leads us to sin. Hence, our sixth petition,

Lead us not into temptation. Temporal evils—the consequence of

sin—which make the burden of life too heavy. Hence, in fine, our

seventh petition, Deliver us from evil.'"

The seven petitions of the Lord's Prayer correspond also with

the Gifts of the Holy Ghost and the Gospel Beatitudes, so that this

admirable prayer is in perfect harmony with everything else in

Religion, and its tendency is to obtain for us all that can make a

Christian perfect in this life and happy in the next. No wonder

that St. Augustine should speak of it in these sublime terms: "The

Lord's Prayer is the petition given to the Faithful by the Heavenly

Law-Maker Himself, that they may be able to obtain the accom

plishment of all their desires.'"

In fine, that which adds to the excellence of the Lord's Prayer

is that it is the most necessary of all prayers. "Various Councils—

among them the Council of Rome—oblige all Christians to know

it by heart, inasmuch as, according to the doctrine of the Holj'

Fathers, it is proper that we sUould recite it every day.3 " Since

' S. Thom., 2» 2», q. Ixxxiii, art. 9.

' Regula postulandi fidelibus a coclesti jurisperito data. (Enarr. in Ps.

cxlii.)

> E la piu nccessaria di tutte. (Bellar., Dottr. erist., lxxi ; Concil. Kftm.,

c. II.) Nisi qui has tluas sontentias (Symbolum et Orationem dominii ami <t

nu-uioriter tenuerit et ex toto corde crcdiderit, et in oratione Kepissimo
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we lire in the midst of the world,-' says St. Augustine, "where

no one can live without sin, the forgiveness of our faults is found

not only in the sacred waters of Baptism, hut also in the daily

repetition of the Lord's Prayer. It is like our daily Baptism.'"

The Lord's Prayer, then, is the remedy for the sins which we

commit every day, that is, our venial sins, provided we are ani

mated, in reciting it, with a true sentiment of contrition. It is

proper that every one should know it in Latin and in the vernacular:

iu Latin, because such, is the language of the Church; in the

vernacular, or mother tongue, that ono may understand what is

asked.

LiiiitM of the Lord's Prayer. The Lord's Prayer is divided

into three parts : the preface or preparation, the body of the prayer,

wd the conclusion.

The preface consists of these simple but sublime words : Our

Father, who art in Heaven. The Saviour could have taught us to

give God titles more capable of revealing to us His majesty, and of

filling us with respect; but these titles would have continued to

make us the slaves of Sinai, while we ought to be the children of

Calvary. We are therefore instructed to say, not Our God, Our

Creator, Our Master, but Our Father ' Consider this expression

in regard to God, ourselves, and our neighbour.

In regard to God, it wonderfully excites our confidence, by re

minding us that, in spite of our nothingness and misery, we are still

the children, not of a king, not of an emperor, not of any earthly

potentate, but of God Himself. On the other hand, it infallibly

touches the heart of God, by reminding Him that He is our

Father—our Father in every manner, by creation, by redemption,

by preservation—the Father of our soul, and the Father of our

frequentaverit, catholicus esse non poterit. (Syn. Remens., Ti, c. vii. See

alio the Council of Toledo, iv, c. ix ; S. Aug., Enchir., ixxi ; S. Cyp., de Orat.

domin.) One is obliged by the necessity of precept to know, at least as regards

their substance, (a) tbe Apostles' Creed in full; (4) the Lord's Prayer; (c) the

Precepts of the Decalogue ; (d) such of the Commandments of the Church as

are common to all the Faithful ; (e) the Sacrament of Baptism, which each of

the Faithful may hare occasion to administer, and the Sacraments of Penance

and the Eucharist, which we are bound to receive at least once a year. As for

the other Sacraments, an explicit Faith is necessary only for those who receive

them. But the knowledge of these different articles has its degrees : it may

be more or less perfect, more or less extensive. Still it is not permitted to be

entirely ignorant of them. It is only want of capacity that can excuse from

mortal sin. (Monseigneur Oousset, Theol. mor., 1. 1, p. 129.)

t Quoniam victuri sumus in isto saeculo, ubi quis non vivit sine peccato,

ideo remissio peccatnrum non est in sola ablutione sacri Baptismatis, sed etiam

in Oratione dominica et quotidiana. In ilia invenietis quasi quotidianunt

Eaptismum vestrum. (Sem. ccxiii, de Temp. ; et Enchir., c. Ixxxi.)
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body. As children, the Saviour tells us, have recourse with these

tender words to their father in all their necessities, not being afraid

to acquaint him with the number or the extent of their troubles,

so do you in all your wants and trials have recourse to your

Heavenly Father, who will console you, who will relieve you,

who will have pity on you, as a father has pity on his children.

In regard to ourselves, the expression Our Father reminds us,

more eloquently than the grandest discourse, of the nobility of our

origin—consequently, of the respect which we ought to have for

our body and soul, and of the care which we ought to take to

maintain ourselves in the friendship of God, and to behave our

selves as worthy children, if we wish to be heard by Him. Sinners,

who, according to the words of the Saviour Himself, are children

of the devil, cannot with any right call God their Father, since

they do not obey His commands. Still they ought not to omit the

Lord's Prayer, and they do not recite it fruitlessly. If they are

truly penitent, they will say Our Father like the returning

Prodigal, to obtain forgiveness for their faults ; if they remain

obstinate in evil, they will say it at least in the name of the

Church, of which they are members by Faith and Hope.

In regard to our neighbour, the expression Our Father brings

before our mind the great law which saved and which alone can

again save the world—the law of universal brotherhood. It teaches

us what the rest of mankind are to us, and what we ought to be

to them. In effect, we do not say My Father, but Our Father,

because we are all brethren, and we ought to pray not only for

ourselves but for all men in general—Catholics, heretics, Jews,

infidels, friends, and enemies—that is, we ought to love them all

with a truly fraternal love.'

In the single expression Our Father we find the abolition of

every species of tyranny, the exaltation of the lowly, the protection

of the weak, the generous devotedness of the rich and powerful to

the corporal and spiritual relief of those among their brethren who

are less favoured than they with the gifts of fortune and intelli

gence—that is, we find Charity, the basis of the family, the bond

of society, the pledge of future happiness.

In a word, we say Our Father, on the one hand, to testify that

we pray for all and in the name of all; on the other, to engage the

1 Ante omnia pacis doctor atque vinitatia inagiater singillatim noluit et

privatim precem fieri, ut quia cum precatur, pro se tantum precetur. . .

Public* est nobis et communis oratio ; et quando oramus, non pro uno, sed

pro toto populo oramus, quia totus populus unum sumus. Deus pacis et

concord ix magister, qui docuit unitatem, sic orare unum pro omnibus voluit,

quomodo in uno oinnes portarit. (S. Cyp., de Orat. domin.)
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Lord to grant us, in consideration of the rest, that which, by our*

selves, we do not merit. When we say Our Father, it is to the

three Divine Persons that we address ourselves, because all three

merit the title of Father, by reason of our creation, our redemption,

and our sanctification.

Who art in Heaven. The God whom we invoke is everywhere.'

Yet we say Who art in Heaven, because it is there that all the

magnificence of His glory appears ; or because it is there that He

reigns over the Angels and Saints in all the plenitude of His love ;

or because we should continually remind ourselves that it is there

our thoughts, our desires—our conversation, as the Apostle says—

ought to be.

Our Father, who art in Heaven. " Yes, 0 good Father! Thou

art in Heaven, at the summit of felicity, infinitely rich, infinitely

powerful, infinitely bounteous ; and we, Thy children, are on earth,

in a land of exile, far from our country and our family, poor, weak,

sick,- surrounded by enemies." What more proper to move the

heart of God ? What more proper at the same time to form in our

souls a profound humility, a lively sense of our wants, a filial

respect, piety, confidence, purity, and charity towards our

brethren ? How can a prayer fail to be heard which opens on

such kindly terms between him who addresses it and Him to whom

it is addressed ? So much for the preface of the Lord's Prayer.

But what ought we to ask, and in what order ought we to ask ?

Alas ! we are so senseless and blind that often we know neither

the nature of our true wants nor the order in which we should ask

relief for them. Hence it happens either that we ask nothing or

that we ask improperly. To remedy this double evil, the New Adam

Himself composed a supplication for our use, in which He had

regard both to the objects that we should desire and to the order

in which we should desire them. Now, reason and religion tell us

that well-born and truly intelligent children always prefer their

father's interests to their own, the goods of eternity to those of

time, the end to the means. All this is taught us in an admirable

manner by the second part of the Lord's Prayer.

In effect, the body of this Divine Prayer is divided, like the

Decalogue, into two portions. The first refers to God, and includes

three petitions : Hallowed be Thy name ; Thy kingdom come ; Thy

tcill be done on earth as it it in Heaven. The second refers to man,

and includes four petitions : Give m this day our daily bread ; and

' Ipsum intelligimus sine qualitate bonum, sine quantitnte magnum, sins

indigentia creatorem, sine situ praeentem, sine babitu omnia continentem,

iine loco ubique totum. (S. Aug., lib V. d$ Tri»U., c. L)

vol. ii. 23
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forgive us our trespasses, as weforgive them who trespass against us ;

and lead us not into temptation ; but deliver us from evil.

First petition : Hallowed he Thy name. The first thing that we

ought to ask, because it is the greatest and most excellent of all

goods, is tfie glory of God. Hence, like children desirous to honour

their father, we begin by asking in general that the name of our

Heavenly Father, that is to say, God Himself, His majesty, His

power, His wisdom, His goodness, His mercy, His justice, may be

known, appreciated, honoured, revered, loved, sanctified on

earth as in Heaven.' We ask that, in imitation of the blessed

inhabitants of Heaven, all the inhabitants of the earth may praise,

glorify, and exalt, by their words and their actions—by Faith,

Hope, and Charity—the adorable name of God.

We ask in particular that infidels, enlightened by a light

from on high, may know the true God, and be regenerated in the

saving waters of Baptism, in the name of the Father and of the

Son and of the Holy Ghost; that heresies may be rooted up, and

that their followers may own and embrace as their true mother the

Holy Roman Catholic Church, out of which there is no effusion of

the Holy Ghost, no forgiveness of sins, no salvation ; that we may

no longer see the earth deluged with superstitions, sorceries,

perjuries, blasphemies, or any of the other diabolical disorders by

which the name of God is despised and outraged ; the return of

sinners to the amiabla and sacred yoke of our Heavenly Father—

a thorough knowledge throughout the world that all goods of body

and soul come from God and ought to be referred to His glory—

and a religious care to honour the Blessed Trinity by our conduct,

lest our scandals should cause Its name to be blasphemed among

men. We ask these latter things, not for one day only, but for our

whole life : in other terms, we ask perseverance in good to our last

breath.*

The desire that the name of God should be sanctified is certainly

the noblest that can issue from the heart of man, since it was for

this that we were created and endowed with reason. It was also

the most ardent and constant of those which Our Lord Himself,

and all the Saints, after His example, in the course of ages, formed.

One day St. Ignatius of Loyola, addressing Father Laynez, said:

i Verba enim ilia, qute tartue petitioni adjunct* sunt: Sicut in Colo et in

terra, ad quamlibet primarum trium petitionum referri posse docet Coneilii

Tndentini Catechismus, ut sic intelligamus : Sanctificetur nomen tuum in

Ccelo et in terra; adveniat regnum tuum sicut in Ccelo et in terra; fiat

voluntas tua sicut in Oce!o et in terra. (Nat Alex., de Orat. dom., 1322.)

» In his verbis qnotidie ('deles Christ i jietunt ut perseverent in eo quod

epwe orpi runt. ,S. Aug., de (Jorrept. et Grat., lib. VI.)
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" If God gave you the choice of going now to Paradise, or of re

maining still on earth with the prospect of doing so nething great

for His glory, which would you prefer?" "I v.oull prefer to go

to Heaven," answered Father Laynez. "As for me," replied the

Saint, " I would prefer to remain on earth, in order to do the will of

God and to render Him some service. With regard to my salvation,

I have no doubt that God would take care of me, and that He would

not let one who, for love of Him, had voluntarily delayed his

entrance into Heaven, perish."

Second petition : Thy kingdom come. After asking the glory of

God, we ask a participation in this glory, which is the end for

which we were created—consequently, the term of religion, of life,

of time, of eternity.' Observe that we ask the kingdom of God to

come to us, and not that we should go to it, because the kingdom

of grace must come to us in order that we may be able to go to the

kingdom of glory.

To the words kingdom of God we attach three meanings : the

kingdom of nature, the kingdom of grace, and the kingdom of

glory. The kingdom of nature is that by which God rules and

governs all creatures, including the human family. Of this king

dom the Scripture speaks, when it says : Thy kingdom, 0 God !

is a kingdom of all ages ; 0 Lord God, Omnipotent King ! the whole

universe -it subject to Thee, and nothing can resist TheeS We do not

ask that this kingdom should come, since it has existed since the

origin of the world ; and the wicked themselves, whether they like

it or not, cannot escape from it. We only ask that it should be

manifested, and that all men should recognise, admire, and bless

the laws of that tender Providence which disposes of everything

created in number, weight, and measure, attaining its end sweetly

and mightily, and that they should always submit to it with a filial

resignation.

The kingdom of grace is that by which God rules and governs

the hearts aud souls of the faithful children of the Church, by the

action of the Holy Ghost, and by the three great virtues of Faith,

Hope, and Charity, which lead them to follow His divine precepts

and to seek His glory in preference to everything else.

The kingdom of glory shall exist in the other life, after the

General Judgment. Then God shall reign with the Saints, without

any kind of opposition ; for all power shall have been taken away

from the devils and the wicked, chained together in eternal

prisons. Then also shall have been destroyed the empire of death

and corruption, with all the temptations of the world and the flesh

'Matt. yi. « P». Either, nil.
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that here afflict the servants of God : so that this shall he a tranquil,

peaceful kingdom, abounding in an unmixed and endless felicity.

Of which of these three kingdoms do we solicit the coming in

the Lord's Prayer? As we have already said, not the first—it ii

not to come, it is come : we do not even ask its continuance, for

this would interfere with the attainment of our last end, which is

to pee God face to face in eternity. Neither is it the second—since

we desired its coming in the first petition, and it is already in great

part come. "We ask the coming of the third, which must come,

and which all those who know the miseries of this life desire with

ardour. This kingdom consists in the supreme good and perfect

glory of our body and our soul : such cannot be till after the Last

Judgment.

Thus, we daily and earnestly ask the end of the world and the

coming of the Last Judgment. We ask that this world of iniquities

and disorders should be speedily replaced by anew earth and a new

Heaven, iu which justice should reign, that so God may be all iu

all. While the lovers of the world think that they cannot feu:

uny worse news than the announcement of the General Judgment,

we, the citizens of Heaven, who live here like pilgrims and exiles,

huve not and ought not to have any greater desire than to witness

its arrival. Hence the saying of St. Augustine: " As before the

coming of the Messias all the supplications of the virtuous of the

Old Covenant had for their object the coming of Our Lord, so to

day all the desires of the saints of the New Covenant have for their

object the second coming of the Son of God, who will lead us to

the height of perfection and felicity.'"

This is a truth which it is very important that we should often

recall to our own minds and to the minds of others. Nothing is

more proper to ennoble our thoughts than the recollection of the

sublime end for which we are destined. Nothing is more proper

to mukeus endure adversities with patience, resist temptations with

fidelity, and trample under our feet the prized things of earth, than

the thought of the royal felicity which awaits us in eternity. Yes,

we shall one day reign with Our Lord. Let us therefore learn to

show ourselves masters, by commanding our passions, and by com

pelling the world to bow before our Faith. How shameful, if ifc

were otherwise ! Is it in the chains of slavery that we make our

apprenticeship to royalty ?

Third petition : Thy will be done. In the preceding petition we

asked eternal beatitude, which is our last end; in this we ask the

chief means to attain it. The grand road to Heaven is, according

In Ptn cxviii ; Bcllnr., Dotir. erUi., p. 79.
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to the words of Our Lord Himself, the accomplishment of the will

of our Heavenly Father : If you will enter into life, keep the Com

mandments.' But we cannot, of ourselves, keep these Divine Com

mandments.

Accordingly, we ask of God that His will may be done in us,

that is, that He may give us (a) the grace to accomplish it, by

everywhere and always obeying His Commandments, after the

•ixample of our Divine Model, who became obedient unto death,

even unto the death of the cross ;' and (b) the grace to accept, at least

without murmuring, if not with filial confidence and joy, the

spiritual and corporal afflictions that may befall us, such as the loss

of relatives, friends, or property. In effect, all these things that

God appoints or permits are for our good. It' we are just, they

give us more ample matter from which to acquire merit; if not,

they supply us with an excellent means of attaining to our purifica

tion.

Men of little Faith! what can we ask more advantageous than

the accomplishment of the will of our Father? He loves us more

tenderly than we love ourselves. His will is holy, just, and per

fect. It was by not accomplishing it that the First Adam plunged

himself into the abyss of evils of which we are the sad heirs. It

is by accomplishing it that we deliver ourselves from them; and

we shall be so much the more exempt from them, or they shall be

so much the lighter in our regard, as we shall better accomplish

this perfect will.

Hence it follows that the happiness of Heaven shall be complete,

because the will of God shall there reign alone, fully, and eternally.

This happiness shall be proportioned, for each one of us, to the

fidelity with which we shall have accomplished the will of God on

earth.

On earth as it is in Heaven. In asking of God the grace to

obey Him, we at the same time ask of Him to render our obedience

worthy of Him and meritorious for ourselves, that is, like that of

the Angels and Suints, the blessed inhabitants of Heaven. The

Angels and Saints submit to the will of God with a plenitude of

love. They obey solely because God wills it, without any self-

seeking; they execute His orders with the speed of lightning; they

neither argue nor murmur. No matter what they are commanded

by God, they answer in a canticle of praise and thanksgiving :

" Holy, holy, holy is the Lord God of hosts !"

Thus ought we to obey. Oh how delightful would our sojourn

on earth be if all those millions of human wills around us sutuuttcc

i Matt., xis. ' Phllipp., ii, 8.
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at all times and in all things to the will of God ! As for us, at least,

let us always have in our hearts and on our lips the saying of the

Apostle St. Paul : " Lord, what wilt thou have me to do ?" or that

of the Royal Prophet: " My heart is ready, O God, my heart is

ready;" or that of the holy man Joh : " The Lord gave to me, the

Lord hath taken away from me, He hath done that which seemed

to Him good—blessed be H/s name 1" or, in fine, that of our

Divine Model Himself: " Father! if it be possible, let this chalice

pass away from Me; yet not My will, but Thine, be done !"

Such is the first part of the Lord's Prayer. Considered in

their object, nothing can be more sublime than the three petitions

of which it consists : as nothing can be more logical than the order

in which they are expressed.

The second part of the Lord's Prayer contains four petitions, by

which we ask the temporal good things necessary to arrive at the

eternal What more wise ? As man is referred to God, as his

last end : so the goods of this life are referred to those of the next,

as means to their end. This is the reason why Our Lord wishes

that these things should only be asked in the second place. We

ought only to solicit them inasmuch as Qol Himself permits it,

and as we have need of them to acquire the -celestial.

Fourth petition : Give us this day our daily bread. By these

words, so touching and simple, we ask all that is necessary for the

maintenance of our temporal life. Now, we are composed of two

substances, a body and a soul : both have need of nourishment to

live. The soul, which is spiritual, requires a spiritual food. Foi

the body, which is material, we must have a material food. The

Holy Eucharist, the word of God, holy inspirations ; these are the

food of the soul : we ask them for the soul. Eating, drinking,

clothing, and other such things, are necessary for the life of the

body : we ask that they may be granted to the body.

" Give us." Humble expression, admirably adapted to touch

the heart of God 1 We acknowledge that we have nothing, and

that we are beggars. We acknowledge that God alone is rich, and

that He alone can give us everything. We acknowledge that we

are Indebted to Him for our very existence, that is to say, for the

things most necessary to our spiritual and our corporal life : not to

our own labour, not to our own industry, not to our own virtues.

Nothing truer. It is not we who make the wheat that nourishes

us grow in the earth, nor the wool that covers us grow on the sheep,

cor the virtues of Faith, Hope, and Charity that sanctify us grow

in our soul.

Hence, rich and poor, we must all say Give us ; for we aro all,

without exception, like beggars who wait at the door of the Father
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of the family.' The rich should say Give us, and on their lips

these words mean : " My God ! vouchsafe to preserve the good

things which Thou hast confided to me ; continue Thy liberality.

We acknowledge that Thou canst at any moment take away all things

which we possess; so that, in preserving them for us, Thou doest

us the same favour as if Thou didst give them to us every moment.'"

The poor should sa)' Give us, and on their lips these words mean :

" My God ! we expect from Thy liberality everything needful for

our life. Send it to us either directly, by Thyself, or indirectly,

by the rich, whom Thou dost inspire to be charitable towards us.

Bless our work, and grant that neither private nor public misfor

tunes may deprive us of the fruits of our labours."

Now, it is to tempt God to imagine that He will send us manna

from Heaven without our having anything else to do but to ask it.

God, who commands prayer, also commands labour, and our

petitions should be directed to obtain His blessing on oui

endeavours. The sweat of our brow is useless, if God, in His

goodness, docs not render it productive. So that the expression

Give us is an acknowledgment that we depend more on the Provi

dence of God than on our own industry.»

In fine, rich and poor, we not only ask that God may give us

our daily bread but that He may bless and sanctify it, in such a

manner that we may always use it for the advantage of our soul

and our body.

We say Give us, and not Give me, because it is proper that a

Christian should not think of himself alone, but also of the neigh

bour. Another reason is that God does not grant us His benefits

in order that we alone may profit of them, or that we may abandon

ourselves to intemperance : He wishes that we should share with

others what remains to us after providing for our own wants.

" This day." This expression has two meanings. In the first

place, it means the whole time of the present life ; for life is only

a day, without a yesterday or a to-morrow. And we ask of God

that He may give us, during the term of our pilgrimage, tho

bread of the soul and the bread of the body, until we

1 Omnes enim, quando oramus, mendici Dei sumus, ante januam magni

patris familias sUraius, imo et prosternimur, et euppliccs ingemiscimus, aliquid

volentea accipere. (S. Aug., Serin., xv, it Verb. Dom.)

* Et quid eget divea? Audeo dicere, ipso pane quotidiano eget dives.

Quare enim abundant illi omina ? unde, niai quia Deus dedit ? quid habebit,

•i Deus subtrahat manum suam? Nonne inulti dormierunt dives, et aur

reierunt pauperes ? et quod illi non deest iniaericordias Dei eat, nou potential

ipaiua. (S. Aug., Senn, xxxvi, ie Divers.)

3 Hequc qui plantat eat aliquid, aequo qui rigat, aed qui incrementum dat,

Deus. (1 Cor., iii.)
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arrive in that blessed country where we shall no longer stand

in need of Sacraments, or instructions, or corporal meats.' In

the second place, This day signifies the present day. And

we ask of God that He may give us, even this day, the bread

of which we have need, because we do not wish to disquiet our

selves about that of to-morrow, knowing that to-morrow may

never dawn for us. Thus, the bread of to-day we ask to-day ;

to-morrow's we shall ask to-morrow.

Was it possible to teach us more eloquently that admirable,

that delightful evangelical poverty which consists, on the one

hand, in an absolute detachment from all created things, and, on

the other, in a filial confidence in Providence ? Our Heavenly

Father will not have us rely on our own strength, even for ont

day, since He wishes that we should every day ask Him for our

daily bread. He wishes that we should every day cast on His

Providence the care of providing for our wants. And what un

easiness can we have ? If we seek first of all the kingdom of God

and His justice, everything else shall be given to us over and

above. See ! Does not our Heavenly Father feed the sparrow,

which sows not ? Does He not clothe the lily, which spins not ?

Does He not make His sun to rise on the just and the unjust ?

Since we ought only to occupy ourselves with the present, is it

not improper to lay up provisions of wheat, wine, and other such

things for a whole year ? "When Our Lord teaches us to concern

ourselves only with the present, He merely desires to free us from

a multitude of superfluous cares that are a very great hindrance to

prayer and other occupations of higher importance, by attention to

which we must obtain eternal life. Since therefore the thought of

the future, as that of laying up provisions, is not superfluous, but

necessary, it is not improper. What do I say ? Such a thought

does not belong to to-morrow, but to to-day ; for if we leave it till

to-morrow, it may then be too late.

" Our daily bread." Nothing is more natural than to ask

bread, which sustains life, after having, in the preceding petition,

asked grace, which is life itself. The first thing that he who

begins to live desires, is food, by which life ma)r be sustained. Let

us not forget that we here ask, abov<i nil things, that spiritual

bread which is the food of the soul ; then material bread, which is

♦he food of the body : so reason and Faith declare.

By spiritual bread, we understand the Holy Eucharist, which

is a divine and heavenly Bread, a wondrous Support of the life of

the soul. SVe also understand the word of God, which, received

1 S. Cyr., Cuicch. mj/sttf., v.
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through preaching or reading, powerfully assists ill maintaining

our spiritual life. In fine, we understand holy inspirations,

prayer, and everything else that contributes to preserve or to in

crease grace, which, as we have said, is the life of the soul, within

us. Accordingly, Our Lord wishes that we should every day ask

His Flesh to eat and His Blood to drink. It follows hence that

the Holy Eucharist ought to be our daily food, and that we ought

to live in such a manner as to be worthy to partake of it every day.

"What can we think, 0 my God ! of those who only receive it once

a year ?'

He also wishes that we should every day ask His divine word.

"What must be thought henceforth of those who never hear it, who

never read it, or who only give their attention to it to criticise it ?

In the eyes of the Fathers, they condemn themselves to death, and

make themselves guilty of the same sacrilege as the profaners of the

Eucharist.' That which may be positively affirmed is that those

who shun the word of God, like those who shun the Blessed

Eucharist, do not know what they say when they say the Lord's

Prayer.

By material bread, we understand what is necessary for the

life of the body, but nothing more : nothing that could flatter

sensuality or satisfy luxury. Our Lord makes use of the word

bread, first, because in the Scripture this word expresses all things

indispensable to life, as food, clothing, and lodging ; and next, to

teach us that we ought to be content with a little, and not seek any

superfluities, as becomes travellers who only pass through a strange

land.

We ask our daily bread, and the word our has a very deep

meaning. In effect, if there is question of the Holy Eucharist, it

is ours. It was for us that it was formed in the womb of the

Blessed Virgin Mary by the operation of the Holy Ghost ; that it

was fully prepared on the cross in the fire of Charity ; and that it

is served up on the altar by the hands of priests. It is our

' Panem nostrum quotidianuin da nobis hodic, Etieharistiam tuain,

quotidianum cibum. (S. Aug., Serm. lviii.) Hence St. Matthew calls this

Bread superaubstantial, above every eubstance.

' Cibus noster quotidianus in hac terra serine Dei est, qui semper erogatur

Ecclesiis. (S. Aug., Serm. lvi.) Quid vobis plus esse videtur, verbum Dei an

corpus Cbristi ? Si verum vultis respondere, hoc utique dicerc debetis, quod

non sit minus verbum Dei quatn corpus Christi, ct idco quanta sollicitudine

observamus, quando nobis corpus Cbristi ministratur, ut nibil ex ipso d»

nostris mauibus in terrain codat ; tanta sollicitudine o'uservemus, ne verbum

Dei, quod nobis erogatur, dum aliud aut cogitamus hi t loquimur, de cords

nostro depercat; quia non minus reus erit qui terbum Dei negligonter

Hudierit, qnam ille qui corpus Christi in terrain cadere negligentia sua per

miaerit. (S. Cicsar., Serm- xov, in append. Angustin., ccc.)
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bread, because it is the bread of true children, and not of dogs,

that is to say, of sinners, as the Scripture speaks—the bread of

Catholics, and not of heretics or infidels.'

Is there question of the word of God ? We ask, in saying our

daily bread, the sound and pure word of God, which true preachers

distribute to the children of the Church, and not the strange,

corrupt, poisonous bread, which heretics give to their followers.

Do we refer to our corporal bread ? We desire that God may

give us our bread, and not that of others : in other words, that He

may help us to gain it, by blessing our labours, our fields, our

crops, our affairs, so that, without having recourse to fraud, or even

to begging, we may be able to procure wherewith to live.*

We also say our bread, not that, properly speaking, it belongs to

us, but because God, in His mercy, vouchsafes to give it to us as

the food that suits us.»

In fine, we say our bread, and not my bread, because every one

of us ought to desire and to ask for his brethren what he desires

and asks for himself. Can we say that we act thus, if we refuse

to share with others that which God gives us above what is neces

sary.

The word daily warns us that we must not ask exquisite or

delicate food, but simple, ordinary food, sufficient for the wants of

the day, according to the saying of the Apostle : Having food and

raiment, let us be content* To a lesson on frugality, this word

adds another, no less eloquent, on humility and detachment : man

asks bread only for one day, because he does not know whether he

shall see another day.

Fifth petition : Forgive us our trespasses as we forgive them who

trespass against us.

In the four preceding petitions we besought our Father to grant

us eternal as well as temporal goods. In the three following we

beg Him to deliver us from evils, let them be past, present, or

future. Thus, the Lord's Prayer contains all that we can desire.

Past evil means sin committed; future evil means temptation,

which leads to sin ; present evil means the trials and tribulations

inseparable from our wearisome pilgrimage. We also understand

' Panis vita Christus est, et pania hie omnium non est, sed noster est ; et

quomodo dicimus Pater noster, quia intelligentium et credentium Pater est ;

sed et panem nostrum vocamus, quia Christus noster (qui ejus corpus con-

tingimus) panis est. (S. Cyp., de Orat doming

3 Auct., Oper. impcrf. in c. vi Matt.

> Panem nostrum dicimus. et tamen ut detur orainus. Noster quippe fit

cum accipitur, qui tamen Dei est, quia ab illo datur. (S. Aug., xxxiv,

Monol., c. vi.) * 1 Tim., vi.
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by the evils from which we ask to be delivered the greatest evils,

which are sins, because they separate us from God ; moderate

evils, which are temptations, because, though they are not sins in

themselves, yet they are of a nature to make us fall into sin—(and

what is more reasonable than to call evils those things which expose

us to so great a danger?) ; in fine, slight evils, which are temporal

and eternal punishments, and are so called, because they really are

slight in comparison with the others of which they are the con

sequence.

In this fifth petition, Our Lord therefore teaches us to ask the

pardon of our sins.' He makes use here of the word debita, debts,

to denote sins. Why this expression ? For three reasons, say

the Doctors. The first, because every man who offends God

becomes a debtor to God for the injury done Him. The second,

because every man who sins violates the Law of God. This Law

promises rewards to those who keep it, and threatens punishments

against those who break it. The breaker, therefore, finds himself,

by bis own fault, a debtor for the punishment appointed in the

Law. The third, because every one of us is bound to cultivate the

vine of his soul, and to deliver its fruits, which are good works, to

God. He therefore who does not devote himself to good works, or,

what is worse, who devotes himself to evil works, makes him

self a debtor to God, who is the true Master of the vine and its

fruits. Now, as we all fail very often, either by doing that which

we ought not to do or by not doing that which we ought to do, it

is proper to say to God many times a day with a profound

humility: Forgive us our trespasses, or Pardon us our debts'

Do these words suffice to obtain the remission of sins ? If there

is question of venial sins, these words, accompanied, as we have

said, with true contrition, remit them directly. As for mortal sins,

they remit them indirectly, in this sense, that they dispose the

heart of our Heavenly Father to grant us the grace to receive with

fruit the effusion of Our Lord's merits in the Sacrament ofPenance.3

The just as well as sinners ought to say Forgive us our tres

passes : (a) because there is a very great difference between not

knowing one's sins and not having any : my conscience, says the

Apostle, does not reproach me with anything, yet for all that I am

not justified; (b) because there are many hidden sins ; (c) because

if we say that we have no sin, wo are liars, according to St. John ;

i Matt., \\. * Bellar., Dottr. crist., p. 88.

3 Oonducit dominica Oratio ad iinpetrandum etiam lethalium peccatorum

veniam. cum peccator, deposito hujusuiodi criminuui affectu, sinceroque doloro

compunctus quod Deuui offenderit. . . ait : Paler, peccaui in Caltim, &c.

(Nat. Alex., do Oral, domin., 1358.)
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(d) because it is not the forgiveness of sin only that we ask, but

also of the punishment due to it ; and («) because we ask pardon for

our brethren as well as for ourselves.'

" As we forgive them who trespass against us.'' By these words

we say to our Heavenly Father : To obtain the remission of the

debts which we owe Thee, we remit those which our brethren owe

ns. Whoever offends us contracts a debt in our regard, for he

violates the law of charity, and sometimes that of justice ; con

sequently, he places himself under the obligation of making satis

faction to us.

We here consent to that which God takes as the rule of His

mercy towards us, the mercy which we ourselves display towards

our neighbour. If then we forgive imperfectly and by halves, or

if we only forgive outwardly, retaining bitterness, rancour, and

antipathy in the heart, or, in fine, if we do not forgive everything,

we say to God that He may treat us in the same manner.

Yet those who do not forgive their enemies may recite this

prayer, not indeed with the intention that God should forgive them

as they themselves forgive others ; for they would thus condemn

themselves. But in this sense, that God may forgive them as they

themselves ought to forgive others, and in the name of the Church,

which always counts a large number of the faithful who grant

pardon to and pray for their enemies. It was thus that the Most

Holy Virgin, though she was exempt from all sin, could say the

Lord's Prayer, and even Forgive us. On her lips, these words

meant : Forgive the sinners who are with me in the Church.

" If those only," says St. Augustine, " who love their enemies

can say Forgive us our trespasses as ice forgive them who trespass

against us, I do not know what I ought to do or what I ought to

say. Shall I tell you not to pray ? I dare not. I shall rather

tell you to pray, that you may love them. But, in fine, if you do

not love them, shall I forbid you to say the Lord's Prayer? If

you do not say it, you will not be forgiven. If you say it, and do

not that which you say, you will not be forgiven either. What

remains, unless that you should both say and do that which is

necessary to be forgiven

1 Cone. Trid., sees, vi, can. xxill.

> Si soli debent dicere : Diiuitte nobis, etc., qui diligunt iniiuicos, nescio

quid faciatn, nescio quid dicam . . . Dicturue eniiu vobis sum : Si non diligitia

inimicos vestros, nolite oraro ? non audeo, imo, ut diligatis, orate. Sed

numquid vobis dicturus sum : Si nop diligitis inimicos vestros, nolite in

Orationo dominica dicere: Dimitte no'jis debita nostra, sicut et nos dimittimus

debitoribus nostrif, ? Putas quia dico: Nolite orare? Si non dixeritis, noi,

dimittuntur ; si dixeritis, et non feceritis, non dimittuntur. Ergo dicendum

est ct faciendum, it diiniltantur. (Scrm. v, alias dc divers., xlviii.)
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Hence, the words A$ we forgive them express a condition,

attached by Our Lord Himself to the divine mercy. Why this

condition ? For several reasons, equally worthy of His infinite

wisdom.

The first, that we might well understand the greatness of the

favour which God does us in forgiving us our sins—a favour so

great that He is not pleased to grant it without annexing to it as

a condition that we shall show mercy towards our brethren.

The second, to remove our reluctance, by showing us how very

easily we may obtain the immense benefit of the forgiveness of our

sins, since He promises to have mercy on us if we have mercy on

our neighbour : a thing which entirely depends on our own will.

The third, to maintain charity, which is the grand precept of

the Gospel, among us, by making this charity the condition and the

rule of God's churity towards us.

The fourth, to crush our pride and to show us how criminal and

absurd is the conduct of worldly people, who say that it is cowardly

to forgive and not to take revenge. In effect, when they shall ask

mercy of God, He will condemn them out of their own mouth,

saying: "You wish Me to forgive you, and you hate mercy. You

turn it into ridicule. You call him who exercises it a coward.

How dare you then ask Me to degrade Myself, by hearing you ?"

In accordance with what has been suid, our duty and our

interest command us to pardon both outwardly and inwardly. The

words of the Scripture are plain: "If you do not forgive others

from your heart, neither will your Heavenly Father forgive you."

And elsewhere: "Let not the sun go down upon your anger."

The Saints always took these words as the rule of their conduct.

St. John the Almoner, Patriarch of Alexandria, had once occasion

to reprehend a senator, who withdrew very dissatisfied. Evening

being come, the Saint sent to the senator to say : " The sun is

about to set." At these words the senator, touched with regret,

runs to the holy bishop. He is received and embraced as a brother,

and the last rays of the setting sun illumine this affecting scene of

reconciliation.

Let us often meditate on this example, as well as on the fifth

petition of the Lord's Prayer. God promises to forgive us, if we

forgive our brethren. The offences that we forgive our neighbour

are nothing in comparison with those of which we are guilty

against God : we have crucified Him ! We ask the cancelling of a

debt of ten thousand pieces of gold, in return for that of two or three

dieces of copper. Yet if we renounce our claims to this trifling

sum with a good heart, and without waiting for our debtors to

entreat ua—if we pardon everything wholly and unreservedly, that
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is to say, if we fully forgive our neighbour—if we prevent him

with kindness and charity, instead of abandoning ourselves to a

blind revenge, or waiting till he appeases us by his expressions of

regret, all our sins will be forgiven us. " If you forgive men their

faults against you," says the Saviour, "your Heavenly Father will

also forgive you your faults against Him."

It is well understood that this promise supposes in him who

forgives his brother the spirit of repentance for his sins. It is

a truth of Faith that, without the spirit of repentance, no sin can

be forgiven.

Let us not content ourselves with meditating on these words—

let us put them in practice, like that good religious of whom

history speaks. He had lived in his monastery with a negligence

that often drew upon him the reprimands of his superiors. Arrived

at an advanced age, he fell sick, never to recover. One of the

brothers, seeing him draw near his end, without manifesting any

signs of fear or uneasiness, asked him how he could die with so

much confidence, after having led a life so far from edifying.

" It is true, my brother," replied the sick man, " that I have

been very careless, and the Angels have shown me a long list of

sins that I have committed since my entrance into religion. I

acknowledged all. But they were not able to show me a single

rash judgment nor the least little revenge of which I had ever

been guilty. Then I said to them : ' I trust in the promises of the

Lord : Judge not, and you shall not be judged ; condemn not, and you

shall not be condemned ; forgive, and it shall be forgiven you.' At

these words, the Angels tore up the list of my faults, and hence my

confidence." Hereupon, he fell asleep tranquilly in the arms of

the Father of Mercies, leaving to all his brethren a most edifying

and salutary lesson.

Sixth petition : Lead us not into temptation. When well-born

children have obtained from their father the pardon of their

offences, what remains but to avoid them ever afterwards, and by

an irreproachable conduct, to console the dear father whom they

have had the misfortune to grieve ? It is thus that Our Lord would

have us to act.

Nothing more natural than the link which joins this petition to

the preceding one. In the fifth, we asked deliverance from past

evil, which is sin committed. In the sixth, we ask the assistance

of God against future evil, which is temptation. Yet temptation

by itself is not an evil, except inasmuch as it leads us to a real

evil, that of offending God. It is on this account that it is very

dangerous, and that we beg of God to deliver us from it.

Here again it is very necessary to explain the meaning of our
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prayer. In saying Lead us not into temptation, we do not ask to

be wholly delivered from every kind of temptation. We ask (a)

that we may not be overcome by temptation ; (i) that we may be ,

delivered from extraordinary temptations ; (c) that we may not be

exposed to temptations great or little if God sees that the victory

will not be ours, but the devil's.1

Why do we not ask to be delivered from every kind of tempta

tion ? Because it is useful for us to be tempted. Temptation in

structs us. It makes known to us, on the one hand, our weakness

and our corruption ; and, on the other, the power of Grace, which

enables weak soldiers to gain wondrous victories. Temptation

keeps us in humility. " Lest the greatness of my revelations,''

says St. Paul, " should puff me up with pride, the sting of the

flesh, the angel of Satan, was permitted to buffet me, that is, for

the purpose of keeping me in humility, watchfulness, and prayer."

Temptation confirms us in virtue. The winds that shake the

plants nourish them, says a holy father. Thus do temptations

increase the strength of the soul.' Temptation enriches us. As

often as we resist it, it elicits from us acts of fidelity, which in

crease our merits. Temptation gives us experience, as well for

ourselves as for others. What does he know who has not been

tempted ?3 asks the Wise Man. In fine, temptation makes us com

passionate in regard to the infirmities of the neighbour, and,

according to the Apostle St. James, causes the Spirit of the Lord

to rest upon us, until the day when we shall receive that immortal

crown which is to rest on the brow of the conqueror.4

We say to our Heavenly Father Lead us not into temptation

What is the meaning of these words ? Is it that God tempts us ?

No, properly speaking, God does not tempt us; for, to tempt

means to lead to evil.5 We read indeed in Sacred History that

God tempted Abraham, but this signifies that He wished to prove

the holy man's faith and obedience. Every day God tempts us in

the same manner, by sickness, misfortunes, and various other trials,

either to convert us, or to increase our merits.

God only permits that we should be tempted, in the strict sense

of the term, and this thought ought to console us. On the one

1 8. Cyr., Catech. mystag., v ; S. Amb., lib. v de Sac., c. iv : S. Aug., Epist

cxxi, c. xi.

a Plantas nutriunt vend, et tentatio con&rmat animal fortitudinem. (S. Nil.)

? Eccli., zxxiv.

« Beatus vir qui auffert tentationem, quoniam cum probatua fuerit accipiet

coronam vita. (Jacob., i, 12.)

i Deui euim intentator malorum est, ipse autem neminem tentat.

(Jacob., i, 13.)
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hand, the enemies of our soul cannot even attack us without the

permission of our Heavenly Father. On the other, He never per

mits thorn to tempt us above our strength.' This, then, is the

meaning of the prayer that we address to Him : " 0 Lord ! we

know our own weakness and frailty, as well as the malice and

power of the devil ; never permit us to be overwhelmed by tempta

tions, and do not even permit us to be tempted if Thou seest that

we should not come forth victorious from the conflict."

Now, to come forth victorious from these dangerous conflicts, we

must know both our enemies and the arms with which we should

oppose them. Three great enemies are leagued against us, and

they scarcely ever cease to tempt us : the devil, the world, and the

flesh. The devil tempts us by suggesting to us the thought of

evil : for instance, the thought of pride, of jealousy, of blasphemy,

of revenge. The world tempts us by bad discourses, bad books,

and bad examples. The flesh tempts us by bad inclinations. Of

these three enemies, the most dangerous is the flesh, because we

cannot separate ourselves from it.

As for the arms which we should employ against these three

enemies, we must oppose to the devil -the sign of the cross, and the

invocation of the holy names of Jesus and Mary. To the world—

a contempt of its railleries, its threats, and its promises, by con

sidering its impotence, as well as the worthlessuess of temporal

things, which vanish at death. To the flesh—the avoidance of

occasions of sin, the mortification of the senses, and devotion to the

Blessed Virgin. So much for particular remedies. The general

remedies are : humility, meditation, fasting, consideration of Our

Lord's Passion and our last end, and, in fine, fidelity in acquainting

our confespflr with the temptations under which we labour.

Seventh 'petition: But deliver us from evil. This petition con

firms the preceding ones, by adding to them something new.' la

the fifth and sixth, we asked deliverance from sin and temptation.

"We here again ask the same favour, since wo beg a deliverance

from every kind of evil ; but we add a deliverance from every

corporal and spiritual, public and private, affliction which could

hinder us from arriving at eternal happiness.

Thus, after begging a deliverance from past and future evil, we

beg a deliverance from present evil. After asking a deliverance

from the evil of guilt, which is sin, the greatest of all evils, we ask

a deliverance from the evil ofpunishment, which is much inferior to

the first, aud consists in temporal and eternal afflictions, the sad

consequences of sin.

• I Cor., x, 13, • S. Cyp., de Orat. Domin.
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Let us here remark the profound wisdom of Our Lord. He

teaches us to ask deliverance from evil in general, and not in par

ticular, as poverty, sickness, persecution, and other such things. In

effect, we often imagine that a thing would be good for us, while

God sees that it would be injurious for us, and rice versa. Hence,

in accordance with the teaching of the Saviour, we ask Him to

Jeliver us from everything that He knows would be an evil for us,

whether health or sickness, prosperity or adversity.

But was it not superfluous to command us to beg a deliverance

from evil, since nature itself teaches us well enough to have re

course to God in our tribulations? We address ourselves, indeed, to

God in our sufferings. But, first, many neglect to do so : it was

necessary to remind them of this duty. Then, others do so too

late—after they have exhausted every human resource. God seems

to be the last resource: this is a most unjustifiable want of confi

dence, against which it was necessary to put them on their guard.

Finally, we are nearly all forgetful of the order and the manner in

which we should ask a deliverance from evil. Instead of a'sking,

above everything else, a deliverance from sin, we ask a deliverance

from punishment. Do we experience a reverse 'of fortune or tho

loss of our health ? Immediately we ask of God a deliverance

from this evil, without even thinking of a deliverance from far

more important evils, sin and the danger of committing sin.

Henoe it happens that we obtain nothing, because we do not

follow the command of Our Lord, which tells us to seek above all

things the kingdom of God and His justice. Moreover, instead of

asking a deliverance from temporal evils conditionally, we often

ask it absolutely—without resignation, sometimes even with im

patience; allowing ourselves to fall into murmurs and complaints,

if we do not obtain it, or even if God obliges us to wait for it.

Now, to pray as Our Lord wishes, we ought to ask in an absolute

manner that God would preserve or deliver us from sin, which is

the only real evil ; as for other evils, we ought to ask to be delivered

from them, in so far as this deliverance may be conducive to our

salvation.

"Deliver us from evil." It is thus that all the prayers of man

since his fallAerminate and ought to terminate. Deliverance from

evil : this has been the object of all the religious observances, all

the sacrifices, all the public and private penances that have come

into existence among all peoples since the beginning of the world.

In the petition which precedes it we beseech God to deliver us

from the evil of sin ; in this we ask Him to deliver us fiom the

punishment of sin.

Thus we ask Him to preserve us from a sudden nnd unprovided

vol. II. 24
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death, from the torments that are reserved for the impious, and

from the flames of Purgatory, out of which we also entreat Him

to deliver the souls suffering there. We ask Him to preserve us

from all evils, interior as well as exterior—evils of water, of fire,

of thunder, of hail, of famine, of sedition, of war. We beseech

Hira to keep away from us diseases, plagues, ravages, prisons,

exiles, treacheries, ambushes—in a word, all the inconveniences

that afflic;t.the human race. We ask, in fine, that riches, honours,

health, life itself, may not turn to the ruin of our soul.

In this petition the word evil signifies also the wicked one or the

devil. We beg of God to deliver us from him ; for the devil is the

author of ail the crimes and all the misfortunes of mankind. We

say the wicked one and not the wicked ones, because the evils that

come to us frtm our neighbour ought to be imputed to the sugges

tions of the devil. Hence, far from being offended with our

brother, we ought to turn our anger against Satan, who is the

cause gf all the evils that men do to one another.

The third part or the conclusion of the Lord's Prayer consists

of this single word, which is, as it were, its seal : Amen. Amen is

a Hebrew word, meaning So be it—" may it be done as I have now

Raid, may all our petitions be granted: we believe it, we hope it."

It is as a souvenir of the primitive Church and of our venerable

nntiquity that this Hebrew word' is preserved, as well as to show

respect for Our Lord, on whose lips it so frequently rested/ Amen

is also a new request, a more earnest wish to obtain what has been

asked. It is proper to pronounce this conclusion with special

piety and sincerity, either to supply for the defects of inattention

and indevotion that may have glided in during the course of the

prayer, or to make a last effort, and give a last knock, as it were,

so as to touch Our Father's heart.

Such is the Lord's Prayer. What more holy, more touching,

more august, more efficacious ! It is a golden key with which we

can open, whenever we please, all the treasuries of Heaven. Let

ail, then, love and venerate it, attach themselves to it aa a most

valuable possession, and make frequent use of it. But powerful as

it is, this Divine Prayer remains fruitless, if it is not well made.

Now, nothing is better calculated to animate our fervour in praying,

as nothing is more famous in the history of sanctity, than the

vision of &t. Bernard. It makes known to us the different classes

1 Propter sanctiorem aurtoritatom servata est antiquitns. (S. Aug.,

lib. II, dc Unci, christ., e. \\.)

» Absolrtis preeibtis et gratiarum aotione, quilibet de populo qui ndest,

i'aiutis vocibug acrla;uut: Amen. (S. Justin., Alpol. II.)
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of persons who give themselves to Prayer, and the rewards merited

by each.

One night, the illustrious founder of Clairvaux was in prayer,

while all the religious were reciting the office. They were very

numerous, and God made known to him that they should all be

saved ; but, at the moment of the vision, they were not all

fervent—far from it. The Saint saw, by the side of each religious,

an Angel writing. Some of the Angels wrote in letters of gold ;

mnny with water; several with black ink. Our Lord instructed

the holy founder on the meaning of this vision. The religious who

prayed with fervour were those whose prayers the Angels were

writing in letters of gold. Water served for writing the prayers of

the tepid. Black ink did for those of the brothers who prayed with

distractions, and half asleep. He added that the first were meriting

a great reward, that the second were meriting nothing or almost

nothing, and that the third wero deserving of punishment.

You who read this, suppose that you saw what your Good

Angel writes when you pray, morning or evening, in the church or

at your work. Would his pen be dipped in gold, in water, or in

black ink? It is a question that I leave you to solve.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having com

posed for me a short, easy, complete, and supremely efficacious

Prayer; grant me the grace always to repeat it with the disposi

tions which it requires.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I will

recite with great attention the Our Father in my morning prayers.

LESSON XXXI.

owl union with The new adam By hope {continued.)

Angelical Salutation. Angelas. Salve Regina. Regina Coeli. Litnnies.

After the Lord's Prayer, the most beautiful of all private prayers

is the Angelical Salutation. In effect, it was composed by God

Himself, though He did not teach it to us from His own lips, but

from the lips of the Archangel Gabriel, St. Elizabeth, and tho

Church, all directed by the Holy Ghost.'

' Dollar., Vvttr. nitt., xov.
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It is the universal practice in the Catholio Church to recite it

after the Lord's Prayer. Here is the reason : a man who has

affairs at court begins by presenting his petition to the prince him

self—he next has recourse to the courtier whom he knows to be

in highest favour with the monarch, beseeching him to watch over

the success of his petition, and to bring it to a happy issue : such

is our conduct. After presenting our supplications to the Xing of

Heaven, our Father, we conjure the Queen of Heaven, His and

our Mother, to spe:ik for us, and to help us by her powerful inter

cession to obtain a favourable answer to our prayers.' Such is also

the reason why we are now about to explain the Hail Mary.

Like the Our Father, the Hail Mary is divided into three

parts, or into four, if we make account of the conclusion, which is

the same as in the Lord's Prayer. The first consists of the words

of the Archangel Gabriel to the Blessed Virgin: Mail, full of grace,

the Lord is with thee, blessed art thou among women. The second

comprises the words of St. Elizabeth : Blessed is the fruit of thy

womb. The third is formed of the words of the Church : Holy

Mary, Mother of God, &c.

First part. Sail. According to the most approved calculations,

in the year of the world 4004, on the 25th March, which was a

Friday, the Archangel Gabriel, all radiant with light, descended

from Heaven as the ambassador of tho Most Holy Trinity, to a

young virgin of the royal race of David, dwelling in a lowly house

of the little city of Nazareth in Galilee, and he said to her: Hail.

This word expresses at once familiarity, respect, and congratu

lation. Familiarity—when we address the Blessed Virgin we

show, like the Archangel Gabriel, that we are her friends and

acquaintances, and this gives us the boldness to speak to her.

Respcct—for we salute Mary because she is the most holy, the

most exulted, the most powerful of creatures. Congratulation—

the word Hail means : Rejoice, be happy ; after the happiness of

God, there is no happiness comparable with thine.

That it is most agreeable to the Blessed Virgin to hear us

frequently repeating this word is evident. How, in point of fact,

can it be supposed that she does not hear with pleasure a salutation

which reminds her of the most delightful, the most solemn, and the

most glorious moment in her life, and of her incomparable dignity

as Mother of God, which alone surpasses all the titles and the

prerogatives that can be attributed to any other creature ? How,

again, will it not rejoice her to see us occupied with the thought of

' Opus eet mediatore ad mediatorem Christum, nec alter nobis utilior

quam Moria. (S. Bern., Ser.n. ullim. de Astumjit.)
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her glory, and grateful for the wondrous benefit of the Incarnation ?

Undoubtedly, as often as we pronounce this beautiful word, we

render ourselves most pleasing to her maternal heart.

Hence, by the word Hail, we testify to the Blessed Virgin the

affection which we bear her, and the gratitude with which we are

penetrated on account of the blessings which we have received

through her, and we renew in her soul that joy which the Angel

caused her formerly when he addressed her in the same manner.

It is for these reasons that, 'since the early ages of the Church,

Christians have never ceased to fill the Blessed Virgin's ears with

the sweet sounds of the Angelical Salutation, as with those of a

delicioualy harmonious concert : the proof of which is to be found

in our most ancient documents, such as the liturgies of St. James

and St. Chrysostom.

Mary. The Archangel did not pronounce this august name.

He was content to say : Hail, full of grace. W hy so ? Because

(a) finding himself alone with the Blessed Virgin it was not

necessary that he should mention her name, to let her understand

that his discourse was addressed to her. Because (6) the names of

persons who excel in any eminent prerogative are understood well

enough when we speak of the prerogative. For example, if we

say the "Wise Man, everyone knows that we refer to Solomon. Thus,

when the Angel said : Hail, full of grace, he gave Mary to under

stand that she alone was meant. Because (c) persons of quality

are not usually addressed by their proper names. Thus, in speaking

to Princes of the Church, to Kings of the earth, to the Sovereign

Pontiff, we say : Your Eminence, Sire, Your Holiness, without

pronouncing the proper names of these exalted personages. It was

the Church that placed the name of Mary in the Angelical Saluta

tion, to remind us well of her to whom we speak, and to form in

our souls the ineffable sentiments which this blessed name awakes

of itself.

Mary is a Hebrew word, which means Lady, Mistrest, En-

lightener. In its triple signification this name is admirably suited

to the Blessed Virgin. She is a Lady, since God established her

Queen of Angels and Men. She is Mistress of all creatures:

did not God give her unlimited sway even over Himself? She is

an Enlightener, since she bestowed upon us the Saviour, who is the

Sun of Justice and the Light of the world.

Hence proceed the profound respect and the lively confidence

of Mary. In public prayers she orders her Ministers never to

pronounce it without saluting it by an inclination of the head.

Pious Poland delayed more than four hundred years before she

 

testified towards the name
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would allow her daughters to receive it in Baptism. The glorious

Martyr, St. Gerard, Bishop of Chonad, taught the Hungarians to

pronounce the name of Mary rarely, and instead to say Our Lady;

and, if they pronounted it or heard it pronounced, to uncover tie

head and bend the knee.'

We ourselves show our respect for this glorious name by never

pronouncing it with levitj-, and by carrying or keeping it—written,

painted, or engraved—as a religious object, as aa instruction, and

as a preservative. After the example of the Church, we also invoke

it with absolute confidence, in our dangers, in our sicknesses, in our

temptations, in our afflictions—above all, at the moment of death ;

Cor, says a Saint, the name of Mary is a sign of life, a cause of joy,

and a source of grace.*

Full of grace. These words begin to explain the Archangel's

profound respect for Mary, and manifest the supreme excellence

of the August Virgin. Mary is full of grace, that is to say, she

alone has received more graces than all men and angels together.

In effect. God always proportions the means to the eud which He

wishes to attain. Now, having chosen the Blessed Virgin to raise

her to the dignity of Mother of God, the most sublime of which a

pure creature is capable. He endowed her with a plenitude of grace

in keeping with this transcendent dignity.»

But what is the precise meaning of the words full of grace t

We must know that the grace of God produces three great effects

in the soul : it effaces sins, which are like so many stains dis

figuring the soul ; it adorns the soul with gifts and virtues ; it

gives the soul strength to perform meritorious works, which are

! Lives of the Saints. Sep. 24.

i S. Bern.. Serm. II, sup. Slits.—Quemadmodum continua respi ratio non

solum est signum vita;, sed etiam causa ; sic sanctissiinum Maria; notnen, quod

in Dei servorutn ore assidue versatur, simul argumentum est, quod vera vita

vivant, simul etiam banc vitam ipsam effirit et conservat, omnemque eis

laHitiam et opem ad omnia impertitur. (S. Germ, episcop. Constantinop., in

Orat, dr Deip. Virg.)

' Bene plena, quia rretpris per partes pnestatur, Miriae vero se tota infudit

plenitudo gratia;. (8. Hier., de Amimpt.) Beata Virgo dicta est plena gratia,

ron ex parte ipsius graticc. quia non habuit gratiam in suimna excellentia (sicut

Cbristus) qua potest habcri, nee ad onuies efTeotus gratia;, sed dicitur fuifse

plena gratia per comparationem ad ipsam, quia scilicet hnbebat gratiam

sufficientem ad statum ilium ad quem enrt electa a Deo, ut esset scilicet Mater

Unigeniti ejus ; et similiter Stepbunus dicitur pienus gratia quia babebat

gratiam sufllcientem ad hoc quod esset idoneus minister et testis Dei, ad quod

erat electus, et idem dicendum est de aliis. Harum tamen plenitudiniuu una

est plenior altera, secundum quod aliquis est divinitus praeordinatus ad altiurein

vel inferiorem statum. (S. Thorn., P. Ill, q. vii, art. 10—Caniaius, de Mar.

Deip., lib. Ill, c. vi.)
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very agreeable to the Divine Majesty. The Blessed Virgin is fulL

of grace, because, in regard to the first effect, she was never sullied

or tarnished by any sin, original or actual, mortal or venial. In

regard to the second, she possessed all the virtues and gifts of the

Holy Ghost in the highest degree. In regard to the third, she

performed works so agreeable to God and so meritorious for her

self as to deserve to be raised in body and soul above all the

angelic choirs.'

The Lord is with thee. These words express the second pre

rogative of the Blessed Virgin, and the second praise which we

give her. The Lord here means the Holy Trinity in general, and

the Second Person in particular.

Hence, the Archangel says to Mary : The Holy Trinity has

been with thee since the first moment of thy conception, by a

perpetual assistance, to preserve theo from all stain, from all im

perfection,' to direct thee in all thy ways, to protect thee, to load

thee with the most excellent graces, in a word, to guard so precious

a treasure.*

Not only has the Holy Trinity been with thee heretofore by a

special providence, but, from this moment, It shall be with thee

in a manner much more admirable. The Father overshadows thee,

the Holy Ghost comes upon thee, and the Son descends into thy

•jhaste womb, so that He is with thee not only by His grace, but in

person.? Thus, the Father is with thee, by raising thee to tlie

dignity of Mother of His Own Son; the Son is with thee, by

preserving thy virginity before, during, and afier child-

bearing; the Holy Ghost is with thee, by sanctifying thy body

and soul with an incomparable sanctification. In a word, the

Holy Trinity is in thee, as Its living Temple : the Father is in

thee, as His daughter ; the Son, as His mother ; the Holy Ghost,

as His spouse.

This is not all: the Lord, the Divine Word, shall be with

thee. He shall live for nine months in thy virginal womb.

He shall bestow on thee His divine caresses. Fur thirty

years He shall never lt-ave thee. Like an obedient Son, He

will render thee every service that thou desirtst of Him. By

His daily conversation, He will in»truct thee, lie will console ih' C,

He will load thee with graces. During His public life, He shall

no more leave thee than during His hidden life. He shall be with

' Bellar., Dot. crist., xcvii. s S. Aug., Dc i'at. et Grat., c. 11.

> Dominus (Filius) tecum non tantaui gratia, scd etiam nattira, ex te faetaa

homo; non tantuin consensione voluntatis, sed etiam conjunctione carni* (S.

Bern., Serm., iii, tup. Miss.—S. Chrys., 8erm., ixliii.)
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thee at the marriage-feast of Cana, to continue to do thy will. He

shall be with thee again on Calvary, to give thee a last mark

of His tenderness, by confiding thee to the care of the Beloved

Disciple.

After His resurrection, He will come to see thee first ; and,

after His ascension, He will fill thee with the gifts of the Holy

Ghost more abundantly than all the Apostles and Saints together.

When thou art about to quit the earth, He will run to thee, Ho

will receive thee into His arms to lead thee triumphant in body and

soul into the abode of His glory, and to place thee by His side for

all eternity : Hail, fuli ofgrace, the Lord it with thee.

Biased art thou among women. This is Mary's third incomparable

prerogative, and the third praise which we address to her. With

the Archangel, we acknowledge that no woman ever received or

ever shall receive so many and such great blessings as Mary. In

effect, by a singular privilege, she united in herself the blessings of

the Virgin and the Mother—the like of which had never been before

and shall never be again. Justly, then, does she deserve to be

proclaimed blessed among women.

The blessings of the Virgin are a continual and spotless purity

of body and soul : a sublime state, which gained for virgins among

all peoples, even pagans, the greatest honours and the most

religions respect; which still gains for them the same advantages

among Christian nations ; and which, in the midst of the Heavenly

Court, shall gain for them the exclusive glory of following the

Immaculate Lamb whithersoever He goeth. Mary enjoyed, still

enjoys, and shall ever enjoy, more eminently than any other, the

blessings of virginity.

The blessings of the Mother are fruitfulness and the perfection

of her children. Mary gave birth to a Son who alone was worth

more, infinitely more than all other children together. It may

also be said that she is the Mother of a greater multitude of

children than her father Abraham, whose posterity exceeds in

number the stars of the firmament, since all good Christians are

the brethren of Our Lord, consequently the children of Mary, not

by nature, as the Saviour, but by maternal love, by grace, and by

inheritance.

Moreover, as the virginity of Mary surpasses in perfection that

of all other virgins, so the maternity of Mary surpasses in glory

that of all other moihers. All women bring forth in sorrow : Mary

alone was exempt from this law. It is therefore with the justest

title that we hail her as blessed among women, since others may

have the blessing of virginity without fecundity, or the bless

ing of maternity without virginity, but Mary alone unites in
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herself the twofold blessing of a perfect virginity and a perfect

fecundity.

Second part. Blessed is the fruit of thy womb. These words

were inspired by the Holy Ghost to St. Elizabeth.' They express

Mary's fourth privilege, and the fourth praise which we give

her. We have exalted the Sacred Virgin by that wliich she is in

herself ; here we congratulate her on that which she is by reason

of her Son, who 1s the Fruit of her chaste womb.

Though at the first glance this praise seems addressed to the

Son, yet it returns directly to the Mother. In effect, the honour of

fruit belongs to the tree that bears it, and the glory of a son is re

flected on his mother. Now, Our Lord, being true God and true Man,

is blessed, not only among all men, but also, as St. Paul says, above

everything that exists in Heaven and on earth.' He is blessed,

that is to say, He is the very Source of all the goods which He

possesses by nature, and which He distributes to His creatures.

all women, but also above every other creature that exists in

Heaven and on earth ; for, as we have already said, the glory of

the Son is reflected on the Mother.

Our Lord is designated by the mysterious name of Fruit, to

show, first, that He was really formed of the substance of Mary ;

next, that He was formed by the supernatural operation of

the Holy Ghost ; finally, that He was born without injury to

His Mother, as fruit is born, is ripened without injury to the

tree.

Jisus. St. Elizabeth did not pronounce this divine name when

addressing her cousin, and this for some of the reasons that explain

the silence of the Angel in regard to the name of Mary. It was

the Church that added the name of Jesus to the Angelical Saluta

tion, in order to point out clearly what was the Blessed Fruit of

the Sacred Virgin's womb, and thereby to lead us to glorify this

most chaste womb, worthy of the eternal praises of heaven and

earth. In doing so the Church entered perfectly into the inten

tions of the Saviour Himself, whose desire it is to see everyone

praise, exult, and bless the womb of His Divine Mother, which for

nine months served Him as a tabernacle.

Thus, when a woman, who has been listening to the admirable

discourse of the Man- God, cries out from the midst of the crowd :

Blessed is the womb that bore Thee ! Our Lord identifies Himself

with this eulogium, and confirms it, saying: Yes, blessed; but

mill more happy is My Mother in having heard the word of God!

 

Mother, is blessed, not only among

' Luc., i. * Bom., ix.
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For many centuries the Catholic Church, after the example of this

woman in the Gospel, has been daily addressing to Mary the same

formula of praise.

Third part. We come to the third part of the Angelical Salu

tation—composed by the Church. We already find the elements of

this prayer in the ages that border on the cradle of Christianity.

Thus, the Syrians, who learned their Ave Maria from the Apostles,

and probably from St. Peter, did not end without imploring the

intercession of the Blessed Virgin. These are their words : Peace

be to thee, 0 Mary, full of grace ! The Lord is with thee ; bles*ed

art thou among women, and blessed is the fruit which is in thy womb,

Jesus Christ. Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us—for us,

sinners. Amen.

As for the present formula, Baronius, relying on tradition, traces

it back to the year 431, when, after the Council of Ephesus, it burst

forth by acclamation from the mouths of all the Faithful, as a

reparation for the outrages committed against their Mother by

Nestorius, and as an everlasting monument of Mary's victory over

that heresiarch.'

Holy Mary, Mother of God. Here we sum up the principal

glories of Mary, which are contained in the ineffable privilege of

the Divine Maternity ; afterwards, we express to her both our filial

confidence in her assistance, and the pressing neid which we

have of it. Holy Mary—oh, yes! holy with a holiness unequalled

by any other creature ; holy in her conception, before her birth, in

her birth; holy in life and in death; holy in soul and in bod}-,

without the shadow of a stain; all beautiful interiorly and

exteriorly, with a beauty surpassing that of Angels and men,

inferior only to that of God Himself !

Nothing is more proper than the words, Motlier of God, to

rejoice the heart of Mary. Nothing is more capable of moving her

to compassion for us, and of inspiring us with a boundless confi

dence towards her. Mother of God ! thou art then the most

glorious of creatures. Mother of God! thou art then almighty:

can a Mother like thee meet with a refusal from a Son like thine?

' Sancta Dei Ecrlesia eidem innnortnles grating egit, quod \index exstil ii-set

Filii deitatis et Matris ejus honoris, utriusque prffioonia illis vocibus celebrnns,

quia a Sanctis tciret frequcntatas esse Patribus, ubique loconmi Matkkm Dki

Mabiam omnium ore cantans. laudans atque praidicans. Tunc et nddita-

mentum illud accepisse creditur angelica Salutatio: tiancta Maria, Mater hti,

ora pro nobis, etc. Quod omnium Fidelium ore dici, ac frequentius re|ieti, et

tanquam prima quxdam eleincnta piis parentibus uua fenue cum lacte infan-

tibus propinari consuerit: ut fieret secundum ilium propbeticum, Ex ore in-

dantium et lactentium perfecisti laudem tusin (Ps. viii; Matt., xxi.), illu-

ferentque superbo draconi puertili. Bar., An. 431, t. V, p. 457, n. 17C, A.)
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Mother of God '. thou art then compassionate, for these sinners who

implore thee are tenderly loved by the Son : they are the price of

His blood, they are His brethren, they should be His co-heirs.

Since thou lovest thy Son, canst thou fail to love us? Since His

most ardent desire is our salvation, wilt thou not help us to

attain it ?

Pray. After giving Mary the most beautiful praise possible, in

naming her the Mother of God, we proceed to draw her attention

to two points. The first, how easy it is for her, since she has so

much power over the heart of God, to come to the aid of sinners.

A look, a sign, a word, the least prayer suffices. Why ? Because

the request of the best and the most beloved of mothers to the best

and the most powerful of sons, is always received as a command.

So speak all the Fathers, all the Doctors, all the pious and learned

men of every Christian age, who, not knowing how to characterise the

union in Mary of that inferiority which is natural to a creature

with that superiority which she enjoys by grace, give her the name

of an Omnipotent Supplicant.' The second, the goodness of her

materaal heart. Now, the heart of Mary, always in unison with

that of Jesus, loves whatever Jesus loved, loves much those whom

Jesus loved much—consequently she loves men, created to His

image and likeness; men, whom He called His brethren; men, with

whom He really contracted, by taking our nature in the womb of

31 an', ties of the closest relationship.

For its. By these words we understand all mankind, and chiefly

Christians ; for all have need of the assistance of the Blessed Virgin,

und she is the Advocate of the whole world.

Sinners. Those among mankind whom Our Lord loves in a

manner most, are sinners. It was for them that He became Man.

The Son of Man, He says, is not come to call the just, but sinners;

He is come to save all that were lost : they that are well have no

need of a physician, but the sick have. It was with them that He

became so familiar as to be called, by His enemies, the Friend of

publicans and sinners. It was to them that He specially addressed

the invitation : Come to Me, all you that are overwhelmed with

the weight of your miseries, and I will relieve you I It was for

them that He related the touching parables of the Lost Sheep and

the Prodigal Sou. Since it is so, we are very sure to move the

Blessed Virgin's heart when we say : Pray for us, sinners.

Poor sinners: Yes, sin robbed us of all our possessions, and cast

us wounded and bleeding at the feet of the devil. The humble

acknowledgment of our misery is very proper to touch the heart of

i Omnipotenlia supplcx.
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Mary. In using the word sinners, that is, in acknowledging that

we are reduced to our pitiable state through our fault, through our

fault, through our most grievous fault, we lay before her our

wretchedness in all its extent, and employ the true means to move

the bowels of the Mother of Mercy. We prove to her that, if she

is the Queen of Mercy, we are the first of her subjects. She under

stands this so well that St. Bernard ventures to say to her: I am

willing that no one should ever ugain speak of thee, if it can be

shown that any man ever invoked thee in his necessities, without

obtaining thy assistance.'

Now. This word means the whole time of the present life, in

which we own no yesterday or to-morrow, but only one fleeting

moment. Let us be careful to remark how God, in the two most

beautiful prayers, the Lord's Prayer and the Angelical Salutation,

reminds us of the shortness of time and the frailty of life. Now

tells us also of our condition on earth, a condition of warfare

without truce or respite, so that every day, every hour, we have

need of help, inasmuch as there is not a single instant without

peril.

And at the hour of our death. The most dangerous and the

most decisive hour, consequently that in which we have the greatest

need of help, is the hour of death. It is the most dangerous,

because then the devil, seeing that he has only a few moments

more to tempt us, redoubles his fury, and invents new stratagems,

to plunge us into evil. The most dangerous, because the past, the pre

sent, and the future, with the pains of sickness, all conspire to cast ua

into discouragement, impatience, and despair, while the exhaustion

of nature leaves us less energy to resist, or renders us almost in

sensible to the state of our soul, and often the persons around us

endeavour on their side to lull us asleep in fatal illusions. It is

the most decisive, because on the hour of death depends eternity.

On whichever side the tree falls it shall remain. Now, the Blessed

Virgin is all-powerful to strengthen, console, and defend the sick

man ; to awake in his heart sentiments of repentance, confidence,

perfect conformity with the will of God—in a word, to obtain for

those who, like St. Joseph, lived in her company, the grace to die,

like him, in her arms and those of her Son.

Amen. May it be done as we have asked ! Oh, how admirably

placed is this Amen at the end of the Angelical Salutation, well

understood and well recited !

1 Sileat misericordiam tuam, Virgo beata, si quis est qui invocatam t» in

necessitatibua suit sibi meminerit defuisie. (Serm. de Kativ. B. Mar.)

Memorare, O piisaima, etc.
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In explaining; the Lord's Prayer and the Angelical Salutation,

we have made known the two most excellent as well as most

venerable of all special prayers. To complete this important

lesson, it remains to point out a few other prayers, very much

esteemed for their antiquity, or for their intrinsic beauty, or for

being in general use among the Faithful during many long centuries

in every part of the world.

The first, which flows in a manner from the two preceding ones,

is the Angeltu. Thrice a day, at morn, noon, and eve, the bell is

heard, and pious Christians thrice salute the August Virgin. This

practice, universal to-day throughout the Church, has its origin

far back in antiquity. In 1262, St. Bonaventure prescribed to the

Order of St. Francis, of which he was General, the recital every

evening, at the sound of the bell, of three Hail Mary* in honour of

the mystery of the Tncarnaiion.

The diocese of Saintes was the first in France to adopt this prac

tice. By a bull of 15th October, 1318, John XXII. approved of it,

and encouraged it with indulgences. In 1724, Benedict XIII.

granted a hundred days' indulgence each time, and a plenary in

dulgence once a month to those who should recite the Angiitis in

its present form.' To gain the indulgence it is necessary to recite

the prayer kneeling, even on Saturday at noon. In virtue of a

common law, Sunday is excepted from this rule, and during

Paschal time the Attgelus is replaced by the Regina Coili.

The triple repetition of this prayer makes us understand the

great need we have of frequently recurring to God and the Saints,

surrounded as we are by visible and invisible enemies. By the

usage of ringing the bell thrice a day and reciting the Angelical

Salutation, the Church intends to remind us continually of the

three great mysteries of our Redemption : the Incarnation, the

Passion, and the Resurrection. It desires that the Catholic world

should salute the Holy Virgin in the morning, in memory of the

Resurrection ; at mid-day, in memory of the Passion ; in the even

ing, in memory of the Incarnation. In effect, as we are certain

that Our Lord was placed on the cross at mid-day, and that He

arose from the dead in the morning, so we believe that He became

incaraate during the night.*

The second is the Salve Regina. The pious and learned Her

mann Contractus, Count of Veringen, who died in the year 105-1, is

regarded as the author of the Sake Regina. This favourite prayer of

St. Bernard is so beautiful, so touchiug, so well suited to the poor

• Baeeolta d'indulgenss, 258. ' Sup., xviii ; Bellar, Dot erUt., c.
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banished children of Eve, pilgrims in this valley of tears, that it is

difficult to repeat it without having our heart moved, and without

also moving the most tender and compassionate heart of Mary.'

Precious indulgences are attached to it.

The Third is the Litany of the Blessed Virgin, also called the

Litany of Our Lady of Loretto; where it is sung with great pomp

on every Saturday of the year. This Litany, which all Catholics

know by heart and make it a duty to recite duily, is most venerable

by the beauty of its petitions; by the titles, at once so gracious and

so affecting, which it bestows on the Holy Virgin; by the devotion

with which so many pontiffs, kings, and scholars in every clime have

employed it in their addresses to Mary; finally, by its antiquity.

Everything leads us to believe that it is referable to the

Apostles.* Only we think that the word Sancta, holy, placed

before each invocation, is of a later date. An indulgence of three

hundred days is granted for each recitation of this devout Litany;

and a plenary indulgence on the Feasts of the Immaculate Con

ception, the Nativity, the Annunciation, the Purification, and

the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin, to those who recite it

daily.

The fourth is the Regina Cotli, which was commenced by Angels

and completed by Pope St. Gregory the Great and the people of

Borne on Easter Day, April 25, in the year 590, at the time of a

terrible pestilence which was desolating the capital of the Christian

world, and which ceased immediately.3 Same indulgences as the

Angelas.

The fifth is the Lilany of the Holy Name of Jesus, in which we

remind Our Lord of His various titles as Man -God, Saviour, and

Model. Though less ancient than the Litany of the Blessed Virgin,

still it is very beautiful and pious.4

The sixth is the Litany of the Saints, which is like a long, deep

sigh of the Church on earth towards her sister, the Church in

Heaven. Nothing is mere solemn or more touching than those in

vocations of all the orders of the Blessed, whose powerful interces

sion is imploied by representing to them the sad multitude of

i See the explanation of the Hail, Holy Qtieen, in Cnnisius, De Virg. Mat.

Deip., lib. V., c. xiii ; and in St. Alph. Lig., Glories of Mary.

' Ferraris, art. Litan.—Cum autem nemo ab historicis litaniarum auctor

quamvis vetustissiuius asseratur, quin eo antiquior litaniarum Usui in-

veniatur, merito ab Apostolis eas ducere originem censendum est. (Qoaet.,

Tract. Litan., sec. i, punct. iv ; Diclich., Diet. Liturg., art. Litan.)

a See the history of this occurrence in our work, Les Trots Home.

* At the request of many bishops, assembled in Rome, in 1802, for the

canonisation of the Japaneae Martyrs, Pope Phis IX., confirming a decreu of
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corporal arid spiritual, public and private miseries, which surround

us poor exiles in this valley of tears. The origin of this prayer is

Si it us V., enriched with an indulgence of three hundred day* the recital of the

Litany of the Holy Name of Jesus, such as we now give it

Kyrie, eleison. Christe, eleison. Ryrie, eleisoo.
Jesu, audi nos. Jesu, exaudi nos.

Pater de coelis, Deus, miserere nobis.
Fili, Redcmptor mundi, Deus, miaerere nobis.
Spiritus sancte, Deus, miserere nobis.
Sancta Trinitas, unus Deus, mUerure nobis.

Jesu, Fili Dei riri,
Jesu, splendor Patris,
Jesu, candor lucis steraa-,
Jesu Rex gloria,
Jesu, Sol lustitis,
Jesu, Fili Mariee virginis,
Jesu, amabilis,
Jesu, admirabilis,
Jesu, Deus fortis,
Jesu, Pater futuri steculi,
Jesu, magin consilu Angelp,
Jesu, potentissime,
Jesu, patientissime,
Jesu, obedient)ssime,
Jesu, mitis et humilis cordr,
Jesu, amator castitatis,
Jesu, amator nosW,
Jesu, Deus pacis,
Jesu, auctor Tits,
Jesu, exemplar virtutum,
Jesu, zelator ainmarum,
Jesu, Deus noster,
Jesu, refugium nostrum,
Jem, Pater pauperum,
Jesu, thesaurus fidelium,
Jesu, bone Pastor,
Jesu, lux vera,
Jesu, sapientia teteraa,
Jesu, bointas inflinta,
Jesu, via et vita nostra,

Agnus Dei, qui tollis peccata mundi, parce nobis, Jesu.
Agnus Dei, qui tollis peccatu mundi, exaudi nos, Jesu.
Agnus Dei, qui tollis peccata mundi, miaerere nobis, Jesu.

Jesu, audi nos. Jesu, exaudi nos.

Oremus.

Demise Jesu Christe, qui dixisti : Petite et accipietis ; qussrite et inveinet^s ; pulsate
apsrietur vobis : qutesumus, da nobis petentibus diviinssimi tui amoris affectum, ut te oto
corde, ore et opere diligamus, et a tua nunquum laude cesscinus.

Sancti nomiins tui, Domine, timorem pariteret amorem fac nos habere perretuum,
quia nunquam tua guberaatione destituis quos in soliditate tuee dilectionis instituis. Per
Dominum.

It is necessary to remark (a) that the indulgences are attached to the

formula which we hare just shown, and not to any other; (b) that they are

granted only to such dioceses, religious orders, &c., as make special application

lor theuu ; (o) that, to recite this Litany in the vulgar tongue and to gain the

indulgences, there is need, according to P. Maurel, who wrote on indulgences,

of a special permission, which, to conclude, is easily obtained. See Solution

tomntete dm question* iiittrgiyucs, ,fci\, by M. Marette, Priest, octavo^ Paris,

 

  
Jesu, gaudium angelorum,
Jesu, rex patriarcnarum,
Jesu, magister apostolorum,
Jesu, doctor evangelistarum,
Jesu, fortitudo martyrum,
Jesu, lumen confessorum,
Jesu, punt, is virginum,
Jesu, corona sanctorum omuium,
Propitius esto, parce nobis, Jesu.
Prapitius esto, exaudi nos, Jesu.
Ab omin malo,

• Ab omin peccato,

S Ab ira tua,
I Ab insidns diaboli,

• A spiritu foraincatiouis,
5 A morte perpetua.
t A neglectu inspirationum tuarum,
•Z Per mystenum sanctiP incaraatioins tua?,|

Per nativitatem tuain.
Per infantiam tuam.
Per diviuissimam vitam tuam,
Per labores tuae.
Per agouiam et passionem tuam,
Per crucem et derelictioncm tuam,
Per languores tuos.
Per mortem et aepulturam tuam,
Per resurrectionem tuam.
Pes asconsiom/m tuam,
Per gaudia tua,
Per gloriam tuam, J
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lost in the distance of ages ;' and we are forbidden to add anything

to it. to take anything from it, or to change it in the least.*

Such are the chief formulas of prayer -whose use is most

general and most ancient in the Church. The Faithful cannot do

better than recite them in preference to others not so approved:

they are the means to pray most properly and most efficaciously.

Prayer,

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having inspired

Thy Church with so many prayers, so powerful over Thy heart;

grant me the grace to recite them like the Saints who have gone

before me, and like those who shall come after me.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, /

will never fail to recollect myself a moment lefore prayer.

LESSON XXXII.

OUR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY HOPE {continued).

Second Mum to obtain Grace : the Sacraments. Place which the Sacraments

occupy in the General Plan of Religion : the chief is the Eucharist, to

which all the others refer. General Definition of the Sacrament».

Elements of the Sacraments. Ceremonies. Proofs of the Divine Institu

tion of the Sacraments. Necessity of their Institution founded on the

Nature of Man. History.

The first means to obtain Grace is Prayer. It is a very easy means.

By the word Prayer we understand not only mental and vocal,

public and private Prayer, such as we explained in the preceding

lessons, but also Good Works in general, such as mortification,

alms, labours, sufferings—in a word, all that we do or endure for

the glory of God.»

The second means to obtain Grace is the Sacraments. It ib, iJ

' Ferraris, id.—A quo litaniaeprimum fuerint institulte adhue mini est in-

exploratum, vetustisaimum sane morem I uisse in Ecclesia litanias peragere

certissimum est. (Bar., Annot, ad Martyrol., 25th April.)

' Litaniis non possunt insert alii Sancti prreter ibi descriptos. (Ferraris, id.)

On the 1Sth April, 1S60, the Congregation of the Holy Office issued the

following decree on the subject of Litanies ; " Litanim omnes, praeter anti-

quissimas et communes, quae in Breviariis, Missalibus, Pontificalibus et

Ritualibus continentur, et praeter Litanias de B. M. V. qua; in sacra cede

Lauretana decantori solent, non edantur sine revisione et adprobalione

ordinarii, nec publico in ecclesiis, publicis cratoriis, et processionibus retitentur

absque hecntia et adprobatione sacrorum rituum Congregationis." It follows

hence (a) that it is forbidden to publish particular litanies without episccpal

revision and approbation (6) that litanies, so approved by the Ordinary, are

only for private use ; (c) that, to introduce them into any public office, they

must first be approved by the Congregation of Rites. > Ferraris, art. Oraf.

It ought to be so with other prayers.
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we may be allowed the expression, a more efficacious means than

the former. ' ' By the Sacraments," says the Council of Trent, " all

true justice is begun, or increased, or recovered."' According to

St. Thomas, it is to the Eucharist that all the oiher Sacraments owe

their origin and must be referred. Now, the Eucharist contains

Our Lord Jesus Christ, the very Author of Grace, personally and

continually among us, so that the Eucharistic union is, as it were, the

consummation of the spiritual life and the end of all the Sacra

ments.

Baptism renders us capable of this union; Confirmation keeps

us so, or makes us more worthy of it; Penance effaces sin, which

destroys it, and thus enables us to form it anew ; Extreme Unction,

the admirable supplement of Penance, removes all the obstacles

that could prevent it, or helps to strengthen it at the moment of

death ; Orders and Marriage perpetuate it, by perpetuating the

Church, that is to say, Priests, who preserve Jesus Christ always

present on earth, and the Faithful, who receive Him. Such are the

Sacraments in the general plan of Religion.* It is time to enter

into an explanation of these powerful helps to salvation which the

New Adam bequeathed us.

And first, what is a Sacrament?

A Sacrament, says St. Augustine, is a sign of a sacred thing;

or, what amounts to the same, a visible sign of invisible grace,

instituted for our sanctifcation.* Hence, the definition admitted

by the Church : The Sacraments are sensible signs, instituted by

Jesus Christ for the sanctification of our souls.*

The Sacraments are signs, because they make known to us a

thing which does not fall under our senses, that is to say, an in

visible grace which they convey to our souls.5 Thus, when in

Baptism water is poured on the body, while the appointed words

are being pronounced, this means that, by virtue of the Holy Ghost,

the soul is interiorly cleansed from all the stains and defilements of

sin, and decked with the heavenly ornaments of justice and grace.

i Consentaneum visum est de sanetissimis Ecclesue Sacramentis agere, per

qua: omnia vera justitia vel incipit, vel coepta augetur, vel amissa reparatur.

J Eucharistia est . . . omnium Sacramentorum finis. Per sanctiflcntiones

eniin omnium Sacramentorum lit prieparatio ad suscipiendam vel consecran-

dam Euchftrietiam . . . Sacrauinentum Sacramentorum, quia Sacramentis

omnibus consummatain perfectionem confert. (S. Thom., P. Ill, q. lxxiii,

s Book X, City of God, lxv., Epist. II. (See also St. Jerome, on Amos,

, v. i ; St. Cvp., Epist. xv, and book on Baptism; St. Ainb., on Baptism.)

* Confer, d Angers, t. IV, p. 7.

• Aliud oculis, aliud menti exhibet. (S. Chrys., Bomil. vii in I ad Cot.)

 

•rt. 3.)

vol. n. 25
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The Sacraments are sensible signs, because they consist of words

and actions which fall under our senses. In Baptism, for example,

we see the action of the priest pouring on water, and hear the

words which he pronounces. This action and these words signify

iind produce in the soul of him who is baptised an invisible grace

which sanctifies him.

Signs instituted by Jesus Christ. It is a matter of Faith that

Our Lord Jesus Christ instituted all the Sacraments. He alone

could do so ; for a Sacrament is not a natural sign of grace, but an

arbitrary sign, which only signifies and produces grace dependency

on the will of God, who instituted it for these effects. With what

respect should this thought inspire us for the Sacraments,

since the dignity and excellence of Him who gives add infinitely

to the value of the benefits bestowed ! With what piety, what

religious fear, what filial confidence, ought we to approach

theml

But, alas! how much reason there is to he afflicted on beholding

the indifference of the generality of Christians towards the Sacra

ments, and considering the levity, the want of care, with which

they frequent them 1 A holy priest remarked on this subject, with

a sigh: " How many delicate persons go in summer to the waters

of Bourbonne, Vichy, Bareges, &c. 1 They incur great expense to

cure a few bodily infirmities, and it would require much more to

cure them all. We have admirable fountains for all the diseases of

the soul : the Sacraments. These fountains of grace infallibly cure all

who have recourse to them, well disposed. How then does it happen

that so many sinners neglect to come to these salutary waters ?

How is it that so many persons come to them without the proper

dispositions ?"

The definition of the Sacraments terminates with these words:

for our sanctification. To sanctify men is to render them pleasing

' to God by a removal of sin or by on increase of grace. Ac

cordingly, there are Sacraments which sanctify us by giving us

the life of grace, of which we were deprived—as Baptism and

Penance : on this account they are called Sacraments of the Dead.

Others sanctify us by increasing and fortifying the grace which

we already have : they are called Sacraments of the Living,

because it is necessary to be in the state of grace in order to receive

them.

Besides habitual and sanctifying grace, which the Sacraments

produce in the souls of those who receive them worthily, they also

confer what is called a sacramental grace, peculiar to each Sacra

ment. This grace is a right to have in case of need the stucours

n.-Mially necessary: (a) to acquit ourselves of the obligations fe>



which the Sacraments engage us ; (2) to surmount the obstacles

that may oppose us ; (c) to attain the end of each Sacrament.'

We must also know that there are three Sacraments—Baptism,

Confirmation, and Holy Orders—which imprint a character. " This

character," says St. Thomas, " is a spiritual power communicated

to our soul, and renders us capable of receiving and distributing

that which pertains to the worship of God, that is to say, the

Sacraments."* Thus, this character has two effects : by the one

it makes us capable of receiving and doing certain things in the

order of Religion ; and by the other, it serves to distinguish those

who have received the Sacraments which imprint it.

The character of Baptism fits us to receive the other Sacra

ments, and at the same time distinguishes Christians from infidels.

By the character of Confirmation we are armed as the soldiers of

Jesus Christ, to proclaim and defend His name, to struggle wiih

our internal and external enemies. Moreover, we are separated

from the newly baptised, who are like new-born babes 3 In fine,

the character of the Sacrament of Holy Orders gives the power to

administer the Sacraments, and distinguishes those who are in

vested with this power from the rest of the Faithful.

These three Sacraments form in the Church the three different

states of which society is composed : citizens, who are its members ;

soldiers, who defend it; and magistrates, who rule it. The

character impressed by these three Sacraments is indelible,

remaining in the Saints to increase their glory, and in the

reprobate to increase their shame. It follows hence that these

Sacraments can only be received once, and that it would be a

horriole sacrilege to approach them again.*

All the Sacraments produce effects by their own virtue.1' These

important words mean : (a) that the Sacraments produce grace im

mediately by the action which is done, that is to say, by the appli

cation of outward signs which have in them a supernatural virtue

proceeding from the institution and the merits of Jesus Christ ;

and (6) that they do not produce grace in virtue of the merits of

him who administers them or of him who receives them, but by

the merits of Jesus Christ, who instituted the Sacraments and

communicated their efficacy to them.

' S. Thom., P. Ill, q. lxii, art. 2. . S. Thom., P. Ill, q. lxiii, art. 2 et 3.

» 1 Pet. II.

* S. Aug., lib. I, de Baptism, contra Donatist. in princip. — S. Thom., P. Ill,

q. lxiii, art. 5.—Si quia dixerit in tribna Sncramentia, Buptumo scilicet, Con-

firmatione et Ordine. non imprimi charactereiu in aniuia, ho'- est sigmnn

quoddam spiritale et indelebile, unde et iterari non possunt anathema sit.

(Cone. Trid., *ess. vii, can. ix.) 5 Ex opere operato.
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It does not follow hence that adults require no good dispositions

in order to be sanctified by the Sacraments. On the contrary, the

Catholic Faith teaches that adults do not receive sanctifying grace by

the Sacraments unless they have the proper dispositions. From the

fact that the Sacraments produce grace of themselves, we must

only conclude therefore that neither Faith, nor devotion, nor any

other disposition with which one approaches them, is the

efficient cause of the grace conferred by the Sacraments, but rather

a preparation which removes the obstacles to grace. The more

perfect our dispositions, the more abundant are the graces received.

How moral is all this ! While, on the one hand, the certainty

regarding the effect produced by the Sacrament, when validly

administered, consoles our Faith ; on the other, the uncertainty

regarding our dispositions keeps us in humility and leads us to

fervour.

After having defined the Sacraments in general, let us pass on

to the elements of which they are composed. By what has been

said it is shown that, to form a Sacrament, several things are neces

sary : a sensible sign ; a sign to which should be attached the virtue

of producing grace ; finally, some person with authority to make

and upply this sanctifying sign. Theee are called the elements of

the Sacraments. They are three in number : the matter, the form,

and the minister. Such is the doctrine of the Church, formulated

by Pope Eugenius IV., in his celebrated decree for the instruction

of the Armenians. "Every Sacrament," says he, "consists of

three parts : certain sensible things as the matter ; certain words as

the form ; and a minister, who conlers the Sacrament with the in

tention of doing what the Church does. The three are so essential

that any one of them being absent there is no Sacrament.'"

The mutter is the element or thing employed in the administra

tion of the Sacrument, as waterin Haptism and holy oil in Extreme

Unction. The form is the words of the minister; and Faith tesches

that these words being joined to the matter, the Sacrament exists.'

The words should be added to the matter, in order that the mean

ing of the thing employed might be more clearly and easily under

stood. If there were no words connected with the Sacraments, it

would be difficult to divine what was meant by the matter alone.

The minister of the Sacraments is the person who administers

them. That the administration of a Sacrament may be valid, the

minister must employ the prescribed mutter and form, and, more-

1 Omnia Sncramenta tribus perliciuntur, videlicet rebus tanquara materia,

verbis tunqaam forma, et person* miniatri conTore ntia Sacramentinu, cum

iutentione fociendi quod facit Eeclesift : quorum ai uliquod desit, nun perficitur

Sucraiuentum. > Aug., <» Joan., tract, lxxx.
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over, bare the intention of doing what the Church does ; tat it is

not necessary that he should be a virtuous man, or even in the

state of grace. The validity of the Sacrament docs not in any

manner depend on the qualities of him who confers it. The

reason is easily understood. The principal Minister of the Sacra

ments is Our Lord, to whom the Sacraments belong.

" Now," says St. Augustine, " what evil can a bad minister do

to you, since the Lord is good ? If he who plants or he who waters

a tree with soiled hands cannot injure the tree, since it is God who

gives the increase, how can a sinful minister injure a soul whk-h

receives a Sacrament, since the Sacrament belongs to God, and it ii

God Himself who confers the grace? It is certain that those whc

were baptised by Judas were really baptised; for the Baptism oi

Jesus Christ is really conf'errred even by a Judas."'

All that the personal sanctity of the minister produces is an in

crease of grace to him—the reward of his virtues—or, as theology

speaks, a merit due to the dispositions of him who acts, ex opere

operantit.

But it is necessary that the minister should have an intention

of doing what the Church does.' This intention may be either

actual or virtual. It is actual when one expressly proposes at the

time, with attention and reflection, to administer a Sacrament. A

virtual intention is an impression resulting from an actual inten

tion, which, not being recalled by a contrary act of the will, still

morally continues, though, in applying one's self to a sacramental

action, something else is thought about. The actual intension is

certainly more desirable, but the virtual suffices for the va)7'ity of

the Sacrament.

As a general rule, bishops and priests are the only ministers of

the Sacraments. Yet, in cases of necessity, it is the right and the

duty of the laity to confer Baptism. If all Christians were nt

liberty to meddle with the administration of the Sacraments, every

thing in the Church would be confusion. No person can or should

attribute to himself the honour of administering the Sacraments

unless he is called by God, as Aaron was,3 to do so. Our Lord did

Jot say to all the faithful, but only to His Apostles : Go, teach the.

nations. Baptise them. Whose sins you shall forgive, they are

forgiven. Hence, the Council of Trent struck with its anathema

any one who should dare to say that every Christian has the power

to preach and to administer all the Sacraments.4

' Aug., II et VI in Joan.

» Si quia dixerit in ministris, dum Sacramento conflciunt et conferunt, non

requiri intentionem saltera faciencli quod facit Kcclesia, anathema sit. Cent.

Trid., ness. vii, can. ii.)

> Heb., v. 4 Sess. vii, can. x.
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As for the ceremonies which accompany the administration of

the Sacraments, they do not belong to the essence of these sancti

fying signs: which may exist without them. But they were

most wisely established : (a) to represent to us the sanctity which

the Sacraments require of those who administer them and of those

who receive them ; (i) to figure in a more ample manner and

render sensible the effects of each Sacrament ; and (c) the better

to raise the souls of those who are the witnesses of their adminis

tration to a contemplation of divine things and to an increase of

Faith and Charity. Most venerable in themselves, these august

ceremonies are no less so in their antiquity : the majority of them

ascend to the Apostles or to Apostolic times.' -

As a proof of all this let us adduce the ceremonies' of Baptism,

which we shall explain later on. Baptism is one of the most im

posing nets of Religion. It bears on the two fundamental dogmas

of the Fall and the Redemption. Nothing more important than to

render them sensible and, so to speak, palpable to the weakest

minds. How does the Church proceed? By ceremonies. To

understand, it suffices to see.

Here is a catechumen, sullied with the stain of that primitive

degradation which vitiated humanity in its source. He presents

himself to be purified, and to be introduced into the Christian

communion, so as to participate in the abundant means of sanctifi-

cation brought to humanity by the Saviour. On his arrival at the

Baptismal Font, the Church announces to him by the sombre hue

of her ornaments, and by a first exorcism, his original forfeiture

and his slavery to the devil. Then she marks his brow with the

seal of the Cross ; places some salt—the emblem of wisdom—in his

mouth ; and proceeds to exorcisms on his person, a purification

preparatory to that of the Sacrament.

Next follows the aspirant's profession of Faith. The first con

dition for being admitted into a society is to believe the power

which governs it. When he possesses a sufficiency of divine

knowledge and understands the full extent of his duties, the

aspirant is summoned to make solemnly a triple renunciation of the

Evil Spirit, its maxims, and its works. To prepare him to wrestle

well with his implacable enemy, whose attacks shall be incessant,

the Church anoints with holy oil the breast and shoulders of the

new athlete. Now is poured on his brow the material water, a

sensible sign of the divine grace which invisibly purifies his soul.

When he is thus regenerated by water and the Holy Ghost, when

he has received the forgiveness of all Ids sins, the priest pours on his

S. Bneil., lib. dt Spirit, sand. ; Cone. Trid., se«e. vii, can. xiii.
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head the holy chrism, a precious balm composed of the most

exquisite aromatics of the East, and whose perfume reminds him of

the good odour which should henceforth, during the course of his

life, exhale from his Christian virtues. Thus purified, enlightened,

and fortified, the Church clothes him with a white robe, places in

his hand a lighted taper, symbolic of Faith and Charity, and makes

him advance in the way which leads to the eternal nuptials of th

Lord.

What do you think of this? Is it not a grand action, made

sensible in a grand language ? Thanks be to the Church I Oh

how well she understood us when she instituted her eloquent

ceremonies !

It is now necessary to show you, what you already believe with

all the sincerity of your soul, that all our Sacraments were insti

tuted by Our Lord Jesus Christ. The Scripture, the Holy Fathers,

the tradition of sects separated from unity, the teaching of the

Catholic Church, reason itself—all unite to establish this funda

mental and consoling truth.

1. The Scripture. Who can better inform us whether Jesus

Christ instituted the Sacraments than Jesus Christ Himself ? Now,

in the following lessons we shall quote the words of the Gospel,

which attribute to the Son of God in person the institution of each

Sacrament.

2. The Holy Fathers. The same truth is unanimously pro

claimed' by all those great men of the East and the West who are

so fitly termed the Fathers of the Church. Disciples of the

Apostles and faithful inheritors of their doctrine, they begin by

telling us with St. Paul that the Apostles were only the ministers

and dispensers of the Sacraments which Jesus Christ had instituted.'

" Who is the author of the Sacraments," asks St. Ambrose, " if not

Jesus Christ? They all came from Heaven."" St. Augustine is

no less precise. " Jesus Christ," he says, " made a small number

of Sacraments, very easily received and most excellent in their

signification—the bond of His new people.1

That you might better know that these Sacraments, divinely

instituted, were the same as those which we admit, that they are

neither more nor less numerous to-day than formerly, the Fathers

took care to name them one after another. Tertullian makes

• 1 Cor., ir.

s Auetor Sacramentorum quis est, nisi Douiinua JBbus? De coelo i*ta

Sacramento vetierunt. {De Sacrain., 1. IV, c. iv.)

> Dominus noster Jeeus Christus Sncrainentis nutnero paucissintis, obser-

vatione facillimig, signiflcat ione praestautissiinis, societatem novi pcmuli

colligavit. (Epitt. xviii, ad Jointer.)
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mention ofBaptism, Confirmation, and Penance.' St. Justin gives an

admirable description of the Eucharist.* Tertullian speaks of

Holy Orders in his celebrated work on Prescriptions.5 St. Augus

tine explains Baptism and the Eucharist,4 and shows Confirmation

to be a distinct Sacrament from Baptism ; a little while afterwards,

he treats of Matrimony.4 Innocent I. and St. Chrysostom make

mention of Extreme Unction.6 We might here add the othei

Fathers—among them St Cyril of Jerusalem, who, in his beautiful

Cutecheses, so well explains the ceremonies of our Sacraments.

Thus the testimony of the Fathers whom we have just cited

establishes the antiquity and the divinity of the Sacraments, as the

silence of some and the reserve of others on this capital point are

proofs of that wise solicitude which never forsakes the Church.

Through fear of exposing our mysteries to the contempt of pagans,

it was necessary to speak of them with discretion and only when

circumstances required it.

3. The tradition of sects separatedfrom unity. Even in the first

ages, there arose heretics. They formed societies apart, of which

some still subsist in the East. When withdrawing from the

Church, these prodigal children carried-away with them a number

of truths—among others, that of the existence of Seven Sacraments :

their liturgies bear witness to it.7 At a later period the Greek

Church broke with the Latin, towards which it had always showed

itself crotchety and captious. Now, the Greek Church preserves

the same belief as ourselves regarding the institution and the number

of the Sacraments.

It furnished a brilliant proof of this in the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries. Protestants, who flattered themselves

with the idea of thinking like the Greek Church in denying several

of the Sacraments, sent a copy of their Profession of Faith to

Jeremias, the schismatical Patriarch of Constantinople. He,

having examined it, censured it indignantly, and wrote to say that

the Greek Church had always admitted and then admitted the same

Sacraments as the Latin, and concluded his reply by uttering an

anathema against Protestants.

In 1672, the Synod, which was held at Bethlehem, under

Dositheus, Patriarch of Jerusalem, declared anew that the Greeks

(the schismatical ones) believed the same Sacraments as the Latins.

In fine, the variety of opinion which prevails among Protestants

regarding the number of the Sacraments is also an excellent proof

i De Retnr. ear., c. rii. * Apol., ii. » Lib. XL, XLI.

' t'.piit. ad Janttar., lir; lib. Ill, contra Petition., c. civ,

s he bono Conj., iviii et xxir. 6 Kjtift ad Decent., lib. Ill de Sacerdot.

7 Sec Ptrpettutt dcla Foi.
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of the trnth of the belief of the Catholic Church, which has always

been the same. The character of error, the unhappy child of Satan

and man, is to vary continually, while the seal of truth, the

offspring; of God, is unity and perpetuity.

4. The teaching of the Catholic Church. We might have

dispensed with every other proof, the testimony of tiie Church alone

sufficing to convince us of the truths of Faith. The only one who

ascends to Jesus Christ, the only keeper of His doctrine, she

alone has the right to transmit to us the teachings of her Divine

Spouse. Now, you always see her condemning as heretics those

who, during the course of ages, refuse to admit any one of the

Sacraments. In the third century she struck with her anathema

the Novatians, who did not give Confirmation to the newly-

baptised; in the fourth, the Manichees, who condemned Matrimony ;

in the fourteenth, Wickliffe and his adherents, who despised

Extreme Unction ; in the sixteenth, Luther, Zuinglius, and Calvin,

who in turn rejected several Sacraments.

Summing up on this point the teachings of Scripture and

Tradition, the Holy Church, solemnly assembled in the Council of

Trent, speaks thus : " If any one says that the Sacraments of the

New Law were not all instituted by Our Lord Jesus Christ, or that

there are more or less than seven, namely, Baptism, Confirmation,

Eucharist, Penance, Extreme Unction, Holy Orders, and Matri

mony, let him be anathema."'

5. Reason itself. In harmony with Faith, reason tells us that

Jesus Christ alone could institute the Sacraments. On the one

hand, it easily perceives that between a spiritual effect, as grace,

and material signs, as the Sacraments, there is no natural or neces

sary connection. On the other, it admits that the Sacraments are

channels through which the merita of Our Saviour's Passion

flow to us. Now, no one can dispense the treasure of Our Lord's

merits except Our Lord Himself, or in the manner and by the

means which He Himself established. Such is the language of

plain common sense.

This language is understood by every person capable of joining

two ideas together ; but it seems to surpass the comprehension of

the unbeliever. Ignorant and proud, as the Apostle says, he pretends

that the Sacraments are a human invention—an absurd and

gratuitous assumption, whose defence covers it with ridicule !

Absurd. Because it was impossible for men to invent the

Sacraments. Properly speaking, man invents nothing. Human

inventions are only the application, the combination, the result of

' Sess. vii, can. i.
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received ideas, and do not spring from an order of facts naturally

inaccessible to our minds. Such, among others, are the inventions

of powder, the compass, printing, the steam engine, and the telegraph.

As for the Sacraments, where could man have found the first

ideas of their invention ? From what fact could he have concluded

that a little water, joined with two or three words, had the virtue

of effacing sin ? This is evidently above all combinations, above all

calculations, since the first idea is beyond the domain of reason.

Yet man believes this, he believes it to the last drop of

his blood, he believes it for eighteen centuries, he believes it on

the word of a few illiterates. And what do we mean by man ? The

most enlightened, nay, the only enlightened nations of the globe.

The pretence is absurd, because it was above the power of men

to impose the Sacraments on the world. Supposing it possible that

impostors could have originated our Sacraments, their task would

only have been begun. It would have remained to cause them to be

accepted, and accepted as a solemn duty. But what is the fact ?

Notwithstanding the splendid proofs which establish the divine

institution of the Sacraments, notwithstanding the eternal fires of

hell with which God Himself threatens the contemners of the

Sacraments, the majority of men despise and reject them. And do

you mean to say that impostors, disowned by Heaven and earth, could

have secured their admission and frequentation in silent acquiescence

by millions of men during hundreds of years ? No, it is impossible :

you must feel it.

Gratuitous. Catholics have shown you the title-deeds of their

Faith. To oust them it is not enough for you to make an

imaginary supposition ; you must show that their documents

are forgeries, and that the Sacraments are really a human invention.

Let us reason a little, and support if you can the consequences of

your assumption. Men, you say. invented the Sacraments. Well,

what men? Did Jews, pagans, heretics, Catholics, meet in a

general council to announce this grand invention? Who then

convoked this admirable assembly ? In what place, at what time,

was it held ? On these points, not a word.

Did the idea of the Sacraments arise suddenly in the minds of

all the bishops and priests of the Catholic world? If so, it might

very properly be recognised as the inspiration of God, Will you

say that it was one individual, a bishop, or even a pope, who had

the merit of it? But how did he succeed in bringing the whole

world to credit his dreams ? Was it by force or was it.

by intrigue? What were the means which he employed to delude

the eyes of his contemporaries, and to conceal the wickedness of his

imposture from posterity? On these points, not a word.
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There were philosophers in those times, as there always arc ;

and did they say nothing ? Did they not hold up to scorn either

the impostor or the imposture ? And those sects, separated from

the Church, who always had their eyes upon her teachings, and

were always ready to censure them; and particularly that Greek

Church—eo maliciously watchful and punctilious—which could

make an alleluia or a comma a crime in the Latin Church, and

which so often discovered a sentimental grievance to lay to her

charge; and those numbers of Catholics who were naturally so im

patient under the yoke of authority : did they all keep silence and

Teceive unrepiningly from the hand of an impostor a yoke which

the whole authority of God seems scarcely sufficient to recom

mend ?

And was the Catholic Church herself dumb ? Yet we see proofs

throughout the course of ages of her active and constant solicitude

to preserve intact the deposit of Faith. We see that the moment

any innovator appeared—king, bishop, or priest—he excited a com

motion which spread from East to West. The whole Church rose

up against him. There were entreaties, there were letters, there

were councils, there were anathemas ; and if error was not always

stifled in its beginning, at least its origin was marked, and its

history transmitted to succeeding ages.

Now, tell us, in what century was the heretical originator of

the Sacraments condemned ? In what council ? Under what pope ?

On all this what does history teach us? Nothing. Verily, history

is inexcusable. It tells us of the originators of the various arts: it

acquaints us with their lives, their countries, their eras, their

various inventions and discoveries. Then, unmindful of all its

duties, reversing all its habits, it does not utter a single word

regarding the author of the most wonderful invention that ever was

chronicled—of an invention that exercises so great an influence

on society—of an invention that should excite the liveliest re

monstrances, since it humbles pride and irritates all the passions !

It is necessary, therefore, to maintain one or other of two things.

Either that the inventor of the Sacraments was so clever as to

secure, without the least opposition, the acceptance of his tyrannical

imposture by men naturally averse to every kind of restraint, by

the learned as well as the ignorant, by kings as well as peoples, by

submissive Catholics as well as the most implacable erfemies of the

Church—separated from her unity since the first ages ; that he wos

so clever as to stifle the voices of all those who complained, and to

efface every record of their complaints; that he was so clever as to

rummage all the libraries of antiquity, in the East and the West, in

order to tearaway every page which exposed his imposture, and, with
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out the least hindrance, to insert passages which made the Sacra

ments the word of God ; that he was so clever as not only to close the

mouth of every person in the world, but even to make God Him

self an accomplice in the imposture, since God would have per

mitted and would still permit the human race to be thus deceived

in His nam*; in a word, that he was so clever as to make Heaven

and earth conspire to sport with humanity. Or else thtit he

caused his invention to be received suddenly, that is to say, that

the Catholic Church fell asleep one day without the Sacraments, and

on awaking the next she found them established in all the books, in

all the liturgies, throughout the Eist and the West; and, what is

still more strange, that, having lost her memory during the night,

she imagined that she had always professed a belief which

dated only from the morning. Take your choice: there is no

other course left. But enough I—do you not see that with all

your suppositions you are to be pitied? So much for inven

tions.

The divinity of the Sacraments being established, it is proper

to say a word on the necessity of their institution. It was in a

certain sense necessary that God should establish the Sacraments,

and their establishment admirably illustrates the profound wisdom

and infinite goodness of Our Lord. United in the closest manner

to the First Adam, represented by him, contained in him, as

children in their father, we all sinned in him.' Not only the

understanding and the affections, but the flesh and the blood of

man were vitiated. To be regenerated in every part of our being,

it was necessary that we should be wholly united to the Second

Adam.

This complete union is accomplished in Communion, to which,

as we have seen, all the Sacraments refer. There the mind, the

heart, the senses of man are so strictly united to the Saviour that,

so to speak, they are identified with Him ; so that we become

participatort in the divine nature* being able to say : I now live no

longer ; it is Jesus Christ who liveth in me.' " In the Eucharist,"

as Bossuet says, " the Son of God, taking the flesh of each one of

us, communicates to our being the divine qualities of His own, and

thus attains the final end of Religion on earth."

Here you behold one of those numerous paths terminating

at that fundamental truth which cannot be too often placed before

our eyes, because it is the explanation of all things and the bond

of all things, namely, that under the Gospel as under the Law, in

past as in present and future ages, Jesus Christ is always the Soul,

t In quo ouines pcccavenint. (Rom., v.)

' Divina consortes nature. (2 Pet., i, 4.) • I Galat., ii, 20.
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the Centre, the Alpha and the Omega of Religion: everything

refers to Him and to our union with Him.

Hence, the first reason why Our Lord instituted the Sacra

ments was to regenerate our body and soul by communicating

Grace to us.

The second, He wished to supply man with a means, propor

tioned to his nature and condition, to work out his salvation. Since

his fall, man has been buried in his senses ; the weakness of his

mind is such that it is next to impossible for him to rise otherwise

than by sensible things to a knowledge of spiritual things. It was

therefore to help us the more easily to understand what His power

works invisibly in our souls that the Sovereign Master of all things

'was pleased to figure and represent by signs, taken from among

sensible things, this mysterious operation. If man were simply a

spirit, he would have communicated immediately with God ; but,

the soul being united to a body, it was necessary that sensible

things should serve it as a means to comprehend invisible things.'

The third, He wished to be adored, not only by the interaal

acts of the spirit, but also by an external worship. The Creator of

our body as well as of our soul, He requires the homage of both.

The fourth, He wished to instruct man, and to overcome his

pride, by subjecting him to sensible things to which aanctiticatiun

is attached. It was His object to try the obedience of sinful

man, as he had tried that of innocent man.

The fifth, He wished to manifest to men His infinite power and

wisdom, by making use of little things to work great things.

The sixth, He wished to maintain among men the sncr ,) bond

of charity, by reminding them that their partaking of the same

goods, their purification in the same waters and by the same blood,

and their presence at the same table, unite them with one another

in the closest manner, and make them members of one and the sume

hody.*

Penetrated with a profound respect for the Sacraments, here is

the manner in which a servant of God used to prepare herself to

receive them : —

"Every day I make a prayer," she said to her director, "in

which I ask, through the merits of Our Lord and the intercession of

the Blessed Virgin and St. Joseph, to be preserved from bad Con

fessions and bad Communions, and to have the happiness of receiving,

' Si incorporeus esses, nuda ipse dona inenrporea tindidisset tibi; quoninm

vero corpori comunctu est nnimn, in sensibilibus intelligenda tibi truduntur.

(S. Cbrys., Homil. lxxxiii in Matt.)

t S. Aug., Contra Faint., lib. XIX, c. ii.
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in the most worthy dispositions, the Holy Viaticum and Extreme

Unction, if it he the will of God that I should receive them.

" Not to fail in contrition when I am about to confess, I usually

make beforehand all the acts of contrition that I form in my morn

ing and evening prayers and during the course of the day. On the

eve of my Confession I excite myself to sorrow, not only for the

faults committed since my last Confession, but also for the great

sins of my life; and, at the close of my Confession, I accuse my

self of one or two of these sins. Every day I say an Our Father

and Hail Mary for my confessor, that the Lord may inspire him to

give me the advice most useful for me, and that my heart may be

touched by his words.

" As a preparation for my Communion, I make several times a

day a spiritual communion. When I awake on the morning of the

day on which I am to communicate, I consider the happiness which

I shall soon enjoy. I say to myself: lam to day invited to the

table of the King of hinge. It is in thanksgiving for the Commu

nion that I endeavour to perform all the actions of the day. I

make the last Communion of each month a kind of Viaticum,

thinking that it may be the last Communion of my life.

" In fine, I often make this reflection: Whoever receives the

Last Sacraments ill disposed shall be lost ; whoever receives them

well disposed shall be saved ; and the Sacraments are usually re

ceived at death as they have been received during life.''

Prayer.

0 my God! who art all love, I thank Thee for having been

pleased to consummate my union with the New Adam by the Holy

Eucharist, and thereby to communicate His divine qualities to me,

and to make me His child. Inspire me with a deep love and

reverence for this August Sacrament, and for all the others, which

lead to it.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, 1 will

excite in my eoul a great desire of communicating well.
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LESSON XXXIII.

oto imioN with The nkw adam BY hope {continued.)

Social Advantages of the Sacraments. Their Harmony with our Wants

Definition of Baptism. Matter and Form of Baptism. Baptism by

Immersion—by Infusion—by Aspersion. Baptism of Water—of Fire—

of Blood. Minister of Baptism. Godfathers and Godmothers ; their

Duties. Institution of Baptism. Effects of Baptism. Baptismal Tows

and Obligations.

"We have considered the Sacraments in their relation with the final

end of Religion on earth, which is our union with Our Lord Jesus

Christ by Grace ; also in their relation with the Holy Eucharist,

to which all the others tend : we must now study them in their

relation with society and the wants of man.

No society without Religion ; no Religion without Redemption,

because man fell ; no Redemption applied to man, and by man to

society, without the Sacraments, since the Sacraments are the chan

nels by which the merits of the Redeemer flow to us. To ask what is

the importance or the necessity of the Sacraments in regard to

society, its prosperity, its very existence, is to ask what is the im

portance or the necessity of the soul in regard to the body, of the

sap in regard to the tree, of the foundation in regard to the house,

of breathing in regard to life. Hence, among all peoples, you will

find sacred and mysterious rites, sacraments in their way, by which

it is believed that man communicates with God.'

An essential part of Christianity, our Sacraments are therefore

necessary to society by the same title as Christianity itself. To

comprehend the advantages for which society is indebted to them,

it suffices to say that, considered in a merely human light, the

Sacraments of the New Law form the most beautiful social teaching

that reason can discover. All the crimes that disturb society, that

trouble families, that bring ruin on individuals, proceed from the

little respect which man bears to himself. Because he neither knows

what he is nor what he is worth, he makes little account of himself,

he has no respect for himself ; and accordingly he lends himself,

sells himself, abandons himself to crime—he degrades himself, and,

by degrading himself, becomes miserable and wicked. His mind

he hands over to error, his heart to beastly affections, and his

senses to all the passions that wish to make use of them. Respect-

' See the wort of the celebrated Huet, Bishop of Avranches : Quastiones

Alnetana. It shows that there are found among every people some vestiges

v rudiments of the Seven Sacraments.
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ing others no more than himself, he makes it a jest, a study,

a fiendish pleasure to degrade them, and, by degrading them, he

renders them like himself—miserable and wicked.

The original of this picture may be found everywhere. It is

man. It is you, it is I, it is every one of us, so long as we do not

know what we are. Wlio will teach us? Polity is dumb, philo

sophy sick. What then? Religions that are foreign to Christianity ?

All fail in respect for man. Some have shed his blood ; others

have placed him trembling on his knees before frightful idols ; all

have bowed him down under the yoke of the most degrading

errors. All have more or less sported with his life, his mind, and

his heart.

The only true Religion, the universal repairer, teaches man, by

teaching him what he is and what he is worth, to respect himself

and to respect his kind. 0 son of God ! she says to him, be holy

like thy Father; He is thrice holy—be thou thrice holy:' holy in

mind, holy in heart, holy in body. This triple holiness the

Catholic Church is not content merely to preach in words ; she

impresses it on all the senses of man by the Sacraments.

Hence, those exorcisms, those blessings, those unctions, so often

repeated on man at the different periods of life. What are we to

understand henceforward by our Sacraments but a great teaching

of sanctity, of virtue, of innocence, of respect for ourselves—u

precious teaching, which begins at the cradle to end only at the

grave ? It is something better still. Not only do the Sacraments

reveal man to man, but they also show him what he ought to do in

order to maintain his dignity in all the circumstance s of life : we shall

make this clear in the explanation of each Sacrament. Yet more : the

Sacraments are not a fruitless teaching; they give to man the

fitness and strength necessary to do what they teach. He who

profits by them is a hero.

A hero in youth. He fastens to his chariot his vanquished

passions. These are the same passions that enchain the heroes of

the world, and drag their brows to the dust in the presence of in

famous idols. Alexander, Caesar, Plato—if you could hear me

you would blush in the depth of your tombs! But, in your stead,

more than one among us may be found who reads here his

humiliating history.

A hero in manhood. He is acquainted with the nobility an,l

the capacity of his heart. He has measured the earth, and found

it too small for him. He has seen the riches, the honours, the idols

'FiliiDei ; . .egodixi: Dii eatis. (S Joan., JW. lxxxi.) Sancti estote,

quia ego ianctui sum. (Levit., xi, 44.)
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of the full-grown man, and be has said: " I am above all these

things; I was born for greater things." No one has seen him,

descending to base intrigues, quarrel over the blood-stained shreds of

a royal mantle, or, false to conscience and honour, attempt to over

throw society by his speeches and writings. No one has heard him,

colouring self-interest with the pretext of the public welfare in

order to arrive at fortune, repeat, with a threat upon his lips and

hatred in his heart against everything above him, that ignoble

refrain which is too faithful a summary of the political history

of our days : ' ' Away with thee hence, that I may take thy place."

A hero in old age. His great soul expands more and more at

the thought of eternity. He beholds with calmness the approach

of his last hour: it is he who consoles the bystanders. This is the

hero whom Christian ages have seen in every costume, and in every

rank of society. To-day we meet him again : sometimes in the

city; more frequently in the country, under the rough garb of the

peasant. Such is man, taught, strengthened, and ennobled by the

Sacraments in every circumstance of life.

What is your opinion ? Would a society composed of such

citizens be inferior to ours ? Has modern Europe gained much in

tranquillity, in disinterestedness, in morality, in candour, in

sanctity, since the Sacraments were abandoned or denounced ? Do

you now perceive that Religion, which seems to have no other

object than the happiness of the next life, is also the best means to

secure the happiness of this ? If you do—and if you are, as you say,

the friends of society—then practise Religion, receive the Sacra

ments. Believe me, whatever may be your rank, your age, your

intelligence, your position, you have no less need of doing so than

others. If you will not, why cease to complain of the insubordina

tion, the immorality, the deceit, the misery—what do I say ?—all

the evils that make social life one long torment : for all these

calamities are your work. By your indifference you are the

leaders of revolutions ; it is you who inspiro all those wild Utopian

ideas that threaten to transform the civilised world into a den of

thieves and murderers. The most dangerous sophism is Bad

example; and the worst kind of Bad example is indifference to

Heligion.

By what right do you pretend that others should have recourse

to the Sacraments and become virtuous if you do not begin by

giving them the good example thereof? Do you not perceive that

on their lips the following argument must be unanswerable:—

Either it is necessary to frequent the Sacraments in order to subdue

one's passions, pr it is not. If it is, why do you not frequent

them ? If it is not, why would you impose on us a yoke which

vol. ir. 2G
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you think it well not to bear yourselves ? Men like us, you are

weak like us : why would you oblige us to repress our passions for

the advantage of yours ?

From the social advantages of the Sacraments, let us pass on to

their touching harmony with all our wants.

Relying on the express testimonies of the Scripture, the autho

rity of Tradition, and the decisions of Councils, the Catholic

Church recognises seven Sacraments.' But why did the New

Adam establish seven, neither more nor less ? Here is the chief

reason: the grand aim of Religion, and consequently of the Sacra

ments, is to form, maintain, and perpetuate in us the spiritual life.

Now, there are seven things necessary for man to lead the natural

life, to preserve it, and to employ it usefully. He must be born,

he must grow, he must be fed, he must make use of remedies to

recover his health when he falls sick, he must recruit his strength

when he is exhausted, he must have magistrates invested with

authority to provide for the public weal, and, finally, he must per

petuate himself and the human race by the legitimate birth of

children.

Well, all these things are necessary for the spiritual life, and

nnable us to see the reason why the number of the Sacraments is

seven.

By Baptism, which is the first of all, and, as it were, the door

to the others, we are born to Jesus Christ ; by Confirmation we

grow in the spiritual life; the Eucharist feeds us; Penance cures

us ; Extreme Unction effaces the remains of sin, renews the energies

of the soul, and prepares us for everlasting glory ; Holy Orders

perpetuate in the Church the ministers of the Sacraments ; and

Matrimony perpetuates the Faithful.'

It was thus that the Saviour provided for all the spiritual

wants of man from the cradle to the grave, and for the perpetuity

of the Christian Republic. Let us now come to details. In order

to render as clear and complete as possible our explanation of the

Sacraments, we shall treat of the following points in connection

with each of them: (a) its definition; (b) its elements; (c) its insti

tution ; (a") its efficacy or effects ; («) dispositions with which it is

to be received ; (f) its necessity; (g) its liturgy; (A) the social ad

vantages which result from it.

Definition of Baptism. The first ring in that long chain of

benefits which the New Adam prepared to support man along tho

road of life, Baptism is a Sacrament which effaces original tin, gives

1 Cone. Trid., sc?s. vii, c. i; Cove. Florcnt., in deer, ad Arm.; 8. Thom.,

P. II, q. Ut, art. i. »S. Thom., P. Ill, q. Ixv, art. i.
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us a divine life, and makes us children of God and of the Church.

That Baptism is a Sacrament of the New Law is a truth regarding

which an attentive examination of its definition leaves no doubt.

"We saw in the last lesson that the Sacraments are sensible signs,

instituted by Our Lord Jesus Christ for the sanctification of our

souls. Now, Baptism brings together these various conditions.

It is (a) a sensible sign. The water poured on the head of

the person baptised, the words pronounced by the minister:

behold the sensible sign. It is (i) a sign instituted by Our Lord.

It is (c) a sign which has the virtue ofproducing Grace, that is to

say. of effacing original sin, giving a divine life, and making us

children of God and of the Church. We shall see the proofs

of these things in the course of the present lesson. The belief of

the heretics of all ages, as well as that of Catholics, may be added

to the reasona given already to prove that Baptism is a true Sacra

ment of the New Law. On this point there is so much unanimity

that the Council of Trent did not consider it necessary to make any

particular canon to vindicate the Faith of the Church.*

Elements of Baptism. The matter of Baptism is any kind of

natural water—water from the sea, from a river, from a marsh,

from a well, from a fountain—every sort that bears simply the

name of water. Let us here remark the infinite goodness of Our

Lord. The Sacrament of Baptism being absolutely necessary for

salvation to all men, He chose as its matter water, which is to be

found everywhere and always. Moreover, water represents very

well the effect of Baptism. It cleans the body, and thereby

sensibly expresses the action of Baptism on the soul, which by

means of this Sacrament is purified from sin. Besides, it has the

property of cooling the body, as Baptism has the virtue of lessening

in a great measure the heat of the passions. Finally, water is the

mother of the material world : sanctified, it becomes in Baptism

the mother of the moral world.

To administer Baptism validly, it is not necessary that the

water should be blessed. Yet, except in a case of necessity, one

should only employ the water of fonts, solemnly blessed, according

to an ancient tradition, on the eves of Easter and Pentecost. The

Church forbids the first of her Sacraments to be administered with

common water, either the better to express the effects of Baptism,

or to increase the respect which is due to it.

Theform consists of the words which the minister pronounces

at the time of pouring the water on the person to be baptised.

They are these : / baptise thee in the name of the Father, and of the

1 Sees, vii, de Baptism.
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Son, and of the Holy Ghost. These words should be pronounced :

(a) not before or after, but during the ablution ; (i) by the person

who makes the ablution ; (e) with the intention of baptising, that

is to say, with the intention of giving the Sacrament instituted

by Our Lord and administered by the Church when it baptises—

otherwise, the baptism would be invalid. It is on the head, in

preference to any other part of the body, that the water should be

poured, because the head seems to be the place in which all the

interior and exterior senses meet: In every case the water should

touch the skin, and not merely the hair.

The Church admits three modes of administering Baptism

validly : (a) by plunging the person to be baptised in water—Baptism

by immersion ; (i) by pouring water on him—Baptism by infusion ;

(c) by sprinkling water on him, either with the hand or with a brush

—Baptism by aspersion.

Baptism by immersion was that most used in the early ages of

the Church. If the person to be baptised was a man, the priest

and the godfather, taking him by the hand, accompanied him down

the steps of the sacred font, and plunged him thrice in the salu

tary water. If a woman, the priest and the godmother acted in

like manner. These three immersions, without being necessary to

the validity of the Sacrament, may be traced back to the first ages

of Christianity.1 They were made in the name and in honour of

the Three Persons of the Blessed Trinity, and they brought to

mind the Resurrection of Our Lord after having lain three days in

the tomb. Baptism by immersion continued in use till the four

teenth century : it is still practised in several churches of the East.

Baptism by infusion is the mode in use among us. It has been

known from the apostolic times. It was thus administered in cases

of necessity, and these cases were not rare. How, for example,

could a sick man, just ready to expire, be immersed in water ?

Where could a martyr, shut up in prison, find water enough to

plunge therein his guards or his gaolers, who were converted at the

sight of his miracles or by the consideration of his patience and his

courage ?

Finally, Baptism by aspersion takes place in cases of necessity.

For the rest, it matters little whether one or three ablutions are

made : Baptism with one or several ablutions has always been re

garded as valid, but it is necessary to observe the rite prescribed by

the Church.

We distinguish three kinds of Baptism. The first is the

Baptism of water: this is the Sacrament. The second is the

1 lertullit.jf CorOn milit., c. iii.
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Baptism of fire: this denotes a movement of the Holy Ghost

which produces Faith, Charity, and ltepentance in the soul—con

sequently a desire, at least implicit, of receiving the Sacrament of

Baptism.' The third is the Baptism of blood: this is martyrdom.

The second and third are not Sacraments. We give them the

name of Baptism, because they purify the soul from sin, and

supply for the want of the Sacrament when it cannot be had.*

The ministers of the Sacrament of Baptism are bishops and

priests. Yet, in the first ages of the Church—before the establish

ment of parishes, which were called Titles—as the bishops governed

their dioceses immediately and conjointly with their clergy, it was

usually the bishop, as chief pastor, who solemnly administered

Baptism, especially at Easter and Pentecost. This usage was still

existing in the sixth century.

In the course of time, when many country people had embraced

the Christian religion, the bishops alone no longer sufficed to give

Baptism. Baptisteries were therefore established throughout the

country districts for the convenience of the inhabitants, who would

have found it very hard to bring their children a considerable dis

tance to the episcopal city in order to have them baptised, particu

larly in the large dioceses of France and Germany. Henceforth,

priests usually baptised in the little towns and villages where no

bishop resided. When there was no priest at hand, deacons con

ferred this Sacrament. Still the deacons could not, they cannot

yet, administer Baptism without the leave of the bishop or priest.

Formerly the ministers of Baptism should be fasting, to confer

this august Sacrament. Even the whole Church fasted to draw on

Catechumens the favourable looks of the Lord. The obligation of

fasting had to cease when it became the custom to give Baptism

every day and every hour of the day. The ministers of the Church

used to array themselves for this grand ceremony in their most

magnificent robes. Constantino the Great made a present to the

Church of Jerusalem of a robe woven of gold, that the bishop

might clothe himself with it when administering Baptism.

Finally, as a mark of His infinite goodness, Our Lord wished

that, in case of necessity, Baptism might be administered, but

1 ... In quantum scilicet alicujus cor per Spiritum sanctum moretur ad

eredendum et diligendum Deuin, et pcenitendum de peceatis ; undo etiam

diritur Baptismus pcenitenti)B. (S. Thorn., P. Ill, q. Ixvi, art. ii.)

l Alia duo Baptismata includuntur in Baptismo aqua;, qui efficaciam habet

et ex passione Christi, et ex Spiritu sancto, et ideo per hoc non tollitur unitas

BaptUmatia . . . conveniunt cum Baptismo aquae non quidem quantum ad

rationem aigni, sed quantum ad effectum Baptismatia ; et — -—.

Sacramenta. (S. Thorn., P. Ill, q- Ixvi, art. xi.)
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without ceremony, by any person in the world, man or woman, no

matter of what religion, provided the person baptising had the in

tention therein of doing what the Church does when it administers

this Sacrament. Remark, however, that a woman should not

baptise in presence of a man, unless she is better instructed on the

matter; nor a layman in presence of a cleric; nor a cleric in

presence of a priest : for in all these things order should be

observed.'

Hence, all the faithful ought to know the manner of conferring

Baptism, since they may find themselves some time or other

under the necessity of giving it. Holy water, or, for want of it,

natural water from a well, cistern, or fountain, is procured. One

pours the water on the head of the child in such a manner as to

touch it, saying : I baptise thee in the name of the Father (pouring

the water in the form t^i) ; .and of the Son (pouring the water

again in the form ; and of the Holy Ghost (pouring the water a

third time in the form We must remark hereupon that the

signs of the cross are not necessary to the validity of Baptism.

Let us add that parents are rigorously bound to have their children

baptised as soon as possible after birth : if these little ones die

without Baptism, as often happens at this uncertain age, parents are

responsible for the loss.'

Besides the persons who confer Baptism, there are others who

concur in the ceremony in a different manner : they are godfathers

and godmothers.3 The custom of giving them to those who sought

Baptism may be traced hack to the beginning of the Church.4 The

godfathers and godmothers used to present the catechumens, to watch

over them during the time of their instruction, to receive them on

coming forth from the sacred font, to answer to the Church for

them, and to become guarantees for their faith. It was on this

account that they were called bails and sureties. Later, they

received the name of godfathers and godmothers, that is to say,

other fathers and mothers, because they concur to the spiritual birth

of the person baptised.

Nothing wiser than this arrangement. To be convinced of this,

it suffices to recollect that Baptism is a spiritual regeneration, by

which we become children of God. It is thus that St. Peter

speaks : As new-born babes, desire the pure spiritual milks Beautiful

words, which it was usual in the primitive Church to explain to the

newly baptised eight days after their great happiness.

• 1 Cor., xiv,40. * Conf. d'Angers, t. VIII, 73.

3 (Patrinus) non est de necessitate Sacramenti ; sed unus solus potest

aliquem baptizare, necessitate imminente. (S. Thom., P. Ill, q. lxvii, art. 7.)

* Const, ap. Tertul., 1. 1, de Bap., &c. » 1 Pet., ii, 2.
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Now, when a child comes into the world it has need of a nurse

and a master: the former to give it the necessary food; the latter

to instruct it in the arts and sciences. Accordingly, those who are

born to Jesus Christ by Baptism require to be confided to the

solicitude and wisdom of some one who may train them to the

practice of virtue, by instructing them in the precepts of religion

and making them grow up little by little in the New Adam, until,

by the grace of God, they become perfect.'

Such is the duty, such are the functions of godfathers and

godmothers. Here is what they said in the first ages of the Church,

and what they still say by the very fact of accepting their title :

I promise to engage this child by careful instruction and exhor

tation—when it shall be of an age to understand Religion—

to renounce everything evil, to profess its Faith openly, and to fulfil

exactly the promises which it now makes to God.' Although the

majority hardly ever think of it, this obligation subsists in full

force ; but it lasts only till the time when godchildren are in a

8tate to guide themselves. The case of godfathers and godmothers is

the same as that of tutors or guardians: their obligations cease when

the persons confided to their care are in a condition to pass from it.

The relations between godfathers and godmothers and their

godchildren, are therefore very close and sacred. It was accordingly

an evidence of deep wisdom in the Church to establish from the

beginning a spiritual affinity between the person who baptises and

the person who is baptised—between the godfather or godmother

and the godchild and its father and mother. Whence it follows

that marriage cannot be contracted between these persons, and, if

contracted, is radically null.

From what we have said on the duties of godfathers and god

mothers, it is easy to see who those are that should not be entrusted

with so holy a function.

Institution of Baptism. Following the order of the words

which constitute the definition of Baptism, this is the place to

speak of the institution of the Sacrament. Our Lord instituted it

when He was Himself baptised by St. John. The Fathers of the

Church teach us so expressly, when they say that at this moment

water received the virtue of regenerating, by giving a spiritual

life.3 Here you find the reason why, during the Baptism of Our

Lord, the whole Blessed Trinity, in whose name Baptism is con-

1 S. Thom., q. lxfii, art. 7.

* S. Denis, dc Eccl. Mtcrosolym., cap. vii, p. 3.—S. Thom., P. Ill, q. lxviii,

art. 8.

s Greg, de Naz., Oral, in Nat. Salv. circa fincm ; Aug., Scrm., six et

xxxvii de Temp.
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ferred, manifested Its presence. The voice of the Father was

heard, the person of the Son was seen, and the Holy Ghost

descended under the form of a dove ; moreover, the heavens opened,

as they open for us at Baptism.

Our Lord manifested to Nicodemus the institution of this

Sacrament when He said : Unless a man be born again of water and

the Holy Ghost, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God. The

obligation of receiving Baptism in order to be saved began on

the day when Our Lord said to His Apostles : Go, teach all nations,

baptising them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost.'

Effects of Baptism. All the preparations that formerly preceded

Baptism, all the solemn circumstances that still accompany its

administration, cannot surprise us if we reflect for a while on the

greatness of this Sacrament. Let us judge of it by its effects.

1. It effaces original sin, and all the actual sins, however

enormous, that one may have committed before its reception. Such

has been the constant doctrine of the Church, formally defined by

the Council of Trent.*

2. It remits all the punishment due to sin, so that he who dies

immediately after Baptism goes straight to 'Heaven.3 The ignorance

and the concupiscence which remain in us after Baptism are indeed
the consequences of original sin, but they are not •sins.4 The New

Adam did not choose to deliver man from them during this life,

any more than from corporal infirmities. It was necessary that man

should be mindful of his fall ; that this earth should be a place of

exile to him ; that he should live in humiliation and self-distrust ;

that all these miseries, becoming a continual exercise for his virtue,

should give him occasion to merit, and make him sigh after Heaven,

where his deliverance shall be complete and perfect.

3. Baptism gives us a divine life, and makes us children of

God. It is by Baptism that we become participators in the life of

the New Adam. Hence, the Grace of Baptism is a Grace inherent

to our soul, effacing all its stains, cleansing it from all its defile

ments, and communicating to it all the infused virtues, Faith,

Hope, Charity, and the Gifts of the Holy Ghost, which render it

beautiful and pleasing in the sight of God. "Wc are by this means

' Constit. Apost., 1. VIII, c. v.

» Sess. V, c. v , Aug., lib. I, contra duas cpist. Velag., c. xiii ; Item, Grep.,

lib. IX ; Cone. Vienn. ct Florent., in mater. Sacram. On the effects of

original sin, see Catechism, P. I, lesson xvi.

> Aug., lib. I, de Fecc. merit et remiss., c. xxxix ; Ambr., in c. II ad Bom.;

S. Thom., P. Ill, q. Ixix, art. 7 ; Greg., lib. VII, Rcgist., Epist. xxiv.

* Cone. Trid., sess. v, dc Pcce. orig.
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incorporated with Our Lord, as members with their head, and God

adopts us as His children and makes us the heirs of His kingdom

and co-heirs with Jesus Christ.'

4. Baptism makes us children of the Church. It places us

among the number of the faithful, gives us a right to the other

Sacraments, and enables us to share in all tho goods of our Mother

the Church. Without Baptism we are incapable of receiving

the other Sacraments, so that the ordination of a person who should

be ordained priest without having been baptised would be abso

lutely null, and it should be repeated again after baptising him.*

5. Baptism imprints on the soul an indelible character, which

prevents the reception of the Sacrament a second time. " As,

according to the order of nature," says St. Augustine, "we can

be born only once, so there is only one spiritual regeneration, and

Baptism can never be repeated."3

The Dispositions with which Baptism is to be received and the

Obligations which it imposes. The effects of Baptism are the same

for all, in so far as the virtue of the Sacrament is concerned. But

if we regard the dispositions of those who receive it, it is quite

certain that every one draws from it more or less abundant fruit

according to the state of his soul. The Church does not require

any special dispositions from children who have not attained the

use of reason, in order to administer Baptism to them. She lends

them her heart and mouth, because they cannot yet believe with

their own heart in order to be justified, nor confess with their own

mouth in order to be saved. " As they were wounded by the sin

of another,'' says St. Augustine, " so they are healed by the word

of another."4

From adults the Church requires the following dispositions :

(a) consent; (b) faith; (c) instruction, that is to say, a knowledge

of the things which, by a necessity of means and a necessity of

precept, must be believed ; (rf) sincere sorrow for their sins.

As to the obligations that we contract in Baptism, they rest, on

the one side, on the promises which we therein make to God, and

which are called vows, and there are none, says St. Augustine, more

sacred ; on the other, on the inestimable gifts which God therein

bestows on us. Much shall be required, says the Saviour, of him to

whom much is given? These obligations consist in (a) remaining

i Concil. Vienn., de Sttmma Trinit. ct Fide cathol ; Gone. Trid., aess. VI,

c. Tii, et can. xi de Jiutif.

' Si quis of tbe chapt. Veniens de Presbyt. non haptiz.

J Aug., Tract. II in Joan. ; Cone. Trid., sees. VII de Baptia., can. xi et xiit.

* Ad verba aliena sauatur qui ad factum alienum vulneratur. (Scrm. xtr

de Verb, apost., c. ii.) 5 Imc- xii.
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steadfastly attached to Jesus Christ, following His Gospel as the

rule of our principles and morals, because Baptism is a solemn

profession of Christianity; in (i) remaining always united to the

Church, obeying it and its pastors, because Baptism makes us

members of that mystical body whose head is Jesus Christ, that is

to say, the Church, out of which we cannot live by the spirit of

Jesus Christ—no one can have God for his Father who has not the

Church for his Mother; and in (c) renouncing everything contrary

to that life which the children of God should lead.

It is very proper to renew frequently one's Baptismal promises,

in order to excite one's self to their fulfilment, to avoid entangling

one's self in the pomps of the age, and to repair the faults that one

has committed against these solemn vows. This excellent practice

is often recommended by the Fathers of the Church.'

Necessity of Baptism. Of all the Sacraments, the most necessary

is Baptism. Faith teaches us that no person unbaptised can be

saved, that is, can be admitted to the vision of God, face to face in

Heaven. The words of Our Saviour are formal : Unless a man be

born again of water and the Holy Ghost, he cannot enter into the

kingdom of God.% Such has been in all ages the invariable doctrine

of the Church, solemnly proclaimed by the Council of Trent.

"If any one assert," said this august assembly, "that the sin

of Adam, single in its source, but common to all and proper to each

person by transmission, and not by simple imitation, is effaced by

human effects, or by any other means than the merits of our only

Meditator, Our Lord Jesus Christ, who reconciled us to God in His

blood, by becoming our justice, our sanctification, and our re

demption ; or deny that the said merits of Jesus Christ are applied

to children and adults by the Sacrament of Baptism, conferred

according to the forms used in the Church: let him be anathema."3

Yet it does not suffice to be baptised in order to be saved. We

must fulfil the sacred obligations imposed on us by the august title

of children of God, which is given us at Baptism. Here is an example

of the fidelity with which we ought, in spite of every obstacle, to

hold fast to our sacred engagements :—

" During the persecution which lately took place," writes a

missionary of the Indies, " a little pagan girl, only ten years old,

was married to a Gentile. Too young to follow her husband, she

remained some years under the guardianship of her mother, a pagan

like herself. Suddenly the mother formed the desire of becoming

a Christian, and eagerly sought instructions for this purpose. It

i Amb., lib de its qui initiantur mytier. ; Cbrys., Eomil. xxi ad pop.

AtUioch. > Joan., iii.

i Sc3s. V, can. iii ; S. Thom., P. Ill, q. lxviii, art. i.
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was I who bestowed the first cares on her. After a sufficient trial,

1 promised to give her Baptism, and fixed the day for doing so.

" The girl, unwilling to remain an idolater without her mother,

earnestly asked to be baptised with her. I resisted her solicita

tions for a long time, as well because she did not appear to me

enlightened enough as because I feared that her tender faith would

run too great a risk under the roof of a pagan husband, in the bosom

of an idolatrous family, in a village where no Catholic might be

found to lend her support. My refusals did not discourage her.

She associated herself with her mother, and the two overwhelmed

me with entreaties to be made together the children of God.

"Meanwhile the husband of the young pagan returned: he

came to bring her away with him. I sent for him, informed him

of the wishes and entreaties of his wife, and asked him if he would

consent to her becoming a Christian. He consented, assuring me

that he would leave his wife free in the exercise of her new faith.

On his word, I baptised my two catechumens in 1835. The young

woman departed with her husband : she was then thirteen years

of age.

"On the first announcement of this Baptism, the persecutors

wrote a furious letter to the chief men of the village in which this

poor neophyte had arrived, and threatened to take vengeance on them

if they did not immediately oblige her to apostatise and to sacrifice

in the pagoda to the idols which she had cursed. Terrified by

these threats, they summoned the neophyte, and commanded her to

renounce Jesus Christ and return to the gods of her fathers.

• Neither the one nor the other will I do,' she answered ; ' here is

my head : it will fall rather than that I should betray my faith.'

" Unable to shake her constancy, they had recourse to her

husband, and imperatively required that he should strive to dis

engage her from her religion. The husband was only too fit an

instrument for their fury. To seduce his young wife from her

allegiance, he first employed the arts of insinuation ; but, finding

them useless, he resolved to try the effects of violence. Such was

his brutality that, one day, armed with a huge stick, he beat her

for a long time, till her body was one immense wound. ' Renounce

your God,' he would say to her, ' or I will kill you.' But she, as

strong as he was cruel, made answer : ' Kill me ; I will remain

faithful to my God.' On hearing this, a kind of frenzy seemed to

take possession of the Gentile. He seized a knife, threw his wife

on the ground, laid his foot on her breast, held the knife over her

face, and said to her : ' Unless you abjure, I will cut off your nose.'

' Do so,' she replied, ' but I will remain a Christian.' A last in

stinct of humanity, or an irresistible respect for heroic courage,
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moderated the fury of the pagan. He made a slight wound on her

face, instead of disfiguring it ; after which he banished her from

his house.

" Tender and good at all times, to the highest degree of heroism ,

the poor woman took in her arms her little child of two months,

which she was suckling, and set out on a journey of eighteen miles

to seek with her mother that home which her husband denied her.

May the Lord bless her courage, and fill the heart of her child

with all the generosity of its mother's faith I"

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having instituted

the Sacraments, which are like so many fountains of Grace. I

thank Thee for having given me birth in Thy Holy Church, and

admitted me to Baptism.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love.

I will every year celebrate the anniversary of my Baptism.

LESSON XXXIV.

OVU UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM aT. HOPE {continued.)

Liturgy of Baptism since the times of the Primitive Church. Catechumens.

Ceremonies, Preparations, Renunciations, Unction, Profession of Faith.

Baptistery. Administration of Baptism. Honey and Milk. Ceremonies

ana Prayers which, at the present day, accompany the administration of

Baptism. Social Advantages of Baptism.

Explaining in succession every word of the definition of Baptism,

we spoke to you in the last lesson of the elements, the institution,

and the effects of this Sacrament, the dispositions which it requires,

and its necessity. It remains for us to explain its liturgy, that is,

the ceremonies which accompany its administration, and the social

advantages derived from it.

Liturgy of Baptism. Like the history of all the other Sacra

ments, that of Baptism may be traced back to Our Lord Jesus

Christ. It is He whom we always behold opening to men these

fountains of salvation. Before ascending to Heaven, He said

to the depositaries of His doctrine : Go, teach all nations, baptising

them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy

Ghost. Obedient to the commands of their Divine Master, the

Apostles preached throughout the world the necessity of Baptism.

Since then the Church has never ceased to baptise.
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The vigilant Spouse of the Son of God has, in her profound

wisdom, surrounded Baptism, aswell as all the other Sacraments, with

ceremonies and prayers. Without doubt this majestic apparel adds

nothing to the essence of the Sacraments, but it is wonderfully

well calculated to render them more august in our eyes, by raising

our minds to a comprehension of the admirable effects which they

produce in our souls. Let us go back in fancy to the early ages of

the Church, ages of happy memory, and see what the Church used

to do in order to inspire men with a profound veneration for the

first of her Sacraments.

Before giving Baptism to those who sought it, she placed them

in the rank of catechumens. The word catechumen means one

catechised. This name was given to those who were orally

instructed in the truths of Religion, to dispose them for Baptism.

The rites of their reception were simple : the sign of the cross was

made on their foreheads, and hands were imposed on them with

some suitable prayers. The catechumens were divided into three

classes.

The hearers, or first class, were those admitted to hear the in

structions which were given in the Church. They were permitted

to assist at that part of the Mass which derived its name from

them, the Mass of the Catechumens. It began at the Introit, and

ended at the Offertory. They could also hear the reading of the

Holy Scriptures, and the exhortations or sermons of bishops,

which usually followed the reading of the Gospel. This advantage

was common between them, penitents, Jews, pagans, and even

heretics. The discourse being finished, a deacon said in a loud

voice : " Catechumens, penitents, Jews, heretics, infidels, depart"

And they all went out. The second class were those who

had the right of remaining in the Church a little while after

the departure of the first, and who prostrated themselves to

receive the bishop's blessing. When they were found capable of

receiving Baptism, they gave in their names for this purpose.

They were then called competitors, that is to say, persons asking

together. When their petition was granted, they were called the elect,

because they were destined to receive Baptism on the first occasion,

that is to say, the following Easter or Pentecost, and formed the

third class of catechumens.

Before sending them out of the church, some prayers were

recited for them. The deacon, having imposed silence, said :

" Pray, catechumens, and let all the faithful pray for them, that

the Lord, who is full of goodness and compassion, may hear their

prayers and supplications ; that He may discover to them the

Gospel of His Christ ; that He may inspire them with a chaste
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and salutary fear ; that He may confirm them in piety, and render

them worthy of regeneration, of the rohe of immortality, of the

true life." After these words the deacon added: "Arise, cate

chumens ; ask the peace of God through Jesus Christ." The people

answered: " Lord, have mercy !"

A very touching incident occurred here, which we should not

omit to mention.

After exhorting the people in general, the deacon exhorted the

children in particular, because of their innocence, to pray. It was

for the same reason that St. Basil and St. Chrysostom desired that

children should be asked to pray in all public necessities, their

prayers having a special efficacy in appeasing and averting the

anger of God.' When these human angels had ceased their tender

supplications, the catechumens bowed to receive the bishop's

blessing. Then the deacon* said anew : " Catechumens, depart."

Afterwards the doors of the church were closed, and the Mass of

the faithful, which began with the oblation of the gifts destined

for the sacrifice, was celebrated.

The catechumens were instructed with much care. Those who

exercised this function were called catechists. The greatest men

were often charged with it : witness Pantenus, Clement of Alex

andria, Origen, Heraclas, and various others. The period of this

instruction was usually two years.* It was prolonged for those

who fell into considerable faults. When the day of Baptism drew

nigh, the catechumens fasted and confessed.3 The faithful them

selves fasted for them. The whole Church betook itself to prayer.

There were now held some particular assemblies, which were

called scrutinies, because the sentiments and dispositions of those

who should be baptised were examined therein. This is the reason

why it was not thought enough to explain the Creed and the Lord's

Prayer : they were also given in writing, that they might be learned

by heart. In the following scrutinies, those who received them

were obliged to repeat them word by word, and to give an account

of them. They were also bound to bring back the manuscript which

contained them, lest it should fall into profane hands.. This was

called the Return of the Symbol. It usually took place eight days

after the delivery or exposition of the Creed.

In these assemblies exorcisms were made on the catechumens,

i Basil., Som.il. in/am. et siceitat; Chrys., Homil., lixii.

' Const. Apost., I. VIII, c. xxxviii.

» Eu»eb., ae Vita Constant., 1. IV, c. lxi ; Greg, de Nox., Or. xi ; Socrat.,

Hist, eccl., 1. V, c. xvii Iinpressuros Bnptismum jejuniis et perrigiliii orara

oportet cum confessions omnium retro delictorum. (Tertull., de Baptis.,

c. xxviii.)
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to banish the devil, and to purify those whom sin had subjected to

his dominion. The priest made the sign of the cross on their fore

heads with his thumb and laid his hand on their heads, saying as he

came to each one the Prayer of the Elect. He next put salt into

their mouths—a salt which had been blessed and exorcised in their

presence.

Then followed the imposing ceremony of opening the ears,

destined to put the catechumens in a state to hear the Gospel and

the Symbol of the Faith, which were about to be explained to

them. While the priests were proceeding to touch their ears, two

lessons from the Scripture were read, asking God to cure the deaf

ness of their hearts. Four deacons were next to be seen coming

from the sacristy, bearing the four Gospels in separate volumes, and

preceded by tapers and censers.

Each deacon went and laid his Gospel on one of the corners of

the altar. Before any of the Gospels was opened the bishop

addressed a discourse to the catechumens, to teach them what the

Gospel was and who were its authors. A deacon then took the

Gospel of St. Matthew, and, going to the jube, read the beginning

of it there with many ceremonies. The bishop explained that

which had just been read before the whole assembly. It was the

same with the other evangelists. Attention was drawn to their

different characteristics, that the catechumens might better relish

the doctrine of Our Lord. All these explanations being ended, the

Mass of the Faithful began.

At length the much desired moment of Baptism arrived. In the

Primitive Church, Baptism was administered on the evesof Easterand

Pentecost, because the former of these feasts brought to mind the

departure from Egypt, and the latter the abolition of Judaism and

the introduction of the Law of Grace. However, when necessity

required it, Baptism was administered at all times. It was also

permitted to administer Baptism to children, even when they ran

no risk of life, if the parents presented them and desired that they

should be baptised.

It was in the beginning of night that solemn Baptism was given,

because the Baptism and Confirmation of neophytes should precede

the Office, which was very long on the eves of great solemnities,

and during which they should participate with the rest of the

Christians in the awful mysteries. The practice of baptising at

night was long preserved in the majority of the churches—in somo

even to the end of the eleventh century. The reality corresponded

perfectly with the figure.

It was during night that the children of Israel crossed the Red

Sea, and escaped from the slavery of Pharao: a slavery which was
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only a shadow of that of the devil, from which we escape by

Baptism. If in the course of time the Church forbade the adminis

tration of Baptism at night, it was because the observance of sacred

watchings had been done away with for several centuries, and in our

days it would be very inconvenient to baptise at this hour.

When then everything was ready, the catechumens, led by their

godfathers and godmothers, were presented before the bishop and

priests. Three imposing ceremonies immediately took place:—

1. The Renunciation of the DeviL The bishop asked tho

catechumens: "Do you renounce Satan?" Whoever was to be

baptised, answered: "I renounce him." "And all his works?"

" I renounce them." " And all his pomps?" " I renounce them."

2. The Unction. An unction of exorcised oil was made first on

the head, and then between the shoulders and on the breast of the

catechumens. This was to denote their union with Jesus Christ,

who is a rich Olive-Tree, and their vocation to encounter as athletes

the devil whom they had just renounced.

3. The Profession of Faith. The catechumens were asked :

"Do you believe in God, the Father Almighty ?" "I believe."

" Do you believe in Jesus Christ, His Only Son, Our Lord, who

was born and who suffered ?'' "I believe." " Do you believe in

the Holy Ghost, the Holy Catholic Church, the Forgiveness of

Sins, the Resurrection of the Body ?" "I believe.'" Assured of

the dispositions and the belief of the catechumens, the bishop and

priests proceeded towards the baptistery to open its gates for the

new Elect.

The baptisteries were usually buildings of a circular form,*

apart from the church, and sometimes Bo spacious that large

assemblies might be held in them.3 The faith of our forefathers

was attentive to everything that could add to the embellishment of

these places, in which the great mystery of regeneration was ac

complished. The purest gold and the most exquisite marbles shone

on all sides. But nothing can give us a better idea of the magnifi

cence of early baptisteries than the description of that of St. John

Lateran at Borae, built by the Emperor Constantine.

It was a magnificent square hall, with walls of marble and

porphyry. In the centre was to be sten a basin of porphyry,

adorned with silver, in which the baptismal waters were preserved;

from the middle of the basin rose a column of porphyry, supporting

1 Sacrament, of St. Gelaeius, of St. Gregory, Rom. Ord. St. Amb., boot of

Mytt., c. v ; Cyril of Jerus, Catech., II, Mystag.; St. Jerome, lib. XII in Joan.,

c. lxv ; Optat. de Mil., Vial. adv. Ludjerianos, lib. V, adv. JParmenian.
• Constantino's Baptistery, Anast., in Sylvcst.

•Such are thoso of Parma and Florence.
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a golden vase fifty pounds weight, which contained the holy chrism

for the unctions of the newly baptised. On one side of the basiD

were steps to descend into it ; on the other, a golden lamb, which

jetted water into it. At the two extremities were silver statues,

one of Our Lord, the other of St. John the Baptist, each weighing

a hundred and seventy pounds. Around the sides of the basin were

■even large silver harts, emblems of souls that pant after the salutary

fountains : each of them weighed eighty pounds, and jetted water

into the basin.

Let one imagine that he beholds this superb edifice gloriously

lighted up—the gold and silver and marble sparkling in all their

dazzling brilliancy; a multitude of the faithful, and of catechumens,

in white garments; a venerable pontiff, surrounded by a numerous

clergy, presiding at this august ceremony, and he will have a faint

idea of the magnificence and solemnity of the nights of Easter and

Pentecost.

In the centre of every baptistery was the font, into which a

descent was made by several steps. It was from the last step that

the Bishop and the godfather plunged into the sacred bath him

who was to be baptised. The immersion was repeated three times

in the name of the Three Persons of the Blessed Trinity. As soon

as the newly baptised ascended from the font, the godfather pre

sented him to a Priest, who, taking holy chrism, made therewith

the sign of the cross on the top of the man's head with his thumb,

Baying, " May Almighty God, the Father of Our Lord Jesus Christ,

who has regenerated thee by water and the Holy Ghost, and who has

given thee pardon of all thy sins, anoint thee with the chrism of salva

tion unto life everlasting." The baptised man answered: "Amen."

The newly baptised were now handed linens by the sponsors, to

wipe themselves. They were next clothed with a white dress,

which they wore for eight days as a sign of joy. To the white

dress was added a chrism-cloth, which has since taken its place.

The chrism-cloth was a covering for the head, which, out of

respect for the holy chrism, was worn by the newly baptised im

mediately after the anointing made thereon by the priest.

After Baptism the Bishop withdrew to the sacristy, while the

neophytes dressed themselves to be confirmed. The white robes in

which they were arrayed were a sign of innocence and spiritual

liberty. In effect, among the Romans it was usual to clothe in

white those slaves who were granted their freedom. It is thus

that antiquity, even profane antiquity, reappears in the ceremonies

of the Church. The use of these white garments may be traced

back to the beginning of Christianity.'

• See The Martyrdom of St. Gencsius.

vol. n, 27
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When the neophytes were dressed, they were arranged accord

ing to the order in which their names were enrolled. Children were

held- by the right arm, and adults placed one foot on a foot

of their sponsors. The choir intoned the litany, and the Bishop

returned to administer Confirmation. The ceremony being over,

all the neophytes received a lighted taper, and were led in proces

sion towards the altar singing psalms. St. Gregory acquaints us

with the mysterious reasons for this usage, when he says :—" After

Baptism you are led towards the altar. This is a prelude to that

glory which is prepared for you. The altar is Heaven. The

singing of psalms, with which you are received, announces to you

beforehand the future praises. The torches which you carry

denote the light with which you should go to meet the Bridegroom.'"

Arrived at the altar, the neophytes received the Holy Commu

nion. Milk and honey were next given them, to make them

understand that by the Sacraments in which they had just parti

cipated they were come into possession of the true Land of

Promise, of which Palestine was only a figure.* This usage came

from the apostolic times.

The eight days which followed Baptism were feast days. They

were spent in thanksgiving—in prayers and good works. Every

day the newly baptised were instructed. It was not thought enough

to catechise them, as had been done in their preparation for

Baptism; more detailed instructions were addressed to them, in

order to give them an explanation of mysteries which could be

discovered only to the faithful, and to make them understand their

virtue and efficacy. These discourses were called Mystagogics,

because they contained an explanation of our mysteries. In a

word, nothing was omitted to give them a high idea of the dignity

of the state to which God had called them, and to excite them to

be mindful during their whole lives of the graces and benefits

which they had just received. The sanctity with which the Church

shonein those happy days teaches us that these cares werenot in vain.

The newly baptised were objects of veneration to the whole

Church ; so much so that when any favour was desired of emperors

or kings they were employed to ask it. It was believed, moreover,

that God attached special blessings to their presence. In effect,

were they not His beloved children, the living temples of the Holy

Ghost ? It was under this impression that, when Belisarius was

setting out with his fleet to recover Africa from the Vandals, the

emperor ordered the chief vessel to be drawn up on the shore, near

the imperial palace, and there the Patriarch Epiphanius, having

1 Orat., de Baptu. i Tertutl., dc Coron. milit., c. iii.
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recited some prayers suitable for the blessing of the ship, put on

board a soldier lately baptised, so as to draw upon the fleet the

blessings of the God of Hosts.'

The neophytes wore their white dress for eight days. Ou the

eighth day of this holy octave—when Baptism had been given on

the eve of Easter—this touching Introit was sung at Mass : As

new-born babes, desire the pure milk, whereby you may grow unto

saltation.' And the greatest doctors of the Church, the Augustines

and the Chrysostoms, explained to them the admirable meaning of

these divine words.

Such were in the early ages of the Church the ceremonies that

preceded, accompanied, and followed the administration of Baptism,

The happy day on which our ancestors in the faith became

children of God and of the Church was in their eyes the loveliest

of their life. Every year they celebrated with renewed fervour

the feast of their Baptism. This was called the annotine Pasch,

because those who had been baptised at Easter celebrated the anni

versary of their regeneration on the same day the following year.

The word annotine means annual.

On this day the baptised, for whom the feast came specially

round, put on again their white robes, and made with great

solemnity the offering for the sacrifice. They were accompanied

by their sponsors and parents, particularly if they were yet

children. After the service, all joined together in an innocent feast.

This tender custom was still existing in the thirteenth century.

It died away in the Church with that of giving solemn Baptism

on special occasions to adults ; but what is there to hinder any of

us from reviving and preserving it ?

We have seen that the neophytes, children as well as adults,

received Confirmation and the Eucharist on coming forth from the

baptismal font. Thus, they were at the same time put in posses

sion of all the goods and advantages of the Church. This practice,

which still subsists in the East, was preserved among us till about

the thirteenth century. As for Confirmation, when Bishops no

longer administered Baptism by themselves, the increase of their

flocks and the extent of their dioceses rendered this function im

possible. With regard to Communion, it altogether ceased when,

for the wisest reasons, the Church forbade it to be given under the

two species : this was done in the beginning of the fifteenth cen

tury, at the Council of Constance.»

• Fleury, t. VII, p. 367. 1 1 Petr., ii, 2.

* On tbe Sacraments, see Catechism of the Council of Trent; Fleury, Hist,

eccles., I. I-X; St. Cyril of Jerusalem, Catechiem; Chardon, History of the

Sacraments, &'.
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Let us now come to an explanation of the prayers and cere

monies which, at the present day, accompany the administration of

Baptism. Better than any discourse, they will acquaint us not

only with the sad condition in which we are born, but with the

dignity of this Sacrament, the rank to which it raises us, and the

obligation of sanctity which it imposes on us. To render, even in

the eyes of reason, the prayers and ceremonies of Baptism worthy

of respect, it suffices to say that they are the same now as in the early

days of Christianity. This venerable antiquity, whose beauty is in

our times so much admired, is perceptible through all the cere

monies of Baptism that are actually in use. If some, very few

indeed, are no longer used, even their suppression is a proof of the

wise solicitude of the Church.

Here are two new examples of this. The triple immersion

was suppressed by Pope St. Gregory in the churches of Spain

because certain heretics of that country pretended to authorise

their errors regarding the Trinity by this triple immersion, from

which they inferred, and endeavoured to persuade others, that

there were three substances in the Trinity. In like manner, the

custom of giving milk and honey to the newly baptised was

abolished because in certain places a practice was set on foot of

mixing the milk and honey in the chalice with the wine which

was to be consecrated—a thing forbidden. The custom of giving

milk and honey continued till the ninth century.

To understand well the ceremonies of Baptism, it must be known

that at the present day the Church attaches all those which she has

preserved to one occasion. We shall now explain them.

1. Ceremonies which precede Baptism. These are the cere

monies with which the catechumens were anciently familiar. When

a child is born, some humble woman takes it in her arms, and, ac

companied by a godfather and a godmother, comes to the church. On

the threshold of the sacred edifice stands a Priest, who stopa it.

The Priest is robed in a surplice, whose whiteness is symbolic of

innocence, and a purple stole. The purple colour, employed by

the Church on days of sadness and mourning, here points out the

miserable state to which sin has reduced guilty man. After the

exorcisms, whose object is to banish the devil from this little

creature of God, the priest assumes a white stole which reminds one

of the innocence conferred by the Sacrament.

The Priest stops the child at the door of the church, to make

known to it that it has no right to enter the House of God.

Addressing himself to the godfather and godmother, he asks what

name they give tha child. A name is bestowed on it (a) to teach

it that by Baptism it becomes a new creature, engaged in the
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service ofJesus Christ, and (i) to give it a protector and a model in

Heaven. Wherefore it is only the names of Saints that children

receive. The custom of giving a name to the newly baptised is

most ancient in the Church. Examples of it may be traced down

from the first ages.' Our ancestors in the Faith usually selected

for their children the names of the Apostles and Martyrs, in order

to place them under the protection of those Saints in whom they

had very great confidence.>

What would they say if they heard parents asking to have

profane or heathen names—formerly unknown among true

Catholics—imposed on their children ?» This abuse has been pro

scribed by councils. The Church wishes that the names of the

Saints of the New Testament should be given to children, that they

may thereby be excited to imitate their virtues, to pray often to

them, and to have recourse to them in every difliculty as to so

many advocates and patrons around the throne of God. As for

each of us, to celebrate with special fervour and gratitude the feast

of our holy patron is a duty as sacred as it ought to be pleasant.

This duty implies the necessity of knowing his or her life, in order

to bear with honour the glorious name that has been given us.

The Priest says to the child : " What dost thou .demand of the

Church of God ?" " Faith." replies the child by the mouth of its

sponsors. " What does Faith procure thee ?" " Life Everlasting."

" If then thou wilt enter into life, keep the Commandments.'' And

he adds in a few words the sublime abridgment of all divine and

human laws : " Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with thy whole

heart, and thy neighbour as thyself."

Satisfied with its dispositions, the Priest breathes thrice on the

child's face, saying : " Depart, unclean spirit, and give place to

the Holy Ghost the Comforter.'' The breath is employed to banish

the devil, in order to show the contempt in which he is held, as well

as his extreme weakness, since he is blown away as chaff by a mere

breath.

After banishing the tyrant, who holds under his sway every

one coming into the world, the Priest impresses on the child the

" Baron., an. 259. sTheodoret, Serm. v de Gracor. affect, curand.

3 The pagan reaction which has been felt in Europe, since the time of the

Renaissance, on ideas, on manners, on literature, on the arts, has procured us

these ridiculous names. The " heroes" of profane antiquity, fabulous Rods

and goddesses, flowers, fruits, and herbs have in turn seen their names borno

by young Christians of both sexes in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

At the present day the names of the Saints aro returned to ; but still they are a

fjood deal disfigured. Peoplo say IJzzie, Nellie, Pollie: it would be too great

a vcnture to say Elizabeth, Helen, Mary. The history of names has a deeper

signification than might be imagined. See our work. La Revolution, t. IV.
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seal of a very different Master. He makes with his thumh the

sign of the cross on its forehead, that it may learn never to he

ashamed of Jesus Christ; and on its breast, that it may learn

always to love Him. At the same time he says: "Receive the

sign of the cross on thy brow and in thy heart, attach thyself to

the divine precepts, and be such in thy manners that thou mayst

become the temple of God."

The representative of God, the Priest, then lays his hand on the

head of the child, to denote that he takes possession of it in the name

of the Almighty, and he addresses to the Lord this touching prayer :

"Almighty and eternal God, Father of Our Lord Jesus Christ,

vouchsafe to look upon this child, which Thou hast called to the

Grace of the Faith ; take away from it all blindness of mind and

heart . . . that it may be able to shun the pestilential breath of

all vices, and, drawn by the odour of Thy holy precepts, may joy

fully serve Thee, and daily grow in virtue, through Jesus Christ

Our Lord."

The Priest then exorcises the salt, that is, disengages it from the

malign influences of the devil, diffused since the Fall throughout

all creatures. He next puts some of the blessed salt into the child's

mouth. Salt preserves from corruption, and gives a relish to food.

For these mysterious reasons the Church employs it in Baptism,

and teaches her minister to say: "Receive the salt of wisdom, that

thou mayst be pleasing to God, and mayst move Him to grant thee

eternal life.'"

The Priest has just communicated Christian wisdom, a relish for

divine things, represented by the salt, to the child. He now forbids

the devil ever to take away this precious gift. " Unclean spirit,"

he says, " I exorcise thee in the name of the Father, and of the

Son, and of the Holy Ghost, that thou mayst go out from the child.

He who commands thee, cursed angel, damned angel, is He who

walked on the waves of the sea, and held out His hand to Peter

when about to perish. Acknowledge then, wicked angel, the

justice of the sentence that condemns thee ; give honour to the

true and living God ; give honour to Jesus Christ His Son, and to

the Holy Ghost ; and withdraw from this servant of God, whom

Our Lord, by a prodigy of infinite mercy, calls to the Grace of

liaptism, and never have the audacity to insult the sacred sign of

the cross which we now impress." At the same time the Priest

makes the sign of the cross on the child's forehead, and, in the

name of the Holy Trinity, again takes possession of this creature

by laying his hand on its head.

Son of man ! thou art about to become the child of God, to

i Soe, eferonce to the salt, our Traiti de I'enu blnitt
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enter the house of Him who shall soon say, showing thee to the

astonished and delighted Angels : " This is My beloved son."

And the Priest lays the end of his stole on the head of the

child, and leads it into the church, saying: "Enter the House of

God, that thou mayst have part with Jesus Christ unto everlasting

life." The Priest then makes the child recite, by means of its

godfather and godmother, the Apostles' Creed and the Lord's

Prayer. This is also what the catechumens used to do before

Baptism, in order to show their belief and their instruction. After

this new initiation, the Priest again banishes the unclean spirit,

that it may be taught to respect the dignity of sanctity.

Now follows a ceremony equally venerable and mysterious. It

is written that Our Lord cured a deaf and dumb man by touching

his ears and putting a little spittle on his tongue, saying :

" Ephpheta, be opened." Here is a new deaf-mute to bo cured.

The Spouse of Jesus Christ, the depositary of His 'doctrine, the

Church imitates this example. The Priest, taking his spittle,

touches with it the child's ears and nostrils, repeating the miraculous

words: "Ephpheta, be opened." Child of Adam, poor slave of

the devil 1 thy hearing is about to be opened to the truth, thy

smell to the odour of virtue, and thy mouth to the praise of the

Lord. This ceremony may be traced back to the first ages of the

Church : St. Ambrose makes express mention of it.'

The child is come to the regenerating font. Here are accom

plished the last of the ceremonies that were formerly in use with

the catechumens.

The Senunciation. Thrice the Priest inquires of it: "Dost

thou renounce Satan ?" And thrice it replies : " I renounce him."

What an account must be rendered at the Judgment if, after this

triple renunciation, we return to the yoke of Satan 1'

The Unction. The Priest, dipping his finger in the oil of the

catechumens, makes therewith the sign of the cross on the breast

and the shoulders of the child : on the breast, to make it love the

yoke of Jesus Christ ; on the shoulders, to give it strength to carry

this yoke ; with oil, to denote the sweetness of this amiable yoke.

The Profession of Faith. To-day as in the early days, the

Church is not content with a general Profession of Faith ; shg.

desires an explicit acknowledgment of the fundamental truths

, Lib. I, de Sacram., c. i.

2 See on this subject Tertul., lib. de Cortm. mil. de sped., c. xxiv ; St. Basil,

de Spirit. Sancto, c. xxvii ; St. Cyril, Catcch. Myst., i ; St. Chrys., Homtt. xxi,

ad pop. Antioch.; St. Greg. Naz., Scrm. in Baptis., xl ; St. Amb., lib. dc iis qui

tuitiantur, c. ii, et lib. I, de Sacram. ; St. Jerome, in Epist. i ad Tim. et in

cap. vi, Amos; St. Aug., Epist., cxlix.
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confided to her keeping. This is the reason why the Priest asks

the child: "Do you believe in the Father, in the Son, in the

Holy Ghost, the Communion of Saints, the Forgiveness of Sins,

the Resurrection of the Body, and Life Everlasting ?" The child

answers : "I believe."

2. Ceremonies which accompany Baptism. All these prepara

tions being completed, the Priest puts a decisive question to the

child : " Wilt thou be baptised ?" A poor blind paralytic is before

his eyes. The Church does not pronounce the omnipotent word

that shall heal him without imitating the Saviour, in whose name

she works the miracle. " Dost thou wish to be cured?" said the

Man-God to the paralytic lying near the pond ; and, " What

wouldst thou have Me to do for thee ?" to the blind man begging

by the wayside. Such are the memories which the Church

awakes by this question. She also declares that her Divine SpoUse

desires children, not slaves ; and that man, after incurring

damnation by obeying the devil, can only be saved by freely and

willingly submitting to God. The child answers, by its.godfather

and godmother : "I will."

Then the holy water of regeneration flows thrice on its head in

the form of a cross, with these sacramental words : "I baptise

thee in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy

Ghost." The water is poured on thrice during the invocation of

the Blessed Trinity, to show that the three Divine Persons concur

to the regeneration of man in Baptism, and to signify that Jesus

Christ, with whom we are buried by Baptism, was three days in the

sepulchre from which He at length came forth glorious.' During

Baptism the godfather and godmother touch the child, to denote

that they answer for it and that they engage to make it keep its

promises : their extended hands express this oath.

3. Ceremonies which follow Baptism. The miracle is wrought.

The child of the Old Adam has become the child of the New

Adam. The ceremony which follows teaches it the august titles

and sublime prerogatives which it has just received. The Priest,

dipping his thumb in the holy chrism, makes therewith the sign of

the cross on its brow, and consecrates it a king, a priest, and a

prophet. For it was with holy oil that kings, priests, and

prophets used to be consecrated.

The newly baptised is a king—lord of the world and his

passions. A priest—he ought continually to oft'er himself to God

as a living and pleasing victim. A prophet—he ought by his life

' Amb., lib. de Spirit. Sancto, c. i ; Greg., lib I, h'egist., c cxxix ; Kj). ad

tolote., c. ii
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to announce the existence of future goods. The Priest then bestows

on him the only temporal inheritance which the Saviour left to his

disciples—peace. " Peace be with thee," he says, and his blessing

returns to him. Por the answer follows: " And with thy spirit."

This is the child's thanksgiving.

The Priest puts the chrism-cloth on its head, and prononnces

these memorable words : " Receive this white robe, and bear it un

spotted to the tribunal of Our Lord Jesus Christ, that thou mayst

there find life everlasting." The baptised answers : " Amen—be

it so I" .

Oh, yes, may it be so for me who write these lines, for you who

read them, and for all those who receive the sacred garment ot

Baptismal innocence ! The chrism-cloth, placed on the child's

head, is a substitute for the white garments of the ancient cate

chumens, and like them denotes innocence, freedom, triumph : white

garments used to be worn by the enfranchised and the mighty.

How laudable is the custom of those Christian families in

which the chrism-cloth, of Baptism is respectfully preserved and

religiously transmitted from generation to generation ! They

imitate our forefathers in the Paith, to whom everything connected

with Baptism was dear and sacred. Those fervent Christians

preserved with a religious care not only their white garments, but

also the linens which their sponsors had presented to them to cover

themselves on coming forth from the sacred font.' This conduct

seemed a monument of the signal benefit which they had received,

and a mark of the alliance which they had contracted by Baptism

with God. History records a memorable example of this religious

fidelity.

In the fifth century the Vandals were persecuting the Church

of Africa. As all the clergy were being summoned to the torture,

the Deacon Murita distinguished himself among them. He had

led from the font a young man named Elpidiphorus. This unfor

tunate had apostatised, and was at the time a most bitter perse

cutor of the Christians. The Priests and the Archdeacon Salutaris

had just been tortured, when the second deacon appeared—a

venerable old man, named Murita. Before being stripped that he

might be laid on the instrument of torture, he drew from beneath

his robe the linens with which he had covered Elpidiphorus on

coming forth from the sacred font, and, holding them up before

every one, addressed to Elpidiphorus, who sat as his judge, these

terrible words: "Behold the witnesses of your apostasy ! They

will accuse you at the tribunal of the Sovereign Judge. Look at

i These linens were called Sabana.
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the white robe with which I clothed you when you came forth

from the sacred font : it will be changed into a robe of flames, to

devour you for all eternity." At these words the people raised a

shout of horror ; Elpidiphorus grew pale—trembling and confused,

he dared not so much as open his lips to reply.' The executioner

put an end to the scene by sending Murita to Heaven.

There remains the ceremony of the lighted taper, which the

Priest places in the child's hand, saying : " Receive this burning

taper, and preserve unsullied the Grace of thy Baptism : keep the

Commandments of God faithfully, that, when Jesus Christ shall

come to celebrate His nuptials, thou mayst go forth to meet Him

with all the Saints in the heavenly court, to enjoy eternal life, to

live for ever and ever." The child answers, through its sponsors :

"Amen—so be it!"

Rejoice now, O holy Spouse of Jesus Christ, thou who, though

yet journeying on earth, dwellest in Heaven—a child is bom to

theo ! And behold ! the bells and the organs peal to denote

the joy which is given to the Church militant and triumphant

by the little stranger's arrival in the great Catholic family. The

sacristy is visited. There the names of the child, its father and

mother, its godfather and godmother, as well as the date of its

Baptism, are inscribed on the public register. We should look

upon this book as the counterpart of the book of life. At the

moment when our names are written therein, God places them with

His own hand in the book of Heaven. Be it our endeavour to merit,

by irreproachable conduct, that they shall never be effaced !*

Social Advantages of Baptism. What shall we now say of the

benefits conferred on society by Baptism ? Where shall we find a

grander lesson on sanctity ? What a knowledge it gives to man

of the enormity of sin, the dignity to which he is raised, and

the obligations which are laid upon him ! Here he is, a simple

mortal, consecrated in all his senses, consecrated as a ciborium or a

chalice : what holiness ! Do you think that this thought has never

restrained man in the time of temptation, and prevented a multi

tude of secret crimes that would destroy both body and soul, ruin

the peace of families, and silently undermine society ?

And then, what respect for the life of the child, before as well

as after its birth ! How many criminal or careless mothers who

would have brought and who would still bring temporal death on

their child, if they were not withheld by the fear of bringing

eternal death on it ! And after birth, by what means can the child

disappear ? Will not the witnesses of its Baptism, and the rogisti r

' Bar., an. 4S4. J See Esprit des Cirfr.n., &c.
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on which its name is enrolled, be there to give evidence ? But,

above all, what a guarantee for the moral education of the child,

for that education which makes virtuous citizens, in the thought,

so clearly presented by Baptism, that it is a sacred deposit, that

an Angel guards it, that a Saint protects it, that it is the child of

God—the friend of Jesus Christ—the companion of the Angels !

Thanks to Baptism, from the first step that man makes in life

his existence grows nobler in the eyes of his parents, by reason of

the august character which Religion impresses on him. How many

delights does the high idea of a divine regeneration impart to the

maternal sentiments ! How happy does it make parents to think

that they have brought into the world a being who has just

acquired a right to the possession of God Himself !

Take away Baptism, and the birth of man is no longer an

event. The child is henceforth only a little one of the human

species, that is registered on its entrance into life like an addition

of cattle to a city. What a strange kind of dignity !

Take away Baptism, and you shall see infanticide and desertion

multiply, redden your cross-roads with blood, and fill society with

alarm. Call to mind what used to occur among the pagans.

See what happens at the present day in China. Either the

children are drowned by the midwives in a vessel of warm water,

and their murderers receive payment for this service, or they are

thrown into a river with a hollow pumpkin tied to their backs, that

they may float for a long time before expiring. Their infant

cries would elsewhere awake the groans of human nature ; but

in China people are accustomed to hear them, and to let them pass

without a sigh. There is a third mode there of ridding one's self

of children : it is to cast them out into the street. Rubbish-carts

pass along every morning, especially at Pekin, pick up the

children thus exposed during the night, and throw them into a huge

trench. The helpless infants are not covered with clay, in the

hope that Mahometans may come and take some of them. But

before the arrival of the tumbrels to convey them to the sewer, it

often happens that dogs and pigs, which abound in the streets of

Chinese towns, eat them alive.

" I have not found an example of like atrocity even among the

cannibals of America. The Jesuits declare that in the space of

three years they counted nine thousand seven hundred and two

children thus destined for the sewer ; but they did not count those

tvho had been crushed at Pekin under the feet of horses and mules,

nor those who had been drowned in canals, nor those whom the

dogs had devoured, nor those who had been stifled on coming forth

from the womb, nor those whom the Mahometans had carried off,
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nor those who had been made away with in places of which

Jesuits knew nothing."'

What do I say? See what passes among ourselves when

a regard for Baptism and Religion wanes. Is not history, then,

hideous enough to prove to you that Baptism is even a temporal

benefit—a barrier to a multitude of crimes which, directly or in

directly, desolate and degrade society, and shake it to its very

foundations ?

Prayer.

O my God! who art all love, I thank Thee with my whole

heart for having adopted me as thy child ; do not permit me ever

to dishonour so glorious a title.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, / will

always have a great respect for the ceremonies of the Church.

LESSON XXXY.

OUB, T/NTON WITH THE NEW ADAM BY HOPE (continued.)

Sacrament of Confirmation. Definition. Matter. Form. Minister.

Sponsor. Institution. Effects. Dispositions for receiving it. Necessity.

Historical Fact. Liturgy. Social Advantages.

The child of the Old Adam has become by Baptism a child of the

New Adam. The weak branch of a poisonous tree, it is grafted on

the tree of life: nourished with the sap of the latter, it will one

day bear flowers and fruits of benediction. But it requires to be

steadily fixed on the new tree : the young brother of the Angels

requires to be strengthened, for he is born to be a soldier. The

waters of Baptism did not extinguish the fires of concupiscence in

him, as each one of us knows only too well. His whole life he

must fight against numerous, indefatigable enemies, visible and in

visible, internal and external : life is a warfare, a trial for eternity.

It was to secure him the victory that Our Lord instituted Confir

mation.

Definition of this Sacrament. According to Catholic theology,

Confirmation is a Sacrament of the New Law, instituted by Our

t Rcchcrchts philosophiques sur Its Chinois, a work not suspected of favouring

Christianity, t. I, p. 63 ; id., Torrens, Iteise nach China, &c. More recent

documents speak of 70,000 children being annually given over to death

throughout the whole of China. See Annals of the Holy Childhood.



Lord Jesus Christ, which strengthens the divine life in us, and give»

to those who are baptised the Holy Ghost with all His gifts.

Named in turn by the Fathers of the Church the Imposition of

Hands, the Holy Chrism, the Sacrament of the Holy Chrism, the

Sign by which the Holy Ghost is received, the Seal of the Lord, the

Spiritual Seal,' this Sacrament bears at the present day the name

of Confirmation. " The reason is," says the Catechism of the

Council of Trent, " because this Sacrament fortifies and perfects

the new life which the Grace of Jesus Christ communicates to us

in Baptism."

Confirmation has all the conditions that are required for a Sacra

ment of the New Law : (a) a sensible sign—the imposition of

hands, the unction with holy chrism, and the prayers pronounced

by the bishop ; (i) a sign instituted by Our Lord; (c) a sign which

has the virtue of producing Grace. This is so true, as we shall

prove in the course of this lesson, that the Fathers of the Chureh

do not hesitate to put Confirmation on a level with Baptism. " Con

firmation," says St. Augustine, " is a Sacrament ; it possesses the

virtue of communicating the Holy Ghost, and, as well as Baptism,

is a Sacrament."*

In reply to a Spanish bishop, Pope St. Melohiades expressed

himself thus: " Ab for the question which you have addressed to

us, whether the imposition of the hands of bishops is a greater

Sacrament than Baptism, you ought to know that each of them ia

a great Sacrament."' From the early ages the sects used to ac

knowledge, as well as the Fathers, the Sacrament of Confirmation;

so that, to deny it, Protestants have been obliged to face the brunt

of all tradition. It was, therefore, with good reason that the

Catholic Church pronounced, in the Council of Trent, this solemn

decision : " If anyone say that Confirmation is not a true Sacrament,

let him be anathema."4

Elements of Confirmation The matter of the Sacrament of Con

firmation consists in the unction of holy chrism, and the imposition

of the hand, which naturally accompanies the unction. " The

second Sacrament," says Pope Eugenius IV., " is Confirmation, of

i Aug., lib. Ill, dc Baptism., c. xvi; Cypr., Epist. lxxi; Ambr., lib. Ill,

it Sacram., c. ii.

* Et in hoc unguento Sacramentum chrismatis vultis interpretari, quod

quidem in genera visibilium signaculorum Sacramentum est sicut ipse Bap-

tismus. (S. Aug., in Psal. cii.)

» Da bis super quibus rogastis noa tos infonnari, utrum majus sit Sacra

mentum manus impositio Episcoporum, an Baptismus, scitote utrumque

magnum esse Sacramentum. (Cap. iii, de Constcr., dist. v.^ See other texts

in Drouin, de Se tacramentaria. * Sess. vii, can. i.
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which the matter is chrism, composed of oil and balm, and blessed

by the bishop."' The word chrism is a term employed by the

Greeks to express every kind of perfume. But in ecclesiastical

authors it means a composition of oil and balm blessed by the

Bishop. These two things show, by their mixture, the diversity of

the gifts of the Holy Ghost, which are communicated to us by Con

firmation, and also the special excellence of this Sacrament.

" It is beyond controversy," adds Benedict XIV., " that in the

Latin Church the Sacrament of Confirmation is conferred by the

unction of holy chrism, composed of oil of olives and balm, blessed

by the bishop, while the bishop makes this unction with the sign

of the cross on the foreheads of the faithful, and pronounces the

sacred words which correspond to this unction."* Hence, the

imposition of hands, which the Bishop makes before the unction,

is not necessary to the validity of Confirmation, and the unction

alone, with the imposition of the hand which accompanies it, con

tains the essential matter of this Sacrament.

We said that holy chrism is composed of oil and balm. It is

only olive oil that can be employed : (a) because it alone, properly

speaking, deserves the name of oil ; (b) because it is more common

than other kinds of oil ; (c) because it better represents the effects

of the Sacrament ; in fine (d) because it alone is in accordance with

the constant practice of the Church and the invariable teaching of

the Fathers and Doctors.

Balm is an oily substance, more or less liquid, very odoriferous,

and endowed with medicinal properties : it flows naturally from

certain bushes and trees, when an incision is made on them. The

word balm means the prince or king of aromatics. Balm-trees are

found in Judea, Arabia, Brazil, Canada. Hence, there are different

balms : known under the names of the balm of Judea, the balm of

Mecca, the balm of Canada, the balm of Brazil, the balm of

Carthagena, the balm of Tolu, the balm of Peru. They are dis

tinguished by their colour, their greater or less liquidity, their

perfume, and their medicinal properties; but they are all true

balms.'

i Secundum Sacramentum est Conflrmatio, cujua materia est chrisma con-

fectum ex oleo, quod nitorom significat conscientiae, et balsamo, quod odorem

significat bonae famae. (Decret. ad Arm.)

3 Quod itaque extra controversiam est, hoc dicatur, nimirum in Ecclesia

latina Oonfirmationis Sacramentum conferri adhibito sacro chrismate, sire

oleo olivarum, balsamo commixto et ab Episcopo benedicto, ductoque signo

Crucis per Sacramenti ministrum in fronts suscipientis, dum idem minister

formte verba pronuntiat. (Encyclic, ad Archiep. Grtsc., 1 Mar. 1736.) See

Ferraris, art. Confirm. ; S. Alph., Tract de Confirm., &c.

"The balm of Peru is of a whitish yellow colour, rather thick and
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Oil and balm compose the holy chrism, which, before being

used for the Sacraments, must be blessed by the Bishop. Such is

the teaching of all antiquity in the East and in the West.' St.

Cyril of Jerusalem attributes to it, after it has been blessed by the

Bishop, such a virtue that he compares it to the Eucharistic bread,

and declares that it works by the presence of the Divinity. " Do

not suppose," says the great doctor, " that this perfume is a common

thing. As the Eucharistic Bread, after the invocation of the Holy

Ghost, is no longer ordinary bread, but the Body of Jesus Christ,

so this holy perfume is no longer a simple—or, if you wish, a

profane—thing, but a gift of Jesus Christ and the Holy Ghost,

which has become efficacious by the presence of the Divinity."*

The Bishop consecrates the holy chrism on Holy Thursday,

because in the Primitive Church it was necessary for the solemn

administration of Baptism, which took place on Easter Night; and

also, adds St. Thomas, because it is proper to prepare the mattei

of the Sacraments on the same day as we commemorate the institu

tion of the Blessed Eucharist, to which all the other Sacrament?

refer.3

In all ages, among the Greeks as well as among the Latins, the

greatest respect has been entertained for the holy chrism. Even not

long ago it was the custom to cover the forehead of the person

baptised with a white linen bandage, which was worn for three

days. In the solemn Baptism and Confirmation of adults the

bandage is still used at Rome. We see that the Church does every

thing possible to give the faithful a high idea of Confirmation. For

the rest, the holy chrism admirably expresses the diversity of the

gifts which are communicated to us by this Sacrament.

odoriferous, and of a sharp bitter taste. The balm of Carthagena is of a

greenish yellow colour, a tittle thick, of a very pleasing smell and taste, not

sharp or bitter like most of the others. The balm of Brazil is at first

liquid, but, as it grows old, it becomes thick like honey : its colour is a pale

yellow, its taste somewhat bitter, and its odour sweet. The balm of Canada is

yellowish, almost transparent, more or less liquid, and approaching turpen

tine somewhat in its taste and smell. In fine, the balm of Judea, the balm of

Mecca, the balm of Syria, the balm of Galaad, which are all the same, are

white, of a strong and excellent perfume, of a bitter taste, and so light that

they do not sink in water ; they are taken from a tree called the balm-tree

(amvris opobalsamum), whose height is about that of a cherry-tree.

The balm of Judea is the most ancient known, and, by its properties, the

most recommended. Though the Church has not appointed any particular

species of balm for the holy chrism, it is evident that the balm of Judea will

always merit the preference. (See a most interesting dissertation entitled:

Dc opobalsami specie, ad saemm chrisma conficiendum reguisita, Naples, octavo,

by Michael d'Amato ; and our Traiti de I'esu benite.)

' See Hist, des Sacrements—de la Confirm. * C»tech., iii.

> S. Thom., P. Ill, q. Uxii, art. 12,



The oil, a symbol of sweetness and strength, indicates the two

fold character of the New Adam, who is called both the Lamb of

God and the Lion of the tribe of Juda. Such is the Christian after

Confirmation. The balm, whose perfume is most agreeable, denotes

the good odour of all virtues which the faithful diffuse after being

made perfect by Confirmation. They are thus permitted to say

with St. Paul : We are the good odour of Jesus Chritc before God.'

" In effect," says St. Thomas, " Confirmation gives us the

plenitude of the Holy Ghost, which communicates to us the

plenitude of spiritual strength befitting a perfect age. Now, when

man arrives at a perfect age he begins to dispose of that which he

has received ; until then he lives only for himself. The Grace of

the Holy Ghost is therefore represented by oil, which spreads with

great facility. Balm is mixed with the oil, on account of the ex

quisite perfume with which it surrounds itself."* In these expres

sive symbols, what a source of meditation and perhaps of grief for

many Christians !

Theform of the Sacrament of Confirmation consists in the words

which the Bishop pronounces when making the unction with the

holy chrism on the forehead. They are these: / sign thee with the

tign of the cross, and I confirm thee with the chrism of salvation, in

the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.'

These words are the most suitable form of Confirmation, for the

form ought to express all that is contained in a Sacrament. Now,

Confirmation gives the Holy Ghost, to strengthen us in the battles

of virtue. There are therefore in this Sacrament three necessary

things perfectly expressed by the form of which we speak.

(a) The cause which gives the plenitude of spiritual strength.

This cause is the Holy Trinity—expressed by the words: In the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, (i) The

spiritual strength which is communicated to ub—expressed by the

visible unction of the holy chrism, accompanied with the words:

I confirm thee with the chrism of salvation, (c) The sign which is

given to the Christian soldier—expressed by the words: I sign thee

with the sign of the cross, an august sign, by which our Divine

King conquered, and by which we shall conquer.4

The unction of the holy chrism is made on the forehead. To

understand the reason for this, it must be remembered that in

i 2 Cor., ii, 15.

» S. Thorn., P. Ill, q. lxxii, art. 2. (Seo alao Fab. pap., Epiat. iii ad epise.

Orient. ; Aug., in Psal. xliv, 91, et lib. XIII, de Trin., c. xxvi ; Greg., in

c. i Can.; Cone. Laod., e. xlriii, et Carthag., ii, c. ii et iii, c. mix ; Dionya.,

de Ecel. hierar., c. ii et ir; De oleo vid. Ambr., in Psal. cxviii, et lib. d«

Spiritu Sancto, o. iii ; Cyp., Epist. xxx.)

» Catechism of the Council of Trent. Decree of Eugenius IV. to the

Armenian!. • S Thorn., P. Ill q, lxii, art. 3,
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Confirmation the Holy Ghost is given to us to strengthen us in the

battles of salvation, and to make us confess Our Lord boldly in the face

of His enemies. It is therefore becoming that the holy unction should

be made on the forehead of the person confirmed. First, he should be

signed, as a soldier, with the sign of his general, and this sign

should be conspicuous. Now, the forehead is the most conspicuous

part of the body, that which is most rarely covered. It is there

fore signed with the holy unction, that the person confirmed may

publicly show himself a Christian, in imitation of the Apostles,

who, after the descent of the Holy Ghost, showed themselves

courageously to the people, though beforehand they remained

timidly within doors. Again, two things stand in the way of a

manful confession of Our Lord : fear and shame. These two senti

ments are manifested chiefly on the forehead : fear whitens it, shame

reddens it. Hence, the sacred unction is made on the forehead to

teach him who is confirmed that neither fear nor shame ought ever

to hinder him from appearing a Christian.'

The minister of Confirmation is the Bishop alone.' This august

function is reserved to Bishops for several reasons alike proper to

show us the dignity of the Sacrament. The first, because the

administration of Confirmation was the exclusive privilege of the

Apostles, whose successors are the Bishops. The second, because it

belongs only to superior officers to enrol soldiers who shall fight

under their orders in the armies of which they are the generals.

The Bishops are the generals of the Great King. It is by Confirmation

that, from being the children, we become the soldiers of Our Lord.

The third, because in the arts it is the business of a master to give the

finishing touch to the picture, statue, or other work of his pupil.

Now, it is in Confirmation that the work begun at Baptism is com

pleted, and that we become perfect Christians. The fourth and

last, because, according to the expression of the Apostle, everyone

becomes by Baptism a living letter, written with the blood of Our

Lord, in which all the world may read His benefits, His commands,

His promises, His virtues. To be authentic, this letter should be

signed. It is in Confirmation that this admirable letter receives,

through the Bishop, the signature and seal of the Holy Ghost.3

As to the age for the reception of the Sacrament of Confirma

tion, the Church has fixed, by her law and by her general practice,

on that of reason. The Christian is then in a state to profess his

faith; consequently, he requires to be strengthened and confirmed

in the Grace of God. Yet Confirmation would bo given, if not licitly,

• S. Thom., P. m, q. lixii, art. 9.

t Jure ordinario,—for the power of confirming ii often delegated to pimple

prieits : in missions, for example.

VOL. II.

• S. Thom., art. 2.
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at least validly, to children under this age. The greatest theolo

gians, following St. Thomas, teach even that it need not be refused

to children under seven years, if they are in danger of death, so that,

says the Angelic Doctor, they may eojoy a greater degree of glory

in Heaven, as they shall have received a greater degree of Grace on.

earth.' Such was formerly the custom in the primitive Church— -

continued in some countries to the thirteenth century.

In many Churches, a sponsor is taken for Confirmation as well

as for Baptism. This practice may be traced, as we have seen, to

the apostolic times. Young soldiers require a master to put them

through their drill, to teach them the arts of attack and defence.

With much more reason do the young athletes of the faith require

a skilful person to instruct them on the manner of using the power

ful weapons which are put into their hands by Confirmation. It is

of no ordinary conflict, with mere material interests at stake, that

there is question here, but of a spiritual warfare, whose recompense

is the Kingdom of Heaven I It is therefore with great propriety

that sponsors are taken for Confirmation. But they contract the

same affinities as the sponsors for Baptism, and marriage is forbidden

between the same persons. •

Its Institution. It is a matter of faith that Our Lord instituted

Confirmation as well as the other Sacraments. Let us hear the

holy Council of Trent, summing up on this point the belief of the

Catholic world. " If any one dare to assert," it says, " that all the

Sacraments of the New Law were not instituted by Our Lord Jesus

Christ, or that there are more or less than seven of them, or that

any one of the seven is not a true Sacrament, let him be anathema !"

Speaking of Confirmation in particular, it adds : " If anyone say

that Confirmation, given to those who have been baptised, is only

an idle ceremony, that it is not a Sacrament truly and properly so

called, let him be anathema !'"

St. Luke reveals the existence of this Sacrament to us, when he

relates that the Apostles laid hands on those whom they had baptised,

and these received the Holy Ghost.1 Notwithstanding the silence

that was imposed on them by the discipline of secrecy, all the

i Ut conflrraati decedentee, majorem gratiam consequantur, sicut et hie

raajoreiu obtinent gratiam. (S. Thom., P. Ill, q. fcrxii, art. 8.) Quod scite

perpendentes Suarez, Layman, Diana, Gotoniim, Juenin, Sylvester, Haurua,

Kontaglia et cardinnlis Gottus, ab ipso citati, aliique plurimi affirmant. Sancte,

ac licite, etiara juxti pra:sentem disciplinam, sucro chrismate inungi pueroi

ante septennuui, cum aut pratvidetur futura diutina absentia Episcopi, aut

i,lem vorsantur in discrimine vitas, aut alia urget necctsitas, seu justa causa.

('Ferraris, art. Confirm., n. fiO.)

' Sets, vit, can. » Act., vfii.
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Fathers, from the time of the Apostles, speak in 8 manner more or

less explicit of the Sacrament of Confirmation.'

Its Effects. What occasion is there to remind the Faithful of

the necessity of Confirmation ? Alas ! is it not to be found in their

weakness, perhaps in their deplorable falls ? The remedy for these

evils is the Sacrament of Strength, which works the following

effects :—

1. It produces Sanctifying Grace in us, not that which recon

ciles the sinner with God, but that which more and more purifies

and sanctifies those who are already just. It is an increase of

Grace, which perfects the Grace of Baptism, by making us soldiers

of the Saviour ; which gives us strength to confess His holy name

openly, never to be ashamed of His religion, and to live as perfect

Christians, despite the examples and the railleries of the world.

2. It communicates the Holy Ghost Himself to us, with all

His gifts.' Hence, the Three Persons of the Blessed Trinity con

tribute to our sanctification and our happiness. The Father adopts

us in Baptism ; the Son gives Himself to us in Communion ; the

Holy Ghost gives Himself to us in Confirmation. Not that the

Holy Ghost communicates to us as to the Apostles and other Early

Christians, the gift of tongues, of miracles, of prophecy, or the

like, necessary in the beginning for the progress of the Gospel ; but

He lavishes on our souls the same inward graces with which He

strengthened them—especially the Seven Gifts which are attributed

to Him. " Thou hast received," says St. Ambrose to a person

confirmed, " the spiritual seal—the spirit of wisdom and under

standing, the spirit of counsel and fortitude, the spirit of knowledge

and piety, and the spirit of the fear of the Lord."3

3. It imprints on our souls an indelible character, which pre

vents its reception more than once, and which, during all eternity,

will obtain for the person confirmed a greater felicity than that

enjoyed by him who has not received this Sacrament : a new in

ducement to prepare oneself well when about to receive it. This

character differs from that received in Baptism : the latter marks

us as children of God—the former, as soldiers of Jesus Christ.

Would you contemplate the Sacrament of Confirmation in al)

the grandeur of its effects ? Turn your eyes towards the upper

chamber in Jerusalem and see what happened to the Apostles.

At the time of the Passion, they were so weak and timid that they

took to flight as soon as they saw their good Master arrested. Peter

himself, the head of the Apostolic College, a pillar of the Church,

• Drouin, de Re sacram. * Confer. d'Angers, t. VII, 179.

» De Myster., c. Tii. (See what we hnve said on the ninth article of the

Creed, and particularly iu our Train du Saint- Esprit )
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was frightened at the voice of a woman, and denied that he waa a

disciple of the Saviour, not once, not twice, but three times. AU

the Apostles, after the Resurrection, shut themselves up in a house

for fear of the Jews.

Pentecost comes, and they are so filled with the virtue of the

Holy Ghost that, displaying an unparalleled courage, they preach

the Gospel to Jerusalem, to Samaria, to the ends of the earth. They

regard it as their glory and their joy to suffer affronts and torments

for the name of Jesus Christ.' Well, the Holy Ghost, who is

communicated to us by Confirmation, is the same to-day as then.

See all the Early Christians ! What courage did they derive

from Confirmation ! Daily exposed to the risk of being summoned

from the font to the amphitheatre, this Sacrament was given to

them immediately after Baptism. Besides the interior effects of

light, strength, and love, Confirmation often communicated to them

the gifts of miracles, tongues, and prophecy. These wondrous

effects were, as we have said, necessary to support the Church, and

they continued during the whole time of the persecutions.

The Church being well cemented by blood and miracles, these

extraordinary gifts ceased to be common, but they were not

altogether discontinued.

On leaving the city, and the ordinary assembly of the Faithful,

this miraculous Grace retired, if we may so speak, to the desert,

where solitaries were soon so replenished with it that they

seemed to sport-with nature. We learn this from St. Athanasius,

Cassian, Falladius, St. Jerome, Rufinus, and a multitude of other

writers, equally remarkable for their learning and their piety.

After showing that the Christian, filled with the Holy Ghost, is

master of the devil and the world, God also showed him the master

of nature.

Dispositions for the reception of Confirmation. The dispositions

for receiving Confirmation well regard both body and soul. Those

which regard the body are : (a) to be fasting, if possible, especially

when this Sacrament is received in the morning ; (i) to be modest

in one's dress and deportment ; (c) to have the forehead, on

which the Bishop makes the holy unction, particularly clean.

Those which regard the soul are : (a) to be baptised—Confirmation

necessarily supposes the character of Baptism, of which it is the

perfection ; (b) to know the excellence of this Sacrament and the

graces which it produces; (c) to be instructed in the elements of

the Faith, for this Sacrament was established to give us strength to

confess our Faith before the unbelieving and the impious—conse*

i /«.,t, 41.
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quently one must know the Lord's Prayer, the Hail Mary, the

Apostles' Creed, and the Decalogue ; (d) to he in the State of Grace,

for Confirmation is a Sacrament of the Living.

To receive Confirmation worthily, the dispositions which we

have just stated are indispensable. In order to participate more

abundantly in the precious graces which it communicates, it should

also he approached with a tender piety, a profound awe, and a

sincere devotion. Were these dispositions ever more necessary

than in an age when human respect makes so many apostates among

Christians ?

Its Necessity. Confirmation is not, like Baptism, absolutely

necessary for salvation ; yet it is necessary in some sense : the

Fathers and Doctors will easily help us to understand this. " The

Sacraments of the New Law," says St. Thomas, " were established

to produce special effects of Grace. Hence, wherever a special

effect of Grace should be produced, there we find a Sacrament

established. Now, to take an example from corporal life, we first

find the birth, and then the growth, which leads man to maturity,

and this is a special perfection. So, in the spiritual order, man

receives life by Baptism, and he attains to a certain maturity in

the spiritual life by Confirmation."'

Hence, these beautiful words of Pope Melchiades : " The Holy

Spirit, who descends on the sacred font to make it fruitful, who

fills it with the plenitude of that Grace which gives innocence by

effacing sin, also descends in Confirmation to increase Grace. In

Baptism, we are born to the spiritual life; in Confirmation, we are

strengthened for the combat. In Baptism, we are washed ; in

Confirmation, we are armed. Though Baptism suffices for those

who immediately quit this life, the help of Confirmation is neces

sary for those who must make its dangerous journey.'"

It is therefore manifest that Confirmation is a Sacrament distinct

from the others, since it produces necessary effects which the others

do not produce. Remark how well adapted it is to the wants of

the Christian soldier. We have to encounter seven enemies, called

the seven capital sins. Now, the seven Gifts of the Holy Ghost,

which Confirmation communicates to us, are seven graces, and, as

it were, seven powers opposed to these different enemies, over

whom they enable us to triumph.3 Those who have only received

Baptism are weak, like new-born children. Unarmed soldiers,

i P. Ill, q. lxxii, art. 1, corp.

3 See the Council of Elvere, can. xxxTiii and xlviii ; and, in modern times,

the Councils of Milan, Rouen, Bordeaux, Tours, Reims, &c.

» S. Thom., P. Ill, q. lxxii, art. i.—Qu.imvis continuo transituris sufflciant

rtgenentionis beneficia, victuris tamcn necesaaria sunt conflrmationis auxilia.

I Loc. ubi tup.)
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how can they maintain the spiritual conflict into which they shall

be drawn by the devil, the world, and the flesh ? On the other

hand, fortified by the. Sacrament of Confirmation, they can defend

themselves against all these enemies and triumph over them.

Accordingly, Catholic theology teaches that the Sacrament of

Confirmation is necessary for adults by a divine and an ecclesiastical

law. By a divine law : God wishes that we should procure,

when it is in our power to do so, all the helps of which we hava

need tor our salvation—consequently, it is against His will to

deprive ourselves of a succour so powerful as that of Confirmation.

By an ecclesiastical law : since the Church wishes that all

Christians should receive this Sacrament.'

It follows hence that a person sins most grievously when,

through contempt or negligence, he does not receive the Sacrament

of Confirmation. Those are thought to contemn and neglect it,

who, living in places remote from the episcopal city whither the

Bishop travels but rarely, do not dispose themselves to receive it

when they know that the Bishop is coming to administer it. In

the same manner, those are inexcusable who, living in cities in

which Bishops reside, have attained a competent age and not re

ceived Confirmation, if they fail to present themselves before their

Bishop the first time that he administers it : according to St.

Charles, they are subject to the penalties imposed by the canons on

those who contemn or neglect this Sacrament.

Is it not to this culpable indifference, no less than to the pro

fanation of this Sacrament, that we must attribute the shameful

falls and the numberless defections which dishonour the Church

and cause the impious to blaspheme ? Why should it not be the

same to-day as formerly ? History has been careful to preserve for

us a fact that is very well calculated to instruct us. A man, called

Novatian, was baptised in danger of death. He afterwards neglected

to receive the Sacrament of Confirmation. A child in faith, a

soldier without arms, he soon became the sport of the devil. Im

pelled by unworthy motives, he found a means to be ordained

priest. He gave rise to a schism, which degenerated into heresy,

and, for a long time, disturbed the Church. He died miserably,

and the Fathers do not hesitate to tell us that he fell into all his

crimes from neglecting to receive the Sacrament of light and

strength.'

Its Liturgy. Would you in some manner behold with your

eyes and touch with your hands the grandeur of this Sacrament,

the dignity to which it raises us, and the holy dispositions which

1 See explanation of the Eighth Article of the Creed.

* Hist, dee Sacrements, t. I.
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ore necessary for its worthy reception? Be mindful of the various

prayers and ceremonies which accompanied from the beginning,

and which accompany to the present day, its administration.

Scarcely had the Apostles departed from the Upper Chamber

when they conferred the Sacrament of Strength on the newly

baptised. St. Peter and St. John went to Samaria, and confirmed

the Faithful who had been baptised by Philip the Deacon.'

They imposed hands on them, and the Holy Ghost descended on

them. The same practice was observed in all succeeding ages.

" When we come forth from the sacred bath," says Tertullian, " we

are anointed with blessed oil. . . . This unction is made on the

body, but it produces its effect on the soul. Then hands are im

posed on us at the benediction, invoking and inviting the Holy

Ghost."* " This unction is made on the forehead, and the Bishop

alone has the right to make it."»

The imposition of hands and the unction of which we have just

spoken, were not dumb ceremonies. They were accompanied with

sacred words of great virtue, to draw down the blessings of sancti-

fication on those over whom they were pronounced. The first

Christians had such a respect for these holy words, as well as for

all those that express our mysteries, that they concealed them with

great care, lest any of them should come to the knowledge of the

profane.4 By these sacred words or prayers was invoked the Spirit

with the seven gifts. Several times during their recitation, Amen

was added, as is still done at the present day.

Here is a proof of this, taken from a pontifical of the eighth

century5 or thereabouts. The Bishop says : " O almighty and

eternal God, who hast vouchsafed to regenerate Thy servant by

water and the Holy Ghost, pour forth from Heaven upon him the

seven gifts of Thy Holy Spirit. (Amen.) Give him the spirit of

wisdom and understanding. (Amen.) The spirit of fortitude and

counsel. (Amen.) The spirit of knowledge and piety. (Amen.)

Fill him with the spirit of the fear of God and Our Lord Jesus Christ,

and mark him with the seal of Thy holy Cross unto life everlasting.

(Amen.)" When making the unction with the holy chrism, the Bishop

said : / confirm thee, in the name of the Father, and of the Son,

and of the Holy Ghost.6

The holy chrism, of which the Bishop made use for Confirmation,

was not ordinary oil, but was blessed and consecrated by prayer on

' Act., viii, 14,15, 17.

De Baft., c. vii et viii, de Iiesurr. earn., c. viii ; Cypr., Epist. lxx.

> Innoc. I, Epist. ad Decent. Eugnb., e. iii. 4 Innoc. I, ibid.

* Manuscript pontifical of Archbishop Egbert, who lived about tbe eigbth

century, * Roman ordo, written about the eighth century.
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the same altar that witnessed the consecration of the Eucharist.

This consecration, which may be traced back to the time of the

Apostles.l ike that of the water for Baptism, was made in the name

of Jesus Christ—that is, the anointed—unction itself. Hence came

the name of chrism after the consecration, for chrism and christ have

the same origin.' Such a virtue was recognised in the holy chrism

that St. Cyril of Jerusalem compares, as we have seen, this oil

mingled with balm, after it has been consecrated, to the Eucharistic

Bread, and he assures us that it works by the presence of the

Divinity.*

So much for what concerns the matter and the form of Confir

mation in the early ages of the Church. As for the place in which

this Sacrament was administered, there does not appear to have

been any other rule than the will of the Bishop, whether he selected

the church or the sacristy.3 The ancient sacristies were much

larger than those of succeeding ages, and were adapted to cere

monies of this kind. That of St. Sophia at Constantinople was so

spacious that the Turks made it their arsenal, one of the most im

portant in the world. Sponsors were taken for Confirmation as for

Baptism : this usage ascends to the apostolic times.

According to a custom equally ancient, those who were to be

confirmed brought with them a linen bandage to cover their fore

head when it had received the unction of the holy chrism. This

bandage should be a production of flax, thick, without knot or rent,

three fingers wide, of fitting length, white, and clean.4 It was

worn for some time on the forehead out of respect for the holy

chrism, and that this sacred mixture might not be touched by pro

fane hands.'

So many exterior precautions acquaint us with the interior

preparations that were required for the reception of this Sacrament.

It was desired that those who were about to be confirmed should

labour carefully to purify their conscience from every stain of sin,

by having recourse to penance and confession. It was desired,

moreover, that those who, having attained the use of reason, were

preparing to receive Confirmation, should be sufficiently instructed

in the principal mysteries of the Faith. If any suspicion of

ignorance existed, questions were put to them to ascertain whether

they were familiar with the Lord's Prayer, the Hail Mary, the

Apostles' Creed, and the Decalogue. They were also required to

be fasting ; and, on the eve of Confirmation, they washed the forehead

i Cyp., Ep., lis ; Basil., de Spir. Sancto, c. xvii ; Optat., lib. VI dc Schis.

* Egbert's Pontifical—8th century; Council of Wigorae and Cologne—

 

' Roman ordo.

12S0. 5 Council of Cbartres—1526.



specially, and cut away any hairs which might fall over the eyes,

that nothing should interfere with the application of the holy

chrism.'

Let ns add that the custom of giving Confirmation immediately

after Baptism continued to the ninth century. At this period, its

administration began in several Churches to be deferred. The

reason was because the night of Easter or Pentecost no longer

sufficed to confer Baptism and Confirmation on the multitudes who

presented themselves. Here again we see that the changes intro

duced by the Church on the ancient discipline were demanded

by circumstances, and that they show the wisdom of this vigilant

Spouse of the New Adam. Such is an abridged history of Confir

mation from the time of the Apostles down to our own days. But

we must enter into a tew details on the ceremonies that at the pre- ,

sent day accompany its administration.

The Bishop who is to give Confirmation puts on his rochet, the

symbol of innocence ; his stole, the sign of his divine authority ;

and his cope, whose red colour tells us of the burning charity of the

Spirit who is about to descend. He washes his hands, to show the

great purity required by the august function which he must fulfil.

He then approaches the altar, and, turning towards those who are

to be confirmed, says these words : May the Holy Ghost descend on

you, and may the virtue of the Most High preserve you from all sin !

These words express not only the desires of the Pontiff, but the

wonders which are about to be wrought, and the obligations of

those in whose favour they shall be wrought. Then follows the

Sign of the Cross. The Bishop makes it on himself to draw down

the strength of God ; for he says, Our help is in the name of the

Lord. And this help is as sure as it is powerful ; for, It teas the

Lord that made Heaven and earth, answer the assistants. Encouraged

by this answer, the Pontiff adds, 0 Lord, hear my prayer ! The

assistants, joining him in this desire, continue, And let my cry come

unto Thee.

These touching invocations, the like of which are not to be

found in any merely human language, have ascended to Heaven.

The Church knows the power of Prayer. And the Bishop also

knows his own power ; for he has been sent to be the dispenser of

the mysteries of God. Extending, therefore, his hands over the

persons to be confirmed, as a sign of the overshadowing of the

eighth century : " O eternal and almighty God! who hast vouchsafed

to regenerate with water and the Holy Ghost Thy servants, and

 

prayer, already in use in the

' Council of Cologne, cited above.
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who hast granted them the forgiveness of all their sine, send upon

them, from the summit of Heaven, Thy Paraclete, the Author of all

gifts." The assistants answer : " So be it—Amen." " The spirit

ofwisdom and understanding. (Amen.) The spirit of counsel and

fortitude. (Amen.) The spirit of knowledge and piety. (Amen.)

Fill them with the spirit of fear, and, calling them to eternal life,

sign them with the sign of the Cross of Jesus Christ. We coujure

Thee to do so through the same Jesus Christ Our Lord, Thy Son,

who liveth and reigneth with Thee, in the unity of the same Holy

Ghost, for ever and ever. (Amen.)"

During this prayer the receivers of Confirmation kneel, and

endeavour to enter into the sentiments of the Apostles in the

Upper Chamber when they were expecting the Holy Ghost. They

beseech Him to come and change them into new creatures, holy,

zealous, and firm in the Faith. After the imposition of hands, the

Bishop approaches each of them, and makes the unction with the

holy chrism on the forehead, saying : / sign thee with the sign of

the croit.' Then, forming with his hand the sign of the cross three

times over the person's head, he adds : And I confirm thee with the

chrism of salvation in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of

the Holy Ghost. The Bishop's assistant answers : So be it—Amen.

Then the Bishop strikes gently with his hand the cheek of the

person confirmed. Never forget what thou hast just done, and be

ready to suffer with invincible courage all kinds of contradictions

for the name of Jesus Christ • such is the twofold meaning of this

little slap. When giving it, the Pontiff says : Peace be to thee. The

reward of thy courage will be peace—the peace of a good con

science—peace with God, which is above every other good—peace

in life, at death, for eternity.

While the Bishop purifies his hands, an anthem is sung, beseech

ing the Lord to complete the work which He has begun. The

anthem ended, the Pontiff, at the altar, offers up the most fervent

petitions for the perseverance of the newly-confirmed, and gives

them his blessing in these words : May the Lord bless youfrom the

height of Heaven, that all the days of your lives you may see the good

things of Jerusalem, and that you may obtain eternal life !

No human words can translate or convey the maternal tender

ness of this blessing, which the Church gives by her minister to

her children. The Bishop anew desires the confirmed to pray for

him, and to recite once the Apostles' Creed, the Lord's Prayer,

t Si multitudo confirmandonuu id exigent, dispositis lUis per ordinem super

graciiis presbTterii, vel alibi, Pontifex, stans cum mitra, illos confirmat per

ordinem genvfiexos, et uno ordine conflrmato, Hit surgunt, at alii genuflectwn

et ponflrmantur, et tic usque in finetu. (Pontif. Rom.)
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and the Angelical Salutation : which they do before leaving the

Church. The recital of these prayers calls to mind the ancient

usage, in virtue of which the Bishop 'warned sponsors of their

obligation to instruct their god-children regarding the truths and

duties of Religion.'

All now depart after singing a psalm, which so well becomes

the occasion : Let all nationt praise the Lord, let all peoples bless

Him, because His mercy rests upon us and his truth remains for ever !

Happy the newly confirmed, if the truth of God remains uninjured

in their souls to their last breath !

Social Advantages of Confirmation. Happy also are families,

since it was for the happiness of society that Confirmation was

established 1 The social teaching, begun at Baptism, continues in

Confirmation. From her arrival on the earth, the Church said to

man : " Be holy—thou art the son of God, the brother of the

Angels, the temple of the August Trinity." All the virtues that

make the age of childhood most amiable are enjoined by Baptism.

Kbw that man is about to enter on the rougher journey of life, will

the Church leave him without a lesson?

Oh, no ! A tender mother, she runs to meet him, bearing

strong graces in her hands, and words of heavenly wisdom on her

lips. My son, she says, understand what thou art. This life is a

warfare : thou art a soldier.—Uniting here all the ancient tradi

tions, she sends her Pontiff to arm, in the midst of magnificent

ceremonies, the young knight of Jesus Christ.—My son, she

exclaims, thou oughtest to be a conquering soldier : thy career

ought to be one long series of victories. Thy enemies are the devil,

the world, and the flesh; thy arms, watchfulness, mortification,

and faith. Champion of God, descendant of so many heroes, it is

under the eyes of these noble conquerors, under the eyes of the

angels and thy mother, that thou art about to fight! Be worthy of

the name which thou bearest, worthy of the blood which floweth

in thy veins !

And now the holy oil, which flows on the brows of kings, to

crown them, flows also on his young brow ; for he also must be a

king, the lord of himself, a royal conqueror : but it is by severe

struggles that he must purchase and defend his royalty. On earth

he shall wear a crown of thorns, to wear one of glory in eternity.

And a little blow teaches him to endure great affronts with

patience !

Thou aht a kihg—the first declaration which the Church makes

to man in Confirmation.

: Pontif. Rom.
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Son and brother of Jesus Christ, thou art something still more

noble, thou art a priest ! Thy altar is thy heart ; thy victim is

thyself, it is the world, it is all that surrounds thee. Behold the

holocaust which thou must offer up every hour of the day and

night from this moment till thy last sigh ! The fire to consume it

must always burn in thy heart. This fire is the Spirit of love, who

descends on thee as He descended on the Apostles, a consuming

fire, a fire whose action cannot be resisted. It is thus that the

holy unction of the priesthood flows on the brow of the young

Christian.

Thou abt a priest—the second declaration which the Church

makes to man in Confirmation.

The Son of God was a prophet. Like Him, my son, be a

prophet. A prophet in thy words, foretell the good things that are

to come. A prophet in thy works, bear witness that the earth is a

land of exile to thee, that thy home is elsewhere. A prophet in

thy sanctity, proclaim to all that thou art the child of a thrice holy

God ; that thou fearest His terrible judgments, and expectest the

reward which He has promised to those who continue faithful to

Him. It is thus that the sacred oil, which flowed on the brows of

Isaias, Jeremias, and Daniel, flows also on the brow of the young

Christian.

Tboo akt a peophet—the third declaration which the Church

makes to man in Confirmation.

Do you see the light that falls from this triple declaration on the

end of life, on the duties of man f Do you understand how noble,

poetic, and sublime is this triple declaration ? Do you know any

means more suitable to teach 3 young man the nature and the

object of his earthly existence, to commend sanotity to him, and to

obtain for him that miracle of miracles, chastity in a heart of fifteen

years, chastity at a time when the rising passions actually boil,

destroying thus in its source that torrent of iniquities which, after

degrading the individual and desolating the family,, brings trouble

and confusion on society ?

And then, all those long preparations that precede the reception

of Confirmation, all those instructions, all those fervent prayers of

parents and children; afterwards, the arrival of the Pontiff, so long

announced and so impatiently expected—think you not that all those

solemn circumstances exercise some influence on public manners ?

What will it be if you add that this is not a barren teaching, but a

teaching that carries with it the strength to do what it directs ?

Do you now understand how Confirmation tends to ennoble man,

and to inspire him with sentiments truly worthy of himself and

society, because thev are worthy of God and Heaven ?
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Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having given

me Thy Holy Spirit with all His gifts; do not permit that I should

ever contristrate within me this Spirit of sanctity and charity.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, / 101

never be ashamed to show myself a Christian.

LESSON XXXVI.

oub uwion with tee new adam ar hope (continued.)

The Eucharist. Its Figures. Its Definition. Its Elements: Matter, Form,

Minister. Its Institution. Its Effects. Dispositions for receiving it. Its

Necessity.

The Eucharist ! This is the most august of the Sacraments. This

is the very Source of Grace. This is the ineffable mystery in

which the most perfect union attainable on earth is effected between

God and us. Two pieces of wax melted together represent but

faintly, according to the language of the Fathers, this deific union.'

After Communion there is only Heaven left : Communion is Para

dise on earth,

Now, the Eucharist comes naturally sfter Baptism and Confir

mation. Once entered into the world, the child has need of

nourishment proportioned to its weakness, and the soldier in the

field of the bread of ammunition. So the Christian, born to

the spiritual life by Baptism, enrolled under the banner of

Jesus Christ by Confirmation, has need of food to sustain his life,

and to maintain his strength for the battles of virtue. He finds

this food in the Eucharist, called the bread of the strong, the wheat

of the elect, the wine which produces and preserves virginity, by

the energy which it communicates to the soul against all kinds of

degrading passions.

Figures of the Eucharist. The august Sacrament of the Altar

is called by David an abridgment of the wonders of God, and by the

1 Quemadmodum enim si quis ceram cerae conjunxerit, utique alteram in

altera inricemque immeasse videbit ; eodem quoque opinor modo, qui Sana

toria nostri Christi caraem sumit, ac ejus pretiosum sanguinem bibit, ut ipse

ait, unum quiddam cum eo reperitur. (Cyril., in Evang. Juan., v, 5(i.) See

also the other passages of the Fathers, quoted in the Introduction to the

Catechism.
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Fathers, an extension of the Incarnation. It occupies so important

a place in Religion that, from the beginning of the world, God took

care to announce it to men, and to fix their attention on it by a

multitude of figures. A few will suffice to render unquestionable

the designs of God and to show the excellence of this adorable

Sacrament.

The first figure of the Eucharist is the tree of life, planted in

the midst of the terrestrial paradise. The tree of life was produced

by an act of the omnipotence of God from a virgin soil : the body

of Our Lord was produced immediately by the operation of the

Holy Ghost in the womb of the Virgin Mary.

The tree of life was destined to render the body of man im

mortal : the body of Our Lord, far superior to the tree of the

terrestrial paradise, gives to the soul the life of Grace, to the body

the life of the Resurrection, to both the immortal life of Glory.

The tree of life had the virtues of all plants and trees : the body

of Our Lord has all the tastes, all the virtues, all the treasures of

the Divinity itself.

The tree of lite was to be found only in the terrestrial paradise :

the body of Our Lord is to be found only in the Church.

The tree of life existed only in one place : the body of Our

Lord is offered to us everywhere throughout the earth, and yet it

remains eternally in Heaven.

The second and third figures of the Eucharist are the sacrifices

of Abel and Melchisedech, which we have already explained.

The fourth is the Paschal Lamb, regarding which it is proper

to enter here into a few details. The Paschal Lamb should be

immolated on the fourteenth day of the moon of the March : Our

Lord instituted the Holy Eucharist and was offered in sacrifice

about the same time.

The Paschal Lamb should be immolated in the evening : Our

Lord instituted the Eucharist in the evening.

The Paschal Lamb should be immolated as a sign of the

approaching deliverance from the captivity of Egypt : Our Lord

should be immolated to bury in the merits of His Precious Blood,

as in the waters of the Red Sea, all the sins of the world and the

powers of hell.

The Paschal Lamb should be roasted : Our Lord in the

Eucharist is consumed by the fire of His charity, to teach us that

it is with a heart all burning with love that we ought to receive

Him.

The Paschal Lamb should be eaten in every family : by the

Eucharist Our Lord is eaten in every family. On Calvary no

person ate, and the sacrifice was offered, not in the interior of a
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family, but in public ; while in the guest chamber, where Jesus

Christ instituted the Eucharist, the Divine Lamb was distributed

by Our Lord Himself, the true Father of the family, to His

Apostles, representing the whole Church.

The Paschal Lamb should be eaten only by thoso who were

Jews in blood and religion : Our Lord can be eaten only by faith

ful Christians.

The Paschal Lamb should not have its bones broken : Our Lord

in the Eucharist cannot be broken or divided. .

The Paschal Lamb should be eaten in haste : the Eucharist -

should be received with a lively Faith, ready for action.

The Paschal Lamb should be eaten with unleavened bread and

bitter lettuce : the Eucharist should be received with purity of

conscience and sorrow for sin.

The Jews should eat the Paschal Lamb with loins girt, a staff

in the hand, and shoes on the feet : Christians, to eat the virginal

flesh of the Lamb of God, should be perfectly chaste, bear like

pilgrims of eternity the staff of the Cross in hand, and for shoes

cover their feet with meditation on death and their last end.

The fifth figure of the Eucharist is the manna, regarding which

we have entered into all the details necessary.

The sixth is the loaves of proposition. The loaves of proposi

tion, placed on a table in the temple of Jerusalem, were a perpetual

testimony to the dependence of the Jews on God, whose absolute

dominion over life, represented by bread, which is a condition of

it, they thus acknowledged. The Holy Eucharist is likewise a per

petual evidence of our total dependence on God and ofour gratitude

for His benefits.

The loaves of proposition were prepared by the priests of the

purest unleavened flour : the body of Our Lord was formed by the

Holy Ghost Himself, of the purest blood of the Blessed Virgin,

and without any mixture of original sin or corruption.

The twelve loaves of proposition were offered every day in the

name of the twelve tribes of Israel : the body of Our Lord is offered

every day in the name of all Christians.

In the Old Law, the priests alone had the right to make the

loaves of proposition : in the New, to priests alone belongs the

power to consecrate the body of Our Lord.

On the loaves of proposition rested a golden vase, filled with

exquisite perfumes : the end of Communion is to make the soul a

golden vase by charity, filled with the perfumes of praise and

prayer.

Many other figures of the Eucharist are to be found in the Holy

Scripture. The foregoing suffice to show us the place which it
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occupies in the plan of Providence, and the dispositions which it

requires for its worthy reception. But it is time to say what it is

in itself.

Definition of the Eucharist. The Eucharist is a Sacrament

which truly, really, and substantially contains the body, the

blood, the soul, and the divinity of Our Lord Jesus Christ, under

the appearances of bread and wine.

The word truly, employed by the Council of Trent, means that

the Eucharist is not a mere figure or a simple sign of the body of

Jesus Christ, as Zuinglius would have it. The word really means

that Jesus Christ is not present in the Eucharist only as an object

that Faith can conceive there, as Calvin imagined. The word «ui-

ttantially denotes that the Eucharist does not contain merely a

virtue that emanates from the body of Jesus Christ, as the same

Calvin said at a later date. These three terms are directly opposed

to the three modes of speaking adopted by the innovators. It was

impossible to define better the Catholic belief in regard to the real

presence.

As for the various names given to this august Sacrament, they

remind us of the profound veneration with which Christian

ages have surrounded this gift above all other gifts. Thus, we see

the Apostles at Jerusalem, in the midst of the fervent neophytes

whom they had converted on the Day of Pentecost, finding time for

the breaking of bread. In the early ages of the Church these words

and others equally mysterious were used to designate the Blessed

Eucharist ; for it was feared lest a knowledge of a thing so holy

should come to the profane. Still, even then, our forefathers in the

Faith eave this adorable Sacrament the same names as we give it at

the present day.

They called it "Eucharist," that is, thanksgiving. First,

because when instituting it Our Lord returned thanks to His

Father ; and, next, because in offering and receiving the body and

blood of the Saviour, under the appearances of bread and wine, we

make a worthy thanksgiving to God for all the benefits that we

have received from His infinite goodness, since we present to Him

a gift which equals all those that He has bestowed on us.' The

Eucharist is the true expression of man's gratitude to God. Could

there be anything more beautiful ?

With St. Paul himself, " the Table of the Lord, the Supper of

the Lord," because the Eucharist is a spiritual banquet which Jesus

Christ instituted after partaking of the Paschal Lamb—a banquet

1 S. Justin, Martyr, Afolog., ii ; 6. Ireneeut, lib. IV, Adv. hares., c. mii ;

S. Cbrys., Hcmil. xxtH, in Matt. ; 8. Aug., lib. contra adverear. Leg. et

Prophet., c. xviii. .
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to which He invites all the Faithful, in order to nourish them with

His body and blood.1

" Communion," because when we participate in the body and

blood of Our Lord, we are united to Him and the rest of the Faith

ful in a manner so close that henceforth we make with Jesus Christ

and among ourselves but one body.'

"Viaticum," because it is the spiritual food of the Faithful

during the pilgrimage of this life.»

"The body and blood of the Lord," "the Holy of the Lord,"

or simply the " Holy Things at other times, " the Terrible

Mysteries."4

That the Eucharist is a Sacrament of the New Law is most

certain, (a) It possesses all the conditions of a true Sacrament :

a sensible sign, a sign instituted by Our Lord, a sign which has the

virtue of producing Grace : of all which we shall see the proof in

this lesson. (A) It has been regarded as a true Sacrament by the

Fathers of the Church, and even by separated sects, since the first

ages.* (c) The Catholic Church, the infallible interpreter of

Scripture and Tradition, anathematised the innovators of the six

teenth century, who, scorning the belief of the world, dared to

attack this Sacrament.6

Elements of the Eucharist. The matter of the Eucharist is bread

and wine. The Evangelists teach us that Our Lord took bread in

His hands, and blessed it, and broke it, saying : Tin's is My body ;

then a chalice of wine, which He also blessed, saying : This is My

blood. Bread alone properly so called, bread of pure wheat, and

wine alone properly so called, wine of the vine, are the matter of

the Eucharist. Such is the tradition of the Apostles as well as the

express teaching of the Catholic Church.'

It is also easy to see that the bread should beunleavened, in order

to harmonise with the circumstances in which OurLord instituted the

Eucharist. He did so on the first day of the Azymes, a time when

the Jews were forbidden to have leavened bread in their houses.

Yet the quality of being unleavened is not so necessary that one

cannot validly consecrate leavened bread. These two kinds of

bread are alike real bread. But it is not permitted to any indi

vidual to change, on his own private authority, the holy custom of

' 1 Cor., x ; Ambr., de Elia etjcjun., z ; Aug., Tract, xlvii, in Joan,

» Homil. xxiv, in Epist. ad Cor.

* S. Jer. in cap. xv Matt. ; S. Chryi., lib. VI, de Sacerdotio.

* Tertull., de Restir, earn., c. viii ; S. Cyr., Catech. mystag.,v; S. Jer.,

Ep„ i ad Heliod. ; 3. Aug., lib. Ill, de Trinit., c. iv ; S. Cypr., at Lapsis.

1 See Perpituitf de la Foi and Liscussim amicale.

Cone. Trid., sees. xiii. 7 Cone. Flor., Secret, ad Arm,

VOL. H, 29
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thn Church. The Priests of the Latin Church are so much the les*

able to do this, as Sovereign Pontiffs have forbidden the Holy

Mysteries to be celebrated by them otherwise than with unleavened

bread.

Although wine properly so called, wine which comes from the

fruit of the vine, is also the matter of the Eucharist, the Church

has always been accustomed to put a little water into it. The

authority of Councils and the testimony of the Fathers teach us that

Our Lord did so Himself. Besides, we are thus reminded of the

blood and water which flowed from the side of Jesus Christ. In

fine, the water, being a figure of the people, as we see in the

Apocalypse of St. John, represents, when mixed with tho. wine

of the Sacrifice, the union of the believing people with Jesus

Christ, their Head. This apostolic usage has always been observed

in the Church.

We shall nowseewhyOurLord was pleased to give usHisbody and

blood under strange appearances. Here, as elsewhere, His conduct

was grounded on reasons worthy of His infinite wisdom and His

love for us. The first was not to banish us from His sacred table.

We should be horrified to eat His flesh and drink His blood under

their ordinary appearances. The second, to increase our merits, by

exercising our Faith. The third, to remind us that we are strangers

and pilgrims here, and ought to sigh continually after our true

country, where we shall behold Our Lord, no longer under veils,

but face to face.

Let us admire, moreover, how proper were the symbols of bread

and wine to represent to us the nature and the effects of the

Eucharist.

1. Bread and wine, being the noblest sustenance and the most

excellent nourishment of our bodies, tell us plainly that Our Lord

in the Eucharist is the firmest support and the most precious food

of our souls. He Himself explains the matter to us in these terms:

My flesh it meat indeed, and My Hood is drink indeed. He wfo

eateth My flesh and drinketh My blood shall live for ever.' The

body of Jesus Christ is therefore a food which gives eternal life to

those who receive it worthily. Nothing, therefore, could be more

natural than to consecrate it with a matter which may be considered

the life of the body.

2. The bread and wine have also this advantage, that they serve

to convince us of the real presence of the body and blood of Jesus

Christ in the Eucharist. In effect, we every day see bread and

wine changed into our flesh and blood. What is better calculated

than this daily and indisputable fact to produce or to preserve within

' Joan., ti, c5.
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us the belief that the bread and wine are changed by the words of

consecration into the true body and blood of Our Lord ?

3. This miraculous change serves admirably to express the change

which takes place in the soul. As the bread and wine are really

changed into the body and blood of Jesus Christ, without any

visible change occurring, so when we communicate, though out

wardly nothing appears to change in us, yet we are, by the virtue of

this August Sacrament, renovated, and transformed, and animated

with a new life.

4. The bread and wine eloquently recall to our minds the great

mystery of love which is accomplished in the Eucharist, and the

end which Our Lord proposed to Himself in its institution. In

effect, as wine is made from many grapes, and bread from many

gTains, so we all, however numerous we may be, form only one

body, consisting of various members, but united by the closest

bonds, when we participate in the Divine Mysteries. This is the

very language of the Apostle St. Paul.'

5. The bread and wine, representing most vividly all that Our

Lord endured for us, are incomparably well adapted to penetrate us

with a lively sense of gratitude towards Him. To become bread,

the grain must first be cast into the ground, from which it will

spring up into a stalk and multiply. Before ripening it endures the

wind, the rain, and the hail, the heat and the told. Then it is

threshed in the barn, ground in the mill, baked in the oven. The

grape passes through the same trials. After enduring, like the

grain, all the inclemencies and vicissitudes of the weather, it is

crushed in the press. It must then be left in the vat, and after

wards be shut up in the vault, to become good wine. Can anything

point out to us better the labours, sorrows, and - death which Our

Lord underwent in order to become our heavenly bread and wine in

the Sacrament of His love ?

Theform of the Eucharist consists in the words of consecration.

The Catholic Faith teaches that three admirable and miraculous

effects are produced by these divine words. The first, that the

bread and wine are changed into the true body and blood of Jesus

Christ, the same who was born of the Blessed Virgin and who is

now seated at the right hand of the Father in Heaven. The second,

that the bread and wine are so changed, so destroyed, that there

absolutely remains nothing of them, though the contrary appears

is regard to the senses. The third, the consequence of the other

two, that the sensible accidents or appearances which remain are

not supported by any matter, and subsist by a miracle wholly in

comprehensible.

• 1 Cor., xi.
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We see indeed, after consecration, the appearances of bread and

wine—the colour and the form ; we perceive their taste. Yet, the

substances of the bread and wine are so changed into the body and

blood of Jesus Christ that there absolutely remains nothing thereof,

that there is no longer really present either the substance of the

bread or the substance of the wine. Such is the doctrine of the

Saviour Himself and the invariable belief of His Church.'

It follows hence that Our Lord is whole and entire in the

Sacrament of the Altar, and whole and entire under the appearances

of either the bread or the wine. Under the latter is comprised, not

only the blood, but the body whole and entire—Jesus Christ, true

God and true Man, without division. In like manner, under the

former is comprised, not only the body, but the whole Person of

the Saviour, without division. And not only is Jesus Christ, God

and Man, whole and entire under each of the species of bread and

wine, but He is likewise whole and entire under the least part of

each species, for the fundamental reason that Our Lord is living in

the Eucharist. Hence, His flesh and blood cannot be separated.

This admirable change, by which the substance of the bread and the

substance of the wine are each changed into the body and blood of

Jesus Christ, is called transubstantiation.

The simultaneous presence of Our Lord in a great number of

hosts is a wonderful truth, which we must believe without a shadow

of hesitation, since it has been attested by God Himself, to whom

nothing is impossible and who cannot deceive. Yet we find in our

selves a something which may help our belief. It is certain that

our soul is whole and entire in all our members—whole and entire

in the head, whole and entire in the feet, whole and entire in every

part of the body. What then is there surprising in the fact that

God should render present the body of His Son in many hosts,

when He causes our soul to be present whole and entire in so many

organs at once ?

Bodies differ, doubtless, from souls in their manner of being, but

who can say to God, "Thou canst not change the mode of

existence peculiar to my body, such as I know it to be ?" Is it

not well known, and in a manner more certain than the existence

of Caesar is known, that several Saints—St. Antony of Padua,

St. Francis Xavier, and St. Alphonsus, for example—have been seen

at the same time in different places, far distant from each other?

* Arabr., lib. IV, de Sacram. et de He qui initiant., c. ix ; Ohrys., Ad pop.

Antioch., homil. lx et lxi ; Aug., in Ptal. xxxiii; Cyril., lib. IV, in Joan.,

xiii et xiv, et hb. X, cap. xiii ; Justin., Apol., ii; Iren., lib. Ill, Cant. htrret. ;

Dionya., de Eccl. hierarch., c. iii ; Hilar., lib. de Trinit. ; Uieron., F.pisi. ad

Vamatcum ; Joan. Dams*., lib. IV, Orthodox, bid, c. xir ; Cone. Later., it,

Florent., Trid,, ic.
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The ministers of the Eucharist are, to the exclusion of all others,

Bishops and Priests. The Son of God conferred this august ministry

on them when, after consecrating His own body and blood, He said

to them : Do this in commemoration of Me.' Words of ineffable

love, which, giving to the Apostles and their successors the power

to do that which the Man-God has just done, bequeath to us in

perpetuity the inheritance of His body and blood, that we may be

nourished therewith, and become in reality other children of God, '

new Jesus Christs !

Institution of the Eucharitt. The great God who created and

who governs nature was pleased that the sunrise should be pre

ceded by the pale tints of the dawn, then by the bright hues of the

morning. This same God, who created and who governs the moral

world, was pleased that the appearance of the August Eucharist,

the divine sun of the universe, should be preceded by figures, the

dim reflex of its splendour ; then by promises, which announced it

with admirable clearness. We have already explained the figures

of the greatest of our mysteries. The solemn promise of it, made

to the Jews by Our Lord Himself, is developed in the life of the

Messias : it only remains for us to speak of the accomplishment of

this promise. To our foregoing historical details in reference to

the institution of the Blessed Eucharist, let us add the following ex

planations, which will serve to confirm the dogma of the real presence.

The Saviour, presenting to the Apostles the Bread which He

had just consecrated, said to them : Take and eat—this is My body.

And, to confound from this moment the innovators of the sixteenth

century, He adds : Yes, My body, which shall be delivered for you.

Now, it was not the figure of Our Lord's body that was delivered

to tortures. In the same manner, when presenting to them the

Wine which He had just consecrated, He said to them : Drink ye

all of this—this is My blood. And, again to confound hereties,

He adds: Yes, My blood, which shall be shed for you. Now, it was

not the figure of Our Lord's blood that was shed for us. Since

then the body and blood which Jesus Christ gives us in the

Eucharist are the same body that was delivered apd the same blood

that was shed for ns, we must conclude that Our Lord is really

present and is really given to us in the Sacrament of our Altars.

If Calvinists were sincere, they would have no difficulty in

admitting this : as you may judge. Suppose it was said in a will,

made in favour of one of them : / leave my house to such a man,

would not that man believe himself the heir to the house ? What

would he say if some person handed him as the equivalent of his

' Cone. Trid.j mm. xxii, e. i.
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inheritance a picture of the house, under the pretext that the

words / give my house meant I give the picture or the figure of my

house? He would cry out against the injustice as monstrous. He

would appeal to the laws, and, in fact, every court in the world

would acknowledge and support his right ; for never, among any

people, did the words / give my house mean / give the figure of

my house.

So here. Never, during Christian centuries, among Christians

of East or West, have the words This is My body, this is my blood,

meant This is a figure of My body, this is a figure of My blood.

Protestants ought to bear in mind that, from every quarter of the

globe, even from the midst of sects withdrawn from Catholic

unity, there arose a concert of protestations against the delusive in

terpretation which they had dared to put upon the words of Our

Lord. This loud voice was, in the sixteenth century, but a faith

ful echo of the voice of all ages. The limits of this lesson rendering

it impossible for us to quote all the testimonies of Tradition in

reference to the constant belief of Our Lord's real presence in the

Eucharist, we shall content ourselves with adducing one. It is

that of a Father who lived in one of those beautiful centuries when,

according to the acknowledgment of Protestants themselves, the

Catholic Church was the infallible organ of truth.

St. Cyril of Jerusalem, instructing the newly baptised on what

they ought to believe regarding the Eucharist, speaks to them thus:

" The words of St. Paul would suffice to teach you with certainty

what you ought to believe regarding the divine mysteries in which

you have just participated, and which have made you one body and

blood with Jesus Christ Since Jesus Christ, speaking of what

bore the appearance of bread, declared that it was His body, how

should anyone afterwards dare to doubt it ? And since He affirms

that this wine is His blood, who shall dare to call the matter in

question, and say that it is not His blood ? He changed water into

wine at Cana in Galilee by His mere will, and does He not deserve

to be believed when He changes wine into His blood ?

" If, when He was invited to an ordinary marriage-feast, He

vouchsafed to perform so wonderful a miracle, shall we not with

much greater reason admit that He gave His body and blood to the

children of His own Spouse? We ought to have no difficulty in

believing it. Receive then with full certainty the body and blood

of Jesus Christ ; for, under the species of bread, the body is given

to you, and, under the species of wine, the blood is given to you,

in order that, having received the body and blood of your Saviour,

you may bear within you Jesus Christ, whose body and blood you

have received, and that thus you may be, as St. Peter says,
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participators in the divine nature. Regard not then these things as

common bread and wine, for they are the body and blood of Jesus

Christ, according to the express words of the Lord.

" And although the senses suggest to you that they are bread

and wine, Faith must confirm you in such a manner that you shall

not judge of them by the taste, however much the senses may

persuade you to do so, but rest assured that you receive the body

and blood of the Lord, and that there is not a shadow of doubt left

on the matter. . . Know and hold for certain that what appears

to your sight and taste bread is not bread, but the body of Jesus

Christ, and that what appears to your sight and taste wine is not

wine, but the true blood of Our Lord."'

Can any clearer or more formal passage be found ? And this,

we repeat, is the doctrine of all the Fathers.' It was not then, as

you see, on Scripture or Tradition that the Calvinists grounded

their opinion. On what then ? On the difficulty which reason

feels in believing this mystery. They said, like the people of

Capharnaum, This is a hard saying ; toho can understand it * Let

us imagine them there. We might well say to them : " You do

not understand it, and you conclude therefore that it cannot be true.'

Powerful logic ! You ought to deny that you exist, since you do

not understand how you exist." In condemning the innovators

who denied the real presence, the Catholic Church therefore only

hurled a thunderbolt at pride. " If anyone," she says, " deny that

in the Most Holy Sacrament of the Eucharist are contained truly,

really, and substantially, the body, blood, soul, and divinity of Our

Lord Jesus Christ, consequently Jesus Christ whole and entire, let

him be anathema."»

Effects of the Eucharist. Who will tell the effects of the Holy

Eucharist? Picture to yourself an immense fountain of beautiful

spring water on the summit of a high hill. Six large channels

carry away its precious treasures to the wide lowlands. Down

there you see a very paradise, the softest verdure, flowers and

plants and trees of every kind, with, abundant fruits. Behold tho

Eucharist and its effects ! This august Sacrament is really the

source of all graces, since it contains their Author in person.

Established on the holy mountain of the Catholic Church, it sends on t

its salutary waters through six channels, which are the six other

Sacraments. All that is beautiful and good in the Catholic Church

is due to the waters of this vivifying and perennial fountain.

But what in particular are the effects of this Divine Sacrament,

1 Catech., iv.

* See Eenaudot, TerpUuiU de la foi ; Ae Trerem, Discussion amicalc ;

Turlot, Catech., ic. ' Sesa. xiii, can. i.
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and the end for which Our Lord established it ? Our Lord

established the Holy Eucharist for three reasons: (a) to be the food

of souls ; (i) to be the sacrifice of the New Law ; (e) to be at once

a memorial of His Passion and an everlasting pledge of His love.

The first end of the Eucharist is to be the food of souls. Under

this head, behold some of the effects which it produces. It in

creases Sanctifying Grace. The Eucharist, inasmuch as it is food,

supposes life in the soul which receives it. It does not therefore,

at least directly, give that first Grace which makes us pass from

spiritual death to life, but it admirably increases this life.'

To move us to an ardent desire of this Bread of Angels and to

show us its excellence, Our Lord always sets it before us as a

principle of life. " This," He says, " is the Bread which came

down from Heaven : if any man eat of this Bread, he shall live

for ever. The Bread which I will give is My flesh, for the life

of the world. He who eateth My flesh and drinketh My blood

hath everlasting life. Verily, if you eat not the flesh of the Son of

Man and drink not His blood, you shall not have life in you. As

the living Father hath sent Me, and as I live by the Father, so he

▼ho eateth Me shall live by Me."*

As nothing would afford us greater pleasure than to be exempted

from the necessity of death, and as the strongest and most general

passion is the desire of life, the Second Adam repairs the fault of

the First, and, in an admirable manner, shows Himself our Saviour,

by delivering us through the Holy Eucharist from the greatest of

our fears, that of death, and by restoring to us the greatest of our

lost goods, that of life.

But what kind of life does the Saviour give us in Communion ?

His own. In the same manner as we communicate our life to the

meats which we eat and which are transformed into our substance,

the Saviour changes us in Communion into Himself, takes away

the life of the Old Adam from us, and gives us His divine life. The

life of the Old Adam is a life of pride, of ambition, of love of

creatures, of forgetfulness of God, of self-interest—a life of all the

passions and of all kinds of sins. The life of the New Adam, com

municated by the Holy Eucharist, is a life of meekness, of humility,

1 S. Tbom., P. Ill, q. bnrix, art. 3. Nullus babet gratiam ante susceptionem

bujua Sacramenti, nisi ex voto ipsius, vel per seipsum, sicut adulti; vel voto

Ecclesiae, sicut pueruli, sicut supra dictum est. (Q. lxxiii, art. 3.) Potest

igitur hoc Sacramentum operare remissionem peccatorum dupliciter : uno

inodo non perceptum actu, sed voto ; alio modo etiam pereeptum ab eo qui est

in peccato mortali, rujus conscientiam et affectum non babet: forte enim

primo non fuit sufllcienter rontritus, sed devote ac reverenter accedens con-

seqtietur per hoc Sacramentum gratiam charitatis, quae contritionem perficiet,

et remissionem peccati. (Q. Ixxix, art. 3.) * Joan,, vi.
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of patience, of charity—a life of all the virtues and of all kinds

of good works. Such is the life that we draw from the Holy

Eucharist.

To give it to us, Our Lord is not changed into us, because He

is more perfect than we ; but He changes us into Himself, to make

us perfect like Himself. Hence, those beautiful words which St.

Augustine puts into the mouth of the Saviour : "I am the food of

grown men ; grow up, and you shall eat Me. You shall not change

Me into you, as happens with bodily food, but I will change you

into Me."' And the blood of the Saviour poured into our veins is

like a generous wine which excites all the powers of the soul,

ennobles them, and prompts them to deeds of a perfection wholly

divine. Of what is the soul not capable in the delightful inebriation

of Communion ? We shall soon say something hereof.

The natural consequence of this divine life is to give us the

most ardent and tender love for Our Lord, by uniting us to Him in

the closest manner. All friendships rest on two foundations. The

first is the bond of blood. It is on this account that a father loves

his son, that a son loves his father, and that all relatives naturally

love one another. The second is tie tie of spirit. The Persons of

the Adorable Trinity love one another infinitely, because they are

only one Spirit; and the unity of their nature is one of the chief

sources of their happiness.

In order to gain the hearts of all men, the only Son of God was

pleased to contract, in the Incarnation, a corporal and a spiritual

alliance with human nature. But in this mystery He was united

to the body and soul of one man only. He therefore established

the Sacrament of the Eucharist to unite Himself corporally and

spiritually with all those who should communicate, and to engage

them by this twofold relationship to love Him perfectly. 0 mystery

of mercy ! O bond of charity ! If union is a reason for loving, how

deeply should Communion penetrate us with love for Our Lord, to

whom it unites us so closely that we make with Him only one body

and one spirit !

Another equally natural consequence of the divine life which

the August Sacrament communicates to us is the purification of our

souls. It effaces venial sins ; it preserves us from mortal sins ; it

indirectly remits the punishment due to both. It is certain that

the Holy Communion remits venial sins directly and by its own

virtue. "It is an antidote," says the Council of Trent, "which

delivers us from daily sins and preserves us from mortal ones."*

1 Con/., lib. VII, e. xii.

« Sen. I, c. ii.—Unde et Ambrosius dicit quod ielc pant* quotidfouiU

tumitur in remtdium quotidian* infirmitafif. Res nutcm bujus Sacrauie:i:' est
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Whence it comes that St. Ambrose said : "I aught often to take

the blood of the Lord, so as often to obtain the forgiveness of my

sins; since I sin often, I ought often to have the remedy for

sin."'

As for the preservation from sin of which the holy Council of

Trent speaks, the Eucharist produces this admirable effect thus.

" Sin," says St. Thomas, "is the death of the soul. Now, our

soul is preserved from sin, as our body is preserved from death, in

two ways. The first, inasmuch as our nature is fortified against

the inward germs of corruption. It is thus that we are preserved

from death by food and medicines. The second, inasmuch as it is

fortified against outward attacks. It is thus that we are preserved

from death by the defensive weapons that protect our body. In both

these ways the Eucharist preserves us from death. First, uniting

us to Our Lord by grace, it strengthens our spiritual life as a food;

then, being a sign of the Passion of Jesus Christ, by which the

devils were conquered, it frustrates all their attacks."*

Moreover, the Eucharistic union is effected by Charity. Now,

Charity obtains the forgiveness not only of sin, but also of the

punishment due to sin. As a consequence of the chief effect, it

follows that, by communicating, we obtain the remission of the

punishment due to sin, if not wholly, at least proportionately to the

fervour and devotion which we bring to the reception of this August

Sacrament.»

Finally, the Holy Eucharist deadens the fire of the passions,

and strengthens and beautifies the soul. It deadens the fire of the

passions. " When Jesus Christ is within us," says St. Cyril, " He

relaxes the cruel law of our members, abates the ardour of our

passions, and heals our wounds."4 It strengthens the soul. "The

man," says St. Cyprian, " who has not been armed by the Church,

is incapable of martyrdom, and the soul which has not received the

Eucharist falls."4 It beautifies the soul. " The divine blood,"

says St. Chrysostom, "causes the image of Jesus Christ to shine

rcsplendently in us. It gives beauty and nobility to the soul. By

imparting strength, it prevents the soul from falling into languor.

This blood purifies, adorns, and refines the soul, which becomes in

consequence brighter than gold or fire. As he who dips his hand

charitos, non solum quantum ad habituin, aed etiam quantum ad actum, qui

excitatnr in hoc Sacramento, per quem venialia peccata solvuntur. Unde

mnnifestum est quod virtute uujue Sacramenti remittuntur peccata. tenialia.

(S. Thorn., id., id., art. 4.)

1 Lib. IV, de Sacram., c. vi. J S. Thorn., P. Ill, q. lixix, art. G.

a S. Tbom., P. III. q. lxsix, art. 5. Cyril. Alex., lib. IV, m Joan.

'' Epul., liv.
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or his tongue in liquid gold « .'aws it up all gilt, so the soul plunged

in this divine blood becomes as pure and as beautiful as gold."

A new consequence of this divine life is that it deposits in our

soul the pledge of an everlasting life, and in our body the germ of

a glorious immortality. " If any one eat this Bread," says the

Saviour, " he shall live for ever." Now, eternal life is the life of

glory ; consequently, the effect of the Sacrament is to procure this

for us, not indeed immediately, but mediately, since it gives us the

strength to arrive at Heaven. Hence, it is called Viaticum, and is

figured by the mysterious bread of Elias.'

As for the immortality whose principle it communicates to our

body, " those who take this meat and drink," says St. Augustine,

" become immortal and incorruptible."* " In effect," continues St.

Thomas, " though the body is not the immediate subject of Grace,

yet the effect of Grace is reflected from the soul on the body, whose

members are presented to God as instruments ofjustice and sanctity;

so that our body, become the companion of the soul in its struggles,

shall one day share in its incorruptible Glory."3

For the rest, the Saviour Himself has said : He who eateth My

flesh and drinketh My blood hath everlasting life, and I will raise

him up on the last day* After Communion the Christian may

therefore repeat, with more reason than holy Job, these beautiful

words: "I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that I shall rise

again on the last day, and that I shall see my God in my own

flesh. This hope is laid up in my bosom; it shall sleep with me

in the grave." Thus, by Communion the New Adam repairs in

our body as well as in our soul the consequences of original sin, and

enriches us with new gifts.

The second end of the Eucharist is to be the sacrifice of the

New Law. In the explanation of the Mass, we shall enter into

full details on this point. We shall only say here that Our Lord

was not content, when instituting the August Sacrament, to give

us a divine food. He was pleased also to leave us an all-powerful

means of appeasing God and obtaining from Him whatsoever we

should ask.

The third end of the Eucharist is to be a memorial of His

Passion, as well as an everlasting pledge of His love. When treating

of the Mass, we shall show that the august sacrifice of our altars is

a complete abridgment of all the mysteries of the life, death, and

resurrection of Our Lord.

The Eucharist is therefore a continual pledge of His love—an

1 S. Thom., V. Ill, q. lxxix, art. 2.

a S. Thom., P. AH, q. lxxii, art. 1.

1 Tract, xxxvi, in Joan.

* Joan , vi.
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eloquent pledge, which not only hinders us from forgetting Hint

who so much loved us, but also excites in our souls an ardent

affection for Him. In the Old Testament, God was pleased that

the Hebrews should eat the manna which He sent them from.

Heaven, and that they should always preserve some of it in a pre

cious vessel, in memory of the benefits with which He had loaded

them on their departure from Egypt. Accomplishing this figure,

Our Lord was pleased that the Holy Eucharist should be not only

received and eaten by Christians, but also preserved in our taber

nacles.

The Church, His Spouse, has ordained that the True Manna,

come down from Heaven, should occasionally be borne in triumph,

in order that as often as we see it the remembrance of the Saviour

and of His infinite love may take possession of our hearts. By

these last two ends of the Eucharist, Our Lord wondrously con

tinues the work of the Redemption. On the one part, He night

and day holds up above our heads the Great Victim, alone capable

of appeasing the anger of God : on the other, He keeps continually

lighted on the earth the immense furnace of love that saved man

kind.

Dispositions for receiving the Holy Eucharist. That the Holy

Communion may produce its admirable effects in us, we must bring

to its reception the proper dispositions. Of these dispositions, some

relate to the body, others to the soul ; some precede, others accom

pany, and others follow the Holy Communion.

The first disposition of the body is fasting. No person is un

aware that Our Lord instituted the Sacrament of the Eucharist

after the legal supper, and that He communicated His Apostles only

after eating the Paschal Lamb: it was just that the figure should

precede the reality. The Early Christians followed this example.

Met in their holy assemblies, they received the Eucharist after

partaking of an ordinary repast styled agapm, a name that was

given it, as Tertullian remarks, because it was a charitable repast,

of which the rich defrayed the expenses and to which the poor were

invited.

This usage lasted for a short time. The Apostles themselves,

for good reasons, ordained, in virtue of power received from Our

Lord, that no one should communicate otherwise than fasting. Such

became afterwards the general usage of the Church, bo that one would

render himself guilty of a great sin if he were to communicate

after breaking his fast, unless in case of a last illness. The fast

should be absolute, that is to say, a person must have taken

nothing, absolutely nothing, from the midnight of the day on which

he is to communicate.
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The second disposition of the body is modesty. It suffices to

be deeply convinced that Our Lord is personally present in the

Holy Eucharist, to teach us that we should not present ourselves

at the Holy Table without a holy fear, a great humility, a perfect

modesty. To come to it with wandering eyes, an ill-ordered

demeanour, a worldly air) is to give the beholders an occasion of

thinking that one has neither faith nor piety.

Men and women ought to receive the Holy Eucharist on their

knees, with eyes cast down, their hands covered under the

cloth and placed in such a manner as to uphold the Sacred Host

in case it should fall from the hands of the Priest. Men should

not carry arms at this time, and women should be very modestly

attired. It is necessary to avoid spitting for some time after Com

munion. If this cannot be done, one should use a linen cloth, and

not spit on the ground, for it might happen that one would cast

out some particles of the consecrated species. To shun this danger,

St Chrysostom used to exhort the Faithful to drink a little water

after receiving the Eucharist : this custom still exists in Germany.

The dispositions of the soul are derived from the very nature of

this Sacrament. The Holy Eucharist is the food of our souls, and

we ought to bring to the reception of this spiritual food the same

dispositions as are necessary to derive advantage from corporal

food. Now, there are five conditions required to eat with advan

tage : (a) one must be alive ; (i) one must be hungry j (c) one

must eat ; (d) one must digest; («) one must labour—for we do not

eat merely to eat. The same conditions are required to receive

with advantage the divine food of our souls.

1. To communicate, one must be alive. The dead do not eat.

Life consists in the Grace of God, that is to say, in exemption from

mortal sin. If a man is not in this state, he must purify his soul

by a good confession. Woe—a thousand times—to him who would

dare to communicate with a mortal sin on his conscience ! He would

commit a most horrible sacrilege. Yet if, before communicating,

a person calls to mind a grievous fault of which he has omitted to

accuse himself through an involuntary forgetfulness, there is an

allowance to be made. He would do well to confess it before com

municating, when this can be done conveniently, but he is not

bound to do so. It suffices that, after asking pardon anew, he

should form the resolution of accusing himself thereof at his next

confession.

The life of Grace necessarily supposes Faith, Hope, and Charity.

In their turn, these virtues suppose in adults a knowledge of certain

truths that are their object. He who communicates ought there

fore to know and to believe the principal truths of Religion, and
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especially what concerns the Blessed Eucharist: so much is strictly

necessary. But if this first degree of knowledge, Faith, Hope, and

Charity, that is to say, of Sanctifying Grace, is enough to excuse one

from the guilt of communicating unworthily, and even helps one

to draw some fruit from the Eucharist, as is proved by the practice

of the Primitive Church, which gave Cdmmunion to infants, they

who wish to share abundantly in the graces of which this Sacra

ment is the source must not be content with this feeble preparation.

We shall just now show this in speaking of the second condition.

2. To communicate, one must be hungry. It is not enough to

be alive, to derive great benefit from food: one must have an

appetite. To derive great benefit from the Holy Communion, it is

not enough to be in the State of Grace : one must have a hunger

for this divine food. This spiritual hunger consists in an ardent

desire of communicating. In giving Himself to us under the form

of food, Our Lord marks sufficiently well the usefulness of this dis

position. Nevertheless, He was pleased to give us an example

of it in Himself. / have most ardently desired. He said to His

Apostles, to eat this Pasch with you. This disposition was so common

among the Early Christians that they called the Eucharist the

object of all their desires, desiderata.

To excite this hunger within us, it is necessary in the first place

to be penetrated with a lively sense of the advantages which the

Holy Eucharist procures for us, as well by delivering us from evil

as by giving us every real good. To meditation on the advantages

of Communion we must join prayer and interior and exterior

mortification, so that our heart may be neither divided nor dissi

pated.

For the rest, it is not necessary that this desire should be

sensible : only let it be sincere. It is such if we have a will to

amend our faults and to advance in virtue. Nothing is more im

portant than to excite this disposition within us: it will be the

measure of the graces that we shall receive in Communion. Open

the mouth of thy heart, says the Saviour, and I will fill it; the

more thou shalt open it, the more thou shalt receive. The measure

of the favours which thou shalt receive depends not on Me, but on

thee : if it please thee, thou mayst receive Me entirely.'

8. It is not enough to hunger for food : it is necessary to eat.

The manner of eating the Bread of Angels is to approach the Holy

Table, not only with Sanctifying Grace, but with a lively Faith, a

firm Hope, an ardent Charity, a profound humility, a holy eager-

1 Non eet igitur in mea potestate, sed in tua. Si volueris, me totum accipie*

(S. Hier., in Pi. lwx.)
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ness, in a word, a real devotion, free from tepidity, negligence, and

precipitation.'

4. It is not what one eats that nourishes, but what one digests.

As for the manner of digesting the Divine Food, it may be explained

in this wise. Spirits are fed by knowledge and love. In virtue of

these two operations, they assimilate to themselves the true and

the good. To be assimilated to Our Lord in the Eucharist, the soul

ought therefore before, during, and after Communion to apply itself

to know this Divine Saviour under His different titles and in His

different actions. After thus contemplating Him, it appropriates

them to itself by imagining, what is moreover perfectly true, that

Our Lord makes use of all His divine perfections as so many divine

meats, and that He says to us : Eat ye all hereof. Behold My

wisdom, manducate ex hoo omnes. Behold My patience, manducatc

ex hoc omnes. Behold My love, My meekness, My humility, My

zeal, My poverty, My spotless purity, &c, &o., manducate ex hoc

omnes.

Thus the soul, by loving His divine perfections, so takes them

to itself that it becomes, as St. Peter the Apostle says, a partici

pator in the nature of God Himself. How useful it is to know these

things, in order to correspond with the Saviour's intentions, and to

communicate with advantage !

5. We do not eat to eat, but to repair our strength and to

labour. To profit of Communion and to receive it in accordant

with the Saviour's intentions, we must, after approaching it, resumu

our labour with new ardour and perfection. If material food com

municates its properties to our body, divine food ought to do the

same to our soul. Moreover, the labour to which he who has

become another Jesus Christ ought to devote himself can only be,

under pain of degradation and sacrilege, a labour worthy of Jesus

Christ, a divine labour.

Hence, to labour divinely, that is to say, with great perfection

of intention, of courage, of sanctity, in a word, to show in our con

duct the virtues of Our Lord, so as to be able to say, It is no longer

I who live, but Jesus Christ liveth in me, and to labour in things

worthy of a soul which has become divine, that is to say, to keep

faithfully the Commandments of God and the Church, must be the

life of the Christian after Communion.

To pursue the analogy still further, when we have laboured,

and, in doing so, have exhausted our strength, we take food again,

and again return to our labour. When, after communicating, we

labour for our sanctification, and at length feel our spiritual strength

i S. Thom., P. Ill, q. lxxx, art. 1.
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decline, we must anew seat ourselves at the Holy Table, and then

return to our labour. It is easily seen that, as the whole planetary

system depends upon the sun, the whole life of a Christian should

find its centre in the Adorable Eucharist.

Necessity of the Eucharist. Our Lord said, " Unless you eat

the flesh of the Son of Man, and drink His blood, you shall not

have life in you."' Taken literally, these words mean that if we

do not really receive the body and blood of Jesus Christ, we shall

not have life in us. In this sense they are addressed only to adults.

If they regarded all men, the Church would not have ceased giving

the Eucharist to infants. The real reception of the Sacrament is

therefore not necessary for children that have been regenerated by

Baptism and have not lost Grace.'

Taken spiritually, these words warn us that if we are not in

corporated with Our Lord as members with their head, we shall

have no part in eternal life. In this case, they regard infants as

well as adults. Neither the one nor the other can obtain eternal

life without being united to Jesus Christ.

Although, then, it is not absolutely necessary for all men to re

ceive the Eucharist really, that is, with the mouth, it is necessary

for them to receive it spiritually, that is, to be incorporated with

Jesus Christ, and to be members of His mystical body, which is the

Church. Now, this Spiritual Communion contains the desire of

receiving the Sacrament of the Eucharist, as St. Thomas teaches.'

Infants have this desire at Baptism by the intention of the Church,

as they believe by the Faith of the Church, according to the same

doctor.4

We cannot omit to remark here the striking analogy which

exists between the natural and the supernatural order. In the

natural order, the child is first fed with the substance of its mother ;

in the supernatural order, it also begins by being nourished with

the belief and life of the Church, its Mother.

In the natural order, the child is next fed with a delicate meat

provided from without ; in the supernatural order, the child has for

its second food the divine word, or the Word under the form of the

word which comes to it by outward teaching.

In the natural order, the child, having acquired strength, is fed

' Joan., vi. 3 Cone. Trid., seas, xxi, cap. it.

8 Manifestum est quod omnes tenentur saltera spiritualiter nmndueare

Eueharistiam, quia hoc est Christo incorporari: spiritualis autem manducatio

includit votum seu desiderium percipiendi hoc Sacramentum. (F. Ill, q. Ittt,

art. 3.)

4 Sicut ex fide Ecclesite credunt, sic ex intentione EcclesiK desidenmt

Kucharistiain. (Id., ibid., a. lxxiii, art. 3.)
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with a more substantial food, which it is obliged to earn by labour,

whatever may be its condition ; in the supernatural order, tie child,

having grown up, is nourished with the Holy Eucharist, which is

the Word in person—a powerful food which it is obliged to earn by

the labour and struggle of virtue.

How can we fail to see that the laws of the physical and the

moral world have for their Author the same God, and rest on the

same infinite wisdom and goodness ?

Besides the ecclesiastical precept of Paschal Communion,

there is also a divine precept which renders the reception of the

Eucharist necessary for all those who have attained to the use of

reason. This obligation is founded on the words of Oar Lord,

quoted above. The divine precept obliges at least at the hour of

death, and several times during life. To fulfil the divine and

ecclesiastical precepts of Communion suffices to escape the guilt of

mortal sin. But can Communions so rare suffice for the wants of

our soul, or realise the intentions of the Saviour ? Certainly not.

Experience teaches that rare Communions do not produce any fruit.

Is it by doing a thing seldom that we learn to do it well ?

This is the reason why all Christians who seriously desire their

salvation must acquire the holy habit of Frequent Communion.

Such is the desire of Our Lord, who, to manifest it, instituted the

Eucharist under the form of our ordinary food. Such was the

practice of the Early Christians, who used to communicate every

day. Such is the desire of the Church, which, in the Council of

Trent, expressed a most earnest wish that all the Faithful should

return to the usage of their ancestors. Such is the advice of all

experienced directors of souls-

Let us hear St. Francis de Sales in the name of all : " Among

those who wish to serve God devoutly, the greatest distance between

Communions is a month ... If worldlings ask you why you

communicate so often, tell them that it is to learn to love God, to

purify yourself from your imperfections, to free yourself from your

miseries, to console yourself under your afflictions.

" Let two classes of people communicate often : the perfect,

because, being well disposed, they would suffer much by not

approaching the Fountain of Perfection; and the imperfect, in

order to aspire rightly to perfection. The strong, that they may

not become weak ; and the weak, that they may become strong.

The sick, that they may be healed ; and the healthy, that they may

not fall sick. And as for you, imperfect, weak, and sick, you re

quire to communicate often with your Perfection, your Strength,

your Physician . . .

"Those who have not much worldly business ought to communi-

YOI. II. 30
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cate often, because they have leisure to do so, and those who have

much worldly business, because they have need to do so . . . Tell

worldlings that you receive the Holy of Holies to learn this exercise

well : because an action that is seldom done is scarcely ever well done.

" Communicate often—as often as you can, with the advice of

your spiritual father ; and, believe me, as hares become white on

our mountains in winter by seeing and eating snow, so by adoring

and eating beauty, goodness, purity itself, in this Divine Sacrament,

you will become all beautiful, all good, and all pure. ... To com

municate every eight days, it is necessary to be free from mortal sin

and from affection to venial sin, and to have a great desire of commu

nicating ; but to communicate every day, it is necessary, besides,

to have overcome the greater number of one's evil inclinations, and

to communicate with the advice of one's spiritual father.'"

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having instituted

the adorable Sacrament of the Eucharist, to communicate to me

Thy divine life.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, 1 will

never fail to cast myself on my knees when I see the Holy Sacrament

borne to the sick.

LESSON XXXVII.

OUR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY HOPE (continued.)

Liturgy of the Eucharist. History of a Jewish Child miraculously preserved

in the midst of flames. Eolations of the Eucharist with Creatures ; with

God ; with Man ; with Society.

Liturgy of the Eucharist. If Baptism is the most necessary,

the Eucharist is the most august of the Sacraments, for it contains

' Introd. a la vie devote, P. II, c. xx-xxi, edit. 1651.—Licet tepide, says St.

Bonaventure, tarnen confident misericordia Dei flducialiter acoedas ; quia qui

•e indignum reputat, cogitet quod tanto magis eget medico, quanta) senserit ae

aegrotum. Nequo ideo quaeris te jungere Christo, ut tu eum sanctifices, sed ut

tu sanctificeris ab illo . . . Neque praetermittenda est sancta Communia,

si quandoque non sentit homo specialem devotionem, cum se ad ilium preparers

studeat, vol in ipsa perceptione, vol post forte minus devotus se sentit quam

vellct. (See S. Alpuons., Manual of Confessors, n. 290 et seq.)—Iste panis

quotiditvnus est, acripe quotidie, ut quotidie tibi .prosit. (S. Aug., de Verb.

Dom., Serm. xxviii.)—Sic vive ut quotidie merearis accipere. (Id., id., id.)—

Quia semper peeco. debeo semper habere medecinam. . (S. Amb.)—Quotidie

peccas, quotidie sume. (S. Aug.)—Unus sit tibi dolor hac esca prirari. (S.

Chrjs.)
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the very Author of Grace, the very Author of the Sacraments.

While showing us the profound veneration with which the

Christians of the last eighteen centuries have surrounded this

august Sacrament, the liturgical history of the Eucharist will he a

powerful means of awaking our piety towards the Son of God

present on our altars, and an illustrious testimony to the perpetuity

of the Catholic Faith.

As we have seen, the matter of the Eucharist has always been

bread and wine. Formerly it was the Faithful themselves who

offered the bread and wine destined for the Sacrifice: the same

thing had taken place among the Jews. Nothing more reasonable

than that they should supply the matter of a sacrifice to be offered

for their benefit. Hence, this offering was made by all—men and

women—without distinction. Each person prepared the bread that

should be offered. Emperors themselves complied with this

duty.' Far from imagining that they thereby dishonoured the

hand that was accustomed to wield the sceptre, they believed

that they could not employ it for a nobler purpose : and they

were right.

St. Radegondes, Queen of France, used not only to make with

her hands the bread which she would offer at the altar, but also

applied herself with much devotion to make other sacrificial breads

for distribution among the churches. Before her, Candida, wife of

Trajan, commander-in-chief of the Emperor Valerian's armies, used

to spend whole nights in grinding the wheat whose flour was

destined for the Eucharistio bread. " I have seen with my eyes,"

says an historian of the Church, " this illustrious matron working

all night with her own hands at the preparation of the bread for

the Oblation."*

This ancient and holy custom continued in vigour till the ninth

century. "We still behold some remarkable remains of it at Milan,

whose Church maintains a congregation of ten aged men and ten

aged women, called the School of St. Ambrose, to represent the

whole people. Two of these aged men, accompanied by the others,

and clad in a peculiar dross, present the bread and wine. The first

presents three hosts, and his companion a cruet of wine. After

them come two aged women, who in like manner present bread and

wine. All, both men and women, are followed by the rest of

the School, who go in succession to make the oblation of the

Eucharistic symbols. The offering is made thus on all solemn

feasts.'

Apart from this beautiful tradition, we no longer know any

• S. Greg. Nas. ; and Fleury, t. IV, p. 241.

i Palladium Hut. tool., c. xxix. i Ctrtm. Amb., lib. J.
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Church where the people offer at Mass the bread and wine of the

consecration. The change in discipline is owing to two causes.

On the one hand, the Priests considered it their duty to offer at the

altar breads prepared with more care than those which were usually

presented by the people. On the other, the Faithful made donations

or foundations to the Church, charging the sacred ministers with

the procurement of all things necessary for the divine service

Thus, although the bread and wine, destined to be the mattei

of the sacrifice, are no longer offered immediately by the people,

yet they may always be regarded as the oblation of the Faith

ful, because they proceed from their gifts. Such is also, at least in

part, the object of the collections which are at the present day

made in our churches.

The bread and wine destined for the oblation were placed on the

altar. The wine was poured into chalices, which usually had two

handles, because they were large and heavy, and by this means

they were more easily carried and handled when it was necessary

to give the people the communion of the Precious Blood. The

bread was laid on a plate called a paten, a name which it has

retained to the present day: But the ancient paten was much

larger than ours, and it cannot be doubted that, on great solemnities,

there were several of them, as there were several chalices for the

wine.'

After the consecration of the holy species, the Faithful

approached the Sacred Table ; but, before the Communion began,

a Deacon pronounced these terrible words in a loud voice : Sancta

Sanctis !—holy things are for the holy ! As if he should say :

" Let those who are not holy beware of taking part in these dread

ful mysteries." Moreover, when the Bishop or Priest distributed

the Body of Our Lord, he said: The body of Jeius Chritt! The

communicant answered Amen, a word which showed the receiver's

faith in the Real Presence. It was about the eighth century that

the above words of the priest were replaced by the more explicit

formula which is used at the present day in giving Communion :

" The Body of Our Lord Jesus Christ preserve thy soul to life

everlasting. Amen."

In some churches, after the Faithful had communicated, the

remains of the Eucharist were given to young, innocent children.

Let us mention, in connection with this practice, a signal miracle

which occurred at Constantinople in 574, under the reign of

Justinian. One day, Mass had been said in a Church of the Holy

< In the third part of the Catechism, we shall see with what respect certain

re'.igious communities prepared the matter of the August Sacrifice.
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Virgin, and as there remained several particles of the Blessed

Eucharist, a number of little children were brought in to consume

them. Among the party was a Jewish child, the son of a glass-

maker. He participated like the rest in the Body and Blood of the

Lord, went home very joyful, and related to his father all that had

happened. This man, forgetting every sentiment of paternal

affection, laid hold of his child, and threw him into the burn

ing furnace where he was making his glass. The mother,

becoming aware of the matter, ran to the rescue of her son, but

the flames which leaped from the furnace would not permit her

to go near him.

Then, tearing away the ornaments of her head, she ran out with

dishevelled hair, and filled the whole neighbourhood with her

screams. The Christians came in a crowd, turned aside the fire

from the mouth of the furnace, and saw the child as it were reposing

tranquilly on feathers. Full of amazement, they brought him out

at once, and blessed God on seeing that there was no injury done

him. The author of the crime was cast into the furnace, and was

immediately consumed. On asking the child how he had been

preserved in the fire, he answered : " The Woman who holds the

Child in her arms, and sits in the Church where I ate the Bread,

covered me with her mantle and guarded me from the flames." The

mother and child were instructed in the Catholic Faith, and were

baptised with a large number of other Jews belonging to the

city.'

The fame of this miracle was such that it reached the Gauls.

St. Gregory of Tours refers to it in his book on the Glory oj

Mmrtyrt.' Nicephorus, an historian of the Church, who relates

the same fact, adds that, when a child, he himself often ate tht

remains of the Eucharist. From which it is clear that this

custom continued in Constantinople till at least the middle

of the sixth century, in which the Emperor Justinian lived,

and elsewhere till at least the fourteenth, which is the time of

Nicephorus.3

As to the place in which Communion was given, the most

general practice was this. The celebrant, as is still done everywhere,

communicated at the middle ofthe altar, the assisting Priests in front

of it, the Deacons behind it, the Sub-Deacon and Clerks at the

entrance of the sanctuary or in the choir, and the rest of the Faithful

outside the railing which separated the sanctuary and choir from

the nave. Emperors alone were dispensed from this rule. It was

' Eragrius, Hut. eeel., 1. IV, e. xxxv.

i But. eeel., L XVII, c. xxv.

* It. It fc x.
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permitted them to communicate at the altar, as well as to make

their offerings there.'

Our ancestors in the Faith used to receive the Holy Communion

standing. They did so in imitation of the Children of Israel, who,

with loins girt and pilgrim's staff in hand, used to eat the lamb

which was figurative of the Eucharist. Such was the usage, not

only of the Ministers of the Church, but also of the simple Faith

ful. Yet they bowed the head a little and kept the eyes cast down,

to express those sentiments of adoration with which they partook

of this divine food—a food, says St. Augustine, which no one ought

ever to receive without having first adored.

In our days again, when the Sovereign Pontiff celebrates

Solemn Mass, the Deacon communicates standing, doubtless to

remind us of the ancient usage.* To recall another tradition much

more sacred, the Holy Father, even to this day, communicates

sitting at Solemn Masses, when he officiates pontifically :3 an august

spectacle, which naturally brings before our eyes the Last Supper,

-when our Divine Master and the Apostles partook sitting of the

Sacred Mysteries.

Formerly the Body of Our Lord was left in the houses of the

Faithful, who communicated themselves. Men received it on their

bare hand, which they accordingly washed with great care before

entering the church. Women received it on the right hand

covered with a white linen cloth. Some accidents having occurred,

the Church determined not to lay the Communion any longer

thus on the hands of the Faithful. This change of discipline

took place about the ninth century. Henceforth, Priests were

directed to bear the species of bread to the mouths of the Com

municants.

As to the manner in which the Faithful took the Precious Blood,

the most ancient was to present them the chalice which contained

the consecrated wine, and to let them drink thereof. We shall

content ourselves with quoting the words of St. Cyril of Jerusalem,

who of all the ancient Fathers enters into the fullest details

regarding the Sacramental rites.

He says: " After thus partaking of the Body of Jesus Christ,

approach the chalice of the Blood, not stretching out your hands,

hut bowing in adoration to it, and saying Amen. Be sanctified by

the touch of this Blood of Jesus Christ which you receive. While

your lips are yet wet with it, wipe them with your hand, and bear

it immediately to your eyes, your forehead, and the other chief

1 Bona, Beg. liturg , lib. II, cap. xvii. > Id., id., id.

> Summits Pontifex cum solemniter cclebrat sedans communicat. (Id.

lib. II, c. vi, xvii, p. 400.)
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organs of your senses, as a consecration thereof. In fine, while you

await the last prayer of the Priest, thank God for having made you

worthy to participate in mysteries so great and exalted.'"

This manner of communicating was still in existence at the

close of the sixth century.* Then was introduced the custom of

taking the Precious Blood through a pipe: it arose from the fear of

accidents and profanations. In the course of time, to make matters

doubly sure, the practice of giving the two species together was set

on foot : this was done by placing in the Communicant's mouth a

Host dipped in the Precious Blood.3 The practice of communicating

the Faithful under the two species during the celebration of the

Holy Mysteries was observed till the twelfth century : at this

period it began to disappear.

Two things contributed to its decline : (a) the fear of spilling

the Divine Blood, a woful inconvenience, which exceedingly alarmed

the Faithful as well as the Ministers of the Church, and to which it

was nevertheless difficult to apply a remedy, especially on great

solemnities, when all the people communicated ; and (i) the

scarcity of wine in those northern countries which were converted

about this time. How, in effect, could people be obliged to com

municate under the two species in those icy regions where it was

often very difficult and always very expensive to procure a suffi

ciency of wine, even for the Priests at the altar ? Finally, the

Council of Constance, held in 1414, forbade Communion to be any

longer given under the species of wine to the Faithful.

This suppression altered in no respect the integrity of the Sacra

ment, for Our Lord is wholly and entirely present under each of

the species. Nothing whatever was taken from its perfection, for

the perfection of the Eucharist does not consist in the use which

the Faithful make of it, but in the consecration of its proper matter.

Hence, there is not the slightest derogation from its perfection

when the people take the species of bread without that of wine,

provided the Priest who consecrates takes both.4

The Primitive Church itself so little imagined that to give only

one species was to divide the Mystery, that it had solemn days on

which it was content to distribute the sacred Body of Our Lord.

Such were in the Eastern Church all the days of Lent, except

Saturdays and Sundays, and in the Western Church Good Friday.*

' Cattch. Myst., v. j Greg, de Tours, c. xxxi. ' Burchard, 1. V, c. vi,

' Perfectio hujus Sacrainenti non est in usu Fidelium, aed in consecrations

materia;. Et ideo nihil derogat perfectioni hujus Sacrauienti, si populus sumat

corpus sine sanguine, dummodo sacerdos consecrans suuiat utrumque. (S.

Tuom., P. III, q. Im, art. 12.)

' Bossuet, Traite de la Comm. sous les deux especes, p. 165 et suiv.
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We see that the changes made hy the Church in regard to discipline

are not sudden innovations, hut the public sanction of previous acts

grounded on the requirements of time and place. That which now

engages us is not the first example of a truth too little known ;

neither is it the last, as we shall just see.

The Early Christians had a holy hunger for the Eucharist; but

the hatred of their enemies prevented them from coming together

as often as they would have desired. As a kind of indemnification

for their loss, they partook at one another's houses of the divine

banquet. This tender practice may be traced back to the very

cradle of the Church. St. Luke acquaints us with it in the Acts of

the Apostles.' He tells us that the Disciples were going daily to the

temple and continuing in prayer: this was their preparation for

Communion ; and that then, breaking breadfrom house to house, they

took their meat with gladness and simplicity of heart. By the houses

here mentioned, the sacred author means the private dwellings of

the Faithful, as all commentators explain and as the context

evidently shows.

The persecutions with which the Church was troubled rendered

this custom in some manner necessary. "We see it in the course of

time becoming general. St Justin, who lived shortly after the

Apostles, bears positive testimony to it in the famous apology which

he addressed to the Emperor Antoninus. " After the celebration

of the Holy Mysteries," he says, " we reserve some particles, which

the Deacons bear to the Faithful who cannot be present thereat." St.

Lucian, a Priest of the Church of Antioch, who suffered martyrdom

at Nicomedia, having no altar in his prison, consecrated the Body

of the Saviour on his own breast. He distributed it to those around

him, and sent it to the absent by Deacons.' Was there ever a

sacrifice more touching, a priest more holy, an altar more sacred ?

It was especially on the approach of persecution that the Faith

ful made provision of the Bread of the Strong. They were careful

to bring it to their homes, that they might strengthen themselves

by receiving it every day, and so prepare for the conflict.» After

the persecutions, the custom of bringing it to their homes became

more rare ; yet it continued among many persons and in many

churches for more than a century throughout East and West St.

Basil informs us of it in a letter to a lady named Ceesarea. " All

the solitaries that live in the deserts," he says, " having no Priest

to give them the Eucharist, keep it always with them, and com

municate from their own hands. Moreover, in the city ofAlexandria,

indeed everywhere in Egypt, each of the Faithful has the Com-

' Act., li, 46 ; Cor. a Lapid., in hunc loc.

> Apud Sur., Jan. 7. ' Clem. Alex., Strom., i.
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munion usually at his own house, and receives it from his own

hands.'" It was the same elsewhere.

Our ancestors in the Faith went still further. These Early

Christians, so worthy of our imitation, loved the Saviour to such a

degree and felt such a need of His presence that they could not

consent to be separated from Him for a moment. Hence, they bore

the Eucharist with them on their journeys as a defence against

eVery danger of body and soul. In France we see King Robert,

who, " whithersoever he wished to go, caused a chariot to be pre

pared, to carry thither the tent of the divine minittry, in which was

laid the sacred Body of the Saviour, in order that, as the earth

with all that it contains is the Lord's, he might render his worship

to God in every place." St. Louis, the worthy heir of the throne

and the piety of this good king, also took the Eucharist with him in

his expedition beyond the sea.*

At the present day the privilege of bearing the Holy Sacrament

or causing it to be borne on a journey is reserved to the Supreme

Pontiff. When he undertakes a journey from Rome, the Holy

Eucharist, magnificently accompanied, usually precedes him.' Not

very long ago, Pius IX., when obliged to quit Rome, bore it with

him on his way to Gaeta.

For the rest, it was not to be feared that the Saviour would

meet with any irreverence from those happy Christians whose

Travelling Companion He became. Their deep respect and tender

piety in regard to the Holy Sacrament are so well known that they

shall ever excite the admiration and the shame of the Christians of

these latter times. To heretics alone must be imputed the abolition of

this ancient and holy usage. In the fourth century the Church,

wishing to prevent the abuses which the Friscillianists directed

against the Eucharist, ordered the Faithful to consume it always

in the church before departing therefrom, that so these heretics,

who neither consumed it in the church nor at home, might not have

an opportunity of dishonouring it. This command, which was

made by the Church of Spain, became gradually the law of

Christendom.4

Yet another word on a usage so touching and on the manner in

which the Holy Sacrament was preserved in churches. The Bishops

of the early ages had a custom of sending the Eucharist to one

another, no matter how great the distance that separated them.

Admirable manner of showing the cordial union which reigned

* P. 289, ultim. edit. * Be Oat. 8. Ludov.

* Bona, Beg. liturg., c. rrii. n. 5.

* Council of Toledo, can. sir ; and of Sarag., can. iii.
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among all the pastors and sheep of the fold !' This practice having

given occasion to some accidents, the Council of Laodicea, held in

the fourth century, forbade its continuance. In its stead was

substituted the practice of sending ordinary breads, which expressed

the same meaning, and which were called Eulogies, on account of

the blessing annexed to them by prayer.

Lastly, the manner in which our forefathers preserved the Holy

Sacrament in churches is full of mystery. Two patterns were

generally followed for tabernacles : a tower and a dove. The tower

tabernacle was suspended above the altar, and symbolised the

Strength from on High, the Bread of the Strong, which it contained

in its bosom. The dove tabernacle was likewise suspended above

the altar : it proclaimed all the mildness, and purity, and excellence

that were to be found in the Bread of Angels. Sometimes the two

symbols were combined : the tower rested on a dove with wings

extended.* The Emperor Constantine caused a golden tabernacle,

enriched with precious stones, to be made on this last model for St.

Peter's Church at Rome.»

The Eucharist in its relations with Creatures, with God, with

Man, and with Society. Let us now enter into some considerations

of another order on the Divine Eucharist. With our masters in the

Faith, we have said that this Sacrament is an abridgment of the

wonders of the Almighty—the centre to which everything else in

the body of the Church tends, as everything else in the body of

man tends to the heart—the mystery which gives life to society

and which brings back the universe to a divine unity.

To understand this last truth, consider what passes around us.

All creatures strive to perfect themselves, that is, to pass from a

less to a more perfect life; but, to do so, they must lose their

own life. Thus, inorganic bodies,—air and water, for example—

by becoming the food of organic bodies, lose their own life, to

take the life of that by which they are assimilated. The vegetable

is absorbed in its turn by the animal, which communicates to it a

new life by a transformation of substance. The vegetable and the

animal, all the species, are absorbed by man, who, assimilating

them to himself, communicates to them his life. God at length

draws man to Himself, assimilates him to Himself, and communi

cates to him His own divine and immortal life. Then, man can

and should say, "It is not I who live, but God liveth in me."

Possessing man, God possesses the plenitude of His works, of whose

' Euseb., Bist. eccl., 1. V, c. xxiv.

9 The metropolitan church of Reims contains a vestige of thi« ancient and

▼enerable usage.
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life, existence, qualities, man is the summary, as the superior being

to whom the rest tend, and God becomes all in all.'

Now, it is in the Eucharist that God changes man thus into

Himself, and brings back the universe to unity. Hence the Divine

Eucharist is to the moral world that which the sun is to the

physical. And as everything around us gravitates towards this

beautiful star, whose light and heat diffuse life and fruitfulness

throughout the vast expanse of nature, so in religion everything

gravitates towards the August Eucharist.' By it the whole creation,

which flows incessantly from the bosom of the Creator, incessantly

returns thither again.

If you consider the Eucharist in its immediate relations with

God, what a magnificent idea bursts upon your mind and strikes

the tenderest chords of your heart !

The Eucharist, say the Fathers and Theologians, is an extension

of the Incarnation. In the Incarnation, the Eternal Word united

Himself with only one body and one soul ; in the Eucharist, He

unites Himself with the body and the soul of each one of us. The

Eucharistic union does not indeed equal the Hypostatic union—

such a thing is impossible—but, after it, is the closest that can be

conceived. The red hot iron which assumes all the qualities of

fire without losing its own nature, two pieces of wax melted into

one, the graft which is nourished by the sap of the tree to which

it is attached, the food which is changed into the substance of

him who digests it, the very unity which exists between the

three Divine Persons : these are the sublime types which the

Fathers give us of man's union with God in Communion.

Its object is to make the whole human race another Jesus

Christ, of whom the Eternal Father, contemplating him from the

highest heavens, may be able to say, " This is My beloved Son, in

whom I am well pleased." United to us as a head to its members,

so as to act incessantly by us, it is the Incarnate Word who adores

His Father when wo adore Him, who praises Him when we praise

Him, who labours and suffers for the glory of God when we labour

and suffer for the glory of God. The same Lord, says St Paul,

works in all the FaithfuL What is done to-day was done yester

day, and will be done to the end of ages, everywhere over the globe

and every hour of the day and night.

If you consider the Eucharist in its relations with society, your

admiration will take a new increase. It would require volumes to

explain all the effects of the sun on the rest of the universe, all the

 



influences of the heart on the rest of the human body. WelL

what the sun is in the universe, what the heart is in the human

body, the Eucharist is in society. Take away the sun, and nature

crumbles to atoms ; take away the heart, and man falls to decay.

Time fails us to speak of the influence of the Eucharist on the

arts—on painting, and music, and poetry, and architecture. Yet

how much we might say thereon !' Let us come directly to the

point, and see the action of this Sacrament on man.

The child of God by Baptism, the youth will soon receive a

sensible proof of this glorious title. A word, fruitful in angelic

virtues, sounds in his ear. " My child," says the Church to him,

by the mouth of a pious mother or a white-haired Priest, "behold

in the distance the period of your First Communion !" " And

what is First Communion ?" answers the child. " O my child ! a

day shall come when the God who created you, who consecrated

you in Baptism, who adopted you as His son, will descend from

Heaven and solemnly take possession of your mind and your body.

The Angels shall then be prostrate at your feet. Happier than the

Beloved Disciple, you shall not only rest on the bosom of the

Saviour, but He Himself shall rest on your lips and descend

personally into your breast. As happy as Mary, you shall possess

Him of whom she was the Mother. My child ! your First Com

munion is a solemn contract, a glorious alliance which you are

about to make with your God. In exchange, He asks you for all

that you have and all that you are. This contract will have as

witnesses your father, your mother, your brothers, your sisters,

the Saints of Heaven and earth ; it will be written and signed with

the blood of your God. The Angels will bear it away to Heaven,

where it will be preserved till the day of your death. They will

bring it back again to earth for the Last Judgment. On the manner

in which you shall have fulfilled its conditions, shall be decided

the sentence of your eternity."

This announcement fills the soul of the child with an in

describably religious awe, a certain fear mingled with love. And

now, to make him worthy of the visit of his God, he has recourse

to instructions, to prayers, to alms, to good works of every kind, so

much the more meritorious as they are seen only by the Angels.

Dangerous habits are broken off; the passions are silenced;

obedience, piety, and gentleness begin to edify the family and to

smooth the way for the alliance. At length arrives the day on

which the Creator of worlds is to come down and dwell in the

heart of a child. Here I shall pause. It does not belong to any

' Per hoc Sacramentum stat Ecclesia, fidea roboratur, viret et viget

Chnstiana religio et divinus cultus.

1
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human tongue to tell what then passes between God and His

beloved son.

All that I know is that the divine blood which flows through

young hearts beautifies and vivifies them : as we see a gentle shower

refreshing the lily of the valley, which opens its perfumed cup to

the first rays of the sun. " They feel," says the holy and amiable

Bishop of Geneva, " that Jesus Christ communicates Himself to

every part of their soul and body. They have Jesus Christ in their

brain, in their heart, in their breast, in their eyes, in their hands,

in their tongue, in their ears, in their feet. But what does the

Saviour do hereby ? He rectifies all, purifies all, mortifies all,

vivifies all. He loves in the heart, thinks in the brain, sees in the

eyes, speaks in the tongue, and so of the rest. He becomes all in

all to us ; then we live—no, not we, but Jesus Christ lives in us."'

Who will tell the deep, sweet, calm, delightful impressions

which they experience? What I hear is the seraphic language

that falls from one of these innocent mouths : " Heaven is a

perpetual First Communion." What I see is the face bedewed with

tears of tenderness and brightened with the warm hues of virginal

love—the statue- like immobility of recollection—the ecstasy of

faith—yea, a divine voluptuousness.

What else do I see ? A family in emotion : a mother, who

sprinkles with her tears the pavement of the sanctuary, where she

kneels to communicate by the side of her child ; a sister, a brother,

a father, a cousin, a friend, who, on this day feels a new happiness,

perhaps regret and remorse, inexpressible sentiments, the germ of

a speedy return to the ways of virtue. What I see in particular

is a new life which begins for the child; it is an everlasting

remembrance of this great day, a barrier against the passions, a

salutary remorse after falls, an encouragement in all the trials of

life, a supreme consolation at the hour of death.

Oh, how many virtues are sown in the heart by First Communion,

how many passions stifled, how many crimes prevented ! Conse

quently what sorrows in families, what disorders in society, are

averted by the omnipotent action of the Precious Blood the first

time that, to destroy the germ of evil, it courses through the veins

and penetrates even to the marrow of the bones of the young

Catholic ! Tell me : do you know anything so eminently social as

the solemn act of First Communion ?

The principle of virtue in the individual, Communion is like

wise this principle in society. All those miracles of Charity that

during eighteen centuries have covered the world from pole to pole,

? IfrUt., liv. 11
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are the children of the Eucharist : a truth too little known, and which

it is now more than ever necessary to repeat. The comparison

of Catholicism with Protestantism here presents a remarkable

phenomenon in the moral world, noticed by Voltaire himself.

" The peoples separated from the Roman communion," he says,

" have only imperfectly imitated the generous charity which dis

tinguishes it."

Now, as the spirit of a church is eminently manifested in its

clergy, let us compare the Protestant—I was going to say priest

hood—the Protestant ministry with the Catholic priesthood. All

the examples of individual benevolence that may be adduced in its

honour, I admit beforehand. I only ask one question : can you

show me in this clergy, taken all together, the spirit of sacrifice ?

I have never seen in history that it received, even at the period of

its greatest religious fervour, the Grace to brave a pestilence in the

fulfilment of the first of its duties.

In 1 543, the ministers appeared before the Council of Geneva,

acknowledging that it was their duty to visit the plague-stricken,

but that not one of them had courage enough to do so, and begging

the council to overlook their weakness, God not having granted

them the Grace to confront the danger with the necessary valour,

excepting Matthew Geneston, who offered to go in case the lot

should fall on him.'

It was very different language that Cardinal Borromeo addressed

to his clergy about the same period and in similar circumstances.

" The most tender cares with which the best of fathers ought to

surround the most amiable children in this time of desolation, the

Bishop ought to lavish by his zeal on his spiritual children, that all

other men, inflamed by his example, may embrace the various works

of Christian Charity. As for all those who have the charge of souls,

far from them be the thought of depriving their flocks of the least

service at a time when it is so necessary 1 Let them take a fixed

resolution of braving everything, even death itself, with a courageous

heart, rather than abandon, in this supreme hour of want and woe,

the Faithful confided to their care by Christ, who redeemed us all

with His Blood.'" It was not he, nor his Priests, nor the poor

monks whose intrepidity the Geneva pastors found it so easy to

ridicule, that waited till the lot fell on them to run to the bed of

the plague- stricken.

' Extracts from the registers of the State Council of the Republic of Genera,

from 1535 to 1792.—Calvin managed to have himself jorbidden to visit the

hospital of the plague-stricken ; and many ministers refused to go there, saying

that they would sooner go to the devil. (Frag, biographiques des registret

de la vilte, Hay 1, 1543, p. 10.) * Concil. Medio]., v, part II, cap. it.
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The case has been the same at all periods. Even recently,

when a contagious disease ravaged several cantons of Germany, in

which the two forms of worship exist, the contrast was most

striking : the public records bear witness to it. Only three years

ago, there was a fearful outbreak of cholera in many parts of the

Old and the New World. All the newspapers of the time commented

on the conduct of the Protestant ministers of the United States,

who, half opening the doors of their houses, would say to the

messengers that called them to the bedside of the cholera-stricken

members of their communion: "We cannot go. We have wives

and children. Speak to the Catholic missionary."

And the missionary ran to the poor sufferers ; and many a time

his miraculous charity obtained that sweetest of rewards, the

return of a wandering child to the pale of the Church. Here is

another fact, which it is well to make known to Europe. In

Australia, which England has converted into a vast priaon-housO,

there are fifty thousand convicts. Norfolk Island contains the

very worst class of them. Who would believe it ?—the Protestant

Bishop and the Secretary of the English Colonies sought for many

years for a Protestant minister to take charge of this island ; and they

could never find one in their communion who would undertake

such a mission. These unfortunate criminals have not been visited

to this day by any but a Catholic missionary.'

The same spirit is found everywhere. " Compare Protestant

missions with ours : what a difference in the spirit, the means, the

success! Where are the Protestant ministers who will die to

announce to savage Indians or to lettered Chinese the good

news of salvation ? England can boast to us as much as she pleases

about her Lancaslerian apostles and her Bible societies. She may, in

her pompous reports, describe for us tho progress of agriculture

among the Negroes and of elementary science among the Hindoos.

All these pitiful civil-service missions, whose only motive is polioy,

as their only agent is gold, never prove anything else than the

incurable apathy of Protestant societies in regard to real religion.

Whoever knows how to distinguish a noble action, inspired by a

sublime motive, from a designing scheme, urged forward by low

pecuniary views, will readily perceive that there is an infinite

distance between that Bishop of Tabraca who lately perished in

Su-Tchuen under the sword of persecution, surrounded by the flock

of devout Christians whom his courage and labour had won from

heathenism to the Church, and the Methodist missionary whose

prudent zeal never leads him into places where his life is exposed

1 Annal. dt la Prop, de la Foi, n. 59, 4G2. (Since tl e above was written,

thi penal settlements of Australia I ave been : bolished. TV.)
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to any danger, and who, in accordance with a contraot made before

hand, is paid bo much a head for his converts."'

Some remarks, lately dropped by an Anglican Bishop, on a

solemn occasion, reveal to us the complete failure of Protestant

missions. "I declare, though with regret," says the Bishop of

Salisbury, on a solemn occasion, " that our missions have no

success. What is the cause ? Want of unity. How can we hope

to convert infidel nations, when w e are not in unity ourselvesby Jesus

Christ ? By whom can the doctrines of Christianity be accepted,

when every side presents a scene of the widest division, of heresy

and schism ? . . . We have only theories : practice, among us, is

dead; religion, among us, nominal! Ah, when will that unity

which ought to animate the whole Church of Christ be restored ?

This is our earnest desire . . ."'

The devotedness of our missionaries has led them to every corner

of the world, and taught them to embrace every kind of suffering

and death. They have been buried in the foul prisons of Con

stantinople; they have laid down their lives, singing hymns, under

the stone hatchets of savages; they have poured out in large

streams on the Calvarys of Japan that blood of the Redeemer

which flowed in their veins. Name any desert or any rock in the

ocean, despised by rulers and merchants : you will there be shown

the tomb of a martyr to Catholic Charity.

1 See Dogmc gintrateur de la piete", etc., by Mgr. Gerbet. It is interesting

to know in detail the apostolic labours of these so-called missionaries. One of

them fills up the record of his weeks thus:—

" 10th, worked at the forge ; finished some window-frames.

" 12th, sowed vegetables.

" 13th, acted as mason.

" 14th, mended a wheel-barrow, planted some trees, and cut away several

feet of vines.

" 16th, Sunday, we had a good congregation. Sermon listened to atten

tively. It was on the words, Biased are they that mourn, for they shall be

comforted. May that sadness of which one never repents become more

general among our poor Bechuanas !

" 17tb, fixed a waggon-wheel, which was about to break.

" 26th and 2Sth, worked at lintels."

This interesting and edifying letter from one of the missionaries whom the

Protestant Propaganda maintains at the South of Africa was published by the

Protestant journal of the Evangelical Missions in its number for August, 1841.

The missionary ends his report with a piece of news which cannot fail to

excite the interest and the sympathy of his readers :—

" I have the pleasure to inform you that, on the 19th of this month, my

wife was happily delivered of a little boy, who will be baptised John Eugene.

The mother and child are doing well, thanks be to our God and Father !

"J. Lakgk,"

Charge, 1S42.
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While it would seem that the love which animates the Church

ought to be exhausted by so many losses, I behold it reproduced in

the bosom of Christianity under a thousand forms, in that multitude

of religions congregations whose members, devoted body and soul

to the service of afflicted humanity, give themselves away as an

alms : a devotedness more admirable in some respects than martyr

dom, for, if it requires an effort of courage to sacrifice one's life, it

requires something more to endure a whole life of sacrifice.

And now, what is the source of that Catholic Charity which so

abounds in wonders and so excels all worldly philanthropy and

sectarian benevolence? Ask all those Angels of the earth, devoted

iu person and fortune to the relief of human infirmities. Ask the

Catholic Missionary, whose home is in the midst of savages. As

an answer, every one of them will show you the Eucharist. Oh,

yes ! the Eucharist—this is the true furnace of the miraculous

Charity which animates the Catholic Church.

Do you desire a proof of our assertion ? Wherever men ceaso

to appreciate this mystery of love, Charity becomes extinct, to give

place to selfishness or philanthropy. See : except among Catholics

who communicate, no more devotedness to the relief of suffering

man, .no more Missionaries, no more Sisters of Charity. The

Protestant or the philanthropist may indeed give some money, but

he will never give himself: his religion does not go so far.'

It is otherwise with the Catholic. Mysteriously moved after

Communion, he says to himself: "My God, immolated for my

salvation, has just given Himself to me. In return for His heart,

He asks mine ; in return for His life, mine. What can I refuse

Him ? As for Himself, He has need of nothing. He surrenders

His rights to the poor, the sick, the miserable, the unfortunate :

they are His brethren. He asks my heart for them, He asks my

life for them: I have nothing else wherewith to repay His love,

nor does He desire anything else of me."

And a sweet voice is heard in the depths of the soul, a divine

joy springs up there, a mighty impulse is felt there; and the

Catholic, torn from himself, gives himself away. And now you

see, rf God wills it, a Missionary, a Martyr, a Sister of Charity, a

Servant of the Poor : a whole life of devotedness and sacrifice.

Should the fire which consumed the holocaust chance to decline,

the Catholic knows how to rekindle it at the furnace of love. He

returns to the Holy Table : like the blood which returns from the

1 This expression, full of simple candour, comes from a young Protestant.

Delighted with her visit one day to an hospital kept by French Nuns, she said

to them : / would like very much to be what you are ; but I feel that our

religion does not go to far.

VOL. H. 31
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extremities to the heart, whence it hod set out, to depart again,

purified, and with warmth and nourishment for all the members.

Such are some of the wonders of Communion in the Catholic

world. Shall we not be struck with admiration at the wisdom of

the Redeemer, who made Communion a law, and be filled with

gratitude towards the Church, which obliges all its members to

communicate at least once a year ?

Prayer.

O my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for all the Com

munions which I have made during my life ; I beg pardon for the

faults of which I have been guilty.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I will

every year celebrate the anniversary of my First Communion.

LESSON XXXVIII.

OUR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY HOPE (continued).

Sacrament of Penance. Its Definition. Its Elements. Examination of

Conscience; its qualities. Contrition; its kinds. Example. Firm

Purpose. Confession ; its kinds.

A Missionary, travelling through the most distant regions of the

New World that he might gain souls to Jesus Christ, met a savage

of excellent dispositions. He instructed the poor man in the

mysteries of Faith, and administered Baptism as well as the Holy

Eucharist to him. The neophyte received these Divine Sacraments

with the liveliest transports of love. In a little while the Missionary

was obliged to make other apostolic excursions. The following

year he returned to the tribe of the savage who had become a

Christian. When the latter heard of the arrival of the Missionary,

he ran to him and begged that he might be again permitted to

receive the Holy Communion. " I will gladly give it to you, my

son," replied the Missionary, " but first of all you must confess

your sins." "/confess, Father 1" answered the savage, with

amazement; " is it then possible to sin when one has been baptised

and has communicated ? Thanks to the Great Spirit, I do not

think that I have been guilty of any wilful fault." He confessed,

however, and fell into tears as he accused himself of the smallest

imperfections.'

1 Lettres edifiantes.
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This affecting error of the virtuous Indian ought to be a general

ruth. After Baptism, Confirmation, and Communion, sin,

especially mortal sin, ought never more to be known among

Christians. But, alas ! such is the frailty of human nature that

the divine union contracted with the Saviour is only too often and

too soon broken. What would become of us if this God of Goodness

had not left us a means of repairing our misfortune ? He did so

by instituting the Sacrament of Penance. Let us here admire not

only the infinite mercy of the New Adam, but also the profound

wisdom with which He provided for the development and main

tenance of our spiritual life !

In Baptism He gives us life, not a life destined for sloth, but

for incessant struggle with the world, the flesh, and the devil. In

Confirmation He clothes us with a divine armour, summons us to

His banner, and writes our name on His army-roll. A kind of

far-seeing General, He gives us in the Eucharist the Bread of the

Strong, the Wine that makes heroes, to support us during the

campaign.

But was there ever a war without its wounded and its killed ?

Or did ever an army enter the field without being followed by its

surgeons and its ambulances ? The God of Armies is not less wise

or less compassionate than the kings of the earth. He Himself

instituted the Sacrament of Penance. This is the spiritual

hospital at which the wounded soldier finds everything necessary

for his cure. Such is the bond that unites this Sacrament with

those which precede it.

Its Definition. Penance is defined' A Sacrament, instituted ly

Our Lord Jesus Christ to restore us the divine life and forgive the

tin* committed after Baptism. Like the others, the Sacrament of

Penance combines all the conditions necessary for a Sacrament of

the New Law. You find in it (a) a sensible sign—the contrition,

confession, and satisfaction of the penitent, joined with the absolu

tion of the Priest; (b) a sign instituted ly Our Lord; (e) a sign

which produces Grace, that is, the forgiveness of sins. We shall

soon have the proof of all this. The holy Council of Trent had

I In Catholic language, the word Penance has three meaning : First, a

virtue by which man repents of his sins : the contrary rice is called im

penitence, and consists in being unwilling to repent of one's ains and in

wishing to persevere in them. The second, a penalty which man imposes on

himself, to satisfy God for the evil which he has committed : thus we say that

a man does great penance when he greatly afflicts his body by fasting and

other austerities. The third, a Sacrament, which Our Lord instituted to for

give the sins of those who, having lost Sanctifying Grace and detested their

faults, desire to return to the friendship of God, It is in this last sense that

we are about to explain it.
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therefore good grounds for declaring, with all Christian ages, that

Penance is one of the Sacraments of the Net? Law, and for strikrrig

with her anathema anyone who should dare to assert the contrary.'

Its Elements. We say with the Church that the acts of the

penitent are as it were the matter of the Sacrament of Penance.'

Nothing is easier than to understand this truth. The Sacrament of

Penance was instituted by Our Lord in the form of a judgment of

reconciliation between men and God. Now, in this kind of judg

ment, it is strictly necessary (a) that the culprit ahould see his

fault and be sorry for it; (b) that he shonld confess it; and (c)

that he should offer to satisfy for it. This is precisely what the

sinner does, tt is necessary, moreover, that sentence shonld be

pronounced by a competent judge, who can forgive the offence and

assttre the culprit thereof. This also takes place, as we shall

explain further on.

If the Council of Trent says simply that contrition, confession,

and satisfaction are as it were tlie matter of the Sacrament of

Penance, it does not mean that they are not the true matter. It

wished to make us understand that the acts of the penitent do not

belong to the same class as the matter of the other Sacraments.

Not external to him who receives it, like the water in Baptism or the

chrism in Confirmation, the matter in the Sacrament of Peiranee

is a moral thing, while in the others it is a natural or an artificial

thing.3 Let ns now explain each of the penitent's acts, and, first

of all, contrition.

To have contrition for one's sins it is necessary to know them.

Hence the indispensable obligation of examining the conscience.

The examination of conscience is a diligent search into the faults

which one has committed since his last good confession. The chief

qualities which it ought to have, and the means to make it well, are

the following.

The examination of conscience ought to be exact. We ought to

search carefully into all the faults of thought, word, deed, and

omission, that we have committed against the Commandments of

God and the Church, and especially in opposition to the duties of

our state of life, since our last confession. We must then see above

all whether this last confession was good. It was such, if preceded

by a due examination and accompanied with a supernatural

sorrow, a full sincerity, and a real firm resolution to amend our

conduct.

On the contrary, have we made our examination lightly, in

i Sess. xiv, c. siv. t Sew. ixiv, c. viii.

» Catech. of the Council of Trent, t. II, p. 258.-S. Thom., P. Ill, q. Ixxxiv,

art. J.
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spite of urgent reasons pressing us to do it seriously—contenting

ourselves with whatever came spontaneously to our memory ?

Have we failed in sincerity when declaring any fault that was

grievous or that we doubted to be grievous ? In fine, have we

relapsed into the same mortal sins as before, unresistingly, and as

frequently ? If so, our confession was bad ; for where there is no

amendment, says a Father of the Church, the repentance is false.'

To give the necessary exactness to the examination of conscience,

it must be proportioned to the length of time which has elapsed

since the last confession, and to the variety and multitude of

occasions of offending God in which one has been placed. It is

necessary to think on the places which one has frequented and the

persons with whom one has associated. We must imitate the

woman of the Gospel, who, to find her lost groat searches every

corner of her house, examines every article of her furniture, and

taxes all the powers of her memory ; or, to use the expression of

St. Francis de Sales, we must take our soul to pieces and consider

each portion of it on every side.

The examination of conscience ought to be impartial. "We

must examine ourselves as if we were examining another ; were we

unwilling to act thus, our examination would be more or less

defective. There are two matters which ought particularly to fix

our attention. First, favourite sins, that is to say, sins to which we

are most inclined, which seem justified by the prevailing maxims

and habits of society, which we commit most frequently and with

least remorse—consequently, regarding which it is most to be feared

that we form a false conscience. The second, the cause of our sins.

Nothing is more important than to know how it happens that we

fall into such or such a sin. Does it come from pride ? orjealousy ?

or hatred? or avarice? or sloth? When we want to destroy a

tree, we are not satisfied with plucking away its fruits or lopping

off its branches : we tear it up by the roots.

May it not be to a want of knowledge of ourselves that we ought

to attribute the little fruit derived from our confessions ? We must

therefore search diligently into the folds of our conscience, study

and not hide our case, act the part of a judge and not the part of

a barrister, and fear especially not to know ourselves well and not

to make ourselves well known ; for, unfortunately, that which we

fear most is to see or to show ourselves such as we really are. Now

to succeed in our examination we must employ the means which

Faith and reason point out to us.

frayer. The more our levity, our ignorance, or our passions

' Ubi cmenfotio nulla, ibi pcenitentia falsa. (Tertull., de PanK)
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expose us to the danger of making this examination amiss, the more

we ought to feel the necessity of having recourse to God hy prayer.

As we begin, we may address Him with this touching invocation :

" 0 eternal Source of Light ! scatter the darkness which hides from

me the enormity and malice of sin. Grant me, 0 my God ! so great

a horror of it, that I may hate it if possible as much as Thou Thy

self dost hate it. I ask this favour through the merits of the

blood which Thou didst shed to atone for it."

Faith. We must keep clearly before our eyes the thought that

the examination will decide the confession, that is to say, will

decide an action on which perhaps depends our eternal salvation.

This thought will help us wonderfully to judge ourselves as if we

were about to appear the very same hour before God. After

examining yourself, you will actually appear before God, repre

sented by His minister in the tribunal of Penance. There a judg

ment is pronounced for or against you according to your dispositions.

If they are sincere and perfect, the sentence is just and is ratified

in Heaven. If they are false or imperfect, the sentence is unjust,

and you profane the blood of Jesus Christ or render it unavailing to

you. We must then often recollect that God Himself will one day

make the examination of our conscience, when He will no longer

meet us at the tribunal of His mercy, but at the tribunal of His

justice. Happy shall it be for us on that day, if we have judged

ourselves according to truth !'

Recollection. To examine ourselves well, we must withdraw

as much as we can to some retired place, far removed from noise

and tumult and everything else that could distract us. For the

rest, an excellent means of facilitating the task of our examination

is to acquire the useful habit of making it every evening. Pagans

themselves recommend this practice. What do I say ? Herein we

follow the example of God Himself.

The week of the creation represents the duration of the world

as well as of life. God, acting for six days and resting on the

seventh, is our Model. Now we see that each day of the creation

this infinitely perfect God examines the works which He has pro

duced. Then, at the close of this great week, He casts a general

glance over all creatures and finds them worthy of Him. Could He

teach ns better that whosoever is anxious to secure his salvation

' Versetur ante oculos noatros imago futuri judicii, et ascendat homo

adversum se, ante facietn suam, atque constitute in corde judieio, adsit

accusans cogitatio, et testis conscientia, et earaifex cor. Inde quidam sanguis

nnimi confitentis per lacrymas profluat, postremo ab ipia mente talis sententia

proferetur, ut se indignum homo iudicet participem corporis et sanguinis

Domini. (S. Aug., Citat. a S. Th., Lect. rii, in 1 Cor., II.)
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ought to examine his conscience and life daily hefore going to

rest, and also before tasting the repose of the just on the Heart

of the Saviour in Holy Communion ?

After finding out one's sins, it is necessary to ask God's pardon

for them. Contrition is the sentiment which ought to arise in the

soul when the examination is ended. This is the first part of the

Sacrament of Penance. Now, according to the Council of Trent,

Contrition it a hearty sorrow for and detestation of tin committed,

with afirm resolution oftinning no more.'

The word contrition means a bruising of the heart. As

material things are broken into little pieces when struck with a

hammer, so the word contrition teaches us that our hearts, hardened

by sin, are struck and broken by repentance. Not that contrition

ought to be an external and sensible sorrow: no, it is essentially an

act of the will. Hence the saying of Tertullian : "A man who

repents is a man provoked against himself."

That contrition is absolutely necessary to obtain the forgiveness

of venial or mortal sin is a truth so evident that it is idle to think

of proving it. "At all times," says the Council of Trent again,

" contrition has been necessary to obtain the forgiveness ot sins It

prepares him who falls after Baptism to obtain his pardon, if joined

with confidence in the divine mercy and a desire to do all that is

required to receive well the Sacrament of Penance. This contrition

includes not only the abandonment of sin and the beginning of a

a new life, but also a hatred of the past life, according to the words

so frequently repeated in Scripture : Cast far from you all your

iniquities and make to yourselves a new heart and a new spirit.

Against Thee alone have I sinned, and done evil in Thy presence. lam

weary with groaning ; 1 will every night water my led with my tears.

I will recount all my years before Thee in the bitterness of my soul,

and many other expressions of the same kind.'" Such, too, is the

unanimous language of the Fathers.3

Thus contrition regards at once both the past and the future.

Tor the past, it is the regret of having offended God ; for the

future, it is the firm will of offending Him no more. Everyone

knows how ridiculous it would be to say that a man is sorry for an

action, if he is not firmly resolved never to commit it again.

1 Contritio, qua primura locum inter dictos pcsnitentis actus habet, animi

dolor ac detestatio est de peccato commissi), cum proposito non poccondi de

caetero. (Seas, xir, c. iv.) J Sess. xiv, c. iv.

* See Drouin, de Be sacrament., art. Contrit.—Admonendi sunt qui admissa

deserunt, neque tamen plangunt ne jam retaxatas astiment culpas quas,

etsi agendo non multiplicaut, nullis tamen fletibus mundant. (8. Greg.,

Pastoral., iii.)
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Moreover, contrition contains three special acts: (a) a sorrow

above every other sorrow for having offended the majesty of God,

because He is God, and, consequently, worthy of being preferred to

everything else—next, for having lost His friendship, the most

precious of all treasures—finally, for having deserved hell and the

eternal slavery of the devil ; (i) a firm will never more to offend

God, either for the love of any good or the fear of any evil, how

ever great the one or the other—consequently, to repair the injury

done to God or the neighbour, to avoid the occasions of sin, and to

perform the sacramental penance; (c) a great confidence of obtaining

from the divine mercy the pardon of all one's sins, with the grace

to amend and to persevere to the end: this confidence ought to rest

on the goodness of God and the merits of Oar Lord.

There are two kinds of contrition : perfect and imperfect.

Perfect contrition is a sorrow for having offended God, because He

is infinitely good. This contrition, joined with the desire of the

Sacrament of Penance, suffices to cancel sins. Imperfect contrition,

which is also called attrition, is a sorrow for having offended God,

arising from any of the following motives :—the loss of Heaven, the

fear of Hell, the supernatural odiousness of sin. This kind of

contrition supposes some beginning of the love of God.' In

order to cancel sins, imperfect contrition must be joined with the

reception of the Sacrament of Penance. If you desire a good

understanding of the difference which exists between these two

kinds of contrition and purely servile fear, attend to the following

parable.

A father had three children, whom he was accustomed to send

every day to a meadow to take care of three little lambs which he

had entrusted to them. It happened one day that the children

fell asleep at their post, and, during their sleep, the wolves of a

neighbouring forest came forth and bore away the lambs. The

children, awakened by the piteous bleating of the lambs, and seeing

in the distance the wolves that had carried them off, began to weep

most bitterly and to fill the air with their lamentations. They

were inconsolable. Now their grief arose in this wise.

The eldest said, " I weep because my father will beat me, and

put me to penance for allowing my lamb to be borne off ; otherwise

I should never weep." The second said, " As for me, I weep

because of the penances that will be put on me, and also because of

the grief that my father will feel when he hears that the wolves

ate my lamb." The youngest, who wept more bitterly than either

of the others, said, in a buret of tears, " My poor father will be

' Horn, ap., Tract xvi.n. 11-16.
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greatly afflicted ; I would rather remain in penance all raj life

than cause him such grief.'" The first of these children is the

Christian who has only servile fear ; the second, he who has im

perfect contrition ; the third, he who has perfect contrition.

"We see hereby that contrition and attrition have this in

common, that they are both a supernatural sorrow for having

offended God, with a will to offend Him no more ; but they differ

in their motives and in their effects.

In their motives, the first proceeds from a sentiment of love,

and refers directly to God without any admixture of self-interest.

The second proceeds from a sentiment of fear, and is blended with

self-interest.

In their effects, the first justifies the soul, that is to say, puts

the soul into the state of grace and effaces sins, provided it is accom

panied with a desire to confess, without which it is useless. The

second only disposes the soul for justification, since it cannot remit

sins but by the help of the Sacrament of Penance. If then a person

should find himself at the point of death without being able to

confess, he should make an act of perfect contrition, joining with

it the desire of confessing as soon as it may be in his power to do

so, and this will suffice for salvation. It would not suffice to make

only an act of attrition. See therefore how far perfect excels im

perfect contrition !

Contrition, as we have said, is absolutely necessary : never can

a person in any case obtain without it the pardon of his sins. But

as there is such a thing as false contrition, apparent contrition, we

must beware of deceiving ourselves in regard to this matter. It is

to prevent this misfortune that we are about to explain the

qualities of true contrition. It must be internal, sovereign, uni

versal, and supernatural.

1. It must be internal. How does he act who sins? He

prefers the creature to God—his caprice, his pleasure, his will to

the will of God. This is a disorder ; it comes from the heart or the

will : there lies the root of the evil. Hence, contrition, which is the

remedy for the evil, ought to exist in the heart, to destroy therein

the inordinate love of the creature and to occupy its place with the

love of the Creator. Order cannot be re-established where it con

tinues to be violated. Consequently, tears, protestations, sighs, and

all other external marks of repentance, are only deceptions and

illusions, if the will is not changed. God cannot be content with

them. What He desires is a contrite and humble heart. Be con

verted to Me, He says in a hundred places throughout the Holy

1 Mtthode de Saint-Sulpice, p. 273.
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Scriptures, notfrom the mouth, not from the lips, but from the depth

ofyour hearts.' What more just and reasonable ?

2. Contrition ought to be sovereign. It is necessary that mortal

sin should displease us more than any other evil that can befall

us, and that we should be more grieved for having committed it

than if we had lost whatsoever we hold most dear in the world.

The reason is simple. By mortal sin we lose God. God is the

greatest of all possessions. It is therefore proper that we should be

more grieved at this loss than at any other. And of all evils, sin,

which makes us lose God, is evidently that which we ought to fear

and to detest most.* Were it otherwise with us, our contrition

would not be sovereign: we should be preferring the creature

to the Creator, Barabbas to Jesus Christ.

How ashamed we ought to be that it costs us so much to excite

this sovereign contrition within us ! Children of the martyrs, let

the example of your ancestors serve you as a lesson ! St. Clement,

Pope, being arrested, was brought before a judge. The latter,

hoping to make him apostatise, sent for gold, silver, purple robes,

and precious stones, and promised to give them all to him if he

would renounce Jesus Christ. The saint, humbled at the idea of

God being put in comparison with such things, thought the pro

posal worthy of no better reply than a sigh and a shrug of his

shoulders.

In the ages of Faith, great sinners were sometimes seen to fall

dead at the feet of the Priest to whom they had just confessed their

sins. One of these valorous Christians had the misfortune to commit

Sens. Having accused himself of it with many tears, he asked

whether he might hope for pardon. "Yes," answered the holy

Archbishop, " if you are ready to perform the penance which I

shall impose on you." " "Whatever you wish me to do," answered

the penitent, "I am ready, though it were to suffer a thousand

deaths." " I give you seven years' penance," said the Archbishop.

" "What is that, father ? Though I should do penance to the end

of the world, it would be too little." " Well, you shall only fast

three days on bread and water." " Father, father," said the sinner,

sobbing, " give me, I beseech you, a due penance." The Arch

bishop, seeing him m contrite, said to him : " I enjoin you to

recite only one Our Father, and I assure you that your sin will be

* Dolor de peccatis mortalibus comraissis debet esse summus, non intensive,

sod appretiatire, ita ut poenitens nihil magis detestetur quam peccatum, et relit

potius omnia mala mundi perpeti, quam mortaliter Deum offendere. (Com

munis, vid., Ferraris, JPxnit. sacra., n. 33.)

an enormous crime. He came

 

i Joel, ii.
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forgiven." At these words, the penitent was so filled with com

punction that he heaved a deep sigh and suddenly fell down dead.

The holy Archbishop, moved to tears, declared with reason that this

poor sinner had such contrition that he went straight to Heaven

without passing through Purgatory. That contrition should be

sovereign, it is not necessary that it should be the most sensible

of all sorrows—in other words, that we should feel the same pain,

shed the same tears, and give vent to the same sobs, as, for

example, at the loss of our parents. "Why ? Because, while the

soul is united to the body, it is more moved by objects which fall

under the senses than by those which do not so fall. It is enough

tbat we should be inwardly disposed, with the help of God's grace,

to suffer all kinds of evils rather than commit one mortal sin.'

3. Contrition ought to be univertaJ. This means that a person

must confess all his mortal sins, without a single exception ; other

wise, he will not obtain pardon for any, and will, moreover,

profane the Sacrament of Penance. Here is the reason : all mortal

sins are the necessary matter of this Sacrament, that is to say, they

must necessarily be submitted to the sanctifying action of this

Sacrament, by which alone they can be forgiven. But this

Sacrament cannot be attended by its action, unless everything is

right in regard to the matter, as well as to the form and the minister.

Hence, not to have contrition for some mortal sin is to deprive

the Sacrament of its necessary matter, that is to say, is to profane

it. Besides, we cannot truly hate one mortal sin without hating

all the rest with it, because God is offended by all, and a person

cannot be both the friend and the enemy of God at the same time.

To teach us that we ought to repent of all our sins without any

exception, the Saviour cured at once both the body and the soul

of the paralytic ; and, when He cast out devils from the possessed,

He cast them all out, even though there were legions of them.*

' Some timid persons, not actually feeling this disposition to suffer all—

death itself, for example—rather than commit one mortal sin, allow their

minds to be disturbed with the fear that they have not contrition. It must

be observed to tbem that the grace of undergoing these terrible trials not

being actually necessary for them, it is not surprising that tbey do not per

ceive in themselves the sensible disposition to endure such sufferings. They

should for the time being dispose themselves to make all the sacrifices that

God actually requires of them, and for the others, rely upon His grace, which

will never fail them in the hour of need. God is faithful and will never

permit you to be tempted above your strength.

> Auctor lib. de Vera et Falta Pcmitent., inter opera D. Aug., c. iz.—Ad

valorem Sacramenti requiritur dolor supernaturalis et universalis, saltern

virtualiter rospectu omnium peccatoriun mortalium ; unde si de uno solo

mortali scienter non habeatur, nec scienter velit haberi dolor, peccatur

gravissime et nullum redditur Sacramentum, quia deficit materia proxima
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Persons enslaved to evil habits ought to fear these dreadful ex

ceptions.

4. Contrition ought to he supernatural. To repent of our sins

on account of the annoyance which they cause us, or the shame or

punishment which they draw upon us in the eyes of men, is to

have a sorrow wholly human and natural. Such a sorrow is not

enough to obtain forgiveness from God. We must have a super

natural sorrow, that is to say, a sorrow produced by an impulse of

grace, and founded on motives which Faith reveals to us ; for it

must have God as its end, and make us detest sin as an offence

against God. Hence, contrition is a gift of God ; so that man

cannot properly repent without the inspiration and assistance of the

Holy Ghost. Sin having brought death on the soul, it is impossible

that the soul should return to life without the aid of God, who is

the Author of life.'

We said that contrition referred at once to the past and the

future. "With regard to the past, it is a regret for having offended

God; with regard to the future, it is a resolution never more to

offend Him. This resolution is called a.firm purpose. The firm

purpose is therefore an essential part of contrition. It must

accordingly have the same qualities. Or, to speak more correctly,

the firm purpose is only contrition itself in so far as contrition

refers to the future. It must therefore, according to theologians,

be absolute and not conditional ; firm and not wavering ; efficacious

and not speculative ; universal, that is, extending to all mortal

sins, and not limited to a few ; explicit and not indeterminate ;

formal and not vague.*

The disposition to offend God no more and to begin a new life

is absolutely necessary. Without it, he who pretends to repent is

only deceiving himself and trying to deceive God. His language

js this : "I am very sorry for having offended God, and I beg His

pardon ; but I am not resolved to avoid my old ways.'' If your

enemy were to address you in this strain, would you not look upon

his apology as a mockery and his repentance as a sham ? Hence,

with regard to the future as well as the past, repentance must be

internal, sovereign, universal, and supernatural. We may console

necessario, quae est dolor reeonciliativus cum Deo, qui saltern implicit* et

virtuoliter debet in»ludere dete«tationem omnium mortalium, etiain invinci-

biliter oblitorum, aut inculpabiliter ignoratorum. (Ferraris, Ptenit. eaer.,

art. 11, n. 31.)

1 Cone. TVid., scss. xiv, c. vi, et sets, vi, c. ii.

* Propositum debet esse absolutum, flrmum, efficax et universale, se ex-

tondens ad omnia mortalia in posterum evitanda. . . Ad contritionem

requiritur explicitum ae formale propositum rite melioris. (Ferraris, id,;

Bellar., lib. II, de Panit., c. vi.)
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ourselves with the thought that such has been our contrition,

when we take care to shun not only sin, but also the occasions

of sin.

As for the motives of repentance, Faith proposes two principal

ones to us, the fear and the love of God. Let us describe the

manner in which a holy Bishop of the last century used to excite

himself thereto. After finishing his examination of conscience, he

had recourse to God with fervent prayers to obtain the grace of

contrition. Herein he followed the example of St Charles, Arch

bishop of Milan, who sometimes passed three hours on his knees

before confessing, that he might ask of God a true repentance

for his faults. It is by prayer that we also ought to begin.

Contrition is a gift of God : if we desire to obtain it, we must

ask for it.

After praying, our holy Bishop took up a position in three

different places : the first in Hell, the second in Heaven, the third

on Calvary. He entered mentally into the place of torments.

With the eye of Faith he considered the spot which he supposed

himself to have deserved, in the midst of devouring and eternal

flames, and with no other associates than wretched reprobates. He

thanked the Lord for not having cast him into it, and, imploring

His mercy, begged the graces of which he had need to preserve

him from it. He mounted next to the abode of glory. At the sight

oftheheavenly Jerusalem, all radiant with light, all overflowingwith

bliss, he sighed to think that by sin he had closed its gates against

himself, and besought the Lord to open them again for him. In

furtherance of his petition, he asked the intercession of all holy

penitents—David, St. Peter, St. Paul, St. Magdalen, St. Augustine,

and the rest.

These two visits were intended to excite in his soul a lively

fear of God. From fear he passed on to love, and made his third

visit to Calvary. There, considering Our Lord crucified, ho said

to himself, " This is my work. I am the cause of the sorrows

Which Jesus Christ endured. I joined with all other sinners in

covering with bruises and gashes my Saviour and Father, who

never did me anything but good ; in crowning Him with thorns,

and putting Him to a most cruel death on the cross. O Jesus !

what evil hast Thou done to me ? How could I treat Thee thus, who

didst love me to such an excess, and whom I ought to love with an

infinite love, if it were in my power to love infinitely ? It is

because Thou art infinitely amiable that I love Thee and repent of

having offended Thee."

In the holy Bishop's example we find together all the motives

of contrition and the means to excite ourselves thereto. Let us bo
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faithful to follow them, and we may hope never to fail in a con

dition that is indispensable for the forgiveness of our sins.

We have spoken in the first place of contrition, not only because

it is the most essential, though often the most neglected, part of

the Sacrament of Fenance, but also because it must precede the

confession, in order to make the latter sorrowful, as theologians

say. Still, it is not necessary that a formal act of contrition

should precede the confession. It suffices that the confession be

made with the intention of obtaining absolution, and that the con

trition afterwards manifest itself by the asking or the expecting of

absolution.'

Though it suffices before absolution to have such contrition as

we have explained, yet it is dangerous to wait till this last moment

to excite it. On the one hand, the penitent may be troubled and

cannot think. On the other, it is difficult to arrive at this sorrow

in so short a time. It is therefore proper that one should repent

immediately after having sinned mortally. Four strong reasons

make this a duty on us : (a) it is a frightful thing to be in disgrace

with God ; (b) there is danger of falling into other mortal sins,

since abyss calls on abyss ; (c) a person may die suddenly ; (d) one

mortal sin destroys the merit of all the good works that we perform

while defiled with it. There is nothing better therefore, when a

person desires to confess, than to excite himself to contrition im

mediately after the examination of conscience.

Contrition, then, is the first act of the penitent and the first part

of the matter of the Sacrament of Penance. It is followed by con

fession, that is to say, an accusation of one's sins, made to an

approved Priest, in order to obtain absolution for them.

Confession is called an accusation, and not a recital, to show the

dispositions of humility and contrition which must accompany it—

of one's situ, and not of other irrelevant affairs—of one's own sins,

and not of another's—of one's sins inparticular, and not in general :

for example, " I have not loved God, I have not prayed to Him,

as I ought ;" " I accuse myself of the seven deadly sins ;" " I

accuse myself of making an ill use ofmy five senses." It is necessary

to mention in detail all the mortal sina of thought, word, deed, and

omission that one has committed ; otherwise, the confessor cannot

judge of the state of the conscience or apply the proper remedies.

Made to a Priest, and not to a deacon or a layman ; approved,

having received from the Bishop the power to hear confessions ; in

order to receive absolution, not punishment, as before ordinary

tribunals. Here we see what distinguishes the tribunal of the

' S. Alph., lib. VJ, n. 445.
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divine mercy from the tribunals of human justice and from the

tribunal of God's justice after death.

To effect our reconciliation with God, the confession must be

good, that is to say, must have certain qualities or conditions.

Among these qualities some are strictly necessary, others are only

useful. The confession ought to be simple, humble, pure, and

prudent : these qualities are useful for the perfection of the act.

It ought to be sorrowful, sincere, and entire : these qualities arc

indispensable.

1. The confession ought to be timple. Simplicity is opposed to

duplicity. Now there are three kinds of duplicity which must be

carefully avoided in confession : duplicity of mind, duplicity of

heart, and duplicity of speech.

Duplicity of mind consists in not receiving as a child that which

the confessor says to us for our salvation—in believing only that

which pleases us, that which best suits our particular humours,

ideas, and inclinations. It teaches us to seek out reasons for not

obeying, to discuss, to wrangle. This duplicity is severely con

demned in Scripture.' Simplicity of mind, on the other hand,

consists in seeing Our Lord Himself in the person of the Priest,

according to the words He who hears you heart Me—in receiving

with childlike confidence and submission, without discussion or

objection, the rules of conduct which he gives us, and conforming

ourselves exactly to them.

Duplicity of heart consists in wishing and not wishing, ia

wishing the end and not wishing the means—in whole or in part ;

in wishing to go to Heaven without renouncing sin and the

occasions of sin, without watching over oneself, without con

trolling one's passions, without doing penance, without practising

virtue. God abhors this duplicity of heart.* Simplicity of heart,

on the other hand, consists in wishing honestly, firmly, without

double-dealing, both the end, which is salvation, and the means,

which are the flight of sin and the practice of Christian duties or

Christian virtues.

Duplicity of speech consists in having a tongue both to accuse

and to excuse. At the end of the confession, you say, " It was

through my fault, through my fault, through my most grievous

fault." Then, when the confessor addresses some remark or advice

to you, you say, "It was my brother's fault"—"it was my sister's

fault"—" it was my husband's, my wife's, or my servant's fault." It

' Vir duplex animo inconstans est in omnibus riis suis. (Prov., tIH.)

> Vult et non vult piger. Sicut ostium vertitur in cardine tuo, tic piger in

lectulo iuo. Vae duplici corde ! (Prov., xxTi, 14.)
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was everybody's fault indeed but yours ! God detests this kind of

duplicity no less than the others.' Simplicity of speech, on the

other hand, consists in accusing without defending oneself—in

saying neither more nor less than what is necessary to make known

to the confessor the species, the number, and the grievousness of

the sins. Far from it are all superfluous details, irrelevant stories,

ornamental phrases. The penitent, inspired by it, has ho other

care than to discover to the confessor the real state of his conscience,

without circumlocution or equivocation.

2. The confession ought to be humble. What, in effect, is con

fession? It is no ordinary recital or unimportant narrative : it is

a declaration that one is guilty. And guilty of what ? Of all that

may excite shame and confusion, of the blackest ingratitude, of the

most abominable perjury, of the most horrible treachery; for sin is

all this. Hence, the penitent ought to be humble in his exterior—

ought to appear at the confessional with plain and modest dress,

kneeling as a criminal and supplicant, without arms, without

gloves, without gaudy finery.

Humble in the manner of declaring his sins, attributing them

only to his malice, and casting himself down before God in the

knowledge of his misery, and of the need which he has of the

divine mercy. Humble in accepting the directions of the confessor

and the penance imposed on him. What pride it is in those peni

tents who, on hearing the injunctions of the confessor, complain and

murmur against him ! Offices are exchanged : instead of being a

judge, the confessor must become a barrister, and have as many

cases to defend as he meets with ill-disposed penitents.

3. The confession ought to be pure. Pure in the words which

the penitent employs to accuse himself; pure in the intention, that

is to say, the penitent ought to approach the holy tribunal only to

correct himself of his sins and to change his life—not through

custom or merely to relieve his mind; pure in the will, conse

quently free from those scruples which render it so distressing both

to the confessor and the penitent, which trouble the peace of the

soul, and which a hundred times over urge the repetition of the

same thing. The best remedy for scrupulosity is blind obedience

to a confessor. When he speaks, let us say to ourselves, Our

Lord has told me so and so. Then let us act resolutely, and do

quite the contrary to what our scruples suggest. Any person who

does not act thus may expect to lose either his head or his devotion.

4. The confession ought to be prudent. It is necessary that the

penitent, when accusing himself of his faults, should respect the

i Os bilingue detestor. (Trov. viii, 13.)
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character of the neighbour. Hence, he ought not to discover the

faults of another, unless he has shared in them, and cannot other

wise make known his own, such as they are, or unless he thinks

that the confessor may give the accomplice some salutary advice,

and turn him away from an evil course. Even in the latter case,

the name ought never to be mentioned. It suffices, for the in

tegrity of the confession, to state the condition and relationship of

the person with whom one has sinned. It is not only an impru

dence, but a sin against charity, and a slander, to reveal without

necessity the faults of others.

5. The preceding qualities are useful ; the following arc ne

cessary. The confession ought to be sorrowful, that is to say,

accompanied with a true contrition, such as we have explained,

and a firm purpose of sinning no more.

6. The confession ought to be sincere, that is to say, without

disguise, without artifice, without dissimulation, whether employed

to make a mortal sin appear venial, or to pass off as doubtful what

is certain, or to hide the malice of a sin by not explaining its

circumstances with accuracy. It is necessary in confession to tell

things as they are and ns one thinks of them, without adding to or

taking from. Insincerity is of no avail before God, to whom the

inmost foldings of the heart are clearer than the sunlight. If we

deceive our confessor, we do not deceive Jesus Christ.

7. The confession ought to be entire. " The penitent," says

the holy Council of Trent, " is obliged by a divine law to confess

all and each of the mortal sins which he calls to mind after a dili

gent examination; also, the circumstances which change the species

of sin."' Add to this, that the penitent is always bound to answer

the confessor truthfully when questioned on any matter of confes

sion. If one cannot know the number of his sins, he must say

what he thinks very near it. If nothing certain can be known, he

must explain the length of time during which the evil habits

lasted, and their strength during that time. Moreover, he must

accuse himself of circumstances which are new sins. He, for

example, who had stolen out of a church, would not accuse himself

sufficiently if he merely confessed that he had stolen. He should

add that it was out of a church, because he thereby committed a

sacrilege. To conceal a mortal sin in confession is to commit a

horrible sacrilege : it is to turn a remedy into a poison.

" But," you will say, " I do not know how to accuse myself of

this sin." Ask your confessor then to help you. " But he will

grumble at me." A lie ! He will love and esteem you more. On

toi. n.

i Sees, xiv, can, vji, ^ .•

32
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the one hand, you will give him a mark of your confidence which

will not only honour but rejoice him, since it will make him the

instrument of your salvation. On the other, he will perceive

in you a noble character, a heroic courage, and a marvellous

operation of grace.

" But if I conceal my sin, no one will know anything about it.''

A lie ! For, if you conceal it, your conscience will continually

upbraid you with it ; you will imagine that everyone reads it on

your forehead ; and at length it will be made manifest on the Day

of Judgment before all the assembled nations—before your relatives,

your friends, your acquaintances. On the contrary, if you tell it,

no one will ever know anything about it. God will forget it ;

your confessor, who can never speak of it, will also forget it ; and

you will forget it yourself. So that the true means of burying

your sin in an eternal oblivion is to accuse yourself of it.

Although venial sins are not necessary matter of accusation, yet

it is most useful and safe to tell them, as well because pardon is

thus most easily obtained for them, as because one runs the risk of

taking for venial what is really mortal. If we 'have only venial

sins to confess, prudence suggests that we should let the contrition

and firm purpose fall chiefly on some particular past sin, or on the

most notable of our wilful venial sins. This is a good means of

having the repentance necessary for the validity of the Sacrament,

which cannot exist without true contrition.

One should accuse himself of this sin at the end of the confes

sion. Thus: " I accuse myself in particular of certain sins which

I have committed against charity, or purity, or such a command

ment of God or of the Church." It is not necessary to explain more,

if all this has been already confessed. For the rest, the true means

of never failing in contrition or sincerity is to make each of our

confessions as if it were to be the last of our lives. May we never

forget this wise rule !

Alas! it was wandered from by a young person of whom St.

Antoninus, the illustrious Archbishop, leaves us a dreadful history.

We offer this example to all as one of the best remedies against

shame in confession. A young girl, says this great Saint, who had

been brought up in the principles of the most edifying modesty,

being one day violently tempted, fell into sin. Scarcely had she

done so, when she was covered with shame and tormented with

remorse. How, she said, shall I have courage to reveal my fault to

my confessor ? Shame made her fall into a still more frightful

crime : she would not venture to acknowledge her sin in confes

sion.

The sacrilege increased her remorse. She fancied that she
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might be able to appease it by the austerities of penance. She

entered a convent, hoping that she would avow her crime in the

general confession which is usually made before admission to

vows. She did indeed make some efforts to open her heart, but

she so veiled her sin that her confessor could not know of what she

was guilty. Meanwhile, the superioress of the convent died. This

young nun led a life so edifying that the other nuns, deceived by

appearances, chose her as the substitute. But it was not for a long

time : she soon sank into a mortal illness. She always promised

herself that she would declare her sin at the point of death. Shame

however, again closed her mouth.

She received the last Sacraments with many signs of piety: yet

she profaned them. Feeling herself in her death-struggle, she

thought of at length explaining herself; but, 0 terrible judgment

of God ! raving came on, and she died in her sins. The great

austerities which she had practised, together with her exemplary

regularity, left no room to doubt that she had been saved ; but,

while prayers were being offered for her, God permitted that, as a

lesson to all ages, this wretched woman should appear in a state of

the utmost consternation to the nuns and say to them : " Cease to

pray for me ; I am damned for having, in my youth, concealed a

sin in confession."'

Prayer.

0 my God! who art all love, I thank Thee for having

established the Sacrament of Penance; I ask pardon for having Bo

often received it with so little preparation and so little profit.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, / will

make every confession as if it were to he my last.

LESSON XXXIX.

OUE DNION WITH THE NEW ADAM aY HOPE (continued.)

Further Remarks on the Elements of the Sacrament of Penance. Antiquity,

Universality, Divinity, and Necessity of Auricular Confession, Satisfac

tion. Form of the Sacrament. Minister. Institution.

In an ago of piety, it would be enough to explain the qualities of

confession: in our days, this does not suffice. Ignorance on matters

of religion, increased by the sophisms of impiety and an un

bridling of passions, has become in many a powerful non-conductor

1 Gee another fact in P. Lejoune, t. IX, Scrm. ccxl, on Confession, at the end.
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against the truth. There being no dogma more galling to haughty

minds and corrupt hearts than confession, there is none whose

divinity it is more necessary to establish. We proceed to do so,

embarrassed only in regard to the selection of our proofs.

In consequence of Our Lord's words • Receive ye the Holy

Ghost : whose sins you shall forgive, they are forgiven ; whose sins

you shall retain, they are retained,' a twofold power was confided to

the Apostles—the power to forgive sins and the power to retain

them.

This awful power should be exercised with great discernment,

consequently with a perfect knowledge of the cause. It would be

necessary that the Apostles, and their successors to the end of time,

should know the number and the grievousness of the faults, as well

as the dispositions, of penitents, in order to decide whether they

ought to forgive or to retain, to bind or to loose.

To arrive at this indispensable knowledge, there could be only

two ways : either the Apostles, and their successors in the ministry

of reconciliation, should enjoy the privilege of beholding the inmost

folds of the conscience, or penitents should unveil to them all its

secrets. Now, it is evident that the judges of consciences have not,

any more than public magistrates, the gift of reading the hearts of

men. It is therefore necessary that penitents should accuse them

selves of their sins. This accusation is called confession. Hence,

confession is a divine institution; consequently, the only means to

obtain the forgiveness of sins committed after Baptism. It is even

absurd to suppose that there is any other.

In effect, if there were any other means in Religion than con

fession by whieh one could return to the grace of God—if it were

enough, for example, to humble oneself in His presence, to fast, to

pray, to acknowledge faults in the secret of one's heart, what would

be the result ? That no one would confess. And who would be

such a simpleton, I ask, as to go and suppliantly implore at the feet

of a man a favour which he might easily obtain without him and in

spite of him ? Let us judge by what daily occurs around us.

Notwithstanding the certainty that confession is the only means to

obtain the forgiveness of sins, a countless number refuse to have

recourse to it. What would it be, if there existed a much more

convenient and no less efficacious means?

Men always choose of two means that which, being easier,

reconciles the interests of salvation with those of self-love. What

then becomes of confession, established by Jesus Christ Himself ?

It falls to the ground, and lies unhonoured and useless. What

i See tho explanation of these worda at the Tenth Article of the Creed.
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becomes of the magnificent power which He gives to His

ministers of forgiving and retaining sins ? Is it not evident that

this power, so surprising, so divine, becomes ridiculous and illusory,

since they are never to exercise it ?

Hence the dilemma, which admits of no escape : either there is

an obligation on all sinners to confess their sins to Priests, or else

Jesus Christ merely sported with His Apostles and His Priests

when saying to them : Whose sins you shall forgive, they are for

given ; and whose sins you shall retain, they are retained. He must

likewise have sported with their leader, when He said to him : /

will give thee the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven. Of what use

would the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven be, if anyone might

enter without their aid ?' But if you attribute unmeaning,

deceitful, lying words to Our Lord, you deny His divinity ; you

make Christianity a bubble, the Christian world a causeless effect,

the human race an ignorant nincompoop—that is to say, you your

self become demented. Here is an end to all discussion. Map

reasons no more : he only lives.

But let us leave to the blind the glory of denying the existence

of the sun, and the honourable assumption that they alone are

enlightened among mortals. It is time to question the Christians

of the eighteen hundred years that have gone before m, and to

show that, infallible interpreters of the Gospel, they have always

regarded confession as divine in its origin, and as the only means

by which an adult guilty after his Baptism can obtain the forgive

ness of his sins.

Impious moderns, following Calvin, have dared to say that

auricular confession was unknown in the early ages of the Church,

and that it was invented by Pope Innocent III., and published in

the General Council of Lateran, held in 1215. Such an assertion

does little honour to their learning or their candour. It is true that

the Council of Lateran, to raise a barrier against the laxity which

was every day becoming more general, ordered that all the Faith

ful who had attained the use of reason should confess at least once

a year. That this was very far from an invention of confession is

quite plain. The Council only fixed the time when it would be

necessary, under pain of mortal sin, to comply with a duty that

was known, practised, and taught long before.

In point of fact, St. Bernard, who died in 1153, addressing

himself to those who concealed their faults in confession, said:

" What will it avail you to tell some of your sins and to hide

others ? Are not all things open to the eyes of God ? What ! will

' See Rtcherches wr la confession auricvlaire, by M. Guillois, p. 61.
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' you dare to withhold anything from him who holds the place of

God in so great a Sacrament?'"

St. Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury, who died in 1109,

speaks thus in his homily on the ten lepers : " Show faithfully to

the Priests, by a humble confession, all the stains of your internal

leprosy, that you may be cleansed from them."* In another work

the same doctor adds: "As original sin is forgiven in Baptism, so

actual sins are forgiven in confession : it is a true judgment. For

there are two judgments of God : one is made here below by con

fession ; the other will take place on the last day at that great in

vestigation when God will be the judge, the devil the accuser, and

man the accused. But in the judgment of confession the Priest, as

one who represents Jesus Christ, is the judge; man is both the

witness and the criminal; the penance which is imposed is the

sentence."' See now how confession exists a hundred years before

the time of the Pope whom the relentless enemies of the Church

make its inventor ! Let us go back still further,

i In the eleventh century, we see that a Priest named Stephen,

of the diocese of Orleans, was confessor to Constance, wife of the

pious King Robert.

In the tenth, St. Uldaric, Bishop of Augsburg, confessed the

Emperor Otho.

In the ninth, Charlemagne had as his confessor Hildebrand,

Archbishop of Cologne.

In the eighth, St. Martin, a monk of Corbie, rendered the services

of confessor to Charles Martel. The first Council of Germany, held in

742, ordered that every colonel should have a Priest who might

hear the confessions of the soldiers.

In the seventh century, St. Ansberth, Archbishop of Rouen,

• Confessio pure facienda est : quia non est pars una peccatorum dicenda,

et altera reticenda, neque levia confitenda et gravia dilfitenda. Nee alter

accusandus et ipse exeusandus, sed cum justo dicendum est: Non declines, cor

meum, in verba malitite ad excusandas excusationes in peccatie. Htec eniin

sunt verba malitis qua gravior vel pejor esse non possit. . . . Proh dolor!

sub humilitatis pallio sunt nonnulli superbiam inducentes, et putantes se

posse vitare oculos judicis cuncta cernentis. (Serm. de S. And. apost., t. V,

p. 1412, n. 9, edit. Paris, 1S39; id. Serm. domin. in psalm.; id., p. 1172, n. 4;

id., Serm. i infact. om. sanct. ; id., Exhort, ad mil. Templi, n. 12.)

2 Ite, ostendite vos eaeerdotibus ; id est, per humilcm oris confessionem

veraciter manifestate omnes interioris lepra; vestra; maculas, ut mundari

possitis. (S. Anselmi opera, edit. Colon., p. 176.)

' Sicut in Baptismo originalia, ita in confessions remittuntur peccata

actualia, ie. , in Elucidario.—Ergo per utriusqua Sacramenti conditio, paret

necessitas, atque bine S. Pnesut maritum sororis suae Jerosolymam transmi-

graturum sic admonebat (lib. Ill, Epist. lxri) : " Facite confessionem

omnium peccatorum nominatim ab infantia vestra, quantum recordari potestis.''
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tTaa confessor to King Thierry I. If we were not afraid to tire,

we might continue the list, and mention the confessors of Greek

and Latin emperors, or other distinguished personages, up to the

first ages.' It is good, however, to diversify our proofs, so as to

show that authorities of all kinds concur in support of the doctrine

of sacramental confession.

In the sixth century, St. John Climacus expresses himself

thus : *' It is unheard of that sins, acknowledged in the tribunal of

Penance, have ever been divulged. God so directed it that sinners

might not be turned away from confession and deprived of the only

hope of salvation."* In the same century, John, Patriarch of Con

stantinople, composed for the use of the Eastern Churches a ritual

in which the Priest speaks thus to the penitent : " It is not I, my

child, who grant you the forgiveness of your sins. It is God, who

absolves you by my ministry, according to His words: Whatsoever

you shall loose upon earth, &c. Confess, therefore, and declare to

me, without concealing any one of them, and in the presence of the

holy Angels, all the sins, even the most secret, which you have

committed : this is the means to obtain pardon for them."»

In the fifth century, we find St. Chrysostom in the East and

St Augustine in the West. The first, who died in 404, says:

" Men have received from God a power which has not been granted

to Angels or Archangels. Never was it said to the celestial intelli

gences: Whatsoever you shall loose, &c. The power of Priests

reaches even to the soul, which they can cleanse and liberate. . . .

Let us then imitate the Samaritan Woman, and not be ashamed to

tell our sins. He who is ashamed to confess his sins to the Priest

will hear them published on the Day of Judgment, not to one or

two persons, but to all nations."4 The second, who died in 430,

1 See D. Denis de Sainte-Marthe, Erreurs des Calvinistes but la Confession ;

Bellarmin, le P. Alexandre. Collet, de Potnitentia ; le Traiti hiatoriqm de la

Confession de M. Boileau ; les Lettret du P. Scheffinacher.

2 . . . HIob ad confessionem provoco, sine qua nullua remiasione pecea-

torum potietur. (Seal. Grad. ir.)

• Spiritualis filii, ego confessionem tuam primario et praecipue non recipio,

nec tibi absolutionem concede, sed per me Deus. . . . Revela igitur et declara

coram SS. Angelis, nihilque mihi cela eorum qua; a te clam facta sunt, velut si

Deo occulta cordium cognoscenti confitereris. . . . (Apud Morin., de Pcenit.)

Then follows a detailed interrogation on all sins, even to the most secret.

* Habent quidem et terrestres principes vineuli potestatem, verum eorporiun

solum. Id autem quod dico Sacerdotum vinculum ipsam etiam animam con

tingit. (De Sacerdot., lib. Ill, c. t.)—Imitemur et nos hanc mulierem Samari-

tanam et ob propria peccata non erubescamus. . . . qui enim homini detegere

peccata erubescit, neque confiteri vult, neque Pcenitentiam agere, in ilia die

judicii, non coram uno vel duobus, sed unirerso terrarum orbo spectante

traducetur. (Homil. de mui. Samarit.)
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addresses the Faithful thus : " Let no one say : ' I do penanoo

secretly in the sight of God ; it is enough that He who will grant

me pardon should know what passes in my inmost souL' If this

were the case, then Jesus Christ would have said without reason,

Whatsoever you shall hose on earth, shall be loosed in Heaven, and

would in vain have confided the keys to His Church. It is not

enough, therefore, to confess to God : it is also necessary to confess

to those who have received from Him the power to bind and to

loose.""

In the fourth century, we have St. Ambrose, who died in 397.

His biographer, St. Paulinus, relates that when anyone came to

confess to him he wept in such a manner as to draw tears from his

penitent. A person would be inclined to say that, when he heard

confessions, he fell with those who had fallen. This writer adda

that he spoke of the crimes which had been confessed to him to

God alone, with whom he continually interceded for sinners.' In

the same century, St. Basil, who died in 37S, wrote: " It is abso

lutely necessary to disclose one's sins to those who have received

the dispensation of the mysteriesjof God."» St. Athanasius, who

died in 373 : " As the man who is baptised by the Priest is

enlightened by the Holy Ghost, so he who confesses his sins in

Penance obtains their remission through the Priest."4 At the same

period, the celebrated Lactantius was not afraid to say: "The

mark of the true Church is the ubo of confession and penance, by

which the sins of our frail nature are forgiven."4

In the third century, Origen, that brilliant light of the

Eastern Church, taught the same truth : " If we do not repent

of our sins, and confess them, not only to God, but also to

i Nemo sibi dicat': Occulta ago, apud [Deum ago : novit Deug qui mihi

ignoscat, quid in corde meo*ago.; i Ergo sine causa dictum est: Qua solveritie

in terra solula crunt et in coeM Ergo sine causa sunt claves datic Ecclesiae

Dei ? Frustrain us Evangelium, frustramus verba Christi, promittimus vobis

quod ille negat. (Serm., cccxcii, inter Homil. i.)

' Erat gaudens cum gaudentibus.'flens cum flentibus ; si quidem quotics-

cumque i 1 Li aliquis ad percipiendam Poenitentiam lapsus suos confessus esset,

ita flebftU ut et ilium flcre compelleret ; causas autein criminum quae illi con-

fitebantur nulli nisi Domini soli, apud quern intercedebat, loquebatur. ( VU.

Amb. ad Aug., n. 30.)

3 Necessario, iis peccata aperiri debent, quibus credita est dispensatio

mystcriorum Dei. (llegul. brevioril). interrog., cclxxxviii.)

* Coll. Select. Pair., U IX.

» Sola igitur catholica Etclesia est quae verumcultum retinet. . . . Sed quia

singuli quique ccotus hareticorum se potissimum esse Christianos, et suain esse

catholicam Ecclesiam putant, sciendum est illam esse veram in qua est con-

fessio et Pcenitentia, quo: peccata et vulnera, quibus subjecta est imbecillitas

carnia, salubriter curat. (Iiutit., lib. IV, c. xvii et zxx.)
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those who can apply a remedy to them, we shall not be for

given."'

In the second century, Tertnllian, that brilliant light of the

Western Church, employed language no less formal : " Many avoid

declaring their sins, because they are more careful of their honour

than of their salvation. Herein they resemble those who, having

some secret disease, hide it from the physician and let themselves

die. Is it then better to damn yourselves by concealing your sins,

than to save yourselves by declaring them ?"'

In the first century, St. Clement, disciple and successor of St.

Peter, wrote to the Corinthians : " While we are yet in this

world, let us be converted with our whole heart; for, after we have

left it, we can no longer confess or do penance.'''

We have come at length to those who received Religion from

the mouth of the Son of God Himself. I pass over in silence the

texts of St. James and St. John which recommend confession.4 I

shall content myself with the testimony of St» Luke, who tells us

that a great number of Christians came to the feet of the Apostles

confessing and declaring their sins.5 There is allusion here to a

confession made to men, a confession to obtain the pardon of sin :

is not this sacramental confession ? The most celebrated Protes

tants have cordially admitted it.6

Lastly, the Son of God, who came down from Heaven, said to His

Apostles, and to their successors in the sacred ministry : " Whose

sins you shall forgive, they are forgiven; whose sins you shall

retain, they are retained." You see then that it is not in the

Council of Lateran, nor in any other Council, but in Heaven, in the

1 Si revelaverimus poccata nostra non solum Deo sed his qui possunt

moderi vulneribus nostris atque peccatis, delebuntur peccata nostra. (Momil.

xxxii, in Levit.,et xvii in Luc. ; id., Homil. ii, in Ps. xxxvii.)

-' Plerosque tainen hoc confcssionii opus ut publicationem sui aut suffugere,

aut de die in diem differre praaumunt, pudoris magis memores quam salutis;

relut illi qui in partibus verecundioribus corporis contractu vexatione, con-

scientiam medentium vitant; et ita cum verescentia sua pereunt, grande

plane emolument um verecundiae, occultatio delicti pollicetur! Videlicet, si

quid humaine notitiac subduxerimus, proinde et Deum colabimus? Adeoque

eiistimatio hominum et conscientia Dei comparantur? An melius est

damnatum latere, quam polam absolvi ? (De Panit., c. x, xii.)

» Quamdiu sumus in hoc mundo, malorum qua; in came gessimus ex toto

corde pesniteat, ut a Domino solvemur, dum Pccnitentia; tempus suppetit;

postquam enim e mundo migravimus, non amplius possumus ibi exomologesim

aut Posntitentiam adhucagere. (Kp. ii ad Cor., n. S.)

* 1 Joan., i, 9 ; Jac., v, 16.—The monuments of the catacombs also render

testimony to the antiquity of confession. (See, on the confessionals of apostolic

times, our Histoire dee Caiacombes, p. 217.^ 4 Act., xix, 1S.

6 Grotius, Rosenmuller, &c. (See the CaUch. de Constance, t. Ill, p. 572.)

s
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bosom of God Himself, that we find the origin of sacramental con*

fession.' Judge of the honesty and research of those impious men

who say that Innocent III. was its inventor !

More straightforward than his disciples, Voltaire himself ac

knowledged that confession reached back even to the origin of the

world. " Confession," he says, " is a divine institution, which had

its commencement nowhere but in the infinite mercy of its Author

. . . The obligation of repenting ascends to the day when man first

became guilty ; repentance alone could take the place of innocence.

When a man repents of his sins, he must begin by acknowledging

them."

In harmony with all traditions, he admits, moreover, that con

fession was practised among the Jews. "Adam," he says, "was

the first penitent : he confessed when he said of the forbidden fruit,

I did eat. On every page of the holy books we find confession,

either private or public.'" This same Voltaire declared that the

custom of confessing existed also among pagans. " Persons used

to accuse themselves," he says, "in the mysteries of Orpheus, of

Isis, of Ceres, of Samothrace. History informs us that Marcus

Aurelius, when being initiated into the mysteries of the Eleusinian

Ceres, was obliged to confess to the hierophant."

It is very remarkable that confession is one of those duties of

which we find the most striking traces in paganism. Out of a host

of testimonies that we might adduce on the subject and that may

be seen elsewhere,3 we shall content ourselves with a few words on

what used to occur among the Parsees. The custom of which we

speak is recorded in the Zend-Avesta, a work whose antiquity dates,

in the judgment of the learned, from more than four hundred

years before the Christian era. Among the Parsees were patets.

This word strictly denotes repentance. The patets are confessions

which specify all the sins that man can commit. This is the

manner in which the declarations are made: (a) the penitent comes

before the Destour, that is, the doctor of the law or the priest ;

(}) he begins with a prayer to Ormuzd and to his minister on

earth ; (c) he accompanies this prayer with a resolution of doing all

the good possible and of devoting himself entirely to God.

Then he says : " I repent of all my sins. I renounce them.

0 God ! have mercy on my body and soul in this world and the

next. I abandon every evil of thought, every evil of word, every

1 For further development, see Discussion amicale, t. Hp. 180 et seq.

' See M. Drach'n Dissertation on Confession among the Jews.
s See Hccherches sur la confession auriculaire, by M. Guilloia. This wort

is approved by Mgr. Bouvier, Bishoo of Mans : the approbation is dated 9th

July, 1836.
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evil of deed." Here follows a detailed accusation of the sins that

one may commit against God, his neighbour, and himself.

The penitent concludes: " For the sins which Ormuzd has

made known in the law, I ask pardon with sincerity of mind, in

presence of Ormuzd, the just judge—in presence of Sosiosch—in

presence of the doctor of the law." To this confession, the Parsees

attached the forgiveness of all their faults : confiding so much in it

as to order that, if they should not be able to make it at the hour

of their death, it should be made for them afterwards.'

On reading these and many other testimonies, a person is fully

convinced of the antiquity and the universality of confession. But

how could all peoples have agreed on this point, if previously it had

not been revealed that repentance alone could obtain pardon, and

that the essential mark of repentance is confession, that is to say, a

sincere and candid acknowledgment of the sins which one has com

mitted ?

Accordingly, when Our Lord came on earth, He found confes-

tion established. In laying on His disciples an obligation to

confess, He did not promulgate a new law ; He only perfected and

confirmed a law already existing : Non veni legem solvere, sed

adimplere.' As He raised the rite of marriage to the dignity of a

Sacrament, so He raised the rite of confession to a similar

dignity. He attached special graces to confession, by making it an

essential part of the Sacrament of Penance. Hence it came to pass

that the precept of confession excited no murmur among Jews or

Gentiles. Both were accustomed to it. Nothing seemed more

natural. A constant and universal tradition showed them its in

dispensable necessity.'

To dispense oneself from this law, it is therefore necessary to

scorn the authority, not only* of Jesus Christ and the Church, but

also of common sense. It is necessary, moreover, to stifle the voice

of nature, which cries aloud to the guilty : No forgiveness without

repentance, and no repentance without the acknowledgment of one's

fault.

To complete our explanation of the matter of the Sacrament of

Penance, it remains for us to speak of satisfaction. Penance is a

second Baptism, but a laborious Baptism.4 Different from the first,

in which God instantly remits all our debts, this imposes on us an

obligation ofmaki ng satisfaction : nothing more reasonable. Hence,

the Catholic Faith teaches us that satisfaction is a part of the

Sacrament of Penance.

It is defined a reparation which the sinner makes to God, by per

 

* Matt., v, 17.

* Cone. Trid., xir, c. ii.
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forming the good work/ laid on him by the confessor. The penitent

is bound to perform bis penance. He cannot change it in its essence,

nor in regard to circumstances of time or place. He should not

neglect to perform it at once ; otherwise, he exposes himself to the

danger of forgetting it or of doing it ill. The penitent ought to

accept willingly the penance that is given him. What, in point of

fact, is this slight satisfaction, when compared with his faults?

For the rest, let us mention the reason why penances are imposed.

In the converted sinner, absolution remits the guilt of his sins, and

the eternal punishment due to the mortal sins of which he has been

£uilty ; but there usually remains a temporal punishment. Thus

we see in the Holy Scripture' that, though Moses obtained for the

murmuring Israelites the pardon of their revolt, yet they were

nearly all punished with death. The eternal punishment was re

mitted, but the temporal should be endured. David had been

pardoned his sins : the prophet Nathan had, on the part of God,

assured him of it. Nevertheless, there remained a temporal punish

ment to be undergone, of which the prophet warned him in these

words : The Lord hath taken away thy sin, and thou shalt not die.

Yet, because thou hast given occasion to the enemies of the Lord to

blaspheme against Him, the child that is born to thee shall lose its

life.*

Here then is the reason why the Church has always imposed

penances on sinners reconciled by absolution. In the early ages,

these penances were very long and rigorous, as we shall see else

where. It was wished that they should bear some proportion to

the outrage which the sinner had offered to God, by rebelling against

Him.

The obligation to do penance, even after the remission of the

eternal punishment, is also a proof of the goodness of God and of

His solicitude for our salvation.

1. He wished to inspire us with a horror of sin, and to make us

understand the depth of the wound which it inflicts on the soul;

for nothing better enables us to know the violence of a disease than

the difficulty of obtaining a cure.

2. He wished to put a rein upon the impetuosity of our passions,

and to fortify us against the occasions of sin, which are so frequent

in this life.

3. He wished to purify us from the remains of sin, that is to

say, a certain spiritual tepidity, a sort of disgust for virtue, an

irregular attachment to temporal goods, a weariness in well-doing,

—sad dispositions, which are often left after the remission of the

fault.

* Num., xrr. *iReg.,T&, 13.
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1. He wished to destroy our evil habits by the practice of the

contrary virtues, and to make us pay our debts before being sum

moned before the bar of Hia dreadful justice.

5. He wished to make us conformable to Our Lord Jesus Christ,

whose whole life was spent in labours and sufferings.' If we desire

to share His glory, we must share His cross.

As to the farm of the Sacrament of Penance, it consists in the

words of the Priest: Ego te absolvo, &c. The holy Council of Trent

teaches this in express terms, following Eugenius IV., in his decree

to the Armenians.* On the one hand, these words show perfectly

all that Jesus Christ gave His Apostles power to do, when He said

to them : Whatsoever you shall loose upon earth, shall be loosed in

Heaven. On the other hand, they clearly denote the peculiar effect

of the Sacrament of Penance, which is to remove sins, the frightful

chains that hold our souls captive.

The minister of Penance is therefore exclusively a Priest or

Bishop. Him alone, and not the simple Faithful, Our Lord had in

view when He said to His Apostles : Beceive ye the Holy Ghost ;

whose sins you shall forgive, they are forgiven. Such has been:

the constant doctrine of the Catholic Church.3 The administration of

the Sacrament of Penance is a thing so delicate and serious that it

evidently requires, apart from legitimate power, such guarantees oi

virtue, of enlightenment, of discretion, as cannot be expected from

men of the world, however honourablewe may suppose them. Priests

alone, and Priests vowed to celibacy, can present these guarantees.

Though the Priest is the only lawful minister of the Sacrament

of Penance, he cannot absolve validly, unless approved for the

hearing of confessions: such has also been the constant doctrine of

the Church.4 Nothing shows us better the divine order which

reigns in this holy society. As in an army, officers have authority

over their own soldiers only, so in the Church every Bishop has

his diocese and every Priest his parish, that they may cultivate in

all its extent the vineyard of the Father of the Family, without

encroachment or confusion. That the absolution may be valid, it

must be received from a Priest empowered by a lawful Bishop to

hear confessions.

Institution of the Sacrament of Penance. On the eve of His

death the Saviour, as we have seen, had given His Apostles power

over His natural body, by telling them to consecrate bread and

wine like Him. Before ascending to the right hand of His Father,

' Gone. Trid., sess. xiv, c. Tiii.

» Doeet eancta Synodus Sacramenti Poenitentiie formam in qua priseipue

ipslus via sita est, in illiui ministri verbis poritam esse : Ego te absolvo, J c.
 

 

4 Sess. xiv, c. vii.
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wishing to give them power over His mystical body, that is to say,

over the Faithful, He breathed on them, saying : Receive ye the

Holy Ghost ; whose sins you shallforgive, they are forgiven ; whose sins

you shall retain, they are retained.' At this time it was, according to

the remark of the Council of Trent, that the Saviour instituted the

Sacrament of Penance.* It was fitting that He should institute it

only after His resurrection, for it was necessary that the Christ

should suffer and rise again from the dead, and that Penance and

the Forgiveness of Sins should then be preached in His name.»

Prayer.

0 my God! who art all love, I thank Thee for having in

stituted the Sacrament of Penance. Without this new means of

salvation, what would become of me after the shipwreck of my

innocence ?

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, 1 will

always be faithful to the duty of confession.

LESSON XL.

OUB UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY HOPE (continued.)

Effects of the Sacrament of Penance. Dispositions for receiving it. Its

Necessity. IU Liturgy. Its individual and social Advantages.

Effects of the Sacrament of Penance. Nothing sweeter or richer

in its effects than the Sacrament of Penance, (a) It remits all the

mortal and venial sins committed after Baptism, whatever their

number or enormity, (b) It remits the eternal punishment which

is due to sin, and sometimes the temporal punishment too. (e) It

causes the merit of good works which have been performed in the

state of grace, but which mortal sin has deadened, to revive : they

take back their power of conducting to eternal life.4 (rf) It restores

to man the infused and gratuitous virtues which he has lost by

sin : these virtues flow from the sanctifying grace which Penance

gives us, as the powers of the soul flow, so to speak, from the soul

' Matt., iviii, 1S. J Sess. xiv, c. i. * Luc., xxiv.

« Non enim (opera per peccatum mortificata) habont vim perducendi in

vitnm eetemam solum secundum quod nctu existunt, sed etiam postquain actu

esse desinunt, secundum quod reinanent in acceptatione divina, (S. Thorn.,

P. Ill, q. Ixxxix, art. 5.)
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itself.' («) It re-establishes us in our dignity of children of God

and heirs of the Kingdom of Heaven.' 0 abyss of mercy !

Dispositionsfor receiving it. The dispositions that are essential

for the reception of the Sacrament of Penance are sufficient in

struction and the three acts of the penitent, namely, contrition,

at least imperfect ; confession ; and satisfaction, or at least the

desire to make satisfaction. As for the dispositions which entitle

one to a greater abundance of grace, they may be reduced to a

lively faith in the efficacy of this Sacrament, a great confidence in

the mercy of God, a profound humility, and a heartfelt gratitude.

Its Necessity. The Council of Trent says that Penance is no

less necessary for salvation to those who fall after Baptism, than

Baptism to those who have not yet been regenerated.3 Hence also

the celebrated saying of St Jerome, that Penance is the second

plank after shipwreck.* Sometimes, when a vessel has foundered,

the only chance of escape from death is a plank on which one has

the good fortune to lay hold. So, after losing the innocence of

Baptism, there is no other means of salvation left than the Sacrament

of Penance, to which it is absolutely necessary to have recourse.

Such has been, as we have shown, the constant, the universal

teaching of the Catholic Faith.

Liturgy of the Sacrament of Penance. The prayers and cere

monies of confession are a new means to justify what we have said

on the efficacy of the Sacrament of Penance in reforming morals.

If any sage of antiquity had invented the tribunal of Penance, all

our modern philosophers would be lost in admiration of his wisdom :

he should be declared the prince of legislators. If he had taught

the prayers and ceremonies of confession, it would be the special

pride of our classical scholars to tell his genius in prose and verse.

These eulogies would be allowable. But no mortal will ever

deserve them : it is not thus that man invents.

Search as long as you please through the books of sages and

among the customs of nations, never shall you find anything so

touching, so paternal, so sublime, so proper to reform morals, as

the manner in which the reconciliation of man with God is effected

in the Sacrament of Penance. It is here truly that, according to

' Per Pcenitentiam remittuntur peccata. Eemissio autem peccatorum non

potest esse nisi per infusionem gratia;. Unde relinquitur quod per Pceniten-

tiam homini gratia infundatur; ex gratia autem consequenter omnes rirtutes

gratuitas, sicut ex essentia aniuioc fluunt omnes potential, ut in secunda parte

habituiu est. (P. I et II, q. cx, art. 4, ad. i.) Undo relinquitur quod per

Pcenitentiam omnes Tirtutes restituantur. {Id., id., art. 1.)

' 8. Thom., P. Ill, q. lxxxix, art. 5. 3 Sets, xxiv, etc, et can. vi.

« Secunda tabula post naufragium est Pccnitcntia. (Super not., o. iii; S.

thom., P. III, q. lxxxiv, art. 6.)
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the words of the Prophet, mercy and truth meet each other, and

justice and peace, like two sisters who have been separated for

years, embrace.' Would you like to know well how sweet is this

kiss of reconciliation, which the Creator vouchsafes to give His

creature? Compare human tribunals with the tribunal of God.

When a man has committed some public crime, human justice

despatches its officers on his track. The day is no longer bright,

the night is no longer calm, for this wretched fugitive. He is

obliged to hide himself in forests, trembling at the stir of a leaf,

till at length he is arrested. Then ho is laden with chains. Dragged

from prison to prison, he comes to the place where his sentence is

to be pronounced. On the tribunal, before which he shall shortly

appear, is written the terrible word, Justice.

The day of trial arrives. A pompous display is made. In

front of the prisoner are the judges, who can punish, but cannot

pardon, him; around him, jailers and witnesses; above him, the

emblems of death. Everything reminds him of his fate, in case he

shall be convicted. Even though he escape the scaffold, he beholds

in the dismal future a thousand ignominies, chains that he must

wear perhaps as long as he lives, separation from all that is most

dear to him in the world. And will this make him any better f

Alas, no ! Such is human justice.

Very different is divine justice.

When God punishes on earth, He never lays aside His character

of Father. Thus, a man, that is to say, one of His children, has

offended Him. God sends the offender remorse. This messenger

enters the culprit's heart, which it bitterly stings. Little by little

the rebel grows weary ; he stops; he returns to himself. A most

sweet voice is heard : it is that of repentance. Tender reminiscences

pour in upon his mind, blended with the sad thought of his present

condition. Shame and fear divide his soul, and prepare the way

for the arrival of hope. Suddenly these sweet words, like those

of a mother, a weeping mother, resound through his heart : Come

to Me, you who labour ; come, and I will refresh you and it is

even from the lips of his Judge that these words come. He fears

no more ; and, guided by remorse, repentance, and hope, he turns

his steps towards the house of God.

Before him is a tribunal on which Faith reads this consoling

inscription, Mercy.» Here, no ignominious punishment, no chains,

1 Ps. lxxxiv. , Matt., xi, 2S.

3 In many Catholic countries it is the custom to place inscriptions on tbx

confessionals. All breathe mercy and clemency, of which the Holy Tribuna •

is the seat and the Priest the minister. A celebrated Protestant, well known

by his strong prejudices against the Roman Church, could not help admiring
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no dungeons, no scaffold. At this tribunal is seated a judge who

is more than a man, but who is not an Angel : he himself requires

mercy. He is the vicar of the charity ofJesus Christ. He has the

bowels of the Saviour's compassion. There is nothing on his lips

but blessings, encouragments, and prayers. His eyes will soon flow

with tears for the guilty penitent. Here, no strange witnesses, no

angry accusers—the culprit will be his own witness, his own

accuser : everything is referred to him. If he acknowledges his

crime, he will not be punished ; ho will be forgiven.

His accusation is ready. Behold him as he approaches the

sacred Tribunal, about to find, in the humble avowal of his miseries,

tears sweeter a thousand times than all the joys of sin!

To animate his confidence, he makes on himself the adorablo

sign of the Cross ; and his heart tells him that the Son of God died

to atone for his sins. Then, addressing himself to the minister of

this God of goodness, he says : Bless me, father, for I have sinned.

Wondrous confidence ! He is guilty, and because he is guilty he

. asks a blessing. Yes, because in the eyes of God the prodigal child

who says, I have sinned, is worthy of a paternal blessing.

He calls the Priest his father : this word speaks volumes.'

Father, you who perhaps gave me the life of grace on the day of

my Baptism—who perhaps first nourished my life with the Bread

of Angels ; Father, you who have the power of restoring me to the

life of grace ; Father, bless me. And the Priest accepts this sweet

title, and shows himself truly a father. Moved by the petition of

his child, he makes the sign of the cross over him, saying : May the

Lord he in thy heart and on thy lips, that thou mayest make a sincere

andfull confession of thy sins : in the name of the Father, and of the

Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Amen. "*

The penitent begins by complying with an obligation as old as

the world. He makes the confession which Adam, the first of all

the guilty, made, and which all the imitators of his wrong-doing in

the course of ages have made, and ought to make, in order to be

forgiven. He confesses to God: / confess to Almighty God. He

these inscriptions. He took the trouble of writing down those which he met

an the confessionals of Italy. Here they are, as we find them in his works :—

Go, show yourself to the Priest.—1 will go to my Father, and say to Him :

Father, I have sinned.—They shall be loosed in Heaven.—Return, O my soul/

into thy rest.—Go in peace, and sin no more.—He who hears you hears Me.—

Come to Me, all yewhogroan under the burden of your miseries.—The just man

will reprove me with mercy.—See whether there is any way of iniquity in me,

and bring me back i»to the road of Heaven.—To hear the sighs of the captive.

(Addison, Eemarks on several parts of Italy, p. 81.)

! To feel all the effects that it produces on the soul, try to substitute for it,

SB some persons do unthinkingly, the worldly word Sir,

TO. II. S3
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does riot confine himself to this. The Angels and Saints have

known his disorders : which he acknowledges to them that he may

excite their compassion and increase his own humiliation. He

names all that is most amiable, pure, and merciful in Heaven—the

Blessed Virgin Mary; all that is most terrible to the devil, whose

yoke he wishes to throw off—the Archangel Michael; all that is

most holy among men—St. John the Baptist, whose sanctity, he

hopes, may outweigh his iniquity and touch the heart of his Judge;

all that is most mighty on earth—SS. Peter and Paul, invested

with the power to bind and to loose consciences ; in fine, all the

Saints, his friends and brethren : to blessed Mary ever Virgin, to

blessed Michael the Archangel, &c.

After invoking the whole Church in Heaven, he invokes the

Church on earth, represented by the Priest, and says: And

to you also, Father, I confess. And what is he about to confess ?

What has he so interesting to say that he calk God and Creatures,

Heaven and earth, to hear it ? I confess . . . that I have sinned :

in other words, been a most vile traitor. Has he not at least

respected some of the powers of his soul and body ? No, he has

defiled them all. In thought, word, and deed : there is nothing in

me but has been the slave of iniquity. Was it possible to place in

the mouth of a sinner any prayer better calculated to awake in his

heart a profound sense of shame and sorrow, with all the other

dispositions of sincere repentance ?

Then the penitent, as if to show the Priest that he has not

exaggerated in saying that he has offended God by thought, word,

and deed, enters into a circumstantial account of his faults. And

what an account ! 0 God, how merciful Thou art ! If a subject

were to acknowledge himself guilty of half the outrages against

his king of which man acknowledges himself guilty against Thee,

the reeking sword of justice would instantly be let fall upon his

accursed head; and Thou, 0 my God, dost listen to the con

fession with patience—what do I say ?—with kindness !

Now that the confession is ended, what will the penitent do ?

What can he do but abase himself, grow angry with himself,

acknowledge that he is deeply guilty ? He does so by striking his

breast and saying : Through myfault. I had so many motives and

so many means not to sin ! Was there anything wanting to me ?

What more could the Lord do for me than He did ? Through my

fault. It is not to the occasion, nor to the temptation, nor to the

humours of others, but only to my own malice, that I must

attribute my iniquities. Through my most grievous fault. Yea,

because I am a Christian, a beloved child of God—laden, in pre

ference to thousands of others, with the richest blessings.
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Overwhelmed with the weight of his shame, how shall he act

now ? Plunge into despair, perhaps ? Ah ! Religion inspires very

different thoughts. It tells him to pray, and he prays, saying :

Therefore I beseech the blessed Mary ever Virgin, &c. He does not

dare to address himself to God, but implores all the Saints in

Heaven and on earth, the witnesses of his crimes and his miseries,

to become his intercessors with that God whom he has so basely

offended. He also addresses himself to his father, the Priest.

This tender father, this sincere friend, hears the voice of the

penitent child. With all the fervour of his love, he says : May the

Almighty God have mercy on you, forgive you your sins, and bring

you to life everlasting. Amen. Lest this one prayer should not

suffice to appease the Lord, or to reassure the culprit, he adds

another : May the almighty and merciful Lord grant you pardon,

absolution, and remission of all your sins. Amen.

An experienced physician, the Priest then points out to the

penitent the remedies which he must employ for his cure, the pre

cautions which he must take against a relapse. The Priest next

imposes a penance on him—a penance very trifling in comparison

with his faults : but you must not forget that this is the tribunal

of mercy. Yet a moment, and the prodigal son will be restored to

all his rights. My child, says the Priest, repent—humble your

self—the atoning Blood is about to flow, upon your soul. The

penitent bows his head, and repeats in all the bitterness of his

grief the act of contrition. The Priest, on his side, invoking the

God of Goodness, whose place he holds, raises his hand and pro

nounces the omnipotent words of absolution.

"What occurs at this solemn moment? The infernal chains,

which bound the sinner, are broken; the devil quits his soul;

Hell closes beneath him ; Heaven opens above him ; his name is

written anew in the Book of Life ; his robe of innocence is restored

to him, with all his past merits ; the Adorable Trinity looks down

upon him with complacency ; the Angels leap for joy : here is a

soul as beautiful and pure as on the day of its Baptism. It can

expect everything. Already it beholds with its tear-moistened

eyes the Eucharistic banquet that awaits it at a short dis

tance, and, further on, the eternal festival of the nuptials of the

Lamb.

Happy in having brought back an erring sheep to the Divine

Shepherd, the Priest, to secure its perseverance, calls down upon

it a strengthening blessing from on high. He says: May the

Passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ, the merits of the Blessed Virgin

Mary and of all the Saints in general, all the good that you do, and

all the evil that you endure, serve to obtain for you the remission of
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your situ, to increase grace in you, and to merit for you an everlatting

reward. So be it.

What has the Priest still to do ? He began with a prayer; he

ends with a blessing. The penitent, having again become the

child of God, has now a right to the earthly inheritance of his

Heavenly Father. This inheritance is peace—a profound, interior

peace—that peace which the world cannot give—peace of

conscience, which supplies the place of everything else, and whose

place nothing else can supply. The Priest says to him: Go in

peace. Yes, all is forgotten ; you are a new man : repentance is

the brother of innocence.

The penitent withdraws. He knelt down the child of the

devil : he rises the child of God, and goes to testify in fervent

prayers his gratitude to the God of mercies. Reflecting on the

wonders which have just been wrought in him, he swears anew to

be faithful to the salutary advice that has been given him.

Jews, pagans, heretics, men of every tongue and tribe ! we

conjure you to say whether you know anything more divine, any

thing better calculated to reform the world, than such a tribunal ?

Add to this that whatever precedes or follows confession con

tributes to this reformation. Very often, before confessing, the

mere thought of doing so becomes a check to sin and an encourage

ment to virtue. One says : If I commit sin, I must confess it ;

I will do such a good work, because I must confess on such a

day.

After confession, the thoughts run thus: Yesterday or to-day I

confessed ; this is a motive not to relapse, a motive to continue in

a good course. The thought that we are in the state of grace gives

us strength and courage to lead a new and fervent life. And then

the good advice of the confessor on the means of avoiding the

occasions of sin, fulfilling the duties of one's state, overcoming

temptations, and nourishing piety, has—thanks to the blessing

with which God accompanies the words of the Priest, His minister

and representative!—a special efficacy in enlightening and en

couraging the penitent, long after quitting the confessional.

Its Benefit». It does not suffice to have shown the divinity of

the Sacrament of Penance, the necessity and the spiritual effects of

confession : we must show the immense benefits of this institution

from a social point of view.

Confession ! this is indeed the grand scarecrow for the passions,

though the grand object of ridicule for corrupt hearts. Without a

doubt there is no better means to reform manners. The proof o!"

this is very clear. When a man wishes to lead a Christian life, or

to be converted after a life of sin, he confesses. On the contrary,
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when he wishes to abandon himself to his passions, he ceases to

confess.

It is to confession that we owe in a great measure all the

sanctity, the piety, the religion, which it has pleased the infinite

goodness of God to preserve still in His Church. Is it surprising

that all the passions should hare joined in a league with the enemy

of the human race to destroy this dogma, which is as it were the

rampart of Christian virtue ? But the very violence of their

attacks is the best proof of its necessity, its efficacy, and its

advantages. '

Yes, confession is necessary for man. It cures him. Pride is

the first of our vices, the source of all our misfortunes. Pride can

not be cured but by humility, and humility cannot be acquired but

by humiliation. Now the most humiliating act that degraded man

can be obliged to perform is to give a full account of his life—of

his thoughts, of his desires, of his words : confession is this

account. Therefore, of all the means to crush our pride, the most

efficacious is confession. The New Adam loved us too well, He

had too sincere a desire of our regeneration, to spare us this salutary

remedy. This is the reason why He established and commanded

confession.

It instructs man. After consecrating him by Baptism, Con

firmation, and the Eucharist, and revealing to him the dignity of

his being and the grandeur of his destiny, the Catholic Church

continues this teaching in the quiet of the confessional. " My son,"

she says to him, " you are a mixture of what is noble and what is

base. Though you raise your head towards Heaven, your feet

touch the earth : in you is the germ of every vice as well as of every

virtue. You carry two men about with you, or rather within you :

they are always at war. I am going to put you on your guard

against that enemy who aspires to nothing but to degrade you."

How important is this revelation ! How many shoals are escaped—

how many imprudent steps avoided—how many faults, of which

even one suffices to embitter a whole life, are prevented—by con

fession 1

In the retirement of the sacred tribunal you have a wise, firm,

incorruptible, experienced friend, who casts a glance, enlightened

by Faith, into the heart of childhood, of youth, of manhood, of old

age. He has lessons of wisdom for all characters and remedies for

all evils. He sees, he unveils the hidden artifices of the passions.

He points out to the penitent a multitude of little serpents which

self-love, inexperience, levity, and pre-occupation have hiateie*3

i Catech., Cone. Trid.,axt. Conf.
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him from perceiving, and which nevertheless would very soon attain

their full growth and feast themselves on his vitals. He puts him

on his guard, whatever may he his rank or condition, against a host

of illusions and dangerous maxims. With a steady hand he draws

for every state the line of its duties, and makes the steps of man

firm in the way of virtue, which even in this life is the way of

happiness.

Who else, tell me, could supply these salutary lessons ? Not

father, nor mother, nor companion. They do not know the heart

well enough : there are secrets which man cannot and will not

reveal hut to God. How blind then, to say nothing more, are those

parents who keep their children away from confession, under the

pretext of retaining the monopoly of their confidence, of which

they imagine themselves in full possession! Ah, they little know

how the heart of man is made !

Hence, enchanted with the happy effects of confession, a philo

sopher of the last century, not likely to be suspected of partiality,

exclaimed : *' What preservative for the morals of youth like the

custom of going every month to confession !"' Shall we pass by in

silence the touching acknowledgment of a writer brought back to

virtue by misfortune ? " Oh, yes 1" wrote Silvio Pellico, lately,

" every time that in my prison I heard the tender reproaches and

noble counsels of my confessor, I burned with love of virtue, I

hated no one, I would have given my life for the least of my kind,

I blessed God for having made me a man. Miserable is he who

understands not the sublimity of confession ! Miserable is he who,

to appear raised above the vulgar crowd, thinks that he is bound

to regard it with contempt ! We may be acquainted with what is

necessary for a virtuous life ; but it is no less true that it is useful

to hear it repeated to us, and that we should not rely too much on our

own studies and reflections. The living speech of one man to another

has quite a different effect from that of reading and consideration.

The soul is tossed about no more : the impressions which it receives

are deeper. In the brother who speaks there is an animation, an

appropriateness, which is often vainly sought for in books and in

one's own thoughts.'"

Confession rehabilitates man. Not only does it instruct him in

the art of fighting his enemies, but it establishes him again in the

respect of himself and gives him the courage of virtue. See what

happens to the young man, especially at the moment when ho

commits his first sin ! How bitter, O great God, is the fruit which

ho has just tasted ! " Behold me a wreck ! I have failed in all my

t MarmonteL * Ma SHtoiu,
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promises ! My Baptismal robe is defiled ! The covenant of my

First Communion is broken ! Jesus Christ is no more in my heart !

I am no longer His child 1 I am disgraced in the eyes of the

Angela!;'

He is so too in his own eyes : he can no more look into the

depths of his soul without a blush. And hence he is sad, he is

uneasy, he is a burden to himself and to others. Night draws on,

and he is afraid to die ; day appears, and his conscience is torn

with remorse. This is what occurs to man the first time that he

falls into a grievous fault, especially after First Communion. Oh,

how much he is to be pitied !

What will become of him? The invisible tempter, Who

promised him happiness, that he might involve him in guilt,

suddenly changes his tactics. To hold him fast in evil, he repre

sents to him the enormity of the fault that has been committed by

him and the frightful depth of infamy into which it has plunged

him. He exaggerates the difficulties of obtaining pardon. Above

all, he shows him the absolute impossibility of recovering whole

and entire that virtue which has once been lost. A great weariness

of heart seizes the unhappy man : he sinks into discouragement.

New falls succeed. He despairs of being able to break his

chains. Tired of a cowardly warfare, he abandons himself to all

the fury of his passions. And now there are tears in the family,

scandals in society, shameful diseases, old age before its time,

perhaps one suicide morel Travel through city and country,

examine the secrets of life, and say is not this the record of daily

history ?

Well, this kind of helplessness in regard to virtue, to which

man is reduced by vice, ceases the moment you offer him a sure

and easy means of recovering himself, a means by which he may

find again the olden vigour of his soul. Why do infamous punish

ments—those of the convict-prison, for example—not make a man

better ? Because, instead of rehabilitating him, they disgrace him

in the eyes of society with an everlasting brand. Now a branded,

an irremediably branded life, will always be a useless or a dangerous

life. But who will give you the means of rehabilitation ? The

world ? No ; for rehabilitation is pardon, is peace with God, sealed

and notified : this is not the mission of the world.

Will you find it in religious sects, among whom sacramental

confession is suppressed ? No likelihood thereof. True : Protes

tants have preserved an acknowledgment of sins, made to God

without the aid of a tribunal or of sacramental forms. But there

is no longer any efficacious means hero which speaks to the senses,

which fills the mind and the heart with a religious confidence,
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There is no longer anything in this avowal of faults but a help

which we have already in prayer. An essential thing is wanting—

the act of divine jurisdiction to which Heaven attaches the grace

of pardon. The sentence of remission is not pronounced on the

guilty. He cannot, whatever he may do, say to himself : " To

day Heaven has forgiven me. To-day my early errors have been

forgotten. To-day the life of the immortal man again begins in

me ; it begins pure and holy ; it is given me that I may be able to

aspire to a high degree of virtue, beyond the reach of vice." 2To,

he cannot say so.

Hence an expression, which shows well the vanity of Protes

tant confession. " How happy you are," said some of our

separated brethren to us lately, " how happy you are to have it in

your power to confess !"

The lot of the young Catholic is very different. "What do I

say—the young Catholic 1 We must say the Catholic of every age,

however guilty he may be. He knows that a tribunal of mercy

has been established, where God Himself, that God whom he has

offended and with whom he must make peace, dwells in the person

of His minister. He knows that this God promises him a full and

perfect pardon. He has the consoling certainty that the word of

peace, which will resound in his ears, will be ratified in Heaven.

No doubt here, no uneasiness. He will have his pardon, his

rehabilitation, all the certainty that he can morally desire. This

certainty is his joy. It doubles his strength to begin a new life.

And so there is courage in his heart, sweet tears in his eyes, an

edifying member in the family, a useful—because a virtuous—

citizen in society.

Of these miracles of rehabilitation there is not a Priest who in

his sacerdotal career does not see and work a great many. The

better to appreciate how useful and consoling they are, we shall

adduce one instance out of a thousand.

An old cavalry officer was one day passing through a place

where Pere Brydaine was giving a mission. Anxious to hear an

orator of such great renown, he entered the church when the

missioner, after the evening exercises, was developing in the form

of an advice the advantages and the method of a good general

confession. The military man, touched, instantly resolves to con

fess. He comes to the foot of the pulpit, speaks to P. Brydaine,

and decides to remain at the mission. His confession was made

with all the sentiments of a true penitent. It seemed to him, he

said, as if an insupportable burden had been taken off his shoulders.

The day on which ho had the happiness of receiving absolution he

left the tribunal shedding tears, of which all the people were
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witnesses. Nothing was so sweet to him, he said, as those tears,

which flowed without an effort from love and gratitude. When

the holy man withdrew to the sacristy, he followed him, and there,

in presence of several missioners, the loyal and edifying officer gave

expression to his sentiments thus :—

" Gentlemen, be so good as to hear me, and you particularly,

Pere Brydaine. I have never in my life tasted pleasures so pure

and sweet as those which I have found since my return to friend

ship with my God. I do not believe that Louis XV., whom I have

served for thirty-six years, can be happier than I. No : this

prince, amid all the splendours that surround his throne, amid all

the pleasures that await him, is not so joyous, is not so content, as

I have been since I laid aside the frightful burden of my sins."

Here, falling at Brydaine's knees, and clasping his hands, he

added : " "What thanks I ought to render to my God ! He has

brought me into this country by the hand. Ah, Father ! I thought

of nothing less than that which you have made me do. I can never

forget you. I beg you to pray to the Lord that He may grant me

time to do penance : it seems to me that nothing will cost me any

thing, if He spares me."

Nothing will cost me anything ! Do you see the effects of the

words that declare to man his forgiveness ? Do you understand

the change that is wrought in him by the certainty of his rehabili

tation ? What energy for virtue ! What ardour for piety ! This

is the point at which the wisdom of the confessor is sometimes

obliged to moderate the transports of fervour. Such are the

miracles of confession. And these miracles every Priest can recount

to-day, occurring in our own century, when confession, despised, is

Bo generally neglected.

Let uB conclude from what has been said that confession, pain

ful as it appears, is nevertheless an immense benefit, and that it is

also in perfect harmony with the wants of the human heart in all

ages and among all peoples. What more natural, in effect, than

the tendency of one heart to communicate a secret to another ? The

wretched man who is torn with remorse has need of a friend, who

will hear him, console him, and sometimes guide him. "A heart

in which crime has shed its poison is sickened, is agitated, is

narrowed, until it meets with the ear of friendship, or at least that

of benevolence.'" Now, it is confession that, with its divine seal,

gives confidence.

Such are some of the benefits of confession in regard to the

individual. What shall we say of its advantages relatively io

society ?

1 H. do Maistre.
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Whence, do you think, como all the crimes that inundate the

world, disturb families, and overthrow empires ? Is it not from

the heart of man ? Is it not there that all the offences of which

we are every day the witnesses or the victims are conceived and

matured? To save society—to restore sincerity, justice, disin

terestedness, purity of manners—it is therefore necessary to begin

with making all virtues reign in the human heart. But who will

take hold of it ? Who will penetrate its inmost depths, to purify

and reform it ? Human laws may well raise some dikes against

the flood, but it is not given them to dry up the very sources of

the torrent. They may act on deeds ; but desires and thoughts,

the principles of deeds, escape them.

To Religion alone is reserved this salutary power. But how

will she exercise it ? How will she go into the recesses of the

human heart? Preaching, doubtless, is a means by which

Religion reaches the conscience of man; but a sermon, being

addressed to every one in general, is addressed to no one in particular.

The individual may take it or leave it, according to his temper or

his intelligence. Moreover, self-love, so versed in the art of

deception, often hinders us from seeing that which precisely suits

us. Many a time, even when we see it, we have not courage to

make a generous application of it to ourselves. Hence, unfortu

nately, the general uselessness of a public discourse at the present

day to reform manners.

What means, then, is left Religion to bring a remedy to our

wounds ? You have named it. You have named it with trembling,

perhaps, since you began to know how efficacious it is. This

remedy is confession. There, in that secret and sacred tribunal,

the heart wholly discovers itself. There the Priest, the man of

God, the incorruptible defender of Heaven's rights ; the Priest, the

sincere and unchangeable friend of the culprit; the Priest, the

kind physician, unites with all the means to know the disease all

the power to apply a remedy to it. He burns, he cuts, he sweeps

away, without human respect or foolish pity, the odious gangrene.

Less than anything else does he spare the delicate fibre of the

favourite passion, which, to escape destruction, hides itself under

the lowest folds of the conscience.

The evil known and acknowledged, the confessor thinks of the

cure. For the false thoughts, the irregular—consequently, the

anti-social—affections of the old man, he substitutes the true

thoughts, the virtuous—consequently, the social—affections of the

new man : in a word, he communicates to both mind and heart a

new and holy life. It is thus that confession, bringing Religion

home to the wants of each man, implants a divine life in the very
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heart of society. It is thus that in the tribunal of Fenanee the Priest

is the champion of society, the most valuable defender of its

interests, the noblest repairer of its wrongs.

Find one public or private, moral or material, interest which

confession does not protect, and protect a thousand times bettei-

than a powerful magistracy, invested with all the authority of the

laws. It protects the holy rights of parents and kings against the

insubordination of their children and subjects; the moral, and even

the physical, life of children against the negligence and the

violence of parents ; the innocence, the character, the property, the

life, the peace of all, against the guilty passions which threaten

them—passions whose germ is found in the hearts of all the

children of Adam.

Blind men ! who have the misfortune no more to confess—

fathers, mothers, rich and poor !—never will you know all that

yon owe to the tribunal of Penance. For a long time, perhaps,

dishonour would have rested on all that you hold most dear,

calumny would have blighted your name, injustice would have

possessed itself of your fortune, a cup of bitterness would have

drenched your life with sorrows—had it not been for confession.

To sum up in a few words this evidence on the social necessity

of confession, I say : No society without faith and morals, no faith

and morals without Religion, no Tteligion truly efficacious without

application to society, no truly efficacious application of Religion to

society without confession. We know to-day what must be

thought of the virtues of those "honest" people who do not confess.

Those are the honest people who have made society what it is. By

the fruits, judge the tree ! Por the rest, it is very remarkable that

all parties—indifferentists, Protestants, atheists—have only one

voice in rendering homage to confession.

In the eyes of the indifferentists, who do not practise it, it is

eminently social. They are quite well satisfied that their wives,

their children, their servants, should confess. The distance at

which they themselves live from confession is a homage which

they render to its excellence. At what period did they dispense

with its use? Was it when they became more just and pure?

Do we not know that no one quits confession unless when he

wishes to abandon himself to his inclinations and to live at liberty ?

A man, whom I will not name, said lately in the chamber of

the legislature : The nations no longer confess. You had no need

to say so ; we know it well enough. The statistics of crime, with

which you are better acquainted than any one else, have taught it

to you. This long list of misdeeds of all kinds, becoming more

numerous every year, proves to-day with aa much rigour aa the
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cogent reasoning of a geometrical problem, that crimes increase with

a nation in proportion as it ceases to confess.

How that the majority abandon this social duty, what do we

see ? Disorder everywhere : society on the brink of a volcano. If

the world confessed, should we be witnesses of such a spectacle?

You raise the cry of lamentation at the thought of the evil which

ruins you, and you drive away the remedy, you turn it into

ridicule. Suffer, then : you do not deserve to be pitied.

Protestants take the same view of confession as the indifferent-

ista. In the sixteenth century, when their fury against the

Catholic Church was just beginning, they abolished this dogma;

but in a short time public order was disturbed by all sorts of

crimes. It was then that they besought the Emperor Charles V. to

re-establish confession among them, as the only means to prevent

the total overthrow of their republic : and they were right. Even

at the present day, Anglican ministers strive to introduce again the

practice of auricular confession.

Towards the close of the seventeenth century, an illustrious

Protestant, Leibnitz, spoke thus of confession:' " We cannot deny

that this whole institution is worthy of the divine wisdom, and

assuredly there is nothing more beautiful or admirable in the

Christian Religion. Even the Chinese and Japanese were delighted

with it. As a matter of fact, the necessity of confession deters

many men from sin, especially those who are not quite hardened,

and offers great consolation to those who have fallen. Hence, I

regard a pious, grave, and prudent confessor as a great INSTRU

MENT OF THE DIVINITY FOB THE SALVATION OF SOULS. His Counsels

serve to regulate our affections, to moderate our passions, to make

us avoid the occasions of sin, to make us restore what we have

taken unjustly, to make us repair scandals, to dissipate our doubts,

to raise the drooping spirit, in fine, to cure or to sweeten all the

ills of wounded souls. If, in human affairs, one can scarcely

i Totum hoc institutum divina sapientia dignum esse negari non potest,

et si quid aliud hoc certe in christiana religions prceclarinn et laudabile eat,

quod et Sinenses ac Japonenses sunt admirati : nam et a peccatis multos

deterret confltendi neccssitas, eos maiime qui nondum obdurati sunt, et lapsis

magnam consolattonera priEStat, ut adeo putem pium, gravera et prudentem

confessarium Magnum Dei Orqanum esse ad animarum salutem ; prodest

enim consilium ejus ad regendos affectus, ad animadvertenda vitia nostra,

ad vitandas peccatorum occasions, ad restituendum ablatum, et reparandum

damnum datum, ad dubia eximenda, ad erigendam mentem nulictnm, ad omnia

denique mala aut tollenda aut mitigenda ; et cum fldeli amico vix quidquam in

rebus humanis prtestantius reperiatur quanti est, cum ipsa sacramenti divini

inviolabile religiono. ad fidem servandam opemque ferendam adatringi ?—

Xtfumvz, Systema theobgicum, d* Confessionc.



find anything more excellent than a faithful friend, what will it

be when this friend is bound by the inviolable religion of a divine

sacrament to keep faith with you and to assist you ?"

Let us now hear some of the most impious philosophers.

" There is perhaps no institution," says Voltaire, " wiser than

confession. . . Confession is an excellent thing, a rein on the worst

crimes. In the most remote antiquity, persons used to confess at

the celebration of their mysteries. . . The enemies of the Roman

Church, who have risen up against an ordinance so salutary, seem

to have taken from men the most powerful check that ever was

placed on iniquity."

The author of VHistoire Philosophique et Politique du Commerce

des Indet, although a declared enemy of all religion, could not

refuse the tribute of his praise to confession. " The Jesuits,'' he

says, " established in Paraguay the theocratical government, but

with an advantage peculiar to that Religion which formed its basis,

namely, the practice of confession. . . It alone is a substitute for

penal laws and acts as a guard on purity of manners. In Paraguay,

Religion, more powerful than the force of arms, leads the culprit to

the feet of the magistrate. There, far from striving to palliate

his crimes, repentance makes him aggravate them ; instead of

eluding punishment, he comes to ask it on his knees : the more

severe and public it is, the more it calms the conscience of the

criminal. . . The best of all governments would be a theocratical,

in which should be established the tribunal of confession."

And now, tell me, which is it more necessary to admire—the

goodness of Our Lord which established confession, or His wisdom

which rendered it obligatory? Our gratitude will become still

deeper, if we consider how easy confession is. Let us judge hereof

by the following parable.

An ordinary citizen was admitted to the court of a mighty

prince. Nothing was wanting to his happiness. Honours, riches,

pleasures, all were given him by the munificence of the monarch.

80 many benefits ought to have inspired him with a feeling of

boundless devotedness to the king. It was not so. Carried away

by some vile passion, the ungrateful man committed against his

benefactor a most heinous crime, which did not indeed find its

way to the public light, but came nevertheless to the knowledge of

the prince, with all the proofs necessary to establish its certainty.

Then the king, using his right to punish, pronounced sentence

of condemnation on the guilty. Pale, trembling, with eyes cast

down, the wretch is led to the block. Already the executioner

holds the axe over his head. There is not a gleam of hope : the

ingrate is about to die, and to bear in his death the just chastise
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ment of his offence. Suddenly a loud cry is heard: Pardon,

pardon from the king ! ! ! Do you see how this man returns as it

were to life ? He can scarcely believe his ears. His heart over

flows with joy.

The king's messenger comes close to the culprit, and says : " My

master is good. He grants you pardon, but he wishes that you

should make an acknowledgment of your crime to one of his

ministers, without omitting the least circumstance concerning it.

This is the only condition that his generosity imposes on you :

choose between it and death." Hear how the culprit, transported

with a new joy, exclaims : "Ah! show me this minister. I am

ready to acknowledge all. I have only one fear : it is lest the

king should retract what he has donel"

He is still speaking when a second messenger arrives, crying

out : Pardon, pardon from the king ! ! ! He comes close to the

culprit, and says : " My master is good, and, as a proof of his

clemency, he permits you to choose among all his ministers the one

in whom you feel the greatest confidence." Tender tears fall from

the culprit's eyes.

Before he is able to speak, a third messenger arrives, crying out :

Pardon, pardon from the king ! ! ! He comes close to the culprit,

and says : " My master is good. He not only permits you to

choose among all his ministers the one in whom you feel the

greatest confidence, but he moreover imposes on the minister of

your choice an absolute silence regarding all that you shall confide

to him, under pain of coming himself to take your place on the

scaffold. If you accept the offer, the king forgets your fault for

ever, restores you to his good graces and your former honours,

and fixes your place again in his palace, on the steps of his

throne."

Judge ofthe prisoner's new transports in regard to this generous

monarch, and of the blessings that are invoked on him by the

multitude. The application is easy. Here you have the whole

history of confession. Who will now dare to say that confession is

a painful task ?

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having so often

received me to penance with so much mercy. I beg of Thee the

grace to preserve till my last breath the innocence which I have

recovered.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love,

/ will perform my penance with much fervour.
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LESSON XLI.

OTTB TOION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY HOPE {continued).

What Indulgences are. The Power to grant them: They are useful. They

are unassailable in the eyes of reason. Treasury of Indulgences. Plenary

and Partial Indulgences. What must be done to gain them. Motives

for endeavouring to gain them. The meaning of a Jubilee.

The number and the enormity of our faults, and the rigour of the

penances that should he done to expiate them, would naturally cast

us into a state of dejection. Our Heavenly Father found a means

to suit the weakness of His children, and at the same time to pre

serve the rights of His justice : we allude to indulgences. Here

we meet with one of the most beautiful dogmas of Christianity, and

yet one of the least understood, perhaps one of the most calumniated.

To vindicate it, we need only tell what it is : we proceed to do so.

1. What are indulgences ?—In a family, a child disobeys. Its

father imposes a penance on it. The culprit makes it a duty to

perform the penance, when its mother, brother, or sister comes to

beg pardon for it. The father is moved, and forgives in consideration

of the petition that has been addressed to him : this father grants

an indulgence. In a kingdom, a man becomes guilty of a crime.

The laws condemn him to death. He is about to mount the seal" H,

when some illustrious personage comes to cast himself at the fact

of the monarch and to implore pardon for the criminal. The king

is moved; the culprit is spared: the king grants an indulgence.

In the person of Adam, the whole human race rebels against

God. It is condemned to everlasting death. Immediately the

Son of (iod presents Himself and implores pardon, offering to die

in our stead. The Eternal Father accepts the offer, and man is

spared : God grants an indulgence.

Based on this mystery, the whole of Christianity is but one great

indulgence, granted to the guilty human race, in consideration of the

Just Man by excellence, who was voluntarily immolatedfor a sinful

world. As we perceive, an indulgence in general is a reversion of

the merits of the just to the guilty; it is the source, at once con

soling and terrible, of that fraternity which binds all men together ;

it is the basis of societies, and the very essence of Christianity.

Let us now descend from these heights, and see what we must

understand by indulgences properly so called, of which we have to

speak.

Theology calls an indulgence the remission of a temporal punish

ment which remains to be undergone after the remission of the eternal
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punishment ;' and tells us that it is granted outside the Sacrament of

Petiance by the application of the merits of Jesus Christ and His

Saints.

To understand the nature and the effects of indulgences, wc

must remember that every sin must be punished either in this life

or in the next. If the sin is mortal, it must be punished in the next

life with an eternal punishment, irrespective of all temporal

punishments; if it is only venial, it must be punished with a

temporal punishment either here or in Purgatory. We must also

remember that after the remission, in the Sacrament of Penance,

either of venial sin or of mortal sin and the eternal punish

ment due to mortal sin, there too often remains a temporal

punishment to be undergone. This case occurs, when a person has

not those perfect dispositions of contrition and charity which

exclude every affection to sin and fully justify us before God.

That, in remitting sin and its eternal punishment, God does

not always remit the temporal punishment which it deserves, is a

truth made evident by the conduct of God Himself towards the

most illustrious penitents. Adam becomes guilty. God remits his

fault, and the eternal punishment which it deserves. Neverthe

less, He does not exempt Adam from the temporal punishments due

to his sin. He lays upon him the hard obligation of eating his

bread in the sweat of his brow, as well as the sad necessity of

passing on to death through a sea of sufferings.

The Israelites are absolved from their murmurs. Nevertheless,

they shall bear the punishment thereof. David is pardoned his

double crime. Nevertheless, he shall undergo a temporal punish

ment. In this conduct, let us recognise the wise solicitude of Our

Heavenly Father. " To show to the sinner," says St. Augustine,

"the greatness of the evil which he has committed and of the

chastisement which he deserves, to correct a nature always ready

to fall, and to exercise that patience which is so necessary for us,

God permits temporal punishments to afflict man, even after he has

ceased to be given over, for his faults, to an eternity of torments."

2. Who can grant indulgences ?—But these temporal punish

ments—is it really necessary that we should undergo them, in all

their extent and rigour, either here or in Purgatory ? Faith teaches

us that the Church received from Our Lord Jesus Christ the power

to sweeten them—a consoling power, which we gratefully place

' Indulgentia est gratia, qua certo aliquo opere, quod concedens prascribit,

priestito, debita Deo poena temporalis (non autem culpa) extra Sacramentum,

sacrificium et martyrium, per applicntionem satisfactionum Cbriati et

Sanctorum remittitur. (S, Alpb., lib. VI, Tract, it, n. 531 ; Ferraris, art.

Indulg.)
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among the signal benefits of the Divine Mediator—a sacred dogma,

which rests, like Religion itself, on immovable foundations.

The father in his family, the king in his kingdom, enjoys tho

grand prerogative of showing mercy. Why should not the Church,

our mother and our queen, enjoy it with regard to her children ?

Could the Son of God, who founded the Church, have failed in tho

power or the will to grant it ? In the power ? There is nothing

to show it. In the will '/ There is nothing to show it. In point

of fact, the Saviour gave the Church the power of granting in

dulgences when He said to St. Peter : / will give you the keys of the

kingdom of Heaven : whatsoever you shall bind on earth, shall be

bound in Heaven ; and whatsoever you shall loose on earth, shall be

loosed in Heaven.'

This promise is general, and admits of no exception. Where

fore we reason thus. The Church, in the person of St. Peter,

received from the Son of God the power to open Heaven to repentant

sinners. Sho has therefore the power to remove all the obstacles

that may oppose their entrance. Now, the temporal punishments

which remain to be undergone after the remission of the eternal

punishment are so many obstacles which prevent converted sinners

from entering Heaven, whither no one can have access before the

payment of the last farthing due to tho Divine Justice. The Church

has therefore received the power to remit these punishments ; con

sequently, to grant indulgences. Besides, he who can do more, can

also do less. The Church has received the power to remit sins ;

with much greater reason, therefore, can she remit the punish

ment due to sins.

Another proof that the Church holds from Our Lord the power

to grant indulgences, is the conduct of the Apostles. Instructed by

their Divine Master Himself, they made use of this power. St. Paul

had preached the Gospel at Corinth ; he had formed a flourishing

Church there. Called by his zeal to other provinces, he learns that

one of his neophytes has committed a great crime. Immediately he

writes to the church of Corinth to cast him out from her pale.'

He is informed that the culprit repents. Touched with compassion,

the Apostle writes a second letter, in which he says that he con

sents to grant an indulgence to this wandering but penitent sheep,

lest an excessive sadness should lead it to despair. He adds : If 1

do so, it is for your sakes, and as the representative of Jesus Christ.7

St. Paul therefore believed that the Son of God had given to Hi*

Apostles, and consequently to His Church, the power to show

mercy to sinners, in consideration of the prayers and merits of

Matt., xvi, 19.

vol. ti .

' 1 Cor., v. 2 Cor., it, 10.

31
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their innocent brethren : that is to say, the power to grant in

dulgences. Do those heretics and infidels who dare to deny this

right to the Church flatter themselves that perchance they know

the intentions of Jesus Christ better than St. Paul, and can

determine with greater precision the extent of the powers which

He left to His Church ? Did not the great enemy of indulgences

in modern times say, before being condemned by the Sovereign

Pontiff, If any one deny the truth of the Pope's indulgencet, let him

be anathema ?

A third proof is the conduct of the successors of the Apostles.

From the first ages, Bishops have been in the constant habit of

granting indulgences. In the third century the Montanists, and in

the fourth the Novatians, were moved by a false zeal to rise against

the facility with which the Pastors of the Church received sinners

to penance and gave them absolution and Communion. To put an

end to their clamours, the rigour of the penances that were imposed

on sinners before reconciling them to the Church was carried much

further. But the Pastors, in spite of the obstinacy of the heretics,

continued to use indulgences.' The fervour of penitents, the

approach of persecution, or the request of martyrs, supplied a

motive for their paternal and salutary conduct.

Like Jesus Christ at the moment of expiring, the martyrs, ready

to suffer death, turned their tender looks once more towards their

brethren, and asked pardon for them. If they knew how to write,

they put the names of their friends on a billet, which was called

the Martyr's Billet. If they could not write, they contented them

selves with mentioning them to the Deacons by whom they were

visited in their prisons. The Deacons bore these billets or verbal

recommendations to the Bishops. Whether to honour the constancy

of the martyrs, or because all spiritual goods are common among

the children of the Church, the Bishops judged with reason that

the merits of the martyrs might lawfully be applied to the peni

tents for whom intercession had kindly been made by them, and

they shortened the term of their penance.*

After the conversion of the emperors, there were no more

martyrs to intercede in favour of penitents. For all that, no one

supposed that the source of the Church's riches was exhausted or

diminished. We shall presently see that this source is inexhaustible.

It is therefore a truth of Faith, established on the words of Our

Lord Himself, on the example of the Apostles, and on the tradition

' They were authorised bv the canons of the Councils of Nice, Ancyra,

Ler da, &e. St. Basil, St. Chryscstoin, &c., opprovo of this conduct.

» Oypr., Ep., x, xi, xii, xiii] xxiii
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of all ages, that the Church has power to grant indulgences.

Hence, the Holy Council of Trent pronounces anathema against

any one who should dare to say that indulgences are useless, or that

the Church has not the power to grant them.'

3. What is the use of indulgences?—It is certain that an in

dulgence, granted with that discretion which always so eminently

distinguishes the infallible Spouse of Jesus Christ, turns to the

advantage of the Faithful. It is for living saints a powerful in

centive to multiply their good works ; for sinners a motive of

confidence in the Communion of Saints, and an engagement to avoid

all the sins that incur excommunication: for both classes, an

admirable bond of fraternal charity.

It would therefore be an error to imagine that indulgences lead

to tepidity and depravity. Never have they authorised a penitent

to refuse the penance imposed on him by a confessor, or to dispense

himself from a restitution or a reparation which he could make.

The object of indulgences has always been to supply for penances

omitted, ill-accomplished, or too light in comparison with the

immensity of faults. Here is the tenor of the Church's words

to the sinner on whom she bestows this favour: " You owe much,

and you have nothing or almost nothing to pay it ; but, if you do

such a thing, you shall be acquitted." It is thus that a father or a

king commutes the punishment merited by a disobedient child or a

rebellious subject.

Acting in this manner, the Church only follows the example of God

Himself. What, in effect, as we have already said, is Christianity—

•what is the Redemption of Jesus Christ, the first foundation of our

Faith—but a great indulgence, granted to guilty man in considera

tion of this innocent Victim ? Hence, the dogma of indulgences

touches the very essence of religion. For the indulgences which

the Church grants are only a particular application of that great

indulgence which is the basis of Christianity.

4. Is the dogma of indulgences agreeable to reason ?—Nothing

can be more agreeable to reason, for nothing reconciles more

admirably the rights of the Divine Justice and Mercy. God can no

more allow a sin to pass without punishment than a good work

without reward; and it is strictly necessary that every sin

should be punished as much as it deserves.' His mercy therefore

does not consist in showing impunity to the culprit, but, as the

dogma of indulgences teaches us, in receiving, as a payment of what

is due to Him, the satisfaction of Jesus Christ and the Saints.

i Sean, xv, c. xxiii.

: Aug., lib. Ill, de lib, Arbit., c. ix et x ; id., de Natur. Bont, c. vii.—

Anaelui., lib. I, cur Deus homo, cap, ii, xx, xxiii, xxiv.
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5. What is the treasury of indulgences ?—The preceding ideas

suppose that there are superabundant satisfactions in the Church,

and that these satisfactions may be applied to the Faithful : a two

fold supposition, a twofold reality.

First, there are superabundant satisfactions in the Church. In

effect, all good works performed in the state of grace are at the

same time impetratory, meritorious, and satisfactory ; they obtain

grace, they merit glory, and they expiate sin. The actions of Our

Lord, who was the Model of all the Saints, gained Him the graces

of salvation for mankind and the highest degree of glory for His

humanity, while they at the same time effaced the sins of the world.

Similarly, the just man who performs a good work adds another

pearl to his crown, receives a new grace, aud also atones for

some of his sins. But if the just man has no sins to atone for, or

if the merit of his good work exceeds his debt, his good action only

obtains a part of its reward. In so far as it is expiatory, it remains

deprived of its effect. Before God, who is justice itself, this kind

of merit cannot be lost.

So much being laid down, it is certain that the satisfactions of

Our Lord vastly outweigh the sins of the world. They are infinite :

the latter are not so. Hence the memorable words of Pope

Clement VI., which so admirably explain the thoughts of the

Church on indulgences : " The Saviour, immolated on the altar of

the Cross, did not shed merely one drop of His blood, which never

theless, on account of the dignity of His person, would have

sufficed for the redemption of the human race, but He shed it all. . .

How great, then, that so many merits should- not be useless and un

profitable, must be the treasure of graces which He acquired for the

Church militant ! This treasure He did not bury in a field : He

gave to the Prince of the Apostles and his successors the power to

distribute its riches among the Faithful.'"

It is also certain that the Saints made many superabundant

i TJnigenitus Dei Filius. . . pretioao sanguine nos redemit, quera in ara

Cruris iunocens immolatue, non guttam sanguinis modicum, que tamen

propter unionem ad Verbum pro redemptions totius humani generis suffecdsset,

Bed copiose, velut quoddam profluvium noscitur effudisse. . . Quantum ergo

exindo ut nec supervucua, inanis et superflua tantas effusionis miseratin

redderetur, thesaurum militanti ecclesia; acquisivit, Tolens suis thesauriz&re

liliis plus Pater, ut sic sit inunitus thesaurus hominibus quo qui usi

sunt, Dei araioitiao participes sunt offecti. Qucm quidem thesaurum,

non in sudnrio repositum, non in agro abscondituin, aed per B. Petrum

Coeli clavigerum, ejusque successorcs, suos in tcrris vicanos, coin-

inisit fidelibus salubritcr dispensandum, et propriis et rationalibus rausij,

nunc pro total i, nunc pro partiali reiuisaione poena! temporalis pro percati*

debitx, tam generaliter.quam specialiter ( prout cum Deo expediro cognoscerent )

rere pcenitentibue ct conl'essis uiisericorditcr applicanduro. (Extravag.

Unigtititus, Sk.) • .
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satisfactions. Can this be denied of the Blessed Virgin, who, free

from every shadow of sin, nevertheless suffered so much? Can it

be denied of so many martyrs, who, from the sacred font of

Baptism in which they had just been purified, only made one step

to the scaffold on which they consummated their sacrifice ? Can

it be denied of so many other Saints who, hardly guilty of a few

trivial faults, spent their lives in every species of austerity and

privation? Such, besides, is the doctrine of the Church.* Hence,

the treasury of indulgences is filled with the superabundant merits

of Our Lord Jesus Christ, the Holy Virgin, and the Saints. It is

inexhaustible, since the merits of the Saviour are infinite.

We said that these merits might be applied to the Faithful, and

we have established our statement by showing that the Church has

power to grant indulgences. Let us add that justice requires it to

be so. Would it not be strange that in so perfect a society as the

Church, so rich a treasure should be allowed to lie untouched?

Would God leave the immense merits of Our Lord and the Saints

useless ? Yet He cannot turn them to the service of His Son or

His Saints, since they have no personal debts to pay it is

therefore fitting that He should employ them in favour of His

needy children : such has been the conduct, from the beginning of

the world, of the Divine Father of the Family.

In the terrestrial paradise. He accepts the mediation of His

Son on behalf of guilty man. Under the Old Covenant, we often

see Him pardoning the greatest sinners—though they only perform

slight penances—when some holy personage offers his satisfactions

for them. He pardons the rebellious Israelites for the sake of

Moses, His servant. He would have pardoned, at the prayer of

Abraham, five infamous cities, if He could only have found

therein ten just men. Finally, He pardons the profaner, Heliodorus,

in consideration of the High-Priest, Onias. Under the New

Covenant, He graciously multiplies the merits of the Saints, that

they may be applied to us by means of indulgences.

6. What is to be understood by a plenary indulgence and a

partial indulgence ?—The remission of the temporal punishment due

to our sins is not always granted us in the same measure. Some

times it is full and entire, at other times it is not so. Hence

plenary and partial indulgences.

A plenary indulgence is a remission, not only of all sacramental

and canonical penances, but also of all the pains of Purgatory.'

i Extravag. Unigenittts, &c.

9 lndulgentia plenaria ca est qua non tantum pemitentiam injtinctam per

confessarium, vcl canones, ant secundum hos injungi debitam, sal etiam omnem

Purgatcrrii pcenam tollit. (S. Alpb., lib. VI, Tract, iv, n. 535, p. 264,j—

Ferraris, art. Indulg., art. 3, p. 231.)
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Hence, the Christian who is so happy as to gain a plenary in

dulgence in all its fulness becomes as pure as the child that is

lifted from the Baptismal font. If he dies in this happy state, he

ascends straight to Heaven without passing through Purgatory.'

Do you know any truth more consoling ?

But, you will say, he who gains in all its fulness a plenary

indulgence for the departed, is therefore sure to deliver from

Purgatory the soul to which he applies it. No, he is not sure, and

here is the reason. A soul may be detained in Purgatory either

for venial sins that have not been remitted or, if they have been

remitted, to undergo the punishments due to them, as well as to

mortal sins forgiven in the Sacrament of Penance. If the soul is

detained for venial sins that have not been remitted, the indulgence

cannot deliver it. And why ? Because an indulgence remits

neither mortal nor venial sin, but only the punishment due to sin.

When, in the formula or the concession of an indulgence, it is said

that he who gains it shall obtain the remission of all his sins, remit-

tionem omnium peccatorum, this must be understood of all the

temporal punishments due to his sins.* If the soul is detained only

to undergo temporal punishments, it will infallibly be delivered,3

unless God, in the counsels of His justice, judges it proper not to

apply the whole benefit to it.4 Let us add that it is very difficult

to know whether we have gained an indulgence in all its fulness.

Hence, we do well in applying indulgences as often as possible to

the souls that are dear to us.

As for partial indulgences—of seven years or seven quarantines,

for example—they remit the punishment which would be effaced by

seven years or seven times forty days of public penance, imposed in

the early ages of the Church ; but this does not mean that they

diminish by seven years or seven times forty days the pains of

Purgatory.5 To excite in us a lively desire of gaining them, it

suffices to know that they diminish those pains in the measure

fixed by the merciful wisdom of the Supreme Judge. It is now

time to pass on to the seventh question, which we shall answer in

a few words.

' RaccoltA di indulgence, Ac. (Soma, 1841, p. 16.)

> Ferraris, art. Indulg., p. 232. » Id., p. 221.

' Raccoltd, Ac. (Pref., p. xTi.)

' Indulgentia alia est partialis, qualis est unius, rol aliquot annorum ; item

scptenae, quadragenae, etc. Per quas non significatur tolli tnntam durationein

l'urgatorii, sed Utntam poenam remitti, quanta deleretur per jejuuium unius,

aut aliquot annorum, aut quadraginta dierum in pane et aqua, secundum

canones oliin imponi solitum. (S. Alph., n. 535; Ferraris, 223.)—We may

remark with St. Antoninus that the number seven is often employed about in

dulgences, in opposition to the seven deadly sins.
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7. What must be done to gain indulgences ?—As we have

just shown, indulgences are an immense benefit, whether for

ourselves or for the souls in Purgatory. That which enhances

their value, while it splendidly manifests the infinite goodness

of our Heavenly Father, is the facility with which they may be

gained.

Facility in the acts that are required of us. Sometimes it is a

short prayer ; sometimes, a visit to a church. At other times it is

the possession of a cross or a medal, accompanied with certain pious

acts, which learned and ignorant, old and young, may alike per

form. Thus, indulgences are attached to the beads, to the acts of

the theological virtues, to the litanies of the Holy Name of

Jesus and the Blessed Virgin, to the Angelus, to the Sign of the

Cross, and to a multitude of other prayers, which we know

by heart, or which may be found in the most widely-spread

books.

Indulgences are also attached to different societies of the Blessed

Virgin, the Blessed Sacrament, the Sacred Heart, the Catechism,

the Souls in Purgatory, the Rosary, the Scapular, the Propagation

of the Faith. Daily meditation, the pious accompaniment of the

Holy Sacrament when it is borne to the sick, as well as the greater

number of spiritual and corporal acts of charity towards the neigh

bour, are other sources of indulgences.

Facility in the manner of performing the prescribed acts. Let

us first remark that indulgences are goods which belong to the

Church. To enjoy them it is necessary to be a member of this

holy association : it is necessary to be baptised. These goods are

intended to pay our debts : it is therefore necessary to have con

tracted some—it is necessary to have committed faults. Hence,

children without sin cannot gain them for themselves. The Faith

ful Departed, not ceasing to be members of the Church, may also

derive profit from indulgences. For this, however, it is necessary

that the Sovereign Pontiff should say that such an indulgence is

applicable to the souls in Purgatory, because it is his office to

regulate the dispensation of the merits of Our Lord and the Saints.

It is necessary, moreover, that the Faithful should have the inten

tion of so applying them.

This being settled, to gain indulgences it is necessary (a) to do

what is required for the purpose at the time and in the manner

appointed, and according to the intention of him who grants the

indulgence; (i) to do it entirely and by oneself; (c) to be in the

state of grace, at least when one performs the last action pre

scribed, because the punishment which is due to sin cannot be

remitted before the sin itself is remitted ; (d) to have an intention
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nt least habitual and interpretative, of gaining the indulgence.'

To fulfil this last condition, we may direct our intention in the

morning thus: " My God ! I have the intention of gaining all the

indulgences attached to the good works which I shall perform

during the course of this day."

Here we must make four important observations—on Confes

sion, Communion, prayers, and objects indulgenced.

I. Persons, who are in the holy habit of confessing once a week,

may gain all the indulgences that arise during the course of the

week, provided they persevere in the state of grace.* We must

except, however, the indulgences of a jubilee, or those to which

confession is attached, as an essential part of the good works to be

performed.»

II. When Communion is prescribed to gain some plenary in

dulgence in particular, it may be made on the eve of the feast fixed

for the indulgence.

III. Though one is obliged to perform by himself the good works

prescribed, yet the Holy See has declared that persons who recite

these prayers alternately with others gain the indulgences.

IV. To gain the indulgences attached to beads, crucifixes,

medals, it is necessary either to bear these objects on one's person,

yet without holding them in the hand,* or to have them at home

The prayers, prescribed as conditions for gaining the aforesaid

indulgences, ought to be recited while one bears the medals, &c.,

on him, or, if he does not so bear them, while he keeps them in his

bedroom, or in some other decent part of the house; or they may be

recited before these objects. Finally, these objects cannot be given,

or sold, or lent to others, for the purpose of gaining indulgences,

without immediately causing them to lose this power.

What can be simpler or easier than these conditions ? To fulfil

them, we need only wish it. But, though they were as difficult as

they are far from difficult, we ought not to shrink at any

sacrifice, considering the immense advantages which indulgences

procure us.

8. What motives have we to gain indulgences for ourselves or

for the departed?—Is there anyone among us who, looking over

1 Ferraris, p, 22S.—Etsi in opere pnestito non habueris intentionem con-

sequendi indufgentios. . . et videtur certum si habueris interpretatiFam.

(S. Alph., n. 5, 34, p. 261.)—Tho interpretatire intention consists in a dis

position to gain indulgences, without there being any intention, actual, virtual,

or eren implicit, on the part of the will. (Mgr. Gousset, t. I, P. 20. See

Jiaccoltd, &c., p. 23.)
a In some dioceses, by virtue of an apostolic indult, persons who confess

twico a month may gain them. 3 Itaccoltii, six. * liaccolttt, 552.
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his life with the eye of Faith, must not say in the words of the

Prophet Isaias, My life is like a piece of dirty linen—so deeply

are all my good works themselves stained with imperfections ?' Is

there anyone who must not add with David, My iniquities are

gone over my head ?* Who will not ask like the same Prophet,

How can I find out the number or the greatness of my faults ?3

What period of our life had not, has not, its special stains ? Of

the Ten Commandments of God, which one have we constantly

respected ? What do I say ? Which one have we not broken—

broken often, in thought, word, deed, or omission ? Have the

Commandments of the Church obtained from us a more religious

regard ? Alas I have we not burst through them with greater

facility than those of God ? Such is the unfortunately too truthful

picture of our life.

On the other hand, what penance have we done for so many

sins ? With what penance are we at present engaged ? Do we

impose voluntary mortifications and austerities on ourselves, to

satisfy the Divine Justice ? What is the penance given us in the

tribunal of reconciliation ? Is it proportioned to the number and

the enormity of our offences ? With what fervour do we perform

it ? Do we accept, I will not say with gratitude, but with resig

nation, the crosses which God in His mercy sends us ? Are they

not only rendered useless, but even made an occasion of new faults,

by the complaints and murmurs, the sadness and impatience, with

which we endure them ?

All this means that we are laden with debts, that we contract

new ones every day, and that we scarcely pay anything of what

we owe. Yet God is a creditor with whom no one ever becomes

bankrupt. It is in vain for. us to think otherwise : every sin will

be punished, and punished as it deserves, in this world or in the

next.

Hence, as we do nothing or almost nothing to lessen our debt,

it is evident that, far from trying to avert or escape them, we

labour for public and private calamities in this world, for revolu

tions, for scourges, for diseases, for afflictions of every kind, which

are the wages of sin ; it is also evident that we labour for many

sorrows in the next world—and the most favourable condition that

we can expect is the fire of Purgatory, with torments whose

duration is unknown to us and whose rigour exceeds imagination.

It is ourselves who act in this manner, we who fear so much to

suffer anything !

' Quasi panmis menstruate universal justitiai nostra. (Isa., buv, 6.)

3 Iniquitates mere supergressfc sunt caput meum. (Ps. xxxTii.)

3 Delicto quia intelligit 1 (l's. xviii.)
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To force ourselves to gain indulgences is useful, not only for the

discharge of our old debts, but for the avoidance of new ones ; not

only to shut the doors of Purgatory, but to open those of Heaven.

You know that, to gain an indulgence, it is necessary to be in the

state of grace. Now, what motive so powerful to retain us in or

restore us to this happy state, as the salutary thought of obtaining

an indulgence? The more value we attach to this favour, the

greater efforts shall we make to fulfil its conditions, without which

we cannot deserve it.

Far, then, from inducing laxity, as certain heretics have pre

tended, and as some bad Catholics repeat, the dogma of indulgences,

properly understood, is alone sufficient to raise all Christians to the

highest degree of fervour, to people Heaven with blessed souls.

Such are the reasons that urge us to gain indulgences for ourselves :

no less powerful are those that urge us to gain them for the souls

in Purgatory. r

Lord, come and see, said the sister of Lazarus to the Saviour, and

she led Him to the entrance of the sepulchre in which her brother

had lain for four days. And the Saviour wept, and He raised His

friend to life. I will say the same to you, my brother, my sister—

vent et vide. Come to the threshold of Purgatory, and see in the

devouring flames your father, your mother, your brother, your

sister, who raise their suppliant hands to you and beseech you to

deliver them. They have been there, not for four days, but per

haps for several months, and it may be that they are condemned to

remain there, one ten years, another twenty years, others a still

longer time.

You may sweeten and shorten their sufferings, reduce them per

haps to nothing: To attain this end, it suffices to gain for them

the indulgences which the Church offers you with so much

liberality and on such easy terms. And yet you refuse! And

after this you will pour out your sighs and lamentations for them,

array yourself in garments of mourning, and speak of your affection

for those whom you have lost. Pagan sorrow, hypocritical mourn

ing, false affection!

True love, says the Saviour, does not consist in vain words. It

consists in positive acts. If you love your departed ones, prove it

by comforting them. If not, I will not ask you whether you have

Charity: it is demonstrated that you have not. But I will ask

you whether you have Faith. When we consider the wondrous

influence that the dogma of indulgences exercised on Christian ages;

when we see Europe, with its kings, its warriors, its whole popu

lations, rising oftentimes at the announcement of an indulgence;

when we reflect that the most splendid temple in the world was
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built by an indulgence,' that all Christian countries are covered with

convents, churches, innumerable noble monuments, through in

dulgences, that St. Francis Xavier knew of no more powerful means

to draw the peoples of India from the abyss of vice than the

promise of an indulgence : when we ponder over these great truths,

and behold the fatal indifference with which so many persons at

the present day regard these inestimable favours, a most bitter

sorrow fills our souls. We ask, without daring to answer our

question, if the world has still any Faith.

Let us suppose that we go to visit an immense prison, whose

numerous inmates are laden with chains. They are all condemned

to dreadful punishments—some for ten, others for twenty, others

for forty years. We say to them : The king, in his bounty, wishes

much to lessen your punishments, and even if possible to condone

them altogether. He will do so on condition that you say such a

prayer, or perform such an act of piety, very short and very easy.

If you agree, the gates of the prison will be thrown open to you :

you shall again see your parents, your friends, your families.

Would a single one of these prisoners refuse a condition so

advantageous ? Well, these prisoners are ourselves : we are the

debtors of God's justice. The prison is Purgatory : the pains of

this world are nothing in comparison with what must be endured

there. It is proposed to deliver us on very easy terms, and we will

not accept the offer ! Or if we accept it, we fulfil our part of the

agreement with scandalous negligence ! Are we in our senses ? If

hereafter we pine through long years in the flames of Purgatory,

will it not be through our own great fault ?

Let us, in conclusion, speak of the great indulgence of the

Catholic Church—the Jubilee.

The Jubilee is a plenary indulgence to which are added several

extraordinary privileges, (a) It is given to the universal Church,

while other plenary indulgences are only for a portion of the flock

of Jesus Christ, (i) Approved confessors have the power of

absolving from all censures and reserved cases ; and of commuting

vows, as well as the works prescribed for gaining the Jubilee, to

those who cannot accomplish them. These works are usually

seven in number : procession, visiting of churches, prayer in churches,

confession, communion, fasting, and alms-giving.

During the Jubilee all the ordinary indulgences are suspended, the

following and a few others are usually excepted: indulgences granted

for the hour of death ; those which are attached to the recital of the

i See also, regarding what occurs on the day of the plenary indulgence at

Notre-Damo dei Anges, the Vie dc miin Francois d'Assise, by M. Chavin. 182.
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Angelus, to the pious action of accompanying the Blessed Sacra

ment to the sick, to altars privileged for the departed ; and those

which are granted directly in favour of the souls in Purgatory.'

The Jubilee, properly so called, or the Great Jubilee, is that

which returns every twenty-five years, and the year in which it

occurs is called the holy year. Oh, yes ! a holy year indeed,

because the Church makes to us therein a singular application of

the merits of Jesus Christ, the inexhaustible Source of all sanctity,

and because it is more than any other time a time of grace, a time

of the Lord's clemency and liberality.

The word Jubilee means dismissal or remission. Among the

Jews, it was the name of every fiftieth year. On the return of this

happy year, all prisoners and slaves were restored to liberty, in

heritances sold were given back to their former masters, debts were

annulled, and the land remained uncultivated. It was a year of

pardon and rest.* Now, the Jubilee of the Old Law was only a

figure of that of the New. The Jubilee of Christianity forgives the

spiritual debts with which sinners are laden ; it sets free the

prisoners and slaves of the devil ; it enables us to recover possession

of the spiritual goods which we have lost by sin.

Finally, according to the intention of the Church, this year

ought to be a time of holy rest, during which, forgetful of earthly

cares, we should occupy ourselves in silence with our eternal years.

Thus, the Jubilee reminds Christians that their Religion dates from

the first days of the world, that it is the accomplishment of the

Mosaic figures, and that they are the children of the God of Israel,

and the true heirs of the promises made to the Patriarchs.

It awakes, too, the memory of ancient piety. This admirable

institution is derived from a period far more remote than is generally

believed. Pope Boniface VIII., to whom it is attributed, in the

beginning of the fourteenth century, did but regulate a custom

already old. History tells us that, in the first days of the year in

which the Pope issued his bull on the Jubilee, the inhabitants of

Rome, and after them strangers, most eagerly visited the Basilica

of the Vatican, to gain the indulgence which was to be obtained

there every hundred years, according to the tradition of the Ancients.»

Clement VIII., judging that the term of a hundred years was too

long, because few persons saw the end of the century, and thus the

greater number were deprived of this happiness, appointed the

• See Ferraris, art. Jubil. 2 Zevit., xxv ; Num., X.

» Joannes card, monachustestatur in cit. extravagante Antiquorum, quod ex

ipeius Bonifacii ore audivit : so ad hujusmodi const itulionem edendam iin-

|iulsum esse quia vulgatum est quod talis indulgentia in annis centesimia :\

uativitate Ohristi olim concedi soiebat. (Ferraris, art. Annus sanctus. )
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Jubilee to be held every fiftieth year. For a like reason, Paul II,

in 1460, fixed its recurrence every twenty-fifth year.

The Great Jubilee begins at Rome on Christmas Eve. It has

been announced from the preceding Ascension Thursday by the

publication of a pontifical bull, which is made with great pomp in

the Basilica of St. Peter, after the Gospel at High Mass. It con

tinues for n year at Rome, and then extends to the rest of Christen

dom.'

How beautiful, how moral was the sight, which formerly tho

Catholic world presented on the return of this holy year ! Scarcely

had the sacred trumpet sounded from the summit of the Vatican,

when the words of the Common Father of Christians, repeated afar

off by Archbishops and Bishops, reached the ends of the earth.

Then all hearts beat with joy. Like the children of Israel, the

children of the Church rejoiced because it had been told them that

they should soon go into the house of the Lord, into the holy places

of Bome the eternal, the abode of the Vicar of Jesus Christ.

The pilgrim put on his garb, he took down the hereditary

staff, and set out on his way to the holy city. From all sides,

numerous travellers, quitting their country, their parents, their

friends, undertook a long and wearisome journey. An immense

deputation, which the Catholic world sent every twenty-five years

to the Vicar of Jesus Christ, to offer him its homage, to assure him

of its Faith and its respectful attachment, and to gather up his

blessings and bring them back to all the countries inhabited by his

large family 1

Nothing was more edifying than the pilgrimage of these pious

groups. They started at break of day. Hymns were sung to tho

praise of the Lord, and of the Saints, patrons of travellers; or,

like mariners tossed about on the wide ocean, they invoked Our

Lady of Good Help, addressing to her that angelic prayer whose

wondrous charm can only be appreciated by the man who is far

from his home. At evening they knocked at the gate of a monas-

. Here they found in their new hosts brethren whom they

never seen before ; but Religion soon made them known. The

most tender and anxious cares relieved the travellers after

their fatigues, and seemed to surround them once more with the

families whom they had left. Faith made them undertake the

journey ; Charity defrayed its expenses.

At length the end drew nigh. The eternal city began to appear

in the distance : the pilgrims -hailed it with their acclamations,

1 On the ceremonies that accompany tho opening of the Jubilee, see Lea

Trois Home, 1. 1, p. 296.
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until they could kneel and kiss respectfully its sacred monuments.

The most cordial welcome awaited them in Rome, the common

home of Christians. Immense buildings were set apart for their

accommodation: these wore the children, the brethren so long

expected. What a sight was there ! What thoughts crowded in

those moments on the excited soul !

Men of all nations sat down at the same table : the European

by the side of an African or an Asiatic. Men who had never seen

one another, who had not even heard of one another, partook of the

same bread gratuitously, loved one another, understood one

another, recognised around them only brothers assembled under

the paternal roof. The Common Father of so many Christians

made it his happiness to visit this numerous family ; and, to recall

the example of the Divine Master, served them with his own

hands, gazed on them with love, and pressed to his heart those

children whom he had never seen before and might never see

again.

In vain shall we search through the history of nations for

anything more affecting. What could be better calculated to

sanction and proclaim that grand maxim whose observance was

the glory of the Infant Church and is still the happiness of the

world, that all men are brethren ; that they ought to have only

one heart and one soul, as there is only one God, one Baptism, one

Church, one visible Head of all Christians ? What could more

properly recall to man the grave and holy thoughts of Religion

than those examples of fervour and penance which were given him

by so many persons of every rank and clime ? Above all, what

could more naturally reanimate Faith than the sight of Rome, the

scene of the struggles and the victories of Christianity ?

These children, come from afar, did not return till they had re

ceived the blessing of their Common Father. But who can describe

the effect which this magnificent ceremony produced on the

minds of men unaccustomed to such displays, wherein the heart

and the senses found equal satisfaction ?

" Let all those," says an author, "who have had the happiness of

witnessing them, remember how divine is Religion, and how grand

is the Sovereign Pontiff, when, surrounded with all the splendour

of a monarch and all the dignity of the Chief of the Universal

Church, composed of a hundred and fifty million Catholics, he

advances, amid the peals of bells and the roar of artillery, preceded

by Cardinals and Bishops of the Greek and Latin rites, to the

spacious portico of the noblest temple in the world, and shows

himself to thousands of spectators assembled from all parts of the

earth to behold him.



" What a joy it is to see this King, High-Priest, and Father of

mankind, appear before so many of his children who are gathered

together in the wide court at his feet !' The Vicar of Jesus Christ,

the successor of the fisherman of Galilee, now rules in the same circus

in which the cruel Nero sacrificed so many victims out of hatred to

the Christian name ! What a triumph for Religion ! What a con

solation for the Faith ! Everywhere there reigns a profound

silence: then, from the height of the apostolic chair, magnificently

upheld, the successor of Peter casts a sweet glance over this

numerous family. His heart is moved. He rises majestically,

bearing on his brow the triple diadem ; and, with the hands of his

tenderness and the eyes of his Faith, seems to bring down from

Heaven the treasures of grace which he lavishes on Rome and the

world, TJrli et Orbi.'"

One of our philosophers, a witness of this ineffable ceremony,

wrote thus: "At that moment I was a Christian." These words

jonvey the highest praise.

We have prolonged our remarks on this subject, to show how

unjust are the epithets with which impious men insult the Jubilee,

the pilgrimages, and the numberless gorgeous ceremonies of the

Roman Church.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having left to

Thy Church a treasury of indulgences in the superabundant merits

of Jesus Christ and the Saints. Grant me the grace to become

worthy of them.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighboui

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, 1

will do my utmost to gain indulgences.'

' When putting the tiara on the Pope's head, the Cardinal says: " Accipe

tbiaram tribus coronis ornatam, et scias te esse patrem principum et regum,

rectorum orbis, in terra vicarium Salvatoris Domini nostri Jesu Chrieti, cui

honor et gloria in erecula srcculorum."

, For further details, see Les Trois Home, t. Ill, Jeudi-Soint.

* There are several excellent little handbooks on Indulgences. See Christian

Instructed in the Nature and Use of Indulgences, by Rev. P. A. Maurel ; Holy

Indulgences, by Rev. M. Comerford ; and Itaccolta of Indulgences, by Fr,

Ambrose St. John. (2Y.)
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LESSON XLII.

oira union with The nrw adam By hope (continued).

Sacrament of Extreme Unction. Definition. Elements. Institution. Effects.

Dispositions. Necessity. Liturgy. Social Advantages.

The union which we contract with Our Lord by sanctifying grace

may be destroyed ; but the Sacrament of Penance enables us to

re-establish it. This Sacrament is necessary for us as often as we

fall into mortal sin. Hence the Saviour, in the person of His

ministers, is alwa}is present in the tribunal of mercy.

But at the approach of the last moment, our union with Jesus

Christ is more than ever exposed to danger. On the one hand, the

horror of death, the remembrance of past sins, the fear of the judg

ments of God, contribute to cast the soul into trouble, impatience,

sadness, perhaps despair. On the other, the devil avails himsclt

of this favourable opportunity to lay his most artful snares.

Feeling that he has only a few moments more to carry on the war

against us, he redoubles his efforts, he multiplies his stratagems for

drawing us into mortal sin and separating us eternally from Our

Lord. Many a time has this roaring lion appeared to the sick,

roamed around their bed of sorrow, and employed every means in

his power to make them consent to some temptation.

We have an authentic proof on this matter in the history of St.

Martin, Archbishop of Tours. When he was about to die, the

devil appeared to him under a hideous form, striving to terrify him.

"What art thou come to do here, cruel beast?" said the Saint.

"Thou shalt find nothing that belongs to thee in me. The bosom

of Abraham is open to receive me." May we be able, at our last

moment, to repeat the words of this great Saint with as much truth

as he did !

It is not only to resist the devil that we require extraordinary

succours at the approach of death, but also to overcome the re

pugnances of nature. All men have a horror of death, as a criminal

has a horror of punishment. Its arrival multiplies our fears, our

anguish becomes deeper, our weak courage deserts us : it is the

most pitiful moment of our painful existence. But let us be re

assured : the Good Shepherd does not forget His sheep.' He has

found a means of lessening the horrors of our departure for us, of

making us accept them even joyfully, of rendering us victorious

over the devil, and of eternally confirming our union with Him

self: this means is the Sacrament of Extreme Unction.

' Cone, Trid., sess, xiv, can. i.
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Its Definition. Extreme Unction is defined a Sacrament in

stituted by Our Lord Jesus Christ for the support of the -divine life,

andfor the spiritual and corporal relief of the sick. A sensible sign,

the anointing and words of the Priest ; a sign instituted by Our

Lord; a sign which has the virtue of producing grace, the spiritual

and corporal relief of the sick : this is what we find in Extreme

Unction. Justly therefore have the last eighteen Christian

centuries transmitted it to us as a Sacrament of the New Law. The

Catholic Church, the infallible organ of truth, only gave expres

sion to their sentiments when it pronounced the following anathema :

" If any one say that Extreme Unction is not a true Sacrament,

instituted by Our Lord Jesus Christ and proclaimed by the Apostle

St. James, let him be anathema.'"

It is called Extreme Unction (a) because it is the last unction

that we receive through the Sacraments,' and (b) because it is

usually administered at the close of life, being given by unctions

on the sick person's senses, accompanied with prayers.

Its Elements. Resting on the doctrine of the Apostles, th

Church has always regarded oil as the matter of this Sacrament.

This oil is blessed by the Bishop on Holy Thursday with a great

many ceremonies,3 to show that it does not derive its sacramental

efficacy from nature, but from the power of the Blessed Trinity

invoked upon it.

The form of Extreme Unction consists in the words which the

Priest pronounces at each of the unctions which he makes on the sick

person : " By this holy unction and by His own most sweet mercy,

may the Lord forgive thee all the evil that thou hast committed by

thy sight," &c. Nothing could be more suitable than the matter

and form of this Sacrament to signify its admirable effects. Oil

sweetens, heals, strengthens, enlightens ; and the unction of this

oil, joined with the words of the Priest, perfectly expresses the

internal unction of the Holy Ghost, who, here purifying the soul

from the remains of sin, strengthens it against the attacks of the

devil, enlightens its Faith, sweetens its trials, and sometimes even

cures corporal diseases.

In fine, the ministers of this Sacrament are Bishops or Priests,

to the exclusion of all others. It must be remembered that in this

Sacrament the forgiveness of sins finds place. Now Priests alone,

and not the simple faithful, received from Our Lord the power to

forgive sins.4 Such, in regard to the elements of Extreme Unction,

1 Sees, xir, can. i.

» The first is given in Baptism, the second in Confirmation, the third in

Holy Orders, and the fourth in Extreme Unction.

3 We will explain tbem in the fourth part of tho Catechism.

4 S. Thom., P. Ill, Suppl., q. xxxi, art i.

VOL. n. 35
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is the doctrine of the Catholic Church, formulated by Pope

Eugenia* IV. in his decree to the Armenians, and by the holy

(Jnuncil of Trent.'

Its Institution. It is in the fatherly heart of the New Adam

that we must look for the source of this Sacrament, destined to

purify, comfort, and protect man, arrived at the threshold of

eternity. It is therefore true, O my Saviour, that nothing escaped

Thy tender foresight on behalf of Thy children ! The Gospel

refers to Extreme Unction when it says that the Apostles

anointed with oil many that were sick, and healed them.'

If the institution of this Sacrament is not more formally related

by the Evangelists, we must beware of concluding hence that it is

not the work of Our Lord. St. John is careful to inform us that

Our Lord said and did many things of which there is no record in

the Gospel, especially when He appeared to His Apostles after His

resurrection. Accordingly, it is the general belief that the Saviour

instituted Extreme Unction after Penance, of which it is the

supplement, during the forty days that elapsed between His resur

rection and ascension.3

However that may be, the Apostle St. James manifests its in

stitution to us in these words: Is any one sick among you? Let him

call in the Priests of the Church, and let them pray for him, anointing

him with oil in the name of the Lord. And the prayer offaith shall

save the sick man ; and if he be in sins, they shall be forgiven him,*

Complying with this precept, the Church has made use of this Sacra

ment since her origin. Perhaps it will be asked why the Fathers

of the early ages scarcely speak of it, and why there is no mention

that the Saints who died in the fourth century, immediately after

the persecutions, received this Sacrament. As these two questions

might embarrass persons unacquainted with the real state of affairs

and the rules of the Primitive Church, we shall here clear them up.

1. As we have already seen, the ancients held it as a maxim

that they should not speak of our mysteries unless when necessity

compelled them. Now there was no necessity that they should

speak of this mystery, since it was unknown to the infidels, and no

accusation was raised on it against the Church. If the Fathers of

these first ages named the other Sacraments, it was to refute the

calumnies of pagans5 or to instruct catechumens.

In neither of these two cases had they need to mention Extreme

Unction, of which the pagans had no knowledge, and regarding

'which there would be ample time to instruct the catechumens,

' Sp«s. sir, can. i. ' Marc., vi, IS.

3 Leo, Scrro.i, dc Ascensione. * Jacob., T, 14, 15.

; Seo tho Apologies of St. Justin and Tcrtullian,
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when these should be members of the Church and find themselves

under the necessity of receiving it. But it was proper that

Baptism, Confirmation, and the Eucharist should be explained to

them, that they might receive these holy Sacraments on one day,

at their entrance into the Church.

2. It is easy to understand that in the first three centuries

Extreme Unction was but rarely given to the sick : this for two

reasons. First, it was almost impossible, considering the mixture

of Christians with pagans, to administer this Sacrament without

exposing it to the view of unbelievers, and thus provoking sacri

leges and persecutions. There were usually in the same family

some members pagans, or at least not yet initiated in our mysteries.

If the husband was a Christian, the wife was an infidel, or vice

versd. If both were Christians, their children, or their slaves, or

their servants, or their neighbours were still pagans. Such was

the first obstacle to a ceremony that required time and a certain

amount of display. Secondly, the Ministers of the Church would be

exposed to great danger in passing thus from house to house, and

Christian prudence did not permit it. This inconvenience waa so

great that, as we have seen, the Faithful were authorised to carry

fiie Eucharist to their own houses, in order to communicate them

selves with their own hands, whether in health or in sickness ; but

they could not administer Extreme Unction.

Matters being on this footing for the first three centuries, it is

not surprising that in the fourth many still neglected to receive

this Sacrament, which moreover was not of an absolute necessity,

like others. But regular discipline was soon established, and the

Faithful profited of all the advantages held out to them by the

Church, fortifying themselves with Extreme Unction at the approach

of death. Add that all that occurred was not written, and many

ancient documents have been lost.

Nevertheless, enough remains to show us that the anointing

of the sick has been practised from the first ages of the Church.

Origen speaks of this Sacrament as a continuation of Penance, and

as a means which God has placed in our hands to purify our souls

from sin.' St. Eusebius, elected Pope in 310, speaks of Extreme

Unction in express terms, and points out the time at which it must

be received.* At the close of the same century, Pope Innocent I.,

' ffomil. ii in Levitio.

t Si quia Poenitentiam petens, dum sacerdoa verterit, fuerit officio linguae

privatus, constitutum est ut si idonea testimonia babuerit, quod ipse Poeniten

tiam petiisset, et ipse per motus aliquot sum voluntatis aliquod signum facere

potest, sacerdos impleat omnia sicut supra circa xgrotantem poenitentem

acriptum est, id est orationem dicat ct ungat cum oloo sancto, et Eucharistiam

ei donet, etc. (Nat., p. 15, Docret., c. xxxv.)—See other texts in Drouin,

de lie sacrament., and in Sainte-Beuve, dc Extr. Unci.
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a contemporary of St. John Chrysostom's, was consulted by a

Bishop as to whether Bishops could administer Extreme Unction,

considering that the Apostle St. James only designates Priests

as the ministers of this Sacrament.

The holy Pope easily removed this doubt, saying that the

Apostle had mentioned Priests only because Bishops, being engaged

with many other affairs, could not always go to see the sick.

" But," he adds, " if the Bishop can go, or if he judges it

proper to do so, it is permitted him to bless them and to make

upon them the unction of holy oil—him to whom it belongs to

consecrate it."'

Effects of Extreme Unction. Nothing can better induce us to

adopt all the precautions necessary for the reception of this Sacra

ment than a knowledge of its precious effects : they are three in

number.

1. The chief effect of the Sacrament of Extreme Unction, that

for which it was primarily and directly instituted, is to support

the divine life by cleansing the soul from the remains of sin.

" Each Sacrament," says St. Thomas, " is chiefly instituted for one

particular effect, though by way of consequence it produces many.

And because a Sacrament operates that which it signifies, it is in

the very signification of each Sacrament that we must look for its

principal effect. Now, Extreme Unction is employed under the

form of a remedy, as Baptism under the form of an ablution.

A remedy being intended to cure, Extreme Unction is chiefly

destined to cure the infirmities produced in the soul by sin.

Baptism therefore is a spiritual birth, Penance a resurrection, and

Extreme Unction a cure or remedy.

" But as a corporal remedy supposes the life of the body in him

to whom it is given, so a spiritual remedy supposes the life of the

soul. Hence, Extreme Unction is not given against the defects

which take away the spiritual life, namely, original sin and

mortal sin ; but against the defects which make the soul sick, and

take away that perfect vigour of which it has need, to perform the

acts of the life of grace and glory. These defects are nothing else

than certain weaknesses, certain unfitnesses, left in us either by

original or actual sin. It is against these imperfections that man

is strengthened in Extreme Unction.

" But because it is grace that produces this effect—grace, which

is incompatible with sin—it follows that if it finds in the soul any

roortal or venial sin, it effaces this sin as to the guilt, provided it

meets with no obstacle on the part of him who receives it.' It

' Ejiist. ad Decent, * S. Thorn., P. Ill, Supf,, q. ax, art. 1.
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also effaces sin as to the punishment, hut only in proportion to the

dispositions of the sick person."'

Since Extreme Unction destroys the remains of sin, it follows

that it gladdens and strengthens the sick person, either by calming

the alarms of his conscience through confidence in the mercy of

God, or by increasing his ability to endure more patiently the

sufferings of his illness, to resist more easily the temptations of

the devil, and to preserve himself from an inordinate fear of the

consequences of death.

2. It remits the sins which sometimes remain after the recep

tion of the other Sacraments. Such are the sins which the sick

person does not recollect or does not know, and which he would

willingly and penitently confess, if he recollected or knew them.

The words pronounced by the Priest when administering Extreme

Unction show most clearly that it remits the sins committed by

the senses ; for the Sacraments operate that which they signify.

Hence, the Council of Trent anathematises those who say that

Extreme Unction does not confer grace or remit sin.* It is on

account of its efficacy in this respect that the Holy Fathers style

Extreme Unction the Perfection and Consummation ofPenance, whose

property is to remit sin.

It may therefore happen that a person, after receiving absolu

tion and communion, should fall into a mortal sin, which he either

does not know or forgets and consequently will not confess ; or

that he has received absolution or communion ill prepared, which

he either does not know or forgets. In these cases, if he receives

Extreme Unction with sorrow, and places no obstacle to the grace

of this Sacrament, he obtains the remission of his faults.

3. It restores corporal health, when this is expedient for the

sick person's salvation :< such is the teaching of the Catholic Faith.

If then Extreme Unction does not more frequently produce this last

effect, we should frequently attribute it to the sick person's little

faith and imperfect dispositions. He who is seriously ill should

above all be on his guard against the guilty negligence of those

who surround him, and who recommend him to delay the reception

of this divine remedy till the last moment, when it would require

a miracle to restore health. This Sacrament was established, not

to suspend the laws of nature, but to assist them. The true

' Id., Contr. gent., t. IV, c. Iixv. a Sess. xiv, can. ii.

» Quia ratio operans nunquam inducit secundarium effectum, nisi secundum

quod expedit ad principalein ; ideo ex hoc Sacramento non semper sequitur

corporalis sanatio, sed quando expedit ad sanationem spiritualem ; et tunc

semper earn inducit, dummodo non sit impedimentum e parte recipientis.

(S. Thorn., Contr. gc»t.. art. 2.)
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moment for receiving it is when the physicians judge that the

disease is dangerous, and that human remedies seem insufficient.

Hence, we must not ask this Sacrament when there is no

danger of death, nor, with much greater reason, wait till there is

no hope. Hero you find the reason why it is not given to criminals

sentenced to death : on the one hand, they are not sick, and on the

other, they have no longer any hope of life.' Let us add that, as

this Sacrament does not imprint a character, like Baptism, it may

be received many times, but not in the course of the same sickness,

unless the sick person has experienced so great a change for the

better that the relapse may be considered a new sickness.'

How can we fail to be moved at the sight of the tender care

and the powerful assistance which Our Lord lavishes on His well-

beloved in their last moments ? It is at the hour when all, even

our kindred, abandon us, that this Faithful Friend draws nearer

to us, and watches with greater solicitude over our wants. Why

do the majority repay so much kindness with nought but a guilty

repugnance, an antichristian terror, which keeps this Charitable

Physician away from their bed of sorrow as long as possible ?

Depositions for receiving Extreme Unction. That Extreme

Unction may produce the precious effects of which we have just

spoken, it requires several dispositions, remote and immediate. The

remote dispositions are (a) to have been baptised ; (b) to have the

use of reason ; (c) to be dangerously ill ; (d) to be free from ex

communication. The immediate dispositions are both external

and internal. The former relate to bodily fitness. It is necessary

that the parts on which the unctions are to be made should be

Avaahcd previously : if the attendants have any zeal for Religion,

they will never fail in this duty. Of the latter, we count three.

The first, to be exempt from known mortal sin. This disposi

tion is essential, for Extreme Unction is a Sacrament of the Living.

It is therefore necessary to confess, and to excite oneself to con

trition : to confess, because confession is a matter of precept when

there is danger of death ; to excite oneself to perfect contrition,

because, at this last hour, prudence directs us to do everything in

our power to secure salvation. Now, there are two cases wherein

confession and attrition fail to secure it: the one, when the

Baptism of the sick person has not been valid ; the other, when

the Priest's absolution has been null.3

The second, to make fervent acts of the theological virtues—of a

' Bollar., Doftr. erist., exeviii.

5 Eitremo Unctio iterum conferri potest, si inflrmus, postquam revaluisse

videbatur, in periculum mortis recidnt. (Ferraris, art. Extr. Unct., n. 37.)

' Spanish Catechism by P. Cajetono, ,tc.
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lively Faith, like that of the sick persons -who were brotightto Our

Lord to be cured; of Hope in the mercy of God, expecting the

resurrection ; of Charity, ardently desiring to see God—of perfect

resignation to the divine will, making with a good heart liie

sacrifice of health and life ; of sorrow and humility, accompanying

in a spirit of penance the prayers of the Priest who administers

the Sacrament to us, and making at each of the unctions an act of

contrition for the sins which we have committed by each of our

senses.

The third, without which the others are generally useless, con

sists in receiving Extreme Unction at the right time, I mean before

being deprived of consciousness, before being half dead. A cruel

pity, a murderous tenderness, a ridiculous and inexcusable fear,

keep people from asking the succours of Religion until the sick

person is no longer in a condition to profit by them. They even

flatter him, lull him asleep with vain hopes, and in a little while

he quits them to Wake up in hell.

What consolation remains for those guilty relations who allow

thus to die, without reconciliation with God, a person who, for

many long years perhaps, has neglected the practice of all his

duties ? A good means of preventing such a misfortune in our

regard is to make cne of our friends enter into a sacred engage

ment with us that he will warn us when we shall be in danger of

death, and not wait until we shall have lost the use of our senses.

Necetsxty of Extreme Unction. This Sacrament is not, with an

absolute necessity, necessary to salvation : so that one may be

saved without it.' Yet, says the Council of Trent, those who, out

of contempt, neglect or refuse to avail themselves of it become

guilty of a great sin, and do an injury to the Holy Ghost.' They

deprive themselves of a powerful help, of which they have the

utmost need at the hour of death, even supposing that they have

received the Sacraments of Penance and the Holy Viaticum.

To what, say other Councils, does not he expose himself who

neglects to receive a Sacrament without which it is most dangerous

to depart this life ?< One may therefore be directly obliged to

receive Extreme Unction, on account of the violent temptations

by which he may be assailed at the last hour, and the danger of his

yielding, if not fortified with this Sacrament.

1 Nullum pneceptum exstat Extremam TJnctionem recipiondi, cum ad

salutim necessnria non sit. (S. Thoin., xiv, dist. xxiii, q. i ct Alii comrau-

niter.) — Unde non suscipere hoc Saeramentum per se loquendo, secluso

ecandalo et contemptu, non est peecatum mortale, et multo minus peccant

mortalitcr tlomestici, si id non procurcnt. (Communiter, Ferraris, art. Extt.
Unct., n, 3S, 39.) • Sess. xiv.

> Synod. Semens, et Trecent. apui Saintc-Bcuvt de Extr. Unct.
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Its Liturgy. Our forefathers in the Faith did not wait till they

were at death's door before receiving the unction of the sick. They

knew that this Sacrament was instituted not only to complete the

purification of the soul and to fortify it, but also to restore health

to the body. It was quite common to have oneself borne to the

church, or to walk thither oneself to receive Extreme Unction.'

In some churches there was a place set aside for the administration

of this Sacrament.'

We see hereby that the sick did not always receive it lying on

their beds ; and that, even in their houses, they often received it on

their knees.3 To this practice, so respectful and so conformable to

the spirit of the Church, were joined other ceremonies, which

breathed all the sentiments of a truly contrite and humble heart.

It was believed with reason that the best manner of preparing to

appear before the dreadful tribunal of Jesus Christ was penance.

When, therefore, the sick person had received the last Sacra

ments, a hair-cloth or a kind of coarse rough carpet was stretched

out on the ground. The Priest sprinkled some ashes over it in the

form of a cross, and added some holy water. Then the sick person

■was laid on it, and the Priest made the sign of the cross on his

breast, followed by an aspersion of holy water, with the following

words : " Remember, man, that thou art dust, and into dust thou

shalt return I" This was the ordinary practice.4

Already, in the fifth century, St. Martin, who wished to die

thus, said to his disciples, " It is not permitted a Christian to die

otherwise." Persons of all conditions, kings themselves, conformed

to this affecting usage. The lives of St. Louis and Louis the Great,

Kings of France, and Henry III., Xing of England, leave no doubt

on the matter. This practice lasted in some churches till the six

teenth century.5

Though it no longer exists among us, the administration of

Extreme Unction is still sufliciently beautiful to teach us with

what profound respect the Church surrounds this Sacrament, and

sufliciently instructive to give us a salutary lesson. Come, there

fore, with me and contemplate the dying Christian; come and

assist at a spectacle which we shall ourselves one day present. We

behold, on one side, the exile who is about to quit life, and, on the

other, Religion encouraging the child of her tender care, that she

may smooth for him the dreadful passage from time to eternity.

1 S. Cesaire d'Arles, App. oper. ; S. Aug., Serm. cclxxix.

g Monastic. Anglic., t. II, p. 775.

• D. Martene, de Antiq. eccl. rit., t. II, c. vii, art. 4.

* Delaunoy, de Sacr. ttnclionis infirmorum, p. 654.

Hist, dts Sacr., t. IV.
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The chamber of the sick person should be decent : the bed

should have a white coverlet out of respect for the Sacrament. A

table should be prepared in a convenient place, and covered with a

white cloth. On this table should be set a crucifix, two candle

sticks with lighted tapers, holy water in a vessel with a sprinkling

brush, a plate containing seven or eight little balls of tow or cotton

for wiping away the unctions, some crumbs of bread for cleaning

the Priest's fingers ; finally, a ewer or glass full of water with a

white towel and a basin to receive the water and the crumbs when

the Priest will wash his hands.

On reaching the chamber of the sick person, the Priest borrows

the sweet words with which Our Lord saluted His disciples when

He appeared in the midst of them, and says, Peace he to this house,

and to all that dwell therein ! Thou above all, poor sick man, fear

not : I am thy Friend, thy Brother, thy Saviour, thy Physician !

The Priest lays the holy oils on the table, and, vested with surplice

and purple stole, takes the crucifix to the sick person to kiss.

Delicious kiss! which the Heavenly Friend gives His suffering

friend, to reassure him, by placing before him the wounds which

He endured for love of him.

Having returned to the table, the Priest sprinkles some holy

water on the assistants, and on the sick person, in whose name he

utters the prayer of the penitentking: Sprinkle me, O Lord, with

hyssop, and I shall be cleansed; wash me, and I shall become whiter

than mow. Then, turning towards the sick person, the Priest

beseeches the Lord to banish from him the spirit of darkness and

to send the Good Angels to his assistance. He next asks pardon

and mercy for him. After which, the sick person himself makes

a general acknowledgment of all his faults by reciting the Confiteor.

The Priest does not rest here : he recommends the assistants not

to forget their brother. A great conflict has begun : the devil

seeks to carry off a soul : it must be saved at any cost.

After purifying the sick person with holy water, and exciting

him to sentiments of sincere contrition, the Priest proceeds to the

sacred unctions. He makes them in succession on the eyes.the

cars, the nostrils, the mouth, the hands, the feet;' in a word, on

all the senses, the organs of our actions, and too often, alas ! tho

instruments of our sins.* At each unction he repeats these words :

' Ad renes: hxc autein unctio omittitur semper in feminis et etiam in

viris, qui, ob infirmitatem, vix aut sine periculo moveri non possunt. Sit.

Rom.

> Principia peceandi in nobis sunt eadem qiue et principia agendi, quia

peccatuiu consist it in actu. Principia autem agendi in nobis sunt tria:

priiuutu est dirigem, scilicet vis coanoscitiva ; secundum est imperans, scilicet
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By this unction and ly His own most sweet mercy, may the Lordforgive

thee ail the sins that thou hast committed by this sense—sight, hear

ing, smell, taste, or touch.

All the senses of man, vitiated by the devil, are henceforth

purified and sanctified. The Sign of the Cross, which the Priest makes

on each of them, is like a seal with which he closes them against the •

enemy, and marks them in the name of God. Fearlessly may the

Christian soldier die who bears thus on all his members the sign

that is victorious over the devil, the world, and all the powers of

darkness !

The unctions finished, the Priest purifies his fingers with the

crumbs of bread, washes his hands, and casts the water into the

fire, as well as the pellets that served for wiping away the holy oiL

Profane hands are not allowed to touch these objects : this is the

reason why the Church desires that they should be burned. The

Priest, turning towards the sick person, says, The Lord he with

thee!

And he fervently begins a most tender prayer, beseeching the

God of goodness to work in his servant all the wonderful effects of

this Sacrament, whether for soul or body. After this, sweet

words, consoling words, words of immortal hope fall from

the lips of the Priest. He does not retire until he has warned the

assistants to come and call him, if the sickness should increase : a

devoted friend, he will not leave his friend until he has placed him

in the bosom of happiness.

Now is the time when, if it is a father or a mother who is

about to die, there occurs in Christian families a ceremony truly

patriarchal. Knowing all the value of a father's or a mother's

blessing, the children press round the bed of sorrow. With the

deepest respect and the most filial piety, they receive the parent's

last advice and beg a farewell blessing. And behold how the

parent, like a new Jacob, making on their heads the sign of the

cross, prays for them, and desires for them all that the fondest

love, enlightened by the beams of eternity, can desire for the most

dearly cherished beings ! Why does not this affecting and solemn

act always take place ? The Church applauds it ; the interest of

families demands it. In presenting children to their parents to be

blessed, one restores to parental authority, in our days so weakened,

its dignity and power.

If God wishes to summon the pilgrim of life to Himself, if his

last hour is about to strike, the Minister of Jesus Christ hastens to

vis appetitiva; tertinm est extequens, scilicet vis motiva. . . Ideo inunguntur

lorn quinquo sensuum . . . propter cognoscitivam ; renes propter uppetitivam ;

pedes propter motivam, etc. (8. Thom., P. HI, ««#/>., q. rsxii, art vi.)
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him immediately. Prostrate before the sick-bed, surrounded by a

weeping family, he makes for his brother the affecting, the sub

lime prayers ofthe "recommendation of the soul." Human language

is powerless to tell how divine they are ; the heart must feel it :

listen 1

The Priest—he who receives man on his entrance into life,

who supports him during his career, who raises him up after his

falls, who watches over all his steps—does not abandon him at this

supreme moment. He sees that the world is about to end for this

exile from Heaven, and that the gates of eternity are opening

before him. He now addresses himself to all the inhabitants of

that new world, and, in a most touching litany, conjures them, each

by his name, to come to the assistance of their brother.

Assured of their all-powerful protection, he gives the signal of

departure in these solemn words : " Depart, Christian soul ! out of

this world, in the name of the Almighty Father, who created thee,

in the name of Jesus Christ, the Son of the living God, who

suffered for thee, in the name of the Holy Ghost, who sanctified

thee, in the name of the Angels and Archangels, in the name of

the Thrones and Dominations, in the name of the Principalities and

Powers, in the name of the Cherubim and Seraphim, in the name

of the Patriarchs and Prophets, in the name of the holy Apostles

and Evangelists, in the name of the holy Martyrs and Confessors,

in the name of the holy Monks and Hermits, in the name of the

holy Virgins, in the name of all the Saints of God. Even this day

mayeRt thou dwell in the peace of holy Sion, through Jesus Christ,

Our Lord ! Amen."

Such is the mighty and splendid escort that accompanies the

Christian across the threshold of eternity. What has he to fear ?

Then wishes for a happy journey, like those of a mother parting

with her beloved son, are addressed to him. All that is most

reassuring is said to encourage the sick man. All that is most

tender is said to God, to move Him to receive mercifully this

creature, the work of His hands, who, in spite of the unnumbered

frailties and errors of humanity, confesses and adores Him.

If the soul still struggles in the fetters of the body and the

pains of the agony, one opens the book of great sorrows. As well

to support the sick man's courage by the remembrance of a Great

Model, as to touch the Divine Shepherd with pity for His expiring

sheep by the remembrance of His own agony, the sorrowful scene

of the Garden of Gethsemani is read. . . . It is over ; the conflict is

ended : the pilgrim is gone ! A lifeless body is all that remains of

him in this world. He is dead ! Men have nothing to offer but

useless tears and unprofitable regrets ; but Religion has prayers.
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Borne on the wings of Faith, these strong auxiliaries accompany

the traveller to the tribunal of his Judge. They cease not to raise

their suppliant voices until they have obtained his admission into

the Eternal Jerusalem.

What now remains but to form one desire : that of dying thus

amid the prayers and maternal embraces of Religion ? Is death

to be feared when it comes in the arms of a mother, whose last kiss

gives immortality ?

Its Social Advantages. If the Sacrament of Extreme Unction

is advantageous for man, it is no less so for society. In the eyes

of all it raises the dignity of man, and boldly proclaims the dogma

of immortality. The Church had said to the child of Adam on the

day of his Baptism : Thou art the child of a thrice holy God ; be

therefore thrice holy—in thy mind, in thy heart, in thy body. She

wrote this lesson on all his senses; then, elothing him with a robe

whose whiteness was a symbol of this perfect sanctity, she added,

Receive this white robe, which thou art to carry unsullied to the

tribunal of Jesus Christ.

When the moment was come to enter on the career of life, she

again stopped the young Christian, to reveal to him a great

mystery. Life, said she, is every instant a warfare ; thou shouldst

bear thyself with honour in it ! The unction which made the

martyrs then flowed upon his brow, and words like these sank

into his heart : Thou art a king ; it is with sword in hand that thou

must defend thy royalty ; a host of witnesses turn their eyes to

thee ; be worthy of thy forefathers, worthy of the Angels, worthy

of thy Mother ! Then she made this young king sit down at the

holy table ; she fed him with the bread of the strong, and gave him

to drink the wine which produces virgins. The conflict began.

If he received some wounds, she healed them by plunging him into

a bath of divine blood, and she sent him back to the battle-field

more vigorous and more valiant.

It is thus that, by her Sacraments, the Church supplies her

athlete with all the weapons of victory, and steadily maintains him

in a noble elevation of thought. A profound sense of his dignity

is never more necessary for him than at the moment when the

conflict is about to end, but to end while becoming more fierce.

At the moment when the greatness of man seems to vanish ; at

the moment when, exhausted by sickness, his outward being is

about to decompose and to become in ti»e tomb a something name

less ; at the moment when friends and relatives in tears acknow

ledge their inability to bestow aid, and mourn an approaching and

irreparable ruin ; at the moment, in fine, when man is only an

object of horror and pity, the Catholic Church, displaying all the
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pomp of her ceremonies and all the richness of her graces, comes

to raise in our eyes the dignity of human nature.

In point of fact, everything in the sacramental rites of Extreme

Unction reveals the dignity of man, the dignity of the Christian.

Under eloquent symbols shines forth the high destiny which awaits

us, if we die in the Lord. The Church reminds us by them that

we are wounded, but not vanquished, combatants—combatants

who may have fallen, but who can rise again, by recovering our

natural or our moral strength, and so triumph in the last struggle.

And do you think that this great spectacle is useless to society?

But Is it not a high lesson that teaches us what life is, what death

is ; that tells us that man on the bed of sorrow is a sacred being,

as he was in the cradle, as he will be in the grave, and how holy

he ought to be to appear before Him who finds stains in the

Angels ?

And then, is it nought to see man preserving to the end the

dignity of his being, keeping the peace of his heart and the calmness

of his countenance before the open grave ? Yes, this spectacle is

eminently social. Social by the serious thoughts which it awakens

in the souls of the bystanders, who will themselves too be judged

by Him who judges justice itself; social by the salutary remorse

with which it inspires them ; social by the declaration which it

summons involuntarily to their lips, Blessed are the dead who die in

the Lord; social by the warning which it gives them of the short

ness of time, the uncertainty of life, the vanity of all that passes

away, the reality of all that awaits us. Extreme Unction is a

solemn proclamation of the dogma of immortality.

"What, in effect, are all these prayers, all these ceremonies, all

these unctions? They are the authorised profession of a truth

which is the principle of virtue and the safeguard of society,

namely, that all does not die with the body. What would be the

good of all these things, if man were only an animal or a machine?

No, no, he is something greater, and by each of her unctions the

Church engraves the words, Thou art immortal 1 on the senses of

man, as he expires. What a consolation for this frail being, who

is about to sink into the darkness of the tomb ! What a salutary

lesson for his survivors !

Take away Extreme Unction, and no more of all this ! Man

dies without dignity, without consolation. You degrade him at

the time when he has the greatest need of maintaining a high idea

of himself, and death is no longer a school of virtue, and life glides

away in forgetfulness of eternity, its dreadful tribunal, its joys,

its punishments. Would you like to know what becomes of the

world when man no longer reflects on his eternal years ? Look



around you ! And let the horrible sight which meets your eyes teach

you how social is that Sacrament which reminds all, in a manner so

striking, ofthedogmas of eternity,judgment, Heaven, and Hell. Take

away Extreme Unction, and death is nothing more than a scandal

or an abomination. A scandal, by the insensibility which accom

panies it, and the want of a public reparation after a life of iniquity ;

an abomination, by the anguish, the terror, and the disgust which

it inspires.

Whence, then, proceeds that ridiculous, if it were not shockingly

guilty, fear of seeing a man die as a Christian ? Do you fear the

display of our holy ceremonies ? And will you not fear for your

father, for your husband or wife, for your child, the torments of

eternity ? Have our Sacraments then caused any one to die ? Is

not a Christian death rather an effect of the consolation which God

brings with Him wherever He enters ? Are not sweetness and

peace so inseparably attached to the worship of our Heavenly

Father that the sacred minister is sent like a guardian angel to the

sick man, to maintain his soul in the love of good and to open his

heart to divine consolations ?

You are apprehensive lest the display of our ceremonies should

bring fear into the s0ul of the sick man and sadness into the

heart s of those who surround him. Fear into the soul of the sick

man ! But have I not just told you that it is not fear, it is conso

lation and confidence, that God brings with Him ? Fear : and aftet

all, who told you that a salutary fear is an evil ? A fear which

makes one think of eternity, repair injustices and scandals, become

reconciled with God, and secure everlasting happiness, was never

an evil. Sadness in the hearts of those who surround him ! And

does not then a death without Sacraments, without reconciliation

with God, sadden you ? Just Heaven ! What consolation can

remain—no, but what cruel remorse, what overwhelming sadness

must remain—when one has allowed a dear relative, nay, any

person in the world, to cross the dreadful plank from time to

eternity, and fall into the hands of the living God, without having

made his peace with his Judge?

On the other hand, what a source of consolation is a Christian

death ! If anything can sweeten the pain of separation, is it not

the ability to say, My father, my husband, my child, my friend is

dead ; but he died in the arms of Religion, after receiving from

God the kiss of reconciliation ! He is dead, but he is not separated

from those who love him ; he is dead to a world of misery and

suffering, but he lives in a better world : we shall meet again.

Blessed then are they who procure for their relatives and

friends the happiness of dying in the Lord ! Blessed, too, are they
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who die in this manner ! They leave indeed their dear ones, their

chosen ones, on earth ; but they leave them with the hope of seeing

them again, never more to part. They leave them with the hope

of being always present among them in spirit and in heart, of

rendering them greater service amid the various trials of life, and

of anticipating them by their desires and supplications. They

leave them, in fine, but they do not leave the society of the Just,

of which all the good form individually a part ; they arrive before

them at the term of happiness, for which all the Just on earth

sigh. They go to join the triumphant society of the Saints who

dwell in Heaven. They go to find new friends, who will only in

crease and purify their love for their friends on earth. They go

to be reunited to the head and body of which they are members :

and how delightful must be the moment of that reunion 1'

Prayer.

O my God! who art all love, I thank Thee for having in

stituted the Sacrament of Extreme Unction to purify me, to

console me, and to strengthen me at my last hour: grant me the

grace to receive it worthily.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, / will

recite on the last day ofeach month the Prayersfor the Agonising.

LESSON XLIII.

oub tmioif with the new adam by hope (continued.)

Definition of the Sacrament of Holy Orders ; its Elements ; its Institution ;

its Effects. Dignity of the Priest : History. Dispositions for receiving

the Sacrament of Holy Orders ; its Necessity. Origin of the Tonsure :

its Meaning ; Ceremonies and Prayers which accompany its Beception.

Division and Number of Orders ; to what they relate.

The Sacraments which we have just explained begin, consummate,

repair, and strengthen our union with Our Lord. But this divine

union should be possible to all the generations that will come

into the world to the end of ages. The Son of God establishes the

means thereof ; for He is the Saviour of all men that have been,

that are, and that ever shall be. For this purpose He institutes

the Sacrament of Orders.

Definition. By Holy Orders is meant a Sacrament, instituted

' See Jauffret, du Culie public.
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by Our Lord Jesus Christ to perpetuate the divine life, by giving im

power to perform ecclesiastical functions and the grace to exercise

them holily. We find in the action by which the ministers of the

altar are consecrated all the requisites for a Sacrament of the New

Law : (a) an outward and sensible sign—the imposition of hands, the

touching of sacred vessels, and the prayers of the Bishop ; (i) a

sign instituted by Our Lord; (e) a sign which has the virtue of pro

ducing grace.

Accordingly, the Sacrament of Holy Orders has always been

reckoned among those of the New Law. The oldest liturgies, even

those of sects separated from unity since the first ages,' and the most

illustrious Fathers, such as St. Augustine,' St. Chrysostom,' St

Jerome,4 and St. Leo,1 speak of Orders as a true Sacrament. In

the fourth century lived a holy personage, named Martyrius, who,

out of humility, refused to be ordained Deacon, and who said

to Nectarius, Patriarch of Constantinople, lately baptised and

ordained, " You have just been purified and sanctified by two

Sacraments, namely, Baptism and Orders."6 It was therefore

believed that the latter was a Sacrament, instituted by Jesus

Christ, and had, as well as Baptism, the virtue of conferring grace.

On this point, as on all others, you were then, O Catholic

Church, our Mistress and our Mother ! the infallible organ of

Tradition and Scripture when you pronounced against the pride of

reason this solemn anathema: "If any one say that Orders or

Ordination is not a true Sacrament, instituted by Our Lord Jesus

Christ, let him be anathema !"' It is called Orders, because there

are several degrees in this Sacrament arranged in order towards

one another, and all tending to the same end: as we shall see
further on.s

Elements. The imposition of hands and the touching of sacred

vessels are the matter of this Sacrament; the prayers of the

' Drouin, de Re sacrament. ; Chardon, Mist, des Sacraments, t. VI, etc.

> Lib. II, contr. Epist. Parmen., c. xiii. • Lib. Ill, de Sacerdot., c. xlii.

* Ado. Lucifer. * Epis. ad Dioscor., lxxxi.

6 Bosom., lib. VII, Hist. c. z. 7 Cone. Trid., mm. xxiii, can. ii.

* Status Ecclesiae est medius inter statum naturae et gloriae. Sed in natura

invenitur ordo, quo quaedam aliis superiora sunt, et similiter in gloria, ut patet

in Angelis. Ergo in Ecclesia debet esse ordo. . . Deus sua opera in sui

similitudinem producere voluit, quantum possibile fuit, ut perfecta essent et

per ea cognosci posset, et ideo ut in suis operibus reprresentaretur, non solum

secundum quod in se est, sed etiam secundum quod aliis influit, hanc legem

naturalem imposuit omnibus, ut ultima per media reducerentur et perficerentur,

et media per prima, et ideo ut ista pulcbritudo Ecclesim non deesset, posuit

ordinem in ea, ut quidam aliis Sacramenta traderent. Suo modo Deo in hoc

assimilati, quasi Deo cooperatores, sicut et in corpora naturali quaedum membra

nliii influunt. (S. Thorn,, P, III, svppl, q. raxiv, art. I.)
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minister of it are the form.' These prayers are among the most

venerable in the world ; for we find them in use since the begin

ning of the Church. When the first Apostles ordained the first

Deacons, they imposed hands on them, and at the same time prayed

for them. The ministers of the Sacrament of Holy Orders are the

Bishops : such is the teaching of the Church.

Institution. The Sacrament of Holy Orders was promised by

the Saviour, when He said to His Apostles that He would make

them His ministers and fishers of men.' He ordained them Priests

when, after distributing to them His Body and Blood, which He

had just consecrated, He addressed these words to them : Do this

in commemoration of Me. Omnipotent and ever-efficacious words,

which gave to the Apostles and their successors the sublime power

of working the same miracle as the Son of God Himself had just

wrought! From this moment, they were Priests like Him,

according to the order of Melchisedech, that is to say, for ever.

Here you see the reason why the Church utters her anathema

against anyone who should dare to say that the sacerdotal character

can be effaced.»

Effects. The effects of the Sacrament of Holy Orders are,

(a) to give to him who receives it a grace that sanctifies him and

enables him to fulfil its functions for the benefit of the Church,

(i) to imprint an indelible character, a character that can never be

destroyed, a character that consequently cannot be re-established

by a new ordination ; (c) to confer the power of consecrating the

Body of Our Lord, and the power of forgiving and retaining the

sins of men.

Thus, a twofold power has been given to Priests: power over

the natural Body of Our Lord ; and power over His mystical Body,

which is the Church. They beget in a certain manner the first ;

they are, as it were, the soul of the second. Continuations of the

Son of God, they have the power to do all that is necessary in

order to preserve this Body ever alive, and to conduct it to its

eternal union in Heaven with the New Adam, who is its Head.

Both these powers come from Our Lord Jesus Christ Himself.

First, the power to consecrate His Body and Blood. He gave it to

the Apostles and their successors by the words already cited : Bo

this in commemoration of Me* Next, the power to form and

perpetuate His mystical Body: All power is given to Me in Heaven

and on earth. Going therefore teach ye all nations ; baptising them

in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Qhott,

1 Ferraris, art. Ordo, n. 49. 1 Matt., iv.

> Sees, xziii, can. it.

vol.. n.

• Luc., xxii, 19.

36
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teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have confided to you.'

A s the Father hath sent Me, I also send you ; receive ye the Holy

Ghost ; whose sins you shall forgive, they are forgiven, and whose sins

you shall retain, they are retained.' Amen I say to you, whatsoever

you shall bind on earth, shall be bound also in Heaven, and whatsoever

you shall loose on earth, shall be loosed also in Heaven.'

Such are the powers, terrible even to the Angels, which the

New Adam confides to His ministers. What human tongue can

tell the dignity of the Priesthood or the Priest ? Great was the

first man, who, being established king of the universe, commanded

every inhabitant in his wide domain, and was cheerfully obeyed by

them. Great was Moses, who with a word separated the waters of

the sea, and let a whole people pass over on dry foot. Great was

Josue, who said to the sun, Stand ; and the sun stood, obeying the

voice of a mortal. Great were all the kings of the earth who com

manded immense armies, and made the world tremble at the very

sound of their name.

Well, there is a man still greater. He is a man who, every

day, when he pleases, opens the gates of Heaven, and, addressing

the Son of the Eternal, the Monarch of Worlds, says, " Come down

from Thy Throne ; come." Immediately, with quick obedience,

the Word of God, He by whom all things were made, comes down

from the abode of His glory, and becomes incarnate in the hands

of this man, more powerful than kings, than Angels, than the

august Mary. And this man says to Him, " Thou art my Son. This

day have I begotten Thee. Thou art my Victim." And this Victim

allows Himself to be immolated by this man, to be placed where he

wishes, to be given to whom he wishes. This man is the Priest 1

The Priest is not alone all-powerful in Heaven and over the

natural Body of the Man-God, he is also all-powerful on earth and

over the mystical Body of Jesus Christ. See : a man has fallen

into sin, and is now laden with the chains of the devil ; what power

can deliver him ? Invoke the Angels and Archangels—St. Michael

himself, the chief of the heavenly militia, the conqueror of Satan

and his rebellious legions. The holy Archangel may indeed

banish the devils that surround the unfortunate wretch, but to

remove what weighs upon his heart is beyond the power of all

the Archangels. Never can they burst the fetters of a sinner. To

whom then will you have recourse for his deliverance? To Mary,

the Mother of God, the Queen of Angels and men, the terror of

hell ? She may indeed pray for this soul, but she cannot absolve

it fiom a single fault, even the smallest: the Priest can do so.

i VaiU, xxviil, IS. ' Joan., xx, 21. » Matt, xvili, 1S.
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Still more : suppose that the Redeemer comes down personally

and visibly into a church, and takes up His place in a confessional

to administer the Sacrament of Penance, while there is a Priest in

another at hand. The Son of God says, I absolve you, and the

Priest, on his part, says, / absolve you ; in both cases, the penitents

are alike absolved.

Thus the Priest, as powerful as God, can in a moment snatch a

sinner from hell, render him worthy of Paradise, and from a slave

of the devil make him a child of Abraham. God Himself is bound

to hold to the judgment of the Priest, to refuse or to grant pardon,

according as the Priest refuses or grants absolution, provided the

penitent is worthy of it.' The sentence of the Priest precedes ;

God only subscribes to it.* Can anyone conceive a greater, a higher

dignity ?

I am no longer surprised to hear the Son of God addressing

these sublime words to Priests : He who hears you hears Me, he who

despises you despises Me ; and to all the nations of the earth, this

solemn warning : Beware of touching My anointed ones, My chrints—

he who touches them touches the apple of My eye. I am no longer

surprised to see, in the Council of Nice, the Great Constantine, the

master of the world, unwilling to occupy any other place than one

after all the Priests, and refusing to be seated until he has obtained

their consent. I am no longer surprised to hear St. Francis of

Assisi, who, out of humility, all his life declined the honour of the

Priesthood, say, "If I met an Angel and a Priest at the same

time, I would first bow my knee to the Priest and then to the

AngeL" None of these things surprise me. What surprises me

is to see men, children even, who despise the Priest !

"We have just spoken of his power ; who will tell his benefits ?

The Priest is the benefactor of humanity by his prayers, his in

structions, and his charity.

His prayers. The world is an immense battle-field. Men have

to contend there with the powers of hell and their own passions.

The victory would be lost to the poor children of Adam, if there

were not far more than one fervently -interceding Moses on the

mountain. Every Priest is a Moses. Day and night the guilty

earth sends towards Heaven millions of crimes, whose mission is to

provoke the vengeance of God. As on a tempestuous day, the

thunderbolt would every moment be ready to fall on the heads of

these culprits, if Priests, by their prayers and their sacrifices, did

not extinguish it in the hands of the Almighty. Men, needy and

guilty, require the bread necessary for their lives ; sinners, how

' • Maxim, episc. Taurin. » Petr. Lam. Serm.

t
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can they have recourse to the goodness of a Father whom they

never cease to insult ? The Priest raises his pure hands to Heaven

for them, and the beneficent dew comes to fertilise their lands, and

abundance succeeds to want.

His instructions. What is the world but a vast desert, over

which hangs a perpetual night? A thousand paths cross one

another there ; travellers go astray, and fall into the abyss. Many

are the precipices: at the bottom of which, ravenous monsters,

with gaping mouths and glaring eyes, await their prey. Man is

a traveller obliged to cross this dangerous territory of life. "Whence

does he come ? He knows not. Whither does he go ? He knows

not. What course should he take ? He knows not. Is he there

fore hopelessly lost ? No : the Priest is there. A faithful guide,

he comes to take the young traveller by the hand—shows him the

way—travels with him—does not leave him till he has set him in

a place of security. This is what the Priest does for every man

coming into the world.

This is what he has been doing for the whole human race,

which, like a blind man, could not do anything during the last

eighteen centuries but stumble from abyss into abyss. It was the

Priest who delivered it from gross, cruel, demoralising errors,

of which it was the shameless and pitiable victim. It was the

Priest who drew the world from barbarism. It is the Priest who

prevents it from relapsing into its former state. It is the Priest

who, at the cost of his blood and his life, still daily civilises savage

peoples, as he formerly civilised our ancestors.'

His charity. Travel through cities and countries : ask who

was the founder, the supporter, of all institutions truly useful to

humanity. A Priest will be named for you. Enter the hut of a

poor man, and ask him who gave him the bread which he eats : it

was a Priest, or some person whose zeal was stirred up by a Priest.

Go to the pallet of the sick man, who is abandoned by every one, and

ask who is the consoling angel that pours over his sad heart the

balm of comfort and hope. It is a Priest. Make your way even

into the dungeon of the prisoner, and ask who lightens the burden

of his chains. It is a Priest. Ascend the scaffold on which the

culprit is about to be executed, and tell me who stands by his side.

It isaPriest—a Priest who with one hand shows him a crucifix, and,

with the other, Heaven. Investigate all the spiritual and corporal

miseries of our poor humanity, and you will not find one that the

Priest does not every day relieve, without ostentation, without pomp,

without the thought or the desire of the slightest human reward.

1 Here ma; bo cited nil the recent letters of Missionaries in Oceania.

(Annates de la Provagation dt la Foi, n. 66.)
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We are bound to love our enemies as ourselves, and to-day the

Priest is not loved ! To-day the Priest is hated : he is the subject

of sacrilegious mockery and impious scorn ! The Priest complains

not ; for the disciple is not above the Master. His mouth opens but to

pardon, as his arms rise but to bless. To those who are afflicted on

seeing him thus despised, insulted, persecuted, he is content to

make reply with his gentle Master on His way to Calvary,

" Daughters of Jerusalem, weep not for me, but for yourselves and

your children."

They who insult Priests identify themselves with the aims

of the Jews: they shall have a share in their punishments.

Meanwhile, as the Early Christians delayed by the power of their

prayers the fall of the Roman Empire, so the Priest appeases by his

supplications the fearful storms that arc ready to burst upon a

guilty world. The imitator of a Divine Model, he endeavours to

go about doing good. His most bitter enemies have a share in his

charity. Listen 1

One of those wicked men who, during the days of our woes,

were stained with the most atrocious crimes and often covered with

the blood of Priests, fell sick. He had sworn that no Priest should

ever set foot in his room, or, if any one dared to come in by sur

prise, he should never permit him to depart alive. Meanwhile, the

danger of the sick man became serious. A Priest was informed of

it, as well as of his hostile dispositions. No matter 1 The good

shepherd knows that he ought to give his life for his sheep. Without

a moment's hesitation, he exposes himself to the danger, he ventures

to appear. On seeing him, the sick man falls into a fury, and,

summoning up all his strength, exclaims in a frightful voice,

" What ! A Priest in my house 1 Bring me my pistols !"

" Brother," says the Priest to him, *' what would you do with

them ? I have more powerful weapons with which to oppose you,

God's charity and constancy." " Bring me my pistols ! A Priest at

my very side !" His pistols are refused to him. Then, drawing out

his brawny arm from the bed, and threatening the Priest, he says.

"Know that this arm has slaughtered a dozen of your Priests.''

" You are mistaken, my brother," answers the Priest mildly,

" there is one less to be counted. The twelfth is not dead : 1

am he. Here," he adds, showing his breast, " are the marks

of the wounds that you gave me. God has preserved mv

life to save you." At these words, he tenderly embraces him, and

helps him to die well. If a thousand Priests have not given this

example, it is because only one found an opportunity of doing so

Behold the Priest 1

Dispositions for receiving the Sacrament of Holy Orders. Besides
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a sufficiency of knowledge and a more than ordinary virtue, to

make them guides and models of the flock, there are several other

qualifications to which aspirants to Holy Orders must attend,

(a) They must have attained the age required by the canons For

sub-deaconship, it is twenty-two ; for deaconship, twenty-three ; for

the priesthood, twenty-five.' Can anything be wiser than such

discipline? If in the world it is desired that a man should have

come to a mature age in order to be fitted for an important employ

ment, with much greater reason should the same recommendation

be required in the Church of those who desire to be elevated to the

sacerdotal rank, (b) They must not be fettered by any censure

or irregularity which would render them unworthy of the

ecclesiastical ministry or prevent them from exercising its functions.

(«) They must have a special vocation for this state. It belongs to

God to choose His ministers, as to a king to choose his officers and

servants.

Necessity of the Sacrament of Holy Orders. This Sacrament i*

necessary to the Church and to society. Without the Sacrament

of Orders, which gives ministers to the Church and superiors to the

faithful, the Church would no longer be a society. Everything

about it would be in confusion and disorder; for there is no society

without superiors who command, and inferiors who obey. But if

the Church did not exist, civil society, of which it is the soul,

would no longer exist. No society without Religion ; no Religion

without the Church; no Church without Bishops and Priests ; no

Bishops or Priests without the Sacrament of Holy Orders : the

Sacrament of Holy Orders is therefore the pivot of Church and

State. Will you be surprised if, after this, the New Adam and the

Church, His Spouse, require a long trial and a laborious prepara

tion before confiding to any one the dignity and the power of the

sacerdotal rank ? Herein especially must we admire their divine

wisdom.

The first step towards the sanctuary is the tonsure. The

Fathers of the Church, the most ancient and venerable, say that it

comes from the Apostles. It is even attributed to St, Peter, who

is said to have established it in memory of Our Lord's crown of

thorns.* Be that as it may, the tonsure was already a long time in

use in the eighth century. Now, to have the head shaven was

considered a disgraceful thing, a thing that rendered a man con

temptible, since it was a mark of slavery among the Greeks and

i Cone. Trid., aeu. zxiii, c. zii.

* Dionp-, de End. hitrar., c. vi, part II ; Aug., Bern, xvii ad pairet i»

eremo ; Huron., in cap. xllv, Eteeh. ; Baban Maur., lib. 04 Institut. cleric, g

Bed., lib. V Hist. angl., c xxfl.
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RomanS.' This was the reason why, according to St. Cyprian, it

was usual to cut the hair and beard of Christians condemned to the

mines.*

Hence, the clerical crown is a mark of modesty, of renunciation

of the world, and a profession of love for the Cross, for the humilia

tions of Jesus Christ. The Saviour triumphed over the world by

this means : His successors should have no other arms. To take

the ensign of the Man-God is therefore the first step to be made by

those who aspire to the honour of continuing His mission. All

these significations of the tonsure are rendered sensible by the

prayers and ceremonies which the Church employs in giving it.

The Bishop, seated on a chair in the middle of the altar, like

the Saviour Himself in the midst of His disciples, calls each of the

candidates for the tonsure by name. He shows hereby that no one

can enter the holy militia without being called by God as Aaron'

W8S. The candidates, after answering that they are present,

approach the altar, to show their eagerness to correspond with the

grace of their vocation. The soutane which they wear reminds

them, by its colour and shape, that they ought to be dead to the

world and to the desires of the present life. On the left arm they

bear a white surplice, an emblem of their innocence ; in the left

hand they hold a lighted taper, an eloquent symbol of that charity

which inflames their hearts, and which impels them to consecrate

themselves to God and to consume their lives in His service.4

When they are on their knees around the altar, the Bishop rises

and implores the Lord to purify and inflame the hearts of His new

servants. All the people, uniting their prayers with those of the

Pontiff, intone the psalm which begins thus : " Preserve me,

O Lord, for I have hoped in Thee." While the choir continue, the

Bishop cuts with a scissors, and in the form of a cross, the hair of

those whom he tonsures. " The Lord is my portion and my cup,"

says each of the tonsured at the same time ; " it is Thou, 0 my

God, who wilt restore to me my inheritance !"

Then the Bishop clothes them with the surplice, which reminds

them of the innocence in which they must always live, saying,

" May the Lord clothe you with the new man, who is created to

the image of God, in a state of perfect justice and sanctity!" It

is done. The Cleric no longer has part in the world. He belongs

to God, whose livery he bears : the New Adam will henceforth be

His model.

The tonsure is not an order, but a ceremony established by the

1 Aristoph., in Avibus ; Philostr., lib. VJlL

1 Epitt., Ixxvii. » Seb.,r, 4.

4 Sea M. Thirat, Esprit do cirtmtmUi de VEglite, p. 141.



Church to separate from the world those whom He calls to the

ecclesiastical state. It is a kind of novitiate which leads to the

ministry, subjects to the laws relating to the clergy, and serves as

a preparation for the reception of Orders.

It is not enough to separate from the world those who should

compose the holy tribe. To conquer, an army must be well dis

ciplined, must have a regular gradation of officers and men. Hence,

different Orders among the Clergy. " As the Priesthood is some

thing all divine," says the holy Council of Trent, "it was meet

that, for the good government ofthe Church, there should be several

orders of ministers, who, by various duties, might aid Priests in

the fulfilment of their fnnctions, and who, being first adorned with

the clerical tonsure, might ascend by these different orders, as by so

many steps, to the summit of the Sanctuary.'"

In accordance with these words of the Council, we may look

upon the Altar as a holy and terrible mountain, which can only be

ascended very slowly, and after long and painful tests. The

different Orders arc steps which lead to the summit of this

mysterious mountain. We count seven of them : the four mimir

Orders, those of the Door-keeper, Reader, Exorcist, and Acolyte ; and

the three major, Sub-deaconship, Deaconship, and Priesthood. This

distinction dates from the apostolic times.' Let us hear on this

matter the Angel of the Schools : his words are admirable.

" All the Orders," he says, " refer to the Eucharist, and their

dignity comes from the relation, more or less direct, which they

h.ive with this adorable Sacrament In the highest degree is the

Priest, because he consecrates the Body and Blood of the Saviour.

In the second is the Deacon, because he distributes the same. In

the third the Sub-deacon, because he prepares in sacred vessels the

matter that is to be changed. In the fourth the Acolyte, because

he prepares and presents it in vessels not sacred.

" The other Orders are instituted to prepare those who shall

receive the Eucharist if they are impure or unclean. Now, they

may be so in three ways. Some may be baptised and instructed,

but if they are energumens, that is, persons demoniacally possessed,

they cannot be admitted to the Holy Communion. Hence it

follows that in the fifth degree are found Exorcists, because they

have been established to deliver these persons from the devil and

to render them worthy of the Holy Table. Others are neither

baptised nor sufficiently instructed ; and in the sixth degree are

found Readers, charged with the duty of preparing them by in

struction for the Sacrament of the Altar. FinaUy, there are

' Scss. iiin.

* Letters of Pope St. Cornelius in 251 ; fourth Council of Carthage in 35'S.
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unbelievers, who are consequently unworthy of participating in

the Holy Mysteries; and in the seventh degree are found Door

keepers, whose office it is to remove them from the assembly of tho

Faithful:' they must also see that order and propriety reign in the

material temple where the Adorable Sacrifice is offered up.* . . ."

Is not this an admirable hierarchy ? See how much Religion

gains by being known ! .

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having established

the Sacrament of Holy Orders to perpetuate Thy Real Presence

among men and to give ministers to Thy Church. I beg of Thee a

great respect for this Sacrament and for those who receive it.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God [ and, in testimony of this love, I will

often pray for Priestt.

LESSON XLIV.

OT7R UNTON WITH THE NEW ADAM RT HOPE (continued.)

Minor Orders. Door-keepers : their functions ; ceremonies and prayers ol

their ordination. Headers : their functions ; ceremonies and prayers of

their ordination. Exorcists : their functions ; ceremonies and prayers

of their ordination. Acolytes : their functions ; ceremonies and prayers

of their ordination. Major Orders. Sub-deacons : their f unctions ;

ceremonies and prayers of their ordination. Deacons : their functions ;

ceremonies and prayers of their ordination. Priests: their functions and

powers ; ceremonies and prayers of their ordination. Social Advantages

of the Sacrament of Holy Orders.

The preceding lesson showed us the relations of the Orders among

themselves and towards the august Eucharist. It is time to make

each of them known in detail.

The first of the Minor Orders, received after the ceremony of

the tonsure, is that of Door-keeper. If ail employments are

honourable in the palace of a king, all ministries are holy in the

house of God. This is the reason why the Church consecrates all

those who have to fulfil them. The Order of Door-keepers was

indispensable in the early ages, when the world was not yet

1 These different ministers, dedicated to the worship of God and the

serrice of the Church, are comprised under the name of clerics or clcrhi. This

term denotes that they have been chosen by the Lord, that they are His

portion, and that He is their inheritance. •

» P. Ill, Suppl., cj. *xxrii, art. 2.
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Christian. They were charged with the duty of preventing infidels

from entering the church, disturbing the Faithful, and profaning

the Holy Mysteries.

They were careful to keep every one in his rank, the people

separated from the clergy, the men from the women, and to see

that silence and modesty were observed. They should announce

the hours of prayer. They should, moreover, guard the church,

keep it clean and neatly adorned, see that nothing was lost in it,

and open and close the doors belonging to it and the sacristy at

suitable hours. Finally, it was their office to open the book for

him who preached. We see that, with so many affairs on hands,

they had abundance to occupy them. This Order was given to

persons of a ripe age.

All these functions are called to mind in the prayers and cere

monies of ordination. After the Bishop has explained everything

to the Door-keepers, the Archdeacon leads them to the church

door. He makes them open and close it, and presents them with

the rope of the bell, which they ring for a moment. He then leads

them back to the foot of the altar. All these things, which appear

strange to those who neither know their origin nor understand

their meaning, are deeply venerable to the pious and enlightened

Christian. They remind him of the sanctity of the House of the

Lord, of the terrible majesty of the Adorable Sacrifice, of the

glorious antiquity of the Church, and of those beautiful days of

faith and innocence which we so much admire and so much regret.

The Order of Header is higher than that of Door-keeper, because

it refers more immediately to the Eucharist. The Readers acted

as secretaries to the Bishops and Priests, and were instructed by

reading and writing under them. Thus were they trained who were

best fitted for study and who might become Priests. Their function

has always been necessary, since the Scriptures of the Old and

the New Testament have always been read in the Church, either at

Mass or at offices, chiefly during the night. In the early ages, the

letters of Bishops, the acts of Martyrs, homilies or discourses, were

also read there, as is still done at the present day. This task was

performed by the Readers.

Between the nave, which contained the Faithful, and the choir,

which was occupied by the ministers of the altar, there was a kind

of platform, five or six feet high, surrounded with a railing, and

capable of accommodating eight persons. This place was called an

umbo, because it was reached by two staircases, and looked towards

both Priests and people. It was used as a stand for preaching

and for reading the lessons.' It was also called ajube, because the

1 Esprit 4m Certmonia, p. 119.
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Reader, before beginning to read, asked the Bishop's blessing thus :

Jv.be, Domine, benedicere. From frequent repetition, the first word

of this expression came to be applied by the people to the place

where the Reader stood. Jubes are still to be seen in some old

churches.

The Readers were also charged with the care of the sacred

books. On this account they ran a great risk during times of

persecution. The formula of their ordination, which, like those of

the other inferior Orders, is taken from the Fourth Council of

Carthage, held in 39S, makes known that they are to read for him

who preache3, to chant lessons, and to bless bread and new fruits.

The Bishop, after asking for the Readers the grace to fulfil their

holy functions well, makes them touch the book of lessons, and at

the same time says, " Receive this book, and be Readers of the

word of God. If you be faithful to your employment, you shall

have part with those who, from the beginning, have wisely

delivered this holy word."

The third Minor Order is that of Exorcist. The function of

Exorcists is to banish the devil. In the early ages, possessions

were very common, especially among the pagans. We have

authentic proofs on this matter in the Gospel, the Acts of the

Apostles, and the writings of the Fathers. To show the utmost

contempt for the power of the devil, the Church gave the office of

banishing him to her inferior ministers. In solemn Baptisms,

they exorcised the catechumens, and caused those who were not

to communicate, that is to say, the catechumens and energumens, to

leave the church before the oblation of the sacred gifts.

At the present day, the power of exorcising is reserved to Priests.

Still they cannot make use of it without an express permission

from the Bishop. The possessions of the devil becoming rarer as

Our Lord crushed his power more and more, it was necessary, in

order to avoid impostures, to act with the greatest discretion.

This is the reason why the Church, adhering to the usages of a

venerable antiquity, restrains the power of exorcising, and does not

permit its public exercise, except to Priests specially authorised,

and after the most prudent and circumstantial investigations.'

The Bishop concludes the prayers of the ordination by making

the Exorcists lay their hand on the Missal. " Receive," he says at

the same time, " and study this book, and have the power to im

pose hands on energumens, whether they are baptised or are cate

chumens." He then beseeches the Lord in a fervent prayer to

protect them, that they may piously fulfil their functions, and that,

i Esprit da Cfrtmonies, p, 153.
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like physicians without reproach, they may heal others, haying

first healed themselves.

The fourth Minor Order is that of Acolyte. The word Acolyte

means one who follows, one who accompanies. The Order of

Acolytes is the highest of the four Minor Orders. In ancient times

the Acolytes were young men, between twenty and thirty years of

age, appointed to wait continually on the Bishop. They delivered

his messages, bore eulogies and even the Eucharist, and served at

the altar under the Deacons. How that the times are changed,

the Pontifical gives them no other functions than to carry torches,

to light candles, and to prepare the wine and water for the sacrifice.

In the ceremony of their ordination, the Bishop warns the

Acolytes that they should shine in the Church as children of light

by the splendour of their virtues, so as to edify their brethren ;

that they should lead a pure life, so as to be worthy of presenting

the wine and water at the altar of the Lord. He then makes them

touch a candlestick, furnished with a taper, and an empty cruet,

saying, " Receive this candlestick and taper, and do not forget

that in the name of the Lord you are appointed to attend to the

lights of the Church. Receive this cruet; it will serve you for

presenting the water and wine in the sacrifice of the Blood of Jesus

Christ."

Such are the four Minor Orders, and such were formerly their

functions. We need not imagine that the Saints who governed the

Church in the early ages were only amusing themselves with

trifles when they laid down so many external regulations, and

established special Orders for seeing carefully to the observance of

these regulations in every detail. They understood the importance

of attending to all that strikes the senses of man : the beauty of

places, the order of assemblies, silence, the chant, the majesty

of ceremonies. All these things help even the most spiritual to

rise towards God. They are absolutely necessary for ignorant

people, to give them a high idea of Religion and to make them love

its exercises.

In consequence of our evil times, it is only rarely that those

who are invested with Minor Orders now fulfil their functions.

Waiting for happier days, the Church has preserved the Minoi

Orders as a precious monument of ancient discipline, and as so

many steps of sanctification which must be ascended by the Levites

who aspire to the Major Orders.'

The first of the Major, or Sacred, or, strictly speaking. Holy
 

It has occupied this rank since the

1 Etprit dts CMinonia, p. 146.
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Church attached to it the obligation of chastity.' Previously,

Sub-deacon ship was reckoned among the Minor Orders. The Sub-

deacons were the secretaries of the Sishops, who employed them on

journeys and on ecclesiastical business. They were charged

with the bestowal of alms and the administration of temporals.

Outside the church, they performed the same functions as the

Deacons.

It was usually to Sub-deacons that the Homan Church confided

the administration of the Patrimonies of St. Peter,' in the various

parts of Christendom where they were situated. Stewards over

these goods, they executed the commands of the Popes in regard to

the most important ecclesiastical affairs : such as the correction of

abases in the provinces where they were located, the assembling of

Councils, the warnings which they conveyed to Bishops in reference

to the conduct of clerics, and the letters which they sent to the

Pope on events that were occurring in the countries through

which they passed.'

At the present day, the ministry of Sub-deacons is reduced to

the service of the altar and the assistance of the Bishop or the

Priest on great solemnities. They prepare the ornaments, the

sacred vessels, the bread, the wine, the water for the Sacrifice.

They sing the Epistle at Solemn Mass, and carry and hold the Book

of the Gospels for the Deacon, whom they serve in all the sacred

functions. Hence it comes that they are called Sub-deacons. They

give the Book of the Gospels to the Celebrant and the Faithful to

kiss, present at the altar the chalice and paten to the Deacon, pour

water into the chalice in which the Deacon has put wine, give

water to the Priest to wash his fingers, and purify the palls,

corporals, and purificators.

Nothing is more imposing than the ceremonies of the ordination

of Sub-deacons. Willing victims, who present themselves to make

an heroic sacrifice to God, they wish to renounce for ever the world

and its hopes : everything about them speaks of the devoted nature

of this sacrifice. They are standjrjg, in the attitude of men ready

' The most celebrated and trustworthy of the Protestant historians of

modern Germany, Henry Luden, surnamea the father of German history, does

not hesitate to make the following declaration in the eighth volume of his

History of the German People, published in 1S33 :—" Always and everywhere,

it is ecclesiastical celibacy that purchases us whatever we hare, whatever we

are. To it we owe our intelligence, the cultivation of the mind, the progress

of the human race."

See also Cobbett, History of the Reformation in England, and the Able

Jager, Du Cilibat eccUsiastique, Mimoirct de Modern, n. 47 and 4S, 2S3.

* Thus were called properties given to the Church of Borne.

* See the Letters of St. Gregory. \
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to depart. A white linen cloth, called an amice, covers the head,

like the helmet of a warrior. They are robed in a long white alb,

the symbol of perfect virtue. A cord encircles the reins, it is the

sign of chastity. On the left arm is a tunic, expressive of the joy

of their hearts. In one hand they hold a maniple, a figure of the

labour which awaits them, and in the other a lighted taper,

indicative of their charity. Thus armed, thus arra3'ed, all the

young victims await in silence the moment of the sacrifice.

Suddenly the voice of the Pontiff, the representative of Jesus

Christ, is heard. "My beloved children," he says to them, "you

present yourselves to receive Sub-deaconship. Think seriously

and repeatedly on the heavy burden which you desire. You are

still free : it is permitted you to pass to a secular life. But, if you

receive this Order, you cannot hereafter revoke your decision. You

must for ever belong to God and serve Him. And to serve Him is

to reign. You must observe chastity and be always ready for the

ministry of the Church. There is yet time : reflect. . . But, if you

persevere in your resolution, come near.''

After these words, if they feel courage and strength to disengage

themselves for ever, they make one step forward. An immense

step ! which places between them and the world a gulf for ever

impassable. To show that they are for ever dead to the world and

its hopes, they all prostrate themselves, lying with their faces on the

ground, bidding an eternal adieu to the earth which they embrace,

to their parents, to their friends, and protesting that they are

to be henceforth like Melchisedech, an ancient figure of . the

Christian Priesthood, without father, without mother, without

genealogy.

But who will give them that superhuman strength of which

they have need, to support during their whole life this heroic

sacrifice ? The same God who inspired them with the resolution to

make it. This is the reason why the Bishop and all the people,

alarmed as it were at the greatness of their engagements, imme

diately kneel down and implore on the prostrate the blessing of

Heaven. Prayers are addressed to the Three Persons of the

Adorable Trinity, to the all-powerful Mary, to the Angels, to the

Patriarchs, to the Prophets, to the Apostles, to the Martyrs, to the

Confessors, to the whole heavenly court. Then the Bishop, rising,

blesses and consecrates all these victims by forming thrice upon

them the Sign of the Cross.

All is now over : the victims are immolated. They rise never

theless, for they must live and continue all the days of their life •

the immolation which they have just consummated. The Bishop

conjures the assistants to pray for these new ministers who conse-
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crate themseives to their service. He then ordains them Sub-

deacons, making them touch the chalice and paten,' and explains

to them the functions which they shall have to fulfil.

Such is an abridged account of the ordination of Sub-deacons.

Do you know anything more proper to inspire the people with a

profound respect for the august Eucharist and its ministers, and

at the same time more efficacious to teach the latter the virtues

required of them by their holy and sublime vocation ? We shall

find this twofold instruction continued in the ordination of the

Deacon.

The word Deacon means servant. The Apostles ordained the

first Deacons on the occasion of some murmurs that arose among

the Faithful of Jerusalem concerning the distribution of alms. They

confided to them the care of tables, around which the poor gathered

to eat the bread of Catholic fraternity ; for, from the beginning,

the poor were the objects of the maternal solicitude of the Church.

Their places being taken by the Deacons, the Apostles could devote

themselves entirely to prayer and preaching. Such was not the

only, nor even the principal, end of the institution of Deacons : we

soon see them called to functions more exalted.

To the service of the material table was added the ministry of

the Sacred Table. The preaching of the word of God and the

administration of Baptism were also reckoned among their functions.

We learn that St. Stephen and St. Philip gave themselves wiih

much zeal to these employments, which they shared with the

Apostles. All this did not hinder the Deacons from having care of

the tables, at which the widows and the poor took their ordinary

repasts.

la the primitive times, the Deacons always occupied a place in

the iuite of the Bishops. They watched over their safety when

preaching, accompanied them in councils, and assisted them in

- 1 It seems that the touching or handing of the chalice and paten is tbe

whole matter of the order of Sub-deaconship in tbe Latin Cburcb.

Eugenius IV. teaches so in the decree to tbe Armenians : Subdiaconatus con-

fertur per calicis vacui cum patcna vacua superposiia traditioncm. In the

Greek Church, the matter of the Sub-deaconship is the imposition of hands

which tbe Bishop makes on tbe head of the person to be urdained. and the

form is the prayer wbich he recites at the same time : there is nothing else

discoverable in their euchologies, either ancient or modern, to which the names

of matter and form can be applied. "Cela ne doit pas faire line diffioulte,"

dit le Confirencier cCAngert, t. XI, p. 229. " Puisque e'est l'Egliee qui a

institue' cet ordre, il n'a dfpendu que d'elle de lui assignor la matiere et la

forme quelle a crues convenables au ministere auquel elle destinait les Sous-

Diacres; il a meme itfi en son pouvoir de les changer pour en substituer

d'autres, ou d'j en ajouter de nouvelles si elle le jugeaitd propos."
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ordinations ana in the administration of the other Sacraments.' The

Bishops did not offer the Sacrifice without being assisted by the

Deacons, as St. Laurence reminded Pope St. Sixtus, when the

latter was being led to martyrdom. " Holy Priest I" he said,

" whither are you going without your Deacon ? You used never

to offer the Sacrifice without him."*

To Deacons belonged the privilege of reading the Gospel at

Mass, as they still do at the present day, and of presenting to the

Priest the bread and wine for the sacrifice.3 Not only did they

administer Baptism, dispense alms, and watch over the support of

widows and the poor, but they were also charged with the care of

the Confessors and Martyrs who were in prison, and with the duty

of encouraging them to suffer for the Faith.* At present, Deacons

have usually no other functions than to serve the Bishop or the

Priest at the altar, and to sing the Gospel.

We saw that the Apostles ordained the first Deacons by praying

over them and imposing hands on them this mysterious rite has

not changed. When the Bishop is seated on his chair in the

middle of the altar, the Archdeacon says to him, " Most reverend

Father ! our Mother, the holy Catholic Church, asks that you should

give the charge of Deaconship to these Sub-deacons." " Do you

know whether they are worthy of it?" replies the Pontiff. "I

know it," answers the Archdeacon, " and bear witness to it, as far

as human weakness permits me to do so." " Thanks be to God,"

says tho Bishop. Then, addressing himself to the clergy and

people, he says, "With the assistance of God and our Saviour

Jesus Christ, we make choice of these Sub-deacons to raise them to

Deaconship. If any person has anything to say against them,

let him come forward boldly, for the love of God, and say it ; but

let him be mindful of the seriousness of his act." And he pauses

a moment to give the Faithful time to answer.

This warning recalls the ancient discipline of the Church,

according to which it was usual to consult the clergy and people in

reference to ordinations. In our days, ecclesiastical superiors alone

are charged with the duty of examining aspirants to Holy Orders.

To preserve as far as possible the ancient usage, and to make sure

that the elect are irreproachable, the Church has established the

publications which are made at the parish sermon, and the cere

mony of which we now speak, as preceding the ordination of

Deacons and Priests.

' S. Isid. of Senile, de Off. eccl., L III, c. viiL

« a Amb., de Off., 1. 1, c. xlii.

» S. Jerome, Ep. xlviii, ad Sabiniam ; S. Justin, Apol. II ; S. Oyp., it

Laprit.
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If the Faithful make no complaint, the Bishop addresses the

candidates and reminds them of the dignity of the Order which

they are ahout to receive, the functions which are connected with

it, and the virtues which it demands. He then begins a preface—

an introduction, as it were, to the grand action which he is about to

perform. Suddenly, stopping in the midst of the preface, the

Bishop lays his right hand on the head of each of the aspirants,

and says to him, " Receive the Holy Ghost, that you may have

strength to resist the devil and his temptations." He does not lay

his two hands on them, to show that Deacons do not receive the

Holy Ghost with the same plenitude as Priests.

This ceremony and the preface being ended, the Bishop gives

each Deacon the stole, the symbol of the power confided to him.

" Receive from the hand of God," he says at the same time, " this

white stole ; fulfil your ministry ; God is almighty—He will in

crease His grace in you." The Deacon does not wear his stole in

the same manner as the Priest, to show that he has not the same

dignity. The Bishop next clothes him with the dalmatic, pro

nouncing these words : " May God give you the habit of salvation

and the robe of joy, and, by His power, surround you for ever with

the dalmatic ofjustice. Amen."

Finally, the Bishop presents the Book of the Gospels to the

Deacons, saying, " Receive the power to read the Gospel in the

Church for the living and for the dead. In the name of the

Father, &c." The ordination concludes with the prayer of the

Bishop and people, uniting their hearts and voices to invoke on the

newly elected the protection of the Lord.

To the ordination of Deacons succeeds that of Priests.

To offer the holy Sacrifice ; to lless the people at Mass, in

assemblies, and in the administration of the Sacraments, so as to

draw upon them the graces of Heaven ; to preside at assemblies

which are held in the church for the purpose of rendering to God

the worship due to Him; to preach the word of God, whose

ambassadors they are ; to administer various Sacraments, especially

those established for the remission of sins : such have been from

the beginning of the Church, and are still to-day, the functions of

Priests.

Before confiding the same to them, the Bishop, seated on his

chair in the middle of the altar, wishes to ascertain whether they

are worthy. "Most reverend Father," says the Archdeacon to

him, " our Mother, the holy Catholic Church, asks you to consecrate

Priests these Deacons whom I present to you." '* Do you know

whether they are worthy of it?" replies the Pontiff. And, on re

ceiving a favourable reply from the Archdeacon, the Bishop says,

vol. U. 37
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"God be praised!" Then, addressing himself to the people, and

reminding them that it is their interest to have none bnt holy

Priests, he asks them, conformably to the ancient usage of the

Church, to say what they think of the new Deacons.

If no one makes any remonstrance, the Pontiff addresses himself

to the Deacons, and reminds them of the nature, the origin, the

sublime functions of the Priesthood. He tells them that Priests

are the successors of the seventy-two ancients, who, according to the

command of God, were chosen by Moses to assist him in his ministry,

to dispense justice, and to watch over the observance of the Ten

Commandments. These old men were only a figure of the seventy-

two disciples, whom Our Lord sent two-and-two to preach by

' their words and their example. " Be worthy, my dear children,"

adds the Pontiff, " to be the assistants of Moses and the twelve

Apostles, that is to say, of our Catholic Bishops, figured by

Moses and the Apostles, and established to govern the Church of

God."

After this discourse, follows the imposing ceremony of prostra

tion. Before being admitted to Baptism, man must thrice

renounce Satan ; before being admitted to the Priesthood, the

Christian must thrice renounce the earth—flesh and blood. It is

only after this triple renunciation that the way to the altar is open

to him. Next comes the imposition of hands. The Bishop silently

imposes his two hands on the head of each Deacon. All the Priests

present at the ceremony, and wearing a stole, do the same thing.

The Bishop reascends the altar ; then, turning towards the persons

to be ordained, he stretches out his hands over them—all the Priests

imitate him—and he recites at the same time a prayer in which he

beseeches the Lord to grant them His Holy Spirit and the grace

of the Priesthood.

The power of conferring Holy Orders belongs to the Bishop

alone : he alone can impose hands as a consecrator. If Priests, on

this occasion, impose them with him, it is to conform to a venerable

usage which reminds us that the Episcopate and the Priesthood are

only one sacerdotal body. The Bishop next places, in the form of

a cross, on the breast of the young Levites, the stole which as

Deacons they have worn on the left shoulder, and says to them,

" Receive the yoke of the Lord ; His yoke is sweet, and His burden

light."

He clothes them with the chasuble, using these words, " Re

ceive the sacerdotal habit ; it denotes charity." And the Priest

will bo a man of charity—charity personified! The chasuble,

which the Bishop has just given to the Priests, is not unfolded

behind. They have not yet received all the grace of the Priest



hood : when the power of forgiving sins is confided to them, the

Bishop will unloose it.

After a beautiful preface, foreshadowing a sublime aotion, the

Bishop intones the Vent Creator, to call down upon the ordained

the Sanctifying Spirit with all His gifts. While the choir sings,

the Pontiff consecrates the hands of the new Priests with a large

unction of the oil of catechumens. He says, " O Lord, vouch

safe to consecrate and to sanctify these hands by this unction and

this blessing." He makes the Sign of the Cross, and continues,

" In the name of Jesus Christ, Our Lord, may all that they bless

be blessed, may all that they consecrate be consecrated and sancti

fied!" Each of the ordained answers, "Amen."

The hands of the new Priests being bound with a ribbon, and

the consecrated fingers separated with a little bread, the Bishop

makes them touch the chalice, in which there are some wine and

water, and the paten, on which lies a host. He says to them at

the same time, " Receive the power to offer to God the Sacrifice,

to celebrate Mass, as well for the living as for the dead." Behold

Ihem Priests for ever according to the order of Melchisedech 1 The

ehief function of the Priest is to offer the Sacrifice, and on the

spot they offer it with the Bishop. The Mass thus celebrated,

reminds us of what used to occur in the early ages. Then there

was only one office in each church : the Bishop at the altar and all

the Priests offering with him.

The Communion being ended, the Bishop recites that beautiful

anthem, composed of the words which the Saviour, in the overflow

of His heart, addressed to His Apostles, after making them partici

pators in His body and blood : " I will no longer call you servants,

but friends, for you know all that I have done in the midst of you.

You are My friends—do what I have commanded you.'' The

Bishop assures himself of the Faith of the new Priests by making

them recite the Apostles' Creed. They are sent to preach : they

should preach the Faith in all its purity.

They next prostrate themselves at his feet. He at the same

time imposes his hands on them, saying, " Receive the Holy Ghost ;

whose sins you shall forgive, they are forgiven ; whose sins you

shall retain, they are retained." To show the plenitude of their

power, he unties the chasuble, and prays, " May God clothe you

with the robe of innocence !" That is to say, Be pure and holy,

that you may make others holy.

From each of them he asks respect and obedience, for the

Church is beautiful and terrible as an army set in battle array.

This beauty cannot exist without order, and order cannot exist

without subordination. But subordination is sweet in the Church :
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it only tends to make of all tbe members and ministers of the

Church one heart and one soul, for it is founded on charity. This

is the reason why the Bishop ends all these affecting and heavenly

ceremonies by giving the kiss of peace to each of the new Priests,

One glance more. Cast an eye over all those sublime prayers,

all those imposing ceremonies, and say whether Catholic worship

does not at once satisfy the mind, the heart, and the senses !'

What shall we now say of the importance of the Sacrament of

Holy Orders ? Its social necessity is proved in an instant : no

society without Religion, no Religion without Priests, no Priests

without the Sacrament of Holy Orders ; therefore, without the

Sacrament of Holy Orders, no society.

I say true society, that is, a union of men for the preservation

and right development of their physical, intellectual, and moral

being. Ancient societies, the Jewish excepted, were rather aggrega

tions of individuals held together by force, and with no other end than

material existence and improvement. Protestant societies, if they

deserve the name, owe their progress, such as it is, to the Catholic

traditions which they have retained among them. For the peoples

cunnot live without Christian truth, and there is no true

Christianity outside the Church, and there is no Church without

the Priesthood. It is therefore to the Catholic Priesthood that our

separated brethren are indebted for their social life, that is to say,

for whatever remains of Faith and morals still exist among them.*

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having

established different orders of Ministers in Thy Church. This is for

Thy glory and my salvation. Grant me the grace to be a docile

and respectful child of a Church so holy, so beautiful, and so

tender.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, / will

have the greattst respectfor persons consecrated to God.

' See the history of an ordination among the negroes of Africa, and tbe

impression which it produced : Annates de la Propagation de la Fox, n. 120,

p. 332, May, 1S4S.

1 See Kubichon : Actions du Ckrgl dans Us sociitis modernes.
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LESSON XLV.

OUR WION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY HOPE (continued).

Matrimony considered as a contract ; considered as a Sacrament. Definition.

Elements. Institution. Effects. Dispositions for receiving it. Historical

Sketch. Betrothal. Bans. Invalidating and Prohibitory Impedi

ments. Dispensations. Liturgy of Matrimony. Social Advantages of

this Sacrament.

The Sacrament of Holy Orders was established to perpetuate the

Ministers of the Church, and the Sacrament of Matrimony to per

petuate the Faithful. The former keep Our Lord Jesus Christ

continually present on the earth ; the latter come into this world

to receive Him. Thus it is to the New Adam and to our union

with Him that, as we have already said, all the Sacraments refer.

Matrimony or Marriage may be considered in two lights—as a con

tract and as a Sacrament. As a contract, it reaches back to the

beginning of the world. As a Sacrament, it reaches back to Our

Lord, who raised the natural contract to the dignity of a Sacrament,

by giving it the power to produce grace.

Of all contracts, that of Marriage is the most ancient and the

most sacred. God Himself is its Author. He instituted it in the

terrestrial paradise, when, after creating Adam and Eve, He blessed

them, saying, Increase and multiply, and Jill the earth.' Adam,

receiving at the moment his inseparable companion from the hands

of God, pronounced these mysterious and prophetical words,

This now is bone of my bone andflesh of myflesh ; wherefore a man

shall leave father and mother, and shall cleave to his wife, and they

shall be two in oneflesh.'

Under the Patriarchs, Marriage continued the most solemn and

venerable contract : witness the history of Isaac and Rebecca, or of

Jacob and Rachael. It was the same under the Law of Moses.

Of which we have examples in the marriages ofRuth and Booz, and

Sara and Tobias. But all still occurred, as in the time of the

Patriarchs, around the domestic hearth, among relatives and friends,

amid the prayers which were offered up by the father and the

company present to invoke the blessing of God on the newly

espoused. It was as yet only a natural or civil contract.

The time drew nigh when Marriage should be destined to give

to the New Adam brethren ; to the Church, children ; to the

world, not Jews, but Christians—not a carnal nation, but a holy

'<?«»., i, 2S. 'Gen., 0, 23.
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nation: It was therefore necessary that Marriage, whose end

became more dignified and sanctified, should be ennobled and

enriched with the graces necessary for the newly espoused. This

is what Our Lord did, by raising it to the dignity of a Sacrament.

Definition. In the New Law, Marriage or Matrimony is a

Sacrament instituted by Our Lord Jesus Christ to perpetuate the

divine life, by giving to those who receive it worthily the grace to

sanctify themselves in their state and to bring up their children in a

Christian manner, and it represents the union of Jesus Christ with

His Church. The Marriage of Catholics contains all the qualities

which constitute a true Sacrament. We find therein (a) a sensible

sign—the giving of hands, the mutual consent of the parties, and the

blessing of the Priest; (b) a sign instituted by Our Lord ; (o) a

sign which has the power of producing grace, as we shall presently

show. Hence the Holy Fathers, who lived in the times when,

according to Protestants themselves, the Roman Church was yet

the infallible organ of truth, say with St. Paul that Marriage is a

great Sacrament.'

Let us mention on this matter a most significant fact. In the

sixteenth century, Protestants published boldly that the Greek

schismatical Church rejected, like them, the Sacrament of Marriage.

During the year 1574, they accordingly sent a copy of the Augsburg

Confession of Faith to Jeremias, the achismatical patriarch of Con

stantinople. He, having assembled a number of Eastern bishops,

delivered to them a learned refutation of the Protestant Creed. He

remarked particularly that in the East it was believed and had

always been believed that Marriage was one of the seven Sacra

ments of the New Law.* The Council of Trent therefore under

stood well both the meaning of the Scripture and the testimonies of

Tradition, when it declared its anathema against anyone who

should dare to say that Marriage under the New Law is not a

Sacrament instituted by Our Lord Jesus Christ, and does not confer

grace.3

Elements. We find the matter of the Sacrament of Marriage in

the contract by which the two parties are given power one in

regard to the other. Let us here remark how great is the dignity

of this Sacrament, so little understood, so little respected in our

' Tertull., de Monogamia, de Prascript., c. xl ; A inb., lib. I it Abraham,

c. rii ; Aug., lib. de Fide et Operib., c. vii, de Bono Conjug., c. xxiv ; Tertull.,

ad Uxor., c. ix ; Arab., EpUt. xxv, ad Vigil. ; Cone, ir Carth., can. xiii ; Orig.,

Tract, vii, in Matt. ; Athan., Epiet ad Ammonium ; Ohrja., Bomil. lri, ta

Genet. ; Aug., de Nuptiis et Concupiscentia, c. xvii, Ac.

* Divinum Sacramentum esse atque unum ex illia septem quae Christus et

Apottoli Eccleaia tradiderunt. (Ccneur., orient, eccl. c. vii.) ' Seat. zziv.
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days, by many of those who receive it. Its matter is not water, as

in Baptism, nor holy oil, as in Confirmation and Extreme Unction,

but the living temples of the Holy Ghost, the sacred members of

Our Lord Jesus Christ Himself.

Its form consists in the words and signs by which the parties to

be married express their mutual acceptance and consent. The

consent must be clearly expressed by each party, and in terms that

denote present time. Marriage is not a mere giving away : it is

an agreement, which requires the express consent of both parties ;

and the words which express this consent must refer to present

time : for words relating to future time would not make, but simply

promise, a marriage.

The parties themselves are the ministers of this Sacrament,

which, in virtue of the precept of the Church, ought to be sanctified

by the presence of a Priest and made valid by his presence. So

that a marriage is null, if not made in presence of the Parish

Priest of one of the two parties, or another Priest representing him.

There must also be two or three witnesses.1

Institution. It is believed that Our Lord raised marriage to the

dignity of a Sacrament on the day when He sanctified by His

presence the wedding feast of Cana. Be this as it may, the Apostle

St. Paul reveals to us the institution of the Sacrament of Marriage,

when he says to us that the union of man and wife is a great

Sacrament in Jesus Christ and the Church.' It is certain that by

his words, This is a great Sacrament, the Apostle alludes to Mar

riage. In effect, the union of man and wife, of which God is the

Author, is the Sacrament, that is to say, the sacred sign of tho bond

which unites Jesus Christ with His Church. Such is the meaning

attached to these words by all the ancient Fathers who have given

their explanation, and afterwards by the holy Council of Trent.3

Effects. To make known the precious effects of the Sacrament

of Matrimony, it suffices to explain the concluding words of our

definition : It gives the married couple the grace to sanctify them

selves in their state, and to bring up their children in a Christian

' Pratacripsit (sancta Synodus) . . . Parochus, viro etmuliere interrogatis,

et eoruin mutuo consensu intellects, vel dicat: Ego vos in raatrimontum mi-

j ungo, in nomine Patris, et Filii, et Spiritus Sancti ; vel aliis utatur verbis

juxta receptum uniuscujusque provincia; ritum. . . . qui alitor quam prjesente

Parocho, vel alio Sacerdote de ipsius paroc hi seu ordinarii licentia, et dnobus

vel tribus testibus, matrimonium contrah e re attentabunt ; eos sancta Synodus

ad sic contrahendum omnino inhabiles re ddit ; et bujusmodi contractus irritos

et nulloe esse decernit, prout eos prae senti decreto irritos facit et annulat.

<Pe.«s. ixiv, c. i ; S. Alph., Theolog. mar al., lib. VI, Tract, vi, n. 897; Ferraris,

art. Matr., n 28.)

« Ep/iet., v. J Sess, xxiv, Procem.
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manner, and it represents the union of Jesus Christ with His

Church.

Like all the other Sacraments of the Living, that of Matrimony

produces, not the first grace, which makes sinners just, but the

second, which makes the just still more just. It is only accidentally

that it sometimes confers the first, and remits mortal sin.' Matri

mony also produces a sacramental grace, which in its turn produces

three effects, or, according to the language of the Fathers of the

Church, three principal goods : the grace of fidelity, the grace of a

good education of children, and the grace of indissolubility.* These

three characteristics essentially distinguish a Christian marriage,

which they raise far above all Jewish and heathen alliances ; but

they present difficulties to nature. This is the reason why Our

Lord, the Author of all the Sacraments, has provided married

persons with an abundance of graces to make them worthy of it.'

The first duty of married persons, as well as the first bond of

Christian marriage, is fidelity. The husband and wife give each other

a reciprocal power over their bodies, with an oath never to violate

the holy alliance of marriage. A man, says Our Lord, shall lean

father and mother, and shall cleave to his wife, and they shall be two

in one flesh* In like manner, the Apostle declares that the wife has

not the power of her own body, but the husband ; and the husband han

not power of his own body, but the wife'' The obligation of fidelity

is equal on both sides : no distinction between husband and wife.

To make the accomplishment of this fidelity easy, the Sacra

ment of Matrimony ennobles, strengthens, perfects the natural love

of the married persons, and transforms it into a pure, holy, stead

fast affection, like that which exists between Jesus Christ and

the Church. A pure affection, which, banishing all that would

not be worthy of Angels, leads the married couple to live wisely,

soberly, and chastely, as children of the Saints, friends of Jesus

Christ, and heirs of Heaven. A holy affection, which, founded on

views of Faith, makes the yoke which they have imposed on them

selves agreeable, and transforms the cares which they lavish on each

1 Sacramento vivorum aliquando primam gratiam conferre possunt, scilicet

cum aliquis putans tion esse in statu peccati mortalis, vel existimans ee con-

tritum aocedit cum attritions ad Sacramentum. (S. Alph., lib. VI, n. 6.)—

See bIbo Mgr. Gousset, Theolog. moral., t II, n. 22.
■ Bonum quod habent nuptias tripartitum est: fldes, proles, Sacramenttim.

In fide attenditur ne praeter vinculum conjugale ciun altera, vel altera concu-

Dntur. In prole, ut amanter suscipiutur, benigne nutriatur, religiose educetur.

in Sacramento, ut conjugium non separetur, ut dimissus aut dimissa nee

causa prolis alteri conjungatur. (S. Aug., de Gencr., lib. X, c. vii.)

» Cone. Trid., sess xxiv, de Doctrin. Sacr. matr.

* Malt.. xix, 5. s 1 Cor., vii, 4.
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other into pleasures. A steadfast affection, which, keeping their

hearts ever firmly united in spite of the natural changeableness of

the mind and the various trials of life, helps them to bear with each

other, to excuse each other's faults, and in fine to observe in

violably the promises to which they have sworn at the foot of the

altar.

From this mutual affection, formed by grace and commanded

by Religion, flow the particular duties of married persons towards

each other. It obliges the husband to treat the wife with gentle

ness and honour, remembering that Adam regarded Eve as his

companion, since he said to God, The woman whom Thougavest me as

a companion ;' and to occupy himself with some honest business.

By attention to the latter duty, he will not only avoid idleness,

which is the mother of all vices, and the source of innumerable

jealousies, tears, and dissensions, but be enabled to provide respectably

for the support of his wife and children. He must also govern his

family in a Christian manner, correct and steady the habits of those

who compose it, so as to keep all to their duties, and thus secure

the happiness of the domestic circle entrusted to his care.

The same affection requires of the wife that obedience and

kindness which gain the heart of her husband ; that modesty

which causes him to respect her ; that simplicity which,

despising the vanities of fashion and disarming jealousy, lets him

clearly behold all the inward beauty of her soul. Hear how the

Prince of the Apostles speaks. Let women, he says, be subject to

their husbands, so that if there are any of them who do not believe the

word, they may be won without the word, by the good lives of their

wives : considering the purity of your manners, as well as the respect

which you entertain for them. Do not adorn yourselves outwardly

according to the art of the hairdresser, or with displays of gold, or in

splendid attire ; but adorn the hidden man of the heart with the in

corruptible purity of a quiet and meek spirit, which is a rich ornament

in the sight of God. For it was thus that heretofore the holy women,

who hoped in God and obeyed their husbands, adorned themselves.

Such a one was Sara, who obeyed Abraham and called him her lord.'

A consequence of this Christian affection is the care which the

wife ought to take never to love or to esteem any other person so

much as she does her husband, according to God, that is, whatever

his qualities may be. In effect, respect and affection for superiors

ought to be regulated, not according to their virtues, but according

to their title of superiors. A last consequence is the vigilant solici

tude which the wife ought to have about domestic affairs, so that

Gen., iii, 12. a 1 Petr., iii, 1, 2, <tc.

r
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economy, order, and neatness may always let the husband find

For this purpose a Christian wife ought to remain willingly

at home, and not leave it except through necessity and even with

the permission of her husband. Let the wife who would maintain

domestic union, who would acquire a legitimate ascendancy over

her husband and transform her house into a little paradise on

earth, make use therefore continually of the following recipe,

employed with so much success by all holy women : " Pray, be in

dustrious, suffer, and be silent."

The second duty of married persons, and for the accomplishment

of which the Sacrament gives them a special grace, is the educa

tion of children. This grace leads them first to regard children as a

blessing. St. Paul makes so much account hereof that he says, The

woman shall be taved by the children whom the brings into the world.'

An expression which is not to be understood only of the bearing of

children, but also of their education and the care to form them to

piety. The proof of this is that the Apostle immediately adds,

if the remain in the Faith. Although education is a duty common

to both parents, it seems therefore to belong more especially to the

mother. On the one hand, she is oftener with the children,

particularly at that tender age when impressions are wont to

decide the character for the remainder of life ; on the other, God

has more abundantly enriched her with the means of forming them.

The grace of the Sacrament is therefore very necessary for her.

It is this that gives her, as well as her husband, a due share of

prudence, gentleness, firmness, watchfulness, and patience ; and

they require a large share, in order to acquit themselves

worthily of the kind of priesthood with which they are honoured.

It teaches them to consider their children as a sacred deposit which

God Himself has entrusted to their keeping, and of which He will

demand an account, blood for blood and soul for soul. It commands

them to avoid every action that might scandalise these children.

In a word, it teaches them that God has not given them children

in order that they may bring up a learned, rich, or happy family

according to the world, but a family of Saints. "Why is it that so

many fathers and mothers are ignorant of these first principles of

their obligations, and that, instead of following them, they violate

them continually ?

The third duty, or the third effect of Christian marriage, for

which the Sacrament confers a special grace, is indissolubility. The

bond or tie of marriage among the Faithful cannot be broken but

 

1 1 Tim., fl, 16.



by death. Founded on the principles of the Gospel, the legis

lation of all Catholic peoples ranks divorce, so fitly termed

the sacrament of adultery, among crimes that deserve punish

ment.

In effect, indissolubility is one of the greatest benefits of the

Sacrament ofMatrimony. Therein are found the honour of families,

the protection of the wife, the guarantee of public and private

morality, the education and the very life of children, as well as the

strength of society. But this everlasting yoke may sometimes

become heavy. Accordingly, Our Lord prepared for married

persons, in the Sacrament of Matrimony, the graces necessary always

to bear it.

The accomplishment of these three duties produces the perfec

tion of Christian marriage, which consists in representing the union

of Jetu» Christ with the Church. This representation is the glorious

privilege, the noblest duty, of married persons : a duty which, well

considered, includes every other duty, and which, faithfully

practised, secures the happiness of the world. The Divine Saviour

wished that His holy and chaste union with the Church should be

copied in every family by husband and wife, that so every family

might become a home of Saints, and thus society, which is only the

assemblage of all families, might become a people of Saints. Let

us see how married persons represent this union between Jesus

Christ and the Church.

The Son of God left His Father to be united to the Church, as

a man leaves his father and mother to be united to his wife. The

Church was formed from Jesus Christ dead on the cross, as woman

was formed from man during his sleep. Jesus Christ is the Head

of the Church ; the husband is the head of the wife. Jesus Christ

protects and guides the Church, leads it to Heaven ; the husband

ought to be the protector and guide of his wife, ought to show her

the way to Heaven, much more by his example than by his

words.

Jesus Christ and the Church are but one—one Spirit animates

them ; so man and wife are but one flesh—one spirit ought to

animate them. Jesus Christ loves the Church tenderly, but He

loves it with a view to its eternal happiness—and the Church, on

her side, respects her Divine Spouse, and observes an inviolable

fidelity towards Him; so the husband ought to love the wife, but

with a view to her eternal salvation—and the wife ought to respect

her husband, and observe an inviolable fidelity towards him. Jesus

Christ is inseparably united to the Church ; it is the same with the

husband and wife—their union is indissoluble, it cannot be broken

but by death.
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Hence it follows that the sacred union of marriage can only be

contracted between one man and one woman, and that polygamy,

that is to say, a plurality of wives, though tolerated in the Old

Law, is absolutely forbidden by the New. If this practice were

still allowable, marriage would no longer represent the union of the

Saviour with the Church, which is the special cause of its

dignity as a Sacrament.' Such are the effects of Christian

marriage.

Dispositions for receiving this Sacrament. To participate in

these effects and graces, it is necessary to prepare oneself for

marriage with great care. As after First Communion there is

nothing more important than the choice of a state of life, marriage

is of all acts that which exercises the greatest influence on the

destiny of young persons, families, and society. Hence there is no

act to which one should bring a more diligent preparation, and yet,

by a strange perversion, there is hardly any to which is brought a

more negligent.

The dispositions for marriage are—in the first place, vocation.

When placing us in the world, God destines each of us for a

particular state. If we enter it, special graces, proportioned to our

duties, are in store for us, and our salvation becomes more

easy. Not so, if we take a wrong course. He who is out of his

vocation is miserable all his life. He is like a disjointed member,

which suffers itself and causes the whole body to suffer ; like a

straying traveller, who wearies himself much, yet does not reach

the end of his journey ; like a fish out of water, which writhes,

and pants, and dies.

To lead a chaste, pious, and truly Christian life in youth ; to

ask of God every day, by good works, the grace to know our

vocation ; to take counsel of parents, of persons fearing God, and

especially of our confessor, but long before deciding, and not on the

eve say ofaccepting a situation ; to inquire seriouslyof ourselves what

is the state in which, having regard to our dispositions, we can

most easily save our souls, and what, at the moment of death, we

shall wish to have done ; finally, to consider what answer we should

give a person who, being in the same position as ourselves, with

our qualifications and our defects, came to consult us on the pro

fession that he ought to embrace : such are the means to know

our vocation.

The second disposition for marriage is a great purity of inten

tion. One must only enter this state with a view of God, to

1 Such is the meaning attached by Theologians to these words of St. Paul :

Sacrammlum hoc magnum est, ego autem dico in Christo ei in£cel*tia. /See

Filassier, t. I.)
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accomplish His holy will : not through caprice—not through

passion—not through a sordid interestedness, which transforms

marriage into a low bargain. Religion recognises the following

motives as just : (a) the obtaining of a helper, that one may more

easily endure the inconveniences of life, the infirmities and pains

of old age ; (i) the desire of having children, less to leave heirs of

one's name and wealth than to give faithful servants to God—such

was the intention of the holy Patriarchs of the Old Law ;' («) the

fear of yielding to attacks of concupiscence.*

The third disposition for marriage is the state of grace. The

Sacrament of Matrimony being a Sacrament of the Living, he who

should dare to receive it in the state of mortal sin would render

himself guilty of a horrible sacrilege. The better to prepare

oneself, it is necessary to avoid dangerous meetings, to give alms,

to offer up prayers or other good works, and to redouble one's

fervour in the reception of the Sacraments of Penance and the

Eucharist.

It is also recommended, at this important period, to make a

general confession of one's whole life, or at least of the portion gone

by since the First Communion; but, to do so, one must not wait till

the very moment of being married. Oh, how many persons there

are who lead in marriage a life of anguish and misery, for having

neglected these precautions ! How many crimes are the conse

quences of the profanation of the Sacrament of Marriage ! We do

not hesitate to say that herein is to be found one of the greatest

wounds inflicted on society.

To avoid so great a misfortune, those who think of marriage

ought, as we have just said, to prepare themselves long beforehand

by a cessation from sin, by good works, and by fervent prayers.

Such, indeed, is the conduct of a number—alas! too small—of

young persons truly Christian.

A few years ago, a young physician, dwelling in the capital of

France, received there the Sacrament of marriage with such edifying

dispositions that it is most useful to make them known. It was in

the month of October, 1S29. A friend introduces him at a respect

able house, and encourages him to hope for the hand of an only

daughter, as pious as the rest of her family. The young lady is

soon promised to the doctor, whose modesty is no less remarkable

than his learning.

About ten days before the nuptial ceremony, he calls to see the

mother of his future wife, and begs to have a private conversation

i Tob., vi, ia

s 1 Car., vii, 2 ; and the Catechism of the Council of Trent
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with Miss Amelia. "It ia impossible, sir," she answers, very

courteously ; " my daughter has not been well for the last two

days, and she requires rest." " But, madam, it is a great disap

pointment to me not to be permitted to say a few words to the

young lady. I have scarcely had the pleasure of seeing her more

than three or four times in society. Until the present moment, I

have not had one good opportunity of expressing my sentiments to

her and of knowing hers." " Your earnestness pains me, sir; my

daughter cannot be seen." " And yet I have something very im

portant to communicate to her !" "I will call her, if you like, and

you can speak to her in my presence : my daughter has never had

a conversation alone with any man."

"But I shall soon be her husband 1" " Then, sir, my daughter

will no longer belong to me: till that time I must fulfil towards

her all the duties of a prudent Christian mother." " Ah ! madam,"

exclaims the physician, " I must acquaint you with my design.

Brought up myself by religious parents, I have always remained

faithful to that holy Ileligion which dictates to you your admirable

conduct. The indifference which unfortunately exists among men

of my profession may have inspired you with distrust ; but, far

from sharing in that indifference, I make it my glory and joy to

follow in every particular the practices of the Faith : the more I

study them, the more venerable they appear to me. If I so

earnestly desired an interview with your daughter, it was that I

might learn her dispositions on this matter, and beg of her to pre

pare by a general confession to receive, with the nuptial blessing,

all the graces that are attached to it."

The virtuous physician did not rest here. For eight days the

holy Sacrifice of the Mass was celebrated, to draw down an

abundance of heavenly blessings. But what was most ad

mirable of all was to see, on the very day of the marriage, the

bridegroom and bride approach the Holy Table, accompanied, the

one by his esteemed father and weeping mother, the other by her

mother and grandmother. What an example for young people 1

What a lesson for indifferent or irreligious parents ! Is not this

your opinion ? If all other unions resembled this one, would the

world be covered with iniquities, and society shaken even to its

foundations ?

If young persons could doubt of the care with which they are

bound to prepare for marriage, the numerous precautions which

both Church and State require to precede its being contracted

would suffice to teach them how important is the conjugal union,

and with what fear they should burden themselves with the

tremendous obligations that are its consequence.



All peoples, even pagan s, hare preceded marriage with a

betrothal, as a preparation for it. A betrothal means a mutual

promise to marry each other, made by two persons free to do so. That

the betrothal may be valid and obligatory, the promise must be true

and sincere, given by each party with deliberation, and manifested

by words or external signs. The betrothal is intended to afford the

parties time to know each other ; to consider and examine maturely,

before taking a step that must engage them for life, whether they

are likely to find in their future marriage that which shall secure

their happiness in this world and the next.

The Jews used to celebrate the betrothal with nearly as much

solemnity as the wedding.' Among the Romans, it was the custom

to send to the future wife an iron ring, without any ornament of

precious stones.* The couple to be married pledged their faith

reciprocally: one by giving the ring, the other by taking it.* Among

the Franks, the man would give his future wife, not a ring, but a

few pieces of money. These called to mind the custom established

among the different nations, of purchasing those women who were

sought in marriage ; for paganism regarded woman as man's slave.

Thanks to the New Adam ! her lot has greatly changed ; but the

piece of money which is blessed on the marriage day ought

to tell her of Him to whom she is indebted for this

change.

The conclusion of the betrothal is followed by the publication of

the bans. The word lan means public proclamation.* The Church

wishes that marriages about to take place should be announced to

the Faithful : (a) that all may betake themselves to prayer to draw

down on the newly espoused the blessings of Heaven—never were

these blessings more necessary ; and (b) that the marriage may be

contracted without impediment. The bans ought to be regularly

published on successive Sundays or Festivals, during the

solemnity of the Mass, and in one or more parishes according to the

age, position, and residence of the parties.

After the publication, the Priest says to the Faithful, " If you

ar« aware of any impediment to these marriages, you are bound,

under the penalties declared by the Church, to reveal it." These

penalties are heavy, and it is a mortal sin not to reveal an impedi

ment of which one has a knowledge. The obligation of revealing

an impediment extends not only to the inhabitants of the parish in

which the bans are published, but to all those who are informed of

• Phil., lib. de special. Leg. . Pliny, Nat. Hist., b. XXXIII, c. i.

< Hence it is that Tertullian calls this ring annuluipronubus,

* Ibis word cornea from the German,
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it. • The laws of the Church which enjoin this disclosure are

general. They regard every one; and the matter concerns the

public welfare, since its aim is to procure the salvation of souls,

the peace of families, and the tranquillity of the state, as well as to

prevent the profanation of a Sacrament.

The publication of the bans is intended, as we have just shown,

to bring to light any impediments that may lie in the way of mar

riage. In poiut of fact, it is not and never was permitted, among

any polished people, that persons should marry one another indis

criminately : nature itself forbids it. Now, there are two kinds of

impediments which interfere with marriage. Some render it null:

for this reason, they are called invalidating impediments. Others do

not annul it, but prevent its being contracted without sin : they are

called prohibitory impediments.

The following are the chief invalidating impediments, with

which the Faithful ought to be acquainted:—

1. Error. For example, Peter intends to marry Teresa. He is

deceived, and gives his consent to Catharine, whom he supposes to

be Teresa : the marriage made with Catharine is nulL This im

pediment comes from natural right ; for the first condition of an

engagement is that the parties should know what they engage

themselves to.

2. A solemn vow of chastity. A religious man or woman, in

the true sense of the word religious, or a man who has received

Holy Orders, cannot marry. Such a marriage would be nulL

Persons who make a vow of chastity form a spiritual alliance with

Jesus Christ. They give themselves to Him : they can no longer

dispose of their body or their heart. This impediment is intended

to oblige those who consecrate themselves to God to respect their

engagements. Nothing is more sacred than a solemn promise made

to God. To violate it would be an exceeding great scandal. To

prevent this, the Church has laid down the impediment of which

we speak. Do you know any arrangement wiser in itself or more

useful to society?

3. Relationship. It is forbidden to relations in a collateral

line, as far as the fourth degree, inclusively, to marry one another,

under pain of the nullity of the marriage. To know what degree

of relationship exists between two persons, it is only necessary to

see their distance from the common stock. Father and mother

are the common stock ; their children, that is, brothers and sisters,

are in the first degree of relationship ; the children of brothers and

sisters, that is, cousins, are in the second degree; the children of

cousins are in the third degree ; the children of these last are in

the fourth degree ; and so on. The Church extends the impediment
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of which ire now speak to the fourth degree. To prevent numerous

grievous maladies, ' and to strengthen the bonds of charity among

men, are the objects of this law. We cannot fail to admire how

well the Church understands the wants of her children, as well as

the spirit of her Divine Spouse, when she endeavours to make of

4. Difference of Religion. It is not permitted Christians to

marry with infidels, who have not been baptised. If they do so,

their alliance is null. It is not the same as that which is contracted

with heretics. This is forbidden ; but it is not null, unless in con

sequence of some other impediment. The difficulties opposed by

the Church to mixed marriages, are a new proof of her maternal

solicitude. She knows that the company of heretics is often far

more dangerous to Catholics than that of Catholics is useful to

heretics. True, in the early ages the Church tolerated the marriage

of her children with strangers ; but the reasons for this toleration

have long ceased to exist. As soon as paganism was nearly

destroyed, she forbade her children to contract alliances with

infidels, and this under pain of nullity. If she does not forbid

marriage with heretics in so absolute a manner, she does all that

lies in her power to hinder it. When, for weighty reasons, she

thinks well to authorise such a marriage, she annexes to it all the

conditions calculated to prevent its being a stumbling-block to

salvation. It is required (a) that all the children born shall

be brought up in the Catholic Eeligion ; (i) that the Catholic party

shall not be taken off to a country where he or she cannot practise

the Catholic Religion; and (c) that the Catholic party shall use

every effort to convert the other.

5. Violence. When the consent of one of the parties is not

free, but extorted by force and fear, the marriage is null. This im

pediment arises from the law of nature : an indispensable condition

of every agreement is the liberty of those who subscribe to it.

6. Public decency. Should a betrothal come to be broken

through, by a solemn vow of chastity made by one of the parties

before the accomplishment of the marriage, or by mutual consent,

or by marriage with another, one of the parties cannot marry the

father, mother, brother, or sister of the other. Such a marriage

would be null. This impediment does not extend beyond the first

1 A friend of ours, the late learned and lamented Dr. Boudin, head physician

of the military hospitalat Vincennes, shows, in a work on consanguinity in mar

riage, the dangers to which families who marry within the degrees prohibited

y the Church expose themselves. Marriages thus contracted give 28, 30,
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degree. It was established by the Church in order to secure for the

promise of marriage a due respect, and to prevent a multitude of

disorders, including that of a rash betrothal.

7. Affinity. There are two kinds of affinity : that which is

contracted by marriage, and that which is contracted by the Sacra

ment of Baptism or Confirmation. The impediment of affinity

contracted by marriage consists in this, that the husband is allied

to all the relatives of his wife and the wife to all the relatives of

her husband. It follows hence that the one of the married persons

who survives the other cannot marry with the other's friends to the

fourth degree, inclusively, under pain of the nullity of the marriage.

The impediment of spiritual affinity consists in this, that it

establishes a relationship : (a) between him or her who baptises

and the child baptised and its parents, so that the person who

baptises cannot afterwards marry the child or the child's father or

mother ; (i) between the child baptised or confirmed and its god

father and godmother in Baptism or Confirmation, so that the god

father or godmother cannot afterwards marry this child ; and (c) be

tween the godfather and godmother in Baptism or Confirmation and

the father and mother of the child baptised or confirmed, so that, one

of the child's parents afterwards dying, the godfather or godmother

cannot marry the other : all under pain of nullity. It was the

Church that established this impediment. She rightly considers

those who concur to give the child a Christian life as its spiritual

parents. Now, in order to dipnify this title and to make those

who bear it fulfil the obligations which it imposes, she forbid*

those who are honoured with it to enter into a marriage alliance

with their spiritual child, or with the child's father or mother

according to the flesh. In the eyes of the Church, both parties are

near relatives of the child. Now, near relatives do not marry one

another.

8. Abduction. This is the carrying away of a person against

his or her will, or against the will of his or her parents, tutors, or

guardians. Marriage cannot be thus effected without granting to

the person so carried away full liberty ; this being denied, the

marriage is null. Can anything be more moral than such an im

pediment ?

9. Clandestinity. That a marriage may be valid, it must be

ce lebrated in the face of the Church—in the presence of the Parish

Priest (or another Priest appointed to fill his place), the parties to

ht> married, and witnesses. It was in consequence of monstrous

abuses that this impediment was established.

There are three prohibitory impediments : (a) a simple vow o

chastity, ofbecoming a religiou?, or of not marrying; (6) abetrothal- ' '
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one cannot, when affianced to a particular person, marry any other

in the world without sin, so long as the force of the betrothal

subsists; and (c) a command of the Church—unless by dispensation,

nuptials are forbidden from the first Sunday of Advent to the Feast

of the Epiphany, inclusively, and from the first day of Lent to the

octave of Easter, inclusively, and the reason for this prohibition is,

because these two seasons of the year being reserved for prayer,

recollection, and fasting, Christians ought then to occupy themselves

much more with their eternal settlement in Heaven than with

temporal alliances on earth.

Such are the principal impediments of marriage. They have

for their object the good of souls, the advantage of society, and the

honour of Religion. The Church had a full right to establish

them. Her Divine Spouse, the Author of the Sacraments, confided

the administration of them to her ; and the Council of Trent was

justly entitled to strike with its anathema anyone who should dare

to say the contrary.

Yet, however wise and necessary these impediments, there may

be reasonable motives for dispensing with them. The Church

never refuses a compliance in this respect, when the good of her

children requires it. But when a dispensation is asked, it is neces

sary, under pain of nullity, to tell the truth, that is, to state one's

motives for seeking it. To obtain it, a person is often obliged to

have recourse to Rome, and to give, in compensation, a certain

sum. Is it not just that, to maintain the unity of the hierarchy and

the authority of his supreme dignity, the Sovereign Pontiff re

serves to himself alone the right of dispensing with the general

laws of the Church ? As for the sum of money required, is it not

also just that he who seeks a dispensation from a law made for all

should compensate for this kind of infraction or privilege by a good

work ? Moreover, the money that is sent to Rome on account of

dispensations is not turned to the benefit of the Roman Court. It

is employed either in defraying the expenses of excavating the

catacombs for the discovery of the bodies of martyrs, or in main

taining missions for the propagation of the Faith. In some dioceses,

this money is consecrated to local works.

Such is a brief sketch of the Church's legislation regarding

marriage. In the eyes of anyone who studies this legislation, it is

a masterpiece of wisdom, an admirable collection of guarantees for

the fundamental act of the family and society,'

Necessity. Considered in regard to nature, marriage is necessary

' Sea our developments on this subject in FHisioire de la sociiti domestiqut

t. II, c. xi, p. 105 et auiv.
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to perpetuate the human race. In regard to the Church and

Christian society, the Sacrament of Marriage is necessary to give to

those who receive it the graces which they require, that they may

fulfil their duties and form Saints for Heaven. This is the reason

why Our Lord raised the natural contract to the dignity of a Sacra

ment; hut all are not obliged to receive it. Our Lord placed

virgiuity above marriage, and the Apostle tells us that the young

person who marries does not do ill, but that the one who does not

marry does better.' All persons should follow their particular

vocation.

Liturgy. What shall we say of the ceremonies that accompany

the solemn union of marriage ? Their first title to our reverence

is their antiquity. From the early ages, Christians have sanctified

their entrance into this state by the common prayers of the Church

and the blessing of her Ministers.* Marriages used to be celebrated

publioly before the Bishop, who, in the Holy Sacrifice, recom

mended to God the parties to be married. These made their

oblation on the occasion with the rest of the Faithful, and their

names were called out. The nuptial blessing was regarded, not

as a simple ceremony, but as a source of graces.

To the nuptial blessing was added the blessing of the ring, which

the man placed on the woman's finger. The future spouses also

presented some pieces of money for the poor : our ancestors always

desired that the poor should have a share in their feasts. Children

of the same family, they did not think that some ought to suffer

while others rejoiced. The man took the hand of the woman, as a

sign of that faith which he promised to her.» A veil was stretched

out over their heads : a mysterious ceremony, which taught them

that modesty was to be the rule of their conduct. The colour of

this veil was purple, the better to mark a.virtue so becoming in

married persons, whose chief ornament it is.4

Another ceremony, no less ancient than that just mentioned,

was the coronation of the persons to be married. On their young

brow the Priest placed a crown, which was left in the church as

a something holy. It was usually formed of an olive branch, with

white and purple bands. This usage was intended to denote the

virginal innocence with which the young persons came to be

married, and the glorious victory which they had won over their

missions.1 The bride and bridegroom communicated at the Mass of
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their marriage, in order to cement in the blood of the Saviour that

union which they were come to confirm, and to draw from this

adorable mystery the graces necessary for their new state. Why,

alas ! do not their successors act thus still ? Are their wants less

numerous than those of the Early Christians, or are they less

obliged to aspire to sanctity ?

Be that as it may, the most of these venerable ceremonies are

still in use among us. The parties to be married, accompanied

by their witnesses, place themselves at the foot of the altar,

the future husband on the right, the future wife on the left

side. The Priest causes the couple about to be married to ex

press to each other their mutual consent They give the right

hand to each other, and the Minister of the Most High pronounces

over them this prayer: I unite you in marriage in the name of the

Father, and of the Son, &c.

At the same time he forms over them the Sign of the Cross, to

remind them that it was in the name of the Blessed Trinity and

through the merits of Our Lord's death that marriage was raised to

the dignity of a Sacrament, and that no one can sunder the bond

which the Saviour establishes between married persons. In order

to teach them that their union ought to be sanctified, he sprinkles

some holy water over them : and now they are united for ever !

The Angels in Heaven and the Church on earth have heard their

vows—God Himself has received them : they must in future have

but one heart.

It remains to give the wife the sign of her alliance, the pledge

of her consecration. The Priest does so by blessing the ring. The

husband presents it to his wife, who receives it as a sign of the

chain with which she has just bound herself. She is no longer

her own ; she belongs to her husband, as the Church does to Jesus

Christ. The Priest also blesses a piece of money, a figure of the

community of goods between the newly espoused.

The Mass begins. After the Pater, the Priest, turning towards

the married pair, his right hand extended over their heads, pro

nounces an admirable preface, in which he invokes on them all the

blessings heretofore lavished on the alliances of the Patriarchs. He

3slts all these blessings through Our Lord Jesus Christ, and his

most powerful prayer will infallibly produce its effect if the

parties in whose favour it is uttered place no obstacle to it.

How grave and solemn is every word in this prayer ! What a

majestic dignity accompanies it ! The man is warned that he

begins a new career. The words of the nuptial blessing—words

which God Himself pronounced on the first couple in the world—

tell the husband respectfully that he performs the most important
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act in his life, that he is about to become like Adam the head of a

family, and that he takes upon himself the full burden of out

human condition. The -wife is no less instructed. The image of

pleasures disappears from her eyes in presence of that of her duties.

A voice seems to cry to her from the midst of the altar, " O Eve !

knowest thou well what thou doest ? Knowest thou that there is

no longer any liberty for thee, save that of the tomb ? Knowest

thou what it is to bear in thy mortal womb an immortal man, made

to the likeness of God ?" Among the ancients a hymeneal celebration

was a ceremony full of scandal, a scene of noisy rejoicing, which

taught none of the grave thoughts inspired by marriage : Christianity

alone gives it dignity.'

After the Mass, there is a visit to the sacristy to write the act

of marriage on the parish registers. It was the same with the

Early Christians : these registers were called the matrimonial tables.

Not only were agreements having reference to material interests

recorded thereon, but also the obligations of the married state in

general. In assemblies of the Faithful, the Fathers of the Church

often made use of these tables to remind married persons of the

sanctity of their duties.

Such are the prayers and ceremonies that accompany the cele

bration of Catholic marriage. Who will tell the social advantages

of this Sacrament ?

Social Advantages. If the family is the basis of society, it is

plain that the Sacrament which forms the family is the basis of the

social edifice. In raising marriage to the dignity of a Sacrament,

Our Lord raised society too, and enabled it to attain that intellectual

superiority which distinguishes Christian nations. Unity, indisso

lubility, and sanctity were the characteristics of the primitive

family. Developing itself in accordance with its principles, the

family should give birth to a perfect society; but the original dis

order overthrew the divine plan. Polygamy and divorce, breaking

up primitive unity, introduced jealousy, rancour, and unhappi-

ness into the family.* Concupiscence, shutting out every idea of

sanctity, reduced the husband and wife to the level of brutes. And

from the domestic hearth came forth swarms of malevolent beings !

And degraded society was lost in the cesspool of its own corruption !

1 See GSnie du Christ., 1. 1, c. x ; Aug., Serm. cccxxxii et li.

1 1 conceive the unity, the indissolubility, and consequently the consecration

of marriage by the impossibility of otherwise finding conjugal happiness,

paternal authority, the education of children, or even honour or wealth. The

mere prospect of the possibility of a divorce would suffice to make the beat of

married persons but an indifferent or even a degraded character, and the

happiest alliance horrible. (Madrolle. Dbnomt. ewharistvpu.)
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The father was a despot, the mother a slave, and the child a victim,

until it could become the murderer of its guilty parents. In these

few words, you have a history of the pagan family.

The Son of God, the Word by whom all things were made,

came down from the eternal hills to repair His work. He began

by recalling the family to its primitive institution. He proscribed

polygamy and divorce, and made the conjugal bond a Sacrament of

the New Law. Numerous graces, suited to the wants of married

persons, were attached to it. The family changed its face, and by

the family the world was renovated.

Oh, what a difference between the pagan and the Christian

father ! The first is a despot with a drawn sword. Between him

and his children there are no other relations than those of a wild

beast with its young ones, of a tyrant with slaves. Paternity, in so

far as it is sublime, has no existence for him. The Christian

father, on the- contrary, is familiar with holy joys. The venerable

representative of that Beloved Father who is in Heaven, the living

image of the Creator, he participates not only in His divine

paternity, but also in His exhaustless tenderness. The object of

respect and love, how sweet does that power become to him which

he shares even with his wife and children I Every day, in the

most trifling as well as in the most important occurrences, he feels

that he is more loved than feared. His authority is even more

sacred than if he wielded a sword. On his brow Christianity has

placed a ray of the majesty of the Most High, and a voice, resound

ing through the family, is heard continually to say, He who hears

you, hears me.

What shall I say of the mother ? It is to her especially that

the Sacrament of Matrimony is profitable. Paganism only shows

me in the wife a slave to be dishonoured, to be beaten, to be cast

away, to be left to shame and misery ; or a beast of burden that is

set upart, as is still done in Africa, for the rudest labours.

On the contrary, how beautiful is the place which the Sacra

ment of Matrimony assigns to the mother of a family in Christian

society ! A sacred being, an object of the liveliest affection, of the

most tender regard, of veneration to all who surround her, man is

no longer a despot for her, but a protector and a supporter, Over

his heart she exercises the most powerful of all sways, that of

gentleness and patience. Placed between the father and the child,

she is a sweet mediatrix of peace—an apostle of that charity which

she communicates to every one who comes near her, of that

Christian life for which she is so well made. Endowed with an

angelic mission, she draws man to God by her virtues, and sows

the first seeds of good in the heart of youth. How heavenly is her
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authority! To-day, thanks to the ideas which Christianity has

spread among us, a deluge of anathemas would fall upon the head

of the child that should cease to love and respect its mother !

And the child itself, what does it not owe to that august

Sacrament which changed those who gave it existence into new

beings ? The slave of every caprice, the victim of every tyranny,

was the pagan child. No respect for its life, for its heart, for its

mind. How different is the lot of the Christian child I The son

of God before it is that of its parents, the brother of Our Lord Jesus

Christ, the heir of Heaven, the angel of the earth, the living

sanctuary of the Divinity : this is the child of Faith ! What a

formidable barrier protects its life ! Woe to him who should dare

to lay hands on its days or its innocence ! To touch it is to touch

the God of hosts in the very apple of His eye. I am no longer

surprised to see cities and countries covered with establishments

for the preservation of the child in body and in soul. To do good

to this child of the Most High is, as Christianity tells us, to merit

the eternal gratitude of its Father who is in Heaven.

Such, then, in a few words, is what the Sacrament of Matrimony

has done and still daily does for the family, and for each member

of the family, and consequently for society, of which the family is

the basis. Take away this Sacrament, and the alliance of man

and woman is henceforth no more than an ignoble contract; and

fortune takes the place of all those genuine qualities which, by

securing the happiness of married persons, provide for the order

and the repose of society. Take away this Sacrament, and the

family relapses into that state of degradation from which the Gospel

drew it forth : the father becomes once more a despot, the mother

a slave, the child a victim. Cast your eyes now over the peoples who

have not yet heard the Good News, ' and over those who despise it.

What a sight ! And yet there are men who ask what is the use of

Christianity ! And these men are thought great philosophers 1

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having raised

marriage to the dignity of a Sacrament ; grant to those who receive

it the grace to comply worthily with their duties.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, 1 uiU

often pray for my father and mother.

1 In Anglo-Saxon the word Gospel means Good Spell or Good News, (ZV.)
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LESSON XLVI.

OTTB OTION WITH THE NEW ADAM BT CHARITY.

Harmotiy of the Three Theological Virtues. Definition of Charity. Ex

cellence. First Object, God. Necessity. Rule. Sins opposed to the

Love of God. Second Object, the Neighbour. Bule. Necessity.

Application. Spiritual and Corporal Works of Charity. Sins opposed to

the Love of the Neighbour.

FaiTh leads to Hope, and Hope leads to Charity. By Faith, the

mind enters into possession of a rich patrimony of truths, which

enlighten, ennoble, console, and in a manner deify it, by making

it participate in the lights of the New Adam Himself.

By Hope, our will, raised above natural and perishable goods,

which it regards only with a noble disdain, is directed to the

possession of the goods known by Faith, that is to say, supernatural

goods, which are felicity, glory, all the advantages—for body and

soul—of which God Himself is the Source, and which He promises

to His elect.

Then comes Charity, which elevates our heart by filling it with

love for God and for the goods that Faith reveals to us and Hope

expects. By these three virtues, which command, require, and

perfect one another, our union is brought about with Our Lord,

and we begin on earth that divine life which shall be consummated

in eternity.

Faith, Hope, and Charity are called theological' virtues, because

they have God Himself for their object and they lead us directly

to Him. How sublime they are in their essence ! how noble in

their effects ! Take away Faith, and man and society and the

world are abandoned to doubts, to perplexities, to errors of every

kind. Take away Hope, and man cares for nothing but the perish

able goods of earth, to the possession of which he is borne with an

impetuosity that respects neither acquired rights nor human or

divine laws. Take away Charity, and man becomes the slave of

passions which degrade him, and which render both him and the

world supremely miserable. The history of idolatrous peoples, in

ancient and modern times, bears witness to this humiliating truth.

In Christian nations, the lives of those who are strangers to the

Faith, Hope, and Charity of Catholics make it plain to our

eyes.

So true is it that the bases of society and religion are united,

that the same words serve to name both. The word credit comes

1 S. Thom., P. II, i, q. lxxii, art. 2.
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from credere, which means to believe, to have faith ; the -words

confidence and charity (or fraternity) are identical in social

language and religious language. Would that this new ray of light

might break in upon some of our blind men, and dissuade them from

endeavouring to separate what God has indissolubly united : the

sun and the sunbeam, the soul and the body, religion and society !

Would that it might also show more and more clearly the excellence

of the plan that we have followed in the arrangement and develop

ment of the Christian Doctrine !

We are already acquainted with Faith and Hope. Animated,

fortified, deified by Grace, the fruit of Prayer, and especially of the

Sacraments, the chief of which is the Holy Eucharist, the Christian

has only one thing more to do, that which man does every day after

taking his corporal nourishment—labour. When his strength is

exhausted in a glorious labour, he will come to repair it by re

ceiving anew the Divine Food, the bread of the strong and the

wine of virgins, to support him until he reaches the eternal

mountain, where God Himself, the liberal Rewarder of his labour,

dwells.'

Now this labour is love, is Charity ; for no virtue is idle,

Charity least of all. It is, as the Fathers say, essentially active.

Under its influence, the mind of man labours continually to know

the perfections of God; his heart, to rejoice in them ; even his body,

to translate them into his acts, by observing, with a fidelity full of

fervour, all the commandments of this good God, who is eminently

deserving of love. We see then that the explanation of the

Decalogue follows naturally after the explanation of the Sacraments

and the other means of obtaining Grace. Let us first of all speak

of Charity in itself, as we have spoken of Hope and Faith.

1. Definition of Charity. Charity is a gift of God and a super

natural virtue, by which we love God above all things, because He is

infinitely good and amiable, and our neighbour as ourselves for the love

of God. When speaking of Hope and Faith, we explained the

words, gift of God and supernatural virtue. The others, by which

we love God, show that Charity is a theological virtue, since it has

God Himself for its essential object.

Above all things. As God is the Being of Beings, and our Last

End, it is clear that we ought to love Him above whatever is neces

sarily inferior to Him and only a means to conduct to Him.

Because He is infinitely good. These words express two motives

for loving God—the goods which He has given us, and those which

He has in store for us : this is the love of gratitude and expec

tation.

' Ego ero merces tua nrngnn nimis. (Gen., xv.)
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Because He is infinitely amiable. This is the special lore of

complacency, of Charity, by which we ought to love God for Him

self on account of His infinite perfections.

And our neighbour. That is, all men, living or dead, who may

be with us in our heavenly country.

As ourselves. We ought to love all men with a love similar,

though inferior, to that which we are bound to have for ourselves.

For the love of God. That is, with a view to God and to obey

God.

Such is an abridged definition of that Charity of which this

lesson will now proceed to give a development.

2. Excellence. God is Charity, we are told by the beloved

disciple of the Saviour. Charity poured forth into the soul is there

fore a certain participation of the charity of God Himself. It is a

wholly divine strength which becomes the life of the soul, as the

soul itself is the life of the body ; a virtue which makes us think,

speak, love, and act divinely, because it effects our close union with

God on earth, to consummate the same in eternity. We may say

that it is present in all the powers of the soul as the soul itself is pre

sent in all the members of the body, imparting life to each ; or as

fire is present in red hot iron, which at length comes to melt and

even to boil.*

As Charity is the life of the soul, it follows that it is the soul

of all virtues. Without it there is no true virtue, that is, no virtue

which can lead us to our true end, the possession of God. It is in

regard to other virtues that which the root is to the tree, that which

a wise queen is to her subjects. It extends not only to the moral

virtues, but also to the other theological virtues, Faith and Hope.

" Of all virtues," says St. Thomas, " the theological virtues

are the most excellent, because they tend directly to God Himself,

who is the rule of all perfection. Among the theological virtues,

the most excellent is that which tends most perfectly to Him,

and rests in Him and for Him. This virtue is Charity."* In so

aaying, the Angelic Doctor is the echo of St. Augustine, who defines

all virtues by Charity. "Faith," he says, "is a love which

believes; hope, a love which expects; patience, a love which

' Ipso essentia dirina charitas est . . . ita etiam charitas qua formaliter

diligimus proximum est qutcdam participate dirinae charitatis . . . Deus est

vita effective et aninue per charitatem et corporis per auimam , sed formaliter

charitas est vita animee, sicut et auima vita corporis. (S. Thom., 2» 2», q, xxiii,

art. 2.)
J S. Thom., 2» 2", q. xxiii, art. 6.—Charitas comparatur fundoinento et

radici, in quantum ex e» sustcntamVir et nutriuntur omnes alia; virtutes.

(Id., ibid., art. 8.)
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endures ; prudence, a judicious love ; justice, a love which gives

every one his due; fortitude, a generous love; and so of the

others."'

It is Charity that gives merit as well as measure to the other

virtues. The natural excellence of our actions deserves indeed an

accidental reward, which will form the aureola of the Saints in

Heaven; but the essential reward is wholly derived from that

Charity which animates our actions.' While Faith and Hope pause

at the threshold of the Heavenly Jerusalem, Charity bounds across

it and will dwell eternally in that city to form the happiness of the

elect. Need we then be astonished at the magnificence of the

language employed by St. Paul to celebrate the praises of this

queen of virtues ? Tlwugh I should speak with the tongues of angels

and men, says the Great Apostle, though I should have knowledge

enough to fathom all mysteries andfaith enough to remove mountains,

though I should give all my goods to the poor and my body to the

flames, and have not Charity, Iam nothing—everything else is useless

to me.'

3. First Object. In order to be as clear as possible, we shall

first explain that which regards our Charity towards God ; we shall

then come to that which regards our Charity towards the neigh

bour.

The first and principal object of Charity is God Himself, con

sidered as the Sovereign Perfection and the Sovereign Good. Here

again is manifested the excellence of Charity. God, that is to say,

all that is most beautiful, amiable, and perfect in existence, is pre

sented to us by the Divine Redeemer as the Banquet on which our

love may feast. Oh, how deep ought to be the gratitude of the

human heart at the sight of its noble destiny ! Oh, how lively ought

to be the joy of this heart, which, until the time of the New Adam,

nearly always sought in the vilest creatures the food of its affec

tions !

Destined to a place at the table of Angels, to be nourished like

them with God Himself, man's degraded heart besought the meanest

animals to share their shameful enjoyments. Vain petitions !

Happiness fled from it, for happiness always flees from those

who are not moved by the love of the Sovereign Good. By

recalling man to his Last End, the New Adam brought him back to

peace and glory ; for He opened before him a pure and plentiful

stream, in which it might quench his loving thirst.

4. Measure. The measure of loving God, says St. Bernard, is to

1 De morifout Eccl. Oath., c. xv, n. 25.

> 1 Cor., ziii, 1.

> I, q. xcv, art. 4.
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love Him without measure. We ought then to love God above all

things. God should have no superior or equal in our hearts. Riches,

honour, fume, relations, friends, health, life, all creatures whatsoever,

must be inferior to Him.

Is there anything more just than that we should prefer God to

everything else? Is not God the Sovereign Good and our Last

End ? Would it not be a strange disorder to love anything out of

God as much as, or even more than, God ? The love of God above

all things is therefore a most sacred duty. If our Charity is not such

a love, there is no salvation for us. The Saviour explains this

matter formally in the Gospel : Re that loveth father or mother

more than Me, is not worthy of Me ; he that loveth son or daughter

more than Me, is not worthy of Me ;' he that loveth hit life in this

world shall lose it'—that is to say, he who loves himself more than

God shall be condemned. If then he who loves his relations or his

life more than God is in a state of reprobation, with much more

reason is he so who loves his character, his pleasures, his money, or

his health as much as, or more than, God.

This love of preference, without which no one can be in friend

ship with God or have a right to Heaven, is a love of gratitude, of

Hope, or of Charity.

The loves of gratitude and Hope are pointed out in the words of

the definition, because He is infinitely good.

The love of gratitude consists in loving God because He has

done us good, because He has been and still is good towards us.

How many motives for this love ! In the order of nature, the

firmament with its stars, the earth with its productions, society

with its various advantages ; in the order of grace, the Angels, Our

Lord, the Church, all turned to our service : these are a few of the

motives that induce us to love God with a love of gratitude.

The love of Hope consists in loving God because He loves us so

much as to wish to be Himself our reward in Heaven : this love is

most lawful. The greatest Saints have had it. / inclined my heart

to the observance of Thy commandments, says the Royal Prophet,

because of the reward.» Moses is highly praised for having denied

that he was the son of Pharao's daughter, and this to obtain ever

lasting life.4 Our Lord Himself said in reply to the inquiry of ono

of the doctors, If thou wilt enter into life everlasting, keep the com

mandments.'' St. Paul exhorts all the Faithful so to run in the

way of virtue that they may obtain the prize.6

Finally, the Council of Trent utters its anathema against any

i Matt., x, 37.

' Etb., iii.

Joan., xii, 26.

Matt., xix.

* Ps. cxviii.
• 1 Cfer, ix.
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one who should say that the justified man becomes guilty in the

sight of God when he does good to obtain an everlasting reward.'

But to love God only as a means to acquire Heaven or to escape

Hell is to make God subservient to our personal interests; to refer

Him to ourselves, instead of referring ourselves to Him ; to reverse

the order of things, and to violate the precept of Charity.*

The love of Charity is expressed by the words, and infinitely

amiable. To love God because He is infinitely amiable is to love

Him for Himself, abstracting from His benefits, and solely because

ofHis infinite perfections. To love God in this manner is to rejoice,

to be happy in the thought that He possesses all perfections in the

highest degree, without any admixture of imperfection. To have

this love of Charity is to begin to live on earth the life of the Saints,

who sing for ever in Heaven, Holy, holy, holy is the Lord, God

Almighty !

We ought to regard as a perfect act of the love of God that

which is conceived thus, My God, I love Thee above all things,

because Thou art infinitely good, yea, goodness itself. As a matter of

fact, we love God in this case because of His goodness, which is

one of His chief perfections, even inasmuch as it is advantageous to

us, or as it helps us to accomplish the divine will and to attain our

last end, which is to love God for Himself.»

5. Necessity. The necessity of loving God with a love of pre

ference, as we have just explained, and this under pain of ever

lasting damnation, rests on the following motives :—(a) His

perfections. Reason and justice oblige us to love specially that

which is specially amiable, to love above everything else that which

is infinitely amiable. Hence, all our love ought to be referred to

the love of God. It is God whom we ought to love in ourselves,

in our neighbour, in creatures; for whatever is amiable, good, or

beautiful in us or others, comes from God and should return to

God. (i) His benefits. It would be much easier for us to count

the hairs of our head than the benefits of God, whether in the order

of nature or in that of grace, (e) His promises. St. Paul, having

returned from the third heaven, one day took up a pen to describe

i Si quis dixerit juatificatum peecare dum intuitu mercedi3 teternae bene

operatur, anathema sit. (Sess. vi, can. xcri.)

* Ulicitum esse diligere Deum amoro aimpliciter mercenaries secus vero

amore mereedia. (Mayol., Prceamb. ad Decal., q. iii ; Scot., In. iii, diet, xivii,

n. 2.)

» Ex communi consensu sapientum vorus actus amoris est dicere : Deus

ineus, quia es bonitas infinita, quia es infinite bonus, amo te super omnia. . . .

Et ideo desiderium possidendl Dei, qui est ultimus quidem noater finis, est

proprius actus charitatis, imo perfeetior aliis ; nam posaessio Dei est charitaa

consummata. (S. Alph., lib. II, n. 24.)
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the wonders of the Blessed City ; but, unable to convey anything like

a full idea of those ineffable delights, he only let these few words

escape him : The eye hat not seen, nor the ear heard, nor has it

entered into the heart of man to conceive what things God has prepared

for those who love Him.' (d) His command. The command of

loving God is not new. It is the first of all by its antiquity, its

dignity, and its necessity. It has its foundations in the very nature

of man. What indeed is more natural than that man should render

to God, as his Creator, a supreme homage and worship ? Now, God

being love, the only thing that pleases Him, says St. Augustine, is

the love of His creatures.*

Without a doubt, God is honoured by Faith and Hope; but our

worship becomes perfect only by Charity. Hence, the love of God

has always been the leading precept in Religion. See how it is

laid down in the Law of Moses : Thou shalt love the Lord thy God

with thy whole heart, and thy whole mind, and thy wlwle strength.

This precept which I give thee to-day, thou shalt engrave on thy heart.

Thou shalt teach it to thy children, and thou shalt meditate upon it

sitting in thy house, walking on thy journey, sleeping and rising.

Thou shalt bind it on thy arm as a sign.' During more than five

hundred years, the Prophets never ceased to urge the same

precept.

The Saviour proclaimed it still louder, and gave it a new extent

and perfection. The love of God, He says to all men in general, is

the indispensable condition of your salvation : If you will enter into

life everlasting, keep the commandments* You shall love the Lord

your God with your whole heart and your whole mind : this is thefirst

and greatest of all the commandments.* His whole life is spent in

preaching Charity. He reduces the Gospel, all the teachings of the

Prophets, all the institutions of the Mosaic Law, all the preachings

of the Apostles, all the exhortations of the Church throughout the

course of ages, to these two commandments, which ought to be

written in fiery letters on the heart of every Christian and in golden

letters on the door of every house: Love God with thy whole heart, and

thy neighbour as thyself. This is the sum of the Law and the Prophets.

It is also to engrave indelibly, if possible, on all hearts this divine

abridgment of all Religion that each of the prayers which terminate

our lessons is an Act of Charity.

The precept of Charity, in so far as it forbids us to do anything

contrary to the love which we owe to God, obliges all and always.

1 Cor., ii, 9.

' Non colitur Dens nisi amando. (Epiet. cxi, ad Honor., c. xviii, n. 45.)

3 Vent., Ti, 5. * Matt., xlx, 17 ; 1 Joan., iii, 14.

5 Matt., xxii, 37 ; six, 17-
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In so far as it directs us to elicit positive acts of the love of God, it

obliges (a) -when one comes to the use of reason; (i) when one

meets with a great temptation, which threatens to separate him

from God ; («) when one is bound to receive or to administer a Sacra

ment, without being able to receive absolution for a mortal sin

which burdens his soul ; (d) often during life, at least once a month ;

and («) at the hour of death. But it is not necessary that these acta

should be made with the intention of fulfilling the precept of

Charity, nor that they should be expressed in an explicit manner.

He, for example, who, in reciting the Lord's Prayer, says devoutly,

Hallowed be Thy name, Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done on earth

as it it in Heaven, makes an act of the love of God.

Happy is he who observes the sweet law of divine love 1 Far

from him are the dark clouds of terror, the bitter pangs of a deep

unrest ! St. Francis de Sales used to repose more tranquilly on

Divine Providence than a child on its mother's breast. " God," he

would say, " has promised to assist us in all our tribulations.

What have we to fear ? Nothing happens but by the permission of

God." Having been greatly calumniated, he never lost the peace

of his soul. He once wrote to the Bishop of Belley thus: "I

have just been informed from Paris that my robes are being torn up

splendidly ; but I hope that God will mend them for me, so that

they will be better than they were, if this be necessary for His

service."

St. Paul was s0 penetrated with love for God that, even in the

midst of the extraordinary labours, fatigues, and persecutions which

he underwent, he was filled with consolation, he was inundated

with joy. Divine love was so deeply rooted in his heart that he had

the hardihood to utter these astonishing words : Who shall separate

us from the charity of Jesus Christ ? I am sure that neither life, nor

death, nor oppression, nor the sicord, nor hunger, nor nakedness, nor the

present, nor the future, nor any power whatsoever, shall do so ;' and

elsewhere : / live—but no, it is not Iwho live, it is Jesus Christ who

liveth in me.' So speaks love.

6. Means to obtain this Love. The means to obtain the love of

God are, (a) to ask it fervently, saying, for example, with St.

Ignatius, " O my God ! give me Thy love and Thy grace, and I

shall be rich enough ;" (i) to reflect frequently with admiration

and gratitude on the perfections and henefits of God ; (c) to per

form its works, by forcing ourselves to keep religiously

the Commandments of the Lord, and especially by taking the

greatest care to avoid every deliberately wilful sin, however

i Rom., viii, 35, 39. J Galat., ii, 23.
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slight, and to make much account of little things ; (d) to accustom

ourselves to frequent acts of perfect Charity, saying, " O my

God ! it is for Thyself, it is because of Thy adorable perfections,

that I love Thee ; I love Thee because Thou art God, because Thou

art infinitely perfect"—it is only after making many acts of grati

tude that, generally speaking, one comes to make acts of pure

Charity.

7. Sins opposed to Charity. All sins are opposed to Charity :

mortal, because they extinguish the life of the soul ; venial, because

they impede its action. Still there are some sins directly opposed to

this virtue : such as hatred of God, and those which attend this hatred.

A person hates God when he wishes that God did not exist, or that

God should be heedless of the good or bad character of our actions.'

The hatred of God is a crime that causes us to shudder : it is the

greatest of all.

S. Second Object of Charity, the Neighbour. By the neighbour,

we are not to understand merely our relatives, our friends, our

benefactors, the inhabitants of the same city or kingdom, the

disciples of the same Religion. This tender word, made familiar

in human speech by the Gospel, comprises all men without dis

tinction or exception: Christians, heretics, Jews, heathens, the

living and the dead, and even our enemies. Our charity ought to

be universal, that is to say, Catholic, like our Faith.s

Hence, we ought to regard all men as members of one family,

as children of one father, and, consequently, endure one another,

forgive one another, help one another, wish well to one another,

and do to one another all the good in our power. It is thus that

we shall know all, love all, and honour all as the dear children of

Our Father who is in Heaven. Here again, what noble aliment

does Our Lord Jesus Christ supply on which we may nourish our

love ! How boldly does He attack the great law of universal

hatred, which was the shame and misery of the pagan world, as it

is still, in various degrees, the shame and misery of peoples, of

families, and of individuals who are unfaithful to the fundamental

precept of Charity.

9. Rule. The rule for loving the neighbour is to love him as

ourselves. This rule would alone suffice to prove the divinity of

Christianity : never did any legislator propose it—much less dare

to impose it. What could be more suited to make earth an antici-

' Ab aliquibus odio Deug haberi potest, in quantum scilicet apprebenditur

peccatoruin prohibitor et pceuarum inflictor. . . . Odium Dei est pessiinum

peccatum hominis. (S. Tnom., ii, 2, q. xxxir, art. 1 et 2.)

* Proximus noster est omnis, qui in vita beata nobiscum esse potest. (S.

Aug., de Catcch. rud., c, xvi.)

vol. ii. 39
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pated Heaven ? On the other hand, what rule conld be more secure

or unequivocal ? No one can escape from it, or falsify it with lying

interpretations. To love our neighbour as ourselves, is to wish

and do him all the good that we could reasonably hope anyone

would wish and do ourselves, if we were in his place and he in ours.

Since the love of ourselves is the rule and the model of that

which we ought to entertain for our neighbour, it follows (a) that

we are bound to love ourselves. Now, to love ourselves according

to the will of the New Adam, we ought on all occasions to prefer

our soul to our body, eternal to temporal life. We ought to avail

ourselves of every means possible to attain our last end, and shun

everything calculated to divert us from it. Hence, to love our

neighbour as ourselves is to prefer in all things his soul to his

body, his eternal to his temporal life. It is to procure for him. as

far as lies in us, the means to be saved, and to avert from him

everything calculated to lead him to damnation. It also follows

(i) that we ought to be the first and dearest objects of our own

Charity.' Hence, we ought to prefer our own good to that of our

neighbour, when these goods are of the same order; for example,

our own life to his. Hence also, we are not bound to prefer

another's good to our own, unless when the neighbour's good is of

a higher order.

Now, the life of the soul is of a higher order than the life of the

body ; the life of the body, than reputation ; reputation, than pro

perty. According to this rule, we are bound to prefer the neigh

bour's salvation to our temporal life, the neighbour's temporal life

to our reputation, the neighbour's reputation or honour to our

material goods. But this occurs only when the neighbour is in

extreme necessity, because then only are we bound, in order to

succour him, to renounce our goods of a lower order.

Here then is the admirable order in which reason and Faith

class the objects of human affections:—(a) God above all. (6) Our

selves, as to the soul and the goods of grace, (e) The neighbour,

as to the soul and the goods of grace, (d) Ourselves, as to the

body and the goods of nature : such as life, health. («) The neighbour,

as to the body and the goods of nature : such as life, health. (/) Our

selves, as to external temporal goods : such as character, fortune.

(g) The neighbour, as to external temporal goods : such as character,

lortune.*

Although we ought to love all men as ourselves, yet there is an

order to be observed in our Charity towards various persons. Here,

< Dileetio bominis ad seipsum est sicut exemplar dilectionia quae babetur nd

Mltcruoi, sed exemplar potius est qunm exemplatum ; ereo homo ex charitato

tungis debet diligere eeipaum quain proximuin. (S. Ino., J!» 2" q. xxti',

ar!. "M 2 Ferraris, art. Virim, n. 60.
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again, nature and grace are in perfect harmony : the latter ennobles

and consecrates the inclinations of the former. When there is

question of procuring the spiritual or temporal good of the neigh

bour, we ought to relieve our parents, our children, our brothers

and sisters, our kindred before others ; Christians before infidels ;

Pastors, and such others as act like fathers to us, before the

generality of Christians ; domestics before strangers.*

Here is theneworder of Charity, exhibited in differentdegrees :—

(a) God above all. (5) Ourselves, (o) Our children. (d) Our

father, (e) Our mother. (/) The husband or wife, (g) Other

relatives. (A) Benefactors, friends, inhabitants of the same country.

This order of Charity will enter into Heaven, of which it will

form one of the sweetest joys; for it is founded on nature. " Grace,"

says St. Thomas, " does not destroy nature, but perfects it. Hence,

merits being equal, we shall love our relatives, our friends, more

tenderly in Heaven than the other blessed ; merits being unequal,

we shall love those better who are more perfect."' It follows hence

that we shall know one another in Heaven.

10. Necessity. "Would you now like to know why we ought

to love all men ? Because God wishes it. God wishes that we

should love all men (a) because all men are created to the divine

image and likeness ; (6) because all men are our brethren in the

First Adam, heirs of the same blood and the same miseries ;

(c) because all men are our brethren in the Second Adam, heirs of

His blood and His merits, redeemed at the infinite price of His

death, to form with Him and us but one heart and one soul on

earth and in Heaven—an ineffable union, which, to exist in

eternity, must begin in time ; and (d) finally, because the principal

end of the Incarnation was to substitute for the law of hatred,

'which reigned in the world from the time of original sin and divided

mankind, the sweet law of Charity, which, by uniting all, would

henceforth form but one people, one family, as in the days of primi

tive innocence.

Accordingly, whoever loves not the rest of men, whoever hates

one man out of those millions of men who dwell upon the earth,

opposes the views of the Second Adam, destroys His work as far as

1 Orig., Somil. iii in Cant, cant.; S; Liguori, t. IV, n. 14, 15 ; S. Thom.,

2» 2", q. xxvi, art. 6-13.

3 Natura non tollitur per gratiam, aed perficitur. Ordo autem charitatis

ex ipsa nature procedit. Omnia enim naturaliter plus se quam alia amant.

Ergo iete ordo remanebit in patria. . . . continget in patria quod aliquis sibi

conjunctnm pluribus modis diliget ; non enim cessabunt ab animo beati honesue

dilectionis causa;. Tamen omnibus istis rationibus praefertur incomparabiliter

ratio dilectionis quae sumitur ex propinquitate ad Deum, (S. Thom., 3* 2",

<j. zzri, art. 13.)
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lies in him, and consequently resists His will. Hence the sentence

that cannot he too often repeated, If any man say, I love God, and

loveth not his brother, he is a liar.'

The love of the neighbour is a necessary consequence of the love

of God. Not to love the neighbour is to disobey Him who says,

Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.'

Let us here admire the wisdom of the Divine Legislator, and

acknowledge that it was impossible to give to that Charity which

should unite all men a more solid foundation. Whether the neigh

bour has virtues or vices, whether he has done us good or evil, he

is to have a share in our affection. Our affection ought not to be

less generous, or less constant, or less holy, on account of his

qualities. God wishes that we should love our neighbour as our

selves, and He wishes it always. We have only to be silent and to

submit.

This one commandment, well observed, dispenses with all

human laws, as, without it, all human laws are insufficient. We

need no longer be surprised that a pagan emperor, Alexander

Severus, caused it to be written in golden letters on the walls of his

palace. Would that each of us had it written on his heart !

11. Application. Charity, to be true, must not only appear in

our words : it must exist in our heart and be manifested in our

actions. It is of this the Beloved Disciple reminds us when He

says, My little children ! let us not be satisfied to love one another in

word, or in tongue, but in deed, and in truth.» To complete the ex

planation of this commandment, it therefore remains for us to speak

of the works of Charity towards the neighbour.

These works are of two kinds: spiritual and corporal. The

spiritual works of Charity are seven in number, namely, (a) to

instruct the ignorant; (b) to reprove those who do evil; (c) to

give counsel to those who require it ; (rf) to comfort the afflicted ;

(e) to bear wrongs, and the defects of the neighbour, patiently ;

(/) to pardon injuries ; (g) to pray for the living and the dead,

especially for those who have persecuted us. By these marks, it

may be seen whether our Charity is sincere ; whether we are truly

united to the New Adam ; in a word, whether we are the children

of our Father who is in Heaven.

Among these works, so divine, and so eminently calculated to

secure our happiness in this life, there are two, on which it is

proper to rouse our Faith and to fix our attention : they are tho

pardoning of injuries and fraternal correction.

The pardoning of injuries, the loving of enemies, is the great

i Joan., iv, 20. » Mctt., xxii, 39, * 1 Joan., iii, 18.
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miracle of Christianity, the triumph of Calvary ; but it is also the

great scandal of fallen man. Puffed up with pride, he wishes to

hear no mention of forgetting or forgiving. Hence, those rivers of

blood which have deluged the world. Hence, those monstrous

hatreds which daily ruin families and which are sometimes per

petuated from parents to children. With degraded man, revenge is

glory, pardon is weakness; while in reality pardon is an heroic act

of courage and greatness of soul, and revenge a weakness and the

proof of baseness.

Accordingly, the New Adam, who came to raise fallen man, by

shaping his thoughts and sentiments to the model of His own,

never ceased to give him formal precepts regarding pardon, and a

cordial pardon. He made the pardon of injuries committed against

us the indispensable condition of the pardon of our offences against

Him. If you will not forgive your brethrenfrom your heart, He says,

neither will your Heavenly Fatherforgive you,'

To precept He adds example. He dies forgiving—what do I

say ? asking mercy for His executioners : Father, forgive them, for

they know not what they do.* He adds, / have given you an example

that you may do as I have done.' Since the time of this great

example given to the world on the mountain of sorrows, by a God

suffering a most unjust and ignominious death, a look at the Cross

suffices to disarm the anger of a Christian and to stifle every feel

ing of resentment in his heart. If this look does not suffice, he is

no longer a Christian.

From the foregoing remarks it is easy to understand in what the

forgiveness of injuries, so strongly inculcated by the Gospel, con

sists. It consists (a) in not retaining in the heart any sentiment

of hatred, any desire of revenge, any bitterness against him who

has offended us, but loving him as our brother for the love of God,

and proving our love towards him by our works ; and (i) in giving

him outwardly the marks of kindness common among friends and

relatives—for example, answering his letters, or his inquiries by

word if he makes such, selling to him if he desires to buy, not

shunning his conversation if we meet him in company, not depriving

him of ordinary service or aid. All this under pain of light or

grievous fault, according to circumstances of person, time, and place.4

• Matt., ri, 15 ; xviii, 35. > Luc., xxiii, 34. • Joan., xiii, 15.

* Ferraris, art. Virtus, n. 54.—Specialia signa dilectionis per ee loqucndo

non tenemur praestare inimicia ex praecepto charitatis, sed solum ex consilio:

communis. Unde non tenemur inimicos aegrotos invisere, moestos consolari,

egentibus succurrere, pecunias mutuaro, hospitio vel convivio excipere, ad

familiare colloquium admittere, obviam factos salutare et hujusmodi. Dicitur

per se loqucndo, quia ob varias circumstantias accidentarias sa;pius obligamur

inimicis exhiberc signa nliqua vcl beneficia specialia charitatis. (Id., ibid.)

' V
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We are also bound to salute our enemies, or at least to return

them a salutation; if they are our superiors, we ought to salute

them first. If, without great inconvenience, and by a salutation,

we can cure the neighbour of a hatred that he bears us, we are

bound to salute him first, because Charity obliges us to deliver the

neighbour from mortal sin, even though it should be necessary for

this purpose to do ourselves some violence.

As a general rule, he who gave the offence ought to be the first

to seek a reconciliation. It is enough that he who received the

offence forgives inwardly, and is disposed to be reconciled out

wardly with the aggressor, when the latter shall come to ask for

giveness. If both are guilty, he who is first touched by grace ought

out of Charity to make some advances and thus gain his brother to

Jesus Christ. Would that man be a Christian who, unwilling to

trample under foot a miserable point of honour, should refuse to save

a soul redeemed by the Divine Blood ? How would such a man

appear before Him who made the first advances to our guilty race,

and died for us rather than avenge Himself?

Another consequence or manifestation of the great precept of

Charity is fraternal correction.

To correct the neighbour is to reprove and admonish him with

prudence and kindness. Every mortal sin into which the neigh

bour may fall, or into which he has already fallen, without having

risen from it, is the matter of fraternal correction. How worthy is

this duty of the Christian Religion—of a Religion which seeks

before everything else the eternal happiness of man ! In effect, if

Charity obliges us to withdraw the neighbour from a serious danger

that threatens his body, with much more reason does it so oblige

us when there is question of his soul.

"We are all bound, both by the law of Charity and the special

command of Our Lord, to exercise fraternal correction. Here are

the express words of our Divine Master : If your brother has com

mitted a fault against you, go and rebuke him between you and him

alone. If he hear you, you shall gain your brother. If he will not

hear you, take with you one or two witnesses, that everything may be

confirmed by the authority of two or three persons. If he will not

hear them, tell the Church. If he will not hear the Church, let him

be to you as a heathen and a publican.'

The first means to give a fraternal correction well and to obtain

tho desired success, is to say to ourselves, " If it were iny case now

to receive a correction, what terms, what nice management should

I wish to be employed towards me in giving it ?—in other words,

1 Matt., xviii, 15.

I
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how should I wish the matter to he done ?" This question, atten

tively considered, may well awake in our souls a proper degree of

gentleness and suavity. It will also help us to behave with pru

dence, that is, to have regard to persons, times, and places : an old

man or a superior ought to be reproved far differently from a person

of our own age or an equal.' But our invariable rule ought ever

to be the greatest advantage of the neighbour.'

The second means to succeed in the correction is to have recourse

to God, either before or after giving it, that He may replenish us

with His Spirit and dispose the neighbour to profit by it.

Fraternal correction having for its end the amendment of the

neighbour, it follows (a) that it is of precept in so far as it is

necessary to attain this end; and (b) that we are dispensed from

giving it when it cannot be of any use—with much more reason

when we foresee its consequences to be dangerous to the neighbour's

salvation.3

Yet, as fraternal correction is a special duty of superiors, they

must have very strong reasons on their side to be able to omit it

without sin. The more disagreeable this duty, the more grateful

ought we to be to him who is so kind as to acquit himself of it

towards us. Under what an obligation should we be to him who

would deliver us from a serious illness, or even from some physical

defect by which we should be exposed to the railleries of others !

"What do I say ?—we could not be ungrateful to him who would

draw our attention to a stain on our clothes. If we are reasonable

beings, how exceedingly thankful ought we then to be to him who

is so charitable as to warn us of the defilements of our soul, that we

may purify it !

The seven spiritual works of Charity lay bare, so to speak, the

divine heart of Our Saviour, while they also reveal His infinite

wisdom. One might call them so many remedies placed iu order

along the road of life, either to heal the soul of its diseases or to pre

serve it from such. It is impossible to imagine any set of helps

more fitly arranged, or better calculated to secure the health of the

soul—consequently its happiness and that of society ; for by justice

are nations exalted, but by sin they are made miserable.*

1 1 Tim., vi, 1.

a Adhibeantur poena) non recuso, non interdico, aed ammo amantis, animo

diligcntis, animo corrigentia. (Aug., Serm. xiii, c. Tii, n. 8.)

'On fraternal correction, see Origen, lib. IX, in Epist. ad Hom., e. xii ;

Aug., Smn. lxxxii, de Verb, evangel. ; Matt., xviii, 4, n. 7 ; id., Scrm. ccclxxxiii,

de Amore hominit ; id., Epist. ccxi; Greg., Past. cur<e. p. II, c. vi ; Exposit.

evang. tec. Lucam, lib. VIII ; Chrys., in Epist. ad Heir., xii, Homil. xxx et

xxxi ; id., Homil. depro/eetu Evangclii. * Prov., xiv, 34.
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No less than the intellectual and the moral, the physical man

was an object of solicitude to Our Lord. Hence those corporal

works of Charity which He imposes as a sacred duty on all of us,

according to our state and condition. These works are seven in

number : (a) to give food to the hungry and drink to the thirsty ;

(i) to afford hospitality to strangers ; (c) to supply clothing to those

who need it ; (d) to visit the sick ; («) to visit and comfort

prisoners ; (/) to ransom captives ; (g) to bury the dead.

In these precepts, so worthy of a God made Man, we find the

cause and explanation of all those wonders of Charity unknown

among pagans, but so common among Christians that they are

hardly remarked. Here also we find the relief of all the miseries

that can beset our frail existence; for these charitable duties

embrace the whole life of man from the cradle to the grave. Thanks

to them, the swathing-bands for wrapping up the new-born babe

and the winding-sheet for enclosing the lifeless corpse are equally

sure to be provided.

Among these works there is one which holds a very important

place in the economy of Religion : it is almsgiving. We proceed

to show the necessity and manner of almsgiving, and the advantages

which flow from it. As long as there have been poor persons on

the earth, almsgiving has been commanded. Few other duties are

so often repeated in the Old Testament. Gwe alma out of thy tub-

stance, said the holy man Tobias to his son, and turn not away thy

face from the poor. Hereby, thou shalt merit that the Lord will

never turn away His face from thee. As far as thy meant permit

thee, be merciful. If thou have much, give much ; if thou have little,

give willingly out of that little.' The precept of almsgiving, by

which we are bound to give away what is superfluous in our

goods,* is founded on two reasons, which are very proper to make

us love and observe it.

The first is that we may be cured of avarice, or attachment to

earthly things. This passion, the sad consequence of sin, is one of

the chief sources of the evils that afflict the world. In directing

us to keep within the limits of necessity, the New Adam adopted

the true means of eradicating it. Avarice once removed, the heart

has no further difficulty in rising towards the love of superior goods.

Almsgiving is therefore most necessary, and occupies a special place

in the plan of our regeneration.

The second, that men may be continually reminded of this

touching truth, obscured by sin, namely, that they are all brethren—

that the world is only one great family, of which God is the Father-

« Tob., iv, 7 ; Eccl., iv, 1 ; Dan., iv, 24. 1 Luc., xi, 41 ; Jac, ii, 13.
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Christian societies are all based on this principle, whose violation

brings about the most dreadful revolutions. Need we be sur

prised if the Redeemer so strongly insisted on the precept of

almsgiving, which is the application of this principle, and if

our carefulness or carelessness in complying with it shall serve

as the leading matter of our judgment and the rule of His

sentence ?

The precept of almsgiving obliges us to give what is over

and above of our goods. The rich are only God's stewards. Is it

right that in a family some of the children should have all, and the

others be left to gather the crumbs that fall from the table ? To

justify Providence, must not the abundance of one party supply the

indigence of the other? Ye rich of the world! hear what St.

Angustine says to you : If you had to remove your treasures to a

distant country, and had great reason to fear the attacks of robbers,

would you not be delighted if some highly respectable young man

came to you and said, ' My father lives in the country to which

you are going. He is very rich. Leave your money here with

me. I shall have need of it. In return, I will give you a letter of

exchange on my father. As soon as you present this letter to him

after your arrival, you shall receive the amount.' Well, this high

born youth is the poor man. The country to which you travel is

eternity. The rich man is God. Give, therefore, to the poor man,

that you may receive from God; If you require guarantees, the

poor man will offer you his rags. The more torn they are, the more

certain you may be that everything you intrust to him will be

restored to you. You say, adds the holy doctor, I have children ;

very good ! count one more of them, and give something to Jesus

Christ. In fine, he calls the poor Laturarii, that is to say, porters:

bearers of riches to Heaven.

To understand the extent of this precept, so wofully neglected,

it must be known (a) that by superfluity is not meant what is

necessary to one's life or state. What is necessary to one's life is

that which is required for food and clothing. What is necessary to

one's state is that which is required for the decency of one's con

dition or rank, every species of luxury being retrenched. It must

also be known (6) that there are three kinds of necessity in which

we may find the neighbour. Extreme necessity, when the neigh

bour is in danger of losing his life. In this case, he ought to be

succoured even with the goods superfluous to one's life. Grave

necessity, when the neighbour is in danger of falling from his justly

acquired state or of incurring some other great misfortune. In this

case,heoughttobe succoured with the goods superfluous to one'sstate.

Finally, common necessity, that which is endured by beggars. Those
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who have goods superfluous to their state are hound, even by a

strict obligation, to relieve poor beggars in some manner.'

To be Christian, that is, useful and meritorious, alms ought to

be given readily, with a good grace, from a supernatural motive,

and without ostentation. Fulfilled thus, the precept of almsgiving

not only procures us the sweetest and purest satisfaction, but it also

delivers us from sin and damnation. It makes the Lord favourable

towards us, atones for our sins, transforms our fleeting possessions

into eternal treasures, and gives us the greatest confidence in the

divine protection during our trials and especially at the hour of our

death.*

Even the temporal advantages of almsgiving it would take long to

tell. We shall only say that an alms has been justly compared to

a seed. A seed, cast into the earth, seems to be lost ; but instead

of being lost it multiplies itself, instead of perishing it enriches us.

So with an alms, which, according to Our Lord, returns a hundred

fold even in this life. The history of Tobias, which we related in

the first part of the Catechism, is a proof of this, and the history of

Tobias will be the history of every other almsgiver to the end of

the world. If the poor bless us, it is impossible that God should

not bless us. He Himself has said, Whatsoever you do to these

little ones, who are My brethren, you do it to Me. It is Jesus

Christ, adds one of the Fathers of the Church, who hegs in all the

poor: Chrislus est qui in universitate pauperum men&icat.5

Society itself derives the greatest advantages from almsgiving.

By it a multitude of passions, roaring like hungry lions around the

possessions of the rich, are calmed. The selfishness of the great

ends sooner or later by awakening a rebellion among tbe people.*

The best Insurance Companies are Associations of Charity.

There is no use in deceiving oneself. It is not philosophy that

pipes or dances for the poor man, that calms his passions ; it only

angers them. Charity alone, Christian Charity, she loves and

draws near the poor man, weeps with him, smoothes his

' S. Alph. Lig.

2 Passages from the Fathers on almsdeeds : Aug., Knar, in PsaJ. lxxr, n. 9

id., Enchirid. ad Laurcnlium, c. xxxii, n. 19; id., fierm. lxii, dc verb Domini,

c. ii, n. 12; id., Tract, in Epist. I Joan., n. 12; Chrys., Homil. de divite,

dc Lazaro ; Cyp., de Opere et EUemosynis ; Thom., p. Ill, q. xxii, art. 5 ;

Arab., lib. II, de Officiis, c. xvi, n. 36. 77, 7S,—c. ixx, n, 14S, 149, 150, 15S.

Seo also Turlot, Catich., p. 543.

» The families most lavish of their goods in favour of the poor, and of their

blood on battle-fields for the defence of justice, have always been the most

honoured, the most lasting, and tho most mighty : a delightful subject for
 

the social necessity of almsgiving, see our work I'Europe en 1848.
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humble bed, shares all his miseries, she only can calm the

desire of having in the heart of him who has not, teaching him

by good deeds and kind words that those who have are really his

brethren.

This one thought, well considered, ought to be enough to change

the mind and conduct of most of the rich of our day.' But must

we still be condemned to hear it repeated again and again that alms

degrade ? Alms degrade ! No, they do not degrade ; since they

are a fundamental precept of Christianity, and the rule on which

the sentence of the Supreme Judge shall be based. Would you dare

to say that Christianity is a degrading Religion ? Cast your eyes

over the map of the world.

Alms degrade ! No, they do not degrade ; since they are a true

social bond among Christian nations, and an indispensable condition

of liberty. Without alms, be a slave or starve : this is all that is left

to the poor man.

Alms degrade ! No, they do not degrade ; since it is not man

who begs, but Our Lord Himself who makes an exchange with the

rich, an exchange wholly for the advantage of the rich. Alms

degrade neither him who takes nor him who gives, as a mercantile

contract degrades neither of the parties who make it.

12. Sins opposed to the Love of the Neighbour. These sins

are (a) hatred, directly opposed to Charity ; (i) jealousy, opposed

to the spiritual good of the neighbour ; (e) envy, opposed to the

temporal good of the neighbour; (d) discord, opposed to social and

domestic union; («) schism, opposed to religious union ; (/), offence,

opposed to beneficence ; (g) scandal, opposed to fraternal correc

tion.* We shall speak of them further on, when explaining the

Fifth Commandment and the Capital Sins.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having taught

us that the first and greatest of all the commandments is to love

Thee. May my heart understand this important truth, observe it

faithfully, and, by so doing, be united to the heart of the New

Adam and freed from concupiscence !

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I will

often make an act ofperfect charity.

• On the internal and external effects of Charity, see St. Thomas, 2» 2",

q. xxvii, xxziii.

3 On all these evils, see St. Thomas, 2» 2", q. xxxir-xliii.
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LESSON XLVII.

OOR T/NION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY CHAEITY {continued).

The Decalogue. Nature. History. Division. Evangelical Counsel».

Necessity and Possibility of observing the, Decalogue. Object of the First

Commandment. Virtue of Religion. Contrary Sins. Worship of Angels,

Saints, Relies, Images. Historical Illustrations. Social Advantages.

To love God above all things, and our neighbour as ourselves for

the love of God, is the great precept of the Saviour. It is tho

abridgment of all that God has commanded man—by Himself, by

the Prophets, by the Messias in person, by the Apostles, by the

Church, It is the summary of God's law, even to the consummation

of ages. Now, we have already remarked that Charity is not idle.

It manifests itself, not by words, but by works: the works which

God prescribes to us in His Ten Commandments. If we observe

these Commandments, we may rest assured that we love God. But

to observe them, we must know them. The time is come to enter

on their explanation.

Let us first of all bear in mind that the Decalogue is only the

application of the great precept of the love of God and the neigh

bour. If you examine it attentively, you will see that its only

end is to teach us the acts by which we should exercise our Charity,

and protect this virtue from injury and even from destruction.

Hence, two kinds of precepts in the Decalogue : some poaitivi,

commanding certain things to be done ; others negative, forbidding

certain things to be done. Thus we may consider the great precept

of the love of God and the neighbour as n. beautiful fountain of

living water, which the First Adam closed by sin, but which the

Second Adam reopened in the midst of the world, to water it,

refresh it, and make it bring forth abundant fruits of grace and

salvation. The positive precepts of the Decalogue are like so many

dift'erent streams, conveying the riches of this sacred fountain to

various parts of the earth. The negative precepts are like banks,

which hinder the passions from troubling these limpid waters or

turning them out of their course.

It is from this point of view that we must contemplate the

Decalogue, if we would understand the profound meaning of the

Saviour's numerous words regarding the sweetness of the divine

law ; among them, Take up My yoke upon you, for My yoke is

sweet and My burden light. This is the same as to say, " My yoke

is love—the only end of all My other precepts is to preserve love ;

preserve it, and you shallfind rest to your souls."'

1 Matt., xi, 30.
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A few words will make this little-known truth palpable.

The First Commandment, which requires us to love God, and

to love nothing except for Him, delivers us from every affection

that could profane and sadden our heart. It preserves us from the

misfortune of heathens, who offer their love and incense to demons,

as well as from the misfortune of bad Christians, who attach them

selves to the perishable goods of this world—deceitful goods,

which, after tormenting, vanish without satisfying those who

pursue them.

The Second, which forbids us to blaspheme the holy name of

God, preserves us from the contempt that we might conceive for

His Divine Majesty, and so hinders our Charity from growing

weak ; for we soon cease to love those whom we no longer respect.

The Third, which prescribes to us the worship that we ought

to render to God, preserves us from those shameful and inhuman

superstitions with which idolators used to dishonour and even to

this day dishonour themselves. In obliging us to set aside one day

every week for Him, whether to refresh ourselves after our labours,

or to thank Him for His past blessings, or to ask Him for new

blessings, or to acknowledge humbly that whatever we have comes

from Him and belongs to Him : He provides equally for our spiritual

and our corporal good, and prevents the love of creatures from

acquiring a mastery over our heart.

The Fourth, by ordering us to behold and obey God in the

persons of our superiors, ennobles obedience, and establishes society

on an immovable basis. The Christian obeys not man, but God. He

sees God in his superiors : it is the divine voice that he hears when

they speak, it is the divine authority that he respects when they

command. Hence, obedience is a motive always sacred, because

God, whom alone the Christian obeys, is always the same, always

infinite in power and goodness, whatever may be the gentleness or

the severity, the virtues or the defects, of those whom He appoints

to command in His stead. If the Fourth Commandment contains

the duties of inferiors, it also contains those of superiors. The

lieutenants of God Himself, they are His ministers for good. Kind,

just, firm, watchful, they ought to command like God Himself.

Now, the end of obedience and authority is to maintain peace and

charity among men on earth, so as to conduct them to their last

end, which is the possession of God during eternity.

The Fifth places the life of our body and of our soul beyond the

reach of murder, scandal, revenge, and hatred. Under all these

heads, it prevents an alteration of that charity which should unite

men on earth as brethren, as members of the some family.

The Sixth and Ninth protect the honour of families. They
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defend our innocence and that of others against our own passions

and those of others. Their end is to preserve the union of the

domestic hearth, to hinder onr love from degrading itself, and to

maintain within us a delightful peace, inseparable from the fairest

of the virtues.

The Seventh and Tenth secure our property against the injustice

ofthe wicked. They protect the little and weak against the strength

and covetousness of the great and rich. No more efficacious means

of preventing cupidity from overcoming charity, and preserving

society from disturbances, animosities, and revolutions, the sad con

sequences of ambition and injustice.

Lastly, the Eighth protects our character. In proscribing false

testimony, detraction, calumny, lies, it keeps good faith, mutual

confidence, and loyalty alive among men. Without these things,

there is no longer any union or security ; but distrust, imposture,

hypocrisy, and dissimulation : odious vices, which make the social

life one continual torment

We see therefore that the Decalogue is only the organic law of

the great precept of Charity towards God and the neighbour. It is

wholly for our advantage. All men are supremely interested in

the observance of this divine law. They cannot violate a single

article of it without offending against their own dearest interests,

even in this life. If we have ever looked upon it as a painful yoke,

as a shackle on our liberty, we have fallen into a gross error, for

which we ought to humble ourselves and to beg pardon. The

Decalogue is the most admirable present that God could make to

us, as the following comparison will show.

A traveller pursues his way towards a magnificent city, where

a splendid fortune, as well as a beloved family, awaits him. Between

him and the desired city there is a bottomless abyss. The country

is shrouded in darkness. The traveller is without a guide or a

light. Over the abyss there is only one common, narrow, shaky

plank. There he must of necessity pass, and yet he is very liable

to make a false step, as experience has too often convinced him.

If a charitable guide were to come and take this traveller by

the hand, if he were to erect a strong barrier on each side of tho

fatal plank and fix thereon a number of bright lights, so that it

would be impossible for the traveller to fall into the pit, unless by

deliberately pulling down the barriers, could these services be re

garded as unkind or unjust? And should this charitable guide be

called a tyrant for offering his hand to a stranger, and delivering

him from the greatest dangers? The application is easy.

This traveller is man on earth. The city, wherein happiness

and a beloved family await him, is Heaven. The abyss is Hell.
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The weak, narrow, unsteady plank is life. The charitable guide is

God. The barriers erected alongside the plank, and the lamps

suspended therefrom, are the Commandments of God.

After this, let the worldling who will follow nought but the

bent of his passions, let the ill-instructed Christian, say that the

Ten Commandments are unendurable fetters. As for us, O my

God ! we shall always say that the Decalogue is one of Thy greatest

benefits, and we will take care never to -violate it, that so we

may not fall, during life, under the heavy yoke of our passions, and,

after death, into the eternal abyss. To secure our happiness in this

world and the next, to show that He is our Master and that we are

His servants and children, to teach us that we are free, and to

make us acquire merits by the fulfilment of duty : such were God's

chief motives in giving us the Decalogue.'

This beautiful Law of God, so well adapted to form the happi

ness and the glory of humanity, is nevertheless attacked, despised,

calumniated by many ; but sooner or later, the moment will come

when its most implacable enemies must render homage to it.

Witness that philosopher of the last century, named Toussaint,

whose works were so justly condemned.

This author, invited to Prussia by Frederic, was there attacked

by a consumption, of which he died after a year of sufferings. On

the eve of his death, he sent to his friends requesting them to be so

kind as to come to him next morning at six o'clock, to assist a

religious ceremony which was then to take place in his house.

fact was, says one of them, that next morning we found the Catholic

Cure there, preparing to give the sick man the holy Viaticum ; at

the foot of his bed were his wife and children on their knees : we

pat ourselves in the same position.

Then M. Toussaint, having had his pillows raised so that he

might almost sit in the bed, requested the Cure to wait a moment.

Placing his son, who was some fifteen or sixteen years old, before

his eyes, he addressed him thus, " My son, hear and remember

well what I am going to say to you. I am now about to appear

before God and to give Him an account of my whole life. I have

offended Him much : I stand greatly in need of His mercy. For

this, my son, are my repentance and confidence enough ? Ah ! they

would doubtless be enough, considering the infinite goodness of

God, if I had only to reproach myself with my own weakness and

faults ! But if I have scandalised, if I have offended other persons,

is it not also necessary that they should in some manner intercede

for me with God, by forgiving me themselves ?

' Non erat undo se homo habere dominant cogitaret, r.isl nliquid ei juberetur

et aliquid prohiberetur. (S. Aug., in Gen., c. ii, &c. Ao.)
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" Well, I rely on this act of charity on the part of those who

may have to complain of me. I have been guilty of wrongs against

your mother ; and her piety, which is known to me, assures me

that she will forgive me, as I beg her to do. I have been guilty

of many negligences towards your sisters, the second article on

which I should have to endure the most gloomy regrets, if I did

not reflect that at their age impressions are still weak, and that

your mother will be able and anxious to repair the evil by the

sound Christian education which she will give them.

"There is only yourself left, my son. But now that I draw

near my death, you are the subject of the most dreadful anguish

and apprehension to me. I have scandalised you by a conduct

anything but religious, and by maxims far from holy ; will you for

give me ? will you do what is necessary that God may forgive me ?

Can you by yourself attain to other principles than those which I

have given you ? Weigh well, my son, these late lessons of mine

to you : I call to witness that God whom I am about to receive

and before whom I am about to appear that if, during the past, I

showed little of the Christian in my actions, speeches, and writings,

it was never through conviction—it was only through human

respect, vanity, and a desire to please various persons.

" If then you have any confidence in your father, employ it

solely with the words which I this day utter to you. Would that

you could engrave on your soul and ever keep vividly before you

this last scene in your father's life ! Place yourself on your knees,

my son ! and join your prayers with those of the other persons who

now hear me and see you. Promise God that you will profit of my

last lessons, and beseech Him to forgive me."

Our own interest and that of the neighbour are powerful motives

for observing the Decalogue ; but, of all motives, the strongest is

that God Himself is its Author. This adorable law is as old as the

world, but it was obscured by depravity of manners and a long

series of crimes. God resolved to write it on tables of stone, to

show that it was as lasting as Himself. Hence, in giving the

Decalogue to Moses, the Lord was pleased rather to renew and

revive a law already existing than to issue a new law.

We are bound to observe the Decalogue because it is the law of

the Supreme Legislator, the Master of the world, the Creator and

Judge of all men, the immortal King whose wisdom and justice are

infinite, whose power is irresistible. The necessity of observing the

Decalogue regards not only the poor and children, but the rich and

the great, kings and nations, because it is by the Decalogue that

nil shall be judged. It is to the observance of this law, given from

Heaven, that the glory, tranquillity, and prosperity of mankind
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in this world, and their felicity in the next, are attached. Woe to

the nations who do not take the Decalogue as the basis of their

legislation ! They either cease to advance, or relapse sooner or

later into barbarism.

When God gave the Decalogue to Moses, He engraved it on two

tables of stone. On one were the first three Commandments, on

the other the last seven. Thus the Decalogue is divided into two

parts : the first contains the Commandments which regulate our

duties towards God ; the second, those which regulate our duties

towards the neighbour. What a difference between this code of

morality, so short and complete, so wise and fruitful, and those

drawn up by legislators and philosophers, who were thought the

most wonderful sages in the world I

Our Lord, being sent by God His Father to instruct us and to

guide us to perfection, added to the Decalogue some counsel*, the

practice of which, without being obligatory, is well calculated to

secure the observance of the Commandments and to promote the

happiness of society. In effect, His three principal counsels,

opposed to the three great passions of man, are poverty, chastity,

and obedience. United voluntarily in immense families, those who

engage themselves by vow to follow these counsels become the

slaves of Christian society. They renounce all, and, content with

poor food and clothing no less poor, establish and maintain, in

favour of every species of human misery, those public and gratuitous

services of charity which give so much repose to Christian nations,

and whose suppression is one of the chief causes of the terrible

dangers that threaten us.'

It remains to be known whether we can keep all the command

ments of the Man-God. The Church, as good sense itself would

dictate, condemned those heretics who dared to reply in the nega

tive.* In effect, God, being infinitely wise and good, cannot com

mand anything impossible to us. If the accomplishment of His

law is above the strength of nature, He is careful to give us grace

by which we may rise to the level of our duty. The example of

Saints of all ages, conditions, and climes is an unanswerable proof

of this truth. Now, grace will no more fail us than it failed the

Saints : the same Faith, the same Hope, the same Sacraments, the

same Gospel ! We have yet more than they—the help of their

example and prayers.

It is not enough to maintain that we can keep the Commandments

1 See the proof and development of this fact in oar work VEurope en 1848.

* Cone Trid., ten. vi, cap. ii.—Deus jubendo monet et facere quod postu

et petere quod non poisis, et adjuyat ut possis. (S. Aug., lib. de Nat. et Grat.

o. zliii.)—Nunquam instat praeeepti), quin precurrat auxilio. (St. Leo.) '

VOL. II. 40
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of God : we must also acknowledge that it is easier to keep them

than to break them, that it costs more to be damned than to be

saved. Besides, it is more honourable to obey God than passion.

Further, it is sweeter to have the soul filled with peace than gnawed

with remorse. Lastly, it is easier to satisfy God than the world

and our own irregular inclinations.

Daily experience shows us that it costs the ambitious, the

covetous, or the vindictive man much more to reach his ends than

the Christian to reach Heaven. This truth, which has been too

often surrounded with illusion, will be proclaimed, in tones of bitter

despair, by the wicked themselves on the Day of Judgment.

" Fools ! we wearied ourselves in the ways of iniquity : what

tortuous paths we trod ! What disgusts, what deceptions,

what disgraces did we not undergo, to reach at length a misery

without end and without remedy !"' So much being granted, we

come to a detailed explanation of each Commandment.

The First Commandment, One only God thou shalt adore and

love, commands us (a) to adore God ; (i) to love Him with our

whole heart ; («) to adore Him alone.*

1. To adore God. The word adore means to raise the hand '«o

the mouth—to kiss one's hand out of a sentiment of reverence.

Throughout the East, this gesture was one of the greatest marks

)f respect and submission. It was used towards God and man.

Employed towards man, it indicated a deep respect and submission.

Tims, Pharao, speaking to Joseph, says, All my people shall kits

the hand at your command ; they shall receive your orders at those oj

the king.» Employed towards God, it denoted the supreme worship

which is due to Him alone. This is the reason why Job protests

that he never used it towards any creature: If I beheld the sun in

his splendour and the moon in her brightness; if I kissed my hand

with a secret joy—which is a very great sin, and a dental of the Most

High God, &c.4 In the Third Book of Kings, the Lord speaks thus :

/ will leave Me seven thousand men, whose knees have not bowed to

Baal, and whose mouths have not worshipped him, kissing hands.5

To adore God is therefore to acknowledge Him the Being of Beings,

the Creator, the Preserver, the Sovereign Lord of all things.

2. To love God. We already know in what the love which we

owe to God consists. It remains for us to show that we fulfil ths

i Nor insensati ambularimus vias difficile?, etc. (Sap., v.)

» Ego sum Dominus Deus tuus qui eduxi te de terra .35gvpti, de domo

sorvitutia: non habebis deos alienos coram me. (Exod., xx, 2, 3.)

J Gen., xli, 41.

4 Job., xxxi, 26—R?o our treatiae Dv Signe de la Croix,

»3 Reg., xix, 1S.
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duty of adoration and love towards His Supreme Majesty by the

practice of four virtues, namely, Faith, Hope, Charity, and

Religion. By Faith, we acknowledge that God is and alone is the

sovereign truth ; by Hope, that He is and alone is sovereign

goodness ; by Charity, that He is and alone is love itself, the

assemblage of all perfections. Such is the homage, in spirit and in

truth, which the First Commandment obliges us to render to God,

considered in Himself.

But since God is truth, goodness, love, in a word, infinite per

fection, it follows that He is the Being of beings, the Creator, the

Ruler, the absolute Master of all things—of man as well as of

Angels and material creatures. If then the servant owes respect

and honour to his master, the subject to his prince, the soldier to

his general, the son to his father, it is evident that man also owes

respect and honour to God.

Moreover, if the respect and honour due by inferiors ought to

be measured according to the greater or less excellence and authority

of their superiors, it is also evident that the respect and honour

which man owes to God ought to be in proportion to the excellence

and authority of God. Now God being, as we have said , the Being

of beings, the most mighty and perfect of all beings, the absolute

Master of all things, we owe Him the deepest reverence and the

highest homage ; in a word, we owe Him, as Catholic theology

opeaks, the worship of adoration or latria. It is by the virtue of

Religion that we render to Him this necessary worship.'

The virtue of Religion is therefore an essential part of justice

and the first of moral virtues.' Its acts are internal and external.

The chief internal acts of the virtue of Religion are devotion and

prayer. Devotion is the act of the will which devotes itself, that

is, which offers itself to God to perform promptly and joyfully

whatever belongs to His service. Nothing more honourable to God

than this promptitude. It is a most glorious homage rendered to His

supreme authority, justice, and goodness. Nothing more useful to

man, whose will is perfected by submission to the infinitely perfect

will of God.

They therefore who allow themselves the liberty of turning

devotion into ridicule, know not what they do. Not a day passes

but they speak of their devotion to their family, to their friends,

to their country, to their interests. They glory in it, and yet they

will not see that the devotion of a Christian to God, to His

service, to the interests of His glory, which are also the true

1 Religio est virtus moralis per quam homines exhibent cultem et honorem

Deo tanquam omnium creatori et supremo Domino debitum. (S. Alph.

Tract, iv., n. 14.)
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interests of the family and society, is a thing incomparably more

honourable and useful.'

Prayer is the second internal act of the virtue of Religion.

Hereby man acknowledges that he is indigence itself, and that God

is the Author of every good. This is a sublime act of homage.

Prayer therefore, as well as devotion, is honourable to God. It is

not only for Himself, as a debt of reverence and thanksgiving, that

God requires it ; but also for man, in order to perfect him by

placing him in his true relations of dependence and filial confidence

with his Heavenly Father.* What concerns prayer having been

already treated of, we shall say no more of it now.

The external acts of the virtue of Religion are adoration,

sacrifice, oblation, and vow.

Adoration includes all those external signs by which we ac

knowledge the supreme dominion of God over us, and the sentiments

with which this knowledge inspires us. Such are prostrations,

genuflections, and the various other marks of respect and submis

sion that we give to God. Nothing more natural than adoration.

It is impossible that the soul, animated with a profound feeling of

any truth, should not manifest this feeling outwardly. Nothing

more necessary. Man, being composed of a body and a soul, owes

to God the homage of his whole being. This is the reason why

adoration has been in use at all times and among all peoples. Bat

the body can only adore God by external acts, which are all

referable to the internal adoration of which they are the expression,

as the body itself is referable to the soul. If it were otherwise,

external adoration would be only a mockery and a delusion.9

Sacrifice is an offering made to God of a sensible thing, which is

destroyed or notably changed in His honour, as an acknowledgment

of His supreme dominion over creatures. Sacrifice is the essential

act of external worship, and it springs from the law of nature. In fact,

from the moment man knew God and was himself known, an

obligation lay on him to confess, by an external testimony, the

absolute right of life and death which God possesses over man and

1 S. Thorn., 2, 2>, q. lxxxi, art 7. j Id., q. lxxxiii, art. 2, 3.

> Quia ex duplici nature eompositi sumus . . . duplicem adorationem Deo

offerjrcus : scilicet epiritualem, qua consistit in interiori mentis derotione ; et

corp0ralem, quae consistit in exteriori corporis humiliatione. (S. Thorn..

2» 2k, q. lxxxiv, art. 2.)—Deo reverentiatn ct honorem exhibemus non propter

MMpsum, quia ex seipso est gloria plenus, cui nihil a creatura adjici potest, eed

propter nos, quia ridclicet per boo quod Deum rereremur et bonoremue, mem

nostra ei lubjicitur, et in hoc perfectio ejus consistit; qutelibet enim res

perficitur por hoc quod subditur suo superior!, sicut corpus per hoc quod rin ti-

catur ab anima, C j.rr per hoc quod illuminatur • sole, (Id., ibid., q. lxxxi,

art. 7.1
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over every other creature in existence. This is the reason why

sacrifice is found, from the beginning of the world, among all

peoples and in all countries. It is evident that sacrifice is an act

of adoration which can be offered to none but God. With greater

authority than that of an individual, the Catholic Church so teaches.

Heretics are therefore wrong in accusing us of offering sacrifice to

the Blessed "Virgin and the other Saints.'

Oblation includes all that is given to God, to be employed in

His worship, the ornamentation of His temples and altars, and the

maintenance of His ministers. Like sacrifice, oblation comes from

the law of nature, in this sense that man is bound to consecrate to the

honour of God some part of the goods which he has received from

the divine liberality.' In the Old Law, the Lord required the

oblation of the first fruits of the earth. In the New, the Church

also appointed certain oblations, and it must be said that Christian

ages acquitted themselves magnificently of this debt of gratitude.

Witness all the foundations, decorations, sacred vessels, precious

stones, riches of every kind, that went to the beauty of God's

House, to the support of the poor, and ultimately to the riotous

waste of impious plunderers.

A vow, which consists in dedicating one's person or property to

the worship of God, is certainly an act of Religion, approved in the

Old as well as in the New Law, and practised among all peoples.

We shall speak of it in our next lesson.'

3. To adore God alone. It is evident, after what has been

said, that God alone has a right to our adoration, and to our love

above all things created. To maintain the contrary would be to

defend idolatry or atheism. Now that we know the virtues and

the acts by which we adore and love God perfectly, it is necessary

to point out the sins that are contrary to this obligation, the

holiest in the world. The sins opposed to Faith, Hope, and Charity,

are all contrary to the First Commandment : we have already spoken

of them. Those which directly attack the virtue of Religion are

chiefly three: irreligion, superstition, and unlawful worship.

1. Irreligion. The works of irreligion are those by which a

wound is inflicted on the honour and respect due to God. Such are

tempting of God, sacrilege, impiety, and simony. To tempt God is

to make trial, without a just cause, of the power, wisdom, justice,

mercy, or any other attribute of God.

1 S. Thorn., 2* 2», q. lxxxv, art. 1-4.—A more detailed explanation of theeo

matters vrill be g'ven in the fourth part of the Catechism.

3 Pertinet ad jus naturals ut homo, ex rebus sibi datis a Deo, aliquid

oxh'beat ad ejus honorem. (3. Thorn., 2» 2", q. lxxxvi. art. 4.)

» 8. Thorn., 2» 2", q. lxxxviii, art. 6.
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Examples . to walk on water, believing that God will uphold

us on its surface; to flatter ourselves with the prospect of success

in an enterprise, while we neglect the ordinary means established

by Providence ; to seek a miracle without necessity or reason ; to

expect from God the things necessary for life, while we pass our

days in sloth and idleness ; not to prepare our soul before prayer, or

to pray without attention, while we think to obtain what we ask so

negligently ; to sin more freely through the hope of pardon, or to

imagine that we shall be saved without forsaking sin or observing

faithfully the Law of God. This last mode of tempting God is very

common, and, like the others, a great sin.

Sacrilege is a profanation of anything holy. Its object may

be persons, places, or things. To strike an ecclesiastic or a religious,

or to be guilty of an immodest action with a person consecrated by

a vow of chastity, would be a personal sacrilege.

To profane holy places is a local sacrilege. By holy places are

meant churches or chapels, blessed for the purpose of rendering

therein the worship due to God ; also, cemeteries. Sins committed

in these places add to their special malice the guilt of profanation.

Real sacrilege occurs when one profanes holy things. For

example, it would be a sacrilege to profane chalices, patens, or

altar linens known under the names of corporals, purificators, and

palls, which the simple faithful cannot touch after they have been

used at the sacrifice. But the most horrible of all sacrileges is to

receive the Sacraments in a state of mortal sin.

Impiety is a formal and affected contempt of Religion. Hence,

hose become guilty of impiety who (a) ridicule the practices,

ordinances, and ceremonies of the Church, or who outrage crosses and

holy images ; and those who (i), by their indifference about the

duties of Religion, preach up a contempt for God and His Church.

More dangerous than the former, since the most dangerous

sophism is bad example, the latter are often much more guilty,

because their conduct is an habitual contempt of authority. For

the indifferent, the greatest share in the demoralisation of nations,

and the most terrible responsibility before God and society !

We cannot be too much on our guard against the writings and

speeches of the impious and the pernicious example of the in

different ; for impiety and indifference go hand in hand at the

present day to destroy the kingdom of virtue. The Faithful ought

not to forget that it is rigorously forbidden to print, to sell, to buy,

to read, to lend, or to keep impious and heretical books, in which

the truths of Religion are directly or indirectly attacked ; likewise,

all works condemned by the Holy See.'

' See Ferrarii, art. Libri Prohib,
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. Simony is the sin of him who traffics in holy things, that is,

who sells or buys them for money.' It is reckoned among the most

cruel and detestable outrages that can be committed against God.

2. Superstition. If irreligion is opposed to the First Com

mandment by defect, superstition is opposed to it by excess.

Superstition is a false, exaggerated, superfluous worship. To render

to creatures a worship that is due only to God is an abominable

superstition : it is the crime of heathens, who adore the devil under

the figures of their idols. There is not among Christians any

idolatry properly so called ; but there is a kind of recourse to the

devil which is very common : it is this recourse to the infernal

spirit that is properly called superstition. The chief ways in which

recourse is had to the devil, are magic, divination, torcery, and

vain observance.

Magic is an invocation of the devil for the purpose of producing

by his help wonderful effects. We see many examples of it in thu

Scripture ; among the rest, that of the magicians of Pharao. This

diabolical art was widely diffused among the pagans, as all their

histories bear witness.'

Divination is an invocation of the devil for the purpose of

knowing things to come- This abominable practice took its rise

with idolatry, as both sacred and profane history attest. How

often does the Lord reproach His people with their perversity in

consulting strange gods !» At the present time we find a great

number of fortune-tellers, card-drawers, magnetisers, and somnam-

bulists, that is to say, men and women who make profession ot

knowing the future and revealing the deepest secrets.

Sorcery is an invocation of the devil for the purpose of doing an

injury to others, by pronouncing against them certain words, laying

certain objects in their house, &c. More criminal than the pre

ceding practices, sorcery is also of very ancient date in the world.

Vain Observance is an invocation of the devil for the purpose of

doing a service to oneself or to others. It is vain observance when

the means that one employs cannot naturally produce what

one desires. Hence, all those vain practices which are tried in

cities, and still more in the country, to cure the various diseases of

1 Studiosa voluntas emendi pretio temporali aliquod spirituale, vel spirituali

annexum. (S. Alph., Horn, apoat.. Tract, iv.)—Pretium dividitur in munua

a manu, pecuuia eat ; munua a lingua, laua ; munus ah obsequio, sorvitium.

(See Ferraria, art. Simonia, art. i, n. 26-2S.)

- See Cicero, On the nature of the Gods, b. IU, and On Divination, b. Il,

n. 149 ; and our Treatise on the Holy Ghost.

1 See the history of Ochoziaa in the first chapter of the Fourth Book of

Kings.
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men and beasts, are to be condemned. This kind of superstition is

as old as the others. The testimonies of Scripture and profane

history leave us no room to doubt of it.*

You will doubtless ask us what is to be thought of all these

luperstitious practices, opposed to the virtue of Religion. (a) It

is certain, being formally taught in the Scripture, that the devil

cannot act on man but by the express permission of God. (5) It is

certain that God sometimes grants the devil this permission, either

to manifest His own glory or to punish those who abandon them

selves to their passions : witness the magicians of Pharao, the

possessed persons healed by Our Lord, and many other examples

related in the holy books, (c) It is certain that there have always

been, even in the bosom of Christianity, occult practices by which

man could put himself into communication with the devil, (d) It is

certain that, taken in their entirety, these occult practices are not

juggleries, and that they increase in proportion as Faith diminishes,

(e) It is certain that the devil is most anxious to obtain the honoui

due to God—on which very account he was cast out of Heaven ;

and that he is most jealous of the good fortune of man in beiug

called to occupy his place in the abode of glory—on which account,

as he cannot have the pleasure of injuring God, he does everything

in his power to ruin us. He consequently neglects no means oi

filling the world with darkness and falsehood.

He has succeeded only too well, since all peoples, with the excep

tion of the Jews, adored him at the time of the coming of the Messias.

At the present day he is making his greatest efforts to re-establish

his kingdom. These efforts are specially manifested in tomnam-

bulism, magnetism, and spiritism.

The somnambulism of which we here speak is an artificial or

fictitious somnambulism. It is an intermediate state between

waking and sleeping, partaking of the nature of both, and producing

phenomena that belong to neither. The person brought into a

state of somnambulism by the will of another, obeys him blindly,

answers his questions, points out the remedies required by the sick,

gives counsel for the direction of conduct, reveals things hidden,

makes known events occurring at a distance. He enjoys in this

state a degree of lucidity and penetration that is not natural : so

much so that, having returned to himself, he remembers nothing of

what he has said or done.

Magnetism, which has many points of resemblance with som

nambulism, is, according to its partisans, the faculty that man

1 Levit, xix et xx, " Electors si nequeo Superos, Acheronta morebo," tha

pagaus used to say,
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possesses of exercising, by means of a fluid, a secret influence over

his fellows and even over other beings. The person on being

magnetised acquires an extraordinary power, so as to say and do

the most wonderful things. For example, to see with the eyes

bandaged ; to become insensible to sounds or blows ; to speak appro

priately on matters never studied ; to tell what is passing at an

immense distance, and to give information regarding things that

cannot be known naturally.

Spiritism is an evocation of the souls of the dead. It is an old

superstition, known under the name of necromancy. Sheltering

himself under the title of the souls of the dead, it is the devil who

answers the callers of the spirits, who deceives them, who entangles

them in his snares, and who guides them to folly and suicide.

Spiritualism is the religion of the devil : it is a manifest return to

idolatry and the latest evolution of the satanic principle in the '

modern world.

Now somnambulism, magnetism, and spiritism, whose existence

and phenomena it it impossible to deny, are guilty practices and

are justly condemned. No person therefore can take part in them,

or favour them by his presence or advice, or read without permis

sion the works written to propagate them.'

All the superstitious practices of which we have just spoken,

and more besides, having become very common in Europe since

the Remittance, tend to restore the empire of the devil, and, under

one form or another, paganism. This being their end, we see in

the Scripture that God has always punished them most severely.

The organ of God, the Church herself pronounces the heaviest

penalties against those who have anything to do with them. In

the early ages she condemned such persons, some to seven, others

to five years' public penance.

They who employ practices of this kind need not say, to

justify themselves, that they do not intend to have recourse to the

devil. It is false. For one has recourse tacitly to the devil as

often as, to obtain a desired effect, he employs a cause that cannot

produce this effect either in virtue of the promises of God or by

the strength of nature. Now, in the occult practices of which there

is question, you cannot expect the realisation of your desires either

' Magnetiamun animalia, Somnambulismus ac Spiritismus in suo complexu

nil aliud aunt quam pagans: auperatitionia atque imperii dtemonis instauratio.

Pt virtute Religionis, auct. P. Perrone, 1866, p. 351. Animadrertendum hie

aedulo est, auctoree catholicos a nobis allegatos (inter quos Em. Card.

Gousset), qui initial visi sunt de magnetismi usu scripsisse, ea tetate, seu annia

illis sua edidiaae commentaria, quando nondum detecta plene erat magnetismi

vafrities. Id., p. 256, See also our Traitt du Saint-Esprit, L I.
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from God or nature. Wherefore, it is only from the devil that you

can expect it.

Let us give an example. You are sick. A man offers to cure

you by means of some strange words or curious signs. He declares

that success is certain. It is not from God that he can expect your

cure, since both God and the Church forbid the employment of

such a means to procure it Neither is it from nature, since there

is no natural relation between certain words or signs and a return

of health. If health therefore be restored, it must evidently be

attributed to some other power than that of God or nature: which

power can only be that of the devil. The spirit of falsehood, he

suggests these artifices to deceive men, to win their confidence, to

separate them from God, and finally to destroy them.

It is therefore forbidden to have recourse to any of these

practices. In vain will a person say that he desires to obtain a

cure for himself, or for another, or for beasts, or that he is anxious

to know the future or to succeed in some enterprise : the end can

never justify the means.

To draw, or to cause others to draw, cards with a view to divine

what will happen is also a sin. " I don't believe them," says one.

If so, the sin is less. But is it quite certain that they are not

believed ? If this were the case, why would they be called into

service ? " I do it to amuse myself." Is it then quite certain that

you have never been delighted or alarmed at the answer of the cards ?

Omens are not superstitions properly so called, because in

believing them there is no worship rendered to any other than

God—commonly speaking. Hence we cannot regard as sins,

at least grievous, the prejudicesof persons, more than simple, who fear

certain numbers, as to find thirteen sitting at table ; certain days, as

to begin a work or a journey on Friday ; certain occurrences, as the

upsetting ofa salt-cellar; certain signs, as a knife and fork laid in

the form of a cross.

As for dreams, which must not be confounded with visions,

they may come from God or the devil. Before attaching any credit

to them, and especially before acting in consequence of them, it is

necessary to make sure of their origin, and for this purpose to sub

mit them to the examination of an enlightened confessor. To believe

dreams without this precaution is a weakness of mind, always

dangerous, but rarely exceeding a venial fault.*

' Fro regula autem discernendi, an eomnia siut a Deo, vel a dsemone,

obeervanduiu an (omnium impellat ad opus bonum, vel malum, aut prae-

Bumptuosum. Item an post somnium homo se sentiat perturbatum et minus

promptum ad opera pietatis, vel alacrem et promptum, tune enim potest

prudenter censere somnium esse a Deo. Communiter et ut plurimum in

■imilibut in quibua taciturn tantum. est pactum, venialiter tantum peccari
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8. Unlawful Worship. Unlawful Worship is that which is

rendered to God otherwise than is due to Him, circumstances which

cannot be agreeable to Him being mixed up with it The Church

has settled all that partainsto the holy sacrifice of the Mass, to the

administration of the Sacraments, to the divine office, to sacred

worship in general, whereby men can and should render honour to

God and the Saints. Hence, we (a) ought not to offer to God a

worship that the Church does not propose ; and we (i) ought

never to mix up with the worship proposed by the Church anything

that the Church cannot approve. The worship of the Catholic

Church is beautiful enough, varied enough, proper enough to speak

to the heart and to express all our sentiments in regard to God,

without adding any further practices to it. These additions, often

ridiculous, are suited more to excite the scorn of the impious than

to confer any real benefit on those who make use of them.'

Worship of Angels and Saints. The First Commandment

forbids the rendering of supreme worship to anyone but God.

From this our separated brethren have concluded that it is not

permitted to render to the Angels and Saints an inferior and subor

dinate worship. On this point, as on the rest, they have done

violence to logic, and set themselves in opposition to Scripture, to

tradition, and even to reason. In effect, these three last mentioned

authorities teach with one voice that the worship of Angels and

Saints is most ancient, most lawful, most useful, and most con

soling.

1. It is most ancient.' Abraham prostrates himself before the

Angels who appear to him. Jacob, having wrestled with an Angel,

asks his blessing, and will not let him go till it is granted. Josue

sees an Angel, who says to him, I am a prince of the host of the

Lord. Immediately the leader of the Hebrew people falls on his

face to the ground, and exclaims, What saith my lord to hit

tervant ? The Angel replies, Take away thy shoes from thy feet,

for the place where thou art is holy. And Josue does as he is com

manded.

Daniel also prostrates himself before an Angel who comes to

reveal the future to him. The officer sent to arrest Elias prostrates

docent doctores. . . Recte tamen notat Delrio esse semper rem valde peri-

culosam juxta ilia (somnia) actiones auas dirigere, etiam non credendo. (S.

Lig., Tract, i, n. 9.)

1 Si homines rudes bona fide et ex derotione aliquem ritum ab Ecclesia non

receptum observent, aliquando in sua simplicitate relinquendos esse dum diffi-

eulter abdueantur ab eo quod bona fide a suia majoribus acceperunt. (/A,

Tract, i, n. 17.)

» Gen., xxxii, 26 ; Rom., v, 14 ; 4 Rey., i, 13 ; id., iv, 37, Ac.
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himself before the holy man, and addresses a fervent prayer to him.

The Sunamitess, seeing her son restored to life, falls on her knees

before the prophet, and adores Mm. It would be easy to multiply

other testimonies from the Old Testament, wbich prove that the

invocation of Angels and Saints was a usage in the Synagogue.1

In the New Testament, we find it from the earliest days of the

Infant Church. A celebrated Protestant, Leibnitz, admits the

point candidly. "It is certain,'* he says, "that in the second

century the memory of the martyrs was already celebrated, and

that religious assemblies were held around their tombs."* In

speaking thus, he is the echo of all the traditions written in books,

engraved on monuments, and embodied in the practices of the

Early Christians.

St. IrenssUs represents the Blessed Virgin as the Mother of all

men and the advocate of the human race. " To her," he adds,

" we ought to have recourse in all our necessities and afflictions."3

" 0 sacred Mother of God !" cries out St. Ephrem, " we fly to thy

protection : guard and shelter us under the wings of thy mercy and

goodness. 0 God ! full of compassion, we beseech Thee, through

the intercession of the Blessed Virgin Mary, and of all the Angels

and Saints, to have mercy on Thy creature.''4

" We ought to invoke the Angels," says Origen, " for God has

appointed them to take care of us and to watch over our salvation."

" I fall on my knees," he exclaims, " and not daring, because of

my sins, to offer my prayers to God, I summon all the Saints to my

assistance. 0 all ye Saints of Heaven ! I invoke you with tears

and sighs : cast yourselves at the feet of the God of mercy, and

pray to Him for me, a miserable sinner !'" " In order," writes

Eusebius, •' to honour the soldiers of true piety, the dear friends of

God, we go to their tombs to present our supplications to them, as

to holy souls, acknowledging that their intercession with the

Eternal is in no small degree helpful."6 It would be necessary to

transcribe the Fathers and Doctors from beginning to end if we

desired to collect all the passages that establish the perpetuity of

the worship of Angels and Saints in the Catholic Church.

2. It is most lawfuL Even adopting the principles of Protes

tants, who do the Roman Church the honour of regarding her as

free from error till the sixth century, it suffices to establish, as we

have done, the antiquity of the worship of Angels and Saints, in

order to render its lawfulness unquestionable. Let us, however,

' See M. Drach's Dissert, tur dnv. des Saints dans la Synag.

' Theod., p. 170. » lib. V, c. m.

« Homil, in Etech., n. 7 ; in Lament. 4 Prop, evang., lib. XIII, c. vii.
• Serm. de Laud. B. liar. Vtrg.
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give a few direct proofs of this truth. First, we do not act against

the First Commandment. We know this Commandment as well

as our separated hrethren, since every Catholic repeats it daily :

One only God thou shalt adore and love. From the fact that a king

forbids any of his subjects to assume the dignity of king, and to

require the honours reserved for royalty, can you conclude that this

king forbids the rendering of honour to magistrates ? Protestants

are therefore unjust when they accuse us of adoring the Saints, and

of lessening, by this means, the glory of Our Lord. We do not

adore the Blessed Virgin, nor the Angels, nor the Saints : we only

honour them with a secondary worship, which is referred to God.

This worship is not the slightest encroachment on the mediation

of Our Lord. We believe and teach that there is only one Mediator,

Jesus Christ, and that His mediation is all-powerful. If we invoke

the Saints, it is to ask them to join their prayers with ours, that we

may more effectually obtain from this only Mediator the graces of

which we stand in need. Such is the sense in which, from the

times of the Apostles down to our own, the Catholic Church has

always honoured and invoked the Angels and Saints.

Far from considering the Saints as mediators in the same sense

as Jesus Christ, the Church places the mediation of the Saviour in

His wish to sanctify us and in the infinite virtue of His sacrifice.

In the Saints she sees mere intercessors, who may ask grace for

mankind, without being able to give it. Thus the Saints remain in

Heaven what they were on earth, creatures, offering to their

Creator the worship of thanksgiving and supplication.

Hence the twofold manner of speaking which the Church uses

in addressing God and the Saints. To God, she says, Give u». To

the Angels and Saints, Pray for us. For the rest, Protestants are

here in contradiction with themselves. They willingly recommend

themselves to one another's prayers, and never suppose that they

thus weaken the only true and all-powerful mediation of Our Lord,

or fall into idolatry. Is there any more reason for supposing that

one falls into idolatry by recommending himself to the prayers of

the Saints ? The petition that we address to the friends of God

who are in Heaven, is exactly the same as the request that Pro

testants make without scruple to their friends on earth. The only

difference about the matter is that we have greater confidence in

the prayers of the Saints, who, already purified, behold God face

to face in the abode of bliss. Such is the perfectly lawful worship

that we render to the Angels and the Saints.

3. It is. most useful. First, they are acquainted with our

prayers. God can give them this knowledge, as no one can

dispute ; that He gives it to them in effect, no one can deny., This
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belief is the foundation of the Invocation of Saints, approved

in Scripture, and always practised as well in the Synagogue as in

the Church. What is the use, in point of fact, of invoking Angels

and Saints, if they do not hear us ? Moreover, does not Our Lord

tell us in formal terms that the conversion of one sinner causes

more joy in Heaven than the perseverance of ninety-nine just ?'

Therefore the conversion of a sinner in this world is known to the

inhabitants of the other. Does He not show us also the rich man

speaking from the depths of hell to Abraham, who heart him and

answer» him ? In his answer, Abraham speaks of Moses and the

Prophets : he knows therefore that they existed.

Besides, many of the Saints, while they were on earth, knew

hidden things. Eliseus knew the conduct of his servant Giezi ;

St. Peter, the deception of Ananias and Saphira ; St. Benedict, the

artifice of Totila. Now that they are in Heaven, where they see

all things in God as in a mirror, why should they no longer know

anything of what occurs on earth ? Finally, Our Lord said that

the Saints should have power over the nations, because He Himself

would associate them to His victory, as they had been associated

to His warfare. How do they exercise this power, if they do not

know what takes place among men?*

More powerful than we, because more pleasing to God, they

can render our prayers more efficacious, by uniting their own sup

plications with them. It is on account of their merits that God

grants us a multitude of graces and benefits. It often happens,

says St. Augustine, that God only grants what is asked through

the intervention of a mediator.» We have a proof of this in the

friends of Job, who were indebted to the holy man's prayers for

the pardon of their sins.1

Here again it would be necessary to cite the whole history oi

the Church, if one wished to relate the innumerable and, according

to the admission of Protestants themselves, most authentic facts

which establish the power of the Angels and Saints in bringing

our petitions to a successful issue. Hence, the Angelic Doctor

does not go too far when he says, " The worship of the Saints is

one of our duties, since the order of Providence requires that

inferior beings should attain their end through the intervention of

superior beings. God therefore wishes that we who are on earth

should go to Heaven through the assistance of the Saints,

obtaining by their intercession the graces necessary for our salva-

1 Luc., xv, 7.

J Apoo., xv, 3. See S. Thomas, P. Ill, tuppl., q. xcii, art. 3 ; S. Gregory,

Moral., lib. XII ; S. Cyril, Oaieeh., xvii ; S. Auguitine, de Cur. pro mart., c. xv.

> Serm. ii and iv on S. Stephen. & Job, xlii and Gat., xx.
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tion.'" The holy Council of Trent is therefore the organ of tho

belief of all ages, a belief that neither impiety nor heresy can

ever root out of tho hearts of the people, when it teaches that the

worship of the Saints is most praiseworthy and useful.'

4. It is most consoling. On the one hand, it is sweet to think

that this worship, far from lessening, actually increases the glory ol

our Heavenly Father. In effect, it wonderfully raises the hopes

of men, by teaching them how great is the influence enjoyed by the

friends of God, and powerfully excites them to walk in the foot

steps of the Saints. On the other hand, this consoling worship

forms the bond that, by a kind of pious commerce in favours

asked and obtained, unites the Church militant with the Church

triumphant—the pilgrims of life, still exposed to the sorrows and

struggles of this land of exile, with those blessed creatures who

already rejoice in the unmixed felicity of the Heavenly Jerusalem.

In vain has a gloomy and withering doctrine striven to repre

sent this worship, cherished by love and hope in the depths of the

human heart, as an inexcusable idolatry. It remains alive in every

generous soui, even when, by the misfortune of birth, that soul is

found torn away from the arms of the common mother of mankind,

the holy Catholic Church.»

The worship that we render to the relics of the Saints is a

consequence of that which we render to their persons. We honour

the relics of the Saints because their bodies were the living temples

of the Holy Ghost, and, having been the instruments of all their

virtues, will hereafter share in the eternal glory of their blessed

souls. This worship has the same qualities as the foregoing, with

which it is identified. The Scripture is full of facts which show

that the worship rendered not only to the bodies of the Saints, but

also to objects that belonged to them, is most agreeable to God

and advantageous to us.4

In the early ages, we see it practised with a holy enthusiasm by

our predecessors in the Faith. Who has not heard of the honours

rendered to the remains of the first martyrs—St Peter, St. Paul,

St. Ignatius, St. Polycarp ; of the oratories, the churches raised

over their ashes; of the tears, the prayers poured out at their

tombs; of the value attached to their bones, and especially to a few

drops of their blood ?» Who will venture to blame this homage ?

Is it not a fact that among all peoples it is the custom to render

solemn honours to the remains of great men, of dauntless heroes,

1 In It Sent., disfc. xlv, q. iii, art. 2. 1 Seas. xxv.

• Foi de not piret, by M. de Bussiire, p. 196.

4 EaotL, xiii, 19 ; Bed., xlix, 18 ; 4 Reg., xiii, 21 ; Ecel., xlriii, 14 ; 4 Rett

xxiii, 17, 1S ; Matt., ix, 20. Ac. • See our Histoire del CatacomUi.

\

S
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of national benefactors ? And who are the men or heroes or bene"

factors to he compared with our Saints and Martyrs ?

Who can doubt of the holiness and usefulness of this worship,

when he considers the wonders wrought at the tombs of the Saints

and by the touch of their sacred remains ? There the blind have

recovered sight, life has been restored to the dead, and devils have

been cast out of the possessed. All these miracles have been

attested by witnesses supremely deserving of credit. St. Augustine

and St Ambrose,' among the number, relate many such miracles,

not as having read them in histories, or heard them from the lips

of others, but as having seen them with their own eyes.

In the town ofHippo, says the former, there was a man named

Bassus, originally from Syria. This man was one day praying

before the relics of St. Stephen the Martyr for a daughter of his

who was dangerously ill, when some of his people ran to let him

know that she had just died. But, being met by a few friends, they

were hindered from breaking the sad intelligence to him, lest ha

should give way to his grief in public. When he had re

turned to his house, which rang with the cries of its inmates, and

had laid a dress belonging to his daughter, which he had borne

with him to the church, over the pallid corpse, life was imme

diately restored.

Audure, continues the holy Bishop, is a district where there is

a church, and in this church a chapel of St. Stephen. Now, it

happened that as a little child was once playing in a courtyard,

some oxen drawing a waggon came up, and, getting off their track,

rolled a wheel over it. The child was killed on the spot. Ita

mother, taking it up, carried it away forthwith to the saint's

shrine, where it not only recovered its life, but there was not the

slightest trace of a hurt left on it.

I might, adds St. Augustine, relate many other miracles. If

I only wished to recount all the cures that have been wrought at

Calamus and Hippo by the glorious martyr St. Stephen, they

would occupy many volumes. Yet they would only be those of

which some brief records have been drawn up for reading to the

people. For we have ordered such records to be made, seeing

in our own times miracles like those of former times, and consider

ing that the memory of them should not be allowed to perish.'

What is there surprising herein ? If the garments of the Saints,

if their very shadow, before their death, could banish sickness, who

will venture to say that God cannot work the same miracles by

' Amb., Ep. lxzxv, et Jerom., zci ; Aug., OU of God, b. XXII, e. ix.

1 Vbi supra.
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means of their sacred ashes and bones ? Did not the corpse which

was laid in the sepulchre of Elias return to life as soon as it touched

the remains of the Prophet?' Nourished by a multitude of proofs

like these, a feeling of confidence in the Saints and their relics is

too general to be suspected of fraud, and too deeply rooted in the

hearts of men ever to be destroyed.

As for the crucifix, and images of Our Lord, of the Blessed

Virgin, and of the Saints, we honour them because they awaken in

our minds the most tender recollections. Here, again, Catholics are

the faithful disciples of all antiquity. Do we not find in the

Scripture that God directs Moses to make a brazen serpent, and to

expose it to the view of the Hebrews, that they may be healed of

the bite of the serpents? Were there not two golden Cherubim

above the Ark ? Did not David, aud all the people with him,

prostrate before the Ark of the Lord? Does not the Lord Himself

tell us to respect His footstool ? Are not all the monuments of the

Catacombs so many holy images, venerated of old by the Faithful,

and reminding us to this day of the mysteries of Religion ?

Not that there is in crucifixes or images any virtue for which

they ought to be honoured. No, we ask nothing of such things ;

we place no confidence in them like that which heathens place iu

their idols. The honour which is rendered to them, is referred to

the persons whom they represent. In kissing them, in saluting

them by uncovering the head, and in kneeling before them, it is

Our Lord and the Saints, figured by them, whom we venerate.

Thus, the child that kisses its father's picture does not offer its

respect or affection to paint or canvass, but to the dear object

brought vividly before its mind thereby.

Such, therefore, is the worship which the Catholio Church

renders to the Blessed Virgin, the Angels, and the Saints, (a) She

does not adore them. (S) She bears towards them that interior

respect which is due to the Mother of God and the Princes of the

Heavenly Court. («) She honours exteriorly their names, their

images, their tombs, their altars, their relics, (d) After the

example of all antiquity, she authorises pilgrimages to their shrines.

(«) She implores their assistance. (/) She celebrates their festivals

and narrates to the people their admirable deeds, (g) She teaches

the imitation of their virtues. What is there in all this that is not

most ancient, most lawful, must useful, and most consoling ?

Enough on this subject. Let us pass to another order of ideas.

From the beginning of this work, we have seen that Religion, in all

its parts, is an immense benefit ; and, moreover, that it is as solid

rot. n.

14Beg.,xiii, 21.

41
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as the earth and as bright as the sun : the cause and the end of

all events. It follows that Religion, instead of being regarded as

a nonentity, should enter into all the meditations of men, whether

their genius be sublime or shallow, as it enters into all the

thoughts of God and all the occurrences of time.

It should enter into all the meditations of politicians, for whom

it alone can furnish even the definition of polity; into all the

meditations of philosophers, who, without it, can only swell the list

of absurdities with which Cicero, two thousand years ago, re

proached the philosophers of his period ;' into all the meditations of

economists, who, without the data which it supplies, can only put

forth btopias, whose infallible end is the ruin of the wealthy, the

misery of the poor, and social anarchy.

To examine, without further preamble, the First Commandment

of the Decalogue : see what a mighty and salutary influence it

exercises on society !

One only God thou shalt adore and love.

You think, perhaps, that the only result of the observance or the

violation of this precept is the eternal happiness or misery of the

individual. This would be something, no doubt; but let us not

advance to eternity yet, let us delay a while on earth.

One only God thou shalt adore. It is to this command. Christian

peoples ! that you are indebted for your intellectual superiority over

ancient peoples and over those peoples on whom the light of the

Gospel has not yet shone ! To it you are indebted for the happiness

that you do not bow your heads, like the Romans, before Jupiter the

corrupt and revengeful ; like the Athenians, before Mercury the

robber; like the Gauls, before Teutates the eater of children ; like

the Corinthians, before Venus the prostitute ; like the Egyptians,

before a crocodile, an onion, or a cat ; like the Negroes of Central

Africa, before a boa-constrictor ; like the Hindoos and Chinese, before

a hundred monstrous divinities; like the Savages of America, before

the vermilion-dyed trunk of a tree !

That you may be well aware that it is to this command, One

only God thou shalt adore, that you are indebted for a deliverance

from those gross idolatries, go back in imagination to the 14th

November, 1793, and see what occurred at the Church of Notre-

Dame in Paris. A whole people, the leaders of civilisation, fell

lower than the heathens of old. They prostrated themselves

before—what ? . . . I dare not utter it. You must supply the

rest/

i Nihil est taru absurdi quod non dicatur sb nliquo philosopho.

8 Soe the Monitatr of the 14th Nov., 1793, on the Feast of the Goddess

Reason ; also, our Histoire de la Involution.



 

Is it all the same to the material well-being of society, whether

yon adore an infinitely good God, who defends the life of man as

the apple of His eye, or divinities that rigorously exact human

victims ; a thrice holy God, who condemns the very thought of

crime, or gods that not only permit all kinds of vice, even adultery

and theft, but authorise such things, and make them in a manner

divine by their example ? " And why should not I do that which

the gods permit ?" Is not this the everlasting refrain of men whose

hearts are corrupt ? As you know, their number in our times is

great.

One only God thou shall adore and love. Take away this Com

mandment, and tell me, I pray, what foundation is left for society ?

Man can only command his fellow-man in the name of God or in

the name of force. But the empire of force, applied to free beings,

is despotism. Obedience, then, is slavery, and rebellion becomes the

holiest of duties in the eyes of the people : I need say no more. Is

all this immaterial to society ?

One only God thou ihalt adore. Take away this Commandment,

and do you think that you will be more free ? Ye blind ! in arro

gating to yourselves the right to defy God, you acquire that of

bearing the yoke of human passions : this is the right of fools and

madmen. What dignity there is in abjuring all that elevates the

soul and ennobles life l

And love.

We require another heart. So long as we cannot find it, we

are uneasy, consequently unhappy. God offers us His, and He

begs—what do I say ?—to encourage our timidity, He commands

us to accept it. Take away this Commandment: what will speedily

follow for society ? Man will love only himself ; for there are two

loves—the love of God and the love of oneself. Now, the exclusive

love of oneself, or selfishness, is the hatred of everyone else. But

universal hatred draws in its train a host of evils—distrust,

jealousy, fraud, murder, the blackest crimes—which threaten

the complete overthrow of society. Is not modern history at

hand, with its soiled and blood-stained pages, to justify this

remark

Take away this command to love, and you degrade man. You

make him a beast that ruminates, a plant that vegetates. You

compel him to regard riches, honours, and pleasures as his supreme

joy : that is to say, you excite all his passions, and all his un

chained passions will soon change the dwelling-place of society into

a frightful slaughter-house. History is at hand.

Take away this command to love, and you condemn man to the

fabulous torments of Tantalus. The phantom of that happiness
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which you have bidden him to expect, flits before his eyes, but he

cannot touch it. When at length he is weary of grasping at it—

when he has racked ail creatures in his efforts to derive happiness

from them, like those idolatrous priests who used to search for the

secrets of Heaven in the reeking entrails of their victims—

surrendering himself to despair, worn out before his time, he pats

an end to his days by suicide. Tell me, is this a matter of no im

portance to society ? Tell me again, is it not the record of modern

history ?

Take away this command to love, and you destroy the spirit of

sacrifice. Now, society lives only by the sacrifice of the particular

to the general good. Farewell, then, to all those heroic consecrations

to the service and solace of humanity 1 Farewell to all that charms

and embellishes life ! Farewell to all that ennobles our nature !

It was therefore for ub that God gave us His Law, as it was

for the world He created the sun, and for our soul He created

our body. It is therefore most true that Religion, that the

Decalogue especially, is an immense benefit, a fundamental social

necessity.

Prayer.

O my God 1 who art all love, I thank Thee for having recalled

so forcibly to our minds the great precept of charity towards Thee

and the neighbour. Charity is our treasure, the source of all our

happiness. The devil robbed us of it. Thou hast restored it to

us, and, that we may profit by it, Thou hast given us the Decalogue,

which is at once the means of exercising charity towards Thee and

our brethren, and the safeguard of this admirable virtue against tie

attacks of the devil and the old man. Grant us the grace to love

the Decalogue, and to observe it faithfully.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

:is myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love,

/ will thank Godfor having given me Hit holy eommandmentt.
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LESSON XLVm.

en nam with the kew ajmjc by qbluutz {continued).

Second Commandment. What it commands, and what it forbids. Swearing.

Perjury. Praise of the Name of God. Blasphemy. Vows. Social

Advantages.

Thou shalt not lightly use the name of God' The First Com

mandment, which obliges us to honour God in a becoming manner,

necessarily contains that which is said in the Second. He who

wishes that we should adore and love Him, undoubtedly wishes

that we should speak of Him with the greatest respect, and

expressly forbids the contrary. Like the First, the Second Com

mandment is wholly for our advantage. It is the safeguard of the

love which we ought to entertain towards God. Now, this love is

the indispensable means of our union with the New Adam, and an

essential condition of our salvation.

The Second Commandment treats therefore of honouring and

dishonouring the name of God by word ; that is to say, it commands

us to honour and forbids us to dishonour this holy name. It may

be divided into four parts, because there are four ways of honouring

and dishonouring the name of God by word.

First part : respectful and disrespectful use of the name of God.

To honour the name of God is not to respect the letters or sounds

of which it is composed, but what is expressed by it, viz., the4

eternal power, truth, wisdom, justice, and majesty of One only

God in Three distinct Persons. Hence, we honour God, Our Lord,

the Blessed Virgin, and the Saints, when we pronounce their

names with respect. From the abundance of the heart the mouth

speaketh. This is the reason why it is peculiar to those who love

God ardently to have the sweet thought of Him often in their

minds, and His blessed name often on their lips. They always

repeat it with a tender devotion, as we see in the Epistles of St,

Paul, where the sacred name of Our Lord Jesus Christ returns at

every page. " There is nothing strange in it," says Theodoret :

" Paul had Jesus in his heart—could he fail to have Him on his

lips?'"

Let us conclude, therefore, that we fulfil the first part of the

Second Commandment, when in our temptations, our dangers, our

' Non assumes nomen Dei tui in vanum. Nec enim habebit insontem

Dominus cum qui assumpserit nomen Domini Dei eui frustra. (Exod., xx, 7.)

> Q, xlii, in Exod.
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trials, out spiritual and temporal difficulties, we call God, the

Blessed Virgin, and the Saints to our assistance, by piously pro

nouncing their names. For example : O my God ! O Jesus !

O Mary !'

But we sometimes meet persons who, out of an evil habit, in

moments of impatience or pleasantry, pronounce at every turn the

name of God or of some Saint, without thinking of what they say.

This habit is a very bad one. It shows a contempt, or at least a

want of respect, for the names of God and the Saints. A com

parison, though rather imperfect, will make plain the irreverence

of which they are guilty. Let those persons say what they would

think if they saw a man to whom they had given a rich garment

set to work heedlessly with it on him at some low occupation.

If we are subject to this habit—saying continually, for example,

My God, yes ; My God, no; and other such words—let us take the

resolution of correcting ourselves from this moment. Do we wish

our resolution to be efficacious ? Let us call to mind the profound

respect which the Angels bear towards the name of God, the pro

found respect which God Himself required the Jews to entertain

for it, and the no less profound respect with which it was regarded

by one of the greatest geniuses of modern times—Newton. This

celebrated astronomer never pronounced the name of God, or heard

it pronounced, without uncovering his head.

Second part : Swearing and perjury. Swearing, or, to speak

more correctly, an oath is an excellent manner of honouring the

name of God.* To swear, or to take an oath, is to call God to wit

ness the truth of what is asserted. Now, to call God to witness

the truth is to acknowledge that He knows all things, that He is

incapable of lying, that He is truth itself and a zealous defender

of truth. This is therefore to honour Him, and to honour Him with

a supreme worship. Hence, in the Old as well as in the New

Testament, we see the holiest personages make use of oaths. God

Himself, to strengthen our confidence, does not disdain to have

recourse to them ;» and He encourages us to imitate Him : You

shall fear the Lord your God, He says, and you shall swear by His

name.*

To swear, it is not necessary to invoke God Himself as a wit-

' There is an indulgence of twenty-five days for each time that one pro

nounces the sacred names of Jesus and Marv.

J Assumere Deum in testem dicitur jurare, quia quasi pro jure introductum

est, ut quod, sub inrocatione divini testimonii dicitur, pro vero habeatur. (S.

Thorn., 2» 2», q. Ixxxix, art. 1.)

» 6en., xxi, xar, xxv, mi, xlvii ; Exod., xxii ; ha., xix, xlv, Ixvi ; 1 Oar., xv ;

2 Car., i; Bom., ix; Lao., i ; Act., ii ; Seb.,vi, 4c.

* Dominum tuum timebis ot per nomen ejus jurabii. Deut., ri, IS,
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new. A true oath is taken as oiten as the Holy Gospels, the Cross,

tie Saints or their relies or their names, Heaven, earth, the chief

creatures of the universe, are thus invoked. These objects do not,

it is true, give any authority of themselves to what is said. It

conies from God, whose majesty and sanctity appear with more than

ordinary effulgence in them. As for the expressions—faith, troth,

my word for it, the faith of an honest man—and the like, they are

not oaths, the persons who make use of them not intending to take

oaths nor to speak of divine things.

Good in itself and honourable to God, the oath is also useful to

men. There are many things of great importance to individuals, to

families, to society, which no man can affirm with sufficient

emphasis by his own testimony alone. This for two reasons : one,

through a want of truthfulness, considering that a large number of

persons are wont to tell lies ; the other, through a want of know

ledge, considering that men cannot know the secrets of hearts, nor

things to come, nor things remote.

Yet we often speak of things of this nature, and we often require

to have a certain knowledge of them. To procure it, to put an end

to disputes, and to adjust a variety of interests, it has been found

neeessary to have recourse to the testimony of God, because God

can neither deceive nor be deceived.

Though the manner of honouring God by an oath is good and

useful, the frequent use of it is not laudable. Accustom not thy

mouth to oaths, says the Holy Ghost : this habit draws many evils in

its train. The man who swears much shall be covered with iniquity,

and a scourge shall not departfrom his house.'

St. Augustine and St. Hilary observe that St. Paul, when

making use of an oath iu his Epistles, shows us how we are to

understand the injunction of Our Lord, 1 say to you not to sweat

at all. Not that to swear is wrong, but lest one should acquire

a facility, a habit of swearing, and so f;ill into perjury.*

Reason itself condemns this habit. What, in point of fact, is an

oath ? A remedy against human fallibility, a necessary means of

proving what is advanced. Now, remedies are useful only in cases

of necessity : their too frequent application is dangerous. Hence,

t Jurationi non assuescat 0s tuum ; multi enim casus in ilia. Vir multuin

jurans implebitur iniquitate, et non discedet de domo ejus plnga. (Eccl., xxiii.)

j Apostolus, in Epistolis suis jurans, ostendit quoinodo ampiendum esset

quod dictum est : Dico vobin non jurare omniiw, ne siiliret jurando ad facilitatem

jurandi perveniatur, et ex facilitate jurandi ad consuetudinem, et a conguetudina

in perjurium decidatur. (S. Aug., de Mendac., lib. III.)—Monet Dominus non

jurare, non quia peccatuin est verum jurare, sed quia est gravissimum

peccatmn falsutn jurare, quo dfcius cadit qui juraro ronsuovit. (S. Hilar.,

Epist., lxxxix.)
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it is not advantageous to swear unless grave reasons require it, To

swear often is a pernicious habit. " A great swearer, a great

liar," is a proverb not without foundation.

The Fathers of the Church remark very justly that the frequent

use of oaths cannot be traced back to the beginning of the world.

It was introduced at a much later period, when the malice of men

had increased amazingly and was spread throughout the whole

earth. Corruption and perfidy had arrived at such a height that

men, being no longer able to trust one another, were obliged to call

God to witness the truth of what they said.1

To lead us back to our primitive perfection, the Son of God gives

us this advice : Let it be enoughfor you to say, It is so, or it is not so ;

anything more comes from sin.' Our Lord does not absolutely forbid

the use of oaths, as certain heretics, such as the Anabaptists, have

pretended : He only condemns the habit of using them. If He adds

that every word over and above yes or no comes from evil, He

wishes to make us understand, as St. Augustine says, that distrust

of others is a consequence of original sin and an infirmity of which

Christians ought to be healed, since He supplies them with the

means of being so.'

An oath being such a dreadful thing, it is a matter of the

highest importance to know the conditions required that it may be

lawful nnd holy. They are three in number : truth, judgment, and

justice. God Himself has declared them to us by the mouth of the

Prophet Jeremias. You shall swear, He says, with truth, with

judgment, and withjustice.*

1 . Truth. To swear with truth, it is necessary to swear only

in attesting a thing true, which one knows for certain and not from

mere guesses. The same rule applies to the formal intention of

observing what one promises. They therefore become guilty of one

of the greatest sins that can be committed who, on their oaths,

affirm things which they know to be false or which they do not

know to be true. In like manner, they who, with an oath, promise

things which they have not the intention of performing, or, if they

have, which they do not afterwards perform in effect.

2. Judgment. That is, it is necessary, avoiding rashness and

inconsideration, to swear only with great discernment and after

serious reflection. Hence, the importance and necessity of the

thing alone can render it lawful to take an oath, which must

always be accompanied with fear and with a profound respect for

the name of God. If a man swears without weighing all things

1 S. Chrys., in Matt., vii. > Matt., vii.

* Scrm. liom. in Mont., c. xvii.

* Jurabia, dicit Dominus, in veritate, in judicio et in justitia. (Jer., iv, 2).
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carefully, his oath is rash and precipitate. Such are the oaths of

persons who, for slight and often vain causes, swear without any

reflection and merely through a most censurable habit, as happens

daily among those who buy and sell. The one class to buy at a

lower, the other to sell at a higher price, do not hesitate to employ

an oath in praise or dispraise of their wares.

3. Justice. It is necessary that the thing which one promises

with an oath should be just and honest. If a man promises with an

oath a thing unjust or dishonest—for example, to take revenge or

to commit any action forbidden by the law of God—he renders him

self guilty of an enormous sin. Moreover, he incurs the guilt of a

new crime, if he fulfils his promise. Such a promise does not in

any manner bind : no one can be bound to do wrong. Herod

became guilty in this manner by ordering, in fulfilment of an oath

which he had taken, that St. John the Baptist should be beheaded.

He who utters an oath in confirmation of a promise which he

makes or which is required of him, should be sure that this promise

is just—in other words, that it contains nothing, obliges nothing,

contrary to the Commandments of God or the Church, by which

we shall all be judged. If the promise includes things permitted

at the time, one ought to declare, before taking the oath, that he

only engages to respect the promise and oath in things permitted.

As for things not permitted, the law of God forbids that they should

be promised. If they have been promised, even with an •tatb, the

law of God forbids that they should be done, because an oath,

according to the axioms of morality, can never become a bond of

iniquity : Juramentum non est vinculum iniquitatis.

An oath, taken with the requisite conditions, imposes a serious

obligation—grounded on the virtues of religion and justice—to

fulfil, in all their extent, the duties contracted by it. This obliga

tion cannot be limited by any mental or inward reserve, but only

by reserves clearly and explicitly shown. It loses its force if, after

the time of taking the oath, the thing promised becomes impossible

or unjust. It likewise ceases by a dispensation of the Church.

If to swear with truth, judgment, and justice is an act which

honours the name of God, to perjure oneself is an act which greatly

dishonours this holy name. In effect, perjury is a lie con

firmed with an oath.' Now, he who dares to call God to witness a

falsehood, does Him a monstrous injury. He seems to accuse God

of ignorance, as if God could be ignorant of any truth ; or of

wickedness, as if God could confirm a lie with His approbation.*

• Perjurium eit mendacium juramento flrmatum. (S. Thom., 2* 2",

q. xcviii, art. 1.) » S. Thom., 2» 2", q. xmii, art. 3.)
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There is no levity of matter here. It is therefore a mortal sin to

swear in support of a lie, however small.'

Perjury is also a social crime. That there may be society, it is

necessary that man should have faith in his fellow-man. It is

necessary that he should believe undoubtingly that another's words

and thoughts exactly harmonise. This conviction is the basis of

all contracts. But covetousness may lead men to deceive others.

To remedy this evil, God permits an oath : it is the highest guarantee

of man's promises. Take away oaths from society, let perjury be

no longer a crime—in other words, efface the second precept of the

Decalogue—and you dissolve society.

The life of him who is accused is at the mercy of false witnesses,

or a judge, or a jury, interested in seeking his death. The fate of

an individual is handed over to a man of bad faith, who laughs at

promises.* And thus all your fine speculations, all your industrial

associations, fall to ruins, like a house deprived of its foundation,

and, falling, crush you to atoms, or rather plunge you into the

abyss of misery, despair, and suicide : alas ! it is the daily occur

rence of our age of progress ! So true is it that the oath is the

foundation of society that, among the Romans, perjury was

declared infamous, and the laws of all peoples have punished it

severely. The French Code decrees against perjury the punishment

of hard labour.»

Thirdpart : Praise of God, and blasphemy. To praise and bless

the holy name of God is an obligation of which it is easy to under

stand the reasonableness and the extent. Is it not evident that all

goods, natural and supernatural, come from God ? Is it not equally

evident that all the works of God are full of wisdom, justice, and

mercy ? Henceforth, is it not right that God should be praised

and blessed by all and in all ? Is it not right that our example

should engage other men to praise and bless Him ? Our Lord laid

it upon us a special precept to bless the name of God, teaching us

to say daily, Hallowed be Thy name. All the Patriarchs, all the

Apostles, all the Martyrs, all true Christians, have joyfully fulfilled

this sacred duty, so well that their praises, united with those of

i Neque hio excasat leritas materiae ; quia sire htec sit gravi*. sire leris,

seria, sive jocosa, requaliter tamen Deo testificari falsum repugnot ; et tale

juramentum dicitur periurium. (S. Alph., lib. Ill, n. 146.) Hence, the

proposition condemned by Innocent XI., in 1679 : Vocare Deum in teetem

mendacii levia, non est tanta irreverentia propter quam velit aut poesit damnare

hornhiem.

* Videtis quam ista detestanda ait bellua, et de rebus humanis exterminanda,

(S. Aug., lib. de Verb, apoit. ; Jacob, Serm. xxviii, c. ii.)

» Code penal, art. 361.



Angels and Saints, form a glorious concert, which will resound

eternally throughout the courts of the Heavenly Jerusalem.'

We associate ourselves with the magnificent harmony of the

universe when we boldly confess that God is our Lord and our

Father; when we publish His power, His justice, His mercy; when

we proclaim that His only Son is the Author of our salvation;

when we celebrate His praises, by returning Him special thanks

for the goods and evils that befall us. Thus Job, that admirable

model of patience, having been literally deluged with misfortunes,

never ceased to bless God with the utmost courage and mag

nanimity. Let us strive to imitate this incomparable model of

patience. Whether we experience pains of mind or body, let us

employ whatever strength remains to us to praise God, saying

often with the holy man, O my God, blessed be Thy name !

To the praise of God, which is enjoined us by the Second Com

mandment, are opposed silence and blasphemy. Woe to the mouth

that never opens to praise God ! Is that a dutiful child which

knows not how to thank and honour the author of its existence

and happiness ? What is to be thought of so many indifferent and

ungrateful persons who never have a blessing on their lips for the

name of God—who praise and thank creatures for the least benefit,

but God, whose creatures are only His instruments, never or

seldom ? And what is to be thought of so many others who only

bless God for form's sake, as a matter of routine, from their lips?

Do they keep the Second Commandment ?

At the present day there is a very large number guilty far

otherwise. Not only do they not honour the name of God by

praise, but they outrage it by blasphemy. Blasphemy is an ex

pression injurious to God, to the Saints, or to Religion.

There are six ways in which a person may be guilty of it :

(a) by attributing to God that which does not belong to Him—

saying, for example, that God is cruel or unjust ; (i) by denying

to God that which belongs to Him—saying, for example, that He is

not merciful or that He does not concern Himself abont what

happens on earth ; (c) by attributing to creatures that which belongs

only to God—saying, for example, that the devil knows everything

and can work miracles; {d) by cursing God, His Church, His

Saints, or those among His creatures in which His power, wisdom,

and goodness particularly shine forth, as man, the soul, heaven,

earth ; (») by deifying oneself and saying, " "Whether God likes it

or not, I will do it ;" (/) by depriving Religion or the Saints of

' S. Thorn. 2t 2», q. xd, art. I.—Id., ibid., art. 2 on the utility of tinging

the divine praisa'



that which belongs to them—saying, for example, that Religion is

not true, or that the Blessed Virgin is like any other woman,

meaning thereby to attack her divine maternity or her perpetual

virginity.

As for the following modes of speaking, " The devil take me if

I don't speak the truth !'' " May I drop dead this moment if it is

not truel" and the like, we cannot but see that they contain

imprecations on oneself or others. The corruption of latter

times has also introduced among us a number of other expressions

more or less opposed to the Second Commandment : from all which

Christians ought to abstain with the greatest care. None ought to

avoid this sin with more horror than parents and superiors, whether

spiritual or temporal. St. Louis ordered that the tongues of

blasphemers should be pierced with a red hot iron. He was con

vinced, and properly, that a contempt of the first majesty soon

draws in its train a contempt of the second. As for us, when we

hear anyone blaspheme, let us inwardly bless the name of God and

pray for the blasphemer.

At Namur, where the Brothers of the Christian Schools labour

with so much success, as in all other places where they are

established, to procure for youth a really virtuous education, one of

their pupils, a child of ten or twelve years of age, gave, a few years

ago, a most touching proof of his faith and of his horror for

blasphemy. He came home one day perhaps a little late from

school, and his father scolded him sharply, swearing too by the

name of God. The poor child, quite confused at having given

occasion to these blasphemies, fell on his knees, and said, " Beat

me, father ! I beseech you, but do not swear." The father, amazed

on beholding the horror with which the blasphemy had inspired

the child, profited of the lesson, and never more ventured to blas

pheme. How many faults might Christian children, if they wished,

cause their parents to avoid !'

Blasphemy is an enormous crime, which admits of no levity of

matter, that is to say, which is always mortal, when it is committed

with full advertence and consent. In the Old Law, the blasphemer

was punished with death.* "Justly," says Theodoret, "since he

slays his Creator as far as lies in his power, with the sword of his

tongue, not being able to do so otherwise."» According to St.

Augustine, the blasphemer who outrages Jesus Christ, now

reigning in Heaven, is no less guilty than the wretches who

• Euai sur le blatphimt.

' Qui blaephemaverit noweu Domini morte tuoriatur. (_L<vil., xxiv, 16.)

3 Q. xxxiii.
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crucified Him formerly living on earth.' St. Paul excommuni

cated two blasphemers, Alexander and Hymeneua. On those who

render themselves guilty of the same sin, the Church still wishes

that heavy penances should be imposed. The ancient legislation of

Christian peoples stipulated for the most severe penalties, including

that of death, against them.'

To commit it, it is not necessary that one should have a formal

intention of insulting God or of lessening the honour which is due

to Him. It is enough to give utterance to the blasphemy, knowing

and perceiving that the words which ono permits himself to use are

injurious to God.

In outraging God, blasphemy draws down the divine vengeance

on the world, and gradually overturns the foundations of society.

On what, I ask, does society rest ? Is it not on Religion ? And

does not Religion itself rest on the love of God ? But how shall

God be loved, if He is not respected? And what respect is left for

God, when He is blasphemed, that is to say, when His holy name

is cursed and scorned ? What must become of a family whose

children daily curse or scorn their father's name ? What must

become of States in which it is permitted to speak and write all

sorts of outrageous things against the name and authority of the

prince ? History is open before us to give an answer.

It is therefore true that, in forbidding us to blaspheme His

name, God looked to the interests of society as much as and even

more than His own. St. Louis, in decreeing an exemplary

chastisement against blasphemers, showed himself not only a good

Christian but a wise politician. He knew that where God has no

altar, kings have no throne ; where kings have no throne, the

wicked have no rein : nothing there but anarchy and chaos. Is it

not to innumerable and nameless blasphemies against everything

most sacred, pouring forth from tongues and pens during fourscore

years, that we must attribute the deep and general throes and con

vulsions of society, and the streams of blood that not long ago laid

Europe waste ? Voltaire, says the infidel Condorcet, did not tee all

that he did, but he did all that tee tee.

Fourthpart: Vows.

1 . Nature of vows. By an oath we certify or promise some

thing to men, interposing the name of God. But there are persons

who make a promise to God Himself of things agreeable to Him:

this promise is called a vow. A vow is more than a simple resolu-

1 Non minui peccant qui bl&gphemant Christum regnantem in Coelti, quam

qui erucifixerunt ambulantem in term. (In Malt., zzvi.)

1 Cod. Just. Collat, ji in AtUhent., tit. v, 4c.
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tion : it it a deliberate promise by which a perton tnttrt into an

engagement with Qod to perform tome good work under pain o/tm.'

To understand vows well there are three things to he observed.

First, that a vow is an act of supreme worship, and can therefore

be made only to God. Accordingly, when you hear mention of

vows to the Blessed Virgin and the Saints, you must know that these

vows are made chiefly to God, in honour of the Blessed Virgin and the

Saints, in whom God dwells more specially than in other creatures.

Hence, a vow made to a Saint is nothing else than a promise made

to God of honouring the memory of such a Saint by an offering, or

by any act whatsoever of Religion, that is to say, of honouring God

in such a Saint I make a vow, for example, to visit the Church of

Loretto and to bestow an alms there. This is the same as to say, I

promise God to honour Him in His Divine Mother by an alms

which I will give at the Holy House of Loretto.'

Secondly, a vow is a deliberate promise, that is to eay, a

promise, and not a simple purpose or resolution, like that of a

person who, being sick, should say, If I recover, I purpose or re

solve to make a pilgrimage to such a place, to fast every Saturday,

or to confess once a month. These words are not addressed to any

one, and a neglect of their fulfilment, which is simply a resistance

to grace or an unsteadiness in well-doing, brings in its train no

greater eril than a venial fault

For a vow, there must therefore be a promise made to God.

Example : I vow to do such a thing. Moreover, the promise must

be deliberate—made with knowledge, with freedom of choice, with

the perfect use of reason, with the same consent of the will as is

necessary for mortal sin.*

Accordingly, the vow of a child not yet arrived at the use of

reason, at a degree of intelligence sufficient for the commission of

grievous sin, must be regarded as null. In like manner, the vow

of a person who, out of ignorance, thought that he only formed a

simple resolution. But a vow made under the impression of a

purely natural fear is valid. Such is that of the mariner who,

threatened by the storm, promises to make a pilgrimage or to send

an offering to some sanctuary.

Thirdly, the promise has for its object something agreeable to

God, as -virginity or poverty. Hence, the person who makes a vow

to commit a sin, or to perform any action foreign to the honour of

God, or even an action good, but preventive of a better, does not

promise something agreeable to God. He offers dishonour instead

of honour to Him, and sins against the Second Commandment

' Bellar., Dottr. crist., cxxir. > S. Thorn., 2* 2", q. Ixxxviii, art. 6.)

> Non obligat votum factum cum semlplena animadrenione. vel delibera

tion. (S. Alph., lib. m, n. 196,)
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2. Division of vows. There are many classes of vows. The

absolute vow, or that which is made unconditionally : for example,

I make a vow to enter religioD. The conditional vow, or that in

which a thing is promised only in case of a certain occurrence : If

I recover my health, I will give so much alms. The personal vow

is that which regards the person solely. 1 make a vow to recite a

certain prayer, or to go on a pilgrimage somewhere; this is a

personal vow. The real vow is that which has for its object some

thing to be given. Hence, to make a vow to give alms, or to have

Masses said, is a real vow. The mixed vow is that which is partly

real and partly personal : to promise to visit the tombs of the

Apostles and leave an alms there is a mixed vow.

Vows are still further distinguished into temporary and

perpetual. I make a vow to fast every Friday for a year : a

temporary vow. I make a vow to observe chastity all my life : a

Finally, vows are either solemn or simple. Solemn vows are

those which are made by profession in a religious order approved by

the Church, or by the reception of Holy Orders. Simple vows are

those which are made, either publicly or privately, in congregations

which have not been raised to the rank of a religious order. There

is this twofold difference between a solemn and a simple vow : the

first renders marriage null, while the second only renders it unlaw

ful ; and the Church often dispenses from a simple, but scarcely

ever from a solemn, vow.

3. Merit of vows. As for the merit of vows, it is evident that

a good work done in virtue of a vow is much more pleasing to God

than if it were done otherwise. In point of fact, is it not more to

give the whole tree and its fruit than to give only the fruit ? He

who does a good work without a vow gives the fruit ; he who does

it after having vowed it, gives both the tree and the fruit, that is

to say, his liberty with his good work. Let us add that a vow

testifies better to the Lord our desire to please Him, to be wholly

His, and to serve Him with the utmost perfection. Let us also

add that it is a great means of enabling us to advance in virtue, by

the holy necessity under which it places us of doing violence to our

natural inconstancy and tepidity.

4. Obligation of vows. The obligation of fulfilling vows and of

fulfilling them promptly is unquestionable. When thou hast made

a vow to the Lord, the Scripture tells us, thou shalt not delay to

fulfil it ; otherwise, the Lord thy God will require it of thee, and, if

thou be slow, thy delay shall be imputed to thee as sin.' Besides, if

 

1 Peut., xxiii, 21-23.
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if it is forbidden to fail in our engagements with men, can it be

allowable to exhibit faithlessness towards God ?

This obligation is serious, so that the violation of a vow in an

important matter is a mortal sin ; in an unimportant matter, only

a venial sin. It extends to all the promised circumstances of time,

place, and manner. The obligation of a personal vow extends only

to the person who makes it, but that of a real vow passes on to his

heirs. Hence, the heirs of him who made a vow to give an alms

and to have Masses said, are bound to give the promised alms and

to have the promised Masses said, if the vow has not been fulfilled.

Ab for a conditional vow, it binds only when the condition is

realised.

5. Cessation of vows. Four things cause the obligation of vows

to cease.

Change of matter or object. Example : I have made a vow to

fast on bread and water every Friday of the year ; but I fall sick,

and the doctor wishes that I should eat meat : my obligation

ceases. I have made a vow to give ten shillings a month to Peter,

because he is poor ; Peter becomes rich : I am no longer bound to

give him alms. I have made a vow to go on a pilgrimage ; but,

since doing so, I have made another to enter religion : my first

ceases.

Annulment. That is, the act by which a superior cancels a vow

made by an inferior under his power, as regards the person, or the

will, or the things which are the matter of the vow.' Thus, a

father, or he who holds the place of a father, can directly annul all

the vows, whether real or personal, made by a child that has not

yet attained the full age of twelve years, if a girl, or fourteen

years, if a boy. The father being dead or incapable, this power

reverts to the mother alone, if she is the guardian, and, in defect of

both father and mother, to the tutor.*

Biepensation. It must be received from the Sovereign Pontiff,

or from a Bishop, or from him who has received from either of

these the power to dispense. Like that of forgiving sins and grant

ing indulgences, this power comes from Our Lord, who gave the

Apostles, and especially St. Peter, authority to bind and to loose

consciences. The vows whose dispensation is reserved to the

Supreme Pontiff are, besides solemn vows, the five following : a

vow of perpetual chastity, a vow of entering religion, and vows of

the three celebrated pilgrimages—to Jerusalem, to the tomb of the

Apostles in Rome, and to the Church of St. James at Compostella

i S. Thorn., 2» 2", q. lxxxviii, art. S.

» Thfotyit morale, par Mgr, Gousset, t. I, 231.
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in Spain. Thus, the Church can dispense, in the name of God,

from the obligation of performing that which has been promised to

God ; but she can only do so for strong reasons.

Commutation. Differing from a dispensation, a commutation

does not remove the obligation of a vow : it changes the matter to

some other of greater, equal, or less value. The surest way, when

there is question of changing the matter of a vow, is to submit the

affair to one's coLiessor : just as it is a rule of prudence never to

make a vow without having consulted a wise and enlightened

director.

6. Vow of religion. The vow of religion is a promise made to

God to observe voluntary poverty, perpetual chastity, and entire

obedience, under a rule approved by the Holy Apostolic See. The

religious state, of which this vow is the foundation, is a permanent

order approved by the Church, wherein the Faithful engage to live

in common, and to tend to perfection by the observance of the

three vows which we have just named.

To make a vow of these three things is to make a vow of

religion, because it is to consecrate oneself perfectly to God, not

only as regards the precepts, but also as regards the counsels.

Hence it is that those who make such a profession are called

religious, that is to say, persons perfectly dedicated to God, and

practising in a most excellent manner whatever pertains to the

Christian Religion. It is not the obligation of a religious to be

perfect the moment he enters religion, but rather to tend to per

fection by the observance of the rules of his order, and especially by

fidelity to the three vows which he pronounces.

How the three vows of religion lead to Christian perfection, it

is easy to show. First, the vow of poverty—which consists in

possessing nothing of one's own. He who aspires to perfection

must become poor. So Our Lord taught. If you will be perfect,

He says, go and tell all that you have ; give to thepoor, and you shall

have treasure in Heaven : then come andfollow Me.' He Himself was

the first and most perfect model of voluntary poverty. The foxes

have their dens, He says, and the birds of the air their nests ; as for

the Son of Man, He has not where to rest his head.' Our Lord being

essentially perfect, it follows that whoever makes profession of

voluntary poverty imitates Him and tends to perfection.

Next, the vow of chastity—which obliges one to renounce all

sensual pleasures. He who aspires to perfection must vow his

virginity to the Lord Such is also the counsel given by the

Saviour Himself. He never ceased to extol virginity. St. Paul

' Matt., iix. 8 Matt., viii ; Luc., xi.

vol. n. 42
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spoke like his Divine Master. And the Church has condemned the

heretics of different periods who asserted that the state of virginity

is not more perfect than the state of marriage.' Our Lord being

essentially perfect, it follows that whoever makes profession of

voluntary chastity imitates Him and tends to perfection. Reason

itself tells us this, since it is certain that the anxieties of life, the

cares of pleasing a husband or a wife, divide the mind and the

heart, and slacken one's fervour in the service of God. -

Lastly, the vow of obedience. By the vow of poverty, the

religious gives his property ; by the vow of chastity, he gives his

body; by the vow of obedience, he gives his soul. The last vow is

therefore more excellent than the others and completes the sacrifice.

Here again Our Lord was the first master and model of this sub

lime vow. If you will imitate Me, He says, renounce yourselves and

follow Me :' and St. Paul says that Christ because obedient even unto

death, and the death of the cross. Our Lord being essentially perfect,

it follows that whoever makes profession of voluntary obedience

imitates Him and tends to perfection. Reason itself points out that

it must be so. In effect, voluntary obedience triumphs over pride,

which is the greatest obstacle to virtue. Here you see why the

Holy Spirit assures us that the obedient man shall sing of bis

victories. For who has a better right 1 To conquer men and

vanquish cities—what is all that in comparison with the most

difficult of victories, the victory over oneself ?

Hence, all religious orders are good and holy ; but the most per

fect are those which, uniting the active with the contemplative

life, copy most exactly the life of Our Lord, the pattern of all per

fection.»

If there is nothing more perfect, consequently more glorious to

God, than the vow of religion, there is nothing more advantageous

to him who makes it, nor more useful to society.

Nothing more advantageous to him who makes it. " In re

ligion," says St. Bernard, " a man lives more purely, falls more

rarely, rises more speedily, walks more wisely, rests more securelv,

is more frequently bedewed with the graces of Heaven, dies more

confidently, and is rewarded more abundantly."4 Absolute

obedience, which seems so contrary to nature, is really the greatest

consolation of those who have the happiness to make profession of

it. " I know of nothing more convenient," said a holy nun,

" than to be carried to Paradise on the shoulders of a superioress."

, Matt, xxv; 1 Cor., vii ; S. Thorn., II, 2. q. civ, art. 4.

; Malt., lis, 21. < S. Thorn., 2n 2a,, q. clxxxviii, art. 6.

* See Platus on the Fruits of Religion.
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Nothing more useful to society. The times in which we live

proclaim with a dreadfully eloquent voice the necessity of having

religious orders in Christian countries, as well as the guilty im

prudence of those who encourage their suppression, and the no less

guilty blindness of those who oppose their re-establishment. Vain

are the efforts of man to change the bases of society ; for sooiety,

and especially Christian society, is a divine work. Now, religious

orders, coming into existence with society, are among the bases on

which it rests, as we shall show in the third part of the Catechism.

It remains for us to say a word on vocation to the religious

state. To what we have said on vocation, when speaking of mar

riage, let us add that, for the validity of a religious profession, it is

necessary (a) that the subject, no matter which sex, should have

attained the age of sixteen years ; (i) that there should be no im

pediment essentially contrary to the statutes of the order ; (c) that

the subject should be at liberty to dispose of his or her person ; and

(rf) that the profession should be perfectly free from anything like

compulsion or fear.'

It is a duty on parents to second the vocation of their children«

called by the Lord to a religious life. They may, they even should

prove their vocation ; but they have no right to oppose it, when it is

seen to come from on high. Let children, in taking a step of so much

importance, recollect the saying of St. Bernard, " On this occasion

only, it is not permitted to obey one's parents."3

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having taught

me to love my neighbour and to honour Thy holy name. I beg

pardon for all the faults which I have, committed against Charity

and against that respect which is due to Thee.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, 1 will

never take the name of God in vain.

' Cone. Trid., seas, xxv, c. xv.

2 A very useful book for parents, showing them how to watch over and to

foster the" vocation of their children, is The Child, by the late Bishop of

Orleans. Another for children, is The Choice of a Stale of Life, by the late

Bishop of Bruges. Both have been translated into English. (IV.)

i Sola causa qua non licet obedire parentibus. (Epiet. ad Eliam., zci.)
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LESSON XLIX.

OUR T7EION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY CHAEITY (continued).

Third Commandment. Its Relation with the two preceding ones. Example*.

Necessity. Sunday substituted For the Sabbath. Explanation of what it

forbids. Refutation of the pretexts for excusing labour. Reasons which

justify labour on certain occasions. Social Necessity of the Third Com

mandment. Explanation of what it commands. Mass. Conditions for

hearing Mass well. Causes which dispense from the obligation of hearing

Mass.

We are the subjects and the servants of God. Now, subjects and

servants owe to their princes and their masters three things :

fidelity, honour, and service. Fidelity obliges them not to recognise

other princes or masters : we fulfil this duty towards God by keep

ing the First Commandment. Next, subjects and servants ought

to honour their princes and their masters by words, giving them

the titles which become them : the Second Commandment lays this

duty upon us towards God. Lastly, subjects and servants owe

external service to their princes and their masters: this duty towards

God is prescribed to us by the Third Commandment. Whence it

follows that the first three precepts of the Decalogue consecrate in

regard to God the three kinds of homage which wholly dedicate

man to Him : the homage of the heart, the homage of the mouth,

and the homage of the body.

St. Thomas points out another connexion. He says that in the

first two Commandments God removes all the obstacles to true

Religion, and in the third lays its foundation.' As a matter of

fact, it is not enough that man should abstain from idolatry and

perjury. To this negative worship must be joined a positive, of

which God alone can prescribe the acts, the times, and the con

ditions. Moreover, if the individual ought to honour God, society,

which is like one public man, ought also to honour Him with a

worship befitting His nature, consequently public and solemn.

That nothing in an affair of so much importance might be left to

the caprice of men, God has been careful to regulate by the Third

Commandment all the details of the public worship which He

requires from us,* and to fix the day on which society should render

Him this public and necessary worship.

' Remotis impediments verm fieligionis per primum et secundum praerep

tum Decalogi, consequent fuit ut tertium prosceptum poneretur, per quod

homines in vera Religione fundarentur. (S. Thorn., 2» 2", q. exxii, art. 4.)

* We shall mako them known in the fourth part of the Catechism.
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This Commandment, the last of the first table given to Moses,

is expressed thus : Renumber to keep holy the Sabbath day. You

shall labour, you shall do all your work in six days. But the seventh

is the day of the Sabbath of the Lord your God. You shall not do

any servile work on this day, you nor your son, nor your daughter, nor

your man-servant, nor your maid- servant, nor your beasts of burden,

nor the stranger who is staying with you. For in six days the Lord

made heaven and earth, and the sea, and all things that they contain,

and He rested on the seventh. This it the reason why He blessed and

sanctified the day of the Sabbath.'

What a noble model is here proposed to us ! It is God Him

self who, creating the world and resting at the end of His work,

says, " 0 man, My child ! work for six days like thy Father, with

the same holiness, and like Him rest on the seventh. The six days

of toil are an image of thy life ; the seventh is an image of thy

eternity : here, sufferings for a moment; there, the repose of end

less ages.

Before explaining the third precept of the Decalogue, we

shall relate two short examples from history which show its ex

cellence. The first will inspire us with the greatest fear of ever

violating this Commandment ; the second will show us how

zealously we should endeavour to prevent our inferiors from

violating it.

While the Israelites were in the desert, some of them once

found a man gathering wood on the Sabbath Day. They led him

to Moses and Aaron in presence of all the people. The chiefs of

the holy nation put him in prison, not knowing as yet what they

should decide regarding him. The Lord, being consulted, answered

Moses, " Let the man die—let all the multitude stone him outside

the camp." The people therefore led him forth and stoned him,

and he died according to the order of God.* When we reflect that

it is God Himself who, infinite in goodness as well as in justice,

commands such a punishment, how can we be mistaken concerning

the enormity of the evil that is committed by profaning the day

which is reserved to Him ?

The second example. In the fifteenth century there lived in

Italy a Camaldolese religious, equally celebrated for his learning

and his piety. His name was Angelo Masaccio, of a noble family

of Urbino. After a childhood spent in virtue, the young man

Angelo resolved to quit the world, and to embrace the institute

which we have just referred to, in the monastery of Santa Maria

I Memento ut diem Sabbati sanctifices. [Exod., xx, 8.)

« Numn xv, 32.
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di Serra, near his native city. Having been professed, he conse

crated all his abilities to the diffusion of the word of God, to the

instruction of the people, to the correction of manners, to the

eradication of vice : and he saved many souls. At this time the

heresy of the FratriceUi was spreading through the districts

bordering on the monastery. The servant of God could not allow

himself any peace or rest until the cockle had been removed from

the wheat.

In the year 145S, he saw, one festival day, some men belonging

to the brood whom we have named cutting down wood in a neigh

bouring forest. Guided by his wonted zeal, he hastened to address

a just and strong remonstrance to them. The wretches fell upon

the holy religious, struck him with their axes, and killed him in a

most savage manner. Meanwhile the monks, uneasy at the

lengthened absence of Father Angelo, began to fear some serious

eviL A search was made. They were not long in discovering the

place where he lay on the ground, covered with blood, and dread

fully cut. In this cowardly murder, it was not difficult to perceive

the work of heretics in their hatred of the Faith. The people and

clergy ran to the spot. Surrounded by an immense concourse, the

religious bore to the monastery the lifeless body of the holy

apostle, and deposited it under the chief altar of the church. God

wrought miracles in honour of His faithful servant, and was pleased

to glorify that courageous zeal which led him to the defence of the

holy day of prayer and rest.

If the axe of heretics struck, in the fifteenth century, the

defender of divine rights, cupidity, as barbarous as heresy, drags,

in our day, a sacrilegious labour from arms and souls that have

need of rest and consolation. Angelo Masaccio ! blessed martyr,

you see that your murderers have among us but too many and too

cruel imitators ! May your intercession, sought by the whole

Church, re-establish in the bosom of Christian nations a law that

is too often sacrilegiously violated!'

Wkile the Third Commandment orders us to reserve a certain

time for rendering external worship to God, its necessity comes

from the law of nature. What proves this truth is that all peoples

have had certain days consecrated to the worship of the divinities

which they adored. And as nature has appointed certain times

for the functions necessary to the life of the body, such as eating,

drinking, sleeping, resting, so Religion wishes that there should be

certain fixed times in which the soul might recover its strength, by

'It waa on April 22, 1S42, that P. Aug. de Masaccio wns placed by the

Church among the number of the Saints.
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meditating on eternal truths and contemplating the divine per

fections.'

The precept of sanctifying one day out of the week, if considered

in regard to the precise day, is not immutable. Hence, by the

order of God Himself, the Israelites sanctified the Sabbath Day.

The Lord chose this day for three reasons. First : in memory of

the mysterious rest into which He entered after creating the world,

that it might be sanctified by thanksgiving for this great benefit.

Second : to confound those senseless men who should in the course

of time dare to assert that the world had always existed. A

weekly celebration in memory of the creation of the world would

proclaim boldly and continually that the world had had a beginning.

Third : to remind man that, having made his servants and beasts work

for six days of the week, he should allow them to rest on the seventh.

God wished hereby that masters should learn to be kind towards

their domestics and compassionate towards their poor animals.

But this special command was to be done away with at the

time when the other Judaic ceremonies should be rejected, namely,

at the death of Christ. These ceremonies were only, as we have

seen, a shadow of the truth. They should therefore end on the

arrival of the truth—Our Lord, as the shadows of night disappear

before the rising sun.

The Jewish Sabbath gave place to the first of the seven days of

the week, called the Lord's Day or Sunday. The Lord's Day, say

the Fathers, because we celebrate thereon Our Lord's triumph over

the world ; the Lord's Day, because we ought not to find leisure

for anything thereon but the Lord's service/ St. John speaks of

this day in his Apocalypse,3 and the Apostle St. Paul desires: that

the alms of the Faithful should be collected on the first day after

the Sabbath :* that is to say, as St. Chrysostom explains it, on Sun

day. We see hereby that, even in the time of the Apostles,

Sunday was regarded as holy.5

"Would you like to know some of the reasons why ihe Church

transferred the solemnity of the Sabbath to Sunday ? («) It was

on this day that light began to shine on the world. (4) It was on

1 S. Thora., 2» 2", q. cxrii, art 4.

> Diem dominicam ob venerabilem resurrectionem Domini nostri Jesu

(ihriati, non solum in Paecha celebrauius, veruin etiaui per singulas hebdo-

inadas ipsius diei imaginem frequentamus. (Innocent. I., Episl. ad Decent.)—

Ideo dies iate dicitur Domini, quia in eo tantum Domini Dei nostri eultui

TBCandum nobis eat. (S. Aug.) s Apoc., i, 10. 1 1 Cor., xvi, 2.

0 Chrys., Homil. xiii in Corinth. ; Ambr., item et Theophilact. ; vide etiam \

ran. lxiii ; Ignat., Epiet ad Magn. ; Justin., Apoi., ii ; Tertull., Apol., o. it,

,t de Coron. milit., c. hi, et de Idol., c. xiv: Cypr., Epist., iixtii ; Clem.

.1 lex., 1. V, Stromal, satis ante finem ; Orig., JBomil. vii in Exod.
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this day that Our Lord rose from the dead, and caused humanity to

pass from a life of darkness and sin to the glorious life of the New

Adam, (c) It was on this day that the world began to be re

generated by the Holy Ghost, who descended on the Apostles.

Thus, in consecrating the Sunday to God, the Church honours

God the Father Almighty, as the Creator and Preserver of all

things ; Jesus Christ—the Father's only Son—as our Saviour, who,

after the labours of His mortal life, entered, by His resurrection,

into His eternal rest, figured by God's rest after the work of the

creation ; and the Holy Ghost, as the Principle of a new creation,

more wonderful than the first, and through which we receive, after

being drawn from the nothingness of sin, a new being and a new

life.

Explanation of what is forbidden by the Third Commandment.

To make us feel the importance of a sacred rest, the expression

with which God begins is this : " Remember that thou keep holy

the Sabbath Day." Hereby He reminds us of two things. The

first, that there will not be wanting occasions of a nature to cause

us to lose sight of this precept, such as the example of those who

make no account of it, or that love of amusement which so often

hinders us from observing this holy day properly. The second,

that while labouring during the week we must always have Sunday

in view as the day when we are to render an account of our actions

to God, that so we may not perform any work which God would

repudiate, and which would be for ourselves, as the Scripture says,

a subject ofgrief and remorse.'

The Divine Legislator is not content to remind us of the pre

cept : He removes the obstacles to its fulfilment. For the meaning

in Scripture of the words, " to keep holy the Sabbath Day," is to

abstain from all bodily labour and temporal business. It is neces

sary therefore to explain what works are forbidden on this holy

day.

"We distinguish three kinds of works : liberal works, mixed or

common works, and servile works.

Liberal works are permitted on Sunday. We call those works

liberal which exercise the mind more than the body, which tend

directly to the cultivation of the mind, and which are therefore

more generally practised by persons of independent condition. To

read, to write, to draw, to perform on musical instruments, to

teach, to study, and to do all other things that pertain to the liberal

arts, are liberal works, permitted on Sunday, even though done to

earn money.

Hence, professors of the arts and sciences may pursue their

• 1 Xeg.,ar, 31.
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works and give their lessons. Architects, painters, sculptors, and

embroiderers may sketch out their designs. Though it is permitted

to paint, yet it is not permitted to grind colours, nor to occupy

oneself with certain pictures of a mechanical or coarse description

Such would be servile works, particularly when connected with

one's state of life.

Mixed or common works are likewise permitted on Sunday,

provided one does not run the risk, without good reason, of losing

Mass. We call those works common which exercise the mind as

much as the body, and which are common to the higher and the

lower classes of society : for example, to walk about, to drive, to

sail, to hunt, to play, to fish. Hunting and fishing are particularly

allowable when they do not require any great labour : such as a

mere chase and a simple rod and line. But one ought not to convey

wares or provisions from place to place on holy days, unless neces

sity requires it or custom authorises it.'

Servile works are forbidden on Sunday. We call those works

servile which exercise the body more than the mind, which tend

directly to the advantage of the body, and which are more generally

performed by servants and labourers.* Here are a few of them :

to carry on any trade whatsoever, to till the ground, to reap, to

gather in fruits, to sew, to kuit, to embroider. All these things

are forbidden on Sunday, though one should gain nothing by them,

and even though one should be working for the poor.» Marketing

is also forbidden on Sundays and Holidays, particularly such

marketing as occurs in public : that is excepted, however, which

the custom of places authorises.

It is a pretty generally received opinion that one may buy and

sell on Sunday those things which are necessary for daily life, as

bread, wine, meat, vegetables ; and what country people may require

for one or several weeks, or even for a more considerable time, as

victuals, clothes, and other articles of consumption. But it is not

permitted to exhibit merchandise for sale publicly. The shop

should be closed, or at least the door only should be open.4 So

much for workpeople and traders.

As for innkeepers, it is forbiddem them to supply persons

belonging to the place with anything to eat or drink, during the

divine offices, especially during the oelebration of the Holy Sacri

fice. They cannot do so without being guilty of a grave fault.

1 S. Alph., lib. HI, n. 276. * S. Alph., ibid.

» Acts that pertain to courts of justice are also forbidden ; such as to in

stitute lawsuits, to deliver summonses, to execute sentences. Necessity or

custom alone can excuse judiciary acts.

* 8. Alph,, lib. Ill, n. 2S6 ; Theologie morale, by Mgr. Gousset, 1. 1, p. 250.
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They are likewise guilty by entertaining young persons, even out

side the hours of offices, thus favouring quarrels, blasphemies,

drunkenness, and other vices.

The obligation of abstaining from servile works extends from

midnight to midnight It is grave : so that he who, without any

necessity, should work on a Sunday or Holiday for three hours,

consecutively or otherwise, would certainly be guilty of mortal sin.

He even exposes himself to the danger of sinning mortally by

working two hours.'

There is another kind of works, eminently servile, and much

more strictly forbidden than those which we have just mentioned :

these works are sins. Now, by a deplorable abuse, a greater number

of them are often committed on days consecrated to the divine

service than on days devoted to labour. The most ordinary are,

dangerous walks, dances, shows, and tavern-visiting. Among all

Christian nations, these disorders have been forbidden by the civil

authority, as essentially contrary to the sanctification of Sunday.

Let us take from a multitude of laws that of the Emperor Leo V.,

promulgated in the year of Our Lord 469 :—

" We forbid the profanation, by any amusement, of days conse

crated to the Divine Majesty. We forbid that the Lord's Day

should be profaned by any exaction, by any legal proceedings. Let

Lhe harsh voice of bailiff's cease to be heard ; let litigants breathe

it their ease, that they may not seem afraid ; let minds be occupied

with no foreign thought. Yet, for fear that a holy rest should

ever degenerate into sloth, we forbid every kind of dangerous

pleasure. Let no theatre, or circus, or spectacle occupy the least

part of this day: if such things be due on the return of our birth

day, we wish them to be deterred. The loss of their rank for

soldiers, the loss of their patrimony for others : such are the punish

ments which we decree against the violators of this sacred law."'

These prescriptions, which are so easy, and whose profound

wisdom and social necessity are demonstrated by experience with

the eloquence of thunder, are still, for the most part, observed in

Cutholic countries—what do I say ? in Protestant countries, such

as England, and especially Scotland.

The profanation of days consecrated to rest, besides being a

very great sin, is also a misfortune to operatives and to society.

Fust, it is a sin, a crime of high-treason against God—forbidden a

' Thiologie morale, by Mgr. Goussct, 1. 1, p. 251.
'• Amiuionem militia; praescriptionemque patrimonii tustinebit , gi quia

uuquam hoc die feato spectaculis interes»et, aut cujuscumque judicis apparitor,

pra;textu negotii publioi vel privati, tircr qure hac lege statuta »unt, credidit

emeranda. (RarH Ann., an. 409.)
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hundred times by the Supreme Legislator, under the most severe

penalties.' Unless it is supposed that one can mock God with

impunity, it must therefore be admitted that the bold violation of

this fundamental law is a continual source of punishments to in

dividuals and to nations.

It is fatal to individuals. Workmen and workwomen, who

labour on days consecrated to the Lord, offer as an excuse that

their work would be left to them, that they should lose their em

ployment, or that they had promised their work. Frivolous pretexts !

The law of God is above all these reasons. And is it not a want of

confidence in God and an insult to His goodness, to pretend that

He would fail to supply us with the necessaries of life, because we

had kept His Law. Let one example, then, only one, be cited of

a person who died of hunger or misery, from having been unwilling

to work on Sunday ! Remember this well : they who work on

Sunday are neither happier nor richer at year's end. It is often

quite the contrary : God does not bless a work that is performed

against His command. " I know two excellent ways to ruin

oneself," said the saintly Cure" of Ars : " to work on Sunday and

to take what belongs to another."

Moreover, is not God the Master of your property and your life ?

Has He not at His beck the lightning, the hail, the frost, the rain,

and the heat, to deprive you of the crops that you have tended

and gathered in contempt of His prohibition ? And is not your

health in His hands ? Can He not send you a sickness that will

cost you a good deal more than you have gained by working

on Sunday? In fine, are not revolutions, which disturb public

confidence and, for months and years, compel millions of arms to

refrain from labour, another means at His disposal to make you

bitterly expiate your sacrilegious contempt of His Law ? I tell you

again that no one insults God with impunity.

But this is not all. The profanation of Sunday turns wholly to

the spread of disorder : so that habitual labour on Sunday becomes a

seed of iniquity and a ticket of recommendation to a workhouse.

Ye poor artisans ! who all the week go through your functions like

machines, in unwholesome atmospheres; ye poor labourers! who

bear the burden and the heat of the day, it seems to you that with

another day's work you would acquire a new income and better

your condition 1 You are the victims of a sad mistake. First, the

man who works on Sunday does not, as a general rule, work on

1 Exod., rri, 23—xx, S—viii, 2—xii, 31—xiv, 17—xxxiv, 21 ; Levit.,

xix, 3- xxiii, 3 ; Num., xv, 32—xxviii, 9 ; Dcuter., v, 12 ; Isa., lvi, 2—

lxvi, 23; Jerem., xvii, 21,27; Ezcch., xx, 12—xxii,S; 2 Esd., xiii, 16, 22;

Matt., xii, 10; 1 Cor., xvi, 2; Htb., iv, 4, 10, &e. &c.
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Monday, and thus hope proves deceitful. Secondly, he spends in

debauchery a portion of his weekly gain. Thirdly, he wastes his

strength by excesses, and, becoming incapable of labour before his

time, he goes, a young old man, to die in a hospital. His wife

and children, clad in rags, are left dependents on public charity.

bntil philanthropy, weary of meeting them on its path, causes them

to be shut up in some depot for waifs. This is the history of our

own day.

Ye toilers 1 undeceive yourselves. That which will procure you

ease in your old days is good conduct, and there is no good conduct

without Religion, because you cannot without Religion have

strength to subdue your passions and to resist the torrent of evil

example. But you can never have Religion without instruction

and religious practices, and you can never have instruction or

religious practices if you do not sanctify the Sunday. So much

for working men. ,

As for working women, the labour of Sunday is no less fatal to

them. Without a religious rein, young females abandon themselves

to their natural tastes. Passionately attached to toilet and finery,

their daily wages soon become insufficient for them .... and then

comes the barter of innocence. I will say no more : ask public

decency. The registries of courts and the statistics of infan

ticides will acquaint you with the rest

Do I hear you say that you work on Sunday and every other day

without any inconvenience ? No, you do not, for the reason which I

am about to mention ; but if you do, you will not do it long. You

have need of rest—continual labour will soon destroy your health.

Besides, this continual labour will profit you nothing. You imagine

that you can calculate well, but the rich man can calculate still

better. He is the master, and you do not see that he makes you

submit to a decrease of salary, in such a manner that he only gives

you for seven days' work what he would be obliged to give you for

six, if it were the case that you only worked for six. It is natural

that you should earn enough in a day to enable you and your family

to live, without making a present of your arm or your strength to

the rich man. Since the practice of working on Sunday began,

have you known many persons who made a fortune by reason of

this increase of labour ?

The violation of Sunday tends wholly, therefore, to the dis

advantage of the working classes, who either exhaust themselves

before their time by too assiduous labour, or waste themselves in

those excesses which are common among the irreligious.

And ye rich ! whose cupidity commands this flagrant violation

of the Law of God, have ye nothing to fear from this crowd of
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labourers without faith, without morals ? Do you think that you

can always sleep tranquil, while the passions of the populace,

excited by your luxury, insulted by your callousness, unchained by

your contempt of the Law of God, behold your quickly-made for

tune cemented with their sweat, and wish to enjoy it in their own

turn ? Do you not already see the symptoms of a deep irritation in

those plots and riots which physical force may indeed check, but

which it cannot hinder from reappearing more desperate and more

dangerous ?

The profanation of Sunday is fatal to society, which it disturbs

and dishonours.

It disturbs society. Without the rest of Sunday, which, sus

pending material labour, gives man leisure and imposes on him the

obligation to occupy himself with moral labour, every kind of social

amelioration is impossible. Why ? Because the evils of society

are in souls, and Christianity alone can apply a remedy for the evils

of souls. Now, without the rest of Sunday, there is neither

time nor place left for Christianity to speak to society. Do you

yet know the character of a people among whom the voice of

Christianity is no longer heard ? They are without any religious

bridle. They are slaves to passion. They are in a state of continual

disquiet. The daily records of events dispense us from the necessity

of saying more.

It dishonours society. Let it be well known that the violation

of this sacred law of a weekly rest, as old as the world, and so

religiously observed in every other region where the sun shines,

places ub in the lowest degree of public esteem. In Europe it brings

us under the ban of civilised nations, and in Africa it teaches savages

to rank us with dogs. To the imperative necessity of clearing away

such a disgrace, and of settling society here on its proper basis,

what is the objection ? The interests of industry. For a conclusive

answer, I shall be satisfied to say, Look at England ! Because she

religiously observes the sacred law of rest, is her commerce less

flourishing, are her manufactures less prosperous, is her agriculture

less remunerative, than ours ? Let society then beware : this is a

question of life or death. No society without Religion ; no Religion

for three-fourths of the human race without keeping Sunday holy.

It is therefore true that the Third Commandment of God is one of

the bases of the social edifice, a guarantee for the rich and & benefit

for the poor.'

We must now speak of the reasons which justify labour. God

is a Father who requires the obedience of His children much more

for their own sake than His. In His goodness, He dispenses with

I See our Traiti it la profanation du Dimcmcht.
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His law when sufficient reasons present themselves. There axe

several which excuse thoee who employ themselves in servile works

on Sundays and Holidays :—

1. Dispensation. It may he granted hy Our Holy Father the

Pope to the Church at large. Thus, at the present day, in France,

one can work on the festivals suppressed hy the Concordat, though

the Sovereign Pontiff desires that the office should he celebrated as

previously. It may be the dispensation of a Bishop in his diocese,

or, in a few special cases, that of a Parish Priest in his parish. A

person should ask a dispensation when there is any doubt whether

the causes that seem to require it arc sufficient. If therefore, at

the time of gathering in corn, grapes, hay, flax, or the like, one

doubts whether there is any necessity for it, that is to say, whether

there is any real danger that the goods of the earth should be spoiled

by the rain, the Parish Priest can dispense.

2. Custom. Here is the rule on this matter: One may follow

the public custom of the places in which he lives, if the Bishops

and Parish Priests are aware of it and do not oppose it. The custom

should be public, and followed by virtuous persons. Thus,

generally speaking, it is permitted on Sundays and Holidays to

cook food, even in superfluous quantities ; to make the other pre

parations necessary for repasts, even for banquets ; to attend to

cleanliness of person and house ; and to provide for cattle. Bakers,

butchers, and confectioners may also, on these days, sell bread,

meat, and confectionery. Usage seems also to authorise barbers,

in town and country, to shave on Sunday. There is little difference

between their occupation and that of hair-cutters, which is certainly

permitted.'

3. Piety. It permits the adornment of churches and altars on

an occasion of solemnity, when this could not be done on working

days. But it does not authorise the making of artificial flowers

for the purpose. This is a servile work, which may easily be left

to some other time.

4. Necessity. That is, when one cannot omit a servile work

without incurring a heavy loss, or bringing on oneself or others a

serious inconvenience. It is therefore permitted those who burn

lime, bricks, or glass, and all those who have begun a work that

would entail a heavy loss by its interruption, to continue their work.

Tailors may work at wedding or mourning suits, or for persons who

are going from home and who cannot without much inconvenience

delay their departure, or for the poor whohave nothing else to put on :

but it is necessary that they should not have been able to do so before-

! ThMogie morale, t, I, pp. 263-254.
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hand. Necessity also excuses sailors, boatmen, messengers, and

postmen, whose services cannot be interrupted without grave incon

venience. Finally, it excuses wives, children, and servants, who

are obliged by their husbands, parents, and masters to work, since

they cannot resist without grave inconvenience.

As for persons dependent on others, and so busy during the

week that they really have no other day than Sunday to mend their

poor clothes, they may labour for a few hours, on condition of

obtaining permission from their pastor or confessor to do so, that

they may assist at the offices and appear in such a manner as not to

give scandal. It is the same with very poor persons, who have to

labour to procure the necessaries of life, as well for themselves as

their families.

A Christian, who finds himself under the necessity of labouring

on Sunday, ought only to do so with regret, and for as short a time

as possible. It is little enough to employ one day in the week

solely about the great, the only affair for which we have come into

existence. "What would it avail us to gain the whole world, if we

should lose our own souls? Besides, one ought carefully to

remember that if it is permitted him to find leisure for servile

works, he is not therefore dispensed from the obligation of hearing

Mass. It would be a grievous error to imagine those generally

exempt from this obligation who, in case of necessity, may work

on Sundays and Holidays during harvest, vintage, or hay- making

time.'

Explanation of what it commanded by the Third Commandment.

After forbidding all works contrary to the sanctification of Sunday,

the Third Commandment prescribes some others which we are to

perform. Before speaking of that most sublime act which is com

manded us on this day by the Church, under pain of grievous sin,*

it is well to bear in mind that to hear the word of God, to assist at

Catechism with piety and devotion,3 to receive the Sacraments, to

read good books, to visit the Blessed Sacrament, to instruct the

ignorant, to console the poor and the sick—in a word, to perform

spiritual and corporal works of charity according to one's state and

condition, are so many excellent means to sanctify holy days.

Such was the conduct of the Early Christians, our ancestors and

our models in the Faith. We read in history, and we shall see in

the third part of the Catechism, that on these holy days they used

t Thtologie morale, t. I, p. 256.

1 It is a grievous fault for those who, being ignorant of the Christian

Doctrine, and, moreover, having no one to teach them, do not assist, when they

can, at instructions.

3 Several theologians regard it as n venial sin to be absent from Vespers.
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to listen eagerly to the instructions of the Apostles, to receive the

Blessed Eucharist, to give alms to the poor, and to offer up fervent

prayers to God for themselves and the whole Church. Do we not

serve the same God ?

If the soul should sanctify Sunday, is it not proper that the

hody should take part in doing so ? In Christian countries, people

are careful to sweep the streets on Saturday evening. On the one

hand, they wish that no noise should profane the day of rest ; and

on the other, that everything should he in that state of neatness

which delights the beholder, denoting respect for the holy day.

So, too, on Saturday, they lay in provisions, as far as possible, for

Sunday ; and the furniture and the kitchen utensils are cleaned :

alwaysthrough the motives indicated above. Finally, all personsdress

themselves on Sunday in their best clothes, not out of vanity, but

to do honour to their Heavenly Father. Worldlings reserve their

costly ornaments and precious garments for vanity, to which they

render homage in their balls and other festivities. The Christian

does everything for God. On which side is reason ?

How admirable was the conduct of the glorious Chancellor of

England, Thomas More ! In the prison to which his love for the

Faith had led him, he never failed on Sunday to wear his finest

clothes. When asked the reason, he replied, " I keep festivals

solemnly, and I wear my richest dress in honour of God, who is

everywhere, and not to please the eyes of the people, who do not

see me." It is also an excellent custom in families to meet on

these days around the same table, and to take part in an innocent

repast.

But among all the works of piety, there is one which is pre

scribed under pain of mortal sin : it is assistance at the holy

sacrifice of the Mass. Blessed be the Church, which has given cs

this command ! Never did she show herself more a mother towards

us. In effect, the Mass being the most excellent act of Religion,

it is also the most excellent means to honour God and to draw down

His sanctifying blessings upon us.'

What is this august sacrifice ? Though one should speak tie

language of Angels, it would be impossible for him to tell the ex

cellence of the sublime mystery which is wrought on our altars.

The Mass is a continuation of the Sacrifice of the Cross : the saace

Priest and the same Victim. This is the sum of all that can hi

said. The Mass is, therefore, of all works the most holy, the tuos:

divine,' the most pleasing to God ; a work which can effectually

' We shall apeak of the social advantages of the Mass in the third part of

the Catechism. > Cone. Trid., tern. xnii.
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disarm His anger ; a work, says one of the Fathers, to which is

attached the salvation of the world.'

One single Mass has as much efficacy in promoting the glory of

God and the salvation of men as the Sacrifice of the Cross.'

In order to hear it well and to satisfy the precept of the Church,

there are several conditions necessary : respect, attention, devotion,

and entirety.

1 . Respect. The Angels, who surround the altar during the

awful sacrifice, are bowed down, their faces covered with their

wings. It is the least that we can do, to bring to the holy

mysteries a modest demeanour, a profound recollection. A person

falls in the respect due to the Mass when he assumes thereat

postures which are not allowed in good society ; when he appears

in attire scarcely deserving the name of decent ; when he casts his

looks from side to side ; when he yields to laughter or conversa

tion ; when he kneels at improper times ; in a word, when he enters,

remains in, or leaves a church, as if God were not there. How

reprehensible are those Christians whose behaviour during the

august sacrifice gives room to doubt whether they have Faith,

whether it is their object to adore or to insult ! If Our Lord drove

out indignantly the profaners of the temple of Jerusalem, with

what kind of eye does He behold the profaners of a temple a

thousand times more sacred ?

A young man, belonging to the court of Alexander, was assisting

at a sacrifice offered by command of this prince: As he held a

censer, a hot coal fell on his arm. He endured the burn without

uttering a word of complaint, without so much as stirring the coal.

He feared lest the slightest movement should disturb the order of

the sacrifice and offend Alexander. This fact, related by St.

Ambrose, may well put to confusion a great many Christians, who

have so little respect for the Son of God in His temple, even during

the adorable sacrifice.

2. Attention. It is not enough to assist bodily at Mass: one

must assist at it with the intention of hearing it, and of hearing it

attentively. The precept would not be fulfilled by him who should

assist at Mass merely for the purpose of seeing the church, of

-waiting for a friend, of meeting some person, or because he had

been forced to it by violence. We say by violence, because the

child that should hear Mass just through a fear of its father or

mother or superior'—if, in addition, it were attentive—would

1 Tim., Hienml. Oral, de Proph,
• Iu qu&h'bet missa invenitur cmnis frnctus quem Christus operatus est in

Oruce. Quidquid est effectus dominicre pasrionis, est effectua hujns sacrificii.

(S. Thom., in cap. vi, leai. lect. T.)

VOL. ii. 43
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satisfy the precept, even though it sinned by its evil wish to

dispense itself from Mass, if in its power. But it is not necessary

to have the intention of fulfilling the precept. To satisfy the pre

cept of hearing Mass, it is enough to hear Mass in effect.'

Eesides the intention of hearing Mass, there is also need of

attention, at least virtual, to what is done during the holy sacrifice.

To know whether one has it or not, there are two kinds of dis

tractions to be considered : voluntary and involuntary. To occupy

one's mind during Mass with affairs of business, pleasure, frivolity ;

to fall asleep, to speak, to look about in such a manner as to take

no notice of what is occurring at the altar ; to perceive all this

without making any effort to return to prayer: assuredly there is

a voluntary distraction here, which destroys attention.

Such a distraction is sinful, and, if it continues during a notable

part of the holy sacrifice, it prevents the fulfilment of the precept.

He who renders himself thus guilty is bound to hear another Mass,

if in his power. To be voluntarily distracted at Mass, to amuse the

mind in those solemn moments with a thousand vain thoughts, is

to imitate the pagan soldiers who played their games with one

another at the foot of the cross on which the Eternal Son of God

was dying for their salvation.

Involuntary distractions are those which we experience in spite

of ourselves, and which we drive away as soon as we perceive them.

Not being culpable, they do not destroy virtual attention, or hinder

us from hearing Mass. A means of avoiding distractions is to choose,

as well as a person can, a place favourable to recollection ; and to

follow, in a missal or other such book, the prayers said by the

Priest, or to accompany him in intention. If one cannot read, it is

very good to say the beads. Another means of shunning distrac

tions during the holy offices is to go to them with more recol

lection, to take holy water with piety, and to say, on entering the

church, what St. Bernard used to say to all worldly affairs,

" Strange thoughts, thoughts of business, thoughts of amusement,

remain outside."

8. Devotion. To hear Mass with the desire of going away

from it better ; with the intention of honouring God ; with love for

Our Lord, with confidence in Him, with a wish to be immolated

on the altar with Him and no longer to live but in accordance with

His maxims ; in a word, to hear Mass in the spirit of a victim, is to

hear it with devotion. How rare is this disposition, and how

earnestly we ought to ask it of God ! How many go to Mass

without any good purpose—through mere routine ! Is it surprising

• ThMogie morale, 1. 1, p. 242,
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that they should depart from the church as little like Christians as

they entered it ?

The means of exciting this devotion within us is to consider, on

the one hand, the number of our spiritual and temporal wants, and,

on the other, the infinite goodness of Our Lord, who vouchsafes,

while being immolated, to address us these touching words, What

will you that I should do for you ? Can He who loved us so much as

to shed His blood for us refuse us anything?

4. Entirety. It is necessary to hear the whole Mass. They

are always guilty who arrive, through their own fault, after it has

begun. " But the Mass is too long," said a person one day in

presence of Mgr. de la Motte, Bishop of Amiens. " Say rather,"

answered the holy prelate, " that your devotion is too short."

Shame on the child that is weary in the company of its father :

shame on the man who is weary in the presence of his God ! Out

of seven days one day, and out of the twenty-four hours of this

seventh day God asks your assistance at the holy mysteries for a

couple of hours at most, and you think it too much ! If one omits,

without reason, a considerable portion of the Mass, he is guilty of

a grievous fault ; if the omitted portion is but slight, the fault is

only venial.

It would be a grievous fault to be absent during all that part

which precedes the Gospel and that which follows the Priest's

communion, or during the consecration and the communion, or even

during the consecration or the communion under the two species,

or finally from the end of the consecration to the Pater exclusively.'

It is admitted, on the contrary, that the fault is only venial if one

omits the offertory, or the preface, or that part of the Mass which

follows the Priest's communion.

It appears very probable that one is guilty of a grievous fault

by being absent from the beginning of Mass to the Gospel, in

clusively. St. Alphonsus believes that it is even a mortal sin not

to arrive until after the Epistle. Yet he admits as " probable" the

opinion which holds that the fault is not mortal unless one

does not arrive in time for the Gospel.' To hear Mass, it is neces

sary to be in a church or in a place where the holy mysteries are

celebrated. He also would hear Mass who should be present

behind a partition or a pillar of the church, or even outside the

church, if he formed part of the congregation which penetrated into

the interior. This case happens often enough on great solemnities.9

No one is dispensed from hearing Mass, except in case o"

physical or moral impossibility. Physical impossibility : one is

• Billuart., de Relig., dissert, vi, art. 5.

» Thtologie morale, 1. 1, p. 241.

1 Lib. iv, n. 310.
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sick, infirm, or convalescent. If there is doubt, it is necessary to

take the advice of a physician or some prudent person: in doubt,

the Pastor can dispense. Moral impossibility : if, from assistance

at Mass, there should result a grievous loss, or a grievous incon

venience, whether spiritual or temporal, to oneself or others.

Thus, those who have to attend on the sick are excused ; like

wise, those who have to guard a city, a house, little children that

cannot be brought to church, flocks that cannot be left without

danger, Sec. If there are two Masses, these persons may generally

hear one of them ; if there is only one, they are bound to assist at

it in' turn. Those also are excused who, on account of distance,

can only with great difficulty go to church. In all this, it is neces

sary to have regard to the age and the condition of persons, and

also to times and roads.

They, too, who are in mourning are excused for as long a time

as they do not leave their own house, according to the custom of

places; the drivers of public coaches, which cannot be stopped; the

traveller, who, by delaying, should run the risk of losing his place,

or of losing a fellow-traveller from whom he could not be separated

without grave inconvenience. Lastly, servants, wives, and children

ore excused, when their masters, husbands, and parents absolutely

require them to work during the time of Mass, if they cannot

refuse to obey without serious inconvenience. Such would be a

well-grounded fear of rage, blasphemy, or cursing ; and, in what con

cerns labourers and servants, a fear of being dismissed, without any

good prospect of being able to find speedily or easily another master

who would permit them to fulfil their duties of Religion. But,

O great God ! how guilty are they who thus compel their inferiors

to profane holy days !

They who cannot assist at Mass pray at home. But what Mass

should be heard ? To assist at any Mass suffices for the strict

fulfilment of the precept. The habit of assisting at late Masses is

blamable. It speaks of sloth, of slavery to worldly requirements,

and frequently of intentions far from upright. It exposes one to

the danger of mistaking the hour, and to the want of all instruction.

No one can ever know how injurious to the Christian spirit—the

result of charity and religious instruction—is the habit of being

absent from the Parish Mass, or how criminal in the eyes of God is

that facility with which some persona dispense themselves from the

obligation of hearing any Mass.

If Mass were said only once a year, what eagerness would there

be to assist at it ! But, because it is said many times, is it less

1 Theologk morale, t, I, p. 246.



precious ? Newly-converted savages are found to travel eighteen

or twenty miles to be present at the adorable sacrifice. Oh, how

loudly does their fervour condemn the wicked indifferenoe of so

many Christians, who, having hardly a step to make for the pur

pose, dispense themselves from attending ! But the road is bad, the

weather is severe: vain pretexts! If there were question of

gaining a sum of money, you would undertake a much longer

journey on a worse road and in more severe weather.

The most violent persecutions could not hinder our predecessors

in the Faith from appearing on Sundays, in the assemblies of

Religion. A Christian virgin, named Anysia, was once going

thither, when she was observed by one of the Emperor Dioclesian's

guards. He was struck with her modesty. Going up to her, he

tone of his voice that he meant to insult her, made on her forehead

the Sign of the Cross, to obtain a strengthening grace from God.

The soldier was offended that she should not return any other

answer than such a sign to the question which he had put to her.

He laid his hand on her, and said angrily, " Speak ! Who are

you, and where are you going ?" She answered, " I am a

servant of Jesus Christ, and I am going to the Lord's assembly." " I

will take good care to prevent you," he exclaimed : " I will bring you

to sacrifice to the gods : we this day adore the sun." At the same

moment he endeavoured to snatch away the veil that covered her

face. Anysia strove to prevent him, and said, " Begone, wretched

man, Jesus Christ will punish you 1" The soldier, furious, drew out

his sword and plunged it into her heart. The young virgin fell,

bathed in her blood, a martyr to the observance of Sunday. But

while her body lay lifeless, her soul, crowned with glory, went to

adore in Heaven the Lamb which the Priest was about to immolate

on earth.

As we have seen, the Third Commandment, like all the others,

is wholly for our advantage. Without this day of prayer and rest,

our mind, continually occupied with temporal affairs, would soon

forget its last end. Our love, instead of being purified, would

become more and more degraded, and we should soon reach the

level of pagans. Is not this what occurs among those people who

neglect to keep the Sunday holy? Now, our love, by concentrating

itself on the goods of time, becomes a source of continual calamities.

Avarice, voluptuousness, and ambition are the only rules of those

who no longer think of the other life ; and these three passions

throw the world into confusion.

It is therefore an incontestable truth that the sanctification of

Sunday is as necessary to the repose of society as to the salvation
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of man. May we not henceforth tremble for the future ? May we

not shed bitter tears on beholding the Lord's Day changed, even by

the greater number of those who call themselves Christians, into

the Devil's Day ? This holy day ought to be consecrated to the

service of God and the salvation of our souls. And yet it is the

day on which the Lord is most offended, the day on which our

souls receive the deepest wounds. Woe be to us ! Woe he to us !

By a sacrilegious abuse, the festivals of Heaven have become the

festivals of Hell.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having per

petuated the adorable Sacrifice of the Cross, by daily immolating

for us Thy Divine Son on the altars of the whole world. Reani

mate my devotion, that I may always assist at Mass in a Christian

manner.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, 1

will daily assist at Mass either corporally or spiritually.

LESSON L.

0TJE UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY CHARTTY (continued.')

Fourth Commandment. Its meaning and extent. Reward of those who

observe it. Punishment of those who violate it. Duties of Children:

Respect, Love, Obedience, Assistance. Duties of Parents : Nurture, In

struction, Correction, Good Example, Watchfulness. Duties of Servants,

Masters, and Mistresses. Duties of Superiors in general. Social Advan

tages of the Fourth Commandment. History.

We have duties to fulfil towards God and the neighbour, because

we live in society with them. The three Commandments which

we have just explained, and which form the first table of the Law,

regulate all our duties towards God; and all these duties may be

reduced to one—the love of God above all things.

The other seven, which form the second table, treat of our

duties towards the neighbour; and all these duties may be reduced

to one—the love of the neighbour as ourselves for the love of God.

Hence, although the immediate object of these latter Commandments

is charity towards the neighbour, yet their term is God, since it is

for the love of Him that we ought to love the neighbour. This is

the reason why Our Lord said that the Commandment of loving God

and that of loving the neighbour are like each other, and comprise

the whole Law and the Prophets.
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The Fourth Commandment is thus expressed: Thy parents

honour, if thou wouldst live long.' If the first table of the Law

begins with our duties towards God, our Creator, and the Source of

all paternity, is it not just that the second, which is consecrated to

the neighbour, should begin with our duties towards our fathers

and mothers. Associated as it were to the creative power of God

Himself, they are the authors of our life, which is the foundation

of all temporal blessings.*

The words fathers and mothers have a very wide meaning.3 They

regard not only those who have brought us into the world, but also

those who hold the place of fathers and mothers towards us, be it

from their authority over us, or from their dignity, or from our

need of them, or from the excellence of their functions, or from

their age. In a word, by fathers and mothers we here understand

all superiors. Of whom there are four classes : our natural

superiors—fathers, mothers, old persons; our spiritual superiors—

our Holy Father the Pope, Bishops, Priests, sponsors ; our civil

superiors—the Monarch, Princes, Magistrates ; and our superiors by

contract—masters and mistresses.

The word honour means in general to have a high esteem for

anyone, and to make great account of all that relates to him. It

was with reason that God, when imposing this precept, employed

the word honour, and not love or fear, although we are bound to love

and fear our fathers and mothers. He who loves anyone does not

always honour him, and he who fears anyone does not always love

him. On the other hand, he who sincerely honours anyone both

loves and fears him. Now, the honour which we owe to our

parents comprises four duties: respect, love, obedience, and assistance.

1. Respect. Our fathers and mothers hold the place of God

Himself in our regard. This is the foundation of their dignity, as

well as their title to the respect which we owe them. Respect

must be internal and external. Internal : children should esteem

their father and mother, ask their advice, defer to their opinion,

receive their remarks and reproofs with docility and submission.

They would be very guilty if they paid no attention to their words ;

with much greater reason, if they ridiculed them, or, in reply,

' Honora patrein tuum et matrem tuam, ut sis longaevus super terrain quam

Dominus Deus tuus dabit tibi. (Exod., xx, 12.)

* Pracepta Decalogi ordinantur ad dileetionem Dei et proxiini. Inter

proximos autem maxime obligaraur parentibus ; et ideo immediate post

prrccepta ordinantia nos in Drum ponitur praeceptum ordinans nos ad parentes,

qui sunt particulare principium nostri esse, sicut Deua est universale princi-

piubi : et sic eat quajdam affinitas hujus pr«cepti ad praecepta primx tabula;.

(8. Thorn., 2» 2", q. cxxii, art. 5.) * Id., ibid.
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observed a morose and sullen silence. External : respect should be

manifested in looks, words, and actions. Everything should be

done in a submissive and humble manner, and this, whatever may

be the age, or the poverty, or the infirmity of fathers and mothers.

Thus Joseph, who, after the king, was the mightiest man in

Egypt, received his father Jacob with the greatest marks of

honour. Solomon, when he saw his mother coming to him, rose

from his seat, and, bowing profoundly to her, made her sit down at

his right hand on his throne. Among the Persians, children used

never to sit in presence of their parents: king as he was, Darius

conformed religiously to this practice. How severely do these

examples condemn the conduct of Christian children, especially in

our day, who sin habitually against the respect due to fathers and

mothers ! They scoff at them, look askance at them, shrug their

shoulders at them, bang doors in their face, address them imperti

nently, answer them sourly, mimic them, threaten them, decry

their character, or expose their faults or their defects. It is also

a grievous want of respect towards parents, to institute lawBuita

against them and drag them before public tribunals.

2. Love. It must be acknowledged that the heart of man was

very corrupt, when God thought it necessary to lay an express

command on children to love their parents, and that, to incline

them to fulfil it, He added a promise of temporal happiness. Has

not nature made it a duty on all beings, even lions and tigers, to

love those whose have given them birth ? And irrational animals

are faithful to it. What sorrows, what pains, what labours, what

anxieties, have we not cost our parents ! Is it not to them, after

God, that we owe everything? Unnatural children! This is

therefore the name that becomes those who do not love their

fathers and mothers ; who, instead of loving them, grieve them ;

who entertain for them no other sentiments than those of indif

ference, bitterness, or aversion.

But, to be Christian, the love of children must partake of a

supernatural principle. To love our parents with a view to God

and because God commands it ; to love them in their soul and in

their body ; to wish and to do them all the spiritual and temporal

good that can reasonably be expected, whatever may be their

failings or their virtues : in duties such as these appear the

qualities of Christian love. It is a siD, therefore, against filial piety

to nourish a hatred of parents in one's heart ; to desire that evii

may befall them, or to rejoice when it has befallen them ; to long

for their death ; or to sadden them without legitimate causa

3. Obedience. This is the great duty of inferiors in general and

of children in particular. Children owe it to their parents, especially
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in that which concerns good morals and education, and that which

concerns the administration and welfare of the family. Obedience

ought to be simple, prompt, and constant. Simple: children

should not reason about a command. They should hasten to obey

as often as the thing commanded is not contrary to the law of God.

If it is contrary to this law, they are not only not bound to do it,

but they would even sin by doing it. We must obey God rather

than man. Prompt: scarcely should an order be given when

children should have it fulfilled. As soon as they hear the voice

of their father or their mother, it should seem to them that they

hear the voice of God Himself. Constant : obedience should extend

to all places ; to all circumstances, whether the thing is easy or

difficult ; to all ages—even after the death of parents, by a faithful

execution of their last will.

They are therefore guilty against obedience who oblige parents

to repeat over and over again the same command, who only attend

to it slowly and with a bad grace, and who thereby cause many

sins, such as impatience, and sometimes swearing. It is also a sin

against obedience when, in spite of the order of parents, one omits

to hear Mass on Sunday, or refuses to approach the Sacrament of

Penance or to assist at instructions; and when, in spite of the pro

hibition of parents, one frequents suspected houses or meetings,

keeps company with dangerous characters, quits the parental roof,

or does not faithfully comply with a father's or mother's dying

wishes.

Children, to excite themselves to obedience, ought to set before

their eyes the examples of the Saints. Isaac humbly and unre-

piningly submitted to the will of his father, when the latter was

about to bind him and to sacrifice him to God. Joseph made a long

journey to comply with the last wishes of Jacob, and to convey his

bones to the tomb of Abraham and Isaac. But the great example

on which they ought always to meditate is that of Our Lord. The

Divine Word, He by whom all things were made, the Son of God,

obeyed two of His own creatures ! The Gospel gives us in five

words the history of His childhood and youth : He was subject to

them. After this, what child will be so bold as to disobey ?

4. Assistance. Filial piety is not barren: it must manifest

itself in works. Children are therefore obliged to assist parents in

their temporal and spiritual wants. We should think ourselves

happy to have it in our power to return our fathers and mothers a

portion of what we have received from them. They nourished

ua, clothed us, brought us up. In our turn, we ought, when there

ia occasion, to nourish them, to clothe them, to provide them with

all the helps demanded by their poverty, their infirmity, or their
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old age. "We must behave in such a manner that our parents may

be able to say to us as the father and mother of young Tobias used

to say to their son, O you, our dear child, the light of our eyet, the

staff of our old age, the only consolation of our life !'

Although the obligation of assisting brothers and sisters is not

so rigorous as that of assisting fathers and mothers, yet, by reason

of consanguinity, this obligation is much stricter than that of assist

ing any strangers.

If children owe corporal succour to their fathers and mothers,

l ow much more ought they to procure spiritual succour for them,

especially in case of sickness 1 First, they are bound to pray for

them. They ought also, according to circumstances, to remind

them of their duties, but with all the respect, prudence, and charity

possible. Lastly, they ought to neglect no means of enabling them,

if sick, to die well. Thus have truly Christian children acted in all

ages. Witness among a thousand instances that of a virtuous

Chinee, to whose exemplary zeal we cannot refrain from making

reference.

In 1S47, this Christian, aged seventy years, and named Peter

Amia, dwelt at Singapore. One day a fellow-countryman of his

comes and tells him that his mother, whom he left in China many

years before and who has reached a very advanced age, is sick, and

still unfortunately a pagan. On hearing this news, the good son,

the generous old man, makes his preparations for departure, and sets

out on a journey of nearly two thousand miles. His faith and

filial piety are rewarded. He has the happiness of finding his mother

yet alive. He instructs her, baptises her, and never leaves her till

he has the consolation of closing her eyes, that they may open in

Heaven.*

Children therefore sin grievously if they fail in enabling their

fathers and mothers to receive the Last Sacraments. And yet how

many children allow their parents to die without giving themselves

the trouble to call the Priest, or who only call him when it is too

late ! Heartless pity ! murderous tenderness ! whose consequence

will be an eternity of torments for the parents, and perhaps for the

children ! Last of all, this spiritual assistance ought to accompany

our father and mother even beyond the grave, that is to say, we

ought to continue to pray and to get others to pray for them after

their death.

In the midst of his greatest disorders, St. Augustine always

honoured very much his mother, St. Monica. " In her last illness,"

he tells us himself, " she assured me that she was well pleased with

• :<<J 1 Tob. v, 23. * Annul., n. 124, p. 1S9.
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me, and with the care which I had endeavoured to take of her. She

called me her good son, and told me that I had never uttered a word

to her of which she could complain."'

After losing her, St. Augustine shed many tears, whose flowing

he could not prevent, when he thought of her amiable manners, so

sweet, so gentle, so full of tenderness, a tenderness wholly Christian.

He offered the sacrifice of our redemption for her, and recommended

her to the prayers of all the Faithful who should read the book of

his Confession*. A venerable Bishop had said to St. Monica before

Augustine's conversion, " It is impossible that a mother who

asks of God with so many tears the salvation of her son, should have

the grief to see him lost." We may add that it was the filial piety

of Augustine towards his fond and saintly mother that induced the

Lord to grant him the graces by the help of which he broke hif

chains.

As a matter of fact, the Fourth Commandment promises that those

who observe it shall live long. This promise contains a triple blessing :

a temporal blessing—a long life; a spiritual blessing—special

graces for the attainment of salvation ; and an eternal blessing—

the blessing of parents reaches even to a good death. Yes, it is of

Faith that the first fruit of fidelity to the Fourth Commandment

is u long life. What is more reasonable than that those who are

mindful of a benefit, should be permitted to enjoy it for as long a

time as possible ? But to make a lengthening of life a reward, it

must be happy. Hence, God not only promises length of life, but

also the tranquillity and health necessary to make it happy. If it

were otherwise, God, who desires to reward filial piety, would not

be faithful or constant in His promises.

Yet will not one sometimes see die, at an age not very advanced,

those who have entertained for their fathers and mothers a deep

sense of filial piety ? We must answer that, if this is so, there are

exceptions which God permits for the greater good of His elect.

He calls them to Himself before they have abandoned the way of

virtue and compromised their eternal honour. At other times He

hastens to disengage them from the fetters of the body, that they

may not be overwhelmed by the woes which threaten the world ;

or rather, that they may be spared the sorrow with which they

should be filled to see the evils and misfortunes of their relatives

and friends. Wherefore, we ought to be seized with an exceeding

great fear when good people are taken away by a premature death.'

' Conf., 1. IX.

» Catech. of the Council of Trait.—No other natural cause can be assigned

for the power of the Romans and the stability of their empire than respect

for pateraal authority : it is the same with the Chinese.
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If God promises a triple blessing to children who honour their

fathers and mothers, those who break the Fourth Commandment

deprive themselves of this triple blessing. To die young or to live

miserable : such is the fate reserved for them. Terrible are the

threats of God in their regard. He who afflicts his father or mother

it infamous and unhappy. Let the eye ofhim who insulteth his father,

and despiseth the labour of his mother in hearing him, he torn out by

the ravent of the brook and eaten by the young eagles.' The effect

follows the threat, sometimes in an extraordinary manner. Absalom

rebels against his father David. God permits that this unnatural

child should be pierced with three arrows, and should die miserably,

in punishment of his crime.

The honour which we owe to our fathers and mothers comprises

therefore respect, love, obedience, and corporal and spiritual

assistance. These are the things which God requires of children,

for their own salvation and for the happiness of families. He is no

less just in what He requires of fathers and mothers. They owe to

their children, nurture, instruction, correction, good example, and

watchfulness.

1. Nurture. Parents ought to procure for their children all

that is temporally and spiritually necessary for them. This obliga

tion begins even before the child is born. Hence, the mother,

under pain of failing in her duty, should wisely take care of her

health, in order to preserve that of her child and to give it a strong

constitution. To run, to dance, to carry heavy burdens, to yield to

anger, to indulge excessively in eating and drinking, would all be

reprehensible imprudences. The father who, through a cruelty

equally hurtful to mother and child, vexes the former, strikes her,

and makes life a kind of torment to her, is exceedingly guilty. In

a word, whatever on the part of parents may be notably injurious

to the life, the health, or the conformation of the child, is a mortal

sin.

When it is born, the father and mother are bound to watch that

it meets with no accident which might prove fatal to it, or leave it

crippled or deformed. To put a littlo child in danger of falling

into fire or water, or to strike it severely, is mostly a great sin. It

is also a guilty imprudence of fathers and mothers to make a child

of yet tender age sleep with themselves or with other grown

persons.

The father and mother are bound, according to their power, to

nourish, clothe, and rear their children according to their state and

condition. Nature itself makes this a law. A great many parents

1 Exod., xxi, 17 ; Lev,, xx, 9 ; Prov., xtU, 2 ; id., xx, 20 ; id., xxx, 17.



are guilty on this point rather by excess than by defect. They

snpply their children with food that is too delicate, with clothing

that is too rich, with pleasures that are not suited to the yotmg.

This kind of treatment is not serviceable either to their children or

to themselves. For it too often happens that children, brought up

in a style above their condition, despise their fathers and mothers.

They even become a plague to society.

Besides the maintenance of corporal life, fathers and mothers

also owe to their children a preparation for civil life. They are

therefore bound to concern themselves about the future of their

children, to endeavour to give them a suitable position in life,

regard being had to the paternal state and to the inclinations of the

children. They sin mortally when, through indolence or extra

vagance, they render themselves unable to fulfil this duty, one of

the most important devolving on parents. If any man has not care

of his oum, and chiefly of those of his hottse, says St. Paul, he has

denied the Faith, and is worse than an infidel.'

2. Instruction. We have seen that parents owe corporal and

civil life to their children. With much greater reason do they owe

spiritual life to them. The child is a deposit, of which God shall

require an account, blood for blood. They ought therefore to have

their children baptised as soon as possible after birth ; to instruct

them themselves, or to have them instructed by virtuous and capable

persons; to send them to Catechism and Instructions; in a word,

to adopt all the means necessary to procure for them a knowledge

of Keligion, and of the duties which it imposes on them.

The neglect of parents to teach their children or to have them

taught the elements of the Faith, the Apostles' Creed, the Lord's

Prayer, the Commandments of God and of the Church, and those

among the Sacraments of which a knowledge is necessary to each

of the Faithful individually, is a spiritual murder, a very great si^

and an occasion of deplorable disorders in families and in society.

Who will tell the number of parents of all classes that are thus

guilty, especially in our day, when so much care is given to profane

instruction, and little or none to religious instruction ; when parents

allow the old customs of Faith, such as prayer in common, the

daily reading of the Lives of the Saints, and the giving an account

of Sermons and Catechisms, to die out : salutary customs, a thousand

times more effectual in keeping alive a practical knowlege of Re

ligion than all public teachings ?

3. Correction. This is one of the most important duties in the

education of children, and perhaps that in which fathers and

i Ttmoth,, v, S i Thiol, morale, 1. 1, p. 267.



mothers fail most frequently. Either they do not comply with it

at all, or they comply with it improperly. They do not comply

with it at all, when they flatter the vices of their children, or

reprove them about trifles and neglect to do so about very serious

matters. They comply with it improperly, when they reprove

with bitterness, impatience, or passion.

As a general rule, if one desires a correction to be profitable, it

should not be given immediately after the fault. By acting other

wise, a person runs the risk of following his humour rather than

his reason, and of scandalising the child. Besides, the child is too

much moved at the moment to derive any benefit from the correc

tion. It is much better, in every way, to wait until souls calm

down, so as to show that one is prompted only by a sense of affec

tion and duty. Let parents remember the example of the high-

priest Heli, who was struck with a terrible punishment for having

been too indulgent towards his children. Correction, to be useful

as well as Christian, must be just, firm, mild, prudent, and reason

able.

But let fathers and mothers beware of ever cursing their

children : this curse is too often followed by its effect Passing by

the example related by St. Augustine,' and the many others to be

found in history, we shall cite one of a very recent date. It was

related by a Missionary, belonging to the Indies, in 1848. A Malay

Christian, named Anna, had lost her husband and had no means of

existence left except through an only son, lately married. A

frightful occurrence soon deprivedherofher son and her daughter-in-

law. She was left alone with a grandchild, named Joanni. She

sacrificed everything to bring him up, and hoped to establish him

well before her death. She cast her eyes on a young Christian,

named Bastiana. The marriage was concluded.

^ In a short time, the young couple began to lose that respect and

regard for their old friend which they owed to her age and her

kindness. She, exceedingly provoked, brings the children before

the Missionary, and in the outburst of her anger curses them. In

vain the Missionary strives to calm this mother's wounded heart.

In vain he represents to her that such a curse is never without

misfortune, and that she herself may one day bitterly lament

having been heard. Let them disappear from the face of the earth,

she replies ; may God strike them, and may their days soon end .'

According to the divine word, the effects of such imprecations

are fearful : here, they were not slow to manifest themselves. A

few months later, Bastiana dies almost suddenly. Anna begins to

\ City of God, b. XXII.
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weep. Notwithstanding the displeasure that her grandson had

caused her, it was he who still provided for her wants; and, besides,

the mother's heart had returned to itself. She asks of Heaven the

preservation of her only child. She goes in search of the Mis

sionary, and beseeches him to remove from her Joanni the curse

that she has been so bDhappy as to utter. God was doubtless

pleased to forgive, as regards eternity, both the sin of the son and

the sin of the mother; by exercising His justice on them in this

world. Joanni falls sick and dies a holy death. It was on the

16th March, says the Missionary, that I prayed at the church for

the poor young man. The funeral service is over, and Joanni's

remains are conveyed slowly to the burying-ground. A processsion

accompanies them from the church .... I hear sobs and shrieks.

Unfortunate Anna !'

4. Good Example. If obedience is the great duty of children,

good example is the great duty of parents. Being the vicegerents

of God in the family, they ought to be His living images. As far

as human weakness permits it, they ought to act, to command, to

reprove, to direct, as God Himself would do, if He were visibly

present at the head of the family. But, of all their obligations

the most sacred is that of giving good example by a faithful accom

plishment of all the duties of Religion.

To pray—to assist at offices—to frequent the Sacraments—to

observe days of fast and abstinence—to avoid with the utmost can.

all blasphemous, slanderous, and immodest expressions, in a word,

whatever might scandalise children : it is thus that parents ought,

under pain of the heaviest guilt, to give good example, not one day,

but all the days of their lives. For this purpose they require many

graces. No longer, then, should they forget to ask them by prayer,

and by prayer in common, which is the true family prayer. In the

names of themselves, their children, the Church, and society, let

them restore this heavenly and touching custom of our ancestors.

Pagans themselves set an example of it'

5. Watchfulness. Parents are bound to watch over the conduct

of their children, that is, to see whether they fulfil the duties of

Christians, what kind of company they keep, how they make

choice of leading. This watchfulness ought to be continual. A

moment's sleep is enough to let the enemy sow the cockle in the

field of good grain. If parents think that they can lay on others

the education of their children, they ought to select persons worthy

of their confidence. They sin mortally, if they entrust them to

1 Annates de la Propag. de la Foi, n. 124, p. 191.

• Annales, 4c., n. 123, p. 126.
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persons without faith, without religion, without morals—capable

of perverting young people by their principles, or by their evil

example, or merely by their indifference.' Parents are also bound

to enable their children to enter on their vocation. By prayers and

counsels they should help them to know it ; but they commit a very

great sin, if they force them either to shun or to embrace a state to

which God calls them.

Finally, fathers and mothers ought to love their children

according to God and for God. If they do so, they will love them

equally, without preferring one to another. "We know the sad

eftects that followed Jacob's predilection for Joseph. To conclude

what relates to the spiritual life, if children are dangerously ill,

parents ought to do everything possible to procure for them a happy

death : it would be a grievous fault to let them die without the

Sacraments.8

In the eyes of Religion, society is only one great family:

superiors are like parents; inferiors, like children. Hence, the

duties of society are only an extension of the duties of the family.

This is the reason why inferiors are bound to honour, that is, to

respect, to love, to obey, and to assist their superiors—in other words,

Our Holy Father the Pope, Bishops, Priests, Kings, Princes,

Magistrates, tutors, guardians, masters, old persons. All these

deserve to share in the fruits of our charity, our obedience, and our

toil, but not in the same degree.

Those whom we ought to honour most of all are our Holy

Father the Pope, Bishops, and Priests, because the fiist is the

Vicar of Jesus Christ nnd the others are His Ambassadors, commis

sioned to perpetuate Religion on the earth and to procure for man

kind the happiness of eternity.3 After them come Kings, Primes,

and our other superiors in the temporal order, because they only

concur indirectly to the salvation of our souls.4 Finally, old persons.

Servants owe respect, obedience (but a religious obedience),

service, and fidelity to their masters and mistresses. Hence, servants

sin when they fail in any of these duties. On the other hand,

masters and mistresses are bound (<?) to instruct servants or to

have them instructed in the mysteries of Religion and in the duties

• In tota anima tua time Dominum, el sacerdotei illiua sacctifica, la

omni virtute tua dilige eum qui te fecit, et ministros ejus non deralinqu*.

Honora Dominum ex tota anima tua, et honorifica sacerdotee. (Erech.)

4 1 Petr., ii ; Hom., xiii.—Coram eano capite consurge, et bonora personal:

tenia, et time Dominum Deum tuum. (Levit., xix.) Seniorem ne inciepamu.

(1 Tim,, t. )
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of Christianity, particularly in the duties of their state; (i) to see

that they keep the Commandments of God and of the Church ;

(o) to watch over their general behaviour; (d) to reprove them

charitably, mindful of that saying which is so true, yet so often

forgotten, If, to b» a servant, it were necessary to be faultless, there

would be veryfew masters capable of being servants ; (e) to supply

them with a sufficiency of food and not to overwork them ; and (/)

to pay them their wages faithfully.

All these duties are founded on this principle, that masters

and mistresses hold the place of fathers and mothers to their

servants, according to the touching idea which Christianity gives

us through St. Paul. Addressing the former, the Great

Apostle says, Threaten not your servants, but remember that you

also have a Master in Heaven, who has no regard to the condition of

persons.'

Conformably to this doctrine, St. Augustine warns masters that

they ought to consider themselves as Bishops at the head of their

houses, and that in this character they ought to watch over the

conduct of their domestics, for whose spiritual wants they have to

provide.*

Schoolmasters, tutors, governesses, conductors of boarding

seminaries, professors, in a word, all those who are charged with

the instruction and education of youth, being the depositaries of

parental confidence as well as of parental authority, ought to labour

constantly to make their pupils advance in piety, virtue, and

learning. They become grievously culpable, if they abandon them

to themselves—without watching over their conduct, without

making them fulfil the duties of Religion ; if they neglect to put

them on their guard against anything that might sully their

innocence or destroy their health ; if they leave in their hands books

dangerous to Faith or morals : with much more reason, if they

give them bad example.3

As for the duties of superiors in general, they are like those of

masters and mistresses, since every superior is a minister of God

for good. Now, the good of man is his end, and his end is his

eanctification. Hence, all those who are above others, be they

kings or popes, ought chiefly to set before their eyes the glory of

God and the salvation of their inferiors. It is a duty on them,

whatever may be their form of government, to protect the rights of

all, to have justice done, to give their subjects liberty (that is, the

opportunity of doing good), to repress licentiousness, to see that

1 Qphes., ri ; Col, if. * Serm., xciv, de Sanctis.

. * 7%iol. mor., t. I, p. 269.
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the laws of Religion are respected, to prevent the publi

cation of wicked books, in fine, to give an example of Faitb

and of an exact observance of the Commandments of God and thi

Church.

Superiors ! whoever you are, spiritual or temporal, remember

well that you were made for your inferiors much rather than your

inferiors for you. Your time, your experience, your health, your

care, your vigilance, all belong to them. This is the reason why,

in the language of Christianity, power is called a charge. This ii

the reason why the greatest of all superiors, the Vicar of Jesus

Christ, humbly calls himself the servant of the servant* of God.

And now is it hard to understand how advantageous to society

is the Fourth Commandment ? Remark in the first place that,

under the names of fathers and mothers, God includes all superiors.

Profound philosophy of the divine language ! It is true, then,

that the world is only filled with parents and children, that is to

say, that all mankind form but one family ! Now, no family with

out the Fourth Commandment.

When I say no family, I mean no family such as it ought to

be, in order to contribute to the happiness and the glory of society—

ttiat is, enlightened, moral, tranquil, united; distinguished by the

mildness, firmness, and devotedness of fathers and mothers, and the

obedience, respect, and love of children. Without the Fourth

Commandment, you may have families of heathens, Turks, or

savages, in which the iatiier is a tyrant, the mother a slave, and the

child a victim until it grows to be a rebel ; but you cannot have a

Christian family, the only family worthy of the name. Truly,

therefore, it is to the Fourth Commandment that the Christian

family, and consequently Christian society, owe their superiority

over all other families and societies that are not acquainted with

this precept in its full extent.

0 Christian family ! O Christian society ! why then do you

forget, why do you trample underfoot, this Commandment, the

cause of your happiness ? Experience, reason, observation, ancient

history, modern history—bring all these witnesses to the front,

and they will say to you, " Honour your father and your mother ,

this is the price of your temporal happiness."

Let us finish with a short sketch from history, which will serve

as a lesson to children and parents, as well as to inferiors ax-i

superiors in general.

Reason points out that an evil should be arrested in the begic-

ning. Fathers and mothers ought therefore to correct their

children from an early age, before the passions are strong enough to

break the rein. Notwithstanding the precautions of her house
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keeper, St. Monica, in her youth, insensibly acquired a relish for

wine, as she afterwards acknowledged to St. Augustine, her son.

It was she that usually went to the cellar, and, when she had

drawn the wine, she would sip a few drops. This did not arise

from any inclination to intemperance : it was the effect of that

levity and impetuosity which everyone remarks in children.

Meanwhile, the quantity of wine which the young Monica was

in the habit of taking daily increased, and the aversion with which

she naturally regarded this liquor proportionably decreased. She

now loved wine, and drank it with pleasure, as often as an occasion

presented itself. This propensity was very dangerous, though it

was not attended by any considerable excess.

But God was watching over His dear one, and, to correct her,

He availed Himself of a quarrel that she had with an old servant

of the house. The latter, who usually followed her young mistress

to the cellar, was aware of all that occurred. She reproached her

bitterly with it, and went so far as to give her the title of a icine-

hibber. Monica, deeply pained, reflected on herself, and imme

diately perceived all the shame of the vice with which she was

accused. She laboured so effectually to unlearn her bad habit, thaj.,

during the rest of her life, the least sign of it never again appeared.

The danger that this saint ran ought to make parents exceedingly

watchful, and induce them to cut off everything that might lead

their children into vicious courses. What would have become of

Augustine's mother, if she had not taken care to correct herself in

time?

Prayer.

O my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having given us

this admirable Commandment, whose observance is the source of our

happiness in this life. Grant us the grace always to keep it faith

fully.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, / mil

obey all my tuperiors in a Christian manner.
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LESSON LI.

OUB UNION WITH- THE NEW ADAM BT CHABITT (cOnlinUed).

Fifth Commandment. Benefits of this Commandment. What it forbids :

Murder, Duelling, Suicide, Hatred, Violence, Anger. What else it for

bids : Scandal. How Scandal is given, Obligation and Mode of repairing

Scandal. Example. Social Advantages of the Fifth Commandment.

Aftek establishing, by the Fourth Commandment, the happiness of

the family and society, God forbids, by the six others, everything

that might disturb this happiness. As the first of all natural

goods is life, the Divine Legislator begins by placing it beyond the

reach of danger : such is the object of the Fifth Commandment.

Addressing Himself to all mankind in general, and to each per

son in particular, He opposes to their malicious fury the dreadful

barrier of His authority, saying, Thou thalt not kill' With what

love ought we to receive this Commandment ! It is a sacred ram

part with which God is pleased to surround our days—those of the

child yet unborn, those of the poor and the helpless, those of all

mankind without exception. A formidable rampart : whosoever

dares to pass over it shall receive hell for his reward I Iwill require

an account of your blood, says the Lord, from anyone who shall tked

it.' This is what God said to men, when they had become wicked

by sin.

The chief sin here forbidden is homicide ; for it is the end

in which all the others alike proscribed by the Fifth Command

ment, terminate. Homicide means the killing of a human being.

Hence, the Fifth Commandment does not forbid us to kill animals,

because they were made for man, who can, when it is advantageous

for him, take away their life. But man having been created for God

alone, no one man is master of the life of another man, so as to be able

to dispose of it at his pleasure. There are three kinds of homicide,

or rather homicide may be committed in three different ways, which

are, murder, duelling, and suicide.

Murder is un action by which one man wilfully and unjustly

inflicts death on another : assassination or poisoning is murder. To

be criminal, homicide must be wilful and unjust. Hence a man

would not be guilty of homicide, if he caused another's death with

out intending it. Such was the case with the unfortunate man

who, while hunting, killed the husband of St. Jane Frances <k

Chantal, imagining that it was a fallow deer he aimed at.

' Non occides (Erorf., xx, 13.). * Gen., ix,
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Hence also, princes and soldiers who kill enemies in a just war, as

well as magistrates and others who in executing justice put male

factors to death, are not guilty of homicide, because, though their

acts are wilful, they are not unjust.

In point of fact, they punish with death, not as masters over the

lives of men, but as ministers of God, who consecrates the right of

legitimate defence, and who commands criminals to be punished, in

some cases even with death, that the good may be put in heart

again and may live in peace. This is the reason why God Himself

has placed the sword in the hand of princes and kings.

To constitute a murder, it is necessary that death should be

brought about by private authority and without a legitimate motive.

Hence, it is permitted to kill an unjust aggressor, in order to preserve

one's life, and even, according to the common opinion of doctors,

one's chastity, provided that one does not exceed the limits of a just

defence, that is, only makes the aggressor experience the evil neces

sary to avoid one's own evil.' If then one can defend himself

without killing, he must not kill ; if he can defend himself without

wounding, he must not wound.*

The guilt of homicide is incurred, not only by putting a person

to death, but also by contributing thereto directly or indirectly.

The following contribute directly : those who command it; those

who counsel it; those who approve of it; those who encourage it,

by exciting hatred, or by reproaching a man with his cowardice if he

does not wish to take revenge; and those who facilitate its accomplish

ment, by supplying arms, &c. They contribute indirectly who

omit to do what charity or justice obliges them to do, in order to

save the neighbour's life. In this class we must number persons

who, being aware of a plot against any one's life, do not warn him

of it ; persons who, being able to save the life of one falsely accused,

neglect to do so ; physicians and surgeons who, through a gross

ignorance of their profession, or through a gravely culpable negli

gence or imprudence, let sick persons, of whose health they have

undertaken the treatment, die; apothecaries who, through great

inexperience or inattention, depart, when preparing remedies, from

the prescriptions of physicians ; nurses who, instead of watchiwg

assiduously over persons dangerously ill, take little or no caie of

them, leaving them to themselves ; and fathers and mothers who

take little children, that may easily be smothered, to sleep with

them. It is expressly forbidden parents to have children sleep in their

bed before they are one year old, and after they are three years old-

1 Tim vi repellere omnes leges omniaque jura permittunt. (S. horn,

2", q. lxiv, art. 7 )

» Tliiologie morale, 1. 1, p. 273.
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The second kind of homicide is duelling. The duel is a combat

between two or more persons, who meet after having arranged the

place, the hour, and the mode of combat. It is a great crime. Like

murder, it violates divine and human law, by substituting private

authority for the authority of society and of God Himself. Hence,

the heaviest penalties have always been proclaimed against duellists.

French legislation long condemned them to the same punishment

as murderers. And the Catholic Church, assembled in the Council

of Trent, inflicts the following penalties on them : infamy, and loss

of goods ; no burial for him who dies in the combat ; and major ex

communication—which is incurred not only by the duellists, but also

by the witnesses, those who counsel or favour it, and those who come

expressly to see it, and who encourage it by their presence, even

though it does not eventually take place.

The Council of Trent strikes duellists with infamy, so that they

are irregular, and can never receive Orders without a dispensation.

They are indeed infamous, for they are cowardly, bad citizens.

Cowardly Citizens. They bow their haughty heads under the

yoke of a barbarous prejudice, which they dare not despise.

Cowardly Citizens. They fail in that courage which does man

the highest honour—the courage to forgive.

Cowardly Citizens. They show themselves slaves to the vilest

passions—pride, rancour, and cruelty.

Bad Citizens. To satisfy personal revenge, they sport with a

good which is not theirs—their life, which belongs to society, to

their wives, to their children.

Bad Citizens. They boldly violate the first law of every society,

which forbids the individual to take justice into his own hands.

Bad Citizens. They trample under foot every kind of morality,

in order to identify themselves with nothing but the brutal right of

adroitness in killing, and to establish as a principle that honour lies

at the point of a sword or in the ball of a pistol.

Is it not with ample justice that the Church declares those infa

mous who are guilty of such a crime ? Reason itself, applauding

her sentence, exclaims, " Yes, most infamous 1" Even infidelity

raises its voice to condemn this barbarous prejudice.

" Beware," says Rousseau, " of confounding the sacred name of

honour with that fierce prejudice which places virtue at the sabre's

point, and is calculated only to make brave scoundrels. But, again,

in what does this frightful prejudice consist ? In the most extravagant

idea that ever entered the human mind, namely, that all the duties

of society may be supplied for by gallantry ; that a man is no longer

a knave or a calumniator, but civil, humane, and polite, when he

knows how to fight ; that a lie may be turned into truth ; that rob
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bery becomes lawful, perfidy honest, infidelity laudable, as soon as

a man can defend his cause with weapons; that an affront is well

repaired by the stroke of a sword, and that no man ever wrongs

another by killing him. There is another kind of affair, I acknow

ledge, in which gentleness is blended with ferocity—in which people

are only killed by chance : it is that in which the fight continues till

the first blood is drawn. The first blood ! O great God ! What

do you want with this blood, you wild beast ? Do you want to

drink it?

" Will it be said that a duel shows a man to have spirit, and that

this suffices to efface the shame and reproach of every vice ? I ask,

what honour can dictate such a decision, and what reason can justify

it ? By this account, if you were accused of killing a man, you

would kill another to prove that the charge was not true. Thus

virtue and vice, honour and infamy, truth and falsehood, all would

take their rise from a hand-to-hand engagement. A fencing-school

becomes the court of justice. No other right is left than strength ;

no other issue than murder. The only reparation due to those

who have been injured is to kill them, and every offence is well

washed away in the blood of the offender and the offended. Tell

me : if wolves could reason, would they be guided by other

maxima?

" Let all those people (those wicked subjects) fight one another,

nothing is less honourable than that honour about which they make

so much noise ; it is only a false imitation of virtue, under which

are hidden the greatest crimes. The honour of a man who thinks

nobly does not lie within the power of another : it is in himself,

not in the opinion of the people. Honour does not defend itself by

the sword or the shield, but by an upright and irreproachable life,

and this conflict is worth much more than the other in point of

courage. To be brief, the courageous man scorns duelling, and the

good man hates it. I place duels in the lowest degree of brutality

that man can reach. In my eyes, he who with gaiety of heart enters

a deadly struggle, is only a wild beast that strives to tear another

to pieces."

The third kind of homicide is suicide. Suicide is the killing of

oneself. The New Adam, not content with guarding our days from

the violence of others, shelters them from our own fury. Could He

carry His paternal solicitude further, or can our gratitude towards

Him be ever deep enough ?

Suieide is a crime. Not being masters of our life, we are not at

liberty to throw it away. Life is a deposit which Providence has

intrusted to us, and of which we should take care as long as Provi

dence chooses. As sentinels, it is treason to quit our post without
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an order from the General who has placed us at it. This is the

reason why the Decalogue does not say, Thou thalt not kiU other»,

but absolutely, Thou shalt not Mil.' " If he who kills a man," says

Lactantius, " is a villain and a wretch, because he takes away the

life of a man, how can he who takes away his own life be innocent,

since it is a man that he puts to death ? His crime, on the contrary,

is so much the greater as he escapes from the vengeance of human

law. As it was not by our own will that we came into this world,

so we ought not to leave it but by the order of God, who placed us

in it.'"

Suicide, which cannot be permitted on any account, is the most

fatal outrage to him who commits it : by taking away his temporal

life, he brings on himself eternal death. To the voice of the Fathers

of the Church is joined that of modern philosophers in branding and

dishonouring it. Hear again the impious Rousseau:—

" You would wish to be done with life, but I should like to

know whether you have begun it. What ! were you placed on the

earth to do nothing ? Does Heaven not impose with life a task to

be fulfilled ? If you have finished your appointed portion, rest for

the remainder of the day—you may do so ; but let us see your work.

What answer have you ready for the Supreme Judge, who will call

you to an account for your time? Wretch ! find me the just man

who boasts of having lived long enough, and I will teach him how

he should have borne his life to have a right to lay it down.

" You count over the miseries of humanity, and say. Life is an

evil. But look around you—search through the order of things, and

see whether you can find any goods that are not mixed with evils.

Is it then to be said that there is no good in the world, and can yon

make no distinction between that which is evil by nature and tiiat

which is evil by accident ? The passive life of man is nothing—it

only concerns a body from which he shall soon be delivered ; but his

active and moral life, which ought to influence his whole being, con

sists in the exercise of his will. Life is an evil for the wicked man

who is prosperous ; it is a good for the honest man who is unfortu

nate. For it is not its transitory modification, but its relation with

its object, that makes a thing good or evil,

" You are weary of life, and say, Life is an eviL Sooner or

later you shall be comforted, and shall say, Life is a good. Yon will

speak more truthfully, but will not reason more correctly; for

nothing will have changed but yourself. Change then from to-day,

1 Legis hu jus verbis mm its prescriptum : ne alium occidaa ; sed simplicity :

ne occidas. (Catech. Cone. Trid., in Pr<Ecept.,v.')

' Lact., de Instit. div., lib. II, c. xviii.
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and since it is in the perverse disposition of yonr soul- that every

thing is an evil, correct your irregular affections, and do not burn

your house to save yourself the trouble of setting it in order.

"What are ten, twenty, or thirty years to a being that is im

mortal ? Pain and pleasure pass away like a shadow. Life flows

by in a moment : it is nothing of itself ; its value depends on its

employment. The good done alone remains, and thereby makes it

something. Say not then that it is an evil for you to live, since it

depends on yourself alone to make it a good, and if it is an evil to

have lived, this is one reason more for living longer. Neither say

that it is permitted you to die ; for you might as well say that it is

permitted you not to be a man—that it is permitted you to rebel

against the Author of your being, and to make false your destiny.

" Suicide is a shameful and clandestine death. It is a theft from

the human race. Before you leave men, repay them for what they

have done to you.—' But I care for nothing ; I am useless to the

world.'—One day's philosophy! Are you not aware that you cannot

make a single step on the earth without finding some duty to fulfil,

and that every man is useful to humanity by the very fact that he

exists?

" Senseless youth ! if there is yet left in your heart the least

sentiment of virtue, come and I will show you how to love life.

Every time that you are tempted to quit it, say within yourself, /

must do one good action more before J die. Then look about for some

needy person to help, some unhappy person to console, some injured

person to defend. If this consideration holds you back to-day, it will

hold you back to-morrow, the day after to-morrow, your whole life.

If it does not hold you back, die, you are a monster !"'

The Church forbids burial to be given to suicides, as well as to

duellists who die in the combat What is more just than to deprive

of the honours of Religion those who die in the act of mocking its

laws ? They denied their mother : she refuses to bless their ashes

or to watch over their graves. Again, what is more just? After

this, how dare anyone annoy Priests by striving to drag prayers

from them, or to make them assist at the funerals of those who, if

they could return to life, would perhaps be the first to resent such

attentions ? Intolerance, therefore, has no place in the Priest who

refuses his ministry, but in those who require it.

Murder, duelling, and suicide have always been regarded as

enormous crimes. In point of fact, they attack both the Creator

and the creature : the Creator, by destroying His work and violating

His law ; the creature, by depriving it of the greatest of natural

1 Esprit, Maximes, et Principes de J. J. Rousseau.
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goods—life. They inflict a very severe injury on society, by de

priving it of one of its members, and by overthrowing the reign of

justice in order to substitute that of brute force. Hence, these three

crimes are chiefly forbidden by the Fifth Commandment. Those who

have killed or wounded a neighbour are bound to repair the injury

that they have caused. But how ? We shall show this when treat

ing of the Seventh Commandment.

Homicide is the chief sin forbidden by the Fifth Commandment

Blows, wounds, all attempts on the life or the health of the neigh

bour, are likewise forbidden. Still more, Our Lord prohibits what

ever may lead to these different sins, which all tend to homicide,

and He hereby raises the New Law far above the Old. It is in the

heart that homicide is born ; it is also in the heart that the Divine

Legislator endeavours to stifle it. You know, He said to the Jews,

that it was said to them of old, Thou shall not kill. Asfor me, Isay

to you. Whosoever is angry with his brother shall deserve to be con

demned by the judgment, and whosoever shall say to his brother, Thou

art a fool, shall deserve to be condemned to the fire of hell.'

Hence, the Fifth Commandment forbids, not only killing, wound

ing, and striking, but also every sentiment of anger, hatred, envy,

and contempt towards the neighbour—the very desire of revenge—

injurious words—curses—violence—ill treatment : because all these

things are like the seeds of homicide. This is the crime to which

they may lead, if not suppressed. The God of society shows Himself

so delicately affected on this point, that He does not hesitate to

place our interests before those of His glory. Ifyou bring your gift

to the altar, He says, and there you remember that your brother ha»

something against you, leave your gift before the altar, and go and be

reconciled to your brother. Then coming you shall offer your gift.'

Let us now speak of another sin, also forbidden by the Fifth

Precept of the Decalogue—scandal. If our Lord is so anxious to

protect the life of our body, how much more so is He to protect the

life of our soul ! If homicide, which destroys a mortal body, is one

of the greatest crimes, because it attacks the Creator's masterpiece,

what shall be said of scandal, which destroys an immortal soul,

infinitely more precious than the body, since it was for the soul that

the body was made ?

Hence, there is no sin against which the Son of God has uttered

more terrible anathemas. Woe to the world because of its scandals.'

And again : Whosoever shall scandalise even the least of men, it were

better for him to be cast into the depths of the sea, with a millstone

round his neck.* The severity of these expressions cannot surprise

us, if we consider that scandal is a sin which makes a direct attack

• Matth., t. • Id., v, 14. » Id., xviii, 7. * /i, xvin, 6.
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on the work of the Incarnation, and which outrages every law of

nature and friendship.

Why did Our Lord die on the cross? To save souls. And

scandal tends directly to ruin them, to rob Jesus Christ of the fruit

of His death. To whom is scandal addressed ? Not to the strong,

but to the little and the weak : scandal comes from above and not

from below. Again, to whom ? To persons who have the nearest

relations with scandal-givers : to children, to domestics, to friends,

and not to strangers. Can anything be more opposed to the love of

God and the neighbour ?

The word scandal properly means something against which one

strikes when walking. It also means an obstacle or impediment to

anything. It is on this account that we call scandal whatever pre

vents us from arriving at eternal life, by giving us an occasion to

sin. Hence, with the Fathers and theologians, we here understand

by scandal, a wcrd or an action which has not all the rectitude that it

ought to have, and which in consequence gives others an occasion oj

offending God.' An explanation of this definition is important.

I. We say a word or an action. Though a man should have the

will to cause others to fall into sin, if this evil design does not ap

pear outwardly, he does not cause scandal, since he does not give a

proximate occasion of sinning. Under the terms word and action,

io included the omission of either. He who neglects to do or to say

what he ought to do or to say—for example, he who neglects to

assist at Mass on Sunday, or to reprove a blasphemer over whom he

has authority—gives scandal.

II. Which has not all the rectitude, that is, which is bad in itself,

or which has the appearance of being bad, though it should not be

really bad.

III. Which gives an occasion offalling into sin. That an action

may be the cause of scandal, it is not necessary that the neighbour

should fall into sin ; it is enough that an occasion of falling into it

should be given him—in other words, that he should be put in

danger of sinning. Hence, the guilt of scandal is incurred only

when, having regard to the position of him who does what is wrong

and to the dispositions of those in whose presence he does it, there

is reason to fear that the latter may be drawn into sin. A blas

phemy, for instance, uttered in presence of a Priest, could not be

regarded as a sin of scandal.*

' Contenienter dicitur quod dictum vel factum minus rectum, prxbenso cca-

sionom ruinae, sit scandalum. (S. Thorn., 2» 2", q. zliii. art. 1.)

> Non semper est scandalum, si peccas coram aliis, sed tantum quando,

attentis circumstantiis tarn persons agentis, tarn coram quibus fit actus, potest

probability timeri ne per hunc actum trnhantur ad poccatum, qui alias peccaturi

non essent. (S. Alph., lib. II, n. 43.)
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If a gin was committed publicly, before persona of various

ages and conditions, one ought then to accuse himself of it m

of a sin of scandal, by reason of the danger to which he exposed

himself of scandalising at least a portion of those who were aware

of it. Such is the meaning of the words of St. Augustine. " Who

ever," he says, "leads, in sight of the people, an evil life, causes

death as often as he can to those who see him. Let him not there

fore flatter himself that he who has been a witness of his evil life

is not dead. The witness may indeed be alive, but, for all that,

the scandal-giver does not cease to be a murderer."'

There are ever so many ways of being guilty of scandal. Here

are a few : to command, to advise, or to request a person to do

what he cannot do without sin, or to dissuade him from doing what

he is bound to do. It is scandal to solicit any one to tell lies, to

steal, to take revenge, to get drunk, to stop from Mass on days of

obligation or from annual confession. Likewise, to utter blasphe

mous or immodest words; to sing bad songs; to print, to sell, or to

lend dangerous books or pictures, or to have them exposed before

the eyes of others ; to eat flesh-meat on forbidden days in presence

of the neighbour ; to prepare flesh-meat for libertines on days of

abstinence. As for women, to dress immodestly, uncovering the

shoulders or throat ; to persecute pious persons, to ridicule their

devotion, to treat them as simpletons or bigots, to despise their

modesty, to give an ill turn to their religious practices : Bo many

scandals.

When one has committed a fault which gives the neighbour an

occasion of falling into sin, it is not enough to mention the faul:

alone in confession ; one must also declare that it scandalised the

neighbour, because the scandal which is joined to a sin is a distinct

sin and of a different species. It is necessary, moreover, to specify

the number of persons to whom this fault was an occasion of ma,

because the sin of scandal is multiplied in proportion to the number

of persons who are led by it to do evil.

It is a duty of justice to repair the scandal which one has caused.

If God requires, before granting pardon, that the temporal goods

taken from the neighbour by injustice should be restored to him, as

well as the character ruined by detraction or calumny, will He no;

require that the scandal-giver should make every effort to withdraw

from the brink of the eternal abyss those who have been led thither

by him ? But how difficult is this reparation I

The consequences of scandal are beyond number. One improper

act which you have done, one improper word which you have

» De Pott., c.ir; in Joan., Tract., 42, n. 11,
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spoken, may cause thousands of persons, of whom you know no

thing, to sin. How can so much evil he repaired ? (a) By pray

ing for the persons whom you have scandalised directly or indirectly,

(i) By setting an example in every respect contrary to that with

which you have to reproach yourself. Hence, a person who has

taken part in licentious or irreligious conversation, who has sung

immodest songs, who has supported by voice or pen maxims opposed

to faith or morality, is bound to disavow his conduct in whatever way

is best calculated to efface its effects from the minds of those who

have been scandalised by it. Women who have wounded the con

sciences of others by their luxury or immodesty, ought to condemn

luxury and immodesty, and give an example of modesty and humi

lity. As for the scandal which results from immoral behaviour, it

is necessary that he who has been its author should repair it by

truly Christian behaviour. He who has done nothing and is un

willing to do anything to repair the scandals which he has caused,

is unworthy of absolution. («) By doing a penance proportioned,

as far as possible, to the number and enormity of the scandals given.

The scandal-giver, having robbed God of His glory, by tearing away

BouIs from Him, is bound to do the most he can to restore it to

Him—contributing to the salvation of as many souls as possible.

Acting thus, he will not indeed rescue from hell the souls which he

has cast into its depths, but he will do allthat lies in his power and all

that God requires of him. Let us be more afraid of giving scandal

than we are of falling into the fire, and let us with our whole heart

bless the New Adam, who has vouchsafed to surround the life of

our body and the life of our soul with so many and such sacred

barriers.

Nothing causes greater uneasiness at the moment of death than

the remembrance of the scandals that one has given. Beranger.

Archdeacon of Angers, had the misfortune to spread far and near

the poison of heresy. He seduced a great many souls. At the

close of his days, he was touched by God : he abjured his errors

and was converted. Suddenly, when about to die; he is troubled,

he is terrified. "Why, brother, these troubles and terrors?" asks

the assisting Priest ; " God is mercy itself—hope in Him." " I

know that God is mercy itself," answers the sick man, " and I sin

cerely trust that He will have regard to my tears, and that He will

forget my own sins; hut the sins that I have made others com

mit—will He forgive me them ? Wretch that I am ! It seems to

me that the souls which I have destroyed await me at the tribunal

of God to invoke His vengeance on me. It seems to me that I

hear the voice of Jesus Christ resounding through my frightened

heart, and asking me,Where is such a one whom thou didst destroy?"
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It was only with the greatest difficulty that he could he calmed :

happy if his patience and his sorrow were enough to make the Su

preme Judge forget the loss of souls which he had caused !

Thou shalt not kill. That is to say, thou shalt not kill either

the hody or the soul of thy brother ; thou shalt not even admit into

thy mind the thought of murder or of scandal. Such is the fifth

precept of the Decalogue, and, we may add, the fifth pillar of the

social edifice.

Take away this Commandment : what security exists among

mankind ? Will you say that human laws are a sufficient guarantee ?

But the man who is stronger than the law may sport with your

life, the man who can flatter himself with a prospect of escape from

the scaffold may sport with your life, and how many malefactors

so escape!' Has not fifty years' experience taught us that human

laws are mere spiders' webs, fit only for catching flies ?' The small

flies are caught by them, but the big ones break them and get away.

And then, without this Commandment, what becomes of the

life of souls ? what becomes of innocence ? what becomes of the

honour of families ? Scandal, having no rein, will multiply its

victims with impunity. Who is the man that, reading these lines,

can say, " I owe nothing to this Commandment—no, neither my-

self nor mine—neither my father nor my mother, neither my

brother nor my sister, neither my son nor my daughter ; human

laws alone have preserved our lives, and, what is more precious than

our lives, our honour " ?

But if no man can use such language, neither can society.

Thanks, therefore, on the part of man and on the part of society, to

the Divine Legislator ; a profound respect for Blis law ; a love for

what He has done, and for what He will yet do ! We allude to a

new benefit, that is, a new Commandment : the Sixth.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having so carefully

guarded the life of my soul and the life of my body ; grant me the

grace always to respect each of these lives in my neighbour.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I will

always take care not to give the least scandal.

t The statistics of criminal justice show that, during the year 1S45 alone,

sixteen thousand offenders escaped the arm of justice.

> The reader will notice that some of the author's remarks, in treating of

the Commandments, apply more particularly to France than to other eoun

tries. (TV.)
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LESSON LII.

OTO UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM aY. CHABITT (continued).

Sixth and Ninth Commandments. What they forbid. Enormity of the Sin

against these Commandments. Different Species. Occasions. Remedies.

What is commanded by these Commandments. Purity of Body and Soul.

History. Social Advantages of these Commandments.

After having, by the Fifth Commandment, placed the first of

natural goods, our life, in security, the Divine Legislator protects

our honour, which holds the second rank. Though here, as in the

other Commandments, He only mentions the chief sin, yet He for

bids all other sins which are of a character to lead to it—conse

quently, whatever may sully the purity of body or soul.

We have nothing, after our soul, more precious than our body.

A vessel of honour, consecrated by Baptism and Communion, a

member of Jesus Christ, a temple of the Holy Ghost, destined to

rise glorious and to share in the everlasting joys of the soul, we

ought to treat it with deep respect. To profane a chalice would bo

a sacrilege ; to profane our body would be a greater sacrilege.

Who will tell the enormity of the sin forbidden by these Com

mandments ? It is a sin which the language of every people terms

shameful and infamous ; it is a sin which buried the world beneath

the waters of the deluge ; it is a sin which drew down fire from

heaven on five whole cities, and changed their situation into that of

an unclean lake ; it is a sin which draws in its train all other sins—

injustice, murder, perjury, sacrilege, suicide ; it is a sin which ex

tinguishes faith, ruins soul and body, degrades man to the level of

the brute ; it is a sin which daily causes souls to fall into hell like

the flakes of snow fall to the earth on a winter's morning; it is a sin

which the Lamb of God had to expiate by a special torture ; a

horrible sin, which it is even forbidden to name. For the very

name is capable of sullying the lips that pronounce it and the ears

that hear it. This is the sin forbidden by the Sixth and Ninth Com

mandments.'

The two following principles must be carefully borne in mind:—

Firit Principle. In all sins contrary to the Sixth and Ninth

Commandments, there is no levity of matter ; that is, everything

1 Non mcechaberis. Non desiderabis uxorem proximi tui. (Exod., xx.)

* Frequcntior atque abundantior confessionum materia, propter quam major

animarum numerus ad infernuin delabitu*. (8, AJph., lib. I1L, n. 413.)

Thou ihalt not commit adulter

Thou shalt not covet thy neigi
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which occurs with full liberty, full knowledge, and full consent, is

mortal.

Second Principle. Since there is no levity of matter, it is neces

sary to tell at confession everything of which one has been wilfully

guilty against these two Commandments.

Different Species. That which renders this sin most dreadful,

is that it may be committed in many different ways : by thoughts,

by desires, by looks, by words, by actions. But to make it a mortal

sin, there must bet as we have said, full liberty, full advertence, and

full consent. A thought or an action, however bad in its nature, is

not imputable to us but in so far as it is voluntary. Now, to judge

whether it is voluntary, there are three things to be distinguished •

suggestion, delectation, and consent.

Suggestion is nothing else than the idea of evil which is pre

sented to the mind. It is not in itself a sin. Delectation is the

carnal pleasure which is occasioned by the thought of evil. It is

culpable, if it is not renounced as soon as one perceives that it can

not be rested on without sin. If one takes pleasure in it with full

advertence and deliberate intention, there is perfect consent, and,

consequently, mortal sin. If the will only half consents, the sin ia

only venial. If the will does not consent at all, there is no sin at

alL Care must be taken not to confound the consent of the will

with the evil thought, or with the pleasure which may accompany

the evil thought. The thought and the pleasure may exist without

in the least affecting the will ; and, so long as the will takes no

part in them, or does not adhere to them, there is no sin. This is

only a temptation, which becomes a subject of merit for us.'

To encourage timid souls, and to give rules of conduct for peni

tents in their confessions, it is useful to present the same question

from another point of view. Accordingly, we may distinguish four

kinds of thoughts : rejected thoughts, dismissed thoughts, morotf

thoughts, and consummated thoughts.

Rejected or abhorred thoughts are thoughts which, as soon as

we perceive them, we banish with horror and indignation, just as

we should chase a dog that tried to bite us. These thoughts are not

culpable, however wicked their object. Though they should return

a hundred times a day, if you reject them a hundred times in order

not to offend God, you make a hundred acts of virtue for which you:

will be rewarded in Heaven. The soldier who a hundred times

drives back the enemy, gives his prince a hundred proofs of his

courage and his fidelity. Wherefore, it is by no means necessary to

speak of these thoughts in confession. Only, it may be useful to

1 Thtologie morale, t, I, p. 2S5.
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mention them in general, in order to make known the assaults of the

devil, and to learn the method of resisting these assaults.

But some one may say, "I can never know whether I have con

sented." To quiet your mind, judge by the habitual tenor of your

dispositions. A soul that is sincerely resolved never to commit a

sin deliberately, ought, in case of doubt, to pronounce that it has not

consented. The same, when these thoughts displease, and when

one has promptly recommended himself to Our Lord, the Blessed

Virgin, or the Saints. "If they displease you," says St. Francis

de Sales, " it is a proof that you do not love them ; and, if you do

not love them, how could you have consented to them ?"

Dismissed thoughts are thoughts which one drives away indeed,

but with a degree of negligence. The heart, charmed with volup

tuousness, is dulled, as it were, and slow to remove from the ima

gination that on which it dwells, be it ever so little, though not

with full deliberation. The soul acts like a man who, being visited

by an importunate creditor, does not push him out roughly, but gets

rid of him quietly, accompanying him to the door, and looking after

him for some time. These thoughts are only venial sins, even

though in their kind they should be mortal. To confess them, it is

enough to say, "I have had immodest thoughts, on which I did not

dwell much ; yet I did not reject them with all the promptitude that

was befitting."

Morose thoughts are thoughts which are allowed to remain in

the mind, or on which the mind rests voluntarily, without, how

ever, having the will to do the evil of which one thinks. You have,

for example, a thought of impurity, revenge, or envy, and you would

rather die than carry it into effect ; but you willingly occupy your

self with this thought, you bathe as it were in it, you delight in

it, knowing well that you do wrong. Such a thought is a mortal

sin, if the matter is grave. A person must confess it, and tell (a) what

the thought was about, and (b) how often it was entertained.

That the simple thought of evil, when voluntary, is a sin, is a

thing certain : which cannot be denied without renouncing the

faith. The wicked man, says the Holy Ghost, shall be questioned on

hit thoughts.' It is from the heart, adds our Lord, that evil thoughts

corns forth.' There are, therefore, guilty thoughts which defile the

soul, as external actions defile the body. Perverse thoughts, con

tinues the Apostle St. Paul, separate manfrom God.' Now, mortal

sin alone separates man from God. There are therefore thoughts

which are mortal sins.

1 In cogitationibus impii interrogate erit, (Sap. i, 9.)

• De corde exeunt eogitntiones malae.

* Perverwe enim cogitationcs separcnt a Deo.

VOL. II. 40
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Lastly, consummated thoughts are thoughts which are accom

panied with a desire to put them in execution. Though a person

should not proceed so far, the crime is nevertheless committed in

the will : this is clear, and needs no explanation. In confessing

them, it is necessary to tell what action has been desired, with

whom it has been desired, and how often it has been desired.*

We must remark that a thought may be voluntary in itself or

in its cause. It is voluntary in itself when one admits it, occupies

himself with it, and takes pleasure in it, knowing that he does

wrong. It is voluntary in its cause when, wilfully and unneces

sarily, one looks at, says, reads, listens to, or does anything that is

of a nature to raise an evil thought.

Not only are thoughts, desires, and actions contrary to modesty

forbidden us, but also the occasions of the sin of which we speak,

that is, everything calculated to lead us to it. Unfortunately, these

occasions are very numerous. We shall mention a few of them.

1. Feasting, tavern-visiting, good-cheer, tippling. All these

things tend to nourish concupiscence, and to favour liberty in

words, looks, and actions. Beware of taking wine in excess, says the

Apostle ; it is mixed with luxury.' And elsewhere he says, Warn

young people to be sober*

2. Engravings, paintings, fashion-patterns, statues, books, and

songs that treat of profane love. Persons who have such things

cannot, as a general rule, keep them, or sell them, or make a present

of them, or lend them : they ought to burn them. Let no one say

that they are under lock and key. First, I ask, what is the good

of this, since one ought not to make any use of them ? I will next

tell you that the key may fall into strange hands. We know the

example of a child that became, at an age which is usually considered

that of innocence, a scandalous libertine, in consequence of having

read some books which its father kept hidden under lock and key.

3. Shows, dances, balls, meetings among persons of different

sexes, dangerous company, that is, the company of persons who, by

themselves, by their words, or by their actions, lead to this sin. It

is here that we must observe in all its rigour the prescription of our

Divine Master, If your right eye scandalise you, pluck it out ; ij

your right hand, cut it off and cast it from you: it is better for you to

1 De peccatis luiurire, vid. Bellar., Dottr. crist., cxlii, etc. ; S. Thorn., 2* 2".

q. clir, art. 1 ; Mayol., de Sexto Decal. Pracepto, p. 535.

* Nolite inebriari rino in quo est luxuria. Eph., v, 1S.

> Juvenes ut eobrii eint. Tit., ii, 6.—Vinum et adolescentia prima sunt

anna dainionum, et duplex incentivum voluptatis. Quid oleum flamnue

Biljicimus ? vini mero (estuans facile dtispumat in libidinem. (3. Hier., ad

iCustoch.)
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go into Heaven having lost an eye or a hand, than to descend into hell

with all your members.' The meaning of these words is that, how

ever dear or useful anything may be to us, we must, as soon as it

becomes an occasion of sin for us, part with it at all costs.

Among the chief occasions of sin forbidden by the Sixth and

Ninth Commandments, it has always been usual to number dances

and plays, in which the world says that there is no harm. Well,

here is your choice : either the world deceives itself, or the Church

of Jesus Christ makes a mistake, for there is no Council that does

not number dances and plays among the occasions of this sin. In

the third part of the Catechism,' you will find all the details

necessary to form a judgment on plays and shows. Towards the

close of the present lesson we shall enter into some further par

ticulars regarding dances.

4. Curiosity. A hunger for seeing everything and a neglect of

guarding one's eyes are nearly always the beginning of evil. It is

my eye that ruins my heart ; it is by the windows that death enters the

soul:' these are the truthful words which are read in the Hoi;

Scripture.

5. Dress. The dress of persons belonging to that sex which is

more inclined to vanity and to the desire to please, is often, not

only for those who wear it, but also for those who see it, an

occasion of sin. Let us hear the recommendations which the

Princes of the Apostles, SS. Peter and Paul, address to women on

this subject. The first says, They ought not to beautify themselves

outwardly according to plaiting of hair, or ornaments of gold, or

elegance of attire; but let them adorn themselves according to the

hidden man of the heart, in the incorruptible purity of a soul full of

meekness and peace, which is a glorious ornament in the sight of God.4

And the second, Let women be clad as humility requires ; let them

adorn themselves according to modesty and chastity, not with curled

hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly garments.'

Faithful to the teaching of the Apostles, the Christian females

of the early ages, those heroines of the Faith, who made the asto

nished barbarians exclaim, What women there are among the Chris

tians ! were distinguished by the modesty and simplicity of their

apparel. Let not worldly women, to justify the indecency of their

costume, say, " It is the fashion." We shall answer them, with Tertul-

lian, that Jesus Christ calls them to the truth, and not to the fashion ;

that it is not according to the fashion which changes, but according

to the truth which never changes, that they shall be judged ; that

• Jfatt., v ; Jerem., is, 21.

> Manners of the Early Christians.

« Job. * I Petr., iii, 3. » 1 Tim., ii, 8.
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the Gospel ought not to be reformed by the fashion, bnt the fashion

by the Gospel.

Neither let them say, " My rank in life requires it." We shall

answer them, " Though you were a queen, your rank would not

place you above the Gospel."

We take this reply from a holy Bishop, addressing some obser

vations to a Queen of France on her too elegant attire. Bathilds

thought that she could justify herself by answering, "I am not

too elegantly attired for a queen." " I admit that," replied the

saint, " but you are for a Christian." And the pious princess pro

fited so well of the advice, that ever afterwards she dressed in a

most simple style.' Sempstresses ought to be very careful not to

contribute to scandal, by making garments whose shape is evidently

contrary to decency.

After so much has been said, what rule must be followed, to

place one's conscience in security ? We must conform to the man

ners of really good Christians of our own condition and age, and of

the country in whioh we live. Let us remark, in passing, that the

most silly of all vanities is the vanity of dress ; hence, it is pro

perly called vanity. To triumph over it, it is enough to have a

little judgment, and to bear in mind this saying of a great queen,

" The head is not valued by that which is around it, but by that

which is in it." We should also bear in mind that raiment

being a consequence of sin, the person who draws vanity from it is

like a sick man who glories in the bandages that hide his wounds.

6. Idleness. Our mind cannot remain inactive. If we do not

occupy it with good thoughts, it will occupy itself with evil

thoughts. Experience proves, and the Holy Spirit speaks the truth

in telling us, that idleness teaches all sorts of wickedness. St.

Jerome adds, "Let the devil always find you engaged. He who

is busy is tempted only by one devil : he who is idle has legions of

them around him.'"

It is not enough to have made known the sin opposed to the

Sixth and Ninth Commandments ; we must also point out the re

medies. These remedies are internal and external.

1. The internal remedies are, (a; to reflect on the enormity of

this sin, which effaces in us the image of the Blessed Trinity

which defiles the members of Jesus Christ, for our members are His

members—which crucifies the Saviour anew, after covering Him

with infamous spittle—finally, which profanes the temple of the

Holy Ghost, for our bodies are the living temples of the Lord ; (i) to

' Vie de Saint EM.

> Omnem innlitiam docuit otioutas. (Ecol. xxxiii, 29 ; Eput. ad Nepotian.
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think of the punishment which God inflicts on this sin—here, the

deluge, the burning of Sodom, the curse of Chanaan, blindness of

mind, hardness of heart, final impenitence, and, hereafter, the

eternal torments of hell ; (c) to strive to become humble—the hum

bler we are, the freer shall we be from this sin : the august Mary

was the purest of virgins, because she was the humblest of creatures.

The external remedies are, according to Our Lord Himself, (a)

watchfulness, and (i) prayer. Watchfulness over our inward senses,

our memory, our mind, our imagination, our heart. Woe to us if

we give them free course 1 Watchfulness over our outward senses,

over our sight and taste and touch. Woe again if we permit our

selves to look at whatever presents itself.or to procure whatever flat

ters us : dainty food, long sleeps, rich clothes and furniture ! Vocal

and mental prayer—aspirations ; a tender and persevering devotion

to the Blessed Virgin—faithfulness in reciting three Hail Marys

morning and evening in honour of her spotless purity ; above all,

frequent use of Confession and Communion—without which, all

other means will be ineffectual.

The precepts of which we treat command, according to the con

ditions of persons, either perfect chastity or conjugal chastity. The

sin forbidden by the Sixth and Ninth Commandments is as horrible

as the contrary virtue prescribed by them is beautiful. It is a

virtue which the language of every people terms angelic, and

which made God Himself come down on earth, so powerful are its

charms. It is a virtue which the New Adam loved with a love of

predilection, and which gives to those who practise it a delightful

peace, as well as a right to see God and to follow everywhere the

Immaculate Lamb. It is a virtue which makes the countenance

shine with the soft fresh colours of the lily and the rose, and which

raises man above the Angels. It is a virtue to which society is

indebted for the greatest assistance in the paths of science and tho

works of charity. It is a virtue so delicate, though so amiable,

that the human tongue can scarcely pronounce its name for fear of

profanation. This virtue is that which is prescribed by the Sixtn

and Ninth Commandments.'

It so ennobles human nature, by the heroism which it supposes,

that heathens themselves used to profess a religious veneration for

it. Witness the conduct of the ancient Romans in regard to the

Vestals. This name was given to six young girls who used to vow,

till the age of thirty years, their virginity to the goddess Vesta,

whose priestesses they became. Charged with the preservation ot

the sacred fire, and of the palladium, on which it was supposed that

' S. Cjpr., de Bono jmJicit.
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the safety of the empire depended, they enjoyed the highest

honours.

The first places were reserved for them at the theatre, at the

amphitheatre, at the circus, and at all public amusements. Like

the consuls, they were preceded by lictors, when they appeared in

the streets ; and, if on their way they met a man condemned to

death, they saved his life by the very fact of meeting him. The

respect of the Romans for faithful Vestals was as profound as the

punishment which they inflicted on her who tampered with the

most beautiful of virtues was severe : she was buried alive.*

And now let us fall on our knees before our Heavenly Father,

the Author and Preserver of society, who never forgets any of our

interests. In His infinite goodness, He was not content to protect

the life of our body and the life of our soul from the violence and

the scandal of others. By the Sixth and Ninth Commandments,

He was pleased to secure the peace of society, by securing the peace

of the family, which is its basis. For this purpose, He forbids,

under the heaviest penalties, not only the sin which disturbs,

divides, and dishonours the family, but also whatever may lead to

this sin. A Searcher of reins and consciences, the 8upreme Legis

lator knows that adultery comes from the heart, and He proceeds

to stifle the crime in its first breath, in the least thought against

purity. He only mentions adultery, though He forbids all other

sins contrary to that virtue which is specially amiable: just as in

the Fifth Commandment He only mentions homicide, though He

forbids everything hurtful to our life.

He was pleased also to preserve us from our own passions, and

from the horrible consequences, as well for soul as for body, of the

sin of immodesty. These consequences are remorse, shame, despair,

disease, and sudden and premature death. It was thus that our Lord

vouchsafed to prevent our love from again degrading itself, after

recalling it to its true object.

How plainly do these two Commandments reveal the goodness

of God towards us I If, in spite of these formal precepts, in spite

of the dreadful scourges with which those who abandon themselves

to their passions are threatened and punished ; if, I say, in spite of

all this, the shameful sin occasions such fearful ravages on the

earth, if it is the cause of a multitude of crimes that tear families

and society to pieces as it were, what would it be, 0 great God !

if Thou hadst not forbidden it, and forbidden it so severely f

Oh, how much wiser does Religion here show herself than the

world ! The world ensnares us in all the allurements to this sin.

I For a description of this frightful death, see Les TroU Rami, t. II.
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It boasts of dances, plays, obscene books and songs ; and it brands

with dishonour those who commit tbe shameful sin. Full of

cruelty, it pushes its followers into the abyss, and scorns them in

their fall. It drives them into raging flames, and mocks them

while they bum.

Religion, on the contrary, much more careful of our honour and

our peace, withdraws us from the abyss, by obliging us to avoid all

occasions of falling into it. If, in spite of her maternal warnings,

we plunge into it, she hastens to reach us a helping hand, addressing

us in these touching words, " Courage, my child ! all is not lost ;

repentance is the sister of innocence."

Let us conclude with the details which we promised regarding

dances.

"Uncle, is it permitted to dance?" This was the question

which a young lady of eighteen lately addressed to one of my

venerable confreres.

" You ask my opinion about dancing," he replied : " I shall be

happy to give it to you. We must first of all set aside religious

dances, of which we meet a few examples in the Scripture. There

is nothing in common between the holy enthusiasm of Moses' sister,

Mary, or of the Royal Prophet, and the vain joy of fashionable

dances ; between the lively flight of gratitude and the love of

worldly pleasure. Nor do you consult me regarding those modest,

though profane, dances which take place between persons of the

same sex : the Church has not condemned them.

" The question then between you and me is about balls and

soirees—in other words, about worldly dances, in which the sexes

are confusedly assembled together : profane circles, summoned by

vanity, animated by the desire of pleasure, in which the passions

dispute for empire, in which it is so rare that modesty has not

cause to blush, by reason of the nature of the dances, or the shame-

lessness of dress, or the freedom of manner and speech. These

preliminaries being disposed of, I proceed to answer your question

whether it is permitted to dance.'

" Innocent of itself, sometimes used on 'religious festivals to

honour God, dancing was afterwards degraded by the passions and

employed in the worship of idols. The pagans used to honour their

wicked deities by licentious dances. This, my niece, was the

origin of dancing, such as it is practised at the present day : history

leaves no doubt on the matter."

" But, uncle, it is not the history of dancing that I am asking

1 Ipsa consuetudo balandi de paganorum observatione reuiansit. (S.Casar.,

Homil.)
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you about; it is your opinion on the question whether it is permitted

to dance."

" I understand quite well, as I shall soon show you. Cicero,

having to defend the consul Lucius Morena, who was accused of

dancing, exclaimed, ' Such a thing cannot be believed, especially

in regard to a consul, without making known the vices to which he

was subject before giving himself over to this kind of excess. For

no person dances, either in private or in public, unless he is a

drunkard or a fool. Dancing is the last of vices, and includes

them all.' '

" Demosthenes, the prince of Greek orators, wishing to cast

odium on persons belonging to the train of Philip, King of Macedon,

accuses them publicly of dancing. At Rome, to describe a woman

without morals, it was enough to say that she danced more elegantly

than became an honest woman. Ovid, that voluptuous poet, so little

acquainted with severity in his morality, calls dancing-places places

of shipwreck for modesty, and dances themselves the seeds of vices.

I shall spare you the words of Aristotle, Plato, Seneca, and Scipio."

"And you do well, uncle. It is not the opinion of Cicero and

the others that I am asking : it is your own. Is it permitted to

dance?"

" Since you don't like the pagans, we shall say no more about

them. Though I should not have been sorry to tell you also that,

in the time of Tiberius, the Roman Senate banished all dancers out

of Rome ; and that Domitian even excluded from the Senate some

members who were attached to licentious dances. But, as I pro

mised you, we shall say no more about the pagans. The Holy

Ghost warns us expressly not to be found with a dancer, and to

beware of lending an ear to her words, lest we should be overcome

by the force of her charms.* And elsewhere, speaking, as you need

have no doubt, of what occurs in our balls, He says, ' The

daughters of Sion are haughty ; they have walked with their heads

aloft ; they have made signs with their eyes and their hands ; they

have given themselves vain airs in their stiff and studied steps :

wherefore, the Lord will cover them with shame and confusion.' "»

" But, pardon me, uncle, you are not answering me, or rather I

have only a glimpse of your answer."

i Nemo saltat aobriua, nisi forte insanit, neque in aolitudine, neque in eon-

vivio modorato atque bonesto . . . Sal tat io omnium vitiorum eat postremum,

quibus relictis, omnino ease non potest. (Orat. pro L. Mur.)

9 Cum saltatrice non sis assiduus, nec auaias ilium, ne forte pereas in

cfficaeia illius. (Eccl., ix, 4.)

' Decolvabit Dominus verticem filiarum Sion, et crinem earum nudabit.

(^o.,iii, 17.)
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"You may easily be mistaken."

" Be so good then as to keep me from the possibility of any

mistake, by telling me plainly whether it is permitted to dance."

" His soul nourished with meditation on holy writings, a Father

of the Church, St. Ephrem, exclaims, ' Who ever could show from

the Scripture that it is permitted to Christians to dance ? Which

of the Prophets taught it ? Which of the Evangelists authorises

it ? In what book of the Apostles do we find a single text favour

able to dances ? If such a diversion is to be permitted to Christians,

it must be said that everything is full of errors—in the Law and in

the writings of Prophets, Apostles, and Evangelists. But if all tho

words of these holy books are true and inspired, as they really are,

it is incontestable that Christians are forbidden to seek diversions

of this kind." Tertullian represents the place of worldly dances

aa a temple of Venus or a sink of impurity.* St. Basil pictures it

as a shameful market for obscenity.3 St. Chrysostora regards dances

as a splendid school for impure passions.4 St. Ambrose calls them

a choir of iniquity, the rock of innocence, the grave of shame.5 St.

Augustine says that it would be better to till the ground on Sunday

than to dance."6

" Well now, uncle, I don't know what you are coming to.

You give me every one's opinion in general, about which I am not

asking at all, and you don't tell me a word about your own

opinion, the only thing I wish to know. It is to yourself, to your

self only, that I address this question, Is it permitted to dance ?"

" In modern times I hear two illustrious Bishops express

themselves in very clear terms. ' The worldly dance,' says St.

Charles Borromeo, ' is nothing else than a circle of which the devil

is the centre and his slaves the circumference ; whence it hardly

ever happens that a person dances without sin.'' ' The custom of

balls,' says St. Francis de Sales, ' is so directed towards evil by

circumstances, that the soul is therein exposed to great danger. . .

These are dangerous recreations, foolish pleasures, from which arises

a strong disposition to evil affections. They are like mushrooms :

the best of them are worth little. As certain plants draw to thein-

' Si Dei haec sunt verba, et vera, et divinitus inspirata, ut vera sunt, nefas

sane fuerit Christianis quae dicimus agere.

• Sacrarium Veneris . . . arx omnium turpitudinum.

3 Officinam obscenitatis.

' Gymnasium publicum incontinentia), scholaque luxuriss.
s Nequitiarum chorus . . ' quid enim ibi vorecundias potest esse ubi

•altatur ?

6 Melius est die dominica arare quam choreas ducere.

1 Chorea mundana est circulus, cujus centrum est diabolus et circumferentia

angeli ejus circumstantes ; et ideo rarum aut nnnquam sine peccato fit.
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selves the venom of serpents that come near them, so balls collect tlie

venom of human passions, the poison of a general contagion.' "

" You are then determined, uncle, to make me submit to all

the testimonies of tradition from Adam down to ourselves. There

is no necessity for so much. Answer me, I beg of you ; it is yourself,

and not the others, that I want to hear : is it permitted to dance ?"

" The Council of Constantinople forbids public dances under

pain of anathema.' The Councils of Laodicea and Lerida forbid

them even at weddings. The Council of Aix-la-Chapelle terms

them infamous things ; an African Council, very wicked actions ;

the Council of Rouen, diversions full of folly; the Council of Tours,

snares of the devil?"

" After the Fathers of the Church, there was nothing wanting

but the Councils ! Without exaggeration, uncle, I think that you

would like to make me a theologian by one conversation. But I

am afraid that you will find it rather tedious work ; so tell me : is

it permitted to dance ?"

" Make your mind easy. I will say no more of the Scripture,

or of Fathers, or of Councils. 'Dancing,' says the poet Petrarch,

'whose testimony you cannot challenge, ' is a frivolous performance,

unworthy of men, hateful to chaste eyes ; a prelude to the indul

gence of the passions, the source of a multitude of infamies, from

which nothing ever comes but irregularity and impurity." The father

of modern atheists, Bayle, expresses himself thus, ' Dancing is good

for nothing but to corrupt the heart and to bring a dangerous war

on chastity.' A worldly man, the celebrated Bussy-Rabutin, who

had tasted all sorts of pleasures, wrote thus to Mgr. the Bishop of

Autun, ' I have always considered balls dangerous. It was not

only my reason that led me to think so, but also my experience.

And, though the testimony of the Fathers is very weighty, I hold

that, on this point, that of a courtier ought to be regarded as much

weightier. I know well that there are some people who run less

risk than others in pleasures of this kind ; but the coldest natures

grow warm in them. It is mostly young persons that make np these

assemblies ; and if it costs their ardent souls trouble enough to resist

temptations in solitude, what will it be in the midst of a fascinating

srowd? Accordingly, I maintain that whoever is a Christian

should not go to a ball.' "

" Really, uncle, it is too strong. I shall only ask you once

more; tell me, yes or no : is it permitted to dance r"

< Volumus has publicas ealtationes de medio toll i sub anathematis poena.

> Ex choreis nihil unquam nisi Ubidinosum . . . inane spectaculum, honest is

umaum oculis. viro indignum . . . Veneris praeludium ; hie Indus multorum

stuprorum causa fuit.
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" I hope you will not be vexed, my dear niece. I promise to

give you my advice, when you yourself have answered the ques

tions which I am about to put to you. 1. On the day of your

baptism, you renounced the devil, with all his pomps and works :

if you do not meet again what you renounced in balls, be .so good

as to tell me where else ? 2. Would you like to die at a ball with

out having a moment to recollect yourself? 3. "Would you appear

at the Holy Table in ball dress ? 4. Do you find in the Gospel

one morality for eight o'clock in the morning and another for ten

at night?"

" But, uncle . . . uncle ! we are not speaking, if you please,

about that at all. The question is not of my opinion, but of

yours."

" Well, I shall excuse you from an answer to these questions,

but at least give me an answer to what I am going to ask now. Is

it true that a ball is thought of many days before it occurs, and

even during one's prayers ? Is it true that whole hours are given

to one's adornment, hours which are sometimes due to one's family

or to Religion ? Is it true that days consecrated to the Lord, some

times even to penance, are often chosen for dances ? Is it true that

at a ball one is stormed by vanity, and that there is as great a

parade as possible of ornaments and too often of indecent attire ?

Is it true that no means are left untried to please others and to

attract applause ? Is it true that persons do not fear to veil with

out covering themselves, and that immodest artifices are employed

to show off dangerous charms, and to supply for those which nature

has refused or time has faded ?

" Is it true that at a ball jealousy is enraged with merit, and

that the success of one is the anguish of another? Is it true that,

to have a triumph over one's rivals, there is little account made of

pleasantries no way courteous, of whispers significantly mysterious,

of allusions more or less malicious ? Is it true that all this is some

times matter of conversation for many days after a ball ?

"Is it true that at a ball everything contributes to awake the

senses, to soften the heart, to excite the imagination ? Is it true

that one finds there a brilliant circle, whose members vie with one

another in displaying the most captivating ornaments of fashion ; a

mixture of the sexes, a confusion of persons whose age alone would

point out that they ought to be kept separate, and both parties

comporting themselves in a manner very proper to cast into each

other's hearts the most fatal sparks : with all this, the gay steps

of an effeminate dance, the exquisite harmonies cf seducing

music, the gorgeous illusions of decoration, and the dazzling beams

of light?
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" Is it true that at a ball one spends what would feea a great

many poor persons, who, while you are inebriated with pleasures,

tremble with cold ; who are in want of clothes to cover them, of

straw on which to sleep, and of bread to eat ; and whose tears and

sobs ascend to the ears of God with your laughter and song? Ia is

true that, during the ball, that is, during the greater portion of the

night, servants of both sexes remain without any watch over them,

and are exposed to the danger of permitting among themselves that

which a more careful education forbids to their masters and their

mistresses ?

" Is it true ..."

"Ah! uncle, I have heard enough. I pray you, no more at

present To be candid with you, I would rather, instead of

answering all these questions, tell you that I shall never dance : so

clearly do I see that you would not permit me to dance."

" You are mistaken now. I tell you in plain terms that I per

mit you to dance. Do you hear that?"

" You permit me, uncle 1"

" Yes, I, an old man with gray hairs, I permit you to dance on

one slight condition."

"What is it?"

" Will you promise me to observe it?"

" Certainly."

" Well, listen. You know, my niece, that the most general

and unassailable principle of Christian morality is that which

obliges us to refer to God everything we do ; and God is so good

that He accepts the offering of our most common and indifferent

actions, such as our meals, our recreations, our sleep, because all

these things enter into the order of His Providence. When there

fore you have arranged your toilet for a ball, you shall retire to

your room. There, alone, without any other witnesses than God

and your conscience, you shall place yourself on your knees at the

foot of your crucifix, and make the following prayer, ' O my God !

my Model and my Judge, I am about to do freely and willingly a

thing which Thy Gospel and Thy Church declare to be most

dangerous, a thing which has brought shipwreck to the piety, the

humility, the innocence of an immense number. To do it well, I

have spent a long time in adorning myself: I am crowned with

roses, the better to please. I offer thee therefore my ball and my

toilet, to imitate Thee, 0 my God ! who wast crowned with thorns,

and to fulfil the promises of my baptism, by which I renounced the

devil, with all his works and pomps ; also, for the edification of my

neighbour and tho salvation of my own soul. Vouchsafe to accept

my offering and to give me Thy blessing.' "
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"Why, uncle, your condition is impossible. There is no

baptised person that would dare to make such a prayer: it is a

mockery."

" As you like, my niece; take it or leave it : this is the price of

my permission."

" Let others avail themselves of it ; as for me, I renounce it."

" Since dances and balls cannot, without mockery, be offered

to God, you see, my child, that they are not so innocent as the

world pretends. Yet, I repeat, dancing is not a sin in itself : it

only becomes dangerous and criminal by the circumstances which

accompany it, at the present day more than ever before. In conse

quence, if you wish to know the conduct that is to be observed on

this matter, I shall tell you in a few words ; but taRe care to

understand them well, and do not afterwards imagine me to navo

said something that I never said. Dances, being an occasion of

sin, ought to be avoided. However, as dancing is not an evil

practice in itself, a case may sometimes arise when a person doubts

whether it is lawful to go to a place where it will be introduced.

What is then to be done ? Let us consult our confessor, that is to say,

the true friend of our soul, who will decide for us, not according

to the maxims of the world, but according to the maxims of the

Gospel, by which we shall be judged."

The decision at which we have arrived regarding dances, may

also be applied to BLows or plays.'

Prayer.

0 my God! who art all love, I thank Thee for having pro

tected my body from homicide and my soul from scandal, but I

thank Thee no less for having protected my affections from every

thing that might degrade them; give me a pure heart, that I may

love Thee alone.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, / will

always be on my guard against giving scandal.

1 Thiol, morale, t. 1, p. 293 et suit.— Whirling dances, such as are practised

at the present day, are not only contrary to all rules of modesty, but are most

injurious to health. This is the opinion of the ablest physicians.
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LESSON LIII.

OTTR TOION WITH THR KJtW ADAM RY CHABITY {continued).

Superiority of the Law of God over human laws. Basis of the Sight of Pro

perty. Object of the Seventh and Tenth Commandments. Definition of

Stealing. Theft, Robbery, Fraud. Restitution : its necessity ; who are

bound to make it. Social Advantages of these Commandments. Example.

God shows Himself, in His Commandments, much more wise and

powerful than human legislators. These only forbid the guilty

action : murder, for example, or theft. They only punish the evil

when it has been committed ; here their power is limited. The

thought, the desire, the will to commit crime, escape them. They

cut down the evil tree, but it does not pertain to them to tear up

the root ; for this root is hidden in the heart of man. God does

much more. Not satisfied with forbidding the guilty action, the

Searcher of reins and hearts penetrates into the lowest depths of the

soul, and crushes evil in its germ—the desire, the thought. His

Commandments are intended much rather to prevent than to punish

crime. It is by thus acquainting men with the Decalogue, that

Our Lord shows Himself to be truly our Physician and our Saviour.

As in the preceding Commandments God does not confine Him

self to a prohibition of the guilty action, but also includes every

thing likely to lead to it ; so, in the Seventh and Tenth,

He forbids not only stealing, but even the desire, the thought

of appropriating to oneself the goods of another. The end, there

fore, of these two precepts is to regulate our conduct, our desires,

and even our thoughts, in regard to justice.

The Seventh and Tenth Commandments are expressed thus,

Another'» goods thou shalt not take nor hep. Another') good* un-

iustly wish not thine.'

Nothing is more natural than the connection of the Seventh and

Tenth Commandments with those which we have explained in the

last two lessons. In effect, after life and honour, which hold the

chief rank among natural goods, comes property or fortune ; and

God places it in security by the two Commandments which we are

now about to explain.

Thou shalt not steal. These words are the only true basis of the

right of property. On the one hand, possession, even immemorial

'Non furturn fades . . . non concupisces bonum proximi tui, not

servum, non ancillam, non bovem, non asinum, nee omnia q ute illios stint,

(firod., IX, 17.)
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possession, is but a fact, which alone cannot constitute a right, in

asmuch as it may be destroyed by another fact ; on the other, all

human laws protecting property are but the expression of human

wills, which alone do not and cannot constitute a right, inasmuch

as one man has not of himself a right to command another man.

The right of property, like every other right, is divine in its

essence.1

This is a thing which ought not to be forgotten by those who,

at the present day, defend the right of property. What they ought

to be no less mindful of is that all the rights of God are inseparable:

to deny one is to deny them all. To defend some and reject others

is to weaken all arguments ; for it is to enter into a contradiction

with oneself it is to stand upon ground from which one will in

fallibly be driven by a charge of vigorous logic.

The right of property is therefore divine. From this right

flows the obligation of respecting it. That virtue which, in the

face of this right, imposes silence on our cupidity, and makes us

render to everyone his due, is called justice. Justice therefore

forbids us to injure the neighbour in his property, and obliges us

to repair the harm that we have done him : such is the twofold

object of the Seventh Commandment.

It forbids stealing. To steal means, not only to take, but also

to keep a thing against the will of him to whom it belongs.

Wherefore theologians define stealing, The unjust taking or keeping

of the goods of another against his will, when }te rightly wishes not to

be deprived of them. By the goods of another we understand what

ever belongs to the neighbour—whether he has the ownership or

the use of the thing, whether it lies with him as a deposit or as a

pledge. Hence, one is guilty of stealing, either by unjustly wishing,

against the will of the neighbour, to usurp the dominion of that

which belongs to him, or by unjustly wishing to acquire merely

the use and possession of it.*

1 It wu on account of his contempt for this principle that the author of a

recent work on Property succeeded in proving nothing, or in proving quite the

contrary of what he attempted. Not troubling himself with a divine right,

he places the fundamental right of property in the natural wants of man

" A careful observation of human nature," he says, "is the method to follow

in order to discover and demonstrate the rights of man,'' p. 16-17. Now, it

tins careful observation, the author finds the right of property. Well, take

your choice : Either the profound statesman proved in nis book, by means or

a careful observation of the nature of man, that property is an indispensable

want of man's existence, a law of man, and consequently a natural right ; or he

did not prove it. In the first case, therefore every man, by the law of his

nature, has a right, not to labour, but to property : which is communism. In

the second, therefore, the author hat not established the right of property.
• Institutes, liv. IV, tit. i.
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It is proper to explain in detail the definition of stealing.

1. Stealing is a taking or a- keeping ; for the neighbour may he

wronged in the one way as well as in the other. He therefore

who retains unjustly what belongs to the neighbour, though it

originally came into his hands without injustice, is guilty of stealing.'

2. Stealing is an unjust action ; for stealing is a vice opposed to

justice, which desires everyone to have his own. Accordingly, it

is not stealing to take or to keep another's property for some good

end ; for example, if one takes a sword from a man who wishes to

kill himself or his enemy, or if one hides something belonging to a

man with a view to preserve it for him, or to prevent its being

stolen from him, or to have a little amusement with him in order

to make him more cautious. This last method might be criminal :

suppose one foresaw that it would occasion quarrels, rage, or rash

judgments.

3. Stealing is an appropriation of the goods of another. If a man

takes back on his own authority a thing which he knows for certain

to belong to him, and which is unjustly withheld from him, he

does not steal. But a man is considered guilty of stealing, if he

takes away secretly a thing which belongs to him, but which he

has given as a pledge to his creditor.

4. Stealing is a laying hands on the goods of another against hit

will. If a man takes or keeps what belongs to the neighbour,

honestly and reasonably believing that the owner would not be

offended thereby, but would gladly agree to it, and yet his consent

cannot be asked before making use of his property, this is not

stealing.

6. Stealing is a detention of the goods of another against his

will, when he rightly wishes not to be deprived of them. In effect,

one may, without sin, take possession of the goods of another

against his will, by legitimate authority. For this reason, the

Israelites did not steal when, by the order of God, they carried off

the gold and silver vessels borrowed from the Egyptians. In the

same manner, whoever takes or keeps the goods of a man, foreseeing

that he is about to make a bad use of them : for example, the

person who takes a bottle of wine from a drunkard that is on the

point of drinking it and being intoxicated ; the person who takes

bad books from another that makes guilty use of them ; the wife

who, seeing that her husband wastes the goods of the house in

debauchery, takes his money artfully to employ it in the support

of her family—none of these sin.

' Fur a fnrvo dictus est, id eat a fnseo ' nam noetis utitur tempore. (&

laid., Etgmol., lib. X, lit. F; S, Thorn., 2a 2m, q. lxvi, art. 3.
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There are so many species of stealing that it is almost impossible

to enumerate them. Let us confine ourselves to the principal ones :

they are three in number. The goods of another may be taken

secretly, and this kind of stealing is called theft or larceny; openly

and violently, as is done by highwaymen, and this kind of stealing

is called robbery or rapine ; and by deceiving the neighbour, and

this kind of stealing is called fraud or cheating.

Not only are they guilty of theft who secretly take the neigh

bour's goods, but also those who buy stolen things, or who keep

things which have been taken in an unlawful manner. When a

person finds anything, he should endeavour to discover the owner.

If this is impossible, the value of the article must be applied to the

benefit of the poor or to other good works. Such is the safest

course. Is there question of a treasure, that is to say, of some

thing hidden or buried, which no one can prove to be his own

property, and which has been discovered by mere chance? It

belongs to him who finds it on his own ground. If it is found on

another's ground, one half belongs to the finder of the treasure, and

the other to the proprietor of the place.

What is to be thought of tame or quiet animals, that is to say,

those which, although of a wild nature, have acquired the habit of

retiring to a home prepared for them—as pigeons, rabbits, bees ?

According to our French laws, pigeons which pass into another

cote—rabbits into another warren—fish into another pond, belong

to the proprietors of these retreats, if they have not been drawn

thither by wrongful artifices.

They are also guilty of theft who take fruit from gardens, or

wood from national or baronial forests or private demesnes. In

like manner, labourers and tradespeople, who, not having worked

as they should, claim nevertheless their full wages. And tailors,

who keep pieces of cloth, given them to make garments, under the

pretext that the terms to which they have agreed are too moderate.

The same is to be said of children who take anything without

the permission of their parents, or who apply improperly that

which they have received from their parents for the purpose of

defraying the expenses of their education or supplying their real

wants. And of servants, who take things from their masters in

order to indemnify themselves for the smallness of their wages, or

who keep some of the money given them to go to market with, or who

secretly make away with wine or meats not usually allowed to

them, or who have not that care in their masters' service which

they ought to have, or who dispose of their masters' property with

out permission, or who are otherwise unfaithful.

The husband is guilty of injustice by taking from his wife,

voL. II. 46
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against her Trill, the property which she is entitled to the fall

and free administration of, or by disposing of common property with

out the knowledge or the consent of his wife. It is almost need

less to say that he can no more employ property bo obtained in

making reparation for his own personal injustices, than he can

squander it in the excesses of a dissolute life. The wife Bins

against justice when, notwithstanding the opposition of her husband,

she takes a considerable amount either of common property or of

property which she does not enjoy solely, in order to spend it in-

superfluous expenses—in dress, in furniture, in pleasure—whether

to gratify herself or her children. But she may, when she has no

property of her own, take out of the common property some alms—

moderately, however*—to help a father, a mother, a brother, or a

sister in want.

"We must regard as guilty of the same sin those who, filling

some public or private office, neglect its obligations, and yet continue

to receive its emoluments.

Tho goods of another may also be taken by robbery, that is to

say, openly and violently. Besides the injustice which is common

to it with simple theft, robbery includes a personal injury, which

changes the species of the sin.' One is guilty of this sin by re

fusing to pay, either in whole or in part, the wages due to labourers

or servants. This is a great sin in the sight of God. Know, says

the Apostle St. James, that the hire which you have kept back from

those who have reaped down your fields, cries against you, and their

complaints have ascended to the ears of the God of hosts.'

Those who embezzle in the management of public revenues,

who exact what is not due, or who retain for themselves or for

their friends a portion of that which ought to enter the state

treasury ; those who lend money at an exorbitant rate of interest,

and thus ruin poor persons by their usury ; those who, sitting on

the bench of justice, let themselves be corrupted by bribes, and

occasion the loss of the most rightful causes ; those who deceive

their creditors, who deny their debts, or who, having obtained a

time for payment, buy on trust and afterwards refuse to pay—all

those are guilty of robbery.

In fine, the goods of the neighbour may be taken by fraud, that

is to say, by deceiving him. A man deceives his neighbour by

selling him as good, and without any diminution of price, article*

that are damaged or adulterated. It is also fraud to use false

weights or measures. Cupidity thinks every kind of ruse lawful

1 Aliam rntionem peccati habet rapina, et aliam furtum ; ergo propter hoc

differunt specie. (S. Tbom., 2» 2" q. bcvi, art. S.) • Jac., v, 4.
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for its own advantage. Hence, in some places, traders are said to

have three different measures : a small one for selling, a large one

for buying, and a correct one for showing to inspectors. Though

they may succeed in imposing on men, let them remember that

they cannot deceive God. This God of all justice says to them in

the Scripture, " You shall not have two different measure* ; let your

scales, your weights, your bushels, he just, for a double weight is an

abomination in the eyes of God, and a deceitful balance is an iniquity.'

Stealing is a great sin, since it is opposed to natural, divine,

and human laws. It is opposed to the natural law, which forbids

ns to do to another that which we would not wish another to do to

us. Now, no one is satisfied that another should take or keep his

goods against his will. It is opposed to the divine law, which says,

Thou shalt not steal,' and which threatens those who are guilty of

this sin with hell: Neither thieves, nor covetous, nor liars, nor

extortioners shall possess the kingdom of God.' It is opposed to

human law, which, among all the peoples of the world, punishes

in a most severe manner, sometimes even with death, those who

steal. And it ought to be so ; for it is necessary that everyone

should be allowed to possess in peace whatever belongs to him.

Otherwise, society would be out of the question. The unhappy

consequences of this sin are another proof of its enormity, and of

the horror with which it should be regarded. It is the source of

innumerable hatreds, enmities, murders, and riots.

Yet stealing is not always mortal : it is a sin that admits of

levity of matter. But what value is required that the matter may

be grave—sufficient for a mortal fault? This affair cannot be

decided mathematically. Wherefore, doctors do not agree concern

ing it. Some think that the value corresponding to the day's

wages of a workman who earas what is necessary for his support,

is enough to make a mortal sin. Others, a pretty numerous class

among the ancients, teach that the value of half-a-crown is grave

matter in itself, whether the person from whom it is taken is rich

or poor. But, at the present day, considering the depreciation ii:

the value of money, it would require a larger sum.1

Let us add that stealing ought also to be regarded as mortal as

often as the owner is greatly or reasonably offended, if not on

account of the worth of the thing stolen, at least on account of the

injury sustained ; for example, if one stole from a workman a very

cheap tool, without which, not being able to work, he should have

to suffer a notable loss. In this case, one would be bound not only

» Levit., xtx, 35 ; Prov. , xx, 23. • Exoi., xx. » Cor* vi, 10.

* Thiologie morale, t. I, p. 494.
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to restore the tool to the workman, but also to indemnify him for

his loss if it was foreseen.' He who makes in succession a number

of little thefts from the same or from different persons, with the

intention of enriching himself and attaining gradually to a con

siderable amount, sins mortally at each of these little thefts ; for,

as often as he steals, be renews and realises an intention extremely

culpable.'

The enormity of the sin of stealing is also proved by the obliga

tion to restore. In order to obtain the pardon of other sins, it is

enough to repent of them and to confess ; while the pardon of thii

sin cannot be obtained, unless one restores the things stolen. Hence,

the saying of St. Augustine, which has become an axiom of public

w, The sin is not forgiven, unless the thing stolen is restored,

when possible.» Now, what a difficulty it is for a man who has

enriched himself with the goods of others, to make restitution .'

Everyone may form an idea of it. We may also judge of it by the

words of the Prophet Habacuc, Woe to him that heaps together

what is not his own, and loads himself with thick clay /* The Prophet

calls the possession of another's goods thick clap, to show the diffi

culty of freeing oneself from it, that is, of making restitution. Yet

it must be done. Let us see, then, who are bound to make restitution.

It is certain that all those who effectually concur in stealing, or

who, by a serious fault, co-operate in an injury done the neigh

bour, are bound to restitution.

Among the number we may count him who commands steal

ing ; him who counsels it ; him who gives it that consent without

which the offence would not be committed—for example, a judge,

who by his influence ruins a good cause ; and those who receive or

sell stolen goods, as well as those who afford shelter or protection to

thieves, in order to favour them in their misdeeds.

Also, those who share in the fruits of plunder, that is to say,

those who obtain a part of the booty or derive advantage from the

injury ; those who lend their aid to the commission of a crime—as

he who holds a ladder for a thief, opens a door for him, supplies

him with false keys, keeps watch for him while he perpetrates a

burglary, or accompanies him by way of encouragement ; and those

who drive off persons that wish to prevent a robbery.

Finally, those who, being bound by a title of justice, say by

their office or employment, to protect public or private property,

are silent at a time when they could by some warning prevent a

robbery or an injury ; who raise no opposition to it, at a time when

t Thiologie morale, 1. 1, p. 494. » Ibid.

" Non remittitur peccatum nisi reslituatur ablatum, cum restitui potat

Bpist. oliii.)
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they could hinder it ; or who do not inform on an evil-doer that

would be obliged to make restitution, if known.

See how the Law of God pursues injustice in all its windings,

and demands reparation from it ! This Law even prescribes the

order in which persons should restore. The unjust retainer of a

thing stolen is the first bound. The retainer may bo the person

himself who stole, or his heir, or some one else. An heir is there

fore bound to restore the goods wrongly acquired—by fraud, usury,

or theft—which he finds in the succession. If the retainer does not

restore, the duty falls on him who commanded the theft ; if the

latter does not restore, it falls on him who executed the theft ; if

this last does not restore, it falls on those who co-operated in the

theft.

It is to the person from whom goods have been stolen, or to his

heirs, that restitution must be made, and not to the poor or to the

Church. It is not permitted to give alms out of the goods of

another. Restitution must be made as soon as possible; otherwise,

a person continues to offend against the Seventh Commandment,

and, if there is question of an important restitution, to live in the

state of mortal sin. Unless there is a real impossibility, it is not

permitted to leave this care to heirs. On the one hand, they are

not always faithful in fulfilling the wishes of the dying ; on the

other, a person may cause the neighbour a new and heavy loss, by

retaining for a period more or less protracted that which belongs

to him. After delays of this kind, it is not rare to see wills made

totally void.

If a person wrongs a number of others in the same locality,

without knowing exactly who they are, restitution must be made

for the benefit of the poor in the same locality. A dealer who has

sold with false weights or measures to all those purchasing at his

shop, must, if he continue in business, dispose of his wares at a

lower price than they are worth for as long a time as is required to

repair the frauds of which he has been guilty towards his customers.

If he retires from business before having complied with this duty,

he should make restitution to the poor of the place where the in

justice was committed.'

If it is impossible to make the restitution reach those to whom

it is due, either by reason of the distance of places or because the

parties are not known, the amount must be expended in good works.

If a man finds it out of his power to make restitution, he must have

the will to make it as soon as he can ; and, if he die before doing

■o, God, who requires nothing impossible, will be satisfied with his

• ThlologU morale, 1. 1, p. 519.
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good will. If he is afraid of being defamed on account of making

restitution, he must beg his confessor or some other prudent person

to take the affair in charge. See how much God loves us, and how

careful He is even of our temporal interests !

What is to be said of the things that are to be restored ? It is

necessary to return another his goods, and to repair the loss which

he has suffered. Now, the neighbour has four kinds of goods ; the

goods of the soul, the goods of the body, the goods of honour, and

the goods of fortune. If one has robbed the neighbour of the goods

of the soul, either by evil counsel or by evil example, it is

necessary to restore to him other spiritual goods, by wise counsel,

edifying example, and fervent prayer. We spoke of this kind of

restitution when treating of scandal. If one has injured theneighbour

in the goods of the body, by wounds, murder, or any other sin, it is

necessary to repair as far as possible all the losses that proceed from

this injury. If one has lessened the neighbour's goods of honour, that

is to say, the neighbour's reputation, it is necessary, as we shall soon

show, to repair this reputation, and to compensate the neighbour

for all the material losses that he has sustained in consequence of

its being injured. The goods of fortune, as money, beasts, property

in general, it is necessary to restore such, if possible, as they were

taken; otherwise, their value. Moreover, it is necessary that the

losses which have been caused by stealth, should be repaired, and

the profits which would have arisen from the things stolen,

restored : all according to the judgment of enlightened and im

partial men.

So many cares are not enough for the tender solicitude of our

Heavenly Father. To the Seventh Commandment He joins the

Tenth. The one regulates our actions, the other our thoughts, in

regard to justice ; and both, united, form a piece of the most perfect

egislation.

The Tenth Commandment then forbids us to desire the neigh

bour's goods, whatever they may be—gold, silver, raiment, fruit,

cattle, lands, houses. He who desires to obtain possession of any

of these things by unjust means is guilty of stealing in his heart,

and of mortal sin if the object of his desire is considerable ; only,

he is not bound to restitution, since he does not really steal.

The first advantage of this Commandment is that it prescribes

the true means of keeping the Seventh. As a matter of fact, it is

from the desire that the action proceeds. He therefore who is

careful to stifle in his heart the desire of that which belongs to

the neighbour, will not inflict an injury on him. A second advan

tage is that it makes us observe a course of perfect justice, by

teaching us that external acts are not sufficient for the accomplish
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inent of the divine law, bat that the internal sentiments ofthe heart

are also necessary. Hence arises the immense superiority of the

Law of God over all human laws.

A third advantage is that of showing us the infinite goodness of

God towards us. Gould this goodness go further ? The Seventh

Commandment places our property beyond the reach of the violence

of others. The Tenth defends us from ourselves—from those ir

regular appetites of ours which would prove so disastrous to us if we

permitted ourselves to desire whatever we like. In laying upon us

a prohibition against cupidity, God blunted, so to speak, the spurs

of the passions, which excite us to all sorts of evil actions. Hence

comes another advantage. Delivered from the importunate pursuits

of cupidity, we have more leisure to occupy ourselves with true

goods, and to discharge the important duties which Religion

prescribes.

Summing up, to stifle in the heart of man an irregular desire

of earthly things—consequently, to prevent him from degrading

himself and making himself miserable ; to preserve society from the

innumerable injustices, frauds, evils, that flow from this irregular

desire ; to establish justice and charity on earth, by causing them

to reign in the affections of man : these are the advantages of the

Seventh and Tenth Commandments. Let all observe them, and

prisons become useless.

But take them away from the Decalogue, and you will sec what

must become of society : nothing left but a forced confidence, an

armed security. In vain will you have thousands of legal statutes

as a protection for your property ! Frail barriers ! Chicaneries

and stratagems of every kind will soon find a means of eluding yonr

laws. And then how many secret extortions, frauds, injustices,

which your laws can never reach ! Tell me : what are most of

those scandalous fortunes which we see rising so often at the

present day as if by enchantment, but a bitter mockery of your

laws and a proof of your impotence ? Assuredly, they proclaim a

truth as old as the world : Without the Law of God, no honesty.

Though you have thousands of laws, was there ever a century

more remarkable for its injustices—a century in which there were

louder complaints of bad faith ? No one knows what man to trust

is not this the daily refrain ? Why these unceasing murmurs ?

Because you despise a law, the only law, the law without which

all others, supported by police, jailers, and dungeons, cannot defend

your fortune. Cease then to complain, or observe the law which

alone can put an end to your complaints, the divine law, the safe

guard of all interests. I know that you require others to observe

it strictly; but, if you wish to succeed, begin by setting the
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example. You ought to hold to this law, that is, to the Seventh

and Tenth Precepts of the Decalogue, as you hold to your property:

it is a question of life or death.

Cupidity, the cause of all injustices, and thereby the greatest

obstacle to restitution ! Unfortunate slaves of this blind passion,

hear what you may expect from those for whom you sacrifice your

souls, by amassing riches for them 1

A very rich man, who owed a portion of his fortune to crying

injustices, found himself dangerously ilL He knew it. Mortifica

tion had already entered his wounds, and yet he could not decide

on making restitution. As often as the matter was mentioned to

him, he replied, What would become of my three sons? They would

be left to misery. This reply was borne to an ecclesiastic. " If

some one," says he, "were to tell him that I have an excellent

remedy for stopping mortification, he would ask to see me, and I

hope that I might induce him to restore." The news soon reached

the cars of the sick man, who sent at once to the ecclesiastic,

begging him to come as speedily as possible. The latter did not

delay, and, on his arrival, was very kindly welcomed.

" The remedy is unfailing," says the Abbe; "it is simple, and

will not cause you any suffering ; but it is dear, very dear."

" Though it should cost two thousand, nay, ten thousand francs,

no matter," says the sick man ; "in what does it consist ?"

"The whole remedy consists in this: in melting over the

mortified parts some human fat belonging to a person alive and in

good health. Much is not needed. If you can find any person

who, for ten thousand francs, will let his hand be burned during the

space of a quarter of an hour, it will be enough."

" Alas !" says the sick man, *' I greatly fear that we cannot

find any person."

" Have courage," says the ecclesiastic : " yon do not know the

devotedness of your children towards a father who leaves them

such immense riches. Send for your eldest son. He loves yon.

He is to be your heir. Say to him, 'You may save your father's

life, if, in order to cure me, you consent to let your hand be burned.'

I have confidence in him : he may agree. If, however, he should

refuse, make your proposal to the second, promising to make him

your heir. If the second should refuse, surely the third will

accept the offer, in order to have the inheritance."

The three sons are called. The proposal is made to them one

after another. All three reject it. " Let not my father think of

it," says each of them, as he withdraws.

" I am sure of nothing in the world," says the ecclesiastic now

to the sick man, "if it is not this, that you are very foolish

I
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indeed to consent to lose your body and your soul, and to be tor

mented in the fires of hell, for the sake of children who, to obtain

your cure and to save your life, are unwilling to suffer the pain of

an earthly fire for the short space of a quarter of an hour. What

madness !"

" You are right," answers the sick man ; " you have opened my

eyes. Let some one go for a notary. Meanwhile, I beg you to

hear my confession."

And with the assistance of his confessor, he took the means of

repairing his injustices as well as he could, having no regard to

the enrichment of his children.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having taket

so much care to protect our temporal goods ; remove from my heart

I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I will

give almt as often as lean.

OUE UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY CHARITY (continued).

Eighth Commandment. Social Advantages of this Commandment. Its

Object. What it forbids : false testimony, lying, detraction, calumny,

tale-bearing, contumely, violation of secrets, rash judgment. The

Decalogue and Modern Society.

One of the most admirable gifts that God has bestowed on man

is speech. By it man is essentially distinguished from all other

terrestrial creatures ; by it he publishes the praises of his Creator ;

by it he forms and maintains with his kind those relations, at once

so sweet and so useful, which are the glory of the human race and

the happiness of families. These are the noble ends for which God

endowed man with speech.'

But' since the sin of the First Adam, how many abases of this

divine gift ! The tongue is the chief instrument of the iniquities

that defile the earth and disturb society. By it man blasphemes

his Creator, and diffuses, among his kind, error, impiety, libertinism,

hatred, discord, and all those evils which make life in this world j

long torment.

Prayer.

 

LESSON LIV.

1 Jacob., iii, 2.
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To remedy these disorders, by bringing back speech to its

primitive use, God has given us the Eighth Commandment. By

this salutary precept He places in security our honour and repu

tation—goods often dearer than life, goods whose loss is capable of

poisoning all the enjoyments of earth, goods without which dignities,

riches, talents even, are a burden. By it He clears society from

suspicion, dissimulation, hypocrisy, lying, which, when they are

permitted to reign, occasion so much confusion that men hardly

differ from devils. By it He restores truth, a deep confidence,

good faith, which make earth an anticipated paradise. Accordingly,

O truly paternal goodness ! there is not one of our interests that the

Decalogue does not surround with a sacred barrier ! Where is there

another code of morality, so complete, so wise, so beneficent ?

The Scripture expresses the Eighth Commandment thus, Thou

ihalt not bear false witness against thy neighbour.1 Though false

witness alone is mentioned, it is certain that this precept forbids

whatever may lead to it.

The eighth precept then forbids all the injustices that can be

done the neighbour in word or in thought, because the thought is

the internal word, according to the Royal Prophet.*

It follows hence that not only is false testimony forbidden us

by this precept, but also detraction, calumny, lies, evil reports,

injurious words, pointed railleries, mockeries, flatteries, rash judg

ments, and whatever else may wound in word or in thought the

justice and charity which are due to the neighbour.

Let us become well acquainted with the chief sins that violate

the Eighth Commandment, and entertain for them all the horror

that they deserve.

False Testimony. By false testimony is understood a deposition

made against the truth before a legal officer, after taking the oath

which is usually required of witnesses. It was God who appointed

judges to terminate differences: they have a right to summon

witnesses and to examine them. Witnesses are bound to appear

before judges, and to answer, according to the truth, the questions

which they are asked. They ought to tell the truth, the whole truth,

tnd nothing but the truth, without having regard to the interests of

their relatives, or to their own interests : this is their duty, under

pain of mortal sin.

St. Thomas says that a false witness commits three sins:

perjury, since he utters a falsehood after having sworn to speak the

truth; injustice, since he wrongs the neighbour, towards whom he

' Non loqueris contra proximum tuum falsum testimonium. (£r«f..

ix.16.)

> Qui loquitur veritatera in corde mo. (Peal., xiv.)
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is bound to observe charity and justice ; lying, since he asserts or

denies a thing contrary to the truth of which he is aware.' More

over, the false witness sins against God, whose presence he despises,

by calling Him to give evidence in favour of a falsehood; against

the judge, whom he insults by his deception ; against the opposite

party, whom he endeavours to have unjustly condemned.

Hence, God regards false testimony with horror. There are six

things, the Scripture tells us, which the Lord hates : among them is

false testimony.* Wherefore, the false witness shall perish.* To

banish for ever this abominable crime, so fatal to society, the

Church excommunicates false witnesses, and the civil laws inflict

the heaviest penalties on them. Such persons were formerly

punished with death.4

The false witness is bound to repair all the injury that he has

maliciously caused the neighbour, and even to retract what he has

said at the peril of his own life, if the reparation cannot be made

in any other way, and if there is reason to hope that the accused

will be acquitted from blame and acknowledged innocent : other

things being equal, the condition of the innocent must be preferred

to that of the guilty. That which we say of the false witness is

applicable to those who effectually co-operate in doing an injury,

by engaging some one to give false testimony. Witnesses in

general who are cited to a court of justice are bound to appear. If

they refuse, they are culpable, but it would seem that they are not

bound to repair the loss which befalls the interested parties in con

sequence of this refusal.

If lying and perjury are forbidden to witnesses, they are no less

so to the accusers and the accused, to attorneys and barristers, and

in general to all persons who are involved in matters of judgment.

Hence, judges, who, committing a grievous fault in the sight of

God, deliver a sentence contrary to justice, or who, without reason,

put off the conclusion of a trial when everything is sufficiently

plain, are responsible for the loss which is the result.

The same obligations on lawyers who take charge of suits which

they regard as unjust In case of their client's neglect, they are

bound to repair all the injury that they cause to the opposite party.

It is the same if, through ignorance, negligence, unfaithfulness,

or very censurable indolence, they lose just suits which have been

intrusted to them: they are bound to indemnify their client for the

wrongs which they have inflicted on him. See in how many ways

God protects innocence, even at the tribunals of men !

1 2. 3., q. lxx, art. 4.

• Prov., xxi

* Prov., vi.

4 Edict of Francis 1, 1531.
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Lying. This is one of the most odious and disgraceful rices,

one of those which cause the greatest mischief on the earth. To lie

is to speak in a manner contrary to one's thoughts, with the intention

of deceiving the neighbour.' A person may lie by word, by writing,

by gesture, by action. There are three kinds of lies : the Joeote,

which is told for amusement, as if Christians might take pleasure

in that which offends their Heavenly Father ; the officious, which

is told to procure the good of the neighbour, or to prevent an evil

from happening him ; and the malicious, which is told with the

design of raising a prejudice against the neighbour.

All these lies are sins. It is never permitted anyone to lie,

even though it were to avoid the most severe tortures; to preserve

life, honour, or riches for oneself or others ; to save an innocent

person unjustly accused ; or to promote the neighbour's salvation.

It is likewise forbidden to use dissimulation, properly so called,

whioh of itself tends directly to deceive. This is a lie in action,

which is no less to be condemned than a lie in word.

But how are we to act on some pressing occasions when ques

tions are put to us ? We cannot tell the truth that is asked of us,

but still we should not falsify or disown it. "We may turn aside the

mind of the inquirer to something else. If it should happen that

he deceives himself by his own imprudence, or that he gives a

wrong meaning to our words, we are not bound to disabuse him of

his error. Moreover, it is permitted to avail oneself of some

expressions which, without being literally true, are not lies, because

the meaning of these expressions may easily be understood according

to usage. A beggar asks you for alms ; you tell him that you have

no money, though you really have some : you do not lie. The

beggar understands quite well that you have no money that you

can give him. Finally, he who knows something under the seal of

a secret may say that he is ignorant of it, as Our Lord Himself said

to His Disciples regarding the Last Judgment : "No person knows

the day or the hour of it.

To have that horror for lies which they deserve, let us make

the following considerations :—

1. A lie is an abuse of a most admirable gift of God. Speech

was given us only to manifest our thoughts, not to deceive one

another. Besides, it was by speech that God chose to have society

maintained among men. But if society cannot subsist without the

commerce of language, this commerce necessarily requires that he

who speaks should speak conformably to his thoughts, and that he

i Hon dubitat mentiri eum qui volens falsum enuntiat causa fallendi.

(S. Aug., de Mendac., c, iv.)
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who is spoken to should believe. The belief of the one rests on the

truthfulness of the other.

2. A lie attacks God, who is Truth itself. Every lie is a con

tradiction offered to God, who knows our thoughts. This is the

reason why He tells us that lying lips are an abomination' to Him.

He is the Father of truth . When we speak the truth, we are His

children. When we utter a lie, we cast from ourselves this sacred

character, and become the children of the devil, who is a liar and

the father of liars. It was the devil that told the first lie ever told in

the world.*

3. A lie dishonours him who is guilty of it. It shows him to

have a base soul, a wretched character, a shameful proneness to vice :

it exposes him to the greatest danger of being lost. It is, alas !

very easy to bring the habit of lying, even in little things, to the

most important occasions. Not a perjury, not a sacrilege, that has

not begun by one's being a liar. A person does not arrive suddenly

at enormous crimes : lying is usually the apprenticeship. Hence

forward, therefore, let us hold every kind of lie in horror. Let us

love the truth; let us love it as we love God Himself, its only

source and principle ; let us love it more than our interests, more

than our relatives, more than our friends, more than our life.3 To

give proof of our love for it, let us imitate, if necessary, the conduct

of a holy Bishop mentioned in ecclesiastical history.

The Emperor Maximian sent some soldiers to arrest St. Antony,

Bishop of Nicomedia. It happened that the soldiers, not knowing

whither they had come, entered the house of the venerable old man,

and asked him for something to eat. The Saint received them very

kindly, and gave them wherewith to appease their hunger. The

repast being over, they asked him where they might be able to find

Bishop Antony. " I am he," answered the Saint. The soldiers,

recognising him, said, " We will take good care not to arrest you ;

we will say that we did not find you." " God forbid !" replied the

Saint ; " I do not want you to tell a lie : I would rather die than

advise you to commit a sin." And he set out with them, to be

lodged in prison.4

Detraction. To detract is to speak unjustly of the wrongdoings

of the neighbour in his absence. If the person is present, the sin

of speaking thus unjustly or insultingly is called contumely. Is the

person innocent of the evil charged against him?—the offence

becomes calumny. To exaggerate the evil of which a person has

been guilty is a species of calumny. If a person has been guilty of

' Prov., xii. ' Joan., viii.

3 Let us say with Cicero, Amicus Plato, eed magis araica verilai.

* See, on lies, the Books of St. Augustine ; also bis Manual to LaMrentius,
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a fault, real but hidden, which charity ought to cover, the sin of

him who reveals this fault retains the name of detraction. This

wicked sin is so easily committed that perhaps there is no other sin

more common.

We may be guilty of it in six ways : (a) by revealing, without

necessity, the hidden faults which the neighbour has committed, or

by exposing defects which were unknown ; (i) by interpreting

his good actions in a wrong light ; (o) by seeking to lessen the

merit of his good actions or qualities ; (rf) by maintaining that he

does not deserve the praises which are given him—and this is done

either by showing impatience or by smiling maliciously when one

hears him praised, nodding the head or making some other sign to

show that one does not approve of what is said ; («) by making a

display of reserve—for example, when, after praising some person's

good qualities, one adds, What I have said is quite true, but . . .

if Hiked to tell all . . . , in order to convey that this person is not

all that he is supposed to be ; (/) by keeping silence, not praising

the neighbour for his good actions when one ought to do so, or

praising him so coldly that it is easy for those present to see that

the person to whom such praises are given is thought little

deserving of praise.

We have said that it is detraction to reveal the hidden faults or

defects of the neighbour ; for he is not guilty of detraction who

speaks of anyone's vices or disorders to persons acquainted with

them, or who speaks of them in a place where they are public. No

injury is then done to the character of the person mentioned, if at

the same time no exaggeration is permitted. But one would sin by

revealing hidden faults, without a lawful reason, to a single indi

vidual, though this individual might be supposed discreet, and

might be recommended to keep the affair secret. Still, if he who

thus renders himself guilty does not act through malice, with the

intention of defaming his neighbour in the mind of him to whom

he reveals a hidden fault, it is very probable that he only sins

venially, even in a grave matter.'

It is also forbidden, when a crime has been forgotten, to

awake any recollections of it in the place where it was com

mitted, and where the guilty party has recovered the esteem of his

fellow-citizens, unless that, in speaking of it, one speaks also of the

consideration which he has acquired since his change of conduct

It is also forbidden to detract corporations and communities, and

even the dead, either because their memory ought to be respected,

or because, while reviling them, one may injure their relatives.*

1 S. Alph., lib. UJ, n. 973. « Thiol, mor., 1. 1, p. 648.
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If you would be convinced of the enormity of detraction, first

attend to the manner in which the Holy Ghost speaks of the

detractor. He calls him the abomination of men, and forbids com

munication with him.' He says that the teeth of detractors are like

arrows, and their tongues like sharp knives.' St. Paul declares that

they shall not inherit the kingdom of God.» In effect, the detractor

is a thief, who steals from the neighbour a good more precious

than anything that can be the matter of ordinary theft. In the

judgment of God Himself, a good name is better than great riches.*

Consider detraction next in its principle, and you will see that

it is a most odious vice. Whence does it come ? From the passions.

A person detracts through interest, through pride, through jealousy,

or through hatred. Do you know any causes more contemptible ?

What shall we say of its consequences ?

St. Bernard, who compares the detractor to a viper, tells us that

with a stroke of his tongue he kills three persons.1' He gives death

to himself by the sin. He gives death to bim whom he detracts,

either because he robs him of his character, which is his civil life,

or by the hatred which he raises in his heart, and which deprives

him of the spiritual life of his soul. Finally, he gives death to

those in whose presence he detracts, by the part which they usually

take in the detraction. Ah! with how much reason does the Holy

Ghost forbid us to keep company with detractors !6

Yet there are solne cases in which it is permitted to discover

the defects and vices of the neighbour. Thus, we may speak ill of

one person for the good of another, who deserves to be preferred to

him who is spoken ill of. Let us give a few examples. It is not

detraction to discover to a superior the faults of his inferiors, that

he may apply a remedy to them, and prevent further disorders.' It

is not detraction to tell the truth to a man who comes to acquire

some information regarding a servant whom he wishes to engage ;

regarding labourers whom he wishes to employ ; regarding traders

who ask the loan of capital ; or regarding a person who seeks to

form an alliance with another.

In like manner, it is not detraction to declare the hidden defects

of the neighbour, if one does so only through necessity, having no

other means to defend his own character or to avoid a notable evil ;

as, if one cannot justify himself from a crime but by making known

that the witnesses have given false testimony on a previous occasion.

But here, above all, one ought to be most careful to observe the

' Prov., ndv. » Peat., lvi. a 2 Cor., vi. * Prov., xxii.

' 8. Bernard, Sermon xiiv on Canticles ; S. Chrys., Eomil. ad pop. Anticch.
• Prov., xxvi. 7 S. Thom., 2» 2», q. ludii, art. 2.
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rules of justice and charity. It is necessary, therefore, to say

nothing but what is true ; to speak without exaggeration ; to add

no malicious interpretations; to blend no corrupt intention with

that which is upright; to utter no evil but with regret and circum

spection, and only to reasonable persons, interested in the affair of

which there is question, and engaged to keep it secret. Holy

Religion ! with what solicitude dost thou watch over our name !

Calumny. This solicitude defends our character not only against

detraction, but also against calumny. Calumny is the sin of him

who imputes to the neighbour an offence of which he is innooent.

It is calumny to attribute to the neighbour faults which he has cot

committed or defects from which he is free; to exaggerate his real

faults or defects ; to deny his good qualities or actions. All divine

and human laws unite in condemning the calumniator : the world

itself puts a brand upon him. It would be useless to say more

regarding calumny, in order to inspire us with a horror of it

Better occupy ourselves with the line of conduct which we are to

pursue when we hear a detraction or a calumny, and with the

means of repairing the consequences of either, when we have had

the misfortune to incur its guilt.

First, it is never permitted to take pleasure in detraction or

calumny ; with much greater reason, to applaud by words or

gestures the speaker. If a person shows his approbation outwardly

in such a manner as to lead the speaker to continue the detraction

or calumny, he becomes an accomplice therein, and contracts »

joint obligation to repair the injury done the neighbour.

A person would not be bound to this reparation if, while

listening with pleasure to detraction or calumny, he did not say or

do anything that might induce the offender to believe his words

approved. In this case, a person only sins against charity : mor

tally, it is true, in a grave matter, and venially in a light matter.

But it is important to remark that the person who listens to

detraction, because he gladly hears something new, without re

joicing at the wrong done to him who is its object, only commits t

venial fault, though the detraction may be grave ; unless that he u

bound, under pain of mortal sin, to prevent it.'

If he who detracts is a superior, it is necessary to testify by our

silence, or by our looks, that his discourse displeases us.* If he is an

equal, we must strive with tact to change the conversation, or beg

him to leave off, or defend the neighbour. If he is an inferior, we

are bound to impose silence on him. It is amid delicate circum

stances like these, that we are especially called upon to put iu

' S. Alph., lib. Ill, n. 9S0. » S. Jerome, Letter to Btatvm-
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practice the great precept, Do to others as you would wish that

they should do to you. Now, if we were absent, how would we

wish others to defend our reputation ?

The illustrious Chancellor of England, Sir Thomas More, is a per

fect model on this point : his conduct shows us clearly how we may

prevent detraction. When any ill was spoken of the neighbour in

his presence, he immediately broke out gaily with this reply, " Let

everyone say what he likes ; as for me, I say that this house is well

built," or something else of the same kind, which, while amusing

ihe detractors, put a stop to their guilty conversation.

Detraction and calumny being thefts, one cannot obtain pardon

for them without restoring the good which they take away. Now,

they take away the character, which is a good sometimes dearer

than life. At other times, they cause a real loss to the neighbour.

If there is question of character, the matter stands thus : one has

either calumniated or detracted.

If one has calumniated, it is necessary to say so, and to remedy

the evil as soon as possible, morally speaking. It is with this

obligation as with that of making restitution under the Seventh

Commandment : it is founded on justice, and the sin cannot be

remitted unless it is fulfilled. A person may avail himself of this

mode of speaking, In saying such a thing of such a man, I was

deceived, or I was in error ; there was nothing of the sort.

If one has detracted, the obligation is the same, but the difficulty

is much greater. Since the evil imputed to the neighbour is true,

one cannot say that it is false : this would be a lie. A person

should therefore make use of a general phrase : saying that we need

not believe everything we hear ; that people often exaggerate ; that it

was wrong to speak ill of such a person ; or that the defamation was

unjust. '

At other times it will be more to the purpose simply to speak

well of the injured person, especially if there is reason to belie re

that this method would be more agreeable to him, or that the

detraction is forgotten. If the detraction or the calumny, besides

the wrong which it has done to the character of the neighbour, has

caused him any other hurt—for example, if it has made him lose

his employment—one is bound to reparation.' This last obligation

passes to the detractor's heirs.

Tale-bearing. There is another sin opposed like the preceding

ones to the eighth precept : it is tale-bearing. This is a very great

sin : the whisperer, says the Scripture, raises trouble among those

who were at peace : therefore he shall be accursed.* It is greater,

1 8. Liguori, 1. Ill, n. 996. » S. Liguori, ibid. * Eecl., xxviii.

vol. II, 47
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adds St. Thomas, than detraction or contumely; for a friend is

better than honour.' A person is guilty of it when, without

intending to defame anyone, he issues reports capable of destroying

or diminishing affection among relatives, confidence among friends,

or order between superiors and inferiors. Hence arise quarrel*,

hatreds, divisions, and a multitude of other evils.

Reports, whether true or false, even in a light matter, are

mortal, (a) when a person makes them with the intention of

dividing families or friends ; and (i) when, without having this

criminal intention, a person foresees in any way that these reports,

by being spread abroad, will cause disputes, enmities, or other like

effects. We cannot therefore too carefully avoid stories that may

be followed by such sad consequences. If you chance to hear a

word spoken against your neighbour, let it die in your bosom, and be

sure that it will not kill you.' ,i

Contumely. This is a new sin committed by the tongue. It

means an injury done to the neighbour in his presence by word or

deed Mockeries, sarcasms, jokes, disgraceful or ridiculous titles,

are contumelies. To reproach anyone with his hidden defects or

faults, is at once a contumely and a detraction. This sin is mortal

or venial according to circumstances. It binds one to a reparation

of the injury, and, if it has been public, the reparation must like

wise be public.

Violation of Secrets. A thing is secret when it is known only

to two or three persons, or at least to such a small number

that it cannot be regarded as notorious. We sin by violating *

secret deliberately, without a legitimate cause. This violation may

be mortal or venial, according to the importance of the secret. If

any damage results to the neighbour, one is bound to reparation.

The law of secrecy also forbids us to extort secrets from another;

consequently, to read letters not addressed to us. A person should

not even gather up and fix together the parts of a torn letter, in

order to discover its contents. Finally, it is not permitted to read

an unsealed letter which falls into our hands : it must be given to

the person to whom it is addressed. Circumstances determine

whether the indiscretions of which we have just spoken are grave

or light.

Rash Judgment. It is not only words, but even thoughts,

disadvantageous to the neighbour, that are forbidden by the

Eighth Commandment : such are doubts, suspicions, and rash judg

ments. Doubt is a suspension of the judgment regarding the

1 Susurratio est majus peccatum quam detractio, et etiam quam continue

quia amicus est melior quam honor ; et amari melius est quam honorari, &

(2» -2", q. Ixxiv, art. 2.) » Ecel, xix.
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goodness or the badness of an action performed by the neighbour.

Voluntary doubt is a sin, because charity and justice oblige us to

interpret favourably the actions of tbe neighbour, who has a right

to our esteem as long as the contrary is not sufficiently established.

Suspicion is a weak persuasion of the malice of the neighbour's

action, resting on light foundations. By reason of the imperfection

of the act, suspicion is mostly venial. But it would become mortal

if, on slight appearances, one voluntarily suspected adultery,

atheism, or heresy.

Rash judgment is a firm persuasion or an inward admission of

the malice of the neighbour's action, grounded on weak motives.

Hence it is called rash. To represent the state of our mind in

these various acts, it may be said that in doubt our mind is like a

balance whose scales are even; in suspicion, like a balance of which

one of the scales goes down a little; and in rash judgment, like a

balance of which one of the scales sinks altogether.

▲ mortal sin of its nature, rash judgment is really so when,

accompanied with perfect advertence and full consent, a judgment

is formed on an important matter against some individual; also

when, the matter being again important, the signs are so uncertain

that they cannot support a prudent judgment.

What peace, what union should reign in the world, if every one,

a conscientious observer of the Commandments which we have just

explained, would imitate the conduct of St. Monica ! St. Augustine

relates that when persons who were at enmity with one another

told her such outrageous things as are usually said in the first heat

of anger, she never alluded to what she had heard but in so far as

it might serve to reconcile them, for which purpose she laboured

her utmost. An imitator of the virtues of his holy mother,

Augustine held detraction in horror. It was this that led him to

keep exhibited, in the room where he usually took his repasts,

these two Latin verses, written in large letters :—

" Si quii amat dictis absentum rodere vitam

Hanc mensam vetitam noverit ease sibi."

" If anyone wishes to speak ill of the absent, let him know that

this table is forbidden him." If it happened that one of his guests

began to detract, the worthy Bishop interrupted him, saying, Read

these verses; do you wish to place me under the necessity of having

them removed ?

"We have now explained the Ten Precepts of the Decalogue. Our

explanation, imperfect as it is, is nevertheless sufficient to render

palpable these two truths, that every Commandment of God is an

immense benefit, and that the Decalogue is the pivot of society.
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An immense benefit. Let men hate one another; cut one

another's throats ; rob one another of honour, fortune, or character :

will God be anything the less happy ? No. Happiness is essential to

His being ; it does not depend on us. But He has taken our cause

in hand. He has said to the wicked, Whatever you do to the least

of your kind I will regard as done to Myself ; if you escape human

laws, you shall not escape My justice. What security in this

promise ! To know all that we owe to the Decalogue, we should

know all the guilty thoughts— the projects of robbery, murder, in

justice, and every other crime—that it stifles in a single day among

those millions of men who exist throughout the world.

The pivot of society. Take away the Decalogue, the law of

God and God Himself may be scoffed at with impunity, the

passions would be left without n r.;in, rirtne and vice are the same.

No rest but universal disorder.

Take away the Decalogue, and the family is left without a

foundation. The wife becomes a slave, and the child a victim,

because the father is a brutal and fickle tyrant.

Take away the Decalogue, and society is for ever dissolved.

Might is the supreme law : you have despotism, slavery, and anarchy.

Take away the Decalogue, and your life and honour—as well

as those of your wife and children—your fortune and character, are

at the mercy of the murderer, the seducer, the robber, and the

calumniator, artful or strong enough to escape the prison or the

scaffold : and how many so escape !

Say not that you can replace the Decalogue. With what, I

ask, can you replace a law which, entering consciences, seizes and

crushes crime in its very germ—the desire, the thought? Is it

with instruction? This, assuredly, is not what we want It is

said that we know more now at fourteen years of age than used to

be known at twenty-five : on which very account our century it

termed a century of enlightenment.

Still, if facts prove anything, it is certain that Godless instruc

tion, which is offered everywhere at the present day, has solved one

problem ; but it must be said that it has done so with a desperate

perfection, namely, how to corrupt the greatest possible number

in a given time. Instruction ! Was it needed by the Greeks and

Romans, v/ho were never more corrupt than when they were most

highly instructed, and who, in spite of all their enlightenment,

ended by plunging into a sink of iniquities ? Instruction gives

ideas; it does not give morals. It may make scholars ; it cannot

make good men nor good citizens.'

1 ist us give the sadly eloquent figures that support our vronb. It
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Again, with what -will you replace the Decalogue? With

politico-philosophical systems ? But I will say to you with the

father himself of all these systems, " 0 philosopher ! your systems

are very admirable ; but be so kind as to show me their sanction."

And then, all these reforming, healing, saving systems—have they

not had a trial one after another during the last fifty years ? What

social evil have they remedied ? Have they strengthened power ;

have they made obedience more exact, devotedness more earnest,

society more moral or more tranquil? What people have they

delivered ?

Again, with what will you replace the Decalogue ? With new

constitutions ? But it would seem that, under this head, there is

little left to desire. Since 1789, we have had at least a dozen new

constitutions. Society has been subjected to all sorts of treatment

imaginable, and the poor sick man still lies trembling and gasping

on his weary bed, expecting his cure.

With what, then, will you replace the Decalogue ? With laws ?

But. if laws are enough, without Religion, to rescue a people and to

consolidate society, we ought to be more moral, tranquil, and con

tented than any other people that ever was or ever will be ; for,

thanks be to God ! we have no want of laws. During forty-six

years, there have been seventy-six thousand seven hundred and

fifty-six of them manufactured for us: which, by a little calculation,

gives nearly four a day !

Let us acknowledge then once for all that the Decalogue alone

can save society, and defend it from the evils that threaten it. Let

appears from the latest statistics published by the Keeper of the

Seals :—

1 . That, according as instruction is propagated from year to year, the number

of offences increases in a like proportion.

2. That, in the number of those offences or crimes, the class of accused,

knowing how to read and write, enters as more than a fifth above the class

of accused, completely illiterate ; and that the class of accused, having received

a high degree of instruction, enters as more than three times as many as the

class of accused, completely illiterate. In other words, when 26,000 individuals

of the totally illiterate class furnish five accused, 25,000 individuals of the

class knowing how to read and write furaish more than six, and 25,000

individuals of the class having received superior instruction furnish more

than fifteen.

3. That the degree of perversity in crime and the chance of escaping

the pursuit of justice increase in a direct ratio with the amount of instruction.

4. That the districts in which instruction is most widely diffused are those

which present the greatest number of crimes, that is to say, thoso wherein

morality extends in un inverse ratio with instruction.

6. That relapses are more frequent among the accused who have received

instruction than among those who cannot read or write.
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us love the Decalogue ; let us observe it faithfully, if we wish that

others should observe it : these are the only terms on which we can

purchase happiness.

Prayer.

O my Gfod ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having placed

my reputation beyond the reach of every word, and even of every

thought, disadvantageous to me ; grant me the grace always to

respect that of my neighbour.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, 1 will

never speak ill of anyone.

LESSON LV.

OUR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY CHARITY (continued).

Commandments of the Church. Legislative Power of the Church : Certainty,

Independence, and Object of it. Third and Fourth Commandments of the

Church : their Social Importance.

To love God, consequently to unite ourselves with our Lord by

Charity, it is not enough to observe the Decalogue : we must also

observe the Commandments ofthe Church. In effect, Our Lord Him

self said to the heads of the Church, As My Father sent Me, I also

send you. All power is given to Me in Heaven and on earth : go ye,

therefore, teach all nations. Whatsoever you shall hind on earth, shall

he bound in Heaven ; and whatsoever you shall loose on earth, shall he

loosed in Heaven. He who hears you, hears Me ; and he who despises

you, despises Me ; and he who despises Me, despises Him who sent Me.

If any one will not hear the Church, let him be regarded as a heathen

and a publican.

In the persons of St. Peter and the other Apostles, consequently

in the persons of Our Holy Father the Pope and the other Bishops,

the Church therefore received divinely the power to make, in the

order of Religion, laws strictly binding on all Christians—Priests

or Bishops, rich or poor, learned or ignorant, kings or subjects—

without any exception. In what kingdom of the earth can be found

an authority more sacred, a legislative power better established ?

Moreover, the Church is a society established by Our Lord Jesus

Christ Himself, in order to lead men to Heaven, by making them

obedient to Religion. Now, every society has the power to make

such laws and regulations as it judges necessary for its preservation,
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its prosperity, and the end for which it was instituted. The most

perfect of all societies, the Church, has therefore the power to make

laws. It has accordingly made them from its origin ; and, up to

our age of pride and impiety, all Christians have considered them

selves hound to submit thereto. During the first three centuries,

in the height of persecution, there were more than fifty councils

held, throughout East and West, for the internal and external

government of the Church.

The Church has never ceased to make use of this legislative

power, and to make use of it with a sovereign independence.

" There are, 0 august emperor," wrote Pope St. Gregory to the

Emperor Anastasius, " two authorities by which this world is

governed : the sacred authority of Pontiffs, and the authority of

kings. The sacred authority of Pontiffs is so much the more terrible,

as they must render an account to God, at the Last Judgment, even

of the salvation of kings. You are not ignorant that, although your

dignity raises you above other men, you ought to piously bow your

head before Pontiffs, charged with the dispensation of divine things,

and that you ought to be devoted to them in everything pertaining

to the order of religion and to the administration of the holy mys

teries ; you know that, in reference to these things, you depend on

their judgment, and that you have not the right of subjecting them

to your will. In everything pertaining to public order, these same

Bishops obey your laws. In your turn, you ought to obey them in

whatever concerns holy things, of which they are the dispensers ;

and, as it would be a crime on their part to be silent regarding the

worship which is due to God, so it would be no less a prevarication

if, instead of obeying them, as is meet, one should despise their in

structions."'

There would be no ending, ifwe wished to cite all the testimonies

of the Fathers and all the facts that establish, through the course of

eighteen centuries, the perfect independence of the Church in the

matter of spiritual government. Let us only hear the immortal

Archbishop of Cambrai :—

" It is vain," exclaims Fenelon, " of anyone to say that the

Church is in the State. The Church, it is true, is in the State tc

obey the prince in everything temporal ; but, although she is pre

sent in the State, she never depends on it for any spiritual function.

She is in this world, but to convert it; she is in this world, but tc

govern it with regard to salvation. The world, by submitting to

the Church, does not acquire the right to control her. Princes, in

becoming the children of the Church, do not become her masters '

' Epist. vi., ad Anart. Aug.
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they must serve her, not rule her ; they must kiss the dust of her feet,

not lay a yoke upon her.

" To disturb the Church in her functions is to attack the Most

High in the object dearest to Him, namely, His Spouse ; it is to

blaspheme against His promises, it is to rebel against His eternal

reign. Not only are princes unable to do anything against the

Church, but they cannot even do anything for her, in spiritual

matters, beyond obeying her. It is true that a pious and zealous

prinoe is called an outside bishop, and a protector of the cation*, ex

pressions which we continually repeat with joy in the moderate

sense of the ancients who made use of them. But an outside bishop

must never undertake the functions of an inside one. He stands,

sword in hand, at the door of the sanctuary ; but he takes care not

to enter.

" While he protects, he obeys ; he protects decisions, but he does

not make a single one. He confines himself to two functions : the

first is to maintain the Church in full liberty from all her enemies

without, that she may be free within to pronounce, to decide, to

approve, and to correct, as well as to beat down every kind of

haughtiness that rises up against the knowledge of God ; the second

is to support her decisions, never permitting himself, under any

pretext, to become their interpreter.'"

Summarising all these authorities, Pius VI. wrote, "We admit,

we even desire, that, in political government, there should be laws

wholly distinct from those of the Church—laws belonging to the

civil power. But, while claiming obedience for some laws, we do

not permit that others, which fall within the province of the spiri

tual power, should be violated by lay authority. What jurisdiction

can laymen have over spiritual things ? By what right can thsy

expect ecclesiastics to submit to their decrees ? Kvery Catholic

knows that Jesus Christ, when founding His Church, gave to the

Apostles and their successors a power independent of all other

powers.'"

This power extends to whatever relates, by its nature, to Reli

gion, to the divine worship, to the salvation of souls. Hence, the

teaching and the preaching of the Gospel ; the administration ofthe

Sacraments; the liturgy; the sanctification of Sunday; the estab

lishment and the sanctification of holidays and of days of fast and

abstinence ; vows ; religious orders, and their approbation ; the in

terpretation and the dispensation of oaths ; the institution of the

Ministers of the Church, with their jurisdiction, canonical punish-

1 Discourse at the Consecration of the Bishop of Cologne.

> Briefs of March 10, 1791, to Louis XVI. and the Bishops of the National

Assembly.
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tical government or discipline enters into the domain of the spiritual

power, which, so far as its own affairs are concerned, is absolutely

independent of the temporal power.'

Among the laws for which the world is indebted to this power

of the Church, at once so sacred, so wise, and so gentle, there are

six principal ones, which are called, hy excellence, the Command

ments of the Church. Their end is to explain and to apply the laws

given by Jesus Christ Himself, and to secure the observance of

them. This is the place to make known two of these laws; the

others are explained elsewhere.*

The first of these two commands us to confess our sins at least

once a year. It follows hence that we are bound, by two different

precepts, to confess mortal sins, committed after Baptism, to a Priest.

One comes from divine, the other from ecclesiastical law. It is

certain :—(a) That if a person has fallen into any mortal sin, he is

bound by the divine precept to confess when he is in danger of death.

(A) That persons who sin mortally are bound to confess many times

during life, by the same divine precept. Hence those who, after

sinning mortally, pass several years without confessing, sin not

only against the ecclesiastical, but also against the divine precept,

(c) That a person is bound by the same precept to confess when

guilty of mortal sin, and when obliged to receive a Sacrament of the

Living.

In the beautiful ages of the Church, the Faithful did not confine

themselves to the letter of this Commandment : they often had re

course to the Sacrament of Penance. It was with a purification of

their souls in this salutary bath, that they began their chief under

takings. They were accustomed to confess before setting out on a

journey, before entering the religious state, before making a pil-

' Theol. dogm., t. I, p. 663.

j The first, when speaking of Holidays—in the Fourth Part of the Cate

chism; the second, when speaking of the Third Precept of the Decalogue; the

fifth and the sixth, when speaking of Lent and Quarter Tense.

(The following are the Commandments of the Church, as usually read in

France :—

1. Les fetes tu sanctifleras, qui te sont de commandement.

2. Les dimanches messe ouiras, et les fetes pareillement.

3. Tous tes peehes confeeseras, a tout le raoins une fois Ton.

4. Ton Createur tu recevras, au raoins a Paquee huuiblement.

5. Quatre-temps, vigiles, jeuneras, et le careme entierement.

6. Vendredi, chair ne mangeras, ni le samedi memement.

It will be seen that they differ a little from those found in some other

countries. This is not to be wondered at. The Church, having the powers

tu make laws, has also the power to modify them according to circum

stances. 7V.)
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grimage, even before enlisting in the army. " It was the custom

in England," says an ancient author, " that he who was about to

dedicate himself to a military life should come the evening before

to some Bishop or Priest, that he might make to him a confession

of all his sins with sentiments of compunction, and that, having

been absolved, he might pass the night in the Church, praying and

devoutly afflicting himself before God. Next morning, before

hearing Mass, he laid his sword on the altar, and the Priest, after

the Gospel, placed it on his neck with a blessing. He then com

municated at the Mass, and became a soldier.'"

The same thing used to be done in France.' If our ancestors

were so religious when there was question of taking up arms, they

were not less so when there was imminent danger of losing their

lives in the service of their country. On the eve of a battle, they

would spend the whole night in going to confession.' Good Chris

tians make good soldiers. The illustrious Marshal De Turenne had

communicated during the night before the day on which he was

killed.

Our ancestors, therefore, in the Faith had recourse often, freely,

joyfully, to the tribunal of reconciliation ; but, fervour diminishing

in the course of ages, confessions became more rare. To put a

barrier to laxity, the Fourth Council of Lateran, held in 1215,

ordered that all Christians, of both sexes, arrived at the use of

reason, should communicate at lea3t once a year, under pain, during

life, of being refused admission to the Church, and, after death, of

being deprived of ecclesiastical burial.

As may be seen, children themselves are bound, from the moment

they can distinguish between good and evil, to observe this precept.

The giving of absolution to them should not be deferred till the

time of First Communion. It is not enough for parents to send

them to the tribunal of Penance ; they ought to prepare them care

fully, by teaching them the meaning of this act, by reminding them

of their principal faults and exciting them to conceive a lively

sorrow for all their faults, and by recommending them to confess

everything with much sincerity.

After confession, they should induce them to perform, as soon and

as devoutly as possible, the penance which has been imposed on

them by the confessor, and to put his good advice in practice. If

there are so many children who do not know how to confess, and

who are not sufficiently sincere in confession, it is often the fault of

1 Ingulphus, Abbot of Croyland.

* Chron. de S. Denis ; Chron. de Rouen, apud Labb., 1. 1, Bibliotk. now.

' William of Malmesbury, v. Ill, de Gestis Anglorum, c. v. ; Sist. da

Sacremcnts, t. II, c. vi.
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fathers and mothers, who neglect to prepare them to acquit them

selves properly of so important a duty.

The other precept of the Church on which we have to give a

few words of explanation, is that of receiving the Blessed Eucharist

at Easter. For Communion, as well as for Confession, there

is a divine precept. The Early Christians were faithful observers

of it. What do I say ? They loved the Saviour so tenderly, they

felt their need of Him so deeply, that they used to communicate

daily. Admirable custom ! whose re-establishment the Church

desires at the present day with all the ardour of her maternal

charity.'

For a long time it was unnecessary to engage the Faithful to

communicate. Alas 1 who would have told our ancestors in the

Faith that a time should come when their children would regard

this heavenly food with so much indifference that the Church should

be obliged to employ all her authority to make them approach the

Holy Table ? Yet such is the hard and humiliating necessity to

which she has been reduced.

At the same General Council of Lateran, therefore, she ordered

all Christians, come to the age of discretion, to communicate at least

once a year, during Easter time. A pretty general custom autho

rises some delay in the communion of children. The Church says

at Uast : showing by this expression that though paschal commu

nion suffices to prevent one's being excommunicated, yet it is far

from satisfying the desires of her maternal tenderness, the

longings of the Saviour, or the pressing demands of our own neces

sities. Hence, all persons who have at heart their salvation com

municate much more frequently. There is not a single Saint who

does not earnestly recommend frequent communion.*

Take their maxims as the rule of your conduct, and experience

will quickly teach you that all virtues spring up in the heart under

the influence of this Divine Sacrament.

Meanwhile, let us admire the wisdom of the Church in her two

fold law of annual confession and communion. Undoubtedly there

exists a divine precept regarding confession and communion ; but

to leave its accomplishment to the choice of every individual would

be to render it illusory. The passions, which it opposes, would

always find a thousand pretexts for dispensing themselves from a

compliance with it, and the influence of Christianity would be lost ;

for, without confession, Christianity is nothing more than justice

without a tribunal.

' Optaret quidem sancta synodus, etc. (Cone. THd., scss. xxii, c. vi.)

J See their sentiments, as collected in the Treatise on Frequent Communion

by St. Liguori.
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It was therefore necessary that a competent authority should

determine the meaning of the precept, and fix the period of ite

observance. The Church has done so, and her law of annual con

fession and communion is the strongest basis of society. Who tells

you all this? A Priest? No. A Catholic? No ; but a Protes

tant. Behold how Lord Fitzwilliam reasoned, a few years ago, in

his celebrated Letters of Atticus:—

" All nations have their religions and their laws : their religion

to inculcate virtue and morality, and their laws to punish crimes.

Herein, Soman Catholic and all other states have the same end.

But in the Roman Catholic religion alone, there exist laws of a

much more imperative nature—laws whioh no art or sophism can

render nugatory—laws which are calculated not alone to inspire a

love of virtue but also to oblige one to its pursuit—laws which are

not confined to the punishment of crimes but are directed to their

prevention. These laws consist in the obligation which they lay

on all Roman Catholics to communicato at least once a year ; or, in

other terms, in their belief of the real presence, in confession and

communion.

" And let no one say that this belief is false and deceitful.

Nothing could be more absurd than to suppose that any man should

have dared to present it out of his own head to other men. If one

of the Apostles had proposed it to his fellow-labourers, they would

have thought him mad or laughed at him. Since it cannot have

come from men, it is therefore evident that it must have come from

God ; and, as divine, it loses all its absurdity, however incompre

hensible it may be.

" We may say that, in Roman Catholic states, the whole economy

of social order turns on this pivot. It is to this wondrous arrange

ment that they owe their solidity, their durability, their security,

and their tranquillity. Hence arises an indisputable principle, a

precious maxim, the last ring in the long chain of arguments which

we have just laid down, namely, that it is impossible to form any

system of government which may be permanent or advantageous, unless

it is founded on the Soman Catholic Jteligion. Every other system

is deceptive.

" The precepts and the prohibitions which this Religion imposes

on its children are so little known by the sectaries who attack them,

that they have scarcely the faintest idea of them. Some, out of

ignorance, turn away their eyes from them ; others, out of preju

dice, treat them with scorn. In order, therefore, to instruct the

former and to undeceive the latter, I will repeat that all Roman

Catholics are bound to communicate at least once a year—always,

however, according to the state of their conscience ; and I will*lM
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that, before receiving this august Sacrament, in presence of which

even the boldest Catholic is seized with fear and awe, it is neces

sary that all, without distinction or exception, should confess their

sins in the tribunal of Penance : and that they cannot obtain from

any minister in this tribunal, which they look upon as so dreadful,

permission to approach the Holy Table, before they have first puri

fied their hearts with all the dispositions necessary for this purpose.

" Now, these indispensable dispositions are contrition for and a

full and precise acknowledgment of all faults committed, atone

ment for all injustices, restitution of all goods unlawfully acquired,

pardon of all wrongs, the breaking asunder of all criminal and scan

dalous bonds, and the renunciation of envy, pride, hatred , avarice, am

bition, dissimulation, ingratitude, and every other sentiment contrary

to charity. It is necessary, at the same time, to enter into a sacred

engagement before God to avoid even the smallest faults and to

observe all the sublime laws of the Gospel with the greatest

exactness.

" Such is, such has always been during the last eighteen cen

turies, the fundamental and immutable doctrine of the Roman

Catholic Church. And if any one dares to say that her children aro

wicked and perverse, in spite of the bonds with which she holds

them fast and the duties which she lays upon them, what shall wo

say of men free from these salutary restraints ? The inhabitants of

the happiest and most flourishing monarchy that ever shone in his

tory were suddenly delivered from them. What was the conse

quence '{ These senseless wretches, being no longer afraid of any

rein, dared everything. Their crimes, like a raging sea, swept

away dikes which God alone could restore, desolated Europe, and

left on the French name a most disgraceful, an indelible stain.

" What a pledge is thus required from every individual for the

accomplishment of his social duties ; for the exercise ofall virtues-

honesty, benevolence, kindness, mercy ! Can the like be found

anywhere else? Here, the conscience is regulated by the tribunal

of God alone, not by that of the world. Here, the culprit is his

own accuser, and not his judge. While the Christian of every other

communion examines himself lightly, pronounces on his own cause.

examined by another, looks for his sentence from Heaven, and sighs

after that consoling absolution which is granted, refused, or deferred

in the name of the Most High.

" What an admirable means of establishing among men a mutual

confidence, a perfect harmony in the exercise of their functions !

The authority of the prince cannot degenerate into tyranny, nor the

freedom of the people into licentiousness: the magistrate is impar-
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tial, the legislator upright and disinterested, the priest pure and

zealous, the soldier loyal, the subject faithful, the sovereign just.

"To pronounce on all questions o'f general importance, it is

necessary and proper to take general effects as their bases : this is

what I have done. But alas ! such is human frailty that all Roman

Catholics do not, I admit, profit of the opportunities afforded them.

It is therefore a matter of duty, as it is undoubtedly a matter of the

greatest interest, for wise and watchful governments, to oppose

every relaxation in the principles which I have developed. If, in

a Roman Catholic state, no person ever went astray, the question

would not be, ' What is the best government,' but rather, ' In

such a government, what need is there for other laws ? ' Perhaps

all human laws would there be as superfluous as they are powerless

wherever the Roman Catholic Religion does not serve them as a

foundation.

" Summing up, virtue, justice, morality, ought to serve as the

basis of all governments.

" It is impossible to establish virtue, justice, morality, on any good

foundation, without the tribunal of Penance, because this tribunal, the

most terrible of all tribunals, takes hold of the conscience, and

directs it in a more effectual manner than any other tribunal. Now,

this tribunal belongs exclusively to Roman Catholics.

" It is impossible to establish the tribunal of Penance, without the

belief of the Real Presence, the principal basis of the Roman Catholic

Faith, because, without this belief, the Sacrament of Communion

loses its value and importance. Protestants approach the Holy

Table without fear, because they only receive a commemorative sign

of the Body of Jesus Christ. Catholics, on the contrary, only

approach it trembling, because they receive there the Body itself of

their Saviour.

" Hence, wherever this belief has been destroyed, the tribunal of

Penance has ceased with it : confession has become useless ; as,

wherever this belief exists, confession becomes necessary : and this

tribunal, which is necessarily established with it, renders indispen

sable the exercise of virtue, justice, morality. Therefore, as I have

already said, It is impossible to form any system of government

which may be permanent or advantageous, unless it is founded on the

Roman Catholic Religion."

To interpret a divine precept and to secure its observance, as

well as to raise a barrier against the inconstancy of man, to assist

his weakness, to effect his sanctification, and thus to promote the

happiness of families and of society : such are the general ends of

the Commandments of the Church.
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Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having inspired

Thy Church to give us Commandments so exceedingly useful, and

yet so easy to observe ; grant me the grace never to violate them.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, Jwilt

daily pray for the indifferent.

LESSON LVI.

our union wiTh The new adam By chariTy (continued).

Life of Sanctity in time ; Life of Glory in eternity. Conformity with Our

Lord Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ, the Model of our interior life: His

thoughts on God, man, and the world ; His affections in regard to God,

man, and the world. Jesus Christ, the Model of our exterior life : the

Model of superiors, inferiors, all men, in their duties towards God, them

selves, and the neighbour. The Model of all ages and all states.

Ann teaching His Apostles all the secrets of our union with

Him, the New Adam made known to them what the fruit of this

union ought to be. Now, the fruit of our union with Our Lord it

to make us live by His life in time and in eternity—to make iu

lead here on earth a holy life, and hereafter in Heaven a glorious

life.1 " In the person of Jesus Christ," says St. Augustine, "a

Great Physician came down from Heaven, because a great invalid

lay suffering on earth."* This invalid was the human race.

The Saviour was not satisfied with applying balm to his wounds.

He was not satisfied with placing him on the right way, and saying

to him, Walk ! He Himself would walk before him, in order to

teach him how to walk. He vouchsafed to travel every road, to

appear in every state by which we have to pass, that He might

sanctify all as He sanctified all the elements, and that He might

teach us to sanctify them ourselves.

He left on His divine footprints graces which enlighten and

quicken the feet of those who touch them.3 After finishing His

course, He turned towards man, and cried to him from the summit

1 See what we have said in Lessons xvi. and xvii. of this Second Part of the

Catechism.

> Magnus de Ccelo descendit medicus, quia magnus in terra jacebat legrotus,

(Sera. Ux., de Verb. Doin.)

* Lucerna pedibus meis verbum tuum. (Fsal. exviii.)
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of the Cross, Follow Me. I am the way, and the truth, and the

life. He thai followeth Me, walketh not in darkness. I have given

you an example, that you may do as I have done. Then He ascended

glorious and triumphant into Heaven, and from the summit of His

eternal throne He cries to man, stretching out His arms and hold

ing in His hand a crown, Follow My steps, and thou shalt come te

the place where lam Myself.'

Let us now learn to know this Model of all ages, of all conditions,

of all states ; for Our Lord is Man !

A Christian is another Jesus Christ. Such is the suhlime defi

nition which the Fathers of the Church give us of ourselves.' This

resemblance between us and the New Adam ought to be such that

the Eternal Father, contemplating each of us from the summit of

Heaven, may be able to say what He heretofore said of Our Lord,

This is My beloved Son, in whom I am well phased. That it may be

so, our resemblance must be inward and outward.

X. In our thoughts. Our thoughts will be conformed to those

of Jesus Christ when we judge like Him of all thiDgs—of God, our

selves, creatures, time, eternity.

What did the New Adam think of God? His examples and

words will answer us. He thought that God is the Being of Beings

—an infinitely wise, good, powerful, holy, just, and merciful

Being-—alone worthy of the adoration, homage, and attention of

men. To teach us this He humbled Himself before God so far as

to annihilate Himself, by taking the form of a servant ; He was

consumed with zeal to make Him known ; He at length died on a

cross to repair His glory outraged by sin. God was everything

to Jesus Christ : He should be everything to us.

This is what the New Adam thought of God during His mortal

lifo. Is it thus that we think of Him ?

Afraid lest men should forget His lessons or falsely suppose that

they only regarded certain periods or certain places, He established

Himself in the Eucharist. Dwelling in town and country, an in

habitant of every region, He repeats and will continue to repeat to

nil generations passing over the earth till the end of time, those

lessons which He gave in Judea. He offers the same examples now

as He then offered.

Ask Him in the Eucharist what He thinks of God, and His lowly

state of a victim will answer you that God is everything, that

creatures ought to annihilate themselves in the divine presence. He

says to you, You shall love tite Lord your God with all your heart,

with all your mind, and with all your strength : this is the first and

1 Philip., iii, 21. 2 Ohristianus alter Christus.
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greatest of all the Commandments. And He gives you an example

of its observance by daily annihilating Himself on our altars, as on

the Cross, for the glory of His Father.

What does the New Adam think of man ? The New Adam

regards man as the most precious of visible creatures and the most

worthy of the divine care. It was for man that He came into this

world, that He lived poor, that He died in the midst of torments.

He regards our soul as more precious than His own blood, since He

did not hesitate to lay down His life to save it. So much for what

He thought of us during His mortal life: now for what He thinks

of us in the Eucharist. Ask Him why He displays such goodness,

such patience, in the midst of the outrages and irreverences com

mitted against Him during the last eighteen centuries, on those

millions of altars where His love holds Him captive ; and He will

answer you, Because there is only one thing necessary in My ejes—

the salvation of man. Is it thus that we think ?

What does the New Adam think of creatures ? The New Adam

regards creatures as means by which we may rise towards God, but

to which we must be on our guard against attaching our heart. He

said, Blessed are the poor ; woe to you, rich ! He said, Blessed

are they who suffer and mourn ; woe to you who laugh and rejoice !

He said, Blessed are the humble ; learn of Me, because I am meek

and humble of heart. He said, "Woe to the proud ! God resists

them, and gives His grace to the humble. All these anathemas,

uttered against riches, honours, and pleasures, He still utters from

the depth of His tabernacle. His state of poverty and humility says

to all, Woe to the rich, the proud, and the happy of this world !

"What does the New Adam think of sin ? The New Adam thinks

that sin is the most dreadful evil, the only evil in the world. A

bloody sweat, a mortal agony, shameful spittle, a crown of thorns, a

contemptible reed, a robe of scorn, a cruel scourging, nails, a cross,

gall, death—all these pains He endured to atone for it. Go, ye

cursed ! into everlasting fire : this is the punishment of those who

commit it. What He thought of it during His mortal life, He still

thinks of it in the Eucharist. He there exposes Himself to a re

newal of all the horrors of His Passion, in order to expiate it ; for

the Eucharistic state is permanently that of a victim. Every day,

too, from His altar as well as from His tribunal, He says to the

sinner who dies impenitent, Go, you cursed ! into everlasting fire.

2. In our affections. Our Lord had only two affections, which

He expressed in these words. Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with

thy whole heart, with thy whole soul, and with thy whole strength :

this is the first and greatest of all the commandments. And the second

is like the first : Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself for the love

vol. n. 48
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of God. His mortal life was only one long act of love towards Hi*

Father. It is the same with Him in His Eucharistic life. 80

obedient is He for the love of His Father, that He daily renews

before the door of nis tabernacle the sacrifice of His Cross. He

always does what pleases His Father: dwelling in all places,

even the most remote ; in all churches, even the most deserted ; in

all tabernacles, even the most poor—where it pleases His Father

that He should dwell.

He loved mankind. The proofof love is to make great sacrifices

for those who are loved. Now, what sacrifices did not the New

Adam make ? From being rich, He became poor ; from being

happy, He became sad ; from being the almighty king, He became a

little child. He was made man like us, laden with all our miseries.

Last of all, He laid down His life for us. Not a name of love that

He did not take : He called Himself our Father, our Brother, our

Friend, our Spouse, our Servant ; and He realised the full meaning

of all these names. He loved all men—but especially the poor, the

lowly, the sick, the sinful—His friends and His enemies : from the

summit of His Cross He asked pardon for His murderers. Thus

did the New Adam love during His mortal life.

Thus does He continue to love in the Eucharist. It was to be

always with us that lie made Himself a prisoner in His Sacrament.

He remains there day and night, His hands full of graces, His heart

burning with love, addressing these sweet words to men : Come to

Me, all ye that are in misery or pain, and I will refresh you. Never

did a mother nourish her child with her flesh : more tender than

t he most tender of mothers, the New Adam does this for each one

of us, whenever we wish it. He loves all men, even those who

offend Him, even those who insult Him in His temple. From the

depth of His tabernacle He could send forth His thunderbolts, and

He is silent. Children of the New Adam, how much should we

love Him 1

This love of the New Adam for God and for men also regulates

our love in regard to creatures. Our Lord vouchsafed to make use

of them, but only to promote the glory of God His Father and the

salvation of men His brethren. He availed Himself of the whole

universe to offer it to His Father, and to refer to Him all that it

had received from Him. He sanctified the earth by dwelling on it,

and by bedewing it with His tears and His blood. All those

creatures that helped to make Him suffer, He employed as so many

instruments to satisfy the justice of God. All those that His Father

had placed in His hands, He employed to make known that He was

God as well as His Father, and thus to dissipate the darkness of
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paganism, and to dethrone the devil, who was everywhere causing

himself to be adored instead of God.

The New Adam also made use of the universe to instruct men.

He drew comparisons from nearly all creatures, in order to familiarise

us with the most important and sublime truths. Sometimes He

called our attention to the seed scattered on the ground, in order

to acquaint us with the abuse that is made of the Word of God ;

sometimes to the good grain and the chaff in the barn, in order to

show us how the good and the bad are mixed together in the

Church ; sometimes to the birds of the air or the lilies of the field,

in order to illustrate for us the tender cares of Providence.

Finally, with regard to Himself, the New Adam only made use

of creatures in so far as they were strictly necessary for His wants.

He was born in a stable, and, wrapped in a few miserable swathing-

bands, laid on a little straw in a manger ; He lived on alms or by

the labour of His hands : He never possessed anything. What

Our Lord preached then, He still preaches in the Eucharist.

By changing bread and wine into His body and blood, He made the

whole universe contribute to the glory of His Father and the salva

tion of men. We know that all creatures, heaven and earth, the

sun and the stars, water, air, fire, and rain, the four seasons, heat

and cold, all the elements, lend their aid in producing a crumb of

bread and a drop of wine ; and this bread and wine He turns by a

miraculous change to the salvation of men and the glory of His

Father.

Behold how the New Adam is the model of our thoughts and

our affections—consequently, of our interior life ; and let us not

forget that we are bound to imitate Him ! No salvation for us, if

we have not the same thoughts and affections as He !

It is not enough that our thoughts and affections should be

conformed to those of the Saviour: our actions must also resemble

His. We are therefore about to consider Him as our general model

in regard to conduct, no matter what our age or position. All men

are divided into two classes : some command and others obey.

I. Our Lord is the model of all superiors, that is, of all those

whom He has raised above others, by making them the depositaries

of a portion of His authority. He Himself was the chief of all

superiors, and His life may be summed up in five words, lie went

about doing good. This life He continues in the tabernacle. It may

be said of Him to-day as formerly, He goes about doing good.

Behold the words which one ought to be able to say of every

superior and to engrave on his tomb : He went about doing good.

Jt is only to do good to their fellow-men that God has invested

superiors with His authority. Now the good of man is his end ; and
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his end is his salvation or the possession of God. To go about doing

good, superiors must therefore regard as the first of their cares and

the most sacred of their duties, the salvation of their inferiors. Is

it so?

2. Our Lord is the model of all inferiors, and His life may he

summed up in five words, tie was subject to them, that is, to Joseph

and Mary. Obedience full, entire, simple, constant in the sight of

God : this is the great duty of inferiors. Behold the words which

one ought to be able to say of every inferior, and to engrave on his

tomb : He was subject to them. This example of absolute submis

sion the Saviour continues to give in the Holy Eucharist. He

submits to the Priest with the same docility as to Joseph and Mary.

The Priest calls Him from Heaven, and He comes ; tells Him to

remain in the tabernacle, and He remains there ; asks Him to visit

the sick, and He visits them ; begs Him to give Himself to the

Faithful, and He gives Himself.

The New Adam is the model of all men in general :—

1. In their duties towards God. Who was more religions than

He, or where did His Father ever find a more perfect adorer ? He

loved His Father ; He adored Him in spirit and in truth ; He drove

out indignantly the profaners of the temple ; and His religious life

may be summed up in a few words, He was one with His Father,

whose glory He always laboured 1o procure, and He was obedient to

Him unto death, even the death of the cross.

Behold again the words which one ought to be able to say of

each of us at our last breath, and to engrave on our tomb: He loved

God, for whose glory he always laboured, and to whom he was

subject unto death. One ought also to be able to add, He was

always ready to give his blood for Him, if it were necessary. This

example of Religion the Saviour does not cease to give in the Holy

Eucharist. An adorer of His Father, a victim of obedience, a model

of charity, He continues the life of Religion which He began in

Judea.

2. In their duties towards one another. And His life may be

summed up in these words : He loved men ; He did them every

kind of good; He even shed His blood for them. To love, to for-

fjive, and to suffer—these are the things at which we also ought to

aim, and from which others should frame the record of our Uvea.

Admirable example, which the Saviour continues to give in the

Eucharist ! There He continues to love men with a love carried

even to excess, to passion, to foolishness, says St. Augustine. There

He continues to forgive them and to ask mercy for them. There

also He continues, mystically isolated, to suffer, in a sense, and to

suffer without complaint.
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8. In their duties towards themselves. Humility opposed to

pride, chastity opposed to the love of pleasure, poverty opposed to

the love of riches : these were the virtues which shone in the person

of the New Adam ; these are the virtues which ought to shine in

each of us. To resist pride, the love of pleasure, and the love of

riches, is a sacred duty which each one of us ought to fulfil towards

himself.

These examples of humility, chastity, and poverty, the Saviour

continues to offer us in the Sacrament of the Altar. If He annihi

lated Himself in the mystery of the Incarnation, must it not be

acknowledged that in the mystery of the Eucharist He extends the

humility of His Incarnation still further, binding Himself up whole

and entire under the least particle of a consecrated host, and making

Himself smaller and lowlier on our altars than in the crib?' The

Fathers of the Church were indeed right in calling this divine

mystery an Extension of the Incarnation, that is, an incarnation

repeated more openly and as it were more extensively than the first.

It is the perfection of the humility of the New Adam.

He was pure. He was a virgin. For His mother He would

have the purest of virgins ; for His foster-father, a virgin; for His

beloved disciple, a virgin. He would permit His enemies to call

Him a blasphemer and a seditious man, to raise their wicked

hands against Him and to crucify Him as a malefactor ; but He

would never permit them a word, a doubt, the shadow of a doubt,

against His infinite purity.

Admirable chastity, which He causes to shine forth in all its

splendour from the depth of His sanctuary ! He wishes only to

have Virgin Priests. He desires that all things around Him should

speak of the purity of Angels. He is present in this Sacrament

with all His senses, and He makes no use of them : everything in

Him is divine. Yet more, He is present in it as the principle of all

chastity : it is by drinking His adorable blood that we purify our

blood, and that virginity germinates in our souls.

The Saviour is also a model of the most perfect poverty in the

Eucharist. He was poor in the crib and on the cross ; but, in the

Eucharist, is He not still poorer ? Is it not a much poorer and

more miserable state, to live only on credit, dependent on others,

ill-lodged, meanly covered, badly received and worse treated—to be

in sovereign dignity and to wear no badge of honour ? At the crib,

a miraculous star announces His glory and His birth ; at Calvary,

the perplexed stars and elements publish His divinity ; but, in the

Eucharist, all is silence. He rests in the most profound abasement.

1 Latet divinitas, latet humanitas ; sola patent viacera cariutls.
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He is a king, and He hides His sceptre and His crown. Such is His

life in the Blessed Sacrament.

Our Lord is a perfect model for all ages. He travelled the whole

course of human life, and left for every age an example to copy.

He was a little child, and, before being able to make use of His

feet, He is presented in the temple of Jerusalem, where He offers

Himself to His Father; and, at this early age, His life may be

summed up in these words, Then I said, Behold J come ... in the

head of the book it it written of Me, that I should do Thy will, O my

God.' Thus ought the life of every Christian child to be summed

up. The first use of its reason ought to be an offering of itself and

its whole life to the Author of its existence. In the Eucharist,

where the Saviour daily becomes incarnate at the word of the Priest,

He still repeats, after the manner of His mysterious birth, the words,

Behold I come, O my God, to accomplish Thy holy will.

In youth He works and obeys ; and His life may be summed up

in these words , I have been ip labours from My childhood. He

worked and obeyed in the sight of God. Behold the Gospel of

youth : a living Gospel, always open before our eyes ! As a matter

of fact, the occupations of the Saviour in the Eucharist are

numerous and continual : to pray, to adore, to ask mercy, to

speak to our hearts, to excite remorse, to encourage our timidity, to

remove our errors, to throw light on our doubts, to console

as in our sorrows—all this is His work, and He has been, per

severing at it during the last eighteen centuries in every quarter of

the globe.

On reaching the age of maturity, He is weary. He allows Him

self neither rest nor quiet, because He has a great work to perform—

the salvation of the world ; and His life may be summed up in these

words, He teas wearied with the toil of the day, and He spent the night

in prayer. To pray, and to work for the accomplishment of the will

of God : behold the model, I will even say the condemnation, of the

age of maturity ! This age no longer prays—no longer works for

God, but for the world. Business, business, business, that is to say,

trifles, or castles of cards, which the breath of death overturns in a

moment: these are the things that absorb all its attention, all its care,

all its life. Yet the example of different conduct is not wanting.

Our Lord, in the Eucharist, gives it continually. From the depth

of the tabernacle, His universal detachment cries out to us, "What

doth it profit a man to gain the whole world, if he lose his own

soul ? Pool ! this night thy soul shall be required of thee, and

whose shall all these things be that thou hast gathered up ? Imi

tate your model. Work like Him for your salvation. Seek first

1 Heb., x, 7.
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of all the kingdom of God, and everything else shall be added to

you over and above.

The approach of death, far from making the New Adam

relent in His zeal, only seemed to give Him fresh ardour ; and this

portion of his life may be summed up in these words, Having loved

His own who were in the world. He loved them to the end. Never

were His conversations more affecting or more instructive. Tender

farewells, abundant blessings, kept falling from His divine mouth

even to that supreme hour in which, the perfect model of a man to

whom the world is no longer anything, while God is everything, He

pronounced these words, the last that ought to be found on the lips

of a dying Christian, Father, into Thy hands I commend My spirit !

Behold the model of all those whose last hour draws nigh! The

close of their life ought to be summed up, like that of the Saviour,

in these words, Having loved his own who were in the world, he

loved them to the end.

Yes, to love them, but not as the son of the Old Adam loves them.

Instead of consecrating his last hours to edify and bless his own,

and to recommend himself to that God before whom he is about to

appear, he thinks only of the earth which he is about to leave.

Certainly, Our Lord is not to blame. Every day He presents to us

in the Eucharist, as heretofore on Calvary, the model of a Christian

death. In the Sacrament of our altars, the Saviour shows that He

loves His own to the end; for, by daily immolating Himself fur

them and for the glory of His Father, amid surroundings that speak

only of the utmost destitution, He gives them a most touching

lesson on detachment, mutual love, and confidence in God.

Jesus Christ is not only the model of all ages, but also that

of all states. As God has placed in every creature some marks of

His divinity, some traces of His adorable perfections, so He has

been pleased that every profession should represent some of the

qualities and perfections of the New Adam. Accordingly, Our Lord

is the model of all states, since all are assembled in Him ; for He is

man, showing Himself man in every relation and in every condi

tion. It is He who places all persons in their states, and He wishes

that all persons in their states should share His dispositions and His

sentiments.

He makes Bishops and Priests participators in His priesthood;

for He is the Sovereign Priest, and He wishes that like Him they

should be called by God, and not by men, to this high digniiy. He

wishes that they should represent to the world His perfect sanctity,

and that like Him they should be holy, spotless, separated from

sinners, humble, and more detached from creatures than the gene

rality of Christians. He wishes that like Him they should be the
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light of the world, the sait of the earth, the consolers of all the

afflicted.

He wishes that like Him they should hear the sins of the people,

and do penance for them, without ever sharing in their corruption.

He wishes that they should watch over all the sheep of the flock

confided to their care, feeding them with the bread of the word and

of the sacraments, ready to give their life in order to save them from

sin and hell. All these examples He continually gives to Priests in

His Eucharistic life.

He makes kings participators in His royalty; for He is a King.

This is a character which He took Himself, and which was given to

Him. He sat on the throne of David His father, and St. John saw

Him with this great name written on His garments, King of Kings

and Lord of Lords.' He made use of His authority to destroy the

kingdom of the devil and to establish the kingdom of God. And

He wishes that the kings of the earth should make use of their

authority for the same purpose, depending on Him, and obeyiug His

laws as He obeys the laws of His Father.

He wishes that, like Him, the kings of the earth should govern

their people according to the immutable rules of eternal justice and

divine wisdom. He wishes that, like Him, they should defend their

subjects, protecting the innocent, and taking in hand the cause of

the weak and the oppressed, without ever letting themselves be

deceived for a moment by the flatteries of those who surround them.

In a word, He wishes that they should be ready to die, if necessary,

as He did, for the salvation of their people. All these examples

He gives to kings in His Eucharistic life.

He makes fathers and mothers participators in His paternity.

The New Adam contracted an ineffable alliance with the Church :

He took the title of her Spouse, and called her His Spouse in

return. He wishes that married persons should represent in their

marriage the blessed union which exists between Him and His

Church. He wishes that husbands should love their wives as He

loved the Church, delivering Himself to death that He might

sanctify it, and that He might leave it without spot or wrinkle.

He wishes that wives should love their husbands as the Church

loves Him, and that they should be subject to them as the Church

is subject to her Divine Spouse.

He wishes that, by a conformity of sentiments, like that which

exists between Him and the Church, husbands should have with

their wives but one heart and one soul, in order to contribute to

their mutual sanctification and to the sanctification of theii

i Apoe., six, 16.
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family : thus honouring, in all their conduct, the alliance of the

Son of God with our nature, the union of Jesus Christ with His

Church.

He was pleased to take the character of Father of Christians,

and He is really such according to the spirit. He chose to have

adopted children, whose mother is the Church. He wishes that

fathers and mothers should love their children with a holy love, as

He and the Church love theirs. He wishes that they should take

the utmost care of the spiritual life received by their children in

Baptism, or help them to recover it when unhappily it has been

lost by sin, thus imitating His and the Church's tenderness. He

wishes that fathers and mothers should teach their children to

renounce themselves, to carry the cross daily, and to despise the

goods of the world and what are called great fortunes, as He and

the Church teach. All these examples the Saviour gives unceasingly

to parents in His Eucharistic life.

He wishes that the poor should represent His poverty. The New

Adam was pleased to be born, to live, and to die poor. He was

pleased to be the chief of the poor, the friend of the poor. He

wishes that, after His example, the poor should endure their

poverty lovingly and patiently, and that they should accept tran

quilly all the pains attached to their condition. He wishes that,

after His example, they should endeavour to earn their support by

labour. If, when they have employed all their diligence, they still

find themselves in want, He wishes that, after His example, they

should receive, with gratitude and without being ashamed, the alms

of their brethren. All these examples the Saviour gives unceasingly

to the poor in His Eucharistic life.

He wishes that virgins should represent His virginity. The

New Adam, wishing to redeem the world, chose the state of

virginity in preference to any other, as being not only the most

holy, but the most suitable to His design of detaching men from

the pleasures of the senses, the too ordinary source of the disorders

that reign in the world. He wishes that virgins should learn

from Him how great a love they ought to have for this

virtue, and in what manner they ought to live conformably to their

state.

To make known to them how much He loves virginity, He was

pleased that His body should be formed of the blood of a virgin ;

and that, in the womb of this same virgin, His body and soul

should be consecrated to God His Father, to redeem mankind by

the sacrifice of a virginal victim, all pure and spotless. He wishes

that, after His example, virgins should regard themselves as con

secrated to God, in order to serve Him alone, to honour the infinite
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purity of His Divine Majesty, and to live like Angels in a mortal

body. All these examples the Saviour gives unceasingly to virgins

in His Eucharistic life.

He wishes that persecuted persons should represent His many

virtues in the midst of persecution. The New Adam, whose

doctrine and life were altogether opposed to those of the world,

was despised, hated, persecuted by it. For His benefits, He

received ingratitude; for His miracles, blasphemy; for His in

structions, censure. He was opposed during His life and

after His death; and He will continue to receive the same

treatment till the end of time in the Eucharist and in all His

members.

He left us His Cross as an inheritance, and He wishes that we

should carry it like Him. He wishes that, after His example, we

should be as calm in the midst of all our trials as a sheep that is

led to the slaughter, and that we should no more open our mouth

to complain than a lamb that is dumb before its shearer.' He

wishes that we should not attribute our sufferings to our perse

cutors, but to the power and the justice of God, saying as Ho

Himself said to Pilate, You should not have any power over Me, if

it were not given you from above.' He wishes that, after His

example—did He not pray for His executioners ?—we should only

have blessings on our lips and charity in our hearts for those who

injure us. All these examples the Saviour gives us unceasingly in

His Eucharistic life.

Lastly, the New Adam is the model of all men in their words

and their actions ; and His life may be summed up in these words,

He did all things well. He wishes that we should daily apply our

selves to do well whatever we do : on this He makes our perfection

and salvation depend. Now to perform our actions in a manner

meritorious for Heaven, there are four conditions necessary :

(a) a state of grace ; (b) purity of intention ; (c) goodness of actions ;

and (d) suitable circumstances.

Thus the first fruit of our union with the New Adam is to make

us live like Him on earth, to make us perfect as our Heavenly

Father is perfect, and by this means to secure our happiness as

far as happiness is compatible with the miseries inseparable from

our exile.

The second is to make us live by His glorious life in Heaven.

The consummation of man in God for all eternity : this is the great

end of the New Adam's life, the sublime term of all things. What

this life of glory, of which grace is the beginning, will be, we shall

1 Act., viii, 32. » Joan., xix, 11.

I
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make an effort to show in the General Summary, placed at the end

of the Catechism.

Prayer.

O my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having heen

pleased to pass through all states, in order to sanctify them, and to

teach me how to comport myself therein ; grant me the grace to

fulfil all the duties of my particular vocation, that I may have the

happiness of sharing in Thy glory for eternity.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love,

/ will perform my actiont well every day.

LESSON LVIL

WHAT DRSTROYS OOTt UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM.

Sin in general. Original and Actual Sin. Mortal and Venial Sin. What

is required to make a Mortal Sin. Enormity of Mortal Sin in itself,

its effects, and its punishments. Evil of Venial Sin. Capital Sins.

Sins against the Holy Ghost. Sins that cry to Heaven for vengeance.

Contrary Virtues. Passions.

One thing alone broke the primitive union of man with God, and

drew down a deluge of evils on the world : it was sin. This union

was re-established by the New Adam, and cemented by His divine

blood. One thing alone can break this union anew : it is sin. The

Saviour did not fail to instruct His Apostles on a matter of so much

importance. His whole life, His labours, His sufferings, His

death, His Sacraments, all proclaim aloud this truth, that the Son

of Man came into the world only to banish sin and to prevent its

return. It remains for us, after His example, to speak to you of

this dreadful evil, much less to acquaint you with its nature than

to inspire you with a horror of it.

Sin is a wilful disobedience to the Law of God, or, as St.

Augustine says, a word, an action, or a desire contrary to the

Eternal Law.' We say sin, and not vice, because there is a great

difference between the two. Sin is an act ; vice is a habit. The

three terms, word, action, desire, comprise different sorts of sins,

whose instruments they point out : the tongue, the hand, the

heart. We say contrary to the Eternal Law, in order to show the

' Peccatum est dictum, vel factum, vel concupitum contra legem sternain.

(Contra Faust., lib. zxii.)
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unchangeable rule of good and evil. Aa a matter of fact, this

Eternal Law is the principle of all natural, positive, divine, and

human laws. All take their value and their force from their

harmony with the Eternal Law, which is nothing else than the

Eternal Will of God, essentially right and proper.

We distinguish two kinds of sin : original and actual. Original sin

is that which may be traced to the origin of the human race, which

was committed by our first parents in the terrestrial paradise, and

with which we are born defiled. The nature and the grievousness

of this sin, as well as its transmission to all the posterity of Adam,

were explained and proved in the first part of the Catechism.

Actual sin is that which we commit of our own free will : it is

divided into mortal and venial. Mortal sin is that which kills tbe

soul, by depriving it of the life of grace, and making it deserving

of hell. Venial sin does not deprive the soul of the friendship of

God, but lessens its fervour. This sin is called venial, that is to

say, pardonable, because it is less unworthy of pardon than mortal

sin. Both may be committed in thought, word, deed, and

omission.

Nothing is more common than venial sin, even among Christians.

Thoughts of self-complacency ; idle words; little lies; a slight want

of patience with children and servants, and of gentleness with

the poor ; distractions ; railleries ; resentments ; sensuality ; petty

jealousies ; laziness in rising, in obeying, in fulfilling one's duties :

all these are so many venial sins, of which an account must be

rendered to God, and for which atonement must be made in this

life or in the next.

The distinctions of actual sin are founded on formal passages of

Scripture, on the teaching of the Fathers, and on the doctrine of

the Church. St. Paul evidently refers to mortal sin, when he says,

The wages of sin is death ; sinners shall not possess the kingd-om of

God.' As for venial sin, the Scripture clearly points it out in

these words, If we say that we have no sin, we deceive our'selvet, and

the truth is not in us.' This expression, which, in its generality,

embraces all mankind, cannot extend to mortal sin, since the

Apostles—among the Apostles, St. John particularly—were not

guilty thereof. In the same sense we must understand what St.

James says, that we all commit many sins,» as well as the Gospel

text in which Our Lord lays down several degrees of punishment

for sins against charity.4

i Rom., vi, 23. See also Gal., v, 20 ; Apoc., xxi, S ; Sap., 1, 15-16.

> 1 Joan., i, S. » Epist.

* Matt., t. See also St. Augustine, de Natur. et Grat., c. xxx ; Council of

Trout, seas. ?i, c. u, and c. xxiii, xxv.
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There are three things necessary to mate a mortal sin:

advertence, consent, and grave matter.

1. Advertence, taken in general, is the attention bestowed on

anything. The object of advertence, in the present case, is, not an

action in itself, but its goodness or its badness : these things are

very different. We may act with much reflection, without

thinking whether that which we do is right or wrong. Examples :

a man may willingly use meat on a Friday, without recollecting

that it is a day of abstinence; or, recollecting quite well that the

day is a Sunday, mistake or forget the hour of hearing Mass. In

both cases an excuse is supplied by forgetfulness, inattention, want

of advertence. To sin mortally, full advertence is necessary, and

one must actually have paid attention, at least in a confused

manner, to the malice of the action, or to the danger of sinning, or

to the obligation of inquiring about this danger, or at all events

one must have perceived the evil in the beginning, when placing the

cause of the improper action that followed.

2. Consent. To commit a mortal sin, perfect consent of the

will is necessary. " There is no sin," says St. Thomas, " that has

not the will as its principle.'" Now, the will may act in three

ways, relatively to the object presented to it by the understanding :

(a) it may positively consent to sin ; (b) it may positively resist ;

(c) it may neither consent nor resist, but remain neutral. A person

ains by consenting ; and does not sin by resisting, provided the

resistance is positive and absolute. As for him who remains

neutral, it is probable that he sins to some extent, but his sin is

only venial, if, in addition, the danger of consenting is not

proximate.*

This is the reason why, when there is question of carnal

delectations, one is bound under pain of mortal sin to resist them

positively, because these movements, when violent, easily draw

on the consent of the will, if it does not positively resist.* The

consent may exist either directly in itself, when one actually

adheres to sin, or indirectly in the cause, that is to say, when one

places a cause really bad, and perceives, at least confusedly, the

evils that may proximately result. For example, a man becomes

drunk, foreseeing, as experience has taught him, that in the state

of drunkenness he will commit great sins. He is responsible for

the sins that he will commit, though at the moment of being

guilty of them, he has no longer the use of reason.

S. Grave Matter. It is necessary that the precept which one

1 Voluntai est principium peccatorum. (Is 2", q. lxxiv, art. 1.)

> S. Alph., de Peecat., a. 6. > Id.
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transgresses should be grave, and known as such. It is so known

by the intention of the legislator ; or by the severity of the punish

ments in store for those who violate it ; or by the teaching of Holy

Scripture, of the Church, or of Tradition. As we cannot arrive

easily at this knowledge on every occasion, we ought to take it as

a rule of our conduct to avoid with the utmost care whatever we

know to be a sin.'

To know, at least imperfectly, the enormity of mortal sin, we

must consider it in itself, in its effects, and in its punishments.

I. In itself. Mortal sin is a rebellion against God, and a mon

strous ingratitude. But who is God, and what is His power?

In the beginning, nothing of what we now see existed : no

heaven, no earth, no mountains, no rivers, no animals, no plants.

God spoke, and all things were made. With the same facility that

He created the universe, He governs it ; and all creatures obey

Him. He tells the sun to rise every day, and it rises. He tells

the planets to make their long circuits through space, without ever

turning aside from the line traced out for them by His almighty hand,

and the planets pursue their course with exemplary regularity.

He calls the stormy winds, and they fly from the ends of the

earth, and they throw the ocean into confusion, and huge waves

rise like mountains, threatening men with destruction. He tells

the stormy winds to be still, and they are stilled ; He tells the

furious sea to return to its bed, and the sea, obedient as a lamb

under the hand of a shepherd, goes back to the abyss. He tells the

earth to bring forth plants and fruits of every kind, and the earth

is loaded with riches as various as our wants and our desires. At

the least sign of His thought, numberless heavenly spirits fall

prostrate at the foot of His throne, and say, " We are here." He

speaks, and the Cherubim, the Seraphim, the Angels, the Arch

angels, execute His will with the rapidity of lightning.

This great God commands, and all creation hastens to render

homage to Him, all is submissive to Him. I make a mistake : in

the midst of the glorious concert, one voice is heard saying, / will

not obey. Who then is the audacious being that raises the standard

of revolt against the eternal, omnipotent God ? It is man ! ! !—

man, a vile heap of rottenness ; man, a poor, weak, miserable being,

that lives only for a day, and, short as the time is, lives only by

divine mercy 1 This is the being that dares to set the Almighty at

defiance !

See how insolently man utters his blasphemies against God '

' Nisi habeatur expressa auctoritas sacrss Scripturae aut canonis, seu deter-

minationis Bcclesin, vel evidtns ratio, nonnisi pcriculotitsime peccatum mortals

detcrminatur. (S. Ant, Sum. Thtol., P. I, tit. II, c. xi.)
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" I know very well that You impose laws on all nature, and that

all nature obeys You. But as for me, I will not obey You. I

despise Your laws, Your promises, and Your threats. I will think

whatever 1 like, love whatever I like, do whatever I like, live as I

like." This is the language used by the sinner, as often as he

commits a mortal sin.

Mortal sin is not only an open rebellion against God, but it is a

monstrous ingratitude. "Who is the being that dares to say to God,

I will not obey ? It is man, laden with the weight of God's

benefits, all covered with the sacred blood that saved him. It is

man, for whom God created the world and sacrificed His Son.

And what is most criminal is that man makes use of the very

benefits of God to outrage Him. Air, water, fire, light, clouds,

plants, fruits, animals, metals, are God's creatures. This mind,

this heart, this imagination, this soul, these eyes, these ears, this

tongue, these feet, these hands, this body, man holds from God,

and he makes use of them to outrage God ! ! ! Ungrateful wretch—

most fitting name for the sinner ! Ingratitude is his crime, a crime

that in all hearts excites horror and indignation. What we have

said will suffice to give you a faint idea of the enormity of mortal

sin, considered in itself.

2. In its effects. Mortal sin deprives us of the friendship of

God, robs us of our past merits, and shuts Heaven against us.

Who can tell all that happens in an unfortunate soul from the

moment that it falls into mortal sin ? Beautiful as an Angel,

bright as the aurora, it becomes black as night, hideous as

Satan. Its robe of innocence is torn away. The August Trinity

no longer dwells in it : troops of fiends find their home there

instead. Its name is blotted out of the book of life. Let it die

in this state, and it is buried for eternity in a lake of fire.

We pity the countryman whose crops have been destroyed by

hail, the mariner whose ship has been swallowed up by the waves :

what pity does not the unfortunate soul deserve, which has lost its

merits, its paradise, its God ! True, if it has recourse to the

Sacrament of Penance and obtains pardon for its fault, its merits

will revive ; but, so long as it remains an enemy of God, its merits

will be lost to it. Yet more, it cannot acquire any new merits : what

ever it does in the state of mortal sin is valueless for Heaven.

3. In its punishments. To perceive the enormity of mortal

sin, a very simple reflection is enough. God is just, infinitely just :

He cannot punish sin more than it deserves. God is good, infinitely

good : His mercy continually leads Him to punish sin less than it

deserves. Now, during six thousand years God has been deluging

s
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the world with calamities, and all to punish mortal sin. But this

is nothing. To punish mortal sin God has prepared an eternal

hell, in which the sinner shall be given over to torments the very

thought of which makes us shudder.

What passes all imagination is that God, out of a hatred

of sin, made His own Son die on a cross between two criminals!

See the punishments of mortal sin ! And God is just, and God is

good—infinitely just and infinitely good ! What then is mortal

sin? We do not think of it: we commit it without any scruple,

and, after committing it, we sleep tranquilly ! We who have shed

so many tears over trifles, scarcely shed one over our sins ! Hence

forth, at least, let it be said of us as was said of a holy Bishop in

the early ages, " This man fears nothing but sin."

From such a frightful picture of mortal sin, let us conclude that

venial sin is no small evil. Like mortal sin, it is a rebellion

against God, and an ingratitude. To estimate the greatness of this

evil, which is committed with as much ease as one would drink a

cup of water, let us here call to mind the teachings of Faith. Cast

your eyes over the world ! See the numbers of sick people who

languish on their beds of sorrow in hospitals and private dwellings I

See all the cemeteries filled with human generations heaped on one

another ! See the multitudes of heretics and heathens who know

not God or who know Him amiss ! Open Purgatory, and see all

the dear souls that sigh for deliverance from its flames ! Go down

to the gates of Hell, and cast a look on the myriad piles of victims

that groan in its fiery dungeons 1 Well, though to cure all the sick

on earth, to raise all the dead to life, to convert all heretics and

heathens, to liberate all the souls in Purgatory, and to save all the

damned, nothing more were needed than a single venial sin, a little

lie, one should not be guilty of it. To deny this is to abandon the

Faith.

Let us go still further. See how God, who is infinitely just,

punished venial sin in His most faithful servants ! Moses and

Aaron, two brothers so worthy of the great mission which God has

confided to them—Moses to whom God spoke as a friend to a friend,

Aaron the head of His priesthood—these two eminent servants of

God commit a venial sin : they hesitate a moment when striking

a rock in the desert. For this single fault, they will be prevented

from entering the Promised Land. The Land, after which they

have been sighing for so many years, at whose borders they have

just arrived by so many fatigues and tribulations, they will see

with their eyes, that their regret may be increased, but they shall

never set foot on it. David, a king according to God's own heart,
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allows himself to be moved by a feeling of vanity. It is

enough. A terrible scourge, which in three days will carry

off seventy thousand people, shall be the punishment of this

single fault—a fault the like of which we perhaps commit often

every day.

Such is the irreconcilable opposition that exists between the

sanctity of God and sin. I am not surprised that the Saints had so

great a horror of venial sin, that they would rather part with life

than commit it. " I can die," said a holy Bishop of Africa, in the

midst of his torments, " but I cannot lie."

What ought especially to make us fear venial sin, is that

it leads to mortal sin. No one becomes a great sinner or a great

saint suddenly : the end is reached by insensible degrees. Speaking

according to truth, we must admit that, if ever we committed a

mortal sin, we prepared the way for it by some venial sin. Among

the sins called venial, there is one in particular that almost in

fallibly leads to mortal : it is the habitual neglect or omission of

daily prayer. The body cannot live without food ; the same with

the soul. Now, the food of the soul, its daily bread, is morning

and evening prayer. O my God ! be pleased to inspire all those

who read these lines with a steadfast resolution never to commit a

single venial sin deliberately, however trivial it may appear I

The Capital Situ. Among actual sins there are seven, called

capital, because they are, as it were, the poisoned sources of many

others. All sins together are represented by the seven-headed

beast of which St. John speaks in the Apocalypse. The seven

heads of this frightful monster are the seven capital sins. All

other sins depend on these, as the members of the body depend on

the head.

The capital sins are pride, covetousness, lust, envy, gluttony,

anger, and sloth.

1. Pride is an inordinate esteem of oneself, which makes a

person prefer himself to others, and, instead of referring all that he

is and all that he has to God, makes him refer all to himself.

Though pride may be regarded as the origin of all other sins, and

though it is mixed up with them,' yet there are some that now

directly from it.

From pride spring—presumption, which is a desire to do what

exceeds a person's strength or capaciy; ambition, which is

an inordinate anxiety to be honoured ; disobedience, which is a

want of submission towards those to whom submission is due ;

< Indium omnia peccati est superbia. (EccU, z, 7.)

vol. ii. 49
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hypocrisy, which makes a person pretend to have piety that he has

not, or to have more piety than he has ; incredulity, which makes

a person unwilling to submit his reason to the teaching of the

Church ; obstinacy, which makes a person hold to his own opinion

in spite of the well-grounded remarks of those who differ from him;

boasting, which consists in praising oneself, one's merits, one's

. labours, one's success ; haughtiness, which is an imperious manner

of dealing with the neighbour, speaking to him in an overbearing

and disdainful tone ; vanity, which leads a person to glory in dress,

figure, skill, or other advantages real or pretended.' These are the

children of pride : they are worthy of such a parent.

Pride is a great sin, since it made the devils. It is most

injurious to God, since it tends to rob Him of His glory. It ought

to be most hateful to men, whom it degrades. It is directly opposed

to the example of Our Lord. It is a most dangerous sin : it turns

aside the course of grace. God resists the proud, and lets them fall

into the most humiliating sins. Pride may be regarded as the

source of all other sins, and as the ordinary sign of reprobation.

The antidote of pride is humility. Humility is a virtue,

founded on self-knowledge, which makes us do ourselves justice,

that is to say, which makes us esteem ourselves at no more than we

are worth. Now, we are nothing, we have nothing, we can do

nothing : everything comes to us from God, everything in us

belongs to Him. We are therefore pure nothingness: of what

then can we be proud ? Pride lives only on ignorance. Let us

learn to know ourselves well, and we shall be humble. With this

view let us often address to ourselves, and seriously, the following

questions : In regard to body and soul, what have I been ? what

am I ? what shall I be ?

Humility is a virtue absolutely necessary for salvation. To

obtain it we must ask it, and above all endeavour to practise it :

in our thoughts, by never raising ourselves above any person ; in

our words, by always observing a modest tone of voice and never

saying anything that might turn to our praise ; and in our actions, by

avoiding display and often performing lowly duties.

2. Covetousness is an inordinate attachment to the goods of

earth. Treachery, fraud, wrangling, perjury, unrest, hardhearted-

ness, are the sad offspring of this vice. A person is known to be

swayed by covetousness when he desires the goods of another;

i Superbia nominatur ex hoc quod aliquie per voluntatem tendit supra id

quod est. Unde dicit faidorns, lib. x, Elymol. ad litt. S : Superlmt dictu* est

quia super vult videri quam est. (S. Thorn., 2» 2", q. clxii, art. 1.)
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when the pleasure of having money is the only motive of what

he does; when he rejoices immoderately in the possession of

temporal goods or is afflicted excessively at their loss ; when he

strives to acquire or to retain temporal goods by unjust means ;

when he does not give to the poor what is superfluous ; when

he is not disposed to lose all that he possesses rather than offend

God. Hence it comes that St, Paul terms covetousness a kind of

idolatry.*

Covetousness is a great sin. It is contrary to the love which

we should have for God : it turns us aside from His service, since a

man cannot have two masters. There is nothing more wicked, says

the Holy Ghost, than the love of money, and no one more criminal

than the avaricious man.' Hence such a one is detested by God and

by his fellow-men.

The antidote of covetousness is charity towards the neighbour,

manifested especially in almsgiving. Almsgiving is a very neces

sary virtue : according to our manner of practising it, Our Lord

will regulate His sentence on the Day of Judgment.

3. Lust is that frightful sin whose very name ought to be

forgotten by Christians, and which the rebelliousness of our

passions prevents us from defining. The causes of this sin are

pride, good-cheer, idleness, disregard for the poor : we spoke of its

occasions when explaining the Sixth Commandment. The conse

quences of lust are blindness of mind, hardness of heart, ruin of

health, disorder in domestic affairs, suicide, final impenitence.

Watchfulness, mortification, flight of occasions, prayer, devotion to

the Blessed Virgin, and especially meditation, and frequent con

fession and communion, are the great remedies for this vice.

4. Gluttony follows impurity, of which it is often the cause.

It consists in an inordinate love of eating and drinking, whether

one indulges to excess or with sensuality. It is not the pleasure

or relish found in food that characterises gluttony : it is the want

of moderation. A person may be guilty of gluttony in five ways :

(a) by eating before the proper hour, especially on fast days;

(b) by seeking out too costly dishes, having regard to one's con

dition ; (e) by eating or drinking too much ; (d) by taking food

greedily, after the manner of beasts ; (e) by looking for too much

delicacy in cookery.»

The sins that arise from gluttony are brutishness of mind,

' Eph., r. 1 Avaro nihil scelestius. (Eccl., i, 0.)

> Prtepropere, laute, nimia. ardeuter. atudiose. (S. Thorn., 2» 2*, q, cxlriii'

art. 4.)
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vain joy, intemperate speech ; very often last, and its sad conse

quences. Of all the modes of sinning hy gluttony, the most

shocking, the most unworthy of man, that which places man below

the level of irrational animals, is drunkenness. The drunkard

exposes himself to the danger of committing a thousand sins : he

becomes the disgrace of society, ruins his prospects, shortens his

days, is cursed by Heaven. Mortification is the great remedy for

drunkenness. What an excellent habit it is, never to let any day

pass without depriving oneself of something at meals in honour

of Our Lord's privations at Bethlehem, in Egypt, and at

Nazareth !

5. Envy holds the fifth place among the monsters that

tyrannise over us and defile our souls. It is a sadness at another's

good, as if this were a misfortune for us, or a joy at another's mis

fortune, as if this were a good for us. The daughters of envy are

falsehood, calumny, detraction, evil interpretation. "Whoever

abandons himself to this vice imitates the devil, who, jealous of

;he happiness of our first parents, drew them into sin, and who

continually labours to render us miserable. He imitates Cain,

who, not being able to endure the advantages enjoyed by his

brother Abel, killed him. He imitates the Jews, who, being

envious of the splendour of the virtues and the miracles set

before their eyes by Our Lord, crucified Him.

To cure himself of envy, a person should exercise fra

ternal charity, and consider that envy is much more hurtful to

the envious than to the envied, because the envious pine away in

secret anguish, and God often makes use of the sins of the envious

to elevate those of whom they are jealous. The envy of the devil

made us lose the terrestrial paradise, and Our Lord was sent on

earth to open for us the Celestial Paradise. The brethren of

Joseph sold him out of envy, and God made use of their crime to

elevate Joseph and to make him their master. Saul persecuted

David out of envy, and God deprived Saul of his kingdom and

gave it to David. It is also necessary to have recourse to humility,

to mortification, to detachment from the goods of this world ; for

these virtues keep the heart from being enslaved by an immoderate

love of honours, pleasures, or riches, which are the usual objects

of envy.

6. Anger is an impetuous and inordinate movement of the sool,

which leads us to take revenge, and to repel with violence what

ever displeases us. We say an inordinate movement, because there

is a holy, just, and reasonable anger. Such was that of Moses

against the Israelites who adored the golden calf at the foot of
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Sinai. Such was that of Our Lord, when He drove out of the

temple those scandalous troops of buyers and sellers who had

changed the holy place into a den of thieves. But when anger is

not caused by the motive of the glory of God or the advantage of

the neighbour, or when it exceeds its just bounds, it is a frightful

crime, which gives birth to hatreds, quarrels, injuries, murders,

heart-burnings, family disturbances.

The disorder of anger consists in three things : (a) in wishing

to avenge oneself on him who is innocent and who has done us no

wrong ; (b) in wishing to avenge oneself by private authority ;

(«) in wishing to avenge oneself out of hatred and not out of a zeal

for justica A pagan philosopher advised, as a remedy for anger,

that one should repeat the alphabet or drink a cup of cold water

before speaking. As for us, Christians, we have another remedy :

it is a look at the Crucifix, a thought of the gentleness of our

Divine Master during His Passion.

7. Sloth comes in to terminate this dreadful catalogue of sins.

Slotb is a disgust that makes us neglect our duty rather than go

to the trouble of performing it. It is mortal as often as it leads us

to fail in a grave obligation. The sins that it produces aro

contempt of the Commandments, abandonment to vice, despair,

and hatred of those who exhort us to forsake evil and to do good.

There is a spiritual sloth, which leads us to neglect the duties of a

Christian : and how many spiritual sluggards are there at the

present day ! The way to avoid it is to follow a good rule of life,

approved of by a prudent confessor.

Sins against the Holy Ghost.—Besides the capital sins, which,

as we have just seen, ought to inspire us with the greatest fear,

there are others for which we can never have sufficient horror ;

on each one of them appears the name of the Sin against the Holy

Ghost. This deadly tree is divided into six branches: namely,

despair of salvation ; expectation of salvation without merit ; im

pugning the known truth ; envy at another's spiritual good ;

obstinacy in sin ; and final impenitence. They are called sins

against the Holy Ghost, because they are committed out of pure

malice. We say that to sin out of malice is to sin against the Holy

Ghost, because to the Holy Ghost is attributed goodness, which is

the opposite of malice.

The sin against the Holy Ghost which our Lord says shall

not be forgiven in this world nor the next.,' is generally be

lieved to be that of final impenitence, or despair in the mercy of

i Matt., xii, 32.
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God. Experience actually proves that those who are guilty of them

very seldom return to penance. This, however, must be under

stood as of an extreme difficulty. It is thus that, when we say

that a sickness is incurable, we do not mean that it can never

possibly be cured, but that it is very seldom cured and is usually

not cured.

How much we ought to fear sins against the Holy Ghost,

which are daily becoming more and more common on earth ! In.

effect, is it rare to see men and even women who live obstinate in

evil, and who continue indifferent about all the duties of Religion,

in spite of the instructions of the ministers of the Gospel, and even

of the solemn warnings of God Himself, such as plagues, famines,

and revolutions ? Is it rare to see persons who, in their conversa

tions, their writings, and their speeches, attack Religion, though its

truth is as evident as the sun ?

Sins that cry to Heaven for Vengeance.—Among the crimes of

which man, becoming intensely wicked with his degradation,

renders himself guilty, there are some that cannot be excused on

any pretext. We number four such : wilful murder ; sinning

against nature ; oppression of the poor, especially of widows and

orphans ; and defrauding the labourer of his wages. We say that

they cry to Heaven for vengeance, because the injustice of these

sins is so manifest, so crying, that nothing can hide or palliate it.

To have an idea of the enormity of these crimes, it is enough to

read in the Scripture the terrible punishments with which God

threatens those who are guilty of them.*

We have now shown in what sin consists, and the different

ways in which it may destroy our union with the New Adam

Must we not tremble to think that the germ of this frightful evfi

lives within us, that we bring it with us into the world, that it

makes continual efforts to burst forth and to ruin us, by separating

us from our Saviour ? Yes, the germ of sin is within us. All the

capital sins themselves, the sources of so many others, take their

rise in our own passions. These passions are like trees, and sin

is their fruit Does the fruit offend you? Cut down the trees

ttat bear it.

Now, the passions are three in number: the love of honours,

the love of riches, and the love of pleasures. It is these that are

railed the three concupiscences. They are like three large wounds

left on the human race by the original fall. Here you find the

reason why the New Adam, the Great Physician of mankind, was

1 Gen., ir, 10 ; Exod.., xii ; Jacob., v. ' Ubi supra.
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pleased to be born, to live, and to die poor, humble, suffering.

This lowliness, at which the world is scandalised, is the most

splendid proof of His profound wisdom and His infinite goodness :

it is the balm tbat He applies to our wounds.

As for us, if we wish to maintain our union with Him, let us

crush in our breasts the fatal germs of sin, which alone can destroy

it. Let us crush them from our childhood : later on may be too

late. These three great passions manifest themselves at a very early

period in youth. First, pride, or the love of honours. The child

is disobedient, insolent, surly, when his capricious wishes are not

humoured. After a while, he is delighted with little preferences

and flatteries. All this does not appear very bad, nor even very

dangerous; but, for my part, I say that this affection is a young

viper, which he cherishes in his bosom, and which, unless great

care is taken, will very soon attain to its full growth, and. when

an opportunity offers, will tear out his entrails. Aman wished to

be honoured and flattered. It was with impatience he saw that

Mardochai did not bend his knee before him. He ended by trying

to wash away in the blood of a whole people this supposed insult.

Next, the love of riches. Children are attached to a multitude

of little things, to furniture, to dress, to ornaments. All this does

not appear very bad, nor even very dangerous ; but, for my part, I

say that this affection is a young viper, which they cherish in their

bosoms, and which, unless great care is taken, will very soon attain

to its full growth, and, when an opportunity offers, will tear out

their entrails. Judas, who began by loving a little money, ended

by selling his Master.

Lastly, the love of pleasures. You are fond of whatever

flatters your body : a long sleep, choice food, a soft bed ; in a

word, whatever pleases taste, sight, smell, or touch. All this does not

appear to you very bad, nor even very dangerous ; but, for my part,

I tell you that this inordinate affection is a young viper, which you

cherish in your bosom, and which, unless you take great care, will

Tery soon attain to its full growth, and, when an opportunity offers,

will tear out your entrails. See that woman whose name the

Gospel records in letters of blood, Herodias : she first loved amuse

ment, and she ended by asking the head of John the Baptist.

Inquire of all those who have committed great crimes, and they

will tell you that it was by little beginnings and small steps that

they came to have no scruple in abandoning themselves to the

most dreadful excesses.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having made
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known to me the grievousnesa and malice of mortal sin ; preserve

me from ever falling into it.

I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

aa myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, 1 will

never deliberately commit a venial sin, however trivial it may appear.

LESSON LVIII.

WHAT PERPETUATES OUR UNION WITH THB NEW ADAM.

General Remedies for Sin : tbe Four Last Things ; Virtues. The Church :

its foundation. Consecration of St. Peter. Ascension of the Saviour.

If a physician announced that he had discovered a remedy which

would infallibly cure tome of the numberless diseases that afflict

poor humanity from the cradle to the grave, he should forthwith

become the object of general gratitude. From all quarters, people

would eagerly have recourse to him : journeys, fatigues, expenses,

all would appear nothing in comparison with one's cure.

Enlightened by Faith, we have acted the part of this physician,

by pointing oat in the preceding lesson the particular remedies for the

various diseases of the soul. Oh, that all men would have recourse

to these remedies with the same eagerness and confidence as they

would have recourse to the corporal remedy of which we have

spoken ! Our word is not our own, but the infallible word of God.

Our remedies are not our own, but the remedies of the Heavenly

Physician, who came on earth to cure all that are sick.

But if a physician proved that he possessed a remedy which

would infallibly cure all diseases, I leave you to think how

earnestly persons in the most distant regions would flock to

consult him, how generously they would reward him for his

trouble, and how gratefully they would remember him who had

changed their cruel pains into all the delights of health. Well, in

the spiritual order, that is to say, in the order in which diseases are

far more dangerous, this physician exists : he is Our Lord. This

universal remedy is in His hands : He offers it to us ; He offers it

to us gratis. To receive it, there is no need of journeys or fatigues :

it is enough to wish to have it. This remedy, which has the two

fold advantage of being preventive and curative, He gives us in the

following formula : My eon, in all thy tcorlcs remember thy last end,

and thou shalt never sin.'

< Fili ... in omnibus operibus tuis, memorare noviraima tua, et in sternum

non poccabis. (Eccl., vii, 40.)
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The great panacea for all our ills is therefore the considera

tion of the Four Last Things : Death, Judgment, Hell, and Heaven.

They are called Last, because Death is the end of life, and the last

thing to happen us in this world ; the Final Judgment is the last

of all judgments pronounced by our own conscience, by human

tribunals, by God Himself—hence, it is without appeal ; Hell is

the last evil to befall the wicked—an evil of which they can never

lessen the rigour, shorten the duration, or change the nature ; and

Heaven is the last good reserved for the servants of God—an

inalienable, superabundant, unmixed, and endless good. Such is

the universal remedy prepared by the Infallible Physician.

As for the manner of using this remedy, it consists in two

things : (a) in Faith, and (b) in the habitual thought of this

remedy.

First, we must believe in the reality of the Four Last Things.

Nothing is easier. It is enough to call to mind the splendid proofs

which we have given on the matter in the course of the Catechism,

and which are to be found in the Gospel, as well as in all other

books of Religion ; then, the universal belief of all peoples, even

pagans, who have always admitted eternal rewards and punishments

after this life ; finally, the necessity of this belief, which is such

that to deny it is to deny the distinction between good and evil, to

render society impossible among men, to deny the wisdom and

justice of God, to deny God Himself, in a word, to plunge into

madness.

But to believe these great truths with a vague Faith is not

enough : we must believe them with a lively Faith, and act in

accordance with our Faith. Now, it is by habitual recollection

that our Faith in regard to these four great realities will effectually

regulate our conduct. This is the second thing to be done, in order

to profit of the divine remedy. In all thy works, says the Heavenly

Physician, remember thy last end, and thou shall never sin.

Why in all thy works ? Because there is not one in which our

soul may not receive the germ of a disease : vanity, self-love, self-

interest, cupidity, sensuality ; in all our works, because there is

not one which may not lead us to eternal happiness, if well done;

in all our works, because this succession of ordinary occupations in

thought, word, and deed, makes up our hours, our days, our

months, our years, our life, and prepares us for Heaven or for HelL

Remember. The way to perform our actions well and to

direct our life well, is to keep our eyes continually fixed on the

end to which we tend, like the seaman who, wishing to reach an

island lost in the distance, hardly turns aside his eyes for a

moment from the compass or the pole-star. Remember : and,

t
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for this purpose, watch over your inward and outward senses, lest

a variety of distractions should come to weaken in or to efface from

your mind the salutary thought of your destiny, and you should be

left to walk by the deceitful glare of the maxims of the world, the

suggestions of the devil, or the judgments of your passions.

Remember : and, for this purpose, set every morning before your

eyes the Four Last Things, pondering over them in a meditation

suited to your age and employments ; let your thoughts return to

them occasionally during the course of the day ; and weigh them

once more in your heart before you retire to rest. In order to

facilitate the application of such a precious remedy, let us here give

a model of the meditation just proposed :—

1. Death. You can divide the consideration of it into four

points. The first, that Death is most certain, that no one can

escape it : I shall die. The second, that the hour of Death is most

uncertain, that many persons die when they least think of it : I

know not when I shall die ; all I know is that I may die soon ; it

only requires a moment to die. The third, that Death puts an end

to all the projects and enterprises of life, that then is seen all the

vanity of this world : I shall be divested of all, separated from all,

forgotten by all.' The fourth, that at Death we repent of the evil

which we have done and the good which we have not done,

that it is therefore the height of folly to do what we shall most

assuredly regret having done : how sorry I shall be to have abused

so many graces !

2. Judgment. You can also divide the consideration of Judg

ment into four points. The first, that the object of the Judgment

will be a thing of the utmost importance, supreme happiness or

supreme misery : it will be decided whether I shall be a saint or a

reprobate. The second, that the Judgment will be conducted by

the Sovereign Judge, who knows all things, and whom no person

can resist : my secret faults, my hidden faults, will be brought to

light, and will cover me with confusion, if I neglect to do penance

for them. The third, that the Judgment will be held in presence

of the assembled nations of the earth, so that no person can conceal

himself : I shall be there—I myself—I shall be seen, I shall be

known, I shall be called by my name. The fourth, that there will

be no hope of escaping the sentence of the Divine Justice : I shall

be immovably settled in my place by the omnipotence of God.

3. Hell. You can also divide the consideration of Hell into

four points.

The first, its dimensions. It is a pit of immeasurable breadth,

Omnia si perdae, animam servare meruento.
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length, height, and depth. It is broad, because it contains all

kinds of torments imaginable for soul and body ; it is long, because

all its pains are eternal ; it is high, because all its pains are raised

to the highest degree ; and it is deep, because all its pains are real,

unmixed with the least solace. JDo I feel myself capable of

dwelling for ever in its devouring flames ?

The second, its inhabitants. Hell is the abode of devils, the

implacable, enemies of men, whom it will be their delight to

torment and insult ; the abode of murderers, robbers, profligates,

shameless wretches, bad children, bad parents, cursing and re

proaching one another. Would this company appear very agreeable

to me?

The third, its torments. They are of two kinds : the pain of

loss and the pain of sense. The pain of loss, that is, the privation

of the Sovereign Good : I have lost God, I have lost Him through

my own fault, I have lost Him for a trifle, I have lost Him beyond

remedy. The pain of sense, that is, corporal affliction.: I am buried

in a pool of fire, I am penetrated with fire as salt meat is penetrated

with salt,' I touch nothing but fire, I breathe nothing but fire, I

cannot have the slightest prospect of obtaining the least drop of

water to lessen the heat or to quench the thirst that will torment

me for ever and ever.

The fourth, the way to it. The way to Hell is sin : venial sin

first, which, by weakening, disposes the soul to mortal falls ; then

mortal sin, which opens the gates of Hell, marks out a place there,

and only awaits the stroke of death to plunge the unfortunate

victim into the fiery abyss. If I were to die this moment, where

should I gof

4. Heaven. You can also divide the consideration of Heaven

into four points.

The first, its dimensions. It is broad, because it contains all

goods imaginable, and even unimaginable, for soul and body ; it is

long, because all its goods are eternal ; it is high, because all its

goods are most noble, far exalted above all known or supposed

goods ; and it is deep, because all its goods are real, unmixed with

the least evil. And will I do nothing to obtain them ?

The second, its inhabitants. Heaven is the bright abode of the

Holy Trinity, of Our Lord's humanity, of the Blessed Virgin, of

the Angels and Saints, that is to say, of all that is most beautiful,

most amiable, most perfect. What is any earthly magnificence in

comparison with this ?

' Omnis victima igne salietur. (Marc., ix, 4£.,

> Bellar., Dottr. enst., ccxlvi.
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The third, its joys. They are of two kinds : those of the soul

and those of the body. The joys of the soul : to see, to possess, to

love the Sovereign Good. The joys of the body: eternal life,

eternal health, eternal beauty, eternal youth. Does all this whisper

nothing to my heart, so eager for perishable goods, in which I find

not one of the characteristics of true goods ?

The fourth, the way to it The way to Heaven is fidelity in

little things, for it is written, He who is faithful in little things

shall be faithful also in great things.' This little action, which I

perform at the present moment, if I perform it well, becomes a

new ring in that long chain whose farther end rests in the hands

of God, and which will guide me safely to the abode of everlasting

happiness.

So this, and thou shalt never sin. Thou shalt never sin, that is

to say, according to the explanation of St. Denis, never mortally,

seldom venially. The promise of God is formal, and, to make it

more certain by contrast, the infallible oracle assures us that the

cause of all the sins that defile the earth and fill Hell is the want

of meditation. Thou shalt never sin : the testimony of experience

leaves no doubt on the matter. The consideration of the Four Last

Things, says St. Augustine, is the destruction of pride, the extinc

tion of jealousy, the banishment of lust, the foundation of virtue,

the royal road to endless bliss.

If you read the history of the Church, it will teach you that

the thought of the Four Last Things has prevented more crimes

and converted more sinners than all the preachers in the world.

Who does not know the decisive influence of this salutary remedy

on St. Chrysostom, St. Augustine, St. Jerome, St. Marcellus, St.

Bernard, St. Ignatius, St. Francis Xavier, St. Aloysius Gonzaga,

St. Francis Borgia, and a host of others ?

The thought of the Four Last Things is a sovereign remedy for

preserving or raising us from sin, for enabling us to break bad

and to contract good habits ; but the cure is not complete. The

Christian is what he ought to be only when his good habits

have become the rule of his conduct. In effect, to maintain a tem

poral and to arrive at an eternal union with Our Lord, it is not

enough not to do evil : we must do good. It is not enough to be

1 Qui in minimis fidelis est, et in majori fidelis est. (Luc., xvi, 10.)

> Desolations desolata est omnia terra, quia nullus eat qui recogitet cord*.

(Jerem., xii, 11.)

» CoDsideratio hujus sententire, destructio est superbia;, extinctio invidiae,

medela malitis, effugatio luxurite, eracuatio vanitatiu et jactantiie, constructio

disciplins, perfectio sanctimonite, pneparatio salutis (eternre. (Spec, peceat.,

c i; Cor. a Lap., in huno loe.)—Hence, one cannot circulate too widely or read

too often the little book entitled, Think well on't.
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without vices : we must have virtues. Otherwise, we should expose

ourselves to the sentence passed on' the barren fig-tree and the

unprofitable servant. Now, how can virtues be practised if they

are not known ? We proceed, therefore, to give an idea of them,

sufficient for us to make our life truly Christian, and to render our

union with Our Lord permanent.

Man may be considered in regard to himself and in regard to

God. Considered in regard to himself, man appears before us with

his understanding and will. Considered in regard to God, man

appears before us as one destined for the possession of God. Hence

it is that we distinguish three kinds of virtues : intellectual virtues,

moral virtues, and theological virtues.

But first, what is virtue in general ? The word virtue means

strength, because, to do good, we must overcome ourselves, we

must have strength. " Virtue," says St. Thomas, " is a good

quality or a good habit of the soul, which makes us live conform

ably to right reason ; or a habit which so perfects us that we may

do good." ' Virtue is infuted, that is to say, deposited in our soul

by God Himself, without concurrence on our part—as Faith, Hope,

and Charity in Baptism; or acquired, that is to say, developed by

repeated acts of our will supported by grace—as patience, mortifi

cation, and obedience.'

The intellectual virtues are habits which perfect the mind.

We distinguish rtiree principal ones: Wisdom, Knowledge, and

Understanding.*

Wisdom is a virtue by which our mind sees effects in their

highest causes. In the material order, the man perfected by this

virtue is like a spectator placed on the summit of a lofty mountain,

who sees an immense extent of the earth, who sees the thunderbolts

forming in the murky clouds, who sees the waters gathering into

the deep subterranean caverns that feed the springs and streams,

in a word, who sees in their causes those phenomena of which the

ordinary man only knows the existence.

In the moral order, the man perfected by this virtue sees all

events, the rise and fall of empires, the revolutions and tendencies

as well as the punishments and rewards of peoples, in the Cause

of Causes, the Providence of God. What a degree of superiority

does Wisdom communicate to man ! What ineffable delights does it

procure for him I We need no longer be surprised that Solomon

* 1* 2", q. Iv, art. 4 ; id., q. Wiii, art. 3. 5 Ferraris, art. Virtus, n. 6, 7.

* Virtu* intellectualis est per quam intellectus perflcitur ad considerandum

verum : hoc enim est bonum opus ejus . . . ponit has solum tres virtutes iQ.

telleftunles, scilicet, sapientiam, scientiam et inteUectura. (8. Thom,, 1* 2e,

q. ltii, art. 2.)
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asked nothing else from the Lord, and that all good things, as he

tells us, came to him together with it.'

Prayer, the reading of good books, purity of heart, and medita

tion, are the chief means to acquire this Divine Wisdom, which will

preserve us from worldly, blind, accursed wisdom, the mortal enemy

of God and man.* Oh, how rare, consequently how necessary, is

Wisdom ! Let us therefore beseech the Lord to grant it to us,

saying with Solomon, Give me Wisdom, which sitteth by Thy throne,

t/iat it may labour with me, and that I may know what is pleasing to

Thee.'

Knowledge is a virtue by which our mind sees things in their

effects, in their consequences, and in their closest bearings on the

human race. Man, perfected by knowledge, values, judges, dis

cusses, analyses, foresees : he traces effects to their causes, conse

quences to their principles, and, by chains of reasoning, forms

systems which lead to important discoveries, as well in the material

as in the moral order. Hence, it may be said that the wise man

sees from above, and the learned man from below. The former

descends from causes to effects ; the latter ascends from effects to

causes.4

If nothing is more dangerous than a little learning, nothing is

more estimable, or, at times, more useful, than true learning.

Every one of us is bound, according to the condition in which God

has placed him, to become solidly learned, that is to say, to acquire

all the information necessary for the fulfilment of his duties towards

God, towards himself, and towards the neighbour. Never was it

permitted anyone to let his mind stagnate in ignorance : just as it

is not permitted the tiller to leave his field uncultivated, or the

servant to leave his master's talent unproductive. God condemns

wilful ignorance, while He promises a magnificent reward to those

who perfect their mind by Knowledge.5 The chief means to acquire

Knowledge are recollection, study, and docility.

The third intellectual virtue is Understanding. This is a habit

which perfects our mind, and renders it capable of comprehending

the principles of things, such as they are in themselves, abstracting

from their consequences.6 The man endowed with this admirable

virtue, sees the pure truth: like a noble eagle, which, it is said,

' Omnia bona renerunt mihi pariter cum ilia. (Sap., vil, 11.)

» 1 Cor., iii, 19 ; Jacob., iii, 15.

' Da mihi sedium tuarum assistricem sapientiam . . . . ut mecum sit et

mecum laboret, ut aciam quid acceptum sit apud to. (Sap., ix, 4, 10.1

« S. Thorn., 1» 2", q. lvii, art 2.
• Prov., xv, 24-xvii, 27 ; Eccl., xxl, 20—xxi. 26—xl, 31.

■ S. Thorn., l» 2", q. lvii, art. 2.
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fixes its steady gaze, unwearied and undismayed, on the bright

disc of the sun. Nothing clearer than his word, nothing surer than

his glance, nothing more convincing than his declaration.

How necessary is Understanding for us, to dispel the mists

that the sophisms of others or our own passions raise at the

present day—more than ever before—in regard to the most im

portant principles, the truths essential to the existence of Religion,

of society, of the family ! Such is, according to the oracle of the

Holy Spirit, the special effect of this virtue, which we ought not to

cease to ask of God, and to form within us by disengagement

from the empire of sense and self-interest, and by the habit of

reflection.'

Wisdom, Knowledge, and Understanding are the three great

virtues which perfect our mind. All three tend to the same end.

That which distinguishes them from one another is not the simi

larity of their nature, but the order of their excellence. Thus,

Knowledge depends on Understanding, and these two depend on

Wisdom, which contains them both, inasmuch as it reaches to the

conclusions of all sciences, as well as to the principles from which

they flow.*

Moral virtues are those which, dealing with our inclinations and

propensities, perfect our will by the practice of good, by the right

use of reason. If they lead us to act through a natural motive,

they are nothing but purely human virtues, fruitless for salvation.

If they derive their motive from Faith, they become supernatural,

Christian, meritorious for eternal life.3 All the moral virtues do

not occupy the same rank. There are four of them, namely,

Prudence, Justice, Fortitude, and Temperance, which are called

cardinal virtues, because they are as it were the principles or

sources of many other virtues. In effect, Prudence governs the

mind ; Justice governs the will ; Fortitude governs the irascible

appetite ; and Temperance governs the concupiscible appetite.4

Prudence is a practical knowledge of what ought to be

done and what ought to be avoided.* Its office is to show us,

in all that we say or do, the end to which we ought to tend, and

the means suitable thereto, modified by circumstances of time, place,

> Baruch., iii, 14; Eccl., mix, 8.

] Si quia recta considered istie tres virtutes non ex aequo distinguuntur ab

irmcera, aed ordine quodam . . . scientia dependet ab intellectu aiout a prin-

cipaliori ; et utrumque dependet a sapientia sieut a principal issimo, quae sub ae

continet et intellectum et scientiam, ut de conclusionibus scientiarum dij udicans,

et de prineipiis earumdem, (S. Thora, 1* 2», q. lrii, art. 2.)

* S. Thom., 1» 2". q. lviii, art. 3. 4 Bellar., Dotlr. crist., p. 209.

» Ferraris, art. Virt., n, 88, 89.
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and the like, so that our work may be good in every particular.

This is the reason why Prudence is called the mistress of virtues:

it is, among them, what the eye is in the body, what salt is in meat,

what the sun is in the universe. Nothing is more needed. It is

formally commanded us by Our Lord. It is the true Science of the

Saints.'

Prudence acts on all the faculties of the soul, which it obliges

to help it in attaining its end : on the memory, which brings for

ward, at its command, the experience of others and our own

experience, the faults of others and our own faults, that we may be

put on our guard against new mistakes—also, the occasions of evil,

that we may avoid them ; on the understanding, which it enlightens

in regard to the end that we ought to desire, and in regard to men

und their dispositions; and on the will, which it guides to worthy

operations.

The particular virtues which are referable to Prudence, or

which, as daughters, are born of it, are, foresight, which guesses

the result and knows beforehand the means to succeed; circum

spection, which, weighing everything attentively, leaves nothing

to chance ; discernment, which, after examining the proi and eont,

chooses the wisest part, and the means best calculated to attain the

desired end ; and docility, which leads one to distrust self and to

follow the counsels of the wise.

There are two kinds of vices opposed to Prudence : some by

defect, others by excess.

The former are five in number : (a) precipitation, which consists

in running to everything that presents itself—this vice is the cause

of many faults, more or less grave according to circumstances ; (>)

inconsideration, which judges, decides, acts without a sufficiently

careful examination ; (c) inconstancy, which makes one change,

without any serious reason, a resolution taken after mature thought;

(d) negligence, which makes one omit means proper for the execu

tion of a project decided on ; («) imprudence, which makes one

take no heed of dangers, or warnings, but hasten to false steps,

often to the occasions of sin and even to grievous sins.

The latter are also five in number: (a) the prudence of the flesh,

by which one directs his conduct according to the views and desires

of corrupt nature ; (A) cunning, which is the art of finding out

means to deceive the neighbour ; (c) deceit, which, by word or

deed, sets such perfidious means to work ; {d) fraud, which is the

result of cunning and deceit in positive facts, such as the employ-

1 Scientia Snnctorum prudentia. (Prov., fx, 10.)—Estote ergo prudantw

«iout aeryentee et simplices sicut columbai. (Matt., x, 16.)
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ment of false measures or money in trade ; («) too much solicitude

about temporal things. What a pity it is to see so many worldly-

wise people, who, referring everything to their own interests, are

not at all scrupulous in regard to the nature of their projects or

their choice of means ! A day will come when it will be seen that

they were the most imprudent of men, having lost the Sovereign

Good for the sake of trifles.

As for the means of acquiring Christian Prudence, the only

Prudence of which there is question here, and which essentially

consists in the will to make everything subservient to one's salva

tion, in the will to lose everything rather than lose one's soul, the

first is to ask it of God ; the second is to take counsel of wise,

upright, and discreet persons ; the third is to inquire of oneself

before performing any action, What relation does this action bear

to my eternal salvation ?

Justice is a virtue which leads us to give everyone his due.'

Its office is to maintain the stability of contracts, which is the

foundation of tranquillity, of public and private peace. In effect,

if everyone could be satisfied with that which belongs to him,

without desiring the goods of others, there would be neither war

nor discord. This virtue, absolutely necessary, obliges individuals

to give to their souls what pertains to their souls, and to their

bodies what pertains to their bodies—food, medicine, &c. ; to sell

at a fair price ; to keep to their engagements ; and to repair the

wrongs that they have inflicted.

It obliges the rulers of peoples to do justice to every person : it

ia for this end that they are invested with power ;* to distribute

employments, dignities, and honours, according to merit, and not by

favour. It obliges the nations to observe the rules of equity in

their dealings with one another; not to make war without sufficient

motives ; and to respect even in ajust war the laws ofhumanity, such

as Christianity has established among civilised peoples. It obliges

man to render to God the homage which is due to Him ; hence, the

fundamental precept of Our Divine Master—Render to Cesar the

things that are Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's.3

As for the vices opposed to the virtue of Justice, they are of two

kinds: some by excess, others by defect.4 The first are superstition,

which falsifies the worship due to God, and fanaticism, which

distorts it ; also, usury, which oversteps one's rights in regard to

1 Jurtitia ea virtus est quic sua cuique distribuit. (S. Aug., de Civil. Dei

lib. XIX, c. xxi.)

9 Hence the saying of a woman among the people to the Emperor Trajan :

" Aut jus dicito, aut imperator esse desinito.'*
• Matt., xxii, 21. « S. Thom., 2* 2", q. lxvi.

vol. n. 50
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the goods of others, and prodigality, which does the same in regard

to one's own. The second are, irreligion, with which are connected

impiety and indifference; hardness of heart and sourness of speech

towards our parents; disobedience towards our superiors; ingratitude

towards our benefactors; falsehood towards our equals; enmity

towards our friends ; lastly, and to repeat ail in one word, injustice

from every point of view.

Since it is necessary for all the world to practise Justice, tinder

pain of damnation, it is no less necessary to know the means of

arriving at this virtue. The first is prayer ; the second, detachment

from temporal goods; the third, almsgiving; and the fourth, humility:

for pride and selfishness are the direct cause of irreligion, dis

honesty, and all other vices opposed to Justice, considered in its full

extent.

Fortitude is a virtue which enables us to overcome all the

obstacles that oppose us in the practice of good and the endurance

of evil.' Its first office is to make us undertake and accomplish

generously, in spite of dangers and difficulties, whatever is required

of us by our duties towards God, towards the neighbour, and

towards ourselves. Christian men and women, who daily trample

on the repugnances of nature, on the seductions of the flesh and

the world, in order to observe the Gospel ; Religious and Priests,

who devote themselves, whether at home or abroad, to the spiritual

and corporal welfare of mankind ; soldiers, who face toil, hardship,

and death : all these are so many models of Active Fortitude. Its

second office is to make us bear, with Christian resignation,

all sorts of persecutions, calumnies, afflictions, and temptations, rather

than offend God : it goes so far as to make us accept death, when

this is necessary for salvation. The Martyrs are so many models of

Passive Fortitude.

This virtue is indispensable to the Christian. No one, says the

Gospel, shall be crowned, unless h* has fought well. The Kingdom of

Heaven suffers violence .- it is only those who vanquish themselves

that shall bear it away.'

The virtues which spring from Fortitude and which add per

fection to it are, confidence, which makes one believe himself able

to encounter the perils and to surmount the difficulties that will be

met with in reasonable undertakings ; magnanimity, which inclines

one to perform considerable works, worthy of great honour; mag

nificence, which leads one to hand out his money, with prompt and

* Fortitndo est considerate periculorum eusceptio et laborum perpessio.

(S. 'J hom., 2» 2*, q. cxxiii, art. 2.)

2 2 ad limol/i., ii, 5; Matt., xi, 12.
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noble mind, for all the expenses necessary to attain a desired

success ; perseverance, which helps one to do good to the end, in

spite of all the vexations with which his path is strewn ; patience,

which makes one calmly and serenely meet sickness or mis

fortune.

The vices opposed to Fortitude are likewise of two kinds : by

excess and by defect. By excess : rashness, which, without neces

sity, without calculating the means of success, makes one go

forward to dangers; audacity, which makes one act similarly in

regard to obstacles ; presumption, which makes one undertake that

which is above his strength. By defect : fear, pusillanimity

cowardice, sloth, human respect, which make one give way before

difficulties and throw down his arms without a struggle, or almost

without a struggle.

If we wish to acquire Fortitude, as we are bound to do, we

must have recourse to the following means : prayer, and the

assiduous consideration of the lives of Our Lord, the Apostles, the

Martyrs, and so many other models of courage in labour and of

resignation in suffering.

Temperance is a virtue which makes man moderate in the use of

the pleasures of this life.' The office of Temperance is not to

interdict all sorts of pleasures, but to regulate their use in accord

ance with Reason and the Law of God. Viewing Temperance thus,

there is no one so blind as not to see the necessity of this virtue.

The obligation to practise it is written under the various names ofmor

tification, abstinence, continence, and sobriety, in every page of the

Scriptures, in every part of the history of Our Lord and the Saints.

The principal virtues which depend on Temperance are, absti

nence, which makes one observe moderation in the use of food and

in the pleasure attached thereto, and above all teaches fidelity to

the laws of fasting and abstinence established by the Church;

sobriety, which makes one observe moderation in the use of drink,

especially intoxicating drink; chastity, which restrains within the

bounds of duty the inclination to carnal pleasure ; bashfulness,

which is a virtuous shame, inspiring an avoidance and abhorrence of

looks, familiarities, actions capable of wounding chastity; modesty,

which maintains order in one's inward and outward movements.*

It also makes us practise humility, which, by a knowledge of

our miseries, keeps us little in our own eyes, prevents us from

rebelling against Providence, and makes us refer to God alone all

' Temperentia est virtu» refrtonans ao moderans inordinatos nppetitus, et

concupiseentias ac vOluptntes corporis quibus prresei'tim gustus et tactus

afficitur. (Ferraris, art. Virt., n. 130.)

• S. Thorn., 2» 2m, q. clx, art. 1; Ferraris, art. Virt, n. 131.
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the good that we do ; meekness, which tempers the ardour of

the soul, drives away anger and impatience, settles us in a profound

peace, and disposes us to treat the neighbour kindly at all times ;

clemency, which moderates external justice as far as reason permits,

leading us to mitigate the punishments deserved by the guilty, and

even to pardon them altogether, in consideration of their repentance

or for some other legitimate cause:

The principal vices opposed to Temperance are as follows. By

defect : insensibility, which consists in abstaining, heedless of the

order of God, from things necessary for life, for health, for the

fulfilment of the duties of one's state, through a fear of taking the

natural pleasure which is found therein. This fault is not common ;

hence, Our Lord and the Saints continually exhort us to mortifica

tion. By excess : intemperance, which is an inordinate love of

pleasure, leading us into excesses in drinking, in eating, and in

satisfying the senses. This vice draws in its train gluttony,

drunkenness, impurity, and many other sins.

As for the means of acquiring Temperance, we shall always

point out prayer, the examples of Our Lord and the Saints, and the

thought of the temporal and eternal evils that follow intemperance,

such as disgrace, beastliness, want, disease, impenitence, and

special punishments for all eternity.

The third class of virtues comprises the three theological virtues:

Faith, Hope, and Charity. Perfecting man in his relations with

God, they produce, animate, and crown all the other virtues, to

which they communicate their merit and value.' These three virtues

having been explained elsewhere, it remains for us to show the

relations which they have with the other virtues, and the relations

which all the virtues have with one another.

It is necessary, therefore, to know that all the moral virtues are

so intertwined with one another, that we cannot have a single one

of them in its perfection without having all the others in a more or

less elevated degree. In effect, perfect virtue is a firm and constant

love of order, which makes us invariably seek and do what is

conformable to Reason enlightened by Faith. Now, this love

evidently contains all the other virtues, since, for example, a person

cannot be perfectly just, if he fails in regard to Fortitude, Tem

perance, or Prudence : that is to say, if, in a point of Fortitude,

Temperance, or Prudence, he fails in a firm and constant love of

order. It is the same with the other moral virtues, which, however,

may exist, one without another, in a state of imperfection.

It is also necessary to know that all the virtues are, in a certain

1 1 Cot., xiil.
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degree, necessary to salvation. Hence, no one can be saved, if he

does not, in a degree proportioned to his age, his condition, his

education, possess Wisdom, Knowledge, Understanding, Prudence,

Justice, Fortitude, Temperance, Faith, Hope, and Charity, and all

the secondary virtues of which these virtues are the mothers.'

To maintain the contrary would be to pretend that a barren tree

is a good tree ; that a slothful servant is a good servant ; that the

disciple of a God, the Model of all virtues, is a good disciple, though

he does not imitate Him or make any account of His precepts.

This would be to give the lie direct to all the Saints, who, by the

twofold preaching of their books and their examples, have taught

us the necessity of virtue.

It is, moreover, necessary to know that all the intellectual and

moral virtues, apart from the theological virtues, are worth nothing

for salvation. In effect, these virtues, taken by themselves, can

only help us to do a good that is natural, human, purely rational,

which, having nothing heavenly in it, will never lead us to God,

our Last End. To have this precious advantage, they should bo

animated and ennobled by the three great virtues of the super

natural order, which tend directly to God. We must remark here,

too, that not only the intellectual and moral virtues, but even Faith

and Hope, are unable to lead us to Heaven without Charity.

Charity is therefore the fruitful mother who brings forth all true

virtues, and the august queen who exalts and crowns them. Without

her, no more virtues worthy of the name ; with her, all virtues in a

degree sufficient to arrive at everlasting happiness.'

Let us make a summary of this magnificat system of virtues, as

it itself is a summary of the whole doctrine of the Divine Restorer

of fallen man.

As there are ten commandments, on which depend and to which

refer all others, so there are ten great virtues, on which depend and

to which refer all others. •

As there are three commandments which relate to God, and

seven which relate to ourselves and the neighbour, so there are three

1 Omnea Tiltutea morales, sive cardinales, live eis adjuncts, sunt its inter so

connexss, ut nulla prorsus absque caeterarum comitatu obtineri possit in statu

perfecto. (Ferraris, art. Virt., n. 91 ; S. Aug., Epiat., dxvii.)—Virtuteasi

•int ditjunctsg, non possunt esse perfects secundum rationem virtutis, quia nec

prudentia rera est, qusa justa et temperans et fortia non est. (S. Greg., xxii,

Moral., o. i ; S. Thom., I* 2", q. lxv, art. 1.)—Potest tamen una (rirtus moralis)

aine cteteris aliis esse in statu imperfecto. (Ferraris, art. Virt., n. 91.)

9 S. Thom., 1* 2", q. lxv, art. 2 et 3. For a further development of this

matter, see the excellent work entitled Traiti des Vertus chritunnes, by the

Abbe Busson, Canon of Besancon.
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virtues which relate to God, and seven which relate to ourselves"tad

the neighbour.

As the ten commandments relate to the precept of Charity. so

all the virtues relate to Charity, which is their beginning aDd tLeir

end. Thus the first three virtues, called intellectual virtues, per

fect our mind and render it capable of discovering truth ; the neit

four, called moral or cardinal virtues, perfect our will and render it

capable of doing good ; the last three, called theological virtues,

perfect both our mind and our will and render them capable, respec

tively, of entering into an intimate acquaintance with God and

doing supernatural good : consequently, they lead us to supreme

happiness, which is union with God by Charity in this world sad

in the next.

Hence, all the virtues are intertwined with one another, and the

final end of all together is to develop man in God amid the storms of

this life, until he is borne away to rejoice in Him amid the delights

of eternity ; for Heaven is Love. Can you imagine anything mors

admirable, more blessed, more worthy of God and man?

The better to understand and appreciate this marvellous con

nexion of all the virtues with one another, let us make use of «

striking contrast and remark that all the vices are also connected

with one another, and that their final end is to degrade man, by

making him the slave of evil, amid the conflicts of this life, until

they drag him down to the torments of a miserable eternity: f«

Hell is Hatred.

Hatred or Love, Hell or Heaven : these are the closing words

of the doctrine of Our Divine.Master, as they are the highest expl*

nation of man and life, of time and eternity.

The Son of God, who came on earth to instruct the human race,

had specially consecrated the forty days after His resurrection to

initiate the Apostles in the secrets of His doctrine and to give then

a perfect understanding of the Scriptures. The end for which tie

Eternal Word had vouchsafed to be born, to live, and to die; the

necessity of the union of all men with Him by Faith, Hope, «d

Charity ; the indispensable condition and means of this union, Gite»

and Prayer; the end of this union in time, the imitation of His life,

and in eternity, the participation of His glory; the only ess*

capable of destroying this holy union and delivering us over a»n

to the slavery of the devil, sin ; the remedies for sin, the Fonr L»*

Things and the Virtues : all these things were known to the Aposii*

and they were in a state to instruct the world concerning thea-

What had the New Adam still to do, before ascending into Heijsi-'
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On the one hand, all the generations that should come into this

world were called to a union with Him, as the only principle of

their regeneration and salvation ; on the other, the Saviour could no

longer instruct men in person—His earthly mission was accom

plished. To perpetuate the work of redemption, and to render its

benefits accessible to all people even till the end of time, He sub

stitutes another for Himself: He chooses a Vicar. The plenitude

of power which He received from His Father, He will confide to

him ; on him He will place the care of extending and consummating

the great work which He Himself has just begun. Never will man

be raised to a higher dignity ; never will a more formidable respon

sibility be laid on mortal !

Who shall be this lieutenant for the Son of God ? O abyss of

mercy and wisdom ! it shall be he who thrice denied his Master at

the voice of a maid-servant ! All that is most weak for the work

that is most important ! A reed to uphold the world ! A great

sinner to be the Teacher of the Faith and the Father of Christians !

In a word, the Vicar of the New Adam shall he St. Peter.

Nothing more sublime, and, at the same time, more touching

than the circumstances of his ordination. Let us hear the account

thereof. A few days before ascending into Heaven, the Saviour,

being in the midst of His Apostles, cast His eyes on Simon Peter

and addressed these mysterious words to him : " Simon, son of John,

lovest thou Me more than all these others here ? " Neither Peter

nor any of his companions could foresee the object of a question so

unexpected.

What is its meaning ? When a king wishes to confide some

very high office to one of his subjects, he asks him for a guarantee,

he requires security. This guarantee, this security, must be propor

tioned to the greatness of the charge. So Our Lord acts. This

Divine Pastor, who has just shed His blood for His sheep, is on the

point of leaving them : He has resolved to confide them to the

guidance and guardianship of His Disciple, Peter. Before honouring

him with these sublime functions, He asks him for a guarantee, He

requires security. But what guarantee or security can He expect

from a poor fisherman, with no other fortune than his boat and his

nets ? The greatest and best that man can offer—love ; but love

reaching to heroism ; love ready to he immolated for the service of

its Master and for the interests of the charge confided to it. Such

is the guarantee, such the security, which the Son of God requires

of His Disciple.

Hence, in addressing to St. Peter the question, " Lovest thon

Me more than the others?" Ho seems to say to him, " I am about

to give a greater mark of My confi'lonfc to thee than to any of the
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others. Wilt thou give Me in return a stronger pledge of thy in

violable fidelity ? Lovest thou Me, that is to say, art thou disposed,

and more disposed than any of the others, to sacrifice for Me and

My flock thy health, thy strength, thy life itself?" St. Peter

answers with humility, " Lord ! Thou knowest that I love Thee."

It is only after obtaining this assurance that the Divine Pastor says

to him, " Feed My lambs."

Penetrated with gratitude, Peter feels the exceeding great honour

which his good Master has done him. Then the Saviour, to make

him understand well the full extent of his engagements, asks him a

second time, "Simon, son of John, lovest thou Me?" "Yea,

Lord! answers Peter as before ; " Thou knowest that I love Thee."

And Jesus says to him, " Feed My lambs." The Saviour's lambs

are the Simple Faithful.

If Peter was only to be charged with the guardianship and gui

dance of the lambs, the assurances that he had given would have

sufficed. But he was to be charged with the care both of lambs and

sheep, the Flocks and the Pastors. This additional function, which

puts a finishing stroke to the confidence of the Master and the glory

of the Disciple, requires a new pledge. The Saviour asks therefore

for the third time, " Simon, son of John, lovest thou Me ?"

One should be to Jesus that which Peter was, the first of the

Apostles, to feel as deeply as he did how bitter and disquieting such a

question, so often repeated, seemed; the saddest recollections burst

upon his mind. Peter loved much : his only fear now was that he

did not love enough. Troubled and abashed, he answers with tear

ful eyes, *' Lord ! there is nothing unknown to Thee : Thou

knowest that I love Thee." The trial is over, and all the pledges

are obtained. The Saviour, satisfied, says to him, "Feed My

sheep."

This expression was very short, but how deep was its meaning,

ind how abundantly it compensated the Apostle for the transitory

alarm that he had just experienced ! It is not merely the guar

dianship and guidance of tender lambs, a figure of the Simple

Faithful, that Jesus confides to Peter : at this moment, the indivi

dual pastors of the different flocks, represented by the sheep, become

in regard to Peter a portion of the general flock, entrusted to his

vigilance and subjected to his authority. Every shepherd must feed

his own flock, and all the flocks, together with the shepherds, must

meet in one fold, under the crook of the Common Shepherd.

Thus was consecrated the first of the Popes. An immense

dignity in exchange for an immense love : such were the conditions

of this sublime contract, entered into between the Creator and His

creature, the Master and His disciple !
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By the words of Jesus, Peter was constituted His Vicar through

out the whole extent of His kingdom : the Bishop of Bishops ; the

Father of Fathers ; the Bishop, not merely of one particular see, the

centre of Catholic unity, hut the Bishop of the Universal Church ;

the Prince of Pastors, or, what is the same in regard to the nature

of his dignity, the Servant of the Servants of God. Such is still at

the present day, and such shall ever be, in the minds of all the

Faithful and of all Catholic Pastors, the Successor of Peter and the

Vicar of Jesus Christ

Hence it is that, by a religious instinct common to all the mem

bers of the Church, our souls are penetrated, on hearing the name of

the Sovereign Pontiff, with that feeling of profound veneration,

blended with confidence and tenderness, which high-born children

owe to their father. We all say Our Holy Father the Pope, because,

all in general and each one in particular, we are his children. Woe

to us if we change these sentiments or abandon this language ! There

is hardly any more certain sign of the decay of the Faith in

families, or of an approaching defection among peoples, than the

lessening of this respect and the cooling of this love.

Nothing, therefore, was more august than the dignity with which

the Saviour honoured Peter, that he might transmit it to his succes

sors; but it laid tremendous obligations on him. Jesus did not wish

that he should be ignorant of them. He explained to him clearly

how far this love, which He had asked of him as a pledge of his

fidelity, should lead him. He said, "Peter, when thou wast

young, thou didst gird thyself, and didst go whithersoever it pleased

thee. When thou growest old, thou shalt stretch out thy hands :

another shall gird thee, and shall lead thee whither thou wouldst not

go." The Saviour was announcing to Peter the kind of death by

which he should one day glorify God, namely, crucifixion.

Peter was not afflicted. More touched by the honour of dying on

a cross after the example of his good Master, than by the glory of

governing the Church, he never forgot this tender prophecy. Thirty

years afterwards, when, being more than sixty years old, he sighed

for the accomplishment of the oracle, he wrote thus to the Faithful,

by whom he was loved and revered as a father :—" My children, I

hasten to exhort and instruct you, while I am surrounded with this

mortal flesh. I am old: I shall soon quit the tabernacle of my

body, as Jesus Christ our Lord hath been pleased to make known

to me.*"

The Son of God, addressing Himself next to all the Apostles in

general, says to them with as much love as majesty. All power is

• 2 Pstr., i, 13.
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given to Me in Heaven and on earth. Go : teach all nationt. Fear

not : I will be with you all days, even to the consummation of the

world. His earthly mission is ended. The Church is founded.

Nothing remains for Him but to return to His Father, in order to

send the Vivifying Spirit that shall animate the mystical body

just formed by Him.

After promising His Apostles that the Paraclete shall descend

on them, shall suddenly change them into new men, and shall

make them capable of serving Him as witnesses in Jerusalem, in

Judea, in Samaria, in Galilee, and to the ends of the earth, Jesus

sets out, and, passing through the village of Bethania, leads them to

the Mount of Olives. Arrived at this place, lately the scene of His

humiliations and immediately to be the scene of His glory, the

Divine Master extends His hand, blesses them, and gently rises in

the air. Their eyes follow Him, till a bright cloud glides under

His feet and serves Him as a triumphant chariot on which He

ascends to the highest heavens. The Blessed Jerusalem opens its

gates, and, amid the acclamations of all the celestial host. He

advances, the First-Born among His brethren, the Chief of the

human race, to take, in our name, possession of eternal glory, sur

rounded by which He sits, and our humanity with Him, on a sub

lime throne, at the right hand of His Father.

There, the Supreme Pontiff, the Mediator, the Advocate, the

Spouse of the Church, He watches over us, pleads our cause, guides

the ship across the shoals until He brings it with all its passengers

to the heavenly shore. He will intercede for us, and will let the

immortal barque of Peter sail on until the time granted the human

race to rehabilitate itself is ended. Then He will come again to

separate for ever those who shall have quitted this world purified,

from those who, having abused their opportunity, shall have quitted

it more denied than they entered it. This is the formidable truth

which He causes to be announced at the same hour to His Apostles,

and by them to the whole world.

While the Apostles kept their eyes still turned heavenward,

behold ! two Angels, under the appearance of men, robed in white,

appeared at their side, and said to them, "Ye men of Galilee,

why stand ye here looking up to Heaven ? This Jesus, who hath

just departed from you, shall one day return with the same power

that He hath displayed in ascending before you." At these words,

the Apostles adore once more their Divine Master, and return to

Jerusalem. With the Blessed Virgin, they enter the Upper

Chamber, and begin that retreat, the model of all others, which

shall be terminated by such a number of prodigies, so glorious for

the Saviour and so consoling for us.
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Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having caused

me to be born in the bosom of the Catholic Church; grant me the

grace to live and die virtuously in it.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, 1 will

become a member of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith.





SMALL CATECHISM.

FIRST LESSON.

STATE OF THE WOBLD AT THE COMING OP THK MES8IAS.

Q. WhaT was the state of the nations at the coming of the Measias f

A. According to the prophecy of Daniel, the Roman Empire had sub

jected all peoples to its laws. Csesar Augustus reigned in peace

over the world ; but all the nations were plunged in the darkness of

idolatry.

Q. What was the state of the Jews at the coming of the Messias ?

A. Truth, which was dying out among the pagans, was threatened

with a similar fate among the Jews. There were id Judea four principal

sects, who altered it at pleasure, and destroyed its influence on the

mind.

Q. Who were these sects?

A. They were the Pharisees, the Sadducees, the Essenes, and the

Herodiane.

Q. Who were the Pharisees ?

A. The Pharisees were sectaries who had added to the Law of Moses

a multitude of superstitious traditions and ridiculous observances. They

were proud, covetous, ambitious hypocrites, and sworn enemies of Our

Lord.

Q. Who were the Sadducees ?

A. The Sadducees were unbelievers, who denied the traditions of the

Ancients, the immortality of the soul, and the resurrection of the body.

Less numerous than the Pharisees, they had, however, much influence,

because they were the first men of the nation.

Q. Who were the Essenes ?

A. The Essenes were other sectaries who rejected all traditions, and

denied the resurrection of the body and the spirituality of the soul. They

lived far from cities, and gave themselves up to great austerities.
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Q. Who were the Herodians ?

A. The Herodians were men attached to the court of Herod. They

professed a very dangerous kind of morality.

Q. How was Palestine divided at the coming of the Messias ?

A. At the coming of the Messias, Palestine was divided into three

parts. The first was Samaria, whose inhabitants were called Samaritans.

They were converts from idolatry to the Jewish religion, with -which

they mixed up many errors.

Q. What were those errors ?

A. (1) Of all the Scriptures they admitted only the Five Books of

Moses ; (2) they rejected the tradition of the Jewish doctors ; (3) they

maintained that God should be adored on Mount Garizim and not at

Jerusalem. They were detested by the Jews.

Q. What was the second part of Palestine ?

A. The second part of Palestine was Galilee, whose inhabitants were

called Galileans. They were those Israelites of the ten tribes who, after

their return from the captivity of Ninive, had rebuilt a number of cities

of the ancient kingdom of Israel. They practised the same religion as the

Jews.

Q. What was the third ?

A. The third was Judea, properly so called, of which Jerusalem was

the capital. This part of Palestine was occupied by the tribes of Juda

and Benjamin who, on returning from the captivity of Babylon, had re

built Jerusalem and the temple.

Q. To whom were the Jews subject at the birth of the Messias ?

A. At the birth of the Messias, the Jews were subject to the Romans,

who had imposed a tribute on them, and had deprived them of the right

to put criminals to death. This was a sign that the supreme power had

departed out of their hands, and that the coming of the Messias was near.

Prayer, p. S.

SECOND LESSON.

BIRTH OF THE MESSIAS.

Q. Wbrk all peoples expecting the Messias at the time Our Lord Jesus

Christ came into the world P

A. At the time Our Lord was born, all peoples were expectingan

extraordinary personage, who should reign over the world, and establish

the kingdom of justice and virtue. The Jews knew that, according to

the prophecies, the coming of the Messias was near; but. blinded by the

Pharisees, they expected a conquering Messias who should deliver them

from the joke of the nations. It was even this hope that made them

attempt, in spite of then: weakness, to carry on war against all the power

of the Roman Empire-
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Q. And the Pagans ?

A. Relying on ancient traditions, the Pagans were also expecting,

about the same time, the coming of an extraordinary personage. There

was a general conviction, says Tacitus, that the ancient hooks of the priestt

foretold that, at this period, the East should take the lead, and that from

Judea should comeforth the masters of the world.

Q. Is this fact quite certain ?

A. This fact is so certain that the greatest enemies of Religion are

obliged to admit it, and, moreover, that since the coming of Our Lord

Jesus Christ all the peoples have ceased to expect a Messiaa.

Q. What must we conclude hence ?

A. We must conclude hence either that all peoples have been deceived

in expecting the Messias and in recognising Our Lord Jesus Christ as such,

or that Our Lord Jesus Christ is truly the Messias, promised by the

prophets and desired by the nations.

Q. Were the peoples deceived ?

A. The peoples were not deceived, since all the characteristics of the

Messias, of whom the prophets spoke and the nations had a glimpse, agree

with Our Lord Jesus Christ, and with Him alone.

Q. Who is Our Lord Jesus Christ or the Messias ?

A. Our Lord Jesus Christ or the Messias is the Son of God made man

to redeem us.

Q. Relate the history of the birth of the Messias.

A. When the times marked out by the prophets were accomplished,

God sent the Archangel Gabriel to Mary, who dwelt in the little city of

Nazareth in Galilee.

Q. Who was Mary?

A. Mary was a young virgin of the royal family of David, and the

spouse of St. Joseph, also of the royal family of David.

Q. What did the Angel say to her ?

A. The Angel told her that God had chosen her to be the Mother of

the Messias; to which the Holy Virgin made reply, Behold the handmaid

of the Lord; be it done unto me according to thy word! Then the Angel

disappeared, and the Man-God was formed by the operation of the Holy

Ghost in the chaste womb of Mary.

Q. Where was the Messias born ?

A. An edict of the Emperor Augustus obliged the Blessed Virgin and

St. Joseph to go to the little city of Bethlehem, in Judea, where the

Messias was bora, as the prophets had foretold.

Q. By whom was His birth announced ?

A. His birth was announced by Angels in an exquisite canticle, which

is an abridgment of all the works of the Messias : Olory to God in tits

highest, and on earth peace to men ofgood will!

Q. By whom was the new-born Messias adored ?

A. The new-born Messias was adored first by the Blessed Virgin and

St. Joseph ; then by the shepherds, who hastened to publish everywhere
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the wonders of which they had been witnesses ; lastly, by the Magi, who

were Eastern kings, and who offered to Him gold, frankincense, and

myrrh.

Q. On what occasion did Our Lord receive the name of Jesus ?

A. Our Lord received the name of Jesus on the occasion of His circum

cision. Jesui means Saviour, and Our Lord was so called because He

saved all mankind from the slavery of the devil, of sin, and of eternal

death.

Q. Why was the Messias born in the midst of poverty, humiliations,

and sufferings P

A. The Messias was not only born, but lived and died, in the midst of

poverty, humiliations, and sufferings, (1) to expiate sin ; (2) to repair in

us the consequences of sin ; and (3) to set us an example.

Prayer, p. 16.

THIRD LESSON.

HIDDEN XIFE OF OTJB LOED JRSUS CHHIST.

Q. What did the Blessed Virgin and St. Joseph do after the cir

cumcision ?

A. Forty days after the birth of the Infant Jesus, St; Joseph and the

Blessed Virgin carried Him to the temple of Jerusalem, that they might

offer Him to God His Father.

Q. Why so?

A. In order to comply with an article of the Law of Moses, which

required that every first-born son should be presented at the temple as

belonging to the Lord.

Q. Why did the Blessed Virgin present herself at the temple ?

A. The Blessed Virgin presented herself at the temple to fulfil a law

which ordained that every woman who had given birth to a child should

go and purify herself before the Lord. The Blessed Virgin and Our Lord

were not bound to submit to these laws, but they were pleased to comply

with them in order to teach us humility and obedience.

Q. What happened while they were at the temple?

A. While they were at the temple, a holy old man named Simeon

came thither too, and, holding in his arms the Infant Jesus, announced

the future greatness of the Messias and the dolours of the Blessed Virgin.

Q. Whither did the Blessed Virgin and St Joseph go next ?

A. The Blessed Virgin and St. Joseph went next to Egypt, in order

to save the Infant Jesus from the fury of Herod.

Q. Who was Herod ?

A. Herod was a wicked king, who wished to put Jesus to death. For
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this purpose, he commanded all the male children in Bethlehem and its

neighbourhood, of the age of two years and under, to be slain, believing

that a general massacre would certainly include the new King of the

Jews ; but St. Joseph, warned by an Angel, fled into Egypt with the

Child and His Mother.

Q. Where did St. Joseph and the Blessed Virgin dwell after the death

of Herod?

A. After the death of Herod, St. Joseph and the Blessed Virgin came

and occupied their house in Nazareth, not venturing to remain in any

part of Judea, properly so called, because Archelaus, the son of Herod,

reigned there. Nevertheless, they every year went to Jerusalem in order

to celebrate the feast of the Pasch.

Q. What happened during one of these visits ?

A. It happened during one of these visits that Our Lord, then twelve

years of age, withdrew from St. Joseph and the Blessed Virgin. He re

mained in the temple among the doctors, whom He astonished by the

wisdom of His questions and answers. It was here that His parents

found Him at the end of three days.

Q. What did the Blessed Virgin say to Him ?

A. The Blessed Virgin said to Him, Why didst Thou leave us t Thy

father and I have sought Thee sorrowing.

Q. What answer did Our Lord make to her?

A. He made her an answer full of instruction. Did you not know,

He said, that I must be wherever My Father's business calls Met Hereby,

He would teach us to prefer the will of God to all things else. He then

returned with St. Joseph and the Blessed Virgin to Nazareth, and was

subject to them,

Q. What do you remark regarding these last words ?

A. I remark regarding these last words that they describe the whole

life of Our Lord till His thirtieth year. Our Lord chose to live in

obedience to two of His own creatures, in order to teach us this virtue,

and for ever to confound our pride.

Prayer, p. 23.

FOURTH LESSON.

PURLIC LIFE OF OUR LORD: FTRST YEAR.

Q. What is meant by the public life of the Messias ?

A. By the public life of the Messias is meant the time during which

Our Lord preached His doctrine in Judea. This time was about three

years

vol. n. 51
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Q. How did Our Lord begin His public life P

A. Our Lord began His public life by receiving the baptism of S .

John the Baptist. This was not the Sacrament of Baptism, but a sign of

penance, which the Precursor gave to those who chose to be converted and

to prepare for the reception of the Messias.

Q. What happened at the baptism of Our Lord ?

A. At the baptism of Our Lord, the Holy Ghost, under the form of a

dove, descended on Him, and a heavenly voice was heard, saying, This

is My beloved Son in whom lam well pleased.

Q. What did Our Lord do next P

A. Our Lord, having received the baptism of John the Baptist, which

was a public profession of penance, chose to exercise on Himself all its

rigours. He retired to a desert, spent forty days there without taking

any food, and permitted the devil to tempt him.

Q. Why did Our Lord permit Himself to be tempted by the devil?

A. Our Lord permitted Himself to be tempted by the devil in order

to conquer him, aud to teach us the mode of defeating his attacks.

Q. Whither did Our Lord go on leaving the desert?

A. On leaving the desert, Our Lord returned to the banks of the

Jordan, where He called His first disciples. These were Andrew and

Simon Peter his brother, and Philip, all three of the city of Bethsaida.

Our Lord repaired with them to Cana in Galilee.

Q. What miracle did Our Lord perform in this city ?

A. Our Lord, having arrived in the city of Cana, was invited, together

with the Blessed Virgin and His disciples, to a marriage feast. At the

request of His Divine Mother, He changed water into wine, and taught

us thereby that the Blessed Virgin is all-powerful with Him, and that

He is mindful even of our temporal wants.

Q. What was the effect of this miracle ?

A. The effect of this miracle was to confirm the faith of the disciples

of Our Lord, and to draw others to Him—especially James and John,

the sons of Zebedee, fishermen by profession, who followed the

Saviour to Jerusalem, whither He went to celebrate the feast of the

Patch.

Q. What did He do at Jerusalem ?

A. He repaired to the temple, from which He drove out those who

bought and sold.

Q. How?

A. He armed Himself with a scourge, and overthrew their tables,

saying, My house is a house ofprayer, andyou have made it a den of thieves-

No one dared to resist Him, so deeply did the profaners feel an impress

of the Deity.

Prayer, p. 31.
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FIFTH LESSON.

PURLIC LIFE OP OUR LORD : FIRST YEAS.

Q. What did Our Lord do after driving the profane*! out of the

temple P

A. After driving them out of the temple, Our Lord went to Galilee,

passing through Samaria.

Q. What happened during the journey?

A. During this journey He converted a Samaritan woman, by re

vealing to her all that she had done, and by announcing to her that He

Himself was the Messias. The woman ran to relate what had taken place

to the inhabitants of the city of Samaria, who came out immediately to

meet the Saviour, and a large number of them were converted by His

words.

Q. Whither did Our Lord go on leaving Samaria P

A. On leaving Samaria, Our Lord went to Capharnaum, a city in

Galilee.

Q. What miracle did He perform there P

A. While surrounded by a great multitude of people, a possessed man

was brought to Him. Suddenly the devil cried out by the mouth of the

possessed man, Let me alone, Jesus of Nazareth ! Disturb me not in my

possession. I knoto that Thou art the Soh/ One of God. Jesus, assuming

an angry tone of voice, answered the wicked spirit, Be silent, and go out

of the man. The man was immediately delivered.

Q. What other miracle did He perform there ?

A. He cured a paralytic. The news of the deliverance of the possessed

man soon spread over the whole country, and, from all sides, people

flocked to see and hear the Great Prophet. One day such an immense

crowd gathered before the house into which He had entered that no

person could possibly make his way in through the door. Then four

men, who were carrying a paralytic, got up on the roof, and lowered

the sick man, in his bed, to the feet of Jesus in the midst of the

assembly.

Q. How did the Saviour begin His cure P

A. The Saviour, seeing the faith of the sick man, said to him, Be of

good heart, My son ; thy sins areforgiven thee. The Scribes and Pharisees

present forthwith said within themselves, He blasphemeth; Godalone can

forgive sins.

Q. What did the Saviour say to them P

A. The Saviour, knowing their thoughts, asked them, Whether is it

easier to say to this paralytic, Thy sins are forgiven thee, or to say to him,

Arise, take up thy bed, and walk ? But that you may know that the Son

of Man hath power to forgive sins, I trill this moment cure the man before

your eyes. He said therefore to tho paralytic, Arise, take vp thy bed, and
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walk. The paralytic arose, laid his bed on his shoulders, and went his

way, praising God.

Q. What did the Saviour do next P

A. After this miracle, which so clearly proved His Divinity, the

Saviour left the city, and retired to a mountain, on which He spent the

night in prayer. When morning was come, He chose twelve of His

disciples for a more sublime mission, and gave them the name of Apostles,

that is, persons sent.

Q. What are the names of the twelve Apostles P

A. The names of the twelve Apostles are, Peter and Andrew his

brother, James and John the sons of Zebedee, Philip and Bartholomew,

Matthew and Thomas, James and Jude the sons of Alpheus, Simon,

and Judas Iscariot, who betrayed the Saviour.

Prayer, p. 38.

SIXTH LESSON.

PUBLIC LIFE OP OUR LORD: FIRST TEAR.

Q. What did the Saviour do after choosing His Apostles P

A. After choosing His Apostles, the Saviour addressed to them, as

well as to an innumerable multitude of people, that admirable discourse

which is called the Sermon on the Mount.

Q. How do you divide this discourse ?

A. This discourse may be divided into two parts c the first is addressed

particularly to the Apostles and other ministers of the Gospel ; the second

regards all the Faithful.

Q. What does the Saviour teach in the first part?

A. In the first part the Saviour teaches us how to be really happy.

Reforming the ideas which man formed after his fall into original sin, He

says that happiness does not consist in riches, honours, or pleasures, but in

detachment from all these things, and in an ardent desire and faithful

practice of Christian virtues.

Q. What else does He teach?

A. He also teaches the Apostles, who shall one day have to preach

all these truths, that they must be very holy, for they are the light of the

world and the salt of the earth.

Q. What does the Saviour teach in the second part ?

A. In the second part the Saviour teaches that the New Law is much

more perfect than the Old, and accordingly that Christians ought to be

much more holy than the Jews. After recommending the great precept

of Charity and the love of enemies, He concludes by saying, Be ye there

fore perfect, ns your Heavenly Father is perfect.
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Q. What is the first means given us by the Saviour to arrive at this

perfection ?

A. The first means given us by the Saviour to arrive at this perfec

tion is prayer. Ask, He says, and you shall receive. If you, imperfect as

you are, know how to give good things to your children, how much more will

your Heavenly Father give good things to those who ask Him for them !

Now it is thus that you shall pray : say, Our Father, &c.

Q. What is the second ?

A. The second means is fasting. When youfast, He says, wash your

faces,that men may not know that you arefasting,out your Heavenly Father

will see you and will reward you for it.

Q. What is the third P

A. The third means is almsgiving. Beware, says the Saviour, of

laying up treasures on earth : the rust may consume them and thieves may

steal them. Lay up your treasures in Heaven : there they shall be secure

from rust and thieces.

Q. What do you remark regarding these three means ?

A. I remark regarding these three means that they are opposed to the

three great passions of the human heart, which are the causes of all our

sins and of all the evils in the world.

Q. What does the Saviour add ?

A. The Saviour adds that we must not yield to anxious solicitude

about food and clothing. He commands us to labour, but He forbids us

to doubt the cares of Providence.

Q. What follows hence P

A. It follows hence that Our Lord cuts off with one stroke the

irregular love of riches, honours, and pleasures—the sad fruits of sin ; and

that, recalling man to his primitive perfection, He secures his happiness,

even in this life, and shows Himself truly his Saviour.

Q. What did the Saviour do after the Sermon on the Mount P

A. After the Sermon on the Mount, the Saviour was pleased to confirm

His doctrine by miracles : He cured one man who had the leprosy, and

another, a centurion's servant, who had the palsy.

Prayer, p. 46.

SEVENTH LESSON.

PUBLIC LIFE OF OUB LORD: SECOND YEAR.

Q. What did the Saviour do after the cure of the centurion's ser

vant ?

A. After the cure of the centurion's servant, the 8aviour wrought

many other miracle? He cured a woman who had been suffering for
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years from a loss of blood, raised to life a young girl aged twelve years,

and gave the people a great many salutary instructions.

Q. What else did He do P

A. To lay the foundations of the ecclesiastical hierarchy, He asso

ciated to Himself a number of disciples, who should afterwards labour in

preaching the Gospel under the Apostles ; and, that He might train them

to their employments, lie was pleased to have them as His co-operatort,

and the witnesses of His miracles.

Q. What miracles did He work in their presence?

A. He wrought many miracles in their presence. Among others, He

raised to life the son of a widow of Nairn. The corpse was on its way

to be buried, when Our Lord met it at the gate of the city, and, drawing

near the bier, said, Young man, arise ; itisltvho command thee. That

moment the dead man arose and began to speak. Jesus restored him to

his mother, and all the people cried out, The Great Prophet hath appeared

amongst us, and God hath visited His people. These expressions denoted

the arrival of the Messias.

Q. To what did this miracle give occasion ?

A. This miracle gave occasion to the Saviour to prove His Divinity to

the disciples of John the Baptist, and to deliver a eulogy on His Precursor,

who was at the time lying in prison, where he was afterwards put to

death by command of the guilty Herod.

Q. Whither did the Saviour go next?

A. The Saviour next went to Capharnaum, and then to a desert near

this city.

Q. What miracle did the Saviour work in this desert ?

A. In this desert the Saviour fed five thousand men with five small

loaves and two fishes : great as this miracle was, it was but an introduc

tion to another still more admirable.

Q. What miracle was that ?

A. It was the multiplication of the Body and Blood of the Saviour in

the Eucharist. On His return to Capharnaum, Our Lord announced to

the people the institution of the Adorable Sacrament of the Altar, saying,

I am the Living Bread that came downfrotn Heaven. MyJlesh is meat

indeed, and My blood it drink indeed. TheJlesh that Iwill give you to eat it

the same that shall be immolated for the salvation of the world.

Q. What promise did the Saviour make to St. Peter ?

A. After His discourse on the Eucharist, the Saviour travelled

through the various districts of Galilee, and He promised St. Peter to

make him head of His Church, saying, Thou aH refer, and upon Mis

rock I will build My Church, and the gales of hett shall not prevail

against it.

Q. What did He next announce ?

A. The Saviour next announced to St. Peter and His other disciple*

His approaching Passion and Death, and put them on their guard against

being scandalised by His humiliations.
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Q. What did He do for this purpose ?

A. For this purpose He took with Him Peter, and James nnd John,

the sons of Zebedee, the same that should he the witnesses of His agony,

and went up to a high mountain. There He was transfigured before

them. His face shone like the sun, and His garments became whiter

than snow. Moses and Elias appeared, that they might bear testimony

to Him. At the same time, a voice was heard from Heaven, saying. This

is My beloved Son, in whom I am well pleated. Hear ye Him. The

Saviour then came down from the mountain.

Prayer» p. 58.

EIGHTH LESSON.

PURLIC LIFE OF OUR LORD 1 SECOND YEAR.

Q. What miracle did the Saviour work when He had come down

from the mountain P

A. When He had come down from the mountain, the Saviour cured

a boy possessed by the devil.

Q. What instruction did the Saviour give His Apostles on this occa

sion ?

A. He instructed them on the necessity and efficacy of fasting and

prayer.

Q. What other instruction did He give them?

A. The Saviour, directing His steps through Galilee, explained to

His Apostles and disciples the necessity of pardoning injuries, and the

impropriety of the conduct of those who do not forgive and forget.

Q. What means did He employ ?

A. He availed Himself of a parable. A servant, He said, owed ten

thousand talents to his master, and had not wherewith to pay him. The

master ordered that he should be seized and sold, together with his wife

and children, and the amount employed to discharge the debt The ser

vant besought him to have pity, to have patience in dealing with an un

fortunate man : the master, moved with compassion, forgave the whole

debt. This servant, on going out, met one of his companions who owed

him the small sum of a hundred pence. He laid hold of him by the

throat, and, almost choking him, said, Pay what thou owest. The un

happy fellow-servant cried out, Have patience with me, and I will pay

thee all. The other would not, but on the spot had him led off to

prison.

Q. Continue the parable.

A. The master, hearing of this barbarous conduct, sent for his wicked

servant, and said to him, Iliad pity on thee ; I forgave thee all thy debt :

oughtestnot thou nl'o tn have had pity on thy fellow-pervant? And he
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commanded him to be cast into prison until the whole debt should be paid.

So, adds the Saviour, shall My Heavenly Father treat you, to whom He

has pardoned and to whom He daily pardons so many sins, if you do not

with a good heart pardon the offences that your brethren commit against

you.

Q. By what was this instruction followed P

A. This instruction was followed by an event that afforded the

Saviour an opportunity of teaching us with what a spirit of meekness His

disciples ought to be animated.

Q. What was this event?

A. The inhabitants of a Samaritan city having refused to receive Him,

two of His Apostles asked His permission to draw down fire from heaven

on their guilty city. The Saviour answerad them, You know not with

what spirit you ought to be animated. The Son of Man did not come on

earth to destroy, but to save, souls. He endured the affront without com

plaint, and moved away in search of ehelter elsewhere.

Q. What happened during this journey ?

?A. During this journey the Saviour proclaimed anew the great pre

cept of the love of God and the neighbour. He at length reached the

little city of Bethania, and lodged in the house of Lazarus and his two

sisters, Martha and Mary.

Q. Whither did He go next ?

A. He next went to Jerusalem to celebrate the Feast of Tabernacles.

Here His enemies, like all the rest of the people, were forced to exclaim,

Never did any man speak like this man !

Q. Were they converted P

A. They were not converted, though the Saviour wrought one of His

most astounding miracles in their presence.

Q. What was this miracle P

A. This miracle was the cure of a man born blind—a miracle such a»

had never been heard of since the beginning of the world.

Prayer, p. 60.

NINTH LESSON.

PURLIC LITE OF OUR LORD : THIRD YEAS.

Q. What was the end of all the words, miracles, and labours of Our

Lord?

A. The end of all the words, miracles, and labours of Our Lord was

to establish the kingdom of His Father and to save mankind. By His

words He dispelled ignorance ; by His miracles He taught us to believe

In Him ; and all His labours tended to banish the devil, to relieve our

miseries, and to direct our conduct.
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Q. What other end did He also propose to Himself ?

A. The Saviour also proposed to Himself the removal of that excessive

fear which man entertains for God. He wished to make the law of

grace succeed to the law of fear, and to keep man from despairing after

is sins.

Q. What did He do for this purpose ?

A. For this purpose He always showed Himself kind, affable, and

compassionate towards everyone, and, in order to portray in the brightest

colours His goodness and mercy, He related many parables, especially

those of the Prodigal Son and the Lost Sheep.

Q. Will you relate the latter ?

A. A shepherd, says the Saviour, has a flock of a hundred sheep-

He loves them all, and watches over them with the utmost care. Not

withstanding his vigilance, one of them goes astray. N* sooner does he

perceive what has occurred than he leaves the ninety-nine and runs off

in search of the one that is lost. He seeks it everywhere, and allows him

self no rest till he finds it. When he finds it, he does not best it, but

lays it gently on his shoulders, and carries it home himself to the fold,

that he may spare it the fatigue of the journey. Having returned, he

gathers together his friends and neighbours. Congratulate with me, he

says to them, for I have found my sheep that was lost. So it is, concludes

the Saviour, with your Heavenly Father : J say to you that the conversion

of one sinner causes more joy in Heaven than the perseverance of ninety-

ninejust.

Q. What did the Saviour do after this parable P

A. After this parable, the Saviour performed an action that revealed

all the goodness of His heart.

Q. What was this action ?

A. A great many fathers and mothers came and presented their little

children to Him, begging of Him to bless them. The Saviour received

all these little children into His arms, loaded them with caresses, laid His

hands upon them, and blessed them.

Q. What else did He do P

A. To place their innocence and their life in security, He declared

that it would be better to be cast into the sea, with a mill-stone round

one's neck, than to scandalise a little child, and that He should regard

as done to Himself whatever would be done to the least of these little

ones, who were His brethren.

Q. What did He then announce to His Apostles'

A. The Saviour then announced to His Apostles that His Passion and

ueath were at hand ; that He should be crucified, but that He should

rise again after three days. He employed the short time that remained

to Him in giving instructions, and in performing more splendid miracles

than ever.

Q. What were those miracles ?

A. The principal were the conversion of Zacheus, and the resurrection

of Lazarus, who had been four days dead. This latter miracle took place
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at the very gates of Jerusalem, and in presence of a great number of the

Jews.

Q. What were the effects of these miracles 1

A. The effects of these miracles were the conversion of many Jews,

who believed in Our Lord, and the hardening of the Chief Priests and

the Pharisees, who resolved to put Him to death.

Prayer, p. 69.

TENTH LESSON.

PURLIC LIFE OF OUB LORD: THIRD YEAR.

Q. Was the obstinacy of the Synagogue in refusing to recognise Our

Lord as the Ifessias very culpable ?

A. The obstinacy of the Synagogue in refusing to recognise Our

Lord as the Messias was most culpable, since Our Lord had proved that

He was truly the Messias.

Q. How had He proved it ?

A. He had come into the world at the precise time when the Messias

was expected ; He had been born at Bethlehem, of the blood of David ;

He had been adored by the Kings of the East. During more than

thirty-two years, He had done nothing but perfect in His person the

portrait of the Messias, sketched out beforehand by the prophets.

Q. What remained for Him still to do P

A. It remained for Him to consummate the proof of His divine mis

sion.

Q. How?

A. By dying ; for the decisive trait of the Messias was His death-

commanded by the Synagogue, endured at the hands of strangers, toX-

lowed after three days by His glorious resurrection, and crowned by His

ascension into Heaven.

Q. Was the Saviour terrified at the projects of the Synagogue ?

A. The Saviour was not terrified at the projects of the Synagogue:

He even wished to show His enemies that, if He one day delivered Him

self into their hands, it was because He chose to do s0.

Q. What did He do for this purpose ?

A. For this purpose He resolved to go and appear publicly at

Jerusalem, riding on an ass; for the Prophet Zacharias had foretold that

the Messias would enter the city in this manner. All the people came

to meet Him, with olive branches in their hands, and crying out.

Glory to the Son ofDavid! Messed is He that cometh in the name of the

Lord!
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Q. What did the Saviour do in the midst of His triumph P

A. In the midst of His triumph, the Saviour wept over Jerusalem, and

foretold the calamities that should soon burst upon it. He afterwards

went up to the temple, where a voice from heaven proclaimed aloud His

divinity.

Q. What happened while He was still at the temple P

A. While He was still at the temple, a poor widow cast two very small

coins into the treasury ; and the Saviour, in order to teach us the merit of

a pure intention, remarked that she had given more than all the rich.

Q. Whither did Be go on leaving the temple ?

A. On leaving the temple, the Saviour retired to the side of

Mount Olivet, where He announced to His Apostles the rapid propaga

tion of the Gospel, and the destruction of Jerusalem and the temple, as

well as the end of the world, and the circumstances of the Last Judgment.

Q. What did He do next?

A. He next returned to Bethania, to the house of Simon the I/eper.

Here a woman poured a box of precious ointment on His head. This

action provokea the avaricious Judas, who formed the design of

selling his Master. He went accordingly to the chief priests and said to

them, Bow much will you give me and I will deliver Him to you t They

promised him thirty pieces of silver—the price of a slave. Judas re

turned to the Saviour, looking out for an opportunity to deliver Him.

Prayer, p. 77.

ELEVENTH LESSON.

PUBLIC LIFE OF OUR LORD : THIRD YEAR.

Q. How did the Saviour employ His last hours ?

A. During His last hours, the Saviour celebrated the Pasch with His

disciples. About three o'clock in the afternoon, He sent two of His

Apostles to Jerusalem, that they might prepare what was necessary for

the Pasch. He said to them, Go into the city. A$ you enter it, you shall

meet a man carrying a pitcher of water. Follow him into the house that

he shall enter, and say to the good man of the house, " This is what the.

Master saith : My time is at hand; I have chosen thy house in which to

eat the Pasch with My disciples; where it the guest-chamber t" And he

will show you a large dining-roomfurnished; there prepare.

Q. What do these words teach us?

A. They teach us that Our Lord knew the future and was the Master

of hearts.
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Q. What did the Apostles do?

A. The Apostles did what the Saviour had commanded them, and

they found all things to occur j ust as He had foretold. The Saviour came

in the evening, and sat down to table with His disciples to eat tha

Paschal Lamb. It wu then that He said to them, One ofyou is about to

betray Me. The Son of Man goeth indeed; but woe to him by whom He

shall be betrayed ! It were better for that man if he had never been born !

The Apostles thought that the Saviour was going to take possession of

His kingdom, and they began to dispute with one another as to which

of them should occupy the first places in it,

Q. What lesson did the Saviour give them P

A. The Saviour took pity on their weakness, and told them that the

kingdom to which He was going, and to which they themselves should

also go, was not like the kingdoms of the earth, and that humility and

purity of heart alone could lead them thither. Then He arose from table,

washed their feet, and said to them, You call Me Lord and Matter, and

you are jight,for so I am. If then I have humbled Myself so much at to

wash yourfeet, you ought also to humble yourselves to one another ; for I

have given you an example, that you may do as I have done.

Q. What followed the washing of the feet?

A. The washing of the feet was followed by the institution of the

Blessed Eucharist, destined to take the place of all the sacrifices of the

Old Law.

Q. How did the Saviour institute the Blessed Eucharist?

A. The Saviour instituted the Blessed Eucharist in the following

manner. He took bread, blessed it, broke it, and gave it to His Apostles,

saying, Take and eat ; this is my Body, which shall be delivered for you.

He then took a chalice of wine, blessed it, and presented it to His

Apostles, saying, Drink ye all of this ; for this is My Blood, which shall be

shedfor you.

Q. What power did He give the Apostles ?

A. He gave the Apostles power to consecrate His Body and Blood,

saying, Do this for a commemoration of Me.

Q. "What did the Saviour say to Judas ?

A. The Saviour, after Communion, wished to give Judas a last warn

ing, and said to him, That which thou doest do quickly. But Judas con

tinued insensible to this warning, and left the room.

Q. What did the Saviour do after Judas had gone out?

A. After Judas had gone out, the Saviour made a thanksgiving in

conclusion of the repast, and gave vent to all the tender*ess of His heart

in the farewell words which He addressed to His Apostles* Ha then

repaired with them to the Garden of Olives.

Prayer, p. 85.
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TWELFTH LESSON.

PASSION 07 OUR LORD.

Q. Relate the history of Our Lord's Passion.

A. The Saviour, accompanied by His eleven Apostles, had reached

the Garden of GethsemanL Now Judas knew that this was the place

to which Jesus was wont to retire in order to pray. The Saviour said to

His Apostles, Remain here, while I go to pray ; pray also yourselves,

lest ye enter into temptation. Then, leaving the others, He took with

Him Peter, James, and John, and said to them, My soul is sorrowful

even unto death ; stay here and watch with Me. Then, going forward a

little, about the distance of a stone's throw from them, He fell on His

knees and made this prayer : Father, if it please Thee, let this chalice

pass away from Me ; yet not My will, but Thine, be done !

After this prayer He arose, came to his disciples, and found the three

asleep. He said to Peter, Simon, thou sleepestl Gouldst thou not watch

one hour with Me ? Watch ye and pray, lest ye enter into temptation ;

for the spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak. He withdrew a second

time, and made the same prayer. He returned to His disciples, and

again found them asleep. He went away a third time, and made the

same prayer. Then He fell into an agony, and a bloody sweat flowed

from Him to the ground : an Angel came from Heaven to strengthen

Him. After this He returned to His disciples and said to them, Sleep

ye now and take your rest ; he who will betray Me is at hand : arise, let

us go to meet him.

He was yet speaking when Judas came, followed by a multitude of

soldiers and servants, with clubs, and lanterns, and torches, from the chief

priests and the ancients of the people. Now, all this was done to fulfil

the oracle of the prophet, who had said, in speaking of the Messias, He

shall be treated at the wicked. Judas had given them a sign, saying,

Whomsoever I shall kiss, that is He ; lay hold on Him ; and lead Him

off cautiously. On arriving, he went forward to Jesus, said to Him,

Hail ! Rabbi ; and kissed Him. Jesus replied, Friend ! for what purpose

art thou come P Is it with a kiss, Judas 1 that thou dost betray the Son

of Man ? Jesus then advanced to the multitude and said to them, Whom

seek ye P They answered, Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus said to them, I am

He. Immediately they all fell backward to the ground. Jesus, who

had cast them down, permitted them to rise again , and they arrested

Him.

Then Simon Peter, who had a sword, drew it, and, striking a servant

of the high-priest, cut off his right ear. Jesus said to him, Cease ; and

He cured him who had been wounded. All the Apostles fled. The

Jews led Jesus away, first to the house of Annas, who was the fatber-in-

law of Caiphas, the high-priest, and thence to the house of Caiphas,

where all the priests, the scribes, and the ancients were assembled.

Meanwhile, Peter followed Jean? «t a distance, and entered the court of

the high-priest.
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Caiphas therefore asked Jesus conceraing His disciples and Hit

doctrine. Jesus answered him, I have always spoken openly to the

world ; ask those who have heard Me. Then a servant gave Jesus a blow

on the face, saying, Is it thus Thou answerest the high-priest ? They

brought false witnesses therefore ; but their testimonies did not agree.

The high-priest said to Jesus, In God's name tell us whether Thou art

the Christ. Jesus answered him, I am. Then the high-priest rent hi?

garments and said, He hath blasphemed ; what need have we of more

witnesses ? How think ye ? They all answered, He is worthy of death.

Retiring, they left Jesus to the soldiers and servants, who loaded Him

with all sorts of outrages.

Meanwhile, one of the servant-maids of the high-priest saw Peter

warming himself, and she said to him, Thou also wast with Jesus of

Nazareth. Peter denied it three times in presence of everyone. Then

Jesus luoked at him, and the cock crew a second time. Peter recollected

what Jesus had said to him, Before the cock crows twice, thou ahalt deny

Me thrice. He went forth and wept bitterly.

When moraing was come, the priests, the scribes, and the ancients re

assembled, and they again asked Jesus, Art Thou the Christ? I am, He

replied. They therefore condemned Him to death, and led Him away to

the Governor, Pontius Pilate, that they might obtain permission ta» -put

Him to death. It was then that Judas repented, seeing Jesus con

demned: he went with the thirty pieces of silver to the chief-priests

and the ancients in the temple, and said to them, I have sinned ir

betraying the blood of the Just. They answered him, What matter is

that to us ? It is thine own affair. He went out therefore and hanged

himself. With the money they bought a potter's field, in which to bury

strangers. All this was done to fulfil the words of the Prophet, who had

foretold that the Messias should be sold for thirty pieces of silver, sod

that with this money a potter's field should be bought.

Prayer, p. 94.

THIRTEENTH LESSON.

passion of oub lord—(Continued.)

Q. ConTinue the history of Our Lord's Passion.

A. The Jews, having arrived with Jesus before the house of Pilate,

would not enter the hall, lest they should be defiled and thus become

unable to eat the Pasch. Pilate therefore came out and said to there,

Of what do you accuse this Man ? They answered, If He were not a

malefactor, we would not have brought Him to thee. Pilate said, Tike

Him yourselves, and judge Him according to your law. They answered.

It is not permitted us to put anyone to death.

Pilate therefore asked Jesus, Art Thou the King of the Jews ? Jesus
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replied that He was a King, but that His kingdom was not like those of

the esrth. Pilate said to the Jews, I find no subject of condemnation

in this Man. But they began to cry out, He stirreth up the people.

Pilate said to the Saviour, Hearest Thou not with how many crimes

they accuse Thee ? But Jesus answered nothing. Pilate, learaing that

Jesus was of Galilee, sent Him to Herod. Herod wished yery much to

see the Saviour, that he might be the witness of some miracles ; but his

vain curiosity was not gratified. He therefore, with all his court,

despised the Saviour, and, having clothed Him in a white garment as a

fool, sent Him back to Pilate.

Pilate said to the Jews, You have presented this Man to me as one

stirring up the people. I have examined Him before you, and cannot

find any cause of condemnation in Him. Neither can Herod. I will

therefore let Him go, after first chastising Him. However, he was afraid

that this means would not succeed in saving Jesus: he therefore had

recourse to another. It was the custom that, at the time of the Pasch,

the goveraor should grant to the people the release of some one prisoner.

Now there was lying in prison a notorious criminal, named Barabbas.

He was a robber, a conspirator, and a murderer. Pilate said to the people,

Which of the two will you have—Barabbas, or Jesus, who is called the

Christ ? The priests persuaded the people to choose Barabbas and to

reject Jesus. Accordingly, when Pilate asked the people which of the

two he should deliver to them, they all cried out, Away with Jesus ;

give us Barabbas ! Pilate said to them, What then do you wish me to

do with Jesus, who is called the King of the Jews ? They all answered,

Crucify Him! He said to them again, But what evil hath He done?

I find nothing in Him deserving of death. I will scourge Him and lot

Him go.

But they cried out anew, Crucify Him ! Pilate sent for water, and,

washing his hands before the people, said to them, I am innocent of the

blood of this Just Man—look you to it ! All the people answered, His

blood be upon us and upon our children) Then Pilate caused the

Saviour to be scourged. The soldiers, a little while after, tearing off

His garments, put a scarlet cloak on His shoulders, a crown of thorns

on His head, and a reed in His hand. They next came forward and

bowed their knees before Him, saying in mockery, Hail, King of the

Jews 1 At the same time, they drove the thoras farther into His head

with heavy strokes of the reed, spat in His face, and buffeted Him.

After this treatment, Pilate brought out the Saviour, and, showing

Him to the people, said, Behold the Man I Immediately the chief

priests cried out, Crucify Him ! crucify Him ! If thou release Him.

thou art no friend of Caesar's. So intimidated was Pilate by this bold

language, that be forthwith abandoned Jesus to them, that they might

do with Him whatever they chose.

Then the soldiers laid hold of Him, tore off His scarlet cloak, clothed

Him again with His own garments, and led Him out of the city to

crucify Hira. Jesus went forth bearing His cross ; but He soon fell tn

the ground under its weight. At that moment they met a stranger

lamed Simon the Cyrenean : him they forced to carry the cross after
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Jesus. The Saviour was followed by an immense multitude of people,

among whom were many women weeping. Jesus turned and said to

them, Daughters of Jerusalem! weep not for Me, but for yourselves and

for your children. Having reached Calvary, they crucified Him, and with

Him two thieves, one on each side. Scarcely had the Saviour been raised

on thecross, when He asked pardon for His murderers. Father! forgive

them, He said, for they know not what they do.

The soldiers divided His garments and cast lots for His robe. The

Jews, blaspheming, exclaimed, If He is the King of Israel, let Him now

come down from the cross, and we will believe Him. If the Saviour

had come down, He would not have been the Messias, since the prophets

had foretold that the Messias should be put to death. The Saviour con

verted the good thief. His next care was for His Holy Mother and His

beloved disciple ; to the Blessed Virgin, He said, Woman, behold thy

son, and to John, Behold thy Mother. Mary adopted John as her child,

and, in his person, all Christians.

Then darkness covered the whole earth, and the sun was obscured.

The Saviour cried out with a loud voice. My God, My God, why hast

thou forsaken Me ? Afterwards, He said, I thirst. Now, there was a

vessel full of vinegar there. One of those present immediately ran for *

sponge, filled it with vinegar, and, fastening it to the end of a reed,

reached it up to Him to drink. This was to fulfil the prophecy of David:

In My thirst they gave Me vinegar to drink.

Jesus, having taken the vinegar, and being satisfied that there wi'

nothing wanting to His sacrifice, or to the fulfilment of the prophecies,

or to His love for mankind, cried out with a loud voice, Father, into Thy

hands I commend My soul ! And saying these words, He bowed His

head, and died.

Prayer, p. 105.

FOURTEENTH LESSON

RURIAL AND RESURRECTION OF OUR LORD.

Q. What miracles occurred at the death of the Saviour ?

A. At the death of the Saviour, the darkness that had covered the

whole earth cleared away, the veil of the temple was rent from top to

bottom, the earth trembled, the rocks were split asunder, the graves

opened, and the dead arose.

Q. What effect did these miracles produce?

A. At the sight of these miracles, the centurion who kept guard over

the Saviour was converted, saying, Truly this Man was the Son of God.

The soldiers who had crucified Him cried out in their turn, Truly Vat

Man was the Son of God. Lastly, a great many other persons descended

the hill of Calvary striking their breasts.
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Q. What did the leaders of the synagogue do ?

A. The leaders of the synagogue went and besought Pilate to have

the legs of the three crucified men broken. Pilate accordingly sent

soldiers to do as the Jews had desired.

Q. What did the soldiers do ?

A. The soldiers broke the legs of the two thieves ; but, seeing that

Jesus was already dead, they did not break His legs : only, one of the

soldiers opened His side with a lance, and immediately there came forth

blood and water. •

Q. Why did all this take place ?

A. All this took place in order to fulfil the words of the Prophets,

who had said, speaking of the Paschal Lamb, You shall not break a bone

thereof; and elsewhere, They shall look upon Him whom they have pierced.

Now the figure should be realised in the Saviour, the true Paschal

Lamb.

Q. Who were those that buried the Saviour?

A. Those that buried the Saviour were Joseph of Arimathea and

Nicodemus. They wrapped His body in linen, with spices, and laid it in

a new sepulchre, hollowed out of a rock, wherein no one had ever before

been laid. Then, having rolled up a large stone to the entrance, they

went their way.

Q. What precautions did the leaders of the synagogue take P

A. The leaders of the synagogue obtained guards from Pilate, and

placed them at the sepulchre. They also sealed with the public seal the

stone that closed its entrance. But all this only tended to prove their

weakness and the truth of Our Lord's resurrection.

Q. How did Our Lord arise P

A. Our Lord arose by His own power: the tomb was opened

miraculously, and the guards fell to the ground, almost dead with terror.

Q. To whom did the Saviour show Himself first P

A. The Saviour showed Himself first to the Blessed Virgin, and then

to Mary Magdalen and the other holy women, whom He told to announce

His resurrection to Peter and the rest of His disciples.

Q. What did the guards do P

A. The guards went and related all that had occurred to the chiefs

of the synagogue, who gave them a large sum of money, and urged them

to say that the disciples of Jesus had stolen Him away, under the cover

of night, while they were asleep.

Q. What do you remark on all this P

A. All this was only a base false story, invented to deceive the

people. The chiefs of the synagogue did not themselves believe it, since

they persecuted and put to death the Apostles, not for stealing away the

body of their Master from the tomb, nor for falsely preaching His

resurrection, but only for preaching in disregard of the injunction that

they had laid upon them to the contrary.

Prayer, p. 117.

vol. ii. 62
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FIFTEENTH LESSON.

GLORtOUS LTFiC OP OUR LORD.

Q. How did Our Lord prove His resurrection to the Jews P

A. The Saviour proved His resurrection to the Jews hy withdrawing

His body out of their hands, for the Jews were the masters of the tomb

in which Our Lord lay. They were therefore bound to present His

body again on the third day, or else acknowledge that He had risen to

life.

Q. Why did not the Saviour show Himself to the Jews after His

resurrection P

A. The Saviour did not show Himself to the Jews after His resur

rection (1) because this was a grace that they did not deserve, and

(2) because they would have abused this grace as they had abused so

mauy others.

Q. "What induces us to think so ?

A. Their conduct induces us to think so, since they were not con

verted at the sight either of Lazarus raised to life or of the miracles that

the Apostles wrought to prove the resurrection of their Master; on the

contrary, they became worse. It was not proofs that were wanting to

them, but good-will.

Q. How did the Saviour prove His resurrection to His disciples ?

A. The Saviour proved His resurrection to His disciples by showing

Himself to them, speaking with them, eating with them, and permitting

them to touch Him.

Q. Did He often show Himself to them after His resurrection?

A. The Saviour often showed Himself to them after His resurrection :

first to St. Peter, then to St. James, next to the two disciples going to

Emmaus, and to the assembled Apostles ; lastly, to more than five hun

dred of His disciples at once.

Q. Hid the Apostles easily believe the resurrection of the Saviour P

A. The Apostles did not easily believe the resurrection of the Saviour.

St. Thomas went so far as to say that he would not believe it, unless

ha put his fingers into the holes of the nails, and his hand into the

Saviour's side.

Q. Was this favour granted him ?

A. This favour was granted him, for Our Lord, eight days after His

resurrection, appeared to all the disciples assembled, and said to Thomas,

I'ut thy finger here and see My hands. Bring thy hand and put it into

My side, and be notfaithless, but believing. Thomas cried out, My Lord

and my God!
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Q. What was the occupation of the Saviour during the forty days

that He spent on earth after His resurrection?

A. The occupation of the Saviour during the forty days that He

spent on earth after His resurrection, was to convince His Apostles that

He had truly risen from the dead, to instruct them perfectly in His

doctrine, and to teach us how we ought to live when we have had the

happiness of rising to the life of grace.

Q. Why was the Saviour so careful to prove His resurrection ?

A. The Saviour was so careful to prove His resurrection because this

miracle is the foundation of Religion.

Q. What is a miracle ?

A. A miracle is a work that is contrary to the laws of nature, and

that God alone can perform ; for example, to restore, by a mere word

or touch, sight to a man born blind, or life to a dead man.

Q. Can God perform miracles ?

A. This is to ask whether God can suspend the laws that He has

established. " To retura any answer," remarks an infidel writer, " to him

who should say that God cannot perform miracles, would be honouring

him too much ; he ought to be shut up, like a fool, in a madhouse."

Q. Has God performed miracles in favour of the Christian Re

ligion ? •

A. God has performed miracles in favour of the Christian Religion,

nnd we are better assured of this than we are of the most celebrated facts

of antiquity, of which no one can doubt; such, for instance, as the

existence of Alexander and Caesar. Millions of martyrs have died to

attest the truth of the miracles of Our Lord and His Apostles.

Q. Do miracles prove the truth of Religion ?

A. Miracles prove the truth of Religion ; for God alone can perform

miracles, and God, being Truth itself, cannot perform miracles in favour

of falsehood.

Q. What must we conclude hence?

A. We must conclude hence that the Christian Religion, in whose

favour God has performed so many miracles, is the true, and only true,

Religion : and that to be saved we must believe and practise it.

Prayer, p. 128.

SIXTEENTH LESSON.

OTTB LOUD THE RESTORER OP THE WORLD.

Q. Why was the Messias to come on earth?

A. According to the Prophets, the Messias was to come on earth in

order to take away the sin of the world : that is (1) to expiate pin ;

(2) to repair its consequences ; and (3) to furuish us with the means of

avoiding it and of attaining to eternal happiness.
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Q. Has Our Lord expiated sin with regard to God P _

A. Our Lord has expiated sin 'with regard to God, since He humbled

Himself to a kind of annihilation, and fully satisfied the justice of God

His Father.

Q. Has Our Lord repaired the consequences of sin P

A. Yes, Our Lord has repaired the consequences of sin.

Q. What are they?

A. The first consequence of sin, with regard to man, is ignorance. In

the person of Our Lord, man has recovered all his primitive knowledge ;

for Our Lord, as man, possessed all the knowledge of the First Adam,

and much more.

Q. What is the second consequence of sin ?

A. The second consequence of sin is concupiscence, or an inclination

to evil—the love of ourselves and creatures. Our Lord has repaired this

second consequence of sin ; that is to say, He was, as man, perfectly free

from concupiscence.

Q. What is the third consequence of sin P

A. The third consequence of sin is death, sickness, every temporal

evil. Our Lord has repaired this third consequence of sin, because, after

bearing our infirmities and suffering death, He became, as man, immortal,

impassible, glorious, triumphant in Heaven for all eternity.

Q. Has Our Lord taken away sin with regard to God and man con

sidered together ?

A. Our Lord has taken away sin with regard to God and man con

sidered together, since God and man, separated by sin, are reunited in

the person of Our Lord in the closest manner.

Q. Has Our Lord taken away sin with regard to creatures P

A. Our Lord has taken away sin with regard to creatures ; for, in His

poison, all creatures were brought back to their end—Our Lord having

made them all subservient to the glory of God.

Q. Did Our Lord repair sin and its consequences for Himself alone ?

A. Our Lord did not repair sin and its consequences for Himself

alone, but also for us, by procuring for us the means to avoid sin.

Q. What must we do in order to profit of these means of salvation P

A. In order to profit of these means of salvation, we must unite our

selves with Our Lord ; for it is our union with the First Adam that

makes us guilty and unhappy, and it is our union with the Saviour, the

Second Adam, that makes us iunocent and happy.

Q. What must we conclude from all this?

A. We must conclude from all this that (1) Our Lord did what the

Messias should do, which was to take away the sin of the world, and

that (2) we ought to make every effort possible to unite ourselves with

Him.

Prayer, p. 137.
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SEVENTEENTH LESSON.

OUR LORD THE NEW ADAM.

Q. What is the end of our union with Our Lord, the New Adam ?

A. The end of our union with Our Lord, the New Adam, is our

deliverance from sin ; consequently, the happiness of man and the glory

of God in time and eternity.

Q. In what does this union consist ?

A. This union consists in living by His life and in resembling Him on

earth, that we may share His glory in Heaven.

Q. How is this union effected ?

A. This union is effected by Faith, Hope, and Charity ; that is, in

order to unite ourselves with Our Lord, we must believe in Him, hope in

Him, and love Him with our whole heart.

_ Q. What is the first thing that we must do in order to unite ourselves

with Our Lord and to be saved ?

A. The first thing that we must do in order to unite ourselves with

Our Lord and to be saved is to believe.

Q. What is Faith?

A- Faith is a gift of God or a supernatural virtue, by which we

firmly believe all that the Church teaches, because God has spoken it and

He is Truth itself. He who believes submits his mind to that of Our

Lord, and, by uniting himself with Him, frees himself from ignorance.

Q. Is the Faith of a Christian reasonable?

A. The Faith of a Christian is reasonable, because it rests on a solid

foundation, which is the word of God, attested by unquestionable miracles,

sealed with the blood of millions of martyrs, and admitted by the whole

world from the most remote ages.

Q. What are the chief qualities of Faith P

A. The chief qualities of Faith are (1; firmness—we must believe

without hesitation; (2) universality—our Faith must embrace all the

truths revealed by God and taught by His Church ; and (3) simplicity—

we must believe without argument or discussion : when God has spoken,

our reason must be silent and submissive.

Q. What are the advantages of Faith ?

A. The advantages of Faith are (1) to dissipate the darkness into

which the sin of the First Adam plunged us ; (2) to make known to us the

truths of the supernatural order; and (3) to preseive us from error and

to cure our pride. .

Q. What must we do in order to obtain and to preserve Faith P

A. To obtain Faith we must ask it of God, study Religion, and avoid

evil ; and to preserve it we must perform its works and shun the occa

sions of losing it.
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Q. What sins are opposed to Faith ?

A. The sins opposed to Faith, that is to say, those which hinder or

destroy the union of our mind with the Second Adam, are infidelity,

apostasy, heresy, wilful doubt, and ignorance.

Prayer, p. 154.

EIGHTEENTH LESSON.

OUB UNION WITH THE KEW ADAM RY FAITH. FIRST AND SECOND

ARTICLES OF THE CRERD.

Q. What truths are the objects of Faith ?

A. All the truths revealed by God and taught by His Church are the

objects of Faith. Among these truths there are some which, being far

above the powers of cur reason, we cannot comprehend : they are called

mysteries.

Q. Is it reasonable to believe the mysteries of Religion ?

A. It is reasonable to believe the mysteries of Religion (1) because

our reason itself commands us to admit a multitude of truths which it

cannot fathom, but of whose existence it is certain ; and (2) because, if

there were no mysteries in Religion, Religion would not have come from

God, but would be false.

Q. What are the chief advantages of the mysteries of Religion ?

A. The chief advantages of the mysteries of Religion are (1) they

curb the curiosity of our mind, and render those truths which serve

as a basis for Religion and society unassailable ; and (2) they are the

foundation of all the virtues—not one of them but suggests motives of

gratitude towards God, of love for our neighbour, and of sanctity in

ourselves.

Q. Will you mention the three principal mysteries of Religion ?

A. The three principal mysteries of Religion are the mystery of the

Blessed Trinity, the mystery of the Incarnation, and the mystery of the

Redemption, which we must distinctly know and believe.

' Q. By what sign do we express these three mysteries ?

A. We express these three mysteries by the Sign of the Cross, also

called the Sign of the Christian, because it distinguishes us from Jews,

Mahometans, and idolatorfi.

Q. Has the Sign of the Cross been long practised in the Church P

A. The Sign of the Cross is as old as the Church. The usage of

making it ascends to the times of the Apostles : the Early Christians were

almost continually making it.
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Q. Is it powerful P

A. It is all-powerful in banishing the devil, repelling temptations,

and delivering us from all dangers of soul and body. We ought to be

careful to make it before and after meals.

Q. What are the other truths that we ought particularly to know

and believe ?

A. The other truths that we ought particularly to know and believe

are the immortality of the soul and the eternity of rewards and punish

ments.

Q. Wherein are the particular and general truths that we ought to

believe contained ?

A. The particular and general truths that we ought to believe are

contained in the Apostles' Creed, also called the Symbol of the Apostles.

Q. What does the Creed teach us?

A. The Creed teaches us, in an abridged form, all that we are to

believe of God, man, and the world.

Q. What are we to believe of God ?

A. We are to believe that there is one, and only one, God ; and that

in this one God there are three distinct Persons, who are equally God,

yet form altogether but one God, because they have the same nature, the

same divinity.

Q. What else are we to believe P

A. We are also to believe that the Father begets His Son, equal to

Himself from all eternity ; that the Son was made man to redeem 11s ;

and that the Holy Ghost, equal in all things to the Father and the Son,

proceeds from them.

Q. What are we to believe of man ?

A. We are to believe of man that he has been created by God ; that

he has a spiritual, free, immortal soul; that he has sinned ; that he has

been redeemed; that he shall be judged; that he shall rise again to

eternal happiness or misery.

Q. What are we to believe of the world ?

A. We are to believe of the world that it has been created by God

and appointed for the service of man ; that it is preserved and governed

by a Universal Providence ; and that it will come to an end.

Q. How many articles are there in the Creed P

A. There are twelve articles in the Creed, of which the first eight

teach us to know God, our Father, and the last four, the Church, our

Mother.

Q. What is the first article of the Creed ?

A. The first article of the Creed is this : / believe in God, the Father

Almighty, Creator of heaven and earth.

Q. What do you mean by believing in Godt

A. To believe in God means to hold as certain and beyond all doubt

the existence of one only God, His goodness, His wisdom, His truth, and
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all His other perfections, because He has revealed them to us, and more-

over to trust in Him fully and perfectly.

Q. Why do we give God the name of Father t

A. We give God the name of Father because from all eternity He

begets His Son, because He is the Principle of all things that exist, and

because He has adopted us as His children.

Q. Why do we begin by calling Him almighty 1

A. We begin by calling Him almighty because nothing is impossible

to Him, and that we may have no difficulty in believing the wonders of

nature and grace.

Q. Why do we call Him the Creator of heaven and earth t

A. We call Him the Creator of heaven and earth because He has

made all things visible and invisible from nothing. But, though we say

that the Father has created heaven and earth, the work of the creation u

common to the three Persons of the Blessed Trinity.

Q. With what feelings ought the first article of the Creed to in

spire us?

A. The first article of the Creed ought to inspire us, (1) in regard to

God, with great respect, confidence, and love: (2) in regard to ourselves,

with a holy pride, because we are created to the image of God ; and (3) in

regard to creatures, with a fear of profaning them,because they belong to

God.

Q. Which is the second article of the Creed ?

A. The second article of the Creed is this: And in Jesus Christ,

His Only Son, Our Lord.

Q. Why is the Son of God called Jesus t

A. The Son of God is called Jesus, that is to say, Saviour, because

He has saved mankind from sin and eternal death.

Q. What means the name Christ t

A. The name Christ means anointed or consecrated. The Son of God

is called Christ because it was usual among the Jews to consecrate

priests, kings, and prophets with a holy unction, and Our Lord is not

only a Priest, a King, and a Prophet, but He possesses the plenitude of

grace and of the divinity.

Q. Why is Jesus Christ called Only Son, Our Lord?

A. Jesus Christ is called Only Son because He is the Only Son of

God by nature ; and Our Lord, because He is Our Master both as God

and man.

Q. With what feeling ought the second article of the Creed to in

spire us P

A. The second article of the Creed ought to inspire us with a feeling of

childlike submission towards Our Lord.

Prayer, p. 176.
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NINETEENTH LESSON.

OUE UNION -WITH THB NEW ADAM BY PA1TH. THIRD, FOURTH, AND

FIFTH ARTICLES OF THE CRERD.

Q. Which is the third article of the Creed ?

A. The third article of the Oreed is this : Who was conceived by the

Holy Ohost, born of the Virgin Mary. This article teaches us three

truths.

Q. Which is the first of these truths ?

A. The first of these truths is that the only Son of God from all

eternity was made man in time ; that is to say, He took a body and a soul

like ours.

Q. Who formed Our Lord's body and soul ?

A. The Holy Ghost formed that body and soul, to which the Second

Person of the Adorable Trinity became united.

Q. Which is the second truth ?

A. The second truth is that Our Lord did not, in becoming man,

cease to be God, but is both God and man.

Q. What follows hence ?

A.- It follows hence (1) that there are two natures in Our Lord—

divine and human ; (2) two wills—divine and human; and (3) only one

Person—the Person of the Word.

Q. Which is the third truth?

, A. The third truth is that the Son of God took a body and a soul in

the womb of the Blessed Virgin Mary, who is truly the Mother of God

and ever a Virgin;

(J. With what feeling ought the third article of the Creed to in

spire us ?

A. The third article of the Creed ought to inspire us with a feeling-

of great confidence in the Blessed Virgin.

Q. Which is the fourth article of the Creed ?

A. The fourth article of the Creed is this : Who suffered under Pontius

I*ilate, was crucified, dead, and buried. The Apostles speak to us of the

Bufferings of Our Lord immediately after speaking of His birth, in

order to teach us that Our Lord was born to suffer and that He always

suffered.

Q. How did Our Lord suffer ?

A. Our Lord suffered of His own free will and out of love. He

suffered all kinds of pain in body and soul.

Q. Did He suffer as God ?

A. He did not suffer as God, because God, being infinitely perfect,

cannot suffer ; but the divinity of Our Lord communicated an infinite

value to the sufferings of His humanity.
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Q. For whom and for what did Our Lord suffer P

A. Our Lord suffered for all mankind ; and He suffered to repair the

glory of His Father, to expiate sin, and to serve us as a Model.

Q. Why do the Apostles say that He suffered under Pontius Pilate?

A. The Apostles say that He suffered under Pontius Pilate, for two

reasons. The first, to mark the time of His Passion and to prove their

sincerity. If they were trying to deceive, the whole world might then

convict them of imposture. For this purpose, it would have been enough

to show that Pontius Pilate, the Governor of Judea, had never put any

man named Jesus of Nazareth to death. The second, to make the whole

world certain of the death of the Saviour, by pointing out the means of

finding all the proofs on the matter ; for Pilate had sent an account of

Our Lord's life and death to the Emperor Tiberius, and this account was

laid by in the imperial archives.

Q. How do we know this ?

A. We know it by the testimonies of Tacitus, a pagan historian ; St.

Justin, martyr ; Tertullian, Eusebius, and other authors.

Q. Why would Our Lord be crucified and buried ?

A. Our Lord would be crucified because the punishment of the cross

was the most cruel and ignominious of all, and buried to show that He

had truly died.

Q. What does that mean P

A. It means that His soul had truly separated from His body, but

the divinity did not separate either from His body or His soul.

Q. With what feelings ought the fourth article of the Creed to in

spire us P

A. The fourth article of the Creed ought to inspire us with feelings

of sincere sorrow for our sins and high esteem for our soul.

Q. Which is the fifth article of the Creed ?

A. The fifth article of the Creed is this : He descended into htU, 0*

third day He arose againfrom the dead. Our Lord, having died for all

men, wished that all should be made aware of the effects of His redemp

tion ; therefore He descended into hell.

Q. What is meant by hell t

A. The word hell has several meanings : (1) that dark and gloomy

prison in which the souls of the reprobate are day and night tormented

with the devils by a fire that shall never be extinguished ; (2) Purgatory ;

nnd (3) Limbo, that is to say, the place in which the souls of the Just

had formerly to await the coming of the Messias.

Q. Into which of these places did Our Lord descend P

A. Our Lord descended into Limbo, where He announced to the souls

of the Just the accomplishment of the mysteries of the Redemption and

their approaching entrance into Heaven.

Q. Did He show Himself elsewhere P

A. He also showed Himself in Hell as a Conqueror and a Judge, and

in Purgatory as a Consoler.
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Q. What do you remark on the resurrection of Our Lord ?

A. I remark on the resurrection of Our Lord that it differs from the

resurrection of other dead persons : (1) in that Our Lord raised Himself

to life by His own power ; (2) in that, having once risen, He was no

longer subject to death ; and (3) in that He is the Cause and the Principle

of the resurrection of all mankind.

Prayer, p. 195.

TWENTIETH LESSON.

OUB UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY PATCH. PtTRGATORY.

Q. What is Purgatory ?

A. Purgatory is a place or state in which just souls, departed out of

this world without having fully satisfied the divine justice for their sins,

complete their purification before being admitted into Heaven.

Q. What are we to believe regarding Purgatory ?

A. We are to believe regarding Purgatory (1) that it exists ; (2) that

souls suffer in it ; and (3) that these souls may be relieved by the Holy

Sacrifice of the Mass, and by the prayers and good works of the living.

Q. What proofs have you of the existence of Purgatory P

A. We have many proofs of the existence of Purgatory. The first is

taken from the Old Testament, in which it is written that Judas

Machabeus sent a sum of money to Jerusalem with the intention of

having prayers said for those soldiers who had died on the field of

battle, that they might be loosed from their sins: because, adds the

Scripture, it it a holy and a wholesome thought to pray for the dead.

Q. What is the second proof of Purgatory ?

A. The second proof of Purgatory is taken from the New Testament,

in which Our Lord says that blasphemy against the Holy Ghost shall not

beforgiven either in this world or in the world to come. There are there

fore some sins forgiven beyond the grave, in a place that is neither

Heaven nor Hell, and that we call Purgatory.

Q. What is the third P

A. The third proof of Purgatory is the tradition of the Catholic

Church, which has never ceased, since the days of the Apostles, to pour

out prayers and to offer the Holy Sacrifice for her deceased children.

Q. What is the fourth?

A. The fourth proof of Purgatory is the tradition of sects that have

been separated from the Church since the early ages, and that still pre

serve the usage of praying for the dead. They did not borrow it from

the Church after their separation : they received it therefore from the

Apostles and Our Lord.
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Q. What is the fifth ?

A. The fifth proof of Purgatory is the tradition of pagans themselves,

who offer sacrifices for the dead. This usage is to be found even among

savages.

Q. What motives have we to pray for the dead ?

A. We have four principal motives to pray for the dead : (1) the

glory of God, for whom we procure perfect adorers, by opening a waj

into Heaven for the souls in Purgatory ; (2) charity—the departed are

our brethren in Jesus Christ, our friends and relatives according to the

flesh ; (3) justice—perhaps some of these souls are suffering on our ac

count; and (4) our own interest—these souls, delivered by our prayers,

will intercede for us with God, and will one day help ourselves out of

Purgatory.

. Q. WitL what feeling ought the fifth article of the Creed to in

spire us P

A. The fifth article of the Creed ought to inspire us with a feeling of

deep gratitude towards Our Lord.

Prayer, p. 205.

TWENTY-FIRST LESSON.

OCa UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM bY FAITH. SIxTH AND SEVENTH

ARTICLES OF THE CBEED.

Q. Which is the sixth article of the Creed P

A. The sixth article of the Creed is this : He ascended into Heaven,

sitieth at the right hand of God the Father Almighty.

Q. What does it teach ns ?

A. It teaches us that Our Lord ascended into Heaven as man in body

and sonl, by His own power : as God lie was there already, since He bsd

never ceased to be there.

Q. What do we mean when we say that God came down on earth ?

A. When we say that God came down on earth, we mean that Ha

humbled Himself so far as to unite Himself with human nature, but we

do not mean that He left Heaven, since God is everywhere.

Q. Where is Our Lord now P

A. As God, Our Lord is everywhere; as Man, He is in Heaven and

in every consecrated host.

Q. Why did He ascend into Heaven ?

A. He ascended into Heaven (1) to take possession of it; (2) to

secure admission for us; (3) to intercede for us; (4) to excite in us a
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desire of being with im there ; and (5) because His body, having

become glorious and immortal, required some other abode than this land

of misery and exile.

Q. What mean the words, He sittetht

A. The words, He titteth, mean that Our Lord is in Heaven as in the

place of His rest, and that He enjoys, as man, everlasting glory.

Q. And the words, At the right hand of Ood the Father Almighty t

A. The words, At the right hand of God the Father AlmigMy, mean

that Our Lord enjoys, as God, a power equal to that of the Father as

well as of the Holy Ghost, and, as man, a power raising Him above all

that is not God.

Q. With what feeling ought the sixth article of the Creed to in

spire us P

A. The sixth article of the Creed ought to inspire us with a great

desire of Heaven.

Q. Which is the seventh article of the Creed?

A. The seventh article of the Creed is this : From thence He will

come to judge the living and the dead. These words mean that, at the

end of the world, Our Lord will come down from Heaven to earth, ift

order to judge mankind.

Q,. How will He come ?

A. He will come surrounded by Angels and Saints, with great power

and majesty.

Q. How many Judgments are there P

A. There are two Judgments: the Particular, which takes place im

mediately after each one's death ; and the General, which will take place

at the end of the world, in presence of all the nations assembled

together.

Q. On what shall we be judged P

A. We shall be judged on all the good and all the evil that we haxe

done by thoughts, words, deeds, aud omissions.

Q. Why is there a Particular Judgment P

A. There is a Particular Judgment in order to render to everyone

according to his works.

Q. Why will there be a General Judgment ?

A. There will be a General Judgment in order to justify Providencei

to glorify Our Lord, to honour the just, and to confound the wicked.

Q. What do you understand by the words, The living and the dead t

A. By the words, The living and the dead, we understand all men—

by the living, those who die in the friendship of God, and by the dead,

those who die in the state of mortal sin.

Q. Where shall men go after the Judgment?

A. After the Judgment, the good shall go to Heaven, to enjoy there

an eternity of happiness, and the wicked shall go to Hell, to burn the. e

for ever with the devils.
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Q. What are the chief torments of the reprobate P

A. The chief torments of the reprobate are the pain of loss and the

pain of sense. The pain of loss is a regret at being deprived of God : it is

the greatest pain that a rational creature can experience.

Q. Does the Saviour speak of this pain P

A. The Saviour speaks of this pain when He says in the Gospel,

Their worm shall never die. This worm is conscience ; and the conscience

of the reprobate denotes his sad reflections. Ever present to his mind,

they may be summed up in a few words : " I have lost God ; I have lost

Him through my own fault ; I have lost Him for a trifle ; I have lost

Him without remedy."

Q. What is the second pain of the reprobate ?

A. The second pain of the reprobate is the pain of sense, or a sorrow

occasioned by a fire that shall burn the body without consuming it, and

that shall never be extinguished.

Q. Does the Saviour refer to this pain P

A. The Saviour refers plainly to this pain when He says, Go fe

cursed, into everlastingfire I—These two pains are strictly just ; for they

correspond to the two disorders found in sin : a contempt of God and an

irregular love of creatures. The existence of an everlasting Hell had

been believed by all ancient peoples ; but the passions clouded this belief.

Hence, Our Lord proclaimed and confirmed it anew.

Q. With what feeling ought the seventh article of the Creed to in

spire us ?

A. The seventh article of the Creed ought to inspire us with a great

fear of the judgments of God.

Prayer, p. 224.

TWENTY-SECOND LESSON.

OUR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY FAITH. EIGHTH ARTICLE Of

THE CRERD.

Q. Which is the eighth article of the Creed ?

A. The eighth article of the Creed is this : I believe in the Holy

Ghost. It teaches us that the third Person of the Blessed Trinity is called

the Holy Ghost ; that He proceeds from the Father and the Son ; that

He is God, like the Father and the Son ; and that we are to believe in

Him as we believe in the Father and in the Son.

Q. Why is He called the Holy Ghost P

A. He is called the Holy Ghost because He is Sanctity itself and the

Principle of our sanctification ; because He is the essential Love of the

Father and the Son ; and because all the gifts and graces granted to us

by God are the effects of His love.
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Q. What is meant by saying that the Holy Ghost sanctifies us ?

A. The Holy Ghost sanctifies us, that is to say, He makes us just and

pleasing in the sight of God, by giving us graces or giving us Himself

with all His gifts.

Q. What is meant by the gifts of the Holy Ghost ?

A. By the gifts of the Holy Ghost are meant certain supernatural

qualities which He communicates to our souls, in order to help us in

working out our salvation.

Q. How many gifts of the Holy Ghost are there?

A. There are seven gifts of the Holy Ghost, as distinguished by the

Prophet Isaias : the gift of wisdom, which diffuses through our souls a

relish for God and for the things of God ; the gift of understanding, which

helps us to believe and comprehend the truths of Religion, as far as a

finite mind can be expected to do so ; the gift of counsel, which shows

us how to choose the better part in all that concerns our salvation ; the

gift of fortitude, which makes us capable of doing and suffering whatever

God wishes ; the gift of knowledge, which enables us to discern between

good and evil, and fills us with a high idea of God and of our souls ; the

gift of piety, which leads us to render a filial worship to God ; and the

gift of thefear of the Lord, which imprints on our souls a great respect for

the Divine Majesty.

Q. To what are the seven gifts of the Holy Ghost opposed ?

A. The seven gifts of the Holy Ghost are opposed to the seven capita]

or deadly sins.

Q. What do the seven gifts produce in faithful souls ?

A. The seven gifts produce in faithful souls the eight beatitudes

mentioned in the Gospel.

Q. What do the eight beatitudes procure ?

A. The eight beatitudes procure the twelve fruits of tho Holy Ghost,

which prepare us for the fruit of everlasting life.

Q. With what feeling ought the eighth article of the Creed to in

spire us ?

A. The eighth article of the Creed ought to inspire us with a feeling

of deep gratitude towards the Holy Ghost.

Prayer, p. 239.

TWENTY-THIRD LESSON.

OUR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY FAITH. NINTH ARTICLE OF

THE CBF.ED.

Q. Which is the ninth article of the Creed ?

A. The ninth article of the Creed is this : I believe the holy Catholic

Church, the Communion of Saints. The Apostles placed this article after
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that relating to the Holy Ghost, because the Church is the great means

of our sanctification, and an ever-existing token of God's immense love

for us.

ft. Why do you say, I believe the Church, and net the Churches T

A. We say, I believe the Church, and not the Churches, because there

is only one true Church, and we confess that it comes from God, and that

it is holy and immortal.

Q. What is the Church ?

A. The Church is the assembly of all the Faithful, governed by our

Holy Father the Pope.

Q. Whom do you understand by the Faithful ?

A. By the Faithful we understand those persons who have been

baptised, who have Faith, and who recognise the authority of lawful

pastors, especially that of our Holy Father the Pope.

Q. Will you name those who are not members of the Church ?

A. Infidels, heretics, schismatics, excommunicated persons, and

apostates, are not members of the Church.

Q. Why so?

A. Infidels are not members of the Church because they are not

baptised ; heretics, because they have not Faith ; schismatics, because

they do not recognise the authority of the Sovereign Pontiff ; excommu

nicated persons, because they have brought about their exclusion from

the Church ; and apostates, because they nave left the Church to embrace

u strange sect.

Q. Are sinners members of the Church ?

A. Sinners are members of the Church j for Our Lord compares the

Church to a barn floor, on which the chaff is mixed with the good grain.

Hut sinners are dead members.

Q. Who is the Head of the Church P

A. The invisible Head of the Church is Our Lord Jesus Christ ; and

the visible Head is our Holy Father the Pope, the successor of St. Peter,

to whom Our Lord said, Thou art Peter, and upon this rock J will build

My Church ; feed My lambs, feed My sheep.

Q. What power did Our Lord give to St. Peter and his successors?

A. Our Lord gave to St. Peter and his successors full power to teach,

md to govern the Church.

Q. Who are appointed by the Holy Ghost to govern the Church

under the authority of our Holy Father the Pope P

A. They who are oppointed by Our Lord to govern the Church under

the authority of our Holy Father the Pope are Bishops—the succes

sors of the Apostles.

Q. How many ways are there of belonging to the Church P

A. There are two ways of belonging to the Church : (1) to its soul,

by Faith, Hope, and Charity ; and (2) to its body, by an outward rw

fession of the Faith.
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Q. What is the meaning of the words, "Out of the Church, no

salvation ?"

A. The meaning of the words, "Out of the Chivrch, no salvation," is

that there is no salvation for him who, knowing the true Church, refuses

to enter it, or who leaves it to join a strange sect.

Prayer, p. 253.

TWENTY-FOURTH LESSON.

OUR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM BY FAITH. NINTH ARTICLE OF

THE CREED.

Q. Should the true Church be visible ?

A. The true Church should be visible, because God wishes that all

men should come to salvation, and they cannot come to it but by the

Church.

Q. Should the true Church be infallible ?

A. The true Church should be infallible, that is to say, incapable of

deceiving or of being deceived, because it is charged to teach us all the

truths that we must unhesitatingly believe under pain of everlasting

damnation.

Q. Which are the marks of the true Church?

A. The true Church is one, holy, catholic, and apostolical.

Q. How is the Church one ?

A. The Church is one because it has only one Head, only one Faith,

only one Law, and only one collection of Sacraments.

Q. How is the Church holy?

A. The Church is holy because Jesus Christ, its Head, is holy ; because

its doctrine is holy ; and because it produces true saints, to whose holiness

God Himself bears witness by miracles.

Q. How is the Church catholic ?

A. The Church is catholic because it teaches all the truths that God

has revealed, without changing a single one of them, and because it em

braces all times and all places.

Q. How is the Church apostolical ?

A. The Church is apostolical because it reaches back uninterruptedly

to the Apostles, by whom it was founded.

Q. Which is the true Church ?

A. The true Church is the Roman Church, so called because our Holy

Father the Pope, who is its visible Head, succeeds to St. Peter, the

Vicar of Jesus Christ and first Bishop of Rome.

TOL. II. S3
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ft. What advantages does the Church procure us

A. The Church procures us four great advantages: the Communion

of Saints, the Forgiveness of Sins, the Resurrection of the Body, and Life

Everlasting.

Q. What is the Communion of Saints t

A. The Communion of Saints is the union which exists among all the

members of the Church—in Heaven, in Purgatory, and on earth.

Q. How are the members of the Church united among themselves?

A. The members of the Church are united among themselves as the

members of one body, whose Head is Jesus Christ. This union places

all the spiritual goods of the members of the Church in common.

Q. What are these goods ?

A. These goods are the prayers, fasts, and other pious works per

formed by the members of the Church, and the graces which they re

ceive.

Q. Why do you call the union of all the members of the Church the

Communion of Saints ?

A. We call the union of all the members of the Church the Commu

nion of Saints because all the Faithful are bound to sanctity, and it helps

to sanctify us.

Q. With what feeling ought the ninth article of the Creed to is-

tpive us ?

A. The ninth article of the Creed ought to inspire us with a feeling

of tender love for the Church.

Prayer, p. 271.

TWENTY-FIFTH LESSON.

OUR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY FAITH. TENTH ABTTCI.X OF

THE CREED.

Q. Which is the tenth article of t!ie Creed P

A. The tenth article of the Creed is this : 1 believe the Forgiveness of

Sins.

Q. What do you understand by these words P

A. We understand by these words that in the Catholic Church there

is found the pardon of sins, and that the power of remitting sins was

given to the Church by Our Lord Jesus Christ.

Q. When did Our Lord give it this power?

A. Our Lord pave it this power when He said to the Apostles, JiTiom

sins you shall forgive, they are forgiven, and whose sins you shall retain,

they are retained.

Q. For what length of time did He give it this power P

A. He cave it this nower for nil time, because such is necessary, as
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men will always be bom with original sin, and will always commit

actual sin.

Q. To what sins does this power extend?

A. This power extends to all sins without exception, however

enormous or numerous.

Q. By whom is this power of forgiving sins exercised ?

A. This power of forgiving sins is exercised only by Bishops, the suc

cessors of the Apostles, and by Priests, associated to them in their

ministry.

Q. How is this power exercised ?

Ai This power is exercised by the administration of the Sacraments,

particularly Baptism and Penance.

Q. What must the Faithful do in order to profit of this power ?

A. In order to profit of this power, the Faithful must (1) be careful

to present their children shortly after birth for Baptism, which effaces

original sin ; and must (2) themselves receive worthily and promptly the

Sacrament of Penance, if they have been guilty of mortal sin.

Q. If they are only guilty of venial sin, what must they do ?

A. If they are only guilty of venial sin, they must have recourse to

the means of obtaining pardon for it. These means are three in number:

the Sacraments, the Sacramentals, and ordinary good works.

Q. How do the Sacraments remit venial sin ?

A. The Sacraments remit venial sin through their own virtue, either

by communicating to the soul the first or second grace, or by enabling

the soul to produce more perfect acts of charity.

Q. How do the Sacramentals remit venial sin ?

A. The Sacramentals remit venial sin partly through their own virtue,

and partly through the dispositions of those who make use of them.

Q. How many Sacramentals are there ?

A. There are seven : the Lord's Prayer, Holy "Water, Blessed Bread,

the Confiteor, an Alms, a Bishop's Blessing, and a Priest's Blessing,

especially at Mass.

Q. How do ordinary good works remit venial sin P

A. Ordinary good works remit venial sin only by the good dispositions

of him who performs them, and inasmuch as they are acts of the love of

God.

Q. Why do you say that the Forgiveness of Sins is an advantage of

the Church ?

A. The forgiveness of Sins is one of the advantages of the Church

because sin is the greatest of all evils, and in the Church alone can we

find pardon for it.

Prayer, p 279.
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TWENTY-SIXTH LESSON.

OTTE UNION 'WITH THE NEW ADAM RY FAITH. ELEVENTH ABTICLE OP

TBS CRERD.

Q. Which is the eleventh article of the Creed P

A. The eleventh article of the Creed is this: I believe the Resume-

tionofthe Body.

Q. "What does it teach us ?

A. It teaches us that at the end of the world our body and soul shall

be reunited, never more to suffer separation.

Q. Can God raise us to life again ?

A. God can raise us to life again, since He can do everything. He

could give us life when we had not it; it will not be more difficult for

Him to restore it to us when we shall no longer have it.

Q. Will God raise us to life again P

A. God will raise us to life again, since He has promised to do so, and

His justice requires it. Man must be judged, and punished or rewarded

according to his works ; but man is neither a soul separated from a body

nor a body separated from a soul—he is the union of both. Hence our

soul and body must be reunited, in order to share the rewards or punish

ments that they shall have deserved by their good or evil works.

Q. Why do you say the Resurrection of the Body t

A. We say the Resurrection of the Body because it is the body, and

not the soul, that will rise to life again.

Q. When shall the Resurrection take place ?

A. The Resurrection shall take place immediately before the General

Judgment.

A. Shall all men rise again P

Q. All men, without a single exception, shall rise again—some to

glory, others to ignominy.

Q. How is the Resurrection of the Body an advantage of the Church ?

A. The Resurrection of the Body is an advantage of the Church

because the true Faithful alone shall rise to live for ever with God.

Q. Who are the true Faithful P

A. The true Faithful are those who die after having received from

the Church the forgiveness of their sins.

Q. Why shall the wicked rise again ?

A. The wicked shall rise again to be for ever miserable with the

devils.

Q. What shall be the special quality of risen bodies?

A. All risen bodies shall be immortal : this quality shall be common

to the good and the bad.
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Q. What shall be the qualities of the bodies of the Saints ?

A. The bodies of the Saints shall have four principal qualities : im

passibility, which will prevent them from being subject to inconveniences

and suffering ; clarity, which will make them as bright as the sun—it

will be more or less pure, according to the merits of each of the blessed ;

agility, which will free the body from the weight that now oppresses it,

and permit the soul to fly through the realms of space, as choice shall

direct it, with as much ease as speed ; and subtility, which will render

the body perfectly subject to the soul.

Q. With what feeling ought the eleventh article of the Creed to in

spire us?

A. The eleventh article of the Creed ought to inspire us with a great

fear of mortal sin.

Prayer, p. 291.

TWENTY-SEVENTH LESSON.

OOR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY FAITH. TWELFTH ARTICLE OF

THE CRERD.

Q. Whichis the twelfth article of the Creed ?

A. The twelfth article of the Creed is this : I believe Lift Ever-

losting.

Q. What means Life Everlasting t

A. life Everlasting, or Paradise, means happiness without any ad

mixture of evil.

Q. Who shall be the author of the happiness of the Saints ?

A. God shall be the Author of the happiness of the Saints, by com

municating Himself to them with all the goods of which He is the in

finite source.

Q. What shall be the goods of the body ?

A. The goods of the body shall be, not only the satisfaction of all its

lawful desires, but immortality, impassibility, clarity, agility, and sub-

tility.

Q. In what shall the happiness of the soul consist ?

A. The happiness of the soul shall consist in seeing God face to face—

this shall be the reward of Faith ; in possessing Him—this shall be the

reward of Hope ; and in loving Him and being loved by Him for all

eternity—this shall be the reward of Charity.

Q. In what else shall it consist ?

A. It shall also consist in seeing and loving Our Lord's glorious

humanity, the Blessed Virgin, the Angels, and the Sainta, and being loved

by them.
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Q What shall this mutual charity produce ?

A. This mutual charity shall increase the happiness of all whom the

soul loves, and the happiness of all whom it loves shall increase its own

happiness.

Q. Shall there be Saints enjoying a particular kind of glory ?

A. Yes, there shall be Saints enjoying a particular kind of glory,

called an aureola; namely, virgins, martyrs, and doctors.

Q. Why did the Apostles make Life Everlasting the last article of

the Creed P

A. The Apostles made Life Everlasting the last article of the Creed

in order to teach us (1) that Heaven is the end of all the teachings of Our

Lord, and of all the works of God—creation, redemption, and sanctifica-

tion—and (2) that, as it is our last end too, it ought to be the object of

all our desires.

Q. What means the word Amen t

A. The word Amen here means, I believe all that is taught In tail

Creed.

Q. Is it enough to believe inwardly, in order to be saved P

A. It is not enough to believe inwardly, in order to be saved : it is

also necessary, on many occasions, to make an outward profession of one'"

Faith.

Q. With what feeling ought the twelfth article of the Creed to in

spire us ?

A. The twelfth article of the Creed ought to inspire us with a feeling

of great courage in labouring for our salvation.

Prayer, p. 299.

TWENTY-EIGHTH LESSON.

OUR UNION WITH THE MEW AHAM RY HOPE. GRACB.

Q. Is it enough to believe, in order to be saved?

A It is not enough to believe, in order to be saved, because Faith is

only the first means of uniting us with Our Lord : the second is Hope.

Q. What is Hope P

A. Hope is a gift of God, or a supernatural virtue, by which we

confidently expect, in virtue of the merits of Our Lord Jesus Christ, ali

the goods that God has promised us.

Q. Is it necessary to hope ?

A. It is necessary to hope, for God commands it, under pain of ever

lasting damnation.

Q. In whom are we to hope ?

A. We are to hope in God alone, because He is the source of all goods.
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Q. How must we hope?

A. We must hope firmly and unhesitatingly, because God is omnipo

tent, good, and faithful to His promises, and the merits of Our Lord are

infinite.

Q. What sins are opposed to Hope ?

A. The sins opposed to Hope are presumption and despair. A person

sins by presumption when he flatters himself with the prospect of reach

ing Heaven without adopting the means necessary to succeed in this

enterprise—for example, without keeping the Commandments of God

or of the Church. A person sins by despair when he considers his faults

too great to obtain pardon for them or his passions too strong to te over

come, or when he yields too much to uneasiness regarding the affairs of

life.

Q. For what ought we to hope ?

A. We ought to hope for all that God has promised us—His grace in

this world and His glory in the next; that is to tay, the happiness of

Eossessing Him during eteraity, and all the means of attaining to this

appiness.

Q. What is Grace?

A. Grace is a superaatural help, which God gives us gratuitously, in

consideration of the merits of Our Lord Jesus Christ, to enable us to work

out our salvation.

Q. Can we work out our salvation without Grace?

A. Without Grace we cannot work out our salvation, nor have Faitli,

Hope, or Charity, or even one good thought meritorious for Heaven.

Q. Will Grace alone save us ?

A. Grace alone will not save us : we must tura it to good account by

acting in accordance with its inspirations.

Q. Does Grace destroy our libertv f

A. Grace does not destroy our liberty, but perfects it, by strengthen

ing it, and making it capable of doing good and avoiding evil.

Q. What is Sanctifying or Habitual Grace?

A. Sanctifying or Habitual Grace is a divine principle which makes

lis children of God and heirs of Heaven.

Q. What is Actual Grace ?

A. Actual Grace is a passing help which God gives us to do son a

good or to avoid some evil.

Q. Can we have Grace of ourselves ?

A. We cannot have Grace of ourselves, but we can at all times obtain

it from God, especially by Prayer and the Sacraments.

Prayer, p. 314.
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TWENTY-NINTH LliSSON.

ODE UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY HOPE. FIRST MEANS TO OBTAIN

GRACE—PRAYER.

Q. What is Prayer P

A. Prayer is an elevation of the soul to God, in order to render to

Him our homage and to lay before Him our wants.

Q. Why is it necessary to pray ?

A. It is necessary to pray because we are bound to render to God our

homage, and Our Lord and the Church command us to pray.

Q. When must we pray ?

A. Under pain of sin we must pray from time to time, and as often as

it is necessary in order to maintain ourselves in virtue ; but it is very

proper that we should pray morning, noon, and night, before and after

meals, and at the beginning of our priucipal actions.

Q. Where are we to pray ?

A. We may pray anywhere; but it is better to pray in a place re

moved from noise, especially in a church.

Q. For whom are we to pray ?

A. We must pray for the whole Church—the living and the dead—

and also for those who are out of the Church.

Q. Why are we to pray ?

A. We must pray in order to obtain all that is necessary for us, in

body and soul, to arrive at our last end, which is Heaven.

Q. How must we pray ?

A. We must pray with modesty, faith, humility, confidence, and per

severance.

Q. What are the effects of Prayer P

A. The effects of Prayer are three : merit, satisfaction, and impetn-

tion. They are always obtained when Prayer is made with the proper

dispositions.

Q. How many kinds of Prayer are there ?

A. There are two kinds of Prayer : Mental Prayer, or Meditation, and

Vocal Prayer.

Q. In what does Meditation consist?

A. Meditation consists in reflecting on a truth of salvation, in order

to conform one's conduct to it. Meditation is necessary, because no one

can be saved without thinking of salvation. It is easy, because to make

it well it is enough to love, and we easily think on what we love.

Q. How many parts in Meditation ?

A. There are three parts in Meditation
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Q. Which is the first?

A. The first is the preparation, which includes an act of faith in the

presence of God, an act of humility, and an act of contrition, followed by

an invocation of the Holy Ghost, asking His light.

Q. Which is the second?

A. The second is the Meditation properly so called, which consists in

considering attentively some truth of Faith, a duty, or a virtue, and in

examining what Our Lord and the Saints taught and practised in connec

tion with it ; after which we compare our conduct with the conduct of

Our Lord and the Saints, and make a resolution to amend and to imitate

them more faithfully.

Q. Which is the third ?

A. The third is the conclusion, which includes an act of thanksgiving,

an act of oblation, and a short prayer to recommend to God the resolu

tions that we have taken, as well as the wants of the Church and of the

souls in Purgatory.

Q. What is Vocal Prayer f

A. Vocal Prayer is that which is made by pronouncing the words.

It is, like Mental Prayer, necessary for us, and requires the same disposi

tions.

Q. How is Vocal Prayer divided ?

A. Vocal Prayer is divided into Public and Private Prayer.

Q. What is Public Prayer ?

A. Public Prayer is that which is made by the ministers of the

Church in the name of all the Faithful. The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass

and the Divine Office are the most excellent of Public Prayers.1

Q. What is Private Prayer?

A. Private Prayer is that which we make in private, or with others

in our name, for ourselves or for our brethren.

Q. What do you understand by ejaculatory prayers ?

A. By ejaculatory prayers, or aspirations, are understood short and

fervent prayers, which we may make even during our work, and the use

of which is strongly recommended to us by the Saints.

Prayer,?. 332.

THIRTIETH LESSON,

onn union wiTh The new adam By hope, firsT means to oBTain

GRACE—PRAYER. THE LOHd'8 PRAYER.

Q. Which is the most excellent of all Private Prayers ?

A. The most excellent of all Private Prajers is the Pater Noster, or

Z.ord's Prayer, because its Author is Our Lord Himself, and it contains

all that we can ask, arranged in the order in which we should ask.

I They will be spoken ol ill the Fourth Part of the Catechism.
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Q. Why did Our Lord make it so short ?

A. Our Lord made it so short that we might easily learn it by heart

and often say it.

Q. How is the Pater divided ?

A. The Pater is divided into three parts : the preparation, which con

sists in the words, Our Father, who art in Heaven: the body of the

prayer, which comprises seven petitions ; and the conclusion, which is

expressed in the single word, Amen.

Q. Why do we begin by calling God Our Father t

A. We begin by calling God Our Father in order to fill our souls with

confidence and to dispose God to hear us favourably.

Q. Why do we say, Who art in Heaven t

A. We say, Who art in Heaven, in order to remind ourselves that

Heaven is our true country, and that all our prayers ought to have it as

their object.

Q. To what do the first three petitions of the Pater relate ?

A. The first three petitions of the Pater relate to the glory of God

and our eternal happiness.

Q. And the last four P

A. The last four relate to our temporal wants.

Q. Which is the first petition of the Pater t

A. The first petition of the Pater is this : Hattoiced be Thy name.

By these words we ask that Our Father may be known, loved, and

glorified throughout the whole earth ; that is to say, we desire the con

version of infidels, heretics, and sinners, and the perfection of the just.

Q. Which is the second petition of the Pater t

A. The second petition of the Pater is this : Thy kingdom come. By

these words we desire that eternity may come, so that God may reign,

in all the extent of His glory, over the just and the wicked.

Q. Which is the third petition of the Pater t

A. The third petition of the Pater is this : Thy will be done on earth

as it it in Heaven. By these words we desire that all men may take tha

Commandments of God as the rule of their conduct, and that they may

comply with them promptly and exactly, like the Angels and Saints in

Heaven.

Q. Which is the fourth petition of the Pater t

A. The fourth petition of the Pater is this : Give us this day our da3y

bread. We say give «?, to show that we have nothing of ourselves, and

that we expect everything from God ; and this day, because there is not

a day but we require tl e help of God, and the morrow does not belong

to us.

Q. What bread do we ask ?

A. We ask the bread of the soul, that is to say, the Blessed Eucharist

and the Word of God ; and the bread of the body, that is to say, what

ever is necessary for our life, such as food and raiment.
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Q. Why do we say daily f

A. We say daily to show that we ask simple food, and that we must

always trust in Providence.

Q. Which is the fifth petition of the Pater f

A. The fifth petition is this : Forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive

them who trespass against us. We make this prayer to ask charity

towards the neighbour, and to put ourselves in mind that God will not

forgive us if we do not sincerely forgive our brethren.

Q. Which is the sixth petition of the Pater f

A. The sixth petition of the Pater is this : Lead us not into temptation.

By these words we ask the removal of great temptations, and the grace

to resist ordinary ones. '

Q. What must we do to avoid temptations ?

A. To avoid temptations, we must shun their occasions ; and to resist

them, we must pray and reflect on the Passion of Our Lord and the Four

Last Things.

Q. Which is the seventh petition of the Pater?

A. The seventh petition of the Pater is this : Deliver us from evil.

We desire to be delivered from whatever God knows to be an evil for

us, and particularly from sin.

Q. How do we desire to be delivered from evil ?

A. We desire to be delivered from sin in an absolute manner, and

from temporal evils in so far as it may be useful for our salvation.

Q. What means the word Amen f

A. The word Amen, which is the conclusion of the Pater, means, I

desire that all that I have asked may be granted.

Prayer, p. 355.

THIRTY-FIRST LESSON.

OCR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM BY HOPE. FEBST MEANS TO OBTAIN

GRACE—PRATER. THE ANGELICAL SALUTATION.

Q. Which is the most beautiful Private Prayer after the Pater

Koster ?

A. The most beautiful Private Prayer after the Pater Notter is the

Ave Maria,atAngelical Salutation, because it was the Holy Ghost Himself

who taught it to us through the instrumentality of the Archangel Gabriel,

St. Elizabeth, and the Church.

Q. Why do we recite the Ave after the Pater f

A. We recite the Ave after the Pater in order to obtain through the

intercession of Mary our Mother all that we have asked of God our

Father.

Q. How is the Angelical Salutation divided ?

A. The Angelical Salutation is divided into three parts the first
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comprises the words of the Angel ; the second, the words of St. Eliza

beth; and the third, the words of the Church.

Q. Which are the words of the Angel to Mary ?

A. The words of the Angel to Mary are these : Hail, Mary ! full of

grace, the Lord is Kith thee; blessed art thou among women.

Q. What does the word Hail show ?

A. The word Hail shows the Angel's profound respect for Mary, and

teaches us to respect her ourselves and to speak to her with confidence.

Q. What does the name Mary mean ?

A. The name Mary means light, because the Blessed Virgin is the

Mother of Our Lord, who is the light of the world ; it also means lad*

and sovereign, because the Blessed Virgin is the Queen of heaven and

earth.

Q. What mean the words, Full ofgrace t

A. The words, Full ofgrace, mean that Mary has received more graces

than all men and angels together.

Q. What do the words, The Lord is with thee, teach us ?

A. The words, The Lord is with thee, teach us that the Most Holy

Trinity has always been with the Blessed Virgin, in order to preserve ber

from every stain of sin, and to raise her to the highest degree of Yirttie

and glory.

Q. Why did the Angel say to Mary, Blessed art thou among women!

A. The Angel said to Mary, Blessed art thou among women, because

she alone is the Mother of Qod, ever a Virgin, and, by adoption, the

Mother of all mankind.

Q. Which are the words of St. Elizabeth ?

A. The words of St. Elizabeth are these : Blessed is the fruit of th$

womb. We repeat them in order to glorify the Blessed Virgin in her

Son, because the glory of the Son is reflected on the Mother.

Q. Which are the words of the Church P

A. The words of the Church are these: Holy Mary, Mother ef

God, &c. These words assist us to glorify the Blessed Virgin, by re

minding her of her sanctity, her happiness, and her power.

Q. Why do we say, Prayfor us, sinners ?

A. We say, Prayfor us, sinners, in order to excite her pity by repre

senting to her our misery.

Q. Why do we say, Now and at the hour of our death t

A. We say, Now and at the hour of our death, because there is not a

single moment of our life without its wants and perils, and at our last

hour the devil redoubles his efforts to destroy us.

Q. Mention some other very beautiful prayers of the Church ?

A. We also reckon among the most beautiful prayers of the Church

the Angelus, the Salve Eegina, the Litany of the Blessed Virgin, and

the Litany of the Saints.

Prayer, p. "GS.
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THIRTY-SECOND LESSON.

OUB UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY HOPS.' SECOND MEANS TO

ORTAIN GBACE—THR 8ACBAMENTS.

Q. Which is the second means to obtain Grace P

A. The second means to obtain Grace is the Sacraments.

Q. What are the Sacraments ?

A. The Sacraments are sensible signs, instituted by Our Lord Jesus

Christ, for the purpose of sanctifying us.

Q. How many Sacraments are there P

A. There are seven Sacraments : Baptism, Confirmation, Eucharist,

Penance, Extreme Unction, Holy Orders, and Matrimony.

Q. To what do all the Sacraments relate ?

A. All the Sacraments relate to Communion: Baptism renders us

capable of the union which is thereby effected with Our Lord ; Confirma

tion maintains this union or makes us more worthy of it ; Penance dis

poses us to re-establish it when it has been broken by sin ; Extreme

Unctiou assists us to consummate it at the moment of death ; Holy Orders

and Matrimony perpetuate it, by perpetuating the Church.

Q. Who instituted the Sacraments?

A. Our Lord Jesus Christ instituted the Sacraments. No other than

He could institute them, because God alone can attach to sensible things

the power of producing Grace.

Q. Why did Our Lord institute the Sacraments P

A. Our Lord instituted the Sacraments (1 ) to communicate His Graces

to us; (2) to help us, by means of sensible things, to comprehend

spiritual things ; (3) to show us His infinite power, by making use of the

least in working the greatest things ; and (4) to teach us continually that

we are all brethren.

Q. How do the Sacraments sanctify us ?

A. The Sacraments sanctify us, that is, make us pleasing to God, by

giving us Graces.

Q. What Graces do they give us P

A. Some give us the Grace which makes us, from being sinners,

just, as Baptism and Penance, and are therefore called Sacramenti of the

Dead. Others give us the Grace which makes us, from being just, still

more just, and are therefore called Sacramentt of the Jiving.

Q. What other effect have Baptism, Confirmation, and Holy Orders ?

A. Baptism, Confirmation, and Holy Orders also imprint on our souls

an indelible mark or character, which fits us to do or to receive certain

things in the order of Religion ; hence, they cannot be received more

than once.
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Q. How do the Sacraments produce their effects P

A. All the Sacraments produce their effects by their own virtue, that

is to say, independently of the dispositions of him who administers them,

provided the necessary elements are employed.

Q. What do you understand by the elements of the Sacraments?

A. By the elements of the Sacraments we understand the things of

which they are composed, and which are three in number : the matte:,

the form, and the minister.

Q. How do we know that Our Lord instituted the seven Sacraments ?

A. We know that Our Lord instituted the seven Sacraments by toe

Scripture and by Tradition.

Prayer, p. 382.

THIRTY-THIRD LESSON.

OUB, UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM BY HOPE. RAPTISM.

Q. What is Baptism ?

A. Baptism is a Sacrament which gives us a divine life, efface

original sin, and makes us Christians and children of God and of the

Church.

Q. What is the matter of the Sacrament of Baptism ?

A. The matter of the Sacrament of Baptism is water : rain-water,

sea-water, river-water, marsh-water, or any other kind of natural water.

Q. What is the form of the Sacrament of Baptism ?

A. The form of the Sacrament of Baptism consists in the words whidi

the Priest pronounces, as he pours the water on the head of the person to

be baptised : J baptise thee in the name ofthe Father, and of the Son, ami

of the Holy Ghost. These words must be pronounced, uot before or after

the ablution, but while it is being made, and by him who makes it.

Q. In how many ways may Baptism be given P

A. Baptism may be given in three ways: by immersion, by infusion.

and by aspersion.

Q. How many kinds of Baptism are there P

A. We distinguish three kinds of Baptism ; Baptism of water, which

is the Sacrament of Baptism ; Baptism of blood, which is martyrdom ; ud

Baptism of fire, which is the desire of receiving Baptism. The second

and third are not Sacraments ; but they supply for Baptism when it can

not be had.

Q. Who are the ministers of the Sacrament of Baptism P

A. The ministers of the Sacrament of Baptism are Bishops and

Priests. But in case of necessity any person may baptise—without cer»-

monies, however. On this account, everyone ought to know how to

baptise.
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Q. When did Our Lord institute Baptism?

A. Our Lord instituted Baptism when He was Himself baptised by

St. John in the Jordan.

Q. When did Baptism become obligatory in order to be saved ?

A. Baptism became obligatory in order to be saved when Our Lord

said to His Apostles, Oo, teach all nations, and baptise them in the name

of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.

Q. When are children to be baptised P

A. Children are to be baptised as soon as possible after their birth :

the Church has with good reason commanded it.

Q. What are the duties of godfathers and godmothers P

A. The duties of godfathers and godmothers are to watch over their

godchildren, and to see that they faithfully fulfil their Baptismal

promises.

Q. What are the effects of Baptism?

A. The effects of Baptism are these : (1) it effaces original sin, and

all sins committed by our own will before receiving it ; (2) it remits

all the punishments due to sin ; (3) it makes us children of God and

heirs to the Kingdom of Heaven ; (4) it makes us children of the Church

and gives us a right to all her goods; and (5) it imprints on our souls an

indelible character, which distinguishes us from all those who are not

Christians.

Q. To what does Baptism oblige us P

A. Baptism obliges us to renounce the devil, with all his works and

pomps, and to remain always attached to Our Lord Jesus Christ and the

Church.

Q. Why is Baptism the most necessary of all the Sacraments ?

A. Baptism is the most necessary of all the Sacraments because no

one can be saved without being baptised. Our Lord has said, Whoever is

not born again by water and the Holy Ghost, cannot enter into the Kingdom

of Heaven.

Prayer, p. 396.

THIRTY-FOURTH LESSON.

OT7R UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM BY HOPE. RAPTISM (continued).

Q. Will you relate the history of Baptism P

A. In the early ages of the Church, those who asked Baptism were

not at once admitted to it: they were usually instructed and tried for two

years. They were called catechumens, that is to say, catechised persons.

When the time for Baptism drew near, they were examined in an assembly

called a scrutiny.

Q. When was Baptism given 1

A. Baptism was given during the night that preceded the Festival
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of Easter or the Festival of Pentecost, because the former called to mind

the passage of the Red Sea, and the latter the passage to the New Law.

Q. What was done after Baptism ?

A. After Baptism the newly baptised were clothed in white gar

ments, to represent the innocence and spiritual liberty which they had

just obtained. They next received Confirmation and Communion. Then

milk and honey were given them to partake of—indicating that they had

entered the true Land of Promise.

Q. How long did the newly baptised wear their white garments?

A. The newly baptised wore their white garments for eight days,

which were days of festivity, prayer, instruction, and every kind of good

work.

Q. Did the Early Christians preserve faithfully the remembrance of

their Baptism ?

A. The Early Christians preserved faithfully the remembrance of

their Baptism. Every year they celebrated its anniversary with new

fervour : this festival was called the Annotine, or Annual, Fasch.

Q. When did the custom of giving Confirmation and the Eucharist to

the newly baptised cease ?

A. The custom of giving Confirmation to the newly baptised ceased

when it was no longer possible for the Bishops to administer Baptism by

themselves, and of giving the Eucharist when the Church, for very wise

reasons, prohibited its being given to the laity under both species—this

was in the beginning of the fifteenth century, at the Council of Con

stance.

Q. What do the ceremonies of Baptism denote P

A. The ceremonies of Baptism denote the greatness of this Sacra

ment, the effects which it produces, and the obligations which it imposes.

They are worthy of all our veneration, since they may be traced back to

the first ages of the Church.

Q. What are the temporal advantages of Baptism ?

A. The temporal advantages of Baptism are (1) to protect the life of

the child ; (2) to defend its innocence ; (3) to inspire its parents with a

great respect for it and a great care of it ; and (4) to enable its parents to

bear cheerfully the anxieties inseparable from its education.

Prayer, p. 412.

THIRTY-FIFTH LESSON.

OUR TNIOV WITH THE NEW ADAM BY HOPE. CONFIRMATION.

Q. Wiiat is Confirmation ?

A. Confirmation is a Sacrament which increases the divine life in us,

gives us the Holy Ghost with all His gifts, and makes us perfect

Christians.
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Q. What is the matter of the Sacrament of Confirmation P

A. The matter of the Sacrament of Confirmation is holy chrism,

which is a mixture of olive-oil and balm, blessed by the Bishop on Holy

Thursday. The oil figures the sweetness and strength communicated to

lis by the Holy Ghost, and the balm the good odour of virtue whioh the

confirmed ought to spread around them.

Q. What is the form of the Sacrament of Confirmation ?

A. The form of the Sacrament of Confirmation consists in the follow-

ing words, whioh the Bishop pronounces while he anoints with holy

chrism the forehead of the person to be confirmed: I tign thee with the

sign of the cross, and I confirm thee with the chrism of salvation, in the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.

Q. Why does the Bishop make an unction with holy chrism on the

forehead?

A. The Bishop makes an unction with holy chrism on the forehead

in order to teach the person confirmed that he must never be ashamed of

his Faith.

Q. Why does the Bishop strike the person confirmed lightly on the

cheek ?

A. The Bishop strikes the person confirmed lightly on the cheek in

order that he may be mindful of his confirmation and learn that he must

always be ready to suffer everything for Jesus Christ.

Q. Who is the ordinary minister of Confirmation ?

A. The ordinary minister of Confirmation is the Bishop, who is the

successor of the Apostles, and who alone has the power to confirm, since

this power belongs only to the Apostles.

Q. What are the dispositions of the body for receiving Confirmation ?

A. The dispositions of the body for receiving Confirmation are—

(1) to be fasting, if convenient ; (2) to be modest in one's dress and de»

meanour ; and (3) to have the forehead, on whioh the Bishop makes the

unction, clean and uncovered.

Q. What are the dispositions of the soul ?

A. The dispositions of the soul are—(1) to have been baptised ; (2) to

be in the state of grace : and (3) to be instructed in the principal truths

of Religion, and especially in what relates to Confirmation.

Q. Why is it necessary to receive Confirmation ?

A. It is necessary to receive Confirmation because we have need of

strength to practise our Religion, and they who, out of neglect or con

tempt, do not receive it are guilty of a great sin.

Q. What are the effects of Confirmation P

A. (1) Confirmation perfects the grace of Baptism in us; (2) it gives

us courage to profess our Religion in the midst of scandals or persecu

tions ; and (3) it imprints an indelible character on us.

Q. What gifts did it communicate in the early ages ?

A. In the early ages it communicated the gifts of miracles, tongues,

VOL. II. 54
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and prophecy, which continued as long as they were necessary for the

establishment of Religion. •

Q. "Will you tell us some of the temporal advantages of Confirma

tion?

A. 'The following are a few of the temporal advantages of Confirma

tion: (1) it inspires us with a high idea of our dignity as Christians;

(2) it teaches us that the life of man on earth is a continual warfare ;

(S)it supplies us with the weapons necessary to fight valiantly and to avoid

those shameful defeats which would render us miserable even in this

world.

Prayer, p. 429.

THIRTY-SIXTH LESSON.

OUR UNION WITH THB NEW ADAM RY HOI-E. THE EUCHABIST.

Q. Which is the most august of all the Sacraments ?

A. The most august of all the Sacraments is the Eucharist, because

it contains the very Author of Grace, and all the other Sacraments have

a special relation to it.

Q. What is the Eucharist ?

A. The Eucharist is a Sacrament which nourishes the divine life in

ns, and which truly, really, and substantially contains the Body, Blood.

Soul, and Divinity of Our Lord Jesus Christ, under the appearances of

bread and wine.

Q. Why do you say truly, really, and substantially t

A. We say truly, really, and substantially, in order to show that Oar

Lord is present in the Eucharist, not merely by a figure, or by faith, or

by His power, but with His Body and Soul.

Q. What names are given to this Sacrament ?

A. In the early ages there were many names given to this Sacrament

such as Breaking of Bread, because it is the Bread of Breads ; Eucharist,

which means thanksgiving; Communion, because by it we are most in

timately united to Our Lord ; and Viaticum, because it is the food of

man on his journey through this life.

Q. What is the matter of the Eucharist?

A. The matter of the Eucharist is bread and wine ; for, to consecrats

I lis Body and Blood, Our Lord took bread, which Ho blessed, saving,

This is My Body, and wine, which He blessed, saying, This is iVy

Blood.

Q. Why did Our Lord choose bread and wine to be the matter of the

Eucharist '!

A. Our Lord choso broad and wine to be the matter of the Eucharist

in order to tench usH) that His Horiynnd Blood ought to be the nourish
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went of our souls, as bread and wine are the nourishment of our bodies ;

and (2) that the end of this Sacrament is to unite us closely with Him

and with our brethren.

Q. What is the form of the Eucharist ?

A The form of the Eucharist consists in the words of consecration

which the Priest pronounces at Mass, and which change the bread and

wine into the Body and Blood of Our Lord. ' '

Q. How is this change termed ?

A. This change is termed transubstantiation, that is to say, a change

of substance.

Q. What remains on the altar after the words of consecration ?

A. After the words of consecration, nothing remains on the altar but

the true Body and Blood of Our Lord.  , .

Q. Does there remain anything of the bread or the wine?

A.. No, there does not remain anything of the bread or the wine but

its species or appearances, such as taste, colour, and form.

Q. Is Our Lord whole and entire in the Eucharist, and under each

species? ......

A. Our Lord is whole and entire, as Ood and as Man, in the Eucha

rist, and under each species: not only so, but He is whole and entire

under the least particle of either species, because Our Lord, living in the

Eucharist, cannot be divided.

Q. When the Host is broken, is Our Lord's Body broken ?

A. When the Host is broken, Our Lord's Body is not broken, because

Our Lord, having risen from the dead, can never more be divided, can

never more suffer, can never more die.

Q. What do we receive when we communicate ?

A. When we communicate, we receive Our Lord Jesus Christ, the

Second Person of the Blessed Trinity—His Body, His Blood, His Soul,

md His Divinity : we receive Him whole and entire, alive, true God and

true Man, the same who was bora of the Blessed Virgin Mary, the same

ivho is in Heaven, the same who will come to judge us.

Q. What are the effects of Holy Communion?

A. (1) Communion gives us the life of the New Adam. He who eateth

My Fle»li and drinketh My Blood, says the Saviour, hath eveiiatTing life.

2) It unites us corporally andspiritually with Our Lord, but in a manner

io close that one of the lathers of the Church compares it to the union

if two pieces of wax melted together. (3) It weakens the ardour of

oncupiscence, strengthens our soul, and imparts to our body the prin-

iple of a glorious resurrection.

Q. What are the dispositions of body to communicate worthily ?

A. The dispositions of body to communicate worthily are fasting,

rhich consists in uot having eaten or drunk anything since midnight,

nd modesty, which consists in decent attire and respectful deportment.

Q. What are the dispositions Of soul?

A . The dispositions of soul are the state of grace, which consists in
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the absence of mortal sin from the conscience, and instruction, whici

consists in knowing the principal truths of Religion and especially -want

relates to the Holy Eucharist.

Q. Is it enough to be instructed and in the state of grace, in order to

communicate with much fruit ?

A. It is not enough to be instructed and in the state of grace, in order

to communicate with much fruit : we must also have a great faith, i

great humility, and a great desire of receiving Jesus Christ, bo as to

become better.

Q. What must we do to excite these sentiments within u» ?

A. To excite these sentiments within us, we must (1) meditate before

hand on these three questions—Who is coming? to whom is Ha

coming? why is He coming? (2) recite fervently the acts usual before

and after Communion ; and (3) make our thanksgiving with deep recol

lection.

Q. What siu would he commit who should communicate with a

mortal sin on his conscience P

A. He who should communicate with a mortal sin on his conscience

would commit a horrible sacrilege : the way to avoid this misfortune it

to make a good confession.

Q. Is it very necessary to communicate ?

A. It is most necessary to communicate. For Our Lord says, Unleu

you eat the Jlesh of the Son of Man and drink Hie Blood, you thaU not

have life in you. Moreover, the Church has laid a special command on

us to communicate.

Q. Should we communicate often ?

A. The Church would wish us to communicate as often as possible,

provided we communicate worthily.

Prayer, p. 450.

THIRTY-SEVENTH LESSON.

OUB UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM BY HOPE. THE EUCHAItlST—

(continued),

Q. By whom were formerly offered the bread and wine which were

to be consecrated at the altar P

A. The bread and wine to be consecrated at the altar were formerly

offered by the Faithful, who themselves made the bread for their com

munion : emperors and empresses conformed to this usage.

Q. How did the Early Christians communicate ?

A. The Early Christians commuuicated standing, in imitation of the

children of Israel, who had so eaten the Paschal Lamb, a figure of the

Eucharist.
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Q. Did they communicate under both species ?

A. They communicated under both species: this usage ceased on ac

count of the danger of spilling the Precious Blood, and the difficulty of

procuring wine in Northern countries, which were at a later period con

verted to the Faith.

Q. How did they receive the species of bread ?

A. They received the species of bread, the men in their uncovered

hand, and the women in their right hand covered with a fine white linen

cloth. They then bore to their mouth the Sacred Body of the Saviour,

and drank His Precious Blood from a common chalice, held by the

deacons.

Q. Did they sometimes communicate under one species only ?

A. They sometimes communicated under one species only ; for in

stance, on Good Friday.

Q. Was the Communion sent to those who could not assist at the

Holy Sacrifice ?

A. To those who could not assist at the Holy Sacrifice the Communion

was sent by deacons ; for the Early Christians did not think it possible

that they could persevere in virtue without this Bread of the Strong.

Q. Was it permitted them to carry the Eucharist to their houses ?

A. It was permitted them to carry the Eucharist to their houses,

and to communicate themselves, especially on the approach of persecu

tion.

Q. Was it permitted them to carry the Eucharist with them on

journeys ?

A. It was permitted them to carry the Eucharist with them on

journeys, as a guide and safeguard in all dangers of body and soul ; and

so gTeat was their piety that there was no fear that the Saviour, become

the Companion of their journeys, would meet with any irreverence from

them.

Q. How was the Eucharist reserved in churches?

A. The Eucharist was there reserved in taberaacles of the shape of

s tower or a dove, suspended above the altar. The tower denoted the

strength of this Sacrament ; and the dove, the sweetness, innocence, and

simplicity which it communicates to our souls.

Q. What are the temporal advantages of Holy Communion ?

A. The following are some of the temporal advantages of Holy Com

munion : (1) it preserves sanctity, and prevents a multitude of disorders

which would make us unhappy ; (2) it enables us to practise many virtues

from which we derive material benefits : and (3) it inspires those works

of charity and devotedness which are most useful to society.

Prcyer, p. 4GC.
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THIRTY-EIGHTH LESSON.

OUB. UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY HOPE. PENANCE.

Q. What is the Sacrament of Penance ?

A. Penance is a Sacrament instituted by Our 'Lord Jesus Chriat to

restore the divine life to us, and to remit all our sins committed -after

Baptism. So that there is no sin, however great, which may not be re

mitted by the Sacrament of Penance, worthily received.

Q. How many parts in the Sacrament of Penance ?

A. There are two parts in the Sacrament of Penance : the acts of the

penitent and the absolution of the priest.

Q. What are the acts of the penitent?

A. The acts of the penitent, which form the matter of the Sacrament

of Penance, are contrition, confession, and satisfaction.

Q. What must a person do in order to receive this Sacrament

worthily ?

A. In order to receive this Sacrament worthily, a person 'must

(1) examine his conscience ; (2) repent of his sins ; (3) confess his sins;

and (4) do penance for his sins, by satisfying God and the neighbour.

Q. What is meant by examining one's conscience ?

A. To examine one's conscience is to find out the sins that one has

committed, in order to confess them. This examination. ought to be

(1) exact—we must examine ourselves carefully on all the sins that we

may have committed by thought, word, deed, or omission ; and (2) t»-

partial—we must examine ourselves without flattery, as wo should

examine a stranger.

Q. What are the means to make the examination of conscience well ?

A. The means to make the examination of conscience well are prayer,

a lively faith, recollection, and the habit of examining one's conscience

every night.

Q. Over what period of time is a person to examine himself ?

A. A person is to examine himself since his last good confession,

because the sins told in bad confessions are not forgiven, and they most

be severally confessed again, if there is a change of confessor.

Q. When a person has examined his conscience, what is he to do ?

A. When a person has examined his conscience, he must excite him

self to contrition.

Q. What is contrition ?

A. Contrition is a hearty sorrow for and a great detestation of the sins

that one has committed, with a firm purpose of sinning no more. There

are two kinds of contrition : perfect and imperfect. The latter is also

called attrition.

Q. What is perfect contrition?

A. Perfect contrition is a sorrow for having offended God because He
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is infinitelv good and sin displeases Him. Perfect contrition, joined with

a desire of the Sacrament of Penance, suffices to remit sins.

Q. What is imperfect contrition P

A. Imperfect contrition is a sorrow for having offended God because

sin deserves Hell, loses Heaven, and is in every way most vile. It sup

poses a beginning of the love of God, and, to remit sins, must be actually

]oined with the Sacrament of Penance.

-' Q. Into how many parts may contrition be divided P

A. Contrition may be divided into two parts; (1) a repentance for

past sins ; and (2) a firm purpose to avoid sin in future.

Q. What are the qualities of repentance ?

A. Repentance must be (1) interior—in the heart, and not merely oh

the lips or in the imagination ; (2) sovereign—mortal sin should displease

us more than any other evil, because mortal sin deprives us of the greatest

of all goods, which is God : (3) supernatural—it should be produced in

us by the grace of the Holy Ghost and founded on motives of Faith ; and

(4) universal—it should extend to all mortal sins without exception.

Q. What is a firm purpose ?

A. A firm purpose is a resolution taken never more to offend God,

and implies a will to repair any injury done to the neighbour : it must

have the same qualities as repentance.

Q. What must we do in order to have repentance and a firm pur

pose ?

A. In order to have repentance and a firm purpose, we must (1) ask

them of God through the intercession of the Blessed Virgin, our Good

Angel, and Penitent Saints; (2) penetrate our soulR with some motive

of contrition—representing to ourselves the great God outraged by sin,

Our Lord crucified, Heaven lost, or Hell deserved ; and (3) end by making

a sincere act of coutrition.

Q. How may we judge whether we have a firm purpose ?

A. We may judge that we have a firm purpose if we make serious

efforts to amend our lives, by avoiding the occasions of sin and following

the directions of our confessor.

Q. When we have excited ourselves to contrition, what are we to do ?

A. When we have excited ourselves to contrition, we must go to

confession.

Q. What is confession P

A. Confession is au accusation of one's sins to an approved priest, in

order to obtain absolution for them.

Q. How are we to tell our sins ?

A. We are to tell our sins simply—without excuses, just saying what

is necessary and nothing but what is necessary ; humbly—with groat in

terior and exterior confusion for having committed them ; purely—

making use of modest words ; sorrowfully—with deep regret for having

committed them ; sincerely—telling them such as they are, without

adding to or taking front them, without disguising or hiding them;
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entirely—accusing ourselves of all mortal sins, and of those circumstances

at least which change their species : if we cannot know their number, wa

must say what we think very near it.

Q. Are all these conditions equally indispensable ?

A. All these conditions are not equally indispensable : the first three

are useful ; the lost three are necessary.

Q. If a person had the misfortune to conceal a mortal sin, what should

he do?

A. If a person had the misfortune to conceal a mortal sin, or s sib

that he thought mortal, he should make over again all the confessions in

which he had concealed it, tell the sin that he had concealed, and more

over tell that he had concealed it.

Prayer, p. 483. .

THIRTY-NINTH LESSON.

OUfc UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY HOPE. PENANCE (continued).

Q. What do you remark on the words of Our Lord, Receive ye tie

Holy Ghost : whose tins you shall forgive, they are forgiven ; and whote

sins you shall retain, they are retainedt

A. I remark on these words that a twofold power is confided to the

Apostles and their successors—the power to forgive sins and the power

to retain sins ; but they cannot forgive or retain them if they do not

know them, and they cannot know them if penitents do not confess

them.

Q. What follows hence?

A. It follows hence that confession is absolutely necessary, and that

it is of divine institution.

Q. Is confession the only means established to forgive sins P

A. Confession is the only means established to forgive sins : (I) Our

Lord mentioned no other; C2) the Church knows no other ; (3) if there

were any other, the power of forgiving and retaining sins, confided to the

Apostles, would be vain and useless, sinoe no person would confess.

Q. Has confession been always in use from the time of the Apostlw

down to our time ?

A. Confession has always been in use from the time of the Apostles

down to our time. Infidels do not speak the truth when they say that

confession does not reach further back than the thirteenth century. We

have witnesses regarding confession from the thirteenth century even to

the first: for the twelfth century, St. Barnard; for the eleventh. St.

Peter Damian ; for the tenth, Reginon, Abbot in the diocese of Treves :

for the ninth, the Council of Paris : for the eighth, St. Boniface, Arch
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bishop of Mayence ; for the seventh, St. Gregory the Great ; for the

sixth, St. Leo ; for the fifth, St. Augustine ; for the fourth, St.

Ohrysostom ; for the third, St. Basil ; for the second, Origen ; for the

first, St. Clement, disciple of St. Peter, and, among the Apostles, St.

John, St. James, and St. Luke. Last of all we have Our Lord Jesus

Christ, who says, I give you the keyi of the kingdom of Heaven: whatso

ever you shall loose on earth shall be loosed in Heaven, and whatsoever you

shall bind on earth shall be bound in Heaven.

Q. "Which is the third part of the Sacrament of Penance ?

A. The third part of the Sacrament of Penance is satisfaction.

Q. What is satisfaction ?

A. Satisfaction is the penance that we inflict on ourselves, in ordet

to repair the injury done to God and the wrong caused to the neighbour

by our sins.

Q. How do we make satisfaction ?

A. We make satisfaction to the neighbour by repairing the evil that

we have brought on him, in his person or in his goods. We make satis

faction to God by repairing His outraged glory—exercising ourselves in

good works, and performing the penance that our confessor imposes

on us.

Q. Why does the confessor impose a penance on us ?

A. The confessor imposes a penance on us that we may satisfy for

the temporal punishment due to sin and that we may be hindered from

relapsing into sin.

Q. Why do you say the temporal punishment ?

A. We say the temporal puinshment because the eternal punishment

is remitted in the Sacrament of Penance.

Q. When and how is a person to perform his penance ?

A. A person must perform his penance at the time and in the manner

pointed out by the confessor : we are not free to omit or to change it.

Q. What is the form of the Sacrament of Penance ?

A. The form of the Sacrament of Penance consists in the words of

absolution. That the absolution may be valid, it must be given by a

Priest holding faculties from a lawful Bishop*

Q. Who are the ministers of the Sacrament of Penance ?

A. The ministers of the Sacrament of Penance are Bishops and

Priests.

Q. Who instituted the Sacrament of Penance ?

A. It was Our Lord that instituted the Sacrament of Penance, when,

breathing on His Apostles, He said to them, Receive ye the Holy Ghost :

whose sins you shallforgive, they are forgiven ; whose sins you shall retain,

they are retained.

Prayer, p. 404.
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FORTIETH LESSON.

ovu. union with the new adam by hope, tenancf (continued),

Q. What are the effects of the Sacrament of Penance ? 1

A. The effects of the Sacrament of Penance are as follows : (1) it re

mits al) the sins committed after Baptism ; (2) it remits the eternal, and

sometimes even the temporal, punishment due to sin ; and (3) it revives

the merit of past good works.

Q. What are the dispositions essential for the worthy reception of the

Sacrament of Penance P

A. The dispositions essential for the worthy reception of the Sacra

ment of Penance are, instruction, and the acts of the penitent, namely,

contrition, confession, and satisfaction. To receive it with more fruit,

we should add a lively faith, a great confidence, a profound humility,

and a sincere gratitude.

Q. For whom is the Sacrament of Penance necessary ?.

A. The Sacrament of Penance is necessary for all those whq. have

fallen into mortal sin after Hnptisra ; and it is as necessary for them as

Baptism for those who have not yet heen baptised.

Q. What have you to say of the prayers and ceremonies that accom

pany the Sacrament of Penance ?

A. The prayers and ceremonies that accompany the Sacrament of

Penance—that occur before, during, and after confession—are very

touching indeed.

Q. What does the penitent do before confessing ?

A. On entering the confessional, the penitent kneels down, and makes

the sig^i of the cross on himself, in order to call to mind that the Son of

God died for him. Then he says, Bless me, father, for Ihave sinned,

Q. Why does the penitent call the confessorfather t

A. The penitent calls the confessorfather (1) to denote that it is from

him he expects the life of grace ; (2) to remind him of the sentiments of

pity and cnarity that become a father ; and (3) to show the greatness of

his confidence and the readiness of his obedience towards him.

Q. What does the confessor do P

A. The confessor begs of God to give the penitent the grace to make

a good and sincere confession.

Q. What does the penitent do next?

A. The penitent next recites the Confiteor, as far as tho words,

through my fault. The Confiteor is a confession by which the penitent

asks of God and the Saints to listen to the acknowledgment of his

offences : it serves to humble and soften his heart.

Q. What does he say after this ?

A. After this he tells how long it is since he was last at confession.
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whether he received absolution,, whether he performed hia penan c,

whether he was truly contrite.

Q. What must he do during the confession ?

A. During the confession he must be wholly occupied with what he

says and with what the confessor asks. He concludes thus, I accuse

myselfof all these sins, of all the sins that I may have forgotten, and of all

the sins of my past life, particularly those against the—Commandment;

and I humbly bey pardon of Godfor them, and penance and absolution of

you, father, if you judge me properly disposed.

Q. What then?

A. The penitent then takes up the Confiteor again, and says, through

myfault, through my fault, through my most grievous fault. While he

pronounces these words, he strikes his breast three times as a sign of

contrition, and, when he has finished the prayer, he listens attentively to

the instruction or advice of the confessor.

Q. Does the confessor make any prayer ?

A. The confessor then makes two prayers, to obtain for the penitent

the forgiveness of his sins. He also points out to him the means of

avoiding a relapse, imposes a penance on him, and, if he finds him dis

posed, gives him absolution.

Q. What is the penitent to do while the confessor is giving him

absolution ?

A. While the confessor is giving him absolution, the penitent is to

think of his sins, and, with his whole heart, to make an act of contrition

for them.

Q. Is the Sacrament of Penance very advantageous to man and

society P

A. The Sacrament of Penance is very advantageous to man—it in

structs, encourages, consoles, and tranquillises him ; and to society—it

prevents innumerable crimes and repairs innumerable disorders.1

Prayer, p 510.

FORTY-FIRST LESSON.

OUB, UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY HOPE. INDULGENCES AND

JURILERS.

Q. What is an indulgence ?

A. An indulgence is a remission of the temporal punishment due to

our sine, which the Church gvants us, apnrt from the Sacrament of

Penance, by an application of the merits of Jesus Christ and the Saints.

1 Timid souls, who are often over anxious about their confessions, would do well to
read a littlo book entitled Holy ConMence, by Father Eogaccl, S.J. But the great rule for

them ia to obey their confessor. ( Tr . )
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Q. Who gave the Church the power to grant indulgences?

A. Our Lord Jesus Christ gave the Church the power to grant b-

dulgences, when He said tc His Apostles, Whatsoever you sluill bad a

earth, shall be bound in Heaven, and whatsoever you shall loose on esA

slutll be loosed in Heaven. These words gave the Church the power v

remit sin ; and, with much greater reason, the power to remit the punish

ment due to sin.

Q Has the Church always made use of this power ?

A. The Church has always made use of this power. St. Paul granted

an indulgence to a guilty Christian, in consideration of the Faithful of

Corinth. The Church has often, in times of persecution, abridged tie

penance of sinners, at the request of Confessors and Martyrs. God Him

self pardons us on account of the merits of Our Lord, so that i3

Christianity is but one great indulgence.

Q. Why was this power granted to the Church ?

A. This power was granted to the Church in order to assist oc

weakness and to draw closer the bonds of charity. But indulgence! &

not remit sins : they suppose them already remitted.

Q. What is the source of indulgences ?

A. The source of indulgences is the superabundant merits of Oai

Lord, the Blessed Virgin, and the Saints.

Q. How many kinds of indulgences are there ?

A. There are two kinds of indulgences : plenary and partial.

Q. What is a plenary indulgence ?

A. A plenary indulgence is a full remission of all the temrm

punishments due to sin in this world and in the next : so that whwrc

dies immediately after gaining it goes straight to Heaven, without ptiat:

through Purgatory.

Q. What is a partial indulgence ?

A. A partial indulgence is a remission of a part of the canooia

penances formerly imposed by the Church, and consequently of a parts

the pains of Purgatory.

Q. What must we do in order to gain indulgences ?

A. In order to gain indulgences, we must say the prayers and perfcr:

the works prescribed by him who grants them, and also be in the «f

of grace, at least when performing the last work prescribed. To gib 1

plenary indulgence in all its fulness, we must have no sin, either raerai

or veinal, nor any affection to venial sin.

Q. What is meant by an indulgence of seven years or seven qusx

tines ?

A. By an indulgence of seveu years or seven quarantines is meaol

remission of seven years or seven leuts of penance, which the Ctao

formerly imposed on public penitents.

Q. Is it very necessary to gain indulgences?

A. It is very necessary to gain indulgences, if we want to pwP*
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ourselves from many evils, such as diseases, misfortunes, and the pains

of Purgatory, which far surpass all that can be suffered here on earth.

Q. What is a Jubilee P

A. A Jubilee is a plenary indulgence, accompanied with many

extraordinary favours, as well for the faithful as for confessors. The

Great Jubilee is that which is granted every twenty- five years : it begins

in Rome on Christmas Eve, and, after continuing there for a year, ex

tends to the rest of Christendom.

frayer, p, 527,

{

FORTY-SECOND LESSON.

OUR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM BY HOPE. EXTREME UNCTION.

Q. What is Extreme Unction P

A. Extreme Unction is a Sacrament instituted by Our Lord to

strengthen the divine life in us, and to procure the spiritual and corporal

relief of the sick.

Q. What is the matter of Extreme Unction ?

A. The matter of Extreme Unction is oil blessed by the Bishop op

Holy Thursday : the oil is blessed to show that it does not operate in thi

Sacrament by its own virtue, but by the power of God.

Q. What is the form of this Sacrament ?

A. The form of this Sacrament consists in the words which the

Priest pronounces, while he makes the unction on the various senses : By

this holy unction, and by His own most tender mercy, may the Lordforgive

thee all the sins that thou hast committed by thy sight, thy hearing, &c.

Q. Why are the various senses anointed P

A. The various senses are anointed, in order that they may be puri

fied, and that the sins of which they have been the instruments may be

effaced.

Q. Who is the minister of this Sacrament ?

A. The minister of this Sacrament is the Priest.

Q. What are the effects of Extreme Unction ?

A. The effects of Extreme Unction are—(1) to heal the soul of the re

mains of sin, which, as a languor, prevent it from rising to God ; (2) to

strengthen the sick person, so that be may endure the pains of his illness

more patiently ; (8) to efface unknown or forgotten sins ; and (4) to re

store health, when such will contribute to salvation.

Q. What are the dispositions for receiving this Sacrament P

A. The dispositions for receiving this Sacrament are—(1) to be in the
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state of grace ; and (2) to make, before receiving it, acts of faith, hope,

and charity.

Q. When is it to be received P

A. It is to be received when persons who have come to the use of

reason are in danger of death. But we must not put off its reception till

our agony. For this reason, it is very good to make some pious Christian

promise us that he will give us warning when we shall be in danger.

Q. Would he be guilty of any sin who, out of contempt, should

neglect to receive Extreme Unction ?

A. He who, out of contempt, should neglect to receive Extreme

Unction would be guilty of a great sin.

Q. How used this Sacrament to be received?

A. This Sacrament used to be received in the Church, or on one'-

knees at home : which shows us that its reception was not delayed till

the last moment. Immediately afterwards, the sick person would'be laid

on sackcloth and ashes, so as to imitate, in some manner, Our Lord dying

on the cross.

Q. How should the sick person's room be arranged?

A. The sick person's room should be decently arranged, as a mark of

respect for the Sacrament. It should have a table, covered with a white

linen cloth ; and, placed on the table, a crucifix, two lighted tapers, hoh

water, a plate containing seven or eight little balls of tow, and some

crumbs of bread to purify the Priest's fingers, water to wash them, and a

Q. What is the object of the Priest's prayers in administering tfai?

Sacrament ?

A. The object of the Priest's prayers in administering this Sacrament

is to obtain for the sick person the pardon of his sins, a restoration to

bealth, and conformity to the will of God.

Q. What is the object of the prayers for the recommendation of

a departing soul ?

A. The object of the prayers for the recommendation of a departing

soul is to help it to die well, and to obtain for it, after death, a speed?

deliverance from Purgatory.

Q. What are the temporal advantages of Extreme Unction ?

A. The temporal advantages of Extreme Unction are these: (1) it

consoles us for the loss of our relatives and friends, by the hope of seeim'

them again in a better life ; and (2) it loudly proclaims to us the Aopm'

of immortality, which is a spur to all the virtues and a bridle for all th«

passions.

 

Prayer, p, C43.
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FOHTY-THIRD LESSON.

OUE UNIOM WITn THIS NEW ADAM RY HOPE. HOLY ORDERS.

Q. What is the Sacrament of Holy Orders?

A; The Sacrament of Holy Orders is a Sacrament which perpetuates

the divine life in the Church, by perpetuating Priests, and which gives

to those who receive it the power to perform ecclesiastical functions and

the grace to do so worthily.

Q. What is the matter of the Sacrament of Holy Orders ?

A. The matter of the Sacrament of Holy Orders is the imposition of

hands and the touching of sacred vessels, which signify the power given

to Priests over holy things.

Q. What is its form and who is its minister P

A. The form of this Sacrament is the words of the Bishop who givei

ordination, and the minister is the Bishop himself.

Q. When did Our Lord institute this Sacrament?

A. Our Lord instituted this Sacrament when He said to His Apostles

after the Last Supper, Do tintfor a commemoration of Me.

Q. What nre the effects of the Sacrament of Orders.

A. The effects of the Sacrament of Orders are—(1) the grace which

it communicates ; (2) the indelible character which it imprints ; and

(3) the power which it gives to exercise ecclesiastical functions.

Q. To whom do ecclesiastical functions relate ?

A. Ecclesiastical functions relate to Our Lord in the Blessed Eucha

rist ; for the Sacrament of Orders gives two kinds of power to Priests :

one over His natural body ; and the other over His mystical body,

which is the Church.

Q. What does that mean ?

so as to prepare the Faithful for the Eucharist.

Q. What do we owe to Priests ?

A. We owe to Priests (1) respect, on account of their dignity, which

surpasses that of the Angels ; (2) obedience, because Jesus Christ said

to Priests, He who hears you hears Me, and he who despises you despises

Me ; and (3) gratitude, because they are our benefactors—they pray for

us, they instruct us, they sanctify us, they relieve all human miseries,

they have withdrawn the world from barbarism and they prevent it from

returning thereto.

Q. What are the principal dispositions for receiving the Sacrament of

Holy Orders ?

A. The principal dispositions for receiving the Sacrament of Holy

OTders are learning, virtue, age, and vocation.
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Q. How many kinds of Orders are there "/

A. There Are two kinds of Orders : Major and Minor, which are pre

ceded by the ceremony of the tonsure.

Q. What is the tonsure ?

A. The tonsure is a ceremonv established since the origin of the

Church, to separate from the world those who are preparing for Orders,

and to inspire them with a sense of the virtues proper for their state.

Q. How do the candidates for tonsure present themselves at the

altar?

A. The candidates for tonsure present themselves at the altar with »

surplice on the arm and a taper in the hand : the surplice with which the

Bishop invests them signifies that they clothe themselves with Jesus

Christ, and the taper denotes the charity which induces theni to conse

crate themselves to God and to spend themselves in the divine service..

Prayer, p. 553.

FORTY-FOURTH LESSON.

OUR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RT HOPE. HOLY ORDERS

(continued).

Q. Which are the Minor Orders ?

A. The Minor Orders are those of Door-keepor, Reader, Exorcist, and

Acolyte.

Which is the first of the Minor Orders ?

The first of the Minor Orders, which is given after the ceremony

of the tonsure, is that of Door-keeper.

Q. What are ifa functions?

A. In the early ages, it was the duty of the Door-keeper to open the

church, to keep it clean, and to maintain silence therein ; also, to an

nounce the hours of prayers and offices. He is still reminded of these

functions in the ceremonies of his ordination.

Q. Which is the second of the Minor Orders ?

A. The second of the Minor Orders is that of Reader. The Readers

were appointed to read the Holy Scripture to the people in the church.

This is the reason why the Bishop, when ordaining them, always makes

them read the Book of Lessons.

Q. Which is the third P

A. The third of the Minor Orders is that of Exorcist, whose office it

was to exorcise catechumens, and to deliver possessed persons, vcrr

numerous in the beginniug of the Church, as we learn from the Gospel

nnd the Fathers. Hence it comes that the Bishop, when ordaining Exor

cists, makes them touch the Missal ; for it is by tho Word of God that

thev are able to banish the devil.
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Q. Which ia the fourth?

A. The fourth of the Minor Orders is that of Acolyte, which means

one who follows, or one who accompanies, because the Acolvtes used

always to accompany Bishops and to serve them at the altar. It is on this

account that the Bishop, when ordaining them, makes them touch

an empty cruet, and hold in their hand a candlestick with a lighted

candle.

Q. Which are the Major Orders ?

A. The Major Orders are Sub-deaconship, Deaconship, and Priest

hood.

Q. Which is the first of the Major Orders P

A. The first of the Major Orders is Sub-deaconship. Sub-deacons

were formerly the secretaries of the Bishops, who employed them in

their negotiations, in the distribution of their alms, and in the care of

their temporal affairs.

Q. What are the functions of Sub-deacons at the present day t

A. The functions of Sub-deacons at the present day may be reduced

to serving the Deacon at the altar. Before their ordination, Sub-deacons

prostrate themselves on their faces, to show that they renounce the

world for ever and consecrate themselves to the service of God and His

Church.

Q. Which is the second of the Major Orders ?

A. The second of the Major Orders is Deaconship. The Apostles

themselves ordained Deacons to watch over the wants of the poor, to

baptise, to preach, to distribute the Eucharist to the Faithful, and to

visit confessors and martyrs in prison and provide for their needs.

Q. What have they to do at present f

A. At present they serve the Priest or the Bishop at the altar, chant

the Gospel, and present the bread and wine for consecration. Before

their ordination, they prostrate themselves like the Sub-deacons to mark

anew their renunciation of the world.

Q. Which is the third of the Major Orders ?

A. The third of the Major Orders is the Priesthood. The functions

of Priests have always been and still are to offer the Holy Sacrifice, to

preside in assemblies of the Faithful, to preach the Word of God, to

bless the people, and to administer the Sacraments.

Q. What do they do before their ordination ?

A. Before their ordination, Priests prostrate themselves like the

Deacons and Sub-deacons. Before being made Christians, we all renounce

the devil three times : before being ordained, Priests renounce the world

three times, to show that they are wholly consecrated to the service of

Jesus Christ and the Faithful.

Q. Why are these Orders called Minor and Major t

A. These Orders are called Minor and Major because they relate

more or less directly to the Blessed Eucharist: but altogether they form

only one Sacrament, which is the Sacrament of Holy Orders.

vol. II. 55
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Q. What are the social advantages of the Sacrament of Holy

Orders ?

A. Society owes everything to the Sacrament of Holy Orders. For

no Society without Religion ; no Religion without Priests ; no Priests

without the Sacrament of Holy Orders.

Prayer, p. 564.

FORTY-FIFTH LESSON.

OUE UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY HOPH. MATRIMONY.

Q. What is Matrimony ?

A. Mntrimony, or Marriage, is a Sacrament instituted by Our Lord

Jesus Christ, to perpetuate the divine life in the Church, and to sanctify

the union of married persons.

Q. What effects does this Sacrament produce ?

A. This Sacrament produces three effects: it gives to those who re

ceive it worthily the grace to sanctify themselves in their state, to bring

up their children in a Christian manner, and to represent the union of

Jesus Christ with the Church.

Q. How do married persons represent this union P

A. Married persons rtpresent this union by their sanctity, their

mutual charity, their care of their children, and their fidelity till death.

Q. What are the dispositions for receiving worthily the Sacrament of

Matrimony ?

A. The dispositions for receiving worthily the Sacrament of Matri

mony are, the state of grace, instruction, vocation, and pure intention.

Q. What are the dispositions for receiving it validly ?

A. The dispositions for receiving it validly are, the power and free

consent of the contracting parties, and the presence of witnesses and of

the proper pastor.

Q. What are the bans ?

A. The bans are the publication of a marriage about to take place.

This publication is made during the Parish Mass on Sundays and Holi

days.

Q. Why is it made ?

A. It is made for two principal reasons : the first, to give notice to

the Faithful that tbey ought to pray that God may bless those who are

about to be married ; and the second, to ascertain whether there are any

impediments which would interfere with the marriage, and which every

one is bound to make known under pain of grievous sin.

Q. How many kinds of impediments are there ?

A. There are two kinds of impediments : some render the marriaee

null; others only render it uulawful.
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Q. Which are the chief impediments that render marriage null?

A. The following are the chief impediments that render marriage

null: (1) error; (2) a solemn tow of chastity; (3) consanguinity;

(4) difference of religion ; (5) violence ; (6) public decency ; (7) affinity ;

. (8) abduction ; (9) clandestinity. All these impediments have been

established for the welfare of the Faithful and the peace of families,

Q. In what does the impediment of consanguinity consist ?

A. The impediment of consanguinity consists in this, that persons

related to the fourth degree, inclusively, cannot marry one another.

Q. In what does the impediment of affinity consist ?

A. The impediment of affinity consists in this, that a widower cannot

marry any of his wife's relatives to the fourth degree, inclusively : the

same law reversed applies to a widow.

Q. Which are the chief impediments that render marriage unlaw

ful ?

A. The following are the chief impediments that render marriage

unlawful: (1) a simple vow of chastity ; (2) betrothal to another party ;

-and (3) a prohibition of the Church.

Q. What must be done when there is an impediment to mar

riage?

A. When there is an impediment to marriage, a dispensation must be

obtained from the Sovereign Pontiff or from a Bishop. The money

that is given on account of dispensations is spent in good works,

especially in support of Missionaries who preach the Faith among

infidels.

Q. Will you mention some of the ceremonies that accompany map

riage?

A. The day of her marriage, a crown is placed on the bride's head, as

a sign of her virtue, and of the victory that she has gained over the

world ; a ring is blessed, as a pledge of her fidelity and submission ; and

a piece of money is blessed, as a sign that all things are in common

between the married couple : these ceremonies have been practised since

the early ages of the Church.

Q. What advantages does society derive from the Sacrament of

Matrimony ?

A. Society derives great advantages from the Sacrament of Matri

mony : for example, (1) the good conduct of married persons ; (2) the peace

of families ; (3) the exclusion of a multitude of disorders that reign among

pagans ; and (4) the proper education of children.

Prayer, p. 584.
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FORTY-SIXTH LESSON.

OUR UNION WITH THIS NEW ADAM RY CHARITY.

Q. Is it enough to believe and to hope, in order to be saved ?

A. It is not enough to believe and to hope, in order to be saved;

because Faith and Hope only begin our union with the New Adam, while

Charity completes it

Q. What is Charity P

A. Charity is a gift of God or'a supernatural virtue by which we

love God above all things because He is infinitely good and amiable, and

our neighbour as ourselves for the love of God.

Q. How are the virtues of Faith, Hope, and Charity termed ?

A. The virtues of Faith, Hope, and Charity are termed the three

theological virtues, because they have God Himself for their object They

are the basis of Keligion and of society, and the remedy for the thret

great passions of the human heart: Faith for pride ; Hope for covetoiis

tless ; Charity for lust.

Q. What is meant by loving God ?

A. To love God is to take delight in His perfections and to promote

His glory ; and to love Him above all things is to prefer Him to every

thing else.

Q. What motives have we to love God ?

A. Our motives to love God are—(1) His perfections ; (2) His benefits ;

(3) His promises ; and (4) His commands.

Q. Which is the principal object of our Charity ?

A. The principal object of our Charity is God ; the secondary is oar

raises it up, and frees it from those gross passions with which it was

filled after the fall of the First Adam.

Q. What is meant by loving our neighbour as ourselves?

A. To love our neighbour as ourselves is to wish and do him all the

good that we could reasonably expect others to wish and do us.

Q. Who is our neighbour ?

A. Our neighbour is everyone in the world, all mankind without ex

ception : Christians, Jews, idolaters, and even our enemies.

Q. How can we know whether we love our neighbour ?

A. We know that we love our neighbour if we perform towards him

the spiritual and corporal works of Charity.

Q. Which are the spiritual works of Charity P

A. The spiritual works of Charity are seven in number : (1) to in

struct the ignorant ; (2) to admonish the sinner ; (3) to counsel the doubt

ful ; (4) to comfort the afflicted ; (5) to bear wrongs patiently ; (6) to

forgive injuries ; (7) to pray for the living and the dead, and for those

who persecute us

 

twofold aliment, Our Lord
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Q. In what does the forgiveness of injuries consist ?

A. The forgiveness of injuries consists in not retaining any sentiment

of hatred, any desire of revenge, any bitterness against him -who has

offended us, but loving him as our brother for the love of God ; and in

giving him the ordinary outward marks of friendship and civility, and

rendering him services if he has need of them. In order to fulfil this

duty, we must bear in mind that God will forgive us as we forgive

others.

Q. What is fraternal correction 1

A. Fraternal correction is an act of Charity by which we reprove

those who do amiss.

Q. How should we give or take fraternal correction P

A. We should reprove our neighbour as we would ourselves wish to

be reproved, that is to say, with prudence and charity ; and we should

receive admonitions with humility and gratitude, for they are the greatest

proof of friendship that can be offered us.

ft Which are the corporal works of Charity t

A. The corporal works of Charity are seven in number I (1) to give

food to the hungry and drink to the thirsty ; (2) to afford hospitality to

strangers j (3) to supply clothing to those who need it ; (4) to visit the

sick ; (5) to visit and comfort prisoners j (6) to ransom captives | (7) to

bury the dead.

Q. Are we bound to give alms ?

A. Yes, we are bound to give alms. God commands it : and our

alms should be proportioned to our means and to the wants of the

poor.

Q. How should alms be given f

A. That they may be useful and meritorious, alms should be given

from a supernatural motive, with a good grace, and without ostenta

tion.

Q. Why should we love our neighbour ?

A. We should love our neighbour because God wishes it. And God

wishes it (1) because all mankind are created to His image ; (2) because

all mankind are brethren in the First and in the Second Adam ; (3) because

all mankind are redeemed by the blood of Jesus Christ and destined for

the same «happiness ; and (4) because the end of Religion is to replace

a narrow selfishness by a universal charity, which may make of all man

kind but one united family.

Q. Have you any remark to make on this matter ?

A. We must remark on this matter that it was impossible to give our

Charity a stronger foundation. Since God is infinitely amiable, our love

for our neighbour should never change, whatever may be the impropriety

of his conduct towards us.

Q. Which are the sins opposed to Charity ?

A. All sins are opposed to Charity, but especially hatred of Godj or

hatred of any of His perfections, and contempt of Religion.
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Q. What is the object of the Docaloguo?

A. The object of the Decalogue is to help us to observe the great

commandment of the love of God and the neighbour ; for Our Lord has

said that it is to this commandment that all others refer.

Q. Ought we to love the Decalogue much 1

A. We ought to love the Decalogue very much, because it is one of

the greatest tokens of love that God could give us.

Q. Why is it necessary to observe the Decalogue ?

A. It is necessary to observe the Decalogue because it is the great

law given by God to men, and it is the source and the sanction of every

other law.

Q. Is the Decalogue old?

A. The Decalogue is as old as the world. God, in giving it to Mosef,

only wrote out a law already existing : Our Lord came on earth to recall

man to the observance of the Decalogue and to set before him an example

thereof-

Prayer, p. 603.

FORTY-SEVENTH LESSON.

OUR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY CHAHITY. THE FIRST COM-

MANDMF.NT.

Q. How can we know whether we love God ?

A. We know that we love God if we keep His Commandments : and

His Commandments are net difficult.

Q. How many Commandments of God are there P

A. There are ten Commandments of God, which are called the

Decalogue.

Q. Which is the first ?

A. The first Commandment of God is, One only God thou shalt adort

and love.'

' For those who desire the Ten Commandments in their ordinary form, we here subjoin
them :—

1. I am the Lord thy God : thou shalt not have strange pods before Me.
2. Thou shalt not take the n:uno of the Lord thy God in vain.
3. Ht-member that thou keep holy the Sabbath day.
4. Honour thv father and thy mother.
5. Thou shalt not kill.
6. Thou shalt not commit adultery.
7. Thou shalt not steal.
?' X}}o'1 slta^t not hear falso witness against thy neighbour:
tl. Thou shalt net covet thy neighbour's wife.

10 Thou shalt not covet thy neighbours goods. (TV.)
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Q. What does it command ?

A. It commands us to adore God, to adore Him alone, and to love

Him with our -whole heart. To adore God is to recognise Him as the

Creator, the Preserver, the Sovereign Master of all things, an infinitely

perfect Being.

Q. How do we adore God ?

A. We adore God by Faith, acknowledging Him to be truth itself ;

by Hope, acknowledging Him to be goodness itself ; by Charity, acknow

ledging Him to be an infinite Good ; and by the virtue of Religion, honour

ing Him as the Absolute Master of all things.

Q. When are we bound to make acts of Faith, Hope, and Charity ?

A. We are bound to make acts of Faith, Hope, and Charity (1) when

we come to the use of reason ; (2) when we are tempted ; (3) from time

to time during life ; and (4) at the hour of death.

Q. What is the virtue of Religion ?

A. The virtue of Religion is a virtue by which we render to God the

supreme worship which is due to Him, as the Creator and Sovereign

Lord of all things.

Q. Which are the principal acts of the virtue of Religion ?

A. The principal acts of the virtue of Religion are devotion, prayer,

adoration, sacrifice, oblation, and vow.

Q. Which are the sins opposed to the virtue of Religion ?

A. The sins opposed to the virtue of Religion are irreligion, super

stition, and unlawful worship. We sin by irreligion if we fail in respect

to persons, places, and things consecrated to God ; by superstition and

unlawful worship if we render to creatures a worship that is due only to

God, or if we have recourse to the devil.

Q. Which are the principal ways of having recourse to the devil ?

A. The principal ways of having recourse to the devil are magic,

divination, sorcery, and vain observance.

Q. What is unlawful worship ?

A. Unlawful worship is that which is rendered to God otherwise than

is due to Him. Unlawful worship, and superstition, are artifices employed

by the devil to disfigure religion, and to win the confidence of men, so as

to detach them from God and to ruin them.

Q. What are the most dangerous as well as the most prevalent super

stitions of our day ?

A. The most dangerous as well as most prevalent superstitions of our

day are somnamhtilism, magnetism, and spiritism. This last is the evocation

and worship of devils under the names of deceased souls.

Q. Is it permitted to render any worship to the Blessed Virgin, to the

Angels, to the Saints and their relics, to the Cross, and to images.

A. It is permitted to render a worship to the Blessed Virgin, to the

Angels, to the Saints and their relies, to the Cross, and to images ; and

this worship is (1) most ancient, (2) most lawful, (3) most useful, and (1)

most consoling.
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Q. What kind of worship do we render them ?

A. We render them a worship, not of adoration, but of honour and

respect. We beg such of them as can assist us to intercede for us with

God : we do not ask them to have mercy on us.

Q. Explain yourself further.

A. We honour and invoke the Blessed Virgin because she is the Mother

of God ; the Angels, because they are His ministers and our friends ; the

Saints, because they are our protectors, and their relics, because their

bodies were tbe living temples of the Holy Ghost ; the Cross and images,

because they remind us of Our Lord and the Saints.

Q. To whom is the worship which we render them referred?

A. The worship which we render them is referred to God,as the honour

which we render tho ministers of a king is referred to the king himself.

O. What temporal advantages does the First Commandment procure

for us ?

A. The First Commandment delivers us from idolatry and impiety,

which are the causes of all kinds of evils.

Prayer, p. 62S.

FORTY-EIGHTH LESSON.

OTTO vJSrON WITH THE MEW ADAM RY CHARITY. SECOND COM

MANDMENT.

Q. Which is the Second Commandment?

A. The Second Commandment is, Thou shalt not lightly we the name

of God.

Q. What does it command ?

A. It commands us to honour the name of God in our words : the

name of God denotes the power, the wisdom, the goodness, the majesty

of God, and God Himself.

Q. Which are the means of honouring God in our words?

A. The means of honouring God in our words are respectful pronun

ciation of the name of God, oaths, praise, and vows.

Q. What do you understand bv pronouncing the name of God respect

fully?

A. To pronounce the name of God respectfullv is to call to mind and

to honour, when pronouncing it, the divine perfections which it expresses:

it is disho noured when pronounced heedlessly and as it were at every turn.

Q. What is meant by taking an oath or swearing ?

A. To take an oath or to swear is to call God to witness the truth of

what is said : an oath honours God, because it is a homage rendered to

His truth, His justice, and His sovereign majesty.

Q. How should an oath be taken in order to honour God ?

A. In order to honour God, an oath must be taken with truth, that is,
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only to make something* true quite certain to others; with justice, to

promise something permitted ; with judgment, to make sure of something

important.

Q. What sin is opposed ts swearing ?

A. The sin opposed to swearing is perjury or false swearing.

Q. What are we to understand by praising the name of God ?

A. To praise the name of God is to bless and invoke it. Opposed

to the praise of God is silence, which consists in not invoking or blessing

the name of God ; also, blasphemy and cursing.

Q. What is blasphemy ?

A. Blasphemy is an expression injurious to God, to the Saints, or to

Religion ; for example, it is blasphemy to take from God, the Saints, or

Religion what belongs to them, or to attribute to them what does not

belong to them. Blasphemy is a very great sin.

Q. What should a person do when he hears a blasphemy ?

A. When a person hears a blasphemy, he should inwardly bless the

name of God and pray for the blasphemer.

Q. What are curses ?

A. Curses are blasphemous words, by which evil is wished to oneself

or others.

Q. What is a vow ?

A. A vow is a promise made to God, by which one is bound, under

pain of sin, to do some good work.

Q. Which are the principal kinds of vows?

A. The principal kinds of vows are solemn vows, which are made by

the reception of Sacred Orders, or by religious profession in an order

npproved by the Church, and timple vows, which are made privately, or

in a congregation not raised to the dignity of a religious order.

Q. Which are the vows of religion ?

A. The vows of religion are three : poverty, chastity, and obedience.

They are opposed to the three great passions of the human heart. They

oblige those who make them to aspire to perfection, and are the source of

innumerable blessings to the world.

Q. How are vows to be fulfilled ?

A. Vows are to be fulfilled in the time and manner specified, unless a

dispensation from them is obtained : on this accouut it is a most prudent

course not to make any vow without previously consulting one's confessor.

Q. What are the advantages of the Second Commandment ?

A. The following are some of the advantages of the Second Com

mandment : (1) by obliging us to respect God, it preserves His love in us,

for we soon cease to love what we may despise with impunity ; and (2) it

is a guarantee for contracts and good faith among men—which things

pertain to the foundations of society.

Prayer, p. 643.
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FORTY-NINTH LESSON.

DUB UNION 'WITH THE NEW ADAM BY CHAMTY. THIRD COMMANDMENT.

Q. Which is the Third Commandment of God ?

A. The Third Commandment of God is, The Day of Rett observe vitX

holy care.

Q. What does this Commandment oblige us to do?

A. This Commandment obliges us to keep the Sunday holy, by con

secrating it to the service of God.

Q. Why did God appoint one day of the week on which we should

render Him our homage '?
A. God appointed one day of the week on which we should render

Him our homage (1) so as to establish order and unity in the worship which

we owe Him ; (2) so as to remind us of our obligations on this head ; and

(3) so as to secure private and public worship. Among Christians, this

day is Sunday.

Q. Why is it Sunday?

A. For some very wise reasons: to show that all the Jewish ceremonies

have been abolished, and to honour the greatest mysteries of Religion—

the creation of the world, the resurrection of Our Lord, and the descent

of the Holy Ghost on the Apostles.

Q. What must we do to sanctify the Sunday P

A. To sanctify the Sunday, we must abstain from servile works and

perform good works.

Q. What is meant by servile works 1

A. By servile works we mean those which exercise the body more

than the mind, and which are usually performed by servants or trades

people, as digging, ploughing, building, &c. They are forbidden even

when gratuitous.

Q. Is it a great sin to work on Sunday ?

A. It is a great sin to work on Sundav for any considerable time, and

the habit of doing so leads to the ruin of Religion, and to an abyss of evils,

both spiritual and temporal.

Q. Is it ever permitted to work on Sundav ?

A. It is never permitted to work ou Sunday except in case of neces

sity, dispensation, or lawful custom : when there is any doubt on the

matter a person should ask the permission of his pastor, or consult his

confessor.

Q. What else must be avoided on Sunday ?

A. On Sunday we must also avoid, with more than ordinary care,

dances, shows, taverns, and other occasions of sin.

Q. What is commanded by the Third Commandment ?

A. The Third Commandment commands us in -general to perform
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good works, so as to sanctify the Sunday, and the Church has prescribed

one in particular, under pain of mortal sin : it is to assist at Mass.

Q. What are the conditions for hearing Mass well ?

A. The conditions for hearing Mass well are four : respect, attention,

devotion, and entirety.

Q. In what does respect consist?

A. Respect consists in appearing at Mass with decent dress; observing

a modest posture ; and avoiding curiosity, conversation, and everything

else that would scandalise the Faithful.

Q. In what does attention consist P

A. Attention consists in occupying oneself with what is passing on the

altar. To be attentive, we must select, as well as we can, a place that

favours recollection, make use of a prayer-book, and follow the priest.

Q. In what does devotion consist?

A. Devotion consists in immolating oneself for Our Lord, sincerely

desiring to imitate His example and to live according to the Gospel.

Q. In what does entirety consist ?

A. Entirety consists in hearing the whole Mass : it is always a fault

to arrive after it has begun.

Q. What does the Church recommend us to do, in order to keep the

Sunday well P

A. In order to keep the Sunday well, the Church recommends us to

assist at vespers and instructions, to visit the poor and the sick, and to

perform other good works.

Q. What are the advantages of the Third Commandment ?

A. The Third Commandment brings great advantages to all : (1) it

prevents us from forgetting our last end, and degrading our heart with

the exclusive love of earthly things ; (2) it gives to the poor and to work

people time to repair their strength of body and soul ; and (3) it draws

down the blessings of Heaven on our labours.

Prayer, p. 662.

FIFTIETH LESSON.

OUR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY CHAB1TY. FOURTH COM

MANDMENT.

Q. Which is the Fourth Commandment of God ?

A. The Fourth Commandment of God is, Thy parent» honour, if thou

wouhlst live long.

Q. What does this Commandment include ?

A. This Commandmont includes all the duties of children and parents,

inferiors and superiors: it is the first of those which relate to the neighbour.
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Q. How should children act towards tbeir parents ?

A. Children should honour their parents, that is, respect them, levs

them, obey them, and assist them.

Q. In what does the respect which children owe their parents

consist?

A. The respect which children owe their parents consists (1) in re

garding them as the images of God, whose place they hold ; (2) in humbly

deferring to their advice ; (3) in speaking to them with signs of submission ;

(4) in manifesting for them, both publicly and privately, all the conside

ration that is due to them.

Q. In what does the love which children owe their parents consist ?

A. The love which children owe their parents consists (1) in wishing

and doing them all the good that God requires; (2) in being sincerely

attached to them for the love of God ; (3) in avoiding everything that

would grieve them.

Q. What sort of obedience should children render to their parents ?

A. The obedience of children to their parents should be simple, prompt,

constant, and extending to everything that is not sin.

Q. What assistance do children owe their parents ?

A. Children owe their parents both corporal and spiritual assistant-?.

Corporal : they ought to relieve them in poverty, in old age, and in sick

ness. Spiritual: they ought to help them to live in a Christian manner;

procure the Sacraments for them when sick ; and pray, and ask others to

pray, for them when dead.

Q. What are the duties of parents towards their children ?

A. The duties of parents towards their children are nurture, instruc

tion, correction, watchfulness, and good example.

Q. Will you explain yourself further?

A. Fathers and mothers ought (1) to provide for their children food,

clothing, and a state of life such as befit them; (2) to teach them, or to ban

them taught, the truths and duties of Religion ; (3) to reprove or to

correct them when guilty of faults ; (4) to keep them away from tb*

occasions of sin ; (5) to show them by their own conduct how to practise

all the virtues of a good Christian.

Q. Can fathers and mothers oppose the vocation of their children ?

A. Fathers and mothers cannot oppose the vocation of their children

because their children, before belonging to them, belong to God.

Q. What other persons are we also to understand by the words/atfff

and mother T

A. By the wordsfather and mother we are also to understand all other

superiors in the spiritual as well as the temporal order: such as our Holy

Father the Pope, Bishops, pastors, godfathers and godmothers, kings &cii

queens, princes, magistrates, masters and mistresses, and old people.

Q. What do we owe them ?

A. We owe them respect, love, and obedience, for they are appointed

by God to govern and guide us.
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Q. What are the duties of superiors in general ?

A. The duties of superiors in general are to promote the spiritual and

temporal welfare of their inferiors, because they hold the place of Our

Lord Jesus Christ, who went about doing good.

Q. What are the duties of masters and mistresses in particular ?

A. The duties of masters and mistresses in particular towards their

domestics are like those of fathers and mothers towards children. They

are bound to instruct them or to have them instructed, to see that the

Commandments of God and the Church are observed by them, to reprove

them when necessary, to give them proper food, and to pay them their

wages faithfully.

Q. What is the meaning of the words, if thou loouldst live long?

A. The words, if thou wouldst Uve long, signify the reward which God

promises even in this life to those who keep this Commandment, namely,

a long and happy life.

Q. What are the advantages of the Fourth Commandment?

A. The following are some of the advantages of the Fourth Com

mandment : (1) it secures the peace of nations and families, by causing

superiors to be respected ; (2) it makes authority wise and paternal ; (3)

it makes obedience sweet, filial, and constant, by teaching the inferior

that it is God whom he obeys in the person of his superior ; and (4) it

shows all men that they are to live for one another.

' Prayer, p. 675.

FIFTY-FIRST LESSON.

OtTR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM BY CHARITY. FIFTH COMMANDMENT.

Q, Which is the Fifth Commandment ?

A. The Fifth Commandment is, Let murder stain thee not in act or will.

After providing for the happiness of the world by the Fourth Command

ment, obliging all men to live for one another, God forbids everything

that might disturb this happiness.

Q. What does the Fifth Commandment forbid, first of all P

A. The Fifth Commandment forbids, first of all, homicide, that is, to

cause death unjustly to ourselves or others. Hence, murder, duelling,

and suicide are forbidden by this Commandment.

Q. Why is homicide forbidden ?

A. Homicide is forbidden because one man has no right over the life

of another ; and, if judges condemn criminals to death, it is because they

have received the power from God to do so.

Q. Why is duelling forbidden ?

A. Duelling is forbidden because it does not pertain to individuals to

take justice into their own hands.
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Q. Why is suicide forbidden ?

A. Suicide is forbidden because we are no more the masters of our

own life than of that of others : our life belongs to God.

Q. What else is forbidden by the Fifth Commandment ?

A. The Fifth Commandment also forbids everything that might lead

to homicide, by hurting the neighbour in body or soul.

Q. How is the neighbour hurt in body ?

A. The neighbour is hurt in body by action—striking him, wounding

him ; or by trill—yielding to hatred, uttering curses.

Q. How is the neighbour hurt in soul ?

A. The neighbour is hurt in soul by scandal.

Q. What is scandal P

A. Scandal is any word or deed that has not all the rectitude which

it ought to have, and which thereby gives to others an occasion of offend

ing God. Scandal is a greater sin than homicide, since it causes death to

the soul.

Q. How is it to be confessed ?

A. It is to be confessed by telling how many persons have beei

scandalised and what scandal has been given.

Q. Is it enough to confess having injured the neighbour P

A. It is not enough to confess having injured the neighbour: ona

must also repair the wrong done and the scandal given.

Q. How is scandal to be repaired P

A. Scandal is to be repaired by saying and doing the contrary of that

evil which has been said and done, and by praying for the person*

scandalised.

Q. What are the advantages of the Fifth Commandment ?

A. The following are some of the advantages of the Fifth Com

mandment: (I) it protects the first of natural goods, which is the life of

the body ; and (2) it protects the first of spiritual goods, which is the life

of the soul.

Prayer, p. 6S6.

FIFTY-SECOND LESSON.

OUB UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RIT CHABITY. SIxTH AND SERB

COMMANDMENTS.

Q. Repeat the Sixth and Ninth Commandments.

A. A'o hist reign in thy body or thy kouI. A'o carnalpleasure tare in

Wedlock seek.

Q. What do these two Commandments forbid ?

A. These two Commandments forbid all thoughts, desires, looks,

words, and actions, contrary to purity.
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Q. Are these sins very great P

A. These sins are very great, and cause the damnation of many souls.

Hence, whoever has had the misfortune to commit them should at once

conceive a lively horror of them, and confess them as soon as possible

with great exactness.

Q. "What must be done to avoid them ?

A. To avoid them, all their occasions must be carefully shunned :

such as bad books and songs, dances, balls, plays, much intercourse with

persons of a different sex, idleness, curiosity, and vanity in dress.

Q. In case of doubt, what is to be done ?

A. In case of doubt-—for example, if we wish to read a certain book

or if we find ourselves in certain society—we must consult our confessor ;

because he will answer us, not according to the maxims of the world, but

according to those of the Gospel : and it is by the latter that we shall be

judged.

Q. What must we do when we find ourselves in the occasion of any

of these sins ?

A. When we find ourselves in the occasion of any of these sins, we

must withdraw from it as speedily as possible.

Q. What are the remedies for these sins ?

A. The remedies for these sins are of two kinds : interior and ex

terior.

Q. What are the interior remedies ?

A. The interior remedies are—(1) prayer; (2) reflection on the oase-

ness of these sins, which sully the image of God in us and degrade us to the

level of beasts, and also on the heavy punishments with which God

has visited them, such as the deluge, the burning of Sodom, &c. ;

(3) humility.

Q. What are the exterior remedies ?

A. The exterior remedies are—(1) watchfulness over our senses, espe

cially over our eyes ; (2) mortification ; (3) devotion to the Blessed

Virgin ; (4) frequentation of the Sacraments.

Q. What are we commanded by the Sixth and Ninth Command

ments ?

A. By the Sixth and Ninth Commandments we are commanded to

keep ourselves pure in soul and body, because we are the members of

Jesus Christ and the living temples of the Holy Ghost: the virtue of

purity is the most beautiful of all the virtues, and makes men like

Aiigels.

Q. What are the advantages of these two Commandments ?

A. The following are some of the advantages of these two Com-

maudments : (1) they protect the honour of families ; (2) they place our

health and innocence beyond the reach of our passions and the passions of

others ; (3) they procure us a sweet peace during life and a great degree

of confidence at the hour of death.

Prayer, p. 701.
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FIFTY-THIRD LESSON.

OUR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY CHABITY. SEVENTH AND TENTH

COMMANDMENTS.

Q. Repeat the Seventh and Tenth Commandments of God.

A. Another's goods thou thalt not take, nor keep. Another's geods un

justly wish not thine.

Q. What is forbidden by the Seventh Commandment ?

A. The Seventh Commandment forbids stealing, and every other kind

of injury done to the neighbour in his property.

Q. What is stealing ?

A. Stealing is taking or keeping unjustly the goods of another. The

chief kinds of stealing are theft, robbery, and fraud.

Q. What is theft P

A. Theft is a kind of stealing by which one takes away the goods of

another without his perceiving it. Workmen who do not spend their

time as they should and yet exact their full wages, tailors who keep some

of the cloth entrusted to them, servants who appropriate the goods of

their masters under the pretence of indemnifying themselves for what

they consider the smallness of their wages, and all other such persons,

are guilty of theft.

Q. What is robbery ?

A. Robbery is a kind of stealing by which one takes the goods of

another openly and violently. Masters who do not pay to their work

people ana servants the wages agreed upon, are guilty of robbery.

Q. What is fraud ?

A. Fraud is a kind of stealing by which one cheats another in buying

or selling, in passing^ off damaged wares as sound, in using false weights

or measures, in making usurious bargains, &c.

Q. When one has injured the neighbour, is it enough to confess it is

order to obtain pardon ?

A. When one has injured the neighbour, it is not enough to confess

it in order to obtain pardon : restitution must also be made.

Q. Who are bound to make restitution P

A. All those who wrong the neighbour are bound to make restitu

tion : for instance, (1) he who steals ; (2) he who commands the stealing;

(3) he who advises the stealing ; (4) he who encourages the stealer ; (5) be

who gives that consent to the stealing without which it would not be

committed ; (0) he who receives stolen goods ; (7^ he who shares in the

fruits of stealing; (S) he who, bei - bound in justice to prevent any

loss to the neighbour, does not prevt .i it.

Q. How is restitution to be made ?

A. What has been taken away must be restored, and the wrong in

flicted on the neighbour repaired.
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Q. To whom is restitution to be made ?

A. Restitution must be made to him who has been wronged, or to

his heirs : and as soon as possible.

Q. What is forbidden by the Tenth Commandment ?

A. The Tenth Commandment forbids us to desire unjustly the neigh

bour's goods ; also, to attach ourselves to riches, because thence proceed

thefts and injustices.

Q. What are the chief advantages of the Seventh and Tenth Com-

mandments ?

A. The chief advantages of the Seventh and Tenth Commandments

are—(1) to defend_ our property against the injustice of the wicked ; (2) to

stifle in our hearts that inordinate desire of earthly things which is the

source of so many disorders ; and (3) to show us the infinite goodness of

God and the holiness of Religion.

Prayer, p. 713.

FIFTY-FOURTH LESSON.

OTJE UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY CHARITY. EIGHTH COM

MANDMENT.

Q. Which is the Eighth Commandment of God ?

A. The Eighth Commandment of God is, Be lies and defamationsfar

ro m thee.

Q. What does it forbid?

A. It forbids false testimony, and all the sins that lead thereto—lying,

detraction, calumny, whispering, and rash judgment.

Q. What is false testimony ?

A. False testimony is a lie uttered in a court of justice, after taking

an oath to tell the truth.

Q. What is a lie?

A. A lie is an expression contrary to one's thoughts, uttered with the

intention of deceiving the neighbour.

Q. How many kinds of lies are there ?

A. There are three kinds of lies : (1), a jocose lie, told for amusement :

(2) an officious lie, told to render a service ; and (3) a malicious lie, told

to injure the neighbour. All these lies are sins, because every lie is

opposed to God, who is truth itself, and to the end of speech, the power

of which has been given to us that we may be able to communicate our

thoughts to one another, not that we may deceive one another.

Q. What is detraction P

A. Detraction is an unjust revelation of the neighbour's faults.

vol. IX. 56
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Q. How may one be guilty of detraction ?

A. One may be guilty of detraction (1) by word, discovering without

a just cause the hidden vices or defects of the neighbour ; (2) by silenc*,

not praising the good actions of the neighbour when they deserve it : and

(3) by sign, appearing impatient on hearing the praises of the neighbour,

smiling at them maliciously, or intimating in any other way that one does

not approve of what is said.

Q. What is calumny ?

A. Oalumny is a lie that attacks the reputation of the neighbour.

Q. When a person has been guilty of false testimony, detraction, or

calumny, what is he bound to do ?

A. When a person has been guilty of false testimony, detraction, or

calumny, he is bound to repair the injury done to the neighbour in hi*

property or character.

Q. What should we do when we hear a detraction or a calumny 1

A. When we hear a detraction or a calumny, we should try, if pos

sible, to put a stop to it, or at least show by our manner that it is displeas

ing to us and that wo take no part in it.

Q. What do you understand by whispering ?

A. By whispering are understood stories or reports that a person

carries about, with or without the intention of sowing discord among

relatives and friends : he who commits this sin is accursed by God.

Q. What is rash judgment ?

A. Rash judgment is an ill-founded belief of our neighbour's guilt.

Q. What other sin is forbidden by the Eighth Commandment ?

A. Another sin forbidden by the Eighth Commandment is indis

cretion ; for example, the violation of secrets or the reading of another's

letters.

Q. What are the chief advantages of the Eighth Commandment ?

A. The chief advantages of the Eighth Commandment are—(1) to

protect our character ; and (2) to preserve peace and mutual confidence

among men.

Q. Will you state briefly the chief advantages of.the Decalogue ?

A. The chief advantages of the Decalogue are as follows: (1) the

first three Commandments, showing us our duties towards God, have

delivered the world from idolatry, and they preserve it from irreligion,

which is the source of all temporal evils ; (2) the fourth lays the founda

tions of the family and of society on the mutual charity of superiors and

inferiors; and (3) the others protect our virtue, our life, our property,

and our character from the passions of the wicked. It is therefore true

that the Decalogue is a great benefit, that nothing can take its place, and

that our lot would be very pitiable indeed if God had not given it to us.

Prayer, p. 726.
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FTFTY-FIFTH LESSON.

OUB UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM RY CHABITY. COMMANDMENTS OF

THE CHUECH.

Q. Is it enough to keep the Commandments of God, in order to be

saved?

A. It is not enough to keep the Commandments of God, in order to

be saved: we must also keep the Commandments of the Church, because

God commands us to obey the Church as Himself, and no one can have

God for his Father who has not the Church for his Mother.

Q. Has the Church sovereign power to make laws ?

A. The Church has sovereign power to make laws: and the exercise

of this power is independent of every temporal power.

Q. How far does this power extend ?

A. This power extends to whatever relates to Religion, the divine

worship, and the salvation of souls.

Q. Why has the Church made any Commandments ?

A. The Church has made Commandments in order to render the ob

servance of the Commandments of God easier and surer.

Q. How many Commandments of the Church are there ?

A. There are six principal Commandments of the Churoh.1

Q. What are we obliged to do by the Third Commandment of the

Church P

A. The third Commandment of the Church obliges all Christians who

have come to the use of reason to confess at least once a year.

Q. Why does the Church say, at least once a year t

A. The Church says, at least once a year, to show us how much she

desires that we should confess oftener, so as to confess with fruit ; for it is

not by doing a thing seldom that we learn to do it well.

Q. What are we obliged to do by the Fourth Commandment of the

Church P

A. The Fourth Commandment of the Church obliges all Christians

who have come to the use of reason to communicate at Easter time in

their own parish.

1 The following are the Commandments of the Church, as given in the Catechism for
tho Archdiocese of Dublin :—

1. To hear Moss on Sundays, and all Holidays of obligation.

3. To fast and abstain on the days commanded.
S. To confess our sins at least once a year.
4. To receive worthily the Rlessed Eucharist at Easter, or within the time appointed,

that is, from Ash Wednesday to Ascension Thursday inclusivo.

5. To contribute to the support of our pastors.
6. Not to solemnise marriage at the forbidden times, nor to marry persona within the

forbidden degrees of kindred, or Cherwise prohibited by the Church, nor clandestinely.

{Tt )

S
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Q. Why does the Church command us to confess and communicate ?

A. The Church commands us to confess and communicate in order

o prevent us from losing our souls by a neglect of the divine precepts of

confession and communion : she commands us under pain of mortal sin.

Q. What are the advantages of the Third and Fourth Commandments

of the Church P

A. The Third and Fourth Commandments of the Church uphold the

reign of virtue and peace, which cannot, without them, subsist in hearts,

in families, or in kingdoms.

Prayer, p. 736.

FIFTY-SIXTH LESSON.

END OF OUE UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM.

Q. What is the end of our union with the New Adam P

A. The end of our union with the New Adam is to make us live His

life in time, by an imitation of His virtues, and in eternity, by a partici

pation of His glory.

Q. Why are we bound to imitate Our Lord ?

A. We are bound to imitate Our Lord because He came down on

earth to be a Model for us. He says, I have given you an example that yon

may do at I have done ; and assures us that none shall be saved who do

not imitate His example.

Q. In what is Our Lord our Model P

A. Our Lord is our Model in all that pertains to our interior and ex

terior life, that is to say, in our thoughts and our actions.

Q. What are the thoughts of Our Lord regarding God His Father ?

A. Our Lord thought and taught that God His Father is a Being of

infinite perfection, to whom we ought to refer everything, and whom we

ought to love above everything, by always fulfilling the divine will : Our

Lord makes this plain by His example during the course of His mortal

life and also in the Holy Eucharist.

Q. What are the thoughts of Our Lord regarding man ?

A. Our Lord thought and taught that man is the most precious of

creatures, since, to redeem man, He descended from Heaven, shed His

blood on a cross, and still gives us the same blood in the Holy Eucharist.

Q. And regarding creatures ?

A. Our Lord thought and taught that creatures are means by which

we may raise ourselves to God, and that riches, honours, and pleasures

are most dangerous : He makes this evident by His example during the

course of His mortal life and also in the Holy Eucharist.
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Q. Is Our Lord also the Model of our actions?

A. Our Lord is also the Model of our actions, which ought to he

conformed to His, that whatsoever is in us may bear the image of the

Heavenly Man, as it has bome the image of the earthly man.

Q. How- is Our Lord the Model of superiors ?

A. Our Lord is the Model of superiors in this, that His mortal and

Eucharistic life may be summed up in the words, He went about doiwj

good.

Q. How is He the Model of inferiors ?

A. He is the Model of inferiors in this, that His mortal and Eucha

ristic life may be summed up in the words, He was subject.

Q. How is He the Model of men in the fulfilment of their duties

towards God ?

A. He is the Model of men in the fulfilment of their duties towards

God in this, that His mortal and Eucharistic life may be summed up in

the words, He loved God His Father, and was obedient to Him, even unto

the death of the cross.

Q. How is He the Model of men in the fulfilment of their duties

towards one another ?

A. He is the Model of men in the fulfilment of their duties towards

one another in this, that His mortal and Eucharistic life may be summed

up in the words, He loved men and shed His bloodfor them.

Q. How is He our Model in the fulfilment of our duties towards our

selves ?

A. He is our Model in the fulfilment of our duties towards ourselves

in this, that His mortal and Eucharistic life present a continual example

of perfect sanctity.

A. He is the Model of all apes because from His earliest childhood

He consecrates Himself to God His Father in the temple of Jerusalem ;

in His youth, He labours and obeys ; in maturer years, He prays, and

occupies Himself with the glory of His Father ; before dying, He gives

His last instructions to His apostles, and surrenders His soul into the

hands of His Father.

Q. How is He the Model of different states and conditions?

A. He is the Model of different states and conditions in this, that

every state ought to represent some of His qualities and virtues : for ex

ample, Priests, His sanctity; kings. His authority ; married persons, His

love for the Church ; parents, His divine parentage ; the poor, His

Poverty; virgins, His virginity ; the afflicted, His patience and charity,

n a word, He is the Model of all men in all their actions ; for His life

may be summed up in these few words, which ought to express the

character of each one of us : He did all things well.

 

Prayer, p. 747.
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FIFTY-SEVENTH LESSON.

WHAT DRSTROYS OUR UNION WITH THE NEW ADAM.

Q. To love God and to be saved, is it enough to do what He com

mands?

A. To love God and to be saved, it is not enough to do what He com

mands : it is also necessary to avoid what He forbids, namely, sin.

Q. Why does God forbid sin?

A. God forbids sin because it is contrary to His perfections and to our

happiness, in time and in eternity.

Q. What is sin ?

A. Sin is a wilful disobedience to the Law of God. Disobedience to

our lawful superiors, when the thing commanded is just, is also a sic,

because it is the will of God that we should obey them.

Q. How many kinds of sin are there?
A. There are two kinds of sin : original sin, which we bring •with

us into the world : and actual sin, which we commit by our own will.

Q. How many kinds of actual sin are there P

A. There are two kinds of actual sin : mortal sin and venial sin.

Mortal sin is that which deprives us of sanctifying grace, Mils the soul,

and deserves hell.

Q. What is required for the commission of a mortal sin ?

A. For the commission of a mortal sin, there are three things required :

grave matter, full advertence of the mind, and full consent of the will.

It may be committed by thought, word, deed, or omission.

Q. Is mortal sin a great evil ?

A. Mortal sin is the greatest of all evils, because it is a rebellion against

God, a monstrous ingratitude towards Him, and it prevents us front

Q. What are the consequences and punishments of mortal sin ?

A. The consequences and punishments of mortal sin are these : in

time, the loss of grace—the loss of past merits—remorse—all the evik

that desolate the earth ; and in eternity, the loss of Heaven, as well at

the torments of Hell.

Q. How many mortal sins are required to damn a soul ?

A. It requires only one mortal sin to damn a soul. The best means to

avoid mortal sin is to have a great fear of deliberate venial sin ; and the

only means to obtain pardon for it is the Sacrament of Penance, or per
fect contritionjoined with a desire of confession.

Q. What is venial sin!

A. Venial sin is that which weakens in us the life of graoe and dis

poses us to mortal sin : it is called venial or pardonable because it is less

unworthy of pardon than mortal sin.
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Q. Is venial sin a very great evil ?

A. After mortal sin, venial sin is the greatest of all evils, and the

cause of most severe punishments, as we learn from the Holy Scripture.

Q. What are the capital sins?

A. The capital sins are mortal sins of their own nature, and the sources

of many other sins. They are seven in number : pride, covetousness, lust,

gluttony, envy, anger, and sloth.

Q. What is pride?

A. Pride is an inordinate esteem of oneself.

Q. What is covetousness ?

A. Covetousness is an inordinate love of earthly possessions.

Q. What is lust?

A. Lust is an inordinate love of sensual pleasures.

Q. What is gluttony ?

A. Gluttony is an inordinate love of eating or drinking.

Q. What is envy ?

A. Envy is an unreasonable sadness at another's welfare.

Q. What is anger?

A. Anger is an inordinate movement of the soul, that makes us

violently resent whatever offends us.

Q. What is sloth?

A. Sloth is a tepidity that keeps us from fulfilling our duties.

Q. What other sins ought we to fear most ?

A. The other sins that we ought to fear most are sins against the

Holy Ghost and sins that cry to Heaven for vengeance.

Q. How many sins are there against the Holy Ghost ?

A. There are six principal bids against the Holy Ghost: (1) despair

of salvation; (2) presumption of God's mercy; (3) impugning the known

truth ; (4) envy at another's spiritual good ; (5) obstinacy in sin ; and (6)

final impenitence. They are called sins against the Holy Ghost because

they are committed out of pure malice.

Q. Which are the sins that cry to Heaven for vengeance ?

A. The sins that cry to Heaven for vengeance are, wilful murder ;

oppression of the poor, especially of widows and orphans ; defrauding

labourers of their wages ; and some others.

Q. Whence do our sins proceed ?

A. Our sins proceed from the three great passions that are rooted in

the human heart : the love of honours, the love of riches, and the love of

pleasures. To these must be opposed humility, almsgiving, and mortifi

cation.

Prayer, p. 759.
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'WHAT PEBPET0ATES OUB T7NION WITH THE NEW ADAM.

Q. What are the general remedies for sin and the means to maintain

our union with the New Adam ?

A. The general remedies for sin and the means to maintain our union

with the New Adam are meditation on the Four Last Things and the

practice of the various Virtues.

Q. What are the Four Last Things t

A. The Four Last Thinjrs are Death, Judgment, Hell, and Heaven.

They are so called because they await every man at the close of life.

Q. Why do you say that meditation on the Four Last Things is a

remedy for sin ?

A. We say that meditation on the Four Last Things is a remedy for

sin because nothing is more capable of moving us to avoid evil than the

thought of these truths, as the Holy Ghost Himself assures us : Jit aU

thy works remember thy last end and thou shalt never sin.

Q. How are we to make use of this remedy ?

A. Wo are to make use of this remedy by being faithful in the prac

tice of meditation, ejaculatory prayer, and examination of conscience.

Q. What are Virtues ?

A. .Virtues are habits which perfect us, and enable us to do good.

Q. How many kinds of Virtues are there ?

A. There are three kinds of Virtues : intellectual, moral, and theolo

gical. The reason is, because man may be considered in himself, and in

his relations with his fellow-men, and with God.

Q.. What are the Intellectual Virtues ?

A. The Intellectual Virtues are habits which perfect our mind, and

help us to know the truth. We reckon three such : Wisdom, Knowledge,

and Understanding.

CJ. What are the Moral Virtues ?

A. The Moral Virtues are habits which perfect our will, and lead os

to do good. The chief of them are Prudence, Justice, Fortitude, and

Temperance. These are also called the Four Cardinal Virtues, because

they are as it were the sources of all other Virtues.

Q. What are the Theological Virtues 1

A. The Theological Virtues are supernatural habits which God infuses

into our souls at Baptism, and by which we believe in Him, hope in Him,

and love Him with our whole hearts.

Q. Which are the principal means to acquire these Virtues?

A. The_ principal means to acquire these virtues are—(1) prayer;

( 2) meditation on the lives of Our Lord, the Blessed Virgin, and "the

Saints ; and (3) fidelity in making acts of them, even on the most ordinary

occasions.
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Q. What did Our Lord do after teaching His doctrine to His

Apostles ?

A. After teaching His doctrine to His Apostles, Our Lord selected a

Vicar to preserve it on earth till the end of the world and to govern His

Ohurch.

Q. Who was this Vicar of Our Lord ?

A. This Vicar of Our Lord was the Apostle St. Peter, who still lives

and shall always live in the Bishops of Home, his successors.

Q. What did Our Lord do next?

A. Our Lord, having accomplished the mission which His Father

had given Him, next led His disciples to Mount Olivet, and there

ascended before them into Heaver, after promising them that He would

send the Holy Ghost on His Church.

Prayer, p. 770.

END OP VOL. II.
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